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that all otlier things are relatively in position.
The screen tilling above tie-beam level is much
more appropriate than the one before alluded to.

The exterior of this church somehow looks better
in elevation th.in in perspective. Perhaps this is

due to the draughtsmanship. "F.aith " has a
-good and a plainer tower than the last ; but we do
not like the pew seating at the east end of the
^outh aisle. The sacrarium is of good shape.
The segmental arch over the porch does not har-
monise with the west window or agree with the
semicircular arc.ide within. " Xoric's " plan has
several good points ; but the tower serves no use
interHally, and the porch looks verv insignificant.
The saddle-back tower by " Xigel '' is countrified
and pleasing, with a capital sense of proportion.
The rest of the design is indifferent, however,
and the plan is unfinished and poor. "(Juatre,
\ois" gives attention to the circumstance of plan-
ning. His failure is architecturally concerned.
The remaining proposals are by "Crocket,"
"Mold," Dick," "Nabob" (utterly poor and
ugly), and " .Smix," -who ranks last.

The following formed the instructions to com-
petitors for this subject :—A Hamlet Church to
seat 1.50 people in the body of the building,
which is to consist of a nave and south aisle, with
organ chamber on the N. side of the chancel.
The chancel is to be divided from the church by a
dwarf stone screen, .')ft. high above the nave floor,
there being four 6in. steps at the entrance to the
choir, with a suspended roof over, and no chancel
arch. The choir to be composed of eight men
and ten boys. Two priests' stalls to he provided.
The lectern to rise oU the dwarf stone screen wall,
and be used from the chancel. The pulpit is also
to form part of the screen wall, and be approached
from the choir side. A return-way for the com-
municants to be contrived on the south side of
choir, and divided off from it by a wooden screeui
The clergy and choir vestry to be at end of south
aisle. Services will be cond'ucted with full ritual

:

make provision accordingly. The east end of the
-hancel to be square. Timber roof, thick walls,
traceried windows of simple character, massively
handled

: design to be suitable for a small stone
modern country church. Site to fall one in ten
from west to east. The west end to have a r2ft.
wide space right across the church. 1ft. above the
nave, and the font is to occupy a central position
here. The south porch is to "enter at this level.
Xo west door is needed. Put broom, coal, and
heating-place on the north side, under organ-
chamber. Provide a bell-tm-ret and square tower
of bold and low proportions over the nave at its
west end. Style left to the competitors. Plan,
two elevations, section, and view required. Scale
8ft. to the inch.

THE CONSERVATIOX OF HrSTOKIC
BUILDIXC^S AND FRESCOES.

AT the Royal Institution on Friday e%-ening
a lecture on this subject was delivered by

Professor A. H. Church. Sir .Tames Crichton-
Browne occupied the chair. Discussing the agents
which brought about the destruction of stonework
in towns. Professor (.'hurch. who illustrated his
topic with numerous lantern views, said that
sulphuric acid must be given the first place,
though water, which acted as a carrier for the
sulphuric acid and as a solvent for the sulphates
formed, and also did damage by condensing on
frescoes, could not be passed over. It had been
calculated that the amount of sulphuric acid
poured out into the air of London amounted to
between half a million and one million tons
annually, ilost of the sulphur in coal escaped,
when the coal was burnt, in the form of sulphuric
and sulphurous acids. Illuminating gas was a
minor source of sulphur, but the amount it con-
tained had trebled since ( >ctober, 190.5, n-hen the
regulations restricting the amount of sulphur
allowable in London gas had been relaxed.
There was also sulphur in paraffin oil. The
effect of sulphuric acid in the atmosphere was
that the carbonate of lime of the stone was
converted into sulphate, the carbonic acid
escaping. To treat stone which had decayed
through action of this kind with limewash". as
was sometimes done, was unsound in theorv
and ineffective in practice. It n'as preferable to
employ repeated coats of a 3 per cent, solution of
baryta, applied as a fine spray, in cases where the
surface of the stone was very tender, and with a
Tise sj-ringe or a brush .as it got stronger. The
baryta water was absorbed bv the stone, and con-

by absorbing carbonic acid from thi' atmosphere,
gradually became carbonate, and thus the stone
was hardened and reconsolidated. The baryta
permeated through the stone, and its effect was
not to form merely an outside scab on the surface,

as had been suggested. This treatment was not
suited to stone which had been simply weathered
by water and carbonic acid : but the presence of

sulphate of lime in the decayed stone to the extent
of 2 per cent, was sufficient to render it applicable.

There were advantages in associating with the
baryta a treatment with ceresin wax, which had
also been used alone, with apparent success so far,

in the case of some modern buildings. Ceresin
wax was also useful for mural paintings : besides

waterproofing the surface, it had the property of

reconstituting the ground and thus of enabling
repairing touches of colour to be put on.

THE Bl'ILDIXG TRADES EXHIBITION.

THE promise of success that was evident during
the first week of the Building Trades Exhibi-

ticmat I llympia has been more than ful tilled, and on
occasions it has been exceedingly difficult to get

about the huge building on account of the crowds.
Of course, the exhibitor prefers not to have such a
number of visitors as entered the exhibition on
Saturday last, when over 20,000 passed the turn-
stiles : but it proves the interest taken in the dis-

play not only by the architect, the surveyor, and
the builder, but by the foremen and workmen
themselves.

The Prince and Princess of Wales paid the
Exhibition a visit on Tuesday afternoon. Their
Royal Highnesses were conducted round the
Exhibition by Mr. H. G. Montgomery, and
were evidently keenly interested in all they saw,
asking many questions of the exhibitors with
reference to the various appliances. They also

closely inspected the architectural drawings lent

by well-known architects, and exhibited in the
Annexe near to the BriLnixo News Stand, and
afterwards ascended by Messrs. Waygood's lift to

the Uallery.

The .Society of Municipal Engineers will visit

the Exhibition this (Friday) afternoon, when a

Conference of R^ad-makers and Road-users will

take place at 3 p.m., and several papers pre-
viously circulated will be discussed.

To-morrow is the closing day, and it is not im-
probable that many who will becoming to London
by the various excursions in connection with the

Cup Final at the Crystal Palace will include a
visit to I ilympia in their programme.
AVe continue our notices of the exhibits.

Stand No. 48, Row B, is occupied by Messrs.

A. Vi'. Green and Co., showing a unique new
plaster and cement called "Marblite." The par-

ticular quality of this plaster is that it is a pure
gj'psum plaster manufactured under Mr. W.
Brother's ]>atent . and can be papered, piinted,

distempered, or enamelled upon within two hours
of its setting. It has a beautiful marble-like

surface, and can be used for external work as well

as for interior work. Its great strength has been
demonstrated at the Exhibition, where two sample
briquettes were prepared at 11 a.m. and tested at

3 p.m. at Stand N'o. 16 by the Associated Portland

Cement Manufacturers, Ltd., the neat marblite

cement briquette breaking at 6-501b. to the square

inch tensile, and the plaster marblite briquette i

gauged .5 of sand to 1 of marblite breaking at

'2101b., thus showing the wonderful strength of

the plaster.

Frazzi Fireproof Construction, Ltd., of

Essex Wharf, Dm'ward-street, Whitechapel, E.,

exhibits at the same stand a small building in

the Frazzi Terracotta Slabs. The construi tion

illustrates most of the numerous applications of

the material to building work, whether for fire-

proofing or building proper. The fireproof floors

are of various types, that used for the Piccadilly

Hotel, and here showh, being in lintel form, with
hollow terracotta slabs set on skewbacks, which
co\er and protect the flanges of the steel joists.

Thirty-five thousand yards of this floor are being
fixed at the Piccadilly Hotel. The Frazzi girder-

casing and stanchion-casing insure complete
protection of the steel against fire. The Frazzi

partitions have been used in a number of notable

buildings, such as the T'nion Jack Club, the

Royal Army Medical College, Charing Cross
Hospital. \c.

A new partition—"Brown's Brick Partition
"

is shown. It is offered in one and a half

inch, two and a quarter inch, three inch, and

will hold nails firmly. The rom|iany makes a
speciality of cheap building work designed to

compete with corrugated iron buildings in price,

and yet to be permanent and artistic. It is worth
noting that the directors of the firm are also

directors of .Tame3 Brown (London), Ltd., whose
ornamental bricks are well and long known to the
building trade.

The.Vutomatic Self-Folding Doors (Bay 20) form
one of the most novel and interesting exhibits.

They can be adapted to any class of building, are

completely draught, dust, and noise proof, are
secure against panic, and are very economical, as,

not only is the price reasonable, but no extra
attendants are required to assist in the working.
Messrs. T. and K. McKenzie, Thatrher"»-yard,

Moreton-terrace, Lupus-stn-et, S.W., will be
pleased to give estimates for fixing.

Our notices last week were in many cases

curtailed for want of space, and this was par-

ticularly the case with regard to Ripolin, whose
altar-like exhibit has been one of the most
admired stands in the hall. Kipolin's .salient

point is the smooth finish it gives to everything
treated with it, and this is lasting, and can be
washed, over and over again. Besides the gloss

paint the manufacturers have invented a flat paint,

which has a silk-like matt or flat surface specially

desirable for mural decoration. Ripolin can be
put to a variety of uses, and although it may be
possible to buy cheaper paints, these may in the
end be more expensive, while Ripolin is durable
and washable and requires no varnish.

AtBa}-s22and23, (i-allery, Messrs. Brookes, Ltd.,

show various specimens of glazed brick and tiles

manufactured at their new works, near Halifax.

They are of a high standard of quality and finish,

and the glazes are guaranteed to be hard,

durable, and leadless. They have also on view
several appliiations of their " Silex " hard Vork
stone, which has been used in many of the
Government buildings.

At Stand 109. Row F, the I Hiver Typewriter
Co., 75, Ijueen ^'ictoria-st^eet, have demonstrated
the practicability of their visible typewriter, and
have also rendered service to exhibitoi-sand others

with their stenographic department.

Messrs. Pemberton, Arber, and Co., I, Gray's
Inn Passage, whose name is well known in con-

nection with heating, lighting, and ventilation,

are showing in the Annexe a new door for public

buildings. Its chief novelty lies in the fact that

immediately a pel's ;>n steps on the mat to enter

or leave the building the door aucomatically

opens and shuts, whilst its advantages are

many and apparent. The invention is only a

matter of a few weeks old, but the mechanism is

so simple and so easily adapted that i\Iessrs.

Pemberton and Arber are prepared to negotiate

at once for installation.

An exhibit which shows the delightful effect

which can be produced by using broken colours

in brickwork is to be found at Stand 126. Row G.
—Messrs. C. H. Norris, Ltd.. Erith. The exhibit

has been specially designed for the firm by Mr.
R. Frank Atkinson, F.K I.B..\.. and represents

a pa\ilion or garden-liouse in the Georgian style.

Various specimens of the ' C.H.N." bricks are

also shown.
Messrs. Bratt, Colbran, and Co.. Mortimer-

street wall space 170), show their patent

"Heaped" fire in action. It is probably the

best and most up-to-date open fire that can be

obtained : it has no front bars, is economical in

fuel, gives great heat into the room, and is .so

constructed that very few ashes remain, and dirt

and dust are reduced to a minimum. Some of the

mantel registers exhibited are \ery simple and
effective, and especially suitable for bedrooms and
offices.

Messrs. Samuel Elliott and Soils, Ltd., Cavers-

ham, Reading, have a fine display at Stand 128,

Row G, of joinery and mouldings, including a

handsome carved Austrian oak chimney-piece,

alcove, oak doors and overdoors, massive oak

stairs, also a pair of Spanish mahogany doors

for Gaddesdon Manor, under Mr. Cole A. Adams,
architect, and a fine figured pitch-pine door, which
is worthy of inspection. The whole of the exhibit,

consisting of orders in hand, speaks well for the

high-class work executed bj- this firm. Messrs.

Elliott also have a great variety of mouldings for

all classes of work and in all kinds of wood.

They also show Elliott's patent " Perfect

Simplex '

' Weather Bar for casements opening

inwards, for which fifteen medals and diplomas

have been awarded.
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warning, 11. 63, 202, 308; prevention (jf

strikes bill. 875
Canterbury : castle, 437 ; cathedral, Caen
stone at, 126

Carditf : housing conference, 224 : sewer-
age works, 399, 705 ; water supply, 63,

364
Carpenters' Co. : lectures, ISS ; schools,

4j7
Carron Co.'s catalogue, 437
Carving, Flamboyant, at Beauvai?, 369
Castings, Milton, 91
Castle. J.. Birmingham, the late, 92
Castles : Canterbury, 437 ; Stokesay, 583
Cast steel, strength of, 604
Cathedrals : Beauvais i Flamboyant car-

ving 369; Bergamo. 237: Burgos, 417;
Canterbury, 126, 786 ; Duiham, 203

;

Gloucester. 681. 7V?.: Hereford. 9.!.

684, 718 ; Liverpool, 481 ; Llandatf,

1 671 ; Manchester, 61 ; Newcastle-ou-
I Tyue (organ) 167 ; Norw.cb, 681, 712

;

Peterborough, 664; St. Asaph. 671 : St.

Pauls, safety of. 474, 673. 875; Siena,

379 ; Southwark screen'! 53 ; West-
minster R.C.) 234. 512 ; Winchester, 92,

127. 377 ; York. 93
Cavern. Misson Hill, Matlock, 151

i'aw, James, appomtment for, 570

Cement: Portland standard specification

for) 816 ^specitii; gravity of 376; testing.

406. 4S5, 537, 569, 705. 739, 820, 832 ; use
of in India, 151

fJensus of production, 437

Centring for concrete buildings. 8
Centrolmead and its uses, 67

C-ramics, Persian. 716
(bannel tunnel. 3^9
Chapels : Cambridge (Pembroke coll ) 619",

Clapton Park [Congl.) 684; Glanadda.
I Berea) 462 ; Henry VII. 's, 13 ; Holyrooa
(restoration ofj 223, 483, 620 ; Norwich
(Octagon) 581 ; Peterborough (Bapt.)

681: Roedean [school] 853; Shepberd's^

Bush (Bapt ) 583 ; Taunton school. 270

Cbirj^es: for water, to London builders,

4S0 :
quantity surveyors', and surveyors'

institution, 820, 841,851,888; surveyor**

fa-r. 13 J

Charter, new, R.T.B. A., 845, 850

Cbatwin. J. 4., Birmingham, the late, 81&
Cbe39um v. McDonald and Hunt. 272

rh,ildren"s hospitals : Birkenhead, 222 >

Sunderland, 363. 417. 548
Chimnev. tallest, in world. 570
Chippett'dile table m Long Ashton work-

house. 2H
Chiswick sewage disposal, 393

Church : alterations without a faculty. 739 ;

buildiog society, incorporated. 717 ; de-
coration. 813 ; design, modern, 263

Churches : Abbeydore, 414 ; and manses
competition. U.F- Presbtn., 718; An-
nesley. burning of, 151 : Beech (mission)

483; Braishtield AH SS.) 186 ; Bramhall
(St. Michael ana All Angels) 704. 889 ^

Bryant's HiU. Bristol iWesln.) 873;
Burntisland. 414 ;

C-imberwell (Camden)
604; Cardiff 'St. Mary R.C.) 186; City,

the, 224; Coldstream {U.F.j 787; Cop-
penball. Crewe, 414; Culross (Abbey >

95; Dodford, 568; Dulwich (St. Barna-
bas 719; Dundee, 873; East llergholt,

131 ; Eastney (fet Margaretj 817 ;Eccles-

hall (All SS.) 685; Egiemont (Piesbtn.,

668; Ellacombe, 127; Fivehead (brassj

4^6 : Florence (En!.;lish) 653 (San
Miniate), 273; Fordington, 328; Ful-
liam St. Ktheldreda 474 ; Gosforth
^Preabytn.) 650 ; Grimsby i,Welholme
Congl.l 363; Hambleton ^Sc. Andrew
131 ; hamlet, club designs. 5i6 ; Hasbury
Hill [St. Margaret) 650 ; Headcorn, 273 :

Henleaze, Bristol Congl. .61: Hexham
Abbey) 482. 716: Holt. Norfolk, 270;
Hurstpierpoint [Wesln.; 786; Ingham,
414 ;

Kilverstone St. Andrew 303.

Kirkbv-in-Asbfield. burning ot, 151

;

Latchiord St. Mary R.C i 685 ;

Leicester St. John Divine) 343 i

Llanelly. Ivi7 : Loxhore, 234; Marton
(St, fllargaret 485 : Melior (old

wooden pulp't' , 224 ; modern, arrange-
ment and design of, 85 : Mold, 5l7

;

Newcastle-on-Tyne (St. Augustine), 873;

Newport, I.W.. 740 ; Newsham (St.

Mary R.C.) 186: Northop. 617 ; Penrith
lethgies in) 307; Pirton (Wesln,) 753

;

Radlett, 717 ; Koker (Presbtn,) 785;

Rothwell, 681 ; Salisbury (St, Martin)
487 : Selby (.Abbey) 9^. 581, 8S7 ; Shep-
herd's Bush, 873 ; Skiibeek, 11; Smail-
holm, 272 ; South Norwood [Congl. 1

581 ; Stretford All SS. 683 ; Sunbury
Common, 753; Tewkesbury (Abbeys

8S7 ; Thomey (Abbey. 92; Usworth,
739 : "Watford (Bapt.) '363; Werrington
(mission) 887 ; Whitley Bay (Congl,)

273 ; Wiilington Uuay tOur Lady.K."C.>

270; Wolverhampton (St, Peter) 841;.

Woolmer Green ^St. Michael) 64

Cistercian buildings, 116

Cisterns, armoured concrete. 191

(_"ity : churches, the. 224 ; corporation and
tire insurance, 116 ; road-bridges re-

construction. 416

Civil engineers, institution of, 672

(.laim, architect's : for personal injuries^

116 : for unexecuted work. 151

Clark, R. Ingham, the late, 751

Cla8sroom>, science. 67

Cleaning : oakwork, 903 ; window at

hotels, 164
Clerical error, taking advantage of. 272

Clerks, builders' : benevolent institution.

39S, 617 ; of works association, 375, 752

Newcastle do.) 473
Clients, architects and. 7C9

Clontarf main dramage, tenders for, 116

Clubs: BriLi.iNC. Nkw-^ designing. 159,

302, 449, 646, 7SJ : T-square, 129, 162
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Clubhouses : Pall Mall United Uni-

versitT^ 653 ; Waterloo Bndge - road

(Union Jack i SS7 ; York igolf) 487

autton, R. G., the late. 413

roachhouse, repairs to non-existing. 15U

Cocksedge. R. D., in re, 7.'!9

Code, newbuildins. M^inchester, 2.58. 292

Colleges : Bansor I'niv. 1 2 ;
Bristol (Bapt. i

237 Moravian) 650; Cambridge (Pem-

broke 619; Et-in. 483; Haileybury. 853 ;

Hampstead ; I'niv. 570 ;
Wellington,

237, 673
Collins. Lewis E. G . the late. 304

Colonial preference and the building

trades. 541

Combination, sheathing and lath. 224

Commission, L.C.C.'s, tj estate agents,

Compensation, workmen's, .act : 272. 399 ;

architect-^ and, 677, 682 ;
employment

under, 538
Competition : awards, loyalty in accept-

ing, 271; drawings, scale and style of,

369 :
infecunditits. 569. t>02

Competitions : architectural association.

778; asylum (blind. Old Tnittord; 199,

269 *9!i 3^*7, 379; b*ths (Ashton-in-

Ma'kerfleld) 328 Salford) 872, 881, 881 ;

Bi-iLDiso Nf"s designing club. 1d9.

3(12, 449, 546.783. bungalow society of

architects 663 ; churches (and manses,

r F. Presbytn. ; 718 (Bramball. St.

llichaeli 701 Orirasby, Welholm»
Con"-l. I 3«3 Hurstpierpoint, We'ln.

785 (Uoker, Preshvtn 785 (Watford,

Bapt.. 3(53; college Bangor university

)

2; cottages, labiurers' (Irelaril:, 128,

719, 752 ; council house extension liir-

mingham 10.64,95; decoration Stock'

518 ; departmental buildings Ottawa i

840; dwellings, artisans' Child's HilH

269 ; dust prevention, 64 ; element of

cost in, 752 ; essays architectural, for

clergy! 536 8axon Pnell 64 ; exhibition

plan, modpl cottage i
N'ewcastle-on-Tyne

J99 (ShelKeld) 199, 3'28 ; exhibition

(Scottish national' 783, 783 ; free libraries

* '.\nnlield Hain 273 (Dunfermline.

Baldridgeborn, 10 Ea^le^town' oi8

Pailsworth 536, 619 Hither Green

:U^, 379 Kendal 4k7 Plymouth 187.

19^i! 517 Sunderland 5:^6. 705. S72

Wednesburv S72 ; h'jmesteads (Rossall

718 ; hospitals Oalway. feveri 3S3

.;?alford, royal 235 (SJuderland. chil-

dren's! 363. 417. 6<8; hou»8 for very

poor Kingstown 6i3; hygiene, indus-

trial, 3'28 : infirmary (workhouse,

Edmonton! 872 : law couits Bloem-
lontein 64; limitfd, 129, 164, 201, 236;

London countv hall, 55, 114 1S8, 129, 164.

1S.9, 269, 463, 5S6, 651 , 704, 70S, 872, 889

(conditions' '231 R,r,B.A. and 65, ?i'7,

743 ; memorial '
Aspatria. Sir W.

Lawson) 64 ; mission hall (Shortlands.

Oongl.! 7S6 ; museum (Bombav) 581

'Plymouth! 889, nurses' block fSoutri-

simpton hospital 199 ; open v. restricted,

83, 236 ;
palaces of peace (the Hague)

124 192 ' Washington 704 ;
Eiddrie

«>tate, Glasgow, ,569, 718; R.I.B.A.

designs. 119, 123, 156 ; schojls Barnsley,

high 64. 128, 129 Bishop Auckland,

fecondarv" 487, 537. 648. 675, 618. 652.

705 (Bristol! 786 .Cambusnethan i 2.35

•I'astleford. secondary 751, !79, 810. 872

(Cramlington 7S5 (tjoole, secondary

269. S.'fS (Gorton) 619. 647, 653, 721 (Had-
field! 751 Luton, secondary: 203 (Roch-

dale. Oakenrod 619, 678, 739, 806

Stockton Heath 888 (Wakefield, Sil-

coates) 718 Wallasey, grammar! 678,

704, 753 do. high S63, 678 ; sculptural,

regulations for, 707 ; sewerage (Elles-

mere 128 ; studentship designs, society

of architects, 744, 761 ; temperance
bouse iHorlev 840 ; town halls icton;

128, SSA. 548, 619. 779. 786, 872 .Auck-
land. X.Z 714 Slelbourne) 548

Complaint as to plumbers' registration,

60.91.114
Concrete : armoured, cisterns and tanks,

191 ; buildings, centring for, 9 ; fatigue

of, 161 ; floors, aggregates for. 257 :

homogeneous, a, 450 ; percolation of

moisture through, 570 ; prop<, .570 ; rein-

forced costliness of demolishing V58

patents 267. 364 (risks of) 52 R IB.X.
report on: 743. 745; reinforcement of,

680 ; roofs, asphalte on, 808

-Conditions ; London county hall competi-

tion, 231 ; of contract, new, for Dublin,

377, 472, 537
Conferences ; engineering, 413 ; bousing,

Cardiff, 224 ; land and bouting, 539

;

roads impiovement, 841 ; sanitation

(Dublin 841
Oonfessiooals, screens as, 202

Congo roonng, 88i

Congresses : architects', Vienna, 474

;

school hygiene, 639
Cooservation of historic buildings and

frescoes, 547
Construction : fire-resistiog. 484 ; forms nf

,

effect of tire on. 408, 410 ; modern build-

ing, lesal hindrances to, 544. 611 ; of

buildings in eartb-iuake countries, i06 ;

ornament and. 297

Consumptives, sanatoria for ; 448 : Benen-
den, 617 ; Kirkcaldy, 152

Contents, cubical. 6:1

Contract, new conditions of, for Bablin.
377, 472, 537

Contractors ; new risk for, 120 ; unsuccess-
ful claim against, 538

Co-operative premises : Camforth. 873 ;

Manchester. 342; Paignton, l*z7 ; Sun-
derland, 6SI

Copvright in architecture. 474

Cords, sash, repair of, 198

Coroner's court. Manchester, 84.1

Corrosion in boilers. 416

Corruption, prevention of, 633

Corrupt practices act. 155

Corsellis V. L.C.C.. 399
( 'orstopitum. Roman remains at. 437

Cost element oi, in competitions, 7o2 ;
ol

a falling bnck, 63, 160

Costliness of rtmovingreinforced concrete,

Cotowolds, sketches in the 821

Cottage homes: ChurchUl, 2,0; South

Cottige^s':' ^Beech. Staffs. 237 ;
country,

309! Best Bank, 787; Irish labourers,

128 719 752; model, 167 (exhibiUons.

Newcastle! 199, 613 (do., Sheffield 189,

328; week-end. 95
. . _ ,,,

Council house extension, Birmingham, 10,

64.93 .,
Countrv customs and town ways. . lo

Countv ball competition. London, ,5^, 111,

128 '124 164, 199. 231, 2l>9, 453, o3«, b.->l,

70i; 705, 743, 872, *'^=l

Court ; building, wanted for Lond.)n. 506,

638 6.38; coroner's. Manchester. .14

1

Courts, law : Bloemfontein, 64; Edinburgh,

supreme. 234
Coventry water supply. 94

Craftsman, architecture and the, .I3i

Craftsmen's : society, Glasgow archi-

tectul.il 704 , union. 306

Crosby hall in the market. 774

Cross." Over Peuver. 786
. , ,oa

Crystal Palace : engineering school, 680 ,

parade, building line, 603

Cubical contents. 63

Custom house. Xew York. 5,0

Customs, country, and town ways, , Id

DAIRT farm buildings. 570

Damages : for underground trespass, 909 ;

local BUthonty and, 752

Danish pictures at Guildhall grillery. 515

Davies. Samuel, Frodsham, in re, 819

Day works, 130 .

Decoration : church. 813 ; of public buUd-

ing. Academy design, 13

Decorators British institute of, 62

Deir el Bahari. excavations at, £39

Delusions, surveyor's. 63

llepartmental buildings, Ottawa. 840

Depot. Southampton corporation, 617

lierwent valley waterworks, 7tiH

Design : and temperament, 301 ;
modem

church, 263 . of mooern churches, 83

;

trHioing and, tome aspects of, 299

Designers, society of, 200

Designing club, Buin.iso News, 169, 302,

419.646,703
Designs; Academy, for decoration. 13;

architectural association, 778; Bangor
university college, 2 ; Bishop Auckland

secondary school, 575, 6la ; BriLi'iMi

News designing cub, 159 302, 449. 646

763 ; Castleford secondary school. 779 ;

Goole secondaiv fchool. 333; Gorton

school. 647 : Manchester blind asylum.

•J98: R.LB.A. prize. 119. 1'23, Ife ;

Rochdale school, 678; Scottish txhlbi-

tion. 781; society of architects' stuoent-

ship', 744 ; Wallasey M-hools, f>78

Detail, Norman and Gothic architectural,

369 , . ^

Devon and Exeter architectural society,

580
DrcSinsonand Kirkham, Bolton, in re, 704

Dilapidations. 648

Dinners : architectural association. 646 ;

builders' clerks' benevolent institution.

617 ; clerks of works' association, 375 ;

quantity surveyors' association, 617

;

society of aTChit,^cis. 573.578

Di-posal. sewage, by biological processes,

882
District turveyors : and private practice,

506 ; association, 269

Dobson, George, Colchester, the late, 61

D.'Clis: Aberdeen, '^71; Birkenhead. 718

Bombay, 128 ; Cai-go Fleet, 271 ^-
miogham, 886 ; Southampton. 93

Dockyard, royal. Devonport. 271

Door; and window fittings, 541

Kannel revolving, 512. Wi
Dovercourt, sewerage works for. 774

Doyle. Patrick, Aladrss, the late, 617

Drain ; or sewer. 328 ; repairing, 739

Draper V. Lorden and Sibey, 237

Drawings; architect.', ownership of

measured, 477 (prize. Institute 225

Dress, Greek, in life and urt, 224

Drift under roofiDg, 618

Drv farth system, 2.36

Dublin; Irish exhibition, 6^8. 652; new
conditions of contract m, 377, 472, 537 ;

sanitation conference. 811

Dudlev. Old. art society. 261

Duke.'E. L. P.. Plymouth, in re. 466

Dundee school board and iheii architect,

606 „ ^

Durable building stone, a, 364

Dustless roads, motorists and. 128

Dust prevention : 64 ; experiments in

(Brecon 875 (Hull;! nb9

Dwellings: Bethnal Green (Sutton: 650;

Child's Hill artisans',! 269; Kingstown

for very poorj 653

EARTH, dry, syst»m,2:i6

Earthquake countries, construction 01

buildings in, 306

Easement of light, notes on, 292
' Ecclesiological society, Scottish, 1'29, 473

Edinburgh : architectural association, 128.

M9. Sor, 398, 473, 484. 580, 617. 704, 821.

9j8 (exnibition; 187, 846 ;
improvement

schemes, 305 ; injuring the amenities

of 673- ordained surveyors' society, SOb,

473 536- R.I.B.A. visit to, 784; Scottish

exhibition. 783, 785 ; unoccupied property

in. 52 ; water supply. 507

Education, architectural, in Birmingham,

Effect of fire on building materials and

forms of construction. 408, 410

Elections, R.I.B.A.. 163, '202. 236, 679

Electrical engineersbip, Salford, 81

Element of cost in competitions, 752

EUesmere sewerage competition, 128

Emigration for architects, 261

Emplovers' liability, 70i

Employment; of surveyors on bills ot

quantities, 2B8, 472; under workmen s

ctMnpensalion act. 538

Enforcement of paving apportionments,

Ebgmeering ; conference. 413 ;
head-

quarters. New York. 638 ; sanitary, 83

.

school. Crystal Palace. 580

Engineers ; civil, mstituUon of, 672 ,

municipal and county, aasoaation ot,

718, 784. 874, 908; sanitary, Birming-

ham institute of, 704

English : art club. new. 750 ; T. metro-

politan water board . 328

Error, clerical. Uking advantage of, 272

Essay prizes : lor clergy, 636 ;
baxon-

SneU, 64
Essentials in architecture, 811

,

Estate agents, L.C.C.'s commission to, 5Cb

Estuary, Thamis, purification tf, 70,

European and American school aichi-

tecture, 156

Euston-road, building line in, ,40

Kvolution of architecture. 162

Examinations. R.LB.A . hints for. 777

Exchanges ; Birmingham (telephone) 2,0 ;

Kingsway ibusines*) 131

Exhibitions : architectural Edinburgh,

187 846 ;
architectural photographs,

578' Bristol art, 292 ; Broughs pictures,

192 : building trades . Olympial, 399, 412.

478 511. 538, 547; Camberwell school of

arts and crafts. 121; cottages mode
(Ne»ca8tle-on-Tyne) 199, 6 3 (Shetheld

199 328 ; Danish pictures at Guildhall

gallery, 515 ; tine art society vironwork

at) 649 ; home arts and industries. 7o3 ;

housing garden ciiy ,
841 ;

international

society of sculptors and painters, 56;

Irish, Dublin. 638, 652 ;
miniature

painters' society. Iv3 ; motor olympia

365; new English art club, 7oO ;
New

Gallery, 671; old Dudley art society.

261 Persian ceramics .
Burlington club

716- Peterheid lart; 1^7 ;
Pittsburgh

(paintings 2.'-S ; Rome .arcbi.'Ological;

364 ; roval academy architecture at 6t8,

645 old masters; 05 (pictuies and sculp-

ture at) 607, 6»:j, 647.719; royal society

British anists, 441 ; Ruskin. 365; Scottish

national. 783. 783; Wttitechapel, 18,,

228 (animals in art 474

Extravaganza, A. A., 223, 364

Frescoes, conservation of, 517

Frictional resistance to flow of air, S41

Frogmore mausoleum. 127

Furniture sketches. 131, '237, 821

Im-

Van

, 52

FACADES, club designs ; branch bank.

302 ; tea-house, 781

Factories; jam, 762; saw-tooth, root lor,

444
Fan charges, surveyor's. 130

Falkner. A. B.. in re. 267. 364

Falling brick, cost of a. 63. 150

Farm buddmgs ; Brcadway, 685; dairy,

570
Fatigue of concrete. 161

Fawcett wa! 1 calendar, 52

Federation of builders. National, 94

FflIB, architecto'. 130. 569

Fell, .lobn, Leamington. 150

Female school of ait. royal, transfer of, 223

Ferro-concrete patents, validity of, '257,

Fever hospitals ; Galway, 363 ;
Little-

borough. 303 ^ ,, rt

Findlay and Roques v. Carvell, loO

Finnie, John, the late. 842

Fire- Barnet, 116; effect of, on building

materials and fireproof construcuon,

408. 410; insurance. City corporation

and, ilH; protection for lall buildings,

417 ; resisting construction. 484 ; signs

at the Guildhall museum, 188 ;
stations

Bordesley Greenj 303 (Cannon-street.

E.C, 549

Fittings, door and window. 541
_

Flambo\ant carving at Beauvais, 369

Flats, Richmond Hill. 873

Floors, ctincrete. aggregates for, 2o,

Flow ot air, frictional resistance to, 841

Fontevrault. Plantaeenet remains at, 4,3

Fonts, leaden, 472, 874

Footings, •116
. -, , , 1 ,»,

Foremen. Newcastle buud'rs , 484

Forms of, consuuction, effect 01 fire on,

4C8. 410
. ^^_,

Fortis Green. N., reservoir, 682

Fowler. Charles, Leeds, the late, 162

Francis, 8. W.. ani Co.. specialities of,3bj

Frauds on builders. 63. 221
.

Free libraries ; 106. 460 ; AnnSeld Plain.

273- Bangor. 719; Dunfermline, bald-

ridgeburn. 10: Eiilestown. 618 ;
Fails-

worth. 619; Hither Green. 341, 3.9;

Kendal. 487; Normanton. I.eeas. ,Sh;

Plvmouth. 187.199,517; Reddish. Stock-

no'rt, 719 ; Kbvl. 536 ;
Sunderland, 536 ;

705, 872 ; Wednesbury, 872 ; Wrexham,

379
Freezing, protecting pipes from, 161

Fresco lound at Rye, 365

GALLERIES : Guildhall, EC. (Danish

pictures) 616; national, 116 (rehanging

pictures in) 638 ; New, 573 ;
Whitworth,

Manchester. 203

Gallery building. 677

Garage, Keunington, 452

Garden ; city housing exhibition, SI

;

making, 848 ; suburb, Hampstead, 673

Gardens, houses and, 5

Gas; oil, 130; works extension, Man-
chester, 673

,. , , ,,n
German : buildings, handbook of, 410 ,

ironwork, 3
Gibb, Robert, retirement of, 60S

Glamorgan in the olden time, IS*

Gla-gow: architecturalcraltsmen's society,

704 ; institute of architects, 306, 668. 704 ;

lectureship in archn-ology, 151 ;
Ridlne

estate competition. 669, 718 ; street paving

contracts, 165 ; Surveyors' Institution in.

711 ; university, 681 ; unlet houses in, 62

Glass bricks, 400 ,,,,,,. o,
Glastonbury abbey and lake dwellings, 81

Gloucester and Norwich cathedrals :
com-

pared, 681, 712 ; indexed illuslralions ol,

681 , X-

Gloucestershire architectural association,

200, 363, 484, 784

Glues and gelatines, 570
.

Gold medal ; American institute, and bir

A. Webb. 81. 116. 'J92 ; royal, 191. 880

Goodyear, Prof. W. H., honoured, 910

Goole secondary school designs, 333

Gothic architectural detail, 399

Government buildings ; allocation of, 602 ;

Canadian, Ottawa, 840

Grammar schools ; Ashbourne, SS7 ; New-
<-astle-on-Tvne, 1 i7 . St. Allwns, 305,

581 ; Wallasey. 678. 704. 753

Grandstand. Grissell design, 34)

Granolithic. Stuart's. 774

Gravity, specittc. of Portland cement, 376

Greek : and Roman life at British museum,

707 ; dress in life and art, 224

Grimthorpe's bequests. Lord. 237

Guddhall gallery, Danish pictures at, bio

HALLS : Buckton. 833; Crosby (in the

market: 774 ; Great Poitland-slreet (et.

James) 561 ; Ipswich (public) 483 ;

London county. 55, 114. I'iS, 1'29. IBl.

199, 231, 269. 453, 536, 651, 704, 705, 74:',

872, 889 ;
Packington, panelling at. 22. ;

parish (club designs) 449 (Earlsfield) fbl

Hamilton. N.l! , sewage puiittcatiou

works. 130
Hamlet church, club designs for. 64:1

Hampstead : garden suburb, 673 ;
land-

mark, demolition of, 519

Handbook of German buildings, 410

Harbour, Heysham, 652

H;irdeiiing brickwork, 908

Haughm.jnd Abbey, excavations at. 518

Hawkins, Robert. Semer, the late, 482

Height of buildings. Boston. Mass.. 116

Hems; li. C, and the bailiff, 115 ; Harry,

and the incotce tax, 638

Henrv, George, A.R A , 167

Hereford water supply, 706

Hewson. George, Leeds, in re, 165

Hexham abbey, discoveiies at, 482. 716

Hi-'h schools : Barnsley. 64. 1-28, 129. 313 ;

Ipswich girls") 650 ; Wallasev, 363. b78

Hill. C. Grav, Coventry, in re, 150. 3-^8

Hindrances,' legal, to modern building

construction. 644. 611

Hinta to R.I.B.A. examination candidates,

777
His own architect, the man who is, ll:i

Historic buildings and frescoes, conserva-

tion of. 547

Historv of architecture, new, 336

Holborn town hall. 875

Hodson, Geo., Lougf) borough, the late, 617

Holdings Act. agncnltural, ;1ol. 412

Holiday ramble tor Whitsuntide, 677

Holyro'od chapel, restoration of, 223, 432,

620
Home arts and industrials exhibition. 75-'^

Homes, cottage ; Churchill, 270 ; South
Shields. 417

Homesteads, plans competition, Rissall,

718
Homogeneotls concrete, a. 450

Hook. J. C, R.A.. the late. 648

Hoolihamv. Griffiths -employers' liability,

704
Horticultural buildings and apnliances, .tO«

Hospitals: BirBenhead (children's) 222;

Birmingham (tiueen's), 452; Bristol

(general 186, 617; Galway (fever. 363;

Kingswood (Handel Cossham) 7>-6 ;

Littleborough (isrilation) 305 ; St. Bar-

tholomew's. 93; Salford 'royal! '2.35;

Southampton nurses' block) 199; Sun-

derland (children's 363. 417. 548; Tor-

quay (Torbay) 1'27 ; Vincent - square

(infants') 650

Hotels ; 515 ; Aldwych CWaldorf) 13. PO
;

Birmingham Acorn) 414. oiO ; Falmouth

Bay .683; Peebles (hydropathic) 4.32;

Soane design, 309; window cleaning at,

- House : outside a house, building a. 151

:

painters' association. American. 604.

Houses : and gardens. 5 ; Ashford, Middle-

sex 4*-7 ; Bozedown. Whitchurch. 787 ;

1 Chislehurst " manor." 539 ; CombeDown.
Bath 167 ; Conkwell Grarge. 653 ; Craw-

ley Giange. 787 ;
Crowborough. 95 ;

' Duncan's. BillingshuTtt, 95; Dunm:w,
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fi63: Famham. 131 ; Killyon manor, 821

;

Limpsfleld. 685 ; Lo^tock, 487 : Maes
Hemljn 839; Nailsea Court, 536; North-
umberland. 821; bhanghai, 203; Stor-
rington.619; Sutton. Surrey, 273 : They-
don Boi«. tJ53 ; Torquay, 620; Troon, 273.

343 : Walton-on-Hill, P89 ; Warwick
Bench, Guildford, 517 ; Witley, 8urrev,
719

Housing : conditions at Waltham Abbey,
151 ; conference. Cardiff, 224 ; reform.
539 (and the L.c.C.) 30:^ ; schemes (Bir-
mingham 81 1. Liverpool 222; urban,
exhibition (Garden City) 841

How to cut rafters. 886
Huggermuggf.r building accounts, 852
Hull, experiments at in dust prevention,

539
Hydropathic. Peebles, 452
Hygiene : industrial. Shaw medal, 328 ;

school, congress, 539

ILLINOIS, architects' licenses in, 399
Illustrations, indexed : Gloucesrer caThe-

dral. 681 ; Norwich cathedral, 681 ;

Westminster Abbey, 13
Imambra at Lutknow, 437
Important : compensation award, 309

;

trade union case, 399
Improved plan of road making, 2.VJ

Improvement of British woodlands, 579
Income tax : on sewers, 874 ; Harrv
Hems*8, 115, 633

Indexed illustrations : Gloucester cathe-
dral, 681 ; Norwich cathedral, 681 ;

Westminster Abbey. 13
India : silt, utilisation for, 673 ; use of
cement in. 151

Indu- trial hygiene, Shaw medal, 328
Ineffectual protest, ;i R.I.B A.. 779
Jnfecundities, competition, 569. 602
Infirmaries: Edmonton (workhouse) 872

:

Hammersmith (workhouse) 774 ; Man-
chester (Royal) 617 : Newport. Salop
(workhouse) 462; Penzance [W. Corn-
wall' 127; Plymouth (workhousel 376

;

Rochdale. 483
Inn, wayside, 273
Insane architect and his certificates. 774
Inspectors, sanitary : Midland, 704 ;

pooily paid, 875
Institutes: architfcts of Ireland, royal.

53. 200. 269, 307, 363, 536, 672, 821 ;

British architects, royal. 122. 191. 193,
263, 377. 406, 416, 515,677, 643. 646. 1 Vi.

745, 811, 816, 880. 910 (and county hall
competition) B6. 307. 743 , and registra-
tion) 333, 339 elections 163. 2n^, 236,
679 examinations) 777 (liceotiatea) 8SS
(new chaiter) 845 [.prize drawings) 119.

123. 165, 235 i reorganisation 227. i;71

(right to vote at' 811, 851 (visit to Edin-
burgh) 784; auctioneers', 93,704; Bir-
mingham sanitary engineers. 704 ;

British decorators. 62 ; Glasgow archi-
tects, 306. 568. 704 ; measured drawings
prize. 235; technical (Dundee) 786

Institutions : builders' clerks' benevolent,
398, 617 ; civil engineers. 672 ; surveyors,
158,301,411 (in Glasgow) 711 .quantity
surveyors' charges and i 820. 841, 851, 88Jj

Insurance, fire. City corporation and, 116
International society's exhibition, 56
Interpretation of London building act, 165
Ireland : architectural association of, 12"^,

200. 363, 413, 752; royal institute of
architects of, E3, 200, 269, 3t'7, 363, 536,
672, 821

Irish : exhibition, Dublin. 638, 652 ; Local
Government Board, architects and, 705

Iron: construction in Jerusalem. 74l ;

rusting of, 604
Ironwork : exhibition, 319 ; German. 3
Is a portiible theatre a building .' 115

JAM factoriei". 752
Jenkmfl, David. Llandilo, the late, 650
Jerusaltm, iron roofing in, 741
Joinery. 7H9
Jones, G. H., Handsworth. in re, 672
Journalism, architectural, 265

KELLETT v. Stockport corporation,
223, 267, 328

Kempe, C. E., Brighton, the late, 617
King's Norton master builders' association,

2*_KJ

LABOURERS' cottages competition,
Irish, li8. 719. 752

Labour in the United States, 4ai
Land : and housing reform, 6S9 ; transfer

act (1897) 6S0; values taxation, Scot-
land. Bill, 81

Landmark, a Hampstead, demolition of,
539

Lanning v. Davy and Salter, 166
Laths and sheathing combination. 2?4
Law: courts (Bloemfontein) 64 ^Edinburgh,
supreme^ 234 ; of underground water,
545 ; sanitaiy, 90

Laying out street without notice, 603
Leaden fonts, 172. 874
Lead, white, what is. 909
Lectures: Carpenters' Co, ISS ; Royal
Academy, 268, 301, 337

Lectureship in arch-eology. Glasgow. 151
Leeds and Yorkshire architectural society,

93, 162, 256. 306, 398, 413
Lees, W. Hewson, the late. 650
Legal hindrances to modern building con-

struction, 511, 611
Liability, employers', 704
Libraries, fr^e : 406, 4*^0; Annfield Plain

273 ; Bangor, 719 ; Dunfermline, Bald-

ridgebum, 10 ; EarUtown. 548 ; Fails-
worth, 619; Hither Green. 343. 379;
Kendal. 487: Xormanton. Leeds. 7S*i

;

Plymouth, 187, 190, 517 ; Reddish. Stock-
port, 719; Rhyl, 536; Sunderland. 536,

703, 872 ; Wcanesbury, 872 ; Wrexham,
379

Libraries : public, 480 ; Radcliffe, Oxford,
4 53

Licentiates, RJ.B A., 88S
Licenses, architects': in California, 399;

in Illinois, 399
Light : notes on easement of, 202 ; occu-
pation for injured workmen, 603

Ltlley and Skinner, appeal case, 819
Limitation of the art:?, 338
Limited cnmpetitions, 83, 129, 164, 201, 236
Lincoln water supply, 63. 186
Line, building : Crystal Palace parade,

603 ; Euston-road, 740
Lithonite, 268
Liverpool architectural society. 62, 200,

398,611 ; Royal Liver headuuarters, 786,

889 ; unhealthy area in, 222
Llandudno builders' association, 307
Lloyd's registry. 10
Local : authority and damages, 752 :

Government Board of Ireland, architects

and. 705
Locke's Palace of Puck, W.J., 151
Lockwood'8 builders' pricebook. 91

London : architecture of, 707 ; builders,

charges for water to. 480; building
acts, 548 (interpretation of < 165 (ob-

structing works under 257 ; building
coiut wanted for. 506. 638. 638 ; county
council, 2J4, 270,305,329. 474 (and estate

agents' commission) 506. 910 (housing
reform and ; 303 (v. Metropolitan Rail-

way Co.) 710 (works department 188;

county hall, 65. 114. 128. 129, 164, 199,

231, 269, 453, 636. 661, 704, 706, 743. 872,

899 ; rebuilding of. 1 ; streets, paving of,

474 ; topographical record, 579 ; ventila-

tion of, 233
Loyalty in accepting competition awards,

271
Lucknow, imambra at, 437
Lunatic asylums: arehitecta, 116; Box-

sted, Essex, 130 ; Long Grove, Epsom,
810

MACALLUM, V. and A., Tooting,
in re, 704

MKie, H.U., the late, 126
Manchester : building code for, 258, 292 ;

gasworks extensions, 673 ; Roman camp
m, 116, 151 ; sewer ventilation in, 224

;

society of architects, 94, 200, 256. 269,

413, 563, 718 ; utilising the infirmary
site, 151

^lanholes in street pavements. 739
Man, the, who is his own architect, 115
Manual, buildera', 482
Marbles, ancient and modem employment

of. 122
Marble: buildings, 412; workers, British,

202
Martin, Eirle. and Co.'s report, 399
Marton, St. Margaret's church, 485
Mason, Thomas, Glasgow, Lord Dean of

Guild, 188
Masons, master monumental, 480

Master builders association : Barrow, 162 ;

Bristol, 200 ; King's Norton, 200

;

Llandudno, 307 : Southampton, 266
Master monumental masons, 4SJ
Masters, old, at the academy, 55
Mausoleum. Frogmore, 127

Meaaured drawings ; 477
;
prize, institute,

235
Measures Brothers, report of, 258
Measuring : timber, 308 ; work, 715
Meiials. gold : American, and Sir A.
Webb. 81, 116, 292 ; royal, 193, SSO

Mediaeval military architecture. 307
Memorials : Aspatria (Sir W. Lawson} 64 ;

Calcutta (Uueen Victoria) 483 ; Clifton
(Pembroke. Congl., Mrs. Luke) 486;
Newport, I. W. (Ai'chdcacon Haighi
740; Westminster Abbey (O. Gilbons
786

Merchants' house. Glasgow. 305
Metalwork, old drawings of, 517

Metcalf and Greig. in re. 165, 486, 786
Methods of testing slate, 4?2
Metropolitan water-bill, 874
Meyer, R. O., Limited, 52
Middlewich water supply, 474
Midland sanitary inspector's conference,

704
Military architecture, mediieval, 307
Milton castings, 01

Mine timber, preservatives for. 910
Miniature painters' society, liiJ

Minsters, two Benedictine, 681, 712
Mission : church, Weriington, 887 ; hall,

Shortlands, 785
Modem : building construction, legal

hindrances to, 544, 611 ; buildings. 6,

373 : church design, 263 ; churches,
arrangement and design of. 85 ; staircase

conatrction. 258 ; stoves and ranges, 744 ;

traffic, roads for, 258 ; uses of marble,
122

Moir; Geo., Sunderland, the late, 61;
James, Fenohurch-street, in re, 160

Moisture, percolation of, tlirough concrete,

670
Monumental : masons, master. 480

;

sculptors, national association for, 236
Monuments, Westminster Abbey (Lord

Salisbury) 13
Mortiser, a new, 579
Motions, two, at tight angles, resultant of,

I

329
Motorists and duatless roads, 126

Motor : exhibition, Olympia, 365 ; works,
Southport, 305

Mouchel : v. Coignet, concrete patents,
364 ; V. Cubitt end Co., do., 257

Mullings, E. Roscoe, the late. 92
Municipal : buildings (Acton 128, 328, 548,

619. 779, 785, 872 ; Lambeth i 752

;

engineers' association, 718, 781, 874, 9nS
Museums : Bombay, 581 ; British (exten-

sion) 887 (Greek and Roman life at) 707
;

Guildhall ftresigosati 188; Plymouth,
SS9; Victoria and Albert (sculptui-e on)
13, 273

NATIONAL: art collection, one only
wanted. 606 ; art collections found. 604 ;

association for monumental sculptors,
236 ; federation of builders, 94 ; gallery,
116, 638 (of Scotland, curatorship) 506,

570 ; Trust bill. 62. 807
Nature's workshop, building methods in,

774
Negligent advice, architects charged with

giving, 150
New : Bailey. 306 ; book on plumbing,

411 ; conditions of contract for Dublin,
377, 472, 637 ; Corrupt Practices Act.
165 ; English art club exhibition, 760

;

Gallery exhibition. 573 : historj' of archi-
tecture, 336 ; moitiser. 579 ; risk for
contractors. 120; R.I.B.A. charter, 845,
850 ; Scotland - yard extension, 131 ;

wood- preserving process, 188 ; York,
engineering headtjuarters, 638

Newcastle-on-Tyne : builders* foremen,
484 ; clerks of works association. 473 :

cottage exhibition, 613 ; walls and towers
of, 8t. 29:?, 508

Xon-existiug coichbouses, repairs to. 150
No remedy for abstraction of water, 328
Norman and Gothic architectural detail,

399
Northern architectural association, 398,

536. 668, 704
Norfolk arch;i'ological society, 473, 785
Normandy and Brittany tour. 820
Northwich. subsidences at, 188
Norway pine, tests of. 570
Norwich and Gloucester: compared, 681,

712 ; indexed illustrations of, 681
Notes, parliamentary, 328, 473, 533, 602,

652, 773, 807. 874
Nuisance, what is a \ 603
Nurees' : block. Southampton hospital,

199, pension fond, Buckingham-street,
685

Nursey. Perry F., the late. 883
NuttaJl V. Hughes and Rowlands, 165

OAKEY, Juhnand Sons, 258
Oak-work, cleaning. 908
Obituary: Allen. W. J., Norwich, 92;

Allott, C. S , Manchester, 342 ; Baker,
Sir B., 717. 899 ; Brandis, SirD., 784 ;

Buck, A.. Worcester. 680; Castle, J.,

Birmingham, 92; Chatwin, J. A., Bii--

mingham, 818 ; Clarke, R. Ingham.
761; Clutton. IX. G., 413; Collins, L. E.
G., 304; Dobson, G., Colchester, 61 ;

Doyle, Pat., 617; Finnie, J., 342;
Fowler, C., Leeds, 162; Hawkins, R.,
Semer. 482 ; Hodson. G., Loughborough,
617; Hook, J. C, R.A., 548; Jenkins,
D., Llandilo, 660 ; Kempe, C.E , 617 :

Lees, AV. H.. 650; M'Kie. H. U., Car-
lisle. 126; Moir, G., Sunderland. 61:
MuUins, E., Roscoe, 92: Nursey. P. F.,

883 ; Osborne, F. Barlow, Birmingham,
516; Peard. Thos., 269; Ridler. W. J.,

Liverpool, 126 ; Robertson, W. Wybrow,
580 ; Rowe, H., Worcester. 92 ; Sapcote,
W., Birmingham. 413; Saunders, G.,

717 ; Savage. W., St. Albans, 548

;

Stanger. X. J., 883; Tawse, P., Aber-
deen, 376: Travlen, J. C, Stamford,
873; Van Assclie, A., 516 ; Watson, A.
Maryon, 234

Obstructing works under Building Act. 257
Occupation, light, for injured workmen,
603

Office records, architects'. 477
Otfices ; Aberdeen, 483; Liverpool (Liver)

786. 889 : Manchester (co.-op.l 342 ; post
(Broughly Ferry) 819 iGeneral! 376;
Sunderland (co.-op.) 684 (Wear com-
mission) 376 ; Vauxtiall Bridge-road, 11

Oil gas. 130
Old : Delabole Slate Co.'s report, 36i ;

Dudley art society. 201 ; masters at the
Academy. 55 ; pulpit at Mellor, 224

;

atone walls. Pontefract, 415
Olympia, building trades exhibition, 399,
412.478,511,538, 647

One National collection only wanted. 606
Opan v. restricted competitions, 83, 236
Ordained surveyors' society, Kiinburgh,

306. 473, 536
Organ, Newcastle cathedral. 167
Ornament and construction. V97
C)sborn, F. Barlow, Birmingham, the late,

515
Overpaid, are architects. 845
Ownership of architects' drawintidi, 52
Oxford, Radcliffe library, 453

PACKINGTON hall, panelliDg at, 223
Paignton water supply, 908
Paint, 308
Painters: house, American association,

604 ; miniature, exhibition. 123
Painting and decorations, handbook on,

638
Paisley waterworks extension, 706
Palaces : Aschatfenburg, 13 ; Brussels

(Justice) 685 ; Puck, W. J. Locke's, 151

;

Southwell. 818 ; The Hague Peace) 124,
192. 538; Washington , Peace) 704

Panelling at Packington hall. 223
Parish hall : club designs, 449 ; Earlsfieli

(St. Andrew 684
Paris, plaster of. setting of, 807
Pailiamentary notes, 328, 473, 538, 602,.

652. 773, 807, 874
Patent reform bill, 437
Patents, feiro-concrete, validity of, 257,.

364
Paths, towing, sewers under, 272
Pavem'-nts, street, manholes in, 739
Paving ; apportionments. 603 and pleasure-

grounds) 603 enforcement of) 272; con-
tracts, Glasgow, 165 ; of London streets,

474
Peace, palaces of : The Hague, 124, 192,.

538 ; Washington, 704
Peard, Thomas, the late, 269
Percolation of moisture througb concrete^

570
Persian ceramics exhibition, 716
Peterhead art exhibition. 187

Philadelphia revisited. 196
Photogrraphs, architectural, exhibition of,

678
Pictorial and landscape photograohy, 638
Pictures and sculpture at the Academy..

607. 643, 7t 9
Pier, Gorleston, 306
Pine. Norway, tests of, 570
Pipes, protecting, from freezing, 161

Pittsburgh exhibition of paiatmgB, 258
Plane-table traverse, 879
Planning. 405
Plantagenet remains at FontevrauU, 473
Plaster of Paris, setting of, 807
Plates, soundproof building, 679
Pleasure grounds, paving apportionments-

and. 603
Plumber, modem, 411
Plumbers' registration, cDmplaint as to,.

60, 91, 114
Plumbers, Scottish registered, 672
Plumbing, new book oo. 411

Poles, tramway, ventilation by, 116
Police: courts (Westminster) 417; office

New Scotland yard) 131 ; stations

(Claybury) 417 (Colwyn Bay) 619 (Hyde-
Park) 417

Pompadour, under the, 303
Pontefract, old stone walls at, 415
Poorly paid sanitary inspector, a, 875
Popular tea-house, club designs, 783
Portable theatre as a buildmg, 115
Portland cement : 3tanda.rd specification'

for, 846 : specific gravity of. 376
Post offices : Aberdeen. 483 ; Broughty-

Ferry, 819 ;
general, 'alQ

Pot v. kettle, 415
Power stations, 7, 194, 341, 374, 408, 450,

481,612.749
Powers of tribunal of appeal, 416
Practical sanitation, 126
Practice : of architecture in smaller towns.

87; private, district surveyors and, 506
Practices, corrupt. Act, 165

Preference, colonial, and the building
trades, 541

Presbyterian church and manses com-
petition. 718

Presentation of royal gold medal, 880
Preservation of : mine timber, 910 ; wood,
new process, 188

Prevention : dust, 64 (experiments in

Brecon 875 do., in Huh, 639; of cor-

ruption Act, 683
Pricebook, builders', Lockwood's, 91

Priory, Canterbury Grey Friarsl 131

I'rivate practice, district surveyors and,
506

Prize, Institute measured drawings, 235
Processes, biological, sewage disposal by,
882

Production, census of, 437
Props, concrete, 670
Protecting pipes from freezing, 161
Protection act, public authorities, 909
Protest, an ineffectual, 779
Prudential Assurance Co.'s report, 399
Public : authorities protection act, 909 >

hbraries, 480
Puck, palace of, W. J. Locke's. 151
Pulpit, old wooden, at Mellor, 224
Purification of Thames estuary. 707
Purlin, 652
Putting the best face on it, 223, 364

aUADRANT, Regent- street, 473
Qualification, architects', 882
Quantities: 58, 90, IfcO. 197, 304. 340, 614,

748. 813, 817 ; halls of, surveyors'
employment on, 268, 472

Quantity : student's assistant. 304 : sur-
veyors' (association 617. 782 ^charges
and surveyors' institution) 820, 841, Sol,

888
Queensland timber industry, 258

RAIL'WAY: rafters, how to cut, SS3
stations ^Crewe) S87 Dover! 128 (Manors^
Newcastle) 682 i

Waterloo 3C6 ; widen-
ings '^Glasgow) 684

Railways : Charing Cross, Euston, and
Hampstead, 483, 886 ; Chester and
Holvhead (widening) 582: City and
South London (extension) 398; Goola
and Selby. 201 ; Lower Thames ^Puiffeet

and Stcme^ 62
Ramble, holiday, for Whitsuntide, 677
Ranges, some modern, 744
Rating of art schools, 115
Rebuilding of London. 1

Records, architects' otfice, 477
Reform : housing (and land] 539 ^and the-

L.C.C ) 303 ; patent, 437
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Kegent-street : 229 : Quadrant. 473

Begistranon : architectii' or trades
unionism 333 K.I. B. A. report on) 333.

35;' : plumbeis' (complaint as to) 60,

HI. 114
Registry, Lloyd's, 10
Begulations for sculptural competitions,

707
Reinforced concrete: costlinees of de-

molishing-. viiS ; patents, 257. 364 : risks

of. 5J : R.I.B.A. report on. 745, 745
Reinforcement of concrete, 680
Remuneration, Lord btamford'a Bur-

vevor's, 5f;;>

Reorganisation, R.r.B.A.. 227, 271

Repairing drain, 739
Repair of sa.sh cords, 193
Repairs: street, apportionments for, 739 ;

to non-existing coach-house, 150
Reports : are they read I 474 ; Bath Stone

Firms. 399: Illinois State licensing of

architects, 399 : Martin, Earle, and Co.,

399 ; Prudential Assurance Co.. 399

;

R.I.B.A. (on registration) 333, 339 (on
reinforced concrete) 743, 745

Reservoirs, Walton-on-Thames. 582
Resistance, frictional. to flow of air, 841
Restoration of Holyroud chapel, 223, 483,

620
Restricted t. open competitions, 83, 2'6

Resultant of two motions at right angles,

329
Keviews; Agglutinantsof AH Kinds. 570;
Architectural Association Sketchbook,
232 : Art and Craft of Garden Making,
848 ; Bell's Cathedrals and Abbeys
[.Llandaff, Rorasey, and St. Asaph 671 ;

Bond, the, 160; Builders' Manual. 492 ;

Bl'ildini; Nb" s club designs, 169, 302,

449, 546. 783 ; E<«entials in Architecture,

SU : Fdwcett Wall Calendar, 52 ; Ferro-
concrete at K.E. Electricity Schuols,

Chatham, 774 : Glues and Gelatine.'^.

570 : Graphical Handbook for Rein-
forced Concrete Design, 680 ; Handbook
of German Buildings, 410; History of

Architecture. Stui^is's. 336 ; Horti-
cultural Buildings and Appliances, 'W4 ;

Houses and Gardens, 5 ; Lockwood's
Builder's Pricebook, 91 ; London
Building Act, 548 ; London Topo-
graphical Record. 570; Modem Build-
ings, 6, 373 : Modern Plumber and
Sanitaiy Engineer, 411 ; Modem Stair-

case Construction, 258; Notes on the
Easement of Light, 292 : Painting and
Decorating. 638 ; Palace of Peace at the
Hague, 124, 538; Pictorial and Land-
scape Photography. 638 : Practical
Sanitation. 126 : Preparation of Con-
crete Roofs for Asphalte. 808; Public
Libraries, 480 ; tiuantity Student's
Assistant, £04 ; Review of Inter-
nationalism, 638 ; Sanitary Engineering,
83 ; Society of Architects' Pamphlet.
223 ; Story of the Argyle Lodging, 784 ;

Tnder the Pompadour, 30:i

Revisited, America. 12*, 196, 410
Revolving door, Van Kannel, 512, 602
Riddrie estate competition, Glasgow, 569,

718
Ridler, W. J., LiverpoDl. the late, 126
Right to vote at the Institute. 811, 851
Risk, new, for contractors. 120
Risks of reinforced concrete, 52
Roadmaking, improved plan of, 2f

8

Roads : dustless, motorists and, 126 : for
modern traffic, V58 ; improvement con-
ference, 841

Robertson, W. Wybrow. the lite, 580
Rochford wat€r supply, 706
Roman : Greek life at British museum. 707

:

remains Corstopitum 4*7
; Manchester

j

116, 151 (Newgate-street) 6fU
Rome, arch;eological exhibition, 36t
Roof : saw-tooth, for factories, 444 ; wide
open, 131")

Roolng : Congo, S8? : iron, in Jerusalem,
741

Roofs, concrete asphalte on, SOS
Rowe, Henr>-, Worcester, the late, 92
Royal : academy 4rchitecture at) 60S, 645

lectures 268, 301. 337 ;old masters' 65
^pictures and sculpture at; 607, 643, 617,
709 ; female school of art, transfer of,

223: gold medal, 193. SSO ; institute,
architects of Ireland. 53, ^69, 307, 363,
536, 672. S2l : institute. British archi-
tects, 122, 191. 193, 263, 377. 406, 415. 515.
577, 643, 646, 743. 745, Sll, 816, 88ii (and
county hall competition) 55. 3C7. 745
(and registration) 333,339 {election- 163.
202, 236, 679 examinations, hints for
777 ;iicentiates ofj 888 new charter and
by Jaws) 84=i. 850, 910 prize drawing-"
119, 123, 155, 235 (reorganisation) 2^7,
271 (right to vote at: 811, 851 (visit to
Edinburgh 784 ; Scottish academy,
charges at, 116 ; society British artists,
441

Ruskin exhibition. 365
Rusting of iron. 6C4
Rje, fresco found at, 365

SAFETY of St. Paul's. 474. 673. 87.i

Saint : Andrew dambleton 131 (Kilver-
stone) 305 ; Augustine ' N'ewcaslle-on-
Tyne 873 ; Barnabas Dtflwich 719:
George's-place. W.. widening of. ISS;
James Great Portland-street, halt 581 ;

John Divioe, Leicester) 343 : Margaret
(Ea&tney) 817 vHasbuiy flill) 650

: Marton 4S5; Martin Salisbury' 487;
Marv Cardiff, RC.) 186 (Latrhford,
R.C.'f 685 Newsham, R.C.) li:6 : Michael
(Sramhrtll 704, 889 (Woolmtr Green
64 ; Paul's cathedral, safety of. 474, 673,

876; Peter Wolverhampton 841
SEdford : and its electrical engineer, 81 ; i

sanitation in, 507
Panitation conference. Dublin, 841

!

Sanatoria for consumptives: 443 : Benen- '

den. 617 ; Kirkaldy. 4V2
Sand-lime bricks, tests for, 570
San Francisco : building troubles in, 875

;

rebuilding of. 474

Sanitary : engineering, 83 ; engineers,
Birmingham institute, 704 : inspectors
(Midland '7iU poorly paid) 876 ; law, 90

Sanitation, practical. 126

Sapcote, Willian, Birmingham, the late,

413
Sardinian archseology. 506
Sish cords, repair of. 193
Saunders. G.. Chiswick, the late, 717
Savage, W.. St. Albans, the late. 648
Saw-loo' h roofs for factories, 444
Scale and style of competition drawings.
369

School : accommodation, 773 ; architecture,
American and European, 156 ; hygiene
congress, 539

Schools: art rating of' 115: Ashbourne
(gram. 837 ; Barnsley ihigh 64 128,

129, 343 ; Bifihop Auckland secondary!
487.537,548.576.618. 652. 705 ^Bristol

785 ; Caerphilly Twyn) 95 ; Camberwell
(arts and crifts) 121 : Cambusneth^n
235; Carpenters' Co., 437; Castleford
'^secondary) 751. 779, 810, 872; Cram-
linffton, 785 : Crystal Palace engineer-
ingj 580 ; Devonport, 414 ; Dunblane
Queeo Victoria) 549: Edinburgh
(municipal art: 753; Qoole (secondarv
269, 333 ; Gorton, 619, 647. 653, S2i ;

Hadfield, 751 ; Hampstead (university!

570, 604, 653 ; flindley. 270 ; Ipswich, 92
high) 650; Johnston, to, Durham

I technical) 773 ; Leeds (secondary) 536;
Luton (secondary) 20.^ ; Xewcastle-oo-
Tyne gram.1 127; Northumbrian, 786;
Old Trafford. 342. 487 ; Plymouth
(Wetln.) 684: Rochdale Oakenrod 619.

678, 7c9, 806 ; Roedean. 8i3 ; royal
female art. transfer of, 223 : St. Albans
i$ram. ' 305, 581 : secondary, their cloak-
rooms, lavatories and plavsrounds. 335 :

Sheffield, 873 ; Silcoates. Wabefleld. 718 ;

South Norwood Stanley technical trade
452 ; South Shore [Wayman. Congl.

)

.376 ; Stockton Heath. 888 : Tooting, 847 ;

Wallasey (gram.) 678, 704, 753 ^high

:

363. 678
Science : classrooms, 57 ; in architecture,

607
Scotland, land values, taxation for, 81
Scottish : Academy, royal, changes at, 116 :

ecclesiological society, 129. 473 ; National
exhibition. 783 ; registered plumbers, 672

Screens as confessionals, 202
Sculptors : and painters, international

society, 56 : monumental, national asso-
ciation for, 236

Sculptural competitions, regulations for,

707
Sculpture at the Academy. 607, 647
Sea-wall, tunderland, lv8
Secondary schools ; Bainslev, 64,128,129,
343 : Bishop Auckland. 4S7. 537. 548,
iS75, 618, 651, 705; Castleford. 751, 779,

810, 872: Goole. 269, 333; Leeds, 536;
Luton, 203 ; their classrooms, lavatories,
and playgrounds, 335

Sessions house. New Bailey, 306
Seyssel Asphalte Co.. 808
Settled Land Act, decision under, 788
Setting of plaster of Paris. 807
Sewage disposal by biological processes, 882
Sewer : or drain, 328 ; ventilation in, 224
Sewers : income tax on, 874 ; under
towing paths. 272

Sheathing and laths combination, 224
Sheffield : sewerage works, 706; society of

architects and surveyors, 94, 269, 413,

568: water supply, 74J
Shoreham bungalow owners. 741
Should architects advertise ' ?78
Show-case not a structure, 473, 66;*

Shrewsbury : public improvements at. 457 ;

sewerage scheme. 607 ; water supply, 256
Signs, tire, at Guildhall museum, 188
Silt utilisation for India, 673
Singer tower. New York, anchorage of, 016
Sketchbook, architectural association, 232
Sketches: Cotswold, 821; furniture, 131,

237, 821
Sketching tour, Building New.s 399
8lander action, bu'lder's, 272
Slate, methods of testing. 482
Slates, wrongly described, 672
Smaller towns, practice of architecture in,

87
Smith, James, ToUington Park, in re. 115
Societies : antiquaries (Bristol 128 (royal;

680 ; archteological Yorkshire 163 :

architects, the, 123, 162, 223, 363, 408,
410, f 80, 653, t81, 712. 713 (at Bath' 672,

SSl (dinner,, 573, 578 (--tudentsbip de-
signs) 744, 751 Bradford do. 162
vBristol do.'' 672 (Manchester do.' 94.

204,256,269.413, 568. 718 Sheffield do.)

94, 413, 568; architectural (craftsmen,
Glasgow) 704 (Devon and Exeter) 680
(Leeds and Tcrkshire) 93, 162, 256, 2t9,

306, 398, 413 (Liverpool) 62, 20.', 39s:

benevolent 'architects') 123 (timber
trades) 162 ; church building, incor-
porated, 717; designers. 200; ecclesio-

I'igical I, Scottish) 129. 473 ; international
sculptors and painters, 56 ; miniatvire
painters, 123 ; ordained surveyors \ Edin-
burgh) 307. 473. 6.36

Some : aspects of training and design,
299 : modern stoves and ranges, 744

Sound-proof building plates, 579
Southampton builders' association, 256
tiouthwark cathedral screen, 5i
Spanish architecture, 370
Sparta, new discoveries in, 638
Specification, standard, for Portland
cement, 816

Specidc gravity of Portland cement, 376
Stabling, Broadhembury, 417
Stained glass, 272
Staircase construction, molem. 258
Standard spe;ification for Portland cement,

846
Stand, grand. Grissell design, 343
Stanger, N. J., the late. 8S3
State architects in America, 292
Stations: fire (Bordesley Green) .305 (Cin-

non-8treet, E.C.) 549; police (Claybury)
417 (Colwyn Bay; 619 (Hyde Park) 417 ;

power, 7, 194, S4l, 374, 408, 450. 481, 612,

749; railway Crewe) 887 (Dover pier)
128;manorii, Newcastle 58^ ^Vate^looj
306

Statue, Duke of Cambridge. Whitehall,
853

Steel, cast, strength of. 604
Stockport reservoir difficulties. 223, 257, 328
Stock prize for decorations, 548
Stone : Caen, and Canterbury cathedral,

126 ; durable building, 361 ; walls, Pon-
tefract, 415

Story of the Argj-le lodging, 781
Stoves and ranges, some modern. 744
Stow, John, tercentenary of. 539
Street : new, laying out, without notice,

603; pavements, manholei in. 739; re-
pairs, apportionments for, 739

Streets, London, paving of. 474
Strength : in regard to stress on wood, 62 :

of cast steel. 604
Stress, duration and strength of wood, 52
Scructure, showcase, not a, 473, 569
Stuart's granolithic, 774
Students' : assistant, quantity, 301 ; night

at the institute, 191, 193
Studentship designs, society of architeits',

744. 751

Study of architecture, 268
Stutchbury, W. T., gets a divorce, 257
Style and scale of competition drawings,

369
Submerged antiquities at Assouan, .8t)7

Surveyors' : charges and the institution,
820, Sll, 8>1, feSS ; delusions. 53 ; district
(and private practice 506 (association
269; employment on bills of quantities.

268, 47J; institution, 158, 30i, 412 in
Glasgow 711 ; quantity, association,
617, T82 , remuneration, 569 ; society,

lidinburgh ordained. 307, 473, 53

TABLS : Chippendale, in Long Ashton
workhouse, 221 : plane, traverse, 879

Tall buildings, flr; protection for, 437
Tallest chimney io world, 570
Tamarack timber, tests of, 570
Tanks, armoured concrete, 191
Tapestries, Burne-Jones, at Birmingham,

•224

Tarranova. Sicily, excavations at, 52
Taunton Bath arcb;^ ilogists at, 637
Tawee, Peter, Aberdeen, the late, 376
Taxation of land values in Scotland, 81
Tax, income : on sewers, 874 : troubles,
Harry Hems's. 115, 633

Tea-house fai;ide. club designs, 7SJ
Tebb, R. Haden. in re, 785
Technical: institute Dundee 783; schools

Johaston, Durham) 773 ^South Nor-
wood. Stanley. 452

Telephone exchange, Birmingham, 270
Temperament, drsiga and, 301
Temperance house, Horley, 840
Testing : cement, 406. 4-io, 537, 569, 705,

739, 820, 852 : 6and lime brieks, 570

;

slate, methods of, 48^; tamarack and
Norway pine. 570

Thames estuary, purification of, 715
Theatre, portable, as a building, 115
Theatres: Alhambra, 6S3 ; Lincoln. 18S ;

Northnmbiriand - avenue (Playhouse
186

Thebes, excavations at Diir el Bahari,
539

Thomas, Sir A. B., and Belfast citv hall,

875
Thompson, Blois and Co.. in re. 150
Timber: industry (Queensland : 268 (Wes-

tern Australia 52 ; measuring. 303 .

merchant's fall, 739 : mine, prtrservatives

of, 9i0; trades benevolent society, 162 ;

waste of, in United States, 910
Tisbury water supplv. 5Si
Tomb, Hatfield's, Durham cithedr.al, 203
Topographical recard, London, 679
Tour^me and Bnttiny, 820
Tour, BL'iLi'iS'i News sketchiog, in

Franc?, 399
Towers; and walls of Newcastle, SI, 232.

506 ; New York ^Sioger, anchorage ol

616

Towing piths, sewers under. 272
Town halls ; Acton, 128. 328, 548, 619. 779,

785, 872: Auckland, N.Z.. 714 ; Belfast,
875 ; Holborn, 875 ; Melbourne (exten-
sion 648 : Salford, 335

Town ways and country customs, 715
Towns, smaller, practice of architecture

in, 87
Tozelaud v. West Ham guardians, 272
Trade union case, import int, 39a
Trades unionism or registration, 333
TratK'3, modern, road^ for, 258
Training : ani de^iga. some aspects of^

299 : of architects. 817
Tramway poles, ventilation by, 116
Tramways ; EcdingtoQ, 414 ; return as to,

151
Transfer Act, land, 680
Travelling studeatship designs, society of

architects', 714, 761
Traverse, a plane table, 879
Traylen. J. C, Stamford, the late. 873
Trespiss, underground, damages for, 909
Tribunal of appeal, powers of, 416
Trust, National, Bill, 52, 807
T-Square club, 129, 162
Tunnels : Channel, 329 ; Simplon. 61
Two : Benedictine minsters, 681, 712

;

motions at right angles, resultant of, 32^

TJNDERGROtTND trespass, damages
for. 909

Under the Pompadour, 303
Unexecuted commission, architect's claim

for, 151
Underground water, law of, 545
Union, craftsmen's, 308
United States: architects' prospects in>
3S4 , labour in, 485 ; waste of timber in»

910
University : college (Bangor) 2 (school,
Hamp-tead) 570. 604 ; Glasgow, 581

Unqualified architects, appointments of>
611

Uralite Co , Ltd., British, 63
I'ies of the centrolinead, 57

VAL DE TRAVERS Asphalte Co.,
51^6

Validity of ferro-concrete patents, 257, 364
Van : Assche, Auguste, the late, 516 ;

Kannel revolving door, 512, 6<J2

Ventilation: by tramway poles, 116; of
LDudon, 233 ; sewer, at Manchester, 224

Vienna, architects' congress, 474
Vote, right to, at the institute, 811, 851

WAXjIj, falling, compensation claim for,

16U
Wallpaper industry, the, 151
Walls : and towers of NewcastIe-on-Tyne>

81, 292. 5<J3 ; old atone, Pontefract, 4i5
Waitham Abbey, housing conditions at,

151
Wnlton-on-Thimes reservoirs, 532
Warehouses : wardrobe. 487 ; Manchester

^packing; 167, 452: Worcester, 853
Warning as to Canada. 11. 63, 202, 303
Waste of timber in Uaited Stites, 910
Water : Bill, Metropolitan, 874 ; charges

for, to London builders, 430; colours at.

the Acaiemy, 711 ; no remedy for
abstraction of, 328; underground, law
of, 543

Waterworks in America, 680
Watson. A. Miryon, the late, 234
Webb, Sir Aston, and American gold
medal, 81, 116, 292

Wells, Sidaey, Egyptian appointment for,

81
Western Australian timber industry, 52
Westminster : abbey ^.HenryVlL's chapel)

13 '^indexed illustrations of) 13 (Salis-

bury cenotapb'' 13 ; Cithedral, 542
What is : a nmsince .' 603 ; a structure?

473, 569 : white lead .' 909
White^hapel art exhibitions, 187, 228, 474
Wnitehead. Chas. E., pre dentation to, 63S
White lead ' what is, 909
Whitsuntide, holiday ramble for, 677
Window : and door fittings, 511 ; cleaning

at hotels, 164
Wolverhampton architestural association,

129
Wood: asbestos, 875; preserving proces%
new, 18S-; stress, duration and strength
of, 52

Woodlands, British, improvement of , 579
Work, measuring. 715
Workhi'u^e mflrmaries: Edmonton, 872;
Hammersmith, 774 ; Newport, Salop,
462 ; Plymouth, 376

Workhouses : Stourbridge. 4>2
Workmen's compensation Act : architects
and, 677, 68/; cases, 272, 399; employ-
ment under. 533

Works department, L C.C. 183
Workshops, roliing stock, Slough, 634
Wrongly described elates, 672

YEOVIL water supply, 474
Yate wood, 741
Y.MC-A. premises, RusseU-squire, 92;
Tottenham Court-road, 673

York sewerage, 533
Yorfc-.hiri archi^jlogical society, 163
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ABBETS: Cilrnss, 96; ^Vestminster

(in Henry VII. 's chapel, to N.E.) U
tPalisburv cenotaph; 11

Academy. Royal : cartoon, draped ti?me
(Amy J. Frv) 96 ; desit^ns idecoration,

Caron O. Lodge) 14, 61 (do., for

botanical specimens, house, A. Wmter
Rosei 2(4 'do., triumphal arch. F. J.

Watiion Hart) 238 (do., wayside inn,

A. Winter Rose) 274; drawmg illid-

cliffe library. Oxford, Wilkinson) 454

Acorn hotel. Birmingbam. 550

Additions to : Eccleshall church, 686

;

Orchard farm. Broadway, 686
Albany. N.Y . the Capitol, 418
AldwTch. Waldorf hotel. 14. 60
Almshouses, club designs. 168

Altar: tomb (Bp. Ellicott) Gloucester
cathedra], 647 ; wrought iron, 620

America revisited, 125, 196, 197. 418

Annfleld Plain free library. 274. 291

Ante room, Crawley Grange, 788

Arch, triumphal. Academy des'gn (F. J.

Watson Hart' 238

Burgos cathedral ; from Castle Hill, 188 ;

the octagon, 418

Business premises: Aldwych i
hotel i, 14,

60 ; Atlantic City (hotel) 125 ; Birming-

ham (hotel I 550; Chippenham. 168;

Doncaster, 581; Falmouth (hotel) 684;

Kingsway lexchange] 132 ; Liverpool

Uoyal Liver Socy )8S)0Manchester (pack-

ing warehouse) 167, 168 ; Netherfleld,

488; Northleach (inn) 839; Shanghai
'bank) 204 ; tea-house, club designs, 7f8 ;

Wakefield, 4.51 ; Woodstock -street, W.,
788 ; Worcester (warehouse) 851

Bnttreaa, carved, Beauvais, 370

CABINET, carved. 7.54

Caerphilly, Twyn council schools. 113

Cambridge, Pembroke college chapel, 620,

637.

Camera, Eadcliffe, Oxford, 451

Cannon-street tire station. E.G., 550

Canterbury. Grey Friars priory, 132

ArchirAssocn" drawings, botanical house f'apital, maison Historique, Beauvais, 370

and wavside inn (A. W. Rose) 274 Capitol, the. Albany, N.\ .,418

Armoured concrete cistem.s. 192 Cartoons. Academy: di-aped hgure (Amy
Alt galleri.a : Plymouth, 518; Whit- .1, Fry) 96 ; Psalm of the Singers (C. O.

woith. Manchester, 204 Lodge) 11, 64

Aschaffenbure palace, Bavaria, 14 Cirving. Flamboyant, Beauvais, 370

Ashford, Middlesex, house and garden. 488 Castleford secondary school designs 1st,

Henshaw's bUnd, Old Tratford,

Marlborough, Blen-

Astlum.
380

Atlantic city: 125
heim hotel. 125

Auckland, X.Z., town hall, 714, 715

BACHELORS' chambers, Margaret-
street, W.. S54

Balcony. Rath-haus. Cologne, 4
Bathroom, Crawley Grange, 788
Baltimore, lodge entrances, Brookland-
wood, 720

Bangor : free library, 720 ; University
college. 23

Banks : facades, club des'gns. 310 ; Netiier-

field, 488'; Shanghai ( International) 201
Baptist college. Bristol, 2:i8

Barge board of cottage. T.aiTing, 677
Barnsley high girls' school, 344, 361, 362
Bath, house at Combe Down, 163
Baths: Reddish, Stockport, 720; Salford

(accepted design, Mangnall and Little-

woods 88;^, 8S4, 890, 907 (2nd, H. T.
Bonner 885

Bay hotel, Falmouth, 581
Beauviiis, Flamboyant carving at, 370
Beckett's cottages. Tarring, 677
Beech, X. Stalls, cottage. 238
Belfry: Bruges. 686; detached, H. B.
Lavcock's National design, 168

Bench, monks', 17th century, 822
Bergamo cathedral, south porch. 238
Billingshurst. Duncau's house! 96
Birmingham : Acorn hotel. 560 ; council
house extension designs (selected. Ashley
and Newman) 10, 11, 51, 61 (H. T. Hare:
64 (Mansell. Mansell and Dixon) Otj

(Matear and Simon) 96; electric gene-
rating station. 4C9, 451 (sub-station)

481, 613, 750
Bishop Auckland secondary school plans :

1st. E. F. Reynolds, bib, 876 ; 2nd, Clark
and Moscrop 576 ; 3rd, Buckland and
Haywood-Farmer. 577

Blind; asylum. Old Trafford. 380; home
(Glynn-Vivian) Caswell. 616

Board-room. Lloyd's registry, 14
Boat-house. Nuoeham. .^84

Book illustrations. National (Evelyn Paul)
132, 204

Botanical specimen house, A. W. Rose's
design, .;74

Bowling alley at Foot's Cray Place, 849
Bozedown house. Whitchurch, Oxon, 788
Bracket, lamp, 839
Bramhall, St. Michael and All Angels'
Church, 890

Branch bank farade. club design, 310
Bristol, Baptist 'college. 238
Brixton Hill, Lambetti municipal build-

ings, 754
Broadhembury, stabling at the Orange,
118

Broadway, additions to Orchard farm, 686
Brooklandwood, Baltimore, lodges to, 720
Bruges, sketch in the rue Flamand, 686
Brussels, the Palace of Justice. 686
Buckingham-street, royal national nurses'

pension lund. t85, 6t6
Buckton hall, l-lamborough Head, 8.'i3, 8.'j4

Building Nbws club designs ; almshouses,

168 ; branch bank fa.,ade, 310 ; hamiet
church, 650, 567

;
paiish hall. 464, 171

;

tea-house facade. 7(^8

Building trades' exhibition, Olympia, 513

Bureau, walnut, 119

Robinson and Alban Jones, 780; 2nd
and selected, W. S. Braithwaite, 781

Castle. Stokesay. 584

CaswtU. Glynn Vivian home for blind, 616

Cathedrals : Beauvais (buttress enrich-

ment and crocket) 370 ; Bergamo (south

po'chl 238; Burgos (from Castle Hill)

488 I the octagon) 418 ; Durham (Hat-

field's tomb) 204, 221; Gloucester (Bp.

Ellicott's tomb- 647; Hildesheim (iron

gate, north door) 1 ; Newcastle (great

organ) 168 ; Pisa (Sanctuary lamp) 751

;

Siena (library doorway) 380

Centrolinead and its uses, 57

Chairs ; Chippendale, 822 ; Cromwelli.an,

255 ;
garden, 764 ; ladder-back, 119

;

monastery 17th century, 119 ; 17th cen-

tury, 822 ; Yorkshire, 255

Chambers, bachelors', Margaret - street,

W., 851
Chapel Allerton, Leeds, house, 151

Chapels ; Cambridge (Pembroke college)

620, 637 ; Henry VII.'s, Westminster
Abbey, 14 ; Roedean school, 854 ; Shep-
herd's Bush (Bapt.) 601

Chastleton. church and house, 839

Ghel-ea, detached house, 69, 614, 616, 814,

815. 816
Chests; dressing, 7o4 ; Jacobean, 255

Chetham hospital, Manchester, staircase

in, 550
Children's hospital, Sunderland, 418

Chippendale chairs, two. 822

Chippenham, business premises, 168

Church hall. Sketty, 654

Churches : Bramhall (St. Michael) 890

;

Coldstream (U.P.) 788 ; Coin Roger
(doorway) 839 ;

Culross (abbey) 96 ;

Cumberland {proposed, ip) 727 ; Dulwich

(St. Barnabas, tower 720 ;
Uuntisbourne

Rous, 839; East Bersholt, 132 ; east end

interior of, 684 ; Eastnev ( 8t. Margaret)

817, 882; Eccleshall (All fcS.) 686;

Florence (English) 661 (San Miniato,

pulpit) 271; Hambletou .St. Andrew)
132 ; hamlet club designs) 550, 567 ;

Headcoin, 274; Hildesheim (Andreas,

grille in) 4 ; Icomb, 839 ; Latchford St.

Mary R.C.. sanctuary fittings) 686

;

Leicester (St. John, iron screen) 341;

Mold (St. Mary) .535 ;
Northop, 535 ;

falisbury (at. Martin, lectern) 605

;

.Stretfoid (All Saints) 684 ;
Sunbury

Common (St. Saviour) Tb\ ;
'looting

Oraveney (All Saints) 686 ; Whitley Bay
iCongl.) 271 ; Woolmer Green, Welwyn
(St. Michael) 61

Cisterns, concrete armoured, 192

City hotel, H Cooper's Soane design, 310

City, the: Cannon-street tire station, 550

;

Fenchurch-street, Lloyd's registry, 14

Claybury-hill police station, 418

('leadon'cottage homes. 117, 118, 436

Club. BuiLiusu News designing: alms-

houses, 16ii ; branch bank fa,;ade, 310;

hamlet church, 550, 567
;

parish hall,

461,471; tea-house fa'.-ade, 788

Clubhouses; Pall Mall [Umted University)

661 ; York golf) 1&8
Coffer, 16th ccnturvl, 119
Coldstream. U.P. churA, 788
Colleges ; Bangor (University) 2,3; Bristol

(Baptist) 2iS; Cambridge (Pembroke,
chapel) 620. 637 ; Haileyhury (new form
rooms) 864; Wellington (E. Warien's
design) 238

Coin Roger, doorway in churcb, 839

Cologne, balcony at Rath-haus. 4

Column, Uomiu Corinthian, Lateran

Museum. 337

Colwyn Bay police station, 620

Combe Down, Bath, hou*e at, 168

Competitions : asylum, blind (Old Trafford

—accepted, Mangnall and Littlewoods)

380; BuiLDisG News designing club

(almshouses) 168 (branch bankfacide)
310 (hamlet church; 550, 567 (parish

hall) 454. 471 tea-house fac«de! 788 ;

college (Wellington, dining hall, E.

Warren i 2.38 ; convalescent home (Glos-

sop, G. H. Wdloughby) 201; cottage

homes (Cleadon, 1st. Milburn. Wills

and Anderson) 417, 418, 436; cottages,

labourers (Ireland. 1st. S. Mess) 720 C/nd.

J. R. Burn) 737 (3rd. T. M. Deane; 738 ;

council house extension (Birmingham—
selected. Ashley and Newman! 10, 14.

51, 64 (H. T. Hare) 61 (Mansell. Mansell

and Dixon; 96 Matear and Simon 96;

free libraries (Anufleld Plain, Ist, E.

Cratoey) 271, 291 (Bangor, adopted,

Dixon and Potter) 720 (Failsworth,

selected, Ogden and Hoy) 620 (Hither

Green, selected, H. Hoptoo) 311, 397 ( Ply-

mouth, selected, Thornely and Rooke!

518 (tteddish. Stockpoit, adoptel. Dixon
and Potter) 720 ; Grissell (grand stand.

W. A. Mellon) 344 ; hospital (Sunder-

land, children's—selected. Armstrong
and Wright) 418; National (book illus-

trations, E. Paul) 132 detached belfry,

H. B. Laycock) IfS (doorway, Siena

cathedral, E. A. Atkinson) 380 (panel

for screen, Hilda Warlow) 134
(
pulpit.

San Miniato, Florence, R. Atkmson)
274 (wrouglil^iron altar and sign, A.
Halliday; 620; Royal Academy cartoon

(draped' figure. Am'y .T. Fry) 96 ; do. do.

designs (botanical house. A. W. Rose)'

271 (decoration of public building, Caron
O. Lodge! 14. 61 (triumphal arch, F. J.

Watson Hart) 238 (wayside inn. A,
Winter Rose) 271 ; do, do drawing
(Oxford Radcliffe library, L. Wilkinson)

454 ; R.I,B,A. measured drawings
(Stokesay castle, D. Robertson) 584

;

Koyal Institution measured drawings
(Pembroke college chapel, W, H.
McLucas) 620, 637 ; schools (Barnsley,

high, amended, Ist, Buckland, Haywooa-
Farmer and Ashford) 344, 361, 3S2

(Bishop Auckland, secondary, Ist. E, F,

Reynolds) 575, 576 (2nd. Clark and
Moscrop) 576 (3rd. Buckland and Hay-
wood-Parmer) 577 (Castleford, second-

ary. 1st. Robinson and Alban Jones)

780 (2nd and selected, W. S. Brai';hwaite)

781 (Goole, secondary, 1st. Willink and
Thicknesae) 331 (ind, Tennant ana
Collins) 334, 335 (Gorton, selected. Lodge
and Dixon) 822, 888 ( Luton, secondary,

selected, Spalding and Spalding) 204

WalUsey, grammar, selected, ^'illink

and Thicunesse) 771, 772; Soaoe city

hotel, H. Cooper) 310; town hall (.'\uok-

land, N.Z.—selected, J. J. and E, J,

Clark), 711, 715 ; University college

, Bangor, selected, H, T, Harej 2, 3

Concrete armourea cisterns. 192

Conkwell Grange, Wilts, 651

Constable's statue, Vtctoiia and Albert

Museum, 274
Convalescent home, Glossop, G, H.

Willoughby's design, 201

Corinthian column, Roman, Lateran
museum, 337

Coroner's court, Manchester, 314

Cotswolds, sketches in the (.1, H. Jones) 839

Cottage homes, Cieadon. 117. 118, 136

Cottages ; Beech, 238 ; country, in Surrey,

310; four model village (F. H, Jones's

design) 185 ; Hest Bank, Lancaster

(three) 788; labourers', Ireland (1st, S.

Mos-) 720 ,2nd. J, R. Burn' 73r (;ffd,

T. M. Deane) 738 ; Tarring (Beckett's

677; week-end (J. E. Dixoo-Spam's
design) 96

Council house extension designs, Bir-

mingham : selected, .Ashley nnd New-
man, 111, 14. 51, 61; H. T. Hare, 61;

Mansell, Mansell and Dixon, 96

:

Matear and Simon, 96

Council schools : Caerphilly (Twyn) 113

;

Gorton Thornwood-avenue! 822, 890

;

Old Tralford (Seymour ParK) 488 ; .~Stret-

ford (Hen»haw-roadi 488

Country : cottage in Surrey, 310 ; house,

a. 6Si
Courts : coroner's. Manchester. 311 ;

police. Westminster. 418
Courtyard house, Whitley. 720

Ciawley Giaoge. Bucks. 788
Crocket, carved, Beauv.ais, 370
Cromwellian table and chair, 255

Cro-ss, French, Uth century silver, 5ls

C rowborough, house at, 96
Crowhurst, place, Surrey. 812

Cubing, iriegular figure. 116

Culro8.s Abbey, restoration of, 96

Cumberland, proposed church in. 720

Cups, 17th century repouss^, 518

DECORATION of public building.

Academy design (Caron O. Lodge) 14. Bt

Designing club. Buili.iso Nsws :
alms-

houses 168; branch bank facade. 310;

hamlet church. 660. 567 ;
parish hall,

151. 471 ; tea-house facide. 788

Designs: BtiiLDiso News club, 168. 310,

4U 171, 550, 567, 788; church, east end

of 'iJ H. Gibbons) 581; city hotel

(Soane, H. Cooper) 3i0
;

cottages

(country in Surrey, C. Nicholas) 310

(model, F, H, Joaes) 185 (week-end, J.

E. Dixon-Spain) 96; country house (J.

E Dixon-Spain) 581; decoration of

public buildings Academy. C, < ). Lodge)

14, 64; detachei belfry (National, H.

b' Laycock- 168; grand stand (Unssell,

W A. Melloni 3il ;
panel for scieen

(National. Hilda Warlow) lil ;
trium-

phal arch (Academy, F. J, Watson

Hart) 2 38 „ „ v . •

Detached ; belfry, H. B. Laycock s

National design, 168; house at Chelsea,

69, 611, 615. 811, 815, 816

Details almshouses (club) 168 ;
cistle

(Stokesay) 584 ; chapel (Cambridge,

Pembroke college) 620, 637 : cwteros,

armoured concrete. 192 ; free librane)

1 Annfield Plain) 274. 291 (Hither Greeni

3J7 ; lectern (Salisbury, St. Martin) 60o ;

municipal buildings, Lambeth. 754 ;

parish hall (club) 451. 471 ; roofs, saw-

tooth, 444. 445, 146. 447; tei-house

facade (club) 788 ; tomb (Durham cathe-

dral. Hatfield) 201, -in ;
wardrobe.

Louis XIV.. 488

Dining : hall. Wellington college, B.

Warren's design, 238, room, Lansdown
park, 754

Doncaster, business premises. 581

Doorway : Coin Roger church. a39 ; old

(R. j'. H, Haines' drawing) 518; to

library. Siea'i ciLheiral, 380

Draped figure, Academy cartoon (Amy J.

Fry' 96 . ,^
Drawings : Archi, Asaocn. (botanical house

and wayside inn, A. W, Rose! 271 ;

Bergamo cathedral porch (E. Whyley)
2.18; Burgos cathedral (H. 0. Brewer)

418, 488; Cotswold sketches (J. H.
Jones' 839; doorway, old (R.J. Haines)

518 ; Beadcorn church (T. F. Green)

274; Henry VII.'s chapel (Elizabeth

Drake) 14; measured (Buckton hall. J.

R. Trnelove^ 853, 851 (Cambridge, Pem-
broke college chapel, W. H. Mcl.ucas)

620, 637 (Durham cathedral, Hatfield

tomb, B. Watson; 204, 221 (Stokesay

castle, D. Robertson) 681 (wardrobe,

I,ouis XtV., W. Thomson) 4.8S

;

National book illustrations, K. Paul)

132, 201 (detached belfry design, H. B.

Laycock) 168 (Florence, pulpit, San
Miniato, R. Atkinson 271 (omamental
treatment of metal, Mabel Jepson) ol8

(Siena cathedral doorway, R. Atkinson)

:^so wrought-iron altar and sign. A.
Halhdavi 020; Pugin (Salisbury, pulpit.

St. Martin's. E. Garrett) 505 ;
Rojal

Academy decoration of public building,

C. (j. Lodge) 11 (O.xford. Radcliffe

librar;. L. WiUinson) 151 ;
Tudor

manor-house (J. Lanyham) 14

Dressing chest, inlaid. 754

Dulwich, tower, Bt. Barnabas' church. 720

Dunblane, wueen Victoria memorial

school, 550
Duncan's, BiUingshur.st, 96
Dunniow. bouse at. 651

Duntisbourne Rous, church. 839

Duomo. Pisa, sanctuary lamp, 751

Durham cathedral. Bishop Hatfield s

tomb, 204, 221

EACrliE lectern, St. Martin's. Salisbury,

5U5
East ; Bergholt church, 132 ; end of a

church, 584
Eastuey, interior St. Margaret's church,

817,822
Eccleshall, new choir and transept. All

Saints' cliurch, 686
Edinburgh studentship drawings, ward-
robe (H. 'Ihomson) 488

Eft'ect of fault on water supply, 81

Electric generating station, Birmingham,
109, 481, 613, 750

Ellicott memorial, Gloucester cathedral,

647
English church, Florence, interior of, 654
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Entrance LorJpe, Brooklandwood hoose,
Baltimore. 720

Examples of old ironwork, Fine Art
exbibi'ioD. b^O

Exchange, Kingsway and Sardinia-street,

J32
Exhibitions : building trades. Olympia.
513; Fine Art Society's, old ironwork
at, 550 : home arts and industries, furni-

ture at, 754
Extension : desiffU'*. coun'-il house. Bir-
mingham I,select -d. A shley and Newman

'

10. 14. 51. 6* (H. T. Hart" 61 (Mansell.
Mansell. and Dixon 9fi 'Matear and
Simon 96; New S:otland-yaid, 132

FACADES : branch bank, club de-
signs. 310 : popular tea-house, do.. 7Ss

Factory roofs, saw-tootb, 44*, 445, 446, 417
Failsworth free library. 620
r.ilmouth. Bay hotel. 584
Farm. Urchard, additions to, Broadway,

68fi

Faraham. house at. 132
Fatima, by EveUn Paul, 132
Fault, effect of, on w-iter supply, S4
Fenr-hurch-street. E.C.. Lloyd's registry. 14

Figure : cubing an irregular, 416 ; draped.
Academv cartoon i, *my J. ifry^ 96;
National drawing cf EveWn Paulj 2(>4

Filtration, upward, of sewHge, 84
Fine Art Society's exhibition, old iron-

work at, cttO

Fire station*: Cannon-street, B.C., 550;
Reddish. Stockport, 720

Fittings, panctuary, Sc. Marv'a R.C..
Latchford. t^Sn

Flamborougb Head. Bnckton hall, 85^, 8.54

Flamboyant carving at Beauvais. 379
Florenci> : interior of English church, 654 :

pulpit, San Miniato, V74
Foot's Cray Pla'-e. bowling alley. S49
Forecourt and giteway, Uravthwaite hall,

849
Form rooms, new. Haileybury college, 854
Four model village cottages. 185
Free libraries : Annfiela Plain. 274. 291:
Bangor, 720; Failsworth. 620; Hither
Green. 344, 397; Plymouth, 5l8 ; Ked-
dish. Stockport, 720

Friendly Society's premises, Liverpool
.Royal Liver) 890

Furniture sketches, 149, 255, 754, 822

GALLERIES, art : Manchester, Whit-
worth, iui : riymoutb. olS

Garden seat and chair, 754
Gateway and forecourt, Gravthwaite hall,

849
Generating station, Birmingham electric,

409, 4d1, 481. 613. 750
German : ironwork, 4, 550 ;

pigs and cups.
518

Glossop ctnvalescpnt and nurse-s' home.
G. H. Willoughby's design. 204

Gloucester cathedrnl, Bp. EUicott's altar
tomb. 647

Glvnn Vivian home for blind, Ciswell. 616
Golf clubhouse. York. 48S
Goolo. secondary school designs : 1st,

Willink and Thieknesse. 334 ; 2nd,
Tennant and Collins. 334. 335

Gorton, Thornwoud-iivenue schools, S2i,

890
Grammar schools : St. Albans, 620 ; Wal-

lasey, 771, 772
Grange, Broadbenibury, stabling, 418
Grand stand, W. a. Meliou'd Grissell

design. 344
Graythwaite hull, forecourt and gateway,

849
Great organ, Newcastle cathedral, 163
Grey Friars, Canterbury, 13i
Grilles, at Hi'desheim : Andreas Kirche,

4 ; catliedral, 4
Gnssell design, timber grand stand W. A.

Mellon; 344
Guar<i, window, Leibnitz house. Han-

over. 4

Guildiord, house, Warwick Bench estate,
518

HAILEYBURY college, form rooms,
854

Halls : Buckton. 853. 854 ; Graythwaite
^foi-ecourt and gatewayj 84^; Honing-
toQ. SV2 ; of houses in N'orthamberlandj
S-Zil in Polano) ti; Khual, Mold. 535;
Sketty (church 654 ; University College
school, Haujpstead, 654

Hambleton church, Rutland, 13i
Hamlet, church, a, club designs. 550, 567
Hampstead, liall ot Univeisity College

school. 654
Handles, 16th century, 550
Hanover, window guard at Leibnitz

houst;. 4

Hatfleld s tomb. Dm-ham cathedral, 2C4
221

Headcorn church, 274
Henry VII. '^ cbapel. Westminster. 14
Henshaw s blind asylum, 0,d Tratford
380

Hest Bank. Lancaster, three cottagae, 783
High schoul, Barneley. 314, 361, S6^
Hildesheim : gate, north door, cathedral,

4 : grille. Andreas Kirche, 4
Hinges. 16th century. 550
Hither Green free liorary. 341. 397
Holder, new sash cord, l';i8

Home arts exhibition, sketches at. 754
Homes: blind. Caswell. 616 ; nnnvalescent
and nurses', Glossop. G. H Willoughby's
design. 20(; cottage (Cleadon 417.418,
436 ; Scarborough ,John Horue), 890

Honington hall. 812
Home homes. Scarborough, S90
Hospitals : Manchester Clietham. s'air-

case m) 550; Sunderlttnd children's
418

Hotels: Aldwych : Waldorf i 14. CO; At-
lantic City ^Marlborough, Blenheim)
125 : Birmingham {Acorn 5£0; Fal-
mouth [Bay) 581 ; large city H. I'ooper's
Soane design) 310

Houses : Beech (cottage^ 238 : botanical
specimen

;
W. A. Ro-ie's design) 274 ;

Bozedown, Whitchurch, Oxon. 788

:

Brooklandwood, Baltimore lodges' 720 ;

Bucfeton hall 8^3. h54 ; Chapel Allerton,
454 ; Chelsea detached) 59, 614, ^15, 814.

815, SIH : Combe Down, Bath, 168;
Conkwell Grange. 654 ; cottages, midel,
185; country, 584 ; courtyard, Whitley,
720 ; Crawley Grange. 78S ; Crow-
borough, as . Crowhurst - phiee, .^12

;

Duncan's. Biilingshurst, 96; liuomow.
6-^4 ; Farnham. 13;f ; Foot's Cray-place
(bowling alley I 849 ; Grange, Broadhem-
bury (stabling) 418 ; He!^t Bank Lan-
castier cottages) 78? ; Honinglon ^hall)

812; Irish labourers' co'tages ';ist. 8.

Moss 720 ^2nd, J. R. Burn) 737 ;3rd,

T M. Deanc; 73S ; Killyon Manor, 822 ;

Lansd wn Park i, dining-room) 754

;

Limpsfield, 703 ; Maes Henlyn. Vale of
Clwyd,890: Margaret-street. W. (cham-
bers! S.t4 ; Northumberland (hall of
822 ; Poland, 5. 6. 7 ; tthual hall) Mold,
515 ; Royal -icaoemy design. 274 ;

Shanghai, 201 : Storrington, 620 ; Surrey,
99ii ; Satton, 274; Sweden iresidencenf
H M. Minister to), 890; Tarring old
cotUges) 677 ; Theydon Bois. f>71 : Tor-
quay ^620 ; Troon. i!74, 344 ; Tudor Manor
iJohn Langham) 14 ; Upper Swell
(manor, porch of ) 839 ; Walton-on-Hill,
890 ; Warwick Bench estate, Guildford,
518 ; week-end cottage, 96

How to cut rafters, SS6
Hyde Park palice station, 418

ICOMB church, from west. 839
lliusrr.tioDS, b.iok, Evelyn Paul. \^2, 204 ;

Northleach (Sherborne Aims) 839
Inns : wavside, Academy design (A. W.

Ro^e) 274
Inspiration, statue, Victoria and Albert
museum, 14

International bank, Shanghai, 204
Ireland, labourers' cottages for : lat, S.

Moss. 720; 2nci, J. R. Burn, 737; 3rd,
T. M. Deane, 738

Ironwork : altar, 620 ; German. 4.530 ; inn
sign. 620; old. Fine Art Hociety's exhi-
bition, 550 , screen, bt. John's, Leicester,
344

IrreguUr figure, cubing. 416
Isolde nearing Cornwall ; Evelyn" Wood)

132

JACOBEAN: chest. 25.i ; staircase,
( 'hettiain h mpital, lYlarchester, 550

.Tohnson technical school, Durhim. 754, 773
Jugs, German 18th century. 518

Junior house, Roedean school. 854
Justice, palace of, Brusaels, 686

KILLYON" manor, Co. 3Ieath, recon-
struction ot. 822

Kingsway, proposed exchange, 132

Knowledge, statue, Victoria and Albert
Museum, 14

LABOURERS' cottage". Ireland, de-
signs : 1st, S. Moss, 7.iO ; 2nd, .T. R.
Bom, 737 : 3rJ. T. M. Deaue, 738

Ladder-back chair, J 49
Lambeth municipal buildings .detail)

,

Brixton Hill, 754
Lamp : bracket, 839 ; sanctuary, Pisa
duomo, 751

Lancaster, three cottages, Hest Bank, 788
Lansdown Paik, dining-room. 754
Latchford, St. Marv's R.C., sanctuary

fittings, 686
Lateran museum, Roman Corinthian
column. 3?7

Lectern, St. ^Iirtin's. Salisbury, 50^
Leicestei, iron screen, St, John's church,

344
Leighton's statue, Victoria and Albert
museum. '^74

Libraries, free : Annfield Plain. 574. 291

;

Bangor, 720 ; Failsworth, 620 ; Hither
Green, 344. b97 : Plymouth, 518; Red-
dish. Stochport, 720

Library, Radclitfe. Oxford, 454
Lihth, first wife of Adam vEvelvnPaul)

132
Limpsfield, house at, 703
Livtr Friendly Society. Royal, Liverpool,

890
Liverpool. Royal Liver Friendly Society's
premises. 890

Lloyd's registry, Fenchurch-street, E.G.,
14

Lock. 15th century German. .550

Lodge entrances, Brooklandwood house,
Baltimore, 720

Lo'gia. new AVar Ofhce, 719, 720
Lostock. house at. 4*^8

Luton secondary school, 204

MAES HENLYN. V.Ue of Clwyd. 890
Manchest-r : blind asylum. Old Tratford,

380: C:hetham bospital staircase 5.=io
;

coroner's court, interior, 344 ; packing

warehouse. Whitworth-st.'-oet, 167. 168;
sash-coid holder, 198; Whitwoith art
galleries, 204

Manor houses; Killyon, Co. Meatb. f2*

:

Tudor, by John Langham, 14 ; Upper
Swell, porch of, 839

Margaret-street, W., bachelors' chambers,
^'54

Marlborough-Blenheira hotel, Atlantic
City, 125

Measured drawings : Buckton hall fJ. R.
Truelove). 853. Sii ; C'lrabridge. Pem-
broke college cbapel vW. H. McLucas)
620. 637 ; Uurham cathedral, Hattield
tomb (B. Wat:^on; 201. '^21; Salisbury,
lectern, tit. Martin's church (E. Qarratt
505; Stokesay castle (l>. Robertson)
^84 ; wardrobe Vietona and Albert
Mustum, H. Thomson) 4Hs

Memorial: altar tomb ; Bishop ElHcott)
Gloucester Cathedral, 647 ; school (Queen
Victoria Duoblane, 550; statue (Lt.-
CjI, O'Leary; Warrington, 647

Metal, ornamental treatment of (Mibel
Jepson) 518

Miliai-i* statue, Victoria and Albert
Museum, 184

Minister t > Sweden's house, 890
Model village cottages, four, 185
Modern stoves and ranges, s ime. 744. 745
Mold : Rhual hall, 535 ; St. Mary's church,
63)

Monastery, chair. 17th century, 149
Mook's bench 17th century. 822
Monuments ; Dur' am nathedral (Bp. Hat-

fitldj *^04, 221; Westmioster Abbey
(Marquis of Salisbuiy I 14

Municipal : buildings, Lambeth, part of
elevation, 764

Museums : Lateran. Rome Roman CorFn-
thian column) 337 ; Plymouth. 518

;

Victoria and Albert .sculpture on) 14,

274 ^wardrobe 488

NATIONAL drawings: book illus-

tration-s Evelyn Paul) 132.204; detached
belfry, design H. Biaycock) 168; door-
way, tiena cathedral i R Atkinson) 380;
ornamental treatment of metal Mabel
Jepson) 518; panel for screen (Hilda
Warlow'. 454 : pulpit. San Miniato,
Florence R. Atkinson i 274; wrought-
iron altar and sign A. Halliday) 620

National pension fund for nurses, royal
premise-. Huckingham-gate. 685, 686

Netheitield, Notts, oanaand shops, 48S
New Scotland-yard extension, 1.H2

Newcastle-on-Tyne, cathedral organ, 168
Northleach. Bherborne Arc: s inn, 839
Northop church. Flints, 5J5
Northumberland, hall of house in, 822
North Wales university college, 2, 3
Nuneham, boat hou-*e, 5S4
Nurses' : home, Glossop, G. H, Wil-
loughby's design, 204; pension fund,
royal National, Buckingham-utrtet, 6i;5,

OCTAGrON, Burgos cathedral, 418
I tthces ; Shanghai banking) 201 ; War,
new. loggia of, 719. 72o

Old: doorway, 518; ironwork, Fine Art
Society's exhibition, 550 ; Trafford
{Heusiiaw's blind asylum, 380 Seymour
Park school 488

O'Leary, Lt.-Col., statue. Warrington, 647
Olympia. build'ng trades' exhibit.on; 51)
orchard farm, Broadway, additions to. 686
Organ, great, St. Nicholas' cathclral,
Newcastle, lfi8

Ornamental treatment cf metil Mabel
Jepson) 518

Oxford, Radcliffe library, 454

PACKING warehouse. Manchester,
167, 168

Palaces: Aschaffenburg, 14 : Brussels
(Justice) H86

Pall Mall. I'nited TTniversity club, 654
Panel for screen, National design i Hilda
Warlow) 4d4

Parish hall, club designs, 454, 471

Pembroke college chapel, Cambridge, 620,

637
Pension fund for nurses, royal national,

6^5. 636
Philadelphia, public buildings, 196, 197
Piaa, sanctuaiy lamp in the Duomo, 751
Fl»ne-table. traverse, a S80
Plans : abbey Culrossi 96 ; almshouses

;club) 168: arcn, triumphal (Academy,
i?'. J. W. Hart) 2j8; art galleries Whit-
worth, Manchester) V04 ; asjlum blind.

Old Trafford) 380; baths ;Salford,

Ist, MangnallanaLittlewoods) H84 i2nd,

H. T. Bonner 885; baths and library

Reddish, Stockport) 720; business pre-
mises Chippenham) 168 .Xetherfield)

488 ; castle Stoke--av) 68i ; chambeia
Margaret-street, W.) 854; chapels
Cambridge, Pembroke college) 620
(Shepherd'sBush. Bapt. i 601; churches
(Eramhall) 890 Coldstream U.P.) 788
'Cumberland, a proposed) 720 (Ea'-tney.

tet. Margaret; 817 ^hamlet club. 550, 5rj7

(Sunbury Common, St. Saviour 1 754

iWhitley Bay, Congl. 274 (Woolmer
Green, bt. Michael) 64 ; clubhouses (Pail

Mall, United University tj54 York.
golf) 4SS; colleges (Haileybnry; 854

(Wellington extension. E. Warren's
design) 238 ; cottage homes 1

Cleadon)

417. 418, 435 ; cot 'ages Beech) 238

;country) 310 ;He»t Bank < 738 .Irish

labourers, Itt, S. Moss) 72o (2nd, R. J.

Bum) 737 (3rd, T. M. Deane) 738
(village 185 (week-end) 96; council
houte extension (Birmingham, selected,
AshUyand N»wman 51 H. T. Hare)
64 Mansell, Mansell and Dixon, P6

;

court, coroner's {UTan'jht-teri 344 ;

exchange farm buildings Broadway,
Orchard) 686, hall Bucktoni 8£3 ; hall,
parish (club designs: 454. 471 ; homea
blind, Caswell: 616 convalescent,,
Glossop. G. H. Willoughby) 204; hos-
pital Sunderland, children s 418 ,.

notels 1^Aldwych. Waldort, 60 (city,

Soane design, H. Cooper* 310 Fftlmouth,.
Bay J 584; houses (Asbford. Middlesex)
488 (Bczedown, Wbitohurch) 788 Chel-
sea, detached; 59. 815 (Corabe Down.
Bath) 168 (Conkwell Grange) 654
country) 584 (Crawley Grange) 78$
vCrowborough) 96 (Duncan's, Billings-

hurst) 96 (Dunmow 654
,
Farnham 1 132

(Killyon manorj 822 (Limpsfield 7*^3

(Lostock 488 (Maes Henlyn, Clwydi sgu
(Poland , 7 (Storringtonj 620 (Theydon,
Boia) 671 (Torquay^ 620 iTroon 274.

344 Walton-on-Hill; 890 Warwick
Beech e.state, Guildford 518; libraries,

free (Annfield Plain! 291 Failsworth}
620 Hither Green :JU, :^97 (Plymouth)
518 ; loggia, War OtHce, 719 ; new Scot-
land - yard extension. 132 ; nurses*
pensioh fund, royal national. 685 ; plane-
table traverse, a, 880 ; schools (Barnsley,.

high 344, 661, 362 (Bishop Auckland,
secondary. 1st. E. F. Reynolds) 575, 576,
(2nd, (.;lark and Moecrop) 576 ,3rd.

Buckland and Haywood-Farmer) 577
Caerphilly. Twyn) 113 (Castleford.
f-econdary, 1st, Robinson and Jones' 780^

12nd, and selected, W. S. Braithwaite)
781 (Dunblane, tiueen Victoria 550
(Goole, secondary, 1st, Willink and
'i hicknesse 334 '2nd, Tennant and
Collins) 334. 335 .Gorton: 822, 890
(Johnston. Durham, technical 773
( Luton, secondary) 204 Roed-^-an) Sol
(St. Albans, trram.) 6/0 .Wallasey,
gram.) 771. 772 ; stabhng (Grange,
Broadbembury) 418 ; stand, grand
(Grissell, W. A. Mellon) 344 ; station,

electiic generating Birmingham, 4C9.

4Sl ; stoves and ranges, modern, 745;
tomb (Durham caihedral? 221 ; uni-
versity college (Bangor), 2. 3; ware-
houses Manchester, packing 167 _Wor-
cester) 854

Plymouth art galleries, library and
museum, 518

Poland, house in, 5, 6, 7

Police : court (Westminster'^ 418; stations

(Clavbury Hill) 418 (Colwyn Bay) 620
,Hvde Park) 418

Popular tea-hous", club designs, 788
Porches : south. Bergamo cathedral, 23S;
Unper Swell manor house, ^39

Power stations, 8, 341, 374, 375.409,451,
481, 613, 750

P^alm of David, a (Caron O. Lodge) 14. 64
Public : building, design for decoration

of [C. O. Lodge) 14, 64 ; buildings,

Philadelphia, lb6. 197

Pugio drawing, lectern. St. Martin's, Salis-

bury E. Garratt) 50=)

Pulpit, San Miniato, Florence, 274

QUANTITIES, a detached house at
Chelsea. 69. 614. 615. 814, 815, 816 ;

memorial school, Dunblane. 55<"i

Quten Victoria, statue, Victoria and
Albert museum, 14

RADCLIFFE library, Oxford, 454
Ratters, how to cut, bS6
Hanges and staves, some modern, 744. 745
Rath-haus, Cologna, wrought -iron bal-

cony, 4

Reconstruction of Killyon manor- 822
Fi.eddish, Stockport, baths and library, 720
Registry, Lloyd's, Fen?hurch-street, E.G.,

14
Residence, H.M. Minister to Sweden. 890
Revisited. America. 125, 196, 197, 418
Rhual hall. Mold. 535
Roedean school ; chapel, 854 ; junior
house, 854

Roman Corinthian column, Lateran
museum, 337

Roofs, saw-tooth factory, 444, 445, 446, 447

Rooms : ante and ball, Crawley Grange.
788 , board, Lloyd's registry, 14 ; dinin*.

Lansdown Park, 754 ; hall and studio,

Poland. 5, 6, 7 ; hall, in Northumber-
land, 890

Royal Academy: cirtoon, draped figure

(Amy J. Fry) 96 ; design, decoration
Caron O. Lodge) 14. 64 ; do-, house (A.
Winter Rose) 274: do., triumphal arch'

(F. J. Watson Hart; 238; do., wayside
inn A.. Winter Ro-e\ •-rt'4 ; drawing
(Radcliffe library, Oxiord, L. Wilkin-
son) 454

Royal : Institute British Architect^,

measured drawings : Stokesay Castle

(D. Robertson) 684 ; Institution,

measiired drawings : Pembroke college

ch.ipel, Cambridge (W. H. McLucas 6v0,

637 ; Liver Friendly Society, Liverpool,

fc90 ; National nurses' pension fund,
685, 686

SAINT : Alb.an8 grammar school, 620 ;

Andrew Hambleton. 1:^2; Barnaba-»

Dulwich. tower 720 ; George figure.

Victoria and Albert mu-wum; 14; John
Leicester, screen 344 : Margaret East-
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ney) 817, 822 ; Martin (Salisbury leclem)
504; Marv (Latchfori RC. fittings)

686 CMoM) 535 ; Michael (Bramhall)
890 (fig'ure, Victoria and Albert museum)
14

;
(Woolmer Green) (J4 ; Miniato

(Florence, pulpit) 274; Nicholas iN'ew-
castle Cathedral, organ) 1G3 ; Saviour
(Sunbury Common) 7o4

Salford baths designs : accepted, Maognall
and Ijttlewoods. 883, 8i:4, S9J, 907 ; *iind,

H. T. Bonner, 885
Balisbury : lectern. St. Martin's cliurch,

505; Marquis of. monument to, AVest-
niinster Abbey, \i

Sanctuary : fittings, St. Mary's R.C
,

Latchford, 686 ; lamp, Pisa duomo, 751
Sash cord holder, new. 108
Saw-tooth factory roofs, 144, 415, 446, 417
Scarborough, John Home hornet, 890
Schoola : Barnsley ;high girls') 34 4. 361,

362; Bishop Auckland it^econdary i, Ist.

(E.F. Reynolds) 576, 576 {-^nd. Clark and
Moacrop) 576 ^rd, Buckland and Hay-
wood Farmer) 577 ; Caerphilly iTwyn,
Council) 113 ; ('astleford (necondary. ist,

Robinson and Alban Jones 780 (2nd,
and selected, W. S. Braithwaite) 781 ;

Dunblane (Uueen Victoria memorial)
550; Goole (1st design, WiUink and
Thicknesse) 334 f2ad, Tennint and
Collins) 334, 335 ; Gorton (Thorn-
wood-avenue, council) 822, 890; Hamp-
stead (University College, great hall)

654, Johnston, Durham (technical) 751,

773 ; Luton (secondary) 204 ; Old
Trafford (.Seymour Park) 488; Roedean,
S54 (8t. Albans gram.) 620 (Stretfotd,

Henahaw-street; 483; Wallasey (gram.)
771, 772

Scotland-yard, New, extension. 132
Scott -Moncrieff upward filtration of

sewage, 84
Screen: iron, St. John's, Leicester. 344;

panel for, National design \ H. \Varlow)
454

Scribe recording a Psalm, 64
Sculpture, Victoria and Albert museum,

14, 274
Seat, garden, 754
Secondary schools : Bishop Auckland (1st

plan. E. F. Reynolds) 575. 576 (2nd,
Clark and Moscrop) 676 i3rd, Buckland
and Haywood-Farmer) 577 ; Castleford
(Ist, Robinson and Alban Jones 7S0
(2nd and selected, W. S. Braithwaite)
781 ; Goole (lat design, Willink and
Thicknegse) 334 (2nd. Tennant and
Collins) 334. 335 ; Luton, 204

Sections: almshouses (club) 168; arch,
triumphal Academv design, F. J. "W.
Haiti 238: asylum blind. Old Tratf »rd

380; bank faride (club) 310; castle
(St*kesay) 584 ; chapel (Cambridge,
Pembroke coUeie) 620; church (hamlet,
club) S.'oO, 567 ; cottage homes (Cleadon)
418, 436; cottages (Irish labourers. 1st,

S. Moss 17, 20 (2nd. J. M. Burn) 737
(:ird, T. M. Deane) 738 (village) 185;
hospital iSunderland, children's) 418 ;

hotel city, Soane design, H. Cooper)
."^10; hou-e. 615 (Chelsea) 69; libraries,

free Annfield Plain) 274. 291 (Hither
Green; 397 Pljmou'h) 518; New Scot-
land-yard exten^iion, 132 ;

parish hall

(club designs) 454.471; power i-talions,

8, 341, 451. 613. 750; roofs, saw-tooth,
444, 445, 4iS 447; schools (B^rnsl'^y,

high) 361, :i62 (Gorton cnimcil
.
822. 890

;

stand, grand (Grissell, W. A. Mellon)
344 ; stoves, some modem, 744, 745 ; tea-

house, club designs, 78S ; tomb (Durham
cathedral) 204, 221

Seedley baihs, t^alford designs : accepted,
Magnall and Littlewoods. S?3, 884. 890,

907 ; 2nd, H. T. Bonner, SS5
Sewage, upward filtration of, 84
Shanghai : house, 204 ; International bank,

204
Shepherd's Bush, Biptist tabernacle. 601
Sherborne Arms inn, Northleach, 839
Shops : fat'ides. club designs, 788 ;

Netherfleld, 4S8 ; AVakefield, 454 ;

Woodstock-street. W., 788
Siena cathedral, library doorway, 380
S gn, inn, wrought iron. 620
Sketches: Bruges and Brussels, 686 ; fur-

niture, 149, 255, 754. 822 ; near Mold (E.

Cratney) 535; on the Cotswulds (J. fl.

Jones) 839
Sketty, church hall, 654
Small house in Surrey, 890
Soane design for city hotel

, H. Cooper) 310
Some modern stoves and ranges, 744, 74

1

South Kensington museum (sculpture at)

14, 274
Specimen house, botanical, A. W. Rose's
design, 274

Stabling at ihe Grange, Broadhembury,
418

Staircases: Albany cipitol, 418; Chetham
hospital, Manchester. 550 ; house of

Minister to Sweden, S9<)

Stand, grand, W. A. Mellon's Grissell, 3U
Stations: electric generating (Birming-
ham! 409. 451 ; fire (Ciunou-street, E.C.)

560 ^Reddish, Stockpjrt) 720 ;
polici

Claybury Hill) 418 (Cjlwyn Bay 620
(flyde Park) 418; power, 8, 341, 374,
375. 409, 451, 481, 613, 750

Stitues ; Victoria and Albert Museum, 14,

274
Stockport, Rsddtah baths and library, 720
Stokesay castle, 584
St'jrringtou, house at, 620
Stoves and ranges, some modern. 744, 745
Stratton Water, illustrations of, Kvelyn
Paul, 204

Stretford ; Henshaw-street school, 483 ;

interior, All Saints church, 584
Studio of house in PoUod, 5
Sub-station, Birmingham power, 481, 613,
750

Sunburv Common, ioterior, St. S:;viour's

church, 754
Sunderland, children's hospital, 418
Surrey : country cottage in, 310 ; small
house in, 890

Sutton, Surrey, house, 274
Sweden, house for H.M. Minister to, 8^0
Swell, Upper manor house, porch of, 83i,'

TABERNACLE, Baptist, Shepherd's
Bush, 601

Table, Cromwellian, 255
Tankard, 17th century repoussi'e, 518
Tarring, Beckett's cottages. 677
Tea-house, popular, club designs. 788
Technical school, Johnston, ijurham, 754

773
Theydon Bois, house a^, 671
Thornwood-avenue schools, Gorton, 822,

69J
Thrae cottages. Hest Bank. Lancaster. 788
Timber grand stand, W. A. Mellon's

Grissell design, 344
Tomb, bishops', altar : Ellieott, Gloucester,

617 ; Hatfield, Durham. 204, 221
Tooting Graveney, All Saints' church and

vicarage. 686
Torquay, house at, 620
Towers, church : Dulwich 'St. Bimabas)
720 ; Mold and Northop. 535

Town halls: Auckland, X.Z., 714, 715;
Cologne balcony) 4 ; Lambeth, 754

;

Pliiladelphia. 196, 197
Traflord. Old: blind asylum, 380; Sey-
mour park school. 488

Traverse, a plauL-table. 880
Triumph il arch. Academy design (F. J.
Watson Hart) 238

Troon, houses. 274, 344
Tudor manor house, by John Langham, 14
Twyn council schools, Caerphilly, 113

UNITED University club. Pall Mall. 654
University: college, Bangur. 2.3; college

school, Hamp^ttad great hall; 651
Upper Swell manor house, porch of, 839
Upward filtration of .sewage, 84
U.S3 of the centrolinead, 57

VICARAGE, All Saints', Tooting
Graveney, 686

Victoria : and Albert museum I'sculpture)

14, 274 wardrobei 488; Queen cchool,
Dunblane; 550 fstitue, South Kensing-
ton nius'-um 14

^'illage cottage*, from mod"!. 1S5
Vultures in the Himalayas ( Hilda Warlow

)

454

WAKEFIELD, business premises, 454
Waldorf hotel, Aldwycb. 14. 60
Wallasev grammar school, 771, 772
Walton-on-the-Hill. house at, 890
Wardrobe. Louis XIV., 483
Warehou'iea : Manchester (packing) 167,

168 ; Worcester. 854
War : memorial. Warrington, 647 ; office,

new, loggia. 719, 720
Wiirrington, war memorial statue to Lieut.

Col. O Leary, 647
Warwick Bench estate, Guildford, house

on. 518
Water supply, efi'ect of fault on. 84
Watts', G. F.. statue, Victoria and Albert
museum. 274

Wavside inn, Acadeoay design (A. W.
(Hose) 274

Week-end cottage, 96
Wellington college dioing-hall, E. War-

ren's design, 238
Welwyn, St. Michael'.", Woolmer Green, 61
Wejitminster Abbey : Henry VII. 's chapel,
to N.E., 14 ; Salisbury cenotaph, 14

Westminster police court. 418
Whitchurch. Oxon, Bozedown house. 788
Whitehall, loggia, war ofiice. 719, 720
^^'hicley Bay Congregational church and

schools, 274
Whitley, Surrey, courtyard house, 720
Whitworth art gallt-ries, Manchest r. 204
Window guard. Leibnitz house, Hanover, 4
Woodstock-street, W.. premises, 788
Woolmer Green, Welwyn, St. Michael's
church, 64

Worcester, warehouse, 854
Wrought iron : altar, 620 ; inn sign, 620

YORK, golf clubhouse, 488
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THE EEBUILDIXG OF LONDON.

i XTKjI'ARIANS tell us that ancient

j.i- Rome was rebuilt ajjain and again : that

beneath the foundation of the later work are

to be discovered the foundations of earlier,

tier below tier, series below series, and that

this process of renewal must have been con-

tinuous. There is no historical evidence of

Home havinj; been completely destroyed ami

as entirely rebuilt at any definite period ; but it

was constantly undergoing enlargement and
improvement." So it has been with the

great city of London, with this exception

—

that on one occasion it was utterly destroyed,

by the Great Fiie in IGGO, and had to be

commenced afresh. We all know now,

and we all regret, that the new London
which arose was built upon the same lines

as the former city, and that AVren's

great scheme for 1-iying it out with

radial streets was put on one side because of

the many vested interests involved. Yet ever

since then the buildings erected from time to

time have successively been removed to make
room for larger and grander, if not more
beautiful, erections : while extensions have
taken place in all directions. Fifty years

ago London appeared to be complete : but the

(ry arose for wider streets and more notable

buildings. By slow degi'ees the old houses

have disappeared, and in many instances even
comparatively new erections have quite

I'ecently had to give place to yet newer ones.

The process of rebuilding still goes on, and
the dingy city of our forefathers is rapidly

giving place to one of broad streets with well-

designed shops and houses—at an}- rate, so far

as the principal thoroughfares are concerned.

Here and there the change has been effected on
a gi-eat scale and with a flourish of trumpets,
as when new thoroughfares have been driven
through congested districts : and although it

cannot be said that Shaftesbury- avenue is an
architectural success, yet the new Kingsway
and Aldwych are likely to compensate for

its defects— if, indeed, Kingsway be ever
oovered under the present drastic regulations.
Still, the majority of the changes are being
made imperceptibly, little by little as oppor-
tunities occur. There is everywhere a desire

for larger buildings. Shopkeepers find that

they can do best in large premises, and that
their goods have a better chance of sale if

they aie displayed in a noble setting. At any
iMte, this is the inference which one has to

draw from the fact that shops are becoming
larger and architecturally finer.

There is. too, a considerable increase both
in the number and magnitude of hotels and
theatres. These are all necessarily of ai'chi-

tectural importance. To a hotel it is

particularly necessary that a show should
be made, for a great building is itself the
most important standing advertisement which

a hotel can have. I'nquestionably, London

is becoming a citv of pleasure, and one to

which Continental and Transatlantic visitors

flock as thev did to Paris a short while since.

Hotel living is also becoming common

amongst the wealthier classes, as also is

living" in the great flats, which are run

almost on the lines of hotels. It naturally

follows that, if enormous palaces are required

for such purposes as these, smaller buildings

must be pulled down to make room tV^r them.

As a rule, the architecturally insigniticant is

making way for the architecturally good, and

in some cases for even the architecturally

excellent : and once a street contains a great

building, other great buildings have to be

erected beside it in order to vie with it.

The genesis of this process of change can ijc

seen bv a visit to any of our widelyspread-

iog suburbs, along the main roads of which

long rows of shop-fronts, generally of a some-

what mean exterior, are replacing comfortable

houses with large gardens, many of which

dated back a centiu'y or more. This was what

was taking place at a comparatively recent

date in many an important street now within

the business" area, anl the nearer we get to

I-ondon the more we find that these original

terraces of shops and houses have been pulled

down and rebuilt upon a more magnificent

scale. Here and there, even in such important

thoroughfares as the Strand, old-time fronts

are to be found : but almost invariably these

have given place to new, and the new again

to newer, as the busy, grimy Ijomlon of a

few generations since is being changed

steadily but sui-ely into a gay and pleasure-

loving town. Unquestionably the greater

Continental cities are influencing the change

to a considerable extent : but it is so slow

and so gradual that it is impossible to point

to any one definite cause for it. The cry for

wider streets to contain the ever-increasing

traffic has doubtless had a consider.able effect,

and so have the large fires which from time to

time have laid waste considerable areas, which

have almost invariably been covered immedi-

ately with new buildingsuponamore grandiose

scale than formerly, with, it is to be hoped,

more satisfactory provision for resisting tiro

in the future. "What woulil have happened

if the L)ndon Building Act had not placed a

limit upon the height of buildings it is easy

to see bv contemplation of the monsti'osities

of New "York. As it is, the soft, limit gives

ample scope for the erection of great buildings,

while the fact that there is a limit at all' pro-

duces a certain uniformity of height which

has considerable advantages. Much as one

would regret the disappearance of the

picturesque outlines of the older thorough-

fares, such as the Strand, Fleet-street, and

Holborn, yet if a change must take place, as

seems inevitable in a healthy community, it

is well that it should be upon lines of uni-

formity .and dignity.

To a stranger who has been absent from

London for any gi-eat period of time, the two

districts where most alteration is seen are

those of South Kensington and the frontage

to the Thames. The former is scarcely a

case of rebuilding, save that the Horticultural

Gardens have now disappeared, but rather is

an example of the erection of a group of

magnificent public buildings such as can

scarcely be found elsewhere within the same

small area, extending in an unbroken series

from the Albert Hall to the Natural History

Museum and the new Mctoria and Albert

Museum, now nearing completion. The great

thing missing in this group is a piazza or

some other open space from which it can

properly be viewed. As the hill rises up

towards the park, it ought not to have been

ditticult to have so aiTanged the plan at the

outset as to have made every building simul-

taneously visible from, say, the site of the

Alb>Tt "Memorial; but, unfortunately, the

view is blocked by the gi-eat dome of the

Albert Hall. The hill has not been taken

proper advantage of, the land being - lerely

cut up into rectangular blocks by means of

parallel streets. This may have facilitated

the planning of individual buildings, but it

has utterly destroyed the grandiloquent effect

of premeditated grouping. It is quite different

along the river front, where the river itself

provides the necessary space, and where the

building', instead of being few and of great

magnitude, are many and varied. Possibly

nothing was ever done to the greater en-

hancing of London's beautythan the construc-

tion of the Embankment"wall, separated by

trees and gardens fi-om its flanking bmlding.s

;

and these, right the way fi-om Blackfriars

to Westminster, are, generally speaking,

worthy of their beautiful position— how-

ever inuch one might desire to see the

ugly river fi-onts of certain large hotels

rem"odelled in harmony with their sur-

roundings. Almost the whole of this

river frontage as it exists at present is the

result of modern building or rebuilding,

though much of its dignity and charm

depends upon the existence of the older work,

as at Somerset House and the Adelphi. The

"Westminster group can scarcely now be

called modem ; but it is one of which

London may well be proud, being perhaps

the finest "group of Gothic buildings in

Europe.

Hitherto the south side of the Thames has

been left with its margin of warehouses

untouched, except between Westminster and

Lambeth Bridges; but now the southern

Embankment is to be cjntinuel eastwards,

at least along the frontage of the new
county hall. Many of us will miss the
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picturesque outline of the older buildings,

and even the mud Hats before them, yet

we shall welcome another great monu-
ment added to those for which I,ondon is

becoming famous ; for it caimut bo doubted

that the outcome of the competition just

being initiated is bound to bo the iiroduction

of a work of the highest importance. Its

size alone demands this, especially as the

depth is not great and the river frontage long.

Whether wo shall have another (jothic

structure vieing with Westminster, or a re-

petition of the severe Somerset Ilouse

—

whether we shall have towers or domes

—

remains to be seen : but at least we ought to

obtain a magnificent building. Some idea of

its contemplated magnitude may be gained

from the schedule of accommodation which
has to be provided upon the principal

floor only. This, in addition to the

Council-chamber and its ante-rooms, has

to contain a hall capable of seating 800

persons, a largo library, accommodation
for members in the foi-m of refreshment and
reading-rooms to the extent of no less than
16,000 super, feet, twelve committee-rooms,
and fourteen small suites of rooms for the

heads of as many departments. It is to be

the home of the great administrative body of

the largest iletropolitan city in existence,

collecting within its walls a number of at

present scattered departments. The tendency
towards centralisation in a case like this is

absolutely iiTesistible, Similar buildings on
a smaller scale have been necessarily erected

in all our provincial towns, and of late years

in several of the outlying Metropolitan

boroughs also. It is no wonder that some-
thing of the same sort is roqmred for the

County Council. Of the financial aspect of

the scvheme and the influence which it will

have upon the rates, important as these matters

are, we have little to do. We can only welcome
the opportunity, now being taken advantage
of, for rebuilding- a portion of London which
can well be spared upon so magnificent a scale.

Thft reconsti'uction of Kome and the erection of

magnificent baths and other public buildings,

largely for the amusement of the populace,

may have eventually ended in the bankruptcy
of the imperial city, and have contributed in

no small degree to its eventual downfall : but
the result has been to leave to posterity

architectural remains of a very high order,

and there is no reason why an even greater

city than Kome should not make itself equally
beautiful without running the same risk of

financial embarrassment. The capital outlay
must necessarily be considerable, but it is

not to be compared with the cost of many
other improvements effected by the County
Council, especially when the value of the
premises to be vacated is taken into account,
while the acquisition of a great architectural

monument should be no mean asset to the
nation.

UNI\T3RSITY COLLEGE OF NORTH
WMiES, BANGOR.

ONE of the largest and most important
competitions held during the past year

was that in connection with the new buUdings
for the liangor University, the result of

which has so recently been announced. It was
a limited competition, the following five

architects out of a large number apjilying

being chosen to compete :—Messrs. W. I).

Cariie, J. Francis Doyle, Henry T. Hare, A.
Marshall Mackenzie, and Arnold Mitchell.
Mr. Caroe, however, eventually declined
to compete. A premium of i'l25() was oifered
to the author of the design placed first, each
of the remaining competitors to be paid an
honorarium of £loO. The council of the
University, acting on the advice of the
President of the Roy:il Institute of I'.ritish

Architects, appointed Sir Aston Webb, R.A.,
as assessor.

T'he site is situated on a hiUside at the
rear of the town, and is one on which the

\\i\i:u-ini.v.^iJi.i .'

^jblritftafe:-:

S.=~gSS^?=^"LS'fe

vTSiNTiRM'n coLLmr. or xcnn walk • liXNCiOR..

, |.

SELECTED DESIGN.—Hexky . H\ue. F.R.I.B.A., Anlnt,,/.

buildings can be grouped with a fine archi-

tectural effect. It consists of two level

plateaus—one at the rear and one at the

front, with a steep slope between, the ground
at the rear being roughly loOft. above that

at the front. The conditions stilted that
'

' competing architects should exercise their

own discretion with regard to the grouping

iheme. A reference to the block plan wUl
low that the buildings are divided into two
roups—the upper and lower gToups. The
)Wer one consists of the great hall, which is

ntered from Ffordd Deiniol (the road of

•aniel) through a forecourt, witn the mining
nd agriculture and the botany and zoology

luildings at the rear. From this lower

of the buildings and their disposition upon J^oup a long series of steps lead to the upper

the site, except that the arts and administra- jroup, consisting of a large quadrangle, with

live building should be placed on the south- She various departments arranged around it,

east side of the upper portion of the site the arts and administration being to the

facing the town, and the chemical and south or front, the physics and chemistry

physical de]iartments on the same portion ofdepartments to the north, the museum and

thesitefacingCollege-road. Thelibraryshouldlibiwy to the east, and the day training

also be p'aced on the higher level, and alscdepartment to the west. We illustrate the

the day training department, if possible. The whole of the plans, with the exception of the

agricultural and mining departments shoulc basement and second-ttoor plans of the arts

be placed on the lower level." The cost of th< and administration building, the latter con-

whole scheme was not to exceed £150,00(1 taining lecture and store rooms,

exclusive of furnishing: but at present onl;,

the arts and administrative departments am
the library will be erected, at an estimate
cost of £50,000.
The author of the design placed first i

Mr. Henry T. Hare, who submitted a yer
well - balanced and carefully worked - oi

On the whole, this is undoubtedly the best

design submitted. Several of the depart-

ments are rather far from the administration

buildings ; but this is due to the peculiarities

of the site, for which, of course, the architect

is not responsible. The coUege library should

make a particularly fine room, but several of
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the other rooms in the upper grap are not
very well lighted. No doubt th wiU be
remedied in preparing the workindrawings.
The sanitary arrangements might, ave been
more thoroughly disconnected, a pnt which
applies to the majority of the desigs.
The drawings are "beautifully jt up, the

levations being quietly treated i; a some-
hat domestic manner, but at the ime time

^
ioroughly collegiate in character. Che half-

inch detail is a finely-di-awn sheet, ad reveals
some very interesting and refineifeatures.
Altogether this scheme seems to lovide a
lost satisfactory and workmanlik solution

)f the problem, and the resxiltinghuilding
should prove a most interesting one

'vir. Arnold Mitchell submitte a very
clever scheme, and one which ans the
selected design very close. The wh^^ of the
buildings, with the exception of a iiall one
containing the agi-ioulture and miing de-
partment*, are in one block, whicl is^most
compactly planned and well balance ThereM much to be said, from the point oview of

efficiency in working, in favour of having all

the departments in one building : but this

an'angement has the great disadvantage of

necessitating a number of internal areas,

with theu- attendant objections. The ele\a-

tions of this scheme are very good, and are

of a much more imposing character than Mr.
Hare's, though, perhaps, hardly suitable for

a small cathedral town. There are two
towers, one on each side of the main entrance,

with a dome between over the council-

chamber. The genei-al aiTangement of the

biuldings is shown by a boldly-coloured per-

spective. Unfortimately the draughtsman
appears to have visited the wrong site, as the
bills depicted are really on the other side of

the valley.

Mr. Marshall Mackenzie's scheme is on
verv similar lines to the winning design, but
has not been so carefully worked out, and
gives one the impression of baring been
rushed. Some of the drawings are badly
finished, the half inch detail being, in fact,

only half inked in. The bmldings are divided '

into upper and lower groups, as in Mi'. Hare's

design : buc the communicating steps are

much better aiTanged, being in two large

staircases instead of a number of small ones.

There are two perspectives, a wash drawmg
giving a view in the quadrangle and a biixVs-

eye view in pen and ink. With a little more
time spent in the working out, this scheme
would have proved a very dangerous com-
petitor.

Ml'- J- Francis Doyle sent in a set which
compares very unfavourably vrith the other

designs, both in plan and elevation. The

VM\tR?rn COLLEGE t">F Ni"HiTn \>i±r^ tWVCrtik

«^

agriculture and mining block and the great

hall are a ver}- long way from the rest of the

buildings, being at the extreme lower corners

of the site, with the remaining buildings

grouped together at the top. The most in-

teresting of the drawings is a bii'd's-eye view

sho-wing the buildings in relation to the

existing country.

GERMAN lEOX^VOEK.

A XYOXE who has made a study of archi-

-i^ tectural detail will have found that

local characteristics are as distinctively to be
traced in each of its accessories and allied

arts as in its greater forms. In metal-

work in particular it is noticeable how dis-

tinct is that of Italy fi-om that of Spain,

while the work of Germany, Fi-ance, and
England each has peculiarities of its own,
easily distinguishable after a little considera-

tion, particularh- when examples can be
studied side by side, as in the Honwork
gallery of South Kensington Museum. The
examples shown in this article have all

been sketched from the originals in situ,

and, strangely enough, the peculiarities

which are due to locality and nationality

are to be traced through(iut the work
of all of many difierent periods. In the

gate at Hildesheim Cathedral we have an
example of comparatively early ironwork of

the Transitional period from the Gothic to

the Eenaissance, in which the piincipal

motive is a volute scroll formed of rod iron

within a rectangular frame formed out of bar.

The various convolutions of the scroll are tied

together by other branching scrolls which
cross and recross the main scroll, but never

cross one another, tying the whole together

into a constructionally solid panel. The
terminals are all formed by flattening out

the ends of the rod iron into the form of

leaves, varied in each case ; but the crossings

are scarcely welded together, though where
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HUUSE IN POLAND : THE HALL.—M. H. Baillie .Scoxt, Aniuttd.

the studio of a house designed for a site in Poland,

and the accompanying plans give full particulars

of its general contrivance, which had to be adapted

to the rigour of Polish winters : no internal

gutters, thick walls, and small windows, with this

end requiring double thiclcnesses of glass. The
author says that in designing such a house

it is desir."ible to create an interior world

which in its warmth and brightness would

to some extent compensate for an enforced

seclusion within its walls for half the year. The
garden view, with its radiating vistas, rose-

bowers, and peacocks, presumably represents the

surroundings as seen at midsummer. The terraces

and formal gardens, orchards and maze, seen in the

general plans, forma mos-t extensive scheme some-

wh;it skilfully elaborated. ,
Over the bedroom lloor

there are five attics in the roofs. The studio and
library occur un the first floor. These four illus-

trations serve to indicate to our readers the manner
and style for the most part represented in Jlr.

Baillie Scott's work. There are seventeen coloured

plates, and over a hundred other illustrations of

thirty subjects ; exclusive of a collection of sug-

gestive furniture sketches ana interior schemes.

A comprehensive series nf chapters forms the

body of the book, giving practical advice on a

gi'eat variety of questions, and dealing with halls,

reception-rooms, bedrooms, and ollices, social

functions and their influence on planning, mottoes

for the house, fireplaces, stairways, floors, walls

and windows, ways and means, making the best

of it, terrace-houses, cottages. Hats, and co-

operative houses, \'c. Under these headings

Om author discourses in a light way, supply-

ing marginal sketches now anil again to

illustrate his meanings, and thus many ajipro-

priate and useful hints are given midst son.e tall

writing, readable enough no doubt in itself, and
with ideals which in the main are, perhaps,

suggestive and unexceptionable. '• In the days

when beautiful things were made levery day as a

matter of course, there were no museums and

no art g-alleries, and the whole art force of the

nation was beneficially spent in the construc-

tion, adornment, and furnishing of its buildings."

and we may add, they needed no " professional

.architects nor art books such as this to tell

them how the work was to be done. We do

not say that such guides are not in these de-

generate days very useful. Mr. Scott devotes a

chapter to pictures, and their importance in a

decorative scheme in a house is insisted on. One.

of the difficulties in this regard with the elemen-

tary type of building he affects, is illustrated by

the majority of his interiors, seeing that the

pictures appear to occur in a most accidental

fashion. Few pictures can be seen to the best

advantage when placed on walls of pronounced

building work, such as we see here adopted.

The artistic finish of the book leaves nothing to

be desired, though the enormous size of the

headings to the chaptera is an affectation best

avoided—a remark which might well apply inci-

dentally to several details in the subject-matter

of tlie book. The commonplace will not he found

from cover to cover unrelieved by some in-

dividuality. The lining-paper of the volume is

an attraction. »-^ —

The Rufibv I'rban District Council having applied

to the Local linvernment Board for sanction to the

borrowing of ,£U,:!OU for the construction of works

of sewage disposal in the parishes of Biltoii and
Newbold-on-Avon, Mr. F. H. Tulloch. M.I.C.E., is

to hold a local inquiry on Tuesday next.

MODERN BlTILDINCiS.*

IX the fifth volume of "Modern Buildings."

which has just been published, there are two

sections or parts devoted to planning. One of

these deals with Ecclesiastical buildings, but it is

by no means a lengthy part, the most important

illustrations in it, those of St. Jlartin's Church,

Epsom, by Jlessrs. Nicholson and Corlett, being

somewhat spoiled by the heavy fomi of lettering

adopted. However, all the principal forms of

English churches are illustrated, whether they be

intended for the use of the Establishment or for

Xonconformist or other bodies. Much more

space is given to the planning of Australian

buildings, which is fuUv explained in Part I^ .

contributed bv Mr. K. J.'Uaddon. The differences

between Colonial and English practice are remark-

ably well brought out, and the examples indicate

that in domestic buildings, at any rate, our Colonial

contemporaries can do .as good work as any

Knslish architects. Thev do not, however, appear

to have developed so well as we have done of

recent vears tow.ards a monumental style for

public buildings. Another valuable part of the

book now before us is the treatise upon armoured

or reinforced concrete contributed by Jlr. P. K.

Strong, anparcntly as a sequel to his contribution

to Vol. IV. upon "steel construction. He has put

= Mndfro Buildinss : their PlanninB, Constniction,

-.i-ai Equipmnit. By r,. A. T. Middi.f.tox, A.R.l.H-A..

Vi.v-rres.dent of the Society of Architects, author ot

• BuildiDL' Materials." •' Stresses and Thrusts.' ' Drainage

of Town and Qountrv Houses," &c. Assisted by a speoi-

ally-sele--ted staff of contributors. Trofusely illustrated.

Vol. V. Part I.. Ecclesiastical Buildings. l^rtU.,

Aimnured Concrete and Masonry Construction. 1 art 111.,

The Duties -of Cl.rks of Works. Part IV.. Au.stralmn

Planninir and Construction. Price 10s. bd The Caxton

Publishinft Co., Clun House, Surrez-street, W.O.
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HOUSE IN POLAND : FIRST-FLOOR PLAN.

in concise form a great deal of valuable informa-
tion, hitherto only to be obtained by wading
through extensive volumes, mostly of foreign
origin, and thus makes comprehensible a

method of construction which is still new to

many of us, and feared on account of its

for himself. Plate 4, which illustrates a groined

vault, designed by Jlr. J. Ormrod, and Plate .1, a

small mausoleum, by Mr. E. L. Hampshire, are

both admirable explanatory sheets, shomng in the

one case how a Gothic vault, and in the other how a

Renaissance dome, shovild be constructed. Need-

ment of electriiity has broadcntd the application
of the term. Wo now have the power-station for
electrilied railways proper, tube railways, light
railways, for tramways, for lighting, for "lighting
and workshop, and other jwwer supply, for com-
bincd ligliting power supply and traction ; muni-
cipal stations and those owned by public companies,
besides the private station for individual works,
factories, &c. All are power-st,ation8 " or
" power-houses "' in the estimation of the engineer,
and, possibly excepting the hist variety, by popular
acceptation also. We may quite reasonably use
the term '* itower-house" of any housed energy-
producing plant that is non-electric. The engine.
boilers, A:c., operating a cable tramway, or other
medium independent of electricity, correctly con-
stitutes a power-house, .as also the engines, kc.
at a pit-head : but by custom the term is now
ju-actically synonymous with an electrical under-
taking. Therefore the problem before the pro-
moters of a power-station may be defined as the
design, construction, and equipment of a building
to house the necessary plant for the generation of

electrical energy.
This is the simplest definition. The whole

problem may be much more. Take, for example,
the work necessary to provide a municipal tram-
waj-. After the station problem comes the
" line, " or electrical conducting system, the
keeping "alive " of which is the first anxiety
of the station engineers. A farther question is

the " track " for the cars, and finally the motor-
operated cars themselves. Here are four distinct

parts of .a whole, of which the power-station is

but one. In the case considered, too, the station

may include a car depot, for which a special

building is required, and in such cases probably
very complete accommodation for managing and
engineering staff — the whole a considerable

undertaking and comprising much work for the

architect, which, if as respects the offices is

ordinary designing, as regards the depot requires

some special study.

The "substation " is an offshoot of the central

HOrSE IN POLAND : GROUND PLAN.—JI H. P.aili.ie Scott, Ar,h<lnt.

newness and apparent difficulty. He deals mostly
with the Hennebique and Kahn systems : but has
not forgotten any of the others which are at pre-
sent upon the market, while explaining thoroughly
the simple laws which underlie the anplication of
aU.

'^

A considerable part of the volume is occupied
Iv a very complete exposition of practical ma-somy
by Mr. W. Hooker. Starting with the elucida"-
tion of a few simple geometrical problems, he soon
proceeds to explain the practical setting out of
arches and vaults, explaining how the stones are
cut and the proper methods of making the various
moulds. Of course, every possible case is not
exemplified ; but quite enough is given to enable
any good foreman mason to devise other cases

less to say, the volume has, like its predecessors

of the series, been beautifully produced and fully

illustrated.

POWER -STATIONS.-- 1.

By R. OwEK Allsoi".

THE term "power-station" is generic. Any
device for housing a grouped arrangement

of machinery devoted to the generation of elec-

trical energy is, in common parlance, a power-

station or 'power-house.'" The term is a

conveniently concise method of designating a

class embracing several distinct variations. An
eiirly definition of the term would have been " an

electric-lighting works." The commercial develop-

power-bouse, and will vary in its plan according

to the type of machinery to be installed. As one

power-house may feed several substations, and a>

each available site for such necessarily differs,

there is a considerable amount of planning

required to adapt the requirements, apart from

the arrangement of the machinery. The object

of the substation is to receive the current from

the central power-house, and distribute it to

requisite points. The supply being high tension

—alternating, as a rule—the requisite appliances

and machines for its conversion to a lower potential

and generally to direct current are required to be
installed with the necessarj- switch details.

If the definition of a power-station be accepted,

we require to ascertain the componeift parts of
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such. Until such time as electricity may be
commercially iiroduced by the direct combustion
of coal, we obviously require a prime mover, and
if this be steam wp need a boiler and coals. The
alternative prime movers are the hydraulic motor
or the internal combustion engine. Puttinjj aside
the variation in details—electrical and me.'hanical
—of stations for \aried purposes, the elements
are wonderfully simple. A strong family like-

ness runs through the genus ''power-station."
Where the amateur engineer possessed of a prime
mover decides to couple this to a dynamo, if he go
to work in a straightforward, natural manner, he
will unconsciousl)- produce the general system of
an-angement of the power-station. Assuming
that he has a steam-engine he will naturally,
unless absolutely prevented by the available space,
place the dynamo on the farther side of the engine
from the boiler. By so doing the generator is

kept as far as possible from steam, water, coals,

and dust, evidently a desirable arrangement.
When he connects the cables to the work, lamp or
motor as the case may be, he will naturally
choose a position still more remote from the
boiler for a switch or switches controlling the
supplv of current to the several desired positions.
Herein are the elementary features of the largest
steam-power station as generally arranged, so far,

that is to say, as concerns the relative positions of
main factors and ignoring subordinate details.

Almost universally the arrangement of the steam-
power-house is (1) boiler, {2)' eilgine, (3) genera-
tor, (4) switchboard.
This order coiues about naturally as we have

shown. As a rule, it would be going out of one's
way to produce any other arrangement. It is,

moreover, the exact order followed in the con-
version of heat into mechanical work, and that
work into electrical energy, and its subsei|ucnt
control and distribution. In a large new station
we ha\n, to all intents and purposes, the order
(1) boiler, (>) generator, ^3) engine : but the plan
arises from the peculiar type of combined vertical
and horizontal engine adopted : otherwise, any-
thing that brings the generators nearer to the
boilers must be considered bad practice. A\'ith

ordinary types of engine the standard arrange-
ment is easily followed. In the horizontal cross
jompound engine, the cyiindei-s being placed
towards the boiler-house brings the generators on
the remote side, as they should be, with their
plane of revolution across the long a.\is of the
engine-room

; whilst an ordinary \ertical type of
engine will havi; its length disposed crossways of
the engine-house, bringing the generators to the
desired position and revolving in a plane
parallel to the long axis of the engine-house, while
a turbine set wou'd be well disposed in the same
way. This is not so at Lots-road, where doubt-
less peculiar reiiuirements have disposed the
S,OOOU:P. turbo-alternator sets in two rows
parallel toihe long axis, and revolving crossways
of the engine-h'iuie.

We have used the term "engine and generator"
as though they were separated, whereas the modern
practice is to build the generator about the engine
crankshaft, the belt having disappeared long since

for all except special circumstances : but our
meaning is that the engine end of the compounded
engine and dynamo should be towards the boilers,

so that the steam connection between the boilers

and cylinders may be as short and direct as pos-
sible. There is .always the possibility of a burst
steam-pipe with water over the electrical ma-
chinery, and reduction of length of the steam-
pipe reduces the risk, apart from the evident
reasonableness of the arrangement. Whether the

switchboard is arranged along the length of the
engine-house or at one end, the electrical end of

the steam generator will bs free for a gangway,
and with a subway under for the cables : while
at the boiler end, either above or below the driving
floor level of the engine-house, the condensing
plant can be compactly arranged. In the sketch
section given herewith of a simple hand-stoked
central station, such as may be found in numbers
in the provinces and elsewhere, the condensers
are above this floor-level, with the atmospheric
pipe and relief-valve in the engine-house and
under direct observation— a not undesirable plan.

The sketch shows the general disposition we have
considered. The sole connection between boiler-

house and engine-house, beyond a convenient door
of communication, is therefore a series of neatly-

formed holes in the wall for the steam-pipes
between the main, connecting the boilers and the

cylinders.

We ai'e neglecting for the moment the auxiliary

electrical machinery and boiler-house accessories,

all of which must be considered before an actual

plan can be made. The system of working may
also include accommodation for batteries, and
having a scheduled list of these and electrical

machines, pumps, economisers, \'c.. the whole
plan must be nrade with strict regard to e.x-

tensions. The immediate plant will be that

capaVile of dealing with the maximum load

arranged for and to spare ; but the spare boiler or

auxiliary is not for extemled business, but .as a

stand-by and for repairs. It will bo noticed that

frequently a new power-station, of howe\'er pre-

tentious architectural design, is left with an end
both of boiler-house afid engine-house—at times,

indeed, with both ends— in an unfinished con-
ditiim. temporarily boarded or enclosed with cheap
galvanised iron walls. This is unavoidable.

Much expensive rearrangement of existing power-
house fittings has been necessitated in the past by
permanently walling in plant which at the time
of its provision was sufficient for the business.

Often a fairly correct forecast can bo made of the

load in the immediate future, enabling a whole
plan to be made of which part only is carried out

at first. At the time of luaking this plan the

moving of heavy parts of machinery must be con-
sidered in relation to installed plant. The Urst

thing necessary in power-station building, after

side walls and roof for boiler and engine-house,
is a suitable travelling-crane and track in tlu-

engine-house, this lifting device being thereby
available from the first for moving the parts of

the engines, generators, Arc.

The advent of the steam turbine may, on
suitable occasions, considerably modify the
general arrangement of the power-station. It

promises to assist in the problem of installing

plant on expensive and cramped sites. The
turbine is light for its power, and gives little

vibration in moderate sizes, so much so that

holding-down bolts are considered superfluous. It

is reported that two power-stations are contem-
plated in the States, where the turbines will h<-

superimposed above the boilers, and providini^

that the intervening floor completely cuts off the

atmosphere of the boiler-house from the engine-
room, it is ditKcult to see any objection, while
there are evident advantages in the saving of

ground area and economy in structural building
work. The steam run would be simple, live

steam ascending and e.xhaust descending to, say,

a condenser-chamber which could be cut oEE the
boiler-house.

The method of coal supply does not affect the
general arrangement of a power-station : but the

block building as a whole may be placed and
adjusted to the site specially with reference to

this most important consideration of fuel for steam
generation. Of the several systems of fuel supply
to boiler furnaces, that with automatic chain-
grate stokers and bucket-conveyors passing oyer
the boiler-house and tipping into hoppers is re-

duced to something approaching a standard of

practice, and employed advantageously in ^ven
compaiatively small stations. In the most
compact arrangement, the conveyor-buckets .also

take away the ashes from under the boiler fur-

naces. The coal has to be brought to the chain-
conveyor, and the system to be adopted must
largely depend on the method whei'eby the coal is

delivered from the collieries. For waterside

stations the fuel may be barged, and some ar-

rangement of belt conveying employed, such as is

in use at Lots-road. At the Fulham Borough
(Council Station, another waterside building, the

fuel is lifted to a receiving hopper by a crane and
grab, and the conveyor runs up an incline to the

track over the boiler-house hoppers. A rather

elaborate arrangement exists at the L.C.C.
Greenwich .Station. The crane-grabs deliver to

small tipping-waggons run along the pier by
small electric locomotives, and drop into a hopper
feeding the actual conveyor. It is not quite clear

why a conveyor was not extended to the pierhead,

thus saving all the railway and extra transference.

For'stations erected adjoining railways, hoppers

and belt or screw conveyors of various kinds are

employed. The small station, if isolated from

either rail or waterway, must depend on the usual

method of coal deliverv.
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Considerable advante has been made witli the

combining of refuse destructors with municipal
power-stations. Good work is done, indirectly

t)eneficial to the public : but the results can
hardly be said to form a remunerative business.

The average evaporation of one pound of water for

one pound of refuse only warrants the use of the
system on sanitary grounds. For this reason the
designer of a power-station may frequently in

future be called on to include a refuse destructor

plant and necessary buildings.

The sketch shows clearly the reason why it is

generally preferable to arrange the switchboard
correctly in the order given. The board shown is

situated at the end of the engine-house. It is

evident that no extension of the engine-house can
be made in this direction without first pulling
down the whole of the switch details, which in a
modern station are on an elaborate scale, the old-

lime '' llatb(-)ard " type having disappeared for new
schemes, and the old ones e.xisting ought to beswept
away wholesale by order of authorities. Where
the switches are arranged on the side of the
engine-house most remote from the boilers, both
ends of the engine-house are available for the
laying-down of additional "imits." In many
ordinary buildings we can '• throw out " a wing
here or there for additional accommodation. Such
a course is impossible in a work which, as we
l\ave pointed out, comprises, when complete, a
true "machine." There are stations existing
where both ends of the engine-house are blocked
from further extensions—one end occupied by the
switchboard and the other by the cooling-towers.
At least one end should be left free, and this

should be seen to at the first inception of the
scheme. In many sites it would be well to place
the power-house centrally, so that both ends could
lie extended if necessary : and this is perfectly
feasible if the switchboard is arranged as recom-
mended. It would seem, from a consideration of
the section shown, th.at this would necessitate a
larger span of engine-house roof. This does not
of necessity follow. Steel pillars can support the
traveller track, and an addition can be built out.

In the case of the vertical cross-compound
engine, the position of engine and generator are,

so to speak, one and the same, and the machine
can be arranged as at the Chiswick tramway
station, revolving in a plane parallel to the long
axis of engine-room. ( lur allusion to vertical
engines above presupposed the marine type or
three-throw compound engine. Where two rows
of horizontal cross-compound engines are pro-
vided, the arrangement at the "Tube'' power-
house at Shepherd's Bush can be recommended,
the engines back-to-back, with cylinders towards
the centre of the engine-house. The whole width
of the engine-house is what is required to be
determined, and the type of engine governs this.
Having allotted the requisite space for the engine
and generator, the condenser arrangements must
next be considered, these and the requisite gang-
ways making up the total width required.

CEXTRIXG FOR CONCRETE
BriLDIN-GS.»

EVERY( IXE at all conversant with the cost of
reinforced concrete work knows only too

well the disproportionate amount due to centring.
In very heavy foundation work this propor-
tion may not be excessive, but in some buildings
of reinforced concrete the labour cost of installing
and removing the wooden false work, together
with the cost of the material itself, has made up
.50 per cent, of the entire expenditure. (For
admirable cost reports on a leinforced-concrete
bridge see Emj„rrnn<j .Vc'-.- of March -1. 190(3.)

The cost of the centring material is heavy,
and, when wood is considered, is growin" heavier
almost month by month. This is due to the
constant and rapid' increase in the prices of timber
and lumber of all kinds, which has taken place
during the past few months.
The first plan which comes to mind, looking

towards the economising of centring material, is
to make repeated use of each piece. This can
readily be accomplished where a building is largely
a repetition from floor to floor, or from bay to bay.
But unless the structure is very barge, a consider-
able time is lost through the necessary delays
experienced while waiting for the concrete to set
before the centres can be removed. This is the
case, however, only where the concrete is handled
in a wet state.

.
*

,?''J!?'''*
^'o™ ^ P*P"" ''y Ml". E. P. OooDRini,

Am.hoc.C.E., read before a meeting of the .\ssociation of
American Portland Cemeut Manufacturers.

Consideration of these points led to the adoption

for a series of one-story buildings of the method
already described- i.e., casting on the ground the

columns, beams, girders, and roof slabs, and of

electing them as structural steel is handled. For
the moulds for column.s cast on one side only three

pieces are needed in place of four, if the column
is moulded vertically. This effects a saving of

'J.') percent, for column centring material. Further,

little or none of the costly bolting or bracing

is needed when the concrete has a depth of but a

few inches, which is all that is necessary if the

columns are cast on the side. Another advantage
found with these column forms, which is also

shared by the beam and girder forms under this

method, is the fact that the side boards can be

removed after iM or at the most 48 hours, and
used again two or three times during the intervals

in which they must be left in place if the work
is done in the usual way. This alone effects a
•">0 per cent, .saving of material, as only the

narrow bottom pieces are needed in any great

numbers. In the special buildings described a

much greater saving was effected in the centring
for the roof slabs in the folUowing manner:—
The ground floor, which consisted of concrete,

was installed as soon as the girders and beams
had been erected. On this flat surface ordinary

smoolh puiafhned building-paper was spread, and
the roof slabs marked out by narrow strips of wood
of a width just eijual to the thickness of the

desired slabs. The reinforcing-rods were then
placed as required, and the cinder concrete spread

to fill the moulds. In this way the regular floor

formed the major part of the slab moulds, and
(he cost of centring material in this instance was
almost nothing. iThe ground floor might better

have been laid before the slabs were moulded, the

roof slabs cast as above described, and the large

members set up on top of the slabs.) A further

saving in this material was effected by this "Axy "

method of construction, through the obviating of

the necessity of using the almost innumerable
vertical supports which serve to uphold the

centres when the whole floor or roof surface must
be bviilt up in wood so as to form moulds into

which the wet concrete is poured. These various

savings effected in the material for centring cut

its cost, on the particular structure in tjuestion, to

less than 2o per cent, of what it would have been
had the other method been employed.

In another building in which the "wet"
method was used a saving of centring material
was effected in the following manner:— It was
deemed best in this particular building to erect

brick walls. It was then suggested that the
brickwork be built first, and that proper le.-esses

and flu- -like openings be built into the walls.

Thus by using much fewer boards these recesses

could be transformed into moulds into which the
wet concrete could be poured. This concrete
could be properly reinforced for the columns for

the support of the building. In a similar way
the beams and girders which were des'gned to

come wholly or :n part within the walls had the
brickwork so built as to form a part of the bottom
and at least one side of the forms.

An indirect method of saving centring material
is to devise methods whereby a lesser amount
originally purchased can be used more times, and
thus reduie the relative cost. One such device
was employed with marked success on several

large buildings, and the floor moulds for all parts
except the girders were good enough for the whole
of another building after having been u.sed six or
seven times in the first one. Instead of making
the moulds for the beams in the form of boxes
open on the top, and providing thin, easily

damaged mould boards for the slab bottoms, the

idea was reversed and slab bottoms were combined
with the beam side pieces so as to make a box
with its open side downward. This box was sup-
ported on cleats fastened to the lower outside
edges of the girder boxes. Besides indirectly

saving centring material, these boxes readily lend
themselves to use as cores to effect a material
saving of concrete, as has been mentioned above.

The cost of timber for centring is advancing so

rapidly that the use of other materials is coming
into greater and greater prominence. The use

made of the brick wall described above could as

readily be adapted to walls made of concrete

biockd, whether the latter were cast i« ^l^v or on
the ground, and hoisted, and placed "in the

dry." If the price of lumber advances much
higher it will be possible to make core-boxe.s of

sheet-metal instead of wood, but in all essential

respects like those mentioned above. There are

on the market several patented systems of mould-

ing concrete walls with wet concrete by making
use of small metal moulds. The great dis-

advantage with most of them is the small size if

the moulds employed, which thus increase the
labour incident to the jilacing of only small
quantities of concrete at any one jioint. After an
investigation of these systems a slightly different

idea was worked out with regard to the column
moulds. Column forms built in a<-cordance with this

idea were used very successfully on two large build-

ings. Cinder-concrete shells Ijin. in thickness were
cast in proper moulds. These shells were piled up
and properly wedged into position, and served as the
moulds into which was poured the concrete for the
columns. High carbon steel-wire spirals were
used for the column reinforcement, and these

spirals were worked into the cinder-shells so that,

no extra reinfort'ing was needed after the shells

were put in place. Sheet-iron, bent into drums of

the proper dimensions for the columns, formed the

outsidesof the moulds for casting the cinder-shells,

and it was found most economical to employ for the

inside cylinder moulds expanded metal lath. The
sheet-iron for the outside mould gave the outside

of the cinder cylinders a smooth exterior surface

(when the concrete was properly tamped), while
the metal lath was fine enough in texture to

prevent the concrete from running through its

meshes more than enough to provide a perfect

>)ond between the cinder - shell and the
concrete matrix of the completed columns.
The process of preparing the shells was as

follows :—A collapsible drum was constructed,

upon which was first wound the wire for the
reinforcement. Outside of this was wrapped the
lath, which was then fastened to the wire rein-

forcement by wire clips in the same manner in

which metal lath is fastened together and to

ordinary metal studding. The wire-and-lath

cylinders were then placed inside the sheet-metal

moulds and cinder concrete tamped between, to

form the cinder shell. The metal sheets were
held in proper shape and position by light wooden
frames, built to the necessary shape and so bolted

as to be easily removed. These forms and the

metal sheets used for the outsides of the moulds
were removed after 24 hours and used for other

moulds ; the platforms on which the cinder shells

were cast being the only parts which it w,as

necessary to leave untouched for longer periods.

In thiswaythe costs for themouldsfor the cinder-

shells were reduced to a minimum and, since the

sheet-metal could be easily lapped to any extent,

the same sheets served to make shells of all

diameters, from the largest to the smallest, and
were still available at the end of the job.

These cinder shells have many advantages :

(«)—They form a fireproofing for the concrete

columns, which are manifestly the most vuIrTer-

able parts of all concrete structures.

Ill)—They do away with all column centring.

(c)—They carry the spiral column reinforcing

in a manner very easily handled and with perfect

certainty of no possibility of displacement.

[cl)—They are capable of erection with com-
paratively unskilled labour.

(r)—They require forms for their manufacture
which are of the simplest and, because of the

possibility of repeated use, are of the cheapest

construction.

(/)— Since round columns are the most efficient

per square inch of effective area, they provide the

strongest column with a given area.

(y) That portion of the concrete column which
is not designed to carry any load is of poor quality

material, thus making a column of slightly

cheaper cost.

Turning now to the item of labour on (he

fabrication of centring, three points are potent in

effecting economies :

—

{n) Have as much work as

possible done in regular shops, so that consider-

able use can be made of machinery. By this

means, too, piecework can be employed with the

resulting economies. For one building the core

boxes described above were constructed in a

planing mill, and were delivered re.ady for erec-

tion. The wire-and-lath cylinders used in the

cinder shells were similarly fabricated, and it is

this same means which makes it possible to fabri-

cate so cheaply the beam reinforcement in the

somewhat complicated truss forms which are most
effective.

\li\— Have as much work as possible so arranged
that it can be executed by comparatively un-
skilled labour. The boxes described above were
almost entirely handled and placed at the building

by common labour, thus effecting a great economy
over the usual methods, by which the labour
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oonditions required the employraent of high-priced
skilled labour fi.r working wood.

(()—Obviate as far as possible the use of the
saw and the hammer. The first can be done by
purchasing all matei-ial cut to sketch, and by
making it a cause of discharge to cut a piece of
lumber. The hammer and nails should be
replaced by bolts and a wrench.
The last item also goes far towards reducing

the cost of removing the centring. Where the
cinder shells were used there was no expenditure
for removing column forms, and it was nearly a
minimum where the "drv" method was em-
ployed. Of course, all builders use oil to coat the
centres. A liberal use of this material greatly
protects the wood against being damaged by its

alternate wetting and drying. It also tends to

give a good surface to the concrete; but beat of all,

it largely reduces the cost of removing the
centres.

Great care should be taken in the design of all

centring, to make it as readily erected and
removed as possible. It is believed that fully as

much time can be profitably devoted in the office

to the careful design of the centring for a job, as
to the design of the reinforcement. As to the
latter, it is believed that each beam and other
member should be as carefully analysed, as are
complicated plate girders. Regular strain-sheets
should be prepared and preserved for record, and
all elements carefully investigated. Another
point for careful study in the office is that
of reducing to a minimum the number of

types of beam reinforcement to be used on
a building. This item is even more im-
portant than in the design of structual
steel - work, where it is made a cardinal

l)oint. Keinforcement and centring should bo
made interchangeable from bay to bay and from
tloor to floor, as far as possible. \'ery often a
design can be altered so that this can be effected

with great economic advantage and with little

or no loss of architectural or other features.

Many of these points are only ti.ir) iibvious ; but
they have been included here in an endeavour to

bring together as far as possible, in a short article,

the most important points which tend towards
economy, efficiency, and excellence.

LLOVD-S REUISTRV.
(with lithographic illustkations.]

ILOYD'8 RE(iISTRV," whose headquarters
J are in the building in Fenc.hurch-street,

and portions of which we now illustrate by exterior
and interior views, must not be confused with
•• Lloyd's," the Society of I'nderwriteis.
whoso quarters are located in the Royal Ex-
change. Lloyd's Registry is a society formed
nearly a hundred years since for "the pur-
pose of classifying vessels of all kinds for

insurance purposes ; hence Al at Lloyd's
alludes to Lloyd's Registry, and not, as
many people suppose, to "Lloyd's," under-
writers. It may readily be supposeil that a very
large staff is required to enable thi^ society to
s\n-vey, report, and suggest on the construction of
nearly all the ships built in the United Kingdom,
and to a large extent on the Continent, and which
it is necessary they should do to en-iblo them to
arrive at a proper classification. The building,
therefore, provides very ample acconmodation for
surveyors, engineers, draughtsmot., and general
clerks,. and besides has two floors of basement for
the storage of past registers, i;c. I'ortland stone
has been used for the elevations facing Fen-

church-street and Lloyd's-avenue. The carving

generally was done by Mr. T. E. Taylerson : but
the great feature is the work done by Mr. ti.

Frampton, R.A., which consists of several large

panels emblematic of trade, commerce, and
shipping, and by four bronze statues. The board-

room is panelled in mahoganj', inlaid by various

woods. The columns are of Numidian marble,

and the whole of the entablature and the ceiling is

covered with coloured decoration. The panels of

the ceiling were executed by Professor Moira.
The panel over the mantelpiece is in statuary

marble, and the work of Mr. H. Pegram. A.R.A.
Besides these artists Mr. Collcutt was able to avail

himself of the services of Mr. Lynn Jenkins and
ilr. Bertram Pegram for other decorative work,
and in the classification-room is a picture by
Mr. Brangwyn. A.R.A. The architect of the

building is Mr. T. E. Collcntt, of 3(i, Bloomsbury-
square, W.C.*

1 — I

SELECTED DESIGN : BIRMINGHAM
COUNCIL HOrSE EXTENSIONS.

LAST week we gave a review of the designs

submitted in the final competition for this

important imdertaking. To-day we print the

four plans of the selected design, together with
the principal elevation which faces Congreve-
street, and also a detail sheet of the same fa(,'ade.

Other further illustrations will follow. The
architects thus chosen are ^Messrs. H. V. Ashley
and Winton Newman, of Gray's Inn, W.C. It

will be seen on examining the plans that provision

is made for an admirable series of picture galleries

which are connected with the existing buildings

by a bridge, and on the second floor a range of

museum rooms extend along Congreve-street.

The two lower floors are devoted to municipal
offices in , distinct departments very cleverly

arranged. The cost is estimated at £150,001).

The ' ireenock Corporation have received a report

on the proposed supplj^ of Electricity to Port
Glasgow. The Greenock Burgh electrical engineer

reports that the most economical method would be
to deal with Port Glasgow simply as an extension

of the present are.i', and he divides his estimate into

two sections. The first, amounting to £!_', '280, and
comprising the cost of generating plant and high-
tension cables led into a sub-statiou near the centre

of Port Glasgow, is to be borne by CI reenock Cor-
poration. The second, amounting to i'l-.OSO,

includes expenditure on the sub-station and dis-

tributing mains in Port (xlasgow. It is calculated

that the cost of supplying current to Port Glasgow
will be 12 per cent, more than the average in

Greenock, but any increase in output over the

estimate will tend to reduce this difference.

A light railway, V2\ miles in length, is about to

be constructed in Salop between Cleobury and
Mortimer. Jlessrs. Bott and Stennett, of West-
minster, have taken the contract.

At Kedhill, the Bishop of Southwark consecrated,

on Wednesday, the first section of the new church
of Holy Trinity, consisting of the chancel and tour

bays of the nave. The chutch. towards which
,i:(),.')00 has been promised, will form a memorial to

the late Rev. Henry Brass, for forty years vicar of

St. Matthew's. Rtdhill, who died suddenly in lOOft

while on a tour in the I'nited States. The church
will be I'erpendicular in style, and the total cost

will be £10,000. The section first opened accom-
modates 400 persons, and the church, when
finished, will seat 650.

* We gave details from the architect's Itoyal Aoidemy
drawing.H of the farades in the Buildino News for -Jan. 13.

1001, and Jan. 2!i, 1904.

COMPETITIONS.
Dixi EUMLixE.— It was reported to the Carnegie

Trustees at their meeting at Dunfermline on
Friday, that 210 schedules of conditions had been

supplied to architects in connection with the pro-

posed competition for the branch library at

Baldridgeburn, and that plans are to be lodged

by January 10. An assessor will be appointed to

award premiums amounting to £20, £15, and £10
respectively.

' •^
CHIPS.

An adjourned Local Government Board inquiry

has been held in Dublin in reference to the appli-

cation of the corporation for sanction to a lean of

£131,000 for the purpose of providing a new Vartry

water reservoir at Roundwood. The inquiry has

been further adjourned until Feb. 14.

At an expenditure of over a quarter of a million

the new sewerage scheme at Derby has been com-
pleted. The system includes outfall and purification

works, together with main intercepting sewers for

carrying the refuse to six septic tanks at Spondon
for bacteriological treatment. The water, having
been filtered and purified, is disch.arged into the

Derwent. The principal contracts were carried out

by Messrs. Aston .Smith and Sons, of Buxton, and
Messrs. James Byre, Linrited, of Bury.

The " Diaiy and Handbook of the London
Master Builders' Association " is issued, price

half-a-crown, by Cnwin Bros., Ltd., 27, Pil-

grim-street, E.C.

The Peterborough Board of Guardians at their

last meeting adopted plans by Messrs. Townsend
and Fordham, architects, of that city, for additions

to the workhouse infirmary for cases of phthisis,

estimated to cost £1,280.

Mr. Sampson Hill, of Redruth, has been

appointed as architect for the new parish Sunday-
schools to he built at Budock, near Falmouth.

An exhibition has beeu opened in Glasgow of

decorative and albed trades, promoted by the

National Association of Master Painters of Scot-

land.

Mr. R. H. Hooper, M.Inst.C.E., Local Govern-
ment Board inspector, has held an inquiry at Wat-
ford into an application of the urban district council

to bcrrow £13,500 for their electric hght under-
taking.

New graving docks are being built for Smith's

Dock Co. on a site of sixteen acres at Cargo Fleet,

on the south side of the Tyne. The engineer is Mr.
J. Mitchell Moncrietf, M.I.C.E., of Newcastle.

At St. Mark's, Hamilton-terrace, N.W., on
Tuesday in last week. Canon Duckworth, D.D.,
C.V.O., Sub-Dean of Westminster Abbey, unveiled

and dedicated, in memory of the late Rev. Charles

Erskine, a mosaic set in alabaster, designed by Mr.
Sigismund Goethe, which has been placed on the

north wall of the nave. There are three panels, the

centre one a dying Clinstiau warrior succoured by
an angel, and on either side of this a kneeling angel,

one holding the paten, the other the chalice.

The new Congregational Church at Henleaze is to

be opened on Wednesday next, the yth inst. The
church forms part of the (.'ongregational church

extension scheme which was inaugurated in 1899,

when the Cougregati'iialists of Bristol undertook to

: raise a sum of £15,000 or more towards the cost of

erecting five new churches in the suburbs of Greater

Bristol. The Conventual School in Henleaze-lane

has been renovated and furnished as a school chapel,

at an outlay of £1,522, and the new church adjoin-

ing has cost aaother £5,200.

The arts committee of the town council of Edin-

; burgh have under consideration sketch-plans by

I

Mr. Peddie, of that city, for the proposed municipal

art school.
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LoxDOX, a.E.—A block of offices seven stories

high is to be erected on the site of Nos. 2o2, 'iSJ,

and 2.56, Vauxhall Bridge-road, Victoria-street

end, for the Central London Estates, Ltd. The
contract has been signed with Jlr. Charles th-ay,

of Shepherd's B\ish, and the work is to be pushed

forward with all speed. The elevation will be

carried out in red bricks, with grey terracotta

dressings from the Hathern Station Co.'s works.

An electric lift will give access to the various

floors. The architects are Messrs. Talgravc

and Co.

Skiubeck, Boston. Lixcs.—The Bishop of

Lincoln was present at the dedication as a

memorial to the Rev. R. E. Roy rector l.S.'):i-

l'J02) of an addition to this church, the second

instalment of an extensive scheme of recon-

struction. What remained of the old church was

repaired in 1S7.T under the direction of Sir G.

Scott at a cost of £3,000. Additional accommo-
dation is now necessary, and plans have been

prepared by Mr. G. F. Bodley, R.A., for the re-

building of all that was destroyed in \y.>H. The
aisles have now been continued to their original

length, and vestries have been added to the north

of the site of the chancel, with a heating-chamber

beneath. The total expenditure has been about

£3,2.50, and HO additional places have been

gained.

CHIPS.
Sir Aston Webb's design for the concert organ to

be erected in the new Birmmgham. University
buildings at Bournville has been adopted. The
specification of the organ was drawn by Sir Edward
Elgar.

On Tuesday in last week the new parish church of

St. Paul, Skelmersdale, was consecrated by the

Bishop of Liverpool.

Messrs. Rowland Bros., of Fenny Stratford, issue

a well-illustrated catalogue of their fencing gates

and fencing. These are a speciality with the tirm

which has a well-deserved reputation for good work
of careful design. The prices are very moderate.

The practice carried on by Mr. Walter Slater at

0, High-street, Wrexham, for the past twelve years,

has been transferred to Mr. 0. D. Rutter, formerly
of the War Department, who will continue the
practice under his own name.

The Infectious Diseases Hospital, Musselburgh, is

being warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's
patent Manchester stoves with descending smoke
nues, Manchester grates and special inlet ventilators,

the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorlaud
:ind Brother, of Manchester.

A new clock showing time upon three dials and
striking the hours and Cambridge quarters has been
erected at St. Cuthbert's Church, Allendale. Js'orth-

umberland, by Messrs. J. B. Joyce and Co., Whit-
church, Salop. The cost, including fixing, was
£120. It was set in motion at midnight on Xew
Year's Eve.

The executors of Mr. George Herring have re-

quested Mr. George Wade to execute the bust of the
late philanthropist which is to be placed in the
Mansion House.

The spire of Peel Church, Isle of Man, has been
condemned as dangerous, and the church as a con -

sequence has been closed. The diocesan surveyors
of Liverpool, Messrs. George Bradbury and Sons,
and the ecclesiastical surveyor of the Isle of Man,
Mr. H. Cowle, have found great cracks in the
steeple, due to defective construction, and say that
the condition of things is so bad that in a severe gale
the steeple and tower might collapse and totally

destroy the church. 'fhey recommend that
immediate steps be taken to remove the whole of
the spire.

Mr. T. W. ,Toyce, surveyor, sanitary inspector,
and water engineer to the Redruth Town Couucd,
was appointed borough surveyor of Dirtmouth at a
committee meeting of Dartmouth Town Council on
Tuesday evening.

Several important additions have recently been
made to the Aston Workhouse, and on Tuesday
another extension, the new south pavilion, was
thrown open for use. It is three stories in height,

and contains 122 beds. It has been buUt irom
plans by Messrs. C. Whitmell and Son, of
Birmingham. The contract with the builders,

Messrs. Lee and i^on, was signed in August of U^O.5,

the tender being £S,411.

Devonport Surveyors' Committee received on
Monday from the borough surveyor (Mr. J. F.
Burns) plans for the making of a 10ft. road from
Stuart-road to \'ictoria Park. The plans were
passed.

TO OORRESPONDENTS.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our coiTespondents. All comraunications should be

drawn up a.< bneHv a.s possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is partioularlv requested that all drawings and all

communioatinns respectini- illustrations or literary matter

should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bcildiso

News. Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

"W.C, and not to members of the statf by name. Delay

is not infrequently otherwise caused. All drawinfrs and

other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and

the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post^ffice Ol-dcrs to be made payable

Tbe Strand Nkwspapee Comi'asv, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London."
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Botmd copies of Vol. XC. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post

12s Od.^, as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XL-VI.,

xux., un., Lxi., Lxii., Lxrv-., lxv., lx-vi.,

LX^-n., LX\Tn., LXIX., LXXI., LXXU., Lxxm.,
T.xxn-., LXXV., LXXVI,, LXX\1I., Lxxrx.,
I,XXX., LXXXI., Lxxxn., Lxxxni., lxxxiv.,
LXXXV., LXXX\T., LXXXVn., LXXXVIII.. and

LXXXIX. may still be obtained at the same pric e ; all

the other bounil volumes are out of print. Most of

the back numbers of former volumes are, however,

to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back num-
bers to complete volume just ended should order at

once, as many of them soon run out of priiit.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Hhildino News.
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtamed from any

Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,

Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per aimum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

United States, £1 6a. Od. (or 6dols. .30c. gold). To France

or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 3:ifr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

AD-VERTISEMENT CHAEQES.

The charge for Competition and Contract
Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the flrst

bne coimting as two, the minimum cliarge being os. for

four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and

Miscellaneous and Trade AdvertiSL-ments lexcept

Situation advertisements) is 6d. per hue of eight words

(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge

being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than six insertions can be ascertained on appUcation

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for ** Situations
Vacant " or " Situations "Wanted " and " Part-
nerships," is One Shilliso for Twestv-kocr Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation

'Advtniatmtiits must be prepaid.

•»* Replies to advertisements can be received at the

office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-pass-aje, Strand,

W.C free nf etinrge. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See

Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Pubfcher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page

Advertisement.s and alterations in serial advertisements

must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure

insertion.

Received. -J. C. E.—A. W.-P. P. A.—F. W. and Son.

—Mortar Dab.—L. and J.— W. H. A. and Son.—I).—

R. C. H.

Flaostoxe.—Yes.

Press.—Thinks ; too full.

V. R.—We will see if you send.

Trav'Poet.—Much more likelv to be well served by such

aflrmasW. H. Lascelles and Co., Ltd., 121, Biinhill-

row.

Entry.—The " Premier " lifts are made by the Lift and
Hoist Co., Prinoe-street, Deptford.

P. L.—Merryweathers', certainly. Their reputation, in

that respect e.specially, is second to none.

CoLOSiAL.—There may be a marliet in this country for it.

Have you taken any steps to have the crushing-weight

tested.'

UcERlsT.—Sketch apparently is meant for a lewis, but it

is not very clear.

A. E. Sc.i.ES.-B. T. Bitsford, 94, High Holborn. W.C,
will recommend books on builders' book-keeping.

There are several, but we hesitate to say that there is

any "best. '

" BUILDING NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB.
ruCETH LIST OF SCRIECTS.

D.—A branch bank, fai,-ade in Portland stone and brick,

having a clear width of 28ft. and a total height of not

more than 47ft. above the level of pavement. The

whole to be drawn to .Jin. scale, with a section of the

fnmt set out by the side of the elevation. The ground

floor to be 6in. above the pavement level. From ground
floor to flrst floor lift. From Hr.st Boor to second

floor 10ft. From second floor to third floor Oft., and
the attics H(t. Bin. high to ceiling. These top rooms to

have dormer windows. The ground floor is to be
entirely devoted to the banking business, and all the

upper floors are to be used as a manager's residence.

No plans are needed, save outlines of the faeade
_
at

various levels, and these may be delineated in position

on the elevation, but are not to be so shown as to inter-

fere with the architectural efl'eet of the elevation as

such. The competitors must provide two entrances in

the front, one for the bank and one for the honse ; but
there need be onlv one external doorway, as the private

door may open oiit of the bank public porch, or lobby,

wliKih should be on the right of the front. The windows
must be ample, and adapted to the purposes of the

building. The name of the bank to appear on the frieze

of the front, carved in stone. The style is left to the

competitors ; but it should be simple and dignified, and
all cornices, &e., must stop and return on to the front

within the width of 2Hft., so as to be quite clear of

adjacent propiTtv flanking the bank. The floors to be

in concrete 6in. thick. Drawings to be delivered on or

by Saturday, Feb. 2. 1907

.

Drawinos Eeceived.—" Wilkie."

—-^-^-^—
CANADA : A WARNING Tt) CAPITALISTS,
ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, AND
OTHERS.

To the Editor of the Bdildino Nbws.

Sill, -In a few months the Canadian Press will

begin the season's booming of the Dominion, with

the objei-t of enticing some of the better class of

emigrants who may possess some capital to come

out here.

The Dominion of Canada, as it exists, is not

like the Canada that you read of in the jiapers

circulated broadcast over Great Britain by the

Canadian Government, the railway companies,

contractors, and estate agents.

Some years ago I had the misfortune to meet

an agent of the (^"anadian ( iovemment, and with

a liberal supply of newspapers and verbal state-

ments by the agent my attention was attracted to

Winnipeg as probably a good commercial centre,

and 1 gave up my business at home and came out

here. Fortunately my circumstances allow me to

make a careful investigation, and I take an

unprejudiced view of Canadian methods; but

it is impossible for me to use language strong

enough as a warning to all well-educated young

men to avoid Canada, as it is not a field for their

energies, unless they come here by previous

arrangement or agreement to take up a per-

manent situation at a salary about three times

that at home.

As Winnipeg is considered a central town, with

a population of nearly 100,000 inhabitants, and

always boomed high above its value by the

Government and the daily Press, it is now a sort

of dumping-ground for the immigrants coming

'west to seek their fortune, and every possible

effort is now made to get the British capitalists to

invest their money here in what is described as

real estate, and some of which, as city property, I

shall correctly describe.

Some months before I left Great Britain I

wrote and asked the city clerk of Winnipeg to

send me a copy of the building by-laws, which I

received in due course. I carefully read the by-

laws, and was then of opinion that Winnipeg was

a splendid city wherein to practise the profession

of an architect.

When I arrived here 1 found the city, but no

trace of the by-laws in the erection of new build-

ings, as they are simply a dead letter. It is true

that plans and specifications are prepared (but not

bills of quantities) for some of the barn-looking

warehouses and business premises, and for some

of the villa residences in the better-class districts :

but at least three-quartei-s of the city has been

erected by the speculating builders without any

plans submitted to the corporation. The builders

secure lot^ with a frontage of 2.ift. or upwards,

and then thev visit the city hall and inform the

building inspector of their intention to erect a

house on lot No.—, street : the house to con-

tain so many rooms, so many stories in height,

the walls to be of timber and plaster, or lined

outside with 4in. brick, as the case may be, and

after stating the size of the tloor-joists, and the

approximate cost of the whole structure, the

permit is at once granted and the building pro-

ceeds. There is no supervision by the corporation

as to proper arrangement, position of rooms,

windows, doors, and ventilation or sanitary

fittings, and the materials are of the cheapest and

most inferior class that can be purchased.
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I rent and occupy a nine-roomed house with
basement, kc, at a rent of aOdol. per month,
paid in advance. That is upwards of £123 per

annum, which includes all the corporation rates

and taxes. I pay for water, electric light ; pur-

chased my own cooking range and boiler, and the

plumber's work fitting it to the cylinder ;
pur-

chased and fitted up the window blinds and some
of the electric fittings.

AVith the exception of the front windows, all

the rest are on the sides "f the house looking

directly into our neighbours' windows, and only

a few feet distant. The sanitary arrangements

are of the worst possible description. There is a

trap placed in the baseuient. and from that trap the

drain-pipe is continued below the Hoor and up
through the roof as a drain ventilator. The waste-

water pipes from the sink, bath, and lavatory basin

are connected to the water-closet soilpipe, and as

the bath is nearest the water-closet, the flushing of

closet siphons the trap at the bath. To all archi-

tects, engineers, and sanitarians further comment
on this matter is needless. Typhoid fever is often

raging in Winnipeg.
The hot-air furnace for heating the house con-

sumes about 14s. worth of coal per week, and the

cooking-range about i^s. worth of timber per week.

When warming the house, the air is reheated by
circulating over and over again ; and the air is

drawn down by three large pipes from the two
public rooms and the staircase to the base of the

furnace, and from the furnace the air is conveyed

in tin pipes along the ceiling of the basement,

fixed in a haphazard manner, and up between

the standards of the partitions to the various

rooms ; and in the case of some of the bedrooms
one upright flue is used to serve two rooms, with

the air-grates placed opposite each other in the

partition, so that there is no privacy between the

rooms, owing to the grate opening of I'iin.

square near the floor. To avoid severe headaches

from the burnt atmosphere, a water-pan is fixed

in the top of the furnace, and it must be filled

two or three times a day.

No flues are provided for the extraction of air

from the house, except the Oin. pipe from the

furnace, and one of similar size from the cooking-

range—that is a total of about 56sfi.in. of outlet

for smoke and ventilation, and in many houses of

this size, you will find as many as fourteen in-

habitants. This is a correct description of what
is described as a fully modern and up-to-date

Winnipeg house. Numerous apartment blocks

are erected here in such a way that no corporation

in Great Britain would allow them to be used for

residential purposes.

This is the class of property that the agents and
local companies describe as valuable real estate,

and for which they are making such desperate

efforts to entice the British capitalist to hand over

his money for investment. To the British

capitalist and wealthy insurance companies I

say : Beware of the Canadian agent, for it matters

little whether he ia the representative of the

Dominion Government, the railway companies, or

acting for and on behalf of the loan companies, as

their actions and principles are similar.

The Canadian Government is supposed to take

steps to stop all combines that may injure or retard

any class of trade ; but I find that a fair and j ust

tender for building work cannot be got here.

Among a certain class of contractors there is an

arrangement of prices, which they describe as

standard rates for work that is outside of all

ordinary jobbing or day work.

The surveying of land is protected by Acts of

the Dominion Parliament, and left in the hands

of a few privileged indi\'iduals. The most highly-

(pialified land surveyors, engineers, and architects

from Great Britain are not allowed to practise

surveying here on their own account imtil they

go through a certain time of apprenticeship with

a Dominion land surreyor, and afterwards try to

pass an examination, which they are seldom
allowed to do, as those conducting the examina-
tions are steeped in the principles of Protection,

and with a strong desire to stop the progress

of every qualified man from (rreat Britain and
elsewhere, and retain all sui-h positions for the

Canadians who have passed through certain

simple degrees in the Canadian schools and
colleges.

Of course, there are many obvious reasons for

such unfair and harsh dealings on the part of

the present Dominion Government, and I shall

endeavour to explain some of them. In the first

place, the average professional man from Great
Britain is greatly in advance of the average

Canadian, both in ability, energy, and honesty
;

had
and if the professional man from Britain .

free hand and fair play in open compe*'''°°

against the Canadian, the latter would so"*^ "^

left far away in the background.
The British surveyor and architect can lay out

ground for building purposes, showing i^kill and

artistic abilities, and honestly show on his plans

existing buildings, walls, roads, streets, ,S:c., and,

in fact, made as plain as possible. But that is

too honest a principle for the Canadian surveyor

to follow, and in laying out ground for building

purposes his plans show numerous streets and
avenues in almost endless straight lines, without

any attempt to provide public gardens, squares,

crescents, or open spaces for beauty and recreation,

and he carefully avoids showing existing build-

ings or anything else on his plans of streets and

lots that may be on or near the lands.

The plans prepared by the Canadian surveyors

are extensively used by the •' real estate agents
"

and speculators, and they do not show or indicate

in any way the actual extent of the city, as they

only indicate the line of streets actually formed

and" proposed all alike on plans : and the built-up

areas in the centre are shown exactly the same

as proposed streets, miles out on the open

prairie, where not even footpaths are formed or

indicated in any way on the grassy sward that

has never been cultivated or farmed further than

for the grazing of cattle. This is a principle of

surveying and drawing-up that assists the real

estate man in his buying and selling of lots ; and

many a poor, hard-working person has been de-

ceived when purchasing building lots from plans

and agents' statements, and after the agreements

are signed and the money paid, they often find

that the Canadian surveyors' plans are as mis-

leading as the real estate agents' statements.

Before leaving Great Britain I was told by
(iovernment and C.P. Railway agents that the

railway companies required many men of good

practical training. I have also tested that state-

ment and found it false. I made application to

three railway companies in Winnipeg, and after

explaining liiy tiaining and experience I was

offered the position of a chainman with a survey-

ing party, which is simply a labourer's work.

Then there is the introduction principle, as

practised by the Dominion Government agents in

Great Britain, and it is so well organised in its

methods of deceit that we may look upon it as a

fine art, and I shall biiefly state my own personal

experience :— From a man holding a high position

under the Dominion Government I got various

letters of introduction, and one was to the chief of

a department in the Government service at

Ottawa. He passed me on with a letter to another

man, and the second man said he would introduce

me to a splendid man in Winnipeg. I arrived

t ere and presented the third letter to the Winni-

peg man. He read it and professed gieat astonish-

ment and surprise, and said that he did not know
the Ottawa man. and that all he could do for me
was to offer me a pick and shovel and go to one of

his railway construction camps.

During the summer, the city council had a

large signboard in front of the city hall with the

words, ' Welcome to Winnipeg" ; but, unfortu-

nately for British subjects, the most hearty

welcome is given to the foreign labourer. The
professional man from Britain is only made
welcome if he has some capital to leave in the

country. The council has just begun a survey

and the erection of works, to bring in some

electric power to the city, and I know of able

draughtsmen and professional men that applied

for positions in the engineer's department, and

not the slightest notice has been taken of their

applications : but the city council of Wmnipeg
has adopted the principle of Protection, and taken

engineers and draughtsmen from Toronto and

the east of Canada, and the overtaxed rate-

payers are charged by one draughtsman with

about £6 for the use of a drawing-room

car from Toronto to Winnipeg, about tl 4s.

for the use of a room in a hotel befoie

he left Toronto, and upwards of £1 as his

expenses in a cafe at the same hotel before he

started on his journey to Winnipeg. This all

takes place at a time when some well-educated,

highly-trained architects, surveyors, and other

professional men are walking the streets of

Winnipeg looking for emplojTiient, after they

were encouraged by Government agents and

others to come out" here, relying on the many
printed and verbal false statements that are circu-

lated broadcast in Great Britain.

I trust that I have written enough as a warning

to professional men and British capitalists to avoid

the Dominion of Canada until honest, fair, and

more straightforward principles are adopted by
the Dominion (iovernment.

I enclose my card, and consider myself
A Victim.

Winnipeg, December 19th, 190G.

Inttrcommutticattott.

QUESTIOXS.

[12242.1—Cubical Contents of Public Build-
ings.— Whtre can intumiation be obtained respectinsr

the total fventuai ccst and Ihe cubical contents of recenth

completed public buildings—such as the Town Hall at

Walsall, the new Sessions House, new "War Office, and
Carditf Municipal Buildings.' Really authentic informa-

tion is needed.—M.

CHIPS.

The Hicks Theatie, opened on Friday night, is

seated tor 1,200 persons, and is almost a replica on a

somewhat smaller scale of the Aldwych. Both weie
designed by Mr. W. G. K. Sprague.

Admiral Sir Gerard Ncel hoisted his flag at 9 a.m.

as Commander-in-Chief at the Nore on Mew Year's

Day at the new Admiralty House, Chatham, built

at an expenditure of £2.'),00O, to which the head-

quarters of the Nore Command have been trans-

ferred from Sheerness.

Professor Otto Benndorf, Professor of Classical

Archfeolog)' at the University of Vienna, died at

Vienna on Wednesday at the age of 6S. He was
well known owing to his woik on archfcological

subjects and to the excavations he conducted in

Asia Minor.

A movement has been started for erecting in

every town in the United Kingdom a mural drink-

ing fountain as a memorial to the late Sir Wilfrid

Lawson. The fountains will be of rough-dressed

granite, the water coming from a hole in the joints.

The overflow will supply a trough for dogs at the

base of the memorial. There will be a full-sized

portrait medallion of the late Sir Wilfrid Lawsou
above an inscription. The fountains will be con-

structed of Cornish stone granite in England,

Aberdeen granite m Scotland, and Castlewellan

granite in Ireland, but the stone for the medallion

and entablature will come from Cumberland.

The Newtowna-.ds Urban District Council have

granted their surveyor, Mr. Larraour, an increase

in salary of £30 per annum.

The building plans approved during 1906 by the

Coventry City Council numbered 1,313, the largest

number in the history of Coventry. They included

55 new factories and workshops, besides alterations

to almost as many others. The Jactories and work-

shops completed in the year numbered 34.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between

G. E. Bolshaw and H. J. Stevens, architects and

surveyors. Harrogate, Yorkshire, under the style of

G. E. Bolshaw and H. J. Stevens has been dis-

solved.

Mr. Alfred Robinson, formerly of Rugby, and

land agent and surveyor to the L.X.W. Ry., died

on Tuesday at 29, Beacon-hill, X., aged 71 years.

Mr. G. A. Millard, of Uxbridge, has been ap-

pointed surveyor to the Asminster Rural District

CouncU.

In the case of the application on behalf of George

Elmes, Filton, (iloucestershire, and Bedminster,

Bristol, builder, the order of discharge has been sus-

pended for two years, ending Dec. 7, 19C8.

The new mission chuich of St. Paul, in the parish

of St. Mary Magdalene, Peckham-road, wUl be

dedicated by the Bishop of Southwark to-morrow

(Saturday).

The January circular of the Emigrants' Informa-

tion Ofiice states that in Natal the supply of labour

is equal to the demand, and is over-abundant in the

building trades both in Durban and in Pietermaritz-

burg. All persons are warned against going to the

Transvaal in search of work.

The death is announced of Willis Webb Polk, a

Kentucky architect, in San Francisco, at the age of

70, He was one of many men of good education

engaged in the Civil War as private soldiers.

Whilst excavations were Iwing carried ,out last

week in connection with the new Todmorden

Corporation seweiage works at Lobbmill, a pre-

historic canoe was discovered by workmen. The

canoe, which is of oak, and is about 6ft. long by IJin.

wide, will be placed in the museum attached to the

free library.

Mrs. JuUa Goodman, the artist, died at Brighton

on Sunday morning, in her' 85th year. She was one

of the lew Eving artists who were students at a

popular school ot art at Bloomsbury before the late

Queen came to the throne. She continued to use

her brush until quite recently.
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f HENltY vn. s CHAPEL, 'WESTMIXSTER AHKEV.*

The ceiling of Henry VII. 's: chapel is, of course,
•one of the most perfect examples •>( fan-traceried
vaulting we possess. The picture of the chapel
reproduced, which was exhibited at the Roval
Academy last year, is taken looking north-east.
The artist has chosen a morning light, and the
•chapel, which forms tlie subject of the picture, is

I .grey and misty, the details subdued, though the
I -careful drawing of these details is quite evident.

V The b,anners above give a rich note of colour to

yhe study, and the stalls are well and forcibly

I'lrawn. The artist, Jliss Elizabeth Drake, ia one
f the Hampstead colony of artists. Besides
-t idying in London and Paris, she has had a

The following illustrations of Westminster Abbey
'- uppeared in the Bcildini; News :—Plans, July 2,

- '. Jlay IS, 1SS4. and April 10, ISIO.3 : plan of con-
"uaj buildings (by the 'ate Kev, Mackenzie E. €.
:-otti. May 1(1. 1872, and March 3, 1876 : plan of St.

-Serine's Chapel, June 28,1872: plan of apse ibythe
i it- i;. E. Street), May 30, 1879; ancient riew.'t bvBraun
I'-rl and Kaithome U6.W). Jime 28, 1878: west front,

' Lii. 15, 1886 ; ditto, by W.N.W. and temporarv Corona-
:

;
n annexe (sketrh by H. Penton). Au^. 7, 1902 ; Wren's

iiituLiraph drawing &f north transept front, Oct. '2Q,
\^^^: north transept e.xterior vthe late Herbert E.
'Tibbie. Sketch Book Series No. ITj. Feb. 4, 1870;
ncith transept, as restored by Sir G. G. Scott and
I L. Pearson. 1877-91, .Jan. 5. IKIl ; ditto (drawing

the late J. L. Pearson, Deo. 9, 1882; Nathaniel
h'.s new statues for same, April 10, 1891 ; north tran-

1 :
late Sir G. G. Scott's restcMrationl May .3, 1S79

;

cloisters, north walk of (W. H. Lockwood), April 12, 1872 ;

ditto (J. MacLaren), Feb. 1.5, 1884; lavatories in south
walk of cloLster (A. Needham Wilson), April 3, 1883;
chapter-house entrance M. Allen , Jan. 27, 1881; ditto,
panel in doorway (T. F. Pennington). July 23, 1870;
Jerusalem Chamber, March It, 18si9 ; diagram of ground
vault of nave (Lawrence Harveyi. Nov. 17. isa'6; nave
pulpit (Sir G. G. Scott), Sept. 12, 1862 ; memorial brasses
an nave (to Sir Gilbert .Scott), Sept. 12. l.'^79 (to G. E.
Street), Oct. 10. 1814 ; bay of south transept and trifonum
<;arving3 (J. Atwood Slater , Jan. 12 and 19. 1S83 ; ditto.
upper arcade (the late James Hicks—Sketch Book Series
No. 14) Jan. 14. 1870; three interiors, choir, north tran-
sept, and north aisle of choir (Herbert Railtoni, Jan. 1,
1892

; bay of choir (Sydney Vaeher), Jan. 15, 1877 ; St.
Edmund's shrine in the 14th century (T. H. Longh-.-ld:,
Sept. 10, 1875; Tomb of Aymer de Valence 'H. g'
Drinkwater), Aug. 2;j, 1873 : ditto by T. Miller. i?eb. 6^
1880 ; Coronation Chair .National drawing, Henry d!
Bennett), Deo. 7, 1906; iron grille, Uueen Eleanor's
tomb T. F. Pennington)

thorough training in architectural drawing. For
several years she acted as assistant to her

father, who was an architect in Kochester.

and thus became familiar with the details of

architectural drawing and construction. Miss
Drake has made measured drawings of Ightham
Mote, and various other old buildings for

the Kent Archaeological Society, and copies

of old fresco paintings in West C'hiltington ' Knowledge
Church, and of lately-discovered frescoes in an

i

A.K.xV., and
old house in Rye for the Sussex Archaeological

Society, besides doing lithographic illustrations

for se\'eral other scientific societies. She has

painted many pictures on the Thames from
Rotherhithe to Westminster. I >ne of these, a

view looking across the river under Charing
Cross railway bridge, w.as exhibited at the Paris

Salon last year. Miss Drake has also painted a
number of miniature portraits.

UOVAI. ACATIEMV, 1906 : VKIZE DESIGN I'OU THE
IlECOU.iTIOX OF A rVBLIC UriLTlIN'O. "^

" TuE singers:went before, the players on instru-

ments followed after : among them were the

damsels playing with timbrels.*'— Ps. l.vviii. 2-3.

It is impossible to interpret this verse literally

—

apart from its context—for the Psalm is un-
questionably Messianic. Throughout, the pre-

sence of God is felt, and although there is no
d'trt'cf reference to the coming of Christ, the works
of God in the past are perceived to be but the

means to a greater end. The tone of the Psalm
becomes more and more triumphant. An ideal

procession passes before the eyes of the poet : it

is a Divine assurance of the Spiritual conquest of

the world. Faith, Mercy, Parity. Lnng-suifering,

Charity. Humility, the fruits of the teaching of

the risen and ascended Christ, pass with nmny
1/ others in triumphant joy, singing and playing

upon instruments. The Sovereignty of God is

universally established. To the left is seen
the seated figure of the poet-seer. King David.
Below him. kneeling, is he who records his

words, which, as the vision appears before him,
fall from his lips.

Cauox A. C. Oliveu Lodoe.

[We shall give the large cartoon next week.]

Lloyd's eegistrv. ;^ y
(FoK description see page 10.)

ASCHArrENiu ttr, palace, kavauia. /
This quadrangular palace, with its four angle
pavilion turrets and big pinnacled tower in the
central quad, rises above a commanding eminence,
and thus is at once distinguishable as the most
conspicuous building in the town of Aschaffen-
burg, standing as it does high up on the banks of

the Main. The Schloss, as it was sometimes
termed, was originally erected by the Frankish
Kings as a hunting palace on the ruins of a Roman
castle, the ancient tower having originated as the
station of the 10th and 2ord Legions. The present
palace is a masterful example of the Renaissance
of the first quarter of the 16th century. It was
built ;is a summer residence by the Archbishop-
Electors'of Mayence. Thecolour of themasonry has
caused the appellation locallyof " the Red Palace."
The angle lowers or pavilions are ISOft. high, and
old views show a moat extending all round the
building, with a drawbridge on the entrance front
outside. The collection of pictures in the galleries

nirmbcr nearly 400 examples, to be reckoned,
however, as more curious than remarkable for
beauty, but the fine library is rich ia MSS.,
illuminated documents, and early printed books.
The Palace also contains an important assem-
blage of 20,000 engravings. Part of the exterior
walling is stuccoed, and whatever may be thought
of some of its detail, the building is certainly

broadly handled -ind well massed, so that, seen
from a distance rising so boldly above the river,

the effect is very handsome and distinctly im-
posing. The rusticated and arcaded facade in the

figures of St. Michael and St. George (7ft. high),
each standing in an upright piosition and hold-
ing a two-handed sword. "Inspiration" and
Knowledge " (also 7ft.) arc on oither'side-of the

entrance arch. The former stands with her head
raised, apparently seeking for the true inspiration,

and the latter with an open book, and at the base,

worked in with the drapery, is "The Tree of

The sculptor is Jlr. Alfred Ihury,
Sir Aston Webb, R.A., is the

architect.

rKorosED MONVMENT to the late MAK<iflS or
SALISBl'UY.

This national tribute to the memory of this

accomplished statesman Ims been designed by
Mr. G. F. Bodley. R..V., whose drawing now
illustrated was shown at the Last Royal Academy
Exhibition. The tomb, with its recumbent figure

of Lord .Salisbury, is to stand against a screen of
masonry to be erected between two of the Abbey
arcade piers as drawn, while above, a beam, richly
decorated and spanning the opening, gives an
admirable finish to the composition, which is

made the more distinguished by three episcopal
statues occupying cusp-headed niches, interspaced
by buttresses and capped piers. The memorial
is to be placed on the nave side of the north-west
tower of the Abbey, close to the Baroness Burdett-
Coutts's grave.

A Tl DOU MANOR HOI SE.

With reference to the drawing of an I Hd Tudor
Hall. I have nothing to say by way of description
beyond the fact that composition is purely an
imaginary one, designed in my leisure for pictorial

purposes. John" Laxgham.

, „ ^ Aug. 8. 1879; north turret
•door, Henrr V .'s Chapel, Mareh 24, 1899; iron griUe i quadrangle seen to the left of the dnawing given

s Chantry (G. A^T. Middleton). May 20.
] herewith is rather good in its proportion and

in Henry V.'s Chantry (G. A. T.
1698; restoration of Henry IH.'s tomb (T. H. Long
field). .\prU 1, 1SS7; choir from screen of St. Edmund's
apsidal chapel i R. J. Johnsonl. April 17, ISSo ; doorway to
St. Eramus' < 'hapel (A. Bennett Bamfordi, Dec. 6, lb89

;

Islip's Chapel (A. Needham Wilsoni. May 30, 1889; Coro-
nation chair ;William H. Whelan, of Dublin!, March 22,
1901 ; carved Jragcai from a tomb. Jan. 15. lbS,8 ; bronze
gates, Henry VII.'s Chapel, from photographs, March 24,
1899 ; ditto dniwinL' by G. E. T. Liurence, .\pril 10 18,85 •

ditto measured details by G. E. T. Laurence, Sept. 2d.
1902; panel in Henry VII.'s Chapel (I. J. Phillips)
July 30, 1880 ; effigies of Henry VU. and Uueen Elizabeth
of York, from photograph, March 21, ISiW; proposed
Campo Santo (Sir G. G. Scott's design),, Feb. -29, 1S84

;

ditto J. L. Pearson's design, Dec. 26, 1897 ; proposed
monumental halls and tower (J. P. Seddon and E. H
Lamb\ Uarofa 25, li>04.

THE XEW ^\ALbOKr HOTEL, .\LUWVCH, W.C.

The Waldorf Hotel, now in course of erection
between the Waldorf Theatre and the Aldwych
Theatre, will rise to a height of (iOft. above their
roofs, so that the two theatres will appear as

wings of the edifice, which will form an import-
ant addition to the buildings already erected
under the L.C.C. improvement scheme. The
structure will be built in white Portland stone,
designed on a large scale and restrained manner
in the Louis Seize style of architecture.
The columns are the same size as those on the
fa(,ade of St. Paul's Cathedral. The base of the
building will be in blocks of white .\berdeen
granite. Internally there will be three entrance
halls, the middle one opening from the internal
palm garden, which will be r, fine representa-
tion of the courtyard of a great Louis Seize
mansion. Besides the great dining-room there
will be others round the palm garden for dinner
parties. A marble terrace will run round the
garden, and beneath will be the grill-rooms, which
will rank among the largest in London. Some
400 bedrooms are to be built, and there wiU be
over 170 bath-rooms. A bath-room will generally
be attached to each bedroom or suite, so that each
visitor can have his own bath—a convenience
common enough in America, but rare in Britain,

in spite of the proverbial fondness of our country-
men for the "morning tub." The management
will aim particularly to make the hotel, with its

prominent and central position, a centre for
visitoi-s to this country from America or the Con-
tinent. .Suites will also be set apart which may
be permanently occupied by those who dislike the
trouble cf housekeeping for themselves. The
hotel has been planned by Messrs. A. Marshall
M.ackenzie, LL.D., A.R.S.A., F.R.LB.A., and
Son. Mr. Mackenzie recently spent a considerable

time in New York and the principal cities of the

United .*>tates studying the latest advances in hotel

construction there.

SELECTEIl DESIGN hiumixoham
extensions.

COl'KCIL HOUSE

(See descriptive note with plans and elevations

on page 10.)

parts.

t

SCULrTlltE AT THE

The central figure over the entrance of the
Victoria and Albert Museum, .South Kensington,
is that of the late (iueen Victoria (9ft. high*.

She is represented as she was in about the middle
of her reign. On either side she is supported by

- The Davidic authorship is disputed by many.

* A view from an old print of the Palace is given in
" Denkmiiler Deutscher Renaissance," published 4)y Herr
Wasmuth, and' other views of the building are " photo-
graphed in that work.

ICTOUIA AND ALBERT MCSHL-M. CiTJ^LTcM^ in^^^ruil'dLKt^S^t:!^
(Friday), at h p.m., when the Lord Mayor will dis

tribute prizes to teachers.

Mr. White, chief eugineer. Public Works Depart-
ment, Bombay-, is to be specially employed for some
months after his retirement.

A stained -glass window, which is being placed in

the east end of St. Luke*s Church* Chid(£ngstone
Causeway, in memory of the late Mrs. Wynne
Roberts, at a cost cf £8-50, will be unveiled nest
week.
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O^ur afflict Cable.—--

—

Next session a Bill is to be introduced into
Parliament for the incorporation of the Xational
Trust for Places of Historic Interest or Natural
Beauty. The trust is to be established for " pro-

moting the permanent preservation for the benefit

of the nation of lauds and tenements including
buildings) of beauty or historic interest, and as

regards land for the preservation so far as prac-

ticable) of their natural aspect, features, and
animal and plant life." The present property of

the association is to be invested in the National
Trust, which will be divided into «) ordinary
members, (/') life members, (r) honorary members,
and ('') local corresponding members. t>n the

council two members are to be appointed by the
Trustees of the National Gallery, two by the

President of the Royal Academy, two by the
Trustees of the British Museum, and one each bj-

the Society of Antiquaries, the Koyal Institute of

British Architects, the Commons Preservation
Society, the Kyrle Society, the Selborne Society,

the Society for the Protection of Ancient Build-

ings, and thirteen other bodies—rather an un-
wieldy executive. Twenty-five properties now in

the possession of the association are scheduled as

to be held and preserved for the benefit of the

nation.

The excavations at Tananova, in Sicily, which
are being carried on under the superintendence of

Professor Orsi, director of the Syracuse Archieo-
logical Museum, have led to the discovery of an
ancient temple. At the east end of the modem
town there are still standing the ruins of a Doric
temple belonging to the fifth century. A closer

examination of these remains brought to light,

below the floor-level, the bases of the pillars of a
second and older building, which appears to have
been pulled down by the inhabitants of the
ancient Gela themselves, to make room for the
new sanctuary. The older temple was 3.5 yards
long by 17 in breadth. The architrave was
decorated with coloured tiles, of which many
fragments were dug up. The treasury of Gela at
< ^hTnpia displays the same kind of ornamentation.

In discussing the question of the ownership of
architects" drawings, the .lunricaii .inhitnt
expresses a doubt whether the architect is always
their proper and safest custodian. It instances
the trouble which occurred at the death, some six

or seven years ago, of the late Richard Windeyer,
of Toronto, when his heirs and assigns, having
no knowledge of architectural matters, seem to

have considered the contents of his office as of no
great value, and so allowed the acc\imuIation of
.soiled and tattered drawings and records, in

portfolios, in rolls, in drawers, to disappear
beyond the ken of man. Rjcently the Chapter
of St. Alban's Cathedral in Toronto decided
that it was time to resume the building of the
fabric, and on to the choir, which for several
years had been large enough to accommodate the
•congregation, add the crossing, transepts, and two
bays of the nave ; but it was found that no trace
could be discovered of the much-needed drawings.
Mr. Windeyer's family stated that the drawings,
if there had ever been any, had been destroyed as

valueless. The work of continuing the building
after such design as might please them was there-

upon entrusted to new architects, Messrs. Chad-
wiek and Beckett. Jlr. Hubble, the contractor
for the carpentry work in erection, has, however,
since sent to the Chapter a complete set of tracings
of plan and elevation, as well as all the detail-

drawings of the woodwork carried out in choir
and chancel.

Ix an article commenting on recent failures in

reinforced concrete structures in the United
States, due to tlie use of inferior materials, the
Eiigiiieeiuifi Xeirs expresses the opinion that re-

inforced concrete may be dangerous as a building
material for one one or more of the following
reasons:—" (1) Because safe methods of design
have not yet been developed ; or (2) because the
commercially obtainable materials of construction
are subject to unknown variations which may
produce fatal weakness ; or f3) because the quality
of labour employed is not high enough to insure
the safe construction oi the design, even though
design and materials bn satisfactory. To this con-
<lusion we are regretfully forced to subscribe.
We make but one reservation—namely, that if

an independent engineer be employed either to

work out the design, or to prescribe specifications

and verify the design by them ; and if, further.
an independent engineer be placed in charge of

the construction work to see that it is properly

done, then reinforced concrete construction is as

safe as other tyjjes of construction. Under all

other circumstances we believe it involves so much
risk that it must be characterised as dangerous."

Desi'ite the slackness in trade in Edinburgh
during 1906, the warrants granted by the Dean
of Guild Court for all classes of buildings, and
particularly for dwellings, have been considerably

above those of the previous year. The warrants

granted for the erection of self-contained houses

numbered 360, being 100 more than in lOO.i
;

while the warrants for the erection of tenements
reached a total of 70, an increase of 18 as com-
pared with those of 190.5. In two-roomed houses

there "was an increase of 119, in three-roomed
houses of 167, and in four-roomed houses of 26.

The result has been that the city has been over-

built, and this accounted in great measure for the

large number of unlet houses in the city. While
the rental of the city has increased by I'lo per

cent, during the year, the value of unoccupied
property has increased by no less than 11-34 per

cent., equal to 4-2G on the city rental.

The annual report as to the state of the

property market in Glasgow during 1906 shows
a continuation of a decline which began in 1903

both in the number of properties sold and in the

sterling value which these sales represented.

There are at present 14,000 unlet houses, and
ground-rents are no longer in tJlasgow regarded
as gilt-edged securities.

The relation of the duration of stress to the

strength and stiffness of wood is now being
studied by the Forest Service of the United
States Government at its timber-testing stations

at Yale and Purdue I'niversities. It is sought
to determine :—The eifect of a constant load on
strength ; the effect of impact load or sudden
shock : the eifect of different speeds of the testing

machine used in the ordinary tests of timber
under gradually increasing load : and the effect

of long-continued vibration. To determine the

effect of constant load on the strength of wood a
special apparatus has been devised by which tests

on a series of five beams may be carried on simul-

taneously. These beams are 2in. by 2in. in

section and 36in. in length, each under a dif-

ferent load. Their deflections and breaking points

are automatically recorded upon a drum, which
requires 30 days for one rotation. The results

of these tests, extending over long periods of

time, may be compared with those on ordinary
testing machines. The experiments show that the

effect of impact and gradually applied loads are

different, provided that the stress applied by
either method is within the elastic limit of the
piece under test. A stick w-ill bend twice as far

without showing loss of elasticity under impact,

or when the load is applied by a blow, as it will

under the gradually increasing pressure ordinarily

used in testing. These experiments are being
extended to determine the general relations

between strength under impact aud gradual loads.

Bending and compression tests to determine
the effect of the speed of ajiplication of load
on the strength and stiffness of wood have
already been made at the Yale laboratory. The
woods used were longleaf pine. led spruce, and
chestnut, both soaked and kiln dried. From the
results are obtained comparable records for differ-

ence in speeds in application of load. Tlie tests

also show concretely the variation of strength due
to variations of speed liable to occur duiing the

test itself. The results plotted on cross-section

paper give a remarkably even curve as an
expression of the relation of strength to speed of

application of load, and show much greater
strength at the higher speeds.

Mu. H. R. Brn:;iLL, a United States special

agent, in a report to the Bureau of Manufactures.
Washington, on the commerce of Western
Australia, says that the timber industry is still in

its infancy : but from the latest figures obtainable
showing its production enough can be learned to

gauge its importance and value as a national
asset and the steady rate of its development. The
demand for Western Australian hard woods for
railway sleepers, street paving blocks, piles for
wharfs and piers, jetties, and bridges, is increasing
both in the Commonwealth .and for export. The
T'nited Kingdom is the chief buyer of these
woods outside of the .\u3tralian "States, but a
fairly large t[uantity finds its way into foreign
countries. A recent Cijvernment estimate gives
,S,000,00n acres of jarrah forest and 1,200,000
acres of kauri forest, and the, latest published
recordsof the Western Australian Lmd Department

indicate an acreage of only 904,260 of )rest land
under timber leases and licenses. Tlse figures

show the great expansion possible for th industry.

No foreign hard wood can hope to cojpete with
the Australian kinds.

ILiLi-AX-HoiR ago, amid the strea. of cata-

logues and almanacs that descend on \ in such
plentiful sequence at this season, we s^uld have
said

—

Exhausted Nature could no further gt

To make a third she joined the fornte:-iTo—

or half-dozen, for that matter, in hci-fforts, or

rather those of the almanac-maker, tqiroduce a

new calendar. But Messrs. ilark I.vcett and
Co. score in the matter of date remenu'ancers as

easily as their admiraVile system of firsroof con-

struction does. Amidst the many ron of figures

parallel with the days of the week, ti eye often

wanders vainly in search of the actual ite. But
in this calendar, by the aid of a cker sort of

book-marker, you shut out the wee that has

p.assed—thankful, perhaps, that its wries have

been lived through : ottcner, we tru, hopeful

that the next, which stands clearly on beside the

obliterating ribbon, may prove as prosirous : and
certainly always with a kindly thoiiht of the

foresight that devised the Fawcett wa calendar.

Messks. R. O. Meveu, I.tp., infnn us that

Jlr. .\lfrcd Foppes retired on Dec. ; from the

joint management of their London hoie in order

to take up heating work abroad, at that Mr.
Paul Krebs will in consequence act a their sole

manager of this branch in future. V are sure

we need hardly bespeak support for 11 Krebs as

the representative of a firm which, uider Mr.
Fojjpes's management, has so well maitained its

high reputation.

CHIPS.

The conditions on which they willpermit the

Edinburgh-Dalkeith tramways to be e,\;uded into

the city from Lady-road to the Wavjey Bridge

were adjusted at a long meeting of t! tramways
committee of Edinburgh Corporation ouriday.

''Penrose's Pictorial Annual," 190iV. is a very

hue Process Year Book. The vanout recesses

—

collotype, half-tone, hue-etchiug, plicgravure,

photolithography, colour, and metii^ruph—are

Illustrated with the excellence that ciaot fail to

appeal to every newspaper or book pub,ber aud to

every trader who seeks ttie aid of ilL^tration to

aid publicity.

The Ilaslingden Town Council • have iven notice

to the Accringtou Steam Tramways Coaany, Ltd.,

that at the end ot six months Irom Janiry 1, 1907,

they will exercise their powers to purchx- chat por-

tion of the company's undertaking whu is in the

borough. It IS proposed to electrity the adertaking

after the purchase. The Hashngdeu Iwn Council

are also applying for power to borrov t;6,.500 for

street improvements.

The Bournemouth Town Council ha^ decided to

lay a new 42m. cast-iron outfall sewer>t a cost of

£o,900, and have approved of the prest: ISin. out-

tall sewer being replaced by a larger :ie at a cost

ot £8,000.

.\t an adjourned vestry meeting, jld at the

parish chuicn, Rochdale, on Thursda;eveuing in

last week, it was decided to apply foa faculty to

remove the present pulpit and the prver-desk in

front of the sediba. \v, anonj'mous -)nor is re-

placing the pulpit with one ot carved ak, with a
stone base. Sir Clement Royds is givir a new and
more ornate prayer-desk.

Mr. P. E. Pilditch, architect and sireyor, who
unsuccessfully stood as Unionist caudate for the

St. Ives Division at the general electioj will be the

Muuicipal Reform candidate for East sUngton at

the London County CouncU election.

A stained-glass window, erected at t) east end of

.St. Elisabeth's Church, Reddish, to puietuate the

memory of the late Rev. Addison Crotm, was for-

mally unveiled on Saturday.

At Friday's meeting of the Carnegie 'unfennline

Trust, it was reported that, as the resu of negotia-

tions entered into with the Scottit Education

Department in April last, plans for therection of a

school of textile instruction on a site itween New
Row and the Lauder Technical Schocprepared by

Mr. David Barclay, architect, Ulasgw, had been

approved of by the Department. 11: cost of the

building, including the site, is estimati at £10,600,

aud intimation has been received thathe Depart-

ment is prepared to contribute £.5,3Utoward3 the

cost from the general aid grant.

The weathercock on the Curfew Tonr, the oldest

part of Windsor Castle, has to be taki down. It

ceased to show the wav the wind ble. and work-

men were unable to put it right, 'ley found it

encased in rust.
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PBOESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

KOVAL NTITITI; o;- THE ATiCHITECTS Of
IiiEiAXi).— he annual general meeting of the

Koyal Instate of the Architects of Ireland was
held at 20.-incoln-place, Duhlin, on Thursday,
December .. lyOii. The president, llr. W. M.
MitcheU. .R.I.B.A., R.H.A., occupied the

chair. Th report of the council for the year
1906 havin been read, Mr. A. E. Murray pro-

posed, and dr. R. J. Stirling seconded. ''That
the reporf'C adopted and circulated."' This,

after some iseussion, was passed unanimously.
Jlr. Owen -posed, and Mr. Holloway seconded,
"That the i usurer's report be adopted," which
was also sreed to. The president announced
that the foowing members were elected to serve

on the counlfor 1907 :—Messrs. C. H. Ashworth.
K. C. Orpi, G. C. Ashlin, Sir T. Drew, H.
AUberry, . Batchelor, C. A. Owen, G. P.
Sheridan, ad A. E. Murray, together with the
hon. treasier, Mr. F. G. Hicks ; the hon. secre-

tary, Mr. . H. Webb, and as representative of

the Archit:tui-al Association of Ireland, Mr. J.

Holloway. The president then read his annual
address. !i- Thos. Drew proposed, and Jlr. F. G.
Hicks sei'oied, a vote of thanks to the president
on the apToaching termination of his period of

office, for le assiduous manner in which he had
discharged le duties connected with his onerous
post.

^^^—

IiOAL INTELLIGENCE.
A SuEvroK's Delusioxs.—Walter Harry Ire-

land, 38, a irveyor, of River Bank, East Molesey,
was chargl at Kingston, on Satiirday, with vio-
lently assa ling his wife, Jane Ireland, by striking
her on the »ad witli some instrument, at the above
address, c the previous night. On a previous
occasion— few weeks back — the accused was
charged wh assaultmg his brother-in-law, Mr.
Arthur A-es, a Reading auctioneer, on which
occasion t was discharged by the justices and
handed ovr to the custody of the police to be dealt
with as a 3rson of unsound mind. Medical evi-
dence nowbowed that the prisoner was suffering
from delusns, and he was sent back to the work-
house infirary to be detained as a lunatic.

The Bnisn Uealite Company, Ltd.—Mr. J.
Thompson axton writes us that he has entered into
possession this company's assets under order of
the High '_>urt of Justice, Chancery Division, on
the 20th u., as Receiver for ihe debenture holders,
and regret Ee can assume no liabihty whatever in
reference advertisements placed with us by the
company.——••^

ST.TUES, MEMORIALS, &o.
SourHT»-JK Cathedral .Sceeex. — The altar

screen of ^uthwark Cathedral, erected by Bishop
Fox, minisr to Henry VII., in 1520, is, following
the examp set within the last twelve years in the
large loth .intury reredoses of the same style at
Winchest.. and St. Albans Cathedrals, to have its

beautifal mopied niches filled with statues. A
commencejent has been made with the scheme,
gifts of tiares having already been promised by
Sir Fredeck Wigan, Mr. W. A. Bell, and two
other done who prefer to remain anonymous, with
the result tat the chapter has authorised Messrs.
"T. and E. icholls to carve statues, which wdl be
in position lifore long. Those in the two central
niches wi, represent our Lord in Glory and the
Madonna id Child, while there will be single
figures as illows :—Bishop Peter de Rupibus, who
built the coir and Lady Chapel, 1207 ; St. Clave,
who delived London from being sacked by the
Danes, 10!

: and Bishop Andrewes, 1626, who lies
buried at le back of the high altar. Additions
will be mirt as offers are forthcoming, the chapter
having ma', provision for a complete scheme.

The folfffing faculties have been issued in the
York Constory Court :—To the vicar and church

-

WMden ofioly Trinity, Scarborough, to insert a
stained-glis window in the north aisle : to the
vicar and turchwardens of Humbleton, near Hull,
to erect a ;w pulpit and choir stalls in oak m the
church

; t the curate-in-charge at Scampston, to
insert staiid-glass east window.

The ful for the restoration of Selby Abbey
Church hfjng reached £30,000, the fallen rubbish
13 being clired away, preparatory to the beginning
of the wo: of reconstruction.

It is stcd that, as a result of the boom in the
'^lue of biding land in South East Bucks, due to
the openir of the new Great Western and Great
Central ]t»t railway through Gerrard's Cross and
Maconsfia to High Wycombe, thirty-five .separate
omlders ai at present engaged upon new houses in
wnard'a foa« and its surroundings.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Friday ^To-Da y).—Birmingham Architectural Associa-

tion. ** Architectuial Education : a Sug-
gestion." By A. S. Dixnn, M.A. 8 p.m.

Monday.—Royal Institute of British Archit<^cts. Business
meeting. 8 p.m.

Liverpool Architectural Society . "Style
in Architectural Draughtsmanship." By
Stanley D. Adshead.

TcESDAY.— Institution of Civil Engineers. "The Siraploa
Tunnel." By Francis Fox, M.I.C.E.
8 p.m.

Architectural Association of Ireland.
" Electrical Installation on the Three-
rhase System." Bv J. H. Pentland,
B.E., F.R I.B.A. 8 p.m.

Wednesday. — Architectural Association. Discussion
Section. '

' Wallpapei-s. ' By 'SV. D.
Sheffield. 7.30 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

" Flanders : rommerce and Architecture."
By James Lochhead, of Glasgow. 8 p.m.

Thcbsday.— Sheffield Society of Architects and Surveyors.
" Woodwork." Bv H. L. Paterson,
A.R.I.B.A.

Friday (Jan. 11 j.— Institution of Civil Engineers.
"Balancing of Internal - Combustion
Motors .\pplied to Marine Propulsion."
By A. T. Wesson, M..Sc. 8 p.m.

Architectural Association. Paper by
Temple Moore, F.R.I.B.A. 7.S0 p.m.

Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's
Society. Annual Dinner.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATIOX.
JAXIARV lull : ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING at No.

1^ Tviflon->treef. Wfatminster. S.W., at7.3lli).ra. PAPER liv Mr.
TEMPLE MOORE on "The Arrangement and Desiijn of Modern
Churclies."
JANl ARV 12th. FIRST SPRING VISIT—to the SCOTTISH

PROVIDENT INSTITUTION BUILDINGS, Lomhard-street (adjoin-

ins the Mansion House), by Kind permission of Messrs. Dunn anil

Watson. Members to meet at the building at 1.30 p ra. .4 visit will

afterwards he paid to the addition to St, Bartholomew's Hospital,

Smilli&eld, bv kind permission of Mr. E. B. IWnson-
HENRY TANNER. Jnr. ^

C. SVUNTNER SMITH Hon. Sees.

LATEST PRICES.—-•-

—

IRON, &c.
Per ton. Per ton.

RoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15

RoUed-Steel Jolsta, English 7 2 6,, 750
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh B 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron^
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Beat Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 15s. to £9.

Builders* Hoop Iron, galvanised, £11 to £15 lOs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £1.110 ...£14

Beat ditto 14 ... 14 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

6to7 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.O.
9/- 9 6 10'- 10/6 10/9 116 12/3 13- 14- per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Caat-Iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 9 5 0,, 9 10

Eolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

„ „ „ Galvanised. 9 0,, 9 10

Ca.st-Iron Sa.* Weights 4 17 „ 4 17

Cut Floor Brads 10 10 „ 10 10
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 5 ,, —
Tin per cwt. 11 „ —
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) Oil 3 „ —

Cast-iron Socket Pipes—
3in. diameter £5 17 6 to £5 2 6
4in.to6in 5 15 ,, 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 2 6,, 5 15

[Coated with c omposition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned
and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.

Cold Blast, lilleshaU llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 703. Od. ,. 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discoimt off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes e7ip.c.
Water-Tubes 62J „
Steam-Tubes S7J „
Galvanised Gas-Tubea 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Spelter, SUesian £23 to £23 10

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 10 „ —
„ „ „ Country 24 5 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 „ —
,, „ ,. Country 24 15 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 2.5 „ —
„ ,, ,. ,, Country 2o 15 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 25 10 „ —
„ „ „ „ Country 27 5 ,,

—
Composition Gas-pipe, Town 23 10 ,,

—
„ Country... 23 5 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (oin. and 6in.

extra) Town £25 10 to —
, Country 26 .5 0,, —

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 5
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 121 „ 12110
Copper. British Cake and Ingot... Ill „ 111 10

Tin, Straits 193 10 „ 194

Do., English Ingots 190 „ 195 1)
Pig Lead 21 6 3 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 23 „ —
„ „ Country 23 15 „ —

Genuine White Lead 26 15 „ —
Beflned Bed Lead 24 15 „ —
Sheet Zinc 35 „ —
Old Lead, against account 19 „ —

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah .'. per load £9 to £19 10

„ Bangkok ... 8 15 „ 17 10

Quebec Pine, yellow per load 3 10 ,, 6 5

„ Oak 5 10 „ 9 5

„ Birch „ ... 2 10 „ 5

„ Ehn 4 2 6,, 900
„ Ash 4 5 0,, 700

Dantsic and Memel Oak 3 10 „ 7
Fir , ... 3 12 6 „ 5

Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 5 0,, 5 15

Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4 0,, 600
St. Petersburg 4 0,, 600

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin.

by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, lat £22 to £35 5

„ 2nd 13 „ 23 15

3rd 11 10 „ 14 5
Canada Spruce, 1st 11 5 „ 16

2nd and 3rd 9 5 „ 11

New Brunswick 8 10 „ 10

Riga 7 15 „ 9
St. Petersburg 8 0,, 17

Swedish 7 15 „ 2J 5
Finland 8 10 „ 9
White Sea 10 8 „ 20 5
Battens, aU sorts 6 0,, 13 5

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 14 6 ' to £0 17 3
2nd ditto 13 „ 14 3
Other qualities 5 0,, 13

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 to £45
Memel. cr. pipe 220 „ 2.30

Memel, brack 190 „ 200

"WOOD.
Bl'ilding Wood. At per standard.

DeaLs : 3in. by l.in. and 4in. by £ s. d. £ s. d.

Hin. and llin 13 10 to 15

Deals: 3 by 9 13 „ 14

Battens : 2.iia. by 7in. and 8in..

!md 3iD. bvTin. andSin 11 „ 12

Battens: 2\ bv Band 3 by 6 10 less than
7in. & Sin.

Deals: seconds : 10 lessthanbest
Battens: .seconds 30 ., „

2in. by Jin. and2in. byein 9 to 10

2in. by I.Jin, and 2in. by oin. ... 8 10 „ 9 10
J: oreign Pawn Boards

—

lin. and IJin. by 7in 10 more than
battens.

Jin 10
Fir timber : best middling Danzig At per load of 50ft.

or jMemel 4 10 to 5
Seconds 4 „ 4 10

Small timber 8in. to lOin.i 3 12 6 ., 3 15

Small timber 6in. to 8in.i 3 „ 3 10

Swedish balks 2 10 „ 3
Pitch-pine timber ;30ft. average; 4 „ 4 15

Joiners' Wood.
White Sea : first yellow deals. At per standard.

'

3in. by llin : 24 to 25

3in. by 9in 22 „ 23

Battens, 2Hn. and 3in. by 7in. 16 10 „ 18

Second yellow deals, 3in. by lin... 18 10 „ 20

.3inbv9in.,. 17 10 ,, 19

Battens, 2Jin. and 3in."by Tin. 13 10 „ 14 10

Third yellow" deals, 3in. by llin.

and9in 13 10 „ 15

Battens, 25in. and Sin. by Tin. 11 „ 12

Petersburg first yellow deals,

Sin. by llin 21 „ 22 10

Do. 3in. by9in 18 „ 19 10

Battens 13 10 „ 15

Second yellow deals, 3in. by llin. IB „ IT

Do. 3in. by9in 14 10 „ 16

Battens 11 „ 12 10

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin. 13 u „ 14

Do. 3in. by9in .: 12 10 „ 14

Battens 10 „ 11

White Sea and Petersburg-
First white deals, 3in. bv llin. 14 10 ' „ 15 10

„ Sin. by Oin. 13 10 ., 14 10

Battens 11 „ 12

Second white deals, 3in. by llin. 13 10 „ 14 10

3in. by 9in. 12 10 „ 13 10
battens 10 „ 11

Pitch pine : deals 18 „ 21

Under 2in. thick extra 10 „ 10
Yellow Pine—First, regular sizes 44 and over.

Oddments 3-2 „
Seconds, regular sizes 33 „

Yellow Pine oddments '28

Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube.. 3 6 to U 5
Danzig an(i Stettin Oak Logs-
Large, per ft. cube 3 ,. 3 6
Small 2 6 „ 2 9

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5 6 „ 6
Drv Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,

as inch 8V „ 9.}

Jin. do. do 7 „ 8
Dry Mahogany — Hondtiras, Ta-

basco, per ft. super, as inch ... 9 ,, 10
Selected, Figury, per ft. supar.

as inch... 16 ,,,0 2 6
Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch 10 „ 10
Teak.perload 17 u „ 2i
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube : 4.0 „., 5
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Prepared Flooring, &c.

—

Ixn. by 7ln. yellow, plaued and Per square,
Hhot £0 13

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched ..." 14

l]in. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 16

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
shot 12

lin. by Tin. wbite, planed and
matched 12

Ijin. bvTin. white, planed and
matched 15

5in. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ... 11

lin. by Tin. „ ,, ... 14

Jin. by Tin. white „ ... 10
lin. by Tin. ,, „ ... 12

6in. at Od. to Td. per SQware less than Tin,

6 to to 17 6

„ 18

,. 1

,, 14

u Ij

„ 16 6

9

„ 13
,. 18

., 11

,. 15

6

6

STONE."
Darlev Bale, in blocks.... perfootcube £0
~ " "'Red Mansfield, ditto ,

Closeblirn Red Freestone, ditto „ ...

Hard York, ditto „ ...

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot aup.

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes , ...

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube

Delivered on road waggons, Paddjngton
Depot :

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot , ... ]

Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station „ ... :

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... „ ... ]

Portland Stone, in random bloclts of 20ft. average :

—

Brown
Whit Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry perfootcube £0 1 5|

Jjelivered on road wapgons
]

at Paddington Dei)ut .

Ditto Nine ELms Depot.
Ditto Pimlico Wharf...

2 3

2 4J
1 lOJ
2 10

2 1

White.
Base Bed,

. £0 1 7i

. 2 2J

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 10
Rough Stocks and

Grizzles 17
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 17 6

Flettons 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing... 5

Beat Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Do. Bullnose 4
Best Stourbridge

Fire Bricks 3 14

Glazed Bricks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11
Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats It!

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ...16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Stretchers,
and Header 12

Uuoins, BulIno.se,

and Flats 11
Double Stretchers 15
Double Headers ... 14
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays. Cham-
fered, Squints ..14

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2

Thames and Pit Sand
Thames Ballast 5
Beat Portland Cement 27
Best Ground Blue Ljas Lime 19

per 1,000 alongside, in river.

delivered,

at railway station.

less than best.

7 per yard, delivered.

per ton
.,

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ K. (3.

Blue Portmadoc 2l)xI0,..12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.

... li^x 8 .. 6 12 6 „ „
BlueBangor ... 20x 10...13 2 6 ,, ,,

,. „ ... 20xl2,,.I.S 17 6 „
Firstquality 20x10. ..13 ,,

„ „ ... 20x12 ..13 15
... 16x S... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20x10...15 17 6
„ „ ...20x12. .18 7 6 „
„ „ ... 18x10. ..13 5 „ „ „
„ 16x 8. .10 5 „ „ ,,

Permanent green 20x10, ..11 12 6 „ „
,. „ ... 18x10... 9 12 6 „ „ „

IGv 8... 12 6

TILES.

42 per 1000 at rly. station

3 7perdoz
50 per 1000 „
52 6
4 per doz. „ ,,

,57 6 per 1000 „ „
60
4 per doz. „ ,,

3 „ „ „

51 9 per 1000 „ „
54 6 ,.

4 1 per doz. at rly. station

3 8 „

48 per 1000 ,,

50 „ „
4 per doz. ,, ,,

3 8 „

50 per lOOO „ „
47 6 „ „
50 „
4 per doz. ,, ,,

3 6 „

Plain red roofing tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Broseley tiles

Omam' ntal tiles

Hip and \'alley tiles

Ruabnn red, brown, or brin-
dled do. .Edwards)

Ornamental do
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

Red or Mottled Staffordshire

do. (Peake's)
Ornamental do
Hip tiles

Valley tiles
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles

Ornamental tiles

Hip tiles

Valley tiles
*' Hartshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced
Pressed ....

Ornamental do
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £3.'i 5 to £33 5

Do., brown „ ... 3110 „ 32

Cottonseed, refined , ... 23 15 „ 25 10

Olive, Spanish „ ... 40 „ 40 10

Seal, pale 23 „ 23 10

Cocoanut, Cochin 43 „ 43 5

Do., Ceylon „ ... 37 10 „ 37 10

Do., Mauritius 40 „ 41

Palm, Lagos „ ... S3 „ 33
Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5
Sperm ... 34 „ 35
Lubricating U.8 per gal. 7 0,, 086
Petroleum, refined „ ... ej „ 6i
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 160
Do., Archangel , ... 19 6 „ 10
Turpentine, American ...per tun 37 ,, 37 5

Linseed Oil per gal. 2 1,, —
Baltic OU 2 8,, —
Turpentine „ ...042,, —
Putty percwt. 7 3,, —

GLASS.
English Sheet Glass : IScz. 21oz.

Fourths IJd. ... 2Jd. ...

Thirds 2ld. ... 3ja. ...

Fluted Sheet SJd. ... 4Jd. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : Jin.
2}d,

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass :

82oz. Net.

4Jd. „

26oz.

3id.
4d. ... 5d.

4jd. ... 5ia. ;;

3/, Bin. Jin.

... 2Jd. ... 33.

White. Tinted
4d. ... 53d.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine E.ttra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-di7ing Oak, for seats of churches 14
Fine Elastic Carriage 12 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
E.xtra Pale French Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18
White Cecal Enamel 1 4
Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Bei5t Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8
BerliA Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Pohsh 10

Another section of Victoria Station—London,
Brightou, and South Coast Railway—will be opened
early in February for the main-line passenger

traific. The suburban traffic, which is at present

being worked to and from the new section, will be

transferred to the old station. The company intend

to remove the whole of the main hne and Con-
tinental boat train traffic to the new station,

A reredos has been placed in St. John's Church,
Darwen, as a memorial of the late vicar, the Rev.

H, H. Moore. It is of Derbyshire alabaster, the

central panel being carved m white alabaster to por-

tray the Crucitixion. On either side are pinnacles,

terminating at a height of Lift, above the new
pavement, of St. Anne's marble. The architect is

Mr. Smith Saville, and the sculptors were Messrs.

Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter.

A bill to confer further powers upon the Portis-

head District Water Company has been deposited

for introduction into Parliament next session. The
company seek powers to construct additional water-

works to meet the increasing demand for water
within their Umits of supply. These works comprise

a pumping st.atiouatPortishead, and a covered service

reservoir at North Weston in connection with the

ncv,' pumping station. For the construction of these

works power is sought to raise ,£24,U00 additional

capital.

The engineer of the Ureat Western Railway has
communicated to the surveyors of the Three Towns
his company's intention to proceed forthwith with

the reconstruction in stone of the existing wooden
viaduct across the park and valley at Pennycome

-

quick.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

4PPLY TO—
WTKE. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BimhiU Row, LONDON, E.G.

TENDERS.
•«• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the

accepted tender : it adda to the value of tlie information.

Bartlev, H.vnts.—For providing and laying 9in. pipes

in a ditch at Bartley, for the New Forest Rural District

Council :

—

Barnes £80
Bright and Sons (accepted) 20 3

Bow, E.—For the construction of new roof and other

repairs to the brewhouse building at the Brewery, Bow,
London, E. Mr. Herbert Riches, 3, Crooked-lane, King
William-street, London, E.C., architect ;—

Todd and Newman £1,898
Perry and Co 1,788

Irwin, W 1,782

Courtney and Fairbum 1,765

Thoine, F. and T.' 1,750
' Accepted with modifications.

Bow, E.—For the erection of new brewer's office, at the

Brewery, Bow, London. E. Mr. Herbert Riches, 3.

Crooked-lane, King William-street, London, E.C.,

architect :

—

Perry and Co £348
Thome, F. and T 337

Eobey, J. T. (accepted) 325

BnoNDESP.URV, N.W.—For erection of six shops and
stationmaster's house next Brondesbury Station, for the

London and Noxth-Western Railway Co. Messrs. Joseph

and Smithem, 83, Uueen-street, E.G., architects. Quan-
titiei by Mr. C. W. Latter, of 14, Great James-street,

W.C.:—
Simpson. G., and Sons £3,155

Smith, W 3,142

Higgs and Hill 2,984

MiskinandSon 2,977

SabeyandSon 2,950

Hudson Bros 2,950

Ford and Walton 2,885

Ashbv Bros '2,8^5

Wallis, G. E., and Sons (accepted) 2,813

Bi-ROESS Hn.i..—For the construction and making good

of part (about 45 yards in length) of Slimbridge-road, for

the Burgess Hill Urban District Council ;—
Bryant, W., Dunstall Farm, Bur-
gess Hib £132 10

Butcher, P., Hove 131

Packman, S., Crescent-rd., Burgess

Hill (accepted) 127

EDMOSTON.—For additional story, &C.. and extension

of the laundry, at the Edmonton Workhouse, for the

guardians of the Edmonton Union. Mr. Stuart Hill, 106.

annon-street, E.C., architect. Quantities by Mr. Joseph

Peebles, 7, Southampton-street, Bloomsbury. W.C. —
Jackson, R., and Co.
Nightingale, B. E. ...

Loasby and Salmon ...

Greenwood, J., Ltd. ...

Sands and Buxley
Thomas, J
Wall, C, Ltd
Lawrence, AV., and Son
Roberts, A., and Co., Ltd.
Foster, F. and G.
Parsons, J
Knight. H.. and Son ...

Fitch and Cox
Monk, A.

£3,136
2,989
2,986
2,967

2,943
2,900

2,900
2,844 .

2,800
•2,792

2,767

2,675
2,667

2,625

FiNciiLEY, N.— For the erection of a proposed residence,

Dollis-avenue, for Mr. Frederick Dolman. Messrs.

Bennett and Richardson, The Broadway, Finchley.

architects :

—

MacEwan and Sons £750

FiNCHLEv, N.—For the erection of a residence, Victoria-

avenue, Church End, for Dr. Vincent Moxey, M.EKJ.S.

Messrs. Bennett and Richardson, The Broadway.

Finchley, N., architects :
—

PhUlips, C £900

FiNciiLEv, N.—For the erection of a residence. The

Grove, Church End, for Mr. R. J. Bailey. Messrs.

Bennett und Richardson, The Broadway, Finchley, ^.,

architects:—
Jackson. C £800
Scott, C.W 800

NichoUs and Sons "20

Gos'-ORT.—For the construction and completion of .»

covered service reservoir (Contract 7, Soberton scheme) lu

Hennebi.me's ferro-concrete, for the Gosport Waterworks

C... Mr. Edward T. Hildred, A.M.I.C.E., Gosport.

engineer :

—

, , ^

Palmer, G., Neath £13,519 12 2

Liverpool Hennebique Contracting

Co
Yorks Hennebique Contracting Co.,

Leeds
Playfair and Toole, Southampton...
Bevis, F., Portsmouth
Hollowav Bros., London
Cooper, 'jr. B., and Co., Bristol ...

Thopas and Co.. Cardilf
Nuttall anil Co., Manchester
Neal, U. U. B., Ltd, Plymouth' ...

' Accepted.

10,698 3 9

9,870 19 6
8,984
8,887 10 8
8,637
8,413 18 2
8,'297 16 II

7,804 14 6
6,852 O

(fiontinited on page XX)'I.)
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Till IN.STirifrK ANIi THE COUNTY
IIALI. COMPETITION.

4 T tlio businRss meetint; of the E.I.B.A.,
J- Jl. held last Monday. Mv. William Wood-
ward raised a discussion on the proposed

conditions of the ooinpetition foi' the New
County Hall for T.jndon. It is to be feared

this has beea done too late to obtain any
material alteration, for important defects

were disclosed, some of them due to mis-

taken advice given by the < 'ouncil of the

Institute itself so far back as April last. It

appears that at that date a long letter was
written to the L.C.I',, making various sug-
gestions. These have, on the whole, been
adopted, and under the circumstances it

was not thought wise by the meet-
ing to stultify the action of the Council

by objecting now to conditious based
vipon recommendations then made. Never-
theless, the feeling was very strongly

expressed in the room, and will doubtless be
endorsed by all other architects in the

country, that undue advantage is being
given in this comjietition to the eight

selecteil architec'^s by their being exempted
from submitting drawings in the preliminary
eoiT] petition.

Mr. Woodward threw out a suggestion
that, under such circumstances, it might be
|iijssible for the fa\oured few to obtain in-

foiniation as to the best points in other
designs before their own were prepared, and
certainly this is a view which some persons

might very well take, however completely
it were to bo guarded against ; but it is not
the sort of action any honourable man
would allow himself to commit, and so

th'- suggestion may be put on one side

as being in the present case impossible.

Much more serious, however, is the fact

that these selected architects are allowed
in this way a great deal Ion; er time
for the consideration of their plan than
are those who take part in the first

general competition, and, on the sugges-
tion of Mr. M, B. Adams and proposal
by Mr. Cariie, a resolution was eventually
passed asking the I,.C.C. to limit the time
for the two competitions to nine months,
of which six mouths shall be devoted to the
|ireliminary, thus curtailing the great advan-
tage which the selecteil men are to have. But
it is extremely doubtful whether such a pro-
posal as this, made at the very last moment,
IS hkely t(, be adopted. According to the
Iraft conditions recommended by the hjsta-

bUshment Committee, the designs in the
preliminary comi)etitiou have to be deposited
by May 7, and those for the final com-
lietiti'in in October next. Thus the
general body of the competitors have less
than four months to do the whole of their work
in, aiul the greater part of this time must
necessarily be given up to mere draughtsman-
shi^). .\lthough the specially selected com-
l>etitors will have more drawings to prepare
liefore October than will their opponents
by May, they will undoubtedly have a
givat deal of th'S additional time to spare for
the consideration of their schemes. This is
no sinall advantage to give any competitor,
anil is all the greater in this case when it is

considered with regard to the short period of
time allowed to others.

The cry for more time was absolutely un-
animous, and we should like to urge on the
'••' •'

' that from their point of view also it

would be most wise to allow at least six
uonths instead of four for the preliminary
competition, asking for no further drawings.

but giving competitors the opportunity for

nKjre careful consideration of their plans.

If a fii-st-rate building is required it is

obviously essential that the initial schemes

should be properly thought out, and this is

quite impracticable of accomplishment in so

short a sjiace of time as four months, out of

which only one quarter at most could possibly

be given to consideration.

So far as the selection of architects is con-

cerned, we think that the .suggestion that any
should have special privileges was a mistake.

The meeting could not go behind the Council

in this matter, but the L.C.C. would be acting

wisely, and certainly in a way which would

commend itself to architects in general, if it

waived this special selection altogether,

putting e\ eryone upon the same basis, and

increasing proportionately the number of

those who Aould be selected in the first com-
petition to enter for the second

.

THE •OLD M.A.STEES'" AT THE
ROYAL ACAHEMY.

'"r'HE annual exhibition of the work of the

-L ( dd Masters in other words, of deceased

artists of all countries—is one of the most
interesting of the year, as the paintings

exhibited are always selected works, or at

least the works of selected artists. It is

necessary to draw this distinction, for there

is a great deal of difference between an old

master and an old masterpiece, and occasion-

ally the interest of a painting rather lies in

its imperfections, as compared with the other

works of its author, than in its beauties. (_)n

the present occasion a partly chronological

and partly topographical arrangement has

been attempted. Uallery No. 1 contains

paintings of the very earliest school, from
the stiB' and conventional work of the late

14th century until Riphael's time, when the

modem natural treatment and full under-
standing of pose, te.xture. and perspective

were first developed. Oallery No. 2 is

devoted almost entirely to paintings of what
is known as the Hutch School, mostly
executed during the 17th century by such
well-known artists as Ruysdael, Jan Steen,

Cuyp, Teniers, Rembrandt, Rubens, and
\'an llyck. The large tJallerv No. 3 is

gi\en u]) to jiortraits and landscapes, most of

ttem by Englishmen of the isth and early

19th centuries, although there are a few
Hutch paintings, and one by \'elasqiie/.,

which it may be said is by no means the best

in the room. Irallery Xo. 4 is mostly devoted
to porti'aits of insipid- looking ladies, done by
English artists of the same period, while
Oallery No. 5 is devoted to more modern
works -a small collection only, but of re-

markable excellence.

As a certain scheme of arrangement has

thus been adopted in the hanging, it is un-
necessary to adopt any other in a review,

and the paintings may consequent!}" bs con-

sidered in catalogue se<iuence. Where all

are picked works it must be understood that

all are worthy of attention, yet in the short

space at our disposal we are only able to

select a few for special notice. No. 4,

\'irgin and Child, with S.\ints." is an
example of exceedingly early Italian work
of a decorative character, the figures being
conventional and stitHy posed, yet perfectly

suitable for such a i)urpose as an altar-

piece, for which it was apparently designed.

The background is of gold, with ornaments
stamped on it, as was often done at earlier

periods on illuminations. The painting is

contained in a pointed frame, cusped and
crocketed. No. 7, " Salvator Muudi," by
Albert I Hirer, is entirely different from much
of this master's work. He is usually forcible

to e.xcess. but in this instance has developed
an e.xtreme delicacy both of manipulation
and of colour. It is said to have been painte 1

while the artist was in Venice, and it is

even conjecturei that it is by the hand of a

\ enetian who was attempting to work in

Diirer's manner, rather than in his own. The
picture is a half-tigure <>\ the Saviour,

holding an orb in His l.ft hand, while
His right is rai.sod in the attitude of

blessing. No. .s, "Portrait of the I'ainter,"

by Sir .Vntonio More, in spite of its early date

(for the artist died in LIH^s is an evidently

tine ])ortrait. An excellent head surmounts
a stitHy-posed figure, and exhibits au appa-
rently habitual expression of boredom, at

which one would hardly be surprised if one
had to live one's life encased in a high rufi

collar. No. 2s, "The Toilet of Venus," by
(xiovanni Bellini, is a typical example of

flesh colouring. No. '^il, " La Madonna Dei
Candelabri," ascribed, though not with

any certainty, to Raphael, is. as might
be expected, a wonderful exani2)le of rich

colour, toning, and perfection »i finish.

The ^'irgin unfortunately has a somewhat
expressionless face, but this may possibly

have been deliberately done by the artist in

order to throw the child more into prominence.
This delightfully delicate painting has been
badly framed, too much ornament being

introduced in the spandrils— for the i)icture

is circular and the outside of the frame is

square. It would have been far better if

these had not been gilt. No. 33, " Virgin

and Child, and Saint John," by Perino del

Vaga, is a very similar subject to that of

No. 29, but if the N'irgin is more human,
the colouring is less rich. Nos. .'iS and 42,

"Sea Pieces," bj' Jacob van Ruysdael, ex-

hibit similar characteristics of a sky of many
planes and a w'onderful gradation of tone

occupying the gi'eater i)art of the canvas,

above a rough sea upon which a few fishing

boats are making heavy weather. These
are merely introduced to give life to paintings

of sea and sky. No. 41, " Portrait- of the

Painter," by Frank Hals, is a finely executed

head of one who, if he was a great painter,

was apparently also a great drinker. Teniers is

represented bv (Nos. 4ti) " Fe.stive Boors,""

((i4) "TheQiiack Doctor," and (<59) "Pas-
toral Scene," aU tiny pictures, and hardly of

a character which would attract attention at

a modern exhibition. t»f course, the detail

is exquisite and the subjects typical of the

day in w'hich he worked, men being shown
dancing and drinking with pipes in hand,

and ill-drawn dogs jumping round, many
figures being introduced. They make excel-

lent reproductions to magazine size, but,

judged by the present standard, are hardly

great paintings. It is entirely different with

Rembrandt's work. .Almost all of his paint-

ings were portraits, and so are all four

at present on exhibition. They are most
powerful pieces of work, lifesize heads with
great contrasts of light and shade, the light

in almost every case being thrown upon the

left-hand side. The most important is No. .54,

" Portrait of the Painter's Father." This

illustrates a clever and typical face, and
form? a rich harmony in brown and black

;

while No. oS, " Portrait of a Woman," is

almost equal to it, and perhaps batter known
under the title of "Rembrandt's Cjok."

No. .37, " View of Dort," by Albert Cuy]),

is a large painting of a curious character.

Seen from a ilistance, the numerous vessels

lying alongside the quay milt away gradually

in perspective into the distance. A mo.st

beautiful atmospheric effect is produced, and
there is an admirably-treated sky. It is a

great painting, one says, and e.xpects to find

that it is coarse in its brush treatment ; but
close inspection shows that this is far from
being the case. The vessels are crowded with
stitHy-drawn figures so perfectly detailed

that the features of each are distinguishable,

almost to the extent of their appearing to be
portraits, needing examination through a
magnifying glass. It is a duplicate, and
some say a copy by another hand, of another
of I uyp's works, from which it differs in a
few small details. No. ^2, 'The Burgo-
master, Van Her tiiitcb,'' by Van Dyck, is
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a very different painting from the class of

thing which one usually associates with ^'an
Dyck's name : and again the authenticity of

thework is generally considered to be doubtful,
as the date, lii29, iseai'ly. It is a piece ofperfect

portraiture, with none of the eccentricities

and over-leanness which he indulges in when
treating religious subjects. Similarly No. G.5,

" Ilercules and Antii-us," by Eubens, is far

from being a typical painting. It is quite
small, and not particularly pleasing : b)it

Kubens' other picture. No. 104, " ('hrist

Eisen," is quite in accordance with his usual
style, and a very fine example of it. No. 72,

"Cathedral," by Ilendrik C. van der Vliet,

calls for attention here simply on account of

its subject ; but it is safe to say that there is

no such cathedral in existence. The interior

shows an ugly white building such as is

common in the Netherlands : but the archi-

tectural mixture of French 14th-century
capitals on loth-century piers, carrying
17th-century arches, with a 17th-century
clerestory above, containing 14th-centurj'

traceiy, is as complete a jumble as we have
ever seen, equalled only in badness by the
utter impossibility of the perspective.

There are a considerable number of Gains-
borough's portraits in Gallery No. 3, some of

them . on an heroic scale. Except for their

colouring they are none of them too pleasing.

The men are of a bloated typo and spoi-ting

character, while the women have almost in-

variably unduly elongated necks, as if they
had at some period of their career experi-
enced an acquaintance with the hangman. It

is to be supposed that their slimness was neces-
sary to counteract the apoplectic tendencies
of their hvisbands. If this work is compared
with that of Sir T. I;awrenco, for example,
as in No. 80, "Pinkie,'' it is certainly not to

the advantage of Gainsborough. The great
President of the Academy, with a plain child
as his subject, proluced a picture of remark-
able beauty, with easy flowing drapery in

light harmonious tints standing up in a most
graceful attitude against a sky which har-
monises with the figure both in line and
colour. It is even better work than anything
by Sir Joshua Reynolds which is exhibited on
this occasion, of which No. 89, " Portrait of

Baroness Dacre," is perhajis the best, though
it partakes too much of (Tainsborough's style.

No. 88, "Portrait of Sir(ieorge Sinclaii',''

by Sir Ilenry Paeburn, is another oxamjjle
01 colour harmonj' between portrait and
sky, reds and yellows being lavishly used.

Another Reynolds, No. 9(), "Portrait of

Countess Spencer and her daughter the
Duchess of Devonshire," may bo picked out
as an unusually fine painting, and so may
No. 97, " La Marechal do Muys." In both
cases prominence is given to the eyes, and
much attention devoted to the lace. No. li:3,

"Burning of the Houses of Parliament," by
J. M. W. Tiu-ner, is the best known of his

paintings now on \iew. It shows old

Westminster Bridge with its naiTOw arches,

as seen from the Surrey side, while the (dd

Houses iif Parliament were blazing in the
distance, and thevo is the effect of a surging
crowd in the foreground, and of many boats
upon the river. The ascending flames and
their reflection in thiO sk}' form just such an
atmosphere as Turner loved to delineate, and
to develop in an imaginative way not always
consistent with absolute truth to nature.

No. 124, "Marchioness of Hertford," by
John Hoppner, attracts by its display of

brilliant colour, the large blue bow in front

of the hat being daringly introduced, yet bj*

no means clashing with the generally
delicate tone gradations. The best picture
in Gallery No. 4, however, is No. l.'il,

"Chelsea Pensioners Reading the AVaterloo
Despatch," by Sir David AYilkie. Seen from
a distance it is recognised as a composition
painting of the very highest rank, but to

most people it appeals on account of the tale
which it tells, and the portraits it .contains of

many an old soldier greeting with joy the

receipt of the news of Waterloo. No. 138,

"Edward Wortley Montague," by George
Romney, is powerful and small, the long
bearded head being shown surmounted with
an Eastern turban.
Of all the galleries. No. o is the most

attractive, and many of the pictures contained
in it are well known to middle-aged and
elderly people who have seen them on the
same walls before. Strangel}- enough it is

not the best known men who on the present

occasion come out most prominently, with the
exception of Lord Leighton. His " Syra-
cusan Bride Leading Wild Animals for

Sacrifice to the Temple of Diana "' declares

emphatically that a very great decorative
painter was lost when he died . It is a highly-
imaginative piece of work, the bride leading
a lioness, and being preceded and followed bj'

a train of maidens bearing offerings, and ac-

companied by wild animals. The ex-
quisite pose and sense of line are only
comparable with the beautiful colour har-
monies and the pearly melting effect of

atmosphere in the distance. No. 14S, "Deer
Forest in Skye," by Horatio Mct'uUoch, is sax

example of a great work by a little-known

man. The sky is simply magnificent in its

gradation of great contrasts, a golden sunset
breaking through dark clouds, and giving an
effect of infinite distance, emphasised by dark
shadows in the foregi'ound, and a small jjiece

of bright reflected light in the dark pool of

water. No. l.jl, " Landscape," by J. C.

Wintour, is almost equally good in its atmo-
sphere and distance, the view being taken
looking up a rocky and wooded gorge through
which a rixer flows ; but it needs a large

gallery for its proper appreciation. The
finest of all, however, is No. 157, " Edin-
burgh from the Canal," by Sam Bough,
supreme in atmosphere and daring, with the
sun in obscured glare shining through a mist,

while the castle stands out in middle distance,

and the canal and its barges are stronglj'

shown in the front. No. 16.j, "The
Hareem," by John P. Lewis, is notable mainly
for its wonderful technique and marvellous
mushrabiyeh work in the windows.
There are a number of black-and-red

chalk drawings by George Dance in the
Water ( "olour Rooms, representing early

members of the Royal Academy. Some of

these may have been clever and estimable
men ; but if one may judge from these

portraits one woiild say that most of them
were rogues. Sir William Chambers, for

example, may have been a great architect,

but he appears to have been haixlly the man
to trust with more than sixpence, while
James Wj-att looks as if he loved his port

wine more than his drawing-board, (jf the

real water colours attention may well be
given to No. 189, "Porta Delia Carta,

Venice," by Samuel Prout. It is an ex-
ceedingly typical piece of this artist's work
in his very best manner, showiiig the well-

known enti'ance to the Iloge's Palace and its

most elaborate detail with unusual perfection

and correctness. Another really fine piece

of contrasted colouring is No. 200, " Boy
with Candle," by AVilliaui Hunt: while No.
20'), "The Standard Bearer," by Sir John
Gilbert, much more brilliant, would perhaps

be more attractive to most people. A number
of Turner's water colours complete the ex-

hibition, but they cannot be considered by
any means to rank amongst his best. Most
of them are mere sketches, which rise no
higher than the level of pretty picture

postcards.

THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY.

THE seventh exhibition of the Interna-

tional Society of Sculptors, Painters, and
Engravers, now bi'iugheld in the New Gallery,

might very well have been defeiTed «• '"• ''"', for

all the good that it will do; To say that the

jiaintings are generally bad is hartUy to dothem
discreditenough, fortheyarealmost invariablj-

lacking in artistic .spirit, inspiration, atmo-
sphei-e, and all other arti.stic (jualities save
that of gorgeous colouring. Their inspection

is a trying ordeal to even the comparatively
untrained, and it may be safely said that
scarcely one of the whole collection would be
accepted for exhibition at the Royal Academy.
There is one good portrait. No. 13(), "Mrs.
James Buckley," by A. Ne\en du Mont, in

the West Room, quiet and harmonious, though
it is not a work of genius, and in the North
Room there are two pictures which at least

possess some merit,—Nos. 218, "The Clyde,"
by 1). Y. CannTon, and22.JA, "The Archer,"
by Hans Thoma—the latter a fine .ujiright

figure, statuesque in character, almost nude,
and standing out against a well-planned sky
as he points his arrow upwards. There are
some better things amongst the etchings and
pastel drawings in the South Room, and the

best of these arr undoubtedly the original

sketches by Professor (jerald Moira for the
lunettes in the Central Criminal Court, ( >kl

Bailey, done in ( rouache. These are ex-
tremely interesting, especially when mentally
compared with the finished work, showing
that e\ en to this small scale a brilliant touch
and a generosity of handling such as are

not often seen. Many of the drawings in

this room are well executed, though several]

are faulty in their perspective. Mr. Max
Klinger, in Nos. 2G to 31, exhibits a scries

of very tine etchings ; but, unfortunately,

the subjects are of a terrible, unhealth}',

and morbid nature, as are those delineated

general!}' throughout the exhibition. The
onl}' pleasing reflection when seeing such
work is that it is not English.

It is quite a pleasure to turn from the
paintings and drawings to the sculpture in

the central hall, which, if not, as a rule, of

the verj' highest order, is, at anj' rate, un-
objectionable. Some of the best things have
ah'ead}- been seen in the Royal Academy

—

notably No. 26o, " A\'ar," by Bertram
MacKonnal, which is now shown in bronze :

and No. 2.'i4
, '

' Madonna. " by thesame sculptor,

now reproduced to a much smaller scale than
the original, and losing thereby to a very great

extent. The place of honour is given to No.
281, "Murder," by Jef. Lambeaux. This-

is on a monumental scale, powerfully exe-

cuted, but far too realistic and horrible

a subject, horribly treated. Prince Paul
Troubetzkoy exhibits a number of sculptures.

Nos. 240 to 24N, varying in size from quite

small bronzes up to a fuU-size figure. Tht
best of these is No. 240, " Fille et Chien," a

life-size representation. The child is kneeling,

and cai'BSsing the dog's head, the animal
being admirably rendered ; but most of hif

others are a trifle vulgar and distinctly

modern, these characteristics being most
aggressively displayed in his princij>al and
largest work. No. 247, " Portrait du Prince
GaHtzin." The only piece of pure sculi>ture

of a really high order is No. 229, " The
Immemorial Mother," by David Mcd'-ill.

about half full size. The woman is shown
as a tall figure with outstretched arms,

and the child stands immediately in

front of her knees in an attitude which
copies his mother's, even to the posi.

of the head, though it is just relieved by a

different turn of the arms. The mother's

drapery in long, vertical lines is extremeh"

gracpful. Needless to say, it is not the work
of a foreign artist.

One exhibit in this hall, however, almost

makes up for all the rest, particularly from
the architectural point of view. This is a

hanging lamp suspended from the ceiling,

which has been executed b_y jNIr. H. Wilson

for the Cathedral of Saragossa, in Spain.

Most of it is in bronze, some portions of the

upper part of the chain being gilt, while the

actual lamp itself is of silver. Just above

the lamp is a large bronze ring carrying six

monkish figures, and fi'om this the design

tapers up in conical form like a crown, sur-

moimted by figures of the Yirgin and Child.
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Had proper means i>t' suspensiuii been pro-

vided, however, it would have been better,

for there is something arti.stifully wrong in

hanging a heavy lamp from the N'ii'gin'.s

hair.

THE CEXTROLINEAT) AND ITS USES.

A LL draughtsmen who are accustomed to

-iTX making large perspectives understand
well the advantages of employing the contro-

linead for obtaining con\ergent lines to

points of sight or vanishing points which lie

outeide the drawing-board : but there are a
large number of younger and less experi-
enced men to whom the instrument is com-
paratively unknown. They rarely make
perspective drawing.^, or, when they do.

employ the old-fashioned method, so mani-
pulating their drawing as to bring all points
.to which lines radiatr within the limits of
the board or table on which they work. In
the event of this being impossible under the
particular circumstances of any individual
case, they are dri\en to the expedient of

working upon an extremely large Hat table.

Of even upon the floor. If they have heard
of the centrolinead, and manage to get hold
of one (and it may be mentioned in paren-
thesis it is not a very costly article to

purchase), they are as far from a solution of
their problem as ever, knowing nothing of
the method cif working it. A reference to
Fig. 1 would show that the instrument is

somewhat similar to a T-square, but has
two cross-arms instead of one, radiating and
revolving from the centre point shown as E
in the first positii>n and !•' in the second. To
this centre point the ujiper edge of the long
arm is immediately directed." The instru-
ment is shown for lines which radiate towards
the left : but it can be reversed by remo\ing
the metal plate which connects the three arms
and replacing it upon their other side, for

an absolute essential. In the first position

the instrument is shown with its long arm
lying with its upper edge coincident to one of

these predetermined radial lines, with the
point E—that is, the centre of the metal plate

—exactly above the pin Fj, for which there is

room owing to the thickness of the arms. The
lower short arm E F is now brought into

position, so as to lie along and touching the
two pins ]•; and F, and i.s then clampefl.

This being done, the instrument is placed in

the second position with the upper edge of

the long arm coincident with the lower of the
two radial lines and point F in the centre of

the plate immediately ovei- pin F. The upper
of the short arms, hitherto loose, is now
brought so as to touch the pin at E and
clamped. Both arms are now clamped in

position, and it will be found that if the
instrument bo shifted so that pins I] and F
are kept in touch with the backs of the short
arms, radial lines can be drawn along the
upper edge of the long arm, such as will meet
in the centre, however distant it may be, to
which the originally drawn radial lines have
been set down. The pins, it !nay be said, are
of special construction to pei-mit of this revo-
lution of the centrolinead round them, and
are always supplied with the instrument.

The only further difficulty in the way of
the draughtsman is to determine the first

two radial lines to a point which lies outside
the drawing-board. Fig. 2 shows an easy
method of doing this Vhen the point of sight
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whioharrangements are made. Thetwo shorter
arms can be brought together or opened at
will, being fixed in position by the small
screws shown working in the annular slots of
the metal plate. In order to set it correctlv
two radial lines have to b? first determined,
and a point E fixed in the upper and F in the
lower. As a general rule, E and F are either
vertically above one another or in the same
horizontal line : but this is theoreticallv not
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is inaccessible. It has been determined, let

us say, that it is to lie in the line E A, and
distant therefrom (iOft. to the quarter scale,

that is loin. ; but the edge of the board
occurs at Oin. from li, and the point of sight,

therefore, does not lie on the board. If,

however, one-third of l.jin. (that is 5id.":. be
set down from E to A, and any distatice E B
be laid out on the plan of the picture plane, a

lino B A can be drawn which will be jiarallel

to the true radial line drawn from (
' to the

point of sight, if E V be made three times
E B. The parallelism may be obtained
either by means of the parallel ruler, or the
T and set-siiuare, or by drawing a horizontal

line A I) through A, making A I) ^ B (
',

and joining <_' D. These lines are shown on
the left-hand side, but similar lines L\ I >, are

I

shown on the right-hand oide also. The
jioints ll and ll, will be those in which the
pins would be fixed for working the centro-

linead. the long arm being ranged along D L'

for the first position, and along D, C'l for the
second position.

A somewhat similar construction illustrated

in Fig. .'J will enable inaccessible vanishing
points to be obtiJiied. II A represents the

distance of the point of sight in advance of

the picture plane, and if this point be on the
board the method of procedure is exceed-
ingly easy, il B being taken X or J, or any
smaller proportion as may be necessary, of

II A in this case one-third. If a line is

drawn through B, paiallel to the lines on the
plan of the building, whoso pmspeotivo re-

presentations converge towards the left,

meeting the hoi-i/.ontal line at C, point C
would then bo the vanishing point if B were
the point of sight ; and a line parallel to it

through A will-be the vanishing point if Abe
the ])oint of sight. If such a line be drawn,
anj- point in it, such as D, just inside the
edge of the board, may be fixed upon as that
at which the pin D must be located. If A as

well as the vanishing point be outside the

board, then the parallel lino to B C is obtained
by setting down a line F (j- from any point in

B C, parallel and equal to D. The line

D G- is then a radial line to the left-hand

vanishing point, and a similar line on the
other side of the horizon line can easily be
detennined by making CE = CI), and
similarly throwing oft' other ordinates from
the horizon line upwards, equal to other

downward ordinates D •'} or I) A. Radial

b'nes . to a distant right-hand vanishing
jioint may, of course, be found in a jirecisely

similar manner. .
- . '

SCIEXCE CLASSROOMS.

TH F, nomenclature of our educational authori-

ties does not eiT on the side of over-modesty,

and a " science clasaroom." oftener than not, is a

place where: little teaching is attempted, save of

physiis and,chemistry. But perhaps it may prove

convenient in the long run to have given the

"Science and Art" department a title wide

enough to cover nearly all that men can ever find

out, as well as nearly all they can ever design or

make. As yet we are only amongst the beginnings,

and the usual problem, so far. is merely to provide

in secondary schools some rooms in which the

elements of physics and chemistiy can conveniently

be taught. . - • ~
itphyeical laboratory and a chemical one must

aim 1st -necessarily occupy two separate rooms:
and- a small, -but well-lighted, apartment is also

needed for balances and other delic-ate apparatus,

which would soon be spoilt by fumes and vapours.

Abundance of light, in fact, is a necessity in the

science-rooms, for here, if anywhere, students

must learn to use their eyes. Xaturally a toji

Hoor is convenient, and, moreover, this, if the

looms are lighted from .above, allows the walls to

be left free for shelves and lupboards. The
aiTangements of a roo.ni for science teaching are

not quite so completely cut and dried as those for

ordinary worlc. Each different master has his

own ideas and his own pet subjects, and here

consequently real training of a student's faculties,

instead of mere cramming for examinations, may
be expected to go on.

As an example of what used to be done not

long ago, we may describe the chemical laboraton,'

at the Cowper-street school for boys. The room is

nearly scpiare about 3.5ft. by :!'2ft,', and is for:i4

students. At one end is the demonstration-table

on a low platfoi-m. At the opposite end is a
windowless wall containine; two fume-cupboards
or hoods with their vontilating-tluos. 'The two
sides of the room are nearly filled with windows,

and at those windows there is placed on each side

a long table for students. Four other tables run
across the middle of the room, with space enough
at each end of them for people to pass. At each

end of the room, wherever space can be spared,

the walls are occupied by shelves and cupboards,

and there is a separate; fume-cupboard near the

platform for the demonstrator's use. The science

block at Felstead School, Essex, was ingeniously

planned by the science master there to make the

mo-it of all the available space. This forms an
oblong buildins;, narrow in proportion to its

length, and divided into three nearly square

apartmunt.s. The middle one is the iccture-hall.

with a raised platform facing the seats. To the

left is the laboratory with a small balance-room
opening out of it. To the right is a special

physical laboratory, a small optical-room, and a
workshop and also stores and cupboards. Outside

this end is a bottle-room, and a couple of .-icetylene

sjenerators. The whole arrangement is compact,
inexpensive, and convenient.

The trovernment regulations allow 3ft. Gin.

in width for each student. The older students,

however, will need more, say. 4ft. Gin. each. A
water-tap should, if possible, be placed midway
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between each two students, and this tap should ' in position. For this purpose two blocks are

stand over a sink. Each student requires a gas-jet used : one firmly screwed to the underside of the

of his own : and his bench will he about 2ft. Sin.
i

bottom, and another bolted to this above, which
from back to front. To allow the teacher to pass surrounds and clamps the pipe. The space be-

freely behind, the benches should be at least i tween the waste-pipe and the hole in the blocks

1ft. liin. apart. In the most reijent science class-
[

through which it passes has to be well filled in

rooms fewer sinks are used than were formerly
I
with pitch. Such sinks can be made of any size,

thought necessary, when there was much ' and they need no plumber to fix them. For
analytical chemistry to be done, and much di-ains, U-shaped channels in the concrete floor

washing out of test-tubes in consequence. Now are recommended, lined with good Portland
there are two kinds of working benches in use— cement, and tarred when quite dry. They should

those for ordinary work, and those requiring the have wooden oover-plates, and should come out-

use of water. The latter are best when covered side the benches, so that every part is accessible.

with lead. The others should be coated with

paraffin-wax, ironed in with a common flat-iron.

Oil is of no avail as a protection against chemicals.

The lead-covered bench, or table-top, should have
the lead dressed neatly over its edge, and a stout

hardwood bead, rising Mn. higher, should be
screwed against it as a margin. At < 'hrist's

Hosjiital Schools, now removed to Horsham, the

s'nks in the upper rooms are placed near to the

walls, and the waste is carried down by pipes tired

in chases. This school, designed by Sir Aston
AVebb, R.A., contains, perhaps, the completest

and most advanced set of science workshops yet

built in England for secondary-school work.

About fittmgs on the working tables there are

some differences of opinion. i>r. Armstrong, I

F.K.S., prefers to get rid as far as possible of

all
'

' top hamper, '

' and to let the work be done
at clear tables. What he prefers at the tables is

plenty of working space. To obtain the indis-

pensable gas-jet which each pupil requires for his I

work, an upright length of jin. iron barrel is

securely fixed to the table, half a yard back from
its margin, and at an interval of about a yard
fi'om the next one. measured down the length of

the table. T'P'^c^^s fo'' J'l- gas-taps are let into

each of the, uprights a few inches above the table,

and the upiights are then continued up to receive

the gas sup]>ly, which comes
ceiling. If the uprights are also connected by
horizontal pipes, it is evident that a sort of

scaffolding resting on each table has been arrived

at. and that this scaffolding may be used to carry

show' shelves and siinilar contrivances which can
readily be cleared away when not in use. Sir !

William Abney, F.R.S., is inclined rather to

retain fixed shelves and other '* top-hamper" on

the tables : largely, it would appear, because of

its protection to the eyes of the students on one
side of a table from the casual squirting of

corrosive fluids into their faces by the students :

opposite. Apparently, however, some simpler

and more effectual safeguard from casualties of

this sort might be devised than the accidental

shelter afforded by shelves and apparatus placed

between a student and his lis-ri-ris. At the

Christ's Hospital School, Hertford (designed by Mr.
Stenning), a water bench is placed between and
parallel with two working benches, so that each

pupil can turn at once from one bench to the

other ; and this is perhaps as simple and workable

an arrangement as has so far been devised.

Each pupil wants a place, which need not often

be a large one, for storing such apparatus as he
personally has charge of. As successive relays of

pupils occupy the same laboratory, or, as it is

now the fashion to call it, the same '

' workshop,
'

'

a good many such places are wanted. At Hor-

Every year, at least, they should be well cleaned

and, when dry, retarred. Every architect may
wish that a drainage system as cheap and as easily

ke]it in order could be devised for his ordinary
work.

qlANTITIES.

A Dkt.^cheii Kesiiiesc k Meam hki) anu Billed.

By the Author of '• Estimating," &c.*

PECIFICATKIN of work and materials

required in the erection and completion of a

detached residence at Chelsea.
S^

PRELIMIXARY.

The work and materials are to be the best of

their respective kinds and to the approval of the

architect.

The materials delivered on the site are to be
considered the property of the employer, and the

contractor must not move any without the written

consent of the architect.

The contractor is to provide scaffolding, tools,

sheds, &c. , necessary for the proper performance

of the works, and to be responsible for the same
during and throughout the progress of the works

dow"n "rom "the
' and clear away at the completion

The contractor is to insure the works from
damage by fire in the - Insurance (i-'ompany

to the full extent of the contract sum in the joint

names of the employer and himself, until the

work is delivered over complete.

The contractor is to state in his tender the time

he requires to complete in.

The contract will be in the form agreed on by
the Royal Institute of British Architects and the

Builder's Institute, and the contractor will be

supplied with one copy of diawings and specifica-

tion.

The contractor will be paid at the rate of 80

per cent, of the value of the woik as it proceeds,

10 per cent, at completion, and the balance six

months after completion.

No variations from the drawings or specifica-

tion will be permitted without an order in writing

from the architect, and no extra work will be

paid for unless ordered by the architect in

writing.

An arbitration clau.M' will be inserted in the

contiact.

The contractor must give all notices to the

district surveyor and local and other authorities,

and pay their fees and supply any plans, tracings,

or other particulars req\iired.

The contractor is to provide water for the

works, and all necessary storage and plumbing.
- . ,,,-,,,...,.,. ,1 The employer reserves the right to provide or

sham, and also at Hertford, they take the form of
, jg^^j^.^ ^^^.^ „j, ^^^„^g marked provisional,

small cupboards, each having a drawer inside it,
: r^f^^ contractor must k(!ep on the work a c,

simile of his estimate, and give it up on signing

the contract.

The work is to be done to the true intent and
meaning of the drawings and specification, and to

the satisfaction of the architect.

-Ml the work must be cairicd out in accordance

with all Building -Vets and rules of all local

authorities.

The contractor is to make good the paving and
road at completion.

The contractor is to protect all the work during

frosty weather, and make good all defects.

The contractor is to hoard-in the site properly,

including gates, fans, returns, footway for public,

and rails.

I•u^)^ISIo^'s.

These will be deducted in part or the whole if

not expended, and the amounts chargeable will be

net ones after deduction of all tiade discounts, and

the net amount will have ten per cent, added as

profit for the contractor, on the amount expended.

Provide forfence walls, iV:c., the sum of £80.

Provide for stoves and chimnevpieces the sum
of i70.

Provide for speaking-tubes the sum of .i'5, fixed

complete.

Provide for ventilation the sum of £o.

Provide for extra works £50.

EXCAVATOll.

The contractor is to take up and remove all old

di'ains, cesspits, or cesspools found on tho site,

and fill in solid with concrete, and to clear away
all trees and shrubs.

The foundations must be kept free from water

throughout the contract.

The contractor must provide all requisite

strutting to excavations or trenches.

The contractor must take out and remove any

old walls, footings, conciete, Arc. that come in

the way of the work.

The subsoil is believed to be sand and gravel,

but no excavation must be made for it beyond

what is shown and necessary for the building
;

and it is doubtful whether the depths shown will

go beyond the line of sand.

Excavate for the building to the depths and

dimensions shown.
All the mould to be wheeled to the back for

garden purj-oses, and all other earth, &c.,

excavated to be carted away.
The trenches for concrete and the excavated

surfaces to be well rammed.
Fill in over footings to levels shown, and well

ram.
The concrete is to be of Dorking greystone

lime, ground and mixed with six parts of stone

ballast and one of sand, well-watered, mixed, and

thrown into the trenches, and carefully levelled

on top.

The whole of the site inclosed by the walls is

to be covered with liin. of Portland cement

concrete. The cement to be from un approved

maker, and properl)' cooled befoie used, and

mixed with six of stone ballant and one of sand,

and left perfectly level on surface.

and there are four such cupboards for every place

at the bench or table. At Horsham their fronts

come almost vertically below the table - edge,

which looks in the photograph as if it would be

inconvenient. At Hertl'onl they are set back Gin.

Dr. .\rmstrong has some good practical advice
I

to give about sinks and drains in science class-
j

rooms. He finds earthenware sinks very liable to

be broken, and almost certain to break fragile

things which happen to be dropped into them.
Sinks lined with lead are better, but not perfect,

and after 30 years' experience he has come to the

conclusion that wooden sinks are the best. But
they must be built up solidly, without dovetailed

joints, and must be kept from getting dry by
having the mouth of their waste-pipe raised 4in.

or so above the bottom of the sink. It is rather

surprising to hear that American " white wood "

answers well for them. One would have ex-

pected a harder wood to wear better.

There should be no joints in the sides

or the bottom. All the surfaces sliould be
painted with thin coal-tar befcjrc they are put
together : both the inside and outside Icing coated

in this way. The top of th(! Wiiste-pipc should
be somewhat enlarged, and must be sti ongly held

pefent foreman throughout the contract, and any

orders gi\en to him shall be considered given to

the contractor, and the architect shall have full

power to discharge the foreman or any workmen
if in his opinion they are incompetent or miscon-

ducting themselves.

All rubbish must be removed from time to time

as the work progiesses and at the completion, and

the premises must be left clean, the floois scrubbed,

windows cleaned, ^c.

The contractor has to attend on all trades in all

tiades, including electric lighting, bells, •.^c, and

making good after.

The contractor is to make good all damage to

roads, other premises, or the publii-, or anyone

claiming under the Employers' Liability .\ct.

The employer does not agree to acce]it the

lowest or any tender.

The contractor is to maintain the works for six

months after the date of i^rtificatc <4 comple-

tion.

The contractor will receive a copy of the

quantities, and he will have to affix to it all

prices, extensions, costs, &c., to make it a fac-

' All right? reserved by the author.

The Royal Military College at Sandhurst is to be

enlarged at an estimated outlay of £JOO,0()0. 'The

Indian military establishment will bear a portion

of the charge.

There have been under contract and construction

in Canada in I'JOli :),:5U miles of lailway. This,

together with the new eiiuipment, represents an ex-

penditure on Canadian railways of over £12,400,000.

The Haslingden Board of Guardians are con-

sidering a scheme for building a new infirmary at

the workhouse, at an estimated cost of f27,415.

At .St. Cuthbeit's Church, Allendale, the Thomas
Chatt memorial clock has been dedicated. It has

three dials, and chimes the Cambridge quarters.

Messrs. J. B. Joyce and Co.. ot Whitchuicb, Salop,

were the makei's.

Sir Alexander Kencedy, in his leport to the

electric-lighting committee of Kdinbuigh Corpora-

tion oil the proposals for obtaining water for con-

densing purposes, points out that the saving by
condensation would be the same for any ot the

schemes ; but as the sewer scheme is considerably

less in capital cf st than the others, while the cost of

pumping would be relatively small, ihe economy by
It would be much larger than in any ot the other

schemes. He, theief'oie, recommends the adoption

of the fewer scheme. The sewer scheme could be

carried out much more quickly than any of the

others. He recommends the adoption of a scheme

of exhaust turbines, with condensers. The total

cost of the scheme for 4,800 kilowatts will be

£55,000.
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rHv. .l>iy:A

VUvXtStSLESS

w
-,ruu3«fi:nmnf u-wr.

:

—"Iam> (vwliud planAer.
Mid karin^ 11154 jx&rted basineas mmied to °et on
the autii>ris?<a lisi ,•£ 'phimbars in this town. I

applied to the v-at> r engineer, a&d he toM metkit
ihe vjuer <;v:<mTiuttee bad passed a rasolntioa that

all plnicbei* icijst hat« a n^^tieied oertifieab-

t*fore tbey were pat oa the list. He cob-
laittee v^re co: avan' that the cmtificatei

were got othenrise than by esamioaljtvzi. I

prot«d to the comnittee But 6>r c<em&(ate°
were got by psyin^ t»T> smnaas. and da; ii

a Baa paid rv-eniy goiiMas it vcnld no>: stake
him aBT nMre eSoenu I als>:< paist«id oat
dat tdiey had imnnwwgas aad boildaR <n
the Est. who ««i« ootsiiie flip platabog trade
aliogetter. TlteT ha<<e Iktse on the list who «re
aot, in my c^iiiuan. piactieai men. bM at Che
same time tiler haT« certificates statii^ that diey
ars^nalified pnctical plumbers. These they hai%
'Obtamed by paying two goiaeas. and under :': ^

<an.ii taw 135 -what ose would a oatifieatie

^? ^niey hare thrae widows oo the list. -sr^. .

haahMMJs were aaiSxwised. I prored to ttiem liu:

I Imd not waited at any other tmde since I wa^
sBteen yeius oid^ andtfaatI harehad fiTie yieais' e:<(

-

ptnenoe as a joamqrman. I ako pntdnoed thi«e
Tfrtrmtwiiili from »»«^»'«^ in tfas town. .-

i

<iitiiiil to itimiai liati. my eSciency in dxi;
-iMfcA<9. or report all w^jjofas to dtea fee ^i: v

iMgfli of time ther mi^t lequire. so Qiat my
'^Mik mig^t be in^ectted. AH this was difcassed
at« ooauDittee meetii^. Sotae membs^ f-Might
hard tor nae, aad tha^^t I had a peafect right to
Ve«n the H^ : bat the majoritv wersAgainst me.
afedaUthe satis&KCian I got 'was that they had
pasad a reolataoB. and tiai fiiey did adi want to
^Ifnrt&om it."

VRILDORF HOTEL. AtDWYCH. LOXTKiK.
'WHiSSE two pirns ot tins very ooms^iicaaaas

X boildiag. c^ which we pohl^ked Uk troat! Fnday, wene aowdted ant owin? to pr^soie
«a oar 9*oe K the JSnunvr. Xews doohle
mmber. vTe giTe the pbiB tii>-day, and most
refer oar peadeis to 1^ desiaiptiaa printed with
ihe exterior. The Giande L>imge or inner
gaidea qiud giv^ distinctian to the baiMio^. a$
weD ^ tdMioagfaly ample lighting ]» aM its

-sewenl depaitmeais. The gnnd diung-haH will

be ooe of the moat extenaTp in LondoB, and the
pnntte dining saloon will be ooe <^ the best.
Ihe street lerei is derated to sbo^ Below, .^

grille aad rastawmny kaTia^ an apprmcli iEns:
Jkldwydk. maCts a fine featn? in' the air^Kme.
wifcfc is being lapidlr erecticid. Messrs^ A.
ifaishaU 3[ad»Bzie. .\.Ii..&_A.. and Sua are the

ARCHTTECrrRAL. KIUXATIOS I"
BnanxGHAM.

4 T a sneetins of the BiT!B™.:r>«.= .

in tise i-taSr. Mi, Aniijr I'^

tcctar^ Edaoation." and > _

.

iiessiaal edacalion wfaic'-

Biimin^am to archisetr:

<omp3ete ofls twio sides, ., aad me
scieBtiSc. Hating reviewe

.

* now open
to anhitectnral siadeols uv i;^r=L.agisaEi, Mr.
Dixon rSBUifeed thai, if the attauumm of the ,

iitilitariaa qoalilies oi : y- • ' -llii^ 'demanifeda
jsoj* scieoiiSr trainir _ .3Tt of tie archi- \

tec-:. rf»e case l^scatr. nger whei i^iv
'

tbooght 0^ those oi:aiji:)c^ whic% had a
spoaitaal v^bai*-:*??-. }It as»ed ** *!»?r^T!r5l " -

be::ai^ie b-. r^i iJu-

and misi:~ tisiir."

«>TTM- wL;^; - .. - . —
lixpre^oaii. It was

the job and

use Klg^:
the limits :

it w*s c .

K- ^ inclndsd ^

-.iio« wiUi wc. -.

r-aae tfaoroagfalv

<rf

i
THE WALDORF HOTEL, ALDWYCH.

Mtd pia«i<*
: maacs r

T-.i- ,->a!d not be
-.i. and one

I'ajjng they really oaghtt
reat advantage i^ach wc;"

i

r icae in cvmnectkn w;:

pos-

ihey

. . : .:i tike

. 'tQieraod usk^vio. and pe^r^iaps the
"•m>l»r, it wiMild b? of T«fy graat

I seem that oa the pnrtkai
- in Bomingham already is

i<-)i«c^ the caemcBts er-whst ther

wanted. An aidiitiect on^t to havie a^ra.'.

pncbcal familiarity widi a good many '-

*Tr^ t« »?r? T?T»(<«s methc^is <4 &iishiR? sk^
i'iing, bonding, and T'

/ snch practical £ub:.
iheir treatment that Ui--,- =1.^.,.

^ -lU had been for some long time
- "ia-vr.oii :>i tltjrprotesson—tte

J >f ancient foc«i.

: . : :: ^*^d ^ff-J^inat*

^j_- -?ir in, wiu.-n h
.

'

, : r

so3'^-- '-laitts nnsanctzr- - -

o(«i;.a . -..-. UK sables aad »i -^v^ . .^-.^i:

Einh. The ^saatial pointwas tiie co-oriinatior.

and direction of aichitectmal stniie^ and th-

idaal ioSatzDo would be a ^air of arcJuneiL-tii'v s,;

the X'aifeTsity. In the iiimi ilimft. it woold be <i

gieat ise if diey <«ald have a commit: -- '.

coBsider the whate qnestaoa.—A dis. ---

followed.
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THE SlilPLCiX TUXXEL.

AT the meeting of the Institution of Civil

Engineers held on Tuesday night, Mr.
Francis Fox read a paper on "The Simplon
Tunnel. The author said that the chief feature

of the route followed was the small altitude above
sea-level. 2..3iyft. The Arlberg Tunnel had a

maximum altitude of 4,290ft. The Simplon
Tunnel was the longest in the world. Instead of

one tunnel for a double line of way, it was decided
to make two parallel single line of way tunnels
.>5*8ft. apart connected by oblique cross passages,
and experience had fully justified the choice of

this method of construction, but for which it was
likely indeed that the work would have had to be
;ibandoned. There were many advantages arising
from this amingement, including improved venti-

lation, reduced pressure on the tunnel lining, in-

creased facilities of transport and drainage during
construction, safety in working the traffic, and
better facilities for maintenance. The complete
tunnel measured IGft. .5in. in width, and
ISft. Ojin. in height above rail level, being lined
throughout with masonry. Only one tunnel
had been completed to the full section up to the
present time, the second gallery being left as a
hcading.'to be completed when the trafhc j ustified

the expense. Ventilation during working was
effected by means of fans, and the whole works
were kept remarkably fresh. A\'hen hot springs
were met with the air was cooled by means of jets
of cold water spray, and though in the St. Guthard
Tunnel a temperature of 93- F. proved in many
cases insupportable, yet in the Simplon, owing to
the excellent ventilation, a temperature of 133°
F. was made bearable. There was a distinct
relation between the temperature of the tunnel
and the height of mountain above it, and he
might point out that the Simplon reached the
greatest depth below the surface 'if the earth at
present on record. Work w.as hampered on the
Italian side through a subterranean river and hot
springs, and it was eleven months after work on
the Swiss side had been abandoned that workat the
Italian end was completed. The cost of the
tunnel was £3,200.000, which worked out at
about £I4S per lineal yard, and the period
occupied in construction was 6j ye;»rs.

Building InttlliBcnce.
UBITrAUV.

The death on the 'iSth December last, at the

adx-anced age of 77. of Mr. George Doiisox, head
of the firm of G. Uobson and Son, of Butt-road Blb.ntisl.vnu, N.B.—There has been during
Works, Colchester, removes a venerable and well- the past ye:u- marked enterprise in municipal
known figure in the building world of East building and additions to house property. The
Anglia. A native of Colchester, Mr. Dobson totiU value of these amounts to a little over
begiin business as far ba<k as 18.H. Among the £U,S0O. The contracts for the free library, the
many public and private works of note carried building of which has been completed, totalled
out by Mr. Dobson there figured some twenty £3,000, and the sum expended on the town
church buildings and restorations, including for haU e.vtension, including the post-office, is

.Sir G. G. Scott. St. Xicholas Church. Colchester. £2,500. Both are erected in the wide High-
and St. Margaret's Church. Westminster internal street. The town ouncil have erected on the
restoration . For Mr. .1. (Hdrid Scott, F.S.A., beach, at a cost of £1,.)00, an ornamental build-
St. Albright's Church. Stanway, Essex ; Talhouse ing to be used as tea-rooms and s.»lt-water "Dath.-.

Church, Norfolk : Buckingham Parish Church It is in line with tlie marine esplanade, and its
internal) ; X^'ewick Church, Sussex : additions to grounds are suitable for band-p!aying and as an.
Buckhurst HUl Church, and Coolhurst Church,

|
open-air cafe.

Sussex. For Mr. T. G. Jackson, R.A.. Curd- ! ,, / -m
ridge Church, Hants : restoration to Botlev Hill

M-*'«'he.stek Cat.ie.,r.vl - The Dean ami

HoLse ; Brasenose College, ( ixford. For the late ^'"^.P"'" »>"»«
"^'J'f^.'^ fro™ the north aisle of the

Mr. James Brooks. Sf. Peter's Chureh. St.
choir the memorial-slone to Sir John Huntmgton,

Leonards -on -Sea; Palmer Tower. Chislehurst
the first warden .from Mil' to U.ih, whose rebus

Church, and manv others : and aUo new stables.
-•'' huntsman with dogs in chase and a tun-.s to

cottages to Berechurch HaU estate, new Sundav- ^"^ '*'*^" "" "^^""^
V^'' °^J^^

choir arch. The

schools. Lion Walk Church, additions to W^slevan I
^/"^ '??* ""f,

«" ""=.
'"'t'"'"'

"^ " large slab in

Church, Colchester, .«ce.
"

i

t^e middle of the choir. It was removed to the

I

vault below when the choir was paved. The*
The death is announced at the age of over 80 of

|
Latin inscription, '• Domine dilexi decorem

Mr. George Moir, at his residence at CJrange-
1 domus tu;u," is on a label proceeding from the

town, Simderland. Mr. Moir was a builder and mouth of the figure. The brass, not being corn-
contractor, and was regarded as the founder of

^

plete and the lettering not readable, has been sent
Grangetown, which is now paitially within the

|

to London for renovation. When this work is

borough. He carried out many important con- done the memorial wiU be placed in a mon
tracts for the Ecclesiastical Comnoissi. mers and ! prominent position in the Cathedral. The incised
local authoritie.s, and built Ryhope Church and 1 stone shows that the figure was once surmounted
many properties in Grangetown, Ryhope, and

|

by a rich ogee canopy. The length of the slab i.-

7ft. 6in. and width 3ft. Gin. The figure repre-Sunderland. Mr. Moir was a great authoritv on '

rights of wav, and local historv and events.

Kugby Rural District Council have voted Mr.
T. W. Willard, their surveyor, an honorarium of
63 gumeas lor his services in connection with the
sewerage scheme at Xew Bdton, which has recently
been completed at a cost of £1,46.3.

The wife of a Birmingham architect and surveyor
was committed for trial at Aston on Friday on a
charge of wounding her husband, Mr. Thomas
Humphries, on Christmas Eve. The parties
quarrelled about the Christmas dinner, and Mrs.
Humphries, becoming excited, struck her husband
with a razor.

The St. Anne's-on-Sea Urban Council have
abandoned a £6,000 scheme for extending the
promenade, and have adopted a more modest pro-
posal devised by their survevor, Mr. Gregson, and
estimated ro cost £3,000. The sandhills are to be
retained as they now are, but shrubs and starr grass
are to be planted on them. A lake will run the
entire length of the extension, and there will also be
a rustic bridge, a fountain, and a fish pool. On the
sandhills will be placed shelters, arbours, and
pavilions. A bandstand with seating accommoda-
tion for 1,000, amphitheatre stvle, is also provided
for. A feature of the extension will be a li<»hthouse
nsmg oOft. high out of the sandhUls with a look-
out on the top.

The Stockport Town CouncU have made an
apphcation to the Local Government Board forper-
nussion to borrow £21,000 for the completion of the
town-hall. Tae original estimate for the buUdinf
was £1)5.000 : but there was such a hurry to get the
loimdation-stone laid that several items were over-
looived. The total cost h.is been just under £100,003.

1
^/"j ^1^'''"''' Latham, M.Inst.C.E., has been

ejected President of the Institute of Sanitarv
tagineers for the ensuing year.

Professor Otto Benndorf, Professor of Classical
^cbaio'ogy at the University of Vienna, has died

ol.^*.'°v °* S'^*y-e'ght. He was well knoxvn,

tvTiS^
"""''* °" arch.-eologieal subjects, and

«> me excavations he conducted in Asia Minor.

.w,^' ^^iP*" Lo™»^ has been appointed electrical
engmeerfor the borough of Stockport at a com-meocmg salary of £J.iO.

7,3^.!.^??^'°" cimmittee of the city council of

T^n^ ..^^"^ "'^^" consideration reports from them^cal oBicer of health and the corporation sur-

nZZ Z'%'^^^'^'"^ ^ "^"^ »'^^» *»'• operationsunder the Housmg of the Working Classes Act, 1890.

CHIPS.
Modified plans for the proposed art school for

Edinburgh, prepared by Mr. Dick Peddie, architect,
in conjunction with Mr. Pottendrigh MacGillivray.
R.S.A., have been adopted by the joint committee,
and will be recommended to the town council for
approval.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between W.
Mortimer and W. M. Mortimer, architects, v^;c.,

Lincoln, and Romford, Essex, under the style of
W. Mortimer and Son, has been dissolved ; as has
also that between J. Lemon and J. H. Blizard,
civil engineers, architects, \-c., Southampton, Sabs-
bury, and Victoria-street, London, S.W., under the
style of Lemon and Blizard.

The ceremony of cutting the first sod of the
Franco-British Exhibition, which is to be opened at
Shepherd's Bush in May, 1908, took place on Friday.
Over 140 acres of ground have been acquired, and
the principal entrance will be in t'xbridge-road.
Mr. G. Wimpey is the contractor for the erection of
the buildings.

Mr. George Simpson, architect, Delancey- street,
' X.W., has sustained a severe bereavement in the
' death of his wife after 12 months' illness.

Major J. Stewart, R.E., held a Local Government
Board inquiry at the Leyton Town -hall on Saturday
in reference to an application by the district council
to borrow £1,320 for the construction of a new road

sents the warden .ittired inrhis eucharistic ^•est-

ments. In the year 1422 the parish church of

Jlanchester was made Collegiate, and in that year
Sir .John Huntington built the choir and chapter-
house.

Henleaze, Bri;>toi..—The Henleaze Congrega-
tional Church, which was opened on Tuesday, is

situate adjacent to the Conventual Schools, which
were also acquired some time since. It has been
designed to accommodate ,5.i0 people, and the^

style is Gothic of an Early type. The building is

cruciform in plan, i-omprising nave, aisles, and
transepts, with accompanying chancel, which is-

Hanked north and south by vestries and organ-
chamber. The building-stone is Pennant, with
Bath stone dressings, and the roofs are covered
with brown Broseley tiling. The inferior has a
nave arcade surmounted by clerestory windows^
above which again is seen a close-boarded pitch-

pine segmental roof, on Bath stone corbels. Tht-
buildin"; has been laid throughout with patent
wood-block flooring, and the heating is the low-
pressure hot-water system. Chairs have been
adopted instead of pew seating. At present the
western tower is in an incomplete state. The
contract has been executed by Messrs. E. Clarke
and Sons, Fishponds. The architect is Mr. Frank
W. Wills, F.R.I.B.A.. of BristoL

. . .... A Local Government Board iuquirv was held at
to the site ot a proposed bridge over the waterworks Xorth Shields on Friday into an application by the
river at Hackney. The clerk explamed that the Tynemouth Corporation for sanction to borrow
road IS part of a scheme for increasing the highway £G,000 for the construction of a new road from
communication between Leyton and the Metropohs, Hawkey'a-lane to BUly Mill- lane, at the west end
vi.i Hackney, the most direct route. Great incon- of the borough. There was no opposition,
venience was experienced from the present round-
about routes viii Stratford and Clapton. The
Hackney and Leyton Councils had agreed to take
roads to the river. Hackney having much the
longer road to make, and it was hoped that the
London County CouncQ would build the bridge
across the river, the cost of which was estimated at
£6,000.

Some of the leading commercial men of Coventry
are combining to oppose the municipal buildings
scheme which the corporation will shortly put
t>efore the Local Government Board for their
approval. The opposition is based on the ground
tliat the buildings to be put up are inadequate to
official needs, and unworthy of a city which has before them pfans from the London and South

The Wandsworth Guardians have under considera-
tion the proposed erection of a new workhouse
infirmary in close proximity to the present building
on St. John's-hill, at an estimated cost of £2-3O.O00.

The infirmary is now greatly overcrowded, Si»

patients having to Ue on the floor of the wards.

Ex -Bailie James Craig, J. P.. of Deanmont, Kil-
marnock, died on Sunday at the age of eighty-four
yeans. He was managing director of the firm 01

J. and M. Craig, Ltd., fireclay manufacturers.
Hilihead, of which he was one of the original

founders.

The Southampton Docks Harbour Board have had

noble churches and halls in close proximity to the
selected site. What the city council has done is to
adopt plaus which place the corporation offices

over a row of shops, the estimated cost of the
scheme being £30,000.

Mr. James Booth, joiner and builder, of Beeston-
road, Leeds, died after a daj-'s illness on Friday,
aged 62 years. He had been a member of the city
councd of Leeds for the Holbeck Ward since 190i,
and of the Holbeck Board of Guardians since 1896.
He leaves a widow and five sons, four of whom
were associated in basise^s with him.

Western Railway Co. providing for the immediate
construction of a new deep-water dock. At low
tide the new dock will contain 40ft. of water, and
will be the deepest basin in Europe. The dock will

be an open one, without gates or locks, with an
entrance 300ft. wide.

In his annual report to the Stepney Borough
Council, Mr. M. W. Jameson, the borough engineer.
C4:>mplain3 that in the recommendati >ns of the
Royal < 'ommission on l/ondon Traffic the congest* d
thoroughfares of Stepney and the other areas in tie
East of London have been simply ignored.
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((Fitginccriitg i^ates.

New Thamhs Tin-xei Kaii.w.vv. - An estimate
of expenses in connection with the Lower Thames
Tunnel Railwavs between Purfieet and Stone, a
Bill for which is to be introduced during the
forthcoming session of Parliament has just been
issued. There are to be seven lines of railway,
the total cost of which will be £918, 2t0. On one
line, which is to be 4} miles long, £810.i(37 will

be .^pent. £G;il,'2(H) being required for tunnels,
,£:{(>. '2.''i! .is. for permanent way, sidings, and
junctions, and £30,290 for cuttings. Bridges on
the whole system will cost £21,.'iOO, earthworks
£(i8,U9, culverts and drains £5,480, metalling of

loads and level crossings t<j7.'>, permanent way.
sidings, and junctions £65.470, contingencies \10

per cent.) £70,249, and land and buildings

£46, .116. The total length of the line is just over

eight miles.

CHIPS.
Xew gas offices have just been erected at Bristol

at ihe tramway centre adjoining the Colston Hall.

The architect is Mr. W. Venn Gough, and the con-
tractor is Mr. C. A. Hayes, of Bristol. The whole
of the building has been erected with St. Aldhelm
Box Ground stone supplied by the Bath Stone Firms,
Ltd.

A general assembly of the Royal Scottish Academy
was held on Friday, Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc,
deputy - president, presiding. The following
associates, recently elected, were presented with
their diplomas and relative medals :—Mr. K. M. G.
Coventry, painter ; Mr. Percy Portsmouth, sculptor ;

and Mr. James Miller, of Glasgow, architect. It

was unanimously resolved to place the following
artiste on the list of honorary members of *"he

academy:—Sir Thomas Drew, P.R.H. \., archi-

tect ; Mr. John F. Sargent, R.A., portrait painter ;

and M. Auguste Rodin, sculptor.

Any newsagent who does not buy the Newsagent s".

Booksellers', and Stationers' Diary, published by
Messrs. William Holmes and Co., Ltd., 9, Mitchell-
lane, Glasgow, saves half-a-crown, and misses fifty

pounds' worth of business facilities.

Messrs. Chatterton and Couch, A A. R.LB. A., late

of 6, Gordon-place, W., ha/e removed to 82,
^'icto^ia-^treet, S.W.

Serious subsidences, due to salt-mining, have
occurred since Friday at the Verdin public park at

Norfchwich. Of late the local authority has experi-
enced great difficulty in coping with sinkings in the
park and at the baths, and extensive repairs have
been necessitated at the bathkeeper's house. X'n-
tortunately, the terms of the Brine Pumping (Com-

I

pensation for Subsidence) Act debar a public

authority from receiving any compensation, so that
the whole of the cost falls upon the ratepayers.

A Local Government Board inijuiry was held at
Newcastle-on-Tyne on Friday into the corporation's
application for power to borrow .£8,433 for the
erection of a new police-station at Walker. It was
stated that the tender of Messrs. Kirk and Brown
at .£7,233 9s. had been provisionally accepted for

the erection of the station.

According to the designs of Messrs. Joseph and
Smithem, architects, (jaeen-street, K.C., six shops
and a station-master's house are abiut to be erected

adjoining Brondesbury Station for the London and
North-Western Railway Company.

A report has been issued by Mr. H. Richardson,
electricity engmeer, Dundee, on the subject of the
liroposed new generating station. The probable
tirst required cost would be considerably under
£50,000, not £100,000, as had been reported.

The Blyth I'rban District Council have signed an
agreement to purchase for £9,0.50 the existing

waterworks and mains of Viscount Ridley.

The Heywood Corporation have received a rep:>rt

from, Mr. J. Amsworth Settle, M.I.C.E., their

eugineer and surveyor, that the works in hand at

the close of 190(i include completion of a widening
scheme almost fiuished on main roads of nearly
1,000 yards length, private street works, alteration

of old library adjoining municipal buildings for

additional offices, council chamber, committee-
room, and mayor's parlour, and extension of
technical school for museum and art gallery.

A new clock, constructed by Messrs. J. Smith and
Sous, of Derby, has been dedicated at St. Bartholo-
mew's Church, Sealand, Cheshire.

Unpaid accounts representing £l;>0 have been
discovered in the office of the late borough surveyor
of Dartmouth, who recently committed suicide.

These accounts were principally contracted since
1904, and had not been submitted to the council in

.•^ny way. t Icher ace )uut8 for £31 1 have since been

.sent in, making a total sum of £7'J4.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

Issriri ri: m P.aiTisii lli.t okatok-.. —The
annual meeting of the Scottish Branch of the

j

Incorporated Institute "f British Decorators

was held on Fiiday in the Fine Art Institute.

Sauchiehall - street, Glasgow. Mr. James
Clark Edinburgh, presided, in the absence of

the president. Mr. Robert .1. Bennett. The
annual report by the committee stated that the

membership now stood at sixty-five, and that the

funds of the district were in a satisfactory and
increasing condition. The report was adopted.

LivEKroiii. Architecti KAi. Society. — The
lecture-room oi" this society was crowded on
Monday evening to hear Jlr. Stanley I>. Adshead
on " Style in .\rchitectnral Draughtsmanship,''

a subject illustrated by the reader's own drawings.

Sir. Adshead pointed out that when each archi-

tect was a craftsman, the |to*'''0" of draughts-

manship was subordinate : but in the present day
so much depended on draughtsmanship that if this

was not good, English architecture would descend

into eccentricity instead of a true national style

being evolved. He urged the importance of a

sound school of draughtsmanship, and quoted with

some approval the French and .\merican methods
of teacliing.

The EUesmere I'rban District Cjuncd have re^

tained the services of Mr. J. W. Brown, M.Inst. C.E.

of West Hartlepool, to adjudicate upon the com-
petitive schemes for the proposed new sewerage and
sewage dispcsU works.

Messrs. Tom Cook and Sons, architects and siir-

vej'ors, of Manchester, are engaged ujtoii the designs

for the new Baptist chapel and schools at Hoi^ham,
West .Sussex. They have changed their address to

Hodson's-court, Corporation-street, Manchester.

The new grammar school, Aylesbury, is being

warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's

patent Manchester grates, the same being supplied

by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester.

A large new clock is to be erected in Stowe
Church, Staffordirhire, from a legacy lately left for

the purpr s . by a parishioner, and the executors

have placed the order for the new clock with

Messrs. John Smith and Sons, Midland Clock

Woiks, Derby.

The recently completed priv.ate chapel at the Earl

of Shaftesbury's feat, St. Giles, Dorset, was con-

secrated on "Tuesday by the Bishop of Salisbury.

The chapel, which holds 70 worshippers, has lieen

constructed inside the old house on the ground floor.

The roof is vaulted. On either side of the com-
munion-table is a statue of St. Anthony the Hermit
and of St. Giles.

At a meeting of the Roads and Bridges Committee
of the Holland County Council, held at Spalding,

on Tuesday, a proposal was brought forward for

building a new county bridge over the river Well-

aud at Fosdyke, between Spalding and Boston.

The present bridge is an unsightly and inadequate

wooden structure built a hundred years ago, and a

report was now submitted stating that although

there was no immediate serious danger, yet it was
not desirable to spend money on its repair, and that

the County Council should seriously consider the

desirability of erecting a new iron bridge in its place.

The committee's report was approved.

The Melbourne master builders have reopened

their works on the old conditions, with 48 hours'

work weekly. Only a tew non-unionists have
resumed work.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
. We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions 'U

our correspondents. .^U communications should b.^

drawn up as briefly as possible, a-s there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondenta.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing and all

communications respectintj illustratinns or literary matter

should be addressed to the EDITDK of the BuiLDiSi-,

News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand.

W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay

is not infrequently otherwise caused. .^.U drawing and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

ansonght contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable

The Strand Newspaper Company-, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :
—" Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 16.3.') Hnlbom.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. XC. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price t2s. eich, by post

12a. 9d.), as only a limited number are done up. .\

few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLT., XLVI.,
xux., Lin., Lxi., Lxn., lxiv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvxn., lxix.,lxxi., lxxti., Lxxm..
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVIL, LXXIX..
LXXX., LXXXI., Lxxxn.. LXXXin., Lxxxrv..
LXXXV., LXXX\T:., LXXXVn., LXXXVIII., and
LXXXIX. may still be obtained at the same price ; all

the other bound volumes are out of print.. Most of

the back numbers of former volumes are. however,

to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back num-
bers to complete volume just ended should order at

once, as many of them soon run out of print,

aandsome Cloth Cases for binding the Bcildino News.
price 2s.. post free 2s. 4d., can be obtamed from any
Newsagent, or from the publi-sher, Clement's House.

Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free'i to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

United States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France

or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. lor :Mfr. 30c. i To India, £1 6a. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the 'West Indies, or Natal, £1 6a Od.

ad\t:rtisement charges.

The charge for Competition and Contract
Advertisements, Public Companies, and all olficial

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 58. for

four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and

Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except

Situation advert:.<ements) is 6d. per hne of eight words

(the tirst line counting as two), the minimum charge

being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than six insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant " or " Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships," is One Shit.t.ino for Twestv-i-ocr Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation

Advertisements rnttst be prepaid.

•,* Replies to advertisements can be received at the

office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passaye, Strand,

W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. ^See

Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade -Advertisements on front page, an'l

special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page

Advertisements and alterations in serial advertiaemints

must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure

insertion.

Received. -M. and Co.-B. T. L.-J. P. and Son.-
B. Bros.—J. B. and Co., Ltd.—R R. and Co.— D. Bros.

—W. W. and H.—M.—R. S. and Co.-Milano.-A. V.
—S. and S.—M. S. and Co.—C.

The Local liovernment Board have sanctioned
|
r. p. s.—No

the borrowing of £14,324 by the urban district

council of Kettering for the purpose of extending

the sewerage and sewage works.

At a meeting of parishioners held at Epsom last

week, it was decided to proceed forthwith with the

rebuilding of the parish church, and the plans of

I

Sir Chas. A. Nicholson and Mr. H. C. Corlette,

selected in competition,were formally approved. The
! chancel and the two eastern bays of the new church

are to be built first, and an additional third bay will

be proceeded with if funds permit.

A colossal statue of Pope L?o XIIL, weighing

12 tons, executed by the sculptor Tadolini, and
destined for the late Pope's tomb, has been trans

-

: ported to S ;. John Lateran, where it was placed in

position on Wednesday. The m tnument is now
completed, as the two side statues, representing

respectively the Church and Labjur, have already

been erected. The monument has cost £2,400.

In the case of the application on behalf of John
Hayward and Frank Hayward, tradmg in copart-

nership as Hayward and Sjns, Bournemouth,
builders, the order of discharge has been suspended

for two years, ending Mirch 19, 190S, conditionally.

.K. V. W.—Please send.

H. M. M.—How can we say .' Vou don't expect us to

come and measure up the building tor you, surely
'

Done.—We fear you are, and so are a good many more.

What it comes to is that it will not be sife for any of us

much longer to give credit to any limited compiny which

has debenture holders '.

F. H. H.—Why don't you put an announcement in our
' Directory " .' Architects and builders find thit aLvays

u.seful. They are looking everj- week for things that it

does not, perhaps, pay to advertise largely iii the usual

way, and our list keeps you always in evidence.

Silver.—We do not know whether the firm still exists.

It ceased to advertise in these pages some time since.

N.—Look through our index this week. We really cannot

undertake to reply to the scores of inquiries of your sort

that reach us weekly.

Lnmaav.—We do not know what the ultimate issue will

b.-.

Smile.—Yes ! Very mach •' Made ia Gerjiaay !

"

G. H. B. (Jori.D.—We cannot give you his address, but we
mav say we have no reason to doubt his h ma f les. He
was a correspondent of this journal twenty years ago.

and was for a long tiin^ in the offi'e of one of the leid-

ing London architects.
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BUILDINf.^ NEWS" DESIGNIXtJ CLUF..

WiLKiE. (The height of the fa«;ade of Baok to the scale
sp?cifit'(i is not too tall, to be >et out on the sheet 24in. by
18in. If your chimneys are a ditficulty. omit their upper
parts. It is the facade which is mo^t important. The
treatment of the loof otherwise than particularised i^

left to compelitors.—Geuki.k Rex. i A certain amt>unt
of depth to the reveals and big piers or otherwise in the
mur»l arranpem»*nt is, of course, desirable, andeolumn;*
are not (-xcu<3ed if you wish to use thera.l—WKfiSKx
AND Other-;, i The two tirs^t sets of designs will be re-
turned early in the ensuing week.)

Dka" i.s*;;- Received.— " Nabob," *' Tvro," " Mtihir,"
"H'-ric," **Bon." •* Nigel. "' " Uuatre'Wi.«," "Cifsar."
*' JohnO. CTaunt," " Wilki'^," * RibbK" " Richmond."
"Lion.'" ' Rookey," " Q.," " Roundhead," " ,Vnat.''
"FeaTher." Dnchray." "The Nib." ' IIarle<iuin."
" Dt Weideii- "' Jate and unKnished'.

ContspDulicntc.

C A X A 1 1 A

.

Til t?K Editor of the Bl'ildino News.

SiK,— I am pleased that " A Victim " has so

fully written on the treatment given to all pro-
fessional men seeking to earn a living or to make
a home in Canada, and 1 trust his warning will
be -widely read.

I have heard of similar cases, but could hardly
credit them in the face of the wonderful prosperity
so largely advertised by tlie Dominion Govern-
ment ; and it is to be hoped that the Institute
and all kindred societies will thoroughly warn
their members, and publish as far as possible the
position of affairs.

All Canada wants is the backbone of this and
other countries— viz., strong, able-bodied men to

exploit their undertakings ; and work there mians
work from daylight to daik.

I have spent some fifteen yeais in another
colony, and had. of course, dithculties to contend
with, but always found fair-play, and that ability

could come to the front ; but if such a state as lias

been described exists in Canada, then despair and
want must dodge professional footsteps.

The wai-ning has been accepted in my case,

for. owing to the state of the professions in

England, my leanings for some time have been
towards the I'ominion.— I am, iVc, W.msned.

BnttrcommuntcatiDtt.

HEFLIES.
112242.]—Cubical Contents.- J. T. Rea. in " Esti-

mating." published by B. T. Batsford. High Holborn.
gives much on cost of works executed ; but I can only speak
of up to about 1903. The rest of the jobs may be foimd
by referring to back vols, of the Building. News, possibly
in Patent or other public libraries, available about
liOndon, \"c.. -t at institutions associated.

—

Re';evt's

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
FraitiS on Bttilders.—At the Middlesex Ses-

sions, on Monday, before Sir Italph Littler, K.C.,
Charles William Leef>, 41, was indicted for obtain-

ing in October and November, 1900, various sums
of money from Joseph (.'hades Hedges and George
Frederick Hedges by false pretences. Joseph Charles

Hedges is the son of George Frederick Hedges, both

of them being builders, but carrying on their busi-

ness separately at It-leworth. The prisoner had been
a clerk in the employment of Messrs. Barrett and
Co., solicitors, of Wimbledon and Leadenhall-street,

E.C., but since March, llHUi, he bad ceased to be so.

The different sums of money were obtained by the
prisoner, who said he was managing clerk to Messrs.

Barrett, iu connection with the issue of writs and
summonses for the recovery of money. These writs

and summonses were never issued at all. The
prisoner said that he had made no false pretences,

and that the money was given to him by his prose-

cutors for other purposes. The jury returned a
verdict of '* (iuilty," and previous convictions were
proved. Sir Ralph Littler said that this was a most
outrageous fraud, and the offence was aggravated
by the fact that the prisoner practically charged the

prosecutors with perjury. He was sentenced to

two years' imprisonment with bard labour.

Cost OF A Falling Brick.— (ieorge Lawrence, a

fitter, of Carlyle-avenue, Willesden. was awarded,
on Wednesday, £75 damages against Messrs. W.
Walkerdine, contractors, of Derby, at the Brompton
L'ounty-conrt, m respect of injuries caused by a
falling brick. Plaintiff was working at Sulgrave-

road. Shepherd's Bush, on Sept. 7, and was engaged
with others on carriage works for the defendants.

who at the time were cairying out a contract for the

Great Western and Metropolitan Railways. A brick

which had l>een improperly used in the erection of a

certain scaffold became dislodged, and fell on to the

plaintiff's back from a height of 40ft. For twelve

days he was uncon'^ctoiis, and was still quite unable
to attend to his work.

A CiiirrENHAM AKHiTnATiox.—Mr. Thomas A.
Smith, of the Tannery, claimfd 11,000 against the

Chippenham Town Council for damages, which he
alleged he had sustained in connection with the

laying of sewers through, and manholes on, his

premue*. The claim was heard on December 19

and 20 at the <jrand Hotel, Bristol, before Mr.
J. (.". H. Robinson, of Filgmve, Newport Poguell,

an umpire appointed by the Local Goveiumeut
Board, who ha-* awarded Mr. Smith £331 His. Od.,

the town council to pav costs. The council offered

Mr. Smith £_*.iO in settlement of his claim.

.V Uvely scene is reported to have taken place at
the residence of a well-known citizen of Exeter, not
unknown as a correspondent to this journal. Fol-
lowing a dispute as to Income-tax, the Inland
Revenue authorities put a bailiff in possession, and
it is alleged that the son of the owner ejected this
oflficer.

The proposed extension of the Midland Railway
system from Roystou (between Waketield and
Bamsley^ to Bradford, with the view of placing
that city on the main line, has now a prospect ot
early accomplishment. Terms of agreement between
the company and the Bradford Cry Council have
been drawn up in committee.

The death was announced on Sunday of William
Teasdale. after about seventy years' service on the
North-Eastem Railway, chiefly in the Berwick
district. He was closely identified with Robert
Stephenson m making the Berwick and Newcastle
line and the building of Royal Border Bridge. His
invention of a simple and ingenious gauge ma'erially
lessened the cost of the line. Betore the railway
was opened he worked day and night for eight
consecutive days.

The new buildings which have been erected for
the school of art in Coiporation-street, Taunton,
were formally handed over on Monday by the
joint building committee to the Somerset County
Council and the Taunton Town Council, the bodies
who have combined ;n the provision of the edifice,
which is situated near the new public library. Messi-s.
Samson and Cottani. of Taunton and Bridgwater,
are the architects. Mr. T. H. Moggridge, of Taunton,
IS the contractor. The building cost about £"),400,
and the site £l.ij.'>. In digging the foundations
the contractor went down to the old moat of Taunton
Castle, and he had to carry down the concrete
foundations until tht-y reaihed the solid ground.

CHIPS.
I On Thursday there was dedicated in St. Peter's

j

Church, Nottingham, a congregational memorial to

I

the late Rev. George Edgcome, for 30 years the rector.

I The memorial consists of a stained-glass window in

the west wall of the tower, together with a tablet

1 placed on the north wall of the chancel. The
j

subject of the window is the Transfiguration.

< tn the Feast of the Epiphany, the Rural Dean of

Woodstock dedicated a memorial window in the

south transept of the pari-h church of St. Nicholas,

Tackley. near < txford. The window is in the Per-
pendicular style, the design being that of an
Angel -window

.

A serious fi.re occurred at New Barnet on Wednes-
day evening at the 5aw-mills and timber-yaid of

Messrs. Lockhart. The entire premi&es were com-
pletely destroyed, as were some eight cottages

adjoining. The estimated damage is about
i:.iO,ooo.

Work has been started this week at Boxted, near
! Colchester, on the new county lunatic asylum for

Essex, and the prospect of employment has attracted

some two hundred men from London and other parts

i
of the country ; but the labour required for ihe

' present stage has all been secured.

Gperations have been commenced upon the

,

foundations of the new factory at Hayes, Middlesex,

which is being buiit for (.Gramophone and Type-
writer, Ltd. The site contains an area of 11 acres,

with sidings upon the G.W. RaiJway. The factory,

;
which will be single-storied, with north light roots,

,
is to be completed in May. The architect is Mr.

!
Marshall Robinson, A.R.T.B.A., ot Royal London

;
House, Finsbury-square, London, and the con-
tractors are Messrs. Henry Lovatt, Ltd., of Wolver-
hampton.

At Monday's meeting of the Somerset County
I

Council the question of county offices was discussed,
' and it was resolved and moved "That the county
oftices sub- committee be instructed to take the

necessary steps to carry out the resolution of the
! county council of (Jctober, 1906." The resolution

referred to was one requesting the joint committee
I to instruct the county offices sub-committee to

obtain plans and estimates from one or more com-
petent architects resident in the county m addition

to those already obtained by them from the county
suiveyor.

STAINED GLASS.
TRimo.—On Thursday in last wetk, theie wns

dedicated in Truro Cathedral a stained wndow,
which has been erected in the noith transept to il c
memory of the late ( anon Bush, rector of Dulce.
by his family. The window forms one of the
historical series plhnned 20 years ago by the lale
Archbishop Benson and Canons Scott Holland and
Mason, which is being gradually completed. The
central figure is St. (Gregory the (Jreaf, and on
either side a reprefentation of St. Martin of Tours
and St. Patrick. Below is St. Gregory meeting
with the English boys in charge of a slave-dealer in

the Forum at Rome, rndeineath this window an
alabaster tablet has been placed by (_"apt. Tremayi'*'.
in memory of his father, the late Lieut. -Col.

Tremaynp. Just above it is a small, but devotional,
representation of the Crucifixion, with St. Mary and
St, .Tohn on either side of the cross. On the corbeN
supporting the tablet are the Tremayne arms and
the regimental badge of the 13th Light Dragoon*.
A further memorial has been placed in the cathedral.

and this is to the late Mr. John Barrett, of Truro,
who was for some years warden of the cathfdial
guild of lay assistants. It is in St. Mary's aisle,

and consists of a single light filled with the figure of
Our Lord in glory. The scene below is St. John
leading the Virgin Mother fiom the cross.

WATEK SUPPLY AND SANITAETT
MATTERS.

Cardiff. —The waterwoi ks committee of the
corporation are asking permission totakepielim nary
steps in coLnection with the cnn&tiuction of the new
authorised (No. 3) reservoir in the Taff Pawr
A'alley. It is intended to drill holes on the
site of the embankment of the projected reservior.
and the corporation engineers are at present
engaged in self cting the points where the
drilling opeiations shall be commenced. They
hope to get to the rock at a comparatively shoit
depth. The new reservoir will be the largest
of the three, and will have a capacity of 900 million
gallons, the capacities of the other two being 322
milllinn and 345 million gallons respectively. Mr.
C. H. Priestley, the city engineer, has drawn up a
report on the Cardiff' water supply during the past
year, in which he states that fi03 new services were
connected, as compared with 342 in 190o. The
average consumption per day was 0,646,383 gallons,
or 20'26 gallons per head | er day on an estimated
population of 21o,0U0.

Lincoln Water SurPLV.—The geological con-
ditions which have contributed to the success of the
artesian boring for water at Lincoln formed the
subject of a paper read before the Geological
Society by Professor K. Hull. This boring has its

source of supply in strata which rise to the west,
but to the east dip down towards the North Sea.
The water-yielding stratum is reddish, soft, porous
sand-rock, reached at a depth of l,.'i61ft., and
penetrated to a depth of 474ft. About one million
gallons of water rise to the <urface daily. The
sand-rock belongs to the New Red Sandstone. The
hydiaulic pressure at the bottom of the boring is

that due to about 2,03oft., and the friction of the
water in percolating the rock accounts for the fact

that the water can be pumped down duringtheday,
but rises again in the night. The formations pene-
trated are :— Alluvium and Lower Lias, 641ft.:

Rhittic beds, 5"^ft. : Red Mail and Lower Keuper
Sandstone, 8(58ft. ; Bunter Sandstone, 4;J4ft. The
quantity of water diawu from the New Red Sand-
stone amounts to uot less than twenty million

gallons, and the total available quantity of watei
percohiting into the andstone amounts to about
300 millions.

The Cuban (itucta f'tnnti contains a copy of a

law increasing the credit of l.lOjOOOdol. granted for

the constiuction of an institute of eecondaiy educa-

tion iu Habana i^see p. 200 of the BodtU of 7'fiu/r

Juiu-mil of Aug. 2), the plans sent in having thown
that sum to be insufficient for the purpose.

The Gmrta Ofii-'aif of Venezuela contains a copy
of a law sanctioning the expmditure of 162,65;')

bolivars (about £6,o02) on the constructirn of police

j

barracks in Caracas, in accordance with jlans drawn

[
up by Dr. Alejandro Chatairg.

The new lesidence for the use of students using

the St. Deiuiors Libiary. Hapar(?en, bmlt as a
memorial to Mr. Oladstcne by his sons and

' daughters, was dedicated en Thursday in last week
i
by the Bishop of St. A-aph. Ihe residence foims
the eastern wirgof t he libraiy itself, and commands

I a fine view of the estuary of the Dee and the

Cheshire plains. It has been built frcm designs by
Messrs. Douglas and Minshul), architects, Chester,

by Messrs. Parker Brothers, contractors, Chester, at

a cost of £10,000. The cost of the whole scheme
I was roughly £60,000, of which £40,000 was devoted

to it by Mr. (iladstone himself. The residence will

acccmmo(?ate the warden aid pTghteen students,

and contains a small oratory.
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jecting in front of this screen are the reading-

desk and the pulpit. There is an apse at the

east end. in which is placed the altar. The floor

of the sanctuary is laid with ( heek marbles, the

chancel is covered with red hexagonal tiles, and
the nave \\'ith Peake's square red tiles. There is

a douhlo vestry, with access from both nave and
chancel. This vestry is divided by a hinged
folding-screen, so that it can be thrown into one

large room when occasion requires. It is fitted

lip with cupboiirds for choir and clergy; under-

neath is the heating chamber. The church is

heated by hot air on Grundy's system. The
tower has not yet been built. The work was
carried out by the local builder. 'Sir. F. A.
Lawrence, of Datchworth. The carved oak

chancel screen and the carved stone font were
made by Mr. L. A. Turner, of Lamb's Conduit-

street. \V.C. The cost of the works was about
£2,.")00, and the architect is Mr, R. Weir Schultz,

14, Gray's Inn-square, AV.C.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
ROYAL ACADEMV rBIZE DESIUN t AltTOOS FOR THE UB*0RA-

TION OF A PUBLIC BUILDING,—BIRMINOll AM COUNCIL HOL'SE

EXTENSION.—CHURCH OF ST. MUllAEL AND ALL ANGELS.

•A EL\\ VN.

(©ur JilhistratiDits.

lilOG rUIZE DESKIN roll THE
POKTIOX OF A I'lBLIC

i;OVAl. ACAUKMY,
DEfoKATIOV O
JUn.DINTl.

Last week we published the prize design in ilhis-

tration of a Psalm of David. We also gave a
description written by Mr. Caron A. C. Oliver
Lodge, indicating his reasons for the treatment
adopted. Our previous plate was reproduced from
the general drawing showing the whole scheme.
To-day we reproduL-e the large cartoon, the figure

being that of the Seribe recording the Psalm as it

was sung by David.

HIRMIXf;HAM COINIIL HOI SE EXTENSION
' COMPETITION.

La.st week the four plans, main elo\ation, and
detail of principal entrances of the selected design
v.-ere given in the Bi iliunc; News. The previous
week a critical notice appeared in our pages. We
continue our lead in this matter to-day by giving
the perspective view of Messrs. Ashley and
Winton Newman's building, together with their

elevations towards Edmund-street and Margaret-
street. A very fair idea is thus afforded of the
excellence of the choice which Sir Aston Webb
and Mr. Ingress Hell have made. The other
illustrations to-dav in this connection show the
capable scheme submitted by Mr. Henry T. Hare,
of whose design we give the view, a detiiil of the
grand entrance, and the chief elevation. The
two smaller fronts, .also printed, come small,

because they were drawn to a lesser scale than
the Congreve-strect fa(,'ade. We also print his

ground-floor and first-floor jilans. It is hardly
necessary to add to what has already been said

about the admirable character of this well-
thought-out proposal, which has many merits.

some of which are very similar to those in the
chosen plans.

1 lirUlII 01' ST. MRMAEl, AND Al.I. ANOEI.S, WOOI.MEU
(iUKEN.

Tuis church was erected a few years ago to serve
an outlying haniletof the large parish of Welwyn.
Hertfordshire. It is situated on the main nortli

ixiad between Welwyn and Steven? ge. The walls

arc built of local hand-made red bricks, with
Weldon stone dressings, and the roof is covered
with local hand-made tiles. Thereof isconstructed

of fir timber, with strong-framed principals and
tie-beams, the latter of which show. The lower
])art of the walls is lined with a Carolina
pine moulded dado, the upper part having an
internal brick face. The cliurch is seated with
chairs, exce])t at the west end which is raised
three steps above the main level. Here is placed
the font, and on each side of it are pews for the
children. The cost of the fon' was subscribed
for by the children of the parish, and this fact is

recorded on the base. The church has no aisles,

and is of the same width from end to end. The
chancel is raised four steps above the nave, and
is divided from it by an open oak screen. Pro-

CHIPS.
Owing to the increasing demand for the supply of

electricity at Sunderland, Messrs. Snell and Black-
man, the borough electrical engineers, have advised

further extensions at the Hylton-road Power
Station. They consider it absolutely necessary that

there should be further extensions to the buildings,

that a new chimney should be erected, and that

boilers and engines should be installed in time for

next wmter at an estimated cost of £14,000.

Mr. John Kinross, E.S.A., has been appointed as

the architectural member of the hanging committee
for the forthcoming exhibition of the Royal Scottish

Academy, to be opened in Edinburgh on February 2,

The appointment of engineer to the North Sydney
Council has been conferred on Mr. Thos. Seaver,

C.E., of Belfast.

The name of Mr. Thomas Brook, builder, of

Totnes, has been placed on the Commission of the
Peace for that borough.

The King's Heath and Xorthfield Urban District

Council formally inaugurated on .Saturday the ex-
tension of the electric tramway from the depot at

King's Heath to Alcester Lane's Eud, which is

about a mile in length, and a new transformer
station. The works have beeu carried out under the
direction of Mr. A. W. Gross, surveyor to the
councU. the consulting engineer being Mr. H.
Gadsby.

The movement of ti'affic which passes to and from
Avoumouth dock over the Clifton Extension Kail-
way will be materially facilitated by the doubling of
the line, which has now been practically completed.
The works have been carried out by Sir John Aird
and Co., who are also the contractors for the Royal
Albert Dock, now approaching completion at Avon-
mouth.

The Chiswick T*"rban District Council have erected

a number of artisans' dwellings at Strand-oii-the-
Green, Twenty double-tenement houses are pro-
vided, ten h.aving a frontage of ITft. Gin. and ten
with 19ft- The houses are all similar in design,

those with the wider frontage h?ving, of course,

larger rooms than the remainder. The ground
floors consist of living-room, bedroom, scullery,

larder and w.c, and covered yard : and the first-

floor tenements of living-room, two bedrooms,
scullery, larder, w.c, and stairs to garden. Both
ground- and first-floor flats have a separate front
entrance. The total cost has been about .£8,000,

which includes the site.

At Northwich the Right Hon, Sir J. T. Brunner,
Bart., M.P., has opened new elementary schools,

which have beeu erected at a cost of £14,000. They
are the first Council schools to be built in the town,
and are on dual lines, accommodation being pro-
vided for :iOO boys, .'300 girls, and 200 infants. Mr.
A. E. Powles is the architect.

The conference between representatives of Scotch
and English steelmakers, held at Cirlisle at the end
of last year, has resulted in a complete understand-
ing upon the matter of prices, particularly respect-

ins boiler-plates. Complaints were made of under-
selling by merchants to the extent of ueariv 10s. per
ton ; but the meeting was unable to discover a
remedy. Boiler-plates were fixed at £8 l"2s. (id.

to £9 23. (id. less 2! per cent. EngU*h delivery,

and ship-plates .£7 17s. (id. to £S.

The death took place on Tuesday week of Mr.
\Vm. Hope, architect, of New Bridaje-street, New-
castle-on-Tyiie. at his residence, Beverley Lodge,
Cullercoats. The deceased, who was a member of
the Northern Architectural Association, had been
in ill-health for the nast four months, and
succumbed to Bright's disea^^e at the age of 44
years. He leaves a widow and three children. One
of Mr. Hope's latest works is the King's Theatre at

SuiKierland, opened a fortnight ago : it is planned
on the cantilever principle, constructed on the
Hennibiqne ferro-concrete system.

COMPETITIONS.
Asp.tTiuA : Law^cpn JIemouiai..—The Earl of

Carlisle, w^ho was called in as adjudicator on
selection of the de.^ign for the Aspatria memorial
to the late Sir Wilfrid Lawson, gave his decision

on Tuesday. There were twenty-five models and
seventeen designs submitted. He chose the design

sent by Mr. L. Fritz Roselieb, Clapham Common,
S.W., for a stone drinking fountain, surmounted
by a bronze figure of St. George and the Dragon,
the whole 21ft. high. The fountain is square,

I

and the sides bear medallions, representing

Temperance and Peace. There will be an in-

i scription, and the head of Su' Wilfrid will be
shown in bronze relief. The Earl of Carlisle

suggested a figure of St. Michael instead of St.

George and a modification in the design at the

base. The committee met in the evening and
adopted the design, with- the suggested modifica-

tions.

B.utNSLEV.—ilr. E. R. Kobson, F.S.A., the

assessor, has made the following award in con-

nection with the Barnsley High .School Competi-
tion : First prize, £100. Messrs. Buckland and
Haywood-Farmer and William H. Ashford, Bir-

mingham ; second prize, £.50, ilr. Arthur
!McKewan, Birmingham ; third prize, £20.

Jlessrs. Russell and Cooper. London. There
were 48 competitors invited to compete, including
several eminent school architects.

Bloemfontkin.—The Bloemfontein Law Courts
Competition has been settled. Upwards of fiO

designs were submitted. The follDwing is the

award of the committee of assessment :—Slessrs.

Hawke and JIcKinlay, Cape Town, 1 ; Messrs.

Gordon and Hendei-son, Cape Town, 2 : Messrs.

Hoets and Webb, Cape Town, 3.

Dust Pkevention.—The Roads Improvement
Association, acting on behalf of the Automobile
t'lub and Jlotor Union of Great Britain and
Ireland, are about to issue the rules for a com-
petition to decide the best means of mechanically

spreading tar upon existing road surfaces in such

a manner that it will bind the road materials to-

gether and not form a coating on the surface.

The merits of the competing appliances will be

judged entirely by the results of the operation,

the chief consideration being the efficiency with
which the tar penetrates the road and the cost of .ap-

plication. Tarring has, so far, proved itself superior

to any palliative for laying dust, but the method
of application by hand is expensive. It involves

the use of an excessive amount of tar and the

creation of mud and a small amount of dust of an
objectionable character. It is necessary to so far

reduce the cost and increase the efficiency so that

the treatment may be applied to all the principal

roads throughout the country. Automobilists are

therefore organising a competition for an apparatus

that will spray the tar umler such pressure as will

enable it to penetrate deeply into the road so as to

bind the materials of th'e road, instead of forming
a separate coating on the suiface, and at the same
time will reduce the waste of tar and require the

minimum of unskilled labour. I'articulars of the

competition, with a copy of the rules, can be
obtained on application to the hon. secretary of

the ass'iciation, Mr. Rees Jeffreys, 1, Albemarle-

street, W.
The Rovai. .Saxita'.iy Institute.—The Henry

Saxon Snell prize. The subject given this year

for the essay in competition for this prize was -

'
' Suggestions for Improvements in Sanitary

.Vppliances for I'se in Workmen's Dwellings
and Labourer' Cottages, under the Varying
t-'onditions of Water Supply and Drainage
Usually obtaining in Towns and Villages."

Nine essays were sent in, and have been brought
under the consideration of the council. Acting
upon the alvice of the adjudicators appointed by
them, the council have decided to di\ide the prize

between two essayists, whose essays are about

equal in merit, and they have awarded to Mr.
.lohn R. Preston. M.R.San. I., Lancaster, writing

under the motto of " John of tiaunt," and to Mr.
E. H. Parkinson, architect and surveyor, Brad-

ford, writing under the motto of ' SperoMeliora,"
each the sum of £2-3 and a bronze medal of the

institute.

Mr. Georee William Hamilton Gordon, Director

of Public Works in the Orange River Colony, died

on December :i last at Bloemfontein, aged .32.

The late Mr. William Cowan, architect and sur-

veyor, of Edinburgh, London, and Bristol, late

surveyor iu His Majesty's Office of Works,
Shanghai, left in personal estate £3,819.
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(But O^fRct €uh\t.

Siu AsTOX Weh]i, R.A., speaking at Wash-
ington on Tuesday night at the banquet given in

his honour by t)ie American Institute of Archi-
tects, acknowlejge'd the honour that had been
paid to British architects and hitriself by the
bestowal on himself of tlu? Americaa gold medal,
and said that a great arcliiteitural problem was
being worked out in Xew \'ork in the practical

i-ebuilding of the streets "down town," which
bade fair to ri\'al on a gigantic scale the streets of

Genoa and Florence. The result should be verv
fine, although the scale was again threatened by
the still loftier buildings proposed, which would
have the effect of reducing tlie present monsters
to pigmies, with results impossible to forecast.

The object in modern architecture should be to

clothe its multifarious requirements in the fitting

habit of reasonableness and beauty expressive of

"ur time.

Jill. Sidney Wei.i.s has been appointed
Director-Gener.al of the Department of Agri-
culture and Technicil Ediication for Egypt.
Mr. Wells, who has been for some years principal

of the Battersea Polytechnic, is a member of the
Consultative Committee of the Board of Educa-
tion, a member of the Teachers' Registration
Council, and the Secretary of the London Uni-
versity Faculty of Ilngineering. This department
has been created in order to develop, organise,
and control technical education in Egypt gener-
.ally. It will have to deal with all the Government
educational institutions of all kinds, and also with
the non-Government technical institutions. Mr.
Wells has visitedall the technical institutions which
exist in Egypt, and has Jiade proposals for their
development and extension. The most obvious
need »t present is, he states, an extension of the
lower-grade technical institute or trade school for
the training of artisans and craftsmen chiefly in
•engineering, metalwork, woodwork, and the
building trades. There is room for a central
institution in which natives may be trained as
foremen and clerks of works. Mr. Wells's scheme
includes the formation of three departments, one
for instruction in electrical and mechanical engi-
neering, the second for the building trades,
including internal decorative work, and the third
would comprise aijplied arts and crafts generally.
From these will naturally develop the highest
class of polytechnic.

The report and special report from the select
committee on the Land Values Taxation (Scot-
land; Bill, with the proceedings of the committee,
have been published. The committee, in sum-
marising the conclusions at which thev have
arrived, state that they consider that the new
standard of rating, based upon the yearly value
of land, apart from the buildings and improve-
ments upon it, is sound, and would prove advan-
tageous

: that to set it up, by estimating the
value of land apart from buildings, is practicable :

that in making the valuation regard must be nad
to all restrictions validly imposed on the land, and
to recent expenditure in preparing it for use

:

that exemptions such as are proposed in clause C
of the Bill are proper, but that to these exemptions
ought to be added railways, canals, docks, piers,
and harbours

; that, so far as both occupiers and
owners are concerned, the new standard of rating
should be substituted for the present standard"
and tliat within the category of owners ought to
be included owners of feu duties whensoever
created. The committee, therefore, agree to the
following recommendations :— 1. That the Bill
referred to the committee be not further | pro-
ceeded with. 2. That a measure be introduced
making provision for a valuation being made of
land m the burghs and counties of Sottand apart
from the building and improvements upon it, and
that no assessment be determined upon until the
.amount of that valuation is known and considered.

^
The Housing Committee of the Birmingham

Corporation have reported with reference to the
disposal of the large area of land at Bordesley-
^reen. Tne committee have unsuccessfully adver- t

tised f.)r tenders for the land, and thev have now
received an oiler from the Ideal Benefit Society to
take it on lease. In their recent report recom-
mending a housing policy for adoption, the com-
iinttee expressed the view that, in order to secure
the proper development of the oiiter parts of the
city, land should be purchased and leased for
building purposes. They also recommendeii that
facilities should be given, where possible, to assist
the provision of cheerful, healthy houses bv I

private enterprise in Birmingham. The com-
mittee have come to the conclusion that the Ideal

Benefit Society is an organisation which oners

special inducements for its members to become
possessed of their own houses. The society's

offer is as follows : —The land to be leased to

the society for 109 years, from June next, the

rent to be, second year £200, third year, and to

the end of the term, flOO per annum. The
society is to lay out an open space and construct

the roads at a cost of not less than £4,000 ; to

spend at least £12,000 in building on the land
within tiireu years, and a further sum of £2S,000
within the ten years allowed for development, and
not to erect more tiian 22 houses to the acre. The
buildings are to be suitable to the artisan class.

The corporation are to contribute £1,000 as tiieir

proportion of the cost of laying out the open space

and sewering. The society has secured the option

of some land adjoining that belonging to the

corporation, and if its offer is accepted this

adjoining land will be included in the general

scheme for a worlcmen's garden colony. It is

estimated that at tlie end of 22 years the corpora-

tion will begin to make a profit, and by the

expiration of the lease they will have made a total

profit of £22,002. The committee recommend
that the offer should be accepted.

The town council of Salford discussed at some
length at their last meeting the question of the

appointment of a sucesssor to Mr. C. 1). Taite,

who has resigred his position as electrical engi-

neer on receiving a new appointment. The
electricity committee recommended that Mr. Taite

be relieved from his duties forthwith on con-

dition that he undertoolc to attend their meetings
when his report as to the proposed extensions of

the generating jdant was under consideration, and
also to supervise the installation and testing of

the turbo-generator. They proposed to pay hiln

a fee of 100 guineas for these services. The com-
mittee had also approved a draft advertisement

inviting applii-ations for the position of electrical

engineer at a salary of £so0 per annum, rising by
increments of £oO to £1,000. It was stated that

the extension of the generating plant might incur

an outlay of £200,000. After several amend-
ments proposing the offer of a smaller salary to

the new engineer had been rejected, the com-
mittee's reciimmendation was adopted, with the

pro\'iso that the annual increments are to be

considered " at the discretion of the committee."

The report of the sub-committee on the old

walls and towers of the city came up for general

consideration at the last meeting of the Finance
Committee of the Xewcastle-on-Tyne Corporation.

The committee confirmed the recommendation
that the Sallyport Tower should be acquired for a

mortuary and coroner's court at an annual rental

of £30 on a lease of ten years. The cost of the

alterations will be £.'!.'>8, whilst if the alternative

scheme of a corrugated iron mortuary had been
approved of the cost would have been £1.200. The
report of the sub-committee on the preservation

and acquisition by the corporation of the old walls

and towers of the city was considered. All the

main points of the report were adopted. It was
agreed to acquire from the various guilds,

companies, and other parties concerned the

whole of the west walls, to be preserved in

perpetuity as a freehold for the Newcastle
Corporation. It was shown from the 6nancial

side that for a payment of £1. 100 the whole of the

walls and their surface coidd be secured to the

city. There was some discussion as to whether
negotiations should be continued for the securing

of the Plummer Tower. Th's tower may possibly

have to be sacrificed to the Market-street extension

scheme ; but it was recommend»-dtliat negotiations

might be renewed by the corporation. General
agreement was given to the proposal for the re-

mo^-al of the sculptor's yard adjacent to the Black
Gate Museum, and for the laying out of this

ground as a shrubbery. General surprise was
expressed that since 1X79 no serious attempt had
been made to preserve for the city such interest-

ing relics of the jiast as Newcastle possesses.

The members of the Somerset Arch;eological

and Natural History Society have been informed
by Mr. H. St. George Gray, the curator of the

Taunton Museum, that the tJovernment do not

intend to buy (rlastonbury Abbey, nor will it be

acquired bv the nation, at any mte through the

instrumentality of the Ciovernment. The early

British lake village of (Hastonbury is bemg
systematically exc;ivated by Mr. Arthur BuUeid,
F.S.A., and Jlr. Gray. Nine-tenths of this

remarkable habitation of early man have now

lieen ex[)lored, and it is hoped to complete the

work this year. Up to last season, sites of 83

dwi;llings had been recorded. Without consider-

ing ]iotli!ry, the relics found have numbered some
1,000, and tlieir interest is considerable, throwing
a light, as they do, on the everyday life of the

inhabitants.

JLi. G. B. ArsTiy, one of the architects of the

\'ictorian Public Works Department, has been

granted twelve months' leave of absence. He is

now on his way to England, having been

summoned by the War Office for the purpose of

submitting to the artillery experts plans of an
invention he h,as evolved for the sighting of big

guns. The invention is said to be fraught with

enormous jiossibilities. No particulars of Mr.
Austin's idea have been disclosed, but it is stated

that the invention will enable big guns to be fired

over a distance up to twelve miles with the same
accuracy as in comparatively short ranges. The
invention has been taken up by a syndicate formed

in Melbourne, and it is said that the syndicate

will receive £1,000,000 from the Imperial Defence
authorities for the invention.

MEETINGS EOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
I'lUDAV (To-1jav). — .Architectural Association. " Tli''

Arrangement and Design (jf Mo'lern

Churches," by Temple Moore, F.K. I.E.A.
7,30 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. "Balan-
cing of Internal - Combustion Motors
.\-Pplied to Marine Propulsion," by A.

T. Wes*on. M.Sc. S p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. Annual Dinner.

Satcrd.vy.—Architectural Association. Visit to Scottish

Provident Institution Buildings, Lom-
bard-street, E.G. l.yOp.m.

Mcpsii vv.—Biistol Society of Architects. ' The Revision

of the R.'I.B.A. Charter." byG. Hubbard,
F.S.A., and A. W. S. Cross, M.A.

Surveyors" Institution. Discussion on
"Some Notee on Sanitary Law." 8 p.m.

TcESUAv.—Royal Institution. Prof. Percy Gardner on

"The Sculpture of .Egina in Relation to

Recent Discovery." :i p.m.
Society of Arts. " Progress of the

Uganda Protectorate," by George Wilson,

C.B. 4.30 p.m.
A.A. Camera Club. " Some Mediieval

Irish Churches," by E. C. H. O'Brien.

8 p.m.
Institution of Civil Engineers. Discus-

sion on " The Simplon Tunnel." 8 p.m.

London Master Builders' Association.

Deputation to Westminster City Council

Works Committee.

Weusesuiv.—Natitnal Federation. .Journal Committee.

31 and 3'2, Bedford-street. Strand, W.C.
2.30 p.m.
Institution of Civil Engineers. Stu-

dents' Visit to the Electricity Gener,iting

Station of the Great Western Railway, at

Park Royal. Special Rail Motor-Car
leaves Paddington Station at '2.4.5 p.m.
Society of Arts. Discu-ssion on " Patent

Law Reform." 8 p.m.
Edinburgli Architectural Association.

'• The Sculptor and the Garden," by
Walter trilbeit. of Bromsgrove. 8 p.m.
Northern Architectural Association.

" Devonshire Churches," by Mr. Har-
bottle Reed, i'.R.I.B.A. 7.3U p.m.

TniRsuAY.—London Master Builders' Association.

Council Meeting, 31 and 32, Bedford-

street, Strand. W.C. 4 p.m.
Society of Architects. "The Practice

of Architecture in our Smaller Cities and
Towns," by G. E. Bond. 8 p.m.

FiuuAV, Jas. 18.—Society of Architects. Smoking Con-
cert, Great Eai,tern Hotel, Liverpool-

.street, E.C. 8 p.m.
Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

Adjourned discussion nn "The Lighting

of 'Railway Premises": Report on "The
Properties of the .\llovs of' Aluminium
and Copper." bv Prof. H. C. H. Carpenter.

M..\., and Mr. C. A. Edivards. « p.m.
Birmingham .\rohitectui-al .Association.

"Farmhouses and Cottages." by H. P. G.

Maule, F.R.I.B.A.. of London.

CIjc Socittu of Ircijittcts,

STAPLE INN BUILDINGS, "W.C.

Till liSUAV. .r.tXLARV 17111, Eiltlit p m. P.KPER liv Mr. G. E.

flond. on "TI"^ Fr.icli,-C of ,\rchit*ctuir in our Smallfr Ctlie*

^T'Bn')" V, I.VXimy IS'li. EishI p.m. SMOKIXG CONCERT.
Grt'ut Ea*!om Motrl, E-<". The rresidcnt hrtpei. lu se* many members
rtnil Ih, ir fru-nds. Morning <lres«.

An inquiry was held at Wolverhampton on
Tuesday by Mr. P. M. Crosthwaite, on behalf of

the Local Government BiarJ, intD an application

by the corporation for saactioa to borrow £JiJ,000

to extend the water undertaking. Mr. Horatio

Brevitt, town clerk, gave details of the proposed

new work.
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Crabt i^tbjs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
SiATE TratjE DKi'REbSED.—Not for the last

quarter of a century has the North Wales slate

trade been so depressed as it is at present, declare
North Wales quarryowners. At the Penrhyn
quarry, the chief one in North Wales, work is

extremely slack. A town's meeting was held at
Festiniog on Monday to devj^^e means to relieve the
great distress in the district caused by the depreasiou

in the slate trade during the pa^^t two years.
Heavy importations of foreign slates are blamed for

the slackness.

LATEST PRICES.—«-

—

IKON.
Per ton. Per ton.

EoUea-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15

Rolled-SteelJoists. English 7 5 0,, 7 15
Wrought-Inin Girder Plates 7 „ 7 5

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates. Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
BestSnedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles IDs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 1.5s. to £9.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £U to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

£ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £W 10 ... fli
Best ditto 14 ... 14 10

"Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
9/- 9'6 10-10 6 10 9 lit) 12.3 13- 14- per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 9 .=i „ 9 in

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 3 0,, 7 10

„ „ „ Galvanised. 9 0,, 9 10
Oast-Iron Sash Weights 4 17 „ 4 17

Cut Floor Brads 10 10 „ 10 IJ
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 5 ,,

—
Tin per cwt. 11 „ —
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 ;! „ —

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £5 17 6 to £j i 6
4in.to6in 5 15 „ 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 2 6,, 5 15

[Cf)ated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned
and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall I lOs. Od. to 117s. ed
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f .o.b (plus o per cent.) ;

—

Gas-Tubes 67|p.c.
Water-Tubes 62} „
Steam-Tubes 57} „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,,

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks, ocwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Spelter, Bilesian £23 to £23 10
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 7 6 „ —

„ „ „ Country 24 2 6 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 21 17 6 „ —

Country 24 12 6 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 24 1-7 6 „ —

„ ,. .. ., Country 25 12 6 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and

outside Town 26 7 6 „ —
„ ,

Country S7 2 6 „ —
Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 7 6 „ —

„ .. Cnuntry ,. 26 2 6 ,,
—

Lead Soil-pipe ^om. and 6in.

extra) Town 25 7 6 .,
—

„ „ „ „ Country 26 2 6 „ —
Lead Shot, in •281b. bags 15 „ 15 5

Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 124 „ 121 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... Ill „ 11110
Tin, Straits 188 5 „ 183 15
Do., English Ingots 192 „ 192 1)
Pig Lead 21 3 9 „ -
Sheet Lead, Town .-.. 22 17 6 „ —

„ „ Country ...: 23 12 6 „ —
Genuine White Lead 26 15 „ —
Keflned Red Lead 24 15 „ —
Sheet Zinc 35 „ —
Old Lead, against account 18 17 6 „ —

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £9 to £19 10

„ Bangkok . 8 15 „ 17 10
Quebec Pine, yellow per load 3130,, 650

„ Oak „ .. 10 „ 9 5

„ Birch 2 10 „ 5
„ Elm ,...426,, 900
„ Ash ...450,, 700

Dantaic and Memel Oak ,, .. 3 10 „ 7

Fir , ... 3 12 6 „ 5
Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 5 0,, 5 15
Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4 0,, 600

St. Petersburp .. .. 4 ., 6

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin.
by llin. :

—

ftuebec. Pine, 1st £22 to £35 5

„ 2nd IS „ 23 15

„ 3rd 11 10 „ 14 5
Canada Spruce, 1st 11 10 ,, 16

2nd and 3rd 9 5 0,, 11
New Brunswick '. 8 10 „ 10
Riga 7 15 „ 9
St. Petersburg 8 0,, 17
Swedish 7 15 „ 20 5
Finland 8 10 „ 9
White Sea 10 „ 20 5
Battens, all sorts 6 0,, 13 5
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Istprepared £0 14 6 to £0 17 3
2nd ditto... 13 „ 14 3
Other qualities 5 0,, 13

Staves, per standard M ;

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 to £45
Memel, cr. pipe '220 „ 230

Memel, brack 190 „ 200

•WOOD.
Bi'ii.Disc; Wood. At per standard.

Deals: 3in. by llin. and 4in. by £ s. d. £ s. d
9in. and llin 13 10 to 15

Deals: 3 by 9 13 ., 14
Battens : 2^in. by 7in. and 8in..

and 3io. by 7in. and 8in 11 .. 12
Battens : 2} by 6 and 3 by 6 10 less than

7in. & Bin.

Deals: seconds 10 lessthanbest
Battens; seconds l(t ., ,,

2in. by tin. and 2in. by 6in. ... 9 to 10
'2in. by 4iin. »nd 2ia. by oin. .. 8 10 ., 9 10

foreign Pawn Boards—
lin. and l^in. by lin. 10 more than

battens.
Jin 10 „

Fir limber : best middling Danzig At per load of 50ft.

or Memel 4 10 to 5
Seconds 4 „ 4 10
Small timber ."^in to Win. . 3 12 6 ., 3 15
Small timber 6in. to Sin 3 „ 3 10
Swedi.sb balks 2 10 .. 3

Pitch-pine timber 30ft. a\erage 4 ., 4 15
Joiners" Wood.

White Sea : first yellow deals. At per standard.
3in by llin 24 to 25
3in. by 9in 22 „ '23

Battens, 25in. and 3in. by 7in. 16 10 „ 18
Second yellow deals, 3in. by lin. .. IS 10 „ 20

3inby9in. . 17 10 ,, 19
Battens. 2'.in. and 3in. by 7in. 13 10 ., 14 10

Third yellow' deals, Bin. by llin.

andOin 13 10 „ 15

Battens, 2Jin. and .3in. by 7in. 11 „ 12

Petersburg first yellow deals,

3in. by llin 21 „ 22 10

Do. 3in. byflin ...18 ,. 19 10

Battens .. 13 10 „ 15

Seeondyellowdeals,3in. byllin. 16 ., 17

Do. 3in. by9in 14 10 ,. 16

Battens 11 ,. 12 10

Third yellow deals. 3in. by llin. 13 ., 14

Do. .3in. bySin 12 10 „ 14
Battens 10 ., 11

White Sea and Petersburg—
First white deals, 3in. bv llin. 14. 10 .. 15 10

3in. bv 9in. 13 10 .. 14 10

Battens 11 ., 12

Second white deals. 3in. by llin. 13 10 „ 14 10

Sin. by flin. 12 10 ,. 13 10

battens 10 ., 11

Pitch pine : deals 18 ., 21

Under 2in. thick extra 10 ,. 10
Yell-'w Pine—Kiret, regular sizes 44 and over.

Oddments .. 32
Seconds, regular sizes 33 „

Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine -Planks per ft. cube.. 3 6 to 5
Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs —
Large, per ft. cube 3 0,. 036
Small 2 6 ., 2 9

Wainscot Ciak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5 6., 060
Drv Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup..

a"s inch W ,. 9.i

Jin. do. do 7 ., 8
Dry Mahogany — Honduras, Ta-

basco, per "ft. super, as inch .009 ,. 010
Selected, Figury, per ft. super.

as inch 16.. 026
Dry Walnut. American, per ft.

super, asinch 10 .. 10
Teak, per load 17 „ 2i
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube 4 0,, 050
Prepared Flooring. &c.

—

lin. bv 71n. yellow, planed and Per square.

shot £0 13 6 to £J 17 6
lin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 14 „ 18

IJin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matrhed ' 16 C .. 10

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
shot 12 .. 14^ 6

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 12 6 „ 15

IJin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 15 .. 16 6

Jin. by 7in. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ... 11 ,. 11 6

lin. by7in. „ „ ... 014 „ 18

Jin. by 7in. white „ ... 10 ,. 11 6
lin. by7in. „ „ ... 12 9 ,. 15

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per 8<)uare less than 7in.

STONE."
Darlev Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 3
Red Mansfield, ditto „ ... 2 4J
Closeburn Red Freestone, ditto , ... 1 lOJ
Hard York, ditto „ ... 2 10
Ditto ditto 6iu. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes , . C 1 3
• All F.O.R, London.

Bath Stone, dehvered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £0 1

Delivered on road waggons, Padd^gton
Depot „ ... 1 6»

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot ... 1 8j
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton

Station „ ... 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station 16
Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—

Brown White.
"Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 5J ... £0 1 7J

UeUvered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot
, . .

(

Ditto Nine Elms Depot... I

Ditto Pimlico Wharf '

tJ 2 1 2 ?>

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 10 per 1,000 alongside, in n\n .

Rough Stocks and
Grizzles 17 „ .. „

Picked Stocks for

Facings 2 17 6 „ delivered.
Flettons 18 „ at railwav station.
Red Wire Cuts 1 14 „
Best Fareham Red 3 12 „
Best Red Pre.ssed

Ruabon Facing ,. 5 „ . ,,

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15 „

Do. Bullnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks .. 3 14 C

Glazed BrI' ks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12 o „

Headers 11 „ ,. .,

Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats .. .. 16 „

Double Stretchers 19 „ „ .,

Double Headers ... 16 C ,, „ -,

One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20 „

Splays, Cham-
fered. Squints ... 20

Best Dipptl Salt
Glazed Stretchers,
and Header 12 „

Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers 15 „ ,.

Double Headers .. 14 C „
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 16

Splays, Cham-
fered. S'luinfs 14 ,,

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2 „ lessthanbest.

Thames and Pit Sand 7 per yard, delivered.

Thames Ballast 5 6 „ „
Best Portland Cement 27 per ton „
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 ,, „

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. ed. per yard, deliveinl.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks '278. Od. per ton at riy. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc '20x10 .12 12 6perl000of l'200at r.-tn.

„ ... 16x t> .. *i 12 6 ,. „
Blue Bangor ...20x10.13 2 6

'20x12 ..13 17 6

Firstquality '20x10 ..13

20x12 .13 15 n

16x 8... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green '20x10. ..15 17 6

..'20x12 ..18 7 6

...18x10 ..13 5
.. 16x 8 ..10 5

Permanent green 20 X 1 .. 1 1 12 ti .. .. ,, '

.. 18x10 .. 9 12 6

., .. .. 16 » 8 .. 6 12 l"

TILES.
s. d.

Plain red roofing tiles ... 42 per 1000 at riy. stat if n

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. „
Broseley tUes 50 per 1000

Ornamental tiles 52 6 „ „ „
Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz

Ruab n red, bro«n. or brin-
dled do.

,
Edwards) .57 6 per 1000

OmamenUil do 60 „ „
Hiptiles 4 Opctdoz
Valley tiles 3 „

Red or Mottled Stafford -hire

do. iPeake'si 51 9 per 1000

Ornamental do 54 6 ,. „ ..

Hiptiles 4 1 per doz. at riy. station

Valley tiles 3 8 ,.

" Rosemary " bitind plain
tiles ....48 pel 1000

Ornamental tiles 50 „
Hiptiles . 4 per doz

Valley tiles 3.8 ,. „
" Hartshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced 50 per 1000

Pressed ... 47 6 ,, .,

Ornamental do 50 ,, .,

Hiptiles 4 OperdoK. „
Valley tilts .36,.
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FltlDAV, lANl'AKY IS, VMM.

1)PEN V. IIESTRICTED C(:)MPETrnt)NS.

WHEN Mr. i'iainmell recently brought
forward a resolution at the IM.Ii.A.,

ailvocating that all competitions tor public

buildings erected by public money should be
thrown open to the profession at large, he
•and the large numbi'r of young men present

hardly recognised that there was another

side to the question. They have passed their

resolution certainly : but whether it is going
to have any great practical effect remains to

be seen. The young man, burning with a

desire to show his abilit}' and to obtain a

standing by means of competition work, is

naturally anxious for every opportunity to be
])ut in his way of competing against his

fellows ; and undoubtedly there is a good
deal to be said in favour of this, jjro-

vided that he is perfectly prepared to fail

again and again, looking upcm the exorcise

as the pure.st of speculations, with success as

fn far off and unlikely event, and the greatest

good to be obtained from entry, the
acquiring of valuable exjierience in planning
and design, ^\'hen the contemplated build-
ing is one of great magnitude or importance,
unquestionably the right thing is an open
competition. The 2>romoters desire the very
best design possible, and recognise that this

is the only means by which it can be ob-
tained, while they are willing to put up with
the delay, inconvenience, and trouble which
the holding of an open comjietition entails.

i''or there is a large amount of trouble in-
volved, and of expense also, not merely
in the payment of the assessor's fees, but
in arranging for an exhibition of the drawings
and for a large amount of clerical and
official labour. Architects, too, are justified

in entering, for the proportionate cost of

preparing the preliminary sketches is not
great as compared with the premiums
offered and the percentage which accrues
to the successful man, to say nothing
of the prestige gained amongst his pro-
fessional brethren and the consequent pro-
spects of future work. When the building
is small, however, all these considerations
are reversed. A large corporation about to
erect a building to cost, say, £l()0,0()(), is

willing to spend a few hundreds in the
expenses of a competition ; but these expenses
are not greatly reduced if the building itself

is one which will not involve an expenditure
of more than a twentieth of that sum. The
proportion teUs against the promotors. It is

the same with regard to time—often a matter
of quite as much importance as money. Six
months is [not an unreasonable period to
spend in selecting the best scheme for a
building which will take five \ears to erect,
but it is out of all reasonable proportion to
the nine or twelve months which should
suffice for a small one. and no open competi-
tion can be carried through in less. Still,
there are public bodies of "lesser magnitude
who are rather proud of the position which
an open competition places them in, and if

encom-agcd \yill initiate such in order to
enjoy the position of prominence into which
it brings them, for the sense of self-import

-

3nc*) is very strong indeed amongst local
politicians. Financially, the ratepayers are
burdened, and the building delayed : but
that is a small matter to the actual pro-
moters. The competition is advertised, and
the building being a simple one, the number
of competitors is unduly largo. Each indi-
vidual set of drawings may not cost much :

out it has been demonstrated on many an
occasion that the total cost to their authors

has been more than sufficient to erect the

building. What, then,, is the advantage to

the profession, as a whole, of holding an open

competition under such circumstances!- That
architects were losers and not gainers by the

system where .small work was concerned
was recognised many years ago, and in

order to meet the case a sy.stem of re-

stricted or limited competitions has grown
up, to which the younger men now
object. The spirit in which they are taking

it is not so much that of the sportsman as of

the gambler, who, pitted against the bank-
holder, knows that although he may by some
chance win a fortune himself, there is an
absolute certainty that the bank will win in

the long run, and that the gamesters as a

body will lose. The present movement is a

reaction, duo to the principle of restriction

having of late years been extended, bej-ond

reason, to include several competitions for

large and important buildings where a general

invitation would have been preferable, and
to a feeling which, though unexpressed sa\e

in a few instances, has yet become very

marked, that a ring is being formed of a

certain few men, who are invited to partici-

pate again and again while the members of the

rank and file, unknown but frequentl_y of con-

siderable capacity, are not being given a fair

chance.

Now there are two ways in which restric-

tion is possible. ( )ne is for the promoters,

with or without the advice of a previously

appointed assessor, to select a certain number
of architects to compete, paying each one of

these a small fee for the preparation of his

drawings, and placing the work in the hands
of him who, in the opinion of the assessor, pro-

duces the most satisfactory scheme. This is

the course which is generally adopted by
public bodies round about London, and by
those who have instituted limited competitions

for buildings of any magnitude. Sometimes
all architects are invited by advertisement in

the first instance to apply for admission to

compete, stating that thej- are willing to do so,

and setting forth what buildings of a similar

nature to the one now contemplated they have
hitherto carried out or been engaged upon.
This enables the promoters to select onl}^

men of experience, from whom satisfactory

schemes may be expected. From the pro-

moters" point of view, it is one of the best

methods possible of securing what they want
at a reasonable expenditure of time and
money ; but it is naturally not so satis-

factory to the young and unknown man.
lie generally wishes to enter for anj--

thing and everything, whether his know-
ledge is such as to justify him lin doing

so or not. For works of moderate size, how-
ever, a competition conducted' on these lines

has a very great deal to recommend it. It

saves time, money, and temper upon the part

both of promoters and of competitors.

.V second method of restricting competi-
tions, often emploj-ed in the provinces, is

that of advertising them as being open only
to architects practising within a certain

I'adius of the place where the building is to

be erected. When the matter was discussed

at the Institute recently there were verj- few
provincial men present : otherwise the advan-
tages of local restriction such as this would
have been much more forcibly put forward
than was the case. The architects in out-
lying provincial districts used at one time to

complain that all important work went to

Ijondon men, and it has been due to the re-

presentations of provincial societies that the
system of local competitions has become one
of considerable adoption. The men in, say,

the Newcastle district see no more reason

why a large technical school to be erected

there should be designed and carried out by
a South-country architect than does the
average Ijondon man why a German or a
I'Venchman should erect the new County Hall.

The provincial and local instinct is verv'

strong, and, as a general rule, it may be

admitted that the results iu the past have
justified restriction in this way when the
works have been of other than first-class im-
portance. Taking the whole country over,

each man iu turn obtains his opportunity,
and when it occurs he has a better chance of

success, owing to the comparatively small
number of schemes submitted, than he would
have if the competition were open to all.

The Institute may pass resolutions in any
number, but it is impossible to overcome the
arguments which we have stated above when
they are brought before a body of level-

headed town councillors or guardians, while
the younger architects themselves would be
the very first to cry out if open competitions
became customary for every little jjarish hall

or local school, without restriction as to

localit}' or experience, with the result that

hundreds of designs would be submitted in

each case. Fortunately, the matter is not in

the hands of architects entirely, for although
their representations may have some weight,

)-et, on the whole, the restricted competition
system has worked so well that it is not
likely to be abandoned by those who have
hitherto adopted it with success. Promoters
have, in fact, found limited competitions so

satisfactory that they prefer them even in

the case of large buildings, though the argu-
ments in their favour are then by no means
so strong. The vei'y magnitude and com-
plexity of the work itself acts in a restrictive

manner, reducing the number of competitors

within reason.

While we acknowledge that the profession

of architecture is particularly favourable to the

capable man through the possibilities which
competitions offer, we should greatly regret

to see the whole body of the lyounger prac-

tising architects in the country converted

into mere .speculative gamblers, losing, as a

body and with their eyes open, large sums of

money in order that a few might here and
there secure the privilege of doing a small
piece of work, on what, after all, is little more
than a living wage for it.

ANSANITARY ENGINEERING
IMPORTANT NEW BOOK.'

MR. VERNON - HARCOUET'S books
upon engineering subjects are all of

such an exhaustive nature that the appear-

ance of a new one cannot be lightly jjassed

over. Hitherto he has dealt mainly with
engineering in connection with water, his

works on "Rivers and Canals" and "Har-
bours and Docks"' being recognised as
authoritative, and it is thus natural to find

that in dealing with the subject of Sanitary

Engineering he has confined himself very
largely to those branches of the subject

in which water plays a large part, notably
water supply, well-sinking, reservoirs, and
sewage-disposal works on a large scale. The
book, as the author remarks in his ])reface,

has occupied all the leisure time he has been

able to spare for the last five years, and it

bears the impress from start to finish of

mature and deliberate consideration, well-

recognised and fully-established facts and
methods of construction being advocated in

all cases in preference to those which are at

present in an experimental stage. As a rule

he avoids controversy : but he has not hesi-

tated to enter into it with vigour in one im-
portant matter, condemning utterly the so-

called " alarming scientific discovery," made
in the early part of 190j, that a dam collapses

first by the tension on the vertical sections of

the tail—that, in fact, the current theory of

the stability of dams was both theoretically

and experimentally erroneous, and that it

could be demonstrated by theory that the

' Sanitary En^neering with respect to Water Supply
and Sewage Disposal. By L. F. Vebsos-Harcoukt, M. A..

M.Inst.C.E., author of " Rivers and Canals," " Harbours
and Docks," " Achievements in Engineering," and " Civil

Engineering as Applied in Construction." Longmans,
Oreen, and Co., 39, Patemoster-row, EC. Trice 14s.
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vertical, ami not tlio horizontal, sections were
the critical ono-s. These conclusions had
been arrived at by drawing-room experi-
nrents, made with small wooden models, con-
sisting of a number of unconnected slices,

strengthened against shearing by pasting
tissue - paper over the front and back
faces. So long as the slices were hori
zontal the results corresponded very nearly
with those obtained by calculation in the
ordinary way ; but when the model was
divided into a series of vertical slices, in .spite

of the tissue paper strengthening the collapse
occurred with considerably smaller pressure.
The model dam first opened up close to the
tail, and then sheared over. The fallacy of
this is obvious when it is considered that in
practice a masonry dam is built in a series of
horizontal courses or layers ; but that verti-
call}' no such courses appeared, it being in-
variably insisted upon that in this direction
there shall be proper bonding. Thus, instead
of its being necessary, as in an actual masonry
structure when the toe rests upim the solid
rock, for the centre of gravity of the whole
dam to be raised before it could be c iverturned,
the little slices of the model, independent
and narrow, could each be tipped over by a
moderate horizontal pressure without any
practical raising of the centre of gravity of
each separate slice. It might be thought
that \[r. Harcourt's contention was as com-
pletely theoretical as that of the model
maker, but for the fact that numberless
dams ha\e been erected in accordance with
the recognised theory of water pressures and
the correct form for masonry dams exposed
to_ such, which was determined about the
middle of the 19th century by careful mathe-
matical calculations carried out by a French
engineer. All these have withstood their
pressure successfully to an e.^tent tar exceed-
ing what would have been possible had they
been built in vertical .slices as the models
wei-e, and when failirres have occurred, due
to exceptional water pressure, solid masses of
the dams have been carried bodily down
stream, in an upright ijosition, by the
horizontal pressure. They have not tipped
over, nor have they failed by vertical disloca-
tions in front. As Mr. llarcourt very reason-
ably says, " wheni'\er a theory. howe\er
authoritatively advanced, is e\idently at

variance with actual occurrences, it may
safely be disregarded."'

Mr. llarcourt commences his book by a
short historical disquisition upon ancient
waterworks and considerations of rainfall,

but very soon passes to the more practical

matters of well boring and investigations of

water-bearing strata ; all of which may be
considered authoritative, and is valuable
I'eading, not only for the waterworks engineer,
but in many cases also for the architect, who
is fre<iueutly <-'alled upon to select sites for

wells for the supply of isolated country
houses, and to determine the means of water
supply thereto. It is not everyone who has a
sufficient knowledge of geology, even of his

own immediate neighbourhood, to bo able to

determine off-hand where a good supply of

water is likely to be found : but ho may
obtain a considerable amount of assistance

from consideration of the few simple facts

enunciated in this book, if he have the .sense

to consult and sullicient intelligence to ap-
preciate a good geological niajiof the district.

It sometimes hajipens, for instance, that of

two wells close together, one of them. A, may
reach an ample supply of water at a moderate
depth, while another, B, though carried

down to a greater depth and into apparently
the same strata, may entirely fail to obtain a
supply. Such a. thing may \ ery well hajipen
should a "fault" exist, as shown in the
diagram given herewith (Fig. 19 in the book),
for the permeable stratum has been shifted,

and although water jiermeates down through
it to A, it is stopped by the "fault," which
stops up its end like the blocked end of a
pipe with impermeable clay, while the dip

Er:-ECT ov x Faclt ox Wateu Sci'PLy.

is in such a direction that, although there is

plenty of water at A, there is none at all at
It. This instance is merely selected as tvpical
of other equally simple matters which are
explained in due course : but it will servo to

show how obvious an explanation will fre-
quently solve a problem which might puzzle
even an experienced man whose acquaintance
with geology was not great.

A great deal of attention is also given to
the construction of masonry dams, it being
demon.strated how exceedingly necessary it

is tliat the tads should always be properly

few well-known forms of taps for constanf
service, that it is quite a common thing for
house cisterns to be provided, even if there
be a constant supply of water, and that then
the pressure on the house taps is always
small. There are certain!}' great advantages
in the constant .supply ; but if there be no
service cistern at all, there is the disadvan-
tage that if the main be stopped down for
repau-s or by accident, even for a few hours,
the household supjdy is immediately and
entirely out off. There is consequently a
great deal to be said for giving each house-

--3 ?^ .,. .-;•;;'<;:.r.:\v>XWN
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Uj'wauii Filtu.\tiox AXii XiTKiricATiox OF Sewac:e : ScoTT-JIoxcuiEir System.

bonded into a rook foundation. Many sec-

tions are given, and it is shown that in almost
every case of failure there has been an in-

sufficient bonding of that kind. In dams of

moderate depth the internal face is usually
vertical : but larger dams have generally an
internally battered face also, although not

to so great an extent, so as to reduce the
horizontal water pressure. The hydraulic
advantage is, of course, that of changing
the direction of the w.ater jiressure, which
always acts perpendicularly to the surface

pressed upon : but the great lesson seems to

bo that no one case can ever be considered as

exactly applicable to another—circumstances
or surroimdings, a possibly high flood-level

and the necessary provisions for overflow, as

well as the nature of the foundations, all

having to bo taken into consideration.

Where overflow is permitted above the top

surface of the dam, it is necessary to form
a species of wave-curve so as to ease the

flow.

After all, however, those are ratlier matters
of high engineering knowledge than of interest

to architects and builders, who would be more
concerned with the later chapters of the book,

commencing with the distribution of water
supply, and the taps and hydrants which
ought to be used under various conditions.

The intermittent system of supply is now so

rarely adopted that Mr. llarcourt practically

ignores it ; but he forgets, in advocating a

a cistern which will contain, say, a six

hours' supply. The water is not liable to

stagnate under constant service, as it used to

do when intermittent service was common.
A\'hene\er any water is drawn from a taji

the ball-cock acts and fresh water enters the

cistern in such a manner as to aerate the

water in it and keep it fresh. In this way
cistern water constantly supj)lied may even
be of higher quality and more recently

aerated than that which is drawn direct

from the main, provided that the ristern hr

cleaned with tolerable regularity. If a hou>.-

is to have a circulating hot-water service ;i

supply cistern is essential to it, as, if thi"

boiler wore supplied direct fi'om the pressure-

main, the water would be ejected from th.'

steam escape. As a constant hot-wat'r

service of this kind is to be found in almost

all middle-class houses, it natiu-ally follows

that there must be a cistern, even though
it may be small, in order to supply it : and
if there be a cistern at all there is no reason

why it should not also be used for the main
cold-water service to the house. It appears

to us as if this portion of the book might

well be extended, the internal fittings being

at least as imi)ortant from a sanitary point

of view as such matters of general supply

as waste and other wat<>r meters.

Mr. llarcourt advocates the use of water

meters to a larger extent than is common in

this country, saving that there would be a
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_'ivat reduction of waste if they were eni-

] 'loved. England is, however, well accus-
t'lued to payment of the water for household
]iuri>oses upun a rating value. This is much
the more simple method, even if it does lead
to a certiiin amount of water waste. It saves
the expense of the meters and an army of

:i*p<?ctors, while it is to be feared that many
liusy householder, who now thinks nothing

vi keejiing her house and children clean,

would be greatly tempted to allow dirt to
reign supreme if it meant the saving of a few
shillings in a water charge.

There is inadetjuate consideration of almost
all other internal fittings, possibly due to a
want of thorough investigation of the sub-
ject. There is even atlvocacy of the old
grease-trap, and of the dip-trap, now quite
out of date. The ordinary gully, such as is

shown in Fig. 204, is far" preferable, and is

almost invariably used in domestic work,
being only supereeded by a flushing gully

—

certainly not by a gi-ease-trap—in large
estiiblishments. This same Fig. L'fH shows a
drawn lead S-trap beneath a scuUery sink,
having a quite insufficient dip. These traps
are generally insisted upon by sanitary
authorities, but are extremely deep, while
householders object to them, as thev fre-
quently choke, 2'1'et'erring the pipe "to be
untrapped so long as it discharges in the open
air over the gully or channel leading thereto,
and this in spite of the up-draught which
occms through an open pipe of thatcharacter,
with possibly the admission of bad odoirrs
from decomposing grease in the gully.

The book would have been the better, in
fact, had the chapters on internal fittings
been written by someone who was better
acquainted \vith them, Mr. Ilarcourt con-
lining himself to the larger matters of water
supply and sewage disposal, with which he is

personally well 'acquainted. In the sub-
sequent chapters, which deal with sewage
lifting, storm overflows, and sewer ventila-
tors, there is not only no fault to be found,
but only praise to be bestowed, even though
an unnecessary amount of space is devoted
to methods of disposal which are now
becoming antiquated and rarely adopted in
new installations, such as the conveyance of
sludge to sea and treatment by broad ii-riga-
tion. A comprehensible, but hardlv ex-
haustive, exposition of bacterial disposal
completes the book, some well-known systems
coming in for scant recognition. This is
itself so large a subject that it might well
have had more than a single chapter devoted
to it, and yet not have been exhaustive. The
book concludes well by an illustration and
description of Scott-Moncrieff's svstem of
upward filtration and nitrification, which
closely conforms to the due cycle of bacterial
changes. The sewage rises up through the cul-
tivation filters, where the anaerobic bacteria
are placed under conditions most favourable
for their gi-owth and activity in the lower
portion, while as the sewage rises through
the filter some aeration commences, favouring
the appearance of aerobic bacteria, the two
working simultaneously m the second stao-e,
where the filter consists of a number of
earthenware jars supplied by a dip pipe from
the aaerobic filter, and emptying through
another dip pipe on to tipping troughs, which
supply a series of nitrifying trays, fully
exposed to the air, and co'nsequently imder
the action of aerobic bacteria onlv.

THE AKCUITECTfRAL ASSOCIATIOX.
'PHE si.xth ordinary meetingof the present session
-- was held at IS, Tufton-street, \y.. on Friday
evening, Jlr. Walter Cave, Vice-President, in the
chaii. rhe Chairman stated that their President
Mi. J£. S. BiUfour. who recently underwent a serious
operation, was progressinsr as well as could be
expected, and had now left the nursing home.
i,

Uiairman further announced the election of

T "t
^' ''""<^*' =^"1 *•»« reinstatement of Mr.

i-- I. (i. DDnaldson Selbv : further, that ilr.

Francis K. Taylor had been awarded a prize of
£:i lis., in connection with the A. A. Photographic
Competition.

THE AUltAXOEMEXT .\XI) DESIGN OF MOIIEIIN

I".\RISII ClUllCHES.

Ml!. Temi'le Mooue, F.R.I.B.A. read the
following paper iqion this subject :—In speaking
of the arrangement and design of modem English
churches, I am assuming that such a building is

in the Hothic manner, for whatever may be the
merits of revived llodern British Classic, which
appears, for the present, to liold the field so far
as civil architecture is concerned, I trust that we
are not likely to return to more or less skilfully

applied arrangements of the Five < irders for our
ecclesiastical buildings. For one reason, what-
ever may be the case with our civil buildings, the
strictest economy is in most instances a necessity
in the ordinary course of modern church building,
consistent with a substantial structure, and, well
understood. Uothic may be so handled that a good
architectural effect can be produced in the sim-
plest way, without having to depend on applied
architectural ornaments.

SUITAHILITV rSAPFECTED liV STYLE.

I do not mean to say that the style in which a
building may be designed has anything to do
with its suit.ability or convenience, which is

entirely a matter of planning and genera! arrange-
ment : but. on the other hand, one often hears it

asserted that such and such a style is quite im-
suited to modem requirements, as if the sections
of the base mould of the door and window jambs
could in any way affect the convenience or suit-
ability of the building. It is no doubt true that
the ordinary modem church possesses, as a rule,
very little of either beauty or interest : and is

also often far from satisfactory in general
arrangement. The cause of this has often been
that the designers of these buildings have had

j

little tirst-hand knowledge of the proper treat-
ment of their subject, and possibly have taken
little interest or pains in the matter, so that it is

j

not fair to lay these failures at the door of the
style, nor to suppose that had all the caps been
Corinthian or Doric the buildings in question
would have been one whit better than they are.

THE COMMON- TYPE Or MODEKX CHXRCH,

with a nave divided into comparatively narrow
bays, with low lean-to aisles, a clerestory, with a
very high-pitched main open roof, a chancel,
generally lower than the nave, and divided from
it by a heavy chancel arch, with the end of one
aisle filled up by a vestry, and the other by an
organ-chamber, on either side of the chancel, is

probably as unsuitable a type as could have been
selected for a large congregation. It has been
repeated over and over again during the last 40
years, and though one now frequently sees
departures from it in the better modem work, it

is still a type far too prevalent. How such a plan
came to be so general I cannot say. I suppose it

has a certain element of cheapness, and somehow
got recognised as the correct thing for a church.
It is curious that the elder Pu^in, who was prac-
tically the pioneer in Revived Gothic, generally
avoided this defective plan, and it is interesting
to cite his churches at Birmingham and Derby, as
well as St. George's, Southwark, as excellent
examples of planning, suitable to modem re-
quirements. In speaking of

THE ARR.tXGEMEXT OF A MODERN" CHtliCH,

let US take the average size of a building suitable
to a modern town parish, a building capable of
accommodating, say, 600 to 900 people. Some
people think that a mistake has been made in
multiplying comparatively small parishes, and
that it would have been better policy to have
built larger churches to serve more ' extensive
areas. Though doubtless such a system would
have some advantages, we have to consider things
as they are. Taking, then, a church of the above
average size as a standard, the first question that
should be always considered is laj-ing down the
plan of the site. As a general rule, the sites
available in the suburl)s of modem English towns
have not much to recommend them in the way of
picturcsqueness : but however dull they may be,
there is generally some peculiarity which should
influence the design of the building to be placed
upon them.

ONE or THE OltEATBSr FAULTS

in modem work is that this question of the site is

not nearly so carefully considered as it shoidd be.
I This is certainly the case in a great deal of modem
church building, and is also true to a certain ex-

tent in nther branches of modem architecture

—

buildings looking, when they are finished, as if

they had nothing to do with the place they happen
to be in.

A TVl'ICAL I'LAX.

Generally the plan of such a church as I am
speaking of will probably resolve itself into a
nave with aisles on either side, and this is often
the best plan to be adopted ; but it is important
to remember that in a church where practically

the whole of the space, excepting the choir, is to
be occupied by the congregation, that it is well to
make the aisles and the arches separating them
from the central nave as wide and spacious as
possible. This makes the building, as much as

can be. a simple whole internally, and will not
make it like two or three buildings placed side by
side. It is also important to carry the aisles

eastward beyond the commencement of the
chancel, to at least within one bay of the east

end. as this opens the whole of the choir to the
nave and aisles. A plan on these lines looks very
sfjuare on jiaper ; but this is by no means a defect

from a practical point of view, as the congrega-
tion are more together than in a long and narrow
building. The bays of the arcades should, in my
opinion, be kept fairly wide ; the advantage of

this is that a few large piUars do not cut up the
interior of the building in the same degree as a
greater number of small ones do. You must
remember that in most old churches where the
aisles are divided from the central nave by, com-
paratively speaking, narrow bays, the aisles were
little used for a general congregation, which was
principally accommodated in the central part. It

is, of course, impossible as a rule under present

, conditions to lavish space in this way, when, for

reasons of economy, everj' foot has to be considered.

,

THE CHAXCEL AXl) SANXTVARV.

i

In the English church the surpliced choir,

though oft2n much abused, has practically become
a fixed institution, and this being so, it is of the
greatest importance that proper and ample space
should be provided for it. This, unfortunately
—generally from motives of economy— is rarely
done in an efficient manner, and churches are
disfigured by filling the choir with rows of what
are real.y nothing but pews placed lengthwise, and
with quite an insufficient central space between
the front desks. There should, of course, be not
more than two rows of stalls on either side of the
chancel, and the longer the rows are, the better

the effect. With regard to the sanctuary, here
again it is of the utmost importance to provide
ample space, especially in length, as without this

j

no dignity of effect can be obtained. Steps

I

should be kept low and broad, and arranged as far
as possible in groups, so as to give wide platforms
in front of the altar, and between the communion
rail and the stalls. A few years ago it was the

' fashion to very much exaggerate the ele\ation of

the choir and altar : and latterly the tendency has
been rather to the other extreme. For a church
such as I am speaking of. an elevation of seven or

' eight steps from the nave up to the altar would be
quite sufficient.

THE ORGAX

i is another important consideration ; the modem
instrument, as a rule, has become so large that it

is often a great difficulty to provide tor it. It is

fatal to the internal defect of the building to block
up the end of one of the choir aisles with the
organ. Probably a chamber projecting from the
aisles is, generally speaking, the best plan : but it

is essential that there shoidd be plen.ty of height,
and that the front should be as open as possible.

Sometimes it is possible to arrange for the organ
over the vestries, and where this is practicable, it

is probably as good a plan as any. The rules

laid down by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners
and the Incorporated Church Building .Society

are useful as a guide for the spacing of

seats and widths of passages. These rules lay
down quite the minimum space which should be
allowed for these purposes, and rather more space
should, where possible, be allowed. With
regard to

TOWERS AXD SPIRES,

these are probably in most cases better omitted in
a town church,- unless there is some prospect of
enough money to build them of sufficient size

without stinting the rest of the building. The
poor little spire which one sometimes sees, with
its top not verymnch higher than a neighbouring
warehouse, or gin palace, is not an object worth
spending money on. With regard to the position

of the tower, the centre of the west end is, no
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doubt, generally speaking, the right place ; but
frequently the exigencies of the site, especially in

a town, render a departure from this very good
general rule desirable. Regarding doorw;iys, you
must remember that most urban by-laws have now
stringent regulations which affect the design of

these features ; and in most cases make a

departure from the traditional treatment abso-

lutely necessary. To return for a moment to the

question of a general plan. You must not suppose

that 1 think a central nave with side aisles is the

only right arrangement: this is a point that

should, to a great extent, be governed by the

nature of the site.

TUEATMKXT or IKUEGl'L.^K SITES.

Where this happens to be a long and narrow
site, probably a single span, with comparatively

narrow side aisles or passage ways, is the best

solution : but it must be remembered that a build-

ing of this type requires considerable height to

the wall plate in proportion to the clear width, if

a good internal effect is to be obtained. A pro-

portion, something after the manner of a covered

railway station, is certain to be unsatisfactory.

Another very simple and practical plan, which
lulght be much more frequently adopted than it

is, especially where economy has to be considered,

is a nave and chancel of fair width, with an aisle

on one side only, of about the same width and
height. The 17th-century church of St. John's,

Leeds, is a good example (though wanting in

internal height) of how well a church of this type

may look. There are, however, many ways by
which a more or less difficult or irregular site may
be successfully covered, while keeping in view

the necessity for a spacious and open interior.

Many suggestive examples of planning of this

type may be foimd in the old towns of Germany
and Belgium, as well as in France, where the

churches have had to be fitted on to confined sites.

In this country our old churches generally stand

surrounded by churchyards, and the type of treat-

ment I am speaking of is therefore comp.iratively

rare here. The beautiful and interesting old

ihurch of St. Crux, York, barbarously pulled

down some twenty-five years ago, was. however,

a good example of it. This question of planning
is one that hardly too much care and attention

can be given to if a satisfactory result is to be

expected. However simple the plan may be, the

success or otherwise of the building depends upon
it quite as much as from the jesthetic point of

view as from the pr.-ictical. Far too little atten-

tion is. in my opinion, given by students and
others to the study of the plans of our old churches.

One is far too apt to be content with making
pretty little sketches of details and parts, and
neglecting the main dimensions of an old build-

ing. Having settled the main lines of the general

plan, the next question is

THE SECTION,

and this, again, is a matter that is largely governed
by the question of cost. Generally speaking, the

higher in reason the wall-plate can be, the finer

will be the effect intei nally. Xot much internal

effect is gained by a very high pitched open roof,

which is also likely to have practical disadvant-

ages both acoustically and for purposes of warming
and ventilation. The real proportion of the

building is practically settled by the height of

the walls, though the proportion may be com-
pleted, so to speak, by the total height to the

highest point of the internal ceiling, which may
be of barrel or other form. < If course, there is no
internal roof for a (iothic building equal to a stone

or brick-groined vault : but this is a very ex]ien-

sive method, and I am rather confining myself at

present to what may be done in ordinary cases.

THE CLEUESTOUV l'l!OIlI,EM.

Where only a moderate height to the wall-plate

is possible, it is better not to attempt a clerestory,

but to carry the nave arcades up to the full height.

If the aisle, or aisles, are of about the same width

as the nave, the y can be similaily roofed ; and the

aisle walls in this case being the same height as

the nave, the side windows can be kept well \ip,

so as to thoroughly light the interior. This is a

style of church very common in the West-country,

though as a rule they are too low in their propor-

tion. There are. however, some exceptions, such

as the church at Dartmouth, which is a very good
example of this class. This section of church is

also common in Germany, where it is often seen

carried out on a gr.and scale with vaulted roofs.

AVhere your plan is arianged for narrower aisles

than the type dcscrilied these may be roofed with

tiat or lean-to roofs ; but in this latter case it wiU

be generally found advisable to increase the

height of the nave wall-plate, as otherwise the

aisle walls will be too low to allow of sufficient

elevation being given to the windows ; the result

being that the interior will be badly lighted.

This is a defect in this particular type which has

to be guarded aeainst. Where, however, you can

get a height of iMft. to 30ft. to the aisle wall-plate,

and about S.ift. to the nave wall-plate, the

difticidtv mentioned will not occur, and you will

have sufficient height in the nave to have a really

stately arcade. < )f course the lightning from a

clerestory which is at all well designed is always

very fine : but it should be remembered that the

building being intended to be used altogether, the

effect of the interior should be a spacious whole :

this effect will be lost if the arcades are robbed

for the fake of the clerestory, and the aisles thus

become, as it were, subsidiary buildings to the

nave. This is a perfectly right and proper treat-

ment in certain cases, but not one to be aimed at

in a building that should be designed to be used

as a whole.

THE CIUXlEL AUCH.

As a rule it is better in a modern church to

omit the chancel arch altogether, and to carry the

building at one height through from end to end,

because the large piers of the chancel arch tend to

obstruct the view from the aisles into the choir,

though there aie cases where a building has to

he carried out in sections where the structural

division between the nave and choir maybe
highly desirable. Gf course this feature is the

general rule in our ancient parish churches,

though there are plenty of exceptions to it, such

as St. Peter's, Mancroft, Norwich, and many
others. It is also to be remembered, as regards

the chancel arch, that its upper part was very

often practically entirely covered by the Kre;,t

rood loft and rood, with the space behind the

rood filled in with boarding, on which was
generallv a painting of the Last .lodgment. This,

no doubt, would have a very fine architectural

effect, but it is one that is larely possible under

modern conditions. When a chancel arch is

introduced, the choir wants to be of very con-

siderable length. The ordinai-y modern custom of

making it equal in length to two bays of the

nave, and separated from the latter by an arch,

never to my mind can give a satisfactory archi-

tectural result ; and it only unnecessarily cuts up
and confuses the interior. If you look at the

plan of almost any old English parish church,

you will nearly always be struck by the great

length of the eastern limb, and this is an essential

feature to the good architectural effect of what is

with us the more common type of a Jledia'val

church. This, however, is not the type which is

the most suitable to our present requirements, and

is shorn of its beauty of propoition when the

eastern limb is, in the usual modern way, cut

down to, about half its proper length.

WIXllOWS.

As to windows, the question is rather a difficult

one in the present day, when as a rule it is not

easy to get them filled with good stained glass.

The most part of modem stained-glass work is

certainly not worth providing extra large windows
for, and it is seldom that one sees large windows
filled in a really satisfactory manner, even by the

best modern glass. I >n the other hand, it is a

great mistake to under-window a building, as a

gloomy ifiterior in this climate is geneially very

unattractive and depressing. The great point is

to keep the side windows as high up as possible

in the walls, and this is the advantage of

a clerestory ; but where the clerestory is

lacking, a fine effect may be obtained by
the proper arrangement of the west windows.
The effect of the light coming in from a good
height in the west wall has often as good a result

as that from the clerestory. The arrangement of

the east window, or windows, is a matter which
may be so much varied according to the general

design of the building that it is hardly possible

to lay down any general rule on the subject. The
large east window, traditional to English Gothic

work, is a splendid thinj,' when properly designed,

but it is certainly nut satisfactory without its

stained glass. This is rarely now put in when a

church is built, with the result that the effect

possibly of a really well-designed window can

often hardly be seen on account of the glare

through the white glass. On the other hand,

the east wall, which is the most conspicuous

internal feature of the church, requires a

good deal of breaking up, and a group-

ing of windows with large piers between

them would often gi\"c a better result than one
very large window, especially where the stained

glass has to be left to the future. The proportion

and detail of the piers and aiches is another

matter of the greatest importance. More may be
done bv fine ample proportions, and good simple

mouldings, than by a quantity of carving and
ornament, and in this case, as well as with other

features of the building, careful and continual

study of our good ancient examples is absolutely

essential if satisfactoiily designed modern work is

to be produced. You cannot exrect fo be able to

make up a successful (iothic building from plates

in some particular book on ecclesiastical archi-

tecture. \'aluable as many of these are, the old

examples must be studied first hand.

A CHAl'EL WITH A SEIOXII AI.TAK

is a very usual feature in modern churches, and
where properly managed adds much to the interest

of the interior. It is generally placed on one side

of the choir, as a sort of pendant to the vestry and
organ-chamber, but this is not always the best

position possible. Where there is sufficient length

in the site, the chapel might very well be placed

to the east of the end of the choir ; this would
have the advantage of adding to the apparent

length of the building, and the effect of the high

altar is always more dignified if it is not placed

immediately'against the end wall cf the church.

The chapel, or chapels, should, however, be

always enclosed with suitable scieen work. We
have so far been considering the plan and

sections of a building mainly as affecting the

interior. With regard to

THE EXTEKIOU,

it will generally be found that where the plan and
sections have been carefullj' thought out, the

external elevations will, as a lule, 30me into

shape without any great difficulty. It is a mis-

take, generally speaking, to start with some fi.xed

notion as to the external appearance and then try

to fit the interior to it. A building in the Gothic

manner should, if it is to be successful, be designed

from the inside outwards, and such very usual

features as buttresses in a (iothic church are,

properly speaking, part of the construction, and

should not be introduced merely for the sake of

dividing up the wall spaces and making the

drawings look a little more busy and interesting.

Well-designed buttresses, where they are required

structurnlly, are one of the finest features of

Gothic work : but they must not be used as the

pilasters in a Classic front—merely as omaments,

A good outline is of far greater importance to a
building externally than any amo\mt of orna-

mental detail, and it is a frequent fault with

modern work that it is often overloaded with

trivial detiiil, which, though it may make a set

of drawings look more attractive, has only a

harmful result when carried out in actual -work.

.A good, well-proportioned building may very

possibly be greatly improved by well- designed

and suitable detail and enrichment : but no
amount of either of these latter will conceal a bad

design. Many people do not realise the fact that

a building is never seen in the way that it is

shown on architectural elevations and sections,

and with the view of making these Latter attractive-

looking, features are often put in that the actual

building would be better without. Good (iothic

does not consist in the endless multiplication of

cusps and pater:e or monograms, charming as

these ornaments may be when judiciously used.

A great deal also depends on the proper use of

materials. A good design may easily be i educed

to a very dull level in actual work, if the modern
method "of having every .'•tone exactly the same

colour and size, and every brick the same colour

and so on. is followed. It is extraordin.ary how
difficult it often is to cret workmen, and others, to

understand this, and it will take years to eradicate

the traditions of Portland cement stucco. This

also applies to other trades wheic. for instance, it

is most difficult to get men who should know to

carry out Gothic oak work properly. They
caniiot forbear the use of sandpaper and glue

unless they are most carefully watched. Having
dealt so far with the general structure of the

building, I will siy a few words in conclusion as

to its

INTEUXAr. IITTINe^S ASH llllNITCKE.

Unfortunately, it often happens that gifts arO

made of fittings and furniture, of metal, wood-

work, ii'. bought ready m.ade from the ecclesias-

tical furniture shops, arid these things, as a rule,

arc of the very worst and poorest description, both

in design and artistic workmanship. It is not.
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hovrever, fair to overlook the fact that furniture

aod accessories such as I am speaking of, which

have been spniallii designed, are often little better,

80 far as their architectural character is con-

cerned, than the ready-made article : and this is,

no doubt, due to the lack of proper knowledge of

old work on the jiart of those who have designed

them. No opportunity should be missed of care-

fully studying any of the fittings of an old church

that still remain. Unfortunately, so much has

been destroyed in this country that this class of

work is comparatively s<'arce- Still, however,

there is a good deal left, and it is always advisable

to lake careful note of the more simple examples,

especially as these are far more likely to be useful

under the generally straitened conditions which
in6uence the fitting up of a modern church. So
much modern work so obviously looks as if it had
been founded on some old design of a very much
more sumptuous character, and had been thinned

and skinned down to meet the available price. It

is usual enough, for instance, to see modem stall-

work and such like 'overed with tracery and
carving, and done in the thinnest possible wood.

Work of this character cannot look well, while a

()uite satisfactorj- effect could have been got by
reducing the amount of detail to a minimum
and keeping the material to the proper size.

In old work, even, it is by no means the rule

that the most elaborate designs are the best ;

the reverse of this is very frequently the case.

These remarks as to woodwork may. to some
extent, equally apply to metalwork. There has

been the same tendency to disguise ill-designed

form with a superfluity of detail. Latterly, one
has noticed a certain reaction against this, where
practically the detail is left out altogether, with-

out, however, obtaining a particular!}- successful

result. Enumerating briefly the most important
fittings of the interior of the church, taking first

the altar, it is important that it should be of

ample size and properly proportioned : and that it

should not, speaking generally, be overshadowed
by its ornaments and surroundings.

THE UEUE1">>,

for instance, is a feature that is often very greatly
overdone. Spb'ndid as our old wall reredoses are,

even they rather tend to overpower the altar they
were intended to adorn, and this defect is even
more pronounced in some modern work. The
triptych of the Late Flemish or t-ierman Gothic
tyj>e, charming as they are in their own surround-
ings, are, as a rule, not a very suitable type of

altar-piece for our Knglish churches, their pro-
portions being generally too tall for our buildings.
.4^ there is practically very little work of this class

left in this country, even in a mutilated state, it

is necessary often to look abroad for models.
More suitable types of altar-pieces for our build-
ings are to be found in France, or among examples
of Italian Gothic, though these latter especially
require to be entirely translated in their detail for
onr purposes. The eastern light should always
be visible from the body of the church below the
traceried heads of the bays of the chancel screen.
The plan of omitting the cast wmdow altogether.
and tilling the whole end of the church with the
reredos is not to be recommended, except where
there are practical difticulties with regard to
light. Whether the i credos is of wood or stone.
it should be, as a genera! ride, richly gilt and
coloured. Uf course, the altar - piece may be
entirely treated with hangings, and where this is

properly done, probably there is no more suitable
or dignified treatment. An exaggerated dossal,
however, with its narrow tester, looking rather
like a portion of a very big bed, is to be avoided,
and a superfluity of upholstery is undesirable.
Where the chancel can be of considerable length,
there is no doubt that

\ HIGH KOOn SCKEEN-

IS the greatest possible ornament to the interior :

but it requires very considerable depth behind it

to give it its true value. It is curious, however.
the prejudice one frequently meets against a
screen. It is certainly not the case that a properly-
desrgned oak rood screen, of the type suitable to a
parish church, obstructs any necessary view,
though many people seem to" think so. 'This is
sometimes avoided by the use of iron ; but iron-
screen work never looks ^|uite satisfactory with
our English work, and certainly the modern
examples one sees are rarely successful. The
font should stand in the nave, pieferablv in the
centre near to the western doors. As a rule, the
font is not now generally given atallasuffieitntlv
prominent position. It should always have a

!

cover, however simple, and this latter feature may
j

1 be, as you know, very beautifully treated. The
! pulpit is another important piece of furniture

I

which should be carefully designed, and, as a

;
rule, wood is preferable to stone. It requires

I
carefully proportioning as to height in accord-

ance with the size of the building, and may often

with advantage have a sounding-board or canopy.

The front of the organ {\i is hardly correct now
to speak of an organ-case where the instrument is

frequently as big as a cottage) facing the ch".rch

or chancel can be made to look very well if skil-

fully treated. There are, unfortunately, no Gothic

examples left in England- there is but one in

Wales—though there are some very good 17th-

Century ones. The illustrations in Hill's book on
" The Organ '" give a number of Gothic examples

from abroad, many of which are most suggestive.

The introduction of

ELECTKIC LIGHT

has made the treatment of this very important

modern requirement much easier than in the days

of gas, one of the chief advantages being that a

great deal of dirt will be avoided, and may make
possible a more frequent use of coloured w.all

decoration : and if this could take the form of

simple figure subjects painted in distemper on the

walls, such as one finds traces of in almost every

old church, it would add greatly to the interest of

the interior, judiciously introduced, and designed

and executed on the right lines. I have now kept

you long enough wandering in and about this

imaginary church, lly old friend and master,

the late tieorge Gilbert Scott, used to say that it

was of the utmost importance that you should

w.alk about a building before you drew it, and,

taken with a careful study of ancient examples,

I do not think this advice can be much im-
proved on.

Mr. G. H. Fei.!.owes Puyx.vi;. jiast president,

in proposing a vote of thanks to the lecturer. SJiid

he heartily concurred with Jlr. Temple Moore in

his first proposition, that in designing a church
proportion, and not detail, should be the archi-

tect's chief aim. In most cases the promoters of

church building schemes had. unfortunately, very

limited means at disposal, and it was a pity to

fritter away the small funds on detail. A church
should be planned from the inside : its use w.as

internal, and what little money was available

should be expended on the interior. Gwing to

the varying views of the chancellors of dioceses,

it was not alw.ays practicable for architects to say

whether they would be able to carry out their

ideas. Screens even to the chancel which were
allowed in one diocese were forbidden in another.

He differed from the lecturer's suggestion that

choirs should be seated in only two rows. This
would be necessary in narrow chancels, but where
a width of from 30ft. to 32ft. could be provided
three ranges of choir seats were much more useful

than two. In many cases it was advisable to

treat the reredos as a baldacchino. so as to impart
dignity to the east end of the church.

Mr. F^RAXi IS IIooi'ER seconded the vote of

thanks, and referred in passing to the charming
church at Lake. I. W.. designed by the lecturer,

as an excellent illustration of how to design a

modern church. He regarded the suggested

omission of the east window in certain cases as

undesirable, and in his own practice held it to be

very important to keep the windows high up in

town churches, so as to secure ample lighting.

Where a chancel was necessarily short, owing to

the form of the site, the introduction of a rood

screen often tended to increase the apparent
length.

Mr. Leon.vbh Williams said when the walls

were reduced to 9in. they must be buttressed to

keep them up, and architects could not always, as

they would prefer, incorporate the buttresses in

the walling. The imaginary church described by
the lecturer w;is obviously intended for a town
site : in old village churches, owing to the abund-
ant lighting, the windows could be and were kepc
very low, with excellent effect. Clients increas-

ingly demanded cheapness in churches, and would
provide no money for extras. Lean and lofty

edifices cf cheap materials were to be avoided. It

was better to plan a more substantial and lower

structure, avoiding the use of Bath stone, pitch-

pine, and common stained glass, and to construct

the piers in sound hard stone, with brickwork
plastered over (or the arcades. Most desirable of

all was to omit the chancel arch. Modem screens

were so thin and poor, and the effect was so hard
and wiry, that unless sutficient funds were forth-

coming to provide better substance, they should

be omitted. Mr. Bodley had designed some

churches on the lines he had suggested with
excellent effect.

Mr. .1. E. Newheuky would urge students
rather to study the best modem work than our
ancient churches, and strive to carry on the tra-

ditions of the great church builders of the
present day.

.Mr. W.iLTEii Mii.LAKi) remarked that it had been
helpful to see how an expert in church architec-

ture looked at the anatomy of a town church and
treated the problem it presented from the wor-
shippers" point of view. He would emphasise the
value of the study of plan and section rather than
detail.

The Cii.iiinux, in putting the vote of thanks,

said he had been struck by the practical tone of

the paper. A town church of simple character

had been so suggested that every student could
form a clear idea of its character.

In responding to the resolution, which was
carried by acclamation, Mr. Temple JIooue said it

was quite true he confined his remarks in his

paper to the problem of a town church. As to

',)in. walls, he did not think his fellow architect

to the In(;orporated (_'hurch Building Society, Mr.
Fellowes Prynne, and himself had got so far yet

as to pass these. When a screen was prcjvided

it should cross the line of the east window. The
difficulty of glare could be overcome by using
stained glass, and the outlines of the screen pro-

jected upon it would prevent people realising that

the window was not very good.

THE PR.\CTICE (IF ARCHITECTrRE IN
OUR S.MALLER CITIES AND TOWNS.*

THE practice of architecture in our large

provincial centres, such as Manchester,

Liverpool, Glasgow, Leeds, and others of similar

dimensions, is carried on under ci'nditions closely

allied to those existing in the Metropolis. Firstly,

there are to a great extent the same opportunities

for specialising : one man makes a study of, and
acquires a reputation tor, successful church
design ; another one for theatres, another for

hospitals, others for schools, hotels, and so on.

If one takes up the Year-Book published by any
of the large Nonconformist bodies, showing,

among other items of interest, the various

churches and chapels erected during the year, it

is surprising to find how often the same architect

has been employed on this special work in dif-

ferent parts of the country. And these special

practitioners of various kinds almost invariably

have their oflice addresses either in London or in

one of the large provincial towns. Secondly,

talented and ambitious young men are attracted

to these large towns, :is to London, by the oppor-

tunities afforded for special supplementary trait

ing in well-equipped schools of art and science,

on the one hand, and, on the other, for gaining

practictl experience upon the details of large

works in the course of their daily office duties : and,

further, each one knows that, should he be able

to establish a practice and meet with a fair amount
of success, such success will be more pronounced

and secure more tangible results than would be

possible in a small town, because in the latter the

average cost of a building is only about one-tenth

of what would be .<pent upon a building for similar

purposes in any of the large and important centres.

Therefore, in considering the practice of archi-

tecture in our smaller cities and towns, I wish it

to be undei-stood that I am referring to cities and
towns having a population of about sixt)- thou-

sand or less.

rllOVIXCIAL I'E.tCTICE. '

Here we find an architect practising under very

different conditions to those obtaining in the

Metropolis. He cannot specialise : the difficulties

to be overcome are greater, the qualifications

requireii to insure success are more varied (for it

does not by any means follow that a successful

London architect would have been equally

successful in the p -ovinces), and success, when
assured, even at its best, must necessarily be upon

a lower plane, both architecturally and financially.

Thirty or forty years ago all the best work in each

of the cities and towns now under consideration

was probably performed by one or at the most two

architects, with a small staff of assistants. Things

generally moved slowly, and pupils were com-

paratively few ; but during this period public

enterprise has been great in all directions. With
moneys borrowed at a low rate of interest with

• A paper read by G. E. Bosn ^ra^t Member of CounciP,

of Rochester, before the Society of Architects, January 17
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iepa_vments extended ovm- a period of tliiitj'

yeara (the municipal debts of England and
Wales stand at the present moment at something
over £200,000,000, and a great part of this has
been spent upon Iniilding works), our local

governine: bodies have built town halls, munieipul
offices, libraries, baths, schools, and infectious

diseases hospitals. Then, again, the Local
Goverment Board insisted upon a higher standard
of accommodation in our workhouses, necessitating
the erection of improved buildings for the use of

the sick and infirm, cottage homes for the children,

and new kitchens and laundries suitable for the
reception of steam-cooking and wasliing apparatus.
The Whisky money gave a great impetus to the
erection of technical institutes. The construction
of electric tramways necessitated tlie widening of

a great many old business streets, thus compelling
tradesmen to rebuild their ]premises, and a general
rise in prosperity of the country, combined with
introduction of new and ra]jid n\eans of com-
munication, created a desire for suburban
residences.

estimate by anything from 2.") to .30 per cent.
The evil results of competition of this character
are most acutely felt in small towns, for it

is only in such towns that competitions for
buildings coiling very small sums are invited.
These sums may be anything from .£1..')00 to
£1.5,000. an 1 are too small to attract experienced
and successful men, the result being that the com-
petitors are generally young men who have
nothing else to do, who in some cases have not had
sufficient experience to work out an estimate, but
who are capable of presenting a set of drawings,
worked up to a liigh state of artistic excellence,
thus completely outshining in the eyes of an in-
expert council or committee the more solid pro-
ductions of experienced local competitor who are
not prepared to spend their time in elaborating
their drawings.

as a consolation for the loss nf the be>t work of
his town in his earlier days, he may be tlien

employed upon important work.s in various parts
of his county.

AX OVERCUOWDEI) l'U(U£SSIOX.

One might naturally expect that the effect of
this combined public and private enterprise would
have been beneficial to every member of tlie pro-
fe.ssion, but such was not the case: whate^-ermay
have been the effect in the large centres, it

certainly was not altogether to the advantage of
architects then practising in the smaller towns.
The large centres of population were naturally
first in the field : the high A-alues of propertj',

and their large areas for rating piuposes, enabling
them, with the assistance of the moneys borrowed
on easy terms, to provide those large and costly
buildings, without adding very materially to the
rates. Thus began a period of prosperity for
local practitioners. Parents recognising this,

desired their sons to become members of a pro-
fession with such bright prospects, and pupils
iiocked in, every successful man having twenty
applications for one vacancy, with the inevitable
result that, within a period of from fifteen to
twenty years, these towns were overcrowded with
young ambitious men, having varying degrees of
experience, but all seeking opportunities for a
practical demonstration of their talents and
abilities.

THE COMIXO 01' " CO.MPETITIOXS."

.By this time the spirit of enterprise had filtered

through to the smaller cities and towns, and
necessity, or desire, led to building developments
of more or less important character. But, con-
currently with the growth of municipal enter-
prise, came a development upon doubtful lines of
the system of architectural competitions, and the
local men, wio had been looking forward to the
enjoyment of a big share in the prosperity neces-
sarily following upon the progress of their towns,
had their hopes dashed to the ground b_v the action
of unsympathetic, democratic councils and boards
of guardians, who insisted upon submitting .all the
new and important work to public competition,
with the result that those old-established prac-
titioners, who would not, or could not, adapt
themselves to the new order of things, gradually
dropped out of sight, and new men full of energy
and determination, trained and educated to the
new conditions (and frcqu(mtly they were those
who had been crowded out of the nearest centrel,
stepped into their places, fought for, and secured,
the prizes, and, as a result of those early struggles,
are to-day firmly established, and able to carry on
an honourable and lucrative practice,

.\ c;kk\t ixji stice.

But even at the_ present time one of the chief
annoyances to which an experienced and con-
scientious architect is subject is to find the best
work in his town either thrown open to public
competition or handed over to a specialist in
London or the nearest provincial centre ; he feels

it to be a great injustice that, as a ratepayer, he
should be called upon to pay an outsider for
services which he, or a local confrere, could have
rendered equally well, perhaps better. That
knowledge of local conditions and resources, which
lie has acquired only as the result of a number of
years" continuous observation and experience, and
which would have enabled liim to secure the best
results at the lowest possible cost, is ignored. He
knows that, as a local man with a local lepu'ation
to maintain, ho is bnund to keep the cost of a
liuilding within the limits of the estimate, and
this knowledge is a very heavy handicap in a
public competition, whereas his rival from a
distance can, and frequently does, exceed the

A CHOICE or TWO EVILS,

Xo matter how unfair or unjust are the condi-
tions, councils and committees are always able to

obtain any number of competitors, so the local

man must either compete, or, as he more fre-

quently does, stand upon his dignity, and allow
an outsider to secure the work ; and he subse-
quently has the doubtful satisfaction of seeing the
same carried out by a man lacking all sense of local

responsibility ; to the general dissatisfaction of the
promoters, and at a cost increased to the extent of

20 or 2.3 per cent, by the competitor's want of local

knowledge. But in this respect conditions are not
as bad as they were twenty or twenty-fiNe years
ago. when the competition craze had reached its

highest, or, rather, its lowest, development. In
those days, in some districts it became the rule to

invite competition for every small job of a public
or semi-publio nature. In fact, my first successful

competition, twenty-seven years ago, was for i-e-

modelling the end of a church, at a cost of £130.
But country practitioners may congratulate them-
selves upon the fact that all councils and com-
mittees did not pursue this doubtful course. In
many cases the local m.an, having proved his

ability and trustworthiness during a number of

yeai-s upon smaller work, was gi\-en tlie necessary
opportunity to prove his worth upon a work of

importance, and seldom did he fail, because the
experience gained during his yeai's of trial

enabled him to rise to the occasion, and carry out
that work with credit to himself, and satisfaction to

all concerned. His success on this occasion placed
him at once in the front rank locally, and he may
go on from success to success ; he has the ball at

his feet, but he will still have to exercise the
greatest ta;t and skill, and strain every nerve to

keep it there : he must continuously put his best
into every attempt, for his position is never
secure ; a single failure may undo the work of

years : he cannot, like a medical man, bury his

failures ; his works stand out boldly open to the

criticism of all : bv' them he is judged, and they
will remain monuments, either to his success or
failure ; it is his lot in life to be surrounded by
rivals, ready to take advantage of every mistake
he may make, so that throughout the remainder
of his career he is compelled to labour just as hard
and unceasingly to keep his place as he did when
struggling to secure it.

THE KEYXOTE OP SUCCESS.

Individual effort is the keynote of .architectural

practice, and to this may be attributed the com-
parative want of success attending all our
attempts to initiate some effective form of com-
bination, and I venture to suggest that, while
encouraging in every possible way indi^'idnalism,

with regard to professional and artistic ideals, we
ought to strive strenuously to break down that

insularity which leads us to look upon our brethren
as antagonists, and causes every man to fight

solely for his own hand. Let us endeavour to

make the profession socially and imorally a con-

crete wnole. But should the successful prac-

titioner be able to maintain his position, just

consider what a variety of works he may be called

U])On to carry through during the course of a

twenty-five oi- thirty years' active practice in one
of these small towns. He may run the whole
gamut, from a town-hall on the one hand to a

common lodging-house on the other, includmg,
perhaps, a theatre or music-hall, churches,

chapels, technical institutes, public libraries,

banks, schools, baths, fever and general hospitals,

infirmaries, cottage homes and other workhouse
buildings, clubs, hotels, public-houses, steam
laundries, factories, warehouses, business pre-

nn>es of all descriptions, and residences of al'

dimensions and varieties ; and during the third

decade of that practice it may well happen that,

A VAI.I AHLE TllAIXlXG,

In the course of a practice such as this, the
knowledge and experience gained ought to make
the practitioner one of the most useful men in the
district, for during his career he must necessarily
have been associated with all kinds and conditions
of men. He has received instructions from a
bishop, and has accepted practical suggestions
from the labour-master of a tramp ward. He has
met the deacons and elders in the vestry of a Non-
conformist church, and has been behind the
scenes in a theatre, and behind the bar in a
public-house, and tradesmen have explained to

him the routine of their various businesses. He is

frequently appointed arbitrator by the Courts in

building cases, called upon to give expert evidence
before j udges and magistrates, he is usually the
expert member of deputations to the Local Govern-
ment Board, Board of Education, Charity Commis-
sioners, and other bodies having administrative
functions ; and has possibly been appointed
assessor in architectural competitions. He must
understand the working of the Poor Law, the
Licensing Law, and the by-laws of all public
bodies, and, without doubt, he is compelled by
the circumstances of his position to be thought-
ful, tactful, and business-like in all his under-
takings.

<iV-VLIFICATIOXS roil SUCCESS.

Let us for a moment consider what are the
necessary qualifications for successful practice in

a small town. Putting aside the question of the
intiuence of powerful friends and relatives, which
is the same everywhere, I may say that after the

usual artistic and practical knowledge of one's

profession, business aptitude becomes a necessity,

combined with a keen, practical sense of propor-
tion. As a rule, the business man in such a town
places use before ornament. He cares far more
to have his premises suitable and convenient in

every respect for his particular business than he
does about the style or quality of his elevation,

and as it is usually only by making a special

effort that he is able to rebuild at all. he natur.ally

desires to cut down the cost to the lowest possible

point. These being normal conditions, they
require serious consideration, and it is here a
young architect usually makes his first mistake.
With possibly a London or large town training,

and having undertaken the commission, instead

of devoting his energies to the task of making
himself acquainted with the uiethods of his

client's business, with a view to making the plans
perfect in their con^'enience, his thoughts :ire

chiefly centred upon the elevation ; he is far more
anxious that the building shall be a monument to

himself than that it shall be perfectly adapted to

its purpose. Now. this is .an injustice to the
client, and a great error in tactics on the part of

a young architect anxious to succeed.

STUDY A CLIEXt's IXTEKEST.

In a very varied practical experience, extending
over thirty years, I have always found it the best

policy to study my client's wishes, interests, .and

circumstances, and to carry out his instructions to

the letter. With tact one can generally persuade
him to allow one to suitably arrange the ele\-ation.

He may not understand the plans, but there is no .

excuse for the architect not undei-standing him ;

it is one's duty as expert adviser to get a thorough
grasp of his ideas before committing himself to

the fulfilment of a contract. I do not wish to

labour this point, but I have known sever,il

instances where a client, with the intention of

doing a good turn to a young fellow starting a

practice, has placed a small job in his hands, only
to find that he, having big ideas of how the work
should be done, practically ignores the instruc-

tions he has received, with unsatisfactory results

to both ]tartles ; and this is the reason why clients

with little money to spend fight shy of the higlily-

educated young architect, and instead employ a

builder's clerk or one other of the many persons

who are co he found in every town capable of geo-

metrically arranging upon paper a man's require-

ments, and who will treat the matter strictly as a

matter of business .and carefully obey instructions,

rather than try to earn a reputation as an artist

at a client's expense.

IDEALS Ol! COMMON'-SEXSE.

It may be said that these idealistic young men
are comparatively few in number; but, ntyerthe-
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less, they aro rapaltle of causing a deal of trouble,

and of indming in tho public mind a want of

confidence in the business qualifications of archi-
tects generally. I remember sitting next to one
of these young gentlemen at the Society's annual
dinner some seventeen or eighteen years ago ; he
was about twenty-four or twenty-ti\e years of
age. and a.ssured me, as the result of his experi-
ence, that clients, as a rule, knew nothing about
architecture—that one only had to bluff the
.lolmnies to get one's own way. lie said he was
always careful that all parts of his buildings
should be in perfect harmony, and to secure this
result he had to prepare drawings for every part
down to the smallest details, even to designing
his own knockers and door furniture. That
young man must now be at least forty years of
age, and it would be interesting to know whether
he still designs knockers and door furniture. The
necessary qualifications, therefore, include the
possession of a sufficient amount of common-sense
to enable one to recognise the fact that it is pos-
sible for a client to understand his own wants
best. To succeed, a man must be prepared to
study carefully and conscientiously the reqiiire-
ments and routine of every class of business, and
the manner in which each of the religious bodies
conduct their services, before he can design either
business premises or churches and chapels per-
fectly adapted to their various uses. And the
sitme may be said of every other class of building
with which he may be associated.

THE COMING MEN'.

In the whole of the preceding remarks we have
been considering, to a great extent, the position
and the opportunities of the successful man only

—

say, perhaps, one man in twenty : what about "the
othernineteen r These are the gentlemen who would
chiefly benefit by the passing of a Registration
Uill. and for whom this Society has been, and is

now, strenuously working. The men at the top,
whether in London or in the provinces, who are
effectively taking the cream, can well afford to sit

still while their less succes.sful brethi-en are
struggling to secure a share of the skimmed milk.
Of course among such is to be found a large
percentage of mediocrity, but a large majority are
capable and conscientious practitioners. Some of
the younger men have great talent and are fight-
ing their way to recognition, and with fair oppor-
tunities, and that experience which time only
can bring, will in the future take the places of the
successful men of to-day : others there are who
are artists to the core", but lack method and
businesss aptitude : and. as in all other professions,
a small percentage are failures from other causes.
M bile some are not smart enough, others have
earned a rejiutation for being too smart ; but one
and all suffer from the inroads made into their
opportunities of empl.iyment in the honourable
profession they have adopted as a means of liveli-
hood, by a host of persons who adop'. architecture,
generally in its lowest form, as an auxiliary
means of adding a few pounds per annum t'o

the incomes they earn from their more legitimate
callings.

THE NEED FOU ItEGISTUATIOX.

^V'hat with the large general furnishing firms,
builders, shopfitters. bar fitters, horticultural
builders, and others, who advertise themselves as
willing to send down, take measurements, and
prepare plans, specifications, and estimates free of
cost, on the one hand, and estate agents, auction-
eers, business valuers, and commission agents,
who add architecture and surveying to their other
work, on the other, the profession is becoming
one of the worst a young man could possibly
enter, and it is small wonder to find some of our
less successful brethren adding insurance agencies
and rent collecting to their legitimate calling:
and as a strong reaction has set in with regardlo
municipal expenditure, the general outlook is
black indeed.

THE TUAINING OF AX .AKCUITEIT.

drawings of which they ha\c been engaged

:

discuss constructional difiiculties with the clerk of
works or general foreman : acquire a practical

knowledge of materials, and are brought into

contact during the course of their daily work
with clients of all kinds. But taking the other
extreme, those (opportunities are reduced to

vanishing point, for it is well known to all of vis

that there are at the present moment men in
practice who do not possess a single architectural

qualification : who earn a scanty living by jjre-

to accept nomination at the hands of their princi-
pals : I introduced two such last year. The
necessity for registration ought to be an article of
faith with all young men ; thr>y are tho persons
who, in their efforts to establish a practice, find
the natural difficulties of the task enormously in-
creased by the unfair coin])etition of a hetero-
geneous multitude who now tout for most of the
smaller works. The leaders arc apathetic, because
these evils do not affect them : they are engaged
in the otherwise coinmendable task of demonstra-

paring plans for small speculative builders, and
[

ting to the public their individual capacities
other odds and ends, such as small alterations and

|

for the perforr-ance of the highest class of work :

repairs, dilapidations, schedules, and working out
builders' accounts, with possibly a rent-collecting

business thrown in, to fill up time : they cannot
afford to keep a clerk, but take a pupil, whose
opportunities are small : his duties commence
with holding the ring end of a tape and minding
the office, and finish with tr.acing and copying
such odds and ends ;is his master has been able to
secure : and between these extremes pupils and

many of their buildings com|)are favourably with
these of the gieat' designers of the past, and will,
undoubtedly, be' a source of inspiration, both to
their contemporaries and their succes3(jrs ; but
this is not enough to secure the ultimate good of
the profession as a whole. The head may hold
itself high enjoying the bright sunshine : but if

the body is held down by the tangled weeds of
unfair conditions, and attacked bv an ever-

assistants have very varying opportunities for I increasing number and variety of parasites,
acquiring a knowledge of their profession. sapping its life blood and cutting off its proper

and legitimate nourishment, the time must come
when that head will be dragged down and the
whole body brought to a level, overwhelmed by
the noxious growth which had fattened on its

vitals.

a knowledge of their profession

Aliorx OFFICE HOVKS,

we all know.But, as we all know, a young man cannot
acquire a sound working knowledge of his pro-
fession should he confine his study to office hours

;

so let us see what are his opportunities for supple-
menting his office training in a smalltown. He
connot, as in the large towns, gain a knowledge
of materials and tools by attending a polytechnic,
nor attend schools under teachei-s having special

qualifications for teaching the art and science of

architecture and building. True, there may be
an art school, or technical institute, where he
may be taught building consti'uction by a school-
master in possession of an advanced stage certifi-

cate : and he may receive art teaching, including
architecture, from an elementary school teacher,

assisted possibly by a lady who had qualified in
the same school ; but, as a rule, no attempt is

made to teach a student how to practically apply
what little knowledge he has been able to gain.

THE Sri'HEJtE TEST OP AKCHITECTl UAI. AKILITY.

But whatever the head may do, the body is

now fighting for life, and is determined to clear
itself of the tangled growth by which it is

fettered. The steady growth during recent years
of collective consciousness has opened up an
avenue of hope leading us to look forward with
confidence to the day when our objects will meet
with ultimate success. The opportunity for
designing buildings of a monumental character
cannot possibly be given to us all. Environment,
to a great extent, regulates the character and
quality of our opportunities. AVe country prac-
titioners must adiipt ourselves to circumstances,

.,_ ,_,
and be prepared to carry out conscientiously the

The yaixoii d'rfrr of The technical institute's eliist- '

™'"''^ o'". '"^^ humble works reipured by our public
and private clients. Any lofty ideas we may
have must necessarily be subordinated to con-
siderations of a iHnancial nature, our ideals, in
most cases, having to be modified in order to bring
the cost within the limits laid down by our
employers. Therefore, I venture to suggest that
the man who, as the result of a wise and thought-
ful exercise of his energy and ability, has been
able to secure and maintain, through a number of

ence being apparently, not so much to impart
useful and practical knowledge, as to earn the
Science and Arts grants from the Government.

MEOIOCKITV ANT) INCOMPETENCE.

So pupils and assistants who are in earnest, and
who are determined to succeed, leave these
institutes severely alone, and more usefully
employ their time in private studv. assisted by
the ev'er-increasing number and varict-s of reaDy

I

years, the confidence of his fellow townsmen, and
excellent books now published on architecture

I

"'^^ ^^^. carried out to their .satisfaction a large

and the allied arts and sciences. But with so
I

proportion of their most important works, is

many other opportunities of agreeably spending '

equally deserving of credit with his more promi-

their spare time, comijaratively few apply their ^'^^^ metropolitan confrere. For, after all. the
minds to study out of office hours. Therefore,
considering how little real training it is possible to
obtain in some offices, we are quite prepared for
the fact that a large number of incompetent young
men are constantly being turned adrift on an
already overcrowded market. Some are never
again able to retain a position, but drift about
from one office to another for a few years,
ultimately abandoning all ideas of practice, and

supreme test of architectural skill is tlie ability to
design a building, perfectly adapted by conveni-
ence of its internal arrangement, to meet all the
requirements of its users, and in a style suitable
to, and in harmony with, its ennronment,
whether simple or ornate.

THE rsE OF OlTouriNITIES.

We have men in our ranks who have attained
this local eminence, and also a large number of

Under the conditions previously referred to, it : wWk*two°othersmst be perfectly ob^-ious that the training of a
, II.Whe offices

must
number of pupils will be poor, the oppor-
tunities, as far as practical work is concerned,
being m some cases nil. While pupils and
affiistants in the best offices have unique
adrantages. better. I venture to suirgest, than
could be obtained in a large specialist's offices,
for they are employed upon works of the
most diverse character, giving them such
a wide experience that in the future they
will be prepared to solve almost any buildin"
problem

: they can visit the buildingi upon the

settle down in some business more adapted to their
1

4. 1 - ', j • .•

.,„,.,. i;„,. i;c„„t;
' talented and conscientious men awaiting the time

of recognition. Some of these, and perhaps not
the least deserving, may never be fully recog-
nised for the sentiments expressed in Ci ray's
" Elegv " are :is applicable to members of our
profession as to thoseof other calling. MTiile their
more ambitious and energetic brethren are
laboriously and strenuously climbing the steep
hill-side, turning neither to the right nor to the
left, unceasing in their efforts to reach an ever-
receding goal of success and fame, these others
seem to have been "born to blush unseen."
Usually having grand ideals, they lack enterprise.
They dream of cathedrals or palaces on the
heights of success, while their less talented but
more strenuous brethren are securing all the
coigns of vantage leading to those heights. They
love not the feverish bustle and excitement of
modern life ; they avoid the busy haunts
of men, and meander at their own sweet will

peculiar qualifications.

THE FIRST EFFECT OF REGISTllATION".

The compulsory examination, which would
necessarily be a corollary of registration, would
tend to check this flow of mediocrity and incom-
petence into the ranks of the profassion, for a
pupil would then appreciate the absolute necessity
for study were he compelled to pass a qualifying
examination. As it is, he does not recognise any
such necessity, many permitting themselves to
carelessly slide just at the time when they ought
to be laying the foundation of future success. I
can speak from personal experience, for in the
case of my own pupils, two are Associates of the
Institute, two have passed the intermediate
examination, and one is a member of this Society,

never did an hour's study out-
side the offices.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIETY. ^^„^„ the quict and casy roads in the valley,
Xow. with regard to the future membership of stopping frequently to pluck flowers at their

the society, we ought strenuously to seek the co- feet, and absorbing all the beauty and
operation cif the younger men in the profes.sion, fragrance by which they are surrounded lecause
whether in practice or not, for we must remember they have not the power (thiough lack of
that the assistant of to-day will be the practising opportunity) to reflect it in their works. The
architect of to-morrow. I feel sure that many late I lean Hole, in his book on Roses, says

:

members have in their offices capable assistants,
whose- careful and excellent work show distinct

"He who would have beautiful roses in his
garden must have beautiful roses in his heart.'

promise for the future, and who would be pleased ' Applied to our art. this sentiment may be rendered :
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lie who would design liuuuliful buildings nmst
ave beauty in his heart." To bring forth archi-

ecture in its b<-'st, purest, and most abiding form,

one must have not only the ability to appreciate,

and enthusiastically admire the finished product.

' evidence of one or two inhabitants in undoubted

good health, and had their order quashed.

I

Mr. Harold tiiiflin said that although in the

country generally it seemed hard that the public

authority should have to maintain a drain made
he must also have power to conceive, and "his soul

[
by an owner on his own land, simply because it

must be lilled with the thoroughness, I'everence. I happened to drain houses which had since changed

and tenderness of love to enable him to overcome I hands, the matter in London was one which the

the ditticulties necessarily involved in the e.xecu-
;

borough councils, or their predecessors, had

tion of his work down to its smallest detail,
i

brought upon themselves, for had they insisted on

whether conceived in grandeur or simplicity. His the required order having Vieen made and com-

ideals need not be dominated nor trammelled by ' plied with, the working of the Act made the

the dogmatic art-teaching of any special school,
;
matter perfectly simple and straightforward,

nor yet by the more ephemeral caprice of fashion
; ,

Some of the councils, he was sorry to say, were

for beautiful lines, beautiful forms, and beautiful ,
guilty of practices which were hardly creditable

colours arc constant in the effect they produce to them in endeavouring to place upon the owner

upon the mind, and are capable of an infinite i the burden which they perfectly well knew they

ought themselves to bear,

Mr. J. G. Turner said that, speaking as a

lawyer and an ex-surveyor, the question had a

ariety of harmonious combinations. These
.;reat artistic qualifications are not monopolised
by the prominent practitioners either in London
Of the large proxincial centres, but are diffused in double interest for him. He was reminded of the
\-arying proportions throughout the provinces, i unsettled state of the matter of sewers and drains
and their effects may be seen and recognised as

\ by referring recently to an Encyclopa'dia of

often in the country as the town. And as it is ' Local Government now being published, and
now to us a source of pleasure and inspiration to i finding under the word "Brain" in the last

visit, sketch, and contemplate the beautiful old
j

published volume a reference, "See Sewer and
ountry churches, guildhalls, mansions, and Drain," which at all events indicated that the

cottages, designed by unknown or forgotten

masters of past ages, so will future generations of

architects, when hard lines and harsh tints shall

have heen softened and mellowed by the hand of

lime, discover new beauties in the scattered archi-

-ectural gems of our smaller towns and villages,

the work of our present-day architects. Their

compilers were anxious to defer, for a couple of

years or so, the responsibility of distinguishing

between the two. What was "one building
"

'r

It had been held that two semidetached houses

were, for certain purposes, one building. And
what was "the same curtilage"':' In the well-

known " Lowther Arcade " case, the decision had

involved. In the case of " Heath ". Billmgs " it

was not so much a case of the competency of thn

authority to delegate their powers to the sur-

veyor, hut a question of fact whether he fulfilled

the conditions under which the powers were

delegated by reporting to the authority every

three months, which he did not seem to havo done.

The water test might bo very effectually tried at

the laying of new drains, and, after a few months,

they might, from various causes, be unable to

stand it. The ideal system of drainage was by

means of iron pipes.

Mr. Courthorpe Monroe said that the drain-

pipes of a house were part and parcel of that house,

and if, in the course of ordinary use they became

defective, the owner was as much liable for their

repair as he was for any other portion of the

building, and should not be allowed to shelter

himself behind the niceties of Acts of Parliament.

If a man had a piece of land on which he built

six houses, and drained them all by one drain, he

was surely not to be able to place the responsi^

bility on the local authority, simply because he

sold five out of the six to other owners.

Mr. Blake, in reply, thanked the members
for the cordial way in which they had received

his paper, and dealt with several criticisms of the

points he had raised, and cases which had been

cited in the course of the discu.ssion.

names will be then equally unknown or for-
I taken one direction, and in " Pilbrow v. Shore-

gotten ; but I sure their works will form a strong
j
ditch "

it had been quite the reverse. In the one
and genuine link in the long chain of architectural

j
case, the drain which served a number of shops in

evolution, inspiring their successors to still higher
and nobler developments.

SANITARY LAW.
A T the ordinary general meeting of the Sur-

J\. veyors' Institution held on Monday evening
last at 12, Great George-street, S.W., the dis-

cussion was resumed of a paper entitled " Some
Notes on Sanitary Law," read at the meeting of

Xovemter 2G, 1!)'00, by Mr. E. H. Blake Fellow.

The secretary having read letters from intending
speakers who had been unable to attend, all

urging the necessity of some clearer definition of

the law, especially on the moot point of the
liability for the repair and maintenance of

"sewers" or " drains "

—

Mr. T. W. A. Hayward, of Battei-sea, called

attention to the difficulties which frequently arose
from the fact that the different Acts did not agree ! difficult one when a man, either under compulsion
on many points. For instance, the Act of IS.'i.') or not, paid money to mitigate a nuisance, and
provided for the connection of a house-drain with

|

afterwards found that the work ought to have

an arcade which was closed at night was held to

be a sewer, and in the other a jjipe running
through a courtyard between two blocks of

artisans' dwellings was treated as a drain only.

The words, " Combined operation by order of the

vestry," were in themselves full of pitfalls, and
he wished he had time to discuss aU the conun-

drums which might be set on this one question.

He thought tlie judges were getting a little tired

of the subtleties of the " drain or sewer " argu-

ment, and were inclined to decide cases more on
what might be called common-sense lines, for-

bearing to place unfair litirdenson local authorities.

He agreed with the author of the paper that the
" natural water test" was the only efficient one,

for it represented the conditions under w-hich a

blocked drain had to remain tight. There were
many things not covered by the by-laws of the

London County Council or the provisions of the

Public Health Acts, and the position was also a

S^

a sewer within 100ft. and at a lower level, while
the 1875 Act said nothing about level. Tlie levels

of floors of new buildings with respect to sewers
was also differently dealt with in the two Acts.
The overlapping of duties of inspectors and sur-

veyors in boroughs was, he thought, a mistake,
i

and, as an instance, he quoted a case where a 1

sanitary inspector had insisted on a drain being
ventilated by ;in inlet at each end and an outlet

in the middle. There was no express statutory
power to test drains, but the power to "examine "

conferred upon the public authority would seem
to cover the testing of drains, the examination of

which could hardly otherwise bo complete. The
water test was, he considered, the most important
one, and it was obvious that a drain which would
not hold up a bead of, say, one foot abo\'e the
highest end, would not keep good if blocked and
full of sewage.

Professor II. Robinson said that he thought the
question of the pollution of rivers and estuaries
came well within the scope of the discussion,
and he particularly drew attention to the Ems-
worth case (Foster r. Warlilington U.D.C), in

which he was concerned, and in which it was
decided that a local authority has no prescriptive
right to discharge sewage or other deleterious
matter into the estuary of a river where it may
j.ossibly be injurious to' health. Trade waste was
often very dillicult to deal with. The very large
proportion which it often bore to the total volume
of sewage of a town, and the intermittent nature
of its discharge, made it often a nuisance at the
outfall. With regard to difiiculties often met
with by a local authority anxious to remedy
nuisances, he quole.l the 'case of the Portsmouth
authorities, who ordered the removal of an un-
doubted nuisance, but who were met, when the

been done by the local authority

The supposition of the law was that if a man
out of kindness of his heart paid another's debt,

he could not afterwards recover the amount, and
on that principle a man who had only been served

with a notice that a nuisance e.xistod and had
forthwith remedied it, failed to recover the cost

when he found that it was not incumbent on him
to have done the work. This was the case of

"Oliver V. Camberwell." Then in " Jloore v.

Fulham," a man was served with a summons to do
work which ho ought not to have been called

upon to do, and when he had done it, failed to

recover, because he had acted '
' under compulsion

of legal process." This was only one of the

;
anomalies of the present state of the law.

Jlr. A. llarston said that the reports of the case

of " SiUes v. Fulham " left it a little doubtful
whether a rainwater drain or an ordinary rain-

water stack-pipe was in ipiestion. If the latter, it

seemed that any rain-water pipe taking the water
from two houses might be a sewer under the Act.

In another case it had been held that a surface

drain at the side of a road was a sewer, because

it took the rainwater from several houses. In the

case of what were indisputably combined drains

serving several houses, it was not clear who was
responsible for repair of abating a nui.sance. In
many rases the outlet of the combined drain was
upon the land of one owner, while several owners
discharged into it, ami it was not clear that he had
even a right to enter upon their lands to do
repairs.

iilr. N. Scorgie (borough engineer, Hacknay)
feared there was often a disposition of owners, and
surveyors who advised them, to take advantage of

th" technicalities of the law, and to get work done
by the local authorities regardless of the moral

(irANTITIKS.—II.

A DkTAC IIEU ItESinK>f( E ME.lsrilED .\N1) BlI.I.I'.II-

By the Author of " Estimating," &c.*

PEC'IFICATION of work and materials

required in the erection and i:ompletion of i

detached residence at Chelsea.

Exc.w.vTou

—

[fDiftonied) .

Excavate as required for all gas and other plp'w,

and cart away any surplus earth.

intAIN.VOE.

The drain pipes are to be weU-glazed, dark,

vitrified pipes and connections.

.;VU the pipes are to be laid on 6in. of Portland

cement concrete, not less than Gin. wider than

the pipes on each side. This concrete is to be of

the same description as previously described for

Gin. of concrete over site.

The concrete is to be carried up on both sides ol

the pipe and to the top of it.

The gullies are to be Gin. brown vitrified,

square at top, with 4in. outlet, and with wrought

iron grids on top, and set in brickwork in cement.

The guUy to the sink is to have a long dished

tray with fall towards the grating, and with tray

inside for removing accumulated grease, &c.

The pipes are to be laid to even falls to the

sewer, and to be jointed in neat cament, carefully

wiped inside.

Provide and fix a 4in. cast-iron ventilating

pipe, caulked at joints, at the top end of sewer,

with glazed drain-pipe connection from the foot

of it to the drain, the joint to be made good with

neat cement.
The ventilating pipe is to be carried at least

:>ft. above the top of the highest window, and

havo an extracting cowl fixed at the top of it.

Provide and fix an intercepting trap in an

approved position on the Gin. drain-pipe before it

enters the sewer, and carry up a 4in. pipe from

the outlet with 4in. galvanised iron pipe to a height-

of not less than 4ft. above the ground, with an

inlet-valve on top.

Excavate for the manholes, cart away aiirplua

earth, and lay Gin. of cement concrete Gin. wider

on all sides tlian the bottom footings.

Build the manholes of requisite depths in one-

brick walls in cement.
Render the insides, and bring up the bottom in

cement, properly dished round half-pipes, and

make good round all inlet and outlet pipes.

The covers and frames to be of galvanised iron,

with seating of tallow or other approved seal.

The contractor will have to give notice to the

authorities, and pay their fees, to connect the

drain with the sewer, taking up, relaying, and
making good the road as recpiired.

Take ventilating pipes from manholes with tin.

drain-pipe to the nearest wall, and then carry

up 4in. cast-iron pipes caulked ,at the joints to at

least ;if t. above the roof line.

Lay branches of 4in. drain pipes in concrete,

as already described, from the soil-pipe and the

case came before the Re:order on appeil, with the
\
and equitable responsibilities which ownership

" All rights reserved by tbe author.—For (irawingaaee

No. mu, Jan. 11, 19C7, p. 59. Specification oommenceo
on p. 58 of No. 2714.
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two w.c.'s, connerted with the jirinciiuil dram-iiipu
by >- j unctions.

The drainage when complete will have to be
tested by hydraulic piessure under the supervision
of the authorities.

The contractor is to provide and tix in an
approved position two >-

i unctions, with the out-
lets on top, and brinj^ up with pipes to within a

foot of the surface, and provide patent stoppers.

These are for cleansing jiurposes, and their
position must he marked on the wall, immediately
opposite them.

IlKICKI.AVF.U.

All the bricks are to be liard and well-burnt
square stock bricks, samples of which must be
submitted to the architect for ajiproval.

The faL-ing bricks on all elevations are to be of

approved red bricks.

The lime is to be I forking grey-stone lime.
The sand is to be clean, sharp sand, free from

loam or earthy matter and ]iroperIy screened
through a i^r screen. No tine sand may be used.
The cement is to be the best I'ortland cement

from an approved maker, and weighing not less

than lOdlb. to the bushel.

The mortar is to consist of "> parts of sand and
1 of lime, and to be made fresh each day.
The brickwork is to be in Flemish bond, rising

not more than I'iin. in four courses, and to be
odiciently flushed in at each course.

Thi- arches and squints are to be cut and
rubbed in best rubbers.

All window-heads must be kept down to allow
for architrave and cornire over.
The moulded courses, strings, and plinths, as

shown, are to be in red moulded bricks.

The brickwork behind rough stucco to be in
stocks.

The caps and neckings in chimney-stacks are
to be in red facing bri<'ks, the same as the stacks
and oversaiiing, as shown.
The windows in stuccoed part of fronts are to

have rough-axed arches in cement.
Turn rough relieving arches in cement over all

lintels and chimney openings.
The opening behind bay window is to be

carried by two lOin. by 4jin. rolled steel joists

resting 9in. on the wall each end. with :iin. toided
templates.

The opening at the ba -k of oriel window on
first-tloor front is to have two Sin. by 4J.in. rolled
steel joists, with stone templates, as "to the last.

The opening behind the bay underneath the
oriel is to have two '.lin. by ihin. rolled steel
joints, with stone templates each end, as before.

All these openings are to have four courses of
brick in cement over the rolled-steel joints, and
relieving arches in cement over the four coui-ses.
The window-sills to both bays and the two

windows in stuccoed walls are" to be in red
moulded bricks on edge, the tops to be covered
with (lib. lead brought under wood sill and turned
up jjin. at the back of wood sill, and copper-nailed
to it, and brought down Jin. over the front edge
and ends of brick sills, with the ends built into
the brickwork and made good to in cement.

All inoulded courses are to have cement
weathering in pure cement on top edges.
The diimney caps and neckings to have cement

weathering.

The joints of the brickwork are to be raked out
as the work goes on and cleaned down at comple-
tion, and pointed with a weuhered joint cut both
edges.

The brickwork behind stucco to be left
unpointed.

The inside walls of coal-cellar art to be struck-
jointed and twice lime-whited.

1/iy asphaUe dampcourse immediately under
plate to ground-tloor joists.

The asphalte to be not less than Jin. thick and
laid by an approved firm, the ontaiae joint bemg
raked out and pointed in cement.
Perform all cuttings over arches, to ekewbacks,

to gables, Aic, wherever required.
Uuild sleeper-walls as shown, din. high, and

bed the plates on them.
liuild 1-brick fender-walls with proper footings

to all ground-lioor chimney or stove openings,
and till in with concrete to take hearths.

j

Uender the openings for stoves in 'Portland
cement up to the top of the gatherings, and pargc
and core the flues.

I'ut 2in. by Jin. wrought-iron chimney-bars
over the openings, going ain. into the brickwork
at each end, and caulked" up and down lin.

Set the stoves with all necessary firebricks, &c.
The stoves are to be painted two cc.at< of oil-

paint on back before fj.ved.

Set the kitchener complete in every way with
all necessary firebricks and fireclay, and cutting

or forming any Hues required, and cut away for

the pipes to come through chimney-breast, and
making good after.

The t.Un. partition walls on ground Hoor are to

i
be in half-brick in cement.
The partition on first Hoor to w.c. and bath are

i
to be brick-noggcd.
Turn 4Mn. trimmer arches with properly-cut

skewbacksandfeathe'r-edge board against trimmer
to all the stove openings on 6rst Hoor, and till in

with concrete ready to take the hearths.

Carry up the biii'kwork of top walls between
the rafters, and cut on the top to the different

pitches.

M.\sox.

Put 4in. sunk weathered and rubbed sills to all

window openings on Hanks and back (the stone to

be I'arkspring or other approved York stone),

throated and grooved for water-bar, and cut and
pirned and made good to at ends.

The thresholds to front and back entrances, as

shown, to be of rubbed stone from the same
quarries, all properly cut and pinned at ends and
made good to, and kept up 1 iin. above the floor

line to allow for mats.

The two corbels under oriel window fo be of

white Portland stone, rubbed and moulded to

detail, to be supplied.

To the dining, drawing-room, and library put
glazed tile hearths at the prime cost of 20s. per
yard fi.^ed complete, and lay cement bed for these

hearths.

The kitchen hearth to be of (iin. red tiles laid

and jointed in cement.
The sink in scullery to be white glazed, with

brass hinged trap with wire interceptor, the sink

to he cut and pinned to the wall at back and one
end, and to have a galvanised iron bracket at the

other cut and pinned into wall, and with '.lin.

cement skirting at back Jin. thick.

The scullery floor is to be rendered in cement,
trowelled hard on the 6in. site concrete and laid

to fall to a gully under the sink, with pipe

cari'ied to weep over outside guUey.
This paving is to be carried into door openings

of coals, w.c, and kitchen.

The coal-cellar is to have the <>in. cement con-
crete kept up, and to be roughly rendered on top.

Put one row of lin. rubbed one .side slate

shelf in larder with rounded corner next to door,

and with ship-lap joint.

TILEU.

Cover all the roofs, as shown, with Broseley
plain nibbed tiles of an approved tint laid to shosv

3jUn., with double course at eaves on proper fir

battens. These battens will be laid on boarding
described in the Carpenter.

The hips and valleys to be formed with pur-
posely made hip and valley tiles carefully bonded
with the ordinary rooting tiles.

Put wrouaht-iron hip hooks at foot of each hip.

Kun cement fillet round all verges.

The ridge tiles are to match those on the hips.

and are to be set in cement.

LliCKWOOD'S lUfLDEirS AXD COX-
TKACTOR'S PlUCr: BOOK, 1307.

THIS standard handbook is as indispensable as

ever to all readers, and as deservedly so.

It notes the considerable increase in the prices of

some of the metals—lead more especially, which
now stands at an unprecedented figure. Jlost

other materials are much as at the beginning of

last year. There is not much change either in the

condition of trade, which remains dull, though
we ourselves think there are indications here and
there that we shali see better times ere long.

Recent changes in legislation are set out, more
particularly in the London Building .Act. and its

powers now in force with regard to protection

from fire exercised bv the London Countv Council.

appeared in the Press, he (the engineei) wrote to

the secretary of the Manchester (^ouncil of the

National Keglstration drawing his attention to

that charge, and asking for the paiticulars of the

examination and iiupiiry which it was under-
stood should be made in the case of each canili-

date. A full reply had been made to that by the
Wor.shipful Company of Plumbers, which con-
tained a complete vindication of their method of

registration. That mctliod could not fail to have
a very good effect in keeping up the work of

plumbing to a proper st.andard. The suggestion
that certilicates of registration could be obtaineil

by money payments only was untrue, and it

could not be too witlely known that those certifi-

cates were proofs of competency.
Mr. Parr said he was satisfied with the explana-

tion of the Worshijjful Company of Plumbers :

but he was not quite satisfied with the arrange-
ments cif that committee, or that they were on the
right lines in allowing people to be un the list

who were not registered.

Alderman Forster said those were people who
were not exactly registered, but who had been
permitted to do work by reason of their previous

associations and experience. Mr. Parr said what
he more especially referred to was that the names
of people who had been in different firms and who
were dead were kept on the list, and the registra-

tion was kept open for people who were not

qualified. The Engineer said they had arranged
that as soon as there was a change in a firm such
as Mr. Parr indicated, the name should be taken
off the list, and their successors would have to

a])ply.

MILTON CASTINO.S.
'

IT is .a good many years since we first had
occ:ision to record the impetus given to

the high-class manufacture of kitchen ranges,

cooking appaiatus, and kirdied specialties by
the firm of JIcDowall, Steven, and Co., Ltd., of

Glasgow, Falkirk, and 4. Ppper Thames-street,

E.C. : and each recurring opportunity since taken

to chronir'le tlie continuous strides made in the

extent of its operations has been a welcome one.

To-day we have before us a volume of more
th.an 2,000 pages, embracing six sections, in which
the most up-to-date specialties in cooking appa-
ratus, stoves, and fireplaces, rainwater goods

and general fittings, verandah railings and stairs,

stable fittings, radiators, and hot-water pipes are

figured and described with an accuracy of detail

and a grasp of the needs of the architect, builder,

and jjroperty owner which are as satisfactory as

they are advantageous.

The moderate prices in all cases are very

noticeable, and these are secured by the capability

and resource of the great firm that is responsible

for the catalogue, and in no single instance by
the prostitution of quality to cheapness.

THE KEGISTR.VTION OF PLUMBERIS.

AT the last meeting of the St. Helens Water
Committee, the engineer (Mr. Lackland)

said that on the i:ith ult. an application to be
authorised as a plumber was laid before that com-
mittee from a plumber in the town wlio was not a

registered plumber, and ihe application was
refused. In consequence, however, of the charge
implied in his letter that the certificate of regis-

tration was obtained by payment of fees only,

and of a communication to the same effect which

CHIPS.

On Saturday afternoon the memorial which ha-s

been.erected on the esplanade at Stirling (.'astle to

the officers, non-commissioned officers, and men of

the Princess Loui.ie's (Argyll and Sutherland High-
landers) who fell in the South African war was un-
veiled by the Duchess of Montrose. The memorial,

which is of bronze after a desigu by Mr. Herliert

Patoii, nephew of Sir NopI Patoii, represents a High-
lander with his rifle at " the engaged," standing on
a granite base.

The annual banquet of the IncorpoTated Bristol

Channel Timber Importers' Association, of which
Mr. Averarv X. Jones is president, will be heldat

the Koyal Hotel, Bristol, on Friday in next week,
the 2.1th inst., .and the Bristol Master Builders will

dine at the same place on Teh. .7. Mr. R. F. Ridd

is president of the latter association for the year.

A Local tiovemment B lard inquiry ha? been held

at Brighton into the application of the corporation

for sanction to borrow £l,0fi4 for the purchase of

property for street improvement.

Mr. Charles Cobb, architect and estate agent, of

Entield, recently committed suicide by cutting his

throat while suffering from extreme depresaioD.

An inquiry has lately baen held at the town-hall,
Ipswich, by a Local "tlivernment Board inspector

regarding a loan £11,000, applied for by the town
council for electric-lighting purposes.

The British Academy has received the sum of

£10,000 for the purpose of establishing a memorial
to the late Mr. Leopold Schweich, of Paris. The
endowment is to be devoted to the furtherance of

research iu the archaeology, art, hi>tory, languages,

and literature of ancient civilisation, with reference

.to Biblical study.
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(iHITUAliY.

A Ni)Ti(:EAm.E ligurc in the life of the city of

Worcester has passed away in the person of Jlr.

Hknuv Rowe, city and county surveyor, who

died on Thursday in last week at his residence,

liainbow Hill, Worcester, at the age of eighty-

six years. Until recent years he was in active

liractice as an architect and surveyor. In the

office of city surveyor he succeeded hi^' father,

and he was appointed fifty-th).ee vears-ftgo to the

countv survevorship. During that time he has

heen
"
responsible for planning i the numerous

county buildings, and also the civic buildings.

He was a prominent Freemason. Mr. Rowe had

a large private practice, and was a director of the

new (iaslight Company a

Company.

Mii. Enwix RosioE
DoUis-avenue, Finchley,

illness, at Walberswick,

agcof tifty-eight. II

at the Royal Academy

nd Worcester Theatre

Jlri.Lixs, sculptor, of

died, after a few days'

on the 9th inst., at the

was a constant exhibitor

_
nd the New Gallery. His

jiortraits.one of which was a successful bust of

.Mr. Gladstone, were faithful likenesses and of

e.tcellent technique ; he executed some ideal

statues, and many small statuettes and reliefs.

JIu. William Josiau Allex, clerk of works

to Jlessrs. Colman, of the Carrow Works, Norwich,

died last week, aged .iC years. Sir. Allen was

born in February, IS.iO, and his first appearance

at Norwich was in the capacity of clerk of the

works in connection with the rebuilding and

extension of the Xoii'olk and Norwich Hospital.

This appointment was made by Mr. Edward

Boardman, F.K.I.B.A., of Norwich, the architect

for that worjv, and it was also on his introduction

that the late Jlr. J. J. Colman gave to Jlr. Allen

the appointment of architect at Carrow Works, a

position which Ijy a coincidence became vacant

when tlie hospital engagement was drawing to a

close. From that time until within a few months

of his death not only was Mr. Allen responsible

for the maintenance and upkeep of the buildings,

for such extensions as were made necessary from

time to time, and for the installation and upkeep

of the electrical apparatus, but also for the

maintenance of the extensive house property

owned by the company.

A WELL-Kxowx citizen of Birmingham, in the

person of Mr. Jonx Castle, passed away on

.Sunday after a brief illness at his residence at

Harborne. aged St. Mr. Castle was a builder

and contractor, and for more than fifty years

carried on an extensive business in Broad-street.

CHIPS.

A memorial to the late Eev. Dr. Hood Wilson, of

the Barclay United Free Church, Edinburgh, iu the

form of a bronze bu^t, was unveiled on iSunday m
Fountainbridge Mission Church. The bust was
made by Mr. Birnie Khind, sculptor.

The death is announced at Hyde of Mr. .Tames

Hepworth at the age of Tli, who for over .il) years

held the position ot surveyor to the old highways
board at Hyde, and later sm-veyor to the local board.

Mr. Herbert Walker, surveyor to the Wealdstone

Urban District Council, has received an increase of

t'i.') per annum to his salary.

The finance committee of the Chichester Corpora-

tion recommend the immediate expenditure ot i'.iUO

uiion Grey Friars l:uh century chapel in I'riory

Park, iu order to preserve it from rum. I'he total

cost of restoration is estimated at £_',U01i.

The new county council school built atbedworth,
Warwickshire, at a cost of £7,47l:i, was opened on

Monday. The school will accommodate .'i70 pupils.

Mr. R. J. rienderlcith, at present art master in

Coatbridge Technical College and Higher Grade
School, was appointed, on Monday, art master in

the Harris Academy, Dundee. The commencing
salary is i:lSU.

JButlbrng Mtlligtnct

Eloiimsiu uv. — Compelled, owing to the de-

mands of the London County Council for large

structural alterations, to leave its headquarters at

Exeter Hall, the Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion opened on Friday the new headquarters of

its national work at 13, Russell-square, in which

house its late president resided for upwards of a

quarter of a century. The new premises consist

of a commodious Georgian mansion. The altera-

tions have been carried out by Messrs. HoUoway
Brothers, to the plans of Mr. W. Charles Way-
mouth (Messrs. Ridge and Waymouth, architects,

Holborn)

.

Heuei-ord.—The Dean and Chapter ha\-e deter-

mined to proceed with the restoration of the

west front of Hereford Cathedral under the direc-

tion of the architect, Mr. .1. < lldrid Scott, F.S.A.

The west window, erected as a memorial of (jueen

Victoria by upwards of 8,000 women of the

county and' diocese, at a cost of I'l.oOO, was un-

veiled by Princess Henry of Battenberg in 1902.

It was found necessary to carry on in accordance

with lilr. Scott's design the further renewal of the

west front, the pinnacles and the upper part of

which had been rendered insecure by the earth-

quake of December, 1S96, while the whole fa(,-ade,

as rebuUt by Wyatt in 1786, was unworthy of the

rest of the cathedral. The upper portion was

completed and paid for at a cost of .£;i,000. The
next stage was the completion of the west end of

the nave, involving the projection of two heavy

buttresses, between which there was a new west

portal with rich double doorways into the

cathedral. This work has been done at an

additional cost of f 4,.n00, and was dedicated by

the Archbishop of Canterbury in 1904. The new

facade was illustrated from Mr. Scott's design in

our issue of .lanuary 2, 190:i. The renewal of the

west front of the north aisle, with the addition of

a massive turret and carved medallion, at an ex-

penditure of £2,800, was completed at the end of

190o, and there remains to be completed the west

front of the south aisle. The whole work is esti-

mated to cost £14,800, the balance now required

being about £3,000. Operations have been

suspended for a year, but have now been restarted

owing to the offer of six subscribers of £100 each

towards the cost of the work.

Irswicn.—Two new schools have been opened,

one in Clifford-road for 1,100 children, and one

in Ranelagh-road for 720 children. The Clifford-

road school has been designed by Mr. E. T.

.Tohns, and the contract price for which Mr. S. A.

Kenney has erected it was £ll,G7.i. The accom-

modation is for 1,100 children, nearly equally

divided amongst three departments. It is

arranged on the corridor plan—i.e., with a

corridor 8ft. wide running through it from end to

end, and linking up large central halls, one for

the use of the boys and girls jointly, and the other

for the infants. The largest cential hall is G.iit.

by 39ft. For each department theie are seven

classrooms, four on one side of the corridor and

three on the other, designed for 00. f 0. and 40

pupils. All the classrooms are heated with open

tires. Each classroom has windows communicating

with the corridor. The external windows are

constructed with double-hung sashes in the lower

part, with fanlights above, to fall inwards. The
inner walls are all lined with glazed brick dadoes,

with jilaster above, and the floors are pitch-pine

wood blocks. The exterior walls are of red

brick, with (Junton white brick dressings, the

roofs being covered with Broseley plain tiles.

The Ranelagh-road school is also for boys, girls,

and infants. The school h.as been designed by

Mr. .1. A. Scheuermann, and built by Messrs. E.

Catcbpule and Sons, lamited. The present

accommodation is for 720 children. 240 for e.ach

section. By the addition of extra classrooms at

each end, the accommodation can be increased to

Ar a meeting on Tuesday of the committee for the
', ijiio seats. The cost has been £10,980 for thi

preservation ot Ayr Auld Brig it was intimated that
'

' i, already done, while the complete school will

the subscriptioi.a to the fund up to the jtreseiit

amounted to ,C7,700, and a large sum was expected

from Burus Clubs throughout the world on the 2.)th.

The agreement with Messrs. Simpson and Wilson,

enguieers of the scheme of preservation, was sub-

mitted and generally approved. A letter was read

cost £14.-'i00. That works out at i;i3 jier head,

as against £10 12s. per head for the Clifford-road

School. The exterior walls are of red Suffolk

brick, with Ancaster and Bath stone dressings.

St. Bautholomew's.—The hoarding surround
from Messrs. Walker and Sous, chemical manu- jj^^ ^^y. outpatients' department of St. Bartholo
facturers, Ayr, otfenug to do the whole asphalt

work on the upper part of the bridge free of charge,

and the committee accepted the olfer, and thanked
the firm. The committee instructed the engineers to

have their reports, plans, and specitications com-
pleted in every detail to be ready to lay before the

.\yr Town Council.

mow s Hospital is being struck. The frontage iu

Giltspur-street, 144ft. in length, is faced with

stone, and harmonises witlr the other buildings.

The block is to be used by the resident medical

staff, and also contains the students' luncheon-

room and kitchen, in addition to rooms for accident

and other emergency cases. The block in the rear

of this is roofed iii, while most of the internal

walls are up, and some of them are tiled. It

consists of the special departments and the wait-

ing-room for the out-patients. This hall is 140ft.

by°4.Jft., and seats S.iO people. At the back of

these buildings there is a third block, -jontaining

the dispensary department, the special wards, and

the large kitchen for the general hospital. This

section of the new building will be roofed in

during the next month, and the entire building is

to be finished by the autumn. The members of

the Architectural Association visited the new-

buildings on Saturday under the personal guidance

of the architect, Mr. E. B. I'Anson, M.A.,
i

F.R.I.B.A. The heating arrangements are being

carried out by Messrs. Haden and Sons, of

Trowbridge, while the builders are Slessrs. Dove

Bros.

Selhy Ahiiey.—a meeting of the executive

committee of the abbey restoration fund was held

at Selby on Friday, the Earl of Harewood pre-

siding. Tenders for the roofing and ceiling of the

nave, north transept, and Latham Chapel, and

the outer rooting and oak groining of the choir

were opened, that of Jlr. Thomas S. UUathornc,

of Selby, for €7,041, being accepted. There were

ten tenders, and Mr. UUathorne's was the lowest.

Mr. J. Oldrid Scott, U.S.A., the architect, in-

formed the meeting that the roofing of the nave

would be taken in band at once, and that the

choir exterior roof would be built from the east to

west, as the damaged piers were repaired and

strengthened to bear the superstructure. It was

resolved to put a pitched roof on the north transept

in accordance with the original roof of the build-

ing, and the tender of Mr. Ullathorne to rebuild

the gable and erect the east and west turrets was

accepted for £798 l-is. lOd. On the advice of the

architect, the committee gave authority to proceed

with the underpinning of the tower piers, which

had sunk seriously, and have long been a source

of great weakness. The total funds for the

restoration now amount to nearly £32,000.

Tiioi;xEV AuuEY Chvrch, C.\miis.—The re-

storation of the nave roof, which was commenced

last June, h.as now been completed. The entire

cost of the work has been defrayed by His Grace

the Duke of Bedford, K.G. The late Mr. J. T.

Jlicklethwaite, architect, of Westminster, was

calledinto examine and report upon theroof inMay

last and work was commenced forthwith, which

was entrusted to Messrs. Smith Bros., contractors,

of Thorney. The roof has been recovered with

the old grey Collyweston slates, previously used for

the purpose, and the old lead gutters have been

substituted with hollow gutters formed of coke

breeze concrete and asphalte, which was executed

by Claridge's Patent Asphalts Co., Ltd. The

plaster ceiling has been renewed on the old lines,

and the plaster cornice reproduced in the same

manner. The external masonry on the north and

south side of the nave has also been thoroughly

repaired and pointed.

WixcHE.sTEu Catheiklil.—The defects in the

cathedral, and works necessary therefrom become

more and more visible and alarming. A great

fissure in the north wall of the transept {Bishop

Walkelin's work, 1079—1093) has now been

traced right down to the foundations of ihe

massive grouted wall 12ft. under the present

surface. The crack, evidently of some antiquity,

is large, and above ground, and enables a person

to look through the 6ft. wall into the transept

aisles. It has affected the wall, window arches.

and parapet, and, tested by the plaster fillets put

on the face of the walls of the gable, there is still

movement going on. The workmen of Jlessrs.

Thomijson have excavated a shaft down to the

peat, ;ind are keeping the water down by a

powerful pump, so that the bed of gra\el may be

1 cached for the purpose of underpinning. 'Ihe

gieat fabric, at all points save the extreme west

end, stands on the water strata. Curiously enough,

.

at this shaft fragments of Roman pottery, including

Samian ware, are found, showing the Close was

'

the centre of Roman residential life. Inside the

cathedral there are now deep shafts, one close to

the clustered marble cohimned pier of De Lucy's

work (1204), close to Langton's chantry at the

east end of the south choir aisle, which has been

sunk 20ft. down in order to underpin the sup-

ijorting work of the pier. In the crypt beneath,

nn the north and the south, deep shafts have also

been sunk to permit the walls to be made secure.

Jlen have been employed in plumbing the walls

of the north transept, in order to measure their

deviation from the upright : this deviation extends
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to several inches, especially in the case of the
buttress and gable on the north. Scaffolding has
been at the west front to repair the defective Caen
stone work put up tifty years ago. There is also
erected a fence to protect passers-by from any
risk of falling stone during the repairs. .Some
sections of the underpinning of He Lucy's walls
outside the building arc finished. The work'of
keying up the vaulting of these aisles is pro-
gressing, and after comjiletion the chantries.
notably Waynflete"s beautiful tomb and screen,
will have the pinnacles replaced, and defects both
above and below ground ma<le good. Magdalen
College. M'aynfiete's magnificent foundation, will
provide for the i-estoration of his chantrv, and the
Duke of Beaufort of that of the famous repre-
sentative of his Koval descent from John of tJhent,
son of Edward III. Presumably it will be some
time before the area of Do Lucy's aisles, the
Lady-chapel, and the chanti-ies is "cleared of the
mass of scaffolding now requisite for the workmen
to perform operations of various kinds.

_
YoiiK JIiNSTKi!.—The restoration of the nave of

lork Minster is rapidly approachin.7 completion
under the direction of 'Mr. G. F. Bodley, R.A.,
architect to the Dean and Chapter. Four of the
flying buttresses and pinnacles on both the north
and south sides of the nave are completed, one
more is ready for tixing on the south, and two on
the noith side. There are now only three tlying
buttresses required to complete the work. Iii the
course of the removal of some of the pinnacles on
the north side portions of the old buttresses were
found, and there are traces on the south side, thus
disposing of the theory urged bv some of the
critics of the restoration that there were no flying
buttresses originally. It has also been found "that
the new work exerts no pressure on the walls, but
receives the thrust of the roof, and thus adds
materially to its support. The work of protecting
the Five Sisters window in the north transept
IS also in hand. Anxiety is being felt by the
Mmster authorities at the condition of the
east end of the structure. There has been
a gradual settlement for some rears at the east
end. and one or two ominous cracks have
developed. Theso were tilled up with cement
eighteen months ago, but the pointing has now
all fallen away again, and steps will have to be
taken shortly tjiprevent any further damage. The
south transept, too, is co'nsiderablv out of the
perpendicular. There has, however, been no
settlement here for some years.

The partnership heretDfore subsisting between
L. Lynam. .T. H. Beckett, and G. Lynam, archi-
tects, .^toke-upon-Treut and Longton, under the^le of Lyuam. Beckett, and Lynam has been
dissolved.

The Sheffield Corporation are faced with the
necessity of undertaking a new and comprehensive
scheme of sewage disposal. The proiect about to be
entered upon will entail an expenditure of .£:Snn,00n.
It IS only twenty years since the existing sewage
works were completed, and at that time they were
considered the most up-to-date in the kingdom butnow they are looked upon as almost obsolete.

Mr. Theodore M. Davis, the well-known American
Egyptologist, has discovered in the Valley of the
Kings at Luxor the tomb of the great Queen Thi
wife of Amenhotep III. It contains
coflm, and some Canopic jars.

St. Xicholas Church, Plumstead, the oldest
ecclesiastical building in the district, is be rebuilt at

a mummy.

a cost of i9,00n. It 13 proposed to retain the present
tower and one of the main walls, and to build a
lOTger church, providing accommodation for about
:iuO worshippers.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned theborrowing by the Glutton, .-Somerset, Kural Districtouncl of £22,000 for the purpose '

to Cameley. LIutton, Farmbomu

(l^nguutrhtg f^atts.

SoiTiiw.uiK 15;;iiiuE.—The City Corporation
have before them a suggestion by'Deputy Algar
to refer to the Bridge House Committee the
question of considering and reporting upon the
subject of improving or reconstructing Southwark
Bridge. It is estimated that if reconstruction is

decided upon the cost will not be less than
i;.)00,000. Southwark Bridge is admittedly ill-

adapted for its purpose. The chief reasons which
operate against its more extensive use for vehicular
traffic are (1) its bad approaches, (2) the sharp
incline, on the north side particularly, and ['ii its

narrowness. From parapet to parapet it is only
42ft. wide, and for vehicular traffic a space of only
28ft. lim. is available. The width of Blackfriafs
Bridge at present is ;.=ift., and when it has been
widened it will be 10.'>ft. The desirability of
reconstructing the bridge has been previously
admitted by the Corporation, and, provided the
Court of Common Council adopts Deputy Algar's
motion. Parliament will be asked to sanction the
work. The piefeit bridge was built 8S years
ago.

Sol riiAMi'TON-.—The proposed docks extension
will involve an estimated expenditure of half a
million sterling, and take the form of a new wet
dock, having its outlet on the Test side, and
situated between the Trafalgar dry dock and the
cold storage. Plans of the new d"oek have been
placed before the works committee of the South-
ampton Harbour Board, and provide a water area
sixteen acres in extent, or precisely similar in size
to the old outer dock. The new dock will have a
normal depth of 40ft. The two main quays will
be l,6.)0ft. long, thus permitting two of fhc
largest liners afloat to lie end to end alongside
each quay, with room to spare. The width of
the dock will be 400ft.. though the length of the
third inner quay, owing to the angle at which it

is to be built, will be (itoft. In addition to the
three inner quays, there are to be two outer qiiavs

'." ."^"^ vicinity of the Trafalgar dock, 49.5ft. and
.5 Lift, in length respectively. The scheme also
provides for the erection of "two sheds on each of
the main quays. The proposals received on
Tuesday the provisional assent of the Southampton
Harbour Board.

CHIPS.
Mr. .1. A. Bernard Horsley has resigned his

position as electrical engineer to the Tonbridge
t'rban District Council, consequent upon his having
been appointed engineer to the Harrow Electric
Lighting and Power Co.

There are 173 applicants for the vacant appoint-
ment of chief assistant electrical engineer to the
Islington Borough Council, at a commencing salary
of £2.)0 per annum, with a maximum of £3.50.

The Bishop of Sheffield has dedicated at St.
Augustine's, Sheffield, the clock aud bells which
Lady Stephenson has given in memory of her
husband, the late Sir Henry Stephenson.

At a meeting of the ratepayers of Rawtenstall on
Wednesdaj', it was decided to sanction a Bill
authorising an expenditure of over £223,000, in-
cluding £113,66.s tor electrifying the tramways,
£S2,310 for equipment, £2,000 lor motor omnibuses.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

The AECIiITKCTruAi. Assoc iatiox's Stidexts'
Smokixo Co.nckut.—.\ speiial feature of this
year's <-oncert, to be held at the Georgian Hall of
the Gaiety Restaurant on March 1, will be an
attempt to revive the A.A. plays by producing a
short, new, and original musical extravaganza. It
has also been aiTanged to hold a ladies' night and
dress rehearsal of the play on the previous even-
ing at the same place. Particulars can be ob-
tained from Mr. T. W. Watkins, 28, Elm Park
Mansions, S.W., and from the secn.'tary of the
association, IS, Tufton-street, S.W. 'JThe net
proceeds will, as before, be given in aid of the
Architects' Benevolent Fund.

The Ai ctioxkeus' Institite.—The annual
meeting of the Midland Counties Branch of the
Auctioneers' In.<*titute took place at Burton-on-
Trent on Thursday, the lOth inst. The meeting
was attended by 3Ir. I)ougla.s Young, of London,
and Mr. Charles Harris, secretary of the Insti-
tute. The officers for the year are :—Messrs.
W. H. Bradwell (Nottingham), chairman: .1. J.
Curtis, .1. Shakespear (Leicester), vice-chairmen ;

J. Rowland (Burton-on-Trent), treasurer; .V. \V.
Shelton (Xottingham , auditor: and \V. H.
Tarratt (Leicester), hon. secretary. Mr. Douglas
Young, whilst promising to bring before the
council the desire of the members that the annual
meeting of the institute might be held at Notting-
ham, observed that as the institute would attain
its majority tliis year there was a feeling that the
event ought to be celebrated in the Jietropolis,

especially as it might have some bearing on the
application for a charter.

Leeds and Yorkshike ARCHiTECTfR.«,
Society.—The annual dinner of this society
took place on Friday night at the (Queen's Hotel,
Leeds. Over sixty members and guests were
present. The president (Mr. H. S. Chorley) was
in the chair, and the gathering included the
Vice-Cnancellor of the I'niversity of Leeds (Dr.
Bodington , Mr. \V. J. Locke (secretary of the
Koyal Institute of British Architects , Jlr. Henry
Barran (president of the Leeds Chamber of Com-
merce), ilr. J. E. Bedford president of the Leeds
Institute), and Mr. A. E. Kirk (bon. secretary of
the Society . Dr. Bodington. in giving -'The
Itoyal Institute of British Architects," asked.
What did an architect require ': A sound, general
education, a healthy public opinion, and friendly
intercourse with his professional brethren and
with architects from other lands. All these were
supplied by the Koyal Institute of British Archi-
tects, which played an important part in guiding
public bodies, ilr. W. .1. Lo-ke acknowledged
the toast. Alluding to the question of Registra-
tion, .he said that a compromise between two
opposing parties had resulted in the adoption bv
the Royal Institute of a scheme providing for a
revision of the charter of the Institute, and for
promoting a Bill in Parliament, with the object
of securing recognition in the professional sense
of the diploma of the Institute. The report of
the committee which had been appointed would bj
published shortly. The object of the Registration
movement was to improve the status of the archi-
tect by insuring that he should have a propei
artistic training, and also that the public should
be acquainted with the dignity of his work. That

£:iOO for electrical motors, £.5,.)00 for municipal I
could not be done by a dirided. but a united, pro-

offices, and £5,800 for sanitary purposes. Ifession. They had to awaken the public to the

At Ilkley, on Wednesday, two of the workmen at
the new town-hall, Frank Carver and Wilham
Mitchell, fell from a scatTolJ a distance of nearly
40ft., and were killed on the spot.

An addition to the art collection in the Scottish
National Gallery has lust been made by the pre-

f water supply ' .'entation of a portrait of Mr. W. Dallas Ross,

Gurmley, "High LitUeton,
limsbury.

nugh, Farring'ton,
Paulton, Eaaton, and

The Board of Trade have recently confirmed the
inrtermentioued order made by the Light Kailwav
Lommissionprs _ \t„.,t^^ '

r-
B"m.iii»a)

London, by the late Mr. Robert Brough, A.R.S.
The picture was painted about ten years ago.

tV.

The public examination of Mr. Albert Edward
Beckely Crundall, described as an estate agent, of

Lommissinnorc At J . ' r.
^~- ^••^^^} Clement's Inn. Strand, was on Wednesday con-

iSiv, fJL
~ ^aidstone Corporation Light ! eluded, the statement of atfairs showmg gross

c^s^Sin If l!^Sf 'f
"• l'«". ?"th;Orisi=ig the

,

liabilities amounting to £2.56,812 12s. lid., of w^ichcoiisxruction of light railways in the borough of \
£2.5,.5i;6 lOi

bourne
,
in the county of Kent,

iv*^?L'°*^!;f^"S discoveries have been made atlor Abbey. Torquay. A vers- tine Norman sate-way aud slate coffins were discovered
ago, and >tone coffins con
have just been disinterred

8d. was expected to rank, and assets

'uce £110,739 8s,

Maidstnno =„.i A "'"'.>= '" i"e Dorougn ot t2.i,.ihb lOs. 8d. was expected to

on thlT^,f, ^
'" '^*' ;?''''

''"^'S?
°* Maidstone and ' estimated by the bankrupt to prod:

S^.^f^^'ir^y °^ the rural district of HoUing- The bankrupt attributed his failure to his liabilities

and expenditure, amounting to upwards of £43,000,
in connection with the Southend Palace Hotel.

gate-

ago, and >tone coffins containhTg 'human re^maiUs
- 1^?° disinterred. An old staircase hasoeen Jound, the existence of which had been hithertoquite uuknown.

1 he Local (Tovemment Board have consented to
the raising by the Derbyshire County Councd of a
loan of £.s,390 for the erection of an isolation
hospital at Langwith, to serve the eastern portion of
North Derbyshire. Messrs. RoUinson and Son,
Corporation-street, Chesterfield, are the architects.

I

new artistic movement in architecture, and that
must be done by the efforts of a combined pro-
fession. In an appeal for support of the Institute

he pointed out that it had done much to raise the
sfcitus oi the profession generally. Mr. S. 1).

Kitson submitted 'The Allied Societies,'' and.
pai-aphnising a well-known political statement,
said that what architects thought to-day the
public thought to-morrow. The alliance between
the Royal Institute and the local societies took
place, in the majority of instances, in 1889, and
there were eighteen of these allied societies. R--
ferring to the disastrous effect of smoke upon
Westminster Abbey. Canterbury Cathedral. York
Minster, and other historic buildings. Mr. Kitson
suggested that the allied societies might take this
question into consideration. He added that the
architectur.al profession was very much over-
crowded and notoriously underpaid. There was, -

however, more mutual forbearance and help
among architects than in any other profession,
and this was largely due to the local or allied

societies, which afforded the opportunity to
members to meet, and to their connection with
the Royal Institute, which gave them the oppor-
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tunity of thinking Imperially. Mr. 1''. E. P.

Edwards (Bradford) responded. He spoke of

the educational value of the local societies,

and claimed that they had justified their

e.vistence. Mr. Butler Wilson proposed "The
t'ity of Leeds " iu a humorous speech.

Alderman C. F. Tetley, replying, said the cor-

poration were not always desirous of receiving

advice ; but ho had no doubt that if the archi-

tects of the city were united, they would find an
opportunity of making their influence felt. " The
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society" was
given by Mr. Henry Barran, who said that per-

haps if eome of them had to choose their vocation

in life again they would prefer to be architects,

not because of their artistic gifts, but because the

architecfs life had so many charms. It rrright,

however, be said that an architect's life was not

a happy one. because there were such things as

building by-laws. The president, replying to the

toast, expressed the opinion that nowadays archi-

tects were not ao much hard worked as hard
pushed, for clients wanted everything done in a

hurry. He believed that in future science and
architecture would go more together than in the

past, and that the University of Leeds would
have a greater influence over architectural

matters. In these days of electric cars, there

was a great movement of decentralisation in pro-

gress. In regard to the laying-out of suburban
districts, this country had done very little as lom-
pared with Germany, and he thought our local

authorities ought to have greater powers than at

present in the treatment and management of out-

lying districts. Mr. Percy Robinson, in intro-

ducing the toast of "Thetiuests, " suggested that

Leeds was not architecturally a beautiful city,

and that the criticisms passed upon it by Mr.
Bernard Shaw were not altogether undeserved.

The condition of the city was not so much due to

the inability of the architects as to the apathy of

the general public. Mr. J. S. K. Phillips replied.

MAN-cirEsTER SociETV 01' AucHiTE jTS.—The fifth

general meeting of the students of the abo\e society

was held at the society's rooms on Tuesday, Jan.

15. An impromptu debate took place, at which
the following were among the subjects discussed :—"That an Architect should i'it himself for

Designing in all Crafts," "That an (Oriental

Style of Architecture is Unsuitable to our English

Climate," and "That it is Advisable for young
Architects to go into Partnership rather than to

Commence Practice on their own account." The
above subjects, and several others of a similar

nature, were debated on, and put to the meeting
to deride.

Nation.m, Fedeuatiox ok BriT.oERs.—The
annual meeting of the Midland Centre of the

National Federation of Building Trades Employers
of (xieat Britain and Ireland was held at the

Acorn Hotel, Temple-street, Birmingham, on
Friday. The President (Mr. F. G. Whittall;

presided, and among those present, representing

Master Builders' Associations in the Midlands,

and afliliated to the centre, were Colonel J.

Barnsley, County Councillor J. Hallow (Black-

heath), Messrs. ' J. Wright and F. H. Fish

(Nottingham), W. Wistance (Walsall), J. H.
kellett (Leicester), F. Lindsay Jones i Wolver-
hampton), C. H. Barnsley, J. B. Whitchouse,

and Albert S. Smith (Bii-mingham), and Fred W.
Amphlet (secretary). The report stated that tlie

conditions of the building trade in the Midlands

had been as disappointing and discouraging during

the past year as they very well could be. There
had been very few disputes with the operatives

during the year. Ditliculties at Coventry and
Leicester had been settled locally by arbitration,

and at W^orcoster and Newark by the newly-

established Conciliation Boards. Two new as-

sociations had been formed at Bromsgro\e and
Kedditch. Under the national scheme agreed to

by the Federation and the Carpenters', Brick-

layers*, and Stonemasons' Societies, the Midland
Centre Conciliation Board had been formed, and
had settled the dispute at Newark, whilst luial

Conciliation Boards had been formed at liirming-

ham. Burton - on - Trent, Uerby, Leicester,

Newark. Nottingham, North Staffordshire, W.al-

sall, West Bromwich, Woh-erhampton, and
\Vorcester. The tot:il amount promised to the

national reserve fund of .€10,00U (of which
£1.600 had been allocated to the centre) was
£9.i2 Ha. (id., of which £1)21 Us. (Jd. had been
received in ca.sh. The accounts showed a balance

iu hand of £30, and it was estimated that the

unpaid subscriptions would realise about .£7!i.

The report emphasiseo the fact that the recently-

pa.ssed Tnidea l)ispute.s Bill would make it more

necessary than ever for builders to federate and

improve their organisation. The following officers

were appointed for the ensuing year : President,

County Councillor J. Hallow :
vice-presidents,

Mr. VV. Wistance (Walsall) and Councillor H.

Smith (West Bromwich) ; honorary treasurer, Mr.

W. Sapcote (Birmingham) : honorary auditoi-s,

Colonel J. Barnsley. J. P., and Mr. Albert S.

Smith (Birmingham). A committee was also

elected to consider the advisability of preparing

a scheme of collective insurance for the purpose

of covering workmen's compensation risks.

SnEi-;-iELi) Society ok Ar.niiTE ts axd Srii-

vEYous.— At the monthly meeting of this society,

held on Thurseay in last week, in the society's

room. Mr. H. L." Paterson, A.R.I.B.A., lectured

upon the " Architectural Treatment of W'ood-

work." Mr. W. J. Hall occupied the chair.

The design of internal ecclesiastical and domestic

woodwork was considered from the 13th century,

through the Early Kenaissance period, and down
to Grinling tiibbon's work in St. Paul's Cathe-

dral, which may be regarded as the culminating

work of the Later Renaissance. The difference in

the nature of the carving was remarked upon, and

it was shown that in the later work the ornament

was no longer cut out of the mouldings, but out

of separate pieces which were applied to the work,

allowing greater freedom in design and greater

delicacy in execution, but to a certain extent

interfering with the architectural lines. The
paper concluded with a plea for the correct use

of woodwork, and the opinion was expressed that,

while it might be losing ground as a constructive

material, there was little reason, owing to its

intrinsic beauty, to fear that it would be sup-

planted for internal decorative work. The paper

was illustrated by a large number of slides of

English woodwork.

CHIPS.

The following is a return of the work done by the

housing committee of the Birmingham City Cauncil

from January, 1902, to the end ol December, 1906 :

—Represented by medical ofBcer of health 3, 195,

closhig orders obtained 913, houses rendered habit-

able 1,1')7, undergoing repiir 33S, notices unexpired

1,163, converted to workshops 31, repaired without

notices 267, demolished .U9.

The new goods station, built of ferro-concrete,

which the North-Eastern Radway Company has

erected in New Bridge- street, Newcastle-ou- I'yne,

has been rnformally opened for all classes of traffic

passing in full truck loadi. It is 400ft. in length,

17Sft. wide, and S3ft. in height. There is a base-

ment warehouse with an area of 7-i,000sq.ft. On
the ground floor there are six lines or rails, providing

accommodation for 12J waggons, and in addition

there is standing-room in ttie yard for 2S0. The
first and second floors have an added area of

140,dO;)sq.ft., of which tO.OOOsq.ft. is taken up by a

novel arrangement for the storage of gram and
flour.

The Penarth Ship-repairing Company have
obtained terms from Messrs. Swan, Hunter, and
Wigham Richardson for the supply of a new pon-

toon to be erected iu the neighbourhood of the

company's preserit property at Penarth. It will

have a total length of 400ft.

The Essex County Council have adopted a re-

port from a committee recommending that applica-

tion be -made to the Local Government Board
to borrow £4,6.35 for a new school at Chadwell
Heath, and £1,881 for enlarging the infants' school

iu the same district. It was further agreed that

application be made for sanction to raise a loan of

.£10,370 for the reconstruction of the boys' depart-

partmeut to accommodate 488 and improvements at

Woodford Churchtields School, and also £10,188 for

a new county high school at Loughtou to accom-
modate 160 girls.

The Britannia Engineering Company, of Col-

chester, nave nearly completed considerable exten-

sions to their work-. The main extension consists

of three bays, of a total width and length of l.Wft.,

and includes light and heavy machine shops,

turnery, smithy, tool-room, and pattern shop. The
two outside bays and the ends of the middle bay are

also partially covered by galleries, where fitting and
assembling will be carried on. In addition to this

main building, a general stores, brass foundry, and
pattern stores have been installed. All the shafting

in the new portion of the works is driven by electric

motors.

The raising of the weir and dam at Rudyard
Reservoir, which is proposed to be carried out

under clause 8 of the North Staffordshire Railway

Bill, is estimated at £13,001 by the engineer (Mr.

G. J. Crosbie Dawson) in the estimate and expense

which has been deposited at Westminster in con-

nection with the Bill.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITABY
MATTERS.

The Coventry Waiek SrrrrLY Scheme.—A
special meeting of the Coventry City Council was
held on 'Tuesday in St. Mary's Hall, under the

presidency of the Mayor, for the purpose of

taking into consideration the resolution passed on
December 4 last sanctioning the water supply agree-

ment between Birmingham and Coventry. Alderman
Bird (as chairman of the waterworks and fire-

brigade committee) moved the formal adoption of

the resolution in question, which, he said, had been

already adopted by 34 votes to 10 at a meeting of

the council, and by 76 votes to 2 at the town's

meeting called to take the matter into considera-

tion. The formal resolution was carried by a large

majority.
— *-^

A faculty has been granted for placing in Titch-

field Parish Church a Union Jack flag brought from

Pretoria, and for the erection of memorial tablets to

Titchfield men engaged in the South African war.

There was a general resumption of work in the

building trade at Melbourne on Friday. .-Vfter

deducting strike pay amounting to £10,000, the loss

of wages is estimated at £26,000.

It has been decided to name the new concert hall

being budt in Great Portland-street, the "St.

James's Hall," thus continuing the associations of

the demolished St. James's Hall, PicKidilly—the

name at first suggested, that of St. Paul, not being

f o;)ular iu the musical profession. The hall wa.s

illustrated in our issue of Nov. 9, ISOli.

Messrs. Frederick Braby and Co., Ltd., of

Glasgow, issue, to the trade only, and to architects,

a monthly diary, of which a new and enlarged

edition is published, which is really a most useful

and handy epitome of information.

The new Hospital, East Ham, is being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's double-

fronted patent Manchester stoves with descending

smoke-flues, Manchester grates and special inlet and

outlet ventilators, the same being supplied by
Messrs. E. H. Shoi laud ;md Brother, of Manchester.

A new Baptist church is nearing completion at

Market Harborough. It is built in brick and Monks
Park stone, the latter material being supplied by the

Bath Stone Firms, Limited. The architects are

Messrs. Baines and Son, of Clements Iiin, London,

and the builders are Messrs. Herbert and Son, of

Leicester.

The extension of the King's Heath tram route to

Alcester I>\nes Ead was opened tor the use of the

public on Saturday.

A find of Romin coins which has been made at

Llandudno is to be the subject of a coroner's

inquiry, and on Saturday the police took possession

of nearly 500 pieces. From the position of the

treasure at some depth m the detritus of stone and

soil at the foot of a limestone precipice forming

the southern face of the Little Orme, it is believed

to have lain there for 1,600 years.

A new parish church room at Newport, Salop,

was opened on Friday by the Duchess of Sunder-

land. The room has been budt at a cist of £1,2.50.

The style is English Domestic, with half-timbered

gables and tiled roof. Mr. A. E. Lloyd Oswell, of

Shrewsbury, was the architect, and Mr. E. Whit-
tingham, of Newport, Salop, was the builder.

The Warrington Borough Council have increased

the salary of their electrical engineer ' Mr. Mathias)

from £300 to £350.

Mr. F. T. Elliott, of Birchington, and formerly

surveyor, for five years, to theThanet Rural District

Council, was on Friday appointed surveyor and

sanitary inspector to the Wrotham Urban District

Council.

The Birmingham Trade Councd have initiated a

scheme for building an institute, a social club, and

trade union offices to cost £8,000.

On Thursday in last week Mr. F. ilracc, con-

tractor, of Southampton, drove the first pile of the

new groyne he has contracted to build in the

Eastern Bay, Ventnor. The cost of the groyne

will be about £800.

The Bradford Town Councd have appointed Mr.

T. Roles, chief electrical assistant engineer, to the

vacant position of electrical engineer for six months

at a salary at the rate of £450 per annum.

The corporation of Glasgow have voted the

sum of £3,000 to the School of Art in that city,

towards the cost of erecting a new and enlarged

building.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between T.

M. Garrood and R. Harrison, architects, Birkbeok

Bank-chambers, E.G., under the style of Memson,
Garrood, and Harrison has been dissolved, as has

also that hitherto in existence between J. C. Hukina

and A. Y. Mayell, architects, Westbourne-grove,

W., and Essex-street, W.C., under the style of

Hukins and Mayell.
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I ILKOSS AHUKY.

Oi'LEOss was originally a Cistercian monastery,
founded in 1:^17 by Malcolm, the Seventh Earl of

yife. Considerable portions of the building still

remain. The church itself, however, has passed
through numerous vicissitudes and appears to

have been altered and adapted at so many different

periods that it is difficult to form any definite

opinion of its original appearance. Previous to

the beginning of last century, it appears largely

to have fallen into decay and to have been
"restored" in the style then so prevelant, when
galleries were introduced, the walls and ceilings

lathed and plastered, and new wiodows formed,
with a total disregard to the evidences of the

existing work. In the restoration which has just

been completed the whole of the modern renova-
tion has been cleared out, and the building rein-

stated in accordance with the evidences of the old
work. The floor of the church has been lowered
to its original level, and an entirely new roof
erected. The interior of the walls, which are of

scabbled ashlar, have again been exposed, along
with all the moulded and ornamental work, and the
old windows, \'c. . traces of which were found, have
been repaired. The south transept aisle, which had
at some period been demolished, has been re-built

upon the old foundations. During the work con-
siderable remains of the early monastic buildings,
hitherto unknown, have been excavated, and
ground on the south side of the church cleared
away, exposing the original basis of the building
at a considerable depth below the level of the
ground, which had at some period been made up,
probably being used as a depository for the excava-
tions from the foundations of the adjoining Abbey
House. The work h,as been carried out under the
direction of Jlessrs. Sir Rowand Anderson, LL.I).,
and Paul, architects, Edinburgh.

•\ inRMixcHAM cnrxciL noi"SE C(tMrEriTiox.

Wk have already fuUy illustrated the selected
design, and also that submitted by Jlr. Henry T.
Hare.* Herewith we give the two chief floors
and view of the scheme prepared by ilessrs.
Mansell and XIansell. of Uirniiiigham, and Albert
E. Dixon, of Manchester, whose plan is one of the
best. The other drawing given illustrates Messrs.
Matear and Simeons' perspective, giving the
surroundings very carefully drawn in pen and
ink.

\3
" DIXC.IX'S," liILLIX<;SHl'K.ST.

This plate shows various alterations and additions

hung with vertical tiles. The chimney-stacks are

built of red bricks. The roofs are covered with

the stone healing common in the locality, a

sufticient quantity having been taken off some of

the old buildings" to cover the greater part of the

new. The windows in the front elevation are

entirely new. The work has been carried out by

Messrs". James Longley and Co., of Crawley, from

the designs and under the superintendence of the

architect, Mr. A. Blomfield Jackson, P.R.I. B.A.,

of Xew-square. Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

UOV.VL .ACADEMY V.IIZE CAllTOOX i'O.i A nl!Al'EI>

riGVRE.

The subject of this cartoon, set by the Council of

the Royal Academy, was as follows, • A Female

Figure in Classical Drapery Carrying a Pitcher"

(no background). ^Ve reproduce the selected or

prize design. It is by Miss Amy Johanna Fry, of

St. James's Vicarage, Upper Edmonton. Her
drawing comes out remarkably well, with all the

artistic quality of the charcoal original, which is

of life-size. "As a study of drapery the merit is

conspicuous, and for originality and power was

unapproached by either of the other competitors.

HOUSE AT CUOWBOKOrGH. ^
The drawing we illustrate was shown at the

last Academy Exhibition. The house is planned

make the most of a hilly site, with splendid views.

The entrance hall, which does not appear on the

plan, is below the drawing-room, the dining-room

and kitchen being on an intermediate level, with a

small loggia opening directly on to the upper

o-arden. The materials used are local sandstone

and roughcast, with hand-made tiles for the roof.

The house was built some four years ago for

Mr. Langton Dennis, from his own designs, by

Messrs. Connor Bros., of Crowborough.

THE TWVN" COl XCIL SCHOOLS, fAEUPHILLY, SEAlt

C.4RDIFF. ^'

These schools, erected by the Glamorgan Educa-

tion Committee, were opened last month. The
school is for infants, and has a central hall,

Kift. Sin. long by 2'>ft. •2in. wide, with six class-

rooms opening off same ; cloakrooms, teachers'

rooms, Arc, on the ground floor; while in the

basement there are provided covered playgrounds,

heating-chamber, and coals. The walls are built

of local stone, with Ruabon brick and I'ox Ground
Bath stone dressings, the root's being covered

with Welsh slates. In all the classrooms fixed

blackboards are provided for freehand drawing.

The building is heated by low-pressure hot-water

apparatus, and ventilated on the natural system

—

the lower portion of all windows opening as

hoppers, with glazed cheeks : the upper portion

being centre-hung. The flijors in central hall

and classrooms consist of solid pitch-pine blocks

on concrete, with tiled floors in cloakroom and

corridor. The site is over an acre in extent and

is partly covered with tar-paving, part gravelled,

and part turfed. The foundations are of con-

siderable depth, on account of the nature of the

soil. The school provides accommodation f<n-

3:50 infants, and the county architect, Mr. D.

Pugh Jones, F.S.I.. of Cardiff, carried (.utthe

building, at a cost of £-!,7yo ; the contractor being

ilr. T. F. Ilowells, of Cardiff : the clerk of works

being Jlr. Thomas Jones.

COMPETITIONS.
BiuMixGHAM.—At Tuesday's meeting of th-

city council the Lord mayor submitted the report

of the general purposes committee, and moved
the adoption of the recommendation tliat Messrs.

H. \'. Ashley and Winton Newman, of liOndon,

should be appointed architects for the Council

House extension. The motion having been

seconded, .Vlderraan Lloyd criticised the selected

design, contending that it was not the one which
provided the best accommodation for the gas

department. There were better arrangements, so

J-far as they were concerned, in one of the other

designs. The general oIKee would have to be

arranged on a scale large enough to accommodate

about 150 clerks, and it was important that such

a large body of men doing ditticult work should

have a maximum of light and air. This un-

fortunately was not so in the selected design.

There was considerable fear that the office would

be distinctly dark. Important offices in the

basement and passages connected with them would

be very much too dark, and would probably

always involve aitificial light to work in.

Alderman Lloyd also pointed to the inconvenience

and noise likely to result from taking a cartway

underneath the main office. In view of the fact

that the gas department was to contribute from

£74,000 to i'.SO,000 towards the cost of the new
building, , he urged that its recjuirements were

entitled to consideration, and that a definite

assurance should be given that the plans would

be modified. Jlr. Freeman repeated his regiet that

the council had not adopted his sugestion that the

Congreve-street frontage should be utilisedforbusi-

ness premises from which a considerable income

could have been derived. Mr. Tonks wished to

know if the consulting architects had advised them

upon whether the design could be carried out at

the proposed cost. Alderman Beale, in reply,

said that the resolution simply appointed the

architects, with whom they would be able to

confer respecting any modification of the plans

that might be considered desirable. They would

have a perfectly free hand in this respect.

With regard to cost, this was not the most ex-

pensive nor the least expensive design, but each

architect was required to furnish an estimate

based upon the cubical measurement. They never,

however, could tell the cost until they invited

tenders. The resolution was carried. Jlessrs.

Ashley and Newman's design now adopted was

fully illustrated in our issue of a fortnight ago :

last week we gave illustrations of Mr. H. T.

Hare's design, and to-day we furnish similar

illustrations of the design by Jlessrs. JIanselland

Mansell and Dixon.

WEEK-END COTTAOE.

The cottage we illustrate has been designed with

the object of affording a simple home for week-

end use, inexpensive in its first cost. The various

little points which go to make such a house com-

fortable have been rather happily contrived. The
staircase hall leading to the garden entrance

supplies a space for the storage of bicycles and

"ame or garden requisites : the lavatory opening

off the back hall is conveniently situated tor use

after tennis. 4:c. The hall is situate between the

back part of the house and the recessed porch,

making a snug arrangement. The kitchen is

isolated by means of a ventilated servery, prevent-

ing culinarj' odours from reaching the living

rooms. Upstairs are four good bedrooms and a

most needed boxroom— a very desirable feature

for a week-end cottage. The site is near the sea,

to an old Sussex farmhouse recently purchased by and beach pebbles, with bricks, will be used, the
Mr. J. L. Beck. The plans have been to a great cottage being roofed with grey slates. The archi-

€xtcnt governed by existing walls and timber
partitions which it was desired to retain, especially
as the latter are in several instances formed of
large oak timbers with plaster in between. Ex-
ternally the walls are faced in cement, finished to
a smooth sand face, the upper portion being partly

• See BciLDiyr. News for Jan. 4 and 11. 1937.

grey i

tect is Mr. J. E. Dixon-Spain, A.R.I.B.A.

In the Bar library of the Eo al Courts of Justice

on Monday, Lord Alverstone, the Lord Chief Justice,

unveded the memorial to the late Mr. F. A. Inder-

wick, K.C. It consists of a marble bust, executed by
Mr. G. J. Frampton, K.A.

The burgesses of Southend-on -Sea have f^irmally

approved the scheme of sewage disposal promoted by

the town council, which is to cost £150,000.

The city council of Birmingham on Tuesday, after

a long discussion, adopted, by liO votes to 2:!, the

report of the Housing Committee, recommending

that the offer of the Ideal Benefit Society to tike ou

lease the land acjuired by the council at Bordesley

Green as a site for workmen's dwellings be accepted,

that the committee be iustructed to take all necessary

steps for completmg the arrangement, and that the

finance committee be instructed to borroA- £J,000

.towards the cost of laying out the open space,

C^ sewering, and road-makiug.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the borrowing by the Bjlton Corporation of £20,0110

for the purposes of electric lighting.

The Vice-chancellor, Dr. D. MacAlisfer, Pro-

fessor Waldsteiu, Professor Kidgeway, Professor

Hopkinson, Messrs. W. C. Marshall. M.A., Trmity

College, W. D. Can.e, M.A., Trimty CMlege,

D. H. S. Cranage, M.A., King's College, and

W. M. Fletcher, JI.A., Trinity College, are to be

appointed a syndicate by the Senate of Cambridge

Cniversity to consider the advisability of instituting

a diploma m Architecture.

The first annual meeting of the Manitoba Asso-

ciation of Architects was recently held. The
secretary's and treasurer's re lorts showed every-

thing to be in a very satisfactory condition. The
following officers were elected for the ensuing year :

Mr. S. F. Peters, president (re-elected) ; Mr. J. H. G.

Russell, first vice-president; Mr. S. Hooper, second

vice-president: Mr. L. T. Bristow, treasurer (re-

elected) ; Mr. PercyOver.hon. secretary (re-elected).

Directors : Mr. I). Atchinson (re-elected), Mr. Wm.
Fingland, Mr. J. Greenfield (re-electedl, Mr. William

Elbot (re-elected), Mr. J. Woodman.

The Dumbarton Town Council have decided that

three additional sand filters be provided at the

waterworks, having a capacity of 038,600 gallons,

and at a cost of £2,800.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondent.s. All communications should be
drawn up as bnefly a-s possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It 18 particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respectine illiistratinns or literarv matter
should be addressed to the EDrrOK of the Bltildino
News, Clement's House. Clement's Inn Passasre. Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All di-awinss and
other communications are sent at contributoi-s' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
Thk Strand Newspaper Companv, Limited.

Telegraphic Address:—" Timeserrer, London."
Telephone No. 16.33 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. XC. are now ready, and-
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
12a. 9d.1, as onlv a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXTX., XLI., XLVE.,
XIJX., LTU.. LXI.. LXIL. LXH'.. LXV.. LXVI.,
LX\T[., LXVTTT.. LXIX..LXXI.. LXXII., LXXIH.,
Lxx^v^, Lxxv.. lxxvi., Lxxvn., lxxix..
LXXX., LXXXL. Lxxxn.. Lxxxm.. lxxxiv..
LXXXV.. LXXX^^., LXXXVII.. LXXXVnr., and
LXXXIX. may still be obtained at the same price ; all

the other bound volumes are out of piint. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are. however,
to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back num-
bers to complete volume just ended shovild order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Buildtso News.
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d.. can be obtamed from any
New.sagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 as. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. goldl. To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or aSfr. 30o.) To India. £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6a. Od.

The

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES,
charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advtrtisement^s is Is. per line of Ei^ht words, the first

line covmting as two, the minimum charge being os. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and
Sliscellaneous and Trade Advertisuments (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per Une of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
.The charge for advertisements for *' Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted" and "Part-
nerships." is One Shii.lin'o fok Twrntv-fol'r Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
AUvrflsenfiifs must be pirpaid.

*,* Replies to advert- sementa can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,
W.C., free of charg-'. If to be forwarded under cover Ui
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. ^See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office nt.it later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advurtisementa
must reach the ottice by Tuesday mommg to secure
insertion.

lit-:. Eivf:D.~F. B. and Co.-C. S. S. A., Ltd.—R. H.—
H. H. and Co.-M. and Co.—Vibos.-R. H. D.—A.—S.
—M. D. H.-Pax.—Rayshine.

H. T.—Drawing returned.

T. P. R.—Thanks; given many times.

l>.-0.—We could do with a brief account.

Massivf.—Have a look through our back vols., say from
Vol. XXXV. toL.

Kii->u.^There is something in the idea, but weave a
little doubtful as to novelty of claim. Consult a good
patent agent.

D. (Hounslow i.—That wa^ tried as long agoasthesixtie-s,
anil probably before. The objection was the horrible
noise. True, nowadays we put up with worse.

Meridian.— Putney's patent "Pavodilos" joint secures
what you want. Write Saml. Putney, Ltd., Baltic
Wharf, Paddington.

A. K. L.—The 'Medmenham" tiles are made by Art
Pavements and Decorations, L*,d., 7, Emerald-street,
W.C.

A. P. S.—"Houses and Gardens," which we reviewed on
p. 5, Jan. 4, might @uit you.

"A claim for damages for personal injuries, brought
at the County-court of Bury, Lams, ou Monday,
by a joiner against Messrs. Mark Fletcher and Sons,
Limited, bleachers, was dismissed oa the ground
that the claimant was under the iuHueuce ox drmk
at the time the accident happened.

Corrtsp0itlititct.
•-•-•

THE (OMPKTITIOX FoR L.C.C. HALL.
To the Editor of the Buildino Nkws.

Si:;.— I was glad to be able to support Mr.
Woodward's resolution at the Institute last

Monday week on this subject, but was, indeed,

disappointed at the milk-and-watery result ob-

tained after the lengthy discussion of the matter.

It now appears that the council of the Institute

suggested to the L.C.C. that eight "selected

architects" should go in for the _////«/ competition
only. As our council's suggestion has been
adopted by the L.C.C, it is, of course, most
difficult to alter this arrangement : but this case

only shows very strongly the under£:round methods
of our council", for I believe until last Monday
evening the general body of members knew nothing
whatever about this rather unfair arrangement.

If it is a public competition, then lyt every

competitor enter and stand upon the same
footing—without being bolstered up by the
council.

Again, it would be interesting to know how
these eight gentlemen were ** selected." Did
anyone connected with the R.I.B.A. send a list

of members of council to the L.C.C. r For, in

spite of the specious pleading of Mr. E. T. Hall,

and his weak attempt to divert the attention of

the meeting from the main point in discussion,

the fact remains that no less than six out of the

eight ''selected architects" (I like this phrase)

are members of council, including the past-

President—all London men too ; not a country
member among them.

This competition is to be open to all the world,

and so surely, to be consistent, our council should
have invited or suggested some eminent foreign

architects, or, at least, some well-known provincial

architects, from throughout the United Kingdom.
The membei-s of our council have no authority,

either by the charter or by-laws of the Institute,

to interfere in any way with any pending com-
petition. Their duty is to transact the business

of the Institute, and to carefully protect the
interests of all its members. Have they fulfilled

such duties in this case!'—I am, &c.,

HOKACE T. BOXXEK.
13 and 14. King-street, Cheapside,

London, Jan. 10.

THE REUISTRATION OF PLUMBERS.
Sru,—Referring to the letter of an anonymous

correspondent in Lancashire, under the above
heading, in your current issue, I venture to

forward cuttings from the L'lrrrpool Ech-> and
Luf-rpo"! T)ii\hi Ciiunfr bearing upon the matter,

and speaking for themselves.

In view of the objects and A-alue of the

Registration system, as indicated from time to

time in your own columns. I venture to call your
attention to the accompanying papers.— I am, ^V:c.,

AVm. K. K. Coles, C'lerk.

The Worshipful Company of Plumbers.

1, Adelaide-buildings, I^ondon Bridge.

London, E.C., Jan. I-'j.

[The ** official reply" to what seems to have
been a similar complaint to that we published on
p, GO, by a correspondent of the I.'iVTpml Echo,

appears in that journal uf Jan. 7. It would
occupy a page. We reproduce the ])aragraph

which deals with ithe specitic complaint of our
correspondent, that there are unqualified plumbers
on the list. We also give on page 91, column 2,

aitti, a summary of a discussion on the complaint,

which took place at the last meeting of the St.

Helens Corporation.

—

Ed. '*B.X."]

HKOISTR.VTIOX Ol'ALIPICATIrtSS.

Your correspondent appears by his statement to have
told the Water Onmraittee that plumbers are registered
merely upon payment uf tees. This is altiiieihef untrue,
as the eoinmittre were probubly aware, Jor tlie Health and
Water authorities are genemlly conversant with the coudi-

I tions of the National Registration of Phimbers—namely,
th-it up to December, l!lOi>, it wa.s open to plumbers to

'lualify by the production of indentures of apprentic3ship
and tlie evidence of their experience to the satisfaction oi
the reiiisterinv' comtniltees, c^miposed of an e lual number
of master and operative plumbers and public authorities
competent t'> judse impartially of the value of su-h docu-
mentary evidence, and since that date that all applicants
for reji-stration are required to undergo eximination in
technicil kno^vledge ana workmanship.
As your correspondent dilates upon the subject of the

fees payable on registration, and appears to suggest that
the payment of fees is the principal object, it should be
noticed in this connection that the fees do not cover the
cost of the eximination* and tfie carrying out of the
registration systeiii, witJi its combined systems of training
and examinations. Xu provide the deficit the company

has expended, in addition to the whole of the fees received'

from 'he plumbers registered, upwards of £37.000. It is,

of course, essential that there should be funds available

not only for carrying out the registration system, but also

for providing for the cost of investigation and dealing with
any complaints made against Registered Plumbers.

ISyCALIFIED CLCMHERS.

Your correspondent further appears to have stated that

the names of unqualified or deceased persons were to be
found in the list of Reaistered I'lumbers. On this point

the committee "were probably aware of the fact that if

such cases really exist it must be by some irregularitv that

could, and would, be dealt with immediately if the

company's attention were called to it. The mere asser-

tion of any irregularities, without proof, is, of course,

valueless.

In the introduction of the Pegistiation system it criuld

not, of course, be expected that a general system should

be set up for examining all plumbers then engaged in the

trade, irrespective of their age or qualification, or that

many of well-proved experience could be expected to

submit to it if it were proposed. It has. therefore, been
the desire and efi'ort of the company, and the various

district councils acting with the company, to take all

reasonable means of ascertaining the qualifications of the

then existing practitioners and applying the registration

system as fairly aa possible to all by accepting documen-
tary and other evidence as far as possible from the older

men, and avoiding undue stringency m the examination of

others for the company's certificate.

Intercommunication.

Q VESTIOXS.

fl2'2l3.]—Sewers.—Hurst, in h^s Table of Velocities

for Cylindrical Sewers, gives aTBoft. per second for a

6in. pine laid to a fall of — ; but from his formula
' - luo

V = 145 yiTS - WJa S, where E and S represent

thediamet.?rof pipe ^^^
_total laU

respectively, I find

4 total length

the velocity to be 14- 1374ft. per sec. Will some of your

readers kindly point out to me where my calculations are

wrong .' I give them herewith in detail.

log

antilog-. = '1'.

log. -i 1761

antilog.

•2;-.;1761

l-CSSCS

2.1 ^square root of '01.5-

s).i + 1 nei

1 + -asao

248B (cube root of 'Olo)

11 ^ L'L'O

= 140 y-Ulo - 11 V 015

= (140 X -ISao) - (11 X • 24S6)

= 1715 - 2-7128 = 141374.

—COI'NTRV StI'DEST.

[12244.1—Fees.—I am the winner of a private com-
petition for a building (now completed;, to cost a certain

sum ; and one of the conditions was that a specific amount
of commission only would be paid—viz., 5 per cent, on

the stipulated eost.' The proprietors ordered additions to

the amount of £400, and I wish to know if I am not

entitled to be paid .^j per cent, commission on this, over

and above the ligure originally stated .*—iNt.'fiRER.

[12245.1—Fair Charges.—Should be glad to know
what is the fail- charge for an architect to make to his

clients for *' passing and examining building accounts."

The architect executed building work under an annual,

retaining fee. which ceased at a certain dat«, the accounts-

being dealt with afterwards.—H. G.

[12248.]—Roof.—I have a roof to construct, 35ft. span

and 17ft. 6in. to wall-plate, and am anxious to dispense

with tie-beam or rod in prmcipals. Walls aie 21in. thick

with buttresses projecting an additional 18in. I should be

glad to hear of such roof or suggestion of best con-

struction.—BfiLOEB.

[12247.1—011 Gas.—Would some reader kindly say

where information could be had on the use and etticieney

of oil gas from the lighter oils and spirits, such as,

say petrol, for the purpose of lighting a country house, or

if communication with any one might lead to information

on the ^ubjeet .'—Col-ntrvm.\s.

112-248.]-Deals.—Would some reader kindly suggest

which of the deals, white or yellow, its port or brand

would be best for internal and for external juinei-y of the

cheapest and simplest kind ! The timber would be left

rough practicallv from the saw, some would be painted,

but'most only whitewashed, and perhaps a little stained

as well. Knots, shrinkage, and hygrometric change

would be what it wished to avoid, and desire for cheap-

ness would discount strength and great Jurabihiy. Also.

would it be possible to get broad planks. 12m. to ISm.wide,

for dado linm^on above lines from stuff recommended .'—

WoOUMAN.

[12249.1—Day Works.—What is a fair profit to allow

a builder on the prime cost of a small d^y-work repairing

job .'—1'rbcent.\<;e. •-^
Mr. D. A. Thomas, M.T. for Merthyr, performed,

on FrMay, the opening ceremony at the new branch

of the free library at Dowlais.

The urban district council of St. Xeots, Hunt-

ingdonshire, have decided to purchase for £S,7-50,

the uudertaking and plant of the loc il waterworks

company.
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LE3AI. INTELLIGENCE.
AR-HiTE^T'sUxsrc-EssFrL Claim for Pkp.son'al

INiITEies.—In the Westminster County Court on
Friday the case of " Dear v. the London Road Car
Company'* came before hia Honour .Tudge Wood-
fall and a jury. It was a claim by Mr. John Cox
Dear, architect and surveyor, of Wellington, Fleet,
Hampshire, for damages for personal injuries sus-
through the alleged negligence of one of the
defendants' drivers. The plaintiff's case w.as that
he stepped from a passenger refuge in Oxford-
circus, when he was violently coUided with and
knocked down. He was informed afterwards that
it was one of the defendants' cars, and he claimed
damages for shock and injury to clothes. The
defence wa* that the plaintiff ran light against the
horses and fell over. He got up, declined to give
his name and address, and went away. He refused
to go to a hospital, and said he was not hurt. The
jury found for the defendant, and judgment was
given accordingly, with costs.

Ix BE Jame.s Smith, Tollixotox Park.—An
application fc r an order of discharge was made on
Tuesday by Mr. James Smilh, public works con-
tractor, of ToUington Park, London, and formerly
of Cubrieshaw Hall. Ayr, X.B. The Official
Eeceiver, Mr. E. S. Orey, reported that the
receiving order was made on Aug. l.i, 1906, and
the adjudication of bankruptcy on Oct. i, 190ij.

The admitted proofs amounted to £S),02S 133. 4d.,
and he estimated the assets at i'.3,6t)l 4s. .id. A
dividend of 4s. 6d. in the pound had been paid,
and a further dividend of :!s. in the pound would
probably be declared. The bankrupt had stated
that in or about IS'.U he began to trade as a railway
and public works contractor in Glasgow, with a
capital of from I' 100 to £500. He was at first

successful, and. with tbe aid of accumulated capital,
purchased a site and built a house at Cubrieshaw,
at a total cost of £10,000. In March, 190), he
contracted for the construction of the Stroud (Jreen
and Homsey Rise relief sewer; and he attributed
his failure to bss in connection with this contract,
occasioned largely by the bursting of an old sewer,
and to depreciation in the value of his estate at
Cubrieshaw. In conclusion, the Official Receiver
reporte:! that the bankrupt's assets were not equal
to IOj. in the pound on the amount of the unsecured
liabilities. Mr. Robinson submitted thatthe deficiency
was brought about by circumstauces for which the
bankrupt wai not responsible. Mr. Registrar Link-
later granted the di-charge subject to the bankrupt's
consenting to judgment for £2-").

The Man- who is his O'.v.v .\e-hite t is a .

—Judge Mo5s had a building dispute before him on
Thursday in last week at Chester Ciunty Court,
which led him to c^mmint on the folly of a man
being his own architect. Mr. H. L. Riley, barrister,
appeared for plaintiff. Frank Pemberton, builder,
n lUiDgton, and Mr. Churton for the defendant,
Samuel Gamer, Clotton. The claim was for a
balance of tW alleged to be due on a contract
entered into in May last for the erection of a house
for defendant in Hoofield-lane, Clotton, for £^70
Defendant was dissatisfied with the duality of some
portions of the work done : hence the dispute culmi-
nating in the present action. His Honour said the
parties on entering into the contract met, and did a
very foohsh tbing which a good many people did-
to save a pound or two they thought they would
arrange their own contract, draw their own plans
and make their own specifications, and he was afraid
It would cist them very much more than if they had
gone to a proper architect. His Honour gave
judgment for plaintiff in the sum of £10.

^
-^'7.'.°-"'."^„ '^ Bl-ILDEE AN-D BRICKLAYER. -In

the King s Bench Division of the High Court on
Iridav, Mr. Justice Walton had bsfore him the case
of Chapman v. Basley," which was an action by
the plaintiff, who is a bricklayer and builder of
Leicester, against Mr. John H-^nry Basley, a land-
owner, for balance of money alleged to be due on a
contract. It appeared that in March, 1903, the
plaintiff entered into a contract with the defendant
7*0 J5n®

^^'^''O" of a number of shops for a sum of
£3,990 the conditions of the contract being that the
plaintiff was to be under the control of defendant's
architect, Mr. John Goodacre, of Leicester, who hadpower to miko alterations in the plans. Certain
alterations and additions were made which plaintiff
said were_ complied with, but he alleged that a

pertiuacit}', had been raised and continued merely
for the purpose of delay, but had been ultimately
abandoned. The matter in dispute really turned
upon a sum which had been paid to the architect by
the defendant, but which had been converted by
the architect to his own use. The work which was
the subject of the contract was practically com-
pleted at the end of 1903, only a few items standing
over till the early part of 1904. The action was
commenced in October, 190.1 ; but the defendants
did not succeed in getting the defence put in till

the following March, and now in January, 1907,
the action was still pending, and the plaintiff was
being kept out of his money for work done in 1903.
He understood the defendant was going to take
the case to the Court of Appeal, and perhaps to
the House of Lords. He strongly urged that the
plaintiff should now have judgment entered for
him. Mr. Dodd denied that particulars had been
demanded for the purpose of delay. It was neces-
sary for the satisfaction of the defendant that those
particulars should be given. He had handed over
to the architect a large sum of money, and naturally
he did not want to pay for the same work twice
over. The architect had attempted to commit
suicide, and had been removed to a lunatic
asylum, and in this case the plaintiff looked to
the architect for his money, and gave him hi.s

receipts. Moreover, the work had not been really
done by the plaintiff, but by other persons. Of £46o
alleged to be due, only £l2-i was claimed by the
plaintiff, the remainder being alleged to be due to
other tradesmen in various sums.—Mr. .Justice

Walton: No doubt a gieat deal of work was done
not by the plaintiff', but by other people.—Mr.
McCardy : Yes, by subcontractors, to whom the
plaintiff IS liable. Mr. Dodd denied the allegation
that plaintiff was liable to those other persons. He
had admitted that he made no contract with them.—Mr. Justice Walton : I think this money ought to
be paid, but upon the understanding that the
defendant shouli have a discharge from the pther
persons to whom certain portions of the money was
due, so that the defendant should be protected from
any claims by any of the tradesmen who were said
to have actually done the work. Mr. McCardy said
he was prepared to give that discharge. Mr. Dodd
stated he was prepared to bring the money into court
upon a guarantee that it should be paid back if he
succeeded on appeal. Sime further discussion having
taken place, his lordship entered judgment for the
plaintiff for £4').i los. 9d. His lordship ordered
that the question of costs, a stay of e.xecution, and
the form of the guarantee to be given to the
defendant should stand over till Monday week.

Is A Portaele Theatre a Bcildino r— .\t the
Chancery Ciurt of Lancashire, on Friday, at St.
George's Hall, Liverpool, before Vice-Chancellor
Leigh Clare, Mr. Courthope Wilson, in the case
Xewall V. Ormskirk D.strict Council, moved for a
CDntinuation, until the trial of the action, of an
injunction granted by the Vice-Chancellor's deputy,
restraining the defendant council from pulling down
plaintiff's portable wooden theatre, situated in a
field at Ormskirk. The question was, counsel said,
whether or not the theatre was a building within
the meaning of the Public Health Act. Mr. Ruther-
ford, who was for the defendant council, said there
was risk of fire by reason of the theatre Ijeing lighted
by thirty or forty nakel lights, and warmed, if at
all, by open braziers. There was also a complete
absence of sanitation. Mr. Wdson said the magis-
trates who had inspected the theatre had licensed it

for three months. This was really a test case.
Funds were being subscribed by the theatrical pro-
fession, and they wanted to deal with the matter
carefully and deliberately. The Vice-Chancellor
fixed the hearing of the trial for Friday, the 'J.Sth

iiist., and arrauged to go and see the theatre in the
meantime. The injunction was not continued ; but
the defendant council gave an undertaking not to
interfere with the building pending the trial.

G. C. Hems ami the Bailiff.—A case which
seemed to be a revival of lively procee lings, enacted
just nineteen years ago, came on at Exeter Police-
court on Tuesday morning. In September, 18SS,
Mr. Harry Hems, of Ye Luckie Horse Shoe, Long-
brook-street, resisted what he considered an unfair
imposition of income-tax. Bailiffs were put in
possession, and the matter came to a sale by
auction. In the studio a select company of

saints,'' "angels," " martyrs," and other figures

was the son of Mr. Harry Hems, proprietor
of that business. The latter's private house
adjoined the works. Mr. Harry Hems had been
assessed for a considerable number of years in re-

spect of income-tax, but there had been difficulties

in the way of the commissioners from time to timo
ill getting payment. On the accounts for 190.5 the
parties failed to come to any agreement, and finally

the matter came before the general commissioners on
<.)ctober 24, 190G, when the defendant himself ap-
peared before them on behalf of his father. Mr.
Hems was again before the commissioners on a
later date. As to the offence alleged against
defendant, Mr. Belcher, collector of taxes, having
previously sent on several occasions to Mr. Harry
Hems for payment, went on November 29 last to

his private house, accompanied by a bailiff', a final

notice having previously been forwarded. Seeing
that defendant was very excited, Mr. Belcher
decided to allow himself to be pushed out by
defendant, and this took place. The Bench, after

hearing evidence on both sides, the defence being
that no actual force was employed, fined defendant
£10, with two guineas costs.

The Ratinii of Art Schools. -At Bow-street,
on Wednesday, the question as to whether art

schools should be rated was raised before Mr.
Marsham in a summons against the Royal Female
School of Art, (iueen-square, Bloomsbury, for the
non-payment of local rates amounting to £48 19s. 2d.

Mr. Walford, town clerk of Holbom, represented
the Holborn Borough l.'ouncil ; Mr. Scott appeared
for the defendants, and explained that the school,

which was established m 1842, was in due course
granted a certificate showing that it ought to be
exempted from rates as a society carried on exclusively
for the purpose of promoting science and fine arts.

Ill 1S99 the local authority took out a summons
against the defendants for rates, but it was with-
drawn, and no rates had been demanded until quite
recently. Mr. Walford remarked that the certificate

did not iu itself grant exemption. Mr. Scott said

the matter must be dealt with by an appeal to

quarter sessions, and he wanted the case adjourned
for that purpose. Mr. Walford asked for an order
forthwith, and said that, if the defendants were
successful in their appeal, the money would be
returned to them. The magistrate said it was quite
clear that, as the defendants were on the rate-book,

he had no power to go into the question. He
adjourned the summons for a fortnight, Mr. Scott

intimating that the delendants would appeal.

balance of £4 ,.3 Lis. iid. was due upon the contract
(
of less exalted character were'offered up as sacrifices

r,?f^
.7'^

defendant had refused to pay. Plaintiff
i to the demands of the Inland Revenue Authorities.

,n^„„^? tI'V^j'". J
alternative asked for an Several kings and saints were on that occasion sold

account. Defendant denied that the work alleged
]
at absurdly low prices, and a life-sized model of

' .St. Matthew, the Tax Gatherer," went for 3s. 6d.
had been done, and alternatively that if thework was done it had been paid for. Mr C AMc( irdy appeared for the plaintiff and Mr. F Todd
for the defendant. Mr. McCardy said the case
had been tned before hs Lirdshioat Leicester, when
the issues were practically dec did in favour of the
plaintiff but in consequence of sDme points raised
by the detendaat. hLs Lirdship reserved judfment

S °Ar ' i^'i ^^ ™'S'>' '"=*'• further arguments.Ha (Mr. McCardy) submitted that the question of
quantum, in regard to which particulars had been
cuuatel '

The defendant in the present case was Mr. GreviUe
Hems, one of the junior partners of the firm, who
was summoned for obstructing, molesting, and
hindering David Belcher in the execution of his
duty. Mr. Shaw, solicitor, of Somerset House,
represanted the Inland Revenue Authority, and Mr.
Tarbet appeared on behalf of the defendant, who
pleaded not guilty. Mr. Shaw pointed oat that
defendant, if convicted, had rendered himself liable
to a fine of £100. Mr. Hems was a sculptor.upoa yu iiaiaolf of defeodaQt with great I carrying on buuneas iu L:>ngbrook-street, and

A meeting was held on Friday at Shrewsbury to

appeal for lunds for the restoration of the Abbey
Church, Shrewsbury, founded by Roger de Mont-
gomery. The principal weakness is in the tower,

which IS threatened with ruin. £t,000 is required

to make the structure safe, and £1,000 has been
subscribed towards it. The church will probably
become the cathedral of the proposed Bishopric of

Shropshire.

ilr. Emerson Brooke, who has held the appoint-
ment since 1901, has resigned the office of city sur-

veyor and sanitary engineer to the corporation of

Lichfield, and is leaving next month. The salary is

£'200 per annum, and there are 214 applicants for

the post.

The special committee appointed by the t'nited

Grand Lodge of England to consider the question of

the leasing of Freemasons' Tavern has held a number
of meetings, and it is understood that the oppor-
tunity of acquiring a GO-years' lease will shortly be
offered to public competition. The committee
includes the following experts:—Mr. Edwin Fox
(Messrs. Edwin Fox and Bousfield) ; Mr. James
Boyton, past president of the Auctioneers' Institute

and of the Estate Agents' Institute ^Messrs. Elliott,

Son, and Boyton) ; Mr. Alexander Stenning,
F.R.I.B.A., member of the council of the Surveyors'

Institution (Messrs. Stenning and Partners) ; Sir

Walter Johnson, president of the Association of

Valuers of Licensed Property (Messrs. J. and W.
Johnson and Co.) : Mr. H. L. Florence, and Mr.
Henry Lovegrove, F.R.I.B.A.

At Monday's meeting of Walsall Town Conned a
proposal was made by the general purposes com-
mittee to let the old free library building to the
education committee at £120 per annum for use as

an art srhooi : but a letter was lead from the educa-
tion committee, stating that they considered the
charge excessive, and that although anew art school
was urgently required, they would decline to pay a
higher rent than £10) per annum. Mr. Thomas
(chairman of the education committee), proposed as
an amendment that the rent be reduced to £100,
and this was, after some discussion, carried.

C-ommander G. C. Frederick, R.X.. has held an
inquiry on behalf of the Board of Trade, at the
Osborne School, Sea View, Isle of Wight, into the
apphcation of the St. Helen's Distnct Council for
sanction to construct a causeway of stone in Sea
Grove Bay of G12ft, from a point about 100ft. south
of the pier. Strenuous opposition wa.-* raised to the
scheme.
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Isri'ORTANT changes have just been made in

connection with the administrative work of the
Itoyal Scottish Academy. Mr. George Hay,
U.S.A., who for twenty-five years has filled the

position of secretary, and Mr. John Hutchison,
R.S.A., who for twenty years has been treasurer,

have resigned these ofKces. The vacancies

thus caused have been filled by the election of

Mr. W.D.M'Kay, U.S.A., awell-knownlandscape
painter, as secretary, and Mr. Hippolyt* J. Blanc,

.I.P., R.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., as treasurer. Mr.
Blanc, though of French parentage, was bom in

Edinburgh. He was a pupil of the late David
Rhind, architect, and for two years before

engaging in the practice of his profession on his

own account was chief assistant in the office of

H.M. Board of Works. He was elected an
Associate of the Scottish Academy in 1892 and
Academician in 1.S9G. Mr. Blanc has been several

times elected president of the Edinburgh Archi-
tectual Association, he has been vice-president of

the Scottish Society of Arts, and president of the
Edinburgh Photographic Society. Among other

public buildings he has designed and erected are

the Thomas Coats Memorial Church, Paisley

;

St. Cuthbert's Church, Edinburgh; the Edin-
burgh Village Asylum. Bangour ; and he was the
architect of extensi\'e restorations, including that

of the ( >ld Parliament Hall, at Edinburgh Castle.

He is the author of numerous published articles

on architectural and archteological subjects.

The golden jubilee of the American Institute of

Architects closed with a bamiuet on Wednesday
evening last week at Washington. Mr. 1 lay, the
president, proposed the health of King Kdward.
Mr. Root, Secretary of State, in reply, paid a high
tribute to the King. Mr. Day read a letter from
Lord Knollys addressed to Sir Mortimer Durand,
the late British Ambassador at Washington,
stating that Sir Aston Webb had left for
Washington to receive the medal awarded to

him by the Institute. Lord Knollys continued :

—

'•The King will be glad if you will have the
goodness to explain to the president of the institute

His Majesty's satisfaction at having their first

medal presented to an Englishman of such pro-
fessional repute as Sir Aston Webb. The King
will be glad if you will add that he wishes the
Institute every success.

'

" A letter was also read
from President Roosevelt, who said he regretted
he was unable to be present. He. however,
wished to extend his hearty congratulations and
best wishes to the distinguished recipient of the
medal. Toasts were duly honoured, the band
playing "(iod s.ave the King" and '-Star-
spangled Banner."'

When lecturing before the Blenheim Club in
St. James-square on Thursday last on the sub-
ject of •' The Buildings of the Cistercian Urder,"
Mr. Ci. H. Bothamlcy made a vigorous attack
upon Sir Gilbert Scott's theory that the pointed
arch was introduced into Western Europe in order
to overcome difficulties of cross-vaulting, showing
by metins of a series of extremely beautiful lan-

tern-slides that it was first used in the Cistercian
Abbeys, as at Buildwas, as arly as 113'_' a.h., in

conjunction with pure Early Norman masonry.
Its occuiTence in these instances is not in the
v<aulting, but in nave arcades of extremely simple
character, the large arches being pointed, while
all the smaller arches of the same buildings were
semicircular-headed. In most instances the soffits

were broad and perfectly plain, the arches them-
selves consisting of two reuessed wings only,
absolutely unmoidded. He also drew attention
to the fact that on? of the rules of the Cistercians
insisted upon was tlie use of the square-ended
chancel, and ascribed to that, to a large extent,
its extensive use in England, where the Cistercian
Order was extremely prominent.

Mu. J. S. Daw (chief general inspector .and

assist;int secretary of the I.,ocal (Government
Hoard'] in his evidence on Jlonday before the
Royal Commission on the care and control of the
feeble-minded, was scarcely fair to members of
the architectural profession. Dealing with build-
ing expenditure generally, he said that the system
of paying architects a .; per cent, commission on
expenditure was radically wrong. It was a
strong inducement to them to use the best of
everything. In Sussex he asserted that it had
been proposed to build accommodation for cattle

and pigs at a Iprice working out at £.50 a pig. It

was also suggested that there .should be a separate
mortuary for males and females. He thought it

was the architect who suggested separating the

sexes after death. People were better off in the

asylums in many instances than tliey had been all

their lives before, and why they should be given

theatres, and entertainments, and tennis-courts,

and su on, he could not understand.

The Corporation of the City of London have
rccentlv been considering the question of the fire

insurance of the public and other buildings under
their control. In 18'J!i they reananged and
schedided their fire insurance risk, obtaining

considerable concessions from the insm'anee com-
panies with regard to rates of insurance. The
whole insurance was then equally divided among
'24 insurance offices, some of which have since

been amalgamated. The proposal now is to dis-

tribute the insurances among the same companies,
the list being reduced as amalgamations take

place from time to time until the total number of

companies represented is not less than 12. The
City Lands Committee suggests that it should be
given discretionary powers to allocate the risk to

the participating companies as they may deem
expedient, the Sun Fire ( Iffice to be the leading
office on the risk.

At their last meeting the city council of Dublin
were recommended to accept the tender of a local

firm of contractors to construct a system of main
drainage at Clontarf, which is to be in conjunction
with the city system. The price was £47,,i93.

It was admitted that an English firm had tendered
for the work at a price £1.200 below that of the
local firm. Jlr. Vance forcibly pointed out the
illegality of this procedure, and threatened that
he should call the auditor's attention to it at the
proper time. The Lord Mayor explained that the
improvement committee had considered the whole
question, and that they believed they were doing
the best for the city bv accepting the tender of

the Dublin firm. Mr. \'ance spared not the
feelings of the committee, and applied the epithets
'

' robbery " and ' Tammany '

" very freely all

roimd. The Lord Mayor protested against the
use of such language, and asked the council to

protect him from insult, and finally the recom-
mendation of the committee to accept the higher
tender was confirmed.

A SPECIAL committee of the Manchester City
Council has instructed the city suiveyor to pre-
pare a scheme for the ventilation of a suitable

area in the city by means of the tramway poles,

or pipes placed at the gable ends of buildings or
other suitable places. The city surveyor is also

negotiating with Professor Delepine and the
Manchester ITniversity authorities, with a view to

experiments beingconducted by Professor Delepine
for the purpose of ascertaining the infiuence of

sewer gas upon health. He will report to the
committee before any further action is taken. The
city surveyor states that the tramway standards
which have been used as ventilators in the
southern district of the city, on the line of Oxford-
road and Wilmslow-road, have had the effect of

removing the smell which formerly emanted from
the sewer ventilators at the roadway level, and
which gave rise to much complaint before the
tramway standards were utilised.

The terrible fire at Messrs. Lockhart's building
works and factory at New Barnet on Wednesday
week, alluded to in our last issue, unfortunately
involved the loss of lives of three young em-
ployees. The names were William Smith, aged
20, of Moray-road, Finsbury Park : Thomas E.

Wildgoose, aged 17. of West Beach-road, Wood-
green ; and Edw.ard .T. Lyons, aged 17, of Dun-
combe-road, HoUoway. An intiuest was held on
Friday, when John Fallowfield, the foreman,
gave details of the premises, and stated that there

was a strict rule against smoking, which he had
never known infringed. The chips of wood had
all been cleared away, and there was no naked
lights allowed. The witness said he could not

form the remotest idea of the cause of the fire.

Jlr. Stanley Yarrow, the engineer at the works,

was equally unable to give any idea as to the

cause. A verdict of accidental death was
returned.

ExcAVATIox^ HOW being conducted on a site

in the centre of ^Manchester by the local branch

of the Classical Association have already yielded

results of more than local importance. The plot

of land in question, which lies within half a mile

of the Central Station and is bounded on the

south by the curve of the JIanchester South
,1 unction l\ailway, has never been occuiiied by
any buildings since Rom.an times : and it was the

information that this area had been let for

building purposes that led the excavation com-

mittee to take immediate action. The hon,

secretary, Mr. F. A. Bruton, M.A., of the

Manchester Grammar School, has conducted the

work, aided by the advice of Mr. John Henry
Hopkinson, ji.A., lecturer in Arch;eology in

the University of Manchester. Observers like

Whittaker in 1771 and Corbett in 1849, when
some scanty traces of the Roman fortifications

could still be traced among the moulds and
hollows of a waste grassy meadow, had placed the

western wall of the Roman camp of Jlancunium

at varying distances from Doke-street. which

bounds the site on the east ; and the present

search was directed in the first instance to

locating this rampart precisely. The stone

remains uncovered by Jlr. Bruton. about 4ft.

below the present surface, proved to be those of

a building at least 14ft. wide. On this were

found well-preserved portions of a beautiful

Samianvase from Lezoiix (l:i0-200 a.u.) Another

set of foimdations 10ft. fm-ther west proved to be

not the wall, but the base of another building.

Pushing some 20ft, fui-ther west there was un-

covered the base of a rampart, a breadth of some
Oft, of Roman concrete about 2jft, deep imposed

on the characteristic stratum of boulder stones

embedded in puddled clay, about IXin. deep

;

beneath that about a foot of solid clay spread

over the natural gravel. A large number of

squared blocks of sandstone, taken from the waU.

had been found a little above the concrete, though

not i/i sitK. Just inside the rampart, in the sand

and gravel which represent the Roman surface,

were found two coins—one of the ill-fated Geta

211-212 A, D.I, the other of his mother, Julia

Donna, the wife of Septimius Severus 193-211

ij.) The discovery exactly confirms Whittaker's

measurements. Among ether finds were a perfect

grindstone and several well-worn floor tiles. It

IS clear that Mancunium was a camp containing

rows of permanent stone buildings.

The original Arundel drawings, from which the

well-known reproductions of the old master*

issued by the Arundel Society were made, have

recently been rearranged in the basement of the

National Gallery in Trafalgar-square. The draw-

ings now hang in rooms adjacent to those which

they formerly occupied in the National Gallery^

and are divided into their separate schools and

arranged in historical order. They thus constitute

a valuable historical summary of the Florentine.

Sienesse, Umbrian, and Venetian schools of paint-

ing. In addition to the Arundel drawings formerly

on exhibition at the National (iallery, there are

about a dozen exceptionally fine drawings which

have been transferred on loan from the education

department of the Victoria and Albert Museum
at South Kensington to complete the collection.

The Savile oil copies of the works of A'elasquez in

the Prado, JIadrid, which filled one of the rooms,

now o<;cupied by some of the Arundel drawings,

have been rearranged in chronological order in

the hall idjacent to the Turner water-colour

drawings. It is understood that the valuable old

masters^recently bequeathed to the nation by Miss

Lucy Cohen will shortly be exhibited in the

GaUery,

Anothek chapter in the history of the West-
minster Chambers i-ase at Boston. Mass., closed

last week, when the second trial, in the U,S.

Superior Court, to determine the amount of the

damages which the city of Boston must pay the

owners of the building, btcause the State had
passed a law depriving them of their right of

pi-operty in the circumambient air above a fixed

height,' resulted in a verdict more favourable to

the citv than wtis the fii-st one. The sum now
awarded bv this second verdict (:i40,336-99dol.)

is less by 141,033-49dol, than th.at awarded at

the first trial. The plaintiffs were willing to

accept the first award, but it ia doubtful whether

they will accept the second one, and the case in a

new form may once more be brought before the

Supreme Court of the United States,

Works of sewerage are being carried out at

Countisbury, near Lynton, for the Barnstaple Rural

District Council, The contractor is Mr, Parkins,,

and the work is being executed under the direction

of Mr, Arnold Thorne, the council's surveyor.

The Hall of Records in New York, of which'

Messrs.- Horgan and Slattery are the architects, was
opened for public use a fortnight since.

The town council of Conway have decided to

apply to the Local Government Board for sanction

to borrow ii.nW for the purpose of works to prevent

the erosion of the Morfa, from plans by the borough

surveyor.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Friday (To-dav).—Society of Architects. Smokinsr Cnn-

cert* Great Eastern Hotel, Liverpool-
street. E.G. 8 p.m.

Institution of Mechani'^al Engineers.
Adjourned discussion nn " The Liarhtini;

of liailway Premises'" ; Report on "The
Properties of the Alloys of Aluminium
and Copper." by Prof. H. C. H. Carpenter,
M.A., and Mr. C. A. Edwards. 8 p.m.
Birmingrham Architectural Association.

*' Farmhouses and Cotta<?es." by H. P. G.
Maule. F.R.I.B.A., of London.

Monday.— Royal Institute of British Architects.
*• Marbles and their Application," by Sir

L. Alma-Tadema and WiUiam Brindley.
8 p.m.

Society of Art*:. *' Gold Minin^r."
Cantor Lecture No. 1, by Prof. J. W.
Gregory, DSc. 8 p.m.

Liverpool Architectural Society. Dis-
play of Lantern Slides and I>i.':cussion.

Ti FsDAY.—Institution of Civil Engineers. " Internal-
Comibustion Engines for ilarine Pur-
poses,'' by James Tayler Milton.
M.Inst.C.E. s p.m.

Architectural Association of Ireland.
" An Egyptian Temple and its Builders,"
by L. E. Steele, B.E.. F.R.I.B.A. 8 pm.

Wednesday. — Society of Arts. "The Isthmus of
Panama," by Philippe Bunau-A'arilla,
formerly Chief Engineer of the Panama
Canal Co. 8 p.m.

-Vrchitectural Association. Discussion
Section. "Water Supplv," by A. H.
Kolfe. 7..30 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

" Notes on a Tour in Greece." by Ramsay
Traquair.A.R.LB.A. 8 pm.

Thursday.—Eastern Counties Federation Master Builders.
C4>uncil Meeting at 31 and 32, Bedford-
street, Strand. W.C. 2.30 p.m.

Society of Arts. " The Bhils of Western
India," by Captain E. Barnes. 4.30 p.m.

Friday (Jas. 25).—Southern Counties Federation Master
Builders. Council Meetina- at 31 and 32.

Bedford-street. Strand. W.C. 12.0 noon.
Architectural Association. '* American

and European School Architecture," by
R. Clipston Sturgis. 7.30 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. Addres-s by F. H. Newbery.
Institution of Civil Engineers. "Alter-

nating-Current Commutator Motors," by
C. A. Ablett. Stud.Inst.C.E. 8 p.m.

THE SOCIETY OF AKCHITECTS.
STAPLE INX BllLDINGS. W.(

FRIDAY. JAXr\KY It^iti. F.i-lit }..m. SMUKIXG CONCERT.
Norfnik Hoom, GhmI Eastern Hulel. EC.

Tlie I'rrsi(li.-nt h<i)>es tu see many Members and Students :ind their
trirnds. Mornin? dress.

THE ARCHITECTUEAE ASSOCIATIOX.
JANIAR\ r.th : OROIXARV GENERAL MEETING tit Nn,

IN Tiift..n -s!r^', Wr-tminstiT, S.W.. at 7.3ti n-m- PAPER I.. Mr,
K. (LII'S"J\>N STl KGlS. entitled -Generul Tendenrie'i of M.Kiern
'«r^ ,'*f5*""'

I>esi»n iQ Vmehra, aad-\mrrigan and European Scli.nil

^.id^K^JiX,^^^^*- ^l^'^ON[) SPRING VISlT-tn the INITEO
KINGDOM TEMPLRVNrE iind GENERAL PKOVrUENT INSTI
TLTIOX Bl'ILDING. OfposheSt, CUment Danes Church, Str»mi.
t»y kind [H-nn.ssmn ..f thr Arrhiteet, Mr. Henrv T. Hare. .Mcmher^
tv meet at Ihr huiiilins at l.ijit |. m.
A visit will aflerw.irds be piiid to the new *• Mornins Pust " Buihl-

ins. Aldwyrh, by kind i>erTni«>iun of the Arehiteots, Messrs. Mewt-s
inu Uati-.

HENRY T\NNER.Jr- »

' WiiNTNEH -SMITH
i

Hon, Se.s.

LATEST PRICES.
I BON.

Per ton. Per ton.
KoUed-Iron Joists. Belgian £5 10 to £5 15
Rolled-St^elJ<.'ist-^. Engii.sh 7 5 0,, 7 15
Wrought-Iron Oirdt^r Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Bbiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill .' 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.
Boilders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, Jec. £8 153. to £!>.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanis-.d, £U to £1.5 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron—
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

.

tit. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton
,„Kauge £13 10 ... £U
Bestditto 11 ... 14 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 11 15 B.W G
9/- 9/6 10-10/6 10/9 11/6 123 13- H- per cwt.

„ . _ „ ,
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wipe ^50,, ^ In o
RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

I. J, „ Galvanised. 9 0,, 9 10
Cast-iron fiash Weights 4 17 „ 4 17 o
Cut Floor Brads 10 10 „ 10 10
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 .5 o „
Tin per cwt. 11 „
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) n :i ,,

Cast-iron Rocket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £5 17 6 to £J 2 6
'™.to6in 5 15 u „ 6
7in. to 24in. (all ai«ea) S 2 6 „. 5 15-0

[Coated with composition, .5s. Oil. per ton extra ; turned
and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 117s. 6d
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 7.5s. Od

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes 67|p.o.
Water-Tubes 621 „
Steam-Tubes 67i „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,,

OTHER METALS. !

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.
Per ton. Per ton.

Spelter, Silesian £23 to £23 10
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 10 „ —
„ „ „ Country 24 5 ,,

—
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 il „ —
„ „ „ Country 24 15 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 ,,
—

„ „ „ ,, Country 25 15 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 10 „ —
„ „ „ „ Country 27 5 „ —

Composi tion Gas-pipe, Town 25 10 „ —
Country.. 26 5 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (5in. and 6in.

extra) Town 25 10 „ —
„ „ „ ,, Coimtry 26 5 „ —

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 5
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 124 0,, 124 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 113 „ 114
Tin, Straits 188 15 „ 18<l 5
Do., English Ingots 190 „ 190 1)
Pig Lead 21 5 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 23 „ —
„ „ Country 2.3 15 „ —

Genuine White Lead 26 15 „ —
Refined Red Lead 24 15 „ —
Sheet Zinc 35 „ —
Old Lead, against account 19 GO,, —

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £9 to £19 IQ,

„ Bangkok ... s 15 „ 17 10
Quebec Pine, yellow per load 3 10 ,, 6 5

„ Oak , ... 5 10 „ 9 5

„ Birch 2 10 „ 5
„ Ehn „ ... 4 2 6 „ 9

„ Ash ,...450,, 700
Dantsic and Memel Oak 3 10 „ 7

Fir , ... 3 12 H „ 5
Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 5 0,, 5 lo
Dith, Dantsic. p.f 4 0,, 600

St. Petersburg 4 0,, 600
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12tt. by IJin.

by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine. 1st £22 to £35 5

2nd 18 „ 23 15
3rd 11 10 „ 14 5

Canada Spruce. 1st 11 5 „ 16

„ 2nd and 3rd 9 5 0,, 11

New Brunswick 8 10 „ 10
Riga 7 15 „ 9
St. Petersburg 8 0,, 17
Swedish 7 15 ,, 20 5

Finland 8 10 „ 9
WhiteSea 10 8 „ 20 5
Battens, all sorts 6 0,, 13 5
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Istprepared £0 14 6 to £0 17 8
2nd ditto 13 „ 14 3
Other qualities 5 „ 13

Staves, per standard M ;

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 to £45
Memel, cr. pipe 220 ,, 230

Memel, brack 190 „ 200

"WOOD.
Bl-ildi.vo Wo<»d. At per standard.

Deals: Sin. by llin. and 4in. by £ s. d. £ s. d
9in. and llin. 13 10 to 15

Deals: 3 by 9 13 „ 14
Battens : 2Mn. by 7in. and 8in.,

and 3ia. by 7in. and sin 11 ,, 12
Battens: 2J by 6 and 3 by 6 10 lcs.s than

7in. k Sin.

Deals: seconds 10 lessthanbest
Battens: seconds 10 ., .,

2in. by Jin. and 2in. by6in 9 to 10
2in. b'y4Sin. snd 2in. by .5in. ... 8 10 „ 9 10

ioreign Savrti Boards

—

lin. and l|in. by 7in 10 more than
battens.

Jin 10
Fir nmber:- best middling- Danzig .-Vt per load of 50ft.

or Mtmel 4 10 to 5
Seconds 4 „ 4 10
Small timber 8in to lOin.. 3 12 6 ., 3 15
Small timber 6in. toSin.i 3 „ 3 10
Swedish balks 2 10 „ 3

Pitch-pine timber Soft, average 4 ,. 4 15
Joiserjs* Wood.

White Sea : first yellow deals, .-\.t per standard.
3in. by llin. ...; 24 to 25
Sin. by 9in 22 ., '23

Battens, 2Jin. and Sin. by 7in. 16 10 ., 18
Second yellow deals. Sin. by lin. .. 18 10 „ 20

3inby9in. . 17 10 ,, 19 n
Battens, 2iin. and :sin. by 7in. 13 10 „ 14 10

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin.
and9in. .: 13 10 ,. 1,5

Battens, 2!in. and .3in. by 7in. 11 „ 12
Petersburg tirst yellow deals.

Sin. bv llin 21 „ 22 10
Do. Sin. by9in 18 „ 19 10
Battens 13 10 ,, 15

Sec. radvellow deals. Sin. by llin. 16 „ 17
Do. 3in.by9in ...14 10 „ 16
Battens . 11 „ 12 10

Third yellow deals. Sin. by llin. 13 -0 „ 14
Do. -.Sin. byOiu 12 10 „ 14
Battens 10 „ 11

6 to 5

to £15 10

„ 14 10
„ 12
„ 14 10

„ 13 10

„ 11

„ 21

,, 1

and over.

8t

White Sea and Petersburg

—

First white deals, sin. by llin, £14 10

,, Sin. by 9in. 13 10
Battens ii o

Second white deals, Sin. by llin. 13 10
Sin. by 9in. 12 10
battens 10

Pitch pine : deals 18
Under 2in. thick extra 10

Yell-^w Pine—Fu-st, regular sizes 44
Oddments ,S2

Seconds, regular sizes ,33

Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube.. 3
Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs

—

Lav^--e, per ft. cube 3
fimM 2

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5
Dry Wainscot Oalc, per ft. sup.,

as inch
;in. do. do

Dry Mahogany— Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch ... 9,, 01

Selected, Figury. per ft. super.
as inch 16 ., 2

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch 10 ,, 1

Teak, per lo.ad 17 „ 22
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube 4 0,, 05
Prepared Flooring, &e.

—

lin. bv 7in. yellow, planed and Per square.
shot .. £0 13 6 to £0 17

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 14

IJin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 16

lin. bv Tin. white, planed and
shot 12

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 12

IJin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 15

2in. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ... 11

lin. by Tin. ,, ,, ... 14
Jin. by 7in. white „ ... 10
lin. by Tin. ,, ,, ... 12

9.t

8

IS

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per square less than Tin.

STONE.'
Darley Dale, in blocks .per foot cube £0~

13
18
11

15

2 3
2 4i
1 lOJ
2 10

Red Man.sfield, ditto .

Closebui-n Red Freestone, ditto ,',' ...

Hard York, ditto ,, ...

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes ,, ... 1 3
• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, dehvered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £3 1

Dehvered on road waggons, Faddington
Depot 1 6J

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot , ... 1 81
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton

Station 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... „ ... 1 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Dehvered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 5J ... £0 1 7^

Dehvered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ...
( q

Ditto Nine Elms Dep-jt... I " "
Ditto Pimlico Wharf '

BRICKS.

2 1 2 2i
-

Hard stocks £1 s
Rough Stocks and

Grizzles 1 6
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10

Hettoos 1 K II

Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing... ->

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Do. Bullnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks 3 14

Glazed Bricks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11

Quoins, BuUnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... 16

One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

S p I a V s. C h a m-
fered. Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt

Glazed Stretchers,

and Header 12

Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats U <l

Double Stretchers 15

Double Headers ... 14
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, Cham-
Jered. Squints .. 14

Second QuaHty

i
white and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2

per 1,000 alongside, in river.

delivered.

at railway station.

leas than best.
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Thames and Til Sand
Thames Ballast 5
Best Portland v^ement a?
Beat Ground Blue Lias Lime 19

rt.

u per yard, delivered.
6

per ton „

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Orey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks '278. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc 20x10 ..12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r. stn.

... 16x 8 .. 6 12 6
Blue Bangor ... 20x 10...13 2 6

. 20x12 ..13 17 6
Firstquality 20x10 ..13

..20x12 ..13 15
... 16x 8 .. 7 ;>

Eureka unfading
gre=n 20x10... I.') 1

,
20x12 ..18 7

„ 18x10 .13 5
.. 16x 8 .10 5

Permanent green 20x10 ..11 12 «
.. 18x10 .. i) 12 "

„ „ . IBv 8 .. ti 12

K 6
6

TILES.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseloy tiles .^
Omaniintal tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruabi n red, bronn. or brin-

dled do. lEiiwards) 57
Ornamental do tSO

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Bed or Mottled Stafford hire

do. iTeake's) 51
Ornamental do 54
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
*' Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
" Hartshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced 50
Pressed 47
Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

a.
per 1000 at rly. station

7 per doz. „ ,,

per 1000
!' .. .,

per doz. ., „

6 per 1000

per doz

9 per 1000
'> .. ,. ,.

1 per doz. at rlv. station

8

per 1000 .. .,

per doz. .. „
8

per 1000
li

per doz. „ ,,

li

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £33 to £33 5
Do., brown, „ ... 30 „ 30 10
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 24 „ 25 10

Olive, Spanish , ... 40 „ 40 10
Seal, pale 23 „ 23 10
Cocoanut, Cochin 4i „ 43 5
Do., Ceylon „ ... 4) ., 40 10
Do., Mauritius „ ... 40 „ 41
Palm, Lagos 33 10 „ 33 11

Oleine „ ... 17 S „ 19 5
Sperm „ ,. 34 „ 35
Lubricating U.8 per gal. 7 0,, 08
Petroleum, refined „ ... 6J „ 61
Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 16 0,, 1 6 o
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 6 „ 10
Turpentine, American ...per tun 37 „ S7 5
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 Oi „ —
Baltic OU ...0 2 8,, —
Turpentine ... 4 2| „ —
Putty per cwt. 7 0,, —

GLASS.
English Sheet Glass ; 15oz. 21oz.

Ijd. ... 2'.d. ... 3M
28d. ... 3ga. ... 4d.

2eoz. 32oz. Net.

Fourths Ijd. ... S.'.d. ... 3}d. ... 4Jd. „
Thirds 28d. ... Sgd. ... 4d. ... Bd. „

Fluted Sheet 3,ld. ... i^i. ... 4ja. ... 5}d. „
Hartley's English Rolled 1 late ; gin. ^'min. ]in.

'ija. ... 2»d. ... 3d.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass : White. Tinted.
4d. ... 5Jd.

VAKNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Uak 10 6
Superfine I'ale Elastic Oak 12 B
Fine Extra Hard Chiirch Oak 10
Superfine Hard-diTing Oak, for seats of churches 14 c
Fine Elastic Carriage 12 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage Iti

Fine Pale Maple 18
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Exti a Palo French Oil 110
Egsshell rUttiDg Varnish 18
W'htte C'lpal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10 6
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Bniuswick Black , 8 6
Berlm Black 18
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

APPLT Tl;-

Wm. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunliiU Row, LONDON, E.C

TENDERS.
•»• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information.

5.400
5,15')

4,971
4,282
4,053
3,903
.3,704

3 513
3.416

Bow, E.—For the erection of new brewer's office at The
Brewery, Bow, London , E. Mr. Hei bert Riches, H.

Crnoked-lane, King- William-street, London, E.G., archi-
tect:—

Perry and Co £348
Thome, F. and T 337
Kobey, J. T. (accepted) :^25

Cnivi WELL. — For the construction of sewage-disposal
works and the laying- of about 2,500 yards lineal of pi]ie

sewers, with manhole.s and contingent works, in the parish
of Chigwell, for the Epping- Rural District Council. Mr.
H. Toolev. A. R.I. B.A., Buckhurst Hill, engineer:—

Pedrette, T. W., Stamford Hill, N. "

Pedrette & Co., Finsbury Park, N.
Adims, T.. "Wood Green, X.
"Winch, E. E , York Hill. Loughton
Ties, W., Southend-ou-Sea
Jackson, D. T., Barking
Macdonald, J. H., Oxford ...

Napier, G., and Sons. Southimpton
French, \V. and C, Buckhurst Hill'

- Ac:'epted. Engineer's estimate. £:i,7ol.}

CoLNK.~For various works in connection with the
erection of elementary schooLs otf Burnley-road, Colne.
Messrs. Holgate and iSpivey. Market-street, Colne, archi-
tects. Accepted tenders :

—
Mason :

—

Atkinpon, J. R., Shaw-street ... i:3.45[» 17
Joiners :

—
Riddiough, J., and Co., Stanley-st. 1.700

Slater :
—

Smithies, J.. 356, Great Hortun-
road, Bradford 314 10

Ironfounders :
—

Park, W., and Co.. Wiend, Wigan 172 15
Plumbers:—

Varley, W., and Sons, Market-street t;02

Plasterer :
—

Guest, R., Brierfield 717 12
Electrician :

—
Fort, A. y.iii 18 13

Heating :
—

Varley, W., and Sons 392
Ventilating :—

Waddington. J., and Co., Clav
Ban'i Works. Bury 105 10

Iron railing :
—

Croasdale, R., & Sons. Fountain-st. 75 5 tj

Pointers :
—

H>?y, J. and J.... 82 15
[Rest of Colne.)

EoM iNTON. N.— For the erection of an adJitionil stnry

to, and extenNion ot", the laundry at the workhnuse, for

the guardians of Edmonton Union. Mr. S. Hill. lOli,

Cannon-street, E.C, architect. Quantities by Mr. J.

Peebles, 7, Southampton-street. Bloijm^bury, W.C. :
—

Jackson, R., and Co. .

Nightingale, B. E. .

Loasby and Salmon .,

Greenwood, J., L'ld.

Sands and Beverley . .

Thomas, J
"Wall, C, Ltd
Lawrence, W., and Son
Roberts, A., and Co. ..

Foster, F. and G. .. .

Parsons, J
Knight. H., and Son ...

Fitvh and Cox
Monk, A

Elles-mkre Port. —For kerbing
Station-road, for the urban district council :

—
Gordon, J., and Sons, Ellesmere Port (accepted).

EsKiELD.—For the taking down of the existing tem-
porary church and erecting on another portion of tne site,

also for the erection of new church premises for the
trustees of SpringKeld-road Primitive Methodist Chapel.
Mr. Frank Bcthell, 23, Queen Anne's I'lace, Bush Hill

Park, Enfield, architect and surveyor. Quantities by the
architect :

—
Reason, W., Rosebery-avenue, E.C. .€3,19(>

Thorne. F. and T., PopUr
Wilton, E. K., Southgate
Steed and Sons, HoUoway
Porter, A., Tottenham
Stewart, J., Tottenham
Lawrence and Son, Waltham Cross
Jennings k Grcnfell, Waltbam Cross
Thomas and Edge, Woolwich
Mattock Bros., Wood Green
Winter and Sons, Southgate
Fairhead and Son, Enfleld* ..

* I'rovisionally accepted.

Grimsby.—For extension of corporation water-mains.
Mr. H. Gilbert Whyatt, A.M.LC.E., borough engineer
and surveyor :

—
Sangwin, J., Hull
Tabor, E., Cambridge
Dolby. D. J., Grimsby
Hewins and Goodhaud, Grimsby
Hewius, H., (.irimsby taccepted/

Lrw!sii-\m, S.E.—For kerbing, channelling, and making-
up the roadway of Canonbie-road and Suudtrland-ro^d
(part of), lor Lewisham Borough Council :

—
Canonbie-road.

Woodham. H., and Sons .€2.0itJ

HrniKR Grken. S.E.— Foi the erection of a new branch
library, for the Lewihham Borough Council

:

Potter Bros., Horsham
Knight, T., Sidcup
Bky, W. T.. Dartford
Kirk and Kirk. Westminster
Moss, S. E.. and Co.. Southend
Webster and Son. I'eckham Rye ...

Kent, H., Hither Green
Lowe. R., Chiselhurst
Perry Bros.. City
Coles, A. N., Plymouth
Gorham, F. J.. Greenwich ,.

Hollmgworth. H. H.. Peckhara ..

Thomas and Ed^e. Woolwich
Watt. J , Catford
Claton, E. J., Shepherd's Bush ..

Gathercole Bros., Norbury
Akers. W.. & Co . South Norwood
HoUoway. H. L. Leptford
Nightingale, B. E., Albert Em-
bankment

McKay, J., Clacton-on-Sea .

Peyton, A. T.. Lewisham
Foster, F. & G., Norwood Junction
Hyde and Co.. Norwood Junction ..

Patman iV Fotheringham, Islington' 3,95:i

Loasby and Salmon, Hither Green
• Recommended for acceptance.

Lt»NUi!\, W.C.— For internal alterations to the .\delphi
Hotel, John-street, Adelphi. W.C, for Mrs. Burlet.
Messrs. Hayward and iMajTiard, A.R.I.B.A.. 20, John-
street, Adelphi, architects :

—
Evre, W., Westminster £1,998
R'ead, W., Adelphi ... 1.710

Ulver and Co., H-tymarket' ... 1.545
^ Accepted, subject to mtidilication.

Losuos, W.C. -For the erection of new offices on East
Wharf, Adelphi. for Mr. G. J. Drummond. Messrs.
Hayward and Maynard, A.R.LB.A , 2J, John-street.
Adelphi, architects. Quantities by Mr. H. T. Cronk,
9, John-sti-eet, Adelphi ;

—
Maeey and Sons ,. . £1,552
Waller and Co. 1.449
McCormiek and Sons 1,415
Ford and Walton ... 1,435
Camiichael, Mr. 1,435

;3.136

2,989
•2,'>«3 n
•2,967

2,943
2,900

2,900
2,841 u
2.800
2,792
2,767
2,075 (1

2.ti67

2,625

id channelhn

E3,19B

2,044

2,663
2,631
2,491
2,481
2,474

2,400
2,397
2,2«,-

2,2J5
2;21M

£369 7 3
303 10 8
221
209
192 17 6

Mowleui, J., and Co.
Ki-y Bros. 2,046
Martin, B 2,000
Pearee, W.'

Sunderland-road (p.irt of).

Mowlein. J., and Co.
Woodham. H.,andSon^
Martin, li

Fry Bros.
Uloag, J.T. ...

Pearee, W.*
* Kecommended for acceptance.

2,084

u
1,670

860
813
820
770
731 19
730

£4,663
4,489
4,488
4,450
4.389
4,339
4,336
4,315 u
4,297

4,276 18 I)

4,265 10
4,260
1,207

4.182
4,l.i5 «
4,143

4.138
4,137

4,063
4,038 (1 (1

4,017 10

3,981

3,980
3,953 u
3,847

Higgs, F. and H. F. (accepted 1,328

£SOD
600
375
305
285

^[aldo.v.—For deepening a well at their Wantz-road
pumping-station. for the town council. Mr. T. R. Swales,
borough surveyor :

—
Tdley. T.. and t;on«. Landon
Nunn, A. E., London
Dawson, J. H., Birnley
Furlong. J. J.,Maldon (accepted) ,

Martin. C, Harpenden
.Borough surveyor's estimate, £175.)

Nestos, Cheshire.—For the erection of a Carnegie free
library in Parkgate-road :

—
Wood, Garston .accepted).

Paddinotun", W.—For paving and roadmaking works
in passage on the eastern side of Beethoven-street, for the
Paddington Borough Council. Mr. E. B. B. Newton,
borough surveyor :

—
Rogers, E., and Co., 6, lAwrence-
road. North Kensington ... .. £365

Sheehan J
.
, 1 10, Mortimer-road

.

Kingsland, N 321 10 tl

Boyer, H., Terminus Wharf, Pad-
dington 310 4 (.

Griffiths, W., and Co., Hamilton
House, Bishopsgate. E.C. .. .. 303 9 2

Park. C, and Atkins m, J., 123,

East-road, West Ham 236 19 4
Webb, M., Fernleigh, Pennystone-

road, Maidenhead (.accepted) ... 231 11 11

(Borough surveyor's estimate. £323 Os. Gd. Note.—The
borough bUiveyor a estimate for the apportionment alre.i ly

made by the council was £283 17s.)

Poi'LAu, E.—For repairs and decorations to The George,
Poplar. London, E. Mr. Herbert Riches, 3. Crooked-
lane, King Wiliiam-street. London. EC., architect :

—
Barker, G £259
Robey, J. T 193
Newell anl Lusty 181 o
Elkington and Sons . . 175
Warner Bros, (accepted

.

1 19

Rralh\-i;.—For alterations and additions to the Reading
Union Workhouse. Mr. W. G. A. HambUng. M.S.A.»
Reading, architect:—

Whiting, T. F
Stokes, vV., and Son-^

Lettis, G. S., and Bru.
Faulks, A. ......
Bourton, W.
Godwin, H. W.
Pilgrim, G.
Newberry, F. ...

Wjbber, R., and Sons, Orts-road,

Reading ^accepted,l

(.Ai'chitect's estimate, £130.^

Rrudish, near Manchester.—For various works ia

connection with the erection of new baths, lire-station,

and tree Ubrary, for the Stockport Corporation. Messrs.

Ui.^on and Potter, architects :
—

Burgess and Gait, Ardwick (accepted .'

SofTii SiiiKLus.-For rebuilding premise* at 61, King-
street, South Shields, for Messrs. Fowler and Brock. J.

Walter Hanson, architect, 79, King-street, South
Shields:-

Stephen, Sherilf, and Son
Young, Jas
Summerbell and Son ..

Allison, W. i'..-.

Robertson, W. J., and Sons
i^arruthers, Jas. (accepted) ..

TuiR.iK.—For the building oi the Farmers' Auction

Mai't on the Station-road —
•Tackson, W.Thirsk (accepted) about £1,000 (J

553 (1

518 5 1'

512 u
498 u

497
494 u o
487
448 u

430 9

i:l,7«l

1,744 7

1,710 U
1,667 10
1.6a5 U
1,522 16 7
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[FIR.ST NOTICE.]

THE exhibition of drawings siibuiitteil in

Lompetition for the E.I.H..\.. prizes

opened at the .Vlpine Gallery, Mill-street,

Conduit-street, on Tuesday last, and as it

will not close until Feb. 2, all architectural

students who can possibly reach liondou for

the ])urpose ou^ht to take the opportunity of

visiting it. Yet it is hardly so good a

collection of drawings as has been customary
during the last few years, for, although
there have been many competitors for the

two principal prizes—the Soane Medallion
and the Tite Prize—the usualh- well-con-
tested Pugin Studentship has produced only
three sets of drawings, and the Owen Jones
Studentship onlj- two. In some cases it is

also unusually ditticult to agree with the
awards which have been made : and we
should like to emphasise the word " unusual,"
for there is almost always a certain amount
of ditticulty in this respect. It seems as if

selection by a committee invariably leads to

a comi)romise ; and it is a committee which
adjudicates on these drawings, and not an
individual. Often, too, the selection is

obviously made by those who know com-
paratively little of the special re([uirements
of the class of building for which designs are
lieing prepared, with the result that good
and workable schemes are passed over in
favour of others which display superior
draughtsmanshiji.

The Soane Medallion and ildO, open to

British subjects under the age of oO years,

has this year been awarded to Mr. Harold
Cooper, whose design was submitted under
the motto "Cameo." The subject set was
that of a large city hotel facing a public
square, and situated at the end of a block of
buildings, so that it had narrow frontages
exposed to the north and south, and a broad
frontage open to the west, while the east side
was obstructed. It is clear that the assessors
have in their selection given preference to a
building which is obviously a hotel such as
might be built in a large English town ; yet
«\en so, one ([uestions the selection. Mr.
Cooper's design is highly suggestive of the
sort of thuig now being erected in London—
French in its inspiration so far as the archi-
tectural treatment is concerned, and such as
might be cxpoctod to be constructed with
steel framework. Its principal merit lies in
the recessed entrance in the centre of the
broad frontage, so arranged by the introduc-
tion of a statue that carriages pass in and out
without conflict and deposit m front of an
arcade, from which admission is obtained to
a largo circular lounge. This occujjies the
centre of the building and is top-lighted,
forming a beautiful architectural feature;
but unfortunately it cuts the plan in two, and
this, if somewhat awkward on the gi-ound
floor, is much more so on the hrst. while con-
nection is obtained higher up by carrying
girders across its low dome in a fashion which
is not too obviously shown on the longi-
tudinal si.-ction. The northern portion of the
ground floor is occupied by a large winter
garden which opens out of the lounge, while
to right and left that is, on north and .south—are found staircase halls, which can only
be reached through dark entrances. The
coffee-room and grill-room are on the
extreme north, and the dining and draw-
ing rooms on the extreme south, intro-
ducing elements of difficulty into the service
by their separation, while the billiarJ-rojm
is placed on the ground floor in the south-

west, and consequently the most brilliantly-

lighted corner a position which billiard

players would greatly object to. There are

numerous tiny areas for light, and generally

the plan displays ignorance of the accepted

methods of dealing with large build-

ings. The draughtsmanship, however, is

excellent, particularly that of the sheet of

large-scale details executed in pencil and
colour, crowned by a standing female figure

most naturally drawn, though it be hardlj'

sculptures(|ue ; while two other figures, also

well drawn, are placed where sculpture

should never occur on an architectural com-
position, representing the meeting of East
and West, a Chinaman and a Ked Indian
being shown with their hand.s clasped.

Hon. Mention and a prize of i'l(( Ids. has
been given to " Simplex " (Mr. A. R. Barker)
for another tj-pically French ami florid design

of no verj' great merit, characterised by a

hea\j- double cornice of unusual character.

It has, however, all the appearance of being
a hotel ; which is not saying much, for hotels

as a rule are not great architectural compo-
sitions. The entrances are at the north and
south extremities, and although the plan at

first sight has an appearance of directness

with through corridors to the north and south
of the central winter garden, yet close

examination detects the same scattering of

the rooms requiring service from the kitchen

to which we have just called attention,

together with the necessity for great use of

artificial light, the billiard, and smoking-
rooms on the ground Hoor being entu'ely

dependent upon it save for a little borrowed
light from the winter garden, while they would
be extremely ditttcult to ventilate. The noi-th

entrance serves a theatre which is placed

above the banqueting room, while the

annular corridors on the first floor are lighted

by quite small areas.
" Urn " (Mr. A. J. Pitcher) is also

awarded hon. mention and £10 10s., and, in

our opinion, much nioi'e justly so. His main
entrance is in the centre of the broad west
frontage, along a large portion of which a
handsome loggia extends, allowing a supple
mental entrance to the ballroom to be also

reached through it. This is an exceedingly
clever little piece of planning, for the ball-

room, which is on the first Hoor, has separate
stairs, and so can be reached by non-resi-

dents, who pass ample cloakrooms on their

way to the recejjtion-room. which may also

be api)roached by residents in the hotel by
means of a corridor on the first floor. On
the ground fioor there is a circular lounge in

the centre of the site, while other circular

erections occur to north and south of it, that
on the north being utilised as a smoking-
room and that on the south for the 'grand
staircase. The billiard-room is in the centre
of the north frontage, lying between the
grill-room and buffet, while the cofiee-room
is placed on the south. There is an annular
corriJor, admirably lighted on all floors,

while the lavatorirs are collected at the back
or east and lighted from a long, narrow area,

into which all pipes may be collected. There
is a simpUcity and directness about this plan,

combined with splendid ojjportunities for

internal architectural treatment, which other.s

lack, while the elevation shows a really noble
frontage -possibly a trifle over-florid in the
angle pavilion, but eminently hotel-like and
archite.'turally good. The perspective is,

perhaps, a trifle heavy in its treatment : but
there is an admirable sheet of details in wash,
showing good j)ro]5ortion-', in spite of three
stories being include 1 within the main order.

The ininy remaining designs can only be
cuisorily noticed, though several of them are

worth}- of more detailed criticism. " Pan "

shows a complicated plan, with a broken
elevation and steep roof, suital^le for a sunny
town, cleverly shown in an artistically drawn
perspective. There is a high Ironij (^)rder,

and a deep sculptured frieze of some origi-

nalitv. 'Rush" has aimed at directness in

planning, but communication is lacking on
the upper floors. His elevational treatment

is somewhat municipal, with a dome-topped
tower in the centre of his main frontage. It

Would be well if he took a little trouble to

thoroughly master the principles of per-

spective. •'Kokrel,"iu spite of his curious

spelling, has evidently been influenced by
the master whoso name he adopts. His is a

good Ionic composition of Creek feeling, so

clever that one forgives his use of the awk-
ward Bass;i' capitals. There is much waste
space, however, in his scattered plan, and
the general effect of his somewhat washy
drawings is that of a school of art rather than
a hotel. "Dentil" submits a commonplace
scheme, weakly drawn in pencil. The plan

lacks skill and knowledge of hotel require-

ments, being absolutely divided by a solid

wall into two distinct buildings on the first

floor. "A. T.," more than any other com-
petitor, displays a knowledge of modern hotel

planning, for, although he has scattered his

rooms to all appearances over the various

Hoors, it must be remembered that, in these

days of rapidly-moving lifts, there is a great

deal to be said for vertical rather than hori-

zontal communication. Unfortunately, the

planshave been so hung in the room as tomake
it rather difficut to recognise their sequence.

If the vertical communication is good, how-
ever, the horizontal connection is destroyed

on the principal floor, visitors wishing to pass

from north to south having to go upstairs

and down again for the purpose, unless they
walk through the serving-room. The eleva-

tion is entirely commonjilace. "Pax" sub-

mits a scheme for a glorified warehouse,
containing no architectural features other

than a little sculpture in ineffective positions,

while the corridors are noticeable for their

darkness. "Applique" sends some of the

finest drawings of all which have been sub-

mitted, illustrating an eccentric sky-scraper

design, which, however, is by no means
architecturally commonplace. It is the centre

section only which rises, and it is well pro-

portioned and finished with domical termina-

tions. It is intended to be executed in steel

framework, faced with glazed faience having
marble dressings, and would form a really

handsome building in a hot climate, and
amidst i-ich foliage. Clever and original,

showing an unusual grasp of architectural

mass and colour, it is yet hardly suitable for

an English hotel, "(.'id" sends a sound
plan, wit'n a commonplace elevation, while

the design of "I. Parve " is overpowered by
its high red roof. "Novo" submits a well-

lighted plan ; but the elevation is rather

handsome than good, being Continental in its

ideas, and terminated with French pavilion

roofs. The most eccentric and the ugliest

design is unquestionably that bj- "Aero."
This, again, is a sky-scraper, but a mere
vertically extended warehouse or square box
which opens out like a telescope. The
principal entrance is apparently somewhere
about the 20th story, where air-ships are

shown in the perspective landing their pas-

sengers. It is, in fact, not a seripus effort to

win the studentship, but an architectural j oke.

"Silver Shield" has a great deal yet to

learn. He submits a heavy design which
entirely lacks architectural merit, while his

plan wants directness and light.

TUE OWES J0XE3 PRIZE.

The Owen Jones Studentship, which carries

with it a certificate and the sum of £100,

_open to members of the 2>rofession under the

age of thirty-five, for drawings which exhibit

ac([iiaintanc3 with colour decoration, has very

justly been awarded to Mr. A. E. II. Jackson.

His work is characterised both by breadth
and delicacy, cambined with a refined sense

of colour and soft and correct handling. A
more perfectly beautiful series of colour

drawings has rarely been submitted for this

priz3. It is difficult to know which of those

ho exhibits is the bsst; whether it be the
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doilinK o£ Itiiphael's Loggia in tho ^'aticaIl,

"with its boiiutit'ul forms and perfect detail, or
the softly- rendered suggestions of angels
rising towards tho centre of the dome of the
8antimrio, 8oronno, taken from Feram's
frescoes, which were executed about 1.534, or

the intricate mosaic-work of S. Maria in

Araoudi, Rome. The only other competitor,
Mr. Eobert Atkinson, sends an entirely

inferior series of drawings, most of which are
perspectives, and so hardly conform to the
conditions of the com^jetition.

THE TITE I'KIZK.

It is not often that there is so strong a
competition for tho Tite Prize as this year,

either in point of number or excellence of

design. Unfortunately, as in the case of the
Soane Medallion, we find it difficult to agree
with the award, though wo admit that the

selected scheme, that of Mr. G-. Salway Xicol
(Vignola), has good draughtsmanship and
simplicity of arrangement to commend it.

The subject is a Loggia for iSculpture

attached to the blank end of a public
building. This is open to aud has received
much variety of treatment. Mr. Nicol has
adopted a rectangular plan, giving ample
opportunity for the introduction of great
pieces of sculpture ; but in itself the design
is over-florid. It is an arcaded scheme, with
massive angles, whose main entablatures are
broken to admit tho inti-oduction of niches
for statuary. A similar architectural fault

—common enough, unfortunately, at the
present day—is committed in regard to the
entablature round the interior. Much
sculpture is introduced into the building
itself, but most unwisely, as " supporters

"

to shields in such positi<ms that the shields
appear to carry the sculpture, and in the
capitals of the ])ilasters. The per.?]iective is

well drawn in pencil, but the e.xcellency of
the draughtsmanship only emphasises the
confusion of line.

Hon. Mention and the sum of ten guineas
has been awaixled to Mr. 1'. Napier Ilemy
("Nisi") for what seems to us to be a
certainly superior scheme, illustrated bj' an
effective and large internal jjerspective, the
accuracy of which is, however, not entirely
unquestionable. The plan is somewhat
elaborate, the main rectangular loggia being
emphasised bj' low, projecting, colonnaded
wings having coupled Ionic columns whose
design is repeated, except that the columns
in these instances are single, in the-, form of

screens across the main arches of the loggia
itself. The building is slightly raised, and
approached by a flight of steps, in front of

which there is a fountain. The design is

quiet, dignified, and admirably proportioned.
With sculptured figures introduced U]ion tho
fountain and in other prominent po.sitions.

The Roman Ionic Order is used, and the
columns are blocked, which might cause a
fidgety effect in actual execution.

There are no less than eighteen other
designs, several of which deserve at least

equal notice. '

' I lermit "' has planned what is

rather a court than a loggia, or one might
perhaps say has arrangeil for two jiarallel

loggias connected by semicircular colonnades
treated with a high Ionic order and somewhat
too open, all'ordiug iusufricient .shelter to the
connecting pass.agos. A rich anil refined

buildiag results, designed in accordance with
strict rule, and consequently in complete
agreement with the conditions, following the
principles of Wren ; for it should bo borne in

mind that four architects are specified in tke
deed under which the prize was originated
whose principles .should be followed, aud that
Wren is one of these. The best drawing of
" Hermit's" series is his exceedingly line detail

of the central dome, executed in strong line.

"Spread I'jagle " submits a scheme which is

at once cramped and pretentious, fussy and
top-heavy. It is far from being the best.
" Gradus," even if his columns are too high,
and' the general design spoilt by the intro-

duction of high and somewhat ugly angle-
towers, yet exhibits a sense of refinement,
aud his drawing improves upon acquaintance.
" Forced Draught " sends an ink perspective
which is a magnificent example of penman-
shiji ; but the design is heavy and of two
stories, which is perhaps hardly permissible.

The lower portion is designed as a deep rusti-

cated basement, and is certainly too high in

proportion to the upper part, which consists

of an open Ionic coujiled colonnade with
domed pax'ilions at the angles and extremities
of the projecting wings. It makes an im-
posing building, but the detail greatly
lacks refinement. "Vita's" set of draw-
ings can only be characterised as' weak,
his detail sheet being little better than a >et

of Testimonies of Studj' of the Corinthian
Order for the Intermediate examination.
"Si Jeunesse Savait si Vieillesse Pouvait

"

submits a design which is as elaborate as his
motto. He draws well, and the small group
of sculpture on his sheet of details is a
deUghtful piece of grouping and line-drawing.
"Delta" sends a set of unfinished and weak
drawings, while tho design is spoilt by an
unduly deep attic. " Ecclesiastes' " plan is

segmental, having a concave sweep to tho
spectator. It is unpretentious and effective

in general design, but unfortunately contains
some details which can only be characterised
as atrocious. "Orne" had better learn to

draw before he competes again, and may take
it to heart that seaweed is hardly an appro-
piiato subject to re]>resent in the tympanum
of a building to be devoted to sculpture.
" Heart-easing ^Mirth '' sends an exceedingly
well-drawn and pow(>rful pencil persiiective

;

but when the design is examined irrespec-

tivel)' of the glamour thrown over it by good
draughtsmanship, it is seen to contain many
architectural anomalies—such as arched con-
sti'iiction of architrave and frieze, and stpiare

piers rising from the tops of pediments

—

while the proportions are of that unhappy
character which one associates with tho Law
Courts at Brussels. " liaurel Wreath " has
attempted to copy the recently-destroj-ed
Sansovino Ivoggia at ^'enice, but has failed.

"Valhalla" has produced one of the few
original plans. It is bowed in both direc-
tions, showing a convex front. This, like

several other designs, is spoilt by the use of

broken entablatures, certainly in contraven-
tion of the principles of the gi-eat Renaissance
masters, while the pediments are much too

high ; and so is the overpoweringly-heavy
main entablature, which is almost equal
to half the height of its supporting
columns. "Altiora Petamus " has tried

something entirely beyond him. He shows
large arches penetrating his entablatures,

having the voussoirs carried right up to

the pediment, following tho ugly pre-
cedent set up in Oceanic House, Trafal-

gar-square. " Cheiro " has produced some
beautifully-refined detail, obtaining richness

by simple means. His is really a beautiful
scheme, spoilt in the perspective by over-
emphasis of the modillion shadows, thus pro-
ducing a fidgety effect on what in reality

would be a reposeful building. "Crown"
submits a pretentious scheme, such as one
would ex]iect to find in Rome or some other
great Italian city, where it would be admired
as a "handsome" erection, e?iiecially if it

had a water frontage, as shown in the j>er-

spective. The angle masses, wo might
suggest, are too narrow in their proportions.
" Meg" has adopted a heavy and late Roman
style, masking his construction, which is

domical, and had much better ha\e been ex-
posed, and abandoning most architectural

canons except that of ilesigning to a pj'ra-

midal form. "Mncit qui Patitur's " draw-
ings are noticeable for bad lettering, while
" lonicus " has yet a great deal to learn.

The drawings submitted for the Pugin
Studentship—the txrissell medal, and the
Arthur Cates and measured drawings piizes

—will be noticed in detail next week.

A NEW RISK FOR CONTRACTORS.

THE bankruptcy records year by year
proclaim that the business of a building

contractor is financially hazardous. The
jtrofits may occasionally be consideriible,

though in these days of close competitive
tendering the " occasions " must be rare. A
mere living ])rofit is the general rule ; and
the risk of failure is always present. A
miscalculation in an estimate, a strike of
workmen, or a sudden and unexi>ected rise

in the piice of labour or material may easily

change a margin of profit into a margin of

loss. Then come disputes and law costs,

harsh conditions of contract rigidly enforced,
certificates withheld, and tin- appi'arancc of

defects in buildings for which the contractor

is held liaKe though the fault may not bi-

his, so that, to parody (iilbert's popular
saying : "The contractor's lot is not a hapi)y
one," by any means.

If this is, and has been for a long jieriod,

the condition of affairs—and we have hardly
overdrawn the picture—any tendency to add
to the risks of so hazardous a calling needs
watching with particular care. Such, until

it became customary to insure against them,
were the provisions of the various AVorkmen'.-

C'ompensation Acts, and such now are certaii,

possibilities, we might almost say actualities

of the working of modern company law
Hitherto it has been generally considered

that a limited liability company was one of
the safest of building owners for whom a
contractor could work. There is no fidgety

private individual to deal with, the architect

has a tolerably free hand, and the certificates

to the builder are given and met with regu-
larity. A company represents "business,"
and the contractor, dealing with such, knows
exactly " where he is." On the one hand,
he will not be harassed about insignificant

trifles ; while, on the other, strict adherence
to the contract will be enforced. If the
company should go into liquidation bofor&

the completion of the contract there is, how-
ever, a risk to be run which is not present in

the case of the private owner. It is that of

finding that debenture-holders hold a prior

claim on the estate, even including the build-

ing on which the contractor has been engaged,
and for which he has not yet been paid.

This is no myth, but an exceedingly serious

matter, as some contractors have already dis-
|

covered to their cost. The way in which the
|

matter works is this. A prosperous, or ap-
parently prosperous, trading concern, wish-
ing to extend its business, decides to build

larger premises. In order to do this more
capital is required than is available in ready
cash, and in order to obtain it, instead of

issuing further shares, debentures are created,

and are frequently taken up by a single in-

dividual or a small " ring." In other words,

the whole assets of the company are mortgaged (

as security for a loan divided into shares ; but
|

the debentures, or shares in the mortgage, are
j

in so few hands that corporate action upon
|

the part of the debenture-holders, or mort-

'

gagees, is easy, and can bo taken at the, toi

them, most convenient moment. The time

for such action may, and sometimes does,

come when the new buildings are nearing

completion, and just when there is a con-|

siderable sum due to the contractor. Trifiingj

mismanagement on the part of tho directors^

—inability to call in a debt.—any one of aj'

thousand small accidents of business, makeitj

dilficult at a critical moment to pay interostj

due to the debenture-holders, who, amply!

secured, come down upon the com]iany for

their capital. The ciraipany is forced to wind

up, and the debenture-holders, as preferential

creditors, take everything, even including

tho new buildings for the erection ol

which the contractor has not been full)

paid, and for the designing and supervisior

of which the architect may not yet havo

received a single penny. These individui

together with a host of other just creditor
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have to staiul asido, and merely share what
is left after the dobonturo-holders have been

satisfied, and it is tinite possible, and indeed

has hajipened in some cases, that tliis may be

represented by a cipher.

A private individual cannot gi\'e a secured

mortgage on his office fittings and furniture,

his stock in trade, and machinery for the

conduct of his business, to say nothing of his

goodwill, with anything like the facility of a

limited company. Herein lies the risk. If

an individual becomes bankrupt while build-

ing works are in progress, the contractor and
the architect take their places as onlinary

creditors, and even after the secured creditors

have been dealt with will probably be paid

in part. So much more may, however, be

covered by debenture securities that, in case

of the failure of a limited company, there

may be very little to share amongst tha

ordinary creditors, of whom it is (juite

feasible that the building contractor may be

the chief.

CAMBERWELl. SCHOOL OP Al^TS
AND CILVFTS.

EXinBITION OF STITIEXTS' -WOKK.

THE activity of the L. (..'.( '., in the direction

of encouraging the artistic education of

the craftsman is justified of its results, as

exemplified at this Camberwell Exhibition.

The quality, which was most conspicuously
lacking from the craftsmanship of a decade
ago, was the joy of work, and it was easy to

imdci'stand why it should be so. For the
workman who knew, and could know, nothing
of the achievements of his ancestors in the
•craft, nothing of the possibilities of beauty
which lie even in the most utilitarian forms
of craftsmanship, could not be expected to take
very much interest in the sheer mechanical
drudgery by which he earned his daily bread.
Now, it is the niis.-<ion, admirabl}' fulfilled by
these schools of arts and crafts, to reveal the
beauty and the immense possibilities of

applied design in the most ordinary work ;

and tl\e inevitable result is that not only is

the work produceil by the students of such
schools more pleasing to the eye, but also

more thonmgh in the purely constructional
necessities.

Take, for iostance, plumbing and plaster-
ing. In the workman or apprentice engaged
in these jiursuits there may be a deep-laid
vein of ap]ireciation of the beautiful.
PlumbingandplasteringwouldnotseemTikely
to develop that vein- nor would the making
•of joints in lead and the plastering of
rtat ceilings achieve mxich in that direction.
But the work on exhibition at C'amberwell
«hows IIS that a school of arts and crafts can
*nd does develop that vein. Not only have
we here exiiuisitc and complicated "joints,
devised for the pure joy of overcoming the
mechanical dilRculties they involve, but aslo
•ornament, such as the headings of rainpipes,
which ha.s the quality of life in its rich cable
mouldings, the bold lettering of the dates,
and the free drawing of /fexis-ilr-Zi/s^ roses,
and the like

: and it is this very quality of
Ufe which, till lately, has d'iiferentiited
between niedi;oval and modern work.
In the plaster-work a similar result is to

be noticed. One piece of work to which our
attention was called was a. bold linear design of
reed-mouldings for a ceiKng. This is the work
of aniere lad of Ki or 17, who had come to
the school, nominally as a plasterer, but who
had till then merely handled plaster in its
roughest form- and onlv occasionally at that.
Though, naturally, the"feeUng for design is
stall capable of development, it is there, and
the designer is one who would have been lost,
and who would have lost his own talent ten
years, or even less, ago.
The sphere of the school's activity is wide.

The exhibition contains examples of the work
of classes in artistic typograjihT, black and
white design, bookbindina:, lettering and
lUnimnating, lithography, and woodcuts in

colour ; in the section ilevoted to the ])rn(-es3es

of book -production ; in architectural drawing
and building construction, carpentry and
stair-building, cabinet-making, house paint-

ing and decoration, masonry (a most interest-

ing section), modelling, plumbing and
plastering, stained glass, stone - carving,

woodcarving and gilding im the side devoted

to the construction and decoration of build-

ings. The general design, embroidery, and
dressmaking classes have their exhibits, and
the metalwork and enamelling section is both

beautiful and interesting.

Taking the exhibits in the order named,
we have noted a few in each section as

especially worthy of commendation, and the

most casual observer cannot fail to note the

thoroughness of system which controls the

work of the school, every decorative motive

being traced from its natural original to its

conventionalised form in the final design. And
further, we noted with real gratitude the

determined manner in which the guiding

spirits of the school have limited themselves

to the stimulation of the artistic impulse,

and ha\-e left to each pupil an absolute

freedom in the origination of design. This is

a system which produces work not stamped

with the hall-mark of this or that teacher or

school, but with an individual artist's feeling

for and belief in his work.
With one more general observation, we

shall turn to the consideration of the work
itself. We have but one criticism to make,

which may, at first, seem adverse. It is, that

though there is much promise in all the work
exhibited, there is but little which really b'e-

.speaks fulfilment. In spite of what we have

said above, wc are bound to admit that there

is frecjuently poverty of design, and the same
tendency to " forge

''—to produce work
bearing a sham antique air - which we have

noticed in a far greater degree at South

Kensington. I5ut this is no terrible indict-

ment, for it is plain that once the real

originality is found, and method mastered,

there is no longer need for schools, and that

the school exists but to make promi.ses which
the after life of the arti.st craftsmen shall

fiUfil,

Taking the sections in the order named
above, we note first a case of well and
soberly-designed title-pages in type only.

I!ut, perhaps strangely, quite the best work
is in the jobbing section, where a note in

French, of the object and history of the

school, set up by Mr. AV. Westwood, is

really a shining examjjle of sensible and
beautifully-spaced typography. The printing

of this school is not fancy antique tyjjography,

but artistic printing which can be read. We
know no higher praise.

" lUack and white design and book illustra-

tion " is a large section occupying half a wall
in the gallery. The general level of work is

good, though there are, perhaps, few draw-
ings of startling excellence. A. Hayes has
designed two successful figure title-pages,

one of which is to be utilised by Mac-
Millan's and the other by Kelway, of Lang-
port. The designs by I). Duckittfor "Baby's
Own Book,"' are delightful, the babies
being almost reminiscent of Gordon Browne,
and the line is pure and strong. L. Jaggs is

very successful with a title-piece, and with
a charming three-colour cover-design for

a magazine, which combines strength and
daintiness. C. Jopson's semi-heraldic head
and tail pieces, especially one with two
fine cocks, are original and confidently

drawn.
The book illustrations vary much in merit,

the chief weakness noticeable being in the
matter of facial expression, while the anatomy
of some figures is a shade doubtful. There
is also a tendency to overcrowd in a good
deal of work.

However, a "Jack the Giant Killer," by
W. Whittaker is full of humour, and side by
side with it " Oephalns and Procris," by J.

Campbell, is vigorous and well drawn. The

last-mentioned draughtsman has a jiretty

gift for the grotesque, as exemplified by a
pencil-and-wash drawing which re]ireseiits a
young latly seated at the world's edge
among a crow<l of semi-human inearnatiou.s

of ugliness, well conceived and executed.

There is one student at this school who has
consistently stuck to one .subject for his illus-

trative work, and has achieved a correspond-
ing success in characterisation — a rare

quality in even the best of modern illustra-

tions. I{. Montos is, we understand, a native

of Oviedo, in Spain, and he has elected to

illustrate his national classic, "Don (iuixote."

His drawings are Spain, and they are Don
( iuixote. They ha\e not the exuberance of

iJorc's drawings for the same book, but they
have the grave humour of the classic to

which they pertain. Certain slips and weak-
nesses of technique we willingly overlook for

the sake of the genuine quality of illustration

which these drawings contain. We are

pleased to note that Mr. !Montc3 has been
awarded a bronze medal by the Board of

Education.
Of the Bookbinding it is impossible to

speak in detail. The work is uniformly good,

though some of the designs are rather too

elaborate, the result of the craftsman falUng

a prey to the modern multipliiity of tools.

Two good designs which are done wholly by
ha.ud are by T. Ijondon (green, gold inter-

laced straight and looped lines) and A.

Wright (turquoise, gold interlaced triple

straight lines, lozenges, and dots). A bind-

ing for a copy of " Omar Khayyam," by J.

Chappie, is a good piece of symbolism, but

heavily overcrowded. Both these ai-e small

bindings. A good imjierial quarto is by B.

Venner, combined hand and block tooling on
rich red-brown antolojie skin.

Lettering and illuminating have two ad-
mirable exponents in D. Jones and E. K.
Evans. The former has based her alphabet
apparently on early Irish MSS^, and has a
wonderfully firm touch on the quill. 1!. K.
Evans is, perhaps, less accurate in touch, but
has a dainty taste in the use of colour and
gold. An initial " N " is very successful, as

also is a charming bit of small work, black

with gold initials, " My Little Children."

L. Jaggs has produced one of the most suc-

cessful italic MS. we have ever seen. M.
t'oleman has also done good work in this as

in several other directions.

Lithography claims few adherent?, and of

these the most successful are E. Heinlin and
B. Ijybech, working after Holbein's partraits,

while E. Sharp and C. Jopson have some
good Japanese-style bird studies in this

medium.
Colour wood-cuts are not very successful.

The best is a figure of a witch, in black, red,

and green on white, by B. Lybeck. The
others do not seem to realise the limitations

of the medium sutficientlj-.

ARCHITECTURAL SECTIOX.

The plans and sections in this part of the

exhibition are careful and conscientious

work ; as also is the building construction,

drawing, but neither in one section nor the

ot'ner is there any distinguished work. The
same may be said of the carpentry, cabinet-

making, and house decoration, which are

very sparsely represented. In the last-n.amed

.section a stencil wall covering, by R.
Bosworth, is not without merit. The stained

glass is represented by the work of Messrs.

Ilogan and Miller. A good portrait of

William Morris, by the former, is the most
striking exhibit.

In Stone-carving, we have to note a
remarkably feeling copy of the head of the

the I liadumenos of Polycleitos (unfinished)

in Bath stone, by F. Hayes, and a stone

design for a boundary plate (to be cast in

lead) by K. Turner.
Woodcarving and ( filding are thorough,

but undistmguished, the best being, perhaps,

a picture-frame of open cutting (gUded) by
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M. ( 'oleman, who has also carved a panel
after the garter-plate of Lord Grej' de
Euthyn.
Embroidery is well represented, both by

museum studies in water-colour, original

designs, and actually executed work. The
museum studies by Ij. Watkins are par-
ticularly good, and we note that she has
gained a Council's scholarship. A charming
piece of all-white embroidery is by M. K.
Lynn. M. Truscott exhibits both design
and execution of an octagon tablecloth in

green, with dull-red honeysuckle, which is

pleasing. The Fritillary flower seems to be
the " fad " of this school, perhaps owing to

the rare natural " check-pattern." There are

some good embroidered bookbindings by
I. M. l)ight, who has obtained a School of Art
scholarship, F. M. Pooley. who has obtained
the same honour, and D. Wright.
The Metalwork and Enamelling classes arc

responsible for the production of some good,
cleanly-designed hinges and door-plates, and
of some very beautiful jewelry. There is an
exquisite little chiselled gold pendant, set

with an opal and an emerald, by E.
Champion, and a singularly handsome
casket of orangewood, bound with silver

bands, set with turquoise and wrought with
spirals of silver wire, by II. Martin.
We would willingly continue the list of

good work, and it would be easy to do so

;

but, in conclusion, we would merely advise
those who are interested in good craftsman-
ship, and those who take an honest pride in

the children of their hands and brain, to go
and see this exhibition at Camberwell.

ROl'AL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE sixth meeting of the Royal Institute of

British Architects for the present session

was held on Monday evening, the President, Mr.
T. E. Collcutt in the chair. The reading of

papers on " Marbles," by such an artist and such
an expert as Sir L. Alma Tadema and Mr.
William Brindley, and the award of prizes for

the past session drew together a crowded attend-

ance of members and students, very many of

whom had to stand throughout the evening. The
hon. secretary, Mr. A. Graham, F.S.A.,
announced that the Institute had lost an old friend

and a kind wellwisher in the person of Lieut.

-

Colonel Lenox Prendergast, who had died at the

age of seventy-six. Elected as Hon. Associate in

1878, Colonel Prendergast had ever evinced a

lively interest in the work, and when standing
committees were established he was one of the

tr.'st appointed on that for literature. His know-
ledge of architecture and his desire to extend the
usefidness of their library, more particmlarly on
the side of Classic Revivalism, of which the
Colonel was an earnest student, were very marked.
He took an active part in their discussions. On
the motion of Mr. Graham, a vote of condolence
with the widow and family, and expressive of the
members' appreciation of Col. Prendergast's
efforts to encourage the study of architecture as

one of the line arts, was passed in silence.

MAllliI.ES : TllEIK ANCIENT A\U MODERN AI'l'LI-

CATIOX.

Two papers on this subject were read. In the
first. Sir L. Ai.ma Tadema, O.M., R.A.. the
Royal Gold Medallist of last year, dealt with the
ancient employment of the material.

Discussing the earliest use of marble in build-
ings, he remarked that, setting aside the sculptured
slabs at Nineveh, he had been unable to discover
where marble was first used for decoration.
.Judging from the discoveries at Pompeii, its use
went hack to great antirinity. In the house of

Salustius many painted imitations of marble .slabs

and dadoes are to be seen. Very precious marbles
were put to common use in Pompeii. He had
found, in quite ordinary houses, bronze door-
sockets lot into rough blocks of Oriental alabaster,
evidently remnants of a marble-mason's work-
shop. The only marble columns he recollected in
Pompeii were some unlinishcd ones in the new
bath which was being built when the town was
buried, and some in the Temple of Venus and
Rome, also in course of erection. He remembered
only one marble public fountain in the streets of

Pompeii, the one behind the oldest bath ; but
the sculptured heads for the outlet of the water
are more often in that material. The tloors are

mostly of marble, either slabs or mosaic, and
many impluvia in the richer houses are covered

with white marbles, as are some of the altars and
pedestals in and near the Forum. One of the

finest bits of marble in Pompeii was the door-

frame of the house of Eumachia, now in the

Naples Museum. In Pompeii marble was also

largely used for funeral monuments, but always

as a veneer over brick or concrete, proving that it

was a costly material.

THE ROMANS

obtained great dexterity in applying thin slabs of

marble, and saved the m,aterial itself greatly. This
way of utilising marble had a considerable influ-

ence upon the form of the mouldings, in most
instances the slabs being applied to the bed of

cement in such inclination as the body of the

moulding required, the moulding becoming sub-

servient to the thickness of the slab. In Rome,
during the Republic, marble was most luxuri-

ously used. Julius Ca'sar found a successfvU way
of replenishing the Treasury by levying a tax on
marble columns. The author cited some descrip-

tions in Mazois' ''Palace of Scaurus " to illus-

trate the luxury of marble in Rome at the end of

the Republic, and went on to quote Lanciani's

description of the landing-stage for marble near

the Campus Martius. built in the reign of

Augustus, and discovered some twenty yeai's ago
when the course of the river was being recti-

fied. Wealthy patricians and personal friends

of Augustus covered the Campus Martius

with colossal constructions of marble. Having
referred to the painting of their marble
buildings by the tireeks and Etruscans, the

author stated that marble found its highest

development, perhaps, in Byzantine architecture,

when painting was replaced by mosaic, and when
colour reigned supreme ; then the outside of the

buildings had become severe and simple, and the

richness of days gone by found its place in the

interior. In the best times of Roman architecture

those overwrought Corinthian capitals and
cornices, with undercutting and overcarving, look

more like lacework than architecture, and make
us wonder. They are a marvel of workmanship,

and had considerable value in the Italian sun-

shine ; the white marble being transparent, the

shadows became warmed by light as well as by
reflection. When used for interior work nothing

is finer, nothing more precious, nothing more
wonderful, than a well-adjusted and well-disposed

marble decoration. It is so clean and bright, so

solid and never harsh or unpleasant, provided it

be applied by a man of taste.

THE HOIIERN" ASPECT OF M.iRKLE WORK IX

ARCHITECTIRE

was discussed by Mr. William Brindley, F.G.S.,

F.U.JI.S., in the second paper read, this being

illustrated by a largo number of photographs of

buildings and a feA" models, and by some large

slabs of beautifully marked varieties of this ornate

material. Mr. Biundley lamented the fact that

the bulk of the money spent in marble in this

country should go to foreign manufacturei's and
workmen. Wo have in this cnuntry many excel-

lent maibles, and if it were not for foreign compe-
tition, with cheap labour and low freights, against

our high railway rates, many of the marble rocks

now dormant would be worked to the advantage
of the land pi'oprietors and the workmen. The
ability of the (ireeks to work marble seems to

run in the blood : they cut it with as much ease

and freedom as masons hero do soft stone. They
execute long fluted columns from blocks lying on
the ground, with no more setting out than a circle

described at each end. They are now equally

good at quarrying. All this skill has been
acfjuired within the last generation. Dealing
with the .sources of supply, the author said that

the produce of white marble at Carrara almost
supplies the civilised world. The ancient quarries

of verde antico in Thessalv are turning out im-

mense quantities of splendid sound material of

every kind that is to be found in the old buildings

of Rome and Constantinople. Of late years many
important monoliths have been quarried and used

in England—blocks can be got as large as these

used in St. Sophia, ('onstantinople. The old

Carystian quarries of cipollino. on the island of

Eubd'a, ha\'e produced during the last few years

over a hundred monoliths of large size. The
noblest coloured marble the world has ever known
(imperial Egyptian porphyry of Mons Porphy-
rites) remains unworked. There is any amount

of material remaining, and the author offered al:

the assistance in his power to anyone having an
honest desire to rework these unique quarries.

Coming to

I'RESENT-DAV T'SES or MARRLE,

the author said that within the last few years a.

large number of coloured monoliths, extracted

from at least eighteen different quarries, have'

been used in important buildings, chiefly by
Fellows of the Institute. When selected and
appropriately used as supporting columns they

have the same impressive dignity as those remain-

ing in Rome, Constantinople. i:c. Monoliths of rich

marble used as architraves in large doorways or

openings are always effective. Where boldly-

figured marble is used, the mason's horizontal

joint sometimes destroys the continuance of the

coloured pattern. The author suggested the

adoption of mitre-jointing in such cases, and in

small works like mouldings round panels in monu-
ments fixed on a slab. As regards

TME ERECTION IN LONDON

of buildings in white marble, if cost is no con-

sideration there is no difliculty, for the marble

would then be used as any good building stone :

and it the material is properly selected the work
would be as lasting. If economy is desired, the

Italian method of built brickwork, with marble

slab casing, is a good one. The slab for bond and

surface need not be more than 3in. thick, and

even less will make good, durable work by using

ashlar courses—say, of 12in. or loin, high

—

slightly projected, over 3in. bond courses.

Another method for a good town house would be

a brick building with white marble facing in

which plaques of porphyry and colour were

inserted. For marble work in London simple

mouldings would save cost ; small detail soon gets

filled with soot. Cleaning of marble buildings

must be done with caution ; two or three methods

now in use destroy the silicised surface, which is

a preservative. Discussing

I'AVEMENTS,

the author said the demand has so increased that I

it now pays to manufacture them out of block

slab. There is much demand for tiles about a foot

square, or more, of verde antico, Greek cipollino,

and breccias. A pattern made with either of these

and white is effective. A white or a black tile

floor of difl'erent shapes forming a pattern by
jointing only always makes a quiet, effective floor.

Thin tiles of marble can be prepared for walls, to

be used for the same purpose as encaustic ones are

now used, and fixed by ordinary workmen in the
^

usual way. Stone staircases to dark ofiices would :

be improved by white risers of tiles or slips of .

marble. The author suggested some improvement i

in the design and treatment of
j

?i

MARRLE CHIMNEVPIECES AND FENDERS,

and went on to sketch the employment of marble 1

in sepulchral art and memorial mon\mients from
'

Greek times down to the present day. Many good 1

monuments have been designed by architects, and ;

appropriately thought out, tofitthem unobtrusively
'

for the buildings in which they have been placed. ;

The author expressed regret that this country im«

;

ports annually thousands oi tons of ready-made
^

monuments in marble and granite for cemeteries
;

and churchyards, most of them void of artistic

character of any sort. The present advance in the

use of marble as a decorative material for import- ,:

ant buildings may be considered to have com-

menced about .3.1 years ago with the building of,

M. Garnier's Paris t)pera House. The marble^

decoration of this edifice is still one of the sighisb

of that city. Discussing I

ENGLISH WORK !

in Purbeck and other marbles belonging to the

country, the author said that our English

alabaster is a very useful material for intcrioi

decorative work ; but it should not be used where^

it would be exposed to a heat of over 200" Fahrj

It was especially adapted for the walls anoj

opei-ating-rooms "of hospitals, as it is not actec

upon by ordinary acids. As examples of very

successful marble wall-hnings, Sir L. Alma

Tadema's studio was cited, and the beautifu

church of Charlemagne, at Aix-Ia-Charelle,

recently cased with marble ar.d exceptional!;

well done, being covered all over with slabs o

light-coloured cipollino in the handsomest wa.

imaginable. The author considered that marbl

wiis now being used in aiclitecture in a bioadi

and mure dignified manner tlcin was general!

done thirty ycais ago. The nearer we keep
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working ms the Romans did, with as few colours

as possible, the healthier will be the effert

obtained. Young men should make notes of

marble colour combination they see, not only of

old work, but of new, if only to know what to

avoid.

A vote of thanks to the lecturer was proposed
by Mr. .1. .1. Birxet, A. U.S.A., Glasgow, who
referred to the deep erudition and scholarly attain-

ments of Sir L. Alma-Tadema, and to the enor-

mous stores of practical knowledge of fjuarries

and materials of infinite variety of (piality and
colour possessed by Jlr. I'.rindley.

This was seconded by llr. Hi gii Stanxis, who
said the use of marble divided itself into two
branches—the useof monochromeandof variegated
marbles. In the first category, that of the em-
ployment of marble all of one colour as a building
stone, came the magnificent work executed by the
(ireeks in the golden-hued Pentellic marble and
the [Hire white material quarried at Carrara.
Under the second head, the use of variegated and
figured marbles, he deprecated the adoption of

(lutings and mouldings on such materials, which
vulgarised the effect. Sir Lawrence had spoken
well of the use of marble in Pompeii, but the
speaker had never seen more shocking work
than in that ruined city. He congratulated Jlr.

Brindley on his acumen and indomitable per-
severance in searching out and rediscovering the
ancient quarries of marble. Mr. Brindley had
laid the treasures of the metamorphosed rocks at
the feet of modern architects, and was further-
more able to advise professional men on the wear-
ing ([ualities and power of resistance to heat and
moisture of every class of material. In the present
generation they had seen a wonderful advance in
the use of marbles in this country for theatres,

restaurant.-;, public buildings, and great business
houses, and, like Xero, the modern architect
could boast that he found the city of brick, and
would leave it of marble.
The motion was supported by Mr. Auxiiuu H.

Keed, of Cipetown and Johannesburg, the Insti-
tute's hon. secretary for South Africa.
The President, in putting to the meeting the

vote of thanks, which was adopted by acclamii-
tion, remarked that marbles were often spoiled in
effect by over-polishing. JIany materials look
much better with a very light polish, or even none
whatever. An instance in point of this fault was
the restored Purbcck shafts in the west front of
Salisbury Cathedral ; the old ones still looked
grey, but those replaced had been so highly
polished that with exposure to weather they
turned black. If used for external work, marbles
soon lost their beauty in this country, and no
marble used for outside work in London compared
with the delicious colour acquired by Portland
stone, as for example in the south front of Somerset
House.

Sir L. -Vlma-Tadema, in acknowledging the
resolution, said over-polished marble could easily
be mistaken for slate painted to resemble the
latter material. He believed in polishing marble
us little as possible.

Mr. BiiixuLEv concurred with both the last
speakers on the question of polish for marble. In
Athens, and indeed throughout Greece, he only
knew of three works where the marble wa"s
polished.

The President announced that the Council had
tliat day made the following

AWARD o: PRIZES TO STl DENTS

for the session 190G-7 :

—

TnE IxsTixiTE Silver Medal and Twevty-
KIVE Gi-iXEAs FOE EssAVs. [Subject: "The In-
lluence of the Ise of Iron and Steel on Modern
Architectural Design."]—That submitted under

? ,, r ,,
^'^ -ises," by Victor D. Horsburgh, i

A.K.I.H.A., X',, Rutland-square, Edinburgh. Cer- I

tifieateof Hon. Mention t. " Fonte," A. Halcrow
Swstage, A.R.I.B.A., Godalming. (Six essavs I

received under mottoes.)
The iNSTiTtTE Silver Medal antj Tex Glixeas

'

TOE Drawings. [Subject: " .Measured Dr.aw.ug3 I

*K I'^n'
^"'•'^''Ss in the United Kingdom or

[Abroad. ']—TheCouncil were uuable, to their regret,
t> award the medal ; but awarded Certificates ot
Hon. Mention to " Waynfiete," R. Wvnn Oweu,
b>, Castle-»treet, Liverpool, for drawings of
Magdalen College, Oxford; and to "Swallow,"
Uavid Robertson, Huntly - terrace. Kelviuside

uk •u*^''^^""''
^'"' drawings of Stoke Castle,

hhropshure. (Sis sets of strainers received.)
The Soaxf. Medallion axd £103 for Cox-

TraE.VTAL Travel. [Subject: " Design for a Large
l^ty Hotel facing a public siuare."!—" Cameo,'
Harold C.ioper. A.R.I. B.A., 21, Oaklev-cresceut,
t-helsea, b.\y. Certificate of hon, mention and

extra prize of ten guineas each to "Simplex,"
Anthony R, Barker, Greeiihill. Harrow-on-Hill

;

and to " l^rn," .Alfred John Pitcher, Launceston,
Lindon-road, Worcester Park. (Fifteen sets of
strainers sent in.)

The Owen JoN-ES SriTDENTSHir : Certificate and
£100 (tor travel and study in colour).—.Arthur R. H.
.Tackson, Royal College of Art, South Kensington.
(Two candidates.)

The PutiiN SiuDEXTSHir : Silver Medal and ,£40

(for travel in the I'nited Kingdom).—A. J. Marget-
son, 1, Gordon-road, Handsworth, Birmingham.
Three candidates.

The TiTE Prize : Certificate ajd .£:10 (for travel
in Italy). [Subject ' " Design (according to the
Principles of Palladio, Vignola, Wren, or Chambers)
for a loggia for sculpture to screen the blank end,
l.iOft. long, of a building."] Prize augmented this

year by £20, the time of travel to be extended from
four to six weeks.—" Vignola," G. Salway Xicol,
A.R.I.B..\., King's Court, 117, Colmore-row, Bir-
mingham. Hon. certificate of mention, " Nisi,"
P. Napier Hemy, Hampton House, Phicnix-street,
N.W. (Twenty-one sets sent in.)

The AETiirR Cates Prize : 40 guineas.—W. W.
J. Calthrop, Risegate, Farncombe, Surrey. (Three
candidates.)

The Geissell Gold Medal and 10 guineas (for

design and construction). [Subject :
" Design fur a

grand stand constructed of timber on a racecourse."]
An additional ten guineas was awarded this session

to "Royal Ascot," W. A. Mellon, 3 Great College-
street, Westminster. (Four sets received.)

-AsHriTEL Prize of books to the value of £10,
awarded to J. T. Halliday, ot Stockport, as the
student who distinguished himself most highly m
the Final Examinations held during the year.
The Council further reported that they had

approved of the work executed in their travels by
Walter S. George, the Soane Medallist for 1906 : by
G. Drysdale, the Pugin Student ; by H. Jnigo
Trigg, the l-Todwin Bursar : and by Charles (ias-

coigne, the Owen Jones student.

ARCHITECTS' BEXEVOLEXT SOCIETY.

THE following contributions have been received
or promised in response to the President's

(Mr. CoUcutt's) appeal issued last November. The
list is still open, and further subscriptions or
donations will be gratefully receivt'd and acknow-
ledged by the hon. treasurer :

—

Dona-
tions.

.\bercrombie. T. G £1 1

Aikman. W.A 110
Allen, Theophilus —

'.\llfrey, E. W 3 ... —
'Anderson, Sir R. Rowand. T.L.D. 5 5 ... —
.Anonymous (per Mr T. E. Cjllcutt^ 10 ... —
Anonymous 10 ... —

'.Vshbfidse. .\rthnr 10 10 . —
Ball. .1. Henry — 2 2
Birlow, W. T — .,110
Barry, C. E — ...110

Subscrip-
tions.

.£220

2 2Barton, J. I,

Bateman, C. E.
'Benwell, J. W 1 1

Blow, DetmarJ 1 1

Bond, A. G —
Bond, G. E. 1 1
Borrowm*in. J. J. 10 10
Brcalev, J. T —
Brooks, C. W 1 1
Buckland. H. T —
'Burnett. .J. J., A.R.S.A 5 5
Burr. Alfred —
Butler, C, M.C.A —

-Cackett. J. J 5 5
-Chifholm, R. F —
•Chubb. J. B —
Coldwell. E.B —
Cule, G. H. Vernon 1 1

"CoUcutt, T. E 10 10
"Collins, Mr. E —
"Collier, R. W 1 1
Cooper, Vk'm —
Crimp. A. J —
•Crai^, ^'iucent —
-Cnckmay. G. R —
Currey, Peicival 4 i

1 1

10
1 1

1 1

10
1 1

1 1

1 1
1 1

I 1

1 I

1 1

Davidson, James

.

Dawstn, C. J —
'Davies, D 5
Dunkerley, F. B —
Dunn, James B —
Dunn, W , and Watson R. 2 2
Eocles, T. E —

* Elliott, Thomas —
'Emersjn, Sir William 5 5
Es>ex, Oliver —
Far'iuharson, H —
Fiddaoian. W. A. M —
Fisher, F.J 110
Flockhart, Wm —
Forbes and Tate (per Mi-. R. 8.
Wilkinion) —

Ford, 8 —
•Freeman, F —
Fryers, A. J
'Georve, Ernest 5 .>

Gordon arid GualoQ (per Mx. K. 8.
Wilkinson —

*Gray^on and Oald —
'Gretnop, Elwaid 110

110
10 6

U 10 6
10110
110
1 1

Dona- Subscrip-
tions, tions.

Grepsr and Detmar £1 10. —
Grucby, C. de (per Mr. H. 8.

Wilkinson) — ... £10
*Haieh and ThompBon 110.. —
Holbrook, A. J 2 2 0.. —
'Hamp, Stanley H 3 ... —
Hoolo, E — ... 10 6
'Hcrsley. G. C — ... 1 1
How. W. Murthwait ,.. — ... 10 6
Huckvale. W ;." — ... o 10 G
Humphreys-Davie, G ; 1 1 o . —
Hunt, A G. — .

. 10 6
'Insrelow, Benj 3 3 ... —
Johnson, Philip M — ... 1 1
Jones, H. E — ...110
Jones, R. P — ... 1 1

Lawson and Reynolds — ... 10 6
Lcidbitter. T. G 5 5 ... —

•Lohr, C. H 1 1 ... —
Lonmer, R. 8., A.R.S.A — ... 3 3
Loveffrove, Henry 3 3 ... —
'MoKellar, J. C — ... 3 3
Manning, G. H — ... 10 6
•Mawson, T. H — ... 1 1
M'Donell, J. J — ...110
•Mileham, C. H. M — ... 1 1

Milne, W. 110.. —
Moiham. Robert 110.110
Morris, E. P 10 8 ... —
Munford, W. D. T 1 1 ... 1 1
Murray, J. L n 10 6 .:. —
Nash, W. Hilton (Hon. Tieaturer) 5 5 ... —
Nash, W. James — ... 1 1

Xutt. .\.V 10 6 ... —
( lldham, Roger — ... 10 t>

Hiswell, A. E, L — ... 1 1

•Oliver I.«eson and Wood — ... 1 1

(>wen, Joseph — ... 1 1
Owen, Segar ; — ... 1 1

Fattinson. Joseph — ... 1 1

Peag, H. Carter - ... 1 1

Pither, F. L. — ... 10 6
Penman, L. D — ... 1 1

' Plumbe and Harvey, Rowland 5 5 ... —
Poole, W.C 1 1 ... —
Prentice, A. N 3 3 ... —
Pridmore, Albert E 5 5 ... —
Pye. J. Bramley — ... C 10 «
Rake and Cogswell — ... 1 1

Roberts, B. L 10 6
Robinson, Marshall 5 5 ... 1 1

Roberts, F. W. (per Mr. H. Dare
Bryan) — ... 1 1

Rowell, James 10 6 .. —
Runton, Percy T 1 1 ... 1 1

•Ryde, Frank C 5 5 ... —
Scott, C. M. O — ... 1 1

Scorer, G. O — ... 10 6
Sedding, E. H — ... 10

•Seward, E 1 1 ... —
Sharpe, R. P — ... 10 l>

Simpson, Jonathan — ... 1 1

Smart, Henry C — ... 2 2

"Society of Architects (Winchester
Excursion) 1 11 2 ... —

'Smith, T.H 5 5 ... —
•Snell, H — ... 1 1

Spire, Jos 1 1 ... —
Strang, James 1 1 ... —
Sudbury, H 10 6 ... —
Sutherland, E. W 10 6 ... —

"Taylor, A. E 1 1 ... —
Taylor, A. J : — ... 10 G
Taylor, Sam 1 1 ... —
Thomas, A. H — ... 10 6
Thomas, J. M 10 6 ... —
Thomas, R. Welling — ... 2 2

Toye, E. J — ... 10 6
Tubbs, C. B.. andMesser, A. A.... — ... 1 1

Unsworth, W. F., and Son — .110
Walker, Percy —

. . 10 6
Wardle, J. W — .110
•Webb, Sir .\ston, R.A — ... 2 2

Webster, James , 110.. —
"White, William Henry 110. —
Whitlock, Ern.st — ... 10 «
Widdows, G. H — .110
Wilhams, .James — ... 1

Whitaker, E. M — ... 1 1

Woodhouse, John H — ... 1 1

Watson, A. F — ... 1 1

Wood, A. C — ... 1 1

Total £1«9 8 2' £103 4 6

" Denotes contribution in add'tion to donations for-

merly given or subaciiptions for the current year.

I 1

1 1

2 2
1 1

10

3 3

1 1

2 2
U 10 (°>

1 1

110
2 2110

THE SOCIETY OF MINIATURE PAIXTERS.

THE twelfth annual exhibition of the Society

of Miniatuie Painters has j ust opened in the

Modern Gallery, 61, New Bond-street, W., and

is characterised by a considerable advance upon
that of Last year. Certainly there is a general

tendency towards insipidity of expression and
stiffness of pose ; but these relics of the time when
miniaturists were being developed from the photo-

graphic retouchers aie balanced by many fine

paintings displaying broader treatment, and
obviously taken direct from life. There are,

loo, a lew eccentricities, though, as a rule, the

sitters must have been specially selected for

youth and beauty, as many of the faces are

exceptional in these respects. This applies,

perhaps, most particularly to No. IS, '• Por-
trait of Mrs, Mullens," by Annie G. Fletcher.

one of the sweetest light-toned colour bar-
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monies ever rendered upon ivorv. The three
exhibits by Mr. E. C. Haig, Ni>s. 20 to 31,

display an unnecessary amount of mannerism,
and should more properly be termed studies for

heads which are to form part of subject pictures.

In each case a mere passing expression has been
seized, such as needs surroundings to ex]ilain it.

Mr. H. C. Lintott, in Nos. ni to ;')7, contributes

a fine series, exhibiting imusually broad treatment
of effect, combined with high Knish and a

good sense of colour. Ho has the power of making
his figui'es stand out from the ivory in a stereo-

scopic manner which is a rare quality in por-

traitists. Madame G. Debillemont-Chardon. in

Nos. 91 to 94, depends more upon her framing for

her result than upon the bioaJth of treatment
which originally made her reputation. Tn-
fortunatoly this has deteriorated into mannerism,
and an attempt to produce a picture rather than a

portiait. Of the exhibits by non-members. No.
1.38, "A Kaffir Woman,'' by Lillie Stein, is most
prominently noticeable, the subject being unusual,

and permitting of the use of rich and varied

colour, particularly in the bead neclilace, of which
full advantage has been taken. No. 14:i, "A
Portrait," by K. E. Figgis, is also good, although

sad; while No. 1.54, "The Shepherd's Friend,"
by P. Noble, is one of the few paintings of

animals, a collie's head b(>ing drawn in a manner
faithful to life, and treated in bold line. ^Vnother

painting of a dog is No. 20S, " Toby," by B. C.

Smallfield. This also is a collie, and the body is

good, but the head is out of drawing, and there is

too great a sameness of tone.

TUK PALACE ( IF PEACE AT THE HAGUE.

A MOST sumptuous record of this inter-

national contest among the architects of

the world is being published under the direction

of the Society of Architecture at Amsterdam.
The first part has already been issued, price

10s. 6d. ; Imt orders are only accepted for the

eight parts constituting the completed work, in

which, besides the six premiated designs, illus-

trations will be included of forty of the unsuc-
cessful Ones, among which, by the way, some of

the best schemes submitted are to be found ; such is

the irony of the competition business. The plates

will number 76 sheets 19in. by 14Jin., and will

comprise more than one hundred drawings, most
of which are highly elaborate, and nearly all of

them unquestionably rank as exquisite examples
of draughtsmanship, well reprcduced in reduced
facsimile. The volume will mclude, besides these
plates, a history of the Carnegie foundation of

the Peace Palace, the l^etter of Foundation,
the conditions of the competition, the Report of

the International jiu-y, and short biographical
notes on the chosen architects, and particulars of

their works. Messrs. John Belcher, H. T. Hare,
Uussell and Cooper, and Wills, Anderson, and
Cotman are the only Engli-^h architects whose
designs arc included among the forty-six chosen
for illustration. The work will bo completed
during the summer of 1907. A group photograph
of the jury greatly adds to the interest of the pub-
lication. The President of tlie Koval Institute of

British Architects, Mr. T. "

E. Collcutt,

F.R.I.B.A., is seen seated next the i:hairman, the
Hon. A. P. C. V. Kamabeek, Member of the
"House of Commons," and ex-Minister for

Foreign Affairs. There were six architect

members of the committee of judges, including
Mr. Collcutt, lyuudon : Dr. Cuijpors, Amsterdam

;

Mr. E. von Ihne, Berlin ; Professor C. Kunig.
Vienna ; M. Ncnot, Paris : and Mr. W. R.
Ware, Now ^'ork. Their awards were the
result of majority votes, some of the de-
cisions being by bare majorities. ( )ne hundred
and sixteen designs were submitted. The first

prize was awarded to Mr. E. M. Cordonnicr,
of Lille, and wc illustrated his design and
also the poi-trait of the author in the Brii.nixc
News for May IS, 11)06, immediately following
on the announcement of the award. M. A.
Marcel, of Paris, was placed second ; Mr. F.
Wendt, of Charlottenbnrg, third ; Mr. O. Wagner,
of Vienna, fourth ; ilessrs. Howard tireenley,

and H. S. Olin. of New York, fifth : and the
sixth prize was given to Mr. F. Schwcchter, of

Berlin. No Engli.shman was thought worthy of

a prize or even a place of merit. Four of" the
premiated architects belimged to the number of
names specially invited by thi' committee to

compete ; hut the reader is not informed, in this

record, who those thus inviteil were. The
donor. Dr. Andrew Carnegie, has his portrait

as the frontispiece to the part under notice.

Tho work is being issued in several languages
simultaneously, and Messrs. T. C. and E. C.

.lack, of Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, and
Ijdinburgh, are entrusted with the publication

of the English edition, designed for the I'nited

Kingdom and British Colonies. The two schemes
illustrated in the folio before us are those awarded
the first and second prizes. We understand that

the selected design is now to be carried out. The
proposal is remarkably well drawn, and the main
elevation is given in colour, delicately -tinted and
artistically rendered. It would be mere affecta-

tion, howe\'er, on our part to pretend that we
admire the design for which the jury recorded a
majority vote, because, in our judgment, the
award was most unsatisfactory in every way.
The report says :

" The design is an attractive

one. Its author has considered that, inasmuch
as The Hague has been chosen as the permanent
seat of the Court of Arbitration, the building
should in style follow the local traditions of IGth-

century architecture. These considerations finally

prevailed with the majority of the jury." We
can only say that the decision was most \mfortu-

nate in the interest of architecture, though we can
quite believe that popular taste will be convinced
by its bizarre and exti'avagant details. The get-

up of this folio leaves little to be desired, and
its wide margins give it distinction. Probably
abroad it may be in demand ; but we can hardly
presume that many private purchasers will be
found in this country, though every art library

should ai'quire a copy, if onl)' as an instance of

what had best be avoided in the way of compe-
tition awards.

AMERICA REVISITED:
HARRY HEMS.-

N(1TES BY
-IX.

XEW Y<UtK IN SEPTEMBER.

Tl'ST a few more lines upon the above ere

we leave it, intent upon spending a short

time amidst quite dijferent surroundings to those

dwelt upon in preceding chapters. It is on record

that when, in 1G.3G, New York was laid out as a

city, its few thoroughfares were exceedingly
crooked, and, all told, only possessed 120 houses,

each of the latter built in the midst of a garden
allotment. The main street was then named by the

Dutch Heere Straate— i.e., "(Treat Highway."
Years later, when straightened and lengthened,

it was known as the Broad Way. These two
words have since been combined into one, and
the world-renowned artery in question now is, as

all are aware, Broadway.
It is within the remembrance of most readers

that, some years ago. Hell-gate, a rock that

greatly impeded and interfered \\ith the safety of

navigation in New York's h.ai'bour, was blown
up. ' Its name, to English ears, is by no manner
of means suggestive of earthly beauty, and yet,

as a matter of fact, it was its lovely surroundings

that won for it its original designation—" Helle-

gaat." The early settlers fi'om Holland thus

named it, the composite word in their own
tongue meaning "Beautiful .Strait." JIaybo in

turn the little Norwegian town of Hell has

been so termed without the remotest suggestion

that any affinity existed between it and the Stygian
Creek ': Those who, lilce myself, have \isited this

pretty little village, nestled as it is amidst the rocks

at the mouth of the Stjordalselv, some twenty miles

fromTrondhjen, with a railway station all to itself

upon the Norges Stat.sbaner (the direct line con-

necting X'orway's famous old city with Stock-

holm), have no doubt often wondered how ever it

acquired so dreadfully ugly a name. Does any
reader happen to know what the word Ile/l means
in the Scandinavian language ':

And now, bidding New York and its sky-
scrapers adieu, let us cross the Hudson Ferry, and.
arriving at New Jersey, entrain for

ATI,.\XTIC CITY.

This is one of tho popular sea-bathing resorts

of the New Y(U-kcrs, situated a distance about 110

miles from their city, and is reached by numerous
f:ist trains, all of them doing the distance under
the three hours. But it is still more closely in

touch with Philadelphia, which is only sixty

miles away. These are covered in just over the

hour by some of the most luxuriant parlour-cars

in the world. Hence the popular watering-place

stands to the " City of Brotherly Love" almost
precisely as Brigliton doos to London.

.\tlantic City is comparatively of mushroom
growth. Less than forty years ago its site was
naught but a sand-dune. Even when I spent a

few happy weeks there a quarter of a century ago

it was a very third-rate place of seaside resort. It

stands upon a perfectly fiat island, and to-day
the city has a resident population of )!s,(iOO souls,

which, by the immense confiux of visitors during
the season, is increased to 200,000. The soil

being pure sand, the latter absorbs and drains away
moisture quickly ; whilst an admirable system of

public sanitation is maintained. An ample supply
of water is obtained from artesian wells. The city

is well lighted by electricity, and tramcars worked
through the same medium run in every direction.

Its one weak point seems to be its roads—these are

abominable. An hour's steady rain renders them
a veritable quagmire of black, sandy mud, and to

cross under such circumstances means getting
over the shoe-tops in dirt.

It is curious that bad roads are characteristics of

diversotherwise well-appointed cities in the States.

Those of us who were at Chicago during the
World's Fair flS93) will never forget the Sloughs
of Despond that faced folks there in all directions.

It was a common sight to see waggons up to the

hubs of their wheels in slush. Well do I

remember a poor Frenchman, with whom I had
just crossed the Atlantic, stands in one of its main
avenues over the boot-tops in muck, and as he

looked disgustedly around, ciied pitifully

:

" Oh, men Dieu, have 1 left my beautiful Paree
for dis—for dis !

" It is odd that many Americans
do not seem to fully realise this great defect.

"What mud! " I remarked to a worthy U.S.
citizen, as we waded together one wet day, over the

wretched roads of his own particular township.

"My dear friend, we never see such disgraceful

neglect as this in any part of England." His
totally unexpected yet honest answer was : "lam
glad to know it. (iood roads are a sure sign of

a country's decay. Rome constructed splendid

ones, and she fell ; England, in turn, is falling

too ! It is typical of life and vitality in a young
countrv, when her trade is prosperous and she

can erect buildings second to none. We can afford

to leave roads alone ; they come last."

Atlantic City is cut off from the mainland by
several inlets. It was in crossing one of these by
the wooden viaduct spanning the Thoroughfare

Creek that, upon t)ctoher 2.S last, an ill-fated fast

train fi'om Philadelphia, running over the Penn-
sylvania electric line, pitched bodily into the

stream below. Of the ninety-one passengers it

contained only twenty-five escaped with their

lives, and nearly all of these were seriously-

injured.

After an exhaustive inquiry into the cause of

this terrible catiistrophe, the verdict returnedby the
jury rthe latter end of last November) was that the

accident was directly due to the bridge pointsman

signalling all clear, when, in reality, the tracks

were not properly aligned. This man stated that

the rails buckled at times, that he had frequently

to hammer them back into place, and had recei\'ed

instructions, if they twisted again, to shorten

them. The second cause was found to be an
entire absence of the customary guard-rails.

Had the latter been there, in all probability the

train would never have left the bridge. It was

these most fatal omissions that resulted in such a

dreadful sacrifice of human life.

All the streets of Atlantic City are laid out in

regular blocks, and at right angles to one another.

The Board Walk, as it is termed, in rough and

ready Yankee parlance, runs immediately in front

of the ocean. This great and wondrous prO"

menade is as lively as is the Digue at Ostend in <

the height of the latter's season. Tlie original

Board Walk was entirely destroyed during a great

storm that visited the coast in September. 1SS9.

But the go-ahead inhabitants—for Americans *

know no obstacles—almost immediately rebuilt it,

larger, stronger, and longer than ever, at a then

outlav of some i;30,000, extending it along i

the 'front further than bef.ne, to a total of
j.

five miles in length. Since then, still further
!

extensions have been caiTied out, and this pier

upon land (if 1 may so term it) now runs some

nine miles, witliDut a break, to Longport, whicli is

situated at the southern extremity of the island. It

is raised upon steel posts 12ft. above the love! of the

sand—these uprights being bracketed out on

their inner sides to the metal girders much on the

same lines as overhead railways are constructed.

The promenade is 40ft. wide for a great part of

the distance, although several miles of th-3 southern

extension (towards Longport) are somewhat

narrower. The whole route is planked by deal

boards, laid with almost quarter-decked regularity.

Upon the roailway by its side open electric tram-

cars travel frequently and ijuicldy, the nominal

charge of fivepence defraying the entire distance.
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THP: M.\ELB0E0UGH-BLEXHEIM hotel, ATr,AXTIi' CITY, U.S.A.—EitErTEii 19()(i.

liy this a most delightful panorama—sea on one
iiand and land on the otlier—may he enjoyed.
The sea. in the shape of huge rollers, breaks
ronstantly upon the sand, but rarely reaches

the present supports of this promenade, so prob-
abilities of a catastrophe such as the former
one are now reduced to a minimum. Whilst
the shops and private residences in the city are

on a par with the usual run of houses in wooden
Transatlantic cities, the detached villas that crowd
the outskirts are in the majority of instances

cleverly designed and quaintly picturesque in

their general grouping. Wooden shingles for

rooting are greatly in evidence, and are also

From an architectural point of view the great

attraction in Atlantic City is undoubtedlj- its

immense hotels—huge can»vanseries that mostly
range at intervals along the ocean frontage. I

give an illustration of the largest and most
recently erected one. It is known as the Marl-
borough-Blenheim. In Iront of the picture may
be seen a portion of the Board Walk and the

sea itself. Designed by a masterly hand, it has

been built by an enterprising speculator named
White, at a cost of something over i'JOO.OOO, and
claims to afford ample accommodation for 2,000
resident visitors. Erected of a yellowish tinted

concrete, upon what is known as the Kahn

intensified by the artistic grouping of the flower-

beds, amongst which luxuriant semi-tropical

foliage luxuriates, interspersed by bright scarlet

floweis, the colouring of the latter adding greatly

to the picture. As a rule, all other hotels are

entirely of wood. These are painted upon their

exteriors, with much taste ; sometimes a purewhite.

others are amber. The window - frames and
shutters are generally green. Kxternally, thesi'

places are really things of delight to gaze npon :

whilst within, almost in\-ariably, they are fitted

up and furnished right regally. ''^'^F%

Nextto the llarlborough-Blenheim, theRudolph,
with its 400 bedrooms, is, perhaps, the largest of

A POETION OP ATLANTIC CITY,
Every House seen is Built Entirely of Timber.

U.S.A.

used for the entire external covering of many
residences. Everj- house possesses—facing sea-
ward—its shady stoup or covered balcony. As a
rule, the exteriors are boarded horizontally, but,
occasionally they are planked perpendicularly.
It is seldom the same design is repeated any-
where, and every house is artistically painted with
bright colour. The basements are usually of
brick, but rubble is also (but not often)', in
evidence. The chimneys are, of course, invariably
of brick—otherwise, as a rule, every house is
entirely built of wood. A few, a very few, resi-
dences are of brick ; but this material is not in
general favour. Amongst this colony of charming
sojside residences situated within a few yards of
the golden sands themselves, is a large "wooden
structure- of by no means unpleasing design,
known as the Seashore Home for Invalid Children]
It affords ample accommodation for .iOO little
ones, who are sent there throughout the year by
kindJy-hearted subscribers from distant parts o'f
the Eastern States. Indeed, the majority of the
]X)or little kiddies never saw the sea before.

system, the general grouping of the upper
portion of the higher end of one of the wings
facing the sea—recalls somewhat to mind the
western fa(,;ide of the late Jlr. -J. F. Bentley's
noble Basilica at Westminster. It was opened to

the public List !March, and was built and furnished
complete in the almost incredibly short time of

eight months. As will be seen, it consists of two
distinct buildings, each ."ieoft. long, connected in

the rear by an annexe. The work was carried

out by the Xiitional Fireproof Co. Two other
large hotels facing the ocean are of brown brick ;

whilst another, a striking building, known as

the Strand (12'> budrojms , h;is two lower
stories of red brick, with numerous upper ones
of grey . stone. The excellent effect of most of

these palatial hotels is greatly enhanced by
their immediate sunoundings. These latter

take the fonn of open plexsure-grounds, their

landscape gjirdening invariably most refined.

On this sandy soil grass appears to grow to a
perfection we seldom see in England. The
charming effect of the greec sward is further

this colony of immense hotels. Others may !>'•

passingly mentioned as illustrative of the extent

and resources of these places. The Roy,al Palace
and the Dennis both posse's i'lO bedrooms, the
Morton and the Dunlop 200, the Brighton ISO,

the Traymere 17-5, the Seaside, th'j St. Charles,

the Sherburne, the (iarden, the Luray, and the
Windsor hotels respectively each loO. The Isles-

worth has 136. and more thin a dozen others

possess over 100 bedrooms apiece. Of course,

besides these, minor hostels innuinetable exist

;

whilst private lodging-houses seem to aboimd
everywhere.

I have remarked that, with few exceptions,
gay Atlantic city, is built entirely of wood.
Besides the exceptions mentioned the follow-
ing are, perhaps, the only others that do
not rely upon that material for their construction.

The most prominent public building is the Post
OBice recently completed. Of Classical design, it.

in the main, is of very light brick, built upon a
massive base of white stone. The detached columns
and handsome top cornice are also of stone. One
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of the churches—ugly enough it is, goodness

knows—is of stone, and yet another is now being

lonvcrted into a stone one. That is St. .lames's,

huilt of wood a quarter of a century ago.

This edifice, without the internal parts beii.g

interfered with, will presently he converted

into a fuU-bkiwn brown-stone place of worship.

Its exterior woodwork is being veneered line

for line with tlie latter material, and by the

time these lines appear in print the meta-

iiorphosis will probably be completed. The conr-

[liiratively thin masonry is fixed everywhere

Hush with and close to the wooden structure itself,

sn that the latter, which is left as it was formerly,

forms an inner casing for the more permanent

structure. Far and away the largest commercial

premises in Atlantic City is the Bartlett Building,

situated near the railway station. It is of brick

with stone dressings -the farmer narrow and of

Dutch-like dimensions, made of a hard composite

clay. The public Court-T louse isof reddish brick,

but entirely lacks dignity. It possesses a fairly-

well considered clo:^k-tower, which, like a police

othcer amidst a crowd of boys, .assumes some im-

portance when contrasted with the neighbouring

acres of wooden buildings it stands amongst, few,

if any, of them more than a couple of stories high.

laving in this city of great hotels is by no

means an extravagant experience. ( )ne may pro-

cure board and lodging in fairly good, if modest

ones, for so moderate an expenditure as 'ios. a

week, everything inclusive, whilst in the most

sumptuous, the expense will rarely bo found to

exceed .£10 for a like period. If the visitor

chooses those immediately facing the ocean, he

may expect to be charged from Vis. Cd. to 16s. 8d.

A day, about the cost of living in similar-sized

ones in London.
As may be expected after the above description

of this fast-growing city of timber, the services of

tarpentei-s are largely in demand. These handi-

•craftsmen work 44 hours per week (eight hours

on five days, and four on Saturdays). As
leoompense for this labour they i-eceivo £4 7s. 6d.

P.S.—Since writing of Hell" in Norw.ay, I am
indebted to an esteemed correspondent for the

following suggestion. It is doubtful if the word
•hell" is found in Norwegian. In German
a sister language to the Scandinavian) this

word "hell" means clear, luminous, brilliant

—

something pleasant to behold. The corresponding

noun for the alleged place of torment is in tJerman
" HiiUe "

; in Norwegian " Hclvede."

{To be continiifd.)

delegates to form a Xation.al Dustless Ito.ads Com-
mittee, the representation upon it to be as wide as

possible. The following bodies, in addition to

those mentioned above, are to be invited to co-

operate :
— The County Committee Councils

Association, Institute of Civil Kngineers, .Associa-

tion of Municipal aud County Engineers, County
Surveyors' Institute, Royal" Sanitary Institute,

Automobile Association," Royal Agricultural

Society, Royal College of Physicians, Local

Government Board, Four-in-Hand Club, and

Coaching Club.

C.\.EX STdXE AT CAXTERBURY
CATHEDRAL.

W. D. CARUE. the architect lo the Dean
and Chapter of Canterbury, reverts in

PRACTICAL SANITATION.*

IMIE issue of a 13th edition of Dr. Reid's wcU-

1_ known book on " Sanitation so soon as

twelve months after the publication of the I'Jth is

evidence of the popularity of the work, which is

])erhaps more used than any other in preparing

tor the examinations of the Sanitary Institute. It

has not been greatly revised on this occasion,

except the appendix dealing with sanitary law,

which has almost necessarily had to be rewritten.

Fresh cases constantly arise, and the decisions

must be recorded in a book which is to be of real

value to the sanitary in.spector.

M'^a .

Tuesday's Tmin to the disintegrating effect on the

external masonry of Canterbury Cathedral of coal-

smoke, and contends that the heating-Hue

connecting with the apparatus for warming the

minster itself is placed in the very best position,

having regard to the prevalent winds, and that it

has never occasioned a nuisance. Dealing with

the general subject of the decay of masonry, he

says :

—

"" Every expert in masonry isalive to the evil of

face-bedding. In some qualities of stone the

results are much more serious than in others, and

Caen stone is by no means the worst of them.

Unfortunately, it isinot the case that the mediaeval

builders were careful to avoid face-bedding.

Technically skilful as their masons were in the

manipulation of stone, they were singularly care-

less, or often ignorant, in this iuiportant

particular. It is also a pure fiction that the

Angel Tower at Canterbury was largely erected

out of reused material. A few of the Xorman
stones were reused at its base, below the level of

the Cathedral roof.s. The rest was entirely con-

structed externally of new stone. The outcome is

that certain portions of the stonework are

indubitably face-bedded, and some decay is due to

this fact.

"But the general and recent rapid decay has

nothing whatever to do with face-bedding. The
fact that stone which has stood in a purer atmo-

sphere for hundreds of years is now beginning

rapidly to disintegi-ate owing to a definite chemical

change in its structure would seem to afford

evidence enough of some fresh stress to convince

the most incredulous. Chemical analysis proves

to the hilt that the fresh stress is coal smoke.

Obviously, face -bedded stone, being the more

tender, is generally the first to give way to such

adverse influences ; but, even so, some of the

face-bedded stone is in better condition than some

of the other.
" Xot only at Canterbury, but elsewhsre, the

Caen stone used by the Normans was of superior

quality to that imported later : in fact, at Canter-

bury, it may be accepted as a general rule that

the "older the Caen stone the better its quality and

condition. ( )f Lanfranc's stonework there is not,

regrettably, much left to us, but what there is

happens to be fairly well protected."

OBITUARY.
Mu. Hidii I'xswoKrn M'Kie, engineer, late

of Carlisle, has died at Derby at the age of

eighty-six years. He was born at Garstang,

near Lancaster, and in carlv life was in partner-

ship in Lancaster with Mr. Lawson, a well-

known water engineer. He was employed in

connection with many sewerage schemes, the

construction of railways, street formation, and

other engineering work in various parts of

the country. He was resident engineer of

the Carlisle sewerage scheme prepared by Mr.

(afterwards Sir Robert) Rawlinson mce than

half a century ago, and afterwards held the office

of city surveyor for a short period. He left

Carlisle for Alnwick, and then spent a consider-

able time in North Wales. He was engaged as

engineer of the .Southport sewerage works when
he was again ap])ointed to the city surveyorship

of Carlisle in 1877. He entered on the work of

street formation with zeal, and the smart-looking

streets of Carlisle are due laraely to the work

carried out during his term of office.

The death of Mr. Wii.lum Joseph Ridlek, a

well-known Liverpool timber merchant, took place

on Simday, at his residence, Oakfield, Aigburth,

at the ripe age of seventy- six. A native of Essex,

Mr. Ridler went in his early years to Liverpool,

where he became connected with the business of

Mr. Edward Chaloner, timber broker, first as an

employee in a junior position. He gradually

worked his way onward, until in 1874 he suc-

ceeded to the position of principal of the business.

Of a retiring disposition, he took little part in

public affairs. Mr. Ridler had been a widower

for about twelve years, and he leaves three sons

and one daughter." He retired frvm active parti-

cipation in the timber business some seven years

ago, sin;e which time it has been carried on by

his sons.

MOTORISTS AND DUSTLESS ROADS.

i N important conference has been held by the

J^ Automobile Club at the suggestion of Lord

Montagu, in the endeavour to form a "National

Dustless Roads Committee," which shall deal with

the whole subject of waterproof material for road-

making, tiir-spraying, and other kindred matters,

which arc now being dealt with by many indepen-

dent bodies. The efforts of these various bodies,

though meritorious, lack, it is suggested, the con-

centration and vigour wliich it is hoped will be

the outcome of the direction being under one

central authority. Delegates from the following

bodies were present on Wednesday evening, the

IGth inst.,at the conference :--Tne Automobile
I'lub, the Dust'ess Roads .loint Committee, Roads

Improvement Association, Dustless Roads Associa-

tion, lllghw.-iys Protection League, the "Car"
Anti-Dust Fund Society of Motor Manufacturers

and Traders, the Cyclists' Touring Club, and
' othei's. It was unanimously agreed by the

- Practical Sanitation. A Handbook for Sanitary
Inspectors anfl others interested in r^anitatioQ. by Georuk
Ukio, M.D., P r.H.. with an Apoendix on Sanitary Law,
b)' IlERr.KUT Masi.f.v, ma,, M.H., D.l'.A. lath edition,

t'nce «s. Charles OritHa and Co., Ltd., E.xeter street,

Straad.

At the last meeting of the Beverley Council, a

letter was read from the Local (Sovernment Board

sanctioniug the purchase of the Beverley Water-

works for .£21,350, but disapproving of the site of

the proposed new bore, on the score of danger of
I ^'

contamination from sewage,

A stained-glass window, the gift of Sir WiUiam
Forwood, was unveiled and dedicated in St.

Martin's Parish Church, Windermere, last week.

The subject of the wmdow is the " Te Deum."
The window is a three-light one in north aisle.

The principal figure of the middle light is the Lord

'tory, holdmg the regal orb. Ou each side are

figures representing cherubim and seraphim. In

other parts of the window are figures of the

prophets of tUd Testament time?, the "glorious

compauy of the Apostles" of the New Testament,

and the " noble army of martyrs," together with

saints who were especially associated with the North

of England— .\idan, Kmg Oswald, and Martin.

CHIPS.

The King, who will be accompanied by the Queen,

will open Mr. E. W. Mountford's new Sessions

House in the I lid Bailey on Wednesday, Feb. 27.

An interesting old Maidstone building has been

demolished by the pulling down of the structure in

Knightrider-street, which since 183 i hasbaen known
as the Old Blue Co.t Schooh The building was

erected in 1719 as a workhouse for the benefit of the

poor by the philanthropy of one Thomas Bliss.

The building was used as a poorhouse until 1836,

when the present workhouse at Cjxheath was

erected. It was then that the Old Blue Coat School,

founded in 1711 bp the Rev. Woodward, the then

perpetual curate of All Saints' Church, was trans-

ferred to the home it had so long in Knightrider-

street.

The Lowestoft Town Council have decided to ex-

tend the refuse destructor at a cost of £1,030. A
water-tube boiler and piping is to be added by

means of which a portion of the steam used at the

electricity works can be generated.

The town council of Bury, Lanes, have accepted

an anonymous offer of a statue to the memory of

John Kay, the inventor of the fiy shuttle, a native

of Bury. The statue will be erected ou the site of

the Old Market Hall.

The Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board

of Trade are informed by his Majesty's Consul

( General at Antwerp that the municipal authorities

of that city invite tenders for the construction of

eit'ht houses adjoining the new public hall at

Antwerp and the completion of the latter buildmg.

an estimated cost of 1,216,630 francs (about

The B,shop of Gloucester dedicated, on the 11th dweUu.gs of aUclasse^M Montreal tl^

inst. , a church erected ou Cleeve Hdl. The hill is

is within the ecclesiastical parish of Cleeve, some

three miles awav in the v.ale. The church, which is

dedicated to St.'Peter, is built of Fni/.zi terracotta

slabs on a stone foundation reaching to the floor, the

exterior being covered with roughcast, and the

interior being relieved with an Egyptian dado and

open-timbered roof. It is provided with choir,

organ -chamber, vestry, and baptistery. The total

cost, including site, is just over .£1,000.

portant buildings completed during the past yew

included the Mount Roy.al Club, the McGUI

Students' Union, New Sheibrooke Apartments.

Hampton Court Apartments, Durocher - stree

Apartments, Jenkins' Building, Lindsay Buildmg

Molson's Bank, St. Catherine-street, Bank o

tjuebec, Montreal Technical and Commercial tlig

School, Alexandra Hospital, besides a very grea

number of factories and of the smaUer class o|

dwellings.

£49,S(i2). A deposit of 1)0,000 francs (about £2,400)

is required. The specification (cahier decharges

Xo. 1 183) may be obtained from the Hotel de Ville.

Antwerp, at a cost of ."i francs (4s.), and the plans at

a cost of 200 francs (£8). Tenders should be sealed

in registered envelopes, addressed to M. le Bourg-

mestre de la Ville d' Anvers, Hotel de Ville, AntweiJ.

A copy of the specification may be seen at the

Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board Ot,

Tr,ide, 73, Basiughall-street, London, E.C.

The past year was a busy one in the building,

trades of Toronto aud Montreal. In Toronto build-

in" permits to the value of thirteen and a quarter,

mrUions were issued against lO.SoO.OOOdoI. m 190^.

and seven-twelfths of the outlay was for newi
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Builbtng Intelligence.

Ki.LACoMHE, Si)UTi£ Dev.in. The restoration

of Ellacombe Church, Torqiiay, is about to be
carried out. The cost is roughly estimated at

£3,000, and up to the present about hal{ this

amount hag been obtained. It is proposed
to remove the present apso and substitute a
lofty chancel, with organ chamber and choir-

vestries. The ventilation is extremely defective,

the heating apparatus needs thorough over-
hauling, the walls of the nave reipiire rocolouring,

and the pavements re-laying ; whilst the organ
has been slowly deteriorating in quality in

consequence of its pro.ximity to the large west
window. The whole of the gallery will be thrown
open for the u.'e •<{ the congregation. In addition
a porch will be erected at the west end. The east

wall will be pierced through with arches on either
side to correspond with the chancel arch. The
chancel is to be ^Sft. in length—more than double
the length of the present apse. The east window
is to be a feature of the restored church. The
plans and specifications are being prepared by
Mr. C. J. Tate, architect, of Exeter, and the
Bishop of the Diocese will lay the foundation
stone on the Wednesday in E.ister week.

FuoGMoitE Macsoleim.— In addition to the
window over the Comnumion table at the Royal
Matisoleum at Erogmore in memory of (^leen
Victoria, memorial stained-glass windows have
been placed in the Mausoleum by the King in

memory of the late Empress Frederick, Princess
Alice, Prince .\lfred, and Prince Leopc.Id. The
figure subjects symbolise holiness, love, purity,
alms-deeds, and munificence: and in the three
lights of the upper window in the transept to the
right of the Communion t.able (in memory of the
Empress Frederick) are .St. ilary the Virgin, in
the centre, with St. Elizabeth and St. Adelaide
on either side. In the three lights of the corre-
sponding window in the transept on the left of
the Communion table (to the memory of Prine;ss
Alice) are the figures of the Good "Shepherd, in
the centre, with St. JIary Magdalene and a
figure of Charity on either side. In the curved
aisles to the right of the Communion table three
windows have been dedicated in meuiory of
Prince Alfred, and on the corresponding side
three similar subjects to the memory of Prince
Leopold. The colour and glass are of an antique
character, rich in detail, designeil in harmony
with the architecture of the Mausoleum. Im"-
proved pendant lamps have also been hung
throughout the Mausoleum. The windows were
designed and carried out by Mr. Ion Paje, who
also designed the windows" in the sanctuary at
the private chapel at the Castle. The lamps were
executed from the design of Mr. A Y. Xutt
M.V.O., architect at the Castle.

Li.ANEiXY.— Last week the Bishop of St.
Davids reopened the ancient parish church of
Llanelly, after it had undergone thorough
restoration at a cost of over €7,000. The nave,
chancel, transepts, north chancel aisle, organ-
chamber and vestry, and south porch have been
entirely rebuilt from the very foundation, and the
tower restored. 'J he form of the church has been
preserved, and its old distinctive features have
been restored. The gallleries have been removed,
the windows remodelled, and the pitch of the
roof altered. The ancient font has been restored
and placed on a new pedestal, with a new cover
added to it. The old organ has been repaired and
extended, and placed in one of the south arches of
the diancel. The whole of the church, with the
exception of the chancel, is seated with chairs.
The old church was rich in mural tablets.
Altogether there are twenty-three such memorials.
All of these have been cleaned and re-lettered, and
and the coats of arms re- blazoned. Thev are now
well distributed over the church, instead' of being
hidden out of sight in the chancel as they were
before. The architect of the restoration and re-
building was Mr. E. -M. Bruce Vaughan,
F.ILI.B.i.. of Caidiff.

Newcastle-on-Tvne.—The Royal (irammar
school, Eskdale-terrace, Jesmond, was formally
opened by the Duke of Northumberland on Thurs-
Aiy m last week. They have cost .£tiO,00i). Messrs.
Russell and Cooper, of London, the architects,
have aimed at a quiet design, Renaissance in
character. Leicestershire red bricks have been
used, relieved with Wmdy Nook stone. The
assembly hall is capable of seating 800 people, and
13 panelled with oak. Along the west side are
piUara with square bases in oak, supporting

galleries from which access is gained to the first

floor class-rooms. The corresponding rooms on
the ground Hoor have direct communication with
the assembly- hall, as have also the m.oster's room
and that for his assistants. These have been
fitted and furnished in oak. There is a secretary's

room adjoining, and just beyond this again is the

sixth-form room. The assembly-room has been
provided with oak doors and si.'ats. and cupboards
have been arranged along the walls. There is

also an art-room and a school library. -Vltogether

in the main block of the buildings there are JO

classrooms on the two floors—ten of them for 110

boys and ten for 24 boys. A corridor northwards
leads to the science block. This department ton-

tains a workshop, a chemical lecture-room, ele-

mentary and advanced chemical laboratories, a
chemical preparation-room, a special science class-

room, pysical lecture-room, physical laboratory,

physical jireparation room, and a dark-room. In
the south block is a gymnasium, oOft. by 'J.jft.,

and dining-hall. The contractors were Messrs.
Arnold and Son. Doncaster.

Paiontox, Uevox.—The Paignton Co-opera-
tive Society have recently ei-ected new central

business premises upon a freehold site in Winner-
street, with a frontage of 64ft. A cellarage is

provided for the stock, lighted by pavement and
stall board lights at front and back. On the ground
floor a grocery and provision shop oi-cupies the
principal space, with packing and despatch de-

partment, and a drapery shop adjoining and con-

nected. The society's offices are approached on
the first fioor by a fireproof well staircase. An
open yard is situated at the rear, with a covered
way for receiving goods, kc. The first Hoor com-
prises a milliner's showroom, committee-room,
manager's and clerks" offices, with strong-room
attached, grocery stock-room, two sets of cloalc-

rooms, and lavatories for the male and female
stafl. On the second floor is a meeting hall 6'2f t.

by S.ift. 6in., with a steel span roof forming an
elliptical ceiling. The hall is lighted by side and
roof lights. A retiring-room, kitchen, and lava-

tories are approached from the hall and the main
staircase, which is a continuation of the fireproof

staircase from the ground floor. An external
emergency staircase affords means of egress from
the hall in case of panic. Externally red bricks

and Portland stone dressings have been used
above the shop cornice. The whole of the shops,

packing department, showrooms, and offices have
been furnished and fitted from the architects'

designs by ilr. R. Waycott, of Paignton. The
general contract was placed with Mr. W.
Smaridge, of Paignton. The total cost has been
about £1,000. The architects were Messrs.
Bridgman and Bridgman, of Torquay and
Paignton.—The Cottage Hospital has been re-

cently renovated and enlarged, and was reopened
last week. The alterations and additions comprise
increased accommodation for the staff in the
administrative block, by the formation on the
ground floor of a night nurses' bedroom, a store-

room for patients' clothes, a spei:ial hot-air linen

press, enlarged scullery, and servants' lavatory.

On the first floor are additional nurses' bedroom,
bathroom and lavatory for the staff, and large
clothes and linen store. lender this wing a
heating-chamber and coal-store has been formed,
as an extension of the existing cellarage. A new
building h,as been added to the patients' depart-
ment, embodying an operating theatre, lighted

with windows on three sides and north rouf light.

All corners are rounded and hollowed, and dust-

proof sliding doors are formed as approaches.
The floors will be covered with polished linoleum
glued to the wood-block foundation, and draining
to white glazed channels. Provision has beer
made for the steriliser and other speci.al fitments,

and the whole of the walls and ceilings are to be
finished with enamelled surfaces. The operating-
room is fitted with special sinks, operated by the
elbow, manufactured by Messrs. Doulton and Co.
The whole of the exposed pipes are of polished
copper and gunmetal. The operating-theatre is

lighted by incandescent inverted adjustable

burners. The previous operating-room is now
converted into a dining-hall for the staff, and is

also used as a board-room for the management
committee. The whole of the premises are warmed
by a system of low-pressure small pipes and
radiators of special pattern from a sectional
boiler of the American Radiator Co.'s pattern,
and the hot-water services are supplied from an
independent boiler to afford constant supplies.

The external treatment of the new buildings is of
the same style as the existing buildings to pro-
vide uniformity of appearance. The constructional

work has been carried out by a contract with Mr.
Geo. Webber, ami the heating, plumbing .'ind

decorating by Jlessrs. Thomiis and Co., Winner-
street. Mr. W. II. Lethbridgo acted as clerk of

the works, and Jlessrs. Bridgman and Bridgman,
A.R.I.B.A., M.S..\.. were the architects.

PEXz.\>;cE.--The formal opening of the new
West Cornwall Dispensary and Infirmary at

Penzance took place on Friday. The existing

buildings were formerly used as a workhouse, ami
were purchased in 1.S73 with the intention of re-

construction that has not been carried out. except
by the erection of a men's ward in 1883. For the
present rebuilding Mr. Oliver Caldwell has ham
the architect, .and Messrs. Perkins, Caldwell and
Caldwell, of Penzanze, were the contractors, the

cost being £S,000. The new premises comprise a

central administrative block of two stories, and a
ward block oneach side, with variousroomsattached.
( )n the south wing of the new buildings the new
]iublic dispensary is built. The administrative
block comprises on the ground floor a vestibule,

main corridor, nurses' dining-room, matron's
room, medical offieere' room, the operating theatre,

and the storeroom. <Jn the south side of the

corridor are the kitchens, scullery, pantry, larder,

and the board-room. Going north in the main
corridor are the secretary's and porter's rooms, the
main ward, containing twelve beds, two private

wards, a ward-kitchen, and sanitary towers. The
main ward is .lOft. long and 'i^ft. liin. wide. The
fioor is of teak, .and the walls and ceilings,

which are rounded off at all angles, are plastered
with non-absorbent material. The ward is venti-

lated on the Boyle system. The heating is

provided by one of Shorland'a double-fronted
stoves, with under flues. The operating theatre

is ilft. It will have terrazzo-tiled mosaic floors,

and the w.alls lined with white-glazed tiles. The
corridors are laid with white blocks throughout
and the floors of the kitchens, scullery, and the

other ottices are tiled. The dispensary block has
public hall 3'2ft. by 27ft.. and icWo physicians'

loim, surgeons' ex.amining-room, A'isitors' room,
dental-room, and di.spensary-room.

TouiHAV.—A commencjmsnt has just been
made with operations in connection with a new
wing to the Toib.ay Hospital, Torquay, the con-

ti'act for which h.is been itakon up by Mr. H. C.

.Tackman, of Torquay ; whilst the architects are
Messrs. Appleton and Sons, advised by Mr. H.
Percy Adams, of London. It is proposed to

provide an operating theatre, with a sterilising

and ana'sthetic room, a new surgery with a
waiting-room attached {with a separate entrance

from I'nion-street), .a pathological room, an
electro-therapeutical, and lavatory for the use of

the medical staff. This addition to the existing

hospital is to be made by a westward extension

from the main corridor, the wing occupying a

portion of ilelita tJaiden. The style will be in

harmony with the existing building, the total

cost being about t'2,000. It is also intended to

provide a children's ward on the top floor of the

main building of the hospital, and this work will

be commenced upon the completion of the new
wing.

Winciieste:;.—The west front of the cathedral

has been during the past few months gradually

enveloped in a mass of scaffolding and timber,

prep.iratory to the work of renewing the dilapi-

dated pinnacles and gable canopy. The scaffold-

ing has been almost completed by Messi-s.

Thompson and Co., of Peterborough, acting

under the instruction of Mr. T. G. Jackson, R.A.,

and Messrs. Colson, of Winchester, and beneath

it has been erected a large wooden screen to pro-

tect passers-by from the decayed crockets and
finials which have from time to time become de-

tached and fallen to the ground. The work will

in all probability take a year to execute. Its cost

is estimated at £1,000, the scaffolding alone cost-

ing £800. The spires and gable canopy received

treatment at the sauie time that the west front was
restoreil. about IS'JO. Constructed of Caen stone

obtained from Normandy, which was insufficient

to resist the saline dampness of the Itchen Valley,

the pinnacles became decayed, necessitating the

present repairs.

At a special meeting of Liberton Parish Council
on Monday night, it was agreed after discussion to

proceed at once with the erection at Green-end of

premises for the administration of the council

business, according to plans by M*-. .James
Morrison, architect, Vork Buildings, Edinburgh, at

a cost, inclusive of all fees, and feu charter, of

£1,183.
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JtoMRAY.—The new docks at Bombay, now in

progress, will coTer, when completed, upwards of

80 acres. The immense volume of water con-
tiiinod by the two main dams which have been com-
pleted is now being pumped back into the sea. The
average depth of water in this enclosure ranges!

from IGft. to 17ft. at the .shore to upwards of

:iOft. against the dams. Messrs. Price. Wills,

and Reeves, the contractors, have six or seven
thousand men employed on the works at the
(luarries and the docks. The rough masonry for

the new docks is being
,
qiuirried at -Elephanta,

whore 2,.'J0{) workmen are now preparing the
requisite stoneworlc ; the dressed facings will come
from Udwada. It is anticipated that the whole
work will be completed in four to live years' time.

The Hughes dry dock will be one of the largest,

if not actually the largest, in the world.

UovEi:.—Work will bo commenced at an early

date on the new pier terminus. Dover. Powers
have already been obtained by the Dover Harbour
Hoard for the reclamation of a large plot of land
contained in the hollow of the Admiralty Pier
and opposite the Ijord Warden Hotel. When the
Dover Harbour Board has tilled up this land to

rail level the So>ith-K istern and Chatham Com-
panies will undertake their portion of the work.
tTpon the triangular piece of reclaimed land with-
in the curve of the j^ier a large railway station of

modern type will be built to give accommodation
for the growing trade of the port. The plans
provide for one long platform of about l,.)O0ft. in

length, and for eacli set of rails to be capable of

receiving two boat trains, while berth accommo-
dation will be provided for both steamers.
Passengers will be able to embark and disembark
without the use of stairs, lifts, or subway. On
the site opposite the Lord Warden Hotel ware-
houses are to be erected, and a large post and tele-

graph office will also be provided.

iSundeula:*!).—The town council ai-e consider-
ing two schemes that have the twofold object of

preventing coast erosion and of providing work
for the unemployed. The cost of one is put down
at £31,000, and that of the other at €11, 000. The
schemes have been prepared by Mr. H. II. Wake,
the engineer of the Wear Conmii.ssion, and Mr.
.1. W. Moncur, the borough engineer. Tliese

schemes provide for a seawall and promenade
which, if constructed, would commence at the
north end of the Roker Lower Promenade and
would continue round Holey Rock. The wall
terminates at the southern end of the existing sea-

wall near Sea-lane. The total length of the pro-

posed wall Is 891 yards, and the total length of the
promenade l.Oi.'i yards. The promenade would
be 30ft. wide, allowing I4ft. for footpath and
I6ft. for carriage-way. There would be a tunnel
Hft. wide through Holey Kock, lined with white-

glazed bricks, and this would form an additional

access to the promenade beyond Holey Ivock. The
wall would ha\e a concave surface to the sea,

while it would be strengthened with concrete
buttresses 3ft. square, placed at intervals of Hft.
B'or the top of the wall granite blocks wouM be

used. The level of the coping on the promenade
would be 10ft. abo\e high-water mark at ordinary
spring tide. The alternative scheme for a sea-

wall only would closely follow the irregular line

and the face of the rocks, and would be con-

structed of concrete with stone facing similar to

the proposed promenade wall, and wtiuld be of an
average height of l.jft. above high-water mark.
This wall would be merely a protection to the

cliffs against thi- sea, and would not be available

for a promenade.

The Power tras Corporation, Stockton-on-Tees,
have obtained an order for the power ga^ installa-

tion tor the Fugi Paper Mdls, near Yokohama.
The gas plant will have a rated capacity of
:i,nOOI.n.P.. designed to produce about ISO.OIIOc.ft.

of gas per hour from local fuels. The same firm
are beginning to budj a 0,00011. P. gas-driveu
power-station at Hongkong, and have completed a
large installation at Messrs. Citmmell, Laird, and
Go.'s shipyard at Birkenhead. The latter in-
cluded l,(JOOH.r. gas-engines and dynamos.

The late Mr. James William Stones, aged Hftv-
three, of Warren Holt, Wdpshire, Blackburn, .T.l'.,

senior partner in the firm of Stones and Souii,

timber merchants, of Blackburn, left £23,8:!().

The city couuc'l gns committee, of IManchester, are
applying to the Local Oovernment Board tor powers
to borrow £300,000 for developmsnt S(-hemes.,

COMPETITIONS.
Ai-Tox.—The clerk to the Acton I'rban District

Council received on Jlonday a letter from the

Local (Tovornment Hoard stating that they had
decided to remit the surcharge of the sum of

£l,oOO made by the district auditor upon three

members of the coimcll who signed cheques for

the payment of fees representing the above

amount to Jlr. W. U. Hunt, the architect en-

gaged on the plans for the town hall and municipal

buildings scheme. In a letter addressed also to

the secretary of the Ratepayeis' Association the

Board stated that they had not found any suffi-

cient ground for refusing to relievo the appellants

of their liability.

Bauxsi.ev.—The plans sent in In connection with

the High School for (-4 iris. Barnsley, Competition

have been cm view at the Doncaster-road Council

School on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
this week.

Diiii.iN-.—The competition instituted by the

Local Government Board for Ireland for three

prizes for designs of labourers' cottages most suit-

able for rural districts has resulted as follows :
—

First prize (£.iO) Sydney Moss, Rockbank, Eccles,

Lancashire. .Second prize {£-10). J. Roseman
Burns, 17, Serpentine-avenue, Ballsbridge, Dub-
lin. Third prize (£20), T. M. Deane, 15, Ely-
place, Dublin.

Ei.LESMEKE.—The urban district council have
i-etained the services of Mr. J. W. Brown,
M.I.C.E., of West Hartlepool, to adjudicate

upon the competitive schemes for the proposed

new sewerage and sewage disposal works.

The Xew Coistv Hall.—The Establishment

Committee of the London County Council have
given further consideration to the question of the

time to be allowed for the competition for designs

for the new county hall, and have discussed a

letter from the Royal Institute of Bi'itish Archi-

tects, who suggest that nine months should be
allowed, six of which should be devoted to the

preliminary part of the competition. The com-
mittee think the Council would be well advised

to allow the additional month suggested. At
Tuesday's meeting of the County Council the

establishment committee recommended that a sum
of £2,100 should be voted in respect of the fees

to be paid to Mr. Norman Shaw, R.A. as an
assessor, and to the assessor to be nominated by
the competitors in the final stage of the competi-
tion for obtaining designs for the new county
hall. Sir Melvill Beachcroft claimed that the

present was not a favourable time foi- a large

expenditure on a county hall. Although they

had or were expending £000,000 on the purchase

of the site, it might well be that those who would
succeed them in a few weeks' time might feel It

desirable to postpone for a year or so the expendi-

ture of £I,.')00,000. He therefore moved that the

consideration of the question be adjourned imtll

after the Council had been elected.

—

Mr. Cleland,

M.P., chairman of the committee, urged the

Council not to consent to any postponement of

this question. The amendment was rejected by
a large majoritv, and the recommendation of the

committee w.-is adopted. A set of conditions

governing the competition for the designs for

the new county hall was approved, and it was
agreed, as has been previously announced, to

Invite the following architects to submit designs
in the final competition for designs : —Mr. J.

Belcher, A.R..\., P.R.I.B.A., Jlr. W. Flockhart,
F.K.I. B. A., Mr. Ernest George, F.R.I.B.A.,
Mr. H. T. Hare, F.IM.B.A., Mr. T. G. .lackson.

R.A.,Mr. E. L. Lutyens, F.R.I.B.A.. Mr. E. W.
Mountford, F.1;.I.B..\., and Messrs. Nicholson
and Corlette (Sir (Charles Nicholson, Bart.,

F.R.LB.A., and Mr. H. C. Corlette, F.R.I.B.A.l

A section of the Preston .and Mersey canal from
the Auderton lift to MIddlewich has been dredged
to pass boats ot fi-om .30 to 00 tons, the bridges have
been rebuilt, and that section is free from locks.

The district employs this narrow section to the
extent of over 400,000 tons per annum.

The Bishop of Manchester consecrated on Tuesday
the new south aisle and morning chapel which
formed part of the scheme for theextensini of All
Ssiuts*, Stretfonl. The enlargement consists ot a
south ais.le, with clergy and choir vestries. The
aisle contains a reredos elected to the memory of
the late liev. Dudley and Mrs. Hart by members ot
the family. There have also been provided an oak
carved reredos, altar credence, and sedilla, with
carved cauopic, by the family of the late Mr. John
Bowden. About ,£3, ;)00 has been expended on the
enlargement of the buildings and site.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

AllC IHTECTl'ttAL ASSOCIATIOX OF luELAXl). A
general meeting of the above body was held on
Tuesday night at the rooms of the Association,
l.i. South Frederick-lane, the President (Jlr.

Joseph HoUoway, M.R.I.A.I.) in the chair. Mr.
L. E. Steele, M^A., M.R.I.A., delivered a lecture

on "Egyptian Art." After dealing with the
conventional features which dominated the work
of the Egyptian artists, by which the face and
legs were shown in profile, and the body in fore-

front, the lecturer illustrated his remarks by a
series of lantern views. These, many of the
original of which were taken by Mr. .Steele, were
particularly interesting, as indicative of the high
power of artistic genius to which the Egyptians
attained even 0000 years ii.r. After explaining
the methods adopted in working the incised hiero-

glyphics, and the colours which were used in the

frescoes of the Early dynasties, the lecturer showed
various photographs of sculpture in stone, wood,
and ivory.

BitiSTOL Society of A.\TiQCAiuEs.-r-Before this

Society, on Friday, Mr. A. C. Fryer gave a
lecture, at the Church Missionary Ilall, Park-
street, on "A Pilgrimage to St. David's
Cathedral." Jlr. J. T. Francombe presided.

The lecture was illustrated with capital limelight

views. The great cathedral, he remarked, stands

on one side of the River Alan, while the magnifi-

cent ruins of the vast episcopal palace are on the

other. Critics declare that this palace is the finest

specimen of domestic architecture strictly eccle-

siastical in Great Britain. St. David's is a restful

place far removed from the rush and roar of the

outside world, and the pilgrim's first glimpse is

never to be forgotten. \'iewed from an elevation,

whilst the inten.se stillness of the place makes it

like the city of the dead, the beauteous fabric lay

in the ciuiet valley, its masonry looking slight and
delicate in its grandeur. Upon entering the

building, it will at once strike the visitor that it

Is far more ornamental within than without, and
certain it is that very few structures of the same
size equal this cathedral in richness and elaborate-

ness of e.xecutlon.

Enixnrucn AiirniTEcTinAL Assoiiatio.v.—

A

meeting of this association was held on the Ifith

Inst, in the rooms of the society, 117, trcorge-

street. In the absence of the president, Jlr.

Hippolyte J. Blanc, the chair was occupied by
Jlr. Henry F. Kerr. The billet of buslne.ss con-

tained the following notice of motion by Jlr.

James Bruce, W.S. : "That, looking to the

public interest that has been aroused on the

question of the repair and restoration of the

t'hapel Royal, Holj-rood, through the intimation

of a legacy of £40,000 for these purposes by the

late E^irl of Leven and Jlelville, It Is desirable

that the association should, thi-ough a committee
of its Fellows, obtain a report on the following

points— viz., 1. What remains of the structure

exist. 2. The conditions and capabilities of the parta

remaining. 3. Whether the evidence of these parts

is sufficient to enable a satisfactory repair and
restoration of the structure to be made. And that

the committee consist of the following—viz., Jlr.

Hippolyte J. Banc. U.S.A., president : and Messrs.

J. T. Baillie, Henry F. Kerr, David Robertson,

Harold O. Tarbolton, and John Watson-~JIr.
Blanc to be convener." Jlr. Jlrcfie, in sub'

mitting the motion, referred to the feeling of

satisfaction and expectation with which the public '

read of the pious intention of the Earl of Leven '

and Jlelville with regai'd to the restoration of the i

ancient chapel of Holyrood, .and to the disappoint- i

ment felt when they read the announcement of
|

Professor Lcthaby's report and the decision con- I

seqnent on it. That report considered rather too

mu'h only one view, and there was some call in

the public interest for an independent inquiry,
j

such as the motion contemplated. The public

were entitled to assume that the donor had. In the

most reverent spirit and under expert advice,

carefully considered the whole matter. They who
knew Jir. Ross knew that he was nothing if not

conscientious, and that any opinion that he might

have formed would be the result of careful and

exhaustive study of a difficult and complicated

((uostion. It seemed to him that the association

was clearly entitled to say something on that very

Iinjiorlant jiubllc question. The motion did not
,

commit them to any course of action but that of

impiiry and report. Mr. F. W. Deas urged that

consideration of the resolution he delayed, and

this \-iew was supported by Mr. R. S. Lorimer,

and after some expressions of opinion for and
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a^iiinst. and the reading of a letter from Professor
Cooper, of Glasgow, in favour of aetion, the post-

ponement was agreed to. Mr. Walter Gilbert,

Uromsgrove Guild, Worcestershire, read a paper
entitled '• The Sculptor and the Garden." The
paper was iUustrated by limelight views.

Society or Al!C^ITE(T^.— Mr. A. K. Prid-
inore, CC, enjovs the distinction of having been
elected the president of the Society of Architects

for the second year in succession. To commenio-
late this interesting event in ih<i history of the
society, and also in recoi^nition of the lionour thus
conferred upon him, Jlr. Pridmore invited the
members and students, together with their friends,

to a smoking-concert at the Great Eastern Hotel
on Friday evening. A numerous company as-

sembled in the Xorfolk liooni. and the splendid
entertainment provided by their host was enjoyed
by one and all. The president's liisbopsgate
friends attended in goodly numbers, while
amongst the audience were many members
of the Citv Corporation, including j[r. Deputy
Wallace. ",T.P., .Mr. Harrv Bird, C.V.. Jlr.

T. Robinson, C.t'., and Jlr. J. ToUworthy,
CC. The programme was under the direction of
Jliss Florence Venning, who herself contributed
several pleasing items, gaining hearty applause
for her rendering of ••Green Isle of Erin " and
When Twilight Comes." Hiss Edith Serpell,

who was encored for "The Sands o" Dee," and
Miss Elsie Spain, who sang perfectly "The
Nighting.ile," completed the list of ladv enter-
tainers. The other entertainers were .Air. .lohn
liardsley, Mr. Walter Jlontagu, Jlr. Waller
Walters. Jlr. Randell .Jackson, Jlr. Charles
Wreford, and Mr. Albert .Torden, who acted as
accompanist.

SioTTisu Er( i.Hsioi.o(;i{ Ai. Society.— .V meet-
ing of the Edinburgh branch of this society -was
held in the h.all of the Edinburgh Architectural
-Association on Saturday, liishop Dowden pre-
siding. Two papers were read, one bv Professor
Cooper and the other by .Mr. James S. Richard-
son, architect. That by Piofessor Cooper was on
the ••First Cathedral "of Jloray," in which he
gave an historical sketch of the "ancient parish of
Spynie, which contained at one period the cathe-
dral of the diocese of Jloray. It was. he said,
modelled on that of Lincoln." In the other paper
Mr. Richardson dealt with --St. William of
I'erth and his Memorials in England." In
proposing a vote of thanks, Bishop Dowden com-
uiented on the fact that absolutelv no record
cuidd be found of St. William north of the Tweed,
notwitlistanding that he was a Saint, and had
built the nave and choir of the great cathedral of
Rochester

; a man absolutely unknown in Scot-
land, who. it was claimed, ha"d come from Perth,
but who was very much honoured in England.

T-Sui-.^UF, (_'i.i-ii.~-The ladies' night will be
held on Tuesday, Feb. ,i, at the theatre of the
Guddhall School of JXusic. AfU-r the concert
there will be performed •'An Architectural Hasli
in three coui-ses. entitled 'The Mvstervot -Marcus,
or_Antony and Cleopatra in a New Light,' " by
W . J. H. Leverton. The principal parts will be
taken by Jlr. and Jlrs. Alfred Stalman, Jlr.
Hugh Stannus, and Jlr. Duncan Tovey. Non-
members can obtam tickets of Jlr.

" W. H.
Webber, 7, Great James-street, W.C.

Woi.vEiin.vMi-Toy and Distuict Auchitectlrai.
Association.—The annual meeting of this .asso-
ciation was held on Friday evening at the Law
Library, Lych Gates, when tlie oUicers for the
ensuing year were elected as follows :—Jlr.
v\illiam Edwards, president; Mr. William J.
Oliver, M.S.A., vice-president ; Jlessrs. Fred
^- Beck (past president). Joseph Lavender,
t.R.I.B.A. (past president), and T. H. Fleeming,
members of the council. The following otKcers
were re-elected

: Jlr. J. Harrison Weller, hon.
treasurer

: Mr. A. Eaton Painter, hon. auditor -

and Jlr. Uilliam J. Gliver, 1, Darlington-street,
hon. secretary. The retiring president, Jlr. F. T.
Beck, who has hold that ollice during the past
three years, later in the evening read a most
interesting paper, which w.as much appreciated
by the members.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opmiims of
our correspondents. All communic!ition=( should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all dniwings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOtt of the Bcildiso
Xf.ws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passa^*, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the statf by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All dr-awin^ and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or l>e liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
The Stkand Newspapek Company, Limitp.o.

Telegraphic Address :
—" Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 163S Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. XC. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 1'23. each, by post
l'2s. nd.\ as onlv a limited number are dr>ne up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXrX., XLI., XLVT.,
XLix., Lin., Lxi., Lxn., Lxrv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxix., lxxi., Lxxn., Lxxin.,
LXXrV\, I,XXV., LXXVI., LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI.. LXXXII., LXXXIII., LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII., LXXXVIII., and
LXXXIX. may still be obtained at the same price ; all

the other bounli volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of fonner volumes are, however,
to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back num-
bers to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon nm out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Boildino Nbws,
price 2s., post free '2s. 4d., can be obtamed from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6Uols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 (is. Od. (or .IHI'r. 30c.) To India. £t Us. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 6s. Od. •

ADVEH-nSEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

adveitisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the nuuimum charge being 5s. for
I four hnes.

j

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and

I

Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
SituLitinii advertisements) is 6d. per line of ei;rht words
(the lirst line counting as two., the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

j
more than six insertions can be ascertained uu apphcation

I

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant " or " Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships," is 0-NE Shillis-o f»^r TwRNTY-poca Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Situation

Advertisements must be pre/iaid.

I

•«• RepHes to adverti.seraents can be received at the

j

office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-pa.ssage, Strand,
W.C, F'ree of charge.. li to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Sat*s for Trade Advertisements on front piige, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office nut later than 3 p.m. on Thui-sday. Front-page
Advertisements and alter.itions in serial advertisements
mufrt reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received.—D. H. J.—A. H. and Co.—F. B. and Co.—
R.C. andCo., Ltd.—T. and H.—A.—Two and One.—
Western-R. H. L.—E. B. and Co.—H. and H.—Dodo.
—J. M. and Co.-.I. A. and Co.-K. T. L.—.1. P.—
M. and Co., Ltd.—H. and G.

Mersev.—Yes.

D. J. L.—No.
M. J. W.—Cannot spire space.

Trader.—See our "Directory" page.

E.S-VU1RER (Liverpool). — Batsford, 94, High Holbom,
W. C. will be able Xai recommend one or two, and
probably supply at second-hand price.

Sa.mt.\rv.—Cakebread. Robey, and Co., Stoke Xewington,
N., make a very good drain cleaner, which quite does
away with the contingency you refer to.

.T. N. Leiioi, Assist.vst Scrvf.yor, and Others.—
Enquire of B. T. Batsford, ill. High Holborn, W.C.
He stocks all such books, and will always take an
intelligent interest in selecting such as are most suitable
10 inquirers.

The annual general meeting and president's
address, of the Gloucestershire Architectural
Association, wili take place at the Municipal .

^ichool9, Gloucester, on Tuesday, .Tan. ii), at 7 p.m.
j

.k'^r? 'r'"'**'^!' I'rban Council have decided to offer
the Guiseley Waterworks Company «;1-J,()0I) for the

'

whole of their waterworks undertaking. The only
point in dispute between the parties is as to who
shall bear the costs of the transfer.

" BUtLDINQ NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB.
Drawinos {Iecbived.—*'Claude," " Boland," ''Irk."

.\t a meeting of Stirling Archaological Society on
Tuesday night, a paper on " The Disintegration of
the National K,:clesiastic3l Jlonuments of .Scotland'*
was read by Mr. Charles E. Wtiitelaw, architeot,
Glasgow.

Coritspanbcnct.

THE NEW tIDUNTY CorxCIL H.A1.L
COMPETITION.

To the Editor of the Building Nbw8.

Sii:,—A list of very worthy architects has jnst

been published to stand aloof from the proliminnry
competition for the above important work, and
enter only in the final stage. It contains the

names of many who, it is diliicult to believe, can
.adequately represent all that is best in English
architectural work of a public or monumental
character in Enghmd to-day. We cannot be
accused of writing in a carping spirit, :us we raise

no claim to being on the top drawer ourselves,

and, unfortunately, see little chance of over
resting there : but from a careful study of eon-
temporary work, may we venture to imiuire if it

is not .almost unlcind to select ecclesiastical and
domestic specialists not only from their own
personal point of view, but from that of the

public as well r Does, for instance, a delightful

and pic'turesque treatment of oak shingles, lead

lights with enormous cameo, Hag or thatch roofs

—worthy of all admiration as they are—give any
ground for sui)posing that the autlior can succos.s-

i'uUy cope with a problem of this magnitude r

Does, again, the erection of a thoroughly satis-

factory church establish similar claims y In fact,

to sum the matter up, much more capable archi-

tects for the work in question could have been
found to take the place of practically half those

on the list.—We are, Arc, Two Phovincials.

BAUN.SLEY HRiH SCHOOL COITPETI-
TION.

Siu,—The awarding of this first premium is

the most deplorable decision that has been given
in .any school competition for a very long time. It

is(|uite unpardonable that such an adjudication

should be possible. There are some excellent

schemes submitted, which makes the result all the

more flagrant. The chosen plan has si.t of the
classrooms facing nortli ; all the w.c.'s, &c. arc

in the main block of building, and are lighted

and ventilated at o;tch side of the principal

entrance. The main corridor is only 7ft. wide,

and the sick-room is on the lower ground floor.

The ground and lirst-tloor staircases seem to be
absolutely without any light whatever, and the

corridors are lit l>y borrowed lights. The eleva-

tions will not bear serious criticisms ; in fact, the

design is unworthy of a second thought. I hear

the promoters are far from satisfied. 1 Ic.ive been
to see the plans, and urn fairly disgusted at the

result.—Yours truly, F.K.I.B.A.

LISIITKD COMPETITIONS.
Sill,—I have read your leading articlo on limited

competitions with interest, but I differ from the

conclusions you draw, for the following reasons

:

The ration d'i'tf for a competition seems to me'
to be the desire of a public body to got the best

building possible.

This object is largiily defeated if the competi-

tion is limited to a small number of local archi-

tects. If one building is so small that it is hardly

worth superintending from a distance, I admit
that a competiticm may wisely be localised, or

done away with altogether. I have often thought

it would be better if more direct selections were
made in the case of small buildings.

.

But it seems to me that the more the services of

good men in the profession are utilised, without

regaril to local areas, the bettor it will be for

architecture, and this is the tendency of the open
competitive system.

Nor does it seem to me to matter if a very large

number of designs are sent in : it will take a good
assessor no greatly increased time to select from
1'20 than from '20, and the chance of getting the

best thing seems to me to be increased by the

wider field. Neither can I see that the time

allowed for a competition need be greater with a
large than a sm.all number of competitors. lam
in what appears to be a minority among architects

in thinking it reasonable enough for the County
Council to allow foreigners to submit designs for

the County Hall. If, in spite of the diflicnlty of

working under diliicult and novel conditioas.

they can beat us (which, I believe, is unlikely),

Ijoiidon should have the adv.antage of their akilL

Most open cximpetitions are. in fact, reillv inter-

national ; there were no clauses in the Birming-

ham Council House extension which excluded
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foreigners, nor could a foreign design have been
excluded.

I believe the real reason why so many provin-

cial competitions are limited is that so mnny
county and municipal authorities are employing
their own officials—indulging, in fact, in a form
of municipal trading, which has nothing to re-

commend it. and which is pressing very heavily

on provincial men, .so that they desire to limit

what work there is to themselves.—I am. &c..

HiiitiiKKT W. Wills.

inttrcommunicati0n.
WATEB STTPPLY AND

MATTERS.
SANITARY

CHIPS.
The corporation of King's Lynn have received

the Local (lovemment Board's sanction to the

borrowing of a loan of £/i,000 lor waterworks
extension.

Ten architects practising in the St,ate of California

have combiued for the purpose of testing the con-
stitutionality of the Architects' License Act in

that State. Early in December they were arrested

for practising their profession without having been
licensed so to do by the State Board of Architects,

and they and some two hundred others who aie

allied with them in this movement intend to tight

the case through every court until the constitu-

tionahty of the Act has been established or over-

thrown.

The Bishop of London unveiled at the Church of

St. Bartholomew the Great, West Smithfleld, the
window of the Lady Chapel, thus bringing the work
of restoration, uuder Sir Aston Webb's direction, to

a close.

As a memorial to the late Lady Grey, wife of the

Secretary for Foreign Affairs, a new building
attached to the village clubhouse, has been opened
at Itchen Abbas, near Winchester.

Mr. Alfred Creer, city surveyor and engineer, of

York, has placed his resignation unreservedly iu the
hands of the Streets and Buildings Committee, and
it will in due course be laid before the corporation.

Mr. W. H. St. John Hope, F.S.A., writes pro-
testing against the proposal of the Selby Abbey
Eestoration Committee to entrust the execution of

the new fittings for the Abbey Cliurch choir to the

Ober-Ammergau carvers. He adds: ** Perhaps those

who are contemplating a favourable reply to the
several appeils that have been made for the repair

and refitting of this noble abbey church may see fit

to make it a condition that their subscriptions are

applied to our own good English work, and not to

the cheaper foreign stuff that can be ' made in

Bavaria.' "

At the Norwich CDUsistory-court on Thursday
week, a faculty was granted for the erection of a

brass memorial-tablet on the north side of the

chapel of St. John Baptist Church, Felixstowe, m
memory of the late Mr. de Burgh d'Arcy. Citation

was issued to the vicar and churchwardens of St.

Margaret's Church, Ipswich, for a faculty to remove
the ort^au from the present chamber at the north-

east angle of the church, and rebuild it in the south

transept, and to convert the preseut organ-chamber
into a choir vestry. The cost of the works is

estimated at £800. Faculties were decreed for the

erection of an oak reredos in the parish church of

East Ruston : for the execution of necessary repairs

to the roof and the tower of ',St. Agnes' Church,
I'awston, and for the insertion of a stained-glass

window iu the nave of Mundford Church.

The Prince of Wales will lay on Friday, April 26,

the foundation-stone of the new premises of the

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in F.ireign

PartJ. The freehold site is at the corner of Wood-
street and Tufton-street, and near the Koyal
Architectural Museum. The architect is Sir

William Emerson.

The construction of the electric tramway between
West Timperly and Altrinchara, a distance of two
miles, was commenced by the tramways department
of the Manchester Corporation on Mondaj'.

( )n Monday morning an important road restora-

tion rendered necessary by the gradual and con-
tinuous sinkage in Castle-street, Xorthwicb, was
seriously embarked upon. t>ne hundred yards of

road has sunk. I* was raised 6lt. eight years ago,

but now at one point it is 7ft. Gin. below the original

level.

The partnership heretofore subsistiiifj between
C. Dalgliesh. H. B. Vale, and E. L. Pierce, sur-

veyors, iJcc, Caver.sham, under the style of Dalgliesh
and Pierce, has been dissolved, so far as regards

E. L. Pierce.

Sir Thomas Drew, P.R.I.B.A., Presideut of the
U.iyal Hibernian Academy, ha^ baen electpd an
honorary member of the Koyal Society of British

Artists.

The Hants, Wilts, and Dorset branch of the
Auctioneers' Institute held its annual general meet-
ing at Southampton on Wednesday, when Mr. John
Marks (member of the council) read a paper on
" The Licensing Act, I9f)t."

jREPLIES.

ri221-l.l—Fees-—It is ditRcult to answer this question

without knowin* the actual wording of the eoofiition^ ;

but the ordinary custom is that commission shall be paid

on the value ot extrss ordered by the proprietor, and it

seems as if it should hold ^ood in this case. If taken
before any county-court judje, this would in all proba-
bility be upheld, as the penvntaore on the stipulated cost

could not be held to cover work not contemplated at the

time the charg-e was agreed upon.—X.

[1221 V.l— Fees.—"Enquirer " is eutitled to be paid
5 per cent, on the whole of the work which has gone
through his hands as architect.—R. E. Carpknter and
Sun, Measuring and Quantity Surveyor!, 112, St. Peter's-

road, Leicester.

[12245.]—Fair Charg'es.—The usual charge made
by surveyors for examining and passing building accounts
is ] or 10s. per cent, and we should consider this a fair

charge for you to make.

—

Rohf.v E. Carcenter and Son,
Quantity "and Measuring Surveyors and Arbitrators,
Leicester.

[12245.]—Fair Charges. —A reasonable and proper
fee for this would be 1

' per cent, for extras and 1 per cent,

for omissions, presuming that all the work has to be
measured, and that the quantities have previously been
L-harged for.—Qcantities.

[12216.]—Roof.—A framed steel roof would probablv
best meet the case, su^'h as that of the Pavilioo at Carditf.

which was constructed by Mes.srs. Dawnay and Sons, and
illustrated in Fig. 151 of " Modern Buildings," Vol. iv.

This has a clear span of :i5ft. lin.. and a total rise of 9ft.

5Mn. above the springingline.— F.

[12247.]—Oil Gas.—A chapter upon the use of oil gas
appears at the end of " Modem Buildings." Vol. iii., giving

full information upon the subject ; though possibly more
details might be obtained by communieating with the
author, Mr. H. L. Godden, 11, Coleherne-road, South
Kensington. S.W.—F.

[12249. 1 — Day Works. — The usual proflts allowed
upon day accounts vary from 5 to 15 per cent., according

to the extent and nature of the work. We should say 12t

per cent, in your case would be a fair and reasonable

profit.- R. E. Carcester and Son, liuantity Surveyors
and Arbitrators, 112, St. Peter's-road, Leicester.

Hamilton,' N.B.—The formal opening of the

sewage purification works at Hamilton was per-

formed on Friday. For nearly twenty years the

question of the purification of the sewage of the

burgh has proved a difficult problem to the town
council, the expense of the project on the one hand
causing popular opposition, while a site for purifi-

cation works could hardly be got on account of the

mineral subsidences all around. After many troubles

a site was found on the line of the Wellshawbnrn,
immediately adjoining the public park and the

Backmuir Plantation of the Auchinraith policies,

to deal with the sewage of the areas of the burgh

known as Burnbank, Greenfield, and Springwell,

which was previously discharged iu a crude state

into the river Clyde at Bothwell Bridge through the

outfall sewers following the lines ot the Park and
Welhhaw Burns. Mr. Wyllie, C.E., is the engineer.

The Cheshire County Council have decided to

build a new secondary school at Crewe, to cost

about £18,000. A site has been secured in Ruskin-

road, and plans have been approved. The school

will accommodate between ;ioO and 400 students,

drawn from the town and district. It wdl also be a

centre for the training of pupil teachers.

At the quarterly meeting of the Herefordshire

County Council, the roads and bridges committee

reported with much regret that they had received

intimation of the resignation of Mr. A. Dryland,

owms to his appointment as county surveyor of

Wiltshire. The report was adopted. Sir Richard

Harington giving notice that he would propose a

resolution in reference to Mr. Dryland's services at

a subsequent meeting of the council. Mr. Alfred

Drylaud, A.M.I.C.E., was borough surveyor of

Deal from 1883 to ISIIO, when he became an assistant

county surveyor ot Kent. He was appointed county
surveyor of Herefordshire in 1898.

Mr. W. A. Ducat, inspector of the Local Govern-
ment Board, held an inquiry at the town hall,

Maidstone, on Friday in reference to the application

of the corporation to borrow £3(!l) for paving Bank-
street with wood.

Mr. E. R'mbault Dibdin, curator of the Liverpool

Corporation Art tiallery, intimates that the corpora-

tion has arranged to hold an exhibition of the works
of Mr. W. Holmau-Ilunt, from February 2 to

March 2.

The parish church of Kingston, which has been
involved in the general wreck, was dear to the heart

of the Colonists in ,Tamaica, not alone for its com-
parative antiquity— it was erected in 1682—but

because of the historic memories with which it was
associated. Within its walls rested the remains of

Admiral Benbow, who is described on his tomb as
*' a true pattern of English courage, who died, at

Kingston, of a wound in his leg received in an
engagement with Monsieur Du Casse, Nov, 4, 1702."

The late Sir Charles Philip Huntington, first

Bart., aged 73, of Astley Bank. Darwen, Lanes,

and of Chelsea Embankment, S.W., wall-paper
manufacturer. Liberal M.P. for Darwen 1892-5, left

£222,781.

The Ardrossan Drydock and Shipbuilding t'om-

pany have just completed the construction of a new
slip to replace the chain-rod system of haulage
hitherto in use. The new slip is l.iSft. in length,

and can accommodate vessels of COO tons reofister.

t)n to this slip vessels can be hauled by a double set

of wire ropes withiu 20 minutes.

The general purposes committee of the Bolton
Corporation have approved the negotiations with

Sir William Hulton, Bart., for the purchase ot the

Longworth Estate, consisting of 1,631 acres for

waterworks extension for the sum of £60,000. The
town council have confirmed the purchase, which is

at the rate of £37 per acre.

The department of prints and drawings in the

British Museum has added to its stores by purchase

from the Goupil Gallery three characteristic draw-

ings by the lamented artist, Hercules Brabaion

Brabazon.

Gideon Congregational Chapel, Newfoundland-

street, Bristol, has just been restored at the cost ot

the lay pastor, Mr. L. P. Nott, and has beenre-

opened this week. About six months ago Mr. Nott

undertook to see the work of restoration earned

through, the estimated figure being then £1,000.

It was found necessary, however, to refloor and re-

roof the church, so that the entire cost will be fully

£l,.i00. The windows are new, the heating and

ventilation brought up to date, and the organ is

being rebuilt. The old pulpit has been removed and

replaced by a rostrum, and the old pews are being

replaced by chairs.

The first sod was cut on Friday at Bamber Bndge,
near Preston, of a new cotton-mill to contain

120,000 spindles. The mill has a capital of £100,000,

and is being erected by the Bamber Bridge Spinning

and Weaving Co., Ltd.

Work in connection with the building of the

new lunatic asylum for the county of Essex com-

menced on Monday, when the contractors, Messrs.

Chesham, of Bow, started laymg a "corduroy '' road,

formed of railway sleepers, which will carry the

rails for the trolleys used in the conveyance of

building materials over the large area at Boxted,

near Colchester, on which the asylum will be

erected. Messrs. Howard and Son, of Colchester,

have obtained the carting contract. The Salvation

Army Farm Settlement, which borders the asylum

grounds, is also getting busy, and 32 paira of

picturesque cottages are in course of erection on

the "Army" estate, under the superintendence of

Mr. Alexander Gordon, the consulting architect.

Ten pairs ot these cottages are being built by Messrs.

Boulton and Paul, of Norwich, and another ten by

Messrs. Jones and Son, ot Westminster, whilst four

pairs are being put up by Mr. A. E. Cook, of

Colchester.

At Ilkley, on Friday afternoon, two of the

workmen at the new town hall—Frank Carter,

foreman bricklayer, and William Mitchell, a mason

—fell from a scaffold a distance of nearly 40ft., and

were killed on the spot. Two other men escaped

with a severe shaking and bruises. The contractor

for the mason-work is Mr. George Smith, Ilkley,

and for him the whole of the men concerned in the

accident worked.

The Weaverham Council Schools, Cheshire, are

being warmed and ventilated by means ot Shor-

land's patent Manchester grates, the same being,

supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of '

Manchester.

A Local Government Board inquiry is to be held

at Norwich on the 31st inst. into an application for

sanction to borrow £54,000 for works of sewage

disposal.

Messrs. S. Pearson and Son, of London, who have

in hand a good deal of tunnel construction for the

Pennsylvania Railroad, have completed one section

of the tunnel which is to connect New York with

Long Island City. This section extends from the

Long Island City Railroad Station to the beginnmg

of the under-river tubes, and is ready for the laying

of the metals. The concrete lining, 22in. thick, has

been finished, the arched brick ceiling built up, and

the " bench," or walking space, constructed. There

are separate couduits in the tunnel for signal and

lighting wires.

The new railway station just opened at Hamburg
consists of three spans, the centre one 239ft. 6in.in

width and two side-spans each lOOtt. wide. The

height of the central span is 114ft., and that of the

side-spans 62-3ft. in each case. The length of the

central building is 479fl., and there is an entrance

hall at one end, making the entire length .')64ft. 4in,

The weight of iron used in the various roofs amounto

to 3,500 tons.
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NEW .Sl()TL.\Nl> V.iKD E.\TEXSI<)X.

TuE. erection of this conspicuous and remarkably
notable building became necessary in consequence
of the great increase of police business in recent
years. It has been designed by Jlr. Norman
Shaw. K.A., the working drawings prepared in the
oflice of the Police Surveyor, ilr. J. Dixon P.utler,
F.Il.I.B.A., and the work carried out under his
supervision by Slessrs. ,Iohn Jlowlem and Co., the
contractors. In the early stages of the work
considerable diUiculty arose from the fact that
most of the east and south fronts had to be carried
on stanchions and girders over the District
Railway Tunnel and Station. This portion of the
"fork was designed and caiTied out under the
tiirection of Sir John WoUe Barry : special pre-
cautions being taken for the preservation and
maintenance of the steelwork. The building is
one of 10 stories, containing upwards of 100
rooms, and is of tire-resisting construction
throughout. The materials used externally are
granite, Portland cement, and red brickwork,
the latter specially made, rising five courses to the
foot. The roof is covered with Tilberthwaite
slating. The old and new buildings are connected
at the first-floor level by a bridge 1 4ft. wide, with
atotal height above the roadway of about .'.Oft.
The urns on the Embankment-gate piers are of
^st lead by Messrs. Elsley and Co., from Mr.
bhaw's special designs; the wrought-iron gates
are also by this firm. In addition to the open fire-
places, the building is heated bv a low-pressure
hot-water system. The various sub-contractors
are:--lIosaic work. Messrs. Diespeker and, Co. •

hydraulic hft, Messrs. A. Smith and Stevens. The
cost of the block, including the foundation, is up-
wards of .£80,000. Mr. J. S. Ham was the clerk
oi works.

ST. .IXI.liEW's CHVKCn, lUMliLETOX.

The portion of the church shown on this drawing
froni last year's Academy, 1906, consists of one bay
of the nave and aisles, the chancel arch, and 'a
part of the chancel. The oak screen, with figure
of St. Andrew, shows the type of screen
with varied details iu the four east and west
Days of the nave arcade enclosing the chapels
baptistery, and vestries. The two intervening
bays on each side of the nave have a cambered
beam only, supporting in the centre of each of
the eight arches the figure of a siiint. A similar
«cr«en encloses the belfry in the tower, with the
•west window beyond. The nave, chancel, and
aisle roofs, the canopied pulpit, with the arms of
the dioeese and emblems of the Evangelists the
litany desk and lectern, the rood, with emblems
ot the Paiision beneath, the organ and choir seats
are all m oak. ThewaU corbel pieces on each side of
the hve prmcipals of the nave roof have canopied
niches, with figures of the saints, and in the
cornice over the clerestory are arranged shields,
with the emblems of the cardinal and theological

i-irtues. the fruits of the Holy (ihost, and other ! are of brick, and the house is roofed with hand-
emblems. Each of the chairs in front has a
prie-dieu in place of the usual kneeling-mat,
a space of 'Jin. being left between the chairs,

and ;!yin. from bade to back of each sitting.

The chancel screen is in wrought iron : the
sanctuary lamps, two altar lights, candelabra
in the aacrarium, altar rail, and large pendant
lamps for general lighting are in burnished
brass. The steps and leaving throughout are
in Hopton Wood stone of two colours,

polished, relieved also by dark Derbyshire
marble. The reredos consists of a gabled
triptych, gilded and burnished with the sub-
ject of the Crucifixion in colour, the h;ise of

the triptych and retable, with projecting wings
for the two altar lights, being executed in dark
Derbyshire marble. Tlie subject of " The Ascen-
sion " is introduced in the three-light east window
above. The sedilia in the south wall has three
canopied bays under docketed gables in stone,

opposite to which an episcopal chair is proposed
in oak. The organ pipes are gilded with bur-
nish"- d enrichments as indicated. The hangings
at the east end and front;ds were executed by the
Sisters of Bethany, the ornament being kept
broad in treatment, so as to be visible and effective

from the nave. The scheme of glass suggested
and worked out by the Rev. D. E. Young, the
former vicar, has been executed with unusual rich-

ness of effect in glass of varying thickness, carefully

selected for quality and texture by Mr. James
Egan, The Studio, W., who also modelled and
executed the winged figures to the organ, the
lamps, candelabra, and other ornaments. The
glass in the five windows of the chancel illustrates

:

(1) Our Lord's Baptism, (2) His Transfiguration,

(3) His Ascension, (4) The Church Militant,

(5) Our Lord's Final Victory. The litany dj'sk

has a representation of the Jlercy Seat ; and
the Ark, with staves, surmounted' by the two
cherubims, their faces looking downward to the
Mercy Seat, and their wings covering it, with
the name of tied in Hebrew surrounded by rays
of glory. The whole is enclosed in a border, in
which the words " Kyrie Eleison." " Christe
Eleison," "Kyrie Eleison" are carved. The
lectern is triangular in form, one side bearing the
Sacred Monogram, with " Cielum et terra tran-
sitibunt, " \-c. ; another the Alpha and Omega,
with "In principio erat verbum," ,S:c. : and the
third a St. Andrew's Cross, with " Sic erit verbum
meum quod egredietur." &c. The entire cost

was defrayed by the late Walter tJore Marshall,
of Hambleton Hall, Jlessrs. Cornish and tiaymer,
of North Walsham, being the contractors. The
architect is Mr. John T. Lee, of Great James-
street, Bedford-row.

GUEY I'KHUS, C.VNTEUKl'liV.

TnE house of the (irey Friars is situate upon a
branch of the Stour. It is said to have been the first

permanent home of the order in this country.
The Little Fathers of St. Francis came to England
in 1'2'J4. during the lifetime nf their founder, and
are said to have settled in Canterbury, in 1270, soon
after which date the building shown in the sketch
is stated to have been erected by an agreement of

1204. The order became tenants of Christ

Church, not being permitted to hold lands of their

own. In later times the Grey Friars was the

residence of Richard Lovelace the poet, and one of

the Cavaliers of Charles I.

T. Finxi; Gkeex.

E.IST KERGHOI.T CUIUCH, SVITOLK.

The tower appears to have been arranged to span
an existing right-of-way, and form a vaulted
porch to the already built west door of church.
Tradition assigns its inception to Cardinal

made red tiles. All windows have solid wooden
frames, steel casements, and simple leaded
glazing. Internally the rooms are quietly treated
with deep friezes, and distempered plaster below.
The hall is panelled in oak, and the staircase is

of oak. Near the house is the gardener's cottage,
with stable and engine-house. The electric-

lighting plant and wiring was carried out by
Messrs. Cunnington, of St. i\Iartin's-lano, W.C.
The sewage is treated in a siqitic tank, with coke
filters fed by Stoddart's distributors. The builders
were Messrs. Tompsett and Co.. of Farnham.
Mr. W. H. Ansell, A.R.I. B. A., is the architect.

X.VTIOX.VL SILVEK MED.M, lllHWI.VGS : DESIGNS lOll

HOOK II.I.tlSTU.VTIONS.

Miss EvELY.v P.vri,, the winner of a National
Silver Jledal from the Board of Education, South
Kensington, has lent us these studies, which
formed part of her competition work. We have
the more important ones 3'et to give. The present
selection shows " La Belle Isoude nearing Corn-
wall." "Fatima," and " Lilith, the First Wife
of Adam." All three fajiiliar subjects enough,
but here treated with delicate taste and decorative

skill.

ritOl'llsEU EXCHANGE, KIXGSWAY.

This building is intended to consist of a Club and
Business l^xchange, and the plans appearing with
the elevations show the arrangeuients on the two
chief fioors. The sample rooms are to be in the
basement, where there is to be a safe deposit of

about .)S0 safes. A Turkish bath forms part of the
scheme. The exchange on the ground Hoor will

be .S4ft. by 32ft.. with a central telephone
exchange, a post-office, and a bank. On the first

Hoor a second exchange hall is provided with a
library a2ft. by 2.sft., and a smoking-room
adjoining. The club is quite distinct from the.

exchange, and part of the available space below,

not needed by either club or exchange, will be
utilised for shops. Jlr. Robert J. Worley is the

architect. The site is in Kingsway. with a return

to Sardinia-street.

OLD I'L'UXITl'UE.

OxE of the pieces here represented is a Monastery '

Chair of the 17th century in walnut, with carved

and gilt terminals. The back of Genoese green
cut velvet, bordered with gold galloon ; the seat

upholstered with old green \'elvet, with gold
galloon and bullion fringe. The Coffer is of the

16th century, also in walnut, with finely-moulded

panels : the front centre occupied with heraldic

carving and the ends with carved Caryatide

figures. The whole is supported on carved claw
feet. These pieces have been on view at Messrs.

^'Waring's Exhibition, in Oxford-street. The
Bureau is a fine specimen of the early form of

writing bureau. The lower part contains four

drawers : the upper portion has numerous small

drawers, with cupboard in the centre. This
bureau is made of finely-figured walnut. The
Ladder-back Chair is of the Chippendale period,

simple and unobtrusive.

Wolsey. and its present state of incompleteness to :

several miles of sewers, the construction of bacterial

his downfall. The tower measures, internally,

13ft. 6in. each way, with walls about 6ft. Oin.

thick ; angle buttresses, measuring 8ft. 7in.

across, suggest that a considerable height was
intended, especially as they appear to be quite
solid in construction—i.e., without stairways.

The walls are of brick internally, as are rear
arches, the facing being of stone, much decayed
in places, with Uint filling, the latter squared and
arranged in courses. The detail is, in common
with much Late work in this part of Suffolk, far

less shallow than one expects at this date.

T. Fu.tXK GUEEX.

HOtSE AT F.MiXnAM.
V

Tins house has recently been built on high ground
near Farnham. The main portion of walls is of

brick, roughcast, having a base of grey stocks,

tanks and filters, and provision for dealing with

storm water.

Mr. .T. H. Seymour, chief engineer on the Govern-
ment railways, Jamaica, whose name appears among
the list of those killed in the disaster, is a Leeds
man, his parents residing at Carlton-row, Holtieck.

He was trained at Sir .Tames Kitson's engineering
works, where he was leading engineer.

At the Guildhall. Bath, on Thursday night, Mr.
Meade King, inspector of the Local Government
Board, held an inquiry into the application of the
town council for power te purchase compulsorily

property in the Dolemeads, required by them for the
provision of houses for the working classes and for

the widening of Middle-lane. The tacts of the pro-
posal had been obtained by the inspector in an
inspection of the locality, and the only opposition
was by a town councillor, who said to obtain proper
workmen's dwellings the council should leave the

(-

The 90th issue of Laxton's Price Book well main-
tains its old reputation. Prieers &eena well brought
up to date, and all current matters of interest to the

various trades are competently dealt with.

At the annual general meeting, held at the rooms
of the society in Hanover-square on Monday even-
ing, Mr. Uilbert R. Kedgrave was elected the

president of the Bibliographical Society of London.

The Xewport Pagnell Rural District Council have
approved of a scheme of main sewerage and sewage
disposal for Sherington, which involves the laying of

with red quoins and diamonds. The chimneys Dolemeads and go out of town to high ground.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Damaces agaixst AncHiTECTs Fon Alleged

Neglioext Advice.—In the King's Bench Division
on Wednesday the case of *'Findlayand Another
V. Carvell " came on for hearing before the Lord
Chief Justice and a special jury, an action by
Messrs. Findlay and Roques, architects practising in

London, Edinburgh, and IJurgees Hill, Sussex, to

recover from the defendant, Mrs. Carvell, fees for

plans, specifications, «S:c., in respect to the building

of two houses for the defendant at Burgess Hill.

The defendant admitted the plantiffs' claim less the

sum of £11, but counterclaimed against them
for damages for alleged negligent advice,

whereby she said she had suffered loss. As
the plaintiffs' claim was admitted, the only issue

was the defendant's counterclaim. Mr. Macnaghten,
in opening the counterclaim, said the negligence of

the plaintiffs had caused the defendant a large

pecuniary loss. In 1S!:I9 defendant inherited some
property, consisting of a villa in 1 f

acres of land, at

Burgess Hill. In 1902 the plaintiff", Findlay, sug-

gested to defendant that the property should be
developed and that she should employ an architect,

and told her that there was a great demand in the

locality for houses letting from £40 to £4.') per

annum. Defendant instructed Mr. Findlay to get

out plans of two houses. Mr. Findlay told her

that she woidd get a return of G per cent.

on her capital outlay, which he anticipated would
not be more than about £2,300. The lowest tender
for the erection of the two houses was, however,
£3,27(i, and the value of the land brought it up to

a total of about £4,000. A tender was accepted, and
the houses were built. Every eft'ort was made
during 1900 to let the houses or to sell them, but
without success. In 190.>, defendant put them up
for sale by auction, and although the property was
widely advertised not a single bid was obtained.

Finally, the defendant was compelled to sell

the smaller of the two houses for £l,loO, and
she still had the other house on her hands.
Mr. Findlay, one of the plaintiffs, gave evidence
denying that he had given the defendant the advice

alleged, and stating that he had prepared the plans
of the houses on her suggestion. The jury returned
a verdict for the plaintiffs for the amount of their

fees (£198), and for the defendant on the counter-
claim for £350 damages, and judgment was entered
accordingly ; but as the planitiffs had received £171
on account of their fees, the verdict on the claim
was reduced to £27.

Ix EE C. Gkay Hill.—At Bankruptcy Buildings,

Carey-street, on Wednesday, an adiourned first

meeting of creditors was held under the receiving

order made on December S against Mr. Charles
'Jrray Hill, builder and contractor, South-place,
Finsbury, and Godiva - street, Coventry. Mr.
W. (t. Williams, Assistant Official Receiver, presided.

The gross liabilities were estimated at £o 1 ,932 3s. 4d.

,

of which £4o,!il9 8s. 2d. was expected to rank, and
the assets at £32,180 ISs. Od. The debtor states that
his failure is due to want and lock-up of capital,

which prevented his completing contracts that he
had on hand. The first meeting stood adjourned to

give the debtor a further opportunity of placing a
proposal before his creditors; and it was now stated

that he had consented to be adjudged bankrupt.
Mr. R. J. Ward and Mr. A. H. Ca'sar, chartered
accountants, wereappointedtrusteesof thebankrupt's
estate, and a committee of inspection was also

appointed.

Fouty Pouxds for a Fallixii Bkiok.—At Bow
County Court on Wednesday, before Judge Smyly,
K.C, and a jurv, Alfred Clare, a bricklayer, of

Spencer -street. West Ham, brought an action

against Mr. G. Sharpe, builder and contractor, of
Plaistow, to recover compensation for injuries

sustained while following his employment. On
(October ') last the defendant's workmen were
engaged in erecting a stationmaster's house at
Angel-road Railway Station, Edmonton, and the
plaintiff" was on the ground floor, when, as he was
stooping, a brick fell from an upper part of the
works and struck him on the back of the neck.
He alleged serious injury in conseiiuence, particu-
larly as affecting his head and sight, the result being
that he had been under constant medical attention,

and had been for a considerable period incapacitated
from woik. The defence was that at the time of
the accident the plaintiff was working in a place
against orders given by a son of the defendant. The
jury, however, found for the plaintiff", aud assessed
the damages at £40 lOs.

Ix Re Thompsox, Blois, axd Co., (iRACE-
onuRCH-STREET, E.G.—At Bankruptcy-buildings,
W.C, on Monday, an adjourned first meeting of
creditors was held under a receiving order recently
made against Thompson, Blois, aud Co., timber
brokers and merchant^, described as of 17, Graco-
church -street, E.G. Mr, Egerton S. <4rey. Official

Receiver, presided. The statement of affairs filed

by Mr. Eardh'y Steuart Blois, who says that he
constitutes the firm of Thompson, Blois, and
Co., showed liabilities £2S,976 4s. 9d., of which
£20,*i.5l 9s. Id. was expected to rank for dividend,
and estimated assets £3,M12 33. Id. In his deficiency

account, dating from Jan. 1, 1904, the debtor
returned the following items :—Loss in trading

£12,304 Us. 4d., bad debts £7,8o6 ISs. 4d., and
interest on loans £2,.i98 12s. "d. The meeting had
been adjourned in order that the debtor might have
an opportunity of submitting a proposal, but the

chairman reported that none had been lodged, and
the Court had made an order adjudging the debtor

bankrupt. In the absence of any resolution, the

estate remained in the hands of the Official Receiver
as trustee for administration.

A Mancuej-ter Areitkatiox. — An important
arbitration has just been concluded in ^Manchester
before Sir John RoUeston (past president of tffe

Surveyors' Institution) to assess the compensation to

be paid by the corporation of Manchester to the owners
of a projecting block of buildings in Long Millgate
and Fennel-street acquired by the corporation. Mr.
T. Silk Wilson was arbitrator for the claimants,
and Mr. J. D. Wallis acted in a similar capacity for

the corporation. The claim was for £3-3,000, and
the evidence of the claimants' witnesses ranged
from £31,475 to £32,722 ; while the experts for the
corporation estimated the compensation payable at

from £17,599 to £1.S,322. The umpire has awarded
the sum of £25,957.

Ix Re Jas. Moir.—An application for an order
of discharge was made on Friday by Mi-, James
Moir, against whom a receiving order was made on
July 19, 1906, after he had carried on business as a
timber merchant, under the style of Moir aud Co.,

at 29, Fenchurch- street, E.G. The trustee had
reported that the claims in the bankniptcy would
probably amount to £4,252, and that a dividend of

about 4s. or 4s. 3d. in the pound might be declared.

The bankrupt formerly carried on busmess at

Albany, New York, and in 1890 made an assign-

ment for the benefit of the creditors, whose claims
were estimated at £10,000, and who were stated to

have received about 5s. iu the pound. He attri-

buted his present failure to bad trade, depreciation

in the value of stock, aud loss on contracts, ilr.

Registrar Brougham, on statutory grounds, sus-

pended the discharge for two years.

Ix Re Geo. Bullock, Shrewsbury,—A meeting
of the creditors of George Bullock, builder and
contractor, Shrewsbury, was held at the Law
Society's otffce, Shrewsbury, on Saturday, The
debtor was not present. The Official Receiver (Mr.
F. Cariss) said the debtor had failed to carry out a
contract he had entered into for the building of a
Baptist i-hapel at Llandrindod Wells, at an esti-

mated cost of about £4,000, and there was still work
to be carried out in connection with the contract to

the extent of about £1,000. It was thought that
from this source there might be a surplus of about
£410, and the total assured assets were £740, as

against liabilities amounting to about £1,570. Mr.
G. H. Shuker was appointed trustee, and a com-
mittee of inspection was appointed.

RErAlKS TO A XON-EXISTIXG COACH-HOUSE,—
GiBBOX V. Fayxe axd Axother.—This was an
appeal in which judgment was given on Friday by
the President of the Probate, Divorce, and
Admiralty Division, Lord Justice Farwell. and Lord
Justice Buckley, thus raised from a decision of

Mr. Justice A. T. Lawrence's given in November,
1905. The action was brought by Mr. Henry
Gibbon, of Kent-house, Ealiog, to recover posses-

sion of a house, coach-house, and stable inThurlow-
terrace, St. Pancras, from Mr. George John Pajme,
the occupier, and Mr. E. J. Woolerton, the assignee

of an indenture of lease, dated Oct, 17, 1S66, on the
ground of breach of contract to repair the said

coach-house and stables. The defence was that the
defendants had not been guilty of any breach of

covenant. By an indenture of lease, dated Oct, 17.

1S6G, Charles Gay leased to James Thurlow all that
messuage, coach-house, stable, and premises known
as Xo. 0, Thurlow- place, for the term of ninety-
nine years. The property leased by (lay was the
subject of a bmldiug agreement with James Thur-
low, the lessee. The building agreement included a
number of other sites, and the lease in question was
one of several leases granted at or about the same
time. By the scheme of laying out the property as
originally contemplated, Xo. had a strip of ground
extending iu an easterly direction from the garden
upon which a stable and coach-house were to be
built, while the gardens of the other houses in the
terrace were to abut upon this strip of ground.
The lease and the plan attached to it were framed
in pursuance of this scheme, and showed this strip

of ground as partly garden and partly coach-house
and stable. Gay died in ISOfj, and his executor,

James Theobald, by deed dated September 13, 1S95,

conveyed to the plaintiff" the premises comprised in

the said lease of ( )ctober 17. lSfJ6, subject to and
with the benefit of s'ich lease. The defendant
E. J. Woolerton became the assignee of the said

premises as the legal personal representative of one
Weeks. On March 24, 190 1, the plaintiff' gave
notice to the defendants to repair certain defects in

the house itself, and also to repair the coach-house
and stable. The notice was complied with as to the

defects existing in the house itself. The non-repair
relied on was the admitted fact that the stable and

coach-house v/ere non-existent. Mr. Justice A. T.
Lawrence said that it had been proved to his satis-

faction that no coach- house or stable was ever built,

but that the original scheme was modified. His
Lordship was satisfied that the lessor approved of

this alteration and licensed it, and that both parties

intended the covenant to repair to be released ij'/i'

the stable and coach-house. In these circumstances,

his Lordship gave judgment for the defendants.
The plaintiff appealed. The Court now dismissed
the appeal. The President said that Mr. Justice

A. T. Lawrence had properly appreciated the facts

and correctly apphed the law. The appeal must,
therefore, be dismissed. The Lords Justices con-
curred.

Ix Re Johx Fell, LEAJUxtrTOX.—At the London
Bankruptcy Court, on Friday, the affairs of John
Fell again came before Mr, Registrar Hope upon
the adjourned application to confirm the scheme for

arrangement of his affairs. The debtor, starting as

a builder and contractor at Leamington, became a
public woiks contractor in a large way of business

m the Midlands and the Xorth of England.
Amongst other schemes, he was interested in the

Potteries Electric Tramways Company, the Xotting-
hamshire and Derbyshire Electric Trams Company,
the Weston, Clevedon, and Portishead Light Rail-

way Company, and a projected bridge over the

Tyne at South Shields. He became mayor of

Leamington and a Parliamentary candidate. He
failed in July last, as the result of losses on various

of his contracts, his liabilities being £7,299 (£3,932
unsecured) and assets £2,914. At the first meeting
a scheme of arrangement was agreed to, providing

for the vesting of the estate in a trustee to realise

and pay the creditors a composition of 7s. Od.

in the pound guaranteed as to the sum of

£1,250 by two guarantors. It was believed at

first that the money would be paid down ; but that

was not carried out, aud the difficulty has since

arisen in connection with one of the guarantors, who,
being resident abroad, it had been difficult to get in

touch with, Mr. John O'Connor, on behalf of the

debtor, applied for a further adjournment, pointing

out that the whole of the creditors supported the

scheme, Mr. Hough, Senior Official Receiver,

pointed out that this matter had been pending since

August last, and that it was even now not one step

further forward. First of all the necessary funds
were to be provided. That, however, fell through,

and since then the continuous trouble had been
going on in connection with a guarantor. He asked
the Court to refuse further adjournment. His
Honour said that he should not grant another ad-
journment. It appeared to him that it was time

that a trustee should be appointed to look after the

assets. A scheme of arrangement could be carried

out after adjudication of bankruptcy as before. The
application was accordingly refused.

CoMPExsATiox Claims ArtAixsT the Loxi>ox
CouxTY CouxciL.—An action to recover damages
under the Employers' Liability Act for injuries sus-

tained was brought at the Shoreditch County-court,
on Tuesday, against the Loudon County Council by
a briL-klayer named Alexander. On April 19 he
was injured by the fall of a wall in Rivington-

street, Shoreditch, and was incapacitated from work
until the end of (.)otoher. During this period the

London County Council allowed him a*' compas-
sionate '' allowance of £1 per week, but his weekly
earnings when at work had been £2 3s. 9d. The
jury found for the plaintiff, assessing the damages
at£o0— t;35iu respect of wages, and £15 for pain

and suffering endured—and costs. In a second

claim for compensation, arising out of the same
accident, brought by a workman named Gathercole,

son of a foreman on the works, counsel announced
that an agreement had been come to, the plaintiff' to

receive t;l25 damages, with costs.

There is being formed a Chartered Surveyors'

(xolfiug Society, membership of which is restricted

to members of the Surveyors' Institution, with a

view to arranging matches with societies of the

kindred professions, in addition to which it is

proposed to hold an annual tournament. The Hon.
Secretary is Mr. S. James Chesterton, 116,

Kensington High-street, London, W.

Mr. W. J. Gregory, quantity surveyor and valuer,

of (3, Booth-street, ilanchester, has removed his

offices to Post Office Chambers, Colwyu Bay, Xorth
Wales.

The annual dinner of the Liverpool Engineering

Society was held on the 17th inst. The function

was presided over by Mr. A. F. Fowler, M.lnst.C.E.,

and was attended by a large number of the prominent

engineers of the district and elsewhere, among whom
was Sir Ales. B. W. Kennedy, president of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, who responded to the

toast of'** The Engineering Profession," proposed

by Mr. Charles McArthur.

The India Office are about to expend £60,000

upon the enlargement and improvement of the

Indian Government supply stores facing the Thames
in Belvedere-road, Lambeth.

I
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f^ux (Dfftce Cabk.

Mu. W. J. LiKKE, the secretary to the Royal
Institute of British Architects, has written
another play, entitled "The Palace of Puck."
Mr. Harrison, of the Hayniarket, has acquired
this work, which is al[modem comedy written in
the fantastic vein. It is in three acts, and it?

action is laid in rural France. It contains two
strong parts for men and two for women. The
Puck of the title is a young man. The plot is a
love story to which a strange and unexpected turn
is given by the devices of Puck. Its satirical

shafts are directed at what " The Beloved A'aga-
bond " of the author calls "the great god
of respectability." In the struggle between
respectability and human nature the latter gains
the mastery.

The destruction of two Xottinghimshire
churches on Thursday by fire, apparently of
incendiary origin, reiterates the lesson inculcated
by the loss of Selby Abbey as to the necessity for
full insurance of churches against burning out.
The buildings just gutted were situated a mile
apart in the Erewash A'alley. That at Kirby in
Ashfield was largely of Xornian date, accommo-
dated 400 worshippeis. and contained many
interesting memorials. It is believed that the
walls of nave and chancel will have to be
pulled down and the whole church, with the
exception of the tower, rebuilt. The other church,
that at Anneslcy, was quite modern, having been
erected in 1874 at a cost of some £7,000.

The Lord Mayor of Manchester presided on
Satui-day at a meeting (promoted by the Man-
chester branch of the Classical Ass'ociation) of
those interested in the excavations of a Roman
camp in the city now in progiess. Mr. Bruton,
the hon. secretary, reported that when the site
was fully examined it was expected that other
evidence would be found of a Roman fort. The
complete work might occupy several years. He
urged that the fullest investigation" should be
made. The work had a good educational eiiect,

and was attracting attention in all parts of the
country. Mr. E. J. Brandfield proposed a reso-
lution recognising the importance of the excava-
tions in throwing light on the earliest history of
the city, and appealing to the excavation com-
mittee of the Classical Association for a further
sum of £.300 to complete the exploration of the
site. Professor Sadler and Professor Boyd
Dawkins warmly supported the resolution, which
was carried unanimously.

The explorations of the Derbyshire Pennine
Club have led to the discovery of a remarkable
cavern on the slopes of Masson Hill, near .Matlock.
The entrance is a gap amongst the limestone
strata. The view from the central cavern down
the stream is along a slope, where the roof is

only about LSin. above the stalagmite floor. In
this narrow space there is a profusion and variety
of bosses, pendants, and columns of stalactite.
The watercourse where the stream reappears
shows but little. The exposed volcanic rock is
comparatively scanty, as great masses of stalactite
are established there". It is questionable whether
uny of the known Derbyshire caves are equal to
the one just discovered iii beauty and interest.

At a meeting on Fridav of tilasgow I'niversitv
Court, a letter from Mr. J. D. G. Dalrymple,
Woodhead. Kirkintilloch, was read, dealing with
the creation of a lectureship on archa'ology. In
his letter, 5Ir. Dalrymple stated that the Ulasgow
Archaological Society, which was founded in
18.56. recently celebrated its jubilee. ,\s its
president, he proposed to establish an archaeo-
logical lectureship, somewhat on the lines of the
Khind Lectureship in Edinburgh, though on a
much smaller scale. The lectures would be in
some branch of arch;eology. and he would propose
that the course consist of five or six lectures, as
might be arranged by the council of the .=oci>tv,
with whom would be the appointing of the
lecturci-s. The honorarium for the course would
be the sum of £.50, which he would provide. He
wa-s anxious that the lectures should be delivered
in the University, and that the lectureship should
be to some small extent recognised by the Uni-
versity Court. In view of the possibility of its
njt being successful, he would propose at Srst
only to establish it for a period of five vears. The
matter was remitted to a committee for" considera-
tion and report.

Afteu three years' effort a Pittsburg jurj-,
under Judge Kraser's instruction, has awarded in

full to Messrs. Xirdlinger and Simpson the 2\ per
cent, commission they claimed for work done by
them in preparing to builda oO.OOOdol. v.'arehouse

near Third Avenue and Try .Street. Pittsburg.
The case is imperfectly reported ; but it appears
that the architects' work was approved, and they
were told to go ahead and get estimates. But
before they could do this the client turned the job
over to another architect, who actually erected the
building, and was duly paid for his work.

The 'Walthani Cross Urban District Council
recently ordered their sanitary inspector to make
a house-to-house inspection in the district as a
result of Mr. Rider Haggard's evidence last

summer bsfore a Select Committee of the House of
( 'ommons on the Housing of the Working Classes
Bill. The inspector's report was before the
council at their last meeting, and orders were
given that a large number of repairs should be
carried out to properties in the district. Referring
to the inspector's report, Mr. Lawrence, a
member, said he was astonished to find the words
used with regard to Essex by Mr. Rider Haggard
so near the truth. In their very midst some of

the housing conditions were shocking. It was
almost incredible that at Waltham Abbey, twelve
miles from London, there should be such places

for people to exist in. Within a stone's throw of

the town hall a familj- with three children of both
sexes, all over twelve years of age, lived in one
small room. In another place 26 people used two
conveniences, neither having a water supply.
These places would be improved if the owners
took the steps ordered by the council, but they
could never be made as they should be. Refer-
ence was also made to places outside the town
area, where people were living in tumble-down
hovels, with extremely filthy surroundings, and
concerning which the rural authority were taking
similar steps.

The special committee of the Manchester Cor-
poration which has under consideration the utilisa-

tion of the Royal Infirmary site in Piccadilly has
decided to present again to the city council for

acceptance the report framed by the committee in
August of last year, and then referred back by
the council. The report mentions the obligation

of the public free libraries committee of the cor-

poration to give up possession of the free refer-

ence library site in King-street (which has been
sold for £161,46.')) at a date not later than March,
1913. As to the old infirmary site, for which the
corporation have agreed to pay £400,000. the
earliest time at which the corporation are likely

to be given vacant possession of the site is about
two years hence— viz., at the end of li'OS. The
committee recommend the erection on the site of

a new art gallery and reference library. The
report will come before the city council at its

meeting on the first Wednesday in February.

The annual return of the street and road tram-
ways and light railways authorised by Parlia-

ment was issued on Wednesday. It shows that

since 1878 the route length of line open for traffic

has increased from 269 miles to '_','.'40 miles, and
the capital expenditure from £4,207.350 to

£58,177,832. Of the total of 1,491 miles of line

owned by local authorities, 1,276 miles are worked
by those authorities themselves, and the remain-
ing 215 miles by leasing companies. Last year
the route mileage open of electric line was 1,780
miles out of a total of 2.1 17 ; this year it is 1,994

miles out of 2.240. The mileage not worked by
electric traction has further diminished from 337
miles to 246 miles. As to the London County
Council's undertaking on the northern system,
the length of line authorised is 52 miles 20 chains
of double line, and 4 miles 7 chains of single line,

and of these ha%'e been opened 46 miles 3fi chains
and 4 miles 8 chains respectively. Un the
southern system, the length of line authorised is

62 miles 7 chains of double line, and 15 miles
37 chains of single line, and of these have been
opened 42 miles 31 chains and 11 miles re-

spectively.

Mu. KviTS Fleming, the United States Consul
at Edinburgh, reporting to the Washington
Bureau of Manufacturers on the trust which has
for some years controlled the wallpaper industry
of the United Kingdom, says that not a few of

tho leading retail houses in every part of the
country, and particularly in Scotland, are hitterlv

hostile to the trust, as evidenced by a project now
under consideration among English and Scottish
firms to organise a company and establish works
for the manufacture of certain classes of paper
hangings. An eld and important retail firm in

East Scotland is taking an active part in this

movement. Undoubtedly the dealers, or a majority
of them, would be greatly pleased to see a keen
competition, domestic or foreign, in the wallpaper
industry.

The United States Consul General for India,
Sir. Jlichael, of Calcutta, reports that in India the
use of cement is very extensive. It is used in

laying brick walls in foundations, and if wood is

used for structural purposes, it is laiii in cement
wherever possible. Floors, mouldings, cornices,

and outside and inside trimmings are made of
sand and cement. Wherever cement can be used
to guard against vermin, especially the white ant,

it is freely used. Houses that have fiat roofs arc
covered with brick dust and particles of brick
mixed with cement and stamped down hard.
Pitched roofs are covered with corrugated iron or
tile, and then solidly covered with cement and
sand. These roofs last well and require little

repair. Artificial stone is extensively manufac-
tured and used for building purposes and for

pavements and walks. Floors are laid in cement
and made ornamental by imbedding broken glass

and china in figures in the body of the cement.
The outside of the temples are made in the same
way and are very attractive. Tho imports of

cement as long ago as 1870 were valued at

50,342dol., advancing in the fiscal year 1900 to

729.478cwt., valued at 500,332, and in 1906 to

l,778,428cwt., valued at l,070,27,idol. The im-
ports of cement for the first four months of 1906
were 574,006cwt., valued .at 333.427dol. The
supplies of cement for India come mainly from
Great Britain, the United States, Belgium, and
tJcrmany. Inferior cement is not wanted, but
the best cement is in good demand at good prices.

A NOVEL exhibition in house building is being
given on Cedar- avenue, in Cleveland, Ohio,
where a house is being built without a house.

The inside framework of a residence on the street

named is being retained until the outside and
larger structure is completed, and thus protection

is being afforded to the occupants during the

construction. An addition to the original build-

ing is being constructid and the entire plan of the

residence changed, giving an opportunity for

doing some of the work under shelter. The
unique character of the operation has attracted a

great deal of attention ftorn passers-by.

CHIPS
The corporation of Eastbourne, on the recom-

mendation of the Electricity and Street Lighting
Committee, have decided that £9,934 be expended
on increasing the plant at the electric-lighting

works. A water-tube boiler to cost £2,027 and
£5,9()0 for one 750-kw. turbo-alternator and exciter

with condenser, steam -pipe, and foundations will

also be provided.

At a numerously-attended meeting, held on
Wednesday, the vicar of tireat Yarmouth pre-

siding, it was determined to proceed with the

completion of St. James's Church in that town—

a

work which has been in abeyance for a great many
years.

A side chapel in St. Mary Major's Church,
Exeter, in memory of the late rector (Rev. R. A.
Mortimer\ was dedicated by the Bishop of Exeter
on the 22nd inst., also a reredos of carved and
traceried oak, also a new organ. The additions

were carried out by Messrs. Westcott, Austin, and
White, builders, Mr. Harbottle Heed being the

architect.

Holy Trinity Church, Exmouth, was reopened
after restoration on Wednesday, when the uave was
dedicated by the Bishop of Exeter. The scheme of

restoration when complete will cost £15,000, the

nave and lower portion of the tower, the first por-

tion undertaken, having cost £6,100. Towards the

cost of the whole scheme the Hon. Mark Rolle has
given £5,500 and a piece of land adjoining the

church. The whole of the old windows have been
replaced by new ones with varied tracery. Extern-
ally the old structure has been removed, and in its

place has been erected a new stone building. The
height of the tower is lOOft.

The church of St. Michatl and All Angels,
Folkestone, has been renovated and beautified,

chiefly through the generosity of a friend. The
west-end window has been filled with painted glass

by Messrs. Burlison and Grylls. The decoration of

the east-end has been completed, and the entire

walls and roof, both outside and inside, have been
restored. The orchestral organ, with its four
manuals, has been overhauled and cleaned, and the
church, the architect of which in 1873 was Mr. G.
F. Bodley, now has almost the appearance of a new
building. Carved oak doors are at the present time
being made for the west entrance, and another
stained-glass window has been promised.
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MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTJINQ WEEK.
Fhida^ (T«i-i>Av').—Southern Counties Federatirm Master

Builders. Council Meeting at 31 and 32.

Bedford-street. Strand. W.C. 12.0 noon.
Architeutural Association. ** American

and Karopean School Architecture," by
R. Clip^ston Sturgis. 7.30 p.ra.

Glai^gow Architectural Ciuftsmpn'.s
Socnety. "Instinctive Art in a City," by
F. H. Newbery.

Institution of Civil Engineers. "Alter-
nating-Current Commutator Motors," by
C. A. Ablett, Stud.Inst.C.E. w p.m.

Monday.—Society of Arts. " Gold Mining." Cantor
Lecture No. 2, bv Prof. J. W. Gregory,
D.8c. 8 p.m.

Surveyors' Institute. "The Uses of a
Geological Collection," by Dr. Henry
Woodward. LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S.,
V.P.Z.S. 8 p.m.

TiTWDAV.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Discus-^ion on
'* Internal - Combustion Engines for
Marine Purposes." H p.ra.

Society of Arts. "Artistic Treatment
of the Exterior of the Pianoforte," by
William Dale, F.S.A. 8 p.m.

Wed.vkhoav. — Old Architectural Association Day
Students' Club. SLxth Annual Dinner.
Florence Restaurant, Rupert-street, W.
7.15 for 7.30 p.m.

Society of Art^. *' Apprenticeship," by
James Parsons, M..\. 8 p.m.

Fbidav ';Feb. 1).—Birmingham .Vichiteetural Association.
"Architecture East and West: a Con-
trast and a Comparison," by E. F.
Reynolds.

TIL]': SOCIETY OF AE('HITE('T8.
STAn.K INX )U-II,ni\GS, lIOLnORN. W.C-

'I>lp;,-r;ims
: Cryi.u I.on.lnti."- T.-li-jilioiu' : IS.-.2 Holborn.

I'arli,n;;,rs ..f TR A \ F.I.f.PNIi STCOr.NTSHI P . CH and s,
Medal), iiii,l AHCHITKCTI HAL SCliOLAh-^HII' tlu per anni
may b*- obtaioeil on ai.plUatir'n to tlir Stfcrelmj

.

CHIPS.
Messrs. Patman and Fotheriogham, Ltd.. have

been successful in securing the following contracts :

—Messrs. Thomas Cook and Son's (tourist agents)
large new premises, Nos. 107, 108, and 109, Fleet

-

street, E.G. (Messrs. .Smee and Houchin, archi-
tects)

: new buildings, A:c., May's-yard, Eagle-
street, Holbom, W.C, for Messrs. H. andG. May
(Mr. Hewish, architect) ; large new premises for the
Express Dairy Co., Ltd., Tavistock-place, W.C.
(Mr. Fitzroy Doll, architect) : large new library,
Hither Green, for the Lewisham Borough Council

;

alterations to Messrs. .Schweiipe's offices, Hammer-
smith (Mr. Burton, architect) ; two conveniences in
Alilgate and .Shoreditch, for the City Corporation
of London.

^
The Education Committee of the London County

Council accepted on Wednesday an offer from Mr.
Edric Bayley of £3,000 towards the estimated cost
of the completion of the premises of the Borough
Polytechnic, and made a grant of £7,000. The cost
of the scheme, exclusive of lighting, heating, and
equipment, is estimated to be about £11, .300.

The contract for the reconstruction of the tram-
ways in London in Holloway-road, Hackney-road,
and Citj'-road, and those from Coborn-roadto Bow
Bridge is to be given to Messrs. Dick, Kerr, and
Co., of Preston. Their price, £93,1 13. is the lowest,
and is £14, ,300 below the engineer's estimate. The
highest tender was £120,000.

A fire broke out on the premises of Mr. T. Frost,
builder, of OIil Foundry-road, Ipswich, on Wednes-
day morning, when the main carjienters' shop was
gutted.

A memorial brass has been placed in Cheltenham
College in memory of Major-General Sir Charles
W. Wilson, R.E, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., who carried
out surveys of Jerusalem, I'alestine, and Sinai.

Mr. Gill, surveyor to the Mirfield Kural District
Council, has received an increase of £30 per annum
to his salary.

Mr, ,T. A. Brodie, Whit.Sch., M.I.C.E., city
engineer of Liverpool, has been nominated by the
council of the Municipal and County Engineers for
election as president in succession to Mr. J. Patten
Barber, borough engineer,of Islington, now holding
office.

The Dumbartonshire Tramway Co. are about to
lay down a line from Balmuir to Balloch, joining
the Glasgow Corporatiou line at the former place, a
distance of ten miles.

The Sleaford Rural District Council is seeking
powers to borrow £10,730 for the puqiose of pro-
viding a water supply for a number of villages in
their district. It is proposed to obtain water from
two bores at Dorrington which now yield 00,000
gallons a daj'.

Mr, Robert Bownng, auctioneer and estate agent.
Wells, Somerset, will offer for sale by auction, on
Tune C>, the mansion known as the Abbey House,
Glastonbury, in a portion of the grounds of which
stand the ruins of Glastonbury Abbey, which are
included in the estate offered for sale.

-Vt Saturday's meeting of the Metropolitan

Asylums Board a report was presented by the Works
Committee upon letters received from the Local

Government Board suggesting modifications of the

Board's proposals for the provision of a new boiler-

house, workshops, tVc, at the North - Eastern

Hospital, the cost of which was originally estimated

by the engineer-in-chiet at £14, lOO. The com-
mittee now submitted plans of a further modified

scheme for the erection of the boiler-house, coal

storage, workshop, and destructor-house at an esti-

mated cost of £12,000. The modified scheme was
approved, and it was forwarded to the Local

Government Board for their sanction.

Mr. George Frederick Fry, J.P. for Kent, F.S.I.,

of Dover, and 363, Milkwood-road, Heme Hill,

S.E., died on Saturday last at 46, London-road,
Dover, in his 7Sth year.

The Islington Borough Council has referred to its

works committee a letter from the London County
Council, announcing their intention to seek power
in the ensuing Parliamentary session for construct-

ing electric tramways from Essex-road, via Engle-
field-road and Stamford-road, to Kingsland-road,
and asking for the consent. Plans have also been
received from the Islington Council from the County
Council showing the proposed reconstruction, for

electric traction, of the tramways in Holloway-road,
between Highbury Station and the Archway Tavern,
and for making a tramway in Pemberton -gardens,

connecting the trams mentioned with the County
Council's projected car-shed in Caledonia Park.

The half-yearly report of the directors of the

C;ty and .South London Railway Company states

that the progress made by the contractors on the

Euston extension has been very satisfactory, and the

electric equipment, the lifts, and the new rolling

stock are also well advanced, and it is anticipated

that the extension to Euston will be opened for

traffic some time in March. The engineers report

that the work in connection with the Stockwell
sidings is nearly completed.

The architect of Rochester Cathedral (Mr. C.

Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., of Durham) writes to the
Jijjc/ffsfc)- Jouritirl. in reply to a letter from the

editor, that the stone used in the new central tower
of the cathedral is Weedon, from Northampton-
shire, one of the best stones in England, and one
that, so far as he knows, is not affecterl by smoke.
The Late Mr. J. L. Pearson, R.A., at that time
architect to Rochester Cathedral, used it in his re-

storation of the west front, and as Mr. Fowler
found it standing well there he used it for the tower.

At a meeting of the conned of Armstrong College,

Newcastle -on -Tyne, on Monday, Mr. E. M. Eden,
A.M.I.C.E., was appointed Lecturer in Engineering
in the college.

At the Dunfermline Combination Poorhouse on
Saturday the formal opening took place of a large

addition which has been made to that institution.

The house was opened in 1S43, and is now the

oldest establishment of the kind in Scotland.

Originally accommodation was provided for 1.S7

inmates, besides lunatics. In addition to the exten-

sion, .there have been rearrangements in the old

structure, and the house will now be registered for

230 beds. The work has been carried out at a cost

of £11,000.

Some time ago the Emperor William privately

announced his intention of presenting a statue of

William of Urange (William III.) to the British

nation. The proposed gift has been cordially

accepted by his Majesty the King, and the statue

will shortly be erected on a site in the West-end of

London. The statue, which is by a (ierman
sculptor, is one of a series representing Princes of

the House of Grange which the German Emperor
intends to erect on the terrace of the Berlin Castle

in order to commemorate his Majesty's Orange
ancestry.

At the meeting of the Nantwich Urban District

Council on Frida}', Mr. W. A. Newey, the surveyor
and engineer, presented his annual report for 1906.

He stated that during that period plans had been
before the council for ten new houses, one new
chapel, and eight alterations and additions to exist-

ing buildings. Seven new houses had been certified

for habitation, but the building trade generally had
been very slack.

While some of Messrs. Ba5s, Ratcliff, and
Gretton's workmen were engaged on the firm's

sandpit at Wichnor, some six miles from Burton,
they came upon a number of relics, which upon
investigation proved to be Anglo-Saxon antiquities.

They included two urns, five spear-heads, three

iron shield bosses, pieces of copper, a small metal
buckle, and pirt of a wooden vessel used for drink-
ing purposes. The articles, which .are in an excel-

lent state of preservation, are now in the possession

of the Burton Natural History and Archieological

Society.

The Southampton Corporation, acting on the

report of their electrical engineer, have decided to

apply to the Local Government Board for sanction

to borrow £17,000 for new electrical plant.

The Maryport Harbour Commissioners were in-

formed on Monday that the negotiations for raising

the reijuired capital for the taking over of the
harbour estate and constructing a new deep-water
dock with railway accommodation had been com-
pleted. A preliminary contract had been let to a
Birmingham firm, and the work would be started in

a couple of months. The capital required by the

new company approaches a million.

Intimation was received in Dundee, on Friday,

from Ml-. J. F. C. Snell, electrical engineer to the

London County Council, that he accepted the post ot

consulting engineer to Dundee in connection with
the proposed extension of the electrical plant under
the corporation.

The Lanarkshire Tramway Co. are about to make
a further extension of their tramway from Wishaw
to Newmains, a distance of two miles.

.An addition to the internal decorations of St.

Clary's Church, Worcester, was dedicated on Sun-
day by the vicar. It is an oak screen, which has

been erected as a memorial of the late Mrs. Arm-
strong.

L>perations have been begun to clear the site of

the new technical institute at Bell-street, Duudee.
Plans are being prepared, and will be submitted to

an early meeting of the committee. The subscribed

funds amount to £22,500, towards the full sum of

£25,000 required.

The Royal Agricultural Hall at Islington is to be

extended by the erection of a large hall (with glazed

roof) on adjoining property.

The corporation of Reading are about to construct

a costly Thames-side promenade. The Local Govern-
ment Board have consented to the borrowing of the

necessary money to defray the cost of the works.

The promenade will consist of a strip of land 130ft.

wide, planted with trees, and extending about a
mile westward of Caversham Bridge.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been held

at Bishop's Hull in reference to an application by
the Taunton Rural District Council for sanction for

a loan of £1,S00 for the purposes of sewerage and
sewage disposal in the parish of Bishop's Hull.

At the last meeting of the Northern Architectural

Association in Newcastle, Jlr. Harbottle Reed,

F.R.I.B.A., of Exeter, gave a lecture on " Devon-
shire Churches." Mr. G. T. Bryan, F,R.I.B.A., of

Sunderland, occupied the chair. The lecture was
illustrated by lantern slides.

New harbour works to provide better facilities for

liners and warships are to be begun at Cherbourg in

May next, the cost being estimated at £.120,000.

At Aigburth on Friday the memorial stone was
laid of a new school chapel in connection with the

Liverpool Baptist L'nion. There is to be a church

seating 750 people, together with a schoolroom for

300 scholars, with classrooms, minister's vestry, and
kitchen. The frontage on to Woodlands and
Rundel-roads will be carried out in red liuabon

brick, with red stone dressings, and the structure is

to be of Gothic design. Internally woodwork wiU
be of pitchpine, and the fiooring of wood blocks. At
present it is only intended to proceed with the school

portion ot the buildings. The work is being carried

out by Messrs. Patterson and Son, of Soho-street,

Liverpool, to the designs of Messrs. Richard Owens
and Sons, of Crosshall-street, Liverpool. Mr. John
Thomas, of Garston, is acting as honorary clerk of

the works.

The new council chambers for the urban district

council ot Nantwich, built from designs by their

surveyor, was opened last week.

The Lord Mayor of Liverpool presided over a
meeting in the Liverpool Town Hall on Friday to

arrange for a conference of those interested in the

beautifying of large cities. It was unanimously

resolved that the conference should be held during

the summer, and a committee was appointed to carry

out the objects.

For many years the village of Coxhoe has been in

a decaying state, owing to a lack of industries in the

district. This has now all been changed. The old

bouses, previously in ruins, have been rebuilt by the

owners of Kelloe" ColUery, while new houses have

been erected on all sides." The enterprise of Messrs.

Bell Bros., who are sinking a new shaft at Bowbiu-n,

and the undertaking of the Steetley Lime Company,
Notts, who have purchased the Joint Stocks Estate

at Coxhoe, near the old railway station, upon which

the Coxhie Lime Quarries are situate, are the

principal factors. The company have at work a

large cupola, in which the limestone from the

quarries is burnt into basic material. Preparations

are also being made to build more cupolas. The

company are the owners of a square mile of ground,

under which Uiuestone has been proved, and which

they intend working.

The Local Government Board for Ireland have

held an inquiry at Malahide into an application from

the Balrothery Rural District Council for sanction

to a loan of £7,000 for ^providing a water supply to

Malahide.

> I

I
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LATEST PRICES.
IRON.

Kolled-Tron Joists, Belgian £5 10

Per ton.

£3 15
7 15

7 5

8 10

20
5 17

Rolled-Steel Jnist-s. English
Wrousht-Iron Girder Plates 7

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 6

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh 5 15

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 109., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders* Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £3 153. to £!i.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £1-1 to £15 IDs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 2i.

£ft, to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 10 ... £14
Best ditto H ... 14 10

Wire Nails {Points de Paris)—
6 to 7

9,''

9
10-

10
10 6

11
10 '9

12 13 14 15
116 12 3 13- 14

-

Per ton.

Ca-it-Iron Columns £6 10
Cast-Iron Stanchions 6 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 9 5 0,,
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,,

,, ,, „ Oalvanised. 9 0,,
Cast-iron Sa.* Weights 4 17 „
Gut Floor Brads 10 10 „
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 5 „

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £5 17 6 to
4in.to6in 5 15 „
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) : 5 2 0,,

B.W.O.
per cwt.

Per ton.

£8 10
8 10
9 10
7 10
9 10
4 17

10 10

£3 2
6
5 15

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned
and bored joints, 53. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron

—

Cold Blast, lilleshall

Hot Blast, ditto

Per ton.

llOs. Od. to H7a. 6d.
70s. Od. ,, 75s. Od.

Wrought-Tron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) ;

—

Gas-Tubes e7Jp.c.
Water-Tubes 62| „
Steam-Tubes 57| „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

OTHEB. METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.
Spelter, Silesian £23 to £23 10
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 7 6 „ —

Country 24 2 6 „ —
I.*ad Barrel Pipe, Town 23 17 B „ —

Country 2t 12 i; „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 24 17 t; „ —
„ „ „ „ Country 25 12 (» „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 7 6 „ —
•• >. „ „ Country 27 2 6 „ —

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 7 G „ —
„ ,, Country .. 26 2 6 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and Sin.
extra) Town 25 7 6 „ —
t, ,t „ „ Country 26 2 6 „ —

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 5
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods lit 0,, 121 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 112 10 „ 113
Tin, Straits 18;) 13 „ 190 5
Do., English Ingots 19D „ 190 IJ
Pig Lead 21 3 o „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 22 17 G „
„ „ Country 23 12 6 „ —

Genuine White Lead 26 15 „ —
Beflned Red Lead 24 13 „ —
Sheet ffinc ,S3 „
Old Lead, against account 18 17 6 „ —
Tin per cwt. 11 „ —
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 » „ —

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load

„ Bangkok „ ...

Quebec Pine, yellow per load
„ Oak
„ Birch
„ Elm
„ -i.-sh

Dantsic and Memel Oak
Fir ;; ;;.

Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 5
l^th, Dantsic, p.f 4 o

St. Petersburg 4

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120— l-2ft,

by llin. :
—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £22
2nd 18
3rd 11 10

Canada Spruce, 1st 11 5
„ 2nd and 3rd 9 5

New Brunswick 8 10
Riga '.'.'. 7 15
St. Petersburg 8
Swedish 7 i^
Finland ".!.!'.'.!!!'.'.'. 8 10
White Sea !.!!"!!!!!!!! 10
Battens, all sorts '. 6
Flooring Board.s per square of lin. :

—

1st prepared £0 14
2nd ditto 13
Other qualities 5

Staves, per standard M ;—
U.S., pipe £.37 10
Memel, cr. pipe 220

Heme), brack 190 o

£9
8 15
3 10
5 10
2 10
4 2
4 5
3 10
3 12

£19 10
17 10
6 5
9 5
5
9
7
7
5
5 15
6
6

to

I. by IJin.

£35 5
2:1 13
14 5
16
11

10
9
17

2i) 5

to £0 17 3

to

14
13

£45
230
200

-vroon.
BfiLnrs-i; WofiD. At per standard.

Deals : 3in. by llin. and 4in. by £ s. d, £ a. d.

Oin. and llin 13 10 to 15
Deals: 3 by 9 13 „ 14
Battens ; 2|ia. by "in. and Bin.,

!tnd 3in. by 7in. anil .sin. 11 n ,, 12
Battens; : 2] by 6 and 3 by 6 10 less than

7in. & .sin.

Deals : seconds 10 lessthanbest
Battens: seconds 10 ,, ,,

2in. by lin. and ain. by liin 9 n to 10
2in. by 4>in. snd 2in. by 5in. ... 8 10 U „ 9 10

foreign Sawn Boards—
lin. and l^in. by 7in 10 more than

battens.

Jin 10 ,.

Fir timber : best middling Danzig At per load of 50ft.

or Memel 4 10 to 5
Seconds 4 „ 4 10
Small timber Sin to 10in.> 3 12 6 „ 3 15
Small timber l6in. to 8in.; 3 ,, 3 10
Swedish balks 2 10 „ 3

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average) 4 0., 4 15

JoisERS* Wood.
White Sea ; first yellow deals. At per standard.

3in. bvllin 21 to 25
.3in. by 9in 22 „ 23
Battens, 2Mn. and Sin. by 7in. Hi 10 „ 18

Second yellow deals, 3in. by iin... 18 10 „ 20
.3inby9in. .. 17 10 „ 19

Battens, 2;in. and Sin. by 7in. 13 10 „ U 10
Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin.

andnin 13 10 „ 15
Battens, 2!in. and Sin. by 7in. 110 ,, 12

Petersbur,^ first yellow deals.
Sin. bvllin 21 „ 22 10
Dri. 3in. by Sin. 18 „ 19 10
Battens 13 10 „ 15

Seciindvellowdeals, 3in. byllin. 16 ,, 17

Do. 3in. by9in 14 10 „ 16
Battens 11 „ 12 10

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin. 13 .,14
Dd. .Sin. bv 9in 12 10 „ 14
Battens 10 „ 11

White Sea and Petersburg

—

First white deals. Sin. bv llin. 14 10 „ 15 10
3in. by 9in. IS 10 ., 14 10

Battens 11 „ 12
Second white deals, .Sin. byllin. 13 10 „ 14 10

., Sin. by Bin. 12 10 „ 13 10
battens 10 ,. 11

Pitch pine : deals 18 „ 21
Under 2in. thick extra 10 ,. 10

Yellow Pine—Fiist, regular sizes 44 and over.
Oddments .32

Seconds, regular sizes S3 ,,

Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—rliuks per ft. cube.. 3 6 to 5

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs

—

Large, per ft. cube 3 0,. 036
Small 2 H „ 2 9

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5 6 ,, 6
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,

as inch 8V „ 9.5

Jin. do. do 7,, 8
Dry Mahogany — Honduras, Ta-

basco, per ft. super, as inch ... 9,, 010
Selected, Figury, per ft. super.
asinch... 16., 026

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch 10 ,. 10
Teak, per load 17 „ 22
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube 4 ,, 5

Prepared Flooring, &c.

—

lin. by 7in. yellow, planed and Per square.
shot £0 13 6 to £D 17 6

lin. bv 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 14 „ 18

1 jin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched ..". 16 ,. 10

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
shot 12 „ 14 6

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 12 6 „ 13

IJin. by7in. white, planed and
matched 13 ,, 16 6

fin. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ... 11 ., 13 6

lin. by Tin. „ „ ... 14 „ 18
Jin. bv Tin. white „ ... 10 .. 11 6
lin. by Tin. ., „ ... 12 9 „ 15

6itt. at 6d. to 9d. per square less than Tin.

STONE.'
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 3
Red Mansfield, ditto „ ... 2 4J
Closebum Red Freestone, ditto , ... 1 lo|
Hard York, ditto 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both aides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

randomsizes , ... 1 3

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £D 10

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot 1 6J

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot „ ... 18}
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Beaton
Station 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... 1 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average ;

—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
q'larry per foot cube £0 I 53 ... £0 1 Ti

L/elivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Dep<»t ... I o ,1 1 n •» u
Ditto Nine Elms Dep.)t .. (

u .a 1 ... u z JJ

Ditto Pimlico Wharf / '

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks fl per 1,000 alongside, in rive
Rough Stocks and

Grizzles ............ 1 6
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10 delivered.

Flettons 1 8 at railway station.
Red Wire Cuts 1 11
Best Farehara Red 3 12
Best Red Pre.sscd

Ruabon Facing... .1

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15 n

Do. BuUnuse 4

Best Sti >urbrid'.re

Fire Bricks 3 14 t>

Glazed Bricks.
Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12 » •• «,

Headers 11

Quoins, BuUnoae,
and Flats 16 «, ..

Double Stretchers 19 ,» I*

Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20 „ „

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints ... 20 ,, ,,

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Stretchers,
and Header 12

Quoins, BuUnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers 15 „ (*

Double Headers ... 14
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15 ,, ,,

Splavs, Cham-
fered, Squints ... 14 „ „

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2 less than beat.

Thames and Pit Sand 7
Thames B.illa8t 5
Best Portland Cement 27
Best Ground Blue Ltas Lime 19

s. d.
per yard, delivered.

6
per ton ,,

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 2Ts. Od. per ton at riy. sta.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s.

Blue Portmadoc 20x10 ..12 12
16 X 3 .. 6 12

Blue Bangor ...20x10. 13 2
20x12. .13 17

Firstquality 20x10. .13

„ ...20x12 .13 15
16x 8... 7 S

Knreka unfading
green 20x10.. .13 17

...20x12. .18 7

„ ...18x10 .13 5
... 16x 8 ..10 5

Permanent green 20x10.. .11 12

18x10... 9 12

16« 8... 6 12

per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.

TILES.

Plain red roofing tiles .

Hip and Valley tiles

Broseley tiles

Ornamental tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Ruabun red, bro«n. or brin-
dled do. &!wards)

Ornamental do
Hip tdes
Vallev tiles

Red or Mottled Staffordshire

do. Peake's'
Ornamental do
Hip tiles

Valley tiles
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles

Ornamental tiles

Hip tiles

Valley tiles
*• Hartshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced
Pressed
Ontimental do
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £31 10 1

Do., brown ... '23

Cottonseed, refined ,; ... 24

OUve, Spanish „ ... 40
Seal, pale _ 23

Coooanut, Cochin 43

Do., Ceylon „ ... 41 ,

Do., Mauritius 41

Palm, Lagos S3 10

Oleine „ ... 17 5
,

Sperm 34 ,

Lubricating U.S per gat. 7 0,
Petroleum, refined ... 6},
Tar, Stockholm ...per barrel 16
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 6 ,

Turpentine, American ...per tun 37 ,

LinstcJ Oil per gal. 2 01 ,

r.iltic OQ 2 8,
Turpentine „ ... 4 .31 ,

futty per-owt. 7 6,

42 per 1000 at rly. station

3 7 per doz. ,, „
50 per 1000 „
52 6
4 per doz

.57 6 per 1000 ,, „
60 „
4 per doz. ,, „
3 0,,

51 9perl00n
54 6
4 1 per doz. at rly. station

3 8 „

48 per 1000 „
50 „
4 per doz. ,. ,.

3 8 „

50 per 1000 „ „
47 6
50 „
4 per doz
3 6 „

£.32 5
28 10
25 10

40 10

23 10
43 5
40 10

41
33 10
19 5
35

1

1

37

8 6
6i

6

S
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GLASS.
English Sheet Qlass : ISoz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz. Net.

Fourths IM. ... 2'.d. ... 3}iJ. ... 4}a. „
Thirds , 2801. ... ;i2d. ... 4d. ... US „

Fluted Sheet ajd. ... .I'd. ... 4id. ... SJd. „
Hartley's English lixilled Plate : Jin. 'nin. .{in.

2Jd. ... 2.Jd. ... 3d.

FiE^ured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass : White. Tinted.
4d. ... ojd.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Mne Pale Oak Varnish £0 «
Pale Copal Oak 10 11

Superfine I'ale Elastic Oak 12 ti

Fine E.\tra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, forseataof churches 14 C
Fine Elastic Carriage 12 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extia Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flitting Varnish 18
White C.ipal Enamel .: 14
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best .Tapan Gold Size 10 6
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black ; 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

CHIPS.

The new workhouse for the Stourbridge Union is

to be opened on March 5.

Mr. W, V. Davis has received the temporary
appointment of surveyor to the Leominster Rural
District Council in succession to his late father, Mr.
W. J. Davis, who held the office for 40 years, he
having succeeded his father.

The extension of Kirkcaldy Harbour will be com-
pleted in the course of a few weeks in so far as the
east pier, which is the first section of the work, is

iMncemed. The extended pier is COOft. longer than
the old pier, and can accommodate vessels of large
tonnage. The south pier, the tidal basin and dock,
forming the other section of the scheme, are to be
commenced immediately. The total cost of the
extension will be £109,500, £.5,000 in excess of the
original estimates.

The University Council of Liverpool have elected
Mr. Percy E. Newberry to the Brunner Chair of
Egyptology and Mr. John (jarstang to the John
Raukin Chair of the Methods and Practice of
Avchii'ology, both of which chairs were recently
established by Sir John Brunner, M.P., and Mr.
John Rankin. Professor Newberry has been con-
tinuously engaged in archii'ologioal research in
Egypt or at home for the last li! years. Professor
Garstang, since his appointment as Reader in
Egyptian Archa;ology by Liverpool University
College in 1902, has conducted researches at Beni-
Hasan and elsewhere with most successful results.
Both professors will be free for a certain portion of
each year to continue their work of exploration and
research.

At the Craigmore Uranite (.juarries, Inverawe, on
the side of Loch Etive, which belongs to the Car-
sluith tiranite Co., Ltd., Glasgow, considerably
oyer 100,000 tons of gi-anite were dislodged by a
highly successful blast on the 19th inst. A large
number of blocks are of an enormous size, some of
them being over 100 tons in weight. The mine in
which the charge of gunpowder was placed was
driven into the rock over 100ft. The blasting opera-
tions were carried out under the supervision of Mr.
Goldie, the company's manager. A large company
was present, including a number of builders and
contractors from Glasgow and other centres.

The t)ld Architectural Association Day Students'
Club will hold their sixth annual dinner on
Wednesday next, .lanuary .'iO, at the Florence
Restaurant, Rupert -street, W., 7.1'> for 7.'M. The
hon. secretary is Mr. Geoffrey S. Milebam, 108,
Mansion House Chambers, 11, Queen Victoria-
street, E.G.

Mr. W. H. Woodroffe, F.R.I. B.A., has removed
his offices from Town Hall Chambers, Southwark,
to No. o7, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.
The buildings and improvement committee of the

Lincoln City Council have passed plans for the erec-
tion of a theatre in Saltergate by a local syndicate.
The theatre will hold 1,.300 people, and, it is antici-
pated, will cost about £15,000.

A plan for new roads and :!31 houses at Cobholm
has been sent into the Town Council of Great Yar-
mouth by the West Town Investment and Building
Company, Limited. A sub-committee has been ap-
pointed to view and report.

The urban district council of Shoeburyness have
referred .a proposal to spend £2,000 upon a towu-
hall to a committee for consideration.

An anonymous gift of £1,000 has been made to
the Macclesfield General Infirmar}' for the purpose
of reconstructing the operating theatre. The work
will be commenced at once.

W.H.LASCELLES&Co.,Ltd.
121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TELEPHONE No. 1365.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINGS.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICiTION.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established 183S.)

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KING WILLIAM STKEET, LONDON, E.C.

Registered Trade Hark .

POLONCEMPHALTE
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

ACID-EESISTING ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PAVING.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Telephone No. 6319 Avenlte.

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

iPPLT TO-
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunhiU Row, LONDON, E.C.

TENDERS.
•»• Correspondenta would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information.

Cardiff.— For additions to the brewerv, for Messrs.
"W. Hancock and Cj. Mr. Henry Bugden, F.R.I.B.A.,
architect :

—
HatT-erlev and Cn £2.085
Walter. E.. and Son '2,0.38

Smitl. F 2,015
Ilallett. G. ... 1.980
Allan. J 1,975
Bearaes. G 1,965
Knox and Wells l,9tir? 15 ti

Evans. W. H. 1.895
Rhepton, S.. and Sons 1,873 17
Davies. D.. and Sons 1.820
Williams. E I.SIO

Thomas. W., and Co., Cardiff* ... 1.790 o o
Williams, C. ... 1,780 (i

• Accepted.

CovRNTRv.— For alterations and extensions for the
Duplex Tube Co. Messrs. Tait and Herbert, Leicester
and ('oventry. architects :

—
Gray. J. G. (accepted) £2,9o0

(Lowest tender received.)

DuiJLBY.—For further extensions to the Badley Nur.^ing
Home, Bourne-street, Dudley. Mr. Walter Wright,
Dudley, arehitec^ :

—
Oiikley and Coulson. Dudley* ... £16 10

Painting and decorating :—Wythe3 and Son, Dudley.
* Accepted.

DiiuLKV.—For erecting retaming-wall at the gasworks,
Dudley. Mr. Walter Wright. Duiley, arc'iiteet :

—

Oakley and C^iulson, Dudley .. £107 10
(Accepted. LTwest of two tenders received.)

nni.i.owAV, N.—Foi erecting the Holloway (Pemberton-
gardens) tramway car-shed {to ac^'ommoJate 328 cars), for
the London County Council :

—
Foster and Dicksee, Rugby £31.711
Mowlem. .T., and Co., I^>udon ... 29,75^
McCormick and Sons, London . . 29,972
Lawrence, E., and Son. London ... 29.:it)2

HoUowav. H. L , Lmdon 2;1.3:n

Lovatt, H., Ltd.. Wolverhamptoa.. 2^1.:no

Leslie and Co., London 28,598
Carmichael. .T., London 22.221
Patman iS: Fotheringham. Lmdon 'J8.203

Kerridge and Shaw, Cambridge .. 27.430
Kirk and Randall, London 27,2fltJ

Holland and Hannen, London ... 2(,iil'3

Foster, F. and G.. London 2o,522
Holloway Bros., London 26,35)
Higgs, F. and H. F., London ... 25,093
Wall, C, Ltd., London* 25,000

• Recommended for acceptance.

HoTxowAv, N".—For supply of bnll-headed rails for the
Holloway car-shed, for the London County Council :—

Cammell. I^aird. and Co. ... . . £1,670 17 6
BaiTuw Hematite Steel Co 1,613 10 8
IJolekow, Vaughan. and Co.' ... 1,613 10 H

Maclellan, P. and W. 1,609 2
Recommended for acceptance (including £100 for

contingencies)

.

Ii'swu'Fi.—For steam apparatus at St. John's Home.
for the board of guardians :

—
Fraser and Son, MiUwall Boiler
Works, E. (accepted) £205

Lal-nckston-.—For building a Volunteer Drill Hall oa
the site of the Noah's Ark property :—

Rendle, E., Plymouth (accepted).

Lf.icestkr.—For the constructional steelwork of new
factory, for Messrs. Wilde and Co., hosiery maehine-
makern. Messrs. Tait and Herbert, architects :

—
P<rtter and Sons '.accepted) £U1 12 9

(Lowest tender received.)

Lkwisiiam, S.E.—For alterations and additions to

Colfe's Almsh^-es, High-street. Mr. Horace Porter,

16, Russell-square, W.C. surveyor :
—

TumbuU and Sons £550
Kennard Bros 508
Staines, A. J., and Co., 38, Bishops-

gate-st. Within, E.C. (accepted)... 490

LosDON, N.— For the taking down the existing tem-
porary church and re-erecting on another portion of site ;

also for the erection of new church premises, for the
trusties of Springtield-road Primitive Methodist Chapel. .

Mr. Frank Bethell, 23, Queen Anne's-place, Bush HiU
Park, En Held, N., architect. Quantities bv the architect:—

Reason, W. £3,196
Thorne, F. and T 2,844

Wilton, E. K ... 2.663

Steed and Sons 2,631

Porter. A 2,491

Stewart,J 2,481

Lawrence and Son 2,474
Jennings and Grenfell 2,400

Thomas and Edge 2,.397

Mattock Bros 2.287

Winter and Sons 2,265

Fairhead & Son, Enfield-* 2,218
• Provisionally Accepted.

London. S.E.—For fitting-up No. 215, Waterloo-roaiL
for the London County Council :

—
Haskins, S.. and Bros.. Loadon^" ... £133
Sage, F., and Co. (1905). London . . 118
Lascelles, W. H., and Co., London* 83
Clark, Bunnett, and Co., I..indon

(shutters only) 10 4
- Accepted.

Txixnox, S.W.—For the supply and delivery of (1) track

rails and fastenings. &e., and 2) slot raUs and conductor
tee rails to be used for the construction or reconstruction

for electric traction of further portions of the Council's,

tramways, for the London County Council :
—

(I) Track rails, kc. :
—

Steel, Peech, and Tozer, Shetheld .. £35,675 10 ft

MacLellan, P. and W.. Glasgow ... 32.758 2 6
Barrow Hematite Steel Co., London 31,965 10
Bolckow, Vaughan, and Co., Mid-

dlesbrough^^ 31,230 16
Scott, W., Ltd., Leeds 29.919

Lorain Steel Co., U.S.A 28,026 10

Le Bas. E., and Co., London (in-

complete) 27,210 5

(Chief engineer's estimate, £25,907.)

(2) Slot rails and conductor tee rails :

—

Barrow Hematite Steel Co 26,658 15

Scott. W., Ltd '26.087 10
Bolckow, Vaughan, and Co. ... 25,651 5

Frodingham Iron and Steel Co.,

near Doncister* 23,047

MacLellan. P. and W 20,993 5 10

Le Bas, E.. and Co 20,877 10

(Chief engineer's esti mate, £19,310.) • Recommended for
acceptance.

Mii.Tuv. — For sewerage works at Milton, for the

Lymington Rural District Council. Mr. H. C. H.
Shenton, 28, Victoria-street, Westminster, engineer :

—

Wort and Way. Salisbury £9,883 18 1

Moran, J., and Son, Loudon ... 8.6il

Trimra, F. W., Dorking 8,463

Cooke, B., and Co., London ... 7,9dl

Redhouse, S., sen., Storfold ... 7,919 2 10

Harrison, 8. W., vV Co.. Birmingham 7,750 12 6
Neal, R. H. B.. Ltd., Plymouth . . 7,68J 7 9

Firth. B., and Co., York 7,604 15

Smith, H. v., and Co., London ... 7,521 r>

Napier, G., & Sons, Southampton.. 7,516 19 2

Streeter, A., and Co., Godalming .. 7,493 6 4

Oienton, F., Staines 7,213

Bell, G., and Sons, London 7,218 4 4

Crawford, K. C. L'ddingston ... 6.952 1 X

Chick, Garden, & Co., Highworth .. 6,7.S7 18 2

Cottle, A. J., Tarporley 6,5;3 12 (>

Grounds & Newton, Boxu'nemouth 6.510

liayner, G. G., Croydon 6,522 4 4

Maedonald, F. H., Oxford 6,5j5 11 3

Oseuton, A. G., Portsmouth ... 6,4T3 3 4

Udey, J., Cheltenham 6,455 16 9

O-sman, F.. Smthampton 6,3)0

Douiflas, J., Southampton 6,25117
Blackwell, tt.. and Co., London* ... 6,08J 8 «
Pollard, G., and Co., Taunton ... 6.000

WiTiiKRSsKA.—For erecting three dwelling-houses^

South Clitl*, for Mr. E. Wrigglesworth. Messr.-*. Clough
and Wrigglesworth, WeltonCnamber.s, Hull,arcuit^ct3:—

Whitelara, Wilsou, and Co. ... £1*77 14 10

Boyes and Oliver -^^^ 13 8
Beal, W. U H35
Singleton. F 857 7 8
Nicholson, J. R 823 17

Wilkinson. J 805 11 8
Richardson, J 774 6 3

Berridge, G. W 7'4 6

{Continued on pije XIX.)
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THE NEW CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT.
HOW IT AFFEtrrS ARCHITECTS AND

BUILDERS.

TirilATEVER ojiinions members of dif-
' ' ferent political parties may hold

respecting the greater measures introduced
into Parliament during last session, there is

absolute unanimity amongst all honourable
men that the Act for "The Better Prevention
•of Corruption " has not been passed a day too
soon. Again and again we have referred in
these columns to the 2>i'actiee of giving and
receiving illicit or secret commissions, and
the ditficult}- of coping with it- -a practice
which is, perhaps, more rife in the building
industry than m any other, though it has
eaten like a cancer into the whole commercial
world, until it has become necessary for all

traders, honest or otherwise, to connive at the
practice, however they may dislike it. Cer-
tainly, the giving and receiving of secret
commissions has always been illegal : but it

has not been criminal hitherto as it his now
become. If an architect accepted a present of,

say, a dozen bottles of wine from a contractor
who is can-ying out a building under him. at
<-'hristmas or any other time of the year, and
his client afterwards discovered that he had
been lenient towards that builder, there
might be cause of action against the architect
for damages, provided that reasonable ground
could be shown that the gift of the wine had
influenced the leniency. Now, however, the
mere fact of giving and receiving the wine
constitutes a criminal offence under the
particular circumstances, as it would not be
difficult to show that such a gift, considering
the relation of the parties to one another^
constituted "an inducement" according to
the new Act for showing favour towards a
particular person. It is well, perhaps, here
to emphasise the first and princijial clause,
which runs as follows:— "If any agent
[and ".agent" includes servant or employee]
con-uptly accepts or obtains, oragreestoaccept
orattemptstoobtain, fromanv person, for him-
self or for any other jierson! an-v gift or con-
sideration as an inducement or reward for
doing or forbearing to do, or for having
after the passing of this Act, done or forborne
to do any act in relation to his principals-
affairs or business, or for showing or for-
bearing to show favour or disfavour to any
person in relation to his principals' affairs or
busmess, he shall be guQtv of a mis-
uemeanoui-. " and

"1. On prosecution and conviction on in-
dictment he shall be liable to imprisonment
with or without hard labour for a term not
exceeding two years or to a fine of not more
than to(l:i, or to both, or

"!'. "n summary convictionbefore a magis-
trate t.. imprisonment for not more than
iour months, or to a fine of not more than
i.jO. or to both.

Exactly the same punishments are to be
meted out to those who. as principals or their
agents, offer these inducements or bribes
and to any who may b3 convicted of -ivin-'
receipts or other documents relating to their
principals business which are false or
defective in any material wav with intention
to deceive or mislead.

There are two or three points here to bear
in mind. The giving or receiving of bribes
must be committed corruptlv to come within
the meaning of the Act, but' the renderin.^ of
false receipts or accounts need only be done
with intent to deceive. In neither case are
honest gifts or tips interfered with, but every-

thing of a dishonest or dishonourable nature
is immediately banned. Take the case of an
architect who has employed a quantity sur-
veyor unknown to his principal, the quantity
surveyor charging the builder, and the
builder including these charges in his tender.
The architect jjresently gives certificates to

the builder for work done, and he includes in

these certificates the amount of the quantity
surveyor's commission, of which the principal
knows absolutely nothing. This will be the
rendering of a document in connection with
the principal's business which is false, and
there is great probabdity that if a case of

such common occurrence as this be brought
into court, the architect, the builder, and
the quantity survej-or will all be held liable

to very severe penalties. AVe are speaking,
of course, with a certain amount of reserve,

as it is alwaj's impossible to know what view
the judges will take of any particular Act
until a trial case has been submitted to them

;

but this seems to us to be the common-sense
view of the matter, in spite of its having been
held hitherto that an architect was, ipso fadn,
authorised to employ a quantity sur\ eyor,
and to say nothing about it to his client, as
without his assistance the price of the build-
ing could not be ascertained. If it ojierates

in this way under such very usual circum-
stances, much more is the .Vet likely to be
brought into force in the case of an architect
who takes out his own quantities, and
charges the builder for them without having
received the previous sanction of his client

;

and, in spite of the Institute rule with respect
to this practice, this is still a very common
occurrence, particularly in country places. If
the client's sanction be obtained, however,
and an architect cares to take out the quan-
tities himseU', he is full.v entitled to employ
whatever assistance he likes, and to pay for
that assistance either by salary or by com-
mission, even going so far as, in fact, to
employ a firm of sur\eyors, so long as the
quantities are issued in his own name, and
he accepts the responsibility for them. On
the other hand, the practice of employing
sur\eyors who put their names to the
quantities, and chirge 2i per cent, for
them to the builder, afterwards handing a
proportion of this amount to the architect in
consideration of the introduction—a practice
which we are sorry to say has become so
common as to be almost recognised as
customary—is now absolutely and entirely
condemned under the new Act. Any who
make themselves party to it in the futirre,

whatever may have been their custom in the
past, will be rendering themselves liable to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding two
years, a risk which no architect or quantity
surveyor of any standing whatever would be
likely to run. Hitherto a commission made to
the architect in this way could be obtained back
by the client to whom it properly belonged, if

he were able to prove the case and oared to
trouble about it ; but this has been by no
means sufficient to put a stop to a very bad
practice, perhaps one of the most flagrant
examples of an illicit commission having
become customary which any trade or
industry can show. There can be little

doubt that such a case as this would be
drastically dealt with by any judge who was
appealed "to under the new Act. It would not
be a case of summary conviction before a
magistrate, but for indictment in a higher
court. There would be little doubt about the
necessary consent of the Solicitor-General
being given to an action, and the penalty
awarded would probably be severe.
The relationship between architects and

their builders is generally more strictly

preserved ; but there are many manu-
facturing firms which have hitherto said
that architects are very difficult men to deal
with—that they will either refuse to specify
the goods of any particular firm if the
slightest attempt is made to biibs them, or
they will not do so at all unless they receive

heavy bribes; this. dictum clearly denoting
that there are two classes of architects. Of
course, the bribes have never hitherto been
of a very open character : but have consisted
of such things as the presentation of a new
mantelpiece or fireplace, or a new hall lamp,
ostensibly in order that the new thing may
recei\e a proper tiial : though we have heard
of such a thing happening as that after some
work had been completed and before the
certificate was guen the architect has sent
round a verbal message asking for his
"usual l.j per cent." In a case of this sort
both the architect and the manufacturer
would understand that a little pile of gold
placed upon a desk in a private room while
the architect's back was turned was some-
thing about which no evidence would ever
bo forthcoming.

If it has been worth while for manu-
facturers and builders to bribe the members
of an honourable profession, much more has
it been possible for them to deal with clerks
of works and others in a lower position, who
yet do much to control the quality of the
goods supplied and even to influence orders.
Provided that the architect is thoroughly
honourable, attempts are often made to
influence him by means of his various
employees, and the clerk of works is parti-
cularly open to temptation. As a general
rule, it must be said to the credit of the
class that he withstands it, and that his
work is honourably done, and the many
honourable men will welcome the additional
power to resist temptation which the new
Act gives them. But if the principal pro-
fessional man, the architect,, himself take
bribes, what can be expected of those under
him to whom a comparatively small sum is

probably of much greater valuer There
may be some risk, even under the new Act,
that the greater offenders may try to shelter
themselves behind the lesser ones, leaving
the latter to bear what punishment may be
meted out while they gain all possible
advantages themselves. Probably it is here
that the necessary consent of the Solicitor-
General to putting the Act into force will
prove of advantage. He is not Hkely to
sanction its being used for crowding' the
courts with frivolous cases, and will demand
that in all instances chief offenders shall be
dealt with first and most drastically. Whether
it be wise to put the operation of an im-
portant Act of Parliament solely in the
hands of one man or not is a matter of broad
policy with which, at the moment at any
rate, we need not concern ourselves. It has
been done in the case of this measure, which
must be taken as it stands. It is an Act
that will remove from architects and con-
tractors a stigma which has most seriously
affected both for man}- generations past, and
it will do so none the less effectually if the
mere fact of the Act having come into
existence puts a stop to malpractices without
a single case being tried.

THE E.I.B.A. PRIZE COMPETITIONS.
THE GRISSELL IIEDAX : .SEOONT) NOTICE.

THE subject set this year for the Grissell
Medal was a Grand Stand, to be con-

structed of timber on a racecourse. This
only brought four competitors, for it is

evidently a diflicult thing to design, requiring
a certain amount of special knowledge, while
architecturally almost impossible of satis-
factory treatment. At any rate, those who
have tried to solve the problem have found
this to be the case, for none of the four
schemes submitted can be considered to tie

really satisfactory. That to which the prize
has been awarded, submitted by Mr. W. A.
Mellon, under the motto " Roj'al Ascot,'/ is
unquestionably the best in all respects. He
provides for no less than five covered tiers of
small boxes, with open seats arranged on the
terrace in front and on the roof, but the view
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is in no case obstnicteil. There is a central
entrance from the racecourso as well as from
the back, with proper side entrances, that from
the course being recessed and cleverly treated
with a semi-circular coved head, while there
are private means of admission on each side
of it to suites of rooms and small stairs lead-
ing to the Eoyal box over. It might be
complained that the elevation is hardly what
one would expect of timber, the iJoric order
being used on the ground floor, combined
with imitation arches ; but the construction
is throughout well devised and clearly shown,
though there is unnecessary rouglmess in the
way in which the details have been drawn.
"Video" provides for three tiers of boxes,
but makes no provision for a lloyal box, nor
for any direct entrance from the course at

all. The construction is remarkably well
illustrated, but the elevation is exhibition-
like and ugly. "Sceptre" also provides
throe tiers of boxes, but they are arranged
behind covered balconies in which people
could stand, and as the boxes are not
raised above their level, the view would
be considerably interfered with. He has
also failed by not providing a straight
frontage, which is essential in such a build-
ing, as from all parts of it there ought to be
a wide view over a large area of ground. By
making his frontage concave he would con-
centrate the vision of the spectators upon a
small area which, though the right thing to

do in a theatre, or even, perhaps, in a stand
for a football or cricket gi'ound, is decidedly
wrong where horse-racing is concerned. The
design is lliinsj' in its appearance, but emi-
nently suitable for erection in timber. His
best drawing is the detail of the central
tower, executed in pencil and light colour
washes. "Hurst Park" is apparently a
beginner, sending in an elementary set of

drawings.
THE rUGIX :"iTrDEXT.5niP.

It is unusual to have so few competitors
for the Pugin Studentship as there are this
year ; but Mr. A. J. Magetson's drawings
are some of them so good that he would have
stood a fair chance of winning even had the
number of competitors been up to the average.
His is entirely honest, though scarcely
brilliant, work, and his sheets are by no
means equal in merit. His examples are
taken from Ely, Oxford, and Southwell, and
the best of them are certainly those from
the last-named place. He has produced,
for example, an exceedingly clean pencil
elevation of the chapter-house doorway, con-
taining a good deal of tone gradatioji, show-
ing that the spirit of its excessive beauty had
entered into him, while his details both of
foliage and of the small sculptured heads arc
signalised by wonderful power of correct
expression. His drawing of the elaborate
organ-screen is almost, but not quite so good.
Unfortunately, the perspectives which ho
submits are second-rate. Mr. Wilfrid J.

Travers, on the other hand, excels in
delightful per.spective sketches in pure
line ; but, however beautiful they may be,
they would be best described as pretty and
little. AVhen set beside carefully measured
drawings they have little teaching \ aluc, and
as his only measm-ed work is Jacobean, he
has (pite rightly been passed over. Still, his
view of Lincoln Cathedral as seen from the
north through one of the dark arches of
Wren's library, and his interior of I'eter-

borough Cathedral showing the crossing of
south transept and south aisle, are both
delightful pieces of work. Mr. F. Townson
Clark ought hardly to have competed. At
any rate, the hanging of his woolly per-
spectives and bad colour drawings between
the exact productions of his two competitors
ought to teach him a valuable lesson by
comparison.

THE IIKASITRED DR.\WIXGS I'lil/E.

When there is a well-contested competition,
a* is the case this year, for the measured

drawing prize, it seems somewhat hard lines

for the prize to be withheld. In this case

six young men have spent a large amount
of time in preparing elaborate drawings for

the sake of obtaining what is, after all, quite

a small reward. Yet it has not been given
to any of them, and that in the face of the
fact that two have been awarded hon.
mention, and one of these at any rate- -

Mr. It. Kobertson, who e.xhibited under the
motto " Swallow"- has submitted a fine set

of drawings of a difficult subject. He has
illustrated Stoke Castle in Shropshire, a
building having an exceedingly difficult

plan, and being generally varied. It has
thus had to be measured with unusual care,

i^ being impossible to take any one feature
and merely repeat it, as has been done by
several of the other competitors. It is evident,

too, that Mr. Eobertson has taken a thorough
pleasure in his work, rendering the spirit of the
place well in all his drawings, and it seems a
pity that he should have been denied the prize,

apparently merely because he overcrowded
his sheet of elevations in order to submit a
strainer more of full-size details than he need
have done. Possibly his best drawings are
the full sizes of the mantel and over-
mantel in the solar or parlour, but all are
praiseworthy. Hon. mention has also been
given to Mr. E. AVynn (;)wen (Waynflete),
who measured Magdalene College, ( >.xford.

This was a much easier subject than Stoke
Castle, containing a large amount of repeated
work ; but apparently the assessors have taken
into account the excellence of the large size

drawings made on the spot, though their

value is perhaps doubtful as compared with
plans prepared only approximately to scale on
blocks or sketch books held in the hand, as is

customary, and, in fact, almost always neces-
sary in practice. A jiainstaking but weak
set has been submitted of Kirby Hall,
Northamptonshire, which can only be iden-
tified by a badly drawn animal's head
within a wreath pasted on the comer of each
strainer. Unfortunately, the subject is by no
means a good one to select, owing to its

being the work of a ] leriod when eccentricities

were preferred to beauties, and when the
laws of projjortion were utterly ignored. An
entirely unnecessary perspective is included
in the series, unfinished and badl}- drawn.
"Thrums" has measured St. (leorge's

Church, Ilanover-squarc. This, again, is a
bad choice, for, in spite of Georgian archi-

tetture being popular at the present moment,
it is too impure to be of much value to a
student. The drawings are well done, parti-

cularly the elevation sheet, a good firm line

being used, while much attention is attracted

by the bold sheet of full-size moultUngs,
difficult though they be to diseut;ingle.
" Adze " has produced a fine set of

pencil drawings of Trinity College Library,
Cambridge, the detail of the front, shaded in

light colours, being most artistic and well
illustrating the beautiful proportions of the
work. It is one of the best pieces of pure
draughtsmanship in the whole room ; but
unfortunately the set is spoUt by the selection

of a building having an easy plan, and an
elevation which, however good it may be in

reality, produces the effect oi uninteresting
I'epetition, while nothing else than mouldings
has been attomptcil full size. "Sparrow"
has done even worse, taking the common-
place and simple, tliough at one time much
admired, ( >rangery of Kensington Palace as

his subject. He has had evident difficulty

in making up the re([iiired number of

sheets.

With regard to these drawings generally,
they are open to the criticism that there is a
want of sufficient figured dimensions upon
them. These ought to be well displayed and
arranged in strings across and across the main
drawings. The lettering, too, is frecjuently

much too small—a remark which applies

equally well to drawings submitted for

several of the other prizes. Students should

try to remember that the jirime object oi

lettering is that it should be easilj' read.

TOE ARTHUR ('ATES PRIZE.

The prize which bears the name of the late

Mr. Arthur ( 'ates, restricted to such as have
passed the E.I.U.A. Final FiXam. at thi'ir

first attempt within the last two years, and
mainly intended for the study of constructive
masonry, has most justly gone to Mr. W. W.
Calthrop, who sends a magnificent set of

strainers crowded with drawings which are
characterised by freedom, thorough lovs for

his work, and a fine sense of colour, wliich

is even displayed in purel}' constructional

and measured drawings of vaults and domes.
He has kept well to the conditions of the
competition, almost all his sketches being
illustrative of masonry, and exceedingly
varied in choice, ranging fi'om the jiurest

Cfothic vaulting to an elevation of Iniso-

Jones's Banqueting-IIall in Whitehall. He
also exhibits a few charming j)erspectiv&

views, both of houses designed by himself,

and of old existing buildings : these being
assisted in their captivating effect hj thi

charming life-like sketches of young girl>

which he has introduced here and there. Mr.
F. Dyer submits a comparativelj' poor set ot

drawings, as a rule mechanical in theii

appearance, the exceptions being two really

bad ink perspectives of the tomb of Arch-
bishop de (xrey in York Minster, and of the

oriel of John of Gaunt's house at Jjincoln.

Mr. W. Dathy Quirke has taken no great

pains to secure the prize, making little real

selection, nor adding to his testimonies ot

study to any appreciable extent. He is,

apparently, very proud of a design for an art

gallery, spreading the drawings of it over

several strainers. His best work, however,
consists in measured drawings of details of

the I 'hurchcs of Old and New Shoreham.

f
ARCHITECTVKAL AS.SOCIATIOX.

THE seventh fortnightly meeting of tin

Association for the present session was held

on Friday evening at Its, Tufton-street, West-
minster, Mr. Walter Cave, vi:-.e-president, in the-jjt

chair. Mr. Hexry Tanxku, Jan., hon. secretary, gl

announced that the President, ilr. R. S. Balfour.
'

continued to make satisfactijry progress after the

severe operation he had recently undergone, and
was to leave London for a short holiday the follow-

;

ing day (Saturday). The Ciiaikman stated that]

Mr. James B. Fulton had resigned h's seat as a
J

member of the Council. At the next meeting of ^

the Association the Council would nominate, as
|

his successor, Mr. F. Dare Clapham, whose
name was highest among the unsuccessful candi-

dates at the last election. It was stated that at

the next meeting of the Discussion Section, on
Wednesday, Feb. 6, Mr. T. L. D.ile would read a

paper on "Arbitration and the I'liblie." On the

motion of the Chairman, Jlr. E. R. Sladen w,"isl

reinstated in membership, and the foUowiiis new
members were elected by show of hands :—Messrs.

J. (iuekett. H. Biewis, E. J. Hatherell, H. F
,,

Chandler, C. E. F. Roe, J. G. Allen, J.'S(*

Huxley, A. F. Bryan, and F. Winton Newman.

A:MEKICAX .4X1) EVnOPEAX SCHOOL AKCHITEITMtri

The following paper on this subject, written b;U

Mr. R. Ci.irsTox Stvrciis, F.A.I.A., of Bostonp
U.S.A. (senior partner in the tirm of Sturgis ani.

Barton, and vice-president of the Boston Society o

Architects), was read in the author's unavoidabll

absence in the States by Mr. Autiiue IveexI^

At the time of the break with the mother country!

said Jlr. Sturgis, architecture in that part of th v

country which was colonised by England wflj

following closely on the lines of English wcirli|

At the end of the 18th century the magniticem

architectural record of the Media-val builders ba'

become history and archM'ology, and Classic forn

and Classic formula had taken the place of vit:

art. The Revived Classic forms with the:

fundamental principles of proportion and s>ii

raetry were, however, by no means unsuited 1

the new c3nditions among which they four

development. The growth of cities, with tl

obvious requirements of direct thoroughfares ai

economical use of ground, encouraged and ga

reasonable opportunity for the symmetry of Clasil
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)lanning. From the pructical and economical

loint of view the regular plan commended itself

m all sides, and the fact that it was the prevailing

'ivshion on the Continent was sutJieient to fix it

irmly as the univeraally accepted method in

Vmerica. In England it had its wise and reason-

ible expression in innumerable b\iildings in city

ind ciiuntry, und while the rambling and pic-

uresquo plan of the Elizaljethan and .Jacobean

vork will always remain, to the foreigner at

east, the distinctive and altogether perfect

'xpression of English domestic architecture. The
louses built under (iueen Anne and the Georges
lave a charming quality of homelike comfort

vhich in its way is unequalled, and which, in its

•lose adaptation to what one might call modern
lomestic conditions, was more reasonable than a

:)lan based on feudal conditions.

(OLOXIAL AIHHITKCTLMIE.

This was the condition architecturally that set

ts stamp on the English (Colonise in America, and,

nasnuu'h as we liad not the wealth of the mother
ountry, we followed the simplest ami best ex-

iressions, and were under no temptation to

mitate the extravagances of the more ambitious
Knglish examples. It was that charming ho\ise

in the Close at .Salisbury, and the host of examples
that aie in line with this work of Wren's, not
Houghton or Blenheim, that guided the taste of the

Colonists. For a while after the establishment of

the United States, our architecture continued in a

[uiet and dignitied way to follow the trend of

matters architectural in the western world. The
lets that made the T'nited States an independent
power wen^ not acts of revolution in the ordinarily
iccepted sense. We had no quarrel with
England's tioverment, as a fiu-m of Government,
but only with certain exceptional applications of
it that were invented for our special benefit.

When, therefore, we started to govern ourselves,
a Republican form of Government was adopted

I we couldn't very well have had any other), but
was no radical change in our civilisation,

our outlook, or our environment. The fine

arts, architecture, and literature have their
proper place and their due prominence in
such a social condition. With .leiierson, as
with Washington, these things were a necessarv
part of the equipment of a cultivated man ; and
ihe cultivated man was the one who naturally be-
longed at the headof affairs. These conditions, how-
3ver, did not continue with us. A variety of causes
demanded and produced a type of man essential for
the development of a country of whoso resources
.Washington had but the fa'intest perception—

a

|type of man who must combine tlie indomitable
;;ourage and perseverance of the pioneer with the
hhrewdness of the promoter, who must be able to
junderstand what the resources and possibilities of
jthe country -re, and to be competent to develop
jthem. Such men liad neither the time nor the
temperament for that sort of cultivation which
\-ery gentleman of the first generation considered
isential. Even in the ( lid World, the period
from 1830-1870 was a dull time architecturally
to put it very mildly), and with us it was

THE -VUOMINATUIS OK UESOLATIOX.

Every kind of good precedent was thrown to
he winds. Sound Classic precedent slipped into
I spurious Greek executed in wood, tiothic,
vhich had long been a terra incognita even to the
ultivated, was explored bv the ignorant and
endered in wood with the aid of ihe jig-saw.
Here and there were sporadic cases of fairly good
»'ork

;
but architecture as a whole was' in a

nost deplorable state at the close of our civil
var. In judging work of this period, however,
i IS only fair to bear in mind the special cir-
umstances that differentiated the United Suites
rom the older Western civilisation. In the
arly

_
days both economy and speed of con-

traction favoured the use of wood, and the
iccessity of clearing the land made it practically
mperativc. Following on good tieorgian pre-
edent much good and exceedingly clever and
ntoresting work was done. .Stone precedents
nd examples were interpreted in wood with a
eUcate and charming sense of the difference in
he character of the material. Thus wood came
-> be established as the common building material,
nd as long as good taste ruled and modest means
mited expenditure the results were charming,
lut when men without cvUtivation or taste
quired wealth the temptation to extravagance
nd eccentricity resulted in work wholly l)ad ;

nd those bad "xa-nples were received witli
opular approval, and caused rapid deterioration
I the perception of what beauty and truth really

meant. Rapid growth of wealth, and rapid

expansion of the people into new territory, made
it impossible to build in any but the (piirkest

way, and the constant shifting of population

encouraged ephemeral work. The contrast in

the construction of railways in America and
England is an excellent example of the neces-

sities which forced upon Amerii-a its methods.

England, building for a compact and settled

community, built with a view to permanency and
safety. Tho» United .States, forced to build to

serve scattered communities in vast unoccupied

areas, with a sole eye to setting rails on which a

train could run, built in the quickest and cheapest

way : and it was yeai"s before tliere was time or

money to consider better methods. In archi-

tecture it was the same story, and this accounts

for, if it does not excuse, the amount of un-

studied and vicious work done in the forties and
fifties.

roST-CIVIL WAU AUCJIITECTCKE.

After 186.5, with the establishment of peace and
the rapid growth of prosperity, people had once

more a chance to pay some attention to the fine

arts. There was an enormous demand for build-

ings, and those who in the seventies were thinking

of architecture as a profession had the assurance

that the well-equipped and well-trained architeit

had before him a great career. Our own archi-

tectural schools were in their infancy ; but one or

two had already begun to do good work at that

time. The P^cole des Beaux Arts at Paris offered

the best opportunity for sound training. Uur
people have always felt kindly to France, and
have admired her position in the world of fine arts.

To Paris then our students went to receive sound
training on Classic lines. At the same time

attention was again directed, chiefiy through.

English influences, to the value and beauty of

Media'val work. You know what that was in

England, and how Ruskin and a host of saner

followers of that great enthusiast reawakened in

the hearts and understanding of all lOnglish

speaking people the marvellous treasures of the

centuries that preceded the Italian Renaissance.

With eyes newly opened our people began to see

the sound coramonsense beauty of the simple

Classic work of our forefathers.

Ql'EEX ANNE AXI) riEOIUilAN WOUK,

and the buildings of the early days of independ-
ence once more received the attention and rever-

en<-e they deserved. A small but growing body
of men began to stem the tide of horrors which
had resulted from an ignorant and unreasoning
demand for .something new, something American,
something which was not part and parcel of the

effete civilisation they fancied we had left

behind.
UEVIVEll CONTINEXTAI. I/OTIIIC.

Added to this new self-respect for our past

came a reawakening sense of the treasures of

architectural history in mediicval times. It was
like discovering a virgin field, so long had it lain

fallow, and it was entered on with the greatest

enthusiasm. Students returning fiom abroad

had their sketch-books packed with pii-turesque

and often very clevorly-drawn sketches of French
manor and farm houses, Romanesque work from
the South of France, Eirly Italian work, the

vigour of Tuscan palaces, the subtle beauty and
gorgeous colour of the south and ot Constanti-

nople, and the Gothic of France and England.
It was a surfeit of good things, far more than we
were able to digest. The result at first was a

host ot miserable failures, and, to offset this, a

few brilliant successes. The few successes were,

however, a great stimulus to the students follow-

ing, and to those already at work. Each suc-

ceeding year saw the students begin work better

equipped, and the men in active practice gained
knowledge rapidly through great opportunities,

and by failure as well as by success. A nation

with so little in the way of architectural inherit-

ance, and with so few conservative tendencies,

must necessarily be open-minded to new impres-

sions.

TUB AMEKICAX STUDEXT AHllOAD

is constantly envying the greater opportunities

which Englishmen have. They envy them not

alone nor chiefiy for the architectural treasures

that surround them at home, for the wealth of

precedent that guides them aright in English
ways, but for the handy Continent, France and
Holland across the Channel, Italy but a few
hours' journey further on, so that a short holiday
may at any time put the English architect in the

midst ot the best examples of architecture in the

Western world. But, as a matter of fact, one is

inclined to think that the American student,

wlien he docs cross the Atlantic, sees with more
open eyes, and prolits more readily from what
he sees, and so is better off than the English-
man. Nor need he really envy those wlio live in

the midst of the treasures ot the Continent. The
Frenchman may go to Italy to study, but does not

often trouble himself to seek architectural know-
lodge in England or Holland. The German may
travel in France and Italy, but a]iparently profits

little by such experience. But the American
student goes everywhere with the eager eye of one
to whom all is new and wonderful. No native

bias, no prejudice, no conservative respect for the
work of his own people hampers him in his study

THE riLTIUEI) srI'OENT Of AlfniTECriKE.

This is a great advantage. Another equally

great is that architects in the United .States are

largely drawn from the class who have the means
for a thorough education as a foundation. To limit

a gentleman's occupation to the army, the navy,

and the Church would be utterly unintelligible to

an American. The Church here undoubtedly holds

an important place in the community ; but that

could not be said of the army and navy. Nor is

diplomatic service as yet looked upon as an
important and interesting field for the well-

educated and ambitious man. Those, who, in

England, are by birth entitled to tlie best educa-

tion are attracted to occupations which seldom
tempt us. The result is. that professions like

architecture, medicine, and the law are filled by
the best educated men. .\rchitecture, as a pro-

fession, is as highly esteemed as the law, and
rather higher than the occupations which, until

recently, were looked upon as the only ones
available for an English gentleman's son. The
students who go abroad are generally men well

equipped intellectually to take full advantage of

the opportuities offered them. The result of this

with us has been twofold. The lack of estab-

lished precedent, and the wealth of ideas accumu-
lated by study abroad, has had the effect of

urging our people to new effort, and our con-

fidence in our groat and prosperous future has

helped us to believe that we would de\'elop a new
style of architecture—something American, some-
thing quite our own. On the other hand, the study
of the fine old examples has encouraged a sincere

and deep-rooted admiration of the masterpieces of

the past, and a wholesome modesty as to our

ability to equal them by anything that does not

follow closely on the precedents of the past. Both
phases have had their development here, and one
is inclined to think that the sober sense of the

present generation sees good in both points of

view, but is far more governed by the former.

That is. we may in time develop something
especially adapted to modern use—the many-
storied structure on immensely valuable land may
bring its logical solution. The modern methods
of construction—the steel skeleton—reinforced

concrete—may lead us to new expression ; but, if

we do so develop, it will be along the lines of the

sound planning of the schools, the reasonable laws

of construction and decoration that have been ex-

emplified and proved in all the work of the jiaat,

ancl that has stood the test of time.

THE llEST AUCIIITECTIUAL WOltK

of the past decade in America is not new, is not

American, but is conservative. More conserva-

tive, one ventures to say, than much of the work
of France, with its Exposition style of architecture

influencing work that is worthy of a more serious

treatment ; more conservative than Germany,
with its often grotesque strivings for an art that

is new ; more conservative than England, whose
civic architecture has neither advanced Media'val

development from the point at which Pugin
placed it when the Houses of Parliament were

iiuilt, nor improved on the Classic sobriety and
dignity of St. George's Hall in Liverpool.

lONTIXEXTAI. IXIl.1 ENCE OX AMERIC.^X AUT.

American architects have been influenced more
or less by all the architectural experiments of the

Continent, and have had their own vagaries of

experiment. Richardson dug into the treasures of

Romanesque work, and conceived and executed

one or two noble buildings with the spirit of the

past and a certain modern vitality ; but the

experiments conduc^ed by his numerous
followers brought disgrace and obloquy on the

style. Only in the backwaters of civilisation

is it attempted now. The decorative motives

ot India and the Far East were taken
by some as the proper fo:m in which to clothe a
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skeleton structure—the ornament to be truly super-
ficial rather than structural—a sound enough
theory. But the experiments along this line were
more interesting than convincing. Modern
French has set its rather loud and often vulgar
mark on much of our municipal and domestic
work in the great cities. The debased examples
of this, however, have been such a warning to

the leaders in this movement that the work of

these leaders is tending to the quietest, simplest,

and most refined expression of French art ; indeed,

the best work of this class is almost more closely

akin to the precedents of Italy—the Renais-
sance fountain head—than to those of France.
English Gothic, especially its collegiate jihase,

has found its expression here, and with the

chastened memory of the early American bar-

barities in this style, and a grateful affec-

tion for such sound old-school examples as Trinity

Church, New York, the development here

has not departed much from sound precedent, but

in a general way tends toward what might have
been expected if Gothic had continued its natural

course. It is, perhaps, needless to add that there

has been much ignorant handling of this most
difiicult style.

IXDIVIIU ALISM IX AH< niTECrrRE.

The most discouraging tendency in American
architecture to-day is its individualistic character.

It is the natural outcome of our form of popular
government, and it is one of the penalties we pay,
along with untrained public service and ill-

executed public utilities, for the uplifting effect

on the community of popular control, for the
self-respect and confidence engendered by the

sense that each voter has of being a definite

factor in shaping the progress and the destiny
of his country. The effect of the individual

tendency is twofold : first, to encourage the

expenditure of study, time, and money on
private projects, unhampered by limiting re-

straints, even those that are for the general
good. The individual may exercise his taste and
judgment, or give a free hand to the architect in

whom he has confidence. The architect thus has
exceptional opj)Ortunities. On the other band,
the individual tendency makes directly against
all work that has for its primary element the
general good

; and, consequently, we lack in
America good examples of work which depend
more on the execution of a well-considered whole
than on the excellence of detail. That our archi-
tects are able to handle well general problems of

planning and composition was abundantly shown
in the buildings surrounding the Court of Honour
in the Chicago Exposition, and it has been re-

peated -with more or less of success at Buffalo,

Omaha, and St. Louis. Such opportunities do
not occur under (u'dinary conditions governing
either Federal or large State and municipal
undertakings.

CIVIC .\1!T.

The abfolutely autocratic control of Napoleon
made possible the reconstruction of Paris. The
almost equally autocratic or independent County
Council cuts great thoroughfares through London,
and lays down conditions for the buildings which
are to line them. The control of the great pro-
perties in the bands of individual owners makes
possible the systematic and uniform treatment of

a given civic area. You think promptly of Cubitt
and^ Belgravia. But there is something pretty
distinguished there which Kensington lacks.

There are things in Bath not often rivalled to-day
in city streets or squares. No such conditions
exist with us. It may be said now that France
is now a Kepublic, and yet Pai-is has still laws
which, by limiting cornices and skylines, produce
the regularity which is almost the only thing
needed to give dignity and distinction to a groat
thoroughfare. It may equally be said that the
South American Republics, iii their great cities.

Buenos Ayres and Kio do Janeiro, show a sense
of general civic beauty which is not to be accounted
for by autocratic control or by large holdings of
real estate. This is true : but France grew
into Republicanism with a well-defined and
established policy, and had sufiacient taste to ap-
preciate it. Brazil and the Argentine inherited
the Latin outlook, which is primarily one of sub-
servience to law and order ; and temperamentally
they, too. like the French, were sulficiently im-
bued with the love of art to appreciate this in-
herited tradition. England. Irom whom we
inherited our architectural tradition, in common
with most of the Anglo-Sixons, laid no great
stress on general schemes of civic beautv. It is

perhaps not strange, but it is certainly deplorable,

that America, with its many brilliant examples of

individual or isolated works of architecture, should

be so absolutely lacking in distinguished civic

architecture. Xo autociatic power, either of an
individual or of a group of men, has as yet been
sufficiently interested in large architectural

schemes as to ensure their execution. Perhaps
for us it is as well that there should not be, and
that we should turn, perforce, for support

and encouragement to the people themselves

;

but I believe it is more than dotibtful if

this expression of art will ever be popular.

In view of recent developments, we may
await this issue with more patience and
coinage, for city after city has awakened to a
sense of its lost opportunities in the past only to

determine that those that lie in the future shall

not be lost. Here at least we are reaping the

benefit of the big exposition groups, and the

lesson they taught of the value of concerted action,

of standard dimensions and repeats, of a well-

considered whole, in which the parts, while

admitting variety, yet conform to the general

laws controlling the whole. Most of these are

still in the condition of beautiful drawings em-
bodying fine ideas—here and there one, as in

Cleveland, is already taking form. \VhiIe we
m.ay not expect the public to imitate or even fully

understand these plans, we must for their develop-

ment depend on the people for support, and unless

our ideas are rational and practical, and the

average man can see some return for his money

—

beauty is beginning to have its commercial value

—we cannot advance far in the solution of broader

problems. In our individual work, where most
progress has been made, our incursions into a

variety of styles has resulted in a pretty generally-

diffused knowledge, a somewhat quick recovery

from the strained effort to do something new and
different, and a restrained sobriety among our
best men which is having its influence in mould-
ing taste throughout the country. On the whole,

then,

THE GEXEKAL TEXnEXCV

of the best work in America is toward conserva-

tive lines : but in following this course one sees

that intelligent use of preceient which shows that

the stage of student and copyist is past, and that

we are enteiing—slowly, but soberly and care-

fully—on the more responsible period of imagina-
tive handling of well-understood laws. That we
hax-e learned that there are laws under which we
work is a most important thing. Once accept

this, and we have gained that perfect freedom
which is possible only to those who have learned

to obey. The illustrations whi<'h are to be shown
are necessarily very few, and cannot be con-

sidered even representative of the vast architec-

tural field in the United States. You have,

perhajis, noted that I have said no word as to the

old French influence and its architectural records

in Petroit, St. Louis, or New Orleans, or of the

Spanish work in California and on the Mexican
border. These have had a .-trong influence, and
especiallv the latter—the charming works of the

Spanish Monks on the Pacific coast. Some of the

slides will show modern interpretations of this.

With the exception of the first few slides the woi'k

shown is nearly all quite modern. These few-

early slides are simply to show the kind of thing
we had in Colonial days, a type familiar enough
in England, but very cleverly adapted for execu-
tion in wood here, and what we were doing in the

early days of Independence. The gloomy archi-

tectural period from them up to modern days
might have been shown .as a warning; but that no
body of English .architects needs.

At the close of the lecture Mr. ICeen exhibited
.about a hundred lantern slides, reading upon them
brief notes forwarded by Jlr. Sturgis. Jlr.

Keen remarked that they were greatly indebted
to Mr. R. \. Y'erbury, the librarian of the

association, who was not nnly showing the slides,

but had prepared them all in the short space of

six days from photographs and drawings sent over

from Boston. !ftlass, by Mr. Sturgis. Among the

illustrations so exhibited was one of the Old St;itc

House in State-street, Boston, a dignified edifice

built in Colonial days : the Longfellow* house at

Cambridge, .Mass, a typical example of a Georgian
precedent reproduced in wood; the Park Street

Church, Boston, with an admiiable Renaissance
spire and colonnade executed in wood, as is also

the State House in Boston. Among the modern
buildings shown included the Minnesota State

Capitol, a Classic building designed by Mr. Cass
(iilhert : the Capitol at Providence, Rhode Isand,

bv Messrs. JFcKini, Mead, and White ; the Post
Office at Annapolis, Maryland, from plans by Mr.

J. K. Taylor, supervising architect to the U.-S'.

Treasury ; the Custom House at New York
(recently described and illustrated in our columns
by Mr. Harry Hems) ; the public libraries at
New York and Boston, and the Museum, Horti-
cultural Hall, and University at Philadelphia. A
series of public schools followed, ilr. Sturgis said
that these were the foundation of all the prosperity
of the States, and compared favourably in hisjudge-
ment with those erected anywhere. The Mathew
School, on Meeting House Hill, Boston. Messrs.
Cram, (ioodbue, and Ferguson, architects, the
Ellis Mendel Schools in the same city, by Messrs.
.\ndrews, .Jacques, and Rentoul, of Boston weii>

among those illustrated. The latter is a striking-

example of one of the solutions of the difficult

problem of providing all lighting from the left-

hand of the pupil— each one of the piers between
windows represents a constructive support in

correspondence to the steel beams which take the
2-lft. span of the rooms. The High School on
Monument Hill, Charlestown, is like the Bunker
Hill Memorial opposite, carried out in granite,

and was planned by Messrs. Stickney and Austin,

of Boston. After exhibiting some lailway stations

of great magnitude, a series of tall office building.-*

were shown on the screen, including Bromby
Chambers, designed by Mr. Cass tJilbert, ami
having all the ornament massed at the top ; two
buildings at Chicago by Mr. Howard Shaw,
quiet and original in treatment ; stores iu
Chicago by Mr. Sperry, in which the bond of

the veneering brickwork is utilised for decora-

tion ; and the Central Trust Building at Chicago
by Messrs. Holabird and Roche, a steel frame
clothed with terracotta in which the ornament is

constantly repeated. In closing, three Boston
churches were illustrated : H. H. Richardson's

famous church of Trinity, with the very dissimilar

additions since made by his successors, Messrs.

Shepley, Rutan, and Cooledge ; and two suburbai>

edifices. All Saints. Dorchester, by Messrs. Cram.
Goodhue, and Ferguson, built of rock-faced New
English granite ; and one at Cohasset, the latter

being Late Gothic in general type.

Mr. Loiis AMiiLEii proposed a vote of thanks
to the author and reader of the very suggestive

paper they had listened to.

This was seconded by Mr. Matt. Gariutt,
who referred to the indebtedness of American
arcliitects to the workers of nearly every other

nation. Their designers took more than a little

inspiration from the buildings of other countries,

.and until they displayed more originality, we
^

could not expect any great works from architects '

in the States. The late H. H. Richardson's !

work was characteristic, however, of its author. .

Messrs. McKim, Jlead, and White had shown
i

two views, striking in resembl.ince ; one was the- 1

original edifice, the other the building they had
adapted from it. At first this seemed like giving

the show away ; but as one examined the two
^

designs, one realised the cleverness of the
|

architects' adaptation.

The CnAiuMAX, in summing up the discussion,

referred to the great rush in American architect's

offices, due to the urgency for speedy work on the

p.art of building owners, and remarked th.at. in

spite of this haste, astonishingly good work was
turned out.

Mr. Keen briefly acknowledged the vote of

thanks.

THE SUR"VTEYORS' INSTITUTION. i

AT the ordinary general meeting, on Monday-

'

last, Dr. Henry Woodw,ard,F.R.S., IX.D.
!

'

{late Keeper of Geology, British Sluseum), read '

an interesting paper on "The Uses of a Geo-

logical Collection," with special reference to a

representative geological collection which the

Institution has, from time to time, acquired, and

which has recently been arranged and classified

by Dr. Woodward.

The author began by emphasising the import-

ance of a knowledge of geology in the work of a

surveyor who was called upon, in the language of

the institution's Charter, to " admeasure and

delineate the physical features of the earth," and

to " determine the value of landed property and

the development of estates." Without a k-now-

ledge of the soil and subsoil of an estate, neither

forestry nor agiicultiire could be successfully

carried on. and this knowledge had its root in

geology. Again, with no geological knowledge

one might be deceived as to the best road material!

to use on an estate, or might send miles to pro-i

cure stone, sand, lime, or bricks, while thel

material lay under his feet, only awaiting the
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quarrying. Without Icnowing the local water-

bearing strata one might spend largo sums in un-

successful well-sinking for a water supply ; and,

to take another instance of the value of a geo-

logical knowledge of an estate, there might be

beneath it valuable phosphatic deposits for the

agriculturist or mineral wealth in coal, iron, or

metalliferous veins of immense commercial value.

The connection between this knowledge and a

properly- aiTanged collection of fossils lay in the

fact that in nearly every case certain fossils

were characteristic and indicative of certain

well - defined beds, which modern geology,

based on the researches of William Smith,

showed to occur in regularly succeeding strata.

Born in 17ii9 and trained as a land surveyor, or

almost what we should now cull an engineer,

William Smith, " the father of British Geology,"

as he had been called, studied in the course of his

professional work the (then almost unknown)
science of geology, and from observation in

different parts of the country was enabled to

establish two important facts : first, that the

several layers of rock from the New Red Marl
upwards followed one another in regular and
orderly superposition ; and secondly, that fossil

organisms, such as shells, echinoids, corals, kc,
were characteristic of particular formations, and

served (as a rule) to identify the beds wherever

they were met with. In 1 799 he drew up his tirst

table of the order of succession of the British

strata, and for the next fifteen years was busily

engaged in carrying out engineering works, water

supplies, kc. for which he acquired a high repu-

tation. He had several influential patrons ; but,

although he was now in receipt of a good income,

he impoverished himself for the sake of his

cherished object, the geological map, and, owing
to the failure of some investments, was obliged to

part with his geological collection to the trustees

of the British Museum. He was awarded the

Wollaston Gold Jledal of the Geological Society

in 1831, as a great original discoverer in English
geology, especially in the succession of strata

and their identification. After receiving many
honours and recognitions, he died in 1839, seventy

years old. It was to teach the practical lessons

of William Smith's discoveries that such collec-

tions as that possessed by the Institution had a

real value to all concerned with land or landed
property.

Dr. Woodward proceeded, by the aid of a
powerful electric lantern, to show upon the screen
numbers of characteristic fossils, explaining each
and its relation to the different strata, of which
our knowledge at the present time was, he said,

much greater than it was possible for William
Smith to acquire at a time when, in the absence
of railways, and the very limited working of

collieries and ironworks, there were few artificial

e.tcavations of any great extent or depth, and his

observations were, to a large extent, confined to

the exposed surfaces. He did, nevertheless, make
very considerable progress, and all subsequent
research confirmed his conclusions. It was re-

markable that, wherever geologists had extended
their observations abroad, the same orderly suc-
cession of the rocks and their fossil contents had
been met with, and their correlation established.
There were, of course, special and peculiar local
formations containing characteristics of their own,
but many of the great series, the Carboniferous
for instiince, were widely distributed and practi-
cally identical throughout the world. In con-
clusion, Or. Woodward invited the members of
the Institution interested in the s\ibject to meet
him in the Geological Department of the British
Museum, to study, under his guidance, the
original collection '

of William Smith, and the
numberless other interesting geological specimens
there exhibited, the invitation being received with
applause.

Mr. T. J[. Rickman (past-president^ having
moved a hearty vote of thanks, which was
seconded by Mr. T. A. Dickson (Fellow), and
unanimously passed, and Dr. Woodward having
briefly replied, the proceedings terminated.

"BI-ILDIXG NEWS-' DESIGNING CLUB.
A BLOCK OF KOIK ALMSHOISES ASD cnAPEL.

THIS competition was only intended to include
the central block of a bigger scheme, and so

to those who have not seen the instructions, which
we repeat at the end of this review, the chapel
illustrated might seem out of all proportion to the
needs of the almspeople living in the eight tene-
ments provided for in the building pictured on

this occasion. We expected a better result than

we have obtained. The subject is deserving of a

good design, and, indeed, suggests one. It is a

curious circumstance, however, that almshouses

almost invariably are over-elaborated, and inclined

to run to seed in the matter of exuberance

of detail. What terrible things we recall

with fiorid costly stonework and fancy slating

ridges, and gargoyles in company with all

the horrors of Media'valism got out of hand.

The poor old folks who live in almshouses may
quarrel and swear and give trouble, but they are

simple-minded, homely folk, not in the least

needing to be lodged in places so fearfully and
wonderfully made. This is all obvious to those

with eyes to see, while here and there all over

England are to be found quiet, unsophisticated

testimonies, not only to the generosity of our

forefathers, but evidences of their good taste in

these matters even in the days of the fourtieorges.

Some excellent modern almshouses, too, might be

mentioned : but the general rule in designing

almshouses is to set all rules at defiance and
indulge in a needless vulgar expense. The
members of our Club sin in fashionable company
in this respect, and we are not inclined to unduly

blame students for doing that which men with

handles to their names and much pretension to

high art actually stoop to in their own practice.

Still, it must be made clear that such extrava-

gance is in bad taste and entirely out of keeping

with the object in view. Where simple designs

have been sent in for this particular competition,

they are accompanied by such bad planning and

wretched drawing that the "simple life"

members left themselves no chance and us no
choice.

This is the best selection we can agi-ee *to

:

"Lion" 1st, "Harlequin" ^nd, and "Nabob"
3rd. They, one and all, tried hard and worked
well—Christmas time, and all. "Lion," no
doubt, thought he was doing a plain sort of

building : see how he holds in his hands when
drawing the east end window of the chapel. It

is simple, of course, but, oh, how ugly ; while the

swaggery above in the pinched-up gable only

makes the want of proportion all the more over-

bearing. Consider, too, how mean the chapel-

alley doors look, as compared with the house

portals—the two do not accord or justify such a

distinction. We find no fault with either in-

dividually, but they are out of harmony. Instead

of the organ spaces which open out of the chapel

being treated outside as part of the building to

which they belong, "Lion" has made them
appear as additional accommodation for the alms-

houses. This scheme is simple in its lines, and
for that reason, taking plan and elevation

together, we place it first ; but we can only

do this with a iull recognition of the relative

defects of the other schemes. The narthex should

have had its screen on the other side of the

entrances, and so the side porches carried further

westward sufficiently to allow of an access to the

inmates' stalls on the east side of the western

screen. Instead of the side notes on the sheet, a

section of the chapel would have been an ad-

vantage. The almshouse windows are rather

prettily managed.
" Harlequin " arranges the narthex much iiore

satisfactorily, but the return stalls are on the

wrong side of the chancel screen, and ought to

face the altar, not the congregation. The chancel

is too ambitiously planned, and the organist is

not well placed. The arcaded verandah is a good
feature, and enables the old folks to get round to

their chapel without going into the open ; but, in

a quadangular scheme, as indicated by the block-

jjlan, this verandah should have been continuous.

The general effect is commendable, though too

florid with Flamboyant traceries. The poor old

souls for whom the place is being provided do not

need such ornate treatment. The checker-board

or tile paving so laboriously drawn in the plan only

adds to the confused appearance of the whole.

"Nabob " puts a black-edged border round his

elevation and .section, which is an extension of the

current craze for a defining thick line inclosing

the external outline of elevations of buildings.

The effect as here shown along the sky-line is

most objectionable, and gives the appearance of

putting the affair into mourning. A little time
ago the fad wa.s to omit all enclosing lines entirely,

|

on the theory that in nature defined lines do not
appear. ,\ll this is folly, simply tending to mis-

j

lead. The seats for the public are located at the

west end as directed, but in order to reach their

places the visitors must traverse the whole body
of the chapel. The clancel is too big, and not

well arranged. The priests' stalls are wrongly
put. and ought to face the east, as specified. The
ambulatory passage dividing the body of the

chapel from the choir is jn itself a pleasing
feature, but it is a most objectionable arrange-
r.-.ent. The almspeople are mostly deaf and
suffer from bad eyesight, consetiuently need to be
as near the officiating minister as possible. This
double arcade cuts them off' too much. The bell

gable is very ugly. The east window is not
pretty. The depth of wall over the flanking

archway entrances is insufficient for good effect.

The black filling is meaningless. The fenestra-

tion of the houses looks rather crowded, cutting

as the windows do close down on to the slating of

the end gables. The organ is too pinched in, as

seen in the section with n<.> means of access.

" Anak " sends one of the best jilans, which he
has well worked out to advantage. We cannot
say we think the elevations very attractive,

though it is not so easy to determine their chief

fault. The view adds to the impression referred

to. The absence of good proportion is the

p"evailing architectural deficiency, and the

effect, too, is so smug. The author may
fancy this remark applicable to some of the

other schemes, and we are inclined to agree.

His planning of the houses is excellent, and the

way in which the upper floor is reached by a
recessed staircase is thoughtful and clever.

The narthex to the chapel is right. The
chancel has no return stalls, and the little

dark recess for the altar is objectionable in

every respect. The bell turret is not good,
" The Nib " has not done the subject justice, or

given himself a fair chance, drawing in this casual

style. We accord him this place because his

scheme is more simply handled and better pro-

portioned, though the groined or arched space on
each side of the chapel is somewhat expensive.

The bell turret looks like a tower in front, and as

such would be pleasing. .\s seen in the section

the effect is doubtful. The A B section is not

taken where the AB occurs in the plan. The
circular windows to the side of the chapel are

ugly, and the lighting throughout is insufficient.

The chapel front gable is a poor performance.

"Rookey" crowds up his sheet and fusses up
his design. The chapel in his scheme is exces-

sively indifferent and very much overdone. We
do not like it at all. The plans of the houses have
too much corridor space, and resemble villas in

idea. As such the front elevations are commend-
able. "Centre" is much more simple and in

keeping with the end in view, so far as the eleva-

tions are concerned. His plan is not so good, and
the chapel is neither tasteful nor well worked
out. The western porch is an ugly excrescence.

We have an idea that "Centre" has had some
almshouses, which we illustrated, by Sir Aston
Webb in his mind. His judgment so far was
good, for it is better to take a capable model than

an indifferent example. Where "Centre'" fails

is in his incapacity to grasp the spirit as well as

the letter of a design. More study will, perhaps,

enable him to accomplish this. "Kibble" is a
long way below the last-named competitor, and
yet he seems to merit the next place because of

the quiet effect assumed for the exterior ; but

when we examine his plan we find nothing to

commend. The chapel is seated wrongly through-

out. " Duchray " is most painstaking and neat.

It would be easy to find fault with his design.

We praise him for his evident desire to'carry out

our instructions. The return stalls are provided,

but by placing them as diawn, the choir on stand-

ing lip would interfere with the priest's view

eastward, and the projecting organ fronts push

the choir s ats too much intu the body of the

chancel. The canted entrances to the houses are

not an advantage. "Feather" shows a quad-

rangle. His style is thin Late Tudor, fitted on to

a bald sort of plan. " Roundhead " also shows a
(|uadrangle and a similar style. The angle-stair

turrets look rather well. The " organ space,

"

is a long, narrow dark passage wherein to

bury the instrument. " Gaunt" is the first com-
petitor who has understood our intention as to

the chaplain and master's stalls, and yet at

almost anv old foundation charity institution in

community these stalls are to be seen. The aisles

to the nave of the chapel are out of place. His
elevations are indifferent, but neat and well

drawn. "C';isar" follows the Pugin tyje of

modern Goth'c, and seems to understand the ideas

which should govern chapel contrivance. The
organ place, too, is managed well, but the wh^Ie
proposal is too ambitious and cloister-like for thj

particular purpose we contemplated. " Quatre
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Voia " has a reiy uglj roof over his ohapel, and
he sends a poorly-arranged sheet, with a hlock
plan of the whole. His cottages are the best part
of his proposal. The other schemes come in the
following order of merit. 'Mj." with a design
more fitted for the tropics, with domes at the
side; "Richmond," neat and niggling; "Nigel,"
"Bon," "Home," "Molar," "De Welders,"
and " Tyro. "

'

The following is a opy of the conditions :
—

" Four Almshouses with a Chapel in the centre,

the group to form the middle block of a quad-
rangular scheme fronting east for 20 houses— 10

for men and 10 for women. The chapel to be
arranged choirways, with a stall for each of the
48 inmates all told. In addition there are to be

10 seats, five a side, for a choir and visitors,

divided off from the chapel by a screen, which is

to be placed between the inmates' stalls and this

chancel. No pulpit or font is needed, but two
return stalls inside the screen are to be provided
for the clergy (the chaplain and the master). At
the west end a narthex seated for 20 people is

required to accommodate the public on chairs

placed facing east. Provide an open screen, with
dwarf doors to divide the chapel proper from this

narthe.x, which is to be entered from the east

end by lateral passage-waj's 4ft. wide coming
between the next house and the chapel. The
latter is to project in front of the alms-
houses 10ft., and to be 'iOft. wide inside in

the clear from end to end. Its length is left to

the competitors. A feature is to be made of a bell

turret above the chapel ridge of roof, fi.'ied in a
line with the chancel screen. Provide spaces for

a small organ, clerestory high, on both sides of

the chapel. Outside the building a recognition
should appear showing a simple treatment result-

ing from the employment of these recesses inside

for housing the organ, which will be played from
the chancel with electrii- action. No vestry is

needed in the chapel. The altar-pace to have
three steps, one being for communicants who will

need a rail to kneel against. The houses are to

provide for t"'0 inmates each, one on the ground
and one on the first tl'iors, the ai/commodation to

consist of a living-room, kitchen, parlour r2ft.

square, or of that area, and a bedroom about 9ft.

wide, with bed recessed. A small pantry, with
sink, and place for gas-stove or heater, and a small
larder cupboard well lit and ventilated. Water
closets outside, one to each house, easily reached
without exposure, also a small coal place for each
inmate, liooms Sft. (iin. high in clear. Two
elevations. Section and plans. Sketch of front
desirable. Scale Sft. to inch. Plan maybe half-

houses upstairs and half down. Only plan of this
centre block of foui- houses and chapel required.
Material, .stone and slate. Style, Late 'i'udor.

Prawings duo Jan. 5, 1907."

"THE BOND."

A TK.VDK I'XIOX roU CRAI'TSMKN.

WE have been asked to notice this periodical,

of which the fourth part has been sent
us, but without date or serial number. The
following weird quotation beneath the title of

the print may have a cryptic meaning: "It
is not what you anticipated, it is cheaper,
easier, nearer." To the ordinary man in

the street or outsido/^'the craftsman's union "

these words convey ijiii little. The publication,

however, we may say' at once, has no connection
with "The Liw " or "t'ontracts," and if soma of
the pages are irresistibly funny, their humour
appears to be quite unintentional, so that a comic
journal is not intended. The editor, in inaugura-
ting " The New Kra " in this issue, seems out of

sorts with things in general, though comforted by
his concluding assurance, "The world waits for

U9." llis preceding interrogations are less opti-

mistic, however, as he repiningly inquires:
" When shall we cease hiving faith in false

remedies, by associated cajolements endeav-
our to lure public approval and purchase ':

Why continue our academies, institutes,

societies, our degrees, iis so muc'n proof
of virtue or of value; Why affect a spurious
reliance upon dealers and middlemen ': These one
and all have failed to relate us except as an after-

dinner amusement, a meie relaxation from life

!

The stonemiison and the sign-painter have work
in plenty, and we none ; the factories are em-
ploying thuir thousands, yet we have no channel
tor our talents." We'l, the building trade is

having a fairly bad time of it just now, and
hundreds of facto.^ies are worse off even than half-

time rations, some even closed down. The un-
employed which "The Bond " speaks for are in

a more hopeless plight still, .according to this

account, and if we are to judge by the designs
and drawings given as inset plates, we cannot in

all charity express any extreme surprise. It seems
impossible to believe that " the world is waiting "

for such things. It's all moonshine. On the

other hand, when we come down to the region of

common-sense, having dropped this bunkum, there
is a plain English announcement here printed of an
intention to start a Craftsman's Trade I'nion, and
we are glad to give tlie movement this advertise-

ment. The meeting is called for Feb. 27 at

4.30 p.m. in Clifford's Inn Hall, and tickets can
be had at No. 1.5, Ilolborn, E.C. Jlen and
women are invited. The objects are to resist

commercialism, and to establish prices and pay-
ments in natural reckoning, to hold exhibitions
and restore local markets, encourage country
colonies of workers and companionships, to

advocate close contact between master and pupil,

to limit the use of machinery and unskilled
labour, to further work on terms other than
capitalistic and profit making, also to encourage
(among other good things too numerous to

particularise) a free interchange of hospitality

between members of this Union. This brief

abstract of its programme, declaring " the

common heritage of art as against exotic and
exclusive claims," suffices to show what a life

of activity and enterprise lies before this new
Union. Its aims have our warm sympathy. No
names appear, nevertheless, as to who are the
leaders cf this new labour movement, or who is

exploiting the affair. "The Cult of Poverty,"
"The Philosophy of a Foundling," " A Happy
Beggar," and "Some Criticisms of Sir Joshua
Keynolds " furnish the titles for the leading con-
tributions of this priceless " official organ,"
which, it would appear, varies in value. The
first three parts were charged 2d. each. The
current number is 6d. It makes an odd pro-

duction. In reviewing an art contemporary the
indictment made .against that magazine is that

it is issued "as a firebrand" once a month
with unerring precision upon an exact day
and hour, with "the essence of Chinese mono-
tony," and it " is a melancholy success."
We cannot say that "The Bond" looks like a

success of any kmd, "catering for appetites
with no nourishing determination" :

" As in

the arts, an epicurean dehcacy obtrudes like

ribald c(jmment ; casual tongues swoln with
taste in words, bobbed a life moving apart on
business." After this Mr. Mountford's New Old
Bailey and Sir William Richmond's decorations

get a slating, .and the (Uadstone Memorial in the

Strand, by Mr. Ilamo Thornycroft, is playfully

described as "unworthy of a retired City mer-
chant " ; "a perfect and complete solecism, a

highly-paid piece of journey work untouched by
any divine fire." With all their faults wo prefer

these b.arb.aric " works of art " to the indescribable

rubbish appearing in " The Bond." Mr. Fifield,

44, Fleet-street, is the publisher.

QUANTITIES.—III.

A Dktaciieii Residence Measi-uei) and Billed.

By the Author of " Estimating," &c.'

SPECiriOATION -CAKPENTER.

ILL the timbers in the carcase work are to be

x\_ out of well-seasoned sound yellow Uetie

deals and battens, free from large or loose knots,

sap, or shakes, and to the ai>proval of the architect.

The phites to be 4in. by IJin., and not less than
4iin. longer each way than the openings they face.

The plates to roof to be dovetailed at angles,

and to have diagonal ties.

The ground joists to be 6in. by 2^in., laid I4in.

centre to centre.

The first-rtoor joists to be llin. by 2in over

the smaller rooms, fixed to 14in. centres, and llin.

by 2Un. over the larger ones. Joists are to be
fixed next to walls to take fiooring.

All the trimmers are to be not less than iin.

tllii-ker than the joists.

To the large rooms put two rows ot herring-

bone strutting, and to the smaller rooms put one
row. This strutting to be of yellow fir 2in. by 1 jin.

in se.^tion. and strongly spilced to the joists.

The ceiling joists to be 5in. by .2in., and an
additional joist must be put against the walls to

take ends ot lathing.

• All ri-.rlit8 reserved by the author.— b'tir drawings see
No. '2714. Jan. lU 19J7, p. oD. Larger ones will fjUow.
Specification comal-?n: d on p. ,58 of No. '2714.

Put a 6in. by 4in. binder to these ceiling joists

(resting 4Mn. on the wall each end).

The rafters to be Sin. by 2in. fixed 14in. centie

to centre.

The ridge to be 9in. by 2in.

The hips and valleys to be Oin. by 2jin.

The collars to be .iin. by 2in., framed to the

rafters at both ends.

The collars and purlins are to be strutted

wherever possible with 4in. by 4in. struts.

The whole of the roofs are to be covered with
Iin. rough boarding, matched and laid diagonally,

and of equal thickness or traversed.

The tile battens to be 2in. by fin.

Put fir tilting fillets wherever required.

The valleys to have Iin. hoarding running (iin.

up under the tiles on both sides.

Cover the small fiat in centre of the roof with
Iin. rough boarding, firred to falls and traversed

for lead.

Put 2in. rounded roll where shown.
Put IJin. riser to form gutter and tonguedto

the rough boarding.
Lay Iin. eaves-board at the eaves surrounding

this tlat.

Form gutter next flat with Iin. rough boarding
on stout fir bearers.

Where the roof pitches on this gutter, continue
the boarding (iin. up under the tiles.

Form short giitters behind chimney-stacks with
Iin. rough boarding on strong fir bearers.

Put fin. flashing boards wherever necessary,

"in. wide.

Put Iin. wrot. fasdas beaded on the bottom edge
at the foot of rafters to take the cast-iron gutters

where shown.
Put llin. by llin. wrot. and moulded barge-

boards {o back and front gables, with cut and
wrot. ends as shown.
The birgeboards are to be framed together and

pinned at apex and fixed to the ridge, and short

lengths of 4in. by 4in. built into the gable w.alls.

The framing shown in gables will not be in

W(.iod, but cement.

The fir framed woodwork to bays and oriel

will be described in the .Joiner.

To all doors and window openings put Ain. by
4|in. by 9in. wood slips built into the joints ot

tlie brickwork to secure the joiner's work to, for

on each side of door openings and three on each

side to windows.
I'ut fir lintels over all openings except those

described for rolled-steel joists Sin. thick for Sft.

openings and under, and increasing Iin. in depth

tor every additional foot in width of opening,

measuring from the inner reveals, and 4jin.

longer each end than the said openings.

-VU the 4jin. partitions other than those

already descriked as half-brick to be fir parti-

tions, with heads, sills, and posts 4in. by 3in.,

braces 4in. by oin., quarters 4in. by 2in.

The quarters are to be framed into the heads

and sills.

Where the quarter partitions run parallel with

the joists, put 4in. by 2in. bridging framed both

ends to the joist.

Put centres to trimmer hearths, and fix feather-

edged springing pieces.
^

'ihese centres are to be left in for lathing to.

Provide fir turning pieces to all outside arches,

and proper centres where required for doorway
j

openings, i^c. |

Provide and fix all screeds, rules, i;c., required
j

liy the plasterer. j

The small roof over larder to have 4in. by 2in.

rafters and 7in. by 2in. hips, the plates to be the
i

same as before, 4in. by Sin. i

Put !) by 1 wrot. fascia board round the out-
|

side, beaded on bottom edge, to take the gutter. I

Cover the roofs of bay and oriel windows with '

Iin. rough boarding traversed for lead laid to

slight falls, and projecting over the fronts as

covers to the wood cornices.

Carry this boarding on 4 by 2 bearers, framed

to 4in. by Sin. trimmer, and fir plates bolted to

rolled steel joists.

Tlie cover to porch to be formed in the same

manner, framed to 4in. by Sin. fir plates built into
;

the wall.

This cover is to be shaped on the outer edge, as '

shown on first-floor plan, and moulded cornice :

fixed on this circular edge on wrot. and beaded

fascia.

The soffit of this cover is to have :fin. V-jointed

matched battens running flush with bottom edge

of fascia.

Provide £1 lOs. for wrot. iron suspending

bracket, and fixing with bolts to the joists in the,

cover, and bolted to strap of 2in. by Jin.-iron,
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havinar ends built into the wall, and caulked up

and down.
Fix in roof in approved position three 9in. by

;{in. fir bearers for cisterns, and lay a footway 3ft.

wide, of lin. tiiioring from trapdoor to cistern.

Case in cistern with :[in. inatchboardinir on fir

bearers, half of the top part to be hung on hinges

and lodged.

The hinges to be 16in. cross-garnets.

Put U-in. japanned knob to open it by and good

padlock "hasp and staple to fasten it with.

Cut all holes necessary for all pipes to pass

through this casing.

.TOl.SER.

All the timber used for joiner's work is to be
yellow Onega approved, free from sap, shakes, or

large or bad knots, and properly seasoned.

All joiner's work must be framed together at

the commencement of the building, but not glued

up, and the panels fitted in.

II.OORS AND SKinxIXCS.

Lay the iloors shown on groimd-Hoor plan with

l^in. matched flooring of narrow widths .as

imported.

This applies to all rooms except the coal-cellar

and scuUerv.

Put to all he.arths 2in. by 1 Jin. mitred borders

tongued to the floor.

The flooring in doorway is to be carried on
rough bearers.

The skirtings to dining-room, drawing-room,
library, and hall .are to be llin. by 1 jin. moulded,
with all proper backings and grounds bevelled, as

key for plastering ; those to lavatory and w.c. to

be 'J by 1 moulded ; and to the larder, kitchen,

scullery, and w.c. "in. by lin. torus moulded.
The first floor is to have lin. yellow matched

flooring in narrow widths, as imported, to all

rooms, including bath, w.c, cupboards and
landings.

Put 'J by 1 moulded skirting to the five bed-
rooms, bathroom, landing, passage, and w.c.

SASIIES AUD Flt.«IES.

The sashes to front small hay window and
window over front entrance to be l, moulded
sashes, double-hung in deal cased frames with oak
sunk sills, pulley stiles to be of IJin.. and the
linings fin., with all proper beads and parting
slips and cast-inm weights, best hemp sashcords
and brass axle pulleys (Kenrick's patent with ball

bearings) and brass approved sash fastenings, p.c.

Is. each.

Hang the top sashes of these four frames with
lead weights if required by the lead lights.

The small openmg at the side of front entrance
is to have 4 by :i rebated and moulded frame with
oak sill, and 1 jin. moulded sash hung on brass
centres, and with Adam's patent opener, cut
beads, ic.
The framing of the big bay window is to be of

G by 4 mullions and wall posts, rebated and
moulded as shown with oak sunk sills and 6 by 4
heads.

Put Tin. by lin. wrot. fiiscia to carry gutter to
this bay window.

Fill in between the unper and lower framework
with o by :i rough fir posts framed to the head of
the lower window and the sills of the upper.
The joists of flat over are to be carried on a fir

plate .) by :!, halved and screwed at mitres and
pinned in at both ends in cement, this plate to be
supported by short posts from the head of frame
under and strongly frameil.

Fit up these frames with IJ-in. moulded case-
ments, hung four on each floor, with Sin. wrot
butts and brass casement fiisteners, p.c. 3s. 6d.
each.

Put patent ap|)roved water-bars to each of these.
Put moulded weather-hoard at the bottom of

each of the casements that open.
The top lights of lower windows are to be If in.

moulded, twojof them to be hung with Sin. wrot.
butts and Adams patent fanlight opener to each
light.

The framing under first-floor window is to be
Uiu., wrot. one side, .and bolection-moulded out-
side.

These pieces of framing are to be cross-tongued
at mitres, and the joints m.ado with marine glue.

Put moulded cornices as shown with fascia
[under, and with dentils. Details of these cornices
will be supplied.
The oriel window over library to be framed

with 4in. by 3in. rough fir heads,"sills, and posts,
with 4in. by 2in. quarters to carry lathing on
l>ack.

The angle-posts to be shaped to the form shown
on plan.

The framing shown under window will be

worked in cement and carved by hand.
The under part or sotlit of this oriel window is

to be lathed and plastered.

The framing of the oriel window is to be oin.

by 2oin., moulded and rebated posts, head,

transom, and mullions.

The sill to be :Uin. oak, sunk and weathered.

The sashes are to be 2in. mnulded, and fixed as

shown, except the centre part, which is to be hung
with 4in. wrot. butts, brass casement fastening,

p.c. 3s. 6d. as before, and patent water-bar.

Put rough head over this frame to carry the

bearers of flat over, pinned into walls as to other

windows, and with straps as before.

The four windows on the right-hand flank are

to be, as shown, of IJin. moulded sashes and
frames, double hung in deal-cased frames, with
oak-sunk sills, pulley-stiles to bo of 1 [in., the

linings ,-in. with all proper beads and parting-

slips, and cast-iron weights. Best hemp sash-

cords and brass a.xle pulleys (Kenrick's patent

with ball bearings), and brass approved saah

fastenings, p.c. Is. each.

The window on first floor landing on staircase

to be of If in. moulded casements in .5in. by 3in.

solid frame rebated and moulded ontheouteredge.
Both these casements are to be hung with 3in.

wrot. butts, brass casement fastenings at p.c,

3s. (id., and patent water bars, the joints to be
hook rebated.

One casement to be fastened by two Cin. brass-

knobbed flush bolts. Put moulded window nosing

as before, and 4in. moulded urchiti-ave.

The light to coal-cellar is to bo a 2in. framed
and moulded casement in .'nn. by 3in. wrot.

rebated and moulded frame, with oak-sun1» sill.

Put weather moulding to the bottom of case-

ment outside and approved water bar.

The light to be hung by 3in. butts, to swing
inwards, and put biass eye, cord, wheels, and
cleats to fasten and raise it with.

while remaining firm on each side wiicro rust had
been entirely absent ; and, where the adhesive

bond was destroyed in the middle portion of the

beam, this destruction habitually terminated in a

discoloured section, apparently indii'ating the

encountering of an increased adhesive resistance at

the cleaner pontions of the steel.

Another fact that has escaped deserved

attention is the probability that a material excess

of water used in mixing the concrete apparently
lessens its adhesive power. It is realised that a

moderately wet mixture is desirable, in order to

prevent voids in the concrete as ordinarily placed,

and especially to secure suflicient plasticity to

insure a complete filling of the space around and
below the network of reinforcing steel ; but there

seems to be a real danger that the reaction against

dry concrete is being carried too far. An ex-

cessively wet concrete not only contains numerous
globules of water which, when absorbed, leaves

the concrete porous, but these, also, especially

weaken the adhesion of the concrete to the steel,

because there is a tendency for such water-

globules to seek the surface of the reinforcement,

particularly on the under side. The weakening
of the bond from this cause was evident in certain

beams in which the adhesion was noticeably weak,

the water cavities being apparent at the bottom and

sides of the steel bars.

PROTECTING PIPES FROM FREEZIXG.

THE means generally employed to prevent

pipes from freezin'.;' consist in the use of

coatings which protect against cold and non-con-
ductors of heat, such as straw, cork, and oakum.
There are, however, more effective agents, also

practicable for use in thawing frozen pipes. The
pipes are first covered with a thin layer of straw,

sawdust, or tanbark. Pieces of unslaked lime as

large as the fist are then packed around them
and enveloped in another layer of some non-con-

ducting material—straw, oakum, or cork—and the

whole is held firmly together by means of a

wrapping of coarse linen. The first layer is for

the purpose of protecting the pipes from the

action of the fresh lime, which would cause the

metal to rust. The lime draws moisture from the

air and the materials surrounding it, and is made
warm by means of the chemical reaction. The
outer covering allows only a small amount of

atmospheric air to pass through, so that the lime

remains unslaked to keep up the temperature

during an entire winter.

This method, with slight variations, can be

applied to the tliawing out of frozen pipes. For
this purpose somewhat more lime is to be packed
around the pipes and water poured over it. The
heat generated will melt the ice in the pipes. The
ground in winter can also be thawed out in this

way when it is desired to lift paving stones with-

out breaking '-ir/ Tcrhnofvgie SaniUtirc.

THE F.\TIGUE OF CONCRETE.

WRITING on this subject in the T'l-ni-'V'Xijn

of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

llr. ,T. S. Van Ornum offers soma warnings to the

users of concrete. He says :

The adhesive strength of concrete to steel, low
in value at be^t, is undoubtedly severely tried by
repeated application and relief of load, and the

consequent successive production and relief of the

various internal stresses which tax so severely this

essential and vital factor of reinforced-concrete

design and construction. Passing without

comment the acknowledged fact that scale or thick

rust will seriously impair the adhesion, it may be

said that numerous critical examinations plainly

indicaced that any rust on the metal (while

completely absorbed by the concrete, and so

effectively preventing further corrosion) did

materially lessen the normal adha^ive power of

the CDncrete. The bond was often found lacking

opposite the rust discalourations on the concrete,

CHIPS.
Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B..\., will read a

paper on Wednesday, the 2llth lust., at Newcastle

-

on-Tyne before the Northern Architectural Associa-

tion on ** Architectural Journalism," and he has

arranged to show a collection of periodicals con-
nected with the subject from Europe, America, and
the colonies, and also an example from Japan.

A society, with the title of " Friends of Art," has
been established at Manchester, the object being

to foster movements for developing a love of all

that can make city life more beautiful. In the

speeches at the inaugural meeting many suggestions

for the improvement of social conditions iri Man-
chester were made. It was urged that the art

treasures of the city should be carried to the very
doors of the people, that something should be done
to clean the streets and houses and the atmosphere
of Manchester, and that direct educational work
should be undertaken, to help citizens more readily

to appreciate beauty in pictures and statuary and
architecture and craftsmanship.

At the All Saints' Mission Church. Highertowu,
Truro, on Monday, the Bishop of St. Germans dedi-

cated a staiiied-glass window which had been erected

to the memory of Mr. James Henderson, of Dal-
venie, who died in 11)03 during his mayoralty.

Under the auspices of the National Housing
Reform Countil, the proprietors of the Garden' City

at Letchworth are organising a second exhibition,

which wdl be opened from June 1 to Sept. 30. The
scheme is designed to include urban cottages and
homesteads for small holdings, t ' nder the section
" Urban Cottages " three classes of property will be

represented, to cost respectively not more than C175,

£200, and £240, while a fourth type is not limited

as to the initial outlay. I'nder section ii. designs

are invited for a cottage with simple outbuildings,

costing not more than €2011, for a five-acre holding ;

a cottage with a barn, stable, cart-shed, and pigsty,

suitable for twenty-five acres ; and a small holder's

house with dairy and outhouse, not exceeding £300.

At the last meeting of the sewage committee of

the Bradford Corporation, a resolution was passed

to send the full F^holt sewage scheme back to the

council for further consideration, without any
revision.

Mr. Edgar Dudley has conducted an inquiry

relative to an application from the Beadrntc

Corporation for fl2,.iiH for the purpose of

acquiring the buddings and premises of the

University College, Reading, in order to extend

the town-hall and municipal buildings, and erect

a poUce-court and police-station on the site.

Mr. Murdoch MacJouald, t'.E., resident engineer

at Assouan reservoir on the Nile, has beeu appointed

by the Egyptian (ioverument Director-tieneral of

the Nile Reservoirs, with special control over the

Assouan Reservoir and a new barrage to ht erected

about 90 miles north of .-Vssouan. Mr. Macdonald
received his early training in Inverness, of which he

is a native.

A special meeting of the Liverpool City Council

w.os held on Friday for the consideration of the com -

mittees' estimates, which, in the aggregate, on both
capital and revenue accounts, showed a decrease as

comp.ired with those of last year. The sum of

£10,000 asked for by the health committee towards
the initial cost of a sewage outfall s 'heme at the

North-end, to cost altogether some €100,000, was
passed.
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OBITUAKV.
Tme death is announced of Mr. CitABLEs

Fowler, of Jlexborough-street, Chapeltonrn-road,
Leeds, one of the oldest architects and civil

engineers in the country. He had been in failing

health for some time, and the cause of death was
cancer. Many years ago Mr. Fowler was a member
'if the Leeds Board of Guardians.

CHIPS.
The Ha^lingden (luardiaua have decided to build

a new workhouse infirmary to cost €27,000.

An additional dynamo, having an output of

400kw., is to be laid down at the generating station

at Great Yarmouth, to meet the extra demands for

power by the tramways. The cost of this unit, with
accessories, is estimated at €3,000. The electricity

mains and the street lighting are also to be extended
at an approximate cost of £4,000.

A Hull lady has iust bought for presentation to

the Hull Municipal Art Gallery a large picture

which has alreaay been exhibited in the gallery,

entitled "A Summer Eve," by T. Sidney Cooper,
R.A.

The Chief of the Italian Government Railways
has appro fed of the electrification of the foUowiug
State railways, and tenders for plant will probably
be invited during this month. The lines are as
follows:— 1, Pontedecimo, Busalla ; 2, Savona, San
ijiuseppe, Ceva ; .3, Gallarate, Arona : 4, Gallarale,
Laveno, Luino ;

.'), Milan, Lecco ; (i, Bardonecchia,
Modane. An accumulator station at Morbegno to
utilise the power derived from the watera of the
Adda River will permit it to a.pply electric traction
also to the hue I'sma'o - Bergimo - San Pietro
-Seveso.

Mr. F. H. TuUoch, Local Goveniment Board
inspector, has held an inquiry at Rugby respecting
the apphcation of the urban district council for

powers to borrow 111,300 for the construction of
works for sewage dispo-al in the neighbom'ing
parish of Bilton and Newbold-on-Avon.

The Hamilton Town Council have sanctioned the
proposal to ask the Secretary for Scotland for ad-
ditional borrowing powers to the extent of fl'.'.OOO

in connection with the electric lighting scheme for
the burgh. The present borrowing powers have
been exhausted, and the amount now asked for will
leave about £o,.j00 for ordinary extensions after
meeting the cost of those works already sanctioned
and sums paid in excess of the previous borrowing
powers.

An anonymous offer has been made to the com-
mittee of the Tynemouth Victoria Jubilee Infirmary,
Xorth Shields, to defray the cost, estimated at
i.1,200, of the erection of a new wing.

Under the Light Railways Act, 1896, the Board
. of Trade have recently confirmed an order author-
,
ising the construction of light railways in the
borough of Maidstone and in the rural district of
Maidstone and on the boundary of the rural district

of Hollingbourne. The extensions to include the
proposed sections from Stone Street to Loose Village,
and also that from the Victoria Hotel, in Week -

street, on to Peaenden Heath and Boxley. The
Loose section can be proceeded with at once in con-
tinuation of the existing tramway in High-street.

The sea embankment at Cley, Norfolk, is under-
going extensive repairs. The contractors are Messrs.
Hoborough and Son.

Mr. E. F. Melby, managing director of the Griff
Collieries, Nuneaton, has presented to the urban
district council of that town the title-deeds of the
Pingle Fields to be used as a public park for ever.
These four large fields are in the heart of a thickly-
populated district, and the land is of great value.
Mr. Melby has further given £500 towards the
l.iying out of the park.

The Local Government Board have approved of a
scheme of main sewerage and sewage disposal for
Bishop Middlehara, a^ submitted by the SeJgefield
Rural District Council. The work consists in the
laying of main sewers, including the conveyance of
the waste water from the brewery, and "disposal
works for the treatment of the sewage in bacterial
tanks, followed by continuous filters without any
tinal treatment over land, so that the site acquired
lor the works is only some half-acre in extent.

-Although the sanitary clauses in the Hull
Corporation Bill exclude the provision of an abat-
toir, the abattoirs committee do not intend to let
the matter rest. At a meeting of the committee,
held on Friday, a model of the proposed abattoir
was submitted, and the city engineer was instructed
to proceed with the preparation of plans and
estimates. A modified scheme will be submitted,
the cost not to be more than fj 5,003.

An adjudication in bankruptcr has b3en made in
the case of William .Siuaders, Green-street, I'ptou
Park, E., describsd as au " architect out of employ-
ment."

PROFESSIONAL AND TBADB
SOCIETIES.

BAUi;ciw-iN-l'"ri!NK-> M\sTi;;; lii n.i>Eiis' Assn-

ci.vTioN. —The annual dinner of this association

was held on Thursday, .Tan. 24. at the Victoria

Hotel, Barrow, the president, Mr. John Cox, in

the chair. The menu, or plan, was drawn up as

a ''Specification—quantities unlimited," and the

several items appeared under such suggestive titles

as "The Foundation," " Damp Course," " Wall-
ing," " (Quoins," •• Joists " braced up by " Beims
andCiirders," "Purlins," "Partitions." "Rafters
and .Slates," " Ventilatore" and " Finishing
Touches." The loyal toasts having been given

by the President, Mr. G. H. Young proposed
" The Kavy, .\rmy, aod Auxiliary Forces," which
was resjionded to by Captain Thompson. Mr.
.Aide -man Cox proposed " The Borough Surveyor
and the Authorities of Barrow," which was
acknowledged by Jlr. Walker Smith and Messrs.

Butler, Young, and Fowler. The toast of the

evening, "The Barrow Master Builders' Associa-

tion," was given by Mr. Alderman Barrow, and
was replied to by the president. "The Town
and Commerce of Barrow " was proposed by Sir.

J. Cleator, and a response was made by Mr.
Councillor Heath, ex-mayor. The concluding
toast, "Our Guests," was entrusted to Mr. Alder-
man William Gradw^l, and Messrs. Bell and
Thomson replied. Songs were rendered during
the evening by Messrs. Green, Jlclvor, and D.
Bearth.

BuAiii'oiiii.—The annual dinner of the Bradford
Society of Architects and Surveyors was held at

the tireat Northern Victoria Hotel, liradford, on
Friday last. After the usual loyal toasts, "The
City and Trade of Bradford" was proposed by
Mr. Charles Gott, and responded to by Alderman
David Wade, who referred to the ever-increasing

rates and the heavy burden on property owners.

The president (Mr. Charles E. Milnes), in his re-

marks, alluded to the growing competition
amongst architects—largely owing to the training

obtainable by youths in technical colleges—and
strongly advocated that architects should use

more discretion and limit the number of pupils

in their otKces as one means of cheeking the over-

crowding. He further complained of the in-

trusion of county and municipal architects, and
last, but not least, of the growth of architectural

departments attached to large industrial concerns.

Allusion was also made to the inroads of the

speculative builder, who to-day, he said, was not

merely content with erecting terrace houses, but
must needs introduce his hideous conceptions into

the best residential suburban districts. He
pointed out that all this was seriously interfering

with the work of Independent practitioners, and
had a detrimental effect in putting out of employ-
ment many skilful professional workers. He
trusted that the Architects" Uegistration liiU

would soon be placed on the Statute-book, as

likely not cinly to be of the greatest advantage to

the profession, but to the general public. The
proceedings closed with the toast of "The Secre-

tary," res]>onded to by Mr. A. G. Adkin.

Leeds am> Youkshire .\iichiteiti'uai. Society.
—At the rooms otthe above society on Thursday,
the ilth ult., Mr. E. Nichols i-ead a paper on
"Gothic Sculpture as .Vpplied by the I^ate \\'m.

Burges, II. -A.," Mr. IL S. Chorley, president, in

the chair. The lecturer said:—"I have great

pleasure In coming to Leeds to talk about Wm.
Burges. because were I to give this lecture to a

London audience, they might ask. What had he
done that we can see r 1 should tell them to go to

Cork or Cardiff, whereas, here in Leeds, Studley
Royal Chipel and Skelton Church are within
easy i-each. The memorial chapel at Studley
Royal suffers, I think, from b.'Ing too near to

Fountains Abbey : what is left of the abbey is so

grand and reposeful, while .Studley Royal Chapel
seems too small for the amount of over-decorated
detail. Skelton Church stands alone : there

nothing is forgotten, even to the holy well in the

churchyard. Burges loved these things : detail,

animtvls, and colour, he said, in a paper on the

mural jiaintings of Charlgroove Church, Oxford :

' The interior of every old building invariably

glowed with richest gold and colour, and every
village church was a Srinte Chapelle or a .St.

Stephen's, Westminster, according to the general

run of antiquaries." Thus he wrote to theSo,^iety

of Antiquaries In l.S'il. I have never been able

to make up my mind on the subject of painted
sculpture. The South Kensington authorities

have recently added some carved and painted

Gothic spandrels, which are splendid and most

effective ; but time, I feel, l.as much to do with It.

My slides are mostly animals. Jlr. Burges gave

to the British Sluseum an Ivory dagger handle in

the form of a lion's head, and which is now In the

-Vssyrlan Gallery. 1 have a cast of it with me.
This small lion's head and the Assyrian winged
bulls appear to have inspired him in his trea'ment

of animals. He never perpetrated a Gothic lion,;

ho did many lions, but always of an Assyrian

character. For instance, the four Evangelistic

emblems on a ground of gold mosaic, surround-

ing the great rose window of Cork Cathedral

are distinctly Assj-rlan or rather Babylonic.

Cork Cathedral was his mtf/niim "y'S and it W813

barely completed when he died 25 years ago.

The central doorway, with a figure of the Bride-

groom between the five wise virgins and the five

foolish virgins, is a most oiiginal and daring

treatment. Of all the Gothic Revivalists, Burges

was the only man who got humour into his

sculpture, and surely there was a strong sense of

humour In Gothic. I do not mean the comic or

merely grotesque. Take, for Instance, the large

gargoyles on Cork Cathedral: ' Chastity Sub-

duing Lust,' • Faith Piercing the Eyes of

Idolatry,' ' Pride and Humility,' ' Avarice.'

In Burges's own house he had a grammar
chimney-piece, where all the parts of speech were

carved—noun, verb, adverb, and all the rest. All

the slides I am showing to-night are taken

from the original models made by my father,

the late Thomas Nichols, with the exception

of those made from the drawings, &c. I have

a few of the architect's original sketches, and

you can see In the actual working out by the

sculptors how wonderfully the two men worked

together in perfect sympathy and accord. My
original Intention was to exhibit models, but I

do not think that .all Pickfords' staff could have

got thcnr here, therefore I must depend upon the

lantern." A vote of thanks to the lecturer was

carried.

Nor.TUERN PoLVTEcnxic Ixstitute, Hollowav.
—In his second lecture on "The Evolution of

Architecture." at the Northern Polytechnic,

Holloway, on Wednesday last, Mr. Hugh .Stannus.

F.R.I.B..A., showed how the two divisions of

Egypt—the upper oi Nile valley, with its stone

cliffs on the sides, and the lower or Delta, a

swamp overgrown with reeds—influenced the two;

methods of building before the consolidation of the

whole country under the 11th and 12th dynasties.,

produced one" style for both divisions. He then

demonstrated the origin of the Lotus capital and.

of the Papyros capital, and the coalescence of,

these two designs in the ISth dynasty when, afteii

the expulsion of the Uyksos from Lower Egypt,

the king was able to call himself " Lord of the

two lands." The Palm capitals w-ere further-

shown, and the "Entablature" concluded ar

interesting lecture which was fully illustrated by

diagrams, lantern-slides, and sketches on thi,

blackboard.
,

The Society en- .Viii iiitei rs.— The twenty'

third annual dinner of the society will be heli

this year on Thursday, April 18. The chair wil

be occupied by the president, Mr. Albert E. Prid

more, C.C., who will be supported by the Righ'

Hon. the Lord Mayor (.Alderman Sir W. Trcloaii

and Sheriffs of the City of London and other dis

tinguished guests.
j

T-Siua;ie Clvb.—Owing to the Illness ti

several of the performers in "The Mystery c

Marcus, or Antony and Cleopatra in a new light,

the ladles' night has been unavoidably postpone'

until Tuesday, February 12.

TiMiiEu Trades Bexevolenf Soiietv. — Tl

third festival dinner in aid of the funds of thJ

society was held In the Hotel Mctropole i

Slond'ay night. Mr. W. L. T. Foy (presiden

occupied the chair. Mr. Norman Shairp propos

"Our Society," remarking that from a hum!

beginning they had, by strenuous effort, gro»!

into an important position, with the prospect :

arriving at a wealthy one. Although the pf

vear had not been a'very successful one for t

timber trade, the donations had amounted

t:i,i>7o, and the subscriptions to nearly t'l,il(

and with the income from invested funds of D.i'

they had a total of nearlv £4,140. Their inve

ments now amounted to i' 2 1 , 1 ii. The chairnii

in responding, referred to the foundation of ''

society in January, 1897, when he was the h

president. The support received had _

pensions to be granted to the. amount of i'l.Sr

That day donations to the amount of more tj

£1,000 had been received. Mr. J. W-. ''"E,'''

the treasurer. In proposing the "District Cj'-

abl
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iiiittee?,'* acknowledged €1,530 as the result of

etforts by provincial committees. It was a little

disappointinc: that the society had not more
support from architects. Mr. J. H. Ashton
(Manchester) and Mr. W. Morgan (Cardiff) re-

sponded. Failier in the day the annual e;eneral

meeting of the society was held, at the London
Chamber of Commerce, (tsford-court. In moving
the adoption of the report, the chairman said that

the present number of pensioners was SS. During
the current year tl,SOO would be given away,
which was a severe strain upon their resources.

Theboard subscribed to the Commercial Travellers'

Schools, and two children had, so far, securel

election.

VuKKSHIKE AlUH.KoLOCUCAr. SoClETY.—The
annual meeting of this society was held in the
society's rooms. Park-street, Leeds, on Friday.
In the absence, through illness, of Sir Thomas
Brooke, Bart., for forty years president of the

society, Mr. S. J. Chadwick (vice-president)

occupied the chair. The annual report recorded
a considerable increase in the number of sub-
scriptions, the number of annual subscriptions
received being ;J91, as compared with ;JU9 in 190o,
while three life subscriptions had been received,
as compared with only one in the previous year.
The financial position of the society had im-
proved. The report was adopted, and Sir Thomas
hrooke was re-elected president. The other
officers were re-elected, and Sir George J.

Aimytage, Bart., was elected a vice-president.

CHIPS.
A serious fire broke out at New Bamet on

Wednesday in a timber yard, owned by Mr. William
Trentice, a son of the chief sutferer in the recent
disastrous fire in the fame locality, and much
property was destroyed, St. James's Church being
saved with ditficulty.

A committee was appointed in June of last year to
carry out negotiations with the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners with a view to the acquisition as a
pubhc park of some land belonging to them in
Norwood. The Commissioners now offer to the
public an opportunity of acquiring a valuable and
picturesque open space at half ita officially certified
value with the option of purchase by the London
County Council of the remaining allotment portion
till 1010. About 30 acres can thus be obtained free-
bold for £450 per acre, or for about £13.-^00. The
site is near a large working-cla^s population, and
there are two large council schools in the neigh-
bourhood.

A deputation of the Xorth of England Model-
cottage Exhibition Committee interviewed the
members of the Estate and Property Committee of
tibe N'ewcastle-on-Tyne Corporation on Tuesday.
The deputation presented three plans in connection
with the \Gk acres on the Walker Estate, allocated
by the corporation as a site on which to hold a
Model-cottage Exhibition. One of the plans bad
been unanimously adopted by iudges representing
^e Northern .Architectural Association, the Master
Builders' Association, and the National Housing
Council. The committee unanimously agreed to
confirm the selection of the prize plan for the erec-
tion of model-cottages in connection with the
proposed exhibition on the Walker Estate.

The tramways CDmmittee of Edinburgh Town
Council met on Tuesday to consider the appointment
of an engineer to carry out the cabling work of the
lines in (iilmore-piace and the Broughton district,
two names were submitted to the committee-Mr.
V.L ^^^^™' '^^^ superintended the installation

of the existing cable system, and Mr. E. F. Harris.
the present engineer of ibe tramway company By
a majority of (i to 4, the committee recommended
the council to appoint Mr. Colam.

At Christ's Hospital. Hertford, the dedication
has taken place of some gifts which have been
presented to the chapel of the girls' school. These
consist, first of the two stained-glass windows at
the east and west ends, which have been placed
there at the expense of the treasurer, Sir Walter
\ aughan Morgan, and of his brother, Mr. Septimus
\ aughan Morgan, a governor of the hospital, both
i^em^

( Ud Blues, and. secondly, of an oak pulpit, 1

which ,s the gift of Mr. A. R. Stenning, the arch i- I

tect of the new buildings. The subiect of the east Iwindow IS the Lord in Ulory, with ihe four arch- :

angels in the other lights. The west window, which
i

IS aiso of five lights, depicts Christ blessing little
children. They have cost between f400 and i'oOO.

Mr. Justice Parker has authorised the payment to
the r>eau and Chapter of St. Paul's of the sum of
1.1,000 by the residuary legatees of the will of the

i

late Mr. H. C. Richards, K.C., M.P.. for the re-

I

buildmg of Paul's Cross. His Lordship made it a
condition that the I>ean and Chapter should under-

'

take the rebuddiug accDrding to the terms of the will, i

TO CORRESPONBENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing and all

communications respecting ilhistration,s or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the BLni.DiNn
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the stalf by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All di-awinirs and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable
The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address:—" Timeserver, London."
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOnCB.
Bound copies of Vol. XC. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price l*2s. each, by post
12a. Od.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVT.,
XLIX., Lin., IJiL, LXIL, LXrV.. LXV., LXVI.,
LXVn., LXXTTT.. LXIX., LXXI., LXXH., LXXIH.,
LXXr\\. LXXV., LXXVL. LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXT.. LXXXn.. LXXXin., LXXXIV..
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVn., LXXXVm.. and
LXXXIX. may still be obtained at the same pric e ; all

the other bound volumes are out of piint. Most of

the back numbers of former volumes are, however,
to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back num-
bers to complete volume just ended should order at

once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Bchldiko News.
price 28., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtamed from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, Ldndon, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States. £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 3;ifr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6a. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Coiupetitiozi and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisement-s is Is. per line ttf Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being os. for

four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements ^except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the miniipum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than six insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted" and "Part-
nerships," is One Shillino for Twesty-poi'r Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All SUuaiion
Advertisements must be. prepaid.

•«• Replies to advertisementa can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. ^See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and othtr positions, can be obtained on apphcation
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the ciurent week must reach the
office not lattT than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Rec EivED.—B. B. Co., Ltd.-N. H. C.-S. S. and J.—
I). J. C—R.—A. J. W.-Sano.-L. R.—R. P. C. Co.—
Mercury.-P. P.-Ipplepen.—V. V.-J. W. R.-J.—
Minto.

D. R. O.—Yes, thanks.

Memo.—Cannot spare the space.

West.-Kindly send. 2. Preferably in line.

REFri..R.—The idea is not new. With cheap motive power,
yes; hirdly without.

Rector.—See our Directory page elsewhere.

HrDsoMA.— T. o much of it. We should often be glad to
illustrate a paragraph wilh a small clever column
sketch, but our friends send pages, and we have to

return them simply because space fails ua.

Metro.— See our Directory page elsewhere. We really

cannot undertake to hunt up manufacturers of

specialties.

T. R. L.—You will get it better and cheaper than that of

W. F. Stanley and Co.. Ltd., Great Turnstile. Their
14in. level at £13 is good enough for any man to work
with. Send for their H. 21 catalogue.

south and east sides of the site. The hall is to have a
tloor ;ift . above the street level, and to be of an area of tlOft -

by 25ft. with a stage beyond *20ft. deep, shut otf by a
stone arched proscenium fitted with running doors. Two
small dressing-rooms and lavatory to be placed at rear
of tlie stage, which is to be suitable for dramatic per-
formanoes in which both sexes will take part. The
stage is to be .')ft. above the hall tloor level. In the
baf^ement there is to be a club billiard-room for one
full-sized table, and a workshop for manual exercise.

A west gallery is to be provided in the Hall to seat .50

persons, and to have a stone 4ft. staircase opening
direct into the open air by an emergency door, but
approached also from the main ticket and entranc-
lobby. The club reading- and committee-room is to b-
on the tirst tlonr towards the west end. An emergency-
exit must be provided into the side street from the hall.

The hall itself is to be available for Sunday-school
classes, movable screens bein^used to divide the space
into eight cubicles. These need notbe shown. Thelishtinir
of the hall is to be by clerestory windows X. and 8., with
stone mullions, and to be covered by an open-timbered
roof. The basement can be lit from the churchyard,
and to be 9ft. high in the clear. Storage space for

screens and chairs to be provided. The warming is to
be by hot air from flues built in walls, the heating-
chamber to be in the basement. No caretaker's rooni-^

needed. The hall is to be so arranged independently that

it can be let otf occasionally without interfering with
the boys' club. Style suitable to harmonise with the
11th-century stone church close by ; but the building is

not to look like a school or a chapel, and must have a
picturesque appearance and a good sky-line. Scile.

8ft. to the inch and a view. Plans may be 16ft. to the
inch. Materials, brick, stone, rough-cast, and tiles.

Drawings due Siturday, March 2 next.

Drawis'os RErBivRD.—" Anthemius," "Orient," '"Irk."
"Roland," "Claude," "Isidorus," " Qeraint."
" None."

*' BUILDING NEWS

'

KIFTU LIST «

DESIGNING CLUB.

? SLPIKCTS.

E.—A Parish Hall with a small club for boys attached, on
a level site overlooking a village street, with a frontage
of KOft. to the north in aside road and 55ft. to the west,

which laces the main thoroughfare, and the boundary
whIU« uf the chiirchyard give this frontage line. The
churchyard, no longer used for burials, extends on the

|

Coritsponlrtnte.

THE COMIXd ELECTION. K.l.B.A.

To the Editor oj the Building Nbws,

Sir,—The time is rapidly approaching when
members will be again called upon to elect a new
governing body, a new < 'ouncil, and it behove.'>

every independent member who is interested in

the general welfare of the profession to use all his

intluenre to endeavour to place the Institute upon
a better basis ; in a more useful and important

position than it holds at present; and. further, to

insist that any mandate given by the majority of

the members to the Council shaJl be duly carried

into effect.

The Institute governed as it is now is much in

the same coadition—the limpet-like condition

—

that it was in 61 years ago.

In an article published in one of the earliest

professional papers, the <'hd E/tffineer and Arch >-

tecCs Jonr//(tl, of November, 1846, the author says,

referring to the management of the Institute by
the (then) Council:—

" Their policy, I say, is bad—utterly bad— but I do not

say blameable : it is mistaken. They have. I doubt not,

as sincere and honest a desire for the advancement of the

art as I could possibly claim ; but their policy is a false

one, and in manner as well as in matter. The doctrine of

the Institute is false ; the constitution of the Institute is

false likewise. And when I point out (according to my
iudgment) the errors in gen-ral faith, I would point out

also, as equally iraportixnt, the errors in government of

our national school of the art. The Royal Institute of

Briti>h Architects has not a free liberal constitution : it is

beneath the level of other institutions of the country.

And this ought not to be. Mistaken doctrine is bad, mis-
taken policy is perhaps worse. The narrownesses, cold-

nesses, roughnesses of much of our social system are

expanding, warming, hoftening in these days. Year by
year the thoughts ot men are widening. And the broader
basis, the kindlier liberality, the freer liberty have never
failed to be productive of good !

" The curse of the Institute is the constitution of its

Council— an irresponsible and despotic seciet government,
which, in the circumstanc?-", it would be prepo^terou-^ to ex-

pect to rule otherwise than with narrowness, jeilousy, and
pique, wanting in ingenuou-^ness, weak in di!«interes':€d-

ness. There are cases in which a committee of the noblest

and best could not possibly be otherwise than a clique. The
Institute is no representative of the architects of Great
Britain at all. And it is but natural : to become so —as it

ought to be -it must change. And first its government

;

its doctrme will come secondly in due course. 1 1^ gross

exclusiveness generally is a grand error. It is too pro-

fessional—another grand error."

Dr. Verd :
" Tell us, then, friend, what thou wouldst

have it to be."
JXr. Newl :

" vV broad-based, free, disinterestel school

of architecture; open to all who love the art—old and
young, professional and non-profession li alike ; a free

thcitre of hberal discourse -a so:;iety of artists and art-

lovers in architecture, for the ends of architecture purely:

sly ballot-boxes and secret councils utterly overthrowQ.

as tyrannical, illiberal, and bad. That is what I would
have, and what the public of Eoglani, and architects

especially, are entitled to demand. Let the Institute

change its character, and repudiate all close-fisted and
selfish policy- all professionaUsm—and hoiat the banner
of art, free to alt, and to all etxuilly-"

How (xtremely well these remarks, published

61 years ago, apply to the present condition of

the Institute and the greater "mistake'' of all

is that the members of the Council seem to

imagine that the Institute is created for the ,
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tien(>tit of thi- (
'outicil, and not that the Council

i-i simply elected for the purposes and welfare of

the Institute—a merely administrative body, and
not as now lonstituted—almost a professional

family party—a select clique.

With rep;ard to the question of the " crippling
of art," if Examination and Kegistration are estab-

lished by law. which feeble theory has always
been advanced by the opponents, JMr. (afterwards
.Sir) Horace .Jones, in his presidential address
when opening the session 18*2-3 said (see report
in Institute J,wniul, lS82-o, ji. 1) : " I hold, and
think, that any examination tosting the scientitic

requirements of the maturer and readier intel-

lectual qualities of the young architect need not
militate against his artistic and wsthetic powei-s,

any more than the scientific training, education
and examination of the aspirant for military
employment need exhaust hia physical qualities

or his moral ones of courage and conduct." Most
true. And can there bo any sane man who-for
one moment could suggest that Registration,

would be the means of completely destroying all

artistic qualities r Would anyone if he became
a registered architect at once cease to be an
artist ? Would his facile i>encil be crippled ?

Would his artistic abilities be numbed ? Would
he then be unable to draw a figure or express a
design if he became a member of a legally

recognised profession!' Away with 'such absurd
nonsense '.

Again, 23 years ago the late Professor Kerr,
in a paper read before the Ueneral Confei-ence of

Architects in London on May 9, 18S4 (reported
in the ,Ji,iiriiiil of the Institute, 1884, page 229),
said: "In the first place, I may express my
opinion that the Institute of Architects,

established now fifty years ago under circum-
stances very different from those of the present
day, does not display either the vigour or the
intelligence which the serrice of the profession
requires, whether we look to the interests of the
art or to those of the artists. It is to be hoped
that something may be done in that cpiarter

before long ; but it must take time : thirty years
hence, at any rate, the Institute, we may safely
say, ought to be much more earnestly devoted to

the practical utilities of art than it is now."
Can anything be more striking—more sug-

gesttive than these words':' Do the members of
the present Council '

' display either the vigour or
the intelligence which the service of the profession
requires"!' Is it a governing body "earnestly
devoted to the practical utilities of the profession
generally"':' 1 'nquestionably it is not, as it is

at present constituted.

With regard to the position of the Associates, the
ideas of the < 'ouncil appear to be confined to those
of the period of the early Stone Age : but I should
like to inform the Council that it is now—in the
present age—everywhere admitted that repre-
sentation should go in p oportion to taxation, or
payments, or voters ; hence, as there are nearly
100 more Associates than Fellows on the Register
of the Institute, it logically follows that the
.\s80ciates should really outnumber the Fellows
on the Council ; but instead of whiili. what do we
belioldl-' The (.'ouncil consists of thirty-eight, of
whom only t'i;ur are .\ssociato Membera. This
unfair arrangement must be altered, and in the
revised Charter a clause must be inserted stating

that at least one-half of members of Council shall

be elected from the ranks of the Associates.

The members of the present moribund Council
wereolectedtwoyearsago, havingcontinued in office

for the second year merely because, presumedly,
they wore c(jnsidered such important men in the
profession that they were the onlj' architects who
could fittingly receive the distinguished foreign
delegates to the last London Congress. Have
this Council had nothing more, nothing better, to

do than this . What, I ask, has become of the
Kegistration Bill which thoy pledged themselves
to produce .- Has anyone heard of it lately r

When shall we see thn Coimcil's <'omplete pro-
posals '^ No, it is simply pigeon-holed, put aside
and away for as long as possible, for the Cotmcil
know full well that when this measure—

a

measure demanded by the majority of the lay
members -is pas.sed, that then the present consti-
tution of the Council will be broken up for ever

—

that then we shall have in a "live" Institute a
Council composed not only of eminent or even
"selected" architects, but also of businesslike
men of broader views and of wider sympathies,
and whoso efforts will not be mainly directed to
interfering with schemes for important coming
works, but to endeavour to make our Institute,

our profession, known to and more respected by

the iniblic, and to endfa\'Our to place it on a

higher plane than that now existing.

How long will the members tolerate the present

dead state of affairs r .Surely among such a large

number there must be men of activity, men of

energy, who will put some new life into what
should be a noble and useful institution.

I think that all reform should come from
ir'ithiii tlie Institute ; that we should all stand

firmly by the Institute and uphold it in every
way ; but we must first bury for good and all that

mummified old body, that indifferent Alma Muter,

which has done so little for the genei-al body of

members for so long past. We must evolve a
new. a more gracious Ahnu Mater—a nobler,

kinder mother, who will stretch forth her
matronly arms to enfold all her professiona

children within her ample bosom.— I am, &c.,

Horace T. Bonner, A.R.I.B.A.

13, It, King-street, Cheapside, E.G.
Jan. 28.

THE NEW COUNTY COUNCIL HALL
COMPETITION.

Sir,—Some months ago, when Mr. Bonner first

aired his grievance with regard to the New
Coimty Council Hall < 'ompetition in your corre-
spondence column, you published a letter of mine
defending the policy of inviting designs from
architects of all nationalities. These remarks of
mine, which I was much gratified to observe from
a subsequent "leader" had your support and
approval, may perhapa bo supplemented by some
further comments on the reopening of the subject.

If the designs submitted in the preliminary
competition are to be exhibited to the public and,
incidentally, to the eight " selected architects," I
confess that I consider that an injustice will be
done and an unfair adv.antage accrue to those
gentlemen. But need this be so '- Might not the
exhibition be deferred until after the final com-
petition ': Surely this would be a simple
remedy 'i

With regard to Mr. Bonner's frequent refer-

ences to the " underground methi'ds of our
Council," such matters lie only between that
Council and him, and the public manner in which
he attacks the executive of a body to which he is

privileged to belong tempts me to repeat that
epithet " undignified " which, I fear, caused him
offence on a previous occasion.

But his contention that well-known provincial
architects should be represented by one from their
ranks seems to me to assume a distinction where
none lies. Has Manchester, Liverpool, or Bir-
mingham a sufficiently distinct architectural
tradition to demand representation r And, if

not, can any man from the provinces be found
who is capable of beating any one of the eight
special competitors on his own ground ':'

In criticising the actual selection of favoured
competitors, I observe that "Two Provincials"
are displeased with what has been done.
Whereas Jlr. Bonner objects to the fact that

the eight are all London men, and six of them on
the Institute Council, the "Two Provincials"
find difficulty in believing that "all that is best
in English architectural work, of a public or
monumental char.acter in England to-d:iy " is

adequately represented by the choice. With this

I agree. But it appears that the two architects

to whose nomination comes this provincial ob-
jection are the two whom Mr. Bonner would
exempt from his strictures—that is say, the two
who are not on the Institute Council. 1 may, of
course, be mist;iken, but the phrases "eccle-
siastical and domestic specialists," and the
(luaintly-worded references to "picturesque treat-

ment of oak .shingles," lead lights with
enormous cameo " (cames':";, seem to me to have
a pretty oVivious reference.

To me the selection of these two gentlemen is

the only Jpioraising fe:ituie of the whole affair,

and I rather expect that many will agree with
me. And, to descend suddenly to the particular,

if the architect of famitr;/ l.ife offices and the
architect of by far the best scheme submitted for
Liverpool Cathedral are not suitable men to

compete, who is r The (Jothic school is nobly
represented by a most original thinker, whose
work has probably been so largely ecclesiastical

merely from the fact that there is, unfortunately,
little demand for civil architecture in this stj'le,

however accomplished. I think that, perhaps, it

would have been wiser to avoid the risk of a
repetition of the new Sessions House ; but other-
wise the eight selected architects are far more

I

representative than one bad dared to hope. If,

in one instance, I may mention a name, 1 think

many may bo disappointed that the beautiful work
from Jlr. Percy Adams' office that we know so

well, should not have led to his nomination. But.

otherwise, let us not complain of the slight

defects in this important competition lest a worse

thing befall us.—I am. &c.,

H. S. Goodh.irt-Pemdbk.
61, Park-street, Cambridge.

LIMITEK COMPETITIONS.

Sir,—From Mr. Herbert W. Wills's letter,

which you published in your last issue, it appears

as if at last he, a purely London architect, is

beginning to appreciate the fact that there is the

provincial man's side to the question of compe-
titions, for he admits that in the case of snuall

buildings it would be better if such were localised,

or, as he puts it, if more direct selections were
made.
He seems still to imagine, however, that the

best men are all located in London and the larger

towns. This may be the fact so far as the greatest

buildings are concerned, but it certainly does not

apply to smaller matters. During the last

20 years the standard of architecture has been

steadily rising throughout the country, and men
are now to be found everywhere who are capable

of producing works of moderate size which are

architecturally satisfactory, and as a general rule

those resident in any particular district best know
that locality's needs, and the possibilities of the

materials which are most easily procurable.

The provincial man considers that all ordinary

buildings up to, say, a value of £20,000 can per-

fectly well be designed in his locality, and where

local governing bodies wish to obtain competitive

schemes for such, he thinks that such a compe-

tition should be limited to those from whom
the architect would naturally be selected in

the ordinary course. When erecting larger

works, or those of a more purely architectural

character, the promoters would be justified in

going further afield, either by direct selection or

by means of open competition : but the provincial

architect, as a rule, will be found to be a believer

in Protection rather than Free Trade.—I am, i:c.,

M.S.A.

WINDOW-CLEANING AT HOTELS.

Sir,—The dangei-s which window cleaners run

in working without efficient safeguards have,

unfortunately, been again exemplified by a fatal

accident at a London hotel. It is not difficult,

however, to provide against accidents of this

class. A strong leather belt to be worn by the

window cleaner and prorided with a life-line,

which can be attached temporarily to the top of

a window opening, is all that is required. My
own firm made a number of these for the London
School Board, and have recently fitted 130

windows .at Holborn Maduct Chambers for the

Chatham and Dover Railway, with the necessary

"eyes" to take the steel snaphooks which are

attached to the life-line. The belt, A:c., is suffi-

ciently strong to hold a man if he slips off' a sill,

and ware some such inexpensive appliance in

regular use there would be no more accidents of

the class referred to.—I am, kc,
3. C. Merri-weatbbr.

AVhitehaU Court. S.W., .Ian. 30.

An important acquisition for the National Gallery

of Ireland is a " Holy Family," by Jacopo Palma,

which has just been hung in the Italian Koom.
This is the only example of I'alma in the Irish

National Collection.

The Lichfield City Council met in committee on

Thursday afternoon in last week for the appoint-

ment of a city surveyor. The sub-committee ap-

pointed to examine and consider the applications

from the 214 candidates reported they had selected

six candidates to attend before the councJ. These

were interviewed, and eventuallv Mr. W. B. Chan-

cellor, surveyor to the Brownhills Urbaa District

Council, was elected. Mr. Chancellor was a can-

didate for the post in 1001, when he was m the

employ of the Leek Urban District Council, and

from whence he shortly afterwards removed to

Brownhills. The salary is £200 per annum.

The old I'ortland-place Primitive Methodist chapel

at Lincoln, which was acquired a few years ago

by the (ireat Northern Railway Company, whose

station adjoins the site, was sold by auction by Mr.

('aleb Smith last Friday afternoon. A condition of

the sale was that the building should be razed to the

ground and the laud cleared within a month. Mr.

Priestly, builder. Monk's-road, became the pur-

chaser for i^Via.
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QVL'STIOXS.

[li?250.1—Screens as Confessionals.— Sf>me old
rood-screens are said to h.'i ve been pierced io their lower
parts for the purpose of hearing confession through them.
Is this a tradition only, or an established fact ' Can miny
existins instances W quoted '—J. W.. Southsea.~LSee
example at Stanton Hai court. Oxon.— E[>.]

[12*251.1—XTnited States.— I am intending- emi-
l^rating^ to the I'nited States in the spring ; but after
reading letters in your paper '' state of work for archi-
tects in Canada, it has set me innuiring as to how I'.S.A.
stnoti in such matters. Perhaps someone may beablet<i
:»ive me the information I want ; if so, I will be highly
favoured. I should like to know sjmethin? about the
work in an architect's office there : also if I can devote
mysflf to any special study here which would be beneficial
on the other side mf the ocean.' Also if there i^ any
examination to pass, or diploma necessary, b^ifore one can
enter an office as architect's as'istant. and if any associa-
tion or place exists in New York which would give help in
obtaioin? a situation ?— J. (j.

CHIPS.
Mr. ¥. H. Shayler, of Shrewsbury, has been ap-

pointed architect for a secondary sc'nool to be built
by the Shropshire Education Committee at iladeley.

Mr. William White, master builder of ^A'e3toIl-

super-Mare, died on Saturday uight after a few
days' illness. He had erejled a large number of
houses in the Ashcombe district.

Mr: Henry Melntyre. Lord Brownlow's clerk of
works at Ellesmere, lost control of his bicycle on
Saturday while descending a hill at Xewtou Bank,
and collided at a dangerous corner at the foot with
a trap. He was thrown violently, and died shortly
afterwards. A verdict of "Accidental death " was
returned by the jury on Monda\'.

Su- Walter Phillimore, Bart., has made an offer
to the local borough council, through his estate
agents, to surrender as a free gift laud o42 super-
ficial feet in area for the widening of the southern
portion of Hornton-street, leadmg into Kensington
High-street. Toe worki committee recommend
that the offer be accepted, the sum of £4!> to be
spent by the council in muking the requisite
alterations.

The new public baths m (irove-lane, Handsworth,
Staffordshire, were opened on Monday. There are
two large swimming-baths. The Turkish-bath
consists of three hot rooms, shampr^oing-rooms,
with needte-bath and plunge, and a coolmg-room,
the whole being fitted and designed in an Eastern
style. The baths are fitted throughout with electric
light and electric bells, and are warmed by steam.
Mr. J. P. Osborne, of Birmingham, was the
architect, and Mr. Elvine the builder.

The Yen. Archdeacon Hodgson visited Darlaston
on Monday for the purpose of dedicating a new
tower, octagon spire, and clock, which have been
erected in connection with the parish church, and
which, with the rehauging of the bells, completes
an important scheme of church restoration which
has been in progress for about twelve months. The
total expenditure has been £2,700.

A secondary school for 3J0 mixed pupils is about
to be built in Ruskin-road, Crewe, from plans by
the county architect, Mr. Beswick. of Chester.

The building committee of the Queen Victoria
Memorial School met at Dunblane on Saturday,
and examined the foundations, which had been all
cut, and were considered by the architect, clerk of
works, and contractors as showing good solid
foundations for the works. The committee then
selected a site for the memorial church, and
instructions were given to the architect to prepare
plans and apecitications, with a view to estunites
bemg obtained for consideration.

Mr. Wm. X. Ciraham, as-istant surveyor, Hawick
burgh, h;i3 been appointed road surveyor for the
Uawicb district of Koxburghshire. m succession to
Mr. Jas. \\ Uson.

The Bishop of London consecrated on Tuesday
the new chancel of the Church of St, Saviour, Sjuth
Hampstead. The church ha^ recently undergone
restoration at a cost of more than £>,OUi).

The demolition of St Peter's Church, Manche5ter,
has proceeded rapidly since it was begun early in
last week. The old building is now roofless, the
tower IS bemg rapldlv lowered, and the great
pediment that faces Mosley-street is a ra^'^d.
copeless ruin.

°°

The total amount of the ."^alesregi-teredat Token

-

house yard last week was i;:J3,70l. asompared with
i.3>,4i2 in the corresponding week of I'tOij. There
wa3 but a limited supply ot property on offer, and
the only busy day was Thursday, when the demand
iTo*^"^"

liouses was well maintained. More than
i I0,.o00 was also obtained the same day for weekly
properties and other small investments, most of themm the East-end or the L-vton. Ilford, and Manor-
park districts.

I LEGAL INTELLiaENCE.
Action- Auaixst Colwyx Bay Btilder^.—Mr.

Justice Jelf and a special jury heard, at the Carnar-
vonshire Assizes on Friday, an action in which Dr.
Harold Nuttall, Colwyn Bay, claimed £110 damages
from Hoger Hughes and Kichard Rowlands, builders
and contractors in the same town, for personal
injuries which, it was alleged, he had sustained
through the defendants* negligence. ^fr. Ellis

liriffiths, in stating the plaintitf's case, said that the
defendants were at the latter end of lyOo engaged in
pitching and channelling Lansdowne-road. Xeither
barricades nor lights were put up by the contractors.
On the night of December 'Jy the plaintiff and a
friend, Mr. Pierson, were going along the road,
when plaintiff fell over a heap of tarred gravel and
injured his knee. The defence set up was that
Lansdowne-road was not a public thoroughfare, but
merely an unmade-up short cut between two busy
streets, in which there was no public right of way,
and that plaintiff used the road at his own risk. In
spite of the ruling of the judge, the jury brought in
a verdict for the defendants. Replying to the judge,
the foreman said that while admitting that there
was a highway, they did not tind that the defendants
were guilty of negligence. The judge said he
thought the verdict a highly unsatisfactory one, and
against the weight of the evidence. Notice of appeal
was given.

GiASiiow Street-Pavix«t Coxtkacts.—City of
Glasgow v. the Asi'haltic Lljtestoxe Concrete
CoMrAXY.—In the Scottish Court of Session at
Edinburgh on Saturday, before Lords McLaren,
Kinnear, and Pearson, reclaiming notes were pre-
sented against interlocutors of Lord Ardwall in two
actions, the one by the corporation of Glasgow
against the Asphaltic Limestone Concrete (.'o., Bir-
mingham, and its hquidator. and the other by the
company and liquidator against the corporation.
The actions arose out of two contracts for the paving
with asphalt by the company of portions of certain
streets in Glasgow, and for the maintenance of the
work for periods of years. In the action by the
corporation against the company for breq^h of
contract, the Lord * )rdinary found the company
liable in the sum of £96 2s. in name of damages for
non-fulfilment of the contract entered into in 1902.
Otherwise the action was dismissed, and the
pursuers were found entitled to expenses. Tu the
action by the company against the corporation, the
Lord ( irdinary ordained the defenders to make pay-
ment to the company and the liquidator, E. M.
Sharp, the sum of fl,l72 19s., and found the
pursuers entitled to expenses, subject to modifica-
tion. The corporation reclaimed. The court adhered
to the judgment of the Lord Ordinary, with
expenses.

The Affairs of ax Ex-City Exofxeer.—At
Northallerton on Monday George Hewson, one time
city engineer and surveyor to the Leeds Corpora-
tion, living at North Bridge Valley, Ripon, came
up for his public examination. His deficiency was
set down at i;68-o os. He told the Official Receiver
that he was employed by the Corporation of Leeds
at a salary of £300 a year untd 1904, when, as he
and the new chairman of the Waterworks Com-
mittee could not agree, he left and went to Canada,
owing then all his present liabilities. He came back
to England, after having two engagements in

Canada, as he found that country was no use to

him. Mr. Stubbs ithe Receiver) : You received
t30i} a y^ar, and had a wife and three children, and
you could not make it do r Surely your insolvency
is caused by your extravagance. Bankrupt said

that he went into a small house, and had only one
servant, and by retrenchment had hoped to pull
round. The bankrupt was ordered to provide an
amended deficiency account, and the examination
Wiis adjourned till Feb. 25.

Ixterfretatiox of the BuiLDixo Act.—At-
toexey-Gexerat. v. Metcalf and Greict axd
Whiteleys.—Mr. Justice Kekewich has heard in

the Chancery Division an action for an injunction to

restrain the defendants from erecting any building
on the west side of Salem-road, Paddington, con-
trary to the provisions of the London Building Act,
1891, and for a mandatory order requiring the
defendants to take down so much of tiie block of

flats as had been erected contrary to the provisions
of the Act. It appeared that the defendants,
William Whiteley. Ltd., being the owers under a
conveyance of .Tan. 21, 189S, of land abutting on the
west side of Salem-road, and bounded on the south
by Moscow-road, on July 3, 1899, conveyed to the
Liw Debenture Corporation, Ltd., the said land
upon trust for certain debenture -holders of the
companv. By a building agreement of March 30,

1903, William Whiteley, Ltd., agreed to grant to

the defendants, Metcalf and Greig, architects, upon
the completion of certain buildings to be erected by
them thereon, a lease of the land for 90 years. By
a deed of March 31, 1903, the detendanta, Metcalf
and Greig, mortgaged the premises to William
Whiteley as trustee for the company. On Oct. 3'.>,

1903. Metcalf and (ireig made a second mortgage to

the defendant, G. C. Bond, who went into posses-
sion in December, 190 L Salem-road was 40ft. wide,

and Moscow -road was o2ft. wide. The London
Building Act, 1894, sec. 49, provides that no new
building shall, without the consent of the London
County Council, be erected on the side of any street

formed after Aug. 7, 18G2, and of a less width than
.")Oft., so that the height shall exceed the distance ot

the front or nearest external wall of such building
from the opposite side of such street. "Height''
is defined by section 5 (21) to mean the measure-
ment taken from the level of the footway imme-
diately in front of the centre of the face of the
building to the level of the top of the parapet, or,

where there is no parapet, to the level of the top of

the external wall, or, in the case of gabled build-
ings, to the base of the gable. The defendants
Metcalf and (ireig erected on the land agreed to be
leased to them a large block of flats, the external
walls of which in Salem-road were alleged to be
()2ft. high. The consent of the London Council wa^
never applied for nor given. The piece of land
upon which the block of flat was built was a corner
plot, and fronted partly to Salem-road and partly

to Moscow-road. The building in question was just

under (Oft high up to a gable, and this gable was
some 2i)ft. higher, and consisted of two stories. By
section 02 of the Act there may be two stories in the

roof of any domestic building. The building was
practically completed before the action was com-
menced. The plaintiffs contended that the building

under the circumstances ought not to have been
more than 10ft. high, and that the so-called gable
was not a gable within the meaning of the Act,

or, if a gable, it was not a gabled building within
the meaning of the Act, and that in the measure-
ment of the height the whole building inu<tt be
looked to and not the separate paiis, some of

which were recessed or put back from the side

of the street. It was argued on behalf of the

defendants that Salem-road was not a new street

within the meaning of the Act, that the measure-
ment must be made in respect of each part of

the building, whether recessed or otherwise, and that

there had been delay on the part of the plaintifTs

which disentitled them to relief. In the course of

the argument it was conceded that the gable was a
gable within the meaning of the Act. Mr. Justice

Kekewich, in giving judgment, said the subject-

matter of this action was a building erected on a

corner plot of land at the junction of ^loscow-road
and Salem-road. It was, therefore, a building on
the side of Salem-road, which was undoubtedly a
street. The first question was whether Salem-road
was a street laid out after August 7, 1.SG2, which
was the date mentioned in the Act as fixing to what
cases the Act applied. What had been said was
sufticient to show that the new street was not sub-

stantially the same as the old one, and therefore it

was a street laid out after August 7, 1862, within

the meaning of section 49 of the London Building
Act, 1894. The real question, and a very difficult

one, was w^hether the restrictions in the Act applied

to the building in question. Section 49 said that no
new building should be erected on the side of any
such street so that the height of such building

should exceed the distance of the front or nearest

external wall of such building from the opposite

side of such street. Did that mean that in making
the measurement you were to have regard to the

whole building r A building might be of uniform
height, but, on the other hand, it need not be

uniform, and in the latter case it was impossible to

conclude that the Legislature intended that the

building should be regarded as a whole. It wns an
absurd proposition to say that the whole building

must be regarded because the height of a part

exceeded the limit. When the Act said " so that

the height of such building shall exceed" it meant
shall in any part exceed. If that was so, then it

was the duty of those who had to decide whether a
case came within the section to pick out those part^

which exceeded the limit. It followed that the Act
must b3 applied to each part of the building. If it

was the duty of the Court to consider the height of

each part o'f the budding, it followed from the

section that it was necessary to consider the front

or nearest external wall of such part. There was
an alternative given in the Act—namely, front or

nearest external wall ; but it was not necessary to

resort to the alternitlve. Now the building in

Salem-road was certainly not uniform. There was
a recess which necessarily had three walls and
which went back 23ft. If you added that to the

width of the street you got G3ft., and it was not
contended that the part of the building in the recess

exceeded that height. Then further on you came
to a building with a gible, if it was a gable, and
there was now no question that it was a gable. If

it was a gable you could exclude the gable from the
measurement and measure from the ground to the
base of the gable, and that was only 40ft., and
therefore did not offend against the Act. There
was more difficulty a>? to the back part of the
building, which was higher than the front, and
offended against the Act if you took the gabled part
as governing the height. But here again you had
another part of the building which you must treat

by itself. This had a front wall. Taking that line

you found that the Act had been compUed with. It

was said that, reading the Act in that way, it
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enabled the buiMing to be set back, and that wa3
not what the Act intended. It was also said that
yoii might start with a low building in front and
raise the back part far above the front part, and
continue that indefinitely by steps. But the Act did
not say anything against that. If the ingenuity of
architects could e.fect this without offending against
the Act they were entitled to do so. With regard
to the question of laches or delay on the part of the
plaintiffs, and whether laches or delay could be
imputed to the Attorney-' leueral, that had now
become a purely academic question, and in his

Lordship's opinion the better rule was to leave
academic questions alone. The result was that the
defendants had succeeded in the action.

A Matloc:: Arbitraiidx.—The award has just
been made in an arbitration between the Matlock
Bath Urban District Council and Mr. Thoma«, in

which Mr. .T. H. Townsend Green, past-president
of the Auctioneers* Institute (Messrs. Weatherall
and Green), had to assess the compensation to be
paid in respect of the compulsory sale of about
Ij acre of land having a frontage of 266ft. to the
South-parade, Matlock Bath, and extending to the
river Derwent. Sir Edward Bovie, K.C., and Mr.
Gumey Boyle appeared for the claimant. The local

authority is acquiring control of the thermal water
of certain springs with a view to the erection of a
pump-room. The claim was, broadly speaking,
based upon what the claimant might have expected
to make by carrying out a private scheme for
attracting people to take the water. The land was
valued by the claimant's experts—Mr. H. H. Fuller,
London, and Mr. J. D. Wallis, Manchester, at from
£5,000 to i'6,000, and the thermal water by Mr.
Walter Hunter, C.E., Westmmster, at about £3,870,
and, with the customary allowance of ten per cent,

for compulsory sale, the claim amounted to about
£10,000. On behalf of the local authority Mr.
Honoratus Lloyd, K.C., submitted that there was
no immediate prospect of the development of the
land, which was depreciated by the existence of
lead-mining right?, and that the thermal water had
no value, as it could be polluted before it reached
the claimant's land. The valuation put in by Mr.
Smith Denton. Mr. Holmes, and Mr. Frederick
Fowler, Shetheld, were just over £2,000. Mr.
Townsend Green awarded the sum of £3,890.

Laxxino v. Daw axd Saltee : New Trial
Okdebek.—This appeal came before the Court of
Appeal, composed of the Master of the Roils and
Lords Justices Cozens-Hardy and Moulton, on two
diiys of last week, on the application of the defend-
ants for judgment or new trial on appeal from
verdict and j udgment at the trial before Mr.
Justice Darhng and a common jury, in the King's
Bench Division. It was an action by Mr. Harold
Sydney Liuning, of Maidenhead, to recover from
the defendant?, Messrs. Davy and Salter, a firm of
architects practismg at Maidenhead, damages for
alleged negligence. The defendants denied the
alleged negligence, and counter-claimed for £87 3s.

fees for work and labour done. The dispute arose
in connection with the erection of a house, con-
servatory, and stables fo" the plaintiff at Bo}n Hill-
avenue, Maidenhead. The plaintiff's case wai that
in the early part of 1003 he instructed Mr. Davy
to prepare plans and specifications for the
buildings. Ultimately, tenders were invited and
sent in. That of Messrs. J. K. Cooper and
Sons was the highest (£l,S)6), and that of
Messrs. Cox and Sons the lowest (£1,698). On
Jan. 19, 1903, Mr. Davy informed the plaintiff that
Messrs. Cooper were prepared to reduce their tender
by ) per cent., and the plaintiff finally accepted this

figure. On March 0, 1903, the contract was signed,
which was for the erection of a house, conservatory,
and stable, and the work, with the exception of the
stable, was finally completed, with some variations,

by September or October, 1903. Mr. Davy gave
lour interim certificates for £300 each, which the
plaintiff paid. In April, 1901, the architect gave
a further certificate for £3."j0

; but on May 9
plaintiff's solicitor* wrote revoking defendant's
authority to certify. Defendants, however, on
Aug. 11, 1904, certified for a further t;3i0 as due to

the builders, and on ( ct. 30 they certified the
balance of £80 lOs. '2d. Shortly afterwards Messrs.
Cooper issuel a writ claiming payment of these two
sums, making together £130 i9s. '2d. : and the
plaintiff in that action, by his defence, alleged that
the work was badly done, and counterclaimed in

respect of a certain right-of-way and for the cost of
putting the work right. Messr.^. Cooper, in reply,
set up the contract, and alleged that the contract
provided that the architect's certificate should be
conclusive evidence of completion, and that as
the architect had given a final certificate, the
plaintiff wa^ precluded from relying upon the
various matters alleged in his defence and counter-
claim. That action came on for trial, when it was
settled on terms which provided for the plaintiff

selling his house to Messrs. Cooper for £i,lOO, less

the amount of the certificates and the taxed costs of
the action. In the present action the plaintiff
alleged that the defendants had not carried out his
insti'uctions with regard to the position and size of
the rooms ; that they had been negligent in super-

vising the execution of the work, in taking out the
quantities, and in advising him not to accept the

lowest tender. The plaintiff further alleged that the
defendants negligently, and without any authority,

purjjorted to bind the plaintifi' by the terms of the

agreement of March G, 1903, whereby the defendants,

as between the plaintiff and the builders, Messrs.

J. K. Cooper and Sons, constituted themselves final

and sole arbitrators, and made their certificate final

and conclusive. The defendants by their defence

denied that they had failed to carry out the
plaintiff's instructions m preparing the plans as

alleged, and said that they had exercised all reason-

able care and skill in their employment. Defendants
further said that they asked Messrs. Cooper to

reduce the amount of their tender at the plaintiff's

request, and the tender was reduced to the sum of

£1,764. They also denied that they had negligently
supervised any of the work or had been guilty of

any negligence. Defendants further relied upon
the agreement of March G, 1903, made between
plaintiff and Mr. Henry Cooper as barring the

plaintiff's claim, and particularly to provisions

thereof whereby it wa^ declared that the architects*

certificate should be final and binding as between
architect and client, and that in all disputed points

arising from such agreements the architects' decision

should be final and binding by both parties, and that

such agreement should be deemed a reference to

arbitration. Defendants said it was the fact that

they purported to bind the plaintiff by the written
agreement of March 6, 1903 : but they denied that

they did so negligently or without authority, or in

breach of their duty as the plaintiff's architects. By
the counterclaim defendants claimed £S7 33., being
5 per cent, on the contract price, duplicate copies of

plans, Arc. At the trial the jury returned a verdict

in favour of the plaintiff on the claim for £750
damages, and for the defendants on the counter-
claim for £oO, and judgment was entered accordingly.

,

Hence the present appeal of the defendants. At the

conclusion of the arguments of counsel, the Master
of the Rolls, in giving judgment, said the grounds
of the appeal were that the damages were entirely

outside any possible damage which the plaintiff

had suffered, and generally that the verdict was
against the weight of the evidence. The plans were
the subject of discussion between the plaintiff and
himself, and ultimately the plans as drawn by the
architect, Mr. Davy, were accepted by the plaintiff,

although they were not drawn according to his

original notion of what the position of the living-

rooms in the house were to be. That view was
accepted by the plaintiff, an! the house wa^
ultimately built in accordance with that view. It

was remarkable that the plaintiff, having adopted
the view of his skilled architect in substitution for

his own, at alaterstage, when he brought the action,

had the temerity to put in the forefront of his

case a claim that the architect had drawn the plans

giving effect to that ultimate arrangement instead of

drawing them to the plaintiff's idea. At that

moment it stood at the forefront of the pleadings in

the case as a matter on which the plaintiff relied.

I'nder the advice of the architect the plaintiff

accepted Cooper's tender. There did not appear to

him (the Master of the KolK) to be any ground
suggested as to why that was not a perfectly reason-

able thing for the architect to advise the plaintiff' to

do, because the question of tender was not merely
a question of figures, but a question of

the capacity of the person who offered to

do the work. Whatever was done was done
with the full consent, after full explanation, of

the plaintiff in that matter. Unquestionably the
plaintiff' did know that some contract was being
made between the builder and hini=elf ; but there
was a confiict as to whether he actually saw the
document. That was a matter of controversy. It

seemed to his Lordship also that the plaintiff would
suppose that the contract was in the usual terms
and that the certificates of the architect were pnm /

fficir the standard by which the rights of the parties

were regulated. At an early stage plaintiff had
notice of the existence of a contract, because he had
seen the certificates of the architect from time to

time, and which referred to the contract. Plaintiff

seemed to have been dissatisfied with the house. In
the result the plaintiff refused to pay the builder the
price according to the contract, and Mr. Cooper was
obliged to sue him. Then came the question of
what was the plaintiff to do. What he did do was
to set up a defence that turned out to be untenable,
and he also madi^ a counterclaim against Cooper,
which, in the course of the proceedings, it was
found to be hopeless to go on with, and in the

end he made a compromise with Cooper, and the
result of that was that Cooper took the house from
the plaintift' upon the footing that it wa? of the
value of the contract price. The compromise sug-
gested between them was that the house should be
treated as the value of the agreed price, and cer-

tainly the compromise was settled between them on
that b:isi^. So it was no longer possible for the
plaintiff to make any complaint that the house was
not built equal to and of the value of the contract
price. In this connection he brought an action
against the architect for negligence in supervising

the contract. He had to prove negligence, and he

also had to prove that he had suffered damage. All

the costs the plaintiff had had to pay were attribu-

table to the wrong-headedness of the plaintiff him-
self. The plaintiff' then said there had been defects

in the building, and that it was the duty of the

architect to bring reasonable care and skill to bear

on the matter, and that he had not done so. He
was not at all satisfied that a single farthing ought
to be recovered by the plaintiff in this case. It had
not been proved that he ought to have defended
or was iustified in defending the action between him-
self and the builder, and if he was not, his whole
case for damages against the defendants had gone.

So far as the conclusion rested on the verdict of the

jury, they had the report of the learned judge, that

he was thoroughly dissatisfied with the verdict, and
he (the Master of the Rolls) was bound to say that

he shared that dissatisfaction himself. In his

opinion, therefore, it was quite clpar that the verdict

could not stand. He should like, but he did not feel

justified in doing it, to enter judgment for the

defendants in the case. But he could not say there

was not some evidence fit to be considered by a jury,

although he could not at the present moment see

that any damages could be recovered by the plaintiff.

The jury were, however, the proper tribunal to

decide questions of fact, and as he could not take

upon himself the responsibility of saying there was
no case for a jury, the case must go back for a new
trial. Lords Justices Cozens Hardy and Moulton
concurring, the appeal was accordingly allowed

with costs, the costs of the first trial to abide the

result of the second. The parties consented to the

re-trial taking place before a special jury.

Welsh Slate Meechaxts' Failt-ee.—At the

London Bankruptcy (.'ourt, on Friday, Mr. Regis-

trar Giffard suspended for two years the discharge of

A. G. H. Brorawich and F. L. Clarke, slate

merchants, kc, of 63, Queen Victoria-street,

London, and Minffordd, North Wales. The debtors

failed in April, lOOo, with liabilities £4,l;i-2. and
assets which realised sufficient to pay Ujd. in the£.
The debtors for some years were employed by slate

quarry owners in North Wales, and about 1901,

without capital, traded as slate merchants at 63,

Queen Victoria- street, London, and Minffordd,

North Wales. This business was carried on to the

date of failure, which wels attributed to bad debts,

bad trade, reduction in commission received as

agents for certain quarry owners, and to insufficient

profits to meet their drawings.

CHIPS.
Mr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke, F.R.LB.A., has

been appointed a Land Tax Commissioner for the

City of London.

The inauguration of the new Arts Academy
building, and the opening of the first exhibition of

wctks by international members of the Academy,
in Berlin, took place on Friday in the presence of

the Emperor, the Crown Prince, the other Princes,

the Ministers, and the principal local authorities.

The Bishop of Dorking dedicated, on Thursday, a

new mission -hall in the parish of Christ Church,

Woking. The hall is situated in a part of tha

parish near the gasworks, and has become necessary

owing to the rapid increase of the population. Itis

the fourth ball now in use in the parish, and is built

from plans by Mr. Vivian E. Young. It will ac-

commodate about '2.30 people, and, with the site, has

cost nearly £l.'2O0.

At Monday's meeting of East Stow Rural District

Council it was stated that during the past three

years the conned had paid to its own members for

cartage of road materials t:i,408. Mr. E. Wade
moved that the practice of contracting with coun-

cillors, their partners, or relatives, for the supply of

materials and carting, should cease, except under
special circumstances. The resolution was carried

unanimously.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London Couuty
Council, the Parliamentary Committee was
authorised, after some discussion, to communicate
with the borough councils with a view to obtaining

their co-operation in resi>ting the increased burden

which the Metropolitan Water Board (charges) Bdl

proposed to impose upon London to the relief of

outside ratepayers. I'pon the recommendation of

the highways committee £2'i,463 was voted in respect

of the construction for electrical traction of tramways
from Beresford-square, Woolwich, to Plumstead.

The Highways Committee reported that it is pro-

posed to arrange for the electrification of about

iH\ miles of track, or nearly 2.'> route miles, during

the year 1907-8. This length does not include,

however, the proposed electrification of the tram-

ways route from Pentonville-road, vi.i Caledonian-

road and Seven Sisters-road, to Finsbury Park,

which will be proceeded with on the overhead

trolley system of electric traction.

The corporation of Manchester have agreed to

pay t; 100,000 for the site of the old Royal Infirmary.

It is proposed to build a library, art gallery, and

museum on the land, or alternatively to lay it out

as au open space.
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ILLU8TEATION8.
WEW I-ACKISG WAREIIOl'SE, WHITWORTIl STREET. MAN-

'HRSTER.—HOUSE AT COMBE DOWN, BATH.— SHOl' AXD
WAKEHOITSE AT CHIPPEVHAM.—THE ilREAT ORtiAN, ST.

XICnoLAS', NEWCASTLE-OX-TY.VK. — .\AT10SAL SILVER
VBDAL DBSION- FOR A DETACHED BRLKRV TOWER.—

A

•IROCP OP FOl'R UODEI. VILLAGE COTTAGES.— DESIGNS FOE
KOCR .VLMSHOCBKS AND A CHAl'EL.

NEW PACKING WAREHOUSE, MANCHESTEU.

<Bux Illustrati0ns.

NEW P.tCKIXC W.IUEHOISE, MAXCHESTEII. "^

The accompanying drawing of Cambrian Build-
ings, Whitworth-street, Manchester, marks a
•departure from the ordinary warehouse tvpe.
The making up is done on the upper floors, "and
-the packing of goods for shipment by means of
hydraidic presses is done on the basement floor.
The lower part of the elevation, including the
-ground- and first-floor levels, is of buff spray-
glazed terracotta on a granite plinth, and the
remainder of the fai,-ade is built in red pressed
brick with terracotta dressings to match the other
work. The building has been erected for the
Jones Packing Hcmse, l,td., who sublet the various
suites of offices and warerooms to shippeis. Mr
J. D. Harker. A.R.I.B.A., of Manchester, is the
architect.

IIOrSE, CIIMIIE IIOW.V, RATH, AXIl TUEMISES AT
CHirPENHAM.

This house is in course of erection in Bath stone
from the adjacent Combe Down (juarries, the
accepted contract for the superstructure bein<r
£3,1 ri. Mr. Robert E. Brinkworth, F.S.I, is
the architect, Messrs. J. Long and Sons are the
contractors, and Mr. W. H. Lewis, also of Bath
19 the clerk of works. There are a few somewhat
unusual features in the design, which will prob-
ably be noticed. These were called for bv special
rojuirements and the wishes of the pr'oprietor.
Ihe block of business premises is for a tirm of
-torn and seed merchants, and was built from the
same architect's designs at Chippenham last vear
in Bath stone, with a roof of green slate. The
plans of both buildings add to the interest of our
double-page plate.

Agatha's Church, Birmingham, which dominates
the surrounding district. This tower is part of

an intended scheme of ecclesiastical buildings in a
town or flat country, and would be at the entrance
to a quadrangle. The church, scholastic or other
accompanying buildings would surround the
quad, which might be intersected by arcades.

Stone is intended as the building material, a

steep wooden staircase being provided from the

first floor to the ringers' loft, which is separated
from the bells by a sound-deadening chamber.
The bell cage would rest on a concrete floor,

which would be constructed independently of the
walls, with the object of minimising vibration. A
vertical ladder would connect the ringers'

chamber with the roof. This design was
awarded a National Silver Medal at South
Kensington. Its author is Mr. H. B. Laycock,
of Bury, Lanes.

.\ Gitoip or

This block of cottages is intended for a model
village in the North of England. The materials
are brick, with slate roofs, a combination range.

J

/Copper, and bath are pro\'ided to each liouse, and
the whole of the flues in each house come- into one
stack in the centre of the block. The details are

of the simplest character, and the grouping is

carefully thought out, with a view to give interest

to a building in which economy is of the first

importance. The cost on the quantities came out
at almost exactly £.500 for the block, equal to 4 Jd.
per cubic foot. Mr. Frank H. Jones, of Abing-
don, is the architect.

" iirii.Dixc; news" i>ESICiXix<; < i.iii : a iii.ot k
^

OF FOUR AL.MSHOrSES AND CHArEL.

(FoK review and awards see p. 1;')9.)

CHI KCll,
THE GREAT nUGAX, ST. .XICHOI.A:

NEWCASTLE-(1N-TV.NE.

The cathedral church at Newcastle-on-Tyne is
of course, m many ways a very notable building!
and ranks high in architectural importance cm
account of its beautiful lantern over the tower,

few years ago by the late R. J
Its refitting

Mr. W. F. Stanley, .T.P., has just completed the
erection at South Norwood of magnificent technical
trade schools. The schools, which have cost Mr.
Stanley ,£.50,000, have not only been given to the
public, but the donor will also maintain them
entirely out of his own pocket, and they constitute
by no means his first gift to the town in which he
has lived all his life.

Messrs. J. B. .Joyce and Co.,Whitchurch. Salop,
have just erected a large clock at the new. works of

R! lYAL AOADEMV EXHIBITION, 1907.

"Vt/'E are oflicially informed that the day for
T f sending in architectural drawings to the

Royal Academy this year will be 'Thursday,
March 2H. Paintings will go in on Saturday,
Slarch 30, and on Tuesday, April 2. This un-
usual s arrangement of days is due to CJood
Friday and Easter Day. Sculpture will be
recei\'ed on Wednesday, April 3.

This early intimation will be of service to our
contributors resident out of England. Corre-
sponding with previous years, as a mutual
arrani^emeiit, we are prepared to receive drawings
forwarded to us prepaid, and ready for ex-
hibition in accordance with the Royal Academy
rules, and to send them in for our contributors on
the above date. Every drawing must be gilt-

framed and glazed, having a label attached, with
the title of the work plainly written, and name

Font MODEL VILLAGE coTT.iGEn. ^and addiess of theauthor. This information must
likewise appear on the back of frame. Wide
margins add much to the risk of rejection, and
should be avoided. A letter addressed to the
Secretary of the Royal .\cademy must accompany
every consignment of drawings, giving names
and titles for the compiling of the catalogue.
\o conti-\bi(tot iHiij \ffhiiif moa- than thixr wurl:.^

for exli'tbition.

advantage when drawings reach us early, in order
that rejiroductions may be made before the
e.xhibits go in ready for illustration after the
opening of the galleries in May. We shall be
obliged if this request is complied with as far as

possible and it is understood that drawings
entrusted to our keeping in this way may be
copied for publication as already mentioned.
Correspondents abroad wanting drawings framed
must send postal orders at the same time to cover
cost of such charges, for which we cannot other-

wise hold ourselves responsible.

Johnson, the architect, greatTv enhanced its charm "'^ Royal Enfield Cycle Co., Eedditch. The same
«nd interest. This grand organ, originally said to IT \"= "''^'°" " tt"^?^'^^^^

for Harpswell
have been desianed bv Sir Chri*tn„w \\- i

Church, Lincoln, another for Bolton, and two very

carved bv Gri^lim,
' ^ K

^'"""'OP'"''^ ^^ «" and large qnarter-clocks for abroad,larvca o> (rnnling (ribbons, was removed from i ™ „
the crossmg, and has for many years been located

Primate on Saturday visited Deal for the
in the transept. Though thus enliro-oH _„. P"rpo.=e of consecrating a new chapel at the Royal
altered, much of the oFd work hn *^ i'"'! ' Marine Depot. The new building, which has seat-

makin.' the instrumVol ,n ,,r
'"|1 ^«'°a>"^.

|

i"g a«ommo<lation for 1,100, h^s been rendered

The skeU.h Ik- .nTf .^ I
uncommonly fine one.

|
necessary by reason of the old church havmg

1 ne Sketch gi% on to-day has been contributed bv I become too small.Mr. A. Sutherland Constable, of Stocksfi:.ld-on- Th„ P .ffi,i-- ; ,v.- ^. ^.iyne. Ihe Council of the I mversity of Birmingham has

I

decided to establish an advisory board of bu'-iness
NATIOXAL SILVER MEiiAL iiEsiox FOR A i>ET.\cHEiiymen to CD-operate With the protessors in the Faculty

iiELFRv TOWEK. V of Commerce, and at its last meeting it appoiuted
The desire to dpsion •> Ini-rr., ^o™„ -i . , 1

^ight gentlemen, representatives of the leading local

by -fnr^a..'s^:l^^ber.Turl::.:?r^^ "- ^-^^ -p--^ ^'^

The new St. Paul's Schools, Hudderstield, which
have cost about £6,000, were opeued oa Saturday
by the Bishop ot Waketield.

At the Art Club, Birkenhead. last (Thursday)
evening, a lecture on *' Local Architecture '* was
given by Mr. Arthur W. Street.

The opening meeting for the year 1907 of the
British Arch;rological School of Kome took place on
Saturday afternoon. The meeting began with a

lecture, illustrated wjth lantern slides, by the
director, Mr. T. Ashby, describing the remains of i
Koman villa, known as the "Ruins of Santo
Stefane," near Anguillara, three miles north of the
Via Claudia. He also described a group of caves
live miles south of the same road which he was the
Hrst arch;r^oIogist to come across. They are called

by the peasants " The grottos of the Queen "
; some

of them are tombs of the Koman style, some water
reservoirs, and others were used as habitations. A
lecture was delivered by Mr. Augustus M. Daniel,
vice-director, on the progress of the Capitoline cata-
logue, on which the school is engaged, and which it

is hoped to finish within this year.
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Builbing ]:nttUt(jcnce.

Bbaishiielii, Hants.—Some fresco anJ decora-
tive painting has just been completed by Slessrs.
Wippell and Co.. of Exeter and London, in the
chancel of All Saints' Church, Braishfield. The
subjects are as follows :— In the apex are two
ornamental emblems, with .\ and il inserted

:

beneath these, in the tympanum, we have the
representation of Christ's majesty, with an
adoring angel on either side, holding a scroll
on which is inscribed "Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord
(iod Almighty." Beneath are life-size figures of
the four Evangelists, Saints Matthew, JLirk,
Luke, and John, two on either side of the
window, with Early English canopies and bases.
Each figure is holding a Bible, and beneath the
feet of each Evangelist is his special emblem.
The splay of the window is decorated with the
Cross, Crown, and other symbols. The chancel
walls are also treated in the same style, with a
soft background of oli\-e green. The artist is Jlr.

H. Blanchford, of Exeter.

Bristol.—The new isolation wards of the
Bristol General Hospital, which were opened by
Lady Smyth on Saturday, are on the east side of
the entrance roadway. The building consists of
ground and first iioors, the accommodation on each
Ijeing practically the same, there being on each
floor two wards with two beds each and one single
ward, besides duty-room. Provision is thus made
for ten patients. The front portion of the build-
ing against Guinea-street is arranged for the
accommodation of the nurses, and contains four
bedrooms and a sitting-room. The floors have
been laid with Eubo^olith, a jointless materi.al
polished. The doors are the Gilmour patent,
built up with wood in sections, presenting a solid
.and smooth appearance without panels or sinkings
in_ which germs could lodge. These and other
joinery are finished in white enamel. The walls
are plastered with cement, .and are intended ulti-
mately to be finished with enamel. The work
has been carried out by Mr. E. F. Ridd, Wilder-
street, St. Paul's, builder, and Mr. T. Godfrey
acted as clerk of works. The architects are
Messrs. Oatley and Lawrence, of Bristol.

CAiinii-i-.—The foundation-stone of the new
Koman Catholic church at the corner of King's-
road and Talbot-street. Cardiff, was laid by the
Bishop of Newport on Sunday week. The churA,
which is to be dedicated to St. Mary, is designed
in the Romanesque style, and the plan comprises
a wide nave and aisles, together with chancel,
side chapels, baptistery, and tower. For the
present, however, owing to lack of funds, one of
the aisles and part of the other, with the tower.
wiU not be proceeded with. The total internal
length of the church will be 106ft., and the width
78ft.. while the internal height from the floor to
the barrel-vaulted ceiling is 4Gft. Accommoda-
tion for .son will be provided in the completed
church, and the portions at present in hand will
seat between .=iOO and liOO persons. Internally the
nave is divided into four arched bays, with stone
piers supporting the main walls. These larger
bays are each subdivided by two smaller arches,
above which are three semicircular headed win-
dows enclosed by the larger arches. Engaged
wall shafts attached to the main piers run up from
the floor to receive moulded wood ribs dividing
the barrel-vaulted roof. A gallery, supported bv
stone columns and arches, will be constructed at the
west end, while the organ-chamber will be above a
portion of the south aisle near the chancel. The in-
ternal roof and woodwork is to be of unvarnished
pitch pine, except the doors, which are to bo of
oak. Externally che church is being built of
local stone in random courses, with Bath stone
dressings and Forest of Dean stone for copings
and the more exposed parts. The tower will
eventually rise to over 100ft. in height. The
architect is Mr. Frederick A. Walters, F.S.A., of
I )ld tiueen-street, Westminster, and the contractor
is Mr. T. W. Morgan, of Cardiff.

LiycoLx.—Plans for a new theatre which a
syndicate propo!e to erect in Lincoln have been
submitted to the building committee of the city
council and passed subject to certain stipulations.
'I'he theatre will occupy a site extending from the
Saltergate entrance to the Sxracen's Heid-vard to
the corner whereon the old police-station stood.
and will cover the ground once occupied bv the
old fish st.alls and certain cottages running down
to Watei-side North, thus ensuring a central
position. Mr. W. Hancock, of Leicester, is the
architect, and the theatre will hold 1,.'>00 people.

its cost being about £1,5,000. The building will

haw a stone facing of the Renaissance style, with
three entrances leading to a grand entrance. From
this will go up. right and left, marble staircases

leading to a crush-room, with cloakrooms adjoin-

ing, and thence to the grand circle. I'pon the
right and left of the main entrances others lead-

ing to the stalls and pit will be formed, with stair-

cases running up to the gallery. As to the seating

accommodation, stalls will provide for 194 and the

pit 364. each seat being a separate one. while
there will be six e.xits available from pit and stalls.

A bar with a lounge will be erected at the rear of

the pit. The grand circle will accommodate 136,

while the gallery will have a capacity for .tOO

people. The stage will have a width of 60ft.,

with a proscenium opening 30ft. wide. The new
building will be opened in October this year.

Nkwsium.—The old Roman Catholic church of

St. Marj- has for some time past been falling into

structural decay, and an offer from Mr. W.
Smith to bear the cost of a new building was
accepted by the Bishop of Liverpool. Plans were
prepared by Mr. A. Gilbertson. and from them a
new church has been erected by the contractors,
Messrs. Croft, of Preston. In part it occupies a
position on the site of the old chapel, but. unlike
that structure, it faces due north and south. It

is 87ft. long by 27ft., e.xclusive of the lady
chapel and the..vestries, which are on the east

and west sides respectively. The style is a free

treatment of Gothic, and the interior is entirely

of Longridge stone. The fai,'ade is surmounted
by a belfry about 20ft. high, and at the base of

this stone statues representative of the Blessed
Virgin and St. Joseph have been fixed in niches.

A porch gives entrance to the interior of the
church, at the north end of which is a small
baptistery, in which the old font has been in-

stalled. The interior is 60ft. high, and has an
open-timbered roof of redwood and pitchpine,

while the floor is of wood blocks. Seating
accommodation is provided for '-'tOO persons. The
new church was solemnly opened on Thursday in

last week.

The Pl.whovse, which replaces at the foot of

Northumberland-avenue the Avenue Theatre,
crushed out of existence thirteen months since

by the fall of Charing Cross Station roof, was
opened on Monday night. It has been built

from plans by Jlessrs. Detmar J. Blow and
Fernand Billerey ; the builders are Messrs.
Patman and Fotheringham, and Messrs. Slaple
and Co. have carried out the whole of the decora-
tion, electric light work, and furnishing. The
Playhouse is the first th&itre to have an oak
stage, constructed in accordance with the latest

requirements of the County Council. The walls
of the dress circle are covered with old gold
brocade; the large space on either side being
filled each with an oil painting by the paintei^s

of the drop-curtain, JIM. Henri Hrcmond and
Maurice Tastemain, one lepresenting Titania
and Bottom, the other a scene from the old

Italian comedy ; and round the chandelier in the
roof is another painting by the same artists.

Over the proscenium is a gilded medallion of

Thalia crowned by Fame, the work of MM.
Louis Noi'I and Dechin, who designed also the
two large caryatids whi^^h support each of the
two boxes on the first tier.

<l^ngimti*utg iBatts.

BL.\cKrRi.\iis BuiDOE WinEN'iNi;.—A com-
mencement has been made by .Sir William Arrol
and Co., of Glasgow, the contractors, with the
actual work ;of widening Blackfriars Briagc on
the western side. Hoarding has been erected at

the junction of the bridge with the Embankment,
and between this point and Birch's statue of

<jueen Victoria a great quantity of building
material and plant is being stacked in preparation
for operations. At the meeting on Monday of

the Thames Conservancy Board, the Lower River
Committee reported that a letter, dated Jan. 11.

had been received from the Corporation of

London asking for permission to construct staging
for the purpose of a wharf on the upper side of

the northern arch of Blackfrairs Bridge in con-
i.ection with the proposed widening of the bridge.

The Committee recommended that permission
should be given, subject to certain conditions

which included that the staging should be
assessed. Mr. Morton, M.P., objected to the
work being assessed, as it was one of public

utility, and, after some discussion, the report was
referred back to the Committee.

Mr. George Page, surveyor and architect to the
Cjlchescer Brewing Company, sustained terrible
injuries to the face and head on Tuesday through
the breech of his gun bursting while out shooting.
His condition is critical.

The President of the American Institute of
Architects for the session ly07 is Mr. Frank Miles
Day, of Philadelphia.

The sea defence committee of the Clacton I'rban
District Council have reported in favour of the con-
struction of groyne No. 4, opposite Russell-road.
At the last ineeiiug of the council the report was
adopted, and the work is to proceed as soon as
possible, at an estimated cost of £2,.'iOl).

Sir Iv5wand Andersou, F.R.I.B..\., Edinburgh,
had a meeting ou M inday with a number of Dundee
Professors regarding the new physics lahiratory lor
the College. For the new laboratory Dr. Andrew
Carnegie some time ago intimated a gift of i' 12, .500,

and as the result of the meeting it is understood
that Sir K">wand will shortly make a recomnisnda-
tion to the Collegs Council.

At their last meeting the education committee of
Shrewsbury .appointed Messrs. A. B. aud W. S.
Deakiuof that town as architects for new schools in
Coleham district to accommodate 752 children.

'WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITABT
MATTEBS.

LixcoLN" Water StriTLY.—The city council had
a long discussion in committee on Thursday night
of last week on the question of water supply. I'he

deputation who waited upou Prof, Hull in London
recently made a report ; but before deciding whether
or not to proceed with the deepening of the bore at

Boultham, it was decided to interview Mr. Percy
Griffith, the consulting engineer. In the mean
time Mr. McK. Barron, the waterworks engineer,

has been instructed to proceed with the general
plans consolidating the resources of the city.

ReSEEVOIE and DRAt>JAGE TeOFBLES AT BoVEY
Tracey.—At the last meeting of the Newton Rural
District (!'ouncil, the Bovey Parochial Committee
reported that a careful inspection of the reservoir,

which had been constructed with the waterworks at

a co.st of £7,000, had revealed that the work had
not been satisfactorily done, there being numerous
cracks round the top. At one point there was a
crack Sin. deep, and the committee felt that it would
be dangerous to fiU the reservoir. If Mr. Fox, the

engineer, was confident of the thoroughness of the

work, the council should ask him to fill the reservoir

at his own risk Nothing less than making the

reservoir watertight up to its full capacity would
satisfy the committee. It was decided to forward
the report to the engineer. The committee appointed
to inspect the state of the main roads at Bovey,
where the new sewers had been laid in connection
with the drainage scheme, which is t)eing carried

out at a cost of i7,000, reported that they had
had the trenches opened up at various places, and
were unanimously ot the opinion that they had not

been filled in in the manner required by the speci-

fications, and that the county surveyor, Mr. Acock,
and Mr. Dunning were justified iu making com-
plaints. In one case, it was found that underneath
a crust of clay of only about ,siu. or *.*in, there was a

cavity of from 3 ft. to 4ft. deep and 8 ft. to lOft.

long. Had this not been discovered a very serious

accident might have occurred. Messrs. Beesley,

Son, and Nichols, the engineers, wrote that they

had inspected the trenches, and opened them in nine

different places, and in each found the work satis-

factorj'. The contractors, Messrs. Steer and Pearce,

Plymouth, were prepared to do anything that the

county surveyor wished to have done. It was
decided to ask the county surveyor to visit Bovey
and examine the trenches, aud say what he required

to be done.

Plans of a bridge over DoUis Brook, showing a
20ft. waterway, have been submitted by Mr. H. T.

Wakelam, the engineer to the Middlesex County
Council, to the Fiuchley and Hendou Urban District

CouncUs, aud they have beeu generally approved by
Finchley. The cost, it is estimated, will ba £.5,500.

The Trowbridge Urban District Council have

increased the salary of their surveyor, Mr. Nicholson

Lailey, by £->0 per annum.

The new Roman Citholic Church at Milmesbury
Park, Bournemouth, was opened ou Tuesday. The
church has been built by Mrs. Lionel Coxon as a

memorial to her father,' Leut.- General Meyrick,

late Scots Guards, from designs by Mr. G. Gilbert

Scott.

The work of installing the electric light in

Manchester Cathedral, aud of improving the

ventilation of the edifice will be begun immediately

after Easter under the direction of the architect to

the Dean and Chapter, Mr. Basil Champneys.
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COMPETITIONS.
Plymoi TH.— In connection with the Camegie

Free Library and the Museum and Art (Jallery
scheme at Plymouth, competitive designs were
im-ited from local architects. In all about a score
of sets of plans were sent in, and the free library
committee met at the library in ^\himple-street,
on Friday, to consider them". Mr. H. T. Hare!
F.R.I.B.A., of Hart-street, Bloomsbury, the
architect appointed to act as assessor in the com-
petition, attended the meeting and presented a
report, in which he placed the'designs in order of
merit so far as the first four were concerned.
These were referred to by numbers, and before
opening the envelopes gi\ing the names of the
several competitors, Sir. Hare explained that an
important question arose as to whether the condi-
tions of the competition had been complied with
by the author of one set of plans. The committee
thereupon asked Mr. Hare t.> gi\e the number
next in order of merit, which he did. The com-
mittee thereupon passed the following resolution :

•' Resolved, that an inquiry be made as to whether
or not the several competitors selected for
premiums have complied with the conditions of
the competition, and that provided they have all
<ompIied, the premiums be awarded in" the order
mentioned in the report, and that if anv com-
petitor shall be found to ha\-e committed a" breach
of the conditions, such competitor be disqualified
and the next in order of merit selected." The
competitor submitting the plans as to which the
doubt arose was communicated with, and the com-
mittee stood adjourned until 4.4.5 in the after-
noon, for the purpose of conducting an inquiry in
Sir. Hare's presence. The telegrams sent to the
competitor concerned were not replied to until a
late hour, and at the adiourned meeting it
transpired that he could not attend in Plymouth
that day. The committee thereupon I'esolved
that Mr. Hare be requested to make the inquiry
referred to in the above resolution, and to report
further to the committee before making his final
award. The competitor and Jlr. Hare were both
requested to go into the matter at the earliest
possible date, so that there might be no delay in
making the final announcement of awards.—"The
joint-CMnimittee met again on Monday, when the
town clerk read lettere from Mr. Haf e, ^howin"
that the competitor already referred to, whose
designs, it was understood, were of exceptional
merit, had unfortunately committed a breach of
the conditions, and he wasaccordinglydisqualified.
Mr. Hares final award was as under -—Fii-st
-Messrs. Thomely and Rooke, The Crescent"
second, Mr. J. Leighton Fouracre, Garden-street

;

third Mr John H. \-incent. Garden-street
;fourth Mr. B. Priestly Shires, Old Town

Chambers. The first will, therefore, have the

*'^l',T..°"'
''^''''' '''°'^- '^hese architects all

fulfilled the conditions of the competition. All
the twenty sets of designs submitted were open to
the inspection of the public on Wednesday, andon the previous day there had been a special view
for members of the town council, committees,
lc«al architects, and the Press. A communication
has been sent to Mr. Andrew Carnegie, the donor
of the library, as to the result of the competition.Ihe winmng scheme is designed to fiU in the
entire length of available frontage to Tavistock-
road at present vacant with the proposed new
buildings, screenmi as far as possible the some-
'^hat unsightly retm-ning walls of the existing

Wde^'dwi.^'
'»>r"gWafe. The libraryTpro^ !

.st nli^ ',r"v
"' '°*""''^' f™-" ^hich access ;

wSs^
t« the.borrowers' counter, which is up-

Zal inHi f '° ^r^^^h
"""^ P'"°"ded with the I

visual indicators. (Jn the right, upon enlerin- theenhance hall, will be found the general read n'and newspaper-room.
.5rft. by 4°2ft.. possessing

and Ta"vi't^'rr™'^''*'°" ^™'" Tavis'iock-riaS

tX wf/h fJ f '^'"'t?''^" '" '^'^"'^t communica-tion with the lending library, and is thorou-^hlv

tTe leK^'T "^ ^ "i-^
P"^'-^' f™'" his ottice. (I'nthe left-hand side of the hall will be found tho

^^rZZ "" ''•^"'"^'- -hichfaeesTa4tock-

Xt thee >k'"
^'","g^'>0- exit direct to the

™Hrti ' beingalso m touch with a lecturer'sletmng-room lavatory, .*cc. There is also a.na<m-

ti^tnC'
"

T'""'
»"?•>• lighted from Ta"^-

l^rarv irT'"*" *"P-l'8'^t«J- The lending

vol?2c
P™;!'*''* ='^™°'modation for -.'COOn

ven^eni '
"""^ ''"'

? ''?"""*' '^'^ entrance, ^on-

IZT> "PP"'*'''''^'! *™m Tavistock-plaee. Awide and ample stone staircase leads to the lir^t
floor, where will be found aUocated the lo^al cM-lechon room and reference library, the sizes beins
respectively 4Ut. by :50ft. and 55ft. by 43ft. ( me

attendant can completely sujiervise both these
rooms from a central counter. These rooms are
lighted from both sides of the wall, through
ventilation again being attained, and both are
top-lighted. On thi.^^ tloor also is situate the
librarian's room, 2.5ft. by ISft., with strong-room
accommodation attached. It will be possible for
the librarian to supervise a large amount of the
lending library and borrower' counter down-
stairs by means of a bay window looking into the
space below. The libia"rian has direct access from
his room, not only to the reference library, but
also to the stack-room, where the main bulk of
the books for the reference library are stored, as
weU as to the working portion 'of the library.
The stack-room gives accommodation for 26,000
volumes, and in close connection with it will be
found the catalogue-room, store and binding-
rooms, the whole being connected with tho ground
floor by means of a special staff staircase. In the
basement are the usual book stores, general stores,
packing-room, and heating cellar. The basement
IS connected with the rest of the building both by
means of a staff staircase as well as a book lift. A
separate entrance is also provided for large
packages of goods, ire. The museum has an
entrance hall about 4.5ft. squre. It is top-lighted,
and has a gallery running round the four sides,

I

from which it will be possible to look down into
\

the hall. The gallery forms part of an arched
arcade, and forms an imposing feature in the
design. There is an ample stone staircase at the
farther end of the hall, in direct view of the
public entering the main entrance. ( In each side
of the main entrance will be found cataloguing and
cloakrooms. ( In the ground tloor are two imposing
galleries, SOft. by Soft., and over these picture
galleries of a similar size, top-lighted^ The
museum galleries have ample windows provided
in both walls. Provision has been made" forJwo
large galleries on each floor as regards future ex-
tension, and so arranged that the public will be
able, when they are built, to traverse the rooms
without crossing the main entrance. A staff
staircase and goods entrance, with lift in connec-
tion therewith, are provided in Tavistock-place.
and the workrooms are in close connection with
them. In the basement is a large lecture-hall,
accommodating some 300 people, which can be
approached from Tavistock-road, as far as the
public are concerned, without entering the
museum, and there is also an emergency exit in
connection with the lecture-hall to Tavistock-
place, which, again, can be utilised without
traversing the museum entrance-hall. A labora-
tory is in the basement for the curator's use. It
is at the platform end of the lecture.hall, and it
will be available for science demonstrations, i:c.
As regards the elevation to Tavistock-road, it has
been felt desirable by the architects to carrv both
the museum and library through at one continuous
level, so as to obtain the architectural composition
asked for by the assessor in the instructions to the
competitors. The acute slope of the street has,
however, entailed the library windows being in-
troduced at some different levels to those of the
museum. It is at present proposed to face a large
portion of the building with local limestone, the
dressings and the moulding work generally being
in Portland stone. The style is a simple treat-
ment of English Renaissance. The total cost of
the scheme as submitted by the architects is

£25,000— viz.. £-13,000 for the library, and
i'12,000 for the museum and .art gallery.

eur (Bf^a €^W.

I

The Whessoe Foundry Company, Limited, of
Darlington, builders of gas holders and tanks, have

I

just received a large order for gas purifying plant,
[

on a large scale, for Japan.

At Southwold, the harbour works have come to a
I
sudden stoppage. The corporation had arranged to

I hand over its harbour for half a sovereign to a
company, which i.roposed to spend ±;iO,000, and the
Treasury had mtimated that it would make a grant
of £15,0011 in aid of the project Owing to the
persistent opposition offered to the scheme by some
meml)er3 ot the town council, the company have
brought the works to a standstill.

The New Ho.land Council Schools are being
warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's
patent Manchester grates, the same being supplied by
Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, ot Manchester.

A tesselated Roman pavement waa discovered at
Colchester on Tuesday, during the levelling of a
new green for the Colchester Bowlmg Club. Near
the pavement, which wis m two sections, and
covered about 1.505q.ft., was a thick stratum of
Roman eement. The bowling-green waa evidently

' the unsuspected site of a Roman viUa.

I
At a general assembly of Academicians and

i Associates, held on Wednesday evening, Mr.
George Henry was elected an Associate of the
Royal .\cademy in succession to Mr. S. J.
Solomon, who has been raised to the rank of a full
Academician. Mr. George Henry, who is a
member of the Royal Scottish Academy, and a
native of Ayrshire, studied at the Glasgow School
of Art and in Paris, and has travelled extensively
in China, Japan, and India. Along with Sir
James Guthrie. President of the Royal Scottish
Academy, he formed one of the brilliant band of
impressionist artists known as "the (Masgow
School," whose original painting attracted ad-
miration on the Continent long before it was
accepted in orthodox art circles in this country.

The Edinburgh Architectural Association,
desiring to commemorate its jubilee year, has
arranged to hold an exhibition in the rooms of the
Royal Scottish Academy, Edinburgh, during
July and August of this year. The exhibition,
which promises to be of" high interest, will be
limited to work executed in the course of the past
fifty years by Scottish architects, with the addition
of such old or special work as the committee may
consider of sulEcient interest. A noteworthy
incident in connection with the exhibition will be
the visit of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects during the period of the exhibition. It is

desired to include in the exhibition photograph.s
and drawings of work that has been completed,
and the committee will ha.-e discretionary powers
to admit exhibits of the applied arts, as designed
and controlled by the architect, if available floor
space permits. A guarantee fund of £300 is being
raised, the liability of any member being limited
to one guinea. The exhibition secretary is Mr.
John Mclntyre, 2S, North Bridge-street, Edin-
burgh.

A NEW series of exhibitions will be inaugurated
at the \Vhitechapel Art Gallery during this

' month. Two hundred and fifty owners of
pictures and painters, among whom are the Duke
of Devonshire, Lord Northbrook, Lord Carlisle,
Lord Ciewe, Sir Edwaid Tennant, M.l'., Sir
Frederick Cook, Sir George Donaldson, Mr.

i Pierpont Morgan. Mr. Carnegie, Sir Edward
Poynter, P.R.A., Sir L. Alma-Tadema, Mr.

I Clausen, A.R.A., Mr. Stott, A.R.A., Mr. La
' Thangue, .\.R.A., Mr. Steer, Mr. D. S. MacColl,
and Sir Charles Holroyd, have promised to lend
one picture each year for the months of February

I
and March, thus providing this East-end gallery

;

with a substitute for a permanent collection. One
gallery will be given up to groups of pictures from

[

the chief bodies of artists working in association
in Great Britain, (iroups from the Academj',

!
Scottish. New English, International, and

I
(-'Ornish artists will be hung side by side. A

' separate gallery will be devoted to " Old Masters,"
and some one school or period will be made the

!
special subject of each exhibition. Thi.s year
French art of the ITth and 18th centuries has
been selected, and a very fine representative

I

collection has been gathered together through the

I

kindness of the Duke of Devonshire, Sir Edgar
Vincent, the Duke of Sutherland, Mr. Joseph
Duveen, Mr. Otto Beit, Mrs. BischoS'sheim, Sir

I Edward Tennant. Mr. Pierpont Morgan, and
' other collectors. A special effort to obtain works
by Chardin and other painters of "domestic

t genre " has residted in a collection, among which
are works of the first order by this master. There
will also be a section for smaller works of sculp

-

' ture by modern sculptors.

j

Piuxcir.iL JIakshall Laso, Aberdeen Uni-

I

versify, on Saturday afternoon formally opened
the art exhibition which is being held in con-
nection with Peterhead Art CJallery. The exhi-
bition is one of the largest ever held in Peterhead,
and the pictures, which number about three
hundred, are representative of the work of many

j

well - known artists throughout the country.

I

Among the works representeti are pictures 'Dy

(J. Fiddes Watt, Edinburgh; Alfred Edwards.
I
London : John R. (Jreig, Chelsea ; G. Sherwood
Hunter, Penzance : A. I). Reid, Aberdeen : and
Charles F. Beattie, Dunfermline. Three valuable
pictures have been received on loan from the
Aberdeen Art tiaUery, while the permanent
collection includes pictures by Sir George Reid
and the late Mr. Robert Brough. Local artists

have contributed a large number ot representative
paintings.

The City Corporation has come into possession
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of a number of antique and interesting fire signs,

or marks formerly used by fire insurance com-
panies in connection with ''ity buildings. The
(Juildhall librarian {Mr. K. JI. lioiTajo) has
placed them in position in the Ciuildhall Museum.
The conti-ibuting fire insurance offices are :—The
Atlas, three varieties ; Alliance, two ; British,

two; County, three : Globe, two ; Iland-in-Hand,
five ; Guardian, three : Licensed Victuallers, two :

Norwich Union, two ; Phicnix, three : Royal,

two ; lloyal Kxc'jange, four ; Sun, nine : Union,
two ; Yorkshire, two ; and W'estmmster. four.

Included in the collection are some interesting

property marks, including specimens from Christ's

Hospital, the Bridge House Estates, and the

Poiiiters" Company.

The Carpenters' Company have arranged for a

series of six lectures to be delivered at their hall,

London \\'all, on Thursdays during February and
March. On February 14 Mr. Charles Welch
will deal with the subject of "Old and New
London Bridge," and Lord Dillon will preside.

The Bishop of Southwark will be the chairman
at a lecture to be delivered by the Rev. J. S.

Barrass (rector of St. Lawrence .lewry^ on the

"City Churches: Their History and Archi-

tecture." on February 21. On the following

Thursday. February 28, Dr. Arthur .T. Evans,
F.R.S., will lecture on the " Palace of Minos,"
and on this occasion Lord Avebury is to occupy
the chair. "English Architecture in the 17th

Century and the English Country House " is the

subject of a lecture to be given by Mr. C. R.
Ashbee on March 7, when Lord Addington will

preside. Mr. M. H. S])ielmann is annmmced to

speak on the " Wallace Collection
'

' on March 1 4,

Sir Lawi-ence Alma-Tadema, R.A., being the

chairman: and on March 21 Professor W. R.
Fisher will discuss the subject of " Cop)>ice-with-

Standards and Larch Woods." The lectures will

be illustrated by lantern photographs, and admis-
sion will be free by ticket.

The Works Committee of the London County
Council have issued a report on the financial

result of the works completed by the works
department during the half-year ended Sept. 30
last. The sttitement embraces 14 estimated works,
the final estimates for which amounted to

£17'),570, while the actual cost was £lGl,:il."),

leaving a balance of cost below final estimate of

£14,25.1. Only in the cases of the erection for

the Education Committee of four si-hools for

defective children has the actual cost exceeded the

final estimate. The jobbing worlcs carried out by
the department during the same period show a
substantial saving on the schedule value. The
expenditure on all works executed by the depart-

ment during the half-year was £2.')0,000. The
number of estimated works referred to the
committee for execution and not yet reported upon
is 29, representing an estimated expenditure of

approximately £l,.5US,OiiO. The committee di-aw

attention to the financial results of the works
isxecuted by them since the existing constitution

of the Works Committee was settled in 1902.

l?rom that time up to September, 1900, they have
reported the cost and value of 110 completed
estimated works begun under their supervision.

The final certificates of those works amounted to

£1,233,915, and the est .amounted to fl.099,(;4S,

a balance of cost below final estimate of £134,200,
or over 10 per cent. Tlie diifcrenco of cost below
the amount voted by the council is considerably

more. The accounts of jobbing works executed
since March, 1902, show a balance of cost below
.schedule value of £17. (-10, or 7 per cent. The
committee state that they ci>nsider that the figures

now reported ull'ord ample justification for the

policy of the council with regard to the execution

of works by the direct employment of Uibour.

"(5i.AMom:.\N IX the Oi,I)i:>« Time," was the

subject of a lecture, illustrated by a number of

excellent lantern views from photographs, given
on Tuesday evening bc^fore the Newport Literary
Society before Mr. Edwin Seward, F.R.I.B.A.,
of Cardiff. The lect\irer dealt chielly with the

early hi.story of (Glamorgan, pointing out that

this borderland of races, singular in many ways,
had intense interest in early Norman days.

"Gwlad Morgan," during Saxon times had re-

mained ;ilmost essentially Welsh ; but there was
to come that more eager and powerful race which
had broken down the lethargic rule of the Saxon,
and Glamorgan's eighty miles of sea coast was
especially open to invasion. It was interesting to

recognise that the AV'elsh of (ilamorgan con-
tinued, even in the face of conquest and the
building of castles at most 'vant.ige points, to

gradually force concessions, to fortify and uphcdd
many of their own possessions, retained or re-won,
and as years went on to even become powerful
allies of the neighbouring English lords against

the authority of "the King of Westminster."
The armed power of Glamorgan remained a con-

sideration of much consequence in Norman and
Early Plantagenet times to the politics of the

English. Glamorgan grew to be almost a king-
dom within itself. The King of Westminster's
authority could not even carry his writ within its

borders. Glamorgan had its own courts of

justice, and its own Comitatus, or Parliament,
which sat at Cardiff Castle.

A meeting for Bristol members of the Bristol

and Gloucestershire Arcbieological Society was
held on Jan. 23 at the Literary and Philosophic
Club, Berkeley-square, Bristol. Dr. Alfred
Harvey presided over a good attendance, and
Mr. John E. Pritchard, F.S.A., read a paper on
" Bristol Arch.-eologic.al Notes for 1900," which
was illustrated by numerous limelight views.

Mr. Pritchard referred to the many interesting

relics of ( lid Bristol that have been destroyed or

lost during recent building operations in the city,

and urged that efforts should be made to provide
an architectural court at the Museum and Art
Galleryin (iueen's-road, where fireplaces, examples
of wood and stone-carving, and other valuable
remains could be preserved and publicly exhibited.

The suggestion is worthy of consideration not
only in Bristol, but in other great and growing
communities.

In the board-room of the tUasgow Merchants'
Hall on Friday, Mr. Thomas Mason. Lord I )ean

of Guild, was entertained at a lake and wine
banquet by the Master Masons' Association of

Glasgow and neighbourhood. Jlr. John M'Ewen,
the president of the Association, occupied the
chair. The Chairman referred to i^r. ?dason"s

long connection with the Association, and said

they were there to mark the occasion of his

election as Lord Dean of (ruild by presenting him
with something to remind him that they were
watching his career. He tben presented Jlr.

Mason with a congratulatory address in a silver

casket. ( )n the front panel of the casket was a
view of the ^Municipal Buildings, while on the

opposite side was a view of Glasgow Bridge. On
the ends were chased the monogram of the Asso-
ciation and the working tools of the craft.

Bailie Calderwood, speaking on behalf of the

Association, mentioned that Mr. Mason was the
first tradesman who had occupied the position of

Lord Dean of Guild ot that city. Jlr. Mason, in

his reply, pointed out that as an association they
were among the first to freely and frankly
recognise the right of labour to organise, and the

result had been of the most satisfactory descrip-

tion. They were also Jimong the first to set .about

in a systematic way to regulate the subscriptions

of their employees to benevolent institutions.

The leases of the old ho\ises forming .St.

George's-terrace, Ctloucester-road, W., having
nearly all fallen in, the site, which has a frontage

of about 400ft. and a return frontage of about
170ft. to St. George's-place, and co\ering an area

of nearly Ih acres, is being cleared. By arrange-
ment with the L.C.C. and the Kensington
Borough Council a considerable street improve-
ment will be carried out. and the new frontage
of the site will be utilised for the erection of a

number of blocks of shops and flats, the plans of

which liave been prepared by Mr. Paul lloffn^ann,

and which will provide a new feature in the
shape of roof gardens on the first-itodr level, the
upper ]iarl of the premises setting back consider-

ably behind the line of sho]i3.

The foe of subsidence, ever present at North-
wich, hiis once agiiin rendered it necessary to raise

a portion of Castle-street. Stretches of the road
aie 7ft, Oin. below the original level, .and it is to
this maximum height that the thoroughfare is, in

parts, being restored. The work was commenced
list week. In all, at least 5,000 to 0,000 tons of

cinders and other lilling-in material will be
wanted. The length of roadway affected is 100
yards, and the same length of street was raised six

feet in the year 1S90. Not a few visitors to the
town have been viewing the shop-lifting on the
roadway, which presents many curious features.

The buildings have been put up a great height,

and, pending the raising of the road, it is

necessary to enter by means of giant flights of

steps.

One of the latest methods of preserving wood
has been patented in France. It has been recog-

nised that one of the best means of preservation is

to keep the wood at a high temperature in closed
vessels (about 250 C.) and at the same time at a
high pressure, some 2501b. per square inch. This
method has been perfected by the inventor. The
object of the improvements is to provide means of
heating as efficacious as usual, but more practical

.and economi'jal. Another aim is to utilise a part
of the air pressure which has served in compress-
ing. In the new process the pieces of wood are
put in compression cylinders and the air is sent

direct fi'om the compressors into the cylinders.

To heat the air each cylinder is surrounded by a
masonry envelope not in contact with it, thus
leaving a free space. The hot gases from a

furnace are circulated in this. Cooling is effected

by introducing cold air in the space. To obtain a

specially good and cheap heating a series of gas

jets is placed in the lower part of the air jacket

and fed by a gas tube and having an air tube to

aid in combustion. When the plant uses several

cylinders side by side there is a saving in the work
of air compression.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING "WEEK.
Fkiliav (To-day).—Birmingham Architectural Associa-

tion. *• Architecture East and West : ti

Contrast and a Comparison," by E. F.
Revnold.s.

MoNDAV.—Royal Institute of British Architects. Addres^s
to students by the President, T. E. CoU-
cutt, and distribution of Prizes, 8 p.m.

Society of Arts. " Gold Mininf?."
Cantor Lecture No. 2, by Prof. J. W.
Gregory. D.Sc. 8 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Society. " In-

e.xpensive Cottages," by Geotfrey Lucas.
TcESDAv.—Architectural Association of Ireland. " Water

Colour Sketching." by G. G. Lynes.
15, South Frederick-lane, Dublin. 8 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. " ilndem
Motor-Vehicles," bv Col. R. E. B.
Crompton, C.B., M.Inst.C.E. ,h p.m.

Wednesday. — Society of Arts. " The Principles anci

Practice of Insurance, and their Modern
Developments," by Thomas Emley Young,
B.A. 8 p.m.
Architectural Association : Discuw^ioo

Section. ** ^\j-ehitpcture v. the Public,"
byT. L.Dale. 7.:)0p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

" Notes on Materials," by A. It. Myers,
A.E.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

Friday Feb. 8).—Arcliitectiual Association. " Regent
Street," bv IVIervyn E. Macartney.
F.R.I.B.A. " 7.30 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen';*

Society. " Foundations," by Archibald
Scntt.'A.R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. " The
Reconstruction of a Swing-Bridge on the
Southwold Railway," by Claude Pain,
.Stud.Inst.C.E. 8 p.m.

^IIE ARCinTECTUR.AJ. ASSOCIATIOX.
A. FEBIU AKY Mth : ORD[N-\UV GKXER,\L MEETING at

If*. Tiitt.in :-trf('', We'^tmin'itpr. S.W.. at T.ilU p.m. P.^TER ln"

MEltVVN E. M.\CAKTNEV, on "Resfi-at bUeet," illu'^tralcd. .bjr

l.inlern ^Me^.
MIMIX ATION lit a MEMBER to fill the vncanoy on thf rounril.
KEBRIARV !'tli : THIRD SCRING VISIT—to th«- LIVERPOOL

:.n.l LANCASHIRE I IRE INSl RANGE CO.'S nrw building. Pajl
Mall, lij kin.l iit-rmis^mn ol Mr. E. Guy Diiwht-r, Architect. Mt-ub^Dt

1 at t iil<l

A \ISIT wiH .ift«rw.ards be ii^''' ^o the United Inivc-rsdty ClO^v
Sulfolk-strcet, Pall Mull, at -i p.m.. I»v kind iii'fmib^iunol'lhe jVfcliitVCtr

Mr. Reginald Blomfidd, A.R.A.
HENRY TANNER. Jr. \ ,, „ >- ^

(.:. WONTXER SMITH l
""" ^'*

r - S (i U A R E CLUB.
I )winK to the iltuesx of sfveral of thr j>prformLTS in

Mvhti-rr ol Mart-US, or Antony and Ckoputra in n Now Liabl,'' ._,

Liidi.^' Nisht has been unavoiaahlv POSTPUNEil unt<l TCESU+M
lVhruar\ r.'tli,

N.pii-iTirmh,-r^ can obtain tickets of Mr. "W. H. WEBBER, 7, Grt

Crabt ©tius.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Waoks IX Tin; Hi ll Tiiibkr Tkaok.—.\ meeting

of the men engaged in the Hull timber trade has

been held, with n, view of establishing a maximum
and a minimum rate of pay for the next twelve

months. The workers are very unanimous in their

determination to secure better terms, and at their

last meeting, which was private, they instructed

Mr. \V. Wood (organising secretary of ti)»

North-Eastern District of the Gasworkers' and

General Labourers' Inioii) and Mr. Eyre (a lofal

official,! to communicate with Messrs. Pyman, Bell,

and Co. , timber importers, to arrange an interview

with the firm to this end. The men expect that a

satisfactory settlement will be arrived at.

Messrs. Bass and Co. are about to commence the

erection of large grain stores at the east end of fht

Mailings. Sleaford. They .are also erecting iij

Mareham-lane villa residences for their manage

and assistant-manager.
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LATEST PRICES.
iBoir.

Per ton.
RoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10
RoUed-SteelJoista, English 7 5
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7
Bar Iron, good Staffa 6 6
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 '

'

Per ton,

£5 15
7 15
7 5

8 10

Do., Welah . 5 IS
20
6 17

Boiler Plates. Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15 (

Beat Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10 (

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 15s. to i9.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvani-sed, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Glalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton
gauge £13 10

Best ditto 14

Wire Naila (Points de Paris)—
6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
9/- 9/6 10/- 10/6 10/9 11/6 12/3 13/- 14/-

Per ton.

Per ton.

. £14

. 14 10

B.W.O.
per cwt.

Per ton.
£8 10
8 10
9 10
7 10
9 10
4 17

10 10

Cast-iron Coltimna £6 10 to
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „
RoUed-Iron Fencing "Wire 5 0,,
RoUed-Steel Fencing "Wire 7 5 „

„ „ „ Galvanised. 9 0,,
Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17 „
Cutrionr Brads 10 10 „
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 5 „
Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £5 17 6 to
4in.to6in 5 15 „
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 2 6,,
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra; turned

and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron-
Cold Blast, lilleshall
Hot Blast, ditto ,

£5 2
6
5 15

Per ton.

110a. Od. to 1178. 6d.
70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) ;

—

Gas-Tubes 67to.o.
Water-Tubes 6'2| „
Steam-Tubes 57| ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,,

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5owt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.
Spelter. Silesian £23
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 5

, Country 24
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 15

„ „ ,. Country 24 10
Lead Pipe, Tinned in.side. Town 24 15

I, ,. ,, „ Country 25 10
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and

outside Town
II II ,1 „ Country

Composition Gas-pipe, Town
,, Countrv .. 26

Lead Soil-pipe (5in. and Bin.
extra) Town 25 5
II II ,1 I, Country 26

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 121
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 113 n
Tin, Straits 1S)2 15
Do., English Ingots 193
Pig Lead 21
Sheet Lead, To^vn !'!!!.!!!." 22 1.5

Country 2.3 10
Genume White Lead 27
Refined Red Lead 24 15
Sheet Zinc ..'.."..".".'..'!.!..'."." 35
Old Lead, against account ..."...'. 18 13

26
27

25

to £23 10

15 5

121 10
114
I9.t r,

193 1)

Tin..
. per cwt. 11

Cut Naila (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) q

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £9
„ Bangkok „

Quebec Pine, yellow per load
„ Oak
„ Birch
„ Elm
„ Ash " "

Dantsio and Memel Oak
Fir

;;
;;

Wainscot, Riga p. log "] 2
Lath, Dantsic, p.f "!!'!!"!

4
St. Petersburg .."...'..'.* 4

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard,
by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £22
2nd ""

13
3rd 11

Catiada Spruce. 1st 11
II 'Md and 3rd ', 9

New Brunswick g
Riga ..!.!.!!..!.."!!." 7
.^t. Petersburg .'.*."!.".'."!

8
Swedish j

it^'inland w
White Sea !!!;!!!!!;!; 10
Battens, altsorts !.!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 6
Mooring Boards, per square of iin. :—
1st prepared £0
2nd ditto
Other qualities !.!.!!!.!!!!.'

Itaves, per standard M :—
U.S.. pipe £37
Memel, cr. pipe 220

iemel. brack 190

15
1)

to £19 10

,, 17 10

5
9
7
7

5
5 15
6
6

l'20-12ft. by IJin.

to £35 5

„ 23 15

II 14 5
II 1«

I. 11

I. 10

II 9

II 17

I, 2J
II 9
I. 20
II 13

14 6 to £0 17 3
13 I, 14 3
5 ,1 13

10 to £45
„ 2;«l

„ 200

WOOD.
BiiLoiNii Wood.

Deals : 3in. by llin. and 4in. by
9in. and llin

Deals; 3 by 9
Battens : 2,Hn. by 7in. and 8in.,

and 3ia. by 7in. and Bin.

Battens: 2J by 6 and 3 by 6

Deals : .seconds

Battens : seconds
'2in. by 4in. and 2in. by Oin.
2in. by 4,iin. snd 2in. by oin. ...

toreign Sawn Boards

—

Iin. and l^in. by Tin

At per standard.

£ a. d. £ s. d.

13 10 to 15
13 „ 14

11 n

10

1

10
fl

8 10

10

12
leas than
in. A: Hin.

less than best

„ ,1

to 10
„ 9 10

3m
Fir timber : best middling Danzig

or Memel
Seconds
Small timber (Sin. to loin.)

Small timber i6in. to 8in.^
Swedish balks

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average)

Jor.vp.Rs' Wood.
White Sea : first yellow deals,

3in. by llin
3in. by 9in
Biittens, 2Jin. anrl .Sin. by Tin.

Second yellow deals, 3in. by iin....

3inby9in....
Battens. 2}!n. and .Sin.'by Tin.

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin.

and Oin
Battens, 2.^in. and 3in. bv Tin.

Petersburg first yellow deals,
3in. by llin
Do. 3in. by9in
Battens

Second vpUow deals, 3in. by llin.

Do. '3in. by 9in
Battens

Third yellow deals. 3in. by llin.
Eo. 3in. byOin
Battens

more than
battens.

10
At per load of .50ft.

4 10 to 5
4

3 12 6
3
2 1(1 11

4

4 10

3 15
3 10
3
4 15

At per standard.
24
22
Ici 10
18 10
IT 10

to 25
23
IS
•20

19

13 10
11

15
12

18
13 10
16
14 10

U
13
12 10
10

White .Sea and Petersburg

—

First white deals, 3in. bv llin. 14 10
Sin. by 9in. 13 10

Battens 11

Second white deals, 3in. by llin. 13 10

3in. by Oin. 12 10
battens 10

Pitch pine : deals 18
Under 2in. thick extra 10

Yell-^w Pine—First, regular sizes 44
Oddments 32

Seconds, regular sizes 33
Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube.. 3

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs-

Large, per ft. cube
Small

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube..
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,

as inch

Jin. do. do
Dry Mahogany— Honduras, Ta-

basco, per ft. super, as inch ...

Selected. Figury, per ft. super,
as inch

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch
Teak, per load IT
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube

HJ

22 10
19 10
15
IT

IB

12 10
14
14
11

„ 15 10

„ 14 10.

„ 12

„ 14 10

„ 13 10

„ 11

„ 21

.. 1

and over.

10

3 B
2 9
6

9i
8

4

Per square.
13 6 to

13
18
11

15

Prepared Flooring, &c.

—

Iin. bv Tin. yellow, planed and
shot

Iin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 14 ,,

l}in. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 18 ..

Iin. by Tin. white, planed and
shot 12 ,,

Iin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 12 6 ,,

IJin. bv Tin. white, planed and
maiehed 15 ,.

^in. bv Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ... 11 .,

Iin. by Tin. ,, ., ... 14 ,,

Jin. bv Tin. white 10
Iin. by Tin. ., 12 6 ..

6in. at Gd. to 9d. per Sijuare less than Tin.

STONE.*
Darlev Dale, in blocks perfootcube £0
Red Mansfield, ditto , ...

Closeburn Red Freestone, ditto

Hard York, ditto „ ,,,

Ditto ditto Bin. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot aup.

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs aawn two sides,

random sizes „ ,,,

• AU F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £ ) 10

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot , ... I 6i

Ditto ditto Nine Ebna Depot „ ... 1 81
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station 1 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of '20ft. average :—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

!

Delivered to railway depot at the 1

quarry . per foot cube £0 1 Sj .,, £0 1 Tj
I

Delivered on rriad waggons \

at Paddington Depot .., f

Ditto Nine Elms Depot,,,
(

Ditto Pimlioo Wharf I

2 S
2 M
1 10.}

2 10

2 8

1 3

2 1 2 2i

BRICKS,
Hard Stocks f 1 H
Rough Stocks and

Grizzles 1 B
Picked Stocks tor
Facings 2 10

per 1,000 alongside, in river.

1 8
1 14
3 12

3 15

Flettims
Red Wire Cute
Best Farehara Red
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing,

.

Best Blue Pressed
Statfordshire

Do, BuUnose 4
Best Stourbridge

Fire Bricks 3 14

Glazho Bricks.
Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11
Quoins, BuUnose,
and Flats IB

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... IB
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, C h a m-
fered. Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed .Stretchers,

and Header 12
Quoins, BuUnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers 1.5

Double Headers ... 14
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays. Cham-
fered, Squints ..14

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed

delivered,
at railway station.

less than best.

s. d.
Thames and Pit Sand 7 per yard, delivered.
Thames Ballast 5 6 „
Best Portland Cement 27 per ton
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 ,, ,,

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 2Ta. Od, per ton at riy, atn,

SLATES.
In. In. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc20xlO.,.12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.atn.

... IBx 8 .. 6 12 B

Blue Bangor ... 20x10. .13 2 B
20xl'2...13 17 6

First quality 20x10. .13

... 20x12 ..13 15 „

... 16x 8... 7 5 ,1

Eureka unfading
green '20x10.. .15 17 6

,..20xl2..18 7 6 „
„ „ ,,,18x10. .,13 5

.., IBx 8. .10 5

Permanent green 20x10. ..11 12 B „
18x10 ,. 9 12 6

,,. IBx 8... 6 12 6 „

TILES.

Plain red roofing tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Broseley tiles

Omam .-ntal tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Ruab'm red, brown, or brin-
dled do.

1
EdwariLs)

Oraamcntul do
Hip tdes ,

^'allev tiles

Red or Mottled Staffordshire

do. (Peake's!
Ornamental do
Hip tiles

Valley tiles
" Ros'emarv " brand plain

tiles

Ornamental tiles

Hip tiles

Valley tiles
" Hartshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced
Pressed
Ornamental do
Hip tiles

Valley tiles

OII.S.
Rapeaeed, English pale, per tun.. £31 10 to £32

Do., brown '29 10 „ 3110
Cottonseed, refined ... '25 „ '26 10

Olive, Spanish 40 „ 40 10

Seal, pale 23 „ 23 10

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 43 „ 43 5

Do., Cevlon WOO,, 40 10

Do.. Mauritius 40 „ 41

Pabn, Lagos 3310 „ 33 10

Oleine „ ... 17 6 „ 19 5
Sperm ... 34 Q „ 35
Lubricating U.8 per gal. 7 0,, 086
Petroleum, refined .. BJ „ 6i
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 160
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 6 „ 10
Turpentine, American ...per tun 37 „ 37 5
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 1,, —
Baltic OU ... 2 8 „ —
Turpentine 4 31 „ —
Putty perowt. 7 6,, —

s. d.

42 per lOOOat rly. station
S 7 per doz

50 par 1000
52 6
4 per duz. „ „

57 6 per 1000
61
4 per doz. ., „
3 „

51 9 per 1000 • .,

SI 6 ,. „ „
4 1 per doz. at rly. station

3 8 „ „ „

48 per 1000
50 „
4 per doz.

5 8

50 per 1000
47 B ,.

50 ,1

4 per doz.
3 6
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Q L A S S . FOE
En^ah Sheet Glass : ISnz. 21az. S6oi. S3ia. Xet.

Fonrths IJd. ... 2jd. ... SM. ... 4|d. „
Thii^ ..._ SiA. ... ^A. ... M- ... »> ..

Flnted Sheet 3id. ... lid. ... 4}d- • 5}d. ,.

Hutler's T?"r''«>' Boiled rUte ; Jm. > lein. Jin.

2jd. ... 2}d. ... 3d.

Fi(nil»d Oxford Rolled Ooeiiuc Glass : White. Tinted.

Olivers'
Seasoned

Hardwoods,

VASNISHES, &c.

4<i. ... Sid.

Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0
Pale Copal (lak
Snperflie Pale Elastic Oak
Fine Extra Hard Church <Tak
Superfine Hard-dryinc Oak. for ^eats of churdies
Fine Ela,stir Carnage
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriase ... f

Fine Pale Mapk
Finest Pale Durable Copal
Extra Pale French Oil „ 1

Eire^hell FUttinfr Vamisi
•White Conal Enamel _ 1

Extra Pale Paper _ ^
Best Japan Gold Size

Best Black Japan —
Oak and Mahoeany 8ta2L„ _
Brunswick Black ™
Berlin Black
Knottine
French and Brash FoUah

8
10 6
12 6

12 6
16

1PPI.T To-
wn. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunliiU How, LONDON. E.G.

TENDERS.
•«• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by givire

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information.

Ar'FASTiis.—For additions to the council school, for the
Staffordshire Education Committee ;

—
Hawkesfoni. R. T.. Bnrg-aee House,
Market Drayton accepted) . £125 10

CHIPS.
The new Counr>- School for Girls at Tniro was

formally opened on Friday by Viscountess Fal-
monlb.

'fhe late Mr. Charles Symons, aged 74, of Barn-
staple, Devon, timber merchant, left £61,o2T.

The Danish Foltething have under consideration

a BUI empowering the Government to enlarge the
harbonr of Esbjerg at the expense of the State. The
Bill provides for tie expenditure of £2'JT,nOCt on the
oommercial harbour, and of a sum not exceeding
£81,110 on the fishing harbour.

The National .Association of Plumbers has applied
to be registered as the Institute of Plumbers with
authority to issne diplomas to its members. Xotice
of opposition having been given to this, the case has
to come before the Chancery Court.

Mr. H. J. W. Tillyard delivered a lecture yester-

day fHrnrsday) afternoon at the theatre of the
ArchiEological Museum at Cambridge, on " Recent
Discoveries in connection with the Worship of
Artemis Orthia at Sparta-''

The tower of Llanblethian Church, Glamorgan, is

about to be restored at a cost of £550.

The urban district council of Saxmundbam, East
Sufiolk, is grappling with two urgent problems.
An efficient water supply is badly needed, and the
drainage question has reached so acute a stage that
a complaint ha^ been lodged with the Local Govern-
ment Board. The council recently decided tc pro-
ceed with the water scheme first, in spite of an
intimation from the Local Government Board that,
unless the sewerage question was dealt with at

once, they would have no alternative but to conduct
a formal inquiry ixto the complaint above men-
tioned. If both problems are dealt with concur-
rently, an estimated expenditure of £ 11,Ow would
be incurred by the village.

Mr. W. J. Press, late surveyor of the urban dis-

trict councJ for Bumham. Somerset, has been
appointed to carry out a scheme for draining High-
bridge North. 'The range of the district will be
from XewtowD, Highbridge., to Pople's Bow,

,

Worston-lane, and other parts on the limit of
Bnmham.
The scheme for the sewerage and sewage disposal

|

of New and Old Sawley prepMed by Messrs. Wdlcox '

and Raikes, of Westminster and Binnmgham, acting
in conjuDCtion with Mr. Antiiff. the district sur-
veyor, at an estimated cost of £10,0011, has now been
approved by the Local Government Board, and the
engineers have been instructed to at once obtaiu
tenders for carrying out the work.

The report of Messrs. Bradbury, diocesan sur-
veyors of Liverpo.ol, and of Mr. H. Cowle. of the
Isle of Man, recommendmg the immediate removal
of the steeple of Peel Church, has been endorsed by
a pnbUc meeting and the vicir and wardens. The
spire is beyond doubt the ban Jsomest in the island.
Great cracks have shown themselves, however, and
there is such danger of the structure being blown
down in a westerly gale that the church has been
closed. It is only three years since the roof of the
church was destroyed in a gale and was restored
at a cost of £3,0;1i1. A subscription list has been
opened.

Extensive stores are being erected bv the Royal
Engineers at Colchester, the iroawork for these
buddings having been supplied in such a form as to
ba easily placed in position. The operations are
being superintended by civilian experts. A new
mihtary road is .also to be constructed to join the
cavalry and arti lery birracis to East Donyland,
thus forming a more direct route to Middlewick.

Brighton.—For alterations

terrace Council Schools, for
Messrs. T. Simpson and Son,
surveyors :

—
Sykes'andSon
Raines and Sons
Lockyer
Sattin and Evershed ...

Holloway Bros
Longley and Co.
Evans
Rowlands Bros.
Cook and Sods
Hockley k Co. Grantham
Wisdom Bros.'
A.—Extra for tile dadoes,

ance. t Informal.

and additions to Hanover-
the Education Committee.
17, Ship-street, Brighton,

A.
£2,410 19
2.338
2,166
2,077
1,942 15
1.935
1.896
1,719
1,697

1,645
1.548

. £61 15

. S3 10

. 31

. 5.1

. d7 5

. 62

. 62

. 59

. 69

. 47 1

"^ Recommended for accept-

Beomi-EV. Kent.—For the erection of a cart-shed in

Waldo-road, for the town council :

—

Main. A. J., and Co., Cannon-st-,
E.C. (acceptedj £174

CL.iCTtliK.—For the erection of a new model laundry in

C<>nvalescent-road, Clactnn-on-Sea. for Mr. R. Harvie.
Messrs. Baker and Wrightson, architects. Quantities
supplied bv the arcbitects :

—

Chambers, Colchester f1.664
Bureh. jun., Clacton 1,660

Farr. Trenton 1,598

Dobson and Son, Colchester 1.385

Gladwell. Walton 1,577

Everett, Colchester 1.530

EUis and Co.. London 1,330

Canler, Clacton 1,470
Linzell, Felixstowe M69
Marrable. L^vtonstone 1,403

McKay, Clacton 1,398

Smith. H., Clacton (accepted) ... 1,389

C«-»SBT.—For the levelling, metalling, piving, channel-
ling, and other works required in the mabing-np of
Portland-street, in the parish of Cosby, for the Blaby
Rural Iiistrict CoundL Mr. J. Turner, Blaby-road,
South Wigston. surveyor :

—

Brant! R., Leicester
Wiieht. O., and Co , South Wigston
Stimpson and Rollston. Leicester...

Holme. J., and Son. Leicester
Palmer. A., Leicester
Smart, G.,Xottin5ham
Keetch aaod Wainer, Xottineham'

= Accepted.

Entiflt'.—For erection of a junior mixed school at

Bush Hill Park, for the Education Committee Mr. G.
E. T. Lawrence, 22, Buckingham-street, Adelphi, W.C,
architect :

—

£9.^ 6
833
745
711 3
641
619 1 2
549 11

Evans, T.. and Co ... £14,334
Tont. W ... aS83
Roberts, A., and Co ... 8,000

Oak Building Co ... 7.997

Hvde, H., and Co ... 7,990

Jackson, R.. and Co ... 7,913

Davies, D., and Son .. 7.900

Pavitt, E., and Son ... 7.839

Rowley Bros . . 7,761

Parker. W. H., and Son ... ... 7,744

Price, C. B ... 7.727

Foster. F. and G. ... 7,673
Patman. L. and W. H. ... 7,653

... 7,500
Brand, W.M. .. 7.382
Parsons, J. ... 7,377
Mattock and Parsons -. . 7,373
Clavton, E. .'. . 7.249 ID
Thomas and Ed^^ 7.200
Xiphtingale. B. E. 7.173
Wall, C, Ltd .. 7,120 (1

Fitch and Co . 7,111 n
Monk, A T.C75
Moss, S. E.. and Co. ... 7.073
Hawkins. T. J., and Co. 7,017
Sabevand Son 6,900
Fairhead and Son 6.®7
Wisdom Bros. .. ti.f.W

Harris, H., and Son .. 6,730
lAwrence, W., and Son 6.6;l4

Guttridue, J 6.649
Clark and Son 6,628

Kenilwobth.—For alterations and additions to Wood-
cote Lodge. Mr. C. M. C. .\rsmtrong, Warwick, architect

;

bmitii, G. F., and Son.s. Leamington £l.tityO

Smith, E., and Son. Kenil worth- 1.499 18
.\ccepted.

Kivr.sTosE. Staffs.—For enlar^ng and improving the
council school at Kingstone, for the Staffordshire Ednca-
tion Committee i

—
Ward and Godbehere, Smithfield-

i-oad, Vttoxeter iac:«pted;, ... £372 12 4

Melton Mi)wr-:iAT.—For the construction of an iron

bridge over the brook in Begent-«treet, for the urban
district council :

—
Clarke, E. .accepted! .. £409

^ Lowest of four tenders received.

,

M:lt<iS.H.^st;.— F^Tcarrying out sewerage and sewage-
disposal works, for the M^ton and Lymington Baial
District Council :

—
Wort and Wav, Salisbury £9.888 18 1

Moian, .T.. and Son. London ... 8.631
Trimm. F. W. Dorking 8460
Cooke, B.. and Co., Lindon 7.961 O
Redhouse. S.. Sen., Storfold . 7,949 2 10
Harrison, S.W., a. Co.. Birmingham 7.750 12 6
Xeal. R. H. B., Ltd.. Plvmouth .. 7,683 7 9
Firth. B.. and Co.. York 7,604 15 O
Smith. H. v.. and Co., London .. 7,521 5
Xapiel, G., and S^ns, Southampton 7.316 19 2
Streeter. A, and Co.. Godalming . 7,495 6 4
Osenton, F. Staines 7,243 O
Bell, G. and Sons. Ltd., London 7,218 4 4
Crawford, R. C, Uddinsston .. 6 952 1 1

Chick, Carden, and Co.. Ltd., High-
worth 6,787 18 2

Cottle. A. J.,Tarporley 6,378 12 6
Grounds and Xewton, Bournemouth 6,330

Rayner, G. G.. Crovdon 6,522 4 4
Macdonald, F. H.. Oxford 6 505 14 3
i_)senton, A. G.. Portsmouth ... 6,473 3 4
Riley, J., Cheltenham 6,455 16 9
Osman, F., Southampton 6.300

Dong-las, J.. Southampton 6,-254 17

Blackwell, R„ and Co.. London* ... 6,080 8 8
Pollard, G , and Co., Ltd., Taunton 6,000

* Accepted.

Milton, H.^sts.—For the erection of a cottage at the
sewage works, for the Milton and Lymington Rural District

Council :

—

Xeal, R. H. B , Plvmouth £800
llrth. B.. and Co., York 700
E3S. J., Xew Milton 655 10
Keeping, W. J, Xew Milton ... 597 o
Wort and Wav, Salisburv S25
Cooke, B., and Co., London .. .. 495
Osenton. A. G.. Poitsmouth .. 449 10
Chick, Carden. and Co., Highworth 4-23

Douglas, J., Southampton 399
Osman, F., Southampton ;;45

;Xo tender accepted.)

MITCH.ASI.—For additions to Singlegate Council School,

for Surrey Education Committee. Messrs. A. W. Jarvis
and F. A. Richards, ?6, Victoria-street, London. S.W..
architects to the committee :—

Hawkins, J. T £1.072 10

Mark, Patrick, and Son 1.C59

Kemp, G 1,049

Kent,H 1,040

Patrick, J. and M 1,040

Kelland, W. H. T 986
Dove Bros 979
Rice and Son 959
Duncan, Stewart. andSons 957

Martin, Wells, and Co 957

Buisfss. J., and Sons 920
Waller, D. (accepted 912

XoEwicH.—For the erection of hoot and shoe factory,

Xorwich. for Messrs . J. Southall and Co. Messrs. Morgan
and Buckingham. 3. Redwell-street, Xorwich, architects :

Carter .t Wright, Great Yarmouth £17,022
Hawes and Sons 15,900

Smith. J. S. . . 13.400

Greenarass, H. C. 15,386

Hum,"J 15.370

Scarles Bros 14,938

Daws, R., and Son 14,7:-,9

Youngs, J., and toons 14,446

Haimant, H.J. 14.387

Gill, T 13.978

Utting. S. W 13,745 10

Yelf, T.» 13,469
= Accepted tender for revised scheme at schedule rates.

£8,481 7s. Rest of Xorwich.

PLVMOrrn.-For renovations to Church of the Good
Shepherd, Octagon-street. Mr. F. Ballamy, Princess-

chambers. Plymouth, architect :—
Stanburv, F. J £-298 14 11

Davy, J'. 232 5 10

Griffin, J., Plymouth^ 216 10

Dalton, W 235 14 6
Granville, C -226 U

' Recommended for acceptance.

Tkatciiam.—For pulling down old buildings and
erecting new premises at 'J hatcham. for Messrs. .\. and T.
Brown. Mr. Walter H. Bell, The Market-place, Xewbniy,
architect :

—
Alburv, J., Padworth, Reading ...

Mavers, H. D
Vicker, J., and Sons, Bath-road ...

Child, W., High-street
Plumb, T.. Gfeenham. Xewbury .

Edwards. J., and Son. Hungerlord
Batten Bros, Ueadicg
Fisher Bros., Reading
Fisher Bros
Guntex. C, Broadway , accepted) ...

Rest of Thatchim..

^27 15
5<0
431 10
426 13 6
4-25

410 n
:i»5

i7o
362 14 )0
340

Xew council schools have just been built at Ton-

bridge, for the Kent Education Committee. They

have'been built to accommodate 420 children. They

are arranged on the central hall and classroom plan,

the infants' department having four cla^rooms, and

the mixed department—having four classrooms.

The roam feature of the design is the central hall,

which is 61ft. bv 2oft. The classrooms are heated

by ventilating open fireplaces, the hall and corridors

by hot-water radiators. Pitch-pine block flooring

is laid throughout. Externally the buildings are of

red brick with a sparing use of Bath stone, and the

roofs are covered with plum -coloured Broseley tiles.

Mr. C. H. Strange, A.R.I.B..\..of Tunbndge Wells,

was the architect; the contractors were Messrs.

G. E. WaUis and Sons, of Maidstone ; and the clerk

of works Mr. A. H. Taylor. The cost was a httle

over £11 a head.
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THE STUDENTS^' XIOIIT AT THE
INSTITUTE.

THERE mere several things which took
place last Monday at what is known as

the "Students' Night" at the Institute, iipi'n

which that bodj- is to be most sincerely con-
gratulated. First of all came the announce-
ment that the Royal ( i.jld Medal is this year
to be awarded to Mr. John Belcher, .V R..A..,

who for the two years, recently concluded,

has filled the chair with extreme diijnity ami
urbanity. A better and more popular choice

it would have been impossible to make, either

on account of his personal qualities or of his

architectural standing. lie who designed
the Accountants' Institute is well worthy to

rank amongst the Royal Gold Medallists.

Then cameMr. < 'oUcutt's address to students,

shoil and trite : an honest criticism by
Mr. A W. S. Cross of the drawings submitted
by students for the various prizes: and a

capable speech by Mr. .1. W. Simpson. With
these we propose to deal in turn : but first of

all we should like to rampliment the I'resi-

dent upon the rebuke which he delivered to

one who took upon himself to refuse a certi-

ficate of honour—a '• mere piece of paper,"
a.s he calletl it. The trouble arose over the
Measured Drawings prize, which, as our
readers remember, has not been awarded this

year. In commenting upon the matter last

week, we made the remark that " it seems
somewhat hard lines for the prize to be with-
held." It is one thing, however, for us in

our editorial capacity to make a remark like

this, and quite another for cjne of the gentle-
men to whom Hon. Mention is awarded to
take the matter into his own hauils and
refuse his certificate. If he has ever played
football or cricket he will know that it is

necessary in all cases to accept the umpire's
decision, and if it is necessary in games, all

the more so is it when competing for the
great prizes of a great profession, and when
the umpires are men of the highest st.inding.
It will be long, we fear, before the perpetrator
of this indiscretion will live down its effects.

Mr. Collcutt very properly onfined his
address to two points, thus avoiding the
pitfall of discursiveness, and enabling him-
self in a short space of time to press the points
right home. He first impressed upon the
young men the importance of discovering as
early as possible whether they had selected
their right career, and th.'n went on to
advocate persistence when this point had
been decided, and particularlv to recommend
the study of actual buildings. Possibly the
trrst point is the more important. Ma"ny a
man's life is ruined by selecting at the outset
a calling for which he is not fitted. This is
not confined to architecture, but architecture
shares with other professions at least equally
in it. For many a lad this professim is
chosen bec;iuse he has a taste for drawing,
or more probably because ignorant parents!
who cannot distinguish between good and
bad, consider him to be a genius in this
respect when he is really far otherwise. In
the I,ondon schools, at the Architectural
Aasociation for instance, only the best of the
younger students are found^ vet even there
It IS occasionally necessary "t > point out
to one or another that he" has manifestly
made a mistake in his .election of 'a

vocabon. Before it is too late that young
man is advised to try something" else:
but for every one thus saved in London
there must be twenty in the country
to whom the warning" is not given in
time. They pass through their articles,

become second or third-rate assistants, and
eventually wake up to the fact that they are

unfitted to be architects, as the term is for-

tunat^ely besrinning to be understood through-
out the land, when it is too late to change.

They lower the general standard, yet what
are they themselves to do !" The words of the

Institute President were actually heard by a

few only, and those presumably all men who
are really architects in fmbri/n : but it is well

that the warning should be spread and under-
stood by the macy who were unable to ]>e

present. Architecture is a profession which
IS not lightly to be entered upon. It does

not demand draughtsmanship only, though
first-rate draughtsmanship is now an essential,

but requires a vast deal more. It is not to

be learnt by tracing for a few years in a

small country ortice. Much money has to be
spent, and a great deal of time has to be put

into hard study. The capacity of design has

to 1)3 developed, combine I with an intimate

knowledge of such a multitude of subjects as

seems appalling at first sight. There are so

many who possess the necessary qualifica-

tions, and are fitting themselves to do good
work in all parts of the land, that there is

scarcely any room now, and there will be
less room presently, for any others to earn a

livelihood. The unfit should recognise their

unfitness at an earlj- date and make way for

the fit, thus removing an incubus from a

noble profession, while at the same time

saving themselves from years of disappoint-

ment and monetary failure.

I'ossibly Mr. Collcutt over-emphasised the

comprehensiveness of ti-aining necessary to

an architect. He also, we think, put more
stress upon the study of line than is pro-

portionately right : yet we fully agree

with him that no amount of reading and
copying the drawings of others can com-
pare with the actual study, particularly

the measured study, of the buildings of

foimer days. We venture to think that in

this respect all is not quite right with regard

to the Testimonies of Study requiral from
those who enter for the Institute examina-
tions. There is no compulsion, for instance,

for any of the drawings for the Intermediate

exam, to be prepared from actual executed
work, except the drawings from the round,

while even these may be made from casts.

Most students copy the Orders without grasp-

ing their proportions, and certainly without
understanding their relations with the build-

ings to which they were applied, in many
cases taking them blindly from certain well-

known books in which they are not always
quite faithfully rendered. Manj- even copy
their Gothic sheets, in spite of the large

H mount of good Gothic work that there is in

Knjjland accessible for measurement. Mr.
Collcutt most strongly urged the study of

Irreek and Byzantine buildings, never men-
tioning the beautiful English Gothic work at

all ; but it is this which is most easily reach'id

by the English student. It is the (rjthic

spirit which he needs most to cultivate, as

beinj; most in harmony with our climate and

I

surroundings. The student should sketch

and measure buildings by all means, and
whenever the opportunity comes to him to do
so. All can afford the small amount of time
and money necessary for doing this in Eng-
land : few can travel to any extent;—yet

foreign travel has its great advantages, show-
ing that there are many points of view from
which a problem can be looked at besides the

En^^lish one, and giving the student, once he
has mastered the elements, a much larger

range of knowledge upon which to base his

future practice than English study alone
can do.

All the more enthusiastic young men
recognise this, and are eager to under-
take sketching tours. It is this which
very largely accounts for the populirity
of the Travelling Stulentships, though
they have the disadvantage, as Mr. Simp-
son pointel out later m the evening, of

temporarily divorcing the men from the

restraints of office work, and rendering them
disinclined to return and settle down steadily

again. This can be largely overcome by the

organisation of regular sketching parties such
as that which we ari'anged last summer in

mil-France. These, under good leadership,

need never degenerate into free-and-easy

holidays, while they bring the possibility of

foreign travel and personal examination of

the great buildings of other lands within

reach of those with comparatively slender

purses. The travelling student who goes

away for three months entirely by himself

may very well become haphazard and un-
settled. Half or a quarter of the time spent

as one of a party, working steadily day by
day, would probably do as much benefit, and
cause none of the harm. Organisation is

now the order of the day. The individual

who tries to do things too much for himself

can never compete with others who work
systematically and in concert. The travelling

studentship may have been the best thiag

possible at the time when it was instituted

;

but now that architectural education is being

properly taken in hand, there is no reason at

all why architectural tours should not become
a regular part of the curriculum of the

schools. We cannot expect our Government
to form, as Mr. Simpson said, a Villa

Medici, to which the prizemen should be
sent for months or years to study in one of the

great art centres of the Continent ; but we
could arrange for parties of a dozen or so to

visit this, that, or the other part of the

Continent under skilled leadership, going to

different places year by year, and so covering

a great deal of ground, widening the archi-

tectural intelligence of the students, and
incidentally rendering English architecture

more cosmopolitan and more free from
insular trammels.

Mr. Cross, in his detailed criticism, took

rather a different line, pleading with the

younger men for architectural scholarship in

their designs and for simplicity of plan. His
words might well be taken to heart by many
of the older men as well as b\' the younger
ones ; yet it is to the young ones that we
must look for better things in the future

than those of recent times ; for avoidance of

the unscholarly eccentricitie j which are

temporarily fashionable : and for develop-

ment of a dignity of planning, of which,

fortunately, there is more sign now than
there was at the time, say, of the great

Law Courts competition. These, again, are

qualities best learnt by the study of old

works in the sohd r.ither than by means of

photographs or drawings, provided always
that the works studied are well selected.

This proviso is a verj- important one, and
again emphasises the importance of such
study b 'ing done un ler competent guidance-

ARMOURED CONCRETE CISTERNS
AND TANKS.

THERE are not many classes of structures

for which armoured concrete is more
suitable than those in which water is to be
stored, particularly tanks or reservoirs which
are of a somewhat large size, such as those

needed for the supply of water to a country
house or group of cottages. It is hardly

likely to supplant the ordinary metal cistern

for household use, owing to its weight, which
is ab3ut the same as that of a cistern made
of glazed ware, though it has the advantage
over such that outlets can hi formetl wherever
desired at the time of manufacture, and are

not really difficult to make subsequently if

the armouring be avoided. They are better

than metal tanks, inasmuch as they do not
corrode or decay, and have no deleterious

effect upon the water ; while their strength
can be proportioned quite easily to the water
piessure by increasing the number of hoops
jf armouring towards the bottom. If
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armoured concrete evtfr becomes usual in

- the

:be
-ses

- 1 deal with, i*'- v^ or
T.-, - -,

. :^ vbich, exposed t aer,

ai« iniinitely better if nia*le o£ this material

tbjia of cast iron, or steel, which netd

constant repainting, else they will suffer from
corrosion.

For use above ground a circular plan

presents the most economiesd construction,

for by its means bending stresses in the

walls arc altogether obviafed. Fig. I shows

the hoops as shown in Fig. ;i, and must be
sufficitnt to allow the concrete to resist the
pressure, acting as a eontinuous slab over

a water tower erected to hold l.j,(XH)gal. It

has a total height of 4oft.. the height of the
reservoir being 10ft. and diameter zJOft. U>in.

The upper portion of the sides is 4in. thick,

and the lower portion oin. thick, while the
bottom is also nn. thick. The pillars are
•"ift. long and IMrn. square in section.

The reinforcement of such circular tanks
i-onsists of evenly spaeei.1 vertical rods and
horirontil ho.''ps, which may also be evenly
<txiced. whtie the size of the rods is varied

:

or, as i> more usual, roils of uniform section

are used, spaced nearer together as the bottiim.

is approached, where thf pressure is greatest

:

or, again, the latter method may be adopted
ui conjunction with varying sizes of hooping.
Fig. 2 show the section of a portion of siach

a tank, the large rods shown in section near
the top being for the purpose of resisting the
thrust of the domeil covering. The tension
III the hooping per unit of depth = i ^ D,

wier"
D =

If

inU

,.,.,<, ,w, per si:juare unit, and

. - i ater in feet, and pressure
= /) ^ 62-4:2.1 11.

•I hoops per foot of depth

T^ - are m rwis per foot of depth

the tenaon in eadi = ?L-L-J?^^.

I^^ t 0- dtpth. is Jir*j\ idod to lii»?«rt

-. The spacing or section of the
: at every f>nit or so in

t the decreasing pressure

The vertical reinforcement is placed inside

the supporting horizontal hoops. The thick-

ness of the concrete will chiefly depend upon
practical considerations.

The tank may be made water-tight by
rendering the inside with Portland cement
mortar, say 1 of cement to 1 of sand and
lin. thick, or with bituminous sheeting or
asphalte. ^-^

THE PICTURES OF THE LATE
ROBERT BROVGH.

t X exhibition of pictures by the late

-. »- Robert Brough. A.R.S.A., opens to-day
at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1 7, Savile-
row. W"., smd will remain open for about a
month. Most of them are pc>rtraits, executed
with a bold touch and freedom of line, though
many bright water-colour sketches of suimy
Morocco are also shown, entirely different in

character.

The portraits vary from mere <iutline

studies in oils to highly-finished works, and
as a rule those of men are best. The women
and children are in many cases chalky
looking, and stare too miich. They are too

evidently posed, and there is too obvious an
effort to follow the style of the great English
portrait - painters of a i-entury ago. The
groups fail in particular—single figures and
faces in them are charming, but attention is

not riveted on a single focus, and the pictures
lack unity in conseijuence. On the other

hand, nothing could be more spirited yet
graceful, rich and yet harmonious, than
the full-length figure ^Xo, 4.i\ entitled

j

" The Spanish Shawl." A girl, drajied

in rich brocade, with full red lips

and fresh complexion, is poised for a dance,

full of life and coquettry. It is a picture of

!>ugsestive brush-work rather than high
tinish, yet altogether delightfid to behold.

It was painteil in IfiH. when the artist must
have been working at high pressure, since so

many large pamtings bear the same date

:

and all are not of equal excellence accord-
ingly, the large portrait of the Marquess of

Linlithgow to wit, Xo. -3—a comparativelv
inferior production, in spite of its high finish,

nobility of pose, and restraint of i-olour

fx( rci^d when the obrious temptation of

peer's robes and jewelled orders was towards
exuberance.
The place of honour, above the mantel-

piece, has been given to the portrait of the
Right Hon. Sir R. VaughauWilliams—a noble
specimen of unostentatious portraiture in the
robes of a Loni Justic-e of Appeal: but
it hardly illustrates the peculiar fluency of

line which made Brough pre-eminent so
weE as, for example, Xo. '29. a portrait oi

Mr. Georj'^ \'. \ ;nier in the character oi

Rudolph This is a representa-
t: r. f • .l: -aien. a most active,

i fily at rest, executed
lid e\-en brilliancy.

Close to liiis liirge canvas is the smallest
oil-painting in the room -a portrait of the
artist, by himself (Xo. 2(i\ painted when he
was only seventeen, unexcelli'd in luminosity
and lich harmony of tone by any of his later

work. It gave promise which never readied

fulfilment—so short was Broagh's career.

cut off by a railway accident when he was-
thirty-three.

Perhaps the most spirited of all his picture*

is the equestrian portrait of Master Phil
Fleming ,Xo. 60). This, like all Proush's
best work, is instinct with life, a quality
above those of correct posing, good drawing,
and harmonious colour—all of which are
present also.

The water-colour sketches are mere sug-
gestive notes, but as such are admirable,
bright and pure in tone, and full of active-

motion. Most skilful of all is Xo. 61. • A
i
Bull Fight." the broad expanse of blue

j

shadow broken by a single running figure,

I while the bull is slightly suggested as in full

]
career in the middle distance.

Had Brough lived longer, he would doubt-
less have done even better work. His

, tendency was. in his later and busier days,

towards tcx) great breadth of touch. He
illustrated the modem reaction from the^

elaboration of the pre-Raphaelite school : but
he went as much too far in one direction a*
thev had done in another.

THE PE.\,CE PALACE C05rPETITIl>K:
COMPETITORS THRE.A.TEX LAW.

4 " LEliAL PROTEST " is issued by a number
..Ti. of archito"-- --;- •"- -- • -.- t .>. ,

Carnegie fund.

jury hare grossly ; .-','.
conditions of art. 5 ot the progTamme. That
several of the competitors who h»^e h'^d prir'^s

."iwarded to tfaem by the jury ha -

improperly inft-in?ed various s:—
. That, besides the :

irtures from these -

;he designs to which
;

awarded, the amount for the construction lixed by
the programme has been so far excep'led, inter

alia in the design to which ih - has
been .iwTirded. that the entire :\ _ n by
Sir. Cam.--- '"- • - i-

-

out the b„
plans. T: - _

prizes bare grossiy exceeded the limits ol the

site indicated for building purposes in the ground
plan drawing accom]"«,nyina: the prt^rramme.
That prizes h?ve been unlawfully axtirded to

designs to which these faults attach, T*-.!- •'--'

directors of the -• Carnegie Fund" art :
-

for the act of the jury instituted by :

virtue of the programme, and in every case bec-ume

responsible for the same, if and in far as ih*

directors enforce and cany out the recommenda-
tions of the jury.

[We are informed that the Committ
Architects intend immediately to cc:

action in the P--- '- " _-—<••-

Fund to get t

Any English ar^ - -

cate with Mr. A. Lmd. Ad»"ocaat en l>ispsu.-hear,

SS7 Prinsenaracht. Amsterdam.!

iTid Parts C-
mingham i,

: fencizi^ :

Fark. The park La&^

and. with the exi

-- W,ini End Hi
land, while the fea.

S:-h of th? w—

k

.,The repc- ' -^ " .-"^

the ne^t n
deals with
laying out of Waru Eii,i

area of about .>t acres,

of the gr-- ' •-
—

-
-

consists ot

ape in a u^

could be earned -- -: i:y -i.^-n

been put in hand, and aK-^.,:

have beeu engaged. The ,, :,..-

that they be authorised to Jitweed wiA the w.^r

the cost"of H.VhI.

The top stone of the tower of the new towr. -

at Sti->ctT»rt was laid en Wednesday week, an :

-"
.
^. ' cf the buL^^r - ' '

was laid

iilding will -
-

Sir A. ErusiweU Thomas, F.I~.,I.B,A., ^
architect.

A- •
• - -

,

advt
dispv^i.,. , . ,— _ _- ,.-.-...-^-, _, - -

patents m the i ziited Km^om to a new comT au\

called the National Radiator Co,. Ltd.. of Sil, Sh.ie-

lane, E.C. The new company will fcil;

assets and liabilities of the Londoa br

American Radiator Co., and will man.;
well-known " Ideal " radiators and boilers a,

1 their new works at Hull.
|

d il

lis
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ROYAT, IXSTITTTTE (IF BRmSir
AUCHITKCTS.

THE sovonth orclintiry meeting iif the present
session of the Institute wiis held at '.),

Conduit-street, W., on .Mondiiy eveninfj, the
President, Mr. T. E. Oolcutt, in the chair, and
wius devoted to the distriluition of prizes and the
delivery of the presidential address to students.

THE UOYAI. OOI.ll MEllALI.IST.

The I'kksident said it was liis privilege to

announce the name of the architect whom the
I'ouni'il proposed to recommend to his Majesty
the King as a tit rocijiient of the Royal (iolii

-Medal for 1907. He felt sure that on this occasion
all present and the whole of the in-ofossion would
receive with acclamation the nomination, anil

would regard him ,as most worthy of that honour
—one who had continued and revived the very
iK-st traditions of the English Renaissance—Mr.
.lohn Bclclicr, A.K..V. The announcement was
received with loud and long-continued applause.

Tile President then delivered his

A1>I>RES.S TO STl'llEXTS.

Tn the first place, I wish, lie said, to impress
on you tl>e importance of considering whether tlie

<-areer you have <'hoscn is your proper vocation.
Tt is essential to he sure that you liave not a mere
inclination for your art, hut "that you feel for it

«uch a love and reverence as will enable you to
overcome serious ditliculties. If, after a period
of work in the schools, you find that your interest
is not sustained, and that your hihour becomes
irksome, then I would advise you to I'onsider
seriously whethi'r some other career would not
offer more attraction and interest to you. Never-
theless, do not he easily discouraged" Remember
that in all callings, even in the highest, there is a
certain amount of drudgery and uninteresting
work to ho faced before one is qualified for the
more pleasant studies which follow. But perhaps
these words of warning are not necessary. Let
US hope that all whom wo see hero to-night are
.ritering upon their career with enthusiasm, and
with the feeling that they are serious students of
ihe oldest of the arts an art in which one always
remains a student, and in the pmctice of which" a
lasting joy is to be found. .Most of you are
familiar with th.' educational work carried on
.It Tuftou - street, and with the advantages
derived from attending the classes held there.
The school is still in its infancv, and we ha\e
•every reason to hope it will con"tinue to develop
in the right direction. My private e.xperience of
the high ipialitications of those students and
assistimts with whose work 1 am familiar fully
corroborates this encouraginj view.

THE STUDY OF miAWINT,.

It is not within the province of this address to
dictate the course of study you should pursue.
Ihis has already been elliciently done bv the
Architectural School and by the Board of .Vrchi-
teetural Education. However, naturallv anion"
your first attempts will be geometrical drawinu"
freehand, drawing from the round, and i.er-
spectivc drawing. A student cannot pav toomuch attention to the acquirement of drau"-hts-
nianship so ne. es.sary tn our art. In particular 1
would advise that perspective be very thorou"hly
learnt and that in practising it at tii-st only rigi"d
lines should be employed : all picturesque, broken,
and shaky lines and -dodgy '•

lights and .shadows
must be regarded as pitfalls, and must be avoided.
I'o all in your ,)ower to become perfect in this
t.innch of your studies. To design well is to
think in persiwctive; to be able to think in per-
spective one must have a sound knowledge of
Its principles. .\^,ain, I would advise constant
practice m sketching from still life ; a .piarter ofan hour each day will be of immense benefit.

l.KAlOHTSM.VXsniP MEUELY a MEANS TO AX EM..

^InTi- r""""*"""
tnis a" .vour skill and

accomphshmont as draughtsmen, whether merely

,^..;T'"""™'
•"" P«"Pective work, or in the

aitistic representation of sculpture and carving,

much 'f li!"^'""
'" "" "">>• I*" "o' '<"««?' th«tmuch of the gr.«t work of the world has been

1 wit1,*'."T'
''"' -J of drawing: tha" is to

«s»entral to the complete education of the archi-

L, l;»v^l"'""^'''•
"'^ drawings that wo suppose

mmr. *" .«'^«<»t«>l by Wren will not bear

e3 r '''"' '^" "''^'"^ "^^' "'' ordinarily
^xpe<t from an advanced student. The geo-
metrical work of Wren was, no doubt. contT;

but, according to the standards of the present
time, it was certainly ill-drawn. Although there
is evidence that he could very clearly indicate the
carving he thought desirable, yet these indications
would scarcely pass muster as really good drawings.
I do not lay stress on this point as an excuse for

slovenly and bud drawing, tiood dniughtsinan-
shiji is necessary nowadays : but I warn you
emphatically against the temptation of thinking
that pretty drawings are essential to good archi-
tecture. I recently saw some modern buildings
in Spain designed in a Rococo manner, with a
toui'h of I'Art Nouveau. Well, we have some
pretty bad art even in England ; but I think that
this siiipa.ssed the utmost I have seen in the way
of banality, fei'blenoss, vulgarity, and originality
- save the word ! I learned that this was thc
work of a man who had gained a liovernment
dipliuna as a qualified architect ; that he was a
most accimiplished draughtsman, and that the
drawings of the elevations of these very buildings
almost amounted to a work of art. I think this

may be regarded as a le.sson in considering draw-
ing only as means to an end. There is an old
saying that " you cannot make a silken purse of a
sow's ear," and you cannot make a fine building
merely by means of fine drawing: you may em-
broider the sow's ear with the finest silk, "but it

rom.iins a sow's ear ! In studying the ancient,
the medi:i'val and the later styles of architecture,

1 would advise separate study of each period as far
as possible, ilake a thorough study of the
trreek, the Byzantine, and following styles, taking
as examples some well-recognised buildings, but
bearing in mind that no buildings can bo fully
appreciated from more illustraticms, however
well executed these miy be. To gain even
an approximate idea of what inspired the
ancients and our more immediate forefathers
you must see for youi-selves the monutnents
they have left for our wonder and admiration.
1 may mention hero my own experience in
this direction. .\lthough I was fairly familiar
with the Doric Order as exemplified in the
Parthenon, yet it Was not until I had actually
seen the building that I was able fully t"o

appreciate and understand the wonder of" this
work, to my mind the simplest, as it is the most
beautiful, of all the tireek masterpieces. The
Parthenon seems to me to embody perfection of
lino. The entasis of its component parts, the
columns and tlie steps arc perfect, ami one feels

that even such details as the curve and width of
the flutings could not be altered by the fraction of
an inch without damaging the proportions. The
very dimensions of the building could not be
altered without detriment. Perfection having
been attained in the dimensions, the building
would not have been so perfect had it been
smaller or larger. A lady of the inquiring typo of
mind once asked (not as a riddle, but as a serious
question) : '-Why cmnot architects improve on
the design of a building erected .so many centuries
agor" "Madam," was the reply, ""has the
Almighty improved on Adam and Eve:" I am
not advising you to study Ureek work, so
that you may erect tireek buildings in
England, but so that you may attain .some notion
of the motives and ethics that influenced (ireek
architects and sculptors—to fully coin|u-ohond
these it would be necessary to have considerable
knowledge of Greek literature, religion and daily
life. It is very questionable whether (ireek archi-
tecture is suitable to our climate, and to the
conditions of modern life and thought. In our
country it tends to become "faultily faultless,
icily regular, splendidly null." Tliink of the
Parthenon with it.-; colour, its workmanship, and i

its setting of blue sky and clear atmosphere ; ami
i

then look at the Doric portico to Euston-square
Station. Neither its material, its colour, nor its

size is satisfaitory. With regard to material, the
stone employed is not siitliciently delicate in
colour or in texture to obtain the true proportion
of light and shade, especially to the Hutings.
The diameter of the columns," and therefore the
whole structure, is greatly in ex. ess of any known
ancient examples, and one cannot but believe the
(rreeks had determined the limit of magnitude for
work in this order. I wish to impress upon you
the necessity of acquiring a sense of proportion,
and the only way to do this is to approa.h in a
spirit of reverence the great works that have
appealed to successive generations, and that arj
universally acknowledged to be niiisterpieoes. D.i
not. at any rtite to begin with, criticise too freely
the works of art that have been established .as

pre-eminent by the verdict of expert opinion in
ages past and present. Take this \erdict for

granted, and then study these great works by
drawing and by contemplation, and try to under-
stand wherein lies the excellence of their propor-
tion, of their detail, and of their general imussing.

STllHES or MODElt.V HflLDI.NliS.

j

1 do not consider it advisable in pursuing these
!
studies to exclude a study of the modern

!
building from your curriculum. However

{

enthusiastic in your admiration for one styfe
or period, do not blindly condemn all others. In
giving your attention to the old masterpieces, do
not omit to observe very carefully the materials in
whii'h they arc built, for this "is of the utmost
importance. The student should not only make
himself thoroughly famili.ar with the right use of
materials, but he should be sure to realise the
great influence that these have upon style. Ho
should also compare the varying qualities
of workmanship. Ruskin has somewhere made
the assertioii that perfection is not always
desirable. .\n illustration of this theory may be
found in comparing the perfection of the t-ireek

Doric workmanship with the roughness and
unevenness of the porphyry and other columns in
St. Sophia at Constantinople. In the latter case,
perfection would have been fatal: the very un-
evenness of tho surface of the columns "gives
additional charm. I will venture to uphold the
theory that excellence of workmanship as regards
exterior finish is altogether desii-ablo for any
architecture founded on the Classic ; but that very
high finish is not always desirable in Byz;intino
and Medi^'val work. In most old examples it is

not mot with. Let me counsel you, when you
have made some progress in the .study of a
particular style, to practise design in that' stylo:
but 1 must warn you to avoid efforts after
originality. A strong personality will inevitably
assort itself sooner or hiter, but jiray do not force
it. There is nothing new under the sun, and it

may safely be said of any too "original " kind of
building that it has been done as badlv before. I
have warned you against the "New Art."
This, however, I do not utterly condemn,
because it has occasionally shown some signs of
merit ; but a previous and acknowledged stylo is

genoiiiUy found on careful scrutiny to bo the"basis
of these signs of merit, tho origin of this

"originality." Do not attempt the new art until
you have a knowledge of the old. In your education
as architects you will find plenty" to do without
striving to impress the public with youroriginality.
In practising designing do not lose heart : this
branch of your studios requires as much patience
and perseverance, perhaps more than any other.
Do not hesitate to use indiarubber ; never mind
the soiling of paper—porhai>s you will tind .tho

dirtier your paper becomes the nearer you are to
achieving your aims. All may acquire an ability
to gtve the world something pleasing, although
it does not come within the scope of all to leave
a lasting mark on the history of their gener.ition.

THE VAlHEIl TRAININT, OF THE ARCniTE.T.

To turn to more prosaic matters, a somewhat
homely comparison may be used to illustrate the
diverse nature of acciuirements necessary to an
architect. A second-hand furniture dealer in u
back street ailvertisesthe magnitude of his under-
takings in a quiet forcible manner. Over the
doorway of his sordid-looking shoj) is written

—

Do you want it ': We sell it

!

Don't you want it ': We buy it '.

From a microbe to an air-ship.

Well, this gentleman's business would seem to
cover a deal of ground : perhaps his advertisement
ei'i-s on the side of exaggeration. But some of
the same wording might very appropriately be
applied to our c.iUing. It is expected that your
education should include a knowledge of almost
every possible trade. Vou must necessarily be
acquainted with the habits of the microbe, the
mysterious tenant of the sewer ; and possibly vou
must also be acquainted with the suitable decora-
tion for a steamship's salmon. You must certainly
understand something of all the building trades
involved in erecting anything from a cottage to
a palace. It really appears, therefore, that your
education must bo as wide as the business opera-
tions of the man who will deal in anything from a
microbe to an airship. But do not bo discouraged.
As you progress, you will fitul that this diveisity
of subjects is not so formidable as at first appe irs".

It is true that besides the tine art of architecture
and the art of construction, there are many
subjects with which the architect must have more
than a casual acquaintance. Although experts
may be consulted on steel constru.tion, sanitary
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work, olectrical work, and heating, yet the young
architect should endeavour to become master of

the firinciples involved in such matters as thefe.

It is also very important for the student to have
some knowledge cf the sister aits of painting and
sculpture, and under pioper guidance to study
the old masters. He should know something of

the history of painting, and should be able to

trace the gradual development of colour- decora-

tion from early work, such as the Byzantine
mosaics, to the culminating jioint of colour-

decoiation as exemplified in the pictures of the

the Italian Renaissance. Let him also study
sculpture : in our museums he will be aV>le to

compare the Ninehvite and Egyptian work with

the Elgin maibles, and from them he will pass to

a study of the Italian woik. Neither must the

lesser arts be neglected. Furniture, porcelain,

needlework, tapestry— in fact, every department
of the Fine Arts—should be considered. The
collections at South Kensington Museum should
be studied and compared with the architectuie

of the same dates. Chippendale and Sheraton.
Jacobean and C'arolian furniture should be
observed in leference to the houses of the periods

which they were designed to adorn. In conclu-

sion, let me repeat how great has been my
pleasure in addressing you to-nigbt. You are

starting on your careers ; I may be considered as

having enttred on the last stage of mine. I can
conscientiously assure you that I still feel as great

a devotion as ever to the art I practise, although
age is generally supjjosed to dull enthusiasm and
to give rise to a piosaic and worldly spirit.

Happily our ait always tends to maintain youthful
thought ; with all its difficulties it has this great
compensation—that to the last we can take a joy in

our work, and a pleasure in striving to arrive at

that ideal in art so ably described bv Cieorge
(iissing: — ".Ait might be defined as an expres-
sion, satisfying and abiding, of the zest of life.

This is applicable to every form of art devised by
man. for in his creative moment, whether he pro-
duces a great drama or carve a piece of foliage in

wood, the artist is moved and inspired by supreme
enjoyment of some aspect of the world about him
—an enjoyment in itself keener than that ex-
perienced by another man, and intensified and
prolonged by the power which comes to him we
know not how— of recording in visible or audible
form that emotion of rare vitality."

Mr. Alfred W. S. Cko>>, M.A., read a detailed
criticism on the essays and designs submitted in

the students' competition, and in the course of
some general remarks on the designs sent in ex-
pret-sed his regret at the lamentable fact that
these were in character of draughtsmanship, and
in stuoy of the problems set, far behind the
average of the work seen in recent years. The
essays sent in were eminently readable, interest-

ing, and instructive, but did not, as a rule, possess
that mysterious quality known as literary style in

a -high degree. Many of the competitors for the
Soane Medallion lacked a knowledge of scientific

planning. The plans submitted weie needlessly
complex. He urged the importance of more
accurate scholarship in the architecture of the
designs. Mr. Pitcher's design was the best of

those submitted : but his work had been passed
over, because he had unfortunately ignored one of

the salient conditions of the competition. In the
Measured Drawings competition he congratulated
^Ir. Wynn Owen on his draughtsmanship and on
the choice of Magdalen College, Oxford, as a sub-
ject. He congratulated Air. Jackson, the winner
of the Owen Jones prize, on his thoroughly con-
scientious work, his drawings being of more than
average merit, and the Tite Prize was fully
deserved by Mr. Nicol's well-proportioned design.
Jlr. Mellor's clever design for the Grissell medal
was spoiled by a semicircular rib placed over the
main entiance.

DLSTKIHl'TIOX OF MEDALS AND I'ltlZES.

The Pkesiuext then distributed the medals,
prizes, and certificates gained during the recent
competitions, in acco.dance with the list published
by us a fortnight since p. 123; in our issue of
Jan. 23. An unprecedented and unfortunate in-
cident occurred during the ceremony. It will be
remembered that the Council expressed themselves
unable to award the Institute Silver Medal for
measured drawings of ancient buildings ; but they
awarded certificates of hon. mention to Jlessrs.
U. Wynn ( (wtn and David Robertson. Mr.
K'jbertiOn was not present; but Mr. Wynn tlwen,
in resjjonseto the call, stepped forward, and in a
quiet, almost inaudible monotone, informed the
President that when he reflected upon the large

amount of hard work and time which he had
bestowed on his measured drawings of ilagdalen
(College, Oxford, he deeply regretted to say that
in justice to himself he was quite unable to accept
the certificate which had been awarded to him.
He had the highest regard f jy the President person-
ally, and for the members of the Council, and he
trusted that the President would accept, as the
justification of the speaker's attitude, the fact

that there were occasions when a man felt

morally bound to say cleaily what he thought.
The Pkesident replied that it would have
been moie gracious on Mr. Owen's part had
he communicated his decision in writing to the
Council instead of making this public protest, and
Mr. Owen silently bowed and withdrew. The
students who subsequently came up to receive

their prizes benefited by the interiuption, for

they were received with accentuated applause.

A vote of thanks to the President and to Mr.
Cross was proposed by Mr. John W. Simfsox,
who suggested that the prize distribution should
be made, if possible, a more conspicuous event in

their annals, as the Institute, like the Ph<enix of

old, renewed its youth by absorbing its offspring,

the students, into its membership. He had grave
doubts whether the award of a travelling student-
ship was of ultimate value to the recipient. Just at

the time of life when he most needed guidance, and
to put forth continuous effort, he was sent abroad
to spend several weeks piactically where and as he
chose without restiaint or svipervision. An oppor-
tunity presented itself to so:i e philanthropic
millionaire to found a British School of Architec-
ture in Rome on similar lines to that established

by the French Government. He feared no
(.Tovemment in this country, however prodigal
they might be with educational grants, would in-

corporate provision for so desirable an institution

as a British Villa Medici into any forthcoming
Amended Education Act—no political knrios was
to be obtained therefrom.

Mr. James M. Mi xuo. President of the Glas-
gow Institute of Architects, briefly seconded the
vote of thanks, which was carried by acclamation.

POWER-STATIONS. — II.

By R. OwEx Allsop.

THE sketch-plan given herewith demonstrates

the value of planning a power-station with
due regard to future extension. A generous
allowance for such extension would be, having
determined the probable load at the end of

years' working, to build for this load plus spares,

and to construct the station with a view to its

possibly being at some future date exactly

doubled. On this principle the accompanying
plan has been prepared. The provision for the

future may seem excessive ; but we cannot but

urge it as wise when we remember the predica-

ment iif many existing stations, the machinery.
l'i.-c., tightly jammed between switch-board and
cooling-towers, iScc, and all encased with perma-
nent end walls to engine and boiler-house. The
loss of money arising from want of forethought
has been very great.

It will doubtless be clearly understood that we
are not advocating the iii.staUatiim nf plant for the

years ahead futuie load, although we might
reasonably recommend the engine-beds, con-
densers, and cable channels, lVc, all to be pre-

pared for the start. The actual power provided
will be for the piesent load plus spare : and it is

necessary tn see that this spare power is duly
provided. We can call to mind a tramway station

now working, at full capacity, every single gene-
rating unit and every boiler in the establishment,

one end of the building stoppeo with the switches
and auxiliary electrical machinery, and the other
encased in a permanent wall. In a worse plight

are those stations working at maximum capacity

and having a block of offices and a switchboard at

respective ends. In cases where the ends are

flanked by buildings or subsidiary structures—
such as cooling-towers, shafts, well-houses, &c. —
the situation is far woise.

We, therefore, may reasonably draw sp cial

attention to the accompanying sketch. It shows
also the benefit to be derived from a switchboard
placed parallel with the long axis of the engine-
house. In our plan, we can add unit after unit,

as required, and by the single addition of a few
bays of the building, with necessary additional
roof trusses, the walls of t'ne engine and boiler-

house can be extended as new machinery is

installed. The bus-bars and switch-boards are

similarly capable of extension by the addition of

new panels corresponding to the additional
generators. Nothing requires to be pulled about
in any way, and if the end wall of the building is

a temporary structure, little expense is incurred
in the alteration beyond the cost of the new
generating units, &c.

The plan we give is exactly arranged on the
suggested principle of boiler, engine, generator,

and switchboard. To develop this series in detail

we might put \\] coals, {'1) stokery, (3) boiler,

f4) steam-pipe, .'ij condensers, (6) engine, (7)

generator. S) cableway, (9) switch-board. This
is practically the order of the plan, and is con-

venient where each engine has its separate

condenser— a plan generally preferred by power-
station engineers. The arrangement of the cross

section and its setting out are the things to look to

because the longitudinal spacing—on the system
recommended—concerns only the leaving of a
sufficient gangway between each generator,

depending to some extent also on the lateial

spaces required by the type of boiler used with its

flues complete. Two leading factors in the dis-

tribution of space on plan must be the overall

boiler dimensions and the size of engine and
generator bed-plates. Obviously the architect is

not required in power-station work until the

engineers and electricians have decided upon the

exact plant to instal, including not only the

boilers and engines, but the auxiliary machinery
and subsidiary features needed. It is when the

architect is handed a set of outline dimensioned
blue prints "f machinery bed-plates, with the

engineer's rough notes on planning, that the

benefit of his previous study of the business and
woi king of a power station will manifest itself.

The principle on which the arrangement for

extensions should be made should be to leave

quite clear the area intended to be devoted to

such extension. The original cooling-towers,

shaft, well-house, ic. \-c., therefore, must be so

disposed that they will be quite convenient when
the extension is made. No pulling down and re-

building should be required. In the matter of

cooling-towers, it is plain that an extra length of

horizontal, or more or less horizontal, pipe does

not affect working arrangements beyond the

slight additional frictional loss in pumping
through increased length of pipes. Should the

matter of the extension be wholly left for the

future, the condensing water flow and return

pipes between the erected station and the

cooling - tower can be carried on temporary

supports from the built condenser channel to the

tower : and it is plain that there will be a gain

in cooling effect by these exposed pipes. The
suggestion is indicated in the accompanying
sketch. The future extension site has no work
on it ; the condenser discharge rises out of the

condenser channel, and passes above ground to

the cooling-tower, which is located with reference

to the completed scheme. If the question of

future extension is an absolute surety, it might at

times be well to excavate for and construct the

future condenser channel, and temporarily protect

this from the weather. The arrangements «e
simple if the scheme comprises condensers above

the level of the engine-house driWng floor, since

in this case the condenser pipes are not sunk

so much below the ground level. The argument
against any kind of avoidable expenditure in

extension work is that, as the last word in elec-

trical engineering is continually negatived by
advance of ideas and plant improvements, it is

not possible to know beforehand whether, some
few years ahead, the kind of work installed at the

time of building the original power-house will be

chosen for additions. This is a very powerful

advocate for restraining expenditure in advance on I

either the engine or boiler-houseextension-c'nemes. |

An object-lesson is the steam turbine. Engineers

—the least cautious—are even now but feeling their i

way with this prime mover ; and, as we have

seen, it is of such a character that quite novel

arrangements of boiler-house and engine-house

are indicated as possible and desirable. On the

whole, then, it is the safest couise to spend

nothing on the future extensions beyond seeing

that permanent features do not obstruct the

ground allotted to such extensions. '

It should, however, be a great aim to avoid

any possible alterations of existing buildings.

We see a considerable amount of work done in'

this way : but the mess of building operations:

amopgst cables and generators and electrical

machinery is far more troublesome than in ordi-

nary buildings. This consideration indicates that;

the positions of the subsidiary machinery of thj

immediate future extended station should be we
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considered, and, if possible, space allotted and
reeerved for such, even at the cost of building

somewhat more accommodation than is at first

atpeolutely necessary for the station. It is to be
understood that the position of accessory elec-

trical machines cannot be determined haphazard,
even if ref^ular order is shown in the disposition

of present and future main geneiators. Each
accessory machine has some referem e to a com-
plete cycle undergone by the geneiated electrical

energy, and in consequence there are positions

most suited to such machinery, and others

most unsuitable and inconvenient. The necessary

features of a complete equipment for the genera-

tion and distribution of electricity are quite

Buflicicntly complicated without adding to the

complication by inconvenient placing of machines,
and in the design of a power-house there is ever
present the question of safety to the inmates.

Sudden death luiks about the engine room. The
best anangements leave some potentiality of

disaster. Many details allowed formerly to pass
would approach the criminal in these days of high-
tension alteinating current generation. During a

recent Press correspondence on various matters
affecting the welfare of employees, an instance
was given of a passage-way in a power-station 2ft.

wide, where a false step would be taken at great
risk. We have recently seen a small station with
a bad type of switchboard, and were not surprised
to hear shortly after that at this board an atten-
dant was found dead on the first day he was
engaged at the station. In questions such as
these the competent architect comes in most
effectively, with his independent action dealing
properly with passages and gangways. The
engineer is apt to ignore danger by familiarity
theiewith, and the question does not concern the
electiicians. In a sense, the well-planned power-
station is such that, while the electrical require-
ments are skilfully disposed tu the engineer's and
electrician's satisfaction, the gangways i:c., are
arranged to give a ma.\imum of ea'fetv to the
station staff after consideration of practical walk-
ing, access. Arc, This is evident, because if no
access were retjuired to machines the power-
eUtion machinery could be almost packed into
feet where it now occupies yards of space. This
being so, the art of power-station planning re-
solves itself into the disposition of machines, ic,
relative to means and ways of access. Moreover,
a distinctive difference between recent power-
stations and those of the past is the generous
allowance of gangway fpace, particularlv as
affecting the switchboard. The term "switch-
board" is somewhat unfoitunate, seeming to
indicate a small and subsidiary feature, A better
idea of a modern switchboard is cjnveyed by
talking of a switch "house,'' as impoitant a
feature as the engine or boiler-house, or more so,
in the sense that herein is the real danger zone.
It is, indeed, impossible to produce a danger-proof
switchboard, and this has been recognised, and

eternal vigilance and 5.kill and increasing watch-
fulness and care have been taken as the founda-
tion of switchboard construction, rather than the

seeking after complete safeguards that lull \o a

sense of security, and lure the attendant from his

guard. The principle involved is quite sound.

There is one most serious aspect of power-
station business that deserves moie attention than
generally bestowed. A breakdown disorganises

man}' industries. The other day the Greenwich
Station failed for half an hour, and the tramways
were, for that space of time, useless. If we can
imagine such a breakdown in a central London
power-station, such as is proposed, the sum total

of the loss to the industrial concerns in London
and district supplied trom such a station would be
very great indeed. Every detail of the power-
house scheme should therefore be arranged to

reduce as far as possible the likelihood of such an
occurrence. This means duplication of machinery
where possible. It would, of course, not be reason-

able to provide, practically, ttru power-stations —
in case one should fail—but many of the accessory
features may be duplicated on the principle that

provides duplicate feed pumps to a steam-boiler.

It is si-arcely ever possible to eliminate nil risk.

The risk in a power-station is at times of maxi-
mum load, when the only available additional

plant is the spare allowance, which may itself not
be available by reason of repairs, i^cc. The safe-

guard in such cases is the maintenance of

plant always in the pink of condition. A
few weeks ago an example of the failure

of an overworked station occurred at Coventrv.
The l_'oventry manufacturers are very busy
just now, and the failure was necessarily a

great inconvenience to those supplied with energy
by the public power-station. The po.ssibility of

the actual event that occurred was fully foreseen

and reported on by the engineer : but owing to

some misundei-standing the advised additional
plant was never put down. In consequence the
additional boilers and generators are now being
rapidly installed. We have visited the station

since the breakdown, and the engine-house full

of excavators, concreting, displaced cables, i-c,

besides fitters on new engines, well demonstrates
how desirable it is to avoid any structural altera-

tions that are not actual additions that can be
carried on clear of the station business. That there
are times when it is unavoidable to take out old
and substitute new machinery in an engine-house
is evident ; but the inconvenience can be greatly
avoided by prompt icr.ipping of out-of date plant
instead of treasuring up a museum of obsolete

electrical machinery. Under these conditions the
woik can be done in an orderly manner without
inconvenience to the work of station engineers.

In oidinary buildings the giound-plan is con-
sidered thi plan, and basement and foundation
plans too commonly get much less thought
bestowed upon them by the planner. As on
other buildings, the ground-plan of a power-house '

is al.so thr plan, becau.se until the various blocks of

machinery are disposed compactly, and with
reference to their duties, there can be little pro-

gress made with any other drawings, sections,

and elevations ; but having said so much, it

remains that the basement plan (if the term may
be used) of a power-house ha-s importance far

above that of an ordinary basement plan. Doubt-
less many old " electricity works" were planned
with as little regard to the cables as the architec'

bestowed on drain-pipes in the period preceding

the sanitary revival and advent of by-laws and
competent borough surveyors. The modem
power-house planner makes elaborate arrange-

ments for cables and cableways. These as a

general rule pass under the engine-room floor to

the bus-bars of the switchboard— in nny case, they

will first drop below the generators even if they

reappear on a special cable gallery ; and it should

here be observed that the real engine-house floor

is not the apparent driving floor, which is merely
a filling in betw-een engine and generator-beds,

ic providing a suitable platform for access by
engineers and greasers to the engines and
machines. In most cases, the whole site of the

engine-houf-e requiies to be excavated, leaving the

engine-house site much like a deep swim-
ming - bath, completely excavated up to the

outside walls of the covering building. Upon
this excavated site are laid the side wall

trenches and the concrete or other blocks that

provide foundation for the engines and generators

and accessory machinery, converters, motor gene-

rators, kc as the special scheme of the electrician

may require. The plan, therefore, of what one
may term the engine-house basement must be

most carefully considered, and bears in some
measure on the arrangement of the ground plan

In the space included between the main sub- walls

and the engine, i:c., foundation blocks the engi-

neers and electricians will arrange their cable-

ways, also one or the other or the whole of the

condensers, exhaust piping, steam -pipes and
various stop-valves. Whatever be included, the

whole should be put into the hands tf an expert

planner, as distinct from an engineer proper or

electrical expert. Here is an architect's oppor-

tunity, workins; under the supervision of engi-

neer and electrician.

In the case of condenseis being arranged above

the level of the engine-house floor, as in the plan

prsviously given, matters below are simplified.

It will be now apparent how suitable is the

arrangement where the cylinder end ot the engine
is towards the boiler-house, as this leaves an un-

interrupted c.ibleway the whole length of the

engine-house right up to the switchboard, which
if built in a gallery stands os-er a basement into

which run the several cables.

Some engineers have a fancy for live-steam

pipes below the driving-floor level of engine-

room. The arrangement is unnatural, and seems
to arise from an effort to make the engine-room
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look more attractive. Tlio .^te.iin-pipos in this

case must drop down at the head of the boilers

and pass throiisjh the sub-wall carrying the wall

dividing the boiler and engine houses. It is

difticult to see any practical gain—a burst steam-
pipe would Ibe almost as objectionable in either

position. The underground arrangement causes
increased first cost ; and for ourselves we see no
eyesore in a range of steam-pipes in weU-finished
coverings. .-^

AMERICA REVISITED: NOTES BY
HARRY HEMS.—X.

nilLADELI-HIA IX SErXEMllEll.

PHILADELPHIA is no mean city. It claims

to occupy an area of twenty-two miles one
way by close upon six the other. Distant from
New York just under 100 miles—fast trains, b)'

the score, do the journey in about two hours

—

and although the inhabitants of the latter refer to

it, rather contemptuously, as "a one-horsed"
place, Philadelphia has charms which New York
certainly does not possess. ' The City of

Brotherly. Love,"' as its original founders—the

(Quakers—delighted to define it, is altogether more
homely. In a large degree . it lacks the bustle,

the tear, the ceaseless fight to - pile up dollars that

is so marked, and, one may , add, so pre-

dominantly a painful feature in New York. 1 1 takes

"things more quietly, and has an air, if the word
may be used, of greater respectability about it.

It is situated upon the banks of the Delaware
River, thereabouts something rather les.s than
half a mile wide, with Camden, a goodly-sized

city _
in the State of * New Jersey, immediately

opposite to it. Hence the latter stands much as

Brooklyn does to'New York. From Philadelphia
the river runs into Delaware Bay, which empties
itself into the Atlantic at Cape May, some SO
mile?, or thereabouts, farther south.

Market-street (which is I'iOft. broad) is the
nominal backbone to I'hiladeljihia, precisely as

Broadway is to New York. Like the latter city,

.and even more so, Philadelphia is practically built

upon the fiat, save for a gentle rise from the River
Delaware. Market-street starts from the latter's

banks, and in a straight line leads directly to an
open space that, in the city's early days, was known
as Center-square^a site now occupied by the great
City Hall. » About three quarters of a mile further
on, it crosses the Schuylkill River, a tributary
that in turn falls into the Delaware near League
Island, five miles further south. From there.

Market-street continues its perfectly straight
i'ourse to the Orphan Asylum. This means it has
an entire run cf about eight miles.

THE CITY I[.\LL,

visited Philadelphia ^in

NEW PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PEXN SljUARE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

John- McArtiiur, Jc.s., Arr/tit-r!.

when 'last I visited Philadelphia ^in 1893) pre-
dominated everything, and its lofty tower had an
exceptionally fine effect, seen from any point of

vantage. Alas, within the last few years, the
skyscraping mania, has, in turn, now fallen upon
the central part of the city, so that, to-day, the
fabric is almost as much choked by surrounding
architectural montiosities as is Trinity Church's
crocketed si)ire at New York.
The vast building itself covers nearly five acres

of land. On plan it takes the form of a hollow
square enclosing a central courtyard in the midst.

The whole was erected at an outlay to the city of

!;4,000,000 sterling. The jdinths are of grey
granite, the rest tjf white marble, raised at Lee,

in Massachusetts. It was from the same quarries

that the , material for building the Capitol at

Washington was procured. (Jf a daz/.ling white-
ness when last I saw it. atmospheric influences

during the intervening thirteen years ha\'e had
a distinctly unfortunate effect upon the marble,
which has now so toned down in colour that it

might be mistaken for Yorkshire stone. Tliat,

indeed, iswhatitlookslikeatpresent! The mansard 1 known. To-day
roofs are of metal. These have lately been painted as rapidly as Mr
a dead white, with a most commonplace result.

Indeed, they look as if the Society for the Pro-
tection of Ancient Buildings had sent over a gang
of whitewaahors to besmudge them all over : The
erection of this great building was begun so long
ago as 1871, and was carried out from the designs
of the late Mr. .lohn McArthur, architect, of

Philadelphia, a Scotsman by birth, born in
Wigtownshire.
During the piany years the building was in

course of erection, I had opportunities for visiting
it upon several occasions, and have always believed
the late Mr. Mc.Vrthur to be the most energetic
man I ever met. He practically took upon him-
self the whole duty of ,I,Tk ')f works (bkis olii;-3S

were u]ion the spot), and he was up and down the

various tioors and in one part or other of the

building all daylong, nothing being too smaller
unimportant to receive his careful personal super-

vision. He carried out the work in conjunction

with two assistant architects, Mr. John ( Ird,

a native of Edinburgh, and Dr. Thomas U.
Walter—the latter then one of the most remark-
able old gentlemen in the world. Born in

Philadelphia in 1.S0+. he served his articles there

in the offices of Mr. William Strickland, in

his day one of the leading architects in the

States. Starting in practice on his own account

in 1830, three years later on he won, in compe-
tition, the commission for the Girard College, of

which refined building more hereafter. For more
than twenty years of his long professional career

he held the important position of United States

Government architect, during which period he
carried out innumerable extensive works, amongst
them large extensions to the Capitol of Wash-
ington. He maintained his extraordinary vitality

almost to the day of 'nis death, which event

occurred towards the end of 18S7 at the advanced
age of S3 years. The last time I had the pleasuiv

of meeting him was some sixteen months prior to

his demise, and the following is a copy of a note

I entered in my diary upon that occasion :

—

' Philadelphia. July It, ISSti. My old friend,

Mr. Thomas U. Walter, is still here at the New
City Hall, hard at work at the details— in body
thin as a lath, but in activity as lively as an eel.

Although well past four score, he really looks

better and hardier than ever. He is the most
wonderful man in the profession I have ever

1 have seen him making details

Geoi-ge Edmund Street would
do himself, and just a^ earnestly as he was doing
when I was last here three years ago."
The tower of the City Hall is o37ft. in height

:

hence is 177ft. higher than is the top of the cross

on St. Paul's Cathedral, 27ft. taller than are the

twin western towers at Cologne, and 1.57ft. loftier

than the (rreat Pyramid in Egypt. It is sur-

mounted by a colossal bronze statue of William
Penn. the founder, not only of the city, but .also

of the great State that bears his name. This
figure is 37ft. high. The sculptor has represented

him in the usual costume of thw latter days of

King Charles XL, for it w.as at that time he first

landed there in A.n. 1682. Penn was then thirty-

eight yeira of age. The featui-es—far too high

tip, alas '. to be distinguished—were modelled from
an original painting now in the possession of the

Historical Sijciety of Pennsylvania. The statue

(which weighs 30 tons, as well as all the rest of

t'je sculpture upon the fabric, w.as modelled by
Mr. Alexander Milne Calder, a well-known and
able sculptor, who expended twenty years of the

best days of his life upon the City Hall. Calder

is a Scotsman, a native of Aberdeen, born there

in 1846. He went to Philadelphia in 1.^57, and
has resided in that city ever sin -e. Amongst
many other works emf^nating from his studios

is the equestrian statue of Cieueral Jleade, the

hero of Gettysburg, which stands in Fairmount
Park at Philadelphia. It is, admittedly, the

finest study of its kind in the United States.

It may be interesting to record that, during

some recent excavations in Philadelphia made for

the New Underground railway, I saw dug up
some of the old wooden pipes by which that city

was originally supplied with water. They wei'e

of spruce, rift, and 18ft. long, bored by 3in.'

holes. Those that have from time to time been

unearthed in Lond«n are invariably of elm, and'

have Uin. bores ; but, in the North of England, I

believe oak has been sometimes found used for

the same purpose.

Amongst many fine buildings recently erected

in Philadelphia is the

I XITEU ST.ATES MINT,

which stands not far from the Civic Hull. The
original one ;of marble) was built on the same

spot in 1792. The United States possesses two

other mints—one at San Francisco and the other
i

at New Grleans. The old one at Philadelphia
;

was the first the United States ever possessed.

Amongst the specimens of foreign money it has

in its collection are all the variotis English

;

Jubilee coins, from a farthing to the five-pound
|

gild piece. These I procured at the Bank of

England, and took over to the U.S.A. authoritiesa.

month or two after their issue. The present mint

is three times the size of its predecessor, and built

entirely of grev granite (from Maine). Us costj

was .€480,000.
' '

|

Speaking generally, the architectural merits of;

reiontly-erected buildings in Philadelphia are

varied" Here and there one comes across an

e.'iceptionally tine one ; but all tco many, it is t(

be feared, "come within the blimt and eynica

definition made by a distinguished sarant in tha
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Sectios or THE Clock Towei:.

city, who recently remarked to me, that in his own
opinion, "the majority belong to the Go to the

Devil and mind your own Business style !

"

Perhaps, in spite of the strides architecture is

supposed to have made in recent years, the most
refined of all, is still the one designed' in pure
Corinthian by the late Dr. Thomas 1'. Walter
(already referred to) and known as

THE GIUAIU) COLLEfJE.

The completed building was opened in liS48.

Built of marble, it has a frontage of 111ft., and is

169ft. in length, the height being WTft. It is

named after its founder, Stephen Liirard, a
Frenchman by birth, who, starting thr battle of

life as a cabin-boy, settled at Philadelphia, and
died there in 1S31, one of the richest men in the
I'nited States. In the south vestibule is a massive
sarcophagus containing his remains, whilst hard
by is a statue of the founder himself. This latter

is the work of the sculptor Gevelot.

PHILAUElPIILi's OLD CHrRCHES.

These arc few. but those that e.\ist are not
without interest. The most ancient is known as
the "Old Swedes." It was built in liirtS-lTOCi.

Christ Church was erected in 1727 upon the site

of a former one. and contains, preserved' in its

veBtiy, a nire old Communion service, presented
to the congreg;ition in 17o8 by Queen Anne.' Its
graveyard is the oldest in the 'city, and there lie
the remains of many distmguished worthies,
amongst them those of Benjamin Franklin. ' The
particular spot is marked by a flat body-stone,
upon the face of which occurs the following
simple inscription :

—
Benjamin .

and '

- Dbbobau S

Franklin. liSO,

Another old church is St. Peter's, built 175S-61.
So far as one can judge, it still remains in pre-
cisely the same state as it was originally. . Near
to Christ Church is an old meeting-house, on the
upptr gable of which is inscribed :— " By general

.subscription of the (Quakers. Erected in the year

of Dur Lord 1783, of the Empire 8."

When the Antiqi'arij was started (in January,

188(i;. the issue in question contained a Prologue,

written, 1 believe, by Mr. E. Walford, M.A. (its

first editor), one verse of which ran :

—

Wp hoard up love nf lad and lass,

Old flowers that in old gardens grow ;

( )lii records writ on tomb and brass,

Old spoils of arrow-head and bow ;

( iM wrecks of old world's overthrow.

Old relics of Earth's primal slime

All drift that wandei-s to and fro—
We are the gleaners after Time \

Full to the brim of sympathy with these lines,

I
I may be excused, perhaps, for confessing that,

til mv own mind, the one place in Philadelphia

tiiat is always of the most interest to me. and

wliich I never miss visiting when there, is its

OLD IN-nEPEXnESC'E HALL,

facing Chestnut-street. Perhaps, however, the

opposite facade, towards Independence-s([uare

—

the latter a well-kept park, historical as the actual

spot where the Declaration of Independence was

read upon July 8, 1776—was originally intended

to be the main front. Built in 1729-3.5 of reddish

brown brick, with marble dressings, it is of

Georgian type. It was erected as Pennsylvania's

Colonial State House. It obtained its present

name at the time of the Rebellion. Within its

walls the Declaration was debated prior to being

proclaimed. There, too, the first Congress met,

and preparations made for the war with England.

When I was last in Philadelphia much of

the venerable edifice was used as public offices,

ire. ; but some nine or ten years ago all these

were cleared away, and the whole interior con-

servatively restored as far as possible to its original

condition. So now it presents much the same

appearance as it did in the stirring times aUuded

to. Further, it has been greatly enriched by a

vast collection of all kinds of relics of those

days, as well as by much of its actual old furni-

ture and fittings. These from time to time

had—many of them—been removed to other

places, but have now come back again to their

original old home. Thus the Hall stands to-day.

. apart from its associations, unique in the posses-

sion of the finest historical collection in the

whole of the United States. The clock tower

and spire which crown the central building

did not form part of the original scheme. They
are of wood il60ft. high:, and were added in I82S

from a design by Jlr. Strickland, the architect

under whom the late Dr. Walter already spoken

of served his articles. It was much against the

former's advice, however, that they were con-

structed of timber, his wish being that brick

should have been used. Gnly the larger of the

three buildings was put up in the first instance :

the wings, attached by open colonades leading

directly into the park, were erected some ten

years later. The arcades themselves were added

in 1828. The entire outlay was something under

£6,000, a sum very different in those modest

colonial days, to the enormous ones now spent

upon public buildings by the United States. It

is interesting to know the names of tliose most
prominent in the erection of the Independence

Hall are stiU on record. Benjamin Fairman and

James Stropes made the bricks. Thomas Bonde
and his men laid them. Edward Woolley did the

carpentry, and John Harrison the internal

joinery." William Holland supplied the marble,

and Thomas Ker was entrusted with the plastering.

Amongst the many items of interest within the

main building is an exceedingly fine statue carved

from life in, pine '~iii. Sin. high) of General

Washington. It was the work of William Kush,

who was evidently a very clever artist, and whose
name is handed down as the earliest resident

sculptor in the States. He was originally a ship's

figure-head carver. Washington is represented

leaning in thoughtful pose with his right arm
.against a pedestal. Unfortunately, this beautiful

wooden statue has been painted white, evidently

in view of giving it the appearance of marble.

Gf all that is preserved here, the most famous is

the historical Liberty Bell. It hangs in the main
corridor, suspended upon its original oak beam.

This is its history. C:ist in London in 17.32, it

was brought across the Atlantic in the ship

MiilrUlii, and was immediately hung: but upon
being tried, unfortunately, " it was cracked by a

stroke of the clapper, without any other violence."

It was then recast:-but that operation not being

successful, was cast again, both times by Pass and
Stow, founders, of Philadelphia. It was finally

placed in position in 1766. Its weight is 2,03/lb.,

and its cost in London was £198. Pass and Stow
afterwards received £60 13s. 5d. for their part in

the transaction. The general idea, but an
erroneous one, is prevalent that it was broken, as

now seen, when ringing the joy notes at the time
of the reading of the Proclamation of Independ-
ence : but this was not the case. It was not until

July 8, 183."),' when it w:is tolled upon the death

of Y;hief .lustice Jlarshall, that a great flaw-

suddenly appeared, and in that damaged state it

has remained ever since. The inscription upon
it reads :

—" Proi'laim liberty throughout all the

land, unto all the inhabitants thereof." Heading
this, and considering the date of its casting, one

feels inclined to ask, " But how about the poor

niggers 'r

"

{To be eontinutd.)

QUANTITIES.—IV.
A Detached Residence Meam ued axd Billed,

By the Author of " Estimating," &c.*

SPEtlFlt'ATIOM

—

.IOINER (S.<SHE» AUD ' PRAMES
COXTINrEll.)

THE sashes and frames on back elevation are to

bc'ljin., moulded sashes, double-hung in

deal-cased frames, with oak sunk sills, pulley-

stiles to be of \\m., the linings Jin., with all

proper beads and. parting slips and cast-iron

weights. Best hemp sash-cords and brass-axle

pulleys (Kenrick's patent, with ball bearings),

and brass approved sash-fastenings, p.c. Is. each.

Those in 14in. walls to have lin. wrot. rebated

and framed linings, and l;in. window-board,

moulded on front edge, and with small moulding
under.

The frames in 9in. walls to have Ijin. window
nosing, tongvied on. The architraves to be'3ih. to

servants' offices, tin. to all others.

The window to the scullery to be -ift. high, of

1 Jin. moulded sashes, double-hung in deal-cased

frame with oak sunk sill. Pulley stiles to be'of

Ijin., the linings Jin., with all proper beads and
parting slips and cast-iron weights. Best hemjv

sash-cords and brass-axle pnlley (Kenrick's

patent with ball bearings . and brass-approved

sash-fastenings, p.c. Is. Put 4in. architrave

round inside.

The light to w.c. on first floor to be the same
as that just described to scuUerv, but 3ft. 6in.

wide.
DOor.S, ETC.

The front entrance-door to be ilm., with three

panelled, the two bottom panels bolection-moulded

outside, and bead butt inside, the top panel to be

left out for lead lights, and with moulding on the

outside and loose moulding inside, mitred and
screwed with brass cups and screws.

Hang this door with one jjair of 4in. -wrot butts.

Put a Yale lock with three keys p.c. lOs. 6d.,

and two japanned barrel bolts, each 12in. long.

To the middle rail fix a combined letter-plate,

knocker, and handle, p.c. 15s.

The frame to this door will be oin. by Sin.

wrot, rebated and moulded secured to the stone

threshold with cast-iron stubbs let into the thres-

hold and frame, and with' a oin. by 3in. rebated

and moulded transom, and to have lin. grooved

and tongued linings and a 4in. moulded archi-

trave.

Put 2in. fanlight over this door hung on brass

centres with all , necessary cut beads, and with

Adam's patent fan opener.

The doors from drawing-room to garden are to

be 2in. folding, hung in two panels each, moulded

on both sides, and rebated and beaded at joint.

The top panels to be left out for glass, and with

loose mouldings secured by brass cups and screws.

These doors are to be hung with a pair of 4in.

wrot. butts in a wrot. rebated and moulded frame,

.^in. by 3in., with 5in. by 3in. wrot. rebated and

moulded transom.

The frame to be secured to threshold, with cast-

iron dowels, as before.

Put approved c:tseiuent fastening, p.c. as., and

one Oin. brass knob flush bolt to top, and one 6in.

to bottiim, with a thimble let in the threshold for

bolt. Put 'iin. moulded fanlight hung on centres,

with Adam's patent fastener, with aU necessarj-

cut beads and mouldings.

The doors to the three reception rooms are to be

2in. four panel, moulded bjth sides ("ft. by 3ft.

hung in liin. double rebated jamb linings, wrot.

and framej together with proper backings.

• All rights reserved by the author.—For drawings see

Xo. "JTU. Jan. 11, IiV.7. p. 59. Larger ones will follow.

Specification commeQctd on p. 58 of- No. 2714.
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Put 4in. moulded architrave of selected pattern

on both sides.

Hang these doors with iin. butts, and put Gin.

raoitise lock with brass bolts and wards.

The furniture to be 7in. selected brass of fancv
pattern, and with patent spindles.

All locks and furnitute will have to be ap-
proved, and samples must be submitted to the

architect.

'Jo each of these doors put brass repousse finger

plates, one long and one short on each side.

The folding doors between dining anddrawing-
rofms are to be 2in. moulded both aides, beaded
and rebated at meeting stiles, hung with 4in. cast

butts in iVin. double rebated jamb linings, with

4in. moulded architrave on both sides.

The looks and furniture to match the other

doors, but half-rebated lock.

One door is to have one 9in. braes flush bolt,

with brass knob at top, and a Gin. at the bottom,

with brass plates let in to receive the ends of the

bplU.
Thedoor to kitchen to be 6ft. Sin. by 2ft. Sin.,

four-panel, moulded one side, with IJin. jamb-
linings, and 4in. architrave one side and 3in. the

other.

, Hang this door with 4in. cast-iron butts, and
put 6in. extra strong rim lock, p.c. 4s., with
patent spindle.

The furniture to match the reception-rooms one
aide and ordinary biass on the other.

The box staples to be stron* ones.

Put one long and one short finger-plate to

tnatch those to reception-room on one side and
ordinary brass on the other.

The scullery door is to be 6ft. Sin. by 2ft. Sin.,

square-framed on both sides, hung to Hin. jamb-
linings, as before with 4in. cast butts and 6in.

rim lock, p.c. 4s., with plain' brass handle and
patent spindle. The p.c. of these locks is exclusive

of the furniture.

The architrave to be Sin. on both sides.

The coal-cellar, w.c, and larder to have Ijin.

finished four-panel doors, square-fiamed on both
sides, 6ft. 6in. by 2ft. 6in.. hung on Ijin. jamb-
linings, as before, with 'iin. cast butts.

Put 3in. moulded architrave on both sides of

w.c. and larder doors, and one side to the coal

cellar.

The w.c. door to have a one-bolt brass w.c.

latch and 4in. brass barrel bolt vmder.

To the servants' entrance put a 6ft. Sin. by
2ft. Sin. four-panel bead, butt and square-framed
door hung in .Mn. by Sin. proper doorframe, with

iron stubbs let in to the bottom of posts and
thresholds.

Put Sin. moulded architrave round the frame.

TKe door i.s to be hung with 4in. wrot. butts,

and to have a lOin. draw-back lock and two I'lin.

japanned barrel bolts.

The door to lavatory to be 6ft. Gin. by 2ft. Gin.,

I'Jin. three-panel door.

The two bottom panels are to be moulded on
both sides, and the upper panel left out for glass,

with loose beads secured in with brass cups
and screws, and hung with '>Mn. cast butts

to l\in. jamb-linings, as before, and with 4in.

moulded architrave on both sides.

Put a Gin. mortise lock to match those of the

reception-rooms, and with furniture and finger-

plattis to match.
The door to w.c, next lavatory to be 6ft. Gin.

by 2ft. Gin., four-panel moulded both sides, hunj;
with Sjin. east butts to iMn. jamb-linings as

before.

,Put 4in. moulded architi'ave on both sides.

Put brass bolt, w.c. latch, and 4in. brass barrel

bolt under.

The doors to the two bedrooms, left hand, and
the one over entrance to be 6ft. Sin. by
2ft. Sin., Ifin. four-panel moulded both sides

hung with S^in. cast butts to Ijin. jamb-linings

as before.

Put a 4in. moulded architrave on both sides.

The locks are to be Gin. mortise locks, as

before, and with furnituie and finger-plates to

nuitch them.
The bedroom, right-hand front, and the one

over kitchen and biithiooin doors are to be similar

doors, but lift. Gin. by 2f c. Gin., and with fittings

and Hnisiiings to match them.
The w.c door to be 6ft. Gin. by 2ft. Gin., with

fittings and finishings to match the others, except
fastening, which is to be a brass w.c. latch and
bolt to match the w.c. on ground tloor.

The doors to the three cupboards between bed-
rooms on left hand are to be four-panelled,

moulded one side. Gft. 4in. by 2ft. 4in., hung to

Uin. jiimb-linings as before by Sin. cast butts,

and with tin. moulded architrave on the outside

only.

The locks are to be four-lever large brass cup-

board locks, with long keys, and put 2in. brass

knobs with roses and brass escutcheons.

Put a Iin. ledged matched-beaded trap-door as

shown over passage outside tirst-fioor w.c, hung
to 1 1 in. wrot. rebated, beaded, and framed linings,

grooved to take plastering.

The trap to be hung with 2jin. wrot. butts,

and with one Gin. japanned barrel bolt.

t riMlO.\KI>S, SHELVE.S, ETC.

Enclose the spandrel under stairs from ground
floor to first floor with 1 jin. moulded one side

framing, with four-panel door and 2in. by jin.

wrot. and chamfered stops.

The door to be hung with a pair of Sin. cast

bvittsand 4in. three-lever dead lock and escutcheon.

Put 2in. brass screw knob with rose.

Put one row of Ijin. cross-tongued shelving,

14in. wide, with strong bearers.

Fit up the larder with shelves, as shown, and
two tiers high, on strong chamfered fir bearers,

with ends cut splay and return chamfered.
In addition to these two rows of shelves there

is the slate shelf already mentioned.
Fit up cupboard by the side of kitchen chimney-

breast, as shown, with IMn. framed and beaded
cupboard front and door, with wrot. stops.

The door to be two-panelled square-framed on
both sides, hung with 2^in. wrot. butts, and put

a good brass cupboard lock with long keys.

Staff-bead the angle next chimney breast.

Put Iin. wrot. both sides top on strong bearers,

and projecting liin. over the front of the cup-

board, and with small deal cornice
;
put three tiers

of shelves in thiscu]>board.

Put one row of shelves in scullery, on wall

between scullery and kitchen, llin. wide, with fir

bearers, both ends chamfered, and returnel cham-
fered, and with malleable iron bracket in centre.

Provide 20ft. super, of Iin. shelving, and bearers

to be used a.s directed or deducted.

In linen cupboard on first floor put three tiers

of IJin. wrot. both sides, cross-tongued shelving,

a.s shown, with rounded corners, and on wrot.

bearer.s, chamfered and return chamfered.
To each of the wardrobe cupboards p\it two rows

of Ijin. shelving on strong wrot. ,and chamfered
fir brackets with return chamfered ends.

The bottoms of these shelves to be fixed not less

than aft. from the floor, and fix underneath a 4in.

by :'|in. hat-rail, wrot. and moulded on both edges

to each cupboard, and to each of them put six

brass, do\ible hat-pegs of approved pattern, and
screwed with brass screws.

STAIltCASE.

The st lirs tu be formed of 1 1 in. wrot. and moulded
treads with moulding under, and Iin. risers, housed
and wedged to the wall and outer strings, which
are to be liin,, moulded on top as to the wall string

and moulded on bottom as to the outer string,

which is to have 2iin. by Jin. plancer, moulded
on both edges.

The bottom treads to be shaped, as shown, with
veneered risers.

These stairs are to be carried on three stout fir

bearers framed both ends, and to be carefully

bracketed from these bearers to the underside of

treads

Put 4in. by 4in. newels, wrot. and turned as per
detail to be given, and carefully framed.

The bottom newel to be 6in., turned with
terminal to detail.

The 4in. newels are to have ball terminals.

The balusters to be 2in. square-turned, and
framed to string and handrail.

The handrail is to be 4in. by 2Ain., moulded
and framed to newels, and French po'i.shed.

The landing to be 1 j cross-tongued and glued
uji, the bearers to be Tin. by 2in. on 4in. by Sin.

wall-plates.

Put skirting round this landing to match the

strings of staircase.

Put Iin. wrot. apron linings in well hole and
Iin. riser at top step.

The apron linings to be wrot. beaded and
grooved for plastering.

Put 2in. by Iin. nosmg to top landing and
moulding to match the treads.

This Iin. nosing to be tongued to the flooring

and have loose moulding under, with wrot. riser

whore the tread comes against it.

{To be continued.)

Mr. F. H. Grinlinton has been appointed en-
gineering assistant to the county surveyor of Herts
at a salary of £S00.

REPAIR OF SASH-CuRDS.

THERE are few householders who have not
had the paint on their windows damaged,

and who have not been put to considerable ex-
pense, in leplacing broken .sash-cords. Although
it is well known that thei-e coids have only a
comjjaratively short life, yet practically no pro-
vision is made for their lenewal in the con-
struction of the window-frames. The beads are
nailed to the sash-frames, and can only be taken
off by the use of ccmsidei-able force, which
necessitates the employment of a skilled carpenter,

and often leaves ugly marks in the woodwork.
To obviate these inconveniences, there has recently
been introduced the *' Manchester " Patent Sash-
Cord Holder, by the aid of wh'ch a broken cord
can be removed and a new coid inserted without
taking off the beads or removing the sash. The
operation can, therefore, be done by any handy
man, or even by the householder himself.

To enable a new sash-cord to be easily fixed in

I

a window, it is, of cour e, necessary that both
.

j

ends of the cord should be readily accessible.
|

Cine of these is attached to the eash, and the other j

to the sash-weight, which has fallen to the bottom i

of the pocket in which it slides. To enable them
both to be got at, the portion of the parting bead

crossing the pocket-piece, in the method of con-
^

struction we are about to describe, is cut and

fastened to it. This pocket-piece is undercut in

the usual way at the top and fixed with a small

.screw at the bottom. A novel means of securing

the other end of the cord to the sash has been

devised and is illustiated in the above en-

gravings. By reference to the.-e it will be seen

that the cord lies in the usual groove in the side

of the sash : but that, instead of iieing nailed into

position, the end of it is secured by a grub-screw,

C, in a small briiss holder or block, which can be

slipped into place, and then secuied by the screw

A. the head of which lies in a biass cup near the

glass,-and is readily accessible. '

The method of operation of removing a broken

cold and leplacing it by a new one is as follows

:

The sash is raised to expose the pocket piece,

which is taken out. The sash-weight is then
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lifted o>.t of the pocket, togethar with the piecfi of

eoid attaihed to it. Next the strew A is with-

drawn, and the block B lifted out of fjroove by

the remaining piece of broken cord, which is then

withdrawn from the block. The new cord i.sthen

reeved round the pulley in the sash frame and tied

to the weight, which is put into the pocket, and

the opening is closed. The block B is then put

on to the other end of the cord, and the screw C
forced home until it pinches the cord tight, and

also forces a portion into the countersink at the

opposite side of the block. It is then easy to

lower the block into the groove in the sash,

as shown in the engraving, and to secure it

by the screw .1, and the job is complete.

In new work the groove in the sash is made
slightly deeper than usual, and 8(|uare at the

bottom for the holder to sit on when being fixed,

and the parting bead cut and fixed to the pocket-

piece when the frame is made. In oldwoik these

alterations can be made either when a cord breaks

or when the window-frames are about to be re-

painted. (_*nce the new fittings, which are being

introduced by Mr. VV. II. Southern, of 3S, King-
street West, Manchester, have been applied to a

window, there will be no further need to take it

to pieces again.

The shaft erected in Sheeruess Dockyard for the

electric light alid power station is approachmg
completiou, and is tlie highest m the yard. The
work has been carried out by Messrs. Wallis,

builders, of Maidstone.

The vicar and wardens of the parish church of

St, Chad's, Over, were granted a faculty at the

Chester Consistory Court on Thursday iji last week
to take out the j>resent lead lights from the three
westernmost windows in the uorth aitle, and to

erect in lieu thereof stained glass depicting scenes
from the life of St. Chad, also to take out the glass

from the three windows above the last-mentioned
windows, and t« erect in lieu stained glass repre-

senting single figures (one m each uf eleven lights)

of children and young pe >ple of the Bible,

The cingregation of Cults Parish Church, X.B.,
have adopted the report of a committee, whu
recommeuued the erection of a new building to

accommodate 4o0 persons, at a probable cost of

x:i,ooo.

An appeal is being made tor funds for carrying
out extensive and much-needed repairs to Lower
Halstow Church. Tnis is a very interesting struc-

ture, occupying the site, accoiding to Mr. \V. D.
Caroe, F.S. A., of a liomaneaque building, which
was largely constructed of Roman bricks. The
earliest portion of the pre:ent church seems to exist

in the south chancel wall, where a brick window and
some brick herriog-bone work are still to be seen
iH sit/t. This work, Mr. (^'arue considers, belongs
either to the eaily part of the !ith or else to late in

the 11th century— he is not prepared to decide
definitely between the two dates. The nave is Early
Norman, and both it and its aiales are covered by
one continuous roof.

_A syndicate has been appointed at Cambridge
University consisting of the Vice-I tiaucellor Dr. D.
MacAlister, Dr. Wald^tein, Slade Professor of Fine
Art, Profess ir Iluigeway, Professor Hopkinson,
W. C. MarshaU, M.A., of Trinity College, W. D.
Caroe, M..\., of Trinity College, D. H. S. Cranage,
M.A., ot King's College, and W. M. Fletcher, M.A..,
of Trinity College, to consider itie advisab.lity ot
instituting a diploma in architecture. They are to
be empowered t« consult such persons and bodies as
tiiey may think fit, and to leport to the Senate
l(efore the end of the Easter Term, 1907.

At the Liverpo 1 Consistory Court faculties
have been granted for the erection in HaUall
Church of a scone leclern and stained-glass window,
representing the Women at the Sepulchre ; and for
enlargement of Birkdale Church, chiefly by lateral
extensions, together with the elongation of the
chancel and the erection ot a narthex and vestry or
parish-room, the estimated cost being ah jut £2,U00,
of which £1,6UI) had been already subscribed. The
pro-chancellor also granted the application ot the
vicar of St. Bede"s, To-^teth Paik, lorthe destruc-
tion of the existing font, one of red saudHtone,
which leaks rapidly, and the substitution of aii
alabaster lout as a memorial.

The rural district council of Dartford have at
length agieed to a new axraugemeut of the road
contracts. Instead of the old system ouce in vogue
for the county roads, of all the work and supplies
being included in one contract, the tenders are to be
mvited separately for mdtenals, repair, and rolling.
A condition is to be made that the materials are to
be delivered by horse-drawa vehicles, or if by mjtor
power, in loads not exceeding six tons.

The Board of Trade have cjufirmed the order
made by the L ght Riilway Cjmmissiooers giving
an extension of time for the construction of the
Wamng:on and Njrtbwicb lijst railway.

COMPETITIONS.
TiiK LoNiiiiN C(U^r^ Haii.. - At Tuesday's

meeting of the London County Council the Estab-

lishment Committee brought up a report lecom-

mending that certain conditions goveiniiig the

competition for designs for the new County Hall

should be approved, and that the committee should

be authorised to take the necessary steps in the

matter, and to deal with all questions of detail

arising in connection with the competition. The
conditions provide for an expenditure of approxi-

mately £S.>0,000 upon the building, and for their

services the successful architect and the Council's

official architect are to be remunerated on the

basis of the usual -i per cent, on the total cost of

the completed building, other than the work which

will not devolve on the successful architect. This

commission is to be divisible between the two

architects in the proportion of nine-tenths to the

successful architect and one-tenth to the Council's

official architect, Mr. W. E. Riley. Mr. Lewis

characterised the proposal as very extravagant so

far as their own architect was concerned, and

moved that the item in the conditions referring to

the architects' commission should be referied back

to the committee. They were proposing to spend

£.iO,000 in fees on the plans, and yet they were

going to give absolute power to their own
architect over the designs of others. They were

going, too, to give him for that a half per cent,

commission on the outlay. This, he contended,

was setting a dangerousand mischievous precedent.

Sir T. Brooke-Hitching seconded the amendment.

Mr. A. J. Shepheard declared that it was a most

unusual thing to recomjiense for special work one

of the Council's own officials who was already

receiving a large salary. Sir Melvill Beachcioft

said that he had been from the first against the

building of this new hall : but as the Council had

decided to do so and to utilise the services of their

own architect, they should treat their architect in

a manner worthy of the distinguished office he

held. Mr. E. White said that difficulties would

undoubtedly arise in a divided control over the

erection of this building. He deprecated the

Council's architect's being put into the position of

paid assistant to the successful architect ; the

Council's architect should be left free to advise

the committee when his services would be most

valuable. Sir W. Collins, M.P., was against the

principle of remunerating officers for special

services by way of commission. The additional

remuneration to Mr. Riley should take the form

of an honorarium. The amendment was rejected,

and the recommendation of the committee adopted.

MAXCHEsTf:K.—The Committee of Henshaw's

Blind Asylum has, subject to the approval of the

governors of the institution, selected the plans of

Messrs. Mangnall and Litilewood, architects, of

Manchester, for rebuilding Hayesleigh, Warwick-
road, Old Trafford, at an estimated cost of £25,843.

This property was recently purchased in

connection with the Asylum, and under the

scheme of extension it is to serve as a training

school for blind children. A large number of

plan" for the new building were sent in to the

committee.

Newcastle-on-Tvne. — There were nineteen

designs submitted for the North ot England
Model Cottage Exhibition site plan, several of

them possessing great merit. The awards were

as follows : — Ciold medal, Messrs. Watson and

Scott, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; silver medal, Mr. T.

Myddelton Shallcross, Liverpool ; bronze medal,

Messrs. Watson and Scott, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

The judges weie :
— Mr. Geo. T. Brown,

F.R.I.B.A. (Vice-I'resident, Northern Archi-

tectuial Association), Mr. J. Walton Taylor,

F.R.I.B.A. (Past Piesident, Northein Aichi-

tectural As-sociation), Councillor Stephen Easten

iNorthern Counties Federation ; Building Trades

Association), Mr. F. H. Holford (City Piopertv

Surveyor to the Newcastle City Councili. Mr. W.
Sewell {Whitburn, Sunderland). The designs

will be exhibited in the Laing Art Gallery,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, between now and the opening

of the exhibition.

Plvmoith.—The following statement in the

local Press with regard to the disqualification or

the author of the design which appears to have been

considered the best submitted for the art gallery and
public library at Plymouth clears up the question

as to why it was set on one side:—"As is well

known, the original premier plans were dis-

qualified as not having been drawn by a Plymouth
architect. The assessor is said to have recognised

the work as that of a London man. The plans

were naturally not exhibited, but we understand

they were of a very elaborate nature, and ihc

details included some fine carving. The plill^

however, would undoubtedly have been far above

the figure set by the committees."

Shei riEi.i). —The awards in the site-planning

competition for the Sheffield competition for the

Yorkshire and North Midlands Model Cotta.je

Exhibition, I!I07, were made on the Hist nit. by the

judges, and are as follows: (rold medal, Messrs.

W. Alex. Harvey and Arthur McKewan, of Bir-

mingham : silver medal. Messrs. Currey and
Thompson, Derby ; bronze medal, Mr. Claude

Batley, Kettering and London. There were 2fl

designs in all submitted. The prize design will

without doubt be adopted as the actual site [dan

for the exhibition. This has, however, yet to be

decided.

SoiTHAMrTox.—.V meeting of governors of the

Royal Hants County Hospital washeldonThursday
in last week. In regard for the proposed new block

for nurses, competitive designs had been invited

from Messrs. C'olson and Nisbett, Messrs. Cancellor

and Hill, Mr. T. Stopher (Winchester), Mr. H.

Percy Adams (London), and Mr. H. J. Weston
(Southampton). The committee awarded the

first premium to Mr. H. J. Weston, of South-

ampton!; the second to Messrs. Cancellor and

Hill, and the third to Mr. Stopher. The esti-

mated cost of the new block, exclusive of archi-

tect's commission, was £:i.OOO. Directions were

given to the architect to invite estimates for the

work from certain selected firms in Winchester,

Southampton, and district, and these will shortly

be received. The block will be situated at the

west end of the existing building, and will com-

prise bicycle, linen, and cloak rooms, a store,

sitting-room, sisters' bed-sitting-room, drying-

room, bathroom. &c. The air space is consider-

ably in excess of the requirements of the by-laws,

ami the block can be easily adapted to the present

systems of heating and drainage.

CHIPS.

A sub-committee of the markets committee of

Edinburgh Town Council had a meetmg recently

with the engineer appointed in connection with the

proposed levelling and road-making at the site of the

new slaughterhouses and markets at Gorgie. After

hearing his opinion, which was in favour of the plans

ot the committee, the city superintendent of works
was instructed to prepare schedules and obtain

estimates, so that the work may be proceeded with.

The expenditure at the present time is estimated at

about £6,000

The members ot the Swansea Harbour Trust have

made au ofticial inspection of the new King's Dock,

now in course of construction. Although it was

only in July, 11104, that his Majesty cut the first sod

on the site of the dock, the most difficult portions of

the contract have been already either completely or

partially completed, and the coiiti actors, Messrs.

Topbam, Jones, Rjiilton, and Co., are confident

that they will complete the undertaking within the

specified time. The concrete sea embankment,
measuring a mile and three-quarters m length, and
enclosing 400 acres, has been completed.

At Ardingly Parish Church a memorial has been

(reeled to the memory of the Rev. J. H. Lee

Booker, a noted archaeologists, which takes the

form of a large bitiss tablet, containing a list

of :jli rectors of Ardingly, dating from 1200 to 1.S7.'),

when the present rector, the R«v. James Bowdeu,
was appointed. The list of rectors was prepared by

Mr. Lee Booker, who waa curate of Ardingly from

1X83 to 1888. He died, vicar of Elmhridge, Wor-
cestershire, in August, I'Mfi.

A special service was held at St. Erme Church,

Cornwall, on Thursday in last week, for the dedi-

cation by the Bishop of St. Germans of the tower

of the sacred edifice, which has been renovated

both inside and out. The bells have been rehung,

three having been recast, and a new one added,

bringing the peal up to six bells. The removal of

the old gallery has brought into prominence an arch

of loth-century workmanship. A new window has

been placed in the belfry (provided by the Dean and

Chapter of Truro Cathedral), while new we.-t and

south doors have been provided for the church.

The whole work has cost £.i.'iO. Much work, how-
ever, requires to be done in the reseating of the

chuich aud the restoriug of the roof.

The plans of the War Office regarding the Royal

Military College at Sandhurst have now been made
known, and a scheme to enlarge the college build-

ings is progressing. It is intended to increase the

accommodation to twice the preser* size, so that

700 officer cadets can be constantly un ler training.

Plans for the extension have been ) repared by the

Barrack Construction Department of the Royal

Engineers at Aldershot, and the work is to be com-
menced at once. The estimated cost is £186,000.
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PEOFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

AllCHITECTT KAr, As.slK lATION (II fUELAXM.
An ordinary general meeting of the above body
was held on Tuesday ' eveninc; at 29, South
Frederick-lane, the President, Mr. Joseph Hollo-
way, M.R.I.A. I., in the chair. The minutes of

the previous meeting having been read and signed,

ilr. a. Vt. Lynes, Avho has recently returned from
a prolonged tour in Spain, read a paper on
" Water-Colour Sketching. " Dealing first with
the history of the art of water-colour, as known
by the Egyptians, who, however, used white of

egg as a medium for their mural decorations, the
lecturer stated that water-colour was not adopted
to any considerable extent until the beginning of

the 18th century. At the close of the 18th

century water-colour painting was evolved from
mere " typographical work to a living art. De-
scribing the modest outlit which is necessary for

the amateur, Mr. I^ynes displayed a sample of easel,

known as the easelette, and other requirements
which in his experience were warranted not to try

the temper. The interlacing ornament in the Book
of Kells was executed with an extremely fine

brush and an opaque pigment, it being a matter
of common knowledge that finer work can be
executed with a brush than with a pen. But few
colours are re<iuired, however tempting the cata-

logues may be— rose madder, light red, scarlet

vermilion, cobalt. French ultramarine, veridian,

yellow ochre, aureolin, deep cadmium, raw sienna,
raw and burnt amber, black and white are ample.
The lecture was illustrated with sketches, and the
walls of the lecture-hall hung with various water-
colours by the lecturer, indicating different full-

tone and half-tone treatment. A vote of thanks
to Mr. Lynes Avas proposed by Mr. C. Ashworth,
F.R.I.B.A.. and seconded by Mr. H. Leask, and
carried by acclamation. The next meeting will

be heldon Tuesday, 19th inst., when Mr. Ash-
worth will deliver a lecture on " Soriie Aspects of
the Housing Question."

Bristol Masticr JBvilders' Association".—The
annual meeting of this association was held at the
ofBcea, Guildhall, Small-street, on Thursday
evening in last week, under the presidency of
Mr. R. F. Ridd. The annual report was pre-
sented.and adopted. It noted that the year 1! 100

wiU long be remembered in the building trade as
-one of continued depression ; but signs are not
wanting that at last the corner has been turned.
In the last annual report of this association details
were set forth of alterations in the winter working
hours, of which notice had been given to the
various operative societies. Replies were received
from the respective organisations, in most cases
making counter demands, and in one instance
giving notice for an increase in the rate of wages,
and in May of last year commenced a series of
interviews with representatives of the societies.

Kventually \'arious alterations were accepted and
signed. The committee has devoted much time
to bringing up to date the schedule of day-work
prices, and revised copies were recently circulated
amongst the members of the association and the
various architects throughout the city. Revised
and amended rules and regulations of the associa-
tion are now in the hands of the printers, and will
shortly be issued to the membeivi. During the
past year Mr. H. F. Wilkins, the vice-president
elected at the last annual meeting, having
resigned, Mr. Frank N. Cowlin was ele'ctcdto the
office. The lion, treasurer (Mr. (ieorge Hum-
phreys) presented the audited accounts, which
were considered .satistactory, and, upon the motion
of Mr. Frank \. Cowlin, seconded by the Presi-
dent, Mr. Humphreys was thanked for his services
as'hon. treasurer to the association for many
years. Mr. K. I. Xeale moved, and Mr. A. S.
Scull seconded, and it was carried that Mr. 1!. F.
Kidd be re-elected president of the association for
the coming year. Mr. I'Vank N. Cowlin was re-
elected vice-president, and Mr. George Hum-
phreys as hon. treasurer. Upon a ballot being
wken, the following were declared to constitute
the committee for the ensuing twelve months:

—

Messrs. A. howling, W. Foster, K. A. hove,
.1. LovoU, F.. 1. Xeale, E. Walters, A. S. ScuU,
and F. Chown.

.(rLOUCKSTEKSnlUK AllCHITECTeKAl. A.SSOCI.KTIOX.
--A meeting of the members of the Gloucester-
shire Architectural Association was held at the
Municipal Schools, Brunswick-road, Gloucester,
on Tuesday evening. The President (Mr. F. W.
Waller) gave-his presidential address. He dealt
with the combination of architects throughout
the country by the formation of branch societies.

many of which were in touch with the Royal

Institute of British Ai'chitects in London, and
pointed out the advantage of such organisations

in helping forward the profession, and in educating

the public to an appreciation of true architecture

and the A-alue and importance of engaging fully

competent members of the profession in the execu-

tion of public and other work. At the close Mr.
Medland jiroposcd a hearty vote of thanks to Mr.
Waller. Jlr. Chatters seconded, and said the

a.ssociation would prove useful in promoting not

only architecture but good fellowship amongst all

the members. The proposition having been ac-

corded with acclamation, it was decided to hold

the next meeting at Cheltenham, and Mr. Chatters

promised to read a paper.

King's Norton Master Bvilheus' Associa-

tion.—The first annual dinner of this Association

was held at the Boumbrook Hotel on Friday
night, the president (Councillor H. M. Grant)

occupying the chair. The toast of " The Asso-
ciation " was proposed by Mr. J. (_'. Kenney, who
congratulated the members upon the auspicious

start which the as.sociation had made. Councillor

Grant, in reply, said that 87 per cent, of the

builders of the district were already members of the

association. Avhich was formed as an outcome of a

meeting held in reference to the district council's

proposals in regard to combined drains. The
building committee had now met the builders

very fairly in the matter, and he was bound to

admit that the council was in a difficult position

in regard to the question on account of ownei"s in

other districts calling upon the local authority to

accept responsibility for combined drains as public

sewers. In King's Norton district the builders

now entered into a contract, which stated such
drains would be claimed as sewers. The associa-

tion tackled the District Council's Cieneral Powers
Bill, and secured amendments in the clauses

which they considered would operate to their

detriment. Mr. E. Bull, who also replied, said

that a second object of the association was to

bring about a better understanding not only

amongst the builders, but amongst the employees
of the trade. The other toasts were '

' The Local

Governing Bodies," " The Visitors," and " The
Chairman."

I,ivEitcooL Architect! itAL Societv.—Mr.
Edmund Kirby presided at the fifth sessional

meeting of this society, held on Monday evening,

when a paper, profusely illustrated with plans

and elevations, was read by Mr. Geoffrey Lucas
on "Inexpensive Cottages." The lecturer re-

joiced at the modern practice of retaining an
architect to erect cottages, rather than to leave the

work whollj- to the builder, and remarked that a

cottage surrounded by a garden and out of the

dust of motor-cars should make a pleasant resi-

dence. Good models might be found among the

old cottages in rural districts. The question of

inexpensive cottages obtained additional force

because of the national movement represented

by the cry of "Back to the land," which im-
provements in transit, telegraphs, telephones,

and garden city schemes were rendering prac-

ticable. Indeed, the fii-st experiment in garden-
city building promised to be successful. The
most important feature in a cottage was a

living. room of good size, with the entrance
shielded from draughts, a comfortable fireside,

and a wide window having a sunny apect and a

high sill. He pointed out that single or semi-

detached cottages meant a sacrifice of dignity in

the building scheme, and gave a village or town ,a

straggling look, as at Letchworth in its present
stage. The public were taking a rapidly-

increasing interest in architecture, and he need
not impress on siuh an audience the importance
of good architecture in the solution of the housing
problem. Discussion and thanks followed, the
lecturer accepting an invitation to visit Port
Siinlight.

' Ma\( UESTEU Society or - Architects.—The
sixth genetal meeting of the students of the above
society was held on Jan. 29. Mr. W. H. Mitchell

give an exceedingly interesting paper on "Chester
Cathedral." The lecturer started bv pointing

out that t'ae cathedral was built as a lienedictine

Monastery, and he gave a lirief account of the

order and life in the monastery. Passing on, he

traced the history of the monastery through its

different stages, and viewed each part in its

historic relationships. Coming to the time of the

Commonwealth, he showed how the Puritans, in

their fanatical enthusiasm, had ruthlessly damaged
the buildings, how the stonework had decayed,

and also dealt at some length with the early

restorations. Slides were shown of the cathedral

before and after Sir Gilbert Scott's great restora-

tion, the lecturer pointing out the exceedingly

careful and successful way in which Scott had
carried out his work. The lecture was admirably
illustrated by a numerous set of slides. Mr. E.
Hewitt, F.R.I.B.A., occupied the chair, and in

proposing a vote of thanks to the lecturer, quite

agreed with his praise for Scott's restoration,

which he considered to be one of the most
successful that that architect ever carried out.

Royal Institute or the Architects or

Ireland.—Tlie usual monthly meeting of the

council was held at 20, Lincoln-place, Dublin, on
the 4th inst., W. M. Mitchell, R.H.A., president

in the chair. Also present were Messrs. A. E.

Murray, F. G. Hicks. C. A. Owen, J. Holloway,
H. Aliberry, G. P. Sheridan, and James H.
Webb, hon. sec. A letter was read from the

Institute of Architects of New South Wales,

asking for information on the subject of the

Registration of Architects. ScA-eral letters were
before the council drawing attention to the in-

adequacy of the architects' fees laid down in the

local government board's regulations for carrying

out sc'nemes under the Labourers (Ireland) Acts.

It having been proposed to send a deputation to

the local government board about the matter, an
amendment that the subject should be referred to

a sub-committee was carried by a majority.

(_>wing to the increasing business that comes before

the coimcil, a proposal was made that fortnightly

meetings should be held instead of monthly : but,

owing to the want of unanimity, it was with-

drawn. Messrs. Page L. Dickinson. M. A.
Hennessy. and Lucius O'Callaghan were elected

members, and Mr. W. S. Barber, of Dundalk.
was sent forward for ballot.

The Society or Desi(;ners. — I'nder the

auspices of the Society of Designers, Mr. J. D.

Grace, president of the Institute of British

Decorators, gave a lecture on Tuesday night in

the Cialleries of the Royal Society of British

Artists, Siiff.jlk-street, taking for his subject,

" Purpose in Colour Decoration." Starting irom

the basis that colour should dominate decoration,

he regarded the most beautiful qualitj- in a build-

ing as repose. This repose was not to be obtained

by low tones or by brilliant hues placed without

consideration of the whole scheme. It was the

distribution of colours according to their values

that gave a sense of space and repose. Colour

decoration should help the interior structural

effect. The artist should study the architecturid

and colour design of a room ; his picture should

conform to its environment. It must not hang
isolated on a wall, but be part of an ideaharmoni-.

ously realised. The lecturer also emphasised the

importance of straight lines, either vertical or

horizontal, in giving dignity and structural force

to a composition. Breadth of effect depended on

the binding of structural force with colour and
definite lines arranged with synthetical know-

ledge. On the screen Mr. Grace exhibited

pictures of famous buildings, and indicated in

each the points of his argument, which 'wiis

further accentuated by a number of drawings in

colour on exhibition.

Mr. C. E. Varndell, A.E.I.B.A., has been ap-

pointed au A<;ststaTit blaster ill the evening school

of the Architectural Association.

The directors of the Scottish I'rovident Institution
'

invited their f rieuds on Wednesday to view the new
buildiug at the corner of Lombard-street. It is

noteworthy that the pulling down of the old

premises began on March 2') of last year, and the

new edifice, which is faced with Portland stone, was
completed on February 1. The architects are Messrs.

Dunn and Watson, and the builders Messrs. W.
Cubitt and Co.

At a largely attended conference of public bodies

and others interested in art in Dundee, called by

the Lord Provost, a scheme for the e^tablishment

of a public art school in the city was approved. It

was stated that the difficulties, great as they were,

could be overcome it the scheme were enthusiastic-

ally carried through. It was pointed out that the

education departmeut was prepared to support the

scheme on conditions.

It is stated in a renort isnied by the medical

officer "f health of the London County Ciunoil that

from 1S9:! to 19;Vi the number of sanitary inspectors

iu the whole of London has increased from ISS to

:U9. There is now one sanitary iuspector to every

1,792 inhabited houses and to every U.221 persous.

Of this latter number, more than half, or 7,079 per-

sons, live iu tenements of less than five rooms, aud

2,27ij people are living more than two lu a room.
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(IFngiitctring Butts,

(tooi.e axi) Sei.hy Railway.—The contnii-t for

the construction of the new railway, ten miles in

length, cunnoctin* Selby :mil Goole. has been let

by the Xorth-Eastern Kailway Company to

Messrs. Bahlry and Verbur2;h, of Westminster.
The railway will travorse an agricultural district,

and has been projected to serve as an alternative

route between Leeds and Hull, and also to relieve

the existing congestion of traffic at Selby-bridge.
The line will be double throughout, and will run
from the North-Eaatern Ivailway Company's
Leeds and Selby main line direct into (ioole

Station. For the greater part the line will be
carried on a bank of a height of about 20ft., the
tqtal amount of new embankments being upwards
of 1.000.000 cubic yards, and the ruling gradient
will be- 1 in 300. There will be twelve steel-

plate girder bridges on the route, that over the
River Aire having a single span of L*00ft. and
being of the double-X truss type. The railway
has been laid out by ^Er. W. J. Cudworth, of
York, the chief engineer of the Southern Division
of the Xorth-Eastem Railway.

CHIPS.
< In Sunday there was unveiled in St. Margaret's

Church, WQalley Range, a stamed-glass window
to the memory ot the late William and Sarah Ann
Ray, the gift of their chUdren. The subject repre-
seot'i " The Xativity," and the design is the work
of Mr. E. A. Taylor, of Manchester.

The uew co - ed ucational secondary school at
Wolverton. Bucks, was formally opened on Wed-
nesday week by Mr. Tonmiin Mosley, chairman of
the Bucks County Council. The school h^s been
built in au arti-san neighbourhood at a cost of about
£n,000. It will accommodate 140 boys and girls.

The buildings have been ereited by Mr. Edward
Creen, XorthaDiptOTi, from plans prepared by
Messrs. Haningtou, Ley, and Kerkham, London.

At the annual meeting of the Master Masons'
Association of Glasgow and neighbourhood, held on
Friday, the annual report stated that during the
year trade had been very dull, and that there was
little prospect of improvement. Mr. (reorge Barlas
was elected president for the ensuing year.

There was dedicated on Sunday another memorial
window (the fourth within two years), erected in
Alyth parish church by Mr. James I>uncan, of
Drumfork aud Jordanstone, and his sister, Mi?s
Duncan, in memory of their parents. The site is

the large window of the south gallery. The
Duncan memorial window is from the studio of Mr.
Henry HoUiday. London. The theme chosen is the
Man of Sorrows.

The Birmingham and District Branch of the
Auctioneers' Institute held Its fourth annual meet-
ing on Friday at Coventry, when the newly-elected
chairman, Mr. E. Whittindale, presuled. The
report of the committee stated that five new
members had joined the branch, bringing the
membership to a total of 49. that hve guineas had
been voted to the benevolent fund of the ineUtute,
and that the examination prizes, given by Mr.
Grimiey, had been awarded co Mr. \V. J. Randall
and Mr. F. J. Whillork. The meeting adjourned
to the < 'raven Arms Ho'.el for luncheon. Mr. Whit-
tmdale presided, and there were also present Messrs.
H.

. p. Buckland (president of the institute),
WmdsorW. Bennett Rogers, J. P. (past president),
l.onaoQ, J. Boyton (past presidentl, London, and
othera.

A Local Goverament Board enquiry has been held
at Wolstantou with respect to au application by the
urban district couucd for sanction to borrow £7,000
for works of sewerage and sewage disposal.

The London County Council have agreed to con-
tribute .fl.Slti. half the cost of the widenmg of
Wickham-lane between High-street. PlumstM^
and the approach to Piumstead Cemetery.

The council schools, Llandilo, are being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's patent Man-
chester grates, the same being supplied by Mesars.
E, H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

Mr. R. O. Wynne Roberts, who for many years
has been wat«r^ engineer for the C.Lpe Town Citv
Corporation, is reliniui-hing thu office, and will in
April next, return to England to start practice* as
c.onsuitmg engineer.

The death is announced of Mr. William AngeloWaddmgton, t.R.LB.A., of Manchester. Mr.
Waddington. who was the senior partner m itie tirm
ot Messrs. \\addmgton and Sons, of Manchester
Chambers, St. Anu's-s.^uan-, Manchester, and ;Vi
Victoria-street, Westminster. ,oined the Royal
institute ot BntLsh Architects as an Associate in
13»2, becommg a Fellow eleven years later. -^

TO OORBESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold mirselves responsible for the opinions of
our corresponilents. All cnmmunicatinns should be
.drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing?? and all

communicatinns respectiner illiistrHtmns or literarv matter
should be addressed to the EUITUH of the Birii,DiNa
Nrwb, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passajye, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the stnlT by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All drawings ana
other ci»ramunications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor iivill not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
The Strand Newspapeb Compasv, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—*'Tiraeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. XC are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
l'2s. ad.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXTX., XLT., XL^^.,
XLTX., LETT., LXI.. LXII., LXI\^, LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvrn.. lxtx., lxxi., lxxii., Lxxm.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVL, LXXVIL, LXXTX.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXn.. LXXXHL, LXXXIV.,
LXXXV.. LXXX\^., LXXXVII., LXXXVIII.. and
LXXXIX. may still be obtained at the same pric e ; all

the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however,
to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back num-
bers to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the btnLDiKO News,
price 28., post free *2s. 4d., can be obtamed from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free^ to any part of the

United Kinerdom ; for Canada. Nova Scotia, and the
United States. £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold^. T" France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or rt;ifr. 30c.^ To India, £1 as. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, "the West Indies, or Natal. £1 tis. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charg-e for Com.petition and Contract

Advertisements, Public ConnDanies, and all otScial

advertisements is Is. per line of Eig-ht words, the tirst

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5a. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Xjand Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eisrht words
(the tirst line counting as twoi, the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Sitaations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisement'^ for ** Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted" and "Part-
nerships." is One Shii.mno fob Twf.ktv-foltr Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation

Adv'rtifi'''rtf/its must be prepaid.

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-nassage. Strand,
W.C, free of chnrqe. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made, \fiee

Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front paee, and
special and other positions, caJi be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on ThursiiLty. Front-p;tge
Advertisfinient.s and alterations in serial aiivertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Rr. KIVKI..— B. B.—Harry Hems.—G. S.—R. J. and Son.
-W. P. C. Co.. Ltd.-Elsa.—H. F. andCo.-T. H. C.
—Professional.—H. Bros. -S. S. L.—B. S. F., Ltd.—
Lamorna.—C.

J. R. L.-No.

Flint.—Yes; if brief

.

CUSTOM.-One "more honoured in the breach than the
observance," we fancy 1

PiiiLir.—Purely a matter l>etween employer and assistant.

Bf,ri.in.—Simply an opticil illusion.

M. J.^We believe the firm ceased to exist s-ime time
since. The Brimsdown white lead is a thoroughly
genuine article, and you cannot go wrong in specify-
ing it.

SuKvEYOft.—W. Hardaker, 13, Gray's Inn-road, supplies
very handy Quantitie^^ boxes at twelve shillings the set
of six. You will And them very useful.

Extra.^Not a firm we recommend.

Rkvokr. —You will tind Ana^lypta cheaper, and certainly
.HS durable.

J. Artiitr.—The growth doe-* not appear to be fungus,
but SMinc rank vegetation —dock, possibly- the seeds of
which have blown in through the ventilators, or which
may have rcmamed in the soil of t^'e old kitchen garden.
It has accumulated damp from the atmosphere, and
that has rotted the llonr. The only thing to do is to
Watch against renewed yrowth of the sort. The im-
proved ventilation will nu doubt help.

"BUILDING NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB.
" Noiii* ."— (Your almshouse design came in the third

class.)

DrawinosRkikivru.— "Crocket," ''CiuatreVois," " Rich-
mond," " Whyllie," "Aramis," " R. A. G." " Mntf,"
"Tramp," " Fuzzy," "Plural>-bob," "Lion," "Ren,"
" Rookey," "Min," " Feather,'' " Lmce Corporal,"
*' George," " Molar," " Duchray, ' " Sine Lahore Nihil,"
"Peps," "Plinth," " Noric." -'1907," "Chin Chin,"
" Isidorus," " Loma Uoone," "Croxted," "(ieraint,"
" Arran," " Roundhead," " Orient." " Roland." " Irk,"
"Claude," " Anthemius," "Colour." " Whit* Heather,"
"The Rooster," " Hermit," " Nabob," " Percy Vere,"
"Lot." "Hut," "Hart," "'2 per cent.," "TheSnave."
H. Whitaker 'no motto), "Bladud," "Portcullis,"
" Harlequin," " Anak," " Boss." " Leo," " Bom,"
"Orac," " Ware," " Uuoin," " Tees," " Rani,"
" Wilkie," " Austin Friar."

Corrtspoittiatct.

LUriTED CUMPETITIONS.
To the Editor of the Buildino Nbw8.

Sir,— Voiir correspondent rather misses my
point. 1 make no assertions touching the merits
of provincial architects as such. \Vbat I main-
tain is this :—A competition has its raisoii iCetrr

in the wish to obtain the Lest design for a particular
subject.

Why, then, should the promoters limit it'to a
particular area ? If the local man sends in the
best desif^ he should win : if not, the particular

district gets the advantage of the better outside
design. It is equal all round if everyone has the
same chance in any locality where a competition
is instituted. No one in London objects to

Messrs. Esse.x, Nicholl, and (loodinan carrying
out the Hearts of Oak (Offices in London, which
tlicy won in open competition.
My further point w:i3 this:— If promoters can

agree on a competition limited to a few men or a
small area, it seems to me they might carry the
process a stage further and select their architect

without any competition at all. It is diHieuIt to

say how small a building should be competed for,

as it depends very much on the particular instance.
CJenerally speaking, I should say that a building
of £6,001) to €8,000 might well be considered as

being too siuall for competition, open or liaiited :

while one of double that size will attract the large
bulk of competiting archit-icta.

I think the argument as to want of knowledge
or local conditions and materials is a weak one.

We are none of us likely to be at a loss because
we are building in the North instead of the South
of England, or vice versa. In America architects

frequently carry out works at distjincea of several

thousand miles from their place of business. And,
personally, I think the system of limiting ccjm-

petitions to men who have done similar work
before is unsound. Everyone has to make a be-

ginning, and some of our best public buildingi
are instances ot how good that beginning may be.

I remember ilr. Waterhouse saying, when
asked after the Cardiff Municipal Buildings
competition by the committee whether the
authors of the accepted design had snliicient

experience to be entrusted with the work. '• The
men. who can turn out such a design as this can be
safely entrusted with its execution."
Men who have made their reputation, or men

who start with advantages and influence, will, in

my opinion, always get their full share of the good
things ot this world without our going out of our
way to press more on theni. If they are too busy
or too proud to cjmpete on equal terms with
everyone else, I think the public can probably
safely dispense witli their services. After all, is

it wise to persuade a busy man to do what he has
hardly time for 'r

There is no royal road to good design and
skilful planning. Experience may do much, but
there will always ba the chance of being dis-

tanced in any one case by the comparatively new
man who hius sc^en the solution of the problem,

and I think we ought all to wish him all good
good fortune.

There is no disgrace in being beaten by the
youngest of competitors. There is, I think,

disgrace in trying to close the avenues which lead

to success to all but a chosen few.

It is infinitely wiser to take a united stand in

persuading public bodies, and in educating public

opinion till they clearly see that they are acttiig

detrimentally to the public good if they appoint
any man, however able to carry out public work,
for them for a term of years, instead of trying to

secure the best man at the time for any building
they want.

Let us have " opsn access " to the work of
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the country. It will be the best for all of us in

the long run wherever we may live, as it is, un-
doubtedly, best for that much talked of lady
" Architecture " herself.—Yours truly,

Herhekt W. Wills.

THE COMING ELECTION' R.I.B.A.

Sir,—To judge by the letter from Mr. Horace
T. Bonner, whiih you published in your last

issue, it seems as it he, like Mr. Balfour, believes

that those in opposition should criticise their

opponents, but should not themselves produce a

detailed constructive policy. Whatever reason

there may be in this, I venture to think
that mere cavil at the Council is not what the

Institute needs at the present moment ; for

changes are in the air, and a body of earnest men
is engaged upon their consideration. To gird at

these men is to give them poor thanks, and
certainly does not assist them greatly. It may
not even be good policy, from the most rabid op-

ponents' point of view, to greatly change the

composition of the Council just now. To my
thinking, it would be better if those whose
ultimate aim is Registration were more fully re-

presented, to insure that the contemplated changes
should lead to that most desirable end ; but the

new members should be men of reason and of

ideas, capable of discussing moot points with

toleration, and of bringing out of the present

chaos a strong and united architectural profession,

centred in the Institute, but embracing all

practising architects in Gieat Britain.—I am,
Jcc, G. A. T. MlODLETOX.

THE R.I.B.A. AND BRITISH MARBLE
W(IRKP:RS.

SiK,—After perusing the account of the above
meeting in your issue of the 'ifith ult., some of

the chief points were discussed by the members of

the Stone-Carvers' Trade Association, who have
long deplored the apathy shown to the British

workmen in the marble trade.

In recent years carvers in this country have
suffered to the extent of many thousands of

pounds by imported worked materials, and in

some cases grave suspicions rest on the British

employer as to whether he has not for his own
personal ends subcontracted work to foreign
raanulacturers, and passed the same off as the
work of British craftsmen.

It is a fact that a large marble hall erected on
nn estate in Suffolk a few years ago was mostly
worked in a foreign country by foreign workmen
from models actually taken from the small portion
done by our own carvers and masons in London,
who were thus in the unenvious position of know-
ing that the bulk of the money would go to the
foreigners for copying that which British brains
had supplied ; so this instance proves in itself it

is not the incoaipetence of our craftsmen to carry
out the work.

One of the authors is reported to have said in

the opening paragraphs of his lecture :
" He

lamented the fait that the bulk of the money spent
on marble in this country should go to foreign
manufacturers and workmen." We, the members
of this Association, would like to ask him if he
has not placed many of his works in the hands of
the foreigners, to the detriment of the workmen
of this country.

The same author also says: ''He regrets that
this country imports annually thousands of tons
of ready-made monuments in marble and granite
for cemeteries and churchyards, most of them
devoid of artistic character of any sort." With
these remarks we are sincerely in accord, and we
positively believe that if only three-fourths of the
imported work was done in this lountry, 90 per
cent, of the masons and cirvors ;jt present out of

employment would have plenty to do.

Mr. Hugh Stannus in his reply remarks on "the
wonderful development of the use of mai hies in

their theatres, restaurants, town halls, and other
public buildings." We ask, is it not mo<t de-
plorable that the public othcials should jierinit the
public money to be spent in a foreign country on
work which could be done at home to the mutual
benefit of those who help to raise the funds!-—
We are, &c.,

The Members of the SroSE-CARvEus'
Trade .\8soci.\tiox.

The" White Baar," K-nningtonPirk-road, S.E.

A house such as he describes would cost not

more than l.SOOdol. to build. If, as he says, it

will rent at GOOdol. a year, it is evident there

must be something wrong with the calculation,

unless we a.ssume that the ground on which it is

situated is worth a great deal more than prairie

value. It looks to me more like a gold mine.
The arrangement of the soil- and waste-pipes

may be open to objection ; but they would not be
open at all dui-ing six or eight months of the

frosty winter if they were fixed externally in

accordance with the English custom.

In a Canadian winter one has generally the

choice of being frozen to death or asphyxiated by
cheap heating-apparatus, open fireplaces being
almost useless, owing to the intense cold and
flimsy construction of the wood-frame houses.

It seems to me that "A Victim" is to be con-
gratulated on having got oS with the lesser of

the two evils.

The fact that more architects have Hocked into

the place than there is any use for has no bearing
on the value of the real e.-.tate. The normal con-

dition all overthe world is thatthereshouldbeabout
three times as manv architects asare wanted. How-
ever humiliating this admission may be. the
profession is " up against it." as they say in this

country. It is no use grumbling or putting all

the blame on one particular town.
No matter what the conditions are. anvone can

succeed at architecture — if he has infiuence or

luck. The only difference between the New
World and the t)ld is that in the former the
matter of luck enters more into it, and in con-
sequence a man without inHuence has a slightly

better chance.

Natural ability and proper training are very
desirable adjuncts, but they are useless unless
the conditions afford some opportunitv of dis-

playing them. For my own part I think it is

foolish for anyone to locate in a miserable, frozen-

out country such as Canada, when the chances
are as good or better in other places more favour-

ably situated. But if anyone has anything at all

worth .staying for at home, I think it is still

more foolish to leave it. Although I have been
very fortunate in getting quite a large amount of

practice in this city since the earthquake. I should
not advise anyone else to make the venture, as

conditions are rapidly becoming normal again.

and the usual disproportion between the number
of jobs and the number of architects who want to

do them is again becoming evident.— I am. i:c.,

Thos. B. Elliso.v.

908, Clay-street San Francisco. Cal., U.S.A.
Jan. I'l.

CANADA.
Sir,—" A Victim's " letter, complaining about

the unsatisfactory i-tate of affairs prevailing at
Winnipeg, is not very convincing.

CHIPS.
The increased demand for electric current in

Grimsby has induced the electric lighting cnmmittee
of the town council to recommend an extension of
the generating piaut, and it is proposed to m^tal a
new .iOOkw. steam dynamo, with switch-gear, A:c.,

at an estimated cost of £4,000.

lu May of last year, the Chairniin of the L mdoa
Couuty Council, a.s well as the official heads <if the
municipalities of P.iris, Berlin, Vienna, Home, and
Athens, was invited hy the municipality of
Alexandria to submit the name of a candidate for

the post of engineer to tliat city. The Chairman of
the County Council, Mr. Evan S|;i -er, on the recom-
mendatiou of Mr. Maurice F.tzmaurice, the C mucil's
chief engineer, submitted the name of Mr. D. E.
Lloyd D iviea. A notifica^iou has bpeu received to

the effect that the appointment has been conferred
on Mr. Davies.

Sir -Tohu Wolfe-Barry will act .as arbitrator
between the (luildford Corporation and the Woking
Water Co. in regard to the purchase by the Corpora-
tion, under their recent extension order, of part of
the company's undertaking. The company ask for
£10.5,000, and the corporation offer £18,700.

The Midland Railway C nupany have completed
extensive improvements at iTurnos, Glam., where a
number of sidings have been made. A new line

has been c instructed between Y.ntalyfera and
Cwmtwrch, by means of whiob a short tuiiimg has
been dispensed with.

An important extension of travelling facdities
between the City and S'^uth -western suburbs of
London was made on Monday, when the L-mdon
C lunty Council electric cjirs hitherto ruuniiig from
Clapbam .Tuuction and from Bittersea to S:.

Thomas's Hospital were extended ti the Embank-
ment and John Cxrpeuter-street, thu-i opening up a
direct route between the City and Battersea a'ld

Wandsworth. This has been rendered possible hy
the completion of the short connecting line at the
iuucttou of Westminster Bridge and Lambeth
Palace -roads.

5ttttrc0mmunicati0n.

QrESTIOXS.
ri'2252.1—Dry Earth System.—I should b» ob'ise.l

to know of any book or books which give full an*! com-
plete information as to the dispos^al ot the soil and urine
by nieHn« of earth or 'iirailar r'lnsef,'* in such a wav as t*)

obviate the neces-ity of removing the soil, Are . from th"»

prernises. I htvp seen one or two ca-sea where the soil and
urint^ were deposited in ordinary pins under th'* seats of
thf clns^ts. and upon whi'h drj- earth wa« sprinkled by
m^ans of a !»hovel, and at the pnd of th«^ week the buckets
were empfied, and the content.^ .spread out in a drying-
shed. The -^arih was re-used after a sutficifnt p-riod had
elipsed for the complete disappearance of the s lil. paper,
&c , leaving' it in a .similar condifion to that bi^for-^ use.

What I am anxuius to known is, m the ci^^e of buildings
such as small schools and hospitals situate in rural
districts, whetht^r it is possible to successfully u*:ilise this,

or a similar rat"" hod. for dealing with the refuse soil and
liquid deposited in the closets, and I shall be indebted to

any of your readers for any direct information on this

point, or, if not, for refiT^n'-e tn som" really reliable

authority oa the s'lbjec*..— Rhr.xl Rrader.

HEPLIES.
ri2\50.

1

-Screens as Confessionals.—This sub-
ject has lately been discusspd in one of th^ religious

papers {i'h-i.-,-h T ""^). Further, an excellent "^ximple of

an early ISfh-c^ntury screen, pierced appirently f'lr th**

purposes of confession, is illustrated by me in the current
issue of T'/" Ant'i/fiif'/. This latter occurs at th-* church
iif SS. Peter and Paul at Mautby, situated mid wav h-^-

iween Norwich iind Great Yarmouth. The building in

iiuestion is interestma" in the possession of a western tower
evidently much older than the l.ifh-c-'ntury church itself),

which is circular on plan, soingoff tnoctason towards the
top. The piercing in thp chincel screen occurs iu-*t below
the transom, level with the springing of one of th-^ tracery-
headed panels (about 3ft. from the ground!. This is the
-second from the south wiiU. It is very small—not much
larger than a keyhole. The following in^^tances may be men-
tioned, although, probably, they do not embrace anything
like the whole of existins t-xamples : -Carabr-dgeshire

:

Guilder Mnrden. Carnarvonshire : Dilwyddelan. Den-
bighshiB^ : L'anplian. Dola-el'y : Llangelynin. E-s-^ex ;

Bradwell, near Kelvedon. Hadleigh : Here the ooen n r is

on the south side. Orsett r In the scre-^n in the north
chapel there are two pierced quatrefoils. 3ft. from the
ground, between them a small or. fice shaped like the ace of
spades. Sha'ford. Hertfordshire. —Great Berkhamps^ed

:

The south > i le of this screen is pierced by a trefoil opening.
Waltham Aobey. Hampshire.— Romsey Abbey : Hf^ivone
formerly existed, but the screen is noiv cleared away.
Kent.— Xewmgton : The parclose screen in th-s church
dividing the south chapel from the chancel has an
aperture which take'* the outline of across, Ayle.sfiird :

There was a similar one in a screen in this churi'h, but the
latter has now di.'-dppeared. L-^icestershire.— Avle^tone ;

Thornton : Th's screen has two holes. The one 'm thf*

north is l^in- by ijin.. oblong m form. It i.s ;ift. ;^in.

from the ground, and formerly posses'^ed a slidmir pint^l,

now uli^sing. The opening nn the south side is I'fc. lin.

from the floor line, hence may possibly have been re'ervnd
for juvenile penitents. It measures 2sin. by Im. high.
Northamptonshire. —Pnlebrook : Here exist three small
round-headed perforation.s set close together, not in the
screen, but in the front of an old oak seat in the south
chapel. Nottinghamshire.— Wysall : In this church may
be spen quatrefoil aperture.s nn the north and south sides

of the screen. The chancel ha-i returned stalls. There
are few, if anv. other eximples of sc eens pierced for c *a-

fession which have return stalls resting against tbem.
Dom Bede Oamm, O.S.B., however, thinks it would
be easy for a priest sitting upon one of them
to hear the whisper of a penitent, as the aperture
would be just level with theecclesiistic's car. Hawton :

Here there are s x openings on one side, and fntir im the
other. O.xford"hire. — Hanborough : This church has
three screens (1450-601 each with piercings, appirently
formerly used for confessional purposes. On t le nurtn
one the opening takes the form of a cro-^s i2Hn. dial. On
the i-outh ^c^een mav be seen three similar ones taking
the same outline. The central is larger (Sin. dia ) tnan
are the other t*o. In the nave screen, on its north side.

are three pair of incisions. Un. wide by Sin. hi.;h. eich
.ih lUt 1ft. nn. apart. Ou its soufh there is one Win. loug.

Siiuthleiiih. —8tanron Harcourt : This screen, mentioned
by the Ktlitor in a fout-note appended to our corre-

spondent's query, is. as is gnnerally known, one of the

oldest in England (c I'idO). Them->st ancient in existence
is claimed to be that at rompt-n Church, Surrey, which
belongs to the Tran'*ition period be'.ween Norman to

Early English i;il50-ll8:i). I'he .-creen at Stanton tfar-

court has ita lower panels pierced by many of these holes,

and of various shapes and sizes. Saffulk.— Wingttehl

:

Portions of a desecrated 15th oak screen formerly in this

church are in existence, c intainiag one of these remark-
able perfordtions. but the fragments are not '/i si'n. Bury:
In this screen the hole-* occur in each of the lower panels.

Heasett : Here the small opening can be closed by a
sliding panel when nut in actual use. Oddly, in this

instance, the floor line of the i'dan^cl is lower thin thit of

the navp. Hence a priest sitiin.? in the former, would be

altogether unseen from the body of the church, riiuton

Downham. Sussex.— Bignor, Burton. Wt. Mary's, Kye :

This screen contains two small holes on it"< snatn side,

each about 3ft. from the floor Hue. Yorkshire.- Wmtmg-
ham.— H.vRRv Rrmb.

A loan exhibition of pictures and works of art

is on view at the Corporation Art Uallery, Wolver-
hampton. < >ne feature is a larf^e number of water-

colours, including works by Hunt, Prout, Turner,

and Cattermole. There are also some fine oil-

paintings by Joseph Wnght, A.R.A., John K. Reid.

R.I., Sir Wyke-Bayhss, Jiud Professor Hubert Von
Herkomer. l)ne room is set apart for a display of

works of the pre-Raphaelite school from the brush

of Mrs. Evelyn De Morgan.

m
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ILI.USTRATI0N8.

V lllTWORTH li.^LLEBlES, WIUTWORTH PARK, MA.STHESTER.
— SECOSDARY SCHOOLS, LUTOX.— UESH.iS FOR OLOSSOl-

- COSVALESfEST AND Sl'RSES' HOME.—NATIONAL SILVER

MEDAL DRAWI.VOS.—BUILDIN«6 AT SlIANliHAI.— BISlIOl"

Hatfield's tomb, Durham cathedral.

rooms for the staff, a large strons-room and

storage for chairs. Arc, and a connecting corridor

between the north and south basement galleries.

The new fa(;ade will be built of thin red bricks

and terracotta, to correspond with the present

galleries : the entrance-hall and cloak-rooms will

be only one story in heisrht, covered with a Hat

roof, over which good light will be obtained to

the sculpture-hall, and the two bays over the

staircases will be carried up as si|uare towers,

breaking the long line of the facade. It is

expected that the new galleries will be ready for

occupation in ' about fifteen months, llessre.

J. W. Beaumont and Son, of JIanchester, are the

architects.

SECONDAKV SCHOOLS,SELECTEn IIESK-.X rOU THE
I.ITOX

MEASrUEI) mtAWIN-<iS Of lllSnof HATl'IEI.n S TOMll,

DIKIIAM CATHEIIKAL.
^

The tomb is of the I^ate Decorated period, and is

situated on the south side of the choir between

two of the main piers. It is built of limestone,

the recumbent effigy being of marble. The
carving throughout is extremely rich, and the

tomb itself is nuite unique of its kind. The
whole of the tomb was originally covered with

colouring, very little of which remains. The
measured drawings, reproduced on p. '204, made
by Mr. Bryan Watson, A.R.I.B.A.. '20, (Jueen-

square, W.C were among those that won the

Glover Travelling Studentship for 1906, in the

Northern Architectural Association.

d^ur Hlustottons.— —
WHITWOUXn GALLEltlES, WHITWORTH l'.\UK,

MA.XCHE.STEU. '

The three galleries which were erected in 1S94
and 1807 at the back of Grove House having
become too small to accommodate the works of

art and textiles, \c.. which have been got together
by the A\'hit worth Institute, it has been found
necessary to increase the gallery accommoda-
tion. During the last twelve months an
•extension has been erected on the west side of the
central gallery, consisting of three large rooms,
two of -which are SOft. by 29ft., and the third

soft, by 32ft. All these rooms have circular ceil-

ings, and the roof principals have been designed
so that nothing appears below the line of the
ceiling. The lighting is from skylights on each
side of the roof. The walls are bo.arded to the

springing of the ceiling, which is at a height of

14ft. above the Hoors. Large folding doors give
access to the new rooms from the central gallery.

The new galleries are being used to store the
exhibits from (.hove House and the front corridors,

and' arrangement.s are now being made to take
these down, and to erect in place of them a large
range of buildings to complete the fa(,-ade on the
east front. These new buildings will have a
frontage of 209ft. facing toward (.txford-road. In
the centre of the fai;ade will be a circular porch
<'arried on five pairs of coupled columns of polished
grey granite. Inside the porch there will be a
large vestibule leading into an entrance-hall
33ft. 4in. by 33ft. 4in., the ceiling of which will
be divided into p.anels by beams carried on
polished

These schools are in course of erection in Park-

square, Luton, the contractors being Messrs.

Lewin and Son, of Kettering. Accommodation
is provided for loO girls and l.iO boys. There

are twelve classrooms, eight to accommodate
2.) scholars and foiu- to accommodate 30 scholars,

and in addition art rooms, chemical and physical

laboratories, lecture-room, cookery classrooms,

&c. The assembly-ball is (i4ft. long by 36ft. 9in.

wide. The workshops provided for working in

wood and iron afford accommodation for 2r>

scholars, and are approached from the play-

ground. Rooms for the head master, assistant

masters and mistresses are arranged, together

with an ofiice for the administrative work of the

school. Cycle-rooms are contrived close to the

entrances, with cloakrooms and changing rooms

for the scholars. Externally the building will be

faced with Leverstock Green red brick facings,

with Anca.ster stone dressings. The roofs wiU be

covered with AVestmoreland slates. The archi-

tects are Jlessrs. Spalding and Spalding, whose

design was selected in the recent competition.

BouorcH or olossop coxvalescent .ind xi uses"

HOME. y

AVe published illustrations of the chosen design

for this building in our pages for Nov. 23. 1906.

The design herewith represented is by Mr. G. H.

Willoughby, F.H.I.B.A., and we give it in

contrast to the scheme which found favour. It

might interest some of our readers to look at this

plan and the one selected by the assessor.

XATIOXAL SILVER MEDAL DRAWINGS. <>

This study in three dirisions or stages, giving a

recumbent figure of a woman, was made by Miss

Evelyn M. B. Paul, of Camden Town, for an

illustration of " Stratton Water," by Rossetti. A
National Silver Medal was .',warded to the artist

for her excellent piece of decorativi' work. The
upper panel shows the nude, the middle drawing
gives a careful study of drapery, which is seen

very much modified in the final rendering or

finished pen-and-ink illustration at the bottom of

the sheet.

IIorSE AT SH.\XOHAI, ( HIXA. ^
This house, which is in course of erection on

the outskirts of Shanghai, is being carried out in

red brick, half timber and stone dressings. The
root is covered with black fibro-cement tiles, im-

ported from France. The bricks, made locally.

.\ll windows are of

edar. doors of teak, and carpenters' work
generally of Singapore redwood. The servants'

quarters are over the stables in the rear of house.

It is preferable for all living-rooms in this

climate to face south, from whence the cool winds

come in the summer, and for the additional

reason that they are sheltered from the biting

north winds of the •winter. The house is being

built for Mr. Walter Carter by Sir. (^uai Sing,

under the supervision of Messrs. Smedly. Denham,

ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION, 1907.

WE are officially informed that the day for

sending in architectural drawings to the

Royal , Academy this year will be Thursday,

March 28. Paintings will go in on Saturday,

March 30, and on Tuesday, .Vpril 2. This un-

usual arrangement of days is due to Good
Friday and Easter Day. Sculpture wiU be

received on Wednesday, April 3.

This early intimation will be of service to our

contributors resident out of England. Corre-

sponding with previous years, as a mutual

arranjement, we are prepared to receive drawings

forwarded to us prepaid, and ready for ex-

hibition in accordance with the Royal Academy
rules, and to send them in for our contributors on

the above date. Every drawing must be gilt-

framed and glazed, having a label attached, with

the title of the work plainly written, and name
and address of the author. This information must

likewise appear on the back of frame. Wide
margins add much to the risk of rejection, and

should be avoided. A letter addressed to the

Secretary of the Royal Academy must accompany

every consignment of drawings, giving names

and titles for the compiling of the catalogue.

yu loiitrlbiifoi iii/iy siibiint morr than tliir- wor/.s

fur cj-'/iibitioH.

We suggest to our friends that it is a mutup.l

advantage when drawings reach us early, in order

that reproductions may be made before the

exhibits go in ready for illustration after the

opening of the galleries in May. We shall be

obliged if this request is complied with as far as

possible and it is understood that drawings

entrusted to our keeping in this way may be

copied for publication as already mentioned.

Correspondents abroad wanting drawings framed

must send postal orders at the same time to cover

cost of such charges, for n-hich we cannot other-

wise hold ourselves responsible.

grey granite columns, and in the
large square central panel will be a glass dome to
light the hall. On each side of the hall wiU be I are hard and of good colour,
cloakrooms and lavatories for ladies and gentlemen.
A wide doorway from the entrance-hall will give
access to a sculpture-hall, 102ft. 6in. by 33ft.
by 20ft. high, lighted from high windows along
each side of the whole length. The two end
walls are arcaded with three arches carried on
polished granite columns, and giving access to
the present north and south galleries and to two
staircases leading to the upper floors. Beyond
the staircase hall at each end is a square pavilion „. ..._

33ft. by 33tt., the one to the south on the ground
I and Rose, architects, Shanghai.

floor to be used for ofticial rooms and the one to
1

the north for exhibition purposes. From the i

^"^'^

sculpture-hall, in a line central with the front
entrance, a wide doorway will lead into a corridor,
giving access to the present central gallery, and
on each side of this corridor will be a top-lighted

I houses doing business in the Far East—viz.. The

OEI'ICE.S lOR THE IXTERXATIOXAL KAXKIXG
COMPAXY, SIIAXGHAI.

This building is now in course of erection at

Shanghai for one of two of the large banking

gallery for exhibition of textiles, &c. The
galleries are so planned that a clear view will be
obtained from the front entrance, through the
cntiance-hall. sculpture g;illery, corridor, and
central gallery to the extreme end of the new
western galleries, a total length of 24 4ft. The

International Banking Corporation

provements are now being carried

A'ast im^

forward in

Shanghai and commercial buildings of the

European type are fast springing up, clients for

the most part preferring designs quite innocent of

Chinese influence. The wall face in this case is

upper floor over the sculpture-hall and the north I being covered with blue glazed tiles, with dress
and south p^ivilions will contain library, council

j

ing3l)£ stone. There is a large public office on
chamber, and exhibition-rooms. Each of the two the ground floor, with extensive suites of smaller
staircases gives access to the basement, which

j
offices on the upner floors. The architects are

will contain, in addition to the present galleries, I Messrs. Smedlev. Denham, and Rose, Shanghai.

The ratepayers of Leeds have rejected a sewage-

disposal scheme estimated to involve an expenditure

of above £1,000.000. The result of the poll,

announced yesterday, was :—For the scheme, 1,772 :

against, 4,7-->I ; majority, 2,979. The West Riding

Rivers Board threaten the city council, if they do

not remedy the existing evils, to institute legal

proceedings.

The organ in St. Thomas's Eoiscopal Church at

the west end of Princes -street, Edinburgh, has just

been rebuilt by Messrs. Scovell and Lewis. It is

now practically new, with twenty-four speaking

stops, eight accessories, and 1,3 ")4 pipes, and fitted

with pneumatic improvements and a uew console.

The London Education Committee, at their meet-

ing on Wednesday, accepted the tender of Mr.

B. E. Nightingale, amounting to £21,334, for

erecting a secondary school for ,510 girls on the

Hortensia-road site, Chelsea. The estimite of the

architect of the committee for the school was

£26,.J17.

Viscount Coke, Lord Lieutenant of Norfolk,

unveiled on Wednesday a bust in Cirrara marble of

Admiral Nelson in Burnham Thorpe Church, where

jtNelson's father was rector. The bust, which is a

replica of the celebrated one in Trafalgar House,

stands upon a stone bracket, with bronze heraldic

panel, and Eist Angban and white ensign flags

entwined. It is the work of Mr. .1. Nesfield

Forsyth, and is the gift of the London Society of

East Anglians.

Mr. John Saint, builder, of Crown-street, St.

Ives Hunts, died on Thursday in last week, on his

eighty-tirat birthday.

The scaffolding is being struck from the stone

front of the additional premises now being built for

Messrs. Thomas Cook and Sons, near the eastern end

of Fleet-street, E.G. Mr. Arnold Mitchell and Messrs.

Smee and Houchin are the joint architects, and
Messr?. Patman and Fotheringham are the builders.
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Builbing InttUiocnct

BiUKKN-nEAii.—Additions havr- just been made
to the Children's Hospital. A new operating
theatre has been erected in the reur of the
administrative block, between the main building
and the laundry, and occupying a po.^ition which
will be central on the site between the two ward
pavilions when the south wing comes to be
erected. The theatre is a one-storj* liuilding, and
is placed 7ft. away from the ho.spital. being con-
nected by a covered but well-ventilated and lighted
bridge. The theatre is 21ft. by 18ft. on plan,
with a vertical light ll'ft. wideby about 7ft. high.
this light being supplemented by a skylight. All
internal, vertical, and horizontal antrles are
rounded. The doors are tlush-framed. The taps
to the lavatory basins and sinks are worked
with an arm clutch arrangement, and the wastes
controlled'by a knee movement ; all the foregoing
being 'bracketed from the walls without floor

supports. All pipes, heating, hot water, cold
water, and gas are conveyed in a trench under the
Hoor of the theatre, thus minimising the portions
exposed in the operating theatre. E.xtract venti-
lators are provided in each gable. The materials
used are hand-made bricks with red Kuabon
dressings, with York stone sills for the windows, and
a red-tiled roof, so as to bring all into conformity
^yith the main building. Interaally the walls are
cemented, finished with Parian, but with a marble
mosaic dado 4ft. 6in. high. The floor is also of
marble mosaic. " The walls above dado height will
be painted eventually and finished with rapolin
or Satinette. The sole contractor for the building
was: Mr. James :\rerritt. Birkenhead. Messrs.
Haigh and Thompson. Liverpool, who designed
the new LiA-erpool Infirmary for Children, were
the architects.

LivEiiPooi..—In an otiicial representation the
medical officer of health for the city (Dr. Hopft)
declares as "unhealthy areas" the Beau-street,
Berrington-street. Holly - street. Frank-street,
<irat'ton-8treet, and Lowwood-street areas. Be-
tween ;i,OO0 and 4,000 would be dispossessed, and
the number suggested to be rehoused on the sites
is J,G35. The city surveyor estimates that the
sites can be acquired for t;i.V_>,ooo. and the build-
ings to be erected would cost £130.000. These
figures * include the acquisition of eight licensed
premises. The city surveyor has submitted to
the housing committee sketches showing how, in
the area bounded by Saltney-street, Dublin-
street. Great Howard-street, and Kegent-road,
lOS. dwellings or 'M>n could be erected. The
value of the area is estimated at about £;!,i, 000.
and the cost of building the new dwellings
approximately £2.^.000.

CHIPS.
Foundation-stones of a Wesleyan chapel were

laid on the Broadway, Woodhall Spa, last week. It
adjoins a school chapel opened some six years ago.
The architects are Messrs. '». Wills and Sons, of
Derby and London, and the contractors Messrs. F.
M. Thompson and Sons, Louth and Xottmgham.
The contract price, including the addition of aspire,
is about £2,000. The chapel will seat 401) people.
It is to be of red brick with Bath stone facings.

At the annual mcetitm of the li^^val Society of
Antiquities of Ireland, Mr. Patrick Weston Joyce,
LL.D., M.U.LA., was elected president.

The streets and buildings committee of the York
Corporation have accepted with regret the resigna-
tion of Mr. A. Creer as city engineer and surveyor,
and have decided to recommend the council to iip-

pomt him as consulting engineer at a salary of I" 100
per annum for a period of five years, subject to his
residing within a reasonable- distance of the city.
They also recommend that the question of the ap-
pointment of a successor be deferred for a period of
six months, and that Mr. F. W. Spurr. the deputy
surveyor, be appointed a-i acting-surveyor during
that period at a salary of i::>i)l) per annum.
The total of the Winchester Cathedral Fabric

Fund, including Mrs. Kyle's fund, is still under
£25,0,00.

,
It is stated that every "tally" jtlaced

over the cracks in August appears to have moved,
and that the whole of the north transept will have
to be underpinned.

Dissolution of partnership is announced between
James Multon and Edmund Walli^, builders and
contractors, of Stone-street, (iravcsend.

The death has occurred at 81, Aigburth-road,
Liverpool, of Mr. William Barker, who tor many
years served as surveyor under the Liverpool Cor-
poration. He was 86 years of age.

The Manchester Tenants, Limited, is about to

build a miniature '
' garden city " at Burnage, where

the option of ten acres of land within easy distance

of tram and train has been acquired. For the
purchase of this site a total of t'.OOO is required,

and of this sum £1,N00 has been subscribed or
promised. The character of the houses built upon
that land, as shown by the cost, would range from
£loO to £400.

The anmial general meetings of the Association
of Technical Institutions wilt be held at Cloth-
workers' Hall to-day (Friday) and to-morrow. The
Clothworkers' Company will entertain the members
at luncheon to-day at 1 o'clock, when Sir Horace
Plunkett, president-elect, Sir W. Anson, M.P., the
retiring president, Sir P. Magnus, M.P., Mr.
Morant, C.B., Mr. Henry Hobhouse, and others
are expected to be present. This afternoon Sir H.
Plunkett delivers his presidential address, and the
officers and council are elected. To-morrow (Satur-
day) mornmg papers will be read and discussed.

Mr. VC. Bates, who has for a good many years
occupied the position of electrical engineer both for
the lighting and traction departments of the cor-
poration's electrical undertaking at Birkenhead, is

leaving to take up an appointment as engineer to a
Liverpool iirm of shipowners and merchants.

Colonel W. R. Slacke, R.E., inspector of the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry on
Friday at the Liverpool Municipal Offices relative

to an application by the city council for a pro-
visional order to amend the Liverpool Corporation
Act, lOLlO, so as to enable them to borrow money
for the provision of free libraries at (larston and
Fazakerley.

The Education Committee of the Manchester
Corporation have arranged for a meeting on Mon-
day week, the 18th inst, at 7.0 p.m., in conjunction
with the Northern Art Workers' Guild, to be held
in the Geographical Society's lecture-^hall, 16, St.

Mary^s Parsonage, and to be oneu to the public,
when a paper will be read by Mr. C. P. Bankart,
entitled " Plasterwork," to be illustrated by lantern
views.

Ludgate Hill Railway Station, it is said, is about
to undergo its long-needed improvement. One
platform is to be removed, in order to give more
space for running the main-line trains, and the
other is to be extended. The estimated outlay is

rated at £41,000.

A new Children's Infirmary in Myrtle-street,
Liverpool, was recently opened by the Duchess of
Albany. It has been built from plans by Messrs.
Haigh and Thompson, of Liverpool, and provides
accommodation for one hundred cots in tive ward^.
three of which are for medical and two for surgical

ca«e^. Tne ward pavilions are arranged to recess

and radiate to a centre, to which is joined the
administrative department. The triangle formed
by this renpi^sing and radiating of the ward pavilions

fronts to Myrtle -street.

A special meeting of the Tonbrid^e Urban Dis-
trict Council was held on Thursday in last week for

the purpose of appointing an electrical engineer in

the place of Mr. J. A. Bernard Horsle}*, who is

about to take up another appointment at Harrow.
Five applicants were interviewed, and Mr. M. P.
Plunkett, of Oban, Scotland, was appointed. The
salary is .t 160 per annum, increasing by £2.'> yearly
to £250.

A meeting has hpen held at the Old College,

Maidstone, to consider the report of the architect,

Mr. Fiauk L. Pearson, F.R.I.B.A., on the con-
dition of the fabric of AU Saints' Church. It was
decided to proceed with the restoration under Mr.
Pearson, and a biiildii'g committee was appointed, a
first list of subscriptions being announced.

Mr. S. Tagg, asiistint works engineer at the
Corporation (iasworks, Birkenhead, has secured an
appointment under the Preuton Gas Company as

assistant engineer at a salary of £3 )0 per annum.
There were i;JO applicants for -the post. Mr. Ta^a*
has been engaged on the Birkenhead gasworks staff

for nine years.

The official inquiry on behalf ot the Local
Government Board in respect of the proposed ex-
tension of the Norwich boundaries in the direction

of Sprowston and c'atton was held on Thursday and
Friday in the Sessions (^ourt of the Guildhall of that
city. A further subiect of inquiry related to an
application by the corporation for powers to spend

:
£.j 1,000 on sewage disposal, to be carried out irom

I

plans by Mr. A. E. Collins, the city en'jjineer. The
I
inspector was Mr. Sandford Fawcett, M.Iiist.C.E.

It is understood that at the end of the present
quarter Dr. James, Provost of King's College,

Cambridge, will resign his post as Director of the
Fitzwilliam Museum and the Museum of Classical

Arch;i'nlo^y. The electors are the members of the
Fitzwilliam Museum Syndicate, with the addition of

the Disney Professor of Archseology and the Slade
Professor of Fine Art, and the election must take
place within oG days of the announcement by the
Vice-Chaucellor that the post is vacant.

At a recent meeting of the Senate of Liverpool
University the diploma in public health was awarded
to the following:—W. D. Higson, M.B., Ch.B.,
Liveqiool ; G. J. Keane, M.D., Liverpool : and
R. Owen Morris, M.A., M.D., Edinburgh.

Efforts will be made to reopen the nave of Selby
Abbey Church on Saturday, Oct. 19, the first

anniversary of the disastrous fire falling on the
next day.

As the result of a conference between the head
officials of the London and South-Westem Railway
and the Southampton Corporation and Harbour
Board (Committee the company has agreed to pur-
chase additional strips of land required for the con-
struction of its new dock at Southampton on terms
which, in addition to a money payment of £500,
involve the reclamation by the company of six acres

of mudlands on the western shore.

Mr. John Mortimer Fawcett, of Spen Lodge,
West Park, Headingley, and of the firm of Messrs.
John Mortimer Fawcett and Son, of 20, Albion-
street, Leeds, architects and surveyors, who died on
Oct. 2 last, aged "1. left estate of the gross value of

£54,847, with net personalty £2,373. Mr. Fawcett
left his share and interest in the practice of an archi-

tect and surveyor to his son John Mortimer Fawcett,

The Castleford Mechanics' Institute has been con-
verted into a suite of rooms for the Castleford

Council Chambers and offices for the officials, who ^(

are taking up their new quarters this week.

At the inquest on Friday on Edward Mercer, 67,

builder and contractor, who was killed by the fall of

a scaffold at Ossett Town Hall, now in course of

construction, the evidence showed that he personally
supervised the construction of the scaffold on which
he was standing when he fell. Mr. C. T. Butler,

factory inspector, said a Home Office committee was
investigating this kind of accident, with a view to

framing regulations for their prevention. The iury
returned a verdict of *' Accidental death.''

The partnership hitherto subsisting between T.
Worthiiigton and P. S. Worthington, architects,

Manchester, under the style of Thomas Worthing-
ton and Son has been dissolved : as has also that

previously existing between H. Harrington, A. S. R.
Ley, and A S. Tomkins, architects, Bishopsgate-

street Without, London; South -street, Romford,
Essex ; and Frinton-on-Sea, Essex, under the style

of Harrington and Ley.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London County
Council, on the recommendation of the main
drainage committee, an expenditure of £304,000
was sanctioned for the construction of the portion

of the northern low-level sewer No. 2 between
Stepney and Trafalgar -square. It was recom-
mended that the work should be done without the
intervention of a contractor, and that the drawings,
specification, and estimate should be referred to tbe
works committee for that purpose. This proposal
met with considerable opposition, and an amend-
ment was moved to the effect that the work should
be put out to contract. A long discussion followed,

and ultimately the amendment was rejected and the
work given to the works committee.

The Barbrook reservoir in Northern Derbyshire
is now completed, and Mr. Colin Clegg, the engi-
neer, has made a report which has been laid before
the Chesterfield Rural District Council. The reser-

voir is now full, and it is estimated that there is a
gathering ground sufficient to supply the needs of

the district for many years. The reservoir will

provide water for most of the townships and
parishes in North Derbyshire.

An adjudication has been made in the case of

Rnbert Charles Orlando Cooper, AVest Snuthbourne,
Bournemouth, described as an architect and
building contractor.

New municipal offices and a fire station were
opened at Xewhaven, Sussex, on Wednesday in last

week. They arc situated m Fort-road, and are

faced with blocks of hollow Portland cement, wit!

brickwork backs. The buildings cover an area o:

(i"ft. by 33ft., and comprise two floors. Thd
building contract was taken by Mr. C. Cooke, ol

Newhaven, at the sumof £1,7''>7 lOs., and the work
has been carried out under the superintendence o'

Mr. F. J. Rayuer, C.E., the surveyor to the Urbar
District Council.

The annual report on the Railways and Canals ol

Canada shows that the total mileage of the railways

now amounts to 21,.'il8 miles, an increase of 91'

miles during the past year.

At an influential meeting, it has been decided t

establish a cottage hospital for S^uthport. Sub
scriptions were announced amounting to £1,300.

has been decided to begin with twelve beds.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
Halsall, G. E. Tonge, and F. Campbell, 'architect^

Southport, under the style of Halsall, Tonge, ani
Campbell, has been dissolved.

New council schools in Stafford-street, Tonbridgd
were opened on Thursday in last week. Mr. Litt^i'

was the architect.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Kfxlktt v. STocicroRT CoRi'onATiox.

—

Hewt
Damaoes.—In the High Court on M uidny.

iudgmeut was given in the ca«e of Kellett v. the

Stockport Corporation. Plaintiff entered into a
contract to construct a reservoir and masonry dam
for the defendants in the Kinder Valley, Derbyshire,
for t"J4S,000. i >n excavating, the foundations were
found to be unsatisfactory at th*^ depths specified.

Plaintifl said the work could V)e safely completed at

an increased expenditure, and tins view was borne
out by scientific witne<f-es. The corporation, how-
ever, were advised that a masonry dam on such a
foundation would be ungate, as it might give way,

j

with disastrous results to the people livnig down the
I

valley. Accordingly, they put an end to the con- '

tract. The question was how much plaintiff was 1

entitled to for this breach, if in the circumstances it
|

was one. Mr. Kellett made a claim of over i;i.')0,00O.

The healing occupied twenty-two days. Mr. T. R.
Mackenzie (the ' >fiicial Keceiver) decided that the
Coq>oratinn must pay plaintiff over i'VJ,000, On
Tuesday iu thf King's Bt-nch Division, on the
application of the defendants, Mr. Justice PhiUi-
more and Mr. Justice Bucki.ill ordered a stay of

execution as to the s-um of t'l'J.OOO, to allow of an
appeal.

Paxeltvo at Packixgton Haix.—Jktley v.

Earl of Aylesfoed.—Judgment m this ca-^e, beard
on several days before Mr. Verey, Official Rfferep,
was delivered on Tuesday. It was an action by
Mr. Jetley, of Xorth Audley-street, against the
Earl of Ayiesford for i^lS? t's. iJd. balance of

account for work done and material supplied in a
room in Packington Hall, Coventry. Lord Ayiesford
had in his possession &ome cedar wood from an old

cedar tree grown on his own estate from a cedar
seed brought from Lebanon, and he was desirou'* of
using it to panel the room in question. The negotia-
tions were conducted in correspondence between the
plaintiff and Lady Ayiesford, who wished the work
to be done in a manner similar to that of which
there was an example executed by the plaintiff at
Oopsall Hall, the seat of Earl Howe. The plaintiff'

sent an estimate, and eventually panelled the room;
but Lord Ayiesford alleged that the work was not
done in accordance with the estimate or in a proper
or workmanlike manner, and he put in a counter-
claim in respect to certain items which he said would
require to be made good. The Official Referee, m
his judgment, a^ter going through the correspon-
dence between Lady Ayiesford and the plaintiff,

said he found that there were four distinct items at
fixed prices. The first question he had to decide
was as to the design in a<"Cordance with which the
work was to be done. There was very little docu-
mentary evidence on this point ; but he foui:d as a
fact that the plaintiff did not undertake to do the
(eft side of the room in accordance with the plan
put forward by Lady Ayiesford at tha hearing.
Admittedly the work had not been done according
to the onginal designs, and the question was.
Had the contract been varied ' He came to the
conclusion that the letter and estimate sent
by the plaintiff on Xovpmber 30, 1904, which Lady
Ayiesford said she did not remember to have
received, was sent by the plaintiff and received by
her, and that the work was done according to the
original designs as modified by this estimate. With
regard to the manner of executing the work, he
found that the crack-* in the panels were caused by
the nature of Ihe wood, and that they had been
properly fixed. Having seen the work himself, and
after hearing the expeits, he came to the conclusion
that the paint had not been properly got off, nor the
wax polish properly finished. After making deductions
forthese matters, heawarded the plaintiff £204 I9s. 6d.
Dealing with the counterclaim, he considered the
damage alleged to have been done to the doors,
which Lady Ayiesford described as " beautiful old
mahogany doors.'' He found that they had in fact
been damaged by the pla-ntiff's men, and be allowed
£1S 1.39. in respect thereof. He awarded no damages
for the lo?s of the use of the room. Some damage
had been done to the floor also. After making
deductions in respect of these items and the i.H) paid
on account, he gave judgment for the plaintiff for
.£131 4s. 6d. and the costs of the claim, the defendant
to have the costs of the counterclaim. Stay of
execution asked for by the defendant was refused,
the learned Officral Referee saying he would do
nothing to encournge an appeal.

Frauds ox Br lder;;. — At Bow-street, on
Wednetday, Thomas I'homa?, 4*i, no occupation,
was charged before Mr. Marsham with obtaining
money by false pr^tenct^s. ( »n January 16 last the
prisoner called upon Mr. W. .J. Barker, a builder,
of Artillery-lane, B(?h'-p'gate, and, representing
himself as butler to the Dowager Lady Hillngdnn,
said he had been direct*-d by her to find a bmldert.i
do some decorative work at her residence, Wilder-
aesse, Sevenoaks. H • aTarged with Mr. Barker to
go down there on the following Saturday, and siid
a trap would be at the station to m'^et "him. Just
before leaving at hi* rpqoe-t Mr. Bark*^r lent htm
'•is. to enable bim to pav his fare back to Sevenoaks.
After the prisoner had gone Mr. Barker wrote to

Lady Hdlingdon and received a reply denying all

knowledge of the prisoner. Evidence was also

given in two other similar cases, where the itrisoner

had represented him-elf a*! butler to Major H ill and
Lord .\vebury respectively. The magl^t^ate dealt

with the" pnso'ier under the Vagrant Art, ami
sentenced him to three months* imprinoiim-'nt with

bard labour.
- -•'^^mm m

CHIPS.
At Kenilworth on Friday, the new fountain and

clock-tower, which have been erected at the expense

of Mr. (1. M. Turner, a re^idellt in the Square, were

formally handed over to the representatives of the

urban district council.

The foundation stone of an extension of the

infirmary and dispensary at Warrington was laid

by Lord'Lilford on Friday. The cost will be £ln.OOO.

aiid includes a pavilion and nurses* home.

A* thp Public Hall, T'olwyn Bay, an inquiry was
held on Friday by the Light Railway Commissioners

with reference to the new scheme of tramways in

the Colwyn Bay urban district.

At the la-^t meeting of the Mersey Docks and
Harbour B 'ard a recommendation of the marine
committee was approved for dredging the river

opposite the Priuce's landing-stage at an estimated

cost of £22,000, bv which the depth would be

increased to 36ft. at low-water spring tides.

At AVatford, on Mf^nday, Henry Hill, late manager
of Kickraausworth Urban Council gas undertaking,

was sentenced to six months' imprisonment in the

second division for embezzling money belonging to

his employers.

The general inaccuracy of the daily Press in their

reports of architectural matters is again exemplified

in Tuesday's Shiudu,'^. A short paragraph irf that

journal auent Mr. CoUcutt's presidential address at

the Royal Institute of British Architects the previous

evening ends with the statement that the President

'•announced that the gold medal of the Royal

s,„i^(tf of Architects had been trim by Mr. John
Belcher, A.R.A." !

At a recent meeting of the Buck-* County Educa-
tion Committee, the appoin'ment of an architect for

the new elpmentaiy schools for 600 children at

Slough wa« under consideration, and the report and
recommendation of the building committee dealing

with the numerous applications for the position werp
ndoptfd. Mr. Arthur C. Lee, of Me«srs. Lee and
Farr, Slough, and Oxford -road, Reading, has

received the appointment.

Mr. \Vm. H. Goodyear. Curator of Fine ArU in

the Brooklyn Museum, has been elected an honorary

member "f the Royal Academy of Fine ArLs, ic

M Ian, m recognition of thfi contributions to

M^diiFval architectural rpsparch m Italy, which
hiive been made by the Brooklyn Mu-eum.

The corporation of Morecamlw have adopted a
scheme for the construction of a marine lake on the

foreshore at a cost of £1-0,36.').

Thrpe stained-gla=s windows have been unveiled

in the tran^^ept of the Clark Memorial United Free

Church, Largs. The windiws are the work o'

Mr. Stephen Adam, Glasgow.

A lecture ia to be delivered before the Polytechnic

Oil, Colour, and Varnish Society on Tuesday npxt,

the 13th inst., at 14, Langbam-place, \V.. bv Dr.

A. P. Laurie, of the Heriot-Watt College, Edin-

burgh, a well-known expert in colour matters, on
"The Measurements of Colour." Gentlemen con-

nected with oil, colour, and varnish trade* who are

interested in the subject of the lecture will be made
heartily welcome. Free tickets of admission can be

obtained from Mr. A. J. Rowley, 46, Heathfield-

gardens, Chiswick, W.

The committee that have in hand the erection of

a memorial at Aspatria to the late Sir Wilfrid

Lawson have met Mr. Roselieb, the sculptor, and
have decided to retain St. George and the Dragon

I as the surmounting figure above the dnnking-

I

fountain. Lord Carlisle, who was called in to

I adjudicate on the designs submitted, had suggested
' a figure of St. Michael.

: The Palace Theatre of Varieties at Lincaster,

destroyed by fire on Saturday afternoon, was

I
formerly an Oddfellows' Hall, and was converted

into a music-hall about ten years ago. It ancommo-

I
dated 80O persons, and underneath were eight shops.

The Prince and Princess of Wales have agreed to

visit (Tla=gow on April 23 and open the addition to

I

the university. His Royal Hiyhness will also lay

the foundation-stone of the addition to tilasgow

j

Royal Infirmary.

The church of Castle Donington, on the Derby-
shire border of Leicestershire, which dates back to

the 13th century, was the scene of a fire on Sunday
afternoon. Considerable damage was done to the

,
fine roof of the edifice. A number of the massive.

! oak bpams were burnt, together with the timbers

t attaching. The outbreak is attributed to the over-

heating of the flues.

c©ut O^fBct arable.

TiiK Soi'iety of Aitliiterts liuv.- i»siiiul a

|>:iinplilot descriptive ot its objects, Mtuniling,

iind rosources, showing that it is now on ii sound
and substantial basis. Prominpme is given to it»

pereistent advocacy of Registration, to which
lauso it has devoted time and money for more
than twenty years, with the result that the pro-

fession is now practically unanimous in support

of the principle. I In this ground it is claimed

that the .Society has the .strongest possible claim

on the adhesion and support of all ipialified archi-

tects. This is right, yet the practice of touting

for members is not unobjectionable, and it is to

be regretted that other and more dignified means
could not have been found for advertising the

Society than the issue of a circular.

\Vf, .are informed that " .Vn Extravaganza

entitled. 'Putting th>- Best K.ice upon It.' will

be shortly enacted by the .\.A. llusi(;al and

Dramatic Society, in which will be shown, by the

exercise of much ingeniousness and histrionic and
architectonic talent. 1st, How Sweet a thing is

Love : ind. How Maddening a thing is [jove

;

3rd, How I'ncertain a thing is Love. The whole

embellisVed and ornamented with many quaint

quips and quirks and moral emblems ; and,

furthermore, it is niusicked with great taste,

skill, and propriety. Also is shown ' The Proper

True History of a Builiiing in Course of Con-

struction.' All the above startling galaxy will

be given at the LJaiety Restaurant on Keb. '2S,

•The Ladyes' Xigbt,' and on March I, "The
Smokers" Night.' " The play promises to be

very entertaining, and will doubtless present

many topical allusions to current architectural

controversies.

LoKi) RosEBEKV writes to the Srotiinnn ex-

pressing profound dissatisfaction with the decision

to drop the proposed restoration of Holyrood

Chape! as the result of the consultation of a single

expert Mr. \V. K. Lethaby:. The people of Scot-

land, to whom practically this money has teen

bequeathed for the preservation of one of her most

cherished monuments, have, he contends, a rinht,

due also to the wishes and memory of Lord Leven,

to the most exhaustive inquiry into the possibili-

ties of the matter. Lord Rosebery doubts it the

trustees have entirely realised their immense re-

sponsibility. Lord Leven seems to have had the

most absolute trust in Jlr. Ross, who was toi-.arry

out the work. " It does ni>t seem possible," his

lordship continues, "that Mr. Ross, an architect

of repute, should have undei taken the task of

restoration, being at the same time convinced that

restoration was impossible. What part, then, has

Mr. Ross, Lord Leven's right-hand man, played

in the recent inquiry 'r . . . . There are only two

alternatives—restoration or destruction. And it is

safe to say. at the present rate of detriment, that

there are children, perhaps adults, now alive, who
will be able to say—whether with pride or not I

cannot predict—that they have survived the struc-

ture of Holyrood Chapel." Lord Rosebery's

protest has been followed by a statement by Mr.

Thomas Ross, which makes the demand for an

explanation imperative. When the announce-

ment was made that the trustees had decided

against using the legacy it was assumed that

inquiry haa demonstrated the scheme impractii-

able. Jlr. Ross declared, however, emphatically

that there is nothing to prevent the thing being

done. Moreover, he quotes the opinion of "two
builders of the greatest experience of any men in

Scotland as masons," who agree in declarins that

the old walls are perfectly adequate for the

sunport of "the slight weight it is proposed to

put on them."

The education committee of the I^ondon County
Council have reported to the Council with refer-

ence to the Roy.al Female School of Art. Queen-

square. Bloomsbury, and the best means of

securing an improvement in the instruction

which has been given in the various classes in

art and artistic crafts which have been conducted

in the school. The committee of the school have

submitted proposals with a view to the transfer

of the school to the Council, having regard to

the erection by the Council of che Central School

of Arts and Crafts in the neighbourhood, and the

possible fusion of the two schools. These pro-

posals provide for the etficient maintenance of the

school by the Council as a school of art for

female students ; for the repaj-ment of a mortgage

of £.500, together with interest thereon, within

thirty years from the date of the security ; the
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appropriation of a purn not exi-eeding £2,(ioO for

the proviBion of ponyions for four members of the

staff ; and, if desirable, the transfer of the classes

to the Council's Central School of Arts and
Crafts, and the application for the purposes of

the art education of women of any fimds that

may be available after the repayment of the

mortgage and provision of the pensions referred

to above, in the event of the sale or letting of the

school premises, if and when they cease to be
used for their present purpose. The education

committee are advised that the value of the

property is from €3,.)(10 to £ l.OIK), to which must
be added investments of a total value of £5,640.

The liabilities the Council would have to take

over would be about £3,000. The education

committee recommend the Council to accept the

transfer of the school, and that the school com-
mittee be advised to approach the Charity

Commissioners with a view to obtaining their

sanction to the scheme and to the prox'ision of

the four pensions already referred to.

Is lecturing on the City Churches in St.

Lawrence Jewry Church, the rector, the Rev. J.

iStephen Barrass, pointed out that, with two ex-

ceptions—St. Mary Aldermary and St. Alban,

Wood-street—which were almost identical with

their predecessors, Wrenadopted the Basilican type

of edifice, but with sufficient variety of treatment

to avoid too much sameness. Generally speaking,

Wren divided his architecture into three classes

—viz.. the Domed, as St. Stephen, Walbrook,
certainly liis finest specimen : the purely Basilical,

as St. Bride, Fleet-street ; and the Miscellaneous,

as St. Lawrence Jewry. Of each general form
there was great variety, so that hardly any two
churches were exactly alike. It must be borne

in mind that Wren had to shape his work to

meet in each case the state of the parochial purse.

Some of the churches co.st less than £3,000, whilst

others were not built for less than £15,000. The
lecturer referred to the rebuilding of the churches

in historical order, and presented some interesting

slides of exteriors and interiors. The address

concluded with a description of the rebuilding of

St. Paul's, accompanied with a large number of

illustrations which enabled the audience to follow

the progress of the work.

A nocsrso conference, under the auspices of

the National Housing Reform Council, was held
at Cardiff on Saturday. Alderman Thompson, of

Richmond, Surrey (chairman National Reform
Council), said that South Wales, although
naturally it should be one of the healthiest p,art3

of the United Kingdom, was one of tne deadliest

to human life. Councillor Wilkinson, of Derby,
said he liad not been able to imagine anything
worse than what he saw at Merthyr. Mr. T.
Taylor, of Derby, who, in accordance with in-

structions, paid a visit of inspection to (certain

districts, said there were 500 deaths per year more
in Merthyr in proportion to its population than in

Derby. If it were possible to sub-divide the

various wards so as to give the sickness and
mortality due to the abominable conditions in

some of the courts and alleys of Merthyr, the

country would be a-stoundcd at the wjiste of

human life it now needlessly permitted. There
were an enormous number of houses \mSt for

human habitation ; many were hack to back, a

considerable n\unber back to earth : and others

with no back and no through ventilation. The
enormous death rate was a disgrace to the whole
locality. Speeches were made by Councillor

Nettlct'old, Birmingham ; Mr. Horsfall, Man-
chester ; and others, and a resolution was adopted
urging the Government to press on with housing
reform.

, The Long ^Vshton Board of (Juardians recently

received from the workhouse master an applica-

tion for some . additional furniture for his rooms,
it being suggested that an old table might be
removed and replaced by a more utilitarian .side-

board. The guardians appointed a committee to

inspect and' report. On this committee there

happened to be a lady who found the tjible to be
a very tine piece of . t'hippendale, and went so far

as to offer £20 for it. The guardians wore in

high glee at their luck, but it was considered that
as a private sale could not be entertained, the

next best thing would be to put it up by public
auction. And so on Thursday in last week the
old table appeared in the catalogue of a sale in

Messrs. Alexander, Daniel, and tJo.'s saleroom at

Bristol as the propcf ty of a ])ublic body. There
it attracted much attention. It was described as
an antique Chippendale Spanish nialiogany shaped
aide table, with carved front and ends, and carved

taper legs. The carving was e\-idently that of

Adams. The bidding for it was most brisk, and
ultimately it was knocked down to a I^ondon
dealer at £70. If the Long Ashton (iuardians

have a few more pieces of furniture like this to

dispose of they will be enabled to materially

reduce the rates.

TiiK wooden-pulpit-in-Mellor Church, North
Cheshire, which is used to illustrate ecclesiastical

furniture in Abbot (iasquet's new book on
•' Medi;i'val Parish Life," is one of the oldest

wooden pulpits in existence. It dates probably
from the early part of the fourteenth century. It

is made out of a solid block of oak, simply and
beautifully carved. The pulpits in the early

churches were usually wooden, like the Mellor

one, and they were movable, so that they could

be put into a corner when not in use. Their
being, movable accounts for the extreme scarcitj^

o[ remaining specimens. This rather dull little

church contains also a Norman font, with a rude
carving said to represent the entry of Christ into

.lerusalcni. There has been a ch\irch on the

windy hilltop at IMellor since the reign of Stephen,
in the first part of the twelfth century, but no
part of the present squat grey building is older

than the fifteenth. The tower is clearly Per-
pendicular work of that century, and to this

tower early in the nineteenth century was added
a bare, barn-like nave.

Phofessok G. Baldwin- Browx lectured before
a large audience at the Midland Institute, Bir-

mingham, on Monday night, on "Greek Classical

Dress in Life and in Art." The lecture was
illustrated by an interesting set of slides showing
the various forms of (Treek costumes, and the
methods of arranging and wearing them. There
could be no question, said Professor Brown, that

the drapery on Grecian monuments was essentially

the same as the dress of the period. The Greek
artists were not exercising their imaginations, but
were simply following the costumes of the day.
As for the adoption of Greek dress in modern
times—not for serious wear, but for fancy dress

balls or tableaux—there were few had anything to

do witli antique monuments who had not been
consulted by their lady friends on this momentous
matter. Many years ago he had a conversation

on the subject with a debutante of seventeen, a

very charming young lady, but exceedingly
petite and mouse-like in her demeanour. She
wanted to go to her first ball as Helen of Troy. It

would not have been easy for him to tell his

youthful friend that she was hardly suited for the

dress of "a daughter of the gods, divinely tall,"

and so he had to content himself by making a

general remark to the effect that Grecian robes
would not be suitable for the purpose in view.

The lecturer concluded by expressing the opinion

that Greek dress would not fulfil modern require-

ments. There was an art in wearing the dress as

well as in putting it on, and the difficulty of

acquiring this art, except by long practice, was an
additional reason why those about to make a prac-

tical essay of the classical costume should bethink
them of the equally classic advice given on another
occasiiin by Mr. Punch, and summed up in the
single word, " Don't."

The Speui.al Committee of the Manchester Cor-
poration appointed to consider the question of

sewer ventilation has reported on a number of
experiments made by various firms for subsequent
use in ventilating the Manchester sewers. They
do not recommend the adoption of any of the
methuds, but suggest that a station be provided
where bacteriological and chemical observations
of a serial and continuous character can be carried
out with the precautions necessary to insure accu-
racy, and Professor Delepine considers that the
laboratory grounds which run along High-street
and ^'ork-place might, at a small cost, be made
the point of observation by connecting the sewers
in those streets, with the laboratory grounds by
side entrances. If this were done, the results

obtained at the end of one year's regular observa-
tions would, it is thought, fully justify the
expenditure of time. There is at present nothing
absolutely clear ;is to the influence of sewer air

upon health, the sources of variations in the con-
tents of sewer air, or the nature of the oxidisable
gaseous organic matter said to give to sewer air

noxious properties. These and other matters
could be determined by the systematic work now
suggested.

Mil. KcGENE S. Crvll, of Sodalia, Mo., has
invented a combination of sheathing and laths

adapted for plaster or stucco work on walls or

ceilings, which is so constructed as to offer the

least possible obstruction to the plaster keys, and
a maximum of locking surface. The laths, and-

sheathing are formed integral, but are separated

from each other by means of diagonal ribs. The
article is formed from a thick board, in the edges
of which, at opposite sides, saws are introduced to

produce kerfs. The opposite kerfs do not meet,

but are arranged to leave diagonal ribs. The
laths are now formed by running saw kerfs from
end to end of the material at its inner face, these

kerfs bein.g equally spaced and of uniform width.

The upper and lower edges are oppositely bevelled,

so that abutting sections will be effectively inter-

locked. By this means each lath, although con-

nected to the sheathing by the diagonal ribs, is

yet largely independent of this connection, so that

there is less liability of obstructing the plaster

keys than when ordinary laths are employed.

Each lathe is capable of being practically sur-

rounded on all sides by plaster, and, owing to

their uniform and regular spacing, the laths offer

a nmch better surface on which the plaster may be

laid. In ordinary work, plaster is often forced

between and back of the laths to such an extent

as to fall down and be of no service. The uniform

spacing of the laths in the present construction

obviates such a waste of material. A greater

solidity is given to the wall by reason of the strong

and compact combination of the two thicknesses

of wood alternating with the plaster.

The city council of Birmingham accepted with

thanks on Tuesday the presentation to the city

art gallery of three fine tapestries designed by the

late Sir Edward Burne-Jones, and woven on the'll

hand-looms of Messrs. Morris and Co., at Merton?|
Abbey. The subjects represented form part of

the series illustrating the (juest of the San Grail,

which was designed in the first instance for the

tapestry-room at Stanmore Hall. They show the

Arming and Departure of the Knights, the Failure

of Sir Gawain and Sir Ewain, and the final scene

before the Chapel of the Grail in that mystic land

of Sarras, wherein the pure knight Galahad is

permitted to gaze upon the holy chalice, whilst

his two companions, Boro and Percival, watch

him from a distance, protected by angels armed
with spears. The largest of the tapestries

measures 20ft. in length by .sft. in width, and all

were produced by high-warp weaving. The gift

has been made by a body of 250 subscribers.

MEETINGS POK THE ENSUING WEEK
Friday (To-d.w).—Architectural Association. " Re^'ent

Street." bv ^lervyn K. Macartney,
F.R.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

Institution of Civil Enffineers. " The
Recnnstruftion of a Swinj^-Bridee on the
Siiuthwold Railway," by Claude Pain.

Stud.Inst.C.E. 8 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society. "Foundations," by Archibald
Scott. A.R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

Mox DAY.—Society of Arts. " Gold Minin?," Cantor
Lecture No. 3, by Prof. J. W. Gregory,

F.R.S. 8 p.m.
Bristol Society of Architects. " The

Growth of the Renaissance in Bath," bylj

M. A. Green, A.R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Enfjineers. Iiiscussion onfi
" Modern Motor-Vehicles." 8 p.m. im

Polytechnic Oil. Colour, and VarnislUl

Society. " The Measurements of Colour,'*^

by Dr. A. P. Laurie, of ileriot Watt, l

College, Edinburgh, 14, Liingham-place,^

W. 8 p.m.
Wednesday.- Institution of Civil Engineers. Student!

Visit to the Headquarters of the Londw

,

Fire Brigade. Assemble at H'2, South-'

wark Bridge-road, S .E. 3 p.ra.

Society of .\rts. Motor Omnibuses, by
Lord Montague of Beaulieu. 8 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

"Town planning." by Bany Parkes.

H p.ra.

TiicKKDAY.—Royal Institution. "Minute Structures of

Igneous Rocks and their Signiticance,"

No. 1, by A. Harker. 3 p.m.
Carpenters' Hall Lectures. " Old and

New London Bridge," by Charles Welch.

K.8.A. 8 p.m.
Society of Architect*. "Byzantine

Architecture," by W. A. Scott. 8 p.m.

ShetHeld Society of Architects and

Surveyuis. " Pla.sterwork," by- J. B.

WigfuU, A.R.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

THE SOCIETY (IE ARCHITECTS.
STAPLE INN Bin,DINGS, nOLBIlRN, W.C.

l 1UUS11,\Y, Fehniavy I4th, s j. m, I'APEK-by Mr. W. A.

SCOTT. A.U.l-U A., va '• H,v/;mtine Buil.liniis in Cont.lantmiil>Ie .lO"

The next International Archicological t'jngress

will fneet at Cairo from April 10 to 21, under the

distinguished presidency of Professor Maspero. It

will be held in three sections, at Cairo, Alexandria,

and Thebes. The last Cougress met at Athens in

iyo5>.
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LATEST PRICES.—•^^^-—
IRON.

Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled-Iron JoLsta, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15

Rolled-Steel Joists, English 7 5 0,, 7 15
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 6 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or

Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh 6 15 „ 6 17

Boiler Plates. Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles lOs., Tees 209. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £3 1.53. to £0.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £1.^10 ... £U

Best ditto H ... 14 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
9,- 9;6 10 - 10 6 10 9 lit) 12 -i 13 - 14 - per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10 q
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10 o
EoUed-Iron Fencing Wire n 5 „ 9 10 o
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10 o

„ ,, ,, Galvanised. 9 0,, 9 10 o
Castr-Iron Sash Weights 4 17 „ 4 17 o
Out Floor Brads 10 10 „ 10 10 q
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 5 „ —
Cast-iron Socket Pipes^

3in. diameter £5 17 6 to £3 2 6
4in.to6in 5 15 U „ 6
7in. to 24iii. (all sizes) 5 2 6,, 5 15

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned
and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleahall HOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes 67ip.c.
Water-Tubes 62| „
Steam-Tubes 67J „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 „
Qalvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. ca.sks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Spelter. Silesian £23 to £23 10
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 5 „ —
„ „ ,. Cnuntry 24 ,, —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 15 „ —
Country 2110 „ —

Lead Pipe, "Tinned inside, Town 2i l.> „ ^
„ „ „ ,, Country 23 10 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 5 ,,

—
„ , Country 27 () ,,

—
Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 o „ —

,, ,, Country.. 26 0,, —
Lead Soil-pipe (5in. and 6in.

extra) Town 25 5 0,. —
,, Country 26 0,, —

Lead Shot, in 28Ib. bags 15 ,, 15 5
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 121 „ 12 » 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 112 10 „ 113
Tin, Straits 192 0,, 19.?

Do., English Ingots 191 10 „ 192
Pig Lead 21 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 22 1.) „ —

„ „ Country 23 10 „ —
Genuine White Lead 27 „ —
Refined Red Lead 24 15 „ —
Sheet Zinc 35 „
Old Lead, against accoimt 18 13 9 „ —
Tin per cwt. 11 U „ —
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary

brand) 11 '.i „ —
TIMBER.

Teak, Biumah per load £9 to £19 10
,, Bangkok . ... s 15 „ 17 10

Quebec Pine, yellow per load 3 10 „ 6 5
.. Oak

, ... 5 10 „ 9 5
. Birch „ ... 2 10 „ 5
" El™ 4 2 6,, 900

„ 1. .
A™ ' ,. ... 4 5 0,, 700

Dantdc and Uemel Oak „ ... 3 10 „ 7
„^' -. V 3 12 6 „ 5
Wamscot, Riga p. log 2 5 0,, 5 15
Lath, Dantsic. p.f 4 0,, 600

St. Petersburg 4 0,, 600
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin
by llin. :— ' t

Quebec, Fine, lat £22 to £35 5 o
•• 2°? 13 „ 23 15

„ ^.. Srf 11 10 „ 14 5
Canada Spruce. 1st 11 .i „ 16

„ 2nd and 3rd 9 3 0,, 11
New Brunswick 8 10 „ 10
?'(» ;•••"• 7 15 „ 9
ot. Petersburg 8 0,, 17

|5?^ " 15 „ 2J 5
Fmland 8 10 „ 9

^^^\, r- 10 « „ 20 5
Battens, all sorts 6 0,, 13 5
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—
Istprepared £0 14 6 to £0 17 3
2nd ditto 13 „ 14 3
Other quahties 5 0,, 13

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 to £45 o
• ^Memi-1, cr. pipe 220 „ 2.30 n
Memel, brack 190 „ 200 o

WOOD.
BriLDisu Wotu). At per standard.

Deals ; 3in. bv llin. and 4in. by £ s. d. £ s» d.

9in. and llin 13 10 to 15
Deals: 31>y9 ...13 „ 14
Batten-* : 2^in. by 7in. and 8in..

and 3io. bv 7in. and ."^in. 11 ,, 12

Battens : 2} by 6 and 3 by 6 10 less than
"in. & Sin.

Deals: seconds 10 less than best

Battens : seconds ]0 „ ,,

2in. by 4in. and 2in. by 6in 9 n to 10

2in. by4Sin. »nd2in.'by3in. ... s 10 „ 9 10
J^oreign Pawn Boards—

lin. and l^in. by 7in 10 more than
battens.

Jin 10
Fir timber : best middling Danzig At per load of 50ft.

or Memel 4 10 to 5
Seconds 4 „ 4 10

Small timber :8in. to lOin.; a 12 6 „ 3 15

.Small timber 1 6in. to Sin.) 8 0,, 310
Swedish balks 2 10 „ 3

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average: 4 ., 4 15

Joiners' Wood.
White Sea: first yellow deals, At per standard.

3in. by llin 2t to 25
3in. by 9in 22 ., 23

Battens, 3}in. and 3in. by "in. 16 10 „ 18

Second yellow deals, 3in. by lin.... 18 10 „ 20
.3inby9in.... 17 10 „ 19

Battens. 2Jin. and 3in. by 7in. 13 10 „ 14 10

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin.

and9in 13 10 „ 15
Battens, 2iin. and .Sin. by 7in. 110 „ 12

Peter-sburg first yellow deals,

,3in. byllin 21 „ 22 10

Do. 3in. bySin 18 0,. 19 10

Battens 13 10 .. 15
Sec.>ndvellowdeals,3in. byllin. 16 ,, 17

Do. '3in. by9in 14 10 „ 16

Battens 11 0., 12 10

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin. 13 on ,, 14

Do. Sin. by9in 12 10 „ 14

Battens 10 „ 11

White Sea and Petersburg—

Fii-st white deals, 3in. bv llin. 14 10 „ 15 10

3in. by 9in. 13 10 „ 14 10

Battens 11 ,, 12 O
Second white deals, 3in. bv llin. 13 10 „ 14 10

„ 3in. by 9in. 12 10 „ 13 10
battens 10 „ 11

Pitch pine : deals 18 „ 21

Under 2in. thick extra 10 ,. 10
Yellow Pine—Fii'st. regular sizes 44 and over.

Oddments 32
Seconds, reirular sizes 33 ,,

Yellow Pine oddments 28 „ _

Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube.. 3 6 to o

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs—

LaiTie, per ft. cube 3 ,. 3 8
Smill 2 6 „ 2 9

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5 6,, 060
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,

Hsinch 85 ,. 9.V

?in. do. do .. 7 „ 8

Dry Mahogany— Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch ... 9 ,, 10

Selected. Figury, per ft. sup^r.

asinch 16 ., 2 6
Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch 10 ,. 10
Teak, per l.iad 17 „ 22

American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube 4 ., 5

Prepared Flooring, &c.

—

lin. bv 7In. yellow, planed and Per scjuare.

shot 13 6 to 17 6
lin. by 7in. vellow, planed and
matched ..' 14 „ 18

IJin. bv 7in. vellow, planed and
matched ..". 16 ,. 10

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
shot . 12 ,, 14 6

lin. bv 7in. white, planed and
matched 12 6 „ 15

liin. bv 7in. white, planed and
matched 15 ,. 16 6

|in. bv 7in. vellow, matched and
beaded or'V-jointed boards ... 11 ., 13 fi

lin. b5'7in. „ „ ... 014 ,, 18

3in. by 7in. white „ ... 10 ,. 11 6
lin. by7in. ., „ ... 12 6 .. 15

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per square less than 7in.

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 3

Red MansBeld, ditto : 2 4}
Closebum Red Freestone, ditto „ ... 1 10}
Hard York, ditto 2 10

Ditto ditt^i 6in. sawn both sides, landings,

random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3iu. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes 13
• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £) 10
Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot.. „ ... 16)

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot „ ... 1 8}
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station „ ... 1

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station 1 6

Portland Stone, in random blacks of 20ft. average :—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 5J ... £0 1 7i

iiehvered on road waggons ^

at Paddington Depot ...I n 9 1 n 9 91
Ditto Nine Elms Depot... (

fit- - u z ^1

Ditto Pimlico Wharf
'

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 s

Rough Stocks and
Grizzles 16

Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10

Flettons 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareliam Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ..

Best Blue Pressed
Statfordshire

Do. BuUnose
Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks 3 14

Glazrd Briiks.
Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11

.Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays. Cha m-
fered. Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Stretchers,

and Header 12
Quoins. Bullnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers 15

Double Headers ... 14
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 13

Splays. Cham-
fered. S^iuints ..It

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed

per 1,000 alongside, in river.

delivered,

at railway station.

5

3 15
4

2 less than best.

s. d.

Thames and Pit Sand 7 per yard, delivered.

Thames Ballast 5 6,.
Best Portland Cement 27 per ton ,,

Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 ,, ,,

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. f s. d.

Blue Portmadoc 20x10 ..12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.

. 6 12 6 „ „ „

.13 2 6

.13 17 6 „

.13 „ „

.13 15

.750

Blue Bangor
16x 8
20x10

,
20x12

First quality 20x10
20 X 12

." 16 X 8
Eureka unfading
ereen 20x10.. .15 17

, „ ...20x12 ..18 7

„ ...18x10..13 5
16x 8 ..10 5

Permanent green 20x10 ..11 12

... 18x10 .. 9 12

16 » 8 .. 6 12

TILES.
s. d.

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 at rly. station

Hip and Valleytiles 3 7perdoz.
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruabon red, brown, or brin-

dled do. .Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles _ 4
Valleytiles 3

Red o'r Mottled Statfordshire

do. Teake's 51

Ornamental do 51

Hip tiles 4

Valleytiles 3
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000

Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4 Operdoz.
Valleytiles 3 8 ,,

' Hsrtshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced 50 per 1000

Pressed 47 6 ,,

Ornamental do 50 „
Hip tiles 4 Operdoz.
Valleytiles 3 6

OILS.
Bapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £31

Do., brown „ ... 28

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 25 10

Olive. Spanish „ ... 40

Seal, pale „ ... 1'^

Cocoanut. Cochin ,. ... 43

Do., Ceylon „ ... 4'

Do.. Mauritius ,. ... 41

Palm, liigos 33 10

Oleine 17 5

Sperm 34

Lubricating D.8 per gal. 7

Petroleum, refined „ ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Do., Archangel 19

Turpentine, American . . .per tun 37

Linseed Oil per gal. 2

Baltic Oil „ ... 2

Turpentine „ ... 4

Putty _ per cwt. 7

per lOOO „
6
per doz

6 per 1000

per doz. „ „

9 per 1000 „ ,.

6
1 per doz. at rly. station

,

1| .

8 ,

to £31 10

„ 2S 10

„ 26 15

„ 40 10

„ 23 10

„ 4.? 5

„ 40 10

„ 41

„ 3) 10

„ 19

„ 35

,.

.. 1
1

37

5

8 6

6i
6
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OLASS.
Enyliah Sheet Glass : 15oz. 2I02. 26oz. 3208. Net
Fourths Hd. ... 2Ja. ... SJd. ... 4}d. ..

T^irils ?|!1. ... sin. .. M. ... M
Fluted Sheet 3Jd. ... 4id. ... 4Jd. ... 5}d. ,.

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : i'n. J „m. Jin.

2J(i. ... 2Jd. .. 3d.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass : White. Tinted.
4d. ,. 5Jd.

VARNISHES, &e. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Vamish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10 6
Superfine I'Ble Ela.'stic Oak 12 B
Fine E.\tra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-dryinj; Oak, forseatsofchurches 4
Fine Elastic Carriage 1*2 6
Sur erflne Pale Elastic Carriage Iri

Fine Pale Maple Ifi

Finest Pale Durable Copal .... 18
Extra Pale French < 'il . . ... 1 1

Egg-shell Flittiog Varnish . 18
White Copal Enamel . ...140
Extra Pale Paper .. 12
Best Japan Gold Si/f .. 10
Be.st B'ack Japan . . 16
Oak and Mahoganr Stain ... MO
Brunswick Black .'. .... 8 6
Berlin Black 1(5

Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

I,H.LASCElLES&Co„M
121, Bunhill Row, Londoa, E.C

TELEPHONE No. 1365.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

CoQservatories & Greenhouses
WOODEN BUILDINGS

BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINGS.

CHURCH BENCHES& PULPITS.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

PILKINGTON & CO.
fEsTABLISHED 1S3S.)

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KING "WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.C.

RegiUcrtd Tradv Mark.

POLONCEflO ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-UESISTINO ASPH.iLTE.

WHTPE SILICA PAYING.

Seyssel Asphilte direct from the Mines.
Tklee'Ho.vf No. 6.S19 AVE.Vl'E.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

APPLY TO-
WTtt. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, LONDON, E.O

TENDERS.
•«• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by givinp

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tend^ : it adds to the value of the information

.

BA<isiioT.— For erection of new schoolrooms, vestries.
&c.. Jit Bagshot. for the trustees of the Wesleyan Church,
Bagshot. Mr. W. ,1. Hodgson, The Avenue, C'imberley.
architect :

—
Lawrence, J.. Bytloet .

King, T., ram^'^riey
Martin and Welle, Aldershot
AVatson. W.. A^cot ..

King. W.. Vnrktown .

Chimhen and Co., Bigshot .

Nurse, J.. Bj,»8hot
Fisher Bros.. Reading
Deacon and 8ons, Addlestrme
Knight, J., Ciimberley (atcipted)
Carter. E.. Knip»iiU ...

BoRDEsi.Ev.—For the election of a police-station at
Bordesley Green, for the Bu'miugham City Council -

ElviD'*. T. (acc'pted £8,9 J6 o
Boston, Liso —For tuinUhing the workhouse in-

ficmary, for the hoard of guardians ;
—

Ciimpson and Son (accepted) ,., £163 3 8

£1,?99
850
775
69d
(17-1 n
657 n
657
650
629
595
310

BnsTON, LiNcs.—For the supply of grnnite and slag for

one year, for the Boston Rural District Council. Accepted
tenders :

—
2,017 tons at Boston Dock : -Granite Groby Co. Ltd.

2 375 tons at Boston and Kirton Stations :— Ellis and
Everard, Ltd., Bardun Hill Uuarries.

5,81!) tons at other Stations ; - Enderby and Stoney,
Stoney Granite Co.

796 tons of Slag : -Holwell Iron Co., Ltd.

CLATTERBRtDiiE.—For wiriHg and fitting up the feve-

hoHpital for elctric ligh ting, for the Wirral Joint Hos
pital Board. Messrs. Brewer and Biiint, of Hoylake
electrical engineers ;

—
Collins and Price, Hoylake ... £189 15

(Accepted.)

Gkimsbv.—For erection of a villa in Humberstone-
avenue. Mr. J. J. Cresswell, A.R.I.B.A.. 77, Victoria-
street, Grimsby, architect :

—
Siranns and Brown, Algeraon-street
Towle Bros.. Cartergite
Smith, G. and J.. Lord-street
Kitching, H. G.. Convamore-road ..

Gilbert. W., Granville-street
Thompson, J. H., iV Sons, Victoria-

street

Kirton, W.. Welholme-road
"Wilkinson & Hough' on, Sidney-st.*

* Accepted.

Hapton'.—For the kerbing, flagging, paving, and
making^up of a number of streets in the village of
Eapton, for the Buinley Ruiul District Council. Mr. 8.
Edmonson, 18. Xioholas-street, Burnley, surveyor

£807 16 10
709
699 10
690
686 13 6

672 10

6o5 18 7

650

£3.178

2,63)
2.4S17

2,421

2 329
2,2i.i4

2.192

2.180
2,181
2,139
2,130
2.092
2,091

Hopkinson, A., Birmingham
Exors. of Broadley, J., Clayton-le-
Moors ...

Edtje, J., and Co.. Salford
Townsend, W , Colne
I'enwarden, F.. Colne
Bannister, J.. Brierrteld
Coates, T.. Bacup
Miles. J., Burnley
Sutrlifl"e. W.. Burnley
Wadge, J., Burnley ..

Brown. T.. Acerington
Cooke and Flannery
Green, J., Brunshaw-rd., Burnley*

' Accepted.

Hn:uBimv. N.— For Ihe reconstruction of the two rail-
way bridges, one at Highbury Station and the other in
Holloway-road, in connection with the electridcation of
the tramways in Hollo ivay-roal, for the Ljudun County
Council :

—
Ewart, J. A., London
Handyside, A., and Co., Derby
Heenan and Froude. Manehescr .

Cochrane, J., and Son -i. London
Greig and Matthews, London
Nightingale, B. E., London ..

Fasey, A., and Son, Leyton^itone .

Hay. G., and Co., London
Dick, Fierr, and Co., London
Wall,C., Ltd., London
Pedrette and Co., Lmdon ..

Muirhead, W., and Co.. London*
Chief engineer's estimite, £11,952 1

mended for acceptance.

Hi'Li..—For supplyinga new oOO-kilowatt steam dynamo
and Beiliss t-ngine lor the Sculcoats Electric Li^ht Station,
for the city council :

—
Labmeyer Electrical Co., London
and Frankfort (accept-^d) £%91o

Kew.—For repairs to Libumam Cottage, Kew Bridge
pumoing ^tAtil^n. fur the Metropolitan Water B lard :

—
Harris, W. A 13{ 12
Dorey, J. H.. and Co. 125 10
Kewsonand Hawkins i-i.)

Cbapman, W., and Sons 12;i 10
AdamsoQ, T. H., and Sons* ... 119

• Recommended for acceptance.

Leek, Staffs.—For alterations to the gasworks, for the
urban district council. Revised tenders :

—
Sm tb and Sjns, Ashbourn £l,S8S 1 5
Heath, J., and Sons, Leek 1.055 17 3
Grace, T., Leek 1,022 6 5
Barker Bros., Leek ... 991 4
Salt, S., Leek [accepted) 985 9 7

London, E.C—For rebuilding 10. Eagle-court. E.C,
for Mr. J. Brunker. Mr. V. Vagnolini, 3j, Scirlm^-roid,
Clapham Rise, S. W., architect and suveyor :

—
Faulds, A. ... £630
Edwards and Medway 599
Hunt, J., and Suns 575
Rice and Sjn {-iccepted) 5 >9

£1.3.208 14
11.922 4 8
11,737 lij 2
ll.ioo i U
11,171 13 9
11,129

11.101 4 2

11,085 2 3
10,938 14 8
11,934

10,748 2
10,581 19 6

s. 6d. ' Recom-

I.EwisiiAM S.E.—Fornew sorting offi 'e It L3wisham,
for H.M. Oaicd of Works :

— Credit.
Mitson and L'u. £1,804 ... £7
Vigor and Co 1,800 n ... 10
Newell and Leesty 1,737 (1 ... 11 10 n
Denby and Cu 1,726 (1 ... 20
8helbuurne and Co 1,394 II ... 25
Nicks and Co 1,55J ... 11 U
Smith and Sons 1,513 n
8peechley and iSmitb .. 1,311 fl .. 25
Wallis, f. J 1,525 II ... 20
Martin, Wells, and Cj. 1,509 n n
Bulled and Co 1,498 ... 25
Perry Bros 1,4!)7 II ... 20
Staines and Co. 1,490 ... 15
I*drsons, J 1,183 ... 10 II

Nightingale, B. E 1,431 11 ... 60 n
Batman and Fotheringham

. 1,430 II ... 12
Ansell, C 1,411 n ... 30
I'aslertleld and English 1,425 ... 14 n
Akers and Co 1,4 1« n ... 16
Loaaby and 6alm in . .

.

1.4,0 n ... 30 n
Kent, H 1,397 n
Barker and Cu. l,39.t ... 10
Whitehead and Co. . . 1,388 (1 ... 2J
Mattock and Barsons .. 1,3.53 n ... 27
I^onsdale, J 1,380 ... 29 (1

Ualbraith Bros. 1,34J .. 25
Foster, F. and G. (aocepted) . 1,277 . 11

£6 8:17 16

6,860
6,164 1
6,413 1
for the Metro

-

f
£i75
383 10 »
371 V
347
323

London, N.E.—For suppl>-ing the steel rails reciuirt-i l-y

tbe London County Council in the reconsti uctiou of tha
tramways in Holloway - road. Hackney, and tether

thoroughfares in North and Fiast Ix>ndon ;
—

BolcVow, Vaughan, and Co.,
Middlesbrough accepted) ...£31,230
Fur slot and conductor tee-rails for the same :

—
Frodington Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. £23,047

(Accepted.)
Newi'ort, Isle of Wioht.—For laying a sewer in

Albany-road, for the town council :
—

Uuinton, G. F. (accepted) . . £27S 10

Barton, W., and Co. (^withdrawn) . 174 10

St. Alban's.—For new staircase at the Court Huu(*e,
for the Herts County Council :

—
Miskin, C, and Sons, St. AlbanV . £390

(Accepted. I

Stalham, XoRFoi.K.— For the erection of new busincMs
premises, for Mr. A. Hensmau. Mr. J. O^en B'-nd,

Upper King-street, Norwich, aicbitect ;
—

Batchelor and Son (accepted).

Stockwei.l, S.W.—For the erection of six houses and
shops in Landor-ioid, for Mr. \V. 1'. Goosey. Mr. V.
Vagnolini, 33, Stirling-road, Clapham Rise, S.W., archi-

tect and surveyor :
—

Faulds, A.
Marsland, J., and Sons
Rice and Son
Whitehead, L..&C0., Ltd. (accepted)

SL-aitiToN.— For drainage of cottages,

politan Water Board;—
Bull and Esdale
Johnson, T
Kavanagh. S., and Co.
Newt-un and Hawkins
Gaze, W. H., and Sons, Surbiton*

* Recommended for at'ceptance.

T«iTTENHAJi, X.—For making alterations at 261. W«t
Green-road, for the London and Provincial Bank, Ltd.
Mr. V. Vagnolini. 33, Stirling-road, Clapham Riee, S.W.,
architect and surveyor :

—
Lawrance, W., and Son £1,244
PuUard and Biand 1,2 mj

Percival Hart 1.1-20

Rowley, G. W 1.024 u
Edwards and Medway 1,014

Stewart. .T. (aceptedi . 958

HARTHAM PARK
B0?( GROUND.

The best and most reliable Bath Stone procurable.

All genuine Hartham Park branded with our registered

Trade Mark.

TO BE OBTAINED ONLY OF

MARSH, SON, & GIBBS, Ltd,,

ftuarry Owners and Stone Merchants.

CHIEF OFFICES-
Great Western Chambers, Bath.

LONDON OFFICES-
108, Great Western Road, Padding^on, W.
Worked Stohe a Speciality. Prices on application.

Sir Thomas R. Dewar laid the fouudatton-ston©

of the new premises tor the L mdon offices of Messrs.

John Dewar and Son (Limited), distillers, ou Mon-
day, oil the site at the corner of James-street and
the Haymarket.

M. ttsiris, of Paris, whj was formerly a great

contractor, and was widely known as a philan-

thropist, died on Monday after some weeks' illness.

A meeting of persons interested in the proposed

garden suburb scheme to be carried out ou the Old

Fallings estate, Heath Town, has been held at

Greshacn Chambers, Lichtield-btreet, Wolverhamp-
ton. It was decided to form a Suburb Tenants.*

Society, L'd., with a capital of i:JJ,000, to acquire

the property and develop it.

The foundation-stones of the new institute at

Perrauporth were laid on Saturday. The budding

IS to cover a site of UOft. by :Ufr., and will comprise

a reading-room, billiard-room, and offices. The

builders are Messrs. Trevetheu and Veale.

Ou Saturday the Bishop of Bath and Wells un-

veiled a window which has been placed in the >outh

aisle of Wells Cithedral to the memory of Mr. F. H.

Dickinson and Mrs. Dickinson. The window has

four pauel-i. In the two upper ones are the evan-

gelists St. Mirk and St. Mitthew, whilst the lower

ones represent the Nativity and the Wurabippiug

Shepherds.

The Lancashire and Yorkshire Riilway Co. 's re-

port for the half-year ended on December 31, IS'Od,

records the completion of the widening of the rad-

way between Littleborongh and Summit Tunnel.

By the work the company have doubled their hues

on this section. There are now four sets of metals-

two for goods and two for passenger traffic.

The two new Droylsden Council Schools in

Market-street and Manchester-road will be ready

tor occupation in a short time. With the co>t of

furnishing, the buildings will cost about £2(1,000,

and each school will accommodate 820 children. I

I
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THE RE()RlI.\^I^^.^TI(lN
INSTITUTE.

OF THE

MANY months have now elapsed since it

was i-efen'oJ to the (.'ouncil of the

Institute to draft a new Charter and l>y-

laws, in conjunction with a Bill to be pre-

sented to Parlianient, with the object of

putting into effect the recommendations of the

Uefristr.ition Committee, and it is to be pre-

sumed that before very long the draft will

be read}-, and will be submitted to the

members for approval. It will also be re-

membered that a resolution has been carried

instructing the < 'ouncil at the same time to

consider means by which the whole architec-

tural profession within the kinsdom might
be absorbed by the Institute. It is obvious
that this means an entire reorganisation of

an old-established institution. (Jnoe the

changes are made there will be little oppor-
tunity- for further alteration for a very long
time to come, and it is therefore essential that

the matter should be approached with the very
greatest caution. There conse(iuently needs
little apology for apparent delay. It is no
easy 'hing to simultaneously produce a new
Charter and I'v-laws and an .Vet of Parlia-

ment which shall co-ordinate, even when all

machinery is present and nothing new is

contemplated. It is all the more difBcult,

therefore, when the changes which it may be
found necessary to effect are of a drastic

character. It is now admitted on all hands
that the organisation of the Institute has
become obsolete. Perfectly efficient and
equal to what was required of it years gone
by, the changes which have gradually taken
place in the profession call for alterations
in the central body. The matter is not one
which should be approached in a spii-it of
petty criticism, but demands broad and
statesmanlike treatment. What the ("'ouncil

may have in view we have no means
of ascertaining

; but a few suggestions have
from time to time been made, and it may be
well to emphasise them at the present
moment, with a \ iew to their discussion in
•our correspondence columns by architects
generally, in order that the opinions of archi-
tects both inside and outside the Institute
may be ascertained in an informal manner
before the Council's suggestions are made
public, giving the Institute in this way the
assistance of public opinion, and of the "ideas
of many men from many parts. Such sugges-
tions would not bind the' Institute in any way.
It may very well happen that upon detailed
consideration in committee many proposals
will be found to be impracticable; but at
least It IS the right and duty of the members
of the architectural profession at the present
time to assist their governing body by making
such. It would be impossible for any com"
mittee or Council to produce a really satis-
factory measure without knowing what it was
that was demanded.
Looking back to the discussions which

took place last year, it will be recalled that
when the motion was carried that the Council
should endeavour to include all practisin-'
architects within its ranks, a few broad lines
were suggested upon which it seemed possible
for this to be done. Attention was drawn to
the existence of a largo number of allied
societies which were practically independent
bodies, each having a different method of
organisation. It was suggeste.l that these
should be converted into branches pre-
sumably of greater similarity to one another
than at present, and that all the members
thereof shouW, .>s„ /«,/,, be absorbed as

members in the Institute, together with the

members of the Society of Architects. This,

it was pointed out, could not very well be

done without changing the constitution of

the Institute. < Ibviously, all could not be

made Eellows, while equally obviously they

would object to form a new class, nor could

they become Associates without passing the

examination. The suggestion made was to

amalgamate the Eellows and .Vssociates into

one class, there being even now no great distinc-
tion to be drawn between the two, and at the

time of such amalgamation to introduce this

large acces-ion of new members. Then came
the question of tho.:.e many practitioners

throughout the country who belong to no
recognised organisation. These it was pro-

posed to introduce into a new class as life

members or Licentiates, to whom a certificate

to practise would be issued under the authority

of the Institute, but to whoso ranks there

should be no further additions after the

passina: of the suggested Bill \>y Parliament.

This I'lill would restrict the practice of archi-

tecture in the future to members of the

Institute, who would all have to enter it by
means of the present Associates' examination,

while permitting this privilege for the

present to the Licentiates for life as well as to

all admitted members.
These suggestions were of a large and

drastic character, but although we commented
upon them at the moment, we do not know
that they have received the amount of atten-

tion from architects in general to which they

are entitled. They are well worth full con-

sideration, and are possibly open to amend-
ment. At any rate, the views of the

provincial and particularly of the unattached
men should be heard. It is practically im-
possible for discussion of this sort to take

place within the Institute itself. The only
medium is that of the public Press, and it is

with a view to assisting the Council of the

Institute in their present difficulty that we
invite a discussion.

It is perfectly clear that, if the scope of the
Institute work be so largely extended, its

present administrative Council will be un-
able to cope in a thoroughly satisfactory and
business-liko way with the large amount of

additional work thus thrust upon it. In fact,

it almost seems as if the machinery has
already broken down under the stress of more
work than it can properly cope with, it we
may judge by the many grumbles, reason-
able and otherwise, which have reached
us from time to time of administrative in-

sufficiency. It is only natural to think
that this should be the case, without laying
the blame upon any individual or body of in-

dividuals, for the finest workmen cannot cope
with an overwhelming amount of work unless
provided with proper tools to do it with. As at

present constituted the Council is a large one,

and, although it consists to a considerable
extent of provincial men, it ought almost to

bo able to supply enough members to all its

committees. At any rate this could be done
by a little further enlargment, which, if the
present division into two classes be retained,

might well be made by increasing the repre-

sentation of the Associates. It could be ac-

complished entirely without jealousy if the
classes were amalgamated.
Unfortunately the present committees are in-

dependent organisations having no connecting
link with the Council whatever. They are
separately elected, and may even consist

entirely of members having no seat on the

central governing body, and, in fact, they
always do so to a large extent. " Touch " is

consequently lost, and important matters
after discussion in committee are rodiseussed
by a fresh body of men in council, there being
insufficient committee representation there
to press the committee's views properly home.

The Council meetings, we would suggest,
might well be held in public, open to the
Press and to the ordinary members, who,
however, would take no part in the dis-

cussions. Almost all matters should have
been previously considered privately in com-
mittee, and the committees should consist

entirely of members of the Council, and not as

at present bo composed largely of those who
are not in touch with it, wliether elected by
the members generally or co-opted. Each
committee should appoint a chairman for the

year or session, who should not be the

President for the time being of the Institute.

The committees would not, as a rule, meet
on the same day as the Council, but at a
sufficiently early date for the reports to be
printed and circulated amongst the members
of the Council. The matters contained

therein should be numbered, and moved at

the Council meeting in regular sequence by
the responsible chairman of the committee
whose report was being considered at the

moment. This method of procedure is that

which is always followed in municipalities,

and it has recently been adopted by the

Society of Architects. It would be a jjit}' for

the Institute to retain a less satisfactory

system than that which has been proved ad-

vantageous by the younger society.

There is another matter which perhaps
might be taken in hand under the new by-
laws, and that is the proper regulation of

debate at Business Meetings. It would be
well if a series of Standing Orders could be
adopted so that the manner in which business

is conducted should always be uniform. \t
present the chairman at one meeting wiU
adopt one ruling, and the chairman at

another meeting will rule ([uite differently.

There should be, for instance, an under-
standing that no second amendment should

be permitted to bo moved until the first

amendment is absolutely disposed of by
being either passed or rejected. If the first

amendment be passed, the time for moving
for the second amendment arises when it is

put from the chair as a substantive motion.
This is the rule in all municipalities and
debating societies, and focalises discussion

upon one point at a time, (iuite recently

the I'resident allowed a second amendment
to a resolution to be mo\'ed, and put it from
the chaii- before the first amendment, which
was never voted upon at all, though it hid
every claim of priority ; while the discussion

became confused, and few members knew
exactly what was being done. It should

also be possible for members to claim a
division if the show of hands displays a near

equality of opinion, and for an unnecessarily

j)rotracted debate to be brought to a close on
the motion of any member that "the (question

be now put."

It will at once be obvious to anyone who
has had experience in public business that a

system of this sort, properly thought out,

would enable the Institute's business to be
conducted much more rapidly and much
more thoroughly than at present, even
although the work would be greater in

amount, and possibly more important than
now. It is impossible to caiT}' on the

business of a great organisation upon the

lines of a small private society. This is

what IS being attempted at the present time :

and, considering the ditliculties inscparabli'

from such an effort, it may be admitted that it

is being done remarkably well. With stiU.

greater responsibilites and an enormously-
increased membership the difficulties will

increase, and as reorganisation is the order

of the day j ust now, it would be well to make
it thorough and efficient, ei|ual to the strain

not only of the present, but of whatever may
happen in the future also, so far as can be
foreseen. This can only be .satisfactorily

doni- by adopting methods which have proved
elsewhere to work smoothly. ( )ur great
municipalities throughout the country would
not have adopted such a system as is here
suggeste<l if it had not proved equal to the
requirements. It has been evolved slowly and
out of much experience, and the Institute

would do well to avail itself of the result.
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THE WHITECKAI'EL AIIT GAT.LERY.

THE first of a new series of art exhibitions
has just been opened in the 'UTiitechapel

Art Cfallery, differing somewhat in its natui-e

from those pre\iously held there. It is a loan
collection, rendered possible by the kindness
of many artists and owners of pictures, who
have promised to lend one each year for the
months of February and March. Conse-
'[uently, it may be anticipated that this will

become an annual event, and if the standard
set on the present occasion be maintained, it

is certainly to be hojied that this will be the

case. The general idea is to show in the

Upper Gallery groups of pictures by the
leading bodies of artists which work together
in association in Cfreat Britain, while the
Lower Galleries will be devoted more to the
works of the (lld blasters, a particular point

being made each year of some one school or

subject. This year the special period selected

is French art of the 17th and LSth centuries,

particular attention being given to subjects
of a domestic nature.

An excellent little handbook to the exhibi-
tion, which is free, is published at the
moderate sum of one penny, in the introduc-
tion to which it is pointed out that "the
history of art in France during the 17th and
liSth centuries reveals the struggle between
the classical ideals derived from Italy, and
the original, vivacious observation of the
contemporary life of their day, in which the
genius of the painters of the Flemish and
North French race foimd its readiest ex-
pression." This gives the keynote to the
exhibition, so far as the I^ower Galleries
devoted to the (Jld Masters are concerned,
many of the pictures being quite small, but
of a bright type. Taking them in the order in

which they are catalogued, it maybe remarked
at the outset that the hanging is not always
unobjectionable. The gallery is most un-
equally Ughted, and some excellent pictures
are hung in dark corners : while others by
no means equal to them are given the benefit

of the best lights. Thus several interesting
engi-avings are shown in the deeply-shadowed
entrance. Nos. 9 and 13, by Boilly, are
excellent examples of the work of an artist

little known in England, but famous for
great perfection of finish. There is, perhaps,
a certain stiffness of pose about some of the
figures, yet, like many another picture in

the exhibition, they illustrate a people which
enjoyed life, and were conscientiously gay.
This is the characteristic of many of the
portraits, which represent pleasant, happy
people, whose whole idea of life was to enjoy
themselves, expression and character, as we
now understand them, being often con-
spicuously absent, the women particularly
being mere laughing, painted, and dressed-up
dolls. Many of these portraits, however, are
good paictings, as, tor example, Xo. 14,
" Marie Mignon," by Mignard, with its

bright colours, the work of one of the most
rapid painters of whom wc have any record,

it being said of him that on one occasion he
painted a portrait of Louis XH'. in the short
space of three hours. No. 17, " t'omtesse de
Brae as Aurora," by Nattier, is different in

its style, a beautiful example of flowing line,

if only the face be obUterated. The artist

has done everything he could to make a
picture, while evidenth- under compulsion
to produce a portrait of a trying subject.
lie was the ioventor of what for a time was
a popular form of portraiture, in which
ladies figured as goddesses with the help of
an eagle or some other fanciful attribute.

good, but this surpasses them. Had he done
nothing of less exellence, he would have
deserved to rank with such great portraitists

as Rembrandt. It shows what use he might
have made of his talent if he had not given

way to a popular demand for something of a

less noble character. No. L'G, " A Shepherd
Playing on I'ipe," by Claude—which, in spite

of its title, is in reality nothing less than a

large landscape with a tine sky, in the centre

of which the sun is rising—is a very typical

work of a well-known painter, who, strange

to say, is always known bv his christain

name, his surname being Gellee. No. 3'>,

"Lady Aurelia D'Arcy," by Drouais, is one
of the later works of an artist who gave
promise of better things at an early date. It

is a mere portrait of a ( 'ourt beauty, in other

words of a toy doll, exquisitely dressed, the

details of the lace and flowers having much
attention devoted to them. Another pretty

portrait is No. 40, "The Duchesse de

Chartres," by Nattier, spoiled, like much of

his work, by the introduction of the emblem.
Nos. 4.3," La ^larquise de Vandernesse," and
44, " I'ortrait," by Largilliere, particularly

the latter, are of a higher type. The subjects

have character, and the colouring is well

chosen, while focus and grouping also receive

full attention. There was reason for this, for

the artist was at one time an assistant to

Sir Peter l^ely in England, and largely

adopted the characteristics of the English
school.

Interposed here are a few paintings by
other than French artists, and the arrange-
ment is successful in preventing one from
becoming satiated or wearied by one
particular style of work. It is thus very
pleasant to contemplate No. .58, "O'er the

Wide Waste," by J. Linnell, with its

wonderful detail and flecked sky. Here, too,

is shown in No. ,")9, "The Children of

Charles I.," by W. Ilobson, a pamting well

known from its historical associations rather

than its artistic qualities ; while No. (>3,

" The Bambino," by Velasquez, is said to be
a n early work by the great Spanish painter.

One can well believe it, for it is far from
being equal to his great reputation. There is

a certain mastery of colouring and gradation,

and the towel in which the babe is wrapped
is rendered with such faithfulness that one
may well wish to use it after one's own bath

;

but the face, with its staring eyes, has nothing
to recommend it.

Among the French pictures which im-
mediately follow, attention is at once attracted

to No. 7.5, "Entree Gratis a I'Ambigu," by
Boilly. It is a painting which compels minute
examination. Every face isaperfectly rendered
miniature, and the figures can be made up
into little groups, each of which is exquisite.

Still, on the whole, it is an example rather of

what to avoid than what to emulate. The
subject, that of a crowd of common folk

pushing for free admission to a theatre, is one
capable of being handled in the broadest
possible spirit, yet here the interest is

scattered. I'erfect as the groups are, con-
sideTe<l separately they do not work together

to make one great whole. It is impossible
to avoid contrasting the treatment of this

painting with No. 7.S, " Squire Hodges," by
Louis David, a single figure, simple and
broad.

A great deal is made in the catalogue of

the influence of Chardin, and many of his

paintings are shown in the Small Gallery.

He was a slow worker, and, in spite of the
popular demand for his works, never obtained
high prices, and he was supposed to use his

There are also many jiaintings exhibited by thumb as much as his brush, but there seems
Ureuze, who belongs to the later period
when the Carnival of Rococo had yielde;!

to the Ash Wednesday of Penitence. "Of his
pictures now on view, most are heads of
voung girls which have a strange family
likeness; but by far the greatest is No. 24,
" Father of the Painter "—a vigorousand un-
flattering portrait, too. His other works are

to be some doubt about this. His subjects

are all of an excsedingly domestic character,

amongst those illustrated bsing a washer-
woman, a woman cleaning a frying-pm, and
a lady taking tea. Thus, homely in their

inspiration, they contrast with the portraits

of Court beauties to which we have
already referred. The faces are generally

pleasant rather than jjretty, serene and
happy rather than gay, and the painting-

is of a painstaking character rather than
an inspired one. The same gallery contains

a few canvases of Watteau, one of which.

No. 1(11, "La Vraie Gaite," is the earliest

authentic work of the painter, showing him
still to be under the influence of Teniers. It

is a mere scene of village revelry, while
most of his other pictures contain groups of

well-dressed ladies dancing or picnicking in

the open air. There is one exhibit in this

gallerj- which is of a somewhat architectural

character—namely. No. lyK, " I'ecorative

I'anel," by Boucher. It is a representation

on canvas of carved woodwork of Rococo
character, among which delicate roses and
leaves are interwined, whi'e cupids stand

amongst them. The composition is most
graceful, yet it is bad art and out of place,

save when associated with Rococo architec-

ture—which, of course, it was intended to

adorn.

The West Bay is given up to modern
pictures, which have been lent mostly by
artists who are unattached to any particular

school. It is somewhat a treat to turn to them,

with their bright colour and fine treatment,

after the somewhat heavily painted French
works of an earlier period. Take, for in-

stance. No. 140, "The Keepsake," by K. E.
Bunco—a decorative painting in vertical line

and extremely bright colouring, yet in per-

fect harmony, everything being shown in

elaborate detail, from the richly brocaded

dresses to the plain lace veils. No. 14'2,

"The Pirates' Sunday (Mending the ./i.//(/

Ri(/tr)," by A. D. McCormick, is an even
greater painting, obviously inspired, so far as

its line is concerned, by the better-known
"Napoleon on Board the BiUirophmi.'^ No.
145, "The Journey's End," by E. R.

Hughes, is another charming piece of work,

fanciful in the extreme and somewhat out of

drawing. The perspective is by no means
unquestionable, and certainly no column has

ever had a capital Hke the one which is repre-

sented. Still, for all this, it is a delightful

jncture, its loveliness being gi'eatly due to the

grace of the principal figure—a lady holding

out her arms to welcome her returning hus-

band. Then the ragged rabble which consti-

tutes an army in No. 14N, " The Morning of

Agincourt," "by J. Hassall, R.I., is very fine

indeed. ( ine cannot help pitying the poor

fellows, gaunt and hungry as they look, who
went into that great fight and won it in such

condition ,ts is here depicted. No. 1.34,

" Mosque of Sultan Hassan, Cairo," by J.

Farquharson, A.R.A., is a majestic interior,

its size and solemnity being emphasised by
the numerous small figures kneeling on their

carpets. No mistakes are made in the per-

spective here, or in the colouring or lighting-

either. It is a great illustration of an archi-

tectural masterpiece. No. 107, "Colenso,'"

by J. P. Beadle, will probably attract the

visitors to this exhibition as much as any
other painting that is shown, for the incident-

is a well-known one. All remember the

disaster to our guns, and will recognise the

brave folly of the few men who served on to

the last, dying at their post when there was
not the slightest chance of effecting any good

by staying there. Yet the atmosphere de-

picted is not that of South .Vti'ica. There is

too much haze in the distance. The guns
and men are brought out into correct promi-

nence in the brigtit sunshine in the fore-

ground, but the hills, too, should be clearly

defined. It is a country of brilliancy, and

not of mist. No. 174,
"" Chelsea Pensioners

at the Tomb of Wellington in St. Paul's

Cathedral," by J. Fulleylove, R.I., is a pre-

cise architectural drawing, the only one of its

character in the exhibition, entirely wanting

in poetic suggestion, but an exact piece_of

perspective work. Its neighbour. No. 175,

"Pylons of the Great Temple of Karnak,"'

by R. T. Kelly, is, on the other hand, bril-

liantly poetic, an artist's treatmentof anarchi-

h
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*ectiiral subject; while No. ITS, " liswis,"

by T. Browne, R.T., is a jolly rendering of

Haddon Hall in Dorothy Vernon's time, such
as would make an excellent design for a
Christmas car<l. A large and clever sketch
is No. ISO, "Alarki^t Place," by F. Urang-
wyn. A.R.A., but it is nothing more than
that, and certainly not to bs compared with
the same painter's gi'eater works.
There is a good deal of sculpture, or rather

of bronze statuary of the smaller class, much
of which is well known and extremt'ly
beautiful. The two finest examples of pure
line work are Nos. 19S, "The Invocation."
by G. Bayes, and 199, -'An Elegy," by B.
Garbe, beside which even the powerful work
of Ilamo Thornevcroft, as evidenced in No.
203, " A Greek Warrior Bearing a 'W'ounded
Youth from the Battlefield," appears to be
somewhat lacking in beauty and retinement.
The best group is, perhaps. No. 211, " Mother
and Child," by Kathleen Shaw, but, un-
fortunately, it does not appear e([ually well
from all points of view, and the pose is

somewhat affected.

The most interesting, if not the best part of
the exhibition, is that portion which is con-
tamed in the Upper Gallery. Here are groups
of pictures of various well-known schools,
which one is thus able to compare in an un-
usual manner, with the result, perhaps to be
expected, that the New English Art Club
stands out as emphatically the worst. We
have on several occasions commented upon
the extraordinary badness of the work of this
Club as shown in their own exhibitions ; but
it is brought into far greater prominence here,
when put into comparison with that of other
societies. The only good picture shown by
any of its members is No. 9, "East River,
New York—Twilight," by W. G. VonGlehn,
and that is an eccentricity in dull grey, with
little dots of bright light ' scattered about it.

The work of thi.' International Society is

better, though its principal exhibit, No. 33,
'Nocturne," by J. McNeill Whistler, is one
of his usual vague and imaginative eccen-
tricitie.s. No. 41, " Mrs. Keppel I'ulteney,"
by J. Lavery, E.S.A., is probably the sounder
painting.

A small group of Scotch pictures are of a
far higher character, particularly No. 50,
" Portrait of .J. Campbell Noble, I^S.A.," by
J. Pettie, E.A. This is a really noble
portrait, and the bold picturesque colour and
conception for which the artist became famous
are well expressed in the sweeping line of the
great palette and the long swiusing drawing
of the composition. No. .J4, "Wild Rose,"
by E. A. Walton, R.S.A., though somewhat
blun-ed, is charming in its effect ; while No.
'?>*',

"'^ Scottish Lassie," by Alex. Roche,
R.S.A., which is an early example of this
artist 8 work, is distinguished by the sweet
sobriety of colour and the caressing painting
of the face.

Finally comes a collection by members of
the Royal Academy and the Cornish School,
mostly of u very high order indeed. No. 103
'• \\atchmg the Invaders," by Hubert von
Uerkomer, R.A., for example, is a well-
known and powerful study in light and shade,
though the human interest is scattered and
separated from the artistic focus ; but. after
all, the greatest painting in the whole exhibi-
tion IS No. G7, " Under the Ionian Sky " by
^ir L. Alma Tadenm, R.A. This is "placed
by Itself at the end of the s;allerv, an,l is the
last to be seen. Before it all others drop into
insignifacance. It is a wonderful exhibition
ot hne grou])!!!- and design and most beauti-
ful and dehcate colouring, with livin" figures
in most graceful attitudes reclining herr^ and
thereon marble steps. The ancient (ireeks
were men and wi.men. not statues, and the
artisLhere shows them as such in the midst
of their marbles, Howers, and sea. No one
else has ever rendere<l Grecian art so grace-
fiUly—no one else can produce the exquisite
teanslucency of marble as Tadema has done
here; and few. if any, have ever had so

wonderful a power of combining the elegance

and grace of the drajied human form with
the swinging lines of great architectural

compositions.
—. •-^

ARCHITECTUR.VL ASSOCIATION.

THE eighth ordinary meeting for the present

session was held on Friday evening at 18,

Tafton-street, S.W., Mr. Walter Cave, vice-

president, in the chair. Mr. J. L. Denman and
Mr. V. S. Whitaker were elected as members.
The PuESioEN'T announced that Mr. F. Dare
Clapham h;iJ been iinanimou^ly elected to fill the

seat on the Council rendered vacant by the resig-

nation of Mr. .lames B. Fulton. Mr. Tanner,
hon. secretary, stated that ;it the merting of the

Camera Club on Tuesday, Feb. Ill, Mr. Alan
Potter would read a paper on " The Ivomanesque
of Northern Italy," and at the discussion section

on the following evening, Wednesday, the 'JOth,

Mr. H. C. Corlette would speak on "Colour
llecoration."

" UEtiEXT STItEET."

A paper on this topic, illustrated by about fifty

slides, nearly all reproduced from old engravings,

maps, and from elevations by John Nash, was
read by Mr. Mervvx E. Macautxev, F.R.I.B.A.
The author said that he had taken his subject

to mean the line of route from St. James's Park to

liegent's Park, including (herein Waterloo-place
and Portland-place. He divided his paper into

three sections. (_)f these, the first dealt with the

history of the site which the strpet now occupied :

the second with its laying out and construction by
Nash and others, up to the lamentable year when
the Hanover I 'hapcl was destroyed : while the
third embraced all the subsequent history of the

street up to the present day, and hazardsd some
guesses as to the future.

THE HISTORY OF THE SITE.

Beginning with the top end of the street, the

author showed that what is now Park-crescent
was pasture land known as Duppersfield, long
after Portland-place had been erected. It formed
part of Marylebone-park, which extended south-
wards to Jlortimer-street, and was a portion of a

Royal manor belonging to Henry VIII. The
manor house itself was situated nearly at the top
of High-street. JIarylebone. In some maps of

the Portland E-tate, the region of Portland-place

is set out differently from its present condition.

The site of the lAngham Hotel is put down as

Uueen Anne's-square. and from it radiate two
streets north-west and north-east, called respec-

tively Langham-street and Portland-street. This
scheme was abandoned, and Lord Foley bought
the Langham Hotel site, with the proviso that

nothing should be built to interrupt his view to the

north. Oi the consequences of this we shall have
more to say later. Information about the first

period is meagre in the extreme : indeed we have
to rely almost entirely on such old prints as have
come down to us. These show us a very different

scene to the present wide and populous thorough-
fare. We see about 1600 a long, ugly, and
irregular Swallow-street, frequented by people of

more than doubtful reputation.

THE PEUIOn OF RECOXSTRVCTIOX.

Before detailing the planning and reconstruction
of Regent-street itself. Jlr. Macartney continued :

We must tell of tlie building of Carlton Housf, for

had it not been for the existence of Carlton House,
and Regent's Park as well, Regent-street might
never have come into existence. Carlton House
was built for Lord Carlton in 1709. On his death,
it went to his nephew, Richard Boyle. Earl of

Burlington, the architect, who, in 1732 gave it

to his mother, the Countess Dowager of

Burlington, who, in her turn — and in

the same year—sold it to Frederick. Prince
of Wales, 'the father of George III. The
house wai originally of red brick, in the
style of Queen Anne ; but Prince Frederick, on
taking possession of it, fronted it with stone. Sir
Robert Taylor is said to have been the architect.

Attached to the house were large gardens, said by
Walpole to have been laid out in imitation of

Pope's gardens at Twickenham, which contained,

amongst other objects of interest, a cascade
designed by ivent and a large grove of trees

holding a rookery, which was not deserted by the
rooks till 1827. The house stood opposite what
is now W*'.^'^loO'p'ace, looking north, and the
fore-court was later divided from Pall Mall by a
long range of columns supporting nothing. This
house- witnessed mmy extraordinars' scen's. It

saw in 1749, Frederick, Prince of Wales, hold
secret conclave, and make full arrangements for
what should occur on his father's death, even to
the framing of a new civil list. In 1783 Holland
repaired and beautified the house for the Prince
of Wales (who w.as afterwards tieorge IV.) He
added a portico with six Corinthian columns. His
details he took from the temple of Jupiter Stator
at Rome. Above this was a frieze and a
tympanum, with the prince's arms. The house
was modernised in 17S8, and again internally in
1815. In 1780 the prince received at Carlton
House a deputation offering him the Regency,
which later on he accepted. In ISH, on the
occasion of the visit of the Allied Sovereigns, the
famous Nash designed a reception-room in the
gardens of Carlton House ; it had twenty-four
sides and a curious roof, and was IvOft.' in

diameter. Afterwards it was given to Woolwich,
and is now a museum for naval and military
models. In the " Beauties of England and
Wales," the writer describes, in a tone of
rapturous admiration, the splendours of Carlton
House. There was a crimson drawing-room,
a circular cupola-room, a throne-room, and a rose-

satin drawing-room. From these descriptions it

is evident that the interior of the house was of

the most gorgeous de8cri])tion : hut whether it

was in the best of taste is very doubtful. This is

particularly the case when he goes on to describe

a "splendid" Gothic conservatory, which seems
almost a contradiction in terms ; this was designed
by Thomas Hopper, after Henry VII. 's chapel.

Among other apartments was a suite on a lower
floor, which was used for domestic purposes and
familiar parties. These were designed by Nash,
and consisted of a golden drawing - room, a
" Gothic dining-room " and the above-mentioned
"splendid" (xothic conservatory. In somewhat
violent contrast to this uncritical admiration is

the following extract from the "Tour of a

Foreigner in England" (182.v; :—"Though the

Royal . . palaces are among the most remarkable
in London, they serve to show how little the
dignity of the sovereign is respected in England
in comparison with other countries of Europe. . . .

There are in Paris many hotels preferable to

Carlton House." The portico, which only served
to conceal the house from Pall Mall, then comes
in for severe criticism. As regards the other
features of the exterior, they were apparently not
very striking. The facade had a centre and two
wings. It was rusticated, and without pilasters.

The entablature and balustrade concealed the roof

from view. The whole of Carlton House was
pulled down in 1828, to make room for the central

opening of Waterloo-place. Some of the Corinthian

columns from the colonnade were used in the

portico of the National (iallery. Other columns
were employed in the chapel at Buckingham
Palace. The interior decorations were for the

most part removed to the last-named place.

regent's I'ARK AVU REGEXT STREET.

In July of the year 1793 the Treasury em-
powered Fordyce, who was then surveyor-general,

to offer a premium of £1,000 for the best plan for

building on the Marylehone Estate. John Nash,
who was the architect and surveyor to the Woods
and Forests Commission, and also one of the

architects attached to the Board of Works, sub-

mitted a plan, in which he was assisted by James
Morgan, a former pupil, showing detached villas.

There was also sent in a plan by Leverton and
Chawner, of a more urban character, and also one
by White. N.ash's plans were approved. After

this the Crown obtained an Act of Parliament

and appointed a Commission to form a park in

accordance with Nash's plans. Marylebone Park,

as Regent's Park was then known, was begun in

1812. About the same time Park Crescent and
Square and the adjoining streets were completed.

At this time the Prince Regent conceived the

notion of building a mansion for himself in the

park, and desired some means of communica-
tion with Carlton House. This was the genesis

of Regent-street. Nash was commissioned to

lily it out, and in 1813 the work was actually

taken in hand. In the construction Nash diii

not find his way entirely smooth, though in one
particular he was certainly fortunate. When
fjOrd Foley built Foley House in 1778, to the
designs of .lames Wyatt, he had stipulated with
the Duke of Purtland, the ground landlord, that

no other building should be erected to the north.

Later on this prohibition considerably embarrassed
the Duke. But the Brothers Adam, the archi-

tects, cleverly evaded this difficult) by building

Portland Place, on a most sumptuous scale, of the

same width as Foley House. So far Nash } ad
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his street rcMdy-inade, but to continue he liad to

buy "P Foley House and grounds. This cost him
,£7i),000. After this, through some disagreement

with Sir James Langham, he was compelled to

alter his plan of bringing his street straight over

tlie site of Foley House, and constructed in its

stead the present Langham Bend. The (Quadrant

also grew out of a change of plan, owing to the

erection of the t'ounty Fire Office, by Robert

Abraham, in 1S19. Nash himself designed the

fa<,'ade. The portion of the street up to Picca-

dilly was finished by 1817, and the whole prac-

tically complete in 1820. The total cost of the

street, includingthesewer,was£l, 533, .582 16s. lOd.

I will now describe to you the chief buildings of

interest in the street, beginning at its northern

end.

.^LL sori.s.

I have already mentioned Portland-place, Foley

House, and the Langham Bend. Just at this

bend still stands AU SouLs' Cliurch. This was
built by Nash between the year 1822 and 1824.

The tower and .spire of this very original edifice

seem almost detached from the rest of the church.

It was thus placed by Nash in the centre-line of

the street, in order to form a striking termination

of the vista.

ARGYLL IIOOMS.

The Argyll Rooms, which exist no longer, were
built by Nash in 1811) for Joseph Welch. After-

wards they were turned into concert-rooms, and
hecame the most famous in London. In 1834

they were burned down. Not far from the Argyll
Rooms, and on the same side of the street, stood

Foubert's riding academy. They were kept by a

K^rtain Major Foubert, who moved his academy
there in Charles II. 's reign, from behind Leicester

House, where it had previo\isly stood. Its name
i.s still pre.served in " Foubert's Passage."

n,\X0VEK CHAPEL.

Nearly opposite this stood, till quite lately,

Hanover Chapel. It was built bv Cockerel!. R.A.,

in imitation of the Temple of Jlinerva Polias, at

Priene, at a cost of £16,480. Of the pillars of

the portico, Ruskin said: "They look as if they
were standing on a pile of pewter collecting

plates." None the less, the general effect was
undoubtedly fine, and of its destruction we may
say: " 'Tis true, 'tis pity, pit)' 'tis, 'tis true."

That extraordinary monstrosity, Regent House,
now stands on its site.

TRISITY CHAPEL.

In the reign of James II. a ohapel on wheels
was erected at the camp on Hounslow Heath, in

which Mass was daily performed. At the Revolu-
tion, the chapel was removed to a position not far

from Conduit-street, and reconsecrated. In 172.'),

when Conduit-street was built, the present chapel

of Trinity was erected upon its south side.

It has since been built in, and is invisible from
the street. Another name for this chapel is the

Chapel of Archbishop Tenison, who was its

founder. It was conveyed to trustees, amongst
whom was Sir Isaac Newton : and when Regent-
street was constructed it was refronted. But in

IS.'iO, the endowment proving insufficient, the

west end was cut off, and converted into shops.

THE <JlAl)ltANT.

We next come to the famous t^uadrant. It

originally had a colonnade of 270 cast-iron hollow
pillars, IGft. high, topped by a granite plinth. ( If

these columns, eight still remain across Air-street

and Swallow-street. Above this, again, was a
balustradcd roof. In its palmy days, the (Quadrant

was the gayest and most crowded part of Ijondon.

Owing to the complaints of the shop-keepers the

columns were removed in 184S, and a balcony wa.s

added to the principal floor by the architect

Pennethorne. Nash was in a rather equivocal
position in some of his dealings with the laying
out of Regent-street, and more particularly with
regard to the (Juadrant. He seems to have acted
both as the Government surveyor of the new street

and also to have dabbled as a private speculator in
acquiring property to carry through the scheme.
So far as I can discover, his hands were quite
clean in the matter, but it seems rather strange
conduct on the part of a public official, and I can
hardly believe it would he tolerated at the prn^sent

day. He undoubtedly mixed himself up with the
acquisition of the land bought for t!ie i^iiadrant,

and burnt his fingers over the job. However we,
with our modern notions, may regard his conduct
in the mttter, we miut admit ho showed himself
a man of large ideas, who was prepared to carry
hem out, even at considerable personal risk.

Nash's extensive use of stucco brought upon him
a famous epigram.

I'lCCADILLV UALL.

Next we must say a few words about Piccadilly-

circus, named after Piccadilly Hall. The deriva-

tion of the name is in dispute—formerly it was
written Pickadilla. The name may relate to the

position of the ground on which the place is built

;

that it is, in fact, a peaked hill—for pickadil also

meant a kind of stiff collar. This derivation

seems the most probable, as there are many
Piccadillies in various parts of England, aU
situate on the tops of hills.

SASll's HOl'.SE.

Having passed the Circus, we reach Nash's own
house, built to his own designs. Here he lived

till his retirement. It was later turned into the

.lunior Constitutional Club's premises, when the

original Constitutional Club left it for more
commodious quarters. It was afterwards known
as the Gallery of Illustration, from the panoramas
there exhibited. It is now occupied by the

"Coupe Co."
ST. I'HILir's.

Nearly opposite this was St. Philip's Chapel.

It was built after the designs of Sir William
Chambers, by Repton, and was a copy of the

Choragic monument of Lysicrates at Athens.

Owing to its position the altar was at the west end,

instead of at the east. It has since been destroyed.

WATERLOO RLACE.

We are now in Waterloo Place, and at our

journey's end. It was designed by Nash, and is

chietly interesting by reason of its literary

associations. No. 13 used to house the esta-

blishment of Slessrs. Taylor and Hessey, the

publishers of the Limiion Jfafj(7:itj(\ in which
appeared for the first time " The Ess.ays of

Elia," and the "Confessions of an English

Opium-eater." T'ntil the middle of 1900, No. 3

was occupied by ilessrs. Rivington, the

publishers.

LIFE or NASH.

John Nash, the originator and designer of our

street, was born in 1752, most probably at

Cardigan, in South Wales. As his parents were
well-to-do, he was placed with Sir R. Taylor,

where he was a contemporary of Cockerell, Craig,

Leach, and others. On leaving Sir R. Taylor, he
went into retirement at Carmarthen for several

years, but was induced by a visit of Cockerell to

that place to r-enew his architectural career. In
1797-9 he carried out alterations at Corsham
House, in Wiltshire, for Paul C. Methuen. The
north front of this house is Tudor Gothic. The
cost of the alterations was £80,000, so they must
have been of an extensive nature. The grounds
were laid out by Repton, who afterwards

claimed the whole design for himself and his

son, who was then in Nash's office. In 1799 he
designed Sundridge Park, Kent, in the Italian

style, for Claude Scott. In 1803 he was com-
missioned to design a house for Lieut. -(-'ol.

Stewart. This house, called Killyraore Castle, co.

Tyrone, cost £80,000. In 1812 he re-designed
Highgate archway, which, begun in 1811 as a

tunnel 24ft. wide, had fallen in early in the year.

On August 1, 1814, there were held grand displays

in the three parks in commemoration of the

general peace. There were fireworks, miniature
naval battles on the Serpentine, and other like

festivities. As his contribution, Nash made a

bridge and a Chinese pagoda at St. James' Park,
and a Temple of Concord in the Green Park,
which had originally been suggested by Sir

William Congreve. The bridge, although
originally intended t') remain for one night only,

was afterwards strengthened by Mr. .1. W. Hirst,

and left as a permanent structure for several years.

It was at this time that Nash first came into contact
with the Prince Regent, and gained his favour ; the
which secured for him his name and fortune. Thus
it happened that when James Wyatt suddenly
died, Nash was given temporarily the post of

surveyor-general, by command of the Prince.

For his patron Nash designed in 1814 the twenty-
four-sided pavilion in the gardens of Carlton
House, which we have noticed above. In 1816-

18, in collaboration with Repton, he altered and
enlarged the ( )i)era House in th'e Haymarket, and
added an arcade, and colonnade of cast-iron

columns, which have since been removed. In

July, 1793, his desiirn won the premium offered

for the Marylebonc Park. The only terraces not
designed by Nash are Cornwall - terrace and
Munster-terracc, which was not built till 1827.

He designed Park-crescent and square, Albany-
street, and the adjoining streets, the Park Villages,

and the outer road of the park. In 1813-11!

Regent-street was designed and carried out. in

1816 he built Argj-U Rooms, in 1819 the front of

the County Fire Office, and the Quadrant. In
1823 he built his own house in Regent-street,

moving thither from Hover-street, where he

had previously resided. For this bouse he em-
ployed painters in Rome to make copies of

Raphael's pictures in the Vatican. To do this

he got the Pope's special permit. He also

combined into one uniform fa(;ade the f,acades

of several shops. This practice was continued by
subsequent architects. The years 1826-8 saw the

construction of the United Service Club House,

Pall Mall, and perhaps of Waterloo-place. In
1825 Parliament made a grant for the repairing

and enlarging of Buckingham House for George

IV. On the strength of this Buckingham Palace

was built, although the grant permitted no such

extensive an undertaking. Nash was the architect.

The " Marble arch " was originally in front of

the palace, whence it was removed in 1826. It is

of Carrara marble, and cost no less than £30,000.

Windsor Castle was also altered by our architect,

who was apparently in great favour at court.

When St. James' Park was laid out in 1828,

Nash was employed ; but this was his last work

of importance, for shortly afterwards he retired to

Cowes Castle (Isle of Wight;, one of his own
earlier designs. There he died in May, 1835, in

his 83rd year. Contrary to expectation, he left

but little" property, though he must have made
enormous sums by his profession. In his old age

James Pennethorne, a relative, carried through

his works for him. Among his pupils was John

Adey Repton, and among his clerks, Pugin.

Foulon, and Morgan. Considered as a builder,

Nash showed his originality by his employment

of stucco, the use of which he practically

introduced, and of cast-iron cobimns, by which

he anticipated the present enormous use of iron

and steel in architecture. While if we regard

him as an architect and artist, we must admit that

if his details were poor his conceptions were at

least grand and magnificent. But it is for his

planning that he deserves particular commenda-
tion. I doubt if many of ray audience are aware

that a perpendicular let fall from the west end

of Park-crescent would hit the south end of

Park-lane. It is an excellent object-lesson,

showing how to cut a series of parallel lines by a

diagonal. A similar problem was set when the

Charing Cross-road had to be made. The con-

trast between the two is only too evident. Regent-

street is an ordered and satisfactory lay-out.

Charing Cross-road is a hopeless jumble. In

many places it is difficult to pick it out from the

other lines of traffic ;
whereas Regent-street never

loses its identity. Why is thisr The answer

is simple. In the one case the line of the street

was laid out by an engineer, in the other by an

architect. And while on the subject I may say

that there is no doubt that the L.C.C. are well

aware of the disastrous muddling policy of their

predecessors in street-planning, and in the scheme

of Kingsway and Aldwych they have shown

great skill in laying out, except in the case of the

left horn of the Strand crescent. Financial con-

siderations have here interfered to mar a great

improvement. The pity of it is, that when once

the buildings are up. there is no possible chance

of altering the line of frontage.

THE 11 TIRE OF REGEXT STREET.

There have been of late yeai-s five important

reconstructions of buildings in this street. In

chronological order they come thus :—The
Hanover Chapel. Waterloo-place, Robinson and

Clea%-er's, St. Philip's Chapel, and St. James'

Hall. In the words of St. Paul, " All things are

lawful : but all are not expedient." It is

lawful to criticise all these designs ; but, at the

same time, hardly expedient. Accordingly, I

will not discuss the new fa(,adei in Waterloo-

place ; butJ have described the destruction of the

Hanover Chapel as lament.able, and this description

suits equally well the erection of the building that

replaced it, and even better the monstrosity

erected by Robinson and Cleaver. I will say no

more on this subject, but turn to the design for

the rebuilding of the Ouadrant. This we have

seen on paper, and can now fairly judge by the

actual work. I confess that I view it \yith mixed

feelings ; the predominant one, admiration for the

architect, and the Office of Works. But together

with this is present a haunting sense of fear that

it is toi gjod to last. 1 cannot divest myself of

the feeling that it is not 20th-century architecture.
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I wish it were. I repeat, "All things are law-
ful," but is it expedient that wo should deliber-

ately set ourselves in opposition to the tendencies
of the age 'f Bad as they may be, they form a
part cf the essential spirit of the times. Now, 1

consider this design to be the finest effort of

modern time,';, and I pray for its success. In
principle; too, it is absolutely right : but
the old remark of the cynic, " I don't
believe in principle, but oh; I (/.i_in interest,"

comes forcibly to my mind in this connection.
If you are letting shops, you must consider the
interests of the shopkeeper. iJo not think that I

would advocate the plate-glass construction ; but
1 think there is a viii w'/ia, by the use of metal
columns, which would overcome the difficult)-.

For the eye is gradually being accustomed to

estimate the strength of metal at its proper worth,
and not to require th.at great bulk for its satis-

faction, which it does in other materials. It is

not alone in this cuuntiy that we are "up
against " this question, as our Transatlantic
cousins would say. European and American
architects are equally confronted by it. In the
States I have seen some ground-floor shopfronts
that seem to me in a great measure to solve the
problem. They had bronze columns that both
were and looked strong enough to carry the
superincumbent structure, and yet were not
offensive in design or obstructive to the display
of goods.

Mr. H. T. Hake, Past-President, proposed a
vote of thanks to Mr. Macartney, who had given
them an historical essay, full of fresh information
and of great interest. The treatment of Langham-
place and of the tiuadrant were very clever features
of John Nash's scheme, and if the former was due
to an accident- it was a very fortunate one. and a
very great addition to the picturesqueness of
London. As to the rebuilding of the lower
portion of the street, a very great deal might be
said, and he felt a great diffidence in criticising
the work of so distinguished an architect as Mr.
Norman .Shaw. It was certainly a very fine con-
ception, and he hoped that the Crown authorities
would insist upon its being carried to completion.
It would be extremely unsatisfactory if individuals
were allowed to depart from the general scheme.
as had been the case in the rebuildings at the
Oxford-street end of the street. He did not sym-
patise with the complfiint that the piers in Mr.
Norman Shaw's scheme were excessively broad.
The proportion of solids to voids was not un-
reasonable in these 4ft. wide piers, and from the
shopkeepers' point of view the pictorial effect of a
solid stone face enclosing the exhibited goods
would, he believed, be found beneficial.

Mr. II. H. Statiiam, in seconding the motion,
said he cordially supported Mr. Hare's opinion as
to Mr. Norman Shaw's scheme, although he

with Mr. Keen that the scale of Mr. Norman
Shaw's buililing in the (Quadrant was too big, and
should not be continued to other blocks. The
Crown authorities had decided that each block in

Regent-street must in future be treated as a single

design. How the authorities allowed Messrs.

Robinson and Cleaver's premises and that on the

site of Hanover Chapel to be built he could not

e.xjilain. *^
THE LONDON COUNT'i' HALL COJIPETI-

TION CONDITIONS.

THE following are the conditions of the New
County Hall Competition as passed by the

London County Council :
—

INSTIUCTIONS TO COMPETIN<J AKCIIITKCTS.

feared it might be found too costly to have a fair
chance of being carried out over the entire
Quadrant. If the whole curved portion of Regent-
streetwas treated alike according to Jlr. Norman
Shaw's design, the ultimate effect would be mag-
nificent. Niish deserved great credit for the waym which he planned Regent-street and designed
each block as a dignified and individual mass. An
unfortun-ite feature of Mr. Shaw's new design was
the treatment of the upper floor, which could not
possibly be carried on the giound storv without
the use of concealed iron girders behind the
masonry.
Mr. AuTni'u Keen regretted ^ery much the

enormous scale on which the new buildin<'s in
the street were being carried out. When both
sides were completed all sense of proportion woiJd
be destroyed.

The CiiAiKMAN, in putting the votes of thanks.
which was earned by acclamation, said the Arcade
abolished in Kegent-street in 1848 was being
revived at the Ritz Hotel in Piccadillv. If this
cxr^nment proved a success, and in Bologna no
difficulties occurred with colonnades of much
greater length, it might afford one solution of the
problem of widening narrow streets where the
land was very costly.

Mr MArAUTNEv.in reply, remarked that when
the plans for the Rit/. Hotel were l)ein<» prepared
the police authorities were consulted as to the ex-
pediency of introducing an open colonnade, havin"
regard to thenuisance caused bv the one in the
(iuidnint. They replied that public manners had
80 improved since ISIS that they had little appre-
hension as to its misuse. The columns, still to
be seen in Carlton-street, Waterloo-place, were
part of .John -Vash's original house. Regent-street
was peculiar as a London thoroughfare, as it both
began and ended in a public park. He a^rced

The London County f 'ouncil, being desirous of

erecting a new county hall and offices, has deter-

mined to invite architects to submit designs for

the building which it is proposed to erect on a
site bounded by the River Thames, Belvedere-
road, Westminster Bridge, and the Council's
works department, offices, and deiiot.

1. The competition will be divided into two
."tages—viz. («) the preliminary : {b) the final.

The preliminary stage will be open to architects

of any nationality.

2. In the preliminary stage the professional

assessors will select in private not less than ten,

nor more than fifteen designs. The authors of

the designs selected by the assessors in the pre-

liminary stage, together with eight architects

invited by the Council, will compete in the final

stage.

3. The eight selected architects will be required

to send in designs at the date fixed for the delivery

of the final designs of the architects selet-ted as

the result of the preliminary stage of the competi-
tion (see Clause No. 18).

I. The designs of the successful competitors will

be returned on the completion of the adjudication
in the preliminary stage, to enable their authors
to compete in the final stage.

.3. Each architect submitting a design for the
final stage in accordance with conditions will

receive an honorarium of two hundred guineas
(£210).

(J. The Council has appointed Mr. R. Norman
Shaw, R.A., and Jlr. W. E. Riley, F.R.I.B.A.,
the official architei-t, to act for it in this com-
petition as its professional advisers and assessors,

to draw up the instructions, and to select and
recommend to the Council the architects who
have sent in the designs which in their opinion
are the best of those submitted both in the pre-

liminary and final stages of the competition.

7. These two assessors will be further assisted in

the final stage of the competition by a third

assessor, who will only act in that stage. This
assessor, who will be nominated by the com-
petitors in the final stage of the competition, will

be required to give an undertaking that he did
not participate in the preliminary stage of the
competition.

S. It is the intention of the Council to assign
to the author of the design placed first in the
final stage the work of carrying out his design,

and the Council has decided that Mr. W. E.
Riley, the official architect, shall have dis-

cretionary power in all matters relating to in-

ternal economy, building construction, and
stability. The sucL-essful architect shall obtain
all the information he requires upon the site,

making the necessary estimates, preparing all

the necessarv sketches, working drawings, detail

drawings and specifications subject to the Council's
approval in all matters which in the opinion of

the official architect should be brought to it for

d'/cision. The successful architect shall prepare
all the necessary copies of the drawings and
documents for the proper execution of and use on
the works, and also the drawings. &c., for the
records of the Council, and exercise in conjunction
with the official architect general and usual super-

intendence of works during progress, examine and
certify the accounts for the works, and payments
under the contract.

!). For these services the successful architect

.and the Council's official architect will be
remunerated on the basis of the iisuil 6 jier cent,

on the total cost of the completed building, other
th.in the wo'k connected therewith which will not
dev.ilve on the successful architect, and this com-
mission will be paid in the usual manner and will

be divisible between the two architects in the pro-

portion of nine-t«nths to the successful architect,
and ono-tcnth to the Council's official architect.

10. The buildings may, at the discretion of the
Council, be erected in successive blocks, but no
special liabilities for extra payment shaU aci'rue
through this cause.

11. The Council will employ one or more of
the firms on their own list for preparing the
quantities, whose fc:e3 and the lithography charges
will bo defrayed by the ('ouncil.

12. A clerk of vorks or clerks of works will be
cmployi-.d to supm-intend the work at the expense
of the Couni-il.

13. Should the building from any cause not be
erected within a reasonable time after the two
competitions shall have bien held, the author of
the selected design will be paid at the rate of one-
fifth of the commission to bo given for his services,

the basis being his estimate of the whole cost,

such a-/.iount to form part of the commission if the
building is erected from his design.

14. Any competitor sending any drawings,
photographs, or statement of any kind in refer-
ence to his design, or giving any clue to his
identity to anyone directly or indirectly connected
with the ('ouncil or its administration, to the
assessors, or the pubUc, until after the award of
the as-sessors in the final stage shall have been
officially announced, will be disqualified. The
special attention of competitors is called to this
condition.

l."). Designs will be excluded from the com-
petition

—

('0 If sent in after the time tixed for receivinjj the
designs, &c.

(6) If considered by the assessors as not in strict ac-
oordanee with the instructions.

(c) If they do not provide substantially the accommo-
dation asked for.

((/) If the area shown exceeds the limits of the site.

(' ) If the assessorsshould determine that the probable
cost of the buildings will materially exceed the
outlay stated.

(./-) If any competitor attempts to make known his
identity or to influence the decision personally, or
throuj^h any member of the Council or the
assessors.

l(j. The drawings submitted in the preliminarv
stage of the competition will be returned under
seal to their respective authors after the award,
and, with the exception of the assessors, no one
else (pending the final award) will be permitted
to see the drawings under any circumstances
during the time they are in the keeping of the
Council.

17. The successful competitors in the pre-
liminary stage of the competition, if they so
desire, can amend or redraw their designs for the
final stage of the competition.

IS. Three calendar months will be allowed
from the date the drawings are despatched to the
successful architects in which to complete their

matured schemes, at the end of wliich time both
the eight origimiUy invited architects and those
who won their position in the preliminary com-
petition must deposit their final designs : the
precise time and a date will be named by the
assessors.

1!). The accepted design will become the

property of the Council, which reserves to itself

the right of exhibiting the other designs sent in

for the final stage of the competition for a limited

time after the final award shall have been made.
20. All schedules, I'eports. writing on drawings

and scales are to be in English.

21. Each design, report, schedule, packing-
case, label, &c., must be unsigned and without
distinctive mark of any kind, and all documents
must be typewritten or printed. T'here must be
enclosed with the documents, itc, a sealed

envelope (supplied by the Council) containing the

name and address of the author, and these will

be numbered as they are received.

22. An adhesive printed label addressed to Mr.
W. E. Riley, superintending architect, County
Hall, Spring Gardens. London, S. W. , will be
supplied with the conditions of the competition.

This label must be affixed to the package con-

taining the designs, reports, schedules, i:c., and
must be delivered at the competitor's own e.xpense

not Later than six months from the date on which
the competition is publicly advertised. Th- tliif

stirtt'ii for st'iid'tni/ in the (kiujua tcill not in any
cifcttubifmices b'j cxtendaK

23. Every care will be taken of the drawings
and any other documents sent in by competitors,

but the Council will not be responsible for any
loss of such drawings or documents or any injury
or damage such drawings or documents may sus-

tain whilst in its possession.

24. The land edged gicen on the block plan is
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reclaimed foresliore. An embankment wall will

be constructed by the Council to a height o£

IS'OO above Ordnance datum, which would bathe
level of the surface of the embankment. The
competitors will be required to include in their

scheme a desijjn for the superstructure of this

embankment wall, which is to be of gi-anite.

They are to estimate separately for this super-
structure and facing the wall with granite from
•2ft. below low-water level (which is minus 6 '00

< )rdnance datum) , also for all steps and ornamenta-
tion in connection with this wall required to com-
plete their design.

2,i. A block plan, showing the site of the pro-

posed buildings, accompanies these instructions,

giving the levels of the site and environments
above Urdn.ance datum, which, for the purposes of

this competition, may be taken as correct. The
whole of the buildings must be provided within

the area edged pink. Belvedere-road is to be
widened to .')Oft. between the buildings, and, as

set out in an agreement between the Council and
the freeholders on the east side of Belvedere-road,

a copy of the clause to be observed is appended
(Schedule "D").

26. For the information of competitors the site

shown on the block plan is contained on the two
London Ordnance sheets, Nos. ^'II. 83 and Vll.
S-t, scale 88ft. to an inch. These can be obtained
from Messrs. .Stanford and Co., Long Acre,
London.

27. A sketch plan of the proposed first floor is

attached, which shows a suggested arrangement of

the accommodation on that floor ; but it is to be
regarded as merely a suggestion, which com-
petitors may modify in any way they may desire.

28. A schedule of provisional requirements is

included, giving the several departments to be
accommodated, their approximate positions in the

general scheme, the names and numbers of the
rooms, Jcc, and their approximate areas ; but
these requirements are subject to revision.

29. Elevations of the London County Council
Works department workshops, which are on the
north boundaiy of the site, are also supplied for

the convenience of competitors ; but it is thought
very desirable that each intending competitor
should visit the site before preparing his design.

•'iO. In considering the designs, the greatest
importance will be attached to simple and con-
venient planning, and it is essential that all parts
of the building should be amply lighted. The
construction is to be fire - resisting material
throughout.

:!1. -Vttention of cotapetitors is invited to the
London Building Acts. 1S94 to 1905, with which
the construction of the building should conform.

:S2. The hall provided in the schedule is to be
planned as to means of exit, &c., in accordance
with the requirements of the London Council
Theatres Regulations.

o'i. The choice of materials to be used for the
building will be left to the discretion of the
competitors.

:it. The sum of £8,50,000 is considered sufficient

to provide a substantial structure suitable for the
Council's purpose, exclusive of embankment
superstructure and furniture, also of any special

foundation which may be necessary.
:i5. The site will be covered with a concrete

raft, the upper surface of which will be at a level

of minus 3'00 < hdnance datum, and upon this raft

the footings of the superstructure must rest.

This concrete raft will be constructed by the
Council.

36. Each competitor must accompany his

design by a short typewritten descripti\'e report
in duplicate, giving all information that may be
considered necessary by the competitor to fully
explain his design.

37. This report is to be accompanied by a type-
written schedule in duplicate, giving the areas of
the accommodation apportioned lo each depart-
ment on each floor, and showing (1) the area of
otlice floor space

; (2) the area of space devoted to

waiting-rooms, storage, i:c. ; (3) a description of
the material and mode of construction proposed
to be adopted, the cubic contents of the building
such cube to be taken from minus 3-00 Ordnance
datum lo the ceiling of the topmost story i. to in-

clude all architectural features, ic, a copy of the
dimensions in which the cvibe is based, and an
approximate estimate of the cost of carrying out
the design must also bo supplied, together with
the detad basis of their estimate, and if the value
is priced at per cube foot the authority for this
price is to be quoted.

3S. Open fireplaces are to be provided in the
principal rooms, in addition to which, the whole

of the building is to be heated by radiators. .\

system of mechanical ventilation is also to be pro-

vided. Accommodation to be shown on the

plans submitted for the necessary plant for both

systems.
'
39. The object of the first stage of the competi-

tion being to obtain a good design and general

scheme, full details of the construction and heat-

ing arrangements need not be shown : but the

general proposals for the heating and ventilation

should be described in the report, together with

any other points competitors may consider neces-

sary for the proper illustration of the scheme

:

but all schemes sent in at the final stage of the

competition must show the intention in regard to

heating and ventilating the various parts of the

building.

40. The competitors are to tint the areas on
each floor allocated to the various departments,

as shown in the following schedule, the shade of

colours given to be adhered to as closelj as

possible.

l^Hrrr is inserted schedule "A," showing the shades

iif colours to he used in indicating the locations of the

departniants.']

il. Each plan is to have clearly marked thereon
the areas of all the rooms, and also a schedule of

the areas apportioned to each department in the

bottom left-hand corner.

42. Each design must be accompanied by a
declaration, signed by the competitor, stating

that the design is his own work, and that the

drawings have been prepared under his own
supervision, in his own oflices, and by his own
staff. The declaration must be enclosed in the

before-mentioned sealed envelope.

ScriEDULE B.

Approximate Areas of the Principal Rooms.

Super Feet.
Committee Eoom 1,000

-VU the plans, with the exception of the block
plan, to be drawn on paper 52in. by 30in., and
mounted on strainers with a 2in. margin.

All the drawings sent in to be in dark brown or

black ink, in line only and in geometrical pro-
jection, but the plans and sections should have
the sectional parts tilled in solid.

In elevations, no washes, shading or hatche 1

shadows for the purposes of embellishment will

be permitted other than flat washes in the
openings.

Strict compliance with these restrictions will be
enforced.

Schedule D
Is an extract from an agreement between the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners for England and the

London County Council, dated October 17, 19 J6,

dealing with the site plans.

Super Feot.
Council Chamber 4.000
Lobby for * 'Ayes" 650
Lobby for "Noes"...... 650
Committee Room 600

900
1,000

„ 750
900

1,200

600

850

, 1,200
83D
8.50

Chairman of Council 550
Secretary 300
Waiting-Room .550

Deputy Chairman ... 550
Vice-Chairman 550

Suitable accom,modation, amounting in the

aggregate to an area of 16,000sq.ft.. for the

general use of members.
The library, which shall be as conveniently

situated as possible to the Council chamber, and a
hall to seat 800 persons are to be provided.

The whole of the principal floor is to be devoted

to the accommodation as set forth in this

schedule, and to the accommodation of those

heads of departments (as set forth below' who
should be located as near the committee rooms as

possible. Such accommodation shoidd consist of

a large room about 500 super, feet for head of de-

partment, a small waiting-room, and also about
three rooms of approximately 350 super, feet each.

These areas are no' to be included in ai'eas

required by the undermentioned departments.

Heads of departments, &c., to be accommodated
on principal floor

—

1. Clerk of the Council. 0. Chief Officer of the Fire
o Comptroller.

"

Brigade.
3. Chief Engineer. 10. Manager of Works.
4. Architect. 11. Chief OtHcer of Tram-
5. Solicitor. ways.
6. Medical Officer of Health. 12. Educational Adviser.
7 Valuer 13. E.xecutive Officer.

8 Statistical Oflicer. 14. Chief Inspector.

SCHEDILE c.

LIST OF DRAWI.VGS.

The whole of the drawings in the preliminary
stage of the competition are to be drawn to a scale

of IGft. to lin., with the exception of the site

plan showing the block plan of the new building
in relation to the immediate surroundings drawn
to a scale of 40ft. to an inch.

Preliminary stage of the competition : Plans of

each floor, elevations of the three principal fa<,'ades,

sections—one longitudinal, one cross thi-ough the
building, showing internal courts, ^tc.

No perspectiie drawings arc to be submitted in

either stage of the competition.

Note (Clause 17).—The successful architects

can amend or redraw their designs for the final

stage of the competition if they so desire.

.\L)I)ITI0X.4L DR.\WIXGS FOR THE FIX.\L ST.iGE OF
THE COMPETITION.

Sections through council chamber and main
staircase. Scale 8ft. to lin.

Detail of a portion of one of the fai^ades. Scale

2ft. to lin.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCI.VTION
SKETCH-BOOK.

THE new volume. No. 10 of the third series,

making No. 34 since the Sketch-book was
started in 1867, has just been issued. Its

character is well sustained, a feature of this

volume being the introduction of folded plates,

due to exceptionally large subjects.

Formerly the illustrations were invariably

executed by lithography, chiefly from litho-

graphic ink tracings prepared for transfer, whieh
greatly hampered the draughtsman and increased

his labour, seeing that special copies of his studies

were necessary before he could contribute to the

Sketch-book. Nowadays the draughtsmin need
only complete his sketch either in pencil, pen
and ink, or wash, and photo-lithography accom-
plishes the rest. The result is that in execution

the plates are more elaborated, and, being mostly
reduced, display a fineness of line and minute-
ness of detail not possible when the thick lines of

amateur lithography were in vogue ; thus a com-
parison between the earlier volumes and the

current parts is instructive in more ways than
one, as showing a general advance in skill of

draughtsmanship and finish, though by no means
a development of vigour and directness of

delineation. Indeed, some of the washed studies

reproduced nowadays, though dashing and
"sketchy" enough, have a flat and dismal ap-

pearance when reproduced in printer's ink, quite

unlike the brilliance often obtained by washes of

transparent water-colour, even in monochromes.
The facility offered by the processes now a%-ail-

able tends to make the draughtsman careless, as

he forgets the need of some regard to the limits

of these mechanical reproductions. The falling

oS in character and artistic value in many illus-

trated periodicals of the present time is largely

due also to the manipulation of photographs,

which are doctored up with brushwork by adepts

in so 'cute a fashion that it is difficult to discover

where the camera work ends and the touching-up

process begins. The genaral result is wooden and
devoid of any artistic merit, individuality, or

permanent interest.

The frontispiece in the present volume is by
Mr. Curtis Green, who departs from the decorative

compositions hitherto a feature in these folios,

and instead occupies the field with a clever, if

somewhat hard, sketch done in 1898 of " a roofless

temple at All HaUows' College." The plates

number seventy-two, and include contributors
.

like Messi-s. C. de CTruchy, James ilcLachlan,

Beresford Pite, J. H. Gibbons, Lionel V. Grace,

andR. Weir .Schultz. Professor Pite's sketch of the

Cloisters, Canterbury, done in 1905, is typical of

his earlier thick-lined penwork, true in perspective

and appreciative of tone, with a facility for in-

cidental detail afforded, for instance, by ihe coal

scuttle, mason's trolly, and scaffolder's cradle,

belonging presumably to the restoration work
then as now in progress. Mr. Chas. J. Thomps m
supplements this perspective sketch by scientific-

ally drawn plans of the groining and a detail

elevation of one bay, besides a general key. We
do not remember seeing a good sketch of the

doorway leading from the Canterbury cloisters

into the Martyrdom, where the old masons'

additions .are to lie .seen intermingling w ith Prior

Chillenden's work making a combination with

the main fabric which is very interesting. The
floor plan of Prior Crauden's Chapel at Ely,

showing the old tiles, drawn by Jlr. U. Drysdale.

is very suggestive, and leads to thoughts of

the encaustic remains in Westminster, where

the tile arrangement was so excellent, and

we are glad to have Mr. F. C. Mear's rearranged
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part plan of the tilinj; for the I.aily Chapel
of Muchelnev Church, Somerset, and good details

of the figured tiles. Several old favourites

still form subjects for the plates, such as < lid

Shoreham Church, Sussex, by JMr. W. D. (juirk.

Mr. William Davidson gives charming draw-
ings of two figure panels from the famous screen

at Ranworth of IGth-century date, while Mr.
James McLachlan contributes details from the

robes of saints on the same masterpiece. Jlr.

H. F. Traylen's detail of the (Jreat North (iates

from Burghley House, near Stamford, deserved

to be shown four times as large as they appear
in the too small print on plate '29. His
general drawings of the mansion are also

relatively small. The sheet of the clock turret in

the central court is better. Jlr. Harold Gibbon's
sheets of the groining of the Apsidal Chapels,

Tewkesbury, are freely handled, workmanlike,
reliable, and so of real \alue. The key plan also

is an advantage. The Campanile of the Duomo
at Florence, drawn by Mr. Matthew J. Dawson,
is a notable addition to the book, which is further

enhanced by the same contributor's detail of the

cornice of the tower. The old font of Siena
Cathedral, by Antonio Federighi (HCl'i), has
often been illustrated, but never more carefully

than in the present study by Mr. E. Rome
tiuthre, who drew it out seven years ago. Mr.
Percy W. Lovell has spared no pains to measure
up and delineate Santa Maria dei Miracoli,

Venice, of which he gives a most excellent mono-
graph, mouldings and the structural details,

thereby deserving many thanks. The Jlihrab in

the Mosque at Cordova, by Al-Hakem (a.h.

961-65), is a truly beautiful piece of work of its

kind, and Mr. Jas. McLachlan gives a detailed

plan of its dome and a section showing its mosaic
decoration in an effective and ethcient manner
worthy of all praise.

THE VENTILATION OF LONDON.

IN reading a paper on the above subject at the
Surveyors' Institution on Jlonday last, Mr.

A. A. Hudson, Barrister (member of the Tribunal
of Appeal under the London Building Acts),

acknowledged that the question was a wide one,

and could only be considered in a very general
way. Not many years since, people were content to

live among sanitary surroundings which successive
Acts of Parliament and regulations of the authori-
ties had taught us now to regard as perfectly
obsolete. Occupiers were now compelled, whether
they liked it or not, to live under different

conditions. What would have been thought a
gross interference with the rights of owners and
occupiers was now submitted to as a matter of
course : but this had not come about without a
severe strain on the pockets of private individuals,
and while everyone desired the general health and
safety of the public, the extent to which private
indviduals should be compensated for interests
sacrificed for the benefit of the community, was a
matter for serious consideration. In submitting
some suggestions with regard to the \entilation of
streets, which he hoped wguld not be thought
unreasonable, the author premised that it was
from the streets that, to a large extent, the houses
must gain their fresh air. Streets, like houses,
depended for their natural ventilation on dif-
fusion and upon the action of thr wind caused
by barometric variations due to differences of
temperature. The general surface of London,
from the point of view of ventilation, was not the
level of the road, but some 40ft. or .inft. above it

;

in the City the level would be higher, A view
from above would show London as a surface of
roof tops intersected by trenches of streets and
holes where squares and parks occurred. When the
Kiver of Air overflowed its banks, the trenches in
one direction would be filled with a flowing
c\irrent, while across that direction they would
have nothing but stagnant air. In the same way
fog would be fcen rolling down streets in the
diiectioB of the air curient, while cross streets
would be practically clear. But the air-current
did not, fortunately. How alwavs in the same
direction, and thus the streets became ventilated
in turn, although, perhaps, at long intervals of
time._ The squares, having generally an opening
at each corner, were, as a rule, well ventilated bv
cross draughts : but there were some areas enclosed
between four rows of houses backing upon them
(internal squares the author called them), which
had very little chance of efficient ventilation. The
relative degree of purity of town, suburban, and
country air had been de.alt with in a Paper bv

Prof. Carnelly, in 1887, before the Koyal Society,

the relative proportions of carbonic acid and
organii- matter present being shown to differ very

greatly indeed. London had the advantage of a

large river flowing through its midst, and of

great parks and open spaces where dew and water

combined to cause draughts, apart from the fact

that the open area enabled the upper strata of the

air to descend. Then again, eddy-winds wore a

very important factor in ventilation, and
in a city like London, having such a varied

roof surface, these played a lonsiderable part.

Round such a building as the Russell Hotel,

even on a fairly calm day. one almost

always fourd a brisk eddy-wind, just as the

face of a h'gh cliff caused an upward draught,

and the presence of a high chimney-shaft

affected the lower chimneys in its neighbourhood.

Flat-pitched roofs, or rows of similar houses,

created few eddies, and were, t'nerefore, bad for

ventilation, which, on the other hand, was pro-

moted by roofs of irregular heights, and frequent

cross streets. The author was even bold enough
to advocate sky signs, contending that they

assisted draughts of air, and arguing that even a

sky-sign could be made a thing of beauty. The
ventilation of streets, owing to strong winds and
house warming, was better in winter than in

summer, but frequent washing of the road sur-

faces in the hot weather would imjirove the venti-

lation, creating currents of air by changing the

temperature. The presence of pure air in the

streets was absolutely necessary, as it was from
these that the houses drew their main supply : but,

at present, the wood-paving, the accumulations of

filth, and the germs introduced by the traffic made
the streets, very often, an obviously undesirable

source from which to draw. The dust-pails out-

side each door were also too frequently a cause of

contamination, while a dust-cart, with the lids

open, was most dangerous. The sewers, again,

were practically ventilated into the streets, how-
ever much they were theoretically sealed ; but

this was, perhaps, better than a system of ventila-

ting pipes which were not carried sufficiently far

above the houses. Barometrical conditions had
much effect on this, and there was, the author

thought, much room for improvement in the pre-

cautions to be taken against this danger to health.

As to windows, it seemed possible that, in future,

they would have to be regarded, where they faced

a street, purely as useful for the admission of light

and certainly not for air, for the air that was let in

was often stagnant or used up, or even if not, was
full of impurities and unhealthy. But whether
healthy or not, the smells from streets were often

unjjleasant, especially from wood pavement and
from ill-managed motor cars; and noise was again

another source I'f discomfort. But beyond all

these enemies let in at the open window, there

was the dust often laden with bacteria and other

dangers to health. Fresh air must be found
somewhere, until liquid air was cheap enough for

general use, and it might be necessary in future

to design houses so that their fronts should simply

supply light, and the air be drawn from above or

perhaps the back. It might possibly be that the

fresh air blowing o\er London might be caught by
screens and drawn down central shafts, or

mechanical means to force air into our houses

might be more used ; but the important point was
that, whatever the means, the source of the inlet

must be pure. The backs of houses were not as a

rule kept as clean as they might be, and such a

gathering ground for fresh air was not always a

desirable one, the author said, and in the neigh-

bourhoods most deficient in ventilation, air drawn
from a fairly open, if dirty street, would be in-

finiteh" preferable to that from the ordinary back
yard, even if the refuse deposited there was not

literally such as could be de.-<cribed as a nuisance.

The spaces at the back of houses should not be

permitted to be closed on all four sides. The law

of right to air was at present very chaotic, and no
definite decision had been gi\en inacate of injury

due to the bottling up of air back area by
building on the only remaining open side.

The puiity of the air "at different heights varied

very considerably, and those inhabiting the top

stories of high buildings had the chance of fresher

air, but at the expense of the dwellers in the

lower stories of the same high buildings, and the

author thought that tall blocks, here and there,

would form health resorts ; while those who lived

in their neighbourhood would have the benefit of

the induced wind-eddies. It had been stated that

at the ground level we existed in a sediment of

bacteria, but the air as we ascended grew purer

and purer until it was bacteriologically sterile.

From his own experience of a flat 60fl. high, he
could aver that a fly was never seen at that height
unless it were brought in on clothes or goods.
This at all events eliminated one source of the
spread of bacteria. On the other hand, the atmo-
sphere of the ordinary town basements was most
injurious, as one could tell from even a brief

experience of a shop basement, although, as I>r.

il. U. Gordon pointed out in his report on the
ventilation of the House of Commons, the dis-

comfort experienced depended largely on the
temperature and humidity of the air, and, as Dr.
J. S. Haldane found, the movement of the air

made it possible to endure, without ill effect, much
greater changes than if it were stagnant. This
question of the ventilation of basements was a

most important one. Again, with regard to the
ventilation of rooms, cubic space was no test

for purity of air, and if the air were impure,
the fact that only a few persons had to

breathe it should not be used as an argument
against providing fresh air. Cubic contents,

if excessive, might even produce the opposite
effect to what one would expect. A bedroom of

:i,000 cubic feet with only the s.ame means of

ventilation as another of 1,000ft. would have the
air less frequently changed. If protection from
fire were necessary for our factories and work-
shops, as it undoubtedly was. it was only one
step more to say that people should be protected
by legislation from injury by foul air, which was
often a more serious danger. And it might not
be long before we .should have not only sanitary
inspectors and fire-apparatus inspectors, but also

air-supply inspectors, and these latter should have
to qualify in a severe test as to their sense of

smell. Dr. Gordon had said that it was exceed-
ingly doubtful if any objective test for the
offensive odour of air polluted by the exhalations

of human beings in a closed room would ever be
equal in delicacy to the test of the subjective

feelings. M. Berthelot, of France, after a series

of exhaustive experiments on the delicacy of the

human sense of smell, decided that it was about a

million times as sensitive to the presence of musk
as was the spectrosiope to the presence of sodium,
and that the latter exceeded the delicacy of the

ordinary chemical test for exhaled carbonic acid

by about the same extent. The sense of smell

being so good a test, some people would, the

author thought, regard the tube railways as a
lesson in subterranean ventilation.

A .short discussion followed, in which Mr. H. T.
Steward, Mr. H. Chatfeild Clarke, Jlr. William
Woodward, Mr. C. E. Allen, and Mr. G. L.

Pepler took part, and a cordial vote of thanks to

the author having been unanimously passed, the

meeting adjourned.

A replica of the late Mr. G. F. Watts's huge
etiuestnan statue known as "Physical Energy," is

being cast for the widow of the famous Royal
Acadamecian, in whose grounds at Guildford it is to

be erected.

The governors of tne Glasgow School of Art,

authorised by Scottish Education Department, have
granted school diplomas to six students. This

diploma is the highest award the school can give, and
entitles the holder to an associateship of the Glasgow
School of Art. The Scottish Education Department
accepts it as a testimonial of professional capacity.

This is the first time that awaids of diplomas have

been made. Eleven candidates submitted works.

Awards :—Drawing and painting, David Forrester

Wilson and Jeanie W. More. Modelling and
sculpture, Phyllis M. C. Archibald. Applied design.

James S. Kennie, Isobel Spence, and Janet R.

Turner.

A proposal for rebuilding the premises of the

Young Men's Christian Association in Peter-street,

Manchester, has been approved at a meeting of

supporters of the institution. The president, Mr.

W. J. Crossley, M.P., said the premises served at

one time as the Manchester Museum, and a feeling

had long prevailed that they were not worthy of the

city. Sir Wilham Houklsworth, hon. treasurer

explained that the proposal was to provide in the

new building everything that a young man living

away from home could reasonably require—com-
panionship, recreation, educational facilities, plunge
bath, gymnasium, and smoke-room. Towards the

estimated outlay of £10,000, £14,000 was promised.

Mr. H. E. Ellis, deputy- electrical engineer of

Cardiff, has been appointed by the Bradford
Electricity Committee to a similar post in the latter

city.

The Royal Aquarium at Rothesay, recently

acquired by Lord Bute, is in future to be carried on
as a museum, his lordship appointing a curator in

connection with the scheme.
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OBITUARY.
We much regret to announce the death, at the

early age of thirty-five years, of Mr. Ainnru
Mauyon Watson, A.R.I.B.A., B.A. London,
of The Red House, Cheshani Bois, Bucks. Mr.
Maryon Watson, who died on Saturday last after

a fortnight's .severe illness from exhaustion

following acute indigestion, was the only

son and the partner of Mr. Thomas II. Watson,
F.R.I. B.A. , of lleathside, Redington-road,

Hampstead, and fl, Nottingham-place, W. He
was articled to his father, and passed through
the Royal Academy Schools, where he gained the

Silver Medal for the best drawing of an example
of English architecture, the subject being Wren's
Library at lyambeth Palace. He also entered as

a student of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, where in 1901 he was awarded
the Institute Silver Medal tor an essay on '

' Street

Architecture
'

' ; two years previously he had been

admitted as an Associate of the Institute by
examination. On the completion of his articles

he travelled .abroad and sjient some time in the

ofSce of Sir Aston Webb, K.A., and then entered

into partnership with his father. At the

Architectural Association his quiet, genial

presence, courteous manner, and ready speech in

discussions will be greatly missed. He was for

some time a lecturer at Tufton-street on
" English Architecture," and last year served the

Association as one of the hon. secretaries. On
relinquishing the post, owing to ill-health, he was
elected to a seat on the Council, and attended a

meeting of that body as recently as three weeks
since. His last appearance at a general meeting
of the Association was on Dec, 14, when, as

reported at the time in our columns, he took part

in the discussion on Mr. W. H. Seth-
Smith's paper on " The Architecture of

Sicily," relating some of his impressions of the
tuildings of the island. Mr. Maryon Watson
was a candidate for the appointment of

Professor of Architecture at Univerity College,

Oower-street, on the death of Mr. T. Roger
Smith ; but Mr. F. M. Simpson, of Liverpool,

was, it will be remembered, chosen for the post.

Only recently Mr. Watson contributed a scholarly

article on "London Street Architecture" to the
Nmetrcnth Criitiiry and After. Just eight months
ago he married the daughter of Mr. William
Ambrose, K.C, late M.P. for Harrow, and wide-
spread sympathy will be felt for the young widow,
as well as for BIr. T. H. Watson. The funeral

service will be held at Hampstead P.arish Churcli
to-day (Fridav) at 10.15a.m., and will be attended
by the Council and Secretary of the Architectural
Association, and the interment will take place at

Kensal Green Cemetery at 11.50.

Proposals have been introduced by the Govern-
ment into the State Parliament of Victoria for
authority to expend large sums of money ui con-
nection with tlie State (Tovernmeut lailways and
for country water supplies. ( )ne measure authorises
the expenditure of .£267, -''>7 ou railway works,
£100,000 on irrigation and water supply, and
£132,743 for other railway and public works. The
estimated expenditure for the country water supply
is £477,502, the principal item being the outlay of

£285,000 in connection with the troulbourn weirand
the Warauga reservoir.

At Monday's quarterly meeting of the Shrewsbury
Town Council, a special committee appointed to

investigate the question of a proposed new approach
to the railway-station from the Abbey Forcgate
district, submitted a scheme which it was estimated
would cost upwards of £0,000, and this scheme was
referred to a committee of the whole council.

Messrs. W. Thomas and Co., contractors, Cardiff,

have recently completed a large block of new offices

for the (-Treat Western Railway company in Cardiff,

the construction of which has been carried out under
the Hennebique system of ferro-concrete. They
are at present carrying out the extensions to the
Institute of Engineers' Buildings, Cardiff, the floors

and Hat roofs of which have been constructed in

ferro-concrete. The designs are by Mr. E. W. M.
Corbett, architect, Cardiff', and Mr. L. G. Mouchel
for the ferro-concrete work.

The committee of the Palermo Hospital invite
landers for the construction of new buddings at an
estimated coat of 2,7»5,53S lire (about £108,222).
Contractors prepared to undertake the work must
send documents (plan, specifications, &c.) to the
secretary of the hospital at Palermo, and deposit an
amount as caution money, not later than eight days
before April 5 next, when tenders will be opened at
4 p.m. Further particulars may be seen at the
Italian Consulate (Jeueral in London, 44, Finsbury-
square, E.C.

BuiltrinsJtelligmtt

EniNHritoii.—The approval of the Treasury

has been given to the proposed expenditure on
the extension of the Supreme Law Courts. The
plans of the extensions have been prepared by Mr.
WilliamT. Oldrieve, F.S.A.Scot., F. S.I. , principal

architect of H.M. Olhce of Works. One of the exist-

ing Outer House Courts is to be entirely abolished,

and part of the space occupied by it is to be taken

up by a passage Oft. wide, leading to a new block

of buildings to the south of the present structure,

the remaining part of the old court being thrown
into the eastmost court, thus making it about 50

per cent, larger than at present. A new court-

room in the new building will be 43ft. long by
34ft. wide. There will, therefore, so far as Outer
House Court accommodation is concerned, be four

courts, as at present, with this difference, that one
will be twice as large and one 50 per cent, larger

than the existing courts, the other two remaining
of the same superficial area as they are now.

Exeter.—Premises in the High-street, two
doors below St. Stephen's Church, have Just

undergone internal transformation for occupation
as a restaurant and confectioner's shop. Four
other High-street properties are also undergoing
either partial or complete reconstruction. No. 55
has been acquired by a firm of Nottingham
chemists, in whose own workshops the material
fittings have been prepared. The architect to

the company is Mr. T. U. Treleavan of Notting-
ham. The new premises above the actual shop
will be built entirely of wainscot oak, left just as

it comes from the adze, the saw. and the chisel

of the liandicraftsman, and all will be held
together with oak pins. The edifice will consist

of three floors, the whole surmounted by a carved
gable, with ape.x crowned by a tapering and
crocketed finial. The contractors are Messrs.

Westcott, .-Vustin, and White, Exeter, and the

clerk of the works is Mr. Pile.

LnxDON County Coincil.—At Tuesday's meet-
ing of this body the Highways Committee brought
up a report as to the construction and reconstruc-

tion for electrical traction of tramways during
1907-8. It is proposed to arrange during the

year for the electrification of about 483 miles of

track, or nearly 25 route miles, at a capital ex-

penditure of about £2,000,000. The report was
adopted. Upon the recommendation of the High-
ways Committee an estimate of £37,800 was
agreed to in respect of the construction of a tram-
way on the conduit system of electrical traction

from the existing lines in Grove-v.alo, via ti-oose

Green and Peckham Kye. to Stuart's-road, Peck-
ham. A sum of £30,000 was also voted in respect

of the equipment of a sub-station at Forest Hill

for the working of certain existing and authorised
lines, .and a sum of .£87,100 in respect of the re-

construction for electric traction of the existing
tramways from Greenwich-road to the < )belisk,

Lewisham, via South-street and Lewisham-road,
and the construction of a junction line between
these hnes via Blackheath-ioad and the existing
electric tramways in Deptford High-street. .Vfter

some discussion the estimate for the new tram-
ways from Putney to Harlesdon via Hammer-
smith was withdrawn for the present. It was
decided to proceed to proceed at ence with the
elei-tritication of the tramways from Aldgato to

Stamford Hill via Cambridge-road. Mare-street,
and Lower and Upper Clapton-roads, and esti-

mates amounting to £217,000 were passed for

that purpose, in addition to £50,850 for the con-
struction of a car-shed and sub-st,ations in con-
nection with the new line. The salary of Mr.
E. .1. Harper, statistical officer, w.as raised from
£1,000 to £I,100ayear, .and of Captain Hamilton,
chief of the fire brigade, from £900 to £1,000.
The Council accepted the transfer of the Royal
Female School of .Vrt, (Jueen-square. Bloomsbury.

LoxiKiKE.—Having undergone extensive re-
novation in the past six months, the ancient
parish church of Loxhore, near Barnstaple, was
reopened on the 7th inst. Tho old plaster roof
has been replaced by one with o.ak ribs, with
carved bosses. There is a new chancel arch in

oak, with tracery, the tie-beam, supported by
carved angels, being surmounted by an oak cross,

with carved patress. The old square-headed
windows have given way to new windows in
Doulting stone, tilled in with cathedral glass, and
at the west end of the church a carved-oak screen
has been I'rected, forming a vestry. The 15th-
century oak pillars have received attention also.

A new b'ock floor has been laid throughout the

church. The improvement scheme has cost about
£800. The architect wa-s Mr. G. H. Fellowes
Prynne, F.R.I.B.A., of Queen Anne's Gate, and
the contractors were Messrs. Bryant and Son, of

Barnstaple.

Westminstek R.C. Cathedral.—Monsignor
Hewlett, the Administrator of Westminster
C'athedral, writes that, *'the nresent artificial

lighting of the interior is only a temporary ar-

rangement, pending the time when some generous
benefactors will enable us to take in hand the

permanent instalment of electric-lighting. At
present there is no money in hand for this

purpose : but the need for better lighting is be-

coming more and more apparent as the congrega-

tions increase. Tenders have been received from
some of the leading fines of electrical engineers

for lighting the cathedral, according to plans

drawn up by the architect, and the approximate
cost is calculated to be about £1,000." The
Bishop of Arindela, the hon. treasurer, thus
states the financial position :

'
' Excluding the

cost of the site, the total expenditure on
the cathedral building, the cathedral hall,

and the cloisters has been £235,420. There
is still, as is stated in the preceding section,

money available for some of the chapels and also

for other fixed purposes. But on the general

building account of the cathedral there is a deficit

of £8,391, temporarily covered by a loan, on
which interest is paid at 3J per cent. To repay
this loan, and for the payment of further deco-

rative or necessary work (including adequate
electric lighting), contributions are now needed.
To complete the decoration of the cathedral, with
all its marble and mosaic work, large and generous
contributions would be required during many
vears.

'

'

The building committee appointed by the con-
gregation of John Knox parish church, .\berdeen,

to report on a scheme for extended accommodation,
recommended the erection of a new church, on the
site of the existing building, at an estimated cost of

£0,000.

The construction of a gigantic chimney is con-

templated at Great Falls, Montana, U.S.A. The
height of the chimney from the top of the fonnda-
tions is to be 506ft., or 46ft. more than the highest

chimney at present in existence, which is the one of

4G0ft. at Frieburg, in Germany. The stack in con-

templation wdl have an internal diameter at the top

of 50ft. , and an external diameter at the bottom of

75ft. It is intended for the purpose of carrying off

4,000,000 cubic feet of gases a minute from smelting
furnaces. The chimney will weigh 16,000 tons,

and will take a year to buUd, the estimated coat

being £40,000.

Colonel A. G. Purnford, K.E., an inspector of

the Local Government Board, held an inquiry at the

Audit House, Southampton, on Friday, into the

application of the corporation for borrowing powers
ill respect of £150 for a storm water sewer to drain

the Polygon Estate, £500 for the purchase of horses,

£700 for street improvement in Kingsley-road, and
£S00 for the reconstruction of the swimming-bath
at Northam.
The strike of the Macclesfield quarrymen, after

lasting two months, Mas been settled, the employers
having conceded better prices and improved working
conditions.

The Essex County Council have approved plana

for the erection of a school for technical instruction,

upon ground situated between North Hill and .

Balkerne-lane, Colchester, and at present utilised

as a market garden.

A three days' inquiry held by Major Stewart,

R.E., Local Government Board inspector under the

Housing of the Working Classes Acts, was concluded

at Sunderland on Saturday. The Sunderland Rural
District Council applied for sanction to borrow
£21,500 to erect dwellings for the mining popu-
lation, and they had the support of the Durham
County Council. The application attracted con-

siderable attention owing to its being the first

of the kind since the passing of Mr. Balfour's

Housing Act, 1903, by which increased facilities were
given for raising loans.

At the last meeting of the town council of Dart-
mouth, a letter was received from the solicitors of Mr.
Montagu Luke, architect, of Plymouth, with respect

to the claim made by him for designs, ire, for the

new municipal buildings. The solicitors pointed

out that Mr. Luke was still desirous of an amicable

settlement, but failing any satisfactory reply being

received during the course of the next week a writ

would be issued without further notice. The town
clerk stated that the claim amounted to £231, and

included fees for visits, railway fares, ko.. Mr.

Rowe said ilr. Luke agreed to do the work for £70,

and he had not yet lultilled his contract. The subject

was referred to the works committee.
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COMPETITIONS.
Camiii sNEi'HAx.—From a number of com-

petitive plans for the reconstruction of Berryhill
School, whirh has been condemned by the
Education Department, the school board" have
adopted the jilans prepared by Jtr. Cowie,
architect, showing a reconstructed school to

accommodate tiOO sciiolars. and suit modern
requirements at an estimated cost of £2,3o0.

SAt.FiiRi) RcivAi. Hosi'iTAi..—At a meeting of
the board of management of the Royal Hospital
held on Thursday in last week, the report of the
extension committee was presented on the recent
competition of designs for the enlargement of the
hospital. Mr. Keith D. Young, F.IM.B..\., who
was nominated by the London Koyal Institute nf
British -Vrchitects to act as assessor, advised thatthe
three premiums of C.JO, £'-iO. and £'211 be awarded
to the authors of designs "F," '•!-),"' and "E"
respectively, and on the recommendation of the
extension committee was adopted by the board. It

was announced that the author of design " F " was
Jlr. John Ely, F.R.I. 15. A., of King-street West,
Manchester. The plans sent in by the eight
competing architects will be publicly exhibited in
due course. The board decided unanimously that
the extension committee should issue an urgent
appeal for £70,0011 to enable them to carry out the
complete scheme of extension, which includes the
purchase of land.

CHIPS.
The parish church of Great Bricett, near Stow-

market, Suffolk, was reonened after restoration on
Wednesday week by the Bi'5hop of Ipswich.

Crownhill Wesleyan Church was reopened, after
renovation, on Saturday. The principal feature of
the scheme has been the addition of n transept to
accommodate 60 persons. Xew seating has been
provided throughout, as well as a new rostrum ;

whilst the walls have been repainted and decorated.
Three gas-radiators have also been added. In the
new transept two stained-glass windows have been
placed. The contractor was Mr. J. Paynter. of
Mutley, whilst Mr. Haughton, Courtenay-street,
Plymouth, was the architect.

The Dartford I'rban District Council have revised
the arrangements of the sanitary staff. Four
inspectors, including Mr. (Joreham, had each been
receiving £l.'iO a year, but the council promoted Mr.
(ioreham as Chief Inspector at £'200 a year, and
placed his old district in charge of an assistant
inspector at :j,is. a week. A member has given
notice that the salaries of the three other inspectors
be reduced to £100 a ytar.

In the House of Commons on Tuesday, Mr. Burns
gave notice of his intention on an early day to intro-
duce a Bill to amend the Housing of the Working
Classes Acts, ISHO to 19o:i, as a measure which was
promised in the King's soeech two hours previously
and of a Bill relating to the law of valuation.

In response to letters from the Hendon I'rban
Distnct Council, Sir Richard Nicholson, clerk to the
Middlesex County Council, has intimated that the

. /5''u'''^^
"'"^ tramways committee have in-

structed the county solicitor and county engineer to
at once take the necessary steps to endeavour to
acquire by agreement the land required to widen
the i^dgware-mad in the district of Hendon
throughout to .">Oft.

At the last Consistory Court of the Dioce'=e of
Norwich citations were issued tor a faculty for the
erection of a stained-gla^s window in the West end
of the aisle of the parish church of Mulbarton, and
also for a faculty for the erection on the east wall
of the iiorth transept of the parish church of
I-eiston of a has relief in metal, both as memorials.

Mr. James A. Varey A.M.I.C.E., for the past

iSl K^*"" '? ?" ^^'^^ municipal engineer's
office, has recently been uppainted assistant engineer
to the Imgitinn Department of the Ceylon Govern-
ment, at a sjilary oiri.neiicing at £:!OII for the first
year, increasing to iUOU in the third year of his
service.

The town councd of Birkenhead, at their lastmeeting appointed Mr. J. W. M. Richardson.
A.M.IustC.E., as water engineer, ,at a salary of
£-100 per annum. Mr. Richardson has been actino-
in this position tVom 1001, and before that date h%
did the bulk of the work falling to the lot of thewater engineer. At the same meeting it was agreed
to carry a 1 lin. pumping main from Spring HillWaterworks to the Flaybr.ck Hill reservoir, for thepurooseot mixing water for distribuUon. The workwul cost £.i,300.

The Birkenhead Corporation are making appUca-

i^°
^

'.'?r
]-°^ '^'^J^rnment Board for sSnction toborrow 1 1,18.3 tor the purx^hase oi land required bv

the health committee for the purpose of erectio.'
workmen's dwelUugs for 12S persons thereon

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our con-e.spondents. All comraunieatiims should be
drawn up as briefly as po.ssible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EUITOH of the Bcii.Diva
Nfws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Pa.s,sa^e, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the statf by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other commumcations are sent at contributors' risk-s, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-olBce Orders to be made payable
The Strand Newspapeb Compavv, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :
— •' Tuneserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NO-nCE.
Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 123. each, by post
12s. 9A.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLIX., Lin., LXI., LXII., LXrv'., LXV., LXVt.,
Lx^^T., Lxvrn., lxix., lxxi., Lxxn., Lxxm.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVII., LXXtX.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII.. LXXXHI., LXXXFV.,
Lxxxv., Lxxxvi., lxxx\t:i.. Lxxxvni..
LXXXIX.. and XC. may still be obtained at the same
rrice ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of fonner volumes are, how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Bcildiko News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (po.st free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United Stiites, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium. £1 6s. Od. (or X^fr. 30e.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all ofHcial
advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the fh^t
line counting as two, the minimum charge being os. for
four hues.

The charge for Auctions, Ijand Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the tirst line counting as twol, the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on apphcation
to the Fublisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for '* Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted" and "Part-
nerships." is OSE ShII.LIN'O FOK TWRSTY-FOI'R WORDS,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
Ailv^nis^mi'itts must be prepaid.

*,' Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,
W.C, frt'i^ "J' charqe. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advei-tiseraents on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the olfice by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received.— P. J. and Co.—R. M. S.—D. and Co., Ltd.—
H. and H.-F. M.H.—L.—S. and S.—Oval.-S. P. T.—
W. H. S. and Son.-P.—H. and R.-F. and Co.—C. P.
—A. and Co., Ltd.—Bex. -J. M. S.—M. and P.—
Extras.

Grapiio.—Yes.

TvSKsiDER.—Cannot say.

J. O.—Thanks, will use soon.

Emo.-It seems purely a matter of account.

S. J. L.—The firm dropped out of our pages some months
since, so we presume it ceased to e.xist.

Banksioe.—They are not people we recommend. Go to

S. Putney, 149, Harrow-road, W.
FoRTV.—We have used the ".Sheet steel pipin?." made
by the Sturtevant Engineering Co., 147, tiueen Victoria-
street, with satisfaction. Write them for their catalogue
B80.

T. C.—The Luxfer prisms will do what you want. See
their "canopy"' arrangement as illustrated in their
advt.

Ai.oOL.^Tbe most likely place for the bevelled fflass is

John M. Newton's, 21, Charles-etreet, Hatton Garden,
E.C.

F. W, Beech.—The old " Eniployment Registry" trick I

If we published your letter we should only advertise
them.

Mr. W. T. O. Toope, retired builder, of High-
street, Totnes, died on Friday, aged S6. i

C0ritsp0tti)cnce.

THE INSTITUTE .SILVER MEDAL PRIZE.
To the Editor of the Buildino Nkw8.

Sill, — After reading the account of the
"Students' Xight at the Institute" in the
Bi iLurxo Xews for Feb. S, I feol that I should
now make a clear statement of the circumstances
which led up to my verbal refusal on that occasion
of a "Certificate of Honourable Mention" in
connection with the measured drawings competi-
tion, and I would therefore be very much obliged
if you would insert the following account of same
in your next issue.

Jan. 23. An announcement appeared in the
liidldcrs' .loin-niil that the Institute measured
drawings medal had been withheld, and certifi-

cates of honourable mention awarded to another
gentleman and myself.

,lan. 23. I wrote to Secretary R.I.B.A., stating

that as I felt that the merit of the work submitted
was quite equal to the usual standard, I thought
that there must be some error in the above-men-
tioned announcement, and asking for confirmation
cr correction of the same. As this letter and the-

official awird crossed in the post no reply was
necessiiry, so I received no reply.

Jan. 24. Koceived from Secretary R.I.B.A.
official announcement of the said award, dated
.Ian. 23, which confirmed what had appeared in
the Jiifildcrs^ Journal.

Jan, 31. After due consideration concerning
the award, I wrote to the Secretary R.I.B.A. as

follows :

—

Dear Sir,—I wish to withdraw my drawings of
Migdalen College, Oxford, entirely from the measured
drawmgs competition, as I feel that, on this occasion, the
award can scarcely have been influenced solely by the
merit of the work submitted. I shall be in London on
S-iturday or Monday, when I shall call for the drawings.
—Yours faithfully, R. Wvnn Owen.

Please note t'lat this letter was written prior to

the issue of the Bviliuni; News of Feb. 1, in
which it was stated that it seemed somewhat
hard lines for the prize to be withheld.

Feb. 2. I had an interview with the Secretary,

R.I.B..\., at No. il. Conduit-street, and was asked
to send in another letter addressed to the
"R.I.B.A. Council," stating some reason other

than that expressed in the above letter, for the
withdrawal of the drawings.

Feb. I. In deference to the above request, I

wrote the following letter to the R.I.B.A.
Council, and went and waited for a reply at No. 9,

Conduit-street.

THE COCSClL OV THE BOVAL INSTITUTE OP BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

Gentlr-men,—I wish to withdraw the measured draw-
ings of Magdalen College, O-xford, which I submitted
recently in competition for the " silver medal." and should
be pleased if you would instruct your se.Tetary to hand
sime over to me.
During the three weeks which I spent at Magdalen

College measuring the buildings, considerable interest in

the work was evinced by the Estates Bursar of the Col-

lege, as prior to my survey there were no plans of the

place on record. I therefore made my survey comprise
all the older portion of the premises —».'-., about 100 yards
square—and plotted the work aejurately on the spot, so

that my sketches are practically a cjmplete set of draw-
ings in themselves.

Since the drawings have been in London I have received

a request that they should be sent to Oxford for the in-

spection of the College authorities. I am anxious to

comply with this re [uest, and have come up from Ijiver-

pool for the purpose of taking the drawiuijs to Oxford.
I shall await your reply at No. 0, Conduit-street, while

your meeting is in progress, so that, should you wish to

see me with regard to this matter, I shall ha at your
service,—I am. Gentlemen, yours faithfully,

R. 'iVvNN OWKN.

Please note that this letter is not merely a re-

quest that my drawings should be handed over to

me as a favour, but a definite withdrawal " of

same with some information c jnceriiing the survey

added merely by way of information.

I received a verbal reply to the effect that my
drawings would be at my disposal on the follow-

ing (Tuesday) morning, and that the secretary

would communicate with me. The drawings
wore handed to my representative as promised,

but I have not yet received the secretary's com-
munication.

Feb. 4. In the evening I attended the dis-

tribution of prizea at the Institute as a spectator,

when I was called up to receive the before-meUT

tioncd certificate, which, from lack of any
alternativeline of action. I thendedined, addressing
to the President the following words :

—

"lean scarcely express, sir, what I wish to say; bat
when I reflect upon the large amount of hard work and
time, which I bestowed upon my measured drawings of

Magdalen College, Oxford, I regret to say, sir, that, in
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justice to myself, I am quite unable to accept thi-* certifi-

cate which has been 30 kindly awarded tome. I deeply

regret that circumstances have so ordered thinf * thit it is

to you, sir, that I have to address these remarks, as I have
the highest regard for you personally, as also for the

Council of the Institute, and I trust that you will accep",

as the justification of ray present attitude the fact th it

there are occasions when a man feels rajrally bjund to

say clearly what he thmks."

The fact that I attended this meeting in morn-
ing dress should be sufficient to indicate that I did

not contemplate that any presentation would be

made to me.
Here allow me to point out that in the report of

" The Students' Xight at the Institute" in the

BiiLDiNT. News for Feb. 8, I am reported as

having referred to the certificate as a " mere

piece of paper." ' I gave utterance to no such

expression. I am by no means an exponent of

vulgarity.

This report further seems to infer that my
refusal to receive the certificate was perhaps to

some extent influenced by the remark in the

BciLDiNti News of Feb. 1 to the effect that " it

seemed somewhat hard lines for the prize to be

withheld." By way of correcting this idea, may I

refer j'ou back to my letter of Jan. 31 to the

Secretary R.I.B.A., a letter written prior to the

issue of the paper containing the above quoted

remark, from which it will be seen that I was not

influenced towards the line of action which I

adopted by any external source.

With reference to your somewhat sporting

simile, I may say that 1 have participated keenly

in the two games referred to, but fail to see that

there is any analogy between the simile and the

incident in question.

Your final remark—" It will be long, we fear,

before the perpetrator of this indiscretion wiU live

down its effects"— is, I think, rather strongly

expressed and somewhat vindictive in tone, even

when I take into consideration the fact that the

writer was not cognisant of all the circumstances

of the case upon which he was commenting, and
I now trust that you will, hy the aid of your paper,

enable me to show clearly that there is nothing

which it is necessary that I should, to quote the

phrase you used, "live down."
First an award which concerns me is communi-

cated to the Press before it is communicated to

me ; then I withdraw my drawings entirely from
the competition by letter to the Secretary R.I.B. A.

;

then, at the request of the Secretary R.I.B.A., I

write a second letter direct to the Council, again

withdrawing my drawings : then I am publicly

asked to accept a certificate, and, from lack of any
alternative line of action, I have to decline same
verbally.

After the perusal of this account, I trust that

it will be clear to all members of the profession

that I was justified in acting finally as I did
— i.e.. in declining the certificate verbally.

The question of whether I was right in declining

the award at all does not in any way affect the

case, for every man has a perfect right to refuse

anything, and, provided he does so politely, I

take it that no one should have any cause to find

fault with him for doing so.

To withdraw my drawings was, I think, the

most polite way in which I could have declined

the award.
In conclusion, 1 deeply regret to say that a

letter, dated Feb. 6, and directed to Jlr. T. E.

Collcutt, the President, at his business address,

explaining the above circumstances and expressing

regret that he had been involved in such an
incident, has not up to the present called forth

any acknowledgment.
i$y giving publicity to these remarks in the

pages of the Biiliunu News you will greatly

assist in the removal of an unjust stigma which,

I am sorry to say, your remarks in the Bi'ii.iiin(;

News of Feb. 8 have certainly tended to foster.

—1 am, &c., U. WvXN' OwEX.
60, Caatle-street, Liverpool.

[We are glad to note Mr. Owen's disclaimer of

the words which we attributed to him. He spoke
in a low voice, and with his back to the room.
We may have mistaken what he said.

—

Ed.]

be numbed, nor a facile pencil be crippled, because

an architect has received a scientific training and

has addressed himself to the practical branches of

his profession. I also agree with him that the

Associates should number at least one-half of the

Members of Council.

I am sorry that I have not the pleasure of the

acquaintance of Mr. H. S. Goodhart-Pender,

who, in your last week's issue criticises Jlr.

Bonner's contentions, nor have I any knowledge

of his executed works ; but without an introduc-

tion to either, I can form a very fair idea of his

architectural style by reading between the lines

of his letter, and I am quite sure that the gentle-

men he refers to will be delighted with the

encomiums which he is good enough to pass upon
their works. 1 must ask him to forgive me if I,

with some knowledge of the works of the gentle-

mim he selects for his praise venture to entirely

differ from the conclusions at which he arrives.

This is. however, leading us into the region of

" taste," a broad field in which it is so easy to

lose oneself. Mr. tioodhart-Pender's references

to the competition for the new County Council Hall

betray such delightful innocence that it is quite a

pleasure to read them ; but I do not think that

the provincial architects who have erected the

magnificent buildings one finds in Manchester,

Liverpool, and Birmingham will be equally

pleased with the reference he makes to them.

With some knowledge of the works executed by
provincial architects, Mr. Goodhart-Pender will

allow me to observe that I could, if I dared, name
two or three of the selected eight architects for

the County Council Hall competition who are in

their iiifciiifi/ as regards the designing of struc-

tures requiring great grasp of the important con-

sideration of " planning."
Jlr. Goodhart-Pender appears to think that

Mr. Bonner's criticism of the Council of the

Institute is undignified ; but I have arrived at

the conclusion that Mr. Goodhart-Pender's letter,

with the (no doubt) unsolicited booming of cer-

tain architects, is very much more undignified,

and entirely outside the question which Mr.
Bonner has so opportunely brought forward in

his letter which appeared in the Bcildixo News.
— I am, i-c, Wm. Woouw.\ri), F. R.I.B.A.

13, Southampton-street, Strand, W.C., Feb. 7.

standard book dealing with hospital construction,

and equally cultivated the society of medical men
with the one main object in view.

Is this man to be debarred from entrance to a

competition because he, forsooth, has never been

entrusted with the carrying out of a hospital,

either through social interest, or by direct com-
mission or from other cause '^

It is because I consider this a imst pernicious

procedure, and one that ought to be abolished,

that I write as above.— I am, &c.

K. G.VMMELL.

',», Mitre-court Chambers, Temple, E.G.

SiH.—In the commencement of his last letter

Mr. Herbert W. Wills begs the whole matter at

issue between us when he say that " a competition

has it5 rnixoii il'i'tre in the wish to obtain the best

design for a particular subject. This is true

enough so far as large buildings are concerned,

with regard to which I am entirely in agreement

with Mr. Wills ; but it frequently happens that

building owners desire to see alternative schemes

from several architects for such little things as

church porches and infant schools, costing only a

few hundred pounds. In such cases an open

competition would be an absurdity, yet all the

architects practising in a town of 10,000 in-

habitants may be as keen to erect, say, the local

polic '-station" as their great London compeers

would be to enter for a Royal Pa ace. Restriction

is fully justified in such a "case to those practising

in the immediate neighbourhood.—I am, &c.,

M.S.A

PROPOSED NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
MONUMENTAL SCULPTORS.

Sir,—As the result of a correspondence I com-

menced in another journal last August, it has been

decided to hold a preliminary meeting for discuss-

ing this proposed association, electing a committee,

&c. The meeting will be held at the Cannon-

street Hotel, London, on the afternoon of Tuesday,

March 12, at 3 o'clock, to be followed by a dinner

at 8 o'clock. The meeting is only open to master

sculptors and masons, by ticket only, which should

be applied for not later than March 3 of me, the

undersigned.—I am, lS:c.,

William BoRKOwn.iLE.

Durham-road, Sunderland.

R.I.B.A.

Sir,—Mr. Horace T. Bonner's letter in your
last but one week's issue contains most interesting

reading, and whether we agree with his general
views, or whether we do not, we should all com-
mend him for the attention he is paying to the
working of the R.I.B.A., and his evident desire

to improve it.

I have over and over again said, and I endorse
Mr. Bonner's view, that artistic abilities need not

OPEN v. RESTRICTED COMPETITIONS.
Sill,—As in your leading article in the Bvild-

iN-o News for January 18 you evidently consider

the motions I brought up ot some importance, I

hazard it that you will grant me space to point

out that your attitude in commenting on open v.

restricted competitions is (unless you afford me the

facility of replying) itself of a restricted nature.

It is neither desirable, nor would it be

reasonable for me to deal with your criticism

in detail ; but one particular paragraph I must
strenuously protest against. It is that one which
runs as follows:—"Sometimes all architects are

invited by advertisement in the first instance to

apply for admission to compete, stating that they

are willing to do so, and setting forth what
buildings ot a similar nature to the one now con-

templated they have hitherto carried out or been
engaged upon. This enables ihe promoters to

select only men of experience from whom satis-

factory schemes may be expected. From the
promoter's point of view, it is one of the best

methods possible of securing what they want at a

reasonable expenditure of time and money ; but

it is naturally not so satisfactory to the young
and unknown man."

I would answer this by asking another question.

How is any architect " for the first time " to

qualify for admission y The answer will possibly

be suggested by somo, that a statement of having
been head assistant for some years to an architect

noted for the particular class of building under
consideration, would undoubtedly be sufficient

to secure a /ur(« .stmir/,. T'nfortunately, I know
this not to be the case. How, then, is a young
or middle-aged architect to succeed in securing
admission ': I will quote one instance of an archi-

tect of my acquaintance who for the past eight

years has devoted himself heart and soul to the

study of hospital construction in the hope of one

day winning a competition. In company with
other architects and members of the medical pro-

fession, he has devoted much time to hospital and
sanatoria competition work, has further gone to

the expense and trouble of visiting architecturally

uninteresting towns abroad, solely in order to

study a building recognised as being of a de-

sirable standard ; has assiduously assimilated every

5tttercammunicati0tt»
« »

«

Q UESTIONS.

[12-253.] -Dams.—What is a good formula for calcu-

lating sections of concrete and earth dann, &c., for

reservoirs and lakes ! Can you recommend a good

practic il book on this subject .'—B. B.

HEPLIES.

ri-2252.1—Dry Earth System.— "Sanitary Engineer-

ing," pubUshed K>il bv B. T. Batsford, High Holbom,

W.C., is perhaps the most up to date, and gives some

illustrated pages on earth-closets, &c.—Rehest's Pabk.

The Board of Trade have recently confirmed the

County of Middlesex Light Railways (Extension

and Lands) Order, 1907, authorising the construc-

tion of a light lailway in the parish of Wembley
(being an extension ot the light railways authorised

by the County of Middlesex Light RiUways Order,

iy03), and the taking of lands lor wideumg roads

on which the said light railways will be laid in the

parishes of Heudon, Southgate, and Edmonton.

Mr. Ernest George Dale, builder and contractoi,

Ipswich, died at his residence. The Laurels,

Blamford-road, in that town, on Wednesday, aged

sixty years. He was contractor for the War De-

partment for the Ipswich district, and carried out

much house building and other work. For many-

years he was a member of the Ipswich School Board,

and was prominently aisociated with Freemasonry

and friendly societies, and the Volunteer movement in

the town.

The death occurred on Saturday at Blackpool of

Mr. George Worthington, plumber, for a number of

years a member of the towncouncU. Mr. Worthing-

ton was the inventor of several patents in connection

with the engineering trade.

A movement is on foot in the diocese of Llandaff

for the erection ot a memorial to the late Bishop

Lewis, -who for twenty-one years presided over the

see. The memorial will take the form of a mural

tablet or monument, with a figure in relief of the

bUhop, which it is intended to place in Llaudatt

Cathedral. The cost is estimated at £600, and the

execution of the work will be entrusted to Mr.

Goscombe John, R.A.-
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Our Jllusttati0ns.
v'

MAPTIST COLLEGE,

The new Baptist College buildings at Bristol are
proposed to be erected on an elevated site, near
the University College Buildings and the Grammar
School, from which there is a tine prospect across
the city in the direction of the Meudip HiUs.
The College is to be residential, and will cont;iin

studies and bedrooms for fourteen students, with
provision for an extension to take six more
students. It will have library, museum, dining-
hall, common room, principal's residence, and the
necessary offices. Bath stone will be used for
dressings and facings, and the roofs will be
covered with, possibly, stone tiles. The cost of
the buildings, exclusive of site, A:c., is estimated
at about ilG.OOO. The architects are Messrs.
Oatley and Lawrence, of Baldwin-street, Bristol.

.sovxn roKCH, s.^xta makia maggiore, hergamo.

Bergamo is one of those striking cities of North
Italy, placed right beneath its great Alpine walls.
It is divided into two towns, the older built upon
a. low buttress of the mountain range, and crowned
by ii most interesting and picturesque group of
building.s, amongst which is the church of Santa
Maria iSlaggiore, the great architectural feature
of the city. This is a very tine Early Romanesque
/•hurch, with additions of various dates. It has two
magnificent porches, of which the south one is the
subject of my drawing. Street says of these in
his " Brick and Marble in the Middle Ages "

:—
•' Both are placed against the western half of the
gable against which they are built, with a
pleasant ignorance of tho'se new-fangled ideas
of regularity of plan which are the curse of
modern architeuts." Certainlv the painter who
.i-ares for picturesqueness will endorse this opinion,
and the irregularity and variety in the design of
Sta. Maria Maggiore are jiarts of its interest and
charm. The date of the porch is tixed by an
inscription upon it, giving the name of the
.architect (Magister Johanes Campiglio) and
the year 1360. -'When the church is entered,
the reason for the apparently eccentric position of
the porches is seen. Thev are so placed to give
more space for the altar to the east of the
transepts, and the successful effect is o-ood
evidence that no artist need ever aistress himself
about a want of regularity, if it is the result of
a. little commonsense attention to convenience in
the arrangement of his plan." ^Ibid). The porch
on the north side is even more artistic than that
on the south, and there are many otlier features
of ihe church of great interest to architects. At
the side of Sta. Maria -Maggiore is the Capella
Colleom, of much later date, showing some of the
over-elaboration of the less satisfactory periods of
the Italian Uenaissance. Some of its" details are
however, very delicate, and it contains very tine

KOYAL academy PRIZE DESIGV
TlUlMPHAL ARCH. <--

This is a design for a triumphal arah in memory
of the Heroes of the Boer War. This subject

was one of the four given during the year to be

worked out in the Koyal Academy Architectural

School. In treatment I have endeavoured to

follow the Roman examples which, seem to me to

realise the true spirit in this class of monumental
design. F. J. Watson IIart.

WELLINGTON COLLEGE DINING-IIALL, ETC

This drawing, from the Royal Academy Exhibition

last summer, shows an unexecuted design submitted

in competition in June, 190.5. The building was
to contain a large new dining-hall for the general

use of the school, and a common room, dining-

room, and billiard-room for the masters, accom-
modation for the matrons and steward, kitchens,

and all offices connected with the dining-hall, as

well as bedrooms for matrons and women servants.

The building was intended to have been carried

out in red brick and Portland stone, and the roof

was to have been covered in green Westmoreland
slates. It was intended to connect the covered

colonnade or terrace in front of the hall with the

school buildings to right and left of it, by means
of a covered arcade. Edward Warren.

OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE.

The inlaid Jacobean Hutch Chest illustrated on
this sheet of sketches has shallow drawers between
the two tiers of cupboards, and throughout it is

inlaid with bone and ebony, so set forth as to

give a moulded effect to the octagonal treatment
of the door panels. The Chairs and Cromwellian
Table, dated 1649, are self-explanatory, and are

typical of the traditional work of the Common-
wealth, when the dress of the people seems to

have so well accorded with their solid and
ponderous furniture.

THE COTTAGE, BEECH, NORTH STAFFS. t

This house has just been completed. It stands

on an exceptionally fine site commanding views
of six counties. The materials used were common
bricks covered with cement roughcast, the wood-
work painted Saxon green, Hartshill sandy-faced
tiles for roofs. Most of the internal woodwork is

of pitch-pine (stained). The sewage is treated

bacteriaUy on the .site. Mr. T. Godwin was the

/guilder, and the plumbing and decorating has

been executed by Mr. T. Adams, of Hanley.
Mr. G. H. T. Robinson, of Wolverhampton, is

the architect.

ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION, 1907.

WE are officially informed that the day for

sending in architei'tur.al drawings to the

Royal Academy this year will be Thursday,
March 2S. Paintings will go in on Saturday,

March :iO, and on Tuesday, .\pril 2. This un-

usual arrangement of days is due to Good
Friday and Easter Day. Sculpture will be
received on Wednesday, April Z.

This intimation will be of service to our
contributora resident out of England. Corre-

\/ sponjing with previous years, as a mutual
arranLtement, we are prepared to receive drawings
forwarded to us prepaid, and ready for ex-

hibition in accordance with the Royal Academy
rules, and to send them in for our contributors on
the above date. Every drawing must be gilt-

framed and glazed, having a label attached, with

the title of the work plainly written, and name
and address of the author. This information mu.st

likewise appear on the back of frame. Wide
margins add much to the risk of rejection, and
should be avoided. A letter addcessed to the

Secretary of the Royal Academy must accompany
every consignment of drawings, giving names
and titles for the compiling of the catalogue.

A'o contrihutoi ma>j Mthinf nfirr tlitiii tht'c:i ivork^

for exhibition.

We suggest to our friends that it is a mutual
(^advantage when drawings reach us early, in order

that reproductions may be made before the

exhibits go in ready for illustration after the

opening of the galleries in May. We shall be

obliged if this request is complied with as far as

possible and it is understood that drawings
entrusted to our keeping in this way may be

copied for publication as already mentioned.

Correspondents abroad wanting drawings framed
must send postal orders at the same time to cover

cost of such charges, for which we cannot other-

wise hold ourselves responsible.

The section of Messrs. Crompton and Co.'s, Ltd.,

works at Chelmsford devoted to the manufacture of

small motors, arc lamps, ai d projectors has recently

been extended. These shops were completed in

1902, and have already been enlarged once.

The new Avonvale Road Mission Hall, which has
been built by the church of St. Luke's, Barton Hill,

Bristol, was opened on Saturday. The site is at the
junction of Avonvale and Great Western roads, and
the buildings consist of a cenfral hall, seating GOO
persons, three classrooms, vestry, kitchen, and
heating-chamber. Two of the classrooms are con-
vertible into one large room by means of a folding
partition. The buildings are of red Pennant stone

with Cattybrook brick dressings, and the roofs of

brindled tiles. The roof of the hall is open-timbered,
of hammer-beam design, constructed of pitch-pine.

The architects are Me,.isrs. P. Munro and Sou, .St.

Stephen's Chambers, Baldwin-street, the general
contractors Messrs. Thatcher Bros., and the heating
has been carried out by Messrs. Weech and Son,
all of Bristol. The hall has coat about £3,000.

In the report of the visiting committee of the
Salop, Moutgomery, aud Wenlock Lunatic Asylum
just published it is stated that a provisional con-
tract has been entered into to purchase the estate

of Mr. J. H. Redman, which adjoins the asylum
property, for a sum of £18,-500, This purchase has
been confirmed. The estate consists of 101 acres

1 rood 20 poles of land, together with Copthorne
House, a farmstead, and two cottages ; aud it is

purchased subject to a lease to Mrs. Redman for

life of Copthorne House aud grounds at a rent of

£.50 per annum.

The new Carnegie Library in Corporation-road,
Newport, Mon., is rapidly nearin? completion, and
in a iev days the furniture and fittings will be in

place, ready for the opening. The site chosen gives
intarsia works in part designed by Lorenzo Lotto a building open on three sides, with space to be laid
—some ot whose pictures are also to be seen in out as a garden. The building has been erected
the Accademia of Bergamo. from the specifications and designs of Mr. Charles F.

Evelyn J. Whvlev Ward, A. R.LB. A., the borough architect, by whom
[This drawing was shown at the Uoyal Academy

^^'° ^^ furniture and tittingn. all of wainscot oak,

last season.^Eu I

•'j«»-n.wiucuiy
-^qxq designed. The httings were made at Mr. P. E.

'-' Gane*3 factory, Park-street, Bristol.

CHIPS.
Mr. Robert P. Cammerer, an architect, who died

a fortnight since in Philadelphia in his seventy-

eighth year, was one of the pioneers in the T'nited

States m the construction of fire-resisting buildings.

The long contemplated improvements at the

railway station at Ashford, East Kent, are about
to be carried into effect at a cost of £20,000. The
S.E. and C. Railway Company have agreed to the

purchase of about half an acre of land belonging to

the A*^hford Cattle Market Company, at a cost of

£l,2o0, and this will be used for widening the line

and the approaches to the station from the up side.

The principal alteration will consist in the removal
of the goods department to the site now occupied by
the disused London, Chatham, and Dover station.

This wUl entail the widening of the bridge over Gas
House -lane. At the passenger station, the platforms
are to be lengthened.

At the last meeting of the Ripon Rural Council, a
letter was read from the Local Government Board
sanctioning the borrowing of a further sum of

fSOO for the sewerage and sewage-disposal works at

Kirkby Malzeard. The Board were, however, of

opmion that the Council acted unwisely iu employ-
ing and keeping on a contractor who, it was evident,

was unfitted for the work. A large part of the

extra cost of the scheme was undoubtedly due to

this action, and it was, therefore, with some hesita-

tion that the Board had sanctioned the loan.

The Convent of the Visitation at Harrow-on-the-
Hill opened on Tuesday week their new chapel, which
has baen rebuilt owing to structural defects having
revealed themselves. The chapel wa^ accordingly

pulled down, and not a stone was left upon a stone.

Under the direction of Mr. Scott, it has been rebuilt

in every way a replica of the original structure, save

that it is not quite so high. The east window is also

built up, and instead a rood is exhibited in the space

without. The nuns command the high altar, the

laity being accommodated in a separate chapel at

right-angles on the Epistle side.

The electricity committer of the Salford Corpora-
tion on Friday appointed Mr. Victor MacOwenthe
engineer of the borough electricity works. Mr.
MacOwen was for five years, beginning in ISSl,

mechanical engineer at the Tralee Foundry Iron-

works. Later he was appointed engineer in charge
of the Sydenham Electrical Supply Company's
station, Loudon, and afterwards resident and con-
sulting engineer to the Killarney Lighting Com-
pany. He then became engineer to the Belfast

Corporation, with whom he has been for the last

twelve years. He designed and carr.ed out at the
cost of £260,000 the whole of the Belfast city

electricity scheme for lighting and power purposes,

also the scheme for the electrification of the Belfast

nty tramway. He is past vice-president of the
Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

Leeds axuYoukshiue AucHiTECTruAL Sociktv.
—At the rooms of the above society on Thursday,
the 7th inst.. Mr. W. H. Thorp, F.R.I. B.A.,
read a paper on " Villas and Gardens of Rome,
Tivoli, and Frascati," Mr. H. S. Chorley, presi-

dent, in the chair. The lecturer showed a com-
parison between an ancient country house of a

Koman patrician of the time of the Caesars and
the sumptuous villas erected by the wealthy
cardinals in the XVlth and XVIIth centuries in

the vicinity of Rome, and more especially those

to be found in the favourite resorts of Tivoli and
Frascati. Leaving Classical times behind, and
devoting ourselves to the country house and its

garden of the Renaissance, it may be well before

describing any villa in p.articular to take note of

the general characteristics that pertain to Italian

villas as a class. More often than not they are

built on a hillside. This afforded the architect

an opportunity to place his house in a fine

position for effect, and for so arranging
his terraces, avenues, and balustraded flights

of steps as to enhance its attractions. The
garden setting in truth is sometimes so elaborate

in its devising that it out\'ies in importance the

villa itself. Strange as it may appear to us. the

cult of flowers and the brilliant effects of colour

to be obtained thereby did not form an important
feature in the Italian garden decorative scheme,
and he relied for his effects on other means than
those afforded by the massing of vivid colour in

carpet-like flower-beds. Benches of marble bordered
the avenues at intervals, and statues, vases, and
relics of antique sculpture stand out in sharp
relief from the sombre background of cypress and
evergreen oak. Nothing probably impresses the
visitor more than the variety imparted to the
gardens by the introduction of water in the form
of cascades and fountains for adding to their

charms. In many cases the hydraulic engineer
was a man of renown, or ranked in equal im-
portance with the architect. The term "villa,"
in the Italian sense of the word, is not applied
irierely to the country house itself, but includes the
•whole of the estate with its vineyards, olive planta-
tions, and gardens. The country house or Italian

"Maisonde plaisance " did not usually demand
extensive accommodation of the Palazzo in the
city, hence it was planned on a similar scale. Its

arrangement of room was simpler, and did not, as
a rule, comprise the extensive suites of apartments
considered necessary for the nobleman's town
house. As befitted its situation in the suburbs or
country, an airy or cheerful aspect was desired and
secured by means of loggias, open arcades, and
lofty rooms, with balconies giving upon the land-
scape. The lecturer described in detail the Villa
Medici and Villa Borghese in Rome, Villa d'Esto
in Tivoli, and Villa Aldobrandini, Villa Falconieri,
Villa Slondragone, and \'illa Torlonia in Frascati,
and illustrated them with lantern slides.

Manchester Society of Akchitects.—At the
last meeting of the students of the society, a
lecture on Chester Cathedral was read by Mr.
W. H. Mitchell. The author pointed out that
the cathedral was built as the church of a Bene-
dictine monastery, the history of which he traced.
Coming to the time of the Commonwealth, he
showed how the Puritans in their fanatical
enthusiasm had ruthlessly damaged the buildings.
He also showed how the red sandstone masonry
had decayed, and dealt at some length with the
early restorations. Slides were shown of the
cathedral before and after Sir (iilbort Scott's
great restoration, the lecturer pointing out the
exceedingly careful and successful way in which
Scott had carried out the work. Mr. E. Hewitt,
F.R.I.B.A., who occupied the chair, agreed with
this praise of Scott's restoration, which he con-
sidered to be one of the most successful that that
architect ever carried out.

Southampton and District Brir.iiEKs' and
Decorators' Association.—The annual dinner
of this Association was held at theSouth-Western
Hotel, Southampton, on Saturday evening. Mr.
Harold Marshall occupied the chair. Mr. U.
Franklin then gave "The Mayor, Corporation,
and Borough Officials." The sheriff, Mr. J. C.
Sharp, and the borough engineer, Mr. J. A.
Crowthor, responded. Alderman Cawte, J. P.,
submitted " The National and Kindred Associa-
tions." Mr. S. Salter (vice-president of the
Portsmouth Association), Mr. A. (}. White
(secretary of the National Federation), and Mr.
G. Martin (Bournemouth Association) responded.
" The Southampton Master Builders' and

Decorators' Association " was submitted by Mr.
T. Costigan (secretary of the London Association),

who pointed out that Southampton, with its

brilliant prospects for the future, should make its

Association one of the most powerful in the

country. The chairman and Mr. Doggrell (hon.

sec, .Southampton Association) responded. The
latter pointed out that the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act would affect the builder very largely,

and that compulsory insurance would also affect

the trade. Mr. H. Stevens gave "The Archi-

tectural P.-ofession, " to which Mr. A. F.

Gutteridge, Mr. .1. H. Blizard, and Mr. Thomp-
son Eliott replied.

CHIPS.

The extensive additions to the Brentford Work-
house Intirmary, Isleworth, are being warmed and
ventilated by means of Shorland's patent Manchester
stoves with descending smoke-flues, the same being
supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of
Manchester.

The new church of St. Faith, Brentford, has just

been completed. The architect is Mr. G. F. Bodley,
R.A., of London, and Messrs. J. Dorey and Co., of

Brentford, are the builders. The stone used was
Monks Park stone, from the quarries of the Bath
Stone Firms, Ltd.

The London County Council has erected a
memorial tablet on No. 33, Ampton-street, Gray's
Inn-road, where Thomas Carlisle resided at one
time. The tablet is of encaustic ware, and chocolate
in colour.

The twenty-ninth annual general assembly of the
Royal Scottish Society of Painters in Water Colours
was held on Friday in the Society's Office, 49, West
George -street, Gla'sgow. In the unavoidable
absence of the president. Sir Francis Powell, Mr.
James Cadenhead, A.R.S.A., occupied the chair.

The secretary (Mr. J. Wright Robb) submitted the
annual report of the council. The report and
accounts for the year were adopted on the motion of

the chairman, seconded by Mr. Walter M'Adam.
The following office-bearers for the ensuing year
were elected; — President, Sir Francis I'owell,

R.W.S. ; vice-president, William M'Taggart,
R.S.A. ; deputy president, Alexander MacBride,
R.I. ; and a council of twelve members.

At the last meeting of the town council of Salford,

the appointment of Mr. M'Cowen, of Belfast, as

borough electrical engineer, at a salary of £800,
rising to £1,000, has been confirmed.

A special meeting of Paignton Frban District

Council was held on Friday for the purpose of con-
sidering the amount to be asked for in connection
with the proposed water undertaking. The sum of

£10,630 was applied for, but since that time the
estimate of the amount to be paid as compensa.tion

to tenants in connection with the distribution has
been obtained, and it was now proposed the sum
should be increased to £12,S6I. The resolution to

increase the amount was carried.

The annual meeting of the Garden City Associa-
tion took place j'esterday (Thursday) afternoon at

Essex Hall, Strand. The Hon. Mr. Justice Neville

presided, and among those who tonk part in the
meeting were Mrs. Barnett, Miss Sybella Gurney,
Sir M. M. Bhownaggree, Mr. Corrie Grant, M.P.,
Mr. J. S. Nettlefold, Mr. Aneurin Williams, and
Mr. Ebenezer Howard. A resolution moved by Mr.
.1. S. Nettlefold in favour of municipalities being
empowered to plan their own town extensions, and
seconded by Miss Sybella Gurney, was adopted
after a discussion.

Under the will of the late Rev. Arthur Bell
Nicholls, who died on Dec. 2, aged eighty-nine
years, the collection of the National Portrait txallery

is enriched by the bequest of George Richmond's
portrait of the testator's first wife Charlotte, nf:'

Bronte, the novelist, who died in 1855.

Mr. A. A. G. Milet, Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry on Friday at the Guild-
hall, Worcester, into an application of the corporation
for sanction to borrow £6,500 for the purposes of

the electricity undertaking—viz., the extension of
the Hylton-road station to accommodate the whole
of the steam production plant, provision of new
plant, and the repayment of upwards of £4,000 of

the original loss in respect of plant which is about
to be "scrapped." It is estimated that the re-

arrangement of the works will effect a saving of

£1,200 per annum.
Under the heading of Adjudications in Friday's

Loiii'in (/azltf, the following amended notics is

substituted for that published on Aug. 10, 1908:—
Alfred Henry Wiiisdale (trading alone and de-
scribed in the receiving order as Henry Alexander
and Co.), Ironmonger-lane, Cheapside, E.G., archi-

tect and surveyor.

A new council school for 240 scholars was opened
on Saturday in Barley Hill-road, Gaj-ford, in the
West Riding.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

SiiEEWsnuRT.—At the meeting on Monday of the
town council the water committee reported that they
had applied to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow £5,000 for protecting and im-
proving the supply of drinking water to the

borough ; but the committee regretted to report that
the Local Government Board had declined to enter-

tain the proposal, unless the council would give an
undertaking to proceed with a scheme for the
general supply of the town, and the board urged
that Mr. G, R. Strachan's river scheme, which was
estimated to cost £88,000, should be proceeded with
without the consent of the ratepayers. The com-
mittee considered the position a difficult and serious

one, and a deputation, consisting of three members
of the committee, had been appointed to wait upon
the Local Government Board to explain the urgency
and importance of the question. The report was
adopted.

•-^^^K-*

The competition for a new lay-out for the cityof

Guayaquil, Ecuador, carried out under the auspices

of the Socicti' des Architectes diplomi's par le

Gouvernment, has been decided, and all four prizes

have been carried off by Frenchmen, although the

competition was open to all. The competition seems
to have been decided in Paris by a jury no one of

whom probably had ever visited the city which it

was sought to develop and beautify.

The first formal meeting of the National Dustless

Roads Committee was held at the Automobile Club
on Friday evening, when the repHes from the various

bodies who have been asked to co-operate were pre-

sented. <jfficers were appointed, and a provisional

committee was formed, with Mr. Todd as chairman,

and several gentlemen, who have already helped in

the introduction of dustless roads, were co-opted,

subject to their willingness to serve.

Archdeacon Wilberforce formally opened, on

Saturday, the institute in Tufton -street, West-
minster, which has been erected upon a site granted

by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners at a cost of

£7,000 by the liberality of a few donors. The
institute, which has been budt from the plans of

Mr. Edwin Lutyens, contains a central hall, in the

BasiUcan style, and rooms for youths' institute, girls'

club, and billiard -room, and is hghted throughout

by electricity.

In the case of the application made on behalf of

George Crouch, Birmingham, builder, bankrupt's

discharge has been suspended for three years, ending

Nov. 15, 1900.

In connection with the opening of the second

term of the current session of the L.C.C. Central

School of Arts and Crafts, a lecture, with lantern

illustrations, " On the Architectural Sense " will be

delivered by Mr. Halsey Ricardo to night (Friday,

Feb. 151, at 8 p.m. All who are interested are in-

vited to attend.

Alterations and additions are being carried out at

Cleeve House, Seend, by Messrs. Dove Bros.,

Ltd., under Mr. W. B. Medlicott, architect, of

London. The dressings are of Doulting stone from

the Chelynch beds of the Ham Hill aud Doulting

Stone quarries.

A dental hospital is to be built m Oxford-

street, Manchester, near the Victoria ITnivereity.

The architects are Messrs. Chas. Heathcote and

Sons.

A discovery of ancient gold bracelets has been

made in some sandpits at Grayford, North Kent.

These bracelets are nine in number, and were found

close together. The men who found them, and who

are employed by the Grayford Land, Brick, and Sand

Company, at once carried them to the police-station

at Bexley, where they were taken possession of on

behalf of the Crown astreasure trove. ( )n previous

occasions similar articles and also flint and stone

weapons have been found. In May last eight brace-

lets were found near the same spot, and these ara

now in the British Museum.

The new Roman Catholic Church in Rosehill-road.

WiUington Quay, Northumberland, dedicated to

< lur Lady and St. Aidan, was opened on Friday.

The building, which has cost about £5,000, takes the

place of a school-chapel. It is in the Eirly English

style. There is seating accommodation for 500.

The fortieth annual report of the American Insti-

tute of Architects states that the institute has now

7G3 members, to wit, 331 Fellows, 432 Associates,

62 honorary members, and 82 corresponding

members.

The annual return of the street and road tram-

,

ways and light railways authorised by Pariiament

has been issued. It appears that since the year

IS78 the route length of line open for traffic has

increased from 269 miles to 2,240 miles. Of tbei

total of 1,491 miles of lineowned by local authorities,

1,276 miles are worked by those authorities them-

selves, and the remaining 215 miles by leasing

companies.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
SiRVEYOK Gets a Divoece.—Allegin" miscomiuct

of Iu3 wife Sophia with E. Fleetwood Chidell, of
independent mean?, Mr. WiUiam T. Stutchbnrv, a
surveyor, petitioned, on Monday, for the dissolution
of his marriage. Married in IS.SI, Mr. and Mrs:
Stutchhury lived in Sydney, New South Wales.
They made Chidell's acquaintance when returning
from Sydney. He subsequently lived next door to
them at Wimbledon, and tlie petitioner thought that
his wife was much too friendly with him, and
remonstrated with her, afterwards removing to
Urove Park. Soon after this, his wife left him, and
petitioner found that she had crossed to the Con-
tinent with C'hidell. A decree iiixi was granted, with
custody of the children under age.

Kellett v. Stocki'oet Corpokation-.—In this
action, briefly reported by us last week, p. 22:3,
judgment was given on Saturday by Lords .Justices
Cozens-Hardy and Fletcher Moulton in an .appeal
by the defendants from an order made by the
Divisional Court, consisting of Mr. Justice Philli-
more and Mr. Justice Buckuill. Mr. Bailhache, for
the defendants, sitid that the action was brought by
the plaintiff, a contractor, to recover damiges for
breach of contract under which the plaintiff was to
construct a reservoir for the defendants. The de-
fendants terminated the contract, and the plaintiff
brought the present action. The action was referred
to Mr. Muir Mackenzie, one of the official Referees,
and he found in favour of the plaintiff, awardin"
him £.W,nOO. I If this sum £23,00(1 was for work
and labour done and other matters, and the re-
maimng £29,000 for damages for breach of contract.
The £23,000 was not now contested ; but the de-
fendants were appealing to the Divisional Court as
to the £29,000. and they applied for a stay of
execution as to that sum pending the appeal. The
Divisional Court ordered a stay as to £12.000, part
of the above sum of £29,000. From that order the
defendants now appealed, and since the hearing of
the application to the Divisional Court the defend-
ants ascertained that the plaintiff had asasii'ned the
moneys due under the contract to the Capital and
Counties Bank. The question upon the appeal
turned upon the construction of a complicated
contract. Mr. Xorman Craig, for the plaintiff, said
that contractors in a large way of business, who
had to provide large sums of money, nearly always
made similar arrangements with their bankers to
finance them when they agreed to execute expensive
works. The assignment was made when the con-
tract was entered into. The Court (Lord Justice
Cozens-Hardy and Lord Justice Fletcher Moulton)
said that perhaps the Capital and Counties Bank
would agree to hold the money until the appe.al was

."i \ """^ ^^^ appeal was directed to stand over
until Monday in order that the bank should be
represented. Accordingly on Mondav the appeal
came on again for hearing before the Master of the

tT'i^ T ^"'^ Justice Fletcher Moulton. Mr.
BaUhache appeared for the defendants. Mr.
Langdon, K.C., for the plaintiff, contended that
the order of the Divisional Court did justice
between the parties. The plaintiff, however, would

y'->a''^^^'iK^^^
"'^ defendants should keep the

t.y,000 it they would pay interest to the plaintiff
upon the money at the rate of 1 per cent aboveBank rate. The Court ordered a stay of executionupon those terms, and if upon consideration the
defendants did not accept them, they must mention
the matter to the Court again, the defendants

:;fuJr '° ^^^ ""' ^-^^^ «* "^^ p--^

K.^M
^^

'V ^•/'*^I-^'>-i'.E.-Alfred Beach Faulkner,
builder and contractor, lately trading under the style

wJi 'a c
5.°'"' '^'^ Sons, at Ossory-road, (Md

^m^„;f •4^-.' r'"'*-^y
feuded forpubUc ex-amination. The debtor had been adjudged bankrupt,

w'hifhT-.-"'4^i'"',^'^'°?"""°K
to£l;3.r98 2,. ld."'ot

r« „ r'w '"'• '''^- "=^ expected to rank, and
il^^ ^'¥"'". ^''"^'^'^'i It i:ii.o»a Ss. lid Helittribu ed his failure to losses on contracts entered

!"f i'J.Oo"""*
190.5,mcludinga loss of upwt ds

J ^h^^V", «'^«t">g «ate known as Xortheate

ff'fL°houL'*'Th-'
^"^ '° -i/;!—"- .n?heTat;M his houses. The examination was concluded.

OiOTErcTpo Works Txdee the Lont>ox Build-

^aad was summoned at the North London Police

^rkmi'""
^''^ '" ^""'^""S =""1 obstructing aTOrkman in carrying out an order under the London

aid that the defendant had a shop built over the!orecourtofahouse,and the London Budding letequired that he roof of this shop should be oertain material and thickness, and there should ^pecial means of exit in case of fire. The freeholder
f the premises sent men to do this work, but thelefeudant, who was the leaseholder, refused to

he'^Lo^dfV ^•'t •^f-f^"'^'"''
''^^ ^^ had appl ^d o

n w^?.w ^"""ll
*-°""'=" ^°' "> extension of timen which to have the work done, and thouaht it had;«n granted. Mr. Fordham replied that !ver sinceast June the defendant had a knowledge that ?hevork must be done. The Act gave magistratesK>wer to maicfa tine of £20 and'flO pen^ for

every day that the work w.as delayed. The defend-
ant, however, would pay £10 tine and £10 lOs. costs,
or one month's imprisonment.

Validity ok Feeeo - Coxcrete P.itents.—
MorcHEL y. William Cubitt axd Co.—In this
case, in which judgment was given by Mr. Justice
Neville on Wednesday, the plaintiff was the sole
general agent for the I'nited Kingdom of Franrois
Hennebique, of the city of Paris, who was the
patentee of inventions for improvements in
building construcdon kno^vn as ferro-concrete, and
who held three patents for his inventions, granted
m LS97, for the I'nited Kingdom. By deed dated
March 2, 1903, and made between the plaintiff
and the defendants, the plaintiff granted the
defendants a license to use the said inventions
and to construct buildings and other erections
in accordance with the system protected by the
letters patent and known as the Hennebique system
of ferro-concrete within the "town of London"
for the considerations and upon the terms there-
in contained: and clause 12 of the license was
as follows :—"The licensee will not, at any time,
without the written consent of the licensor, carry
out or contract to carry out any ferro-concrete or
other similar work which may be an infringement
of the said patents or be in competition with the
same." The plaintiff commenced this action in
June, IDOfi, alleging that the defendants had com-
mitted a breach of clause 12 of the license, and
claiming an injunction in the terms of that clause.
The defendants admitted that they had carried out
a small piece of concrete work on a different
system for the Whitbread Brewery Company, Ltd. ;

but, save as aforesaid, they denied any breach of
clause 12, and they alleged that that clause was void,
being wider than was necessary for the protection
of the plaintiff and injurious to the public interest,
and an undue restraint upon the trade of the
defendants. It appeared that the breach in question
was committed by the defendants with the object of
testing the validity of clause 12, and that the
defendants had in March, 190G, written to the
plaintiff informing him of the fact. Mr. Justice
Neville, in giving judgment, said : The authorities
which bind me decide that such covenants are not
unreasonable unless they extend further than is

necessary for the reasonable protection of the busi-
ness of the covenantee. (Joe point raised is whether
clause 12 extends to the life of the covenantor or to
the duration of the license. The construction is not
clear; but I think that the words "at any time "
are limited to the duration of the license and
extend no further. It was aigued that the clause is

unreasonable because of the extent to which it will
inteifere with the defendants' business in England
and Scotland, and evidence was tendered to show
that the patent was referable to a particular method
of building construction known at the date of the
license and did not apply to similar methods subse-
quent to that date which do not involve infringe-
ment of the letters patent. I rejected that evidence,
because I think the restraint extends to nothing but
what is in competition with the letters patent^ and
therefore not in excess of what is required for the
protection of the covenantee, because what the
patentee requires is protection from competition. I
think, therefore, that the plaintiff is right, and is

entitled to an injunction in the terms of Clause 12,
but limited to the duration of the license.

Drai'ee v. Loedex and Sabey.—In this case
opened in the Chancery Division before Mr. Justice
Warrington on Wednesday, the plaintiff, a hatter,
the leaseholder of premises at the corner of Bedford-
street in the Strand, sought an injunction against
J. W. Lorden, builder, and Sabey and Co., house-
breakers, to restrain them from trespassing on or
interfering with the lateral support of his premises
at 422, Strand, in the course of excavation next
door. The case in other forms has several times
previously been before the Court, with reference to
the demolition of the party-wall. Plaintiff now
complained that his premises were being deprived of
lateral support, by the excavations in progress for
foundations next door. Evidence was given on
plaintiff's behalf, and the case was adjourned

(Bixx a^fRce €Mt

The Kingston Board of Guardians have accepted
the tender of Messrs. Goddard and S ons, of Dorking,
at £4,449, for the erection of workshops on theTr
farm at Norbiton Common.

Anothku instance of the lawyer who makes his
own will is afforded by liOrd Grimthorpe. The
probate action arising out of the will and five-

and-twentyselected codicils (out of onehundredand
ninety-five holograph documents) was settled on
Monday last, two years after the testator's death,
by a deed of arrangement agreed upon between
the sixty legatees being made a rule of Court,
doubtless to the disappointment of both Bench
and Bar. I'nder the deed as finally agreed upon
there are gifts towards the repair fund of St.

Albans Cathedral, including " the fixed fittings,

except any idols"; for the maintenance of
curates in various churches " provided that there
are not any images, ornaments, or services not
plainly authorised by the Prayer-book, whether
ordered or sanctioned by any Bishop or not":
and for building a proper rectory or vicarage for

any living " not held with any deanery, except a
rural one, or titular one, as St. Albans." Nothing
under his will is to be applied " for the main-
tenance or repair of any images in the Cathe-
dral " ; and all "repairs are to be done by
builders under the direction of clerks of the
works, and not architects to order anything they
choose ; and, if it is necessary to have an archi-
tect to specify what is to be done, the trustees are
to insist on a commission of a definite amount on
the specification and estimates." Among the
precise directions for his funeral is one insisting

that " no stone monument be put up, as my build-
ings are enough ; but I do not prohibit painted
glass being put in the south transept window of

the Cathedral." To Trinity College, Cambridge,
" of which I was a scholar," he leaves a legacy
" for a new clock in the Great Court to be made
by Joyce of Whitchurch, or Smith of Derby, or
Potts of Leeds, on the general plan of which I

have usually approved, with my gravitj- escape-
ment, and no figures on the dial, and either two
or three larger bells, by Taylor of Loughborough,
instead of the presenc bad ones, and a tubular
weathercock on the tower, like that at Batchwood,
to be made by Smith of Derby, and also for any
necessary alterations to the building of that
tower." This is among the legacies which is not
likely to be accepted. A bequest to the York
Minster Restoration Fund is revoked, "as the
people of Yorkshire are rich enough to look after

their own Cathedral. " Nothing is to be given out
of his estate " towards building any stalls in St.

Albans Cathedral, or towards the further endow-
ment of the Bishopric, which would only help the
prospect of founding a suitable chapter, for which
I have in vain been asking the use ever since it

was projected many years ago." Lastly, none of

his property is "to go to the St. Albans Bishopric
Fund, or the endowment of a dean and chapter
anywhere."

The executive of the British Fire-Prevention
Committee have formed among the members of

the committee and representatives of the public

authorities subscribing to the committee a special

commission to " report upon and define the
aggregates suitable for concrete floors intended to

be fire-resiating, having due regard to questions
of strength, expansion, and the chemical constitu-

ents and changes of the aggregates." Ir forming
the commission it has been considered of im-
portance that the various technical interests

should, as far as possible, be represented. Sir

William Preece will act as chairman, and Mr.
Matt. Garbutt, F.R.I.B.A., A.M.Inst.C.E., will

act as hon. secretary, and the commission will

include representatives of the Admiralty, the War
Office, the Metropolitan Asylums Board, and the
Norwich Corporation. The services of Mr.
Cecil H. Desch, D.Sc. Ph.D., have been retained

by the British Fire-Prevention Committee for

any chemical research work required during the
inquiry. All correspondence should be addressed

The Denbighshire County Council having decided I

'<* ^^° assistant secretary. No., 1, Waterloo-place,
to build new county offices, the members have hotly I

P'*1 Mall, London, S.W.
disputed as to the choice of a county centre. Half
the council favoured building at Denbigh and the
other half at Wrexham : but as there was no
prospect of a settlement on this basis, it has been
decided to have the office at Ruthin. The tender of
Mr. Hopkins, of Birmingham, at £S,.iOO for the
erection of the buildings has been accepted.

Preliminary plans have been received from Messrs.
MeKim, Mead, and White, of New York, for the
biological and geological building for Amherst
College, Massachusetts. Andrew Carnegie has given
7 >,000dol. towards this building, and the alumni
have raised an equal amount.

TuE city architect's department of the cor-
poration of Bradford, again disregarding the
protests of the architects in private practice, has
issued a statement showing that the average
annual value of the services of the department is

£3.203, and the average annual cost is only
£1,C30. This calculation is declared to be made
upon the basis of professional fees as recognised
by the Royal Institute of British Architects.
The private architects in the city have in the past
impugned these calculations on the ground that
they include costs which are never heard of in
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actual practice, and severely criticise Jlr. E. I'.

Edwards's present report. A special meeting of
the Bradford Society of Architects will probably
be held to consider the whole iiuestion.

At the last meeting of the city council of
Manchester, a proposed revised code of by-laws
as to new streets and buildings was again brought
up by a committee, and led to much discussion.
' )ne member asserted that if the revised by-laws
were passed they would put an end to the build-

ing of cottage property in Manchester. Other
speakers thought that amendments in the pro-

posed by-laws were necessary. Alderman Wilson
said the new by-laws would go a long way towards
solving thr housing problem. They wished to

give the working classes fresh air. and to reduce
slum pioperty. The committee had made drastic

alterations in the hope that they would be of

service for some time. It was eventually decided
to refer the matter to a special meeting of the

General Purposes Committee.

Mr. A. Gladwell, engineer and surveyor to

the Eton Rural District Council, has issued a
specification of an improved plan of roadmaking
he has devised. The main point is the employ-
ment of a matrix or flux formed of tarred slag or
macadam, made with fine screenings, which is to

be evenly spread over the surface to be made up.
There should be a uniform thickness of about |in.

to ijin. of this matrix, and above this may come a
coating of broken granite or some other good road
material adapted to the traffic of the thoroughfare
in question. This coating should consist of
square, hard stones, free from dust and flakes,

and should be about two stones in thickness. The
stone must be broken to a •>'m. gauge. Directly
the coating is spread it should be rolled down into
the matrix with a ten or twelve ton steam roller,

which should go over the surface at first very
slowly, and it will afterwards be found that the
new work will stand any amount of rolling. The
rolling is to be continued until the matrix begins
to work up to the surface. If too much of the
matrix has been used it will appear at the surface
too soon. No watering carts or sweepers will be
needed, and no sand or otiier binding material
must be employed. Mr. Gladwell claims that the
life of a road made up in this way is much longer
than that prepared on the old system of mac-
adamising.

Some particulars concerning the Queensland
timber industry, taken from the Lands Depart-
ment Annual Report, are interesting just now,
considering the great demand existing for com-
mercial timber from Australia—the offices of the
Australian Agents-General in London .are over-
done with inquiries from firms in the I'nited
Kingdom about the possibility of initiating a
trade in wood imports from the' various States of
Australia, ttovernment reserves of timber in
Queensland run to :i,60G,70y acres. According
to the Government statistician, the sawn timber
turned out of the Queensland sawmills for the
year were : Soft woods 47,072,000 super, feet,

hard woods 2.'),ii61.20:i super, feet, and cedar
1,091,214 super, feet. Two-thirds of this timber
was cut on private lands. The State collects
royalties (.Sd. per 100 super, feet, on soft woods,
6d. on hard woods, and ;is. on cedar) on timber
cut on its reserves. It is worthy of note that
cedar and hoop pine—Queensland's two famous
timbers-^are coming up well on the cut-over
areas. According to a low estimate there aie
:i, 000, 000, 000 super, feet of pine in Queensland,
an asset which may be valued at £22, .500,000 at,

say, 1.5s. per 100 super, feet. The export of
(iueensland timber was valued at f 107,000 for
the year. Included in this volume of trade was a
promising export of sleepers for Indian railwavs.
The local values of constructional timbers in tlie

colony were Is. lOd. to 2s. per lineal foot for
20ft. to 2fift. girders; piles ISft. to 2Sft., Is. 7d. ;

Bills, l;3ft.. Is. lid.; hcadstocks (hewn), 12in.
by 12in., 12s. per 100 super, feet. In the north,
the home of the much-prized cedar, the Govern-
ment is taking up the work of cedar replanting.
Que of the most beautiful furniture woods in
Queensland is the silky oak. Specimens of this
are to be seen in London, and were this to be
introduced into this coimtry it would undoubtedly
become popular; but probably the quantities
available for export arc limited. A representa-
tive display of the principal commercial timbers
of Queensland is to be seen at the (Queensland
City Office, ~'-i, Ba.singhaU-street. E.C.

Ax international exhibition of paintings will
be held in <-onnection with the dedication of the
enlarged Carnegie Institute building, at Pitts-

burg, U.iS.A., on April 11 next. M. Kodin.
])resident of the International Society of Painters,

Gravers, and Sculptors, is among the many dis-

tinguished men representative of art, science, and
literature in Europe who will attend, and some of

the best-known artists from all countries are

sending pictures. The English Advisory Com-
mittee, which met in London recently, for the

consideration and acceptance of pictures for the

exhibition, included Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema,
K.A., Mr. E. A. Abbey, R.A., Mr. J. S. Sargent,

R.A., Mr. W. Q. Orchardson, R.A., Mr. F. D.
Millet, Mr. J. J. Shannon, and Mr. J. Lavery.

The .iMtriifiii Architect calls attention to an
important factor in the choice of reinforced con-
crete as a building material that deserves attention

—the difficulty and costliness of demolishing a
structure which has to be replaced. The average
endurance of a building in the L'nited States

cannot be much more than fifty years, while in

the large cities it is hardly more than thirty, and
is likely to become less, owing to fires, trans-

formations and retransformations of trade sections,

and changes of architectural fashions. To tear

do%vn a wooden, a brick, or a stone building has
been always a simple and not very costly task. It

has been found recently that the steel-skeleton

building can be dismantled with no very great

increase of danger, though with a considerable

enhancement of expense. But do those who are

now building in reinforced concrete, asks our
contemporary, realise that when the time comes
to replace these monolithic buildings it may prove
necessary to quarrv them down with steam-drills

and dynamite r This phase of the reinforced-

concrete question deserves consideration, since it

inevitably must be encountered, and verj- shortly.

The report of Measures Brothers, Ltd., bears
satisfactory witness to improvement. In 1904
the directors had to take £2, ,500 frjm the con-
tingency fund to pay a dividend of 3j per cent.,

and the balance was £200. The position and
outlook were in more cheerful terms last February,
but the turn had come too late in the day to

benefit the proprietors, and no dividend was paid
on the (Ordinary capital. This year .5 per cent, is

to be paid, with £4,750 to spare. There h,as been
no revival in the building trade, so that the

increase in the price of raw commodities has made
it difficult to secure profitable contracts ; but, on
the whole, the works have been fairly "ell

occupied, with the exception of the foundry at

Croydon. That branch has been so slack that

the board is considering the advisability of using
a part of the foundry for a different class of work
from that hitherto undertaken.

The final dividend on the Ordinary shares
announced on Wednesday by John Oakey and
Sons, Ltd.. shows that the well-deserved prosperity

of that concern has not diminished during the past
twelve months. The full distribution for I'JOij

will be 15 per cent., making the foarth con-
secutive year on which that dividend h.as been
paid. The sum placed to reserve is £3,000, and
raises the total of that fund to £77,000, which,
with the capital reserve, gives the Company a

total reserve of over £S0,000, equal to nearly oO

per cent, of the share capital.

The Safety Tread Syndicate, 15, Barbican,

E.C, have issued a fifth edition of their little

book on " Modern Staircase Construction," which
is well worth reading by all architects and
builders. The speciality of the Safety Tread
Syndicate is so well knomi to all readers that it

is unnecessary to commend or describe it. But
there are modifications in its application according
to needs, which long experience has dictated, and
which an architect will do well to note when
specifying. In this booklet he will find these

fully illustrated, and the reasons for their

respective selection set forth. He will not have
to tiavel far to inspect the results of their prac-

tical application, for in almost every building of

importance where heavy traffic has to be pro-

vided for, he can witness their beneficial adoption.

" Roads eor Modeux TitAiric " is the subject

of a lecture given at the Midland Institute, Bir-

mingham, on Friday night before the Birmingham
Association of the Institution of Civil Engineers
by Mr. ,1. E. Wilkes, who contended that every
sign pointed to the fact that the automobile was
the main object to be considered in the design of

future roads. Perh.aps the tendency would be to

adopt small cube paving, such as was now being
extensively used in West Germany, or some form
of t,arred gi'anite or tarred slag, such as was now
being largely exploited in England. The greatest

danger the road engineer would have to combat
was the "side-slip," but Mr. Wilkes suggested
that one of the best means of preventing this

would be to keep the surface of the road perfectly

wet in the winter months, as with wet surface
motor omnibuses and motor-cars "side-slipped"
very much less than on a semi-dried surface. The
cost of providing this small quantity of water,

which would have to be applied by similar

methods to those used in Paris and Brussels,

would be justified on the score of insurance.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENStJING WEEK.
FuiDAV (To-i'AY).— L.C.C. Lecture School of Arts aad

Crafts. '• On the Architectural Sense,"
by Halsey Ricardo. 8 p.m.

Monday. — Royal Institute of British Architects.

"Modern Church Planning.'' by Sir

Charles Xicholson, Bart., and Hubert C.

Corlette. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Discussion on
.

" Modern Motor-Vehicles." 8 p.m.
/Vrchitectural A'isDciation Camera Club.

" Romanesque of Northern Italy," by
Aken Potter. 7.30 p.m.
Architectural Association of Ireland.

" Some Aspects of the Hou«in? Uues-
tion." by C. H. Ashworth. F.R.I.B.A.,

15, South Frederick-lane, Dublin. 8 p.m.

Wednesday. — .\rehitectural Association: Discussion

Section. " Colour Decoration," by H. C.
Corlette. F.R.I.B.A. 7.m p.m.

Society of Arts. " Cold Storage and
Food Supply," by Hal WiUiams. 8 p.m.
Northern .Architectural .Association.

" Modem Journalism." bv Mauriee B.

Adams. F.R.I.B.A., 6. Higham-pSace,
Newcastle-on-Tj'ne. 7.3') p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

" The Military Architecture of Medieval
Buildings," by J. Stuart Symes. 8 p.m.

Thursday.—Royal Institution. "Minute Structures of

Igneous Rocks and their Significance,"

No. 2. by A. Harker. 3 p.m.
Carpenters' Hall Lecture No. 2. " The

City Churches : Their History and
Architecture," by the Rev. J. Stephen
Barrass. 8 p.m.

Friday (Feb. 221 .—Architectural Association. "Some
Aspects of IVainmg and Design," by
Gerald C. Horsley, F.R.m..\. 7.30 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

.Soci'ity. " Practical Pointsi in Works'
Inspection," by James Flett. 8 p.m.

TiHE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCMTION.i FEBKl .\KV 22nd: OllDlN"\RV GENER.\L MEETING at

IK. Tufton sirce', We-itminsler. S.W.. at l.H* I'm P.VPER l-y Mr.

GER\ED C. HDK^LEV. (Ui 'Soni- Aspect- of Trainins; ami O-^isn."

FEBRl^RV -ilni: FOURTH SPRING VISIT—to GLOL CENTER

'

Ht'H.^SE. Park L^ne, by kiml Derraisaion of Messrs. Collcuttand Hami'-
Mt-m'ie'^ to meet at the buitdins at 2 p m.
A VISIT will afterwards tic paid to HAMILTON liOlSF:. Park,

Lane, liv kind pt-rmission of Me'wr,. Romaine- Walker and Besaot.
HENRY TANNER, Jr. I „„ c_,
C. WUNTNER SMITH f

"""

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
STAPLE IVN miT.DINGS. HOLBORV. W,r.

Parti iilars of ilu- TRWELLING STl'DENTSHIP HIS, ARCHN,
TFCTIR\L SCHOLARSHIP CflO), and the IH'ALIFVING EX.W
MIN VTKlN for MEMBERSHIP, mav be obtained of tliv Stcretary.

T.-Krlione: 1S.5J Hulbtirn. Tel.-ijraras : -Crypt, L.-ndoa."

LATEST PRICES.

. IBON.
Rolled-Iron Joists. Belgian £5 10

RoUed-Steel Joists, English 7 5

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh 6 15

Per ton*

£5 15
7 15
- 5
8 10 a

20
B IT

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees '203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £3 15s. to £9.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Qalvanised CoiTUgat«d Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 21.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge
'

Beat ditto

i

Per ton.

£13 10 ... £11
14 ... 14 10

Wire Nails CPoints de Paris)—

0to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 U 15 B.W^. '

9/- 10/- 10'6 11- 113 12- 12/9 13 6 14 <; per owt. :

Cast-iron Coliunns £6 10 to £8 10 ,

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ * '" ? -

BoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 9 5 0,, ^ ^ 9
,

RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, ' '5 X
„ „ „ Galvanised. 9 0,, 9 10

Cast-iron tiash Weighta 4 17 „ 4 17

Cat Floor Br.ids 10 10 „ 10 IJ l>|

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 5 „ —

li..
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Per too. Per ton.
Caat-Iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter £3 2 6 to £6 7 6
4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
"in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

'and bored joints, Ss. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOa. Od. to H73. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. .. 753. Od.

.Wroufrht-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount oS Standard
Lists f.o.b ij)lua 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes e7}p.o.
Wat*r-Tubes 624 „
St«am-Tube3 S7| „
Galvanised Ga-s-Tubea 55 „
Ga!vani.sed Water-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,,

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.
Spelter, Sileaian £28 to £23 10
Lead Water Pipe, Town 2.'? 2 6 „ —
„ ,. ,. Country 23 17 6 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 12 6 „ —
Country 24 7 6 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 24 12 6 „ —
,, ., ,. ,, Country 25 7 6 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 2 6 „ —
.1 » ,• „ Country 26 17 6 „ —

Ccmpoaition Gas-pipe, Town 25 2 6 „ —
,. „ Country .. 25 17 6 „ —

L«ad Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.
extra) Town 25 2 6 „ —
'. „ „ „ Country 25 7 6 ,,

—
I«ad Shot, in 281b. bags 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 124
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 112
Tin, Straits 192 o
Do., English Ingots ."..!...."......!. ini 10
fi? Lead 20 17 6
Sheet Lead, Town 22 12 6

„ „ Country 23 7 6
Genuine White Lead ... 27
Eeflned Red Lead 24 15
Sheet Zinc 35
Old Lead, against account 18 1

15 5

121 10
113
192 10
192

Tin . per cwt. 11
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £9

I, Bangkok ,. 8 1.t

Quebec Pine, yellow per load 3 12
> Oak

, ... 5 10
t, Birch 2 7

„ Elm
„ Ash ',

Dantsic and Memel Oak .,

Fir
\\

Wainscot, Riga p. log ..." !

Lath, Dantsic, p.f
St. Petersburg

to £20
„ 17 10

„ 6 5

6 15
5
5 10
6
6

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin.
by llin. :

—

I

Quebec, Pine, 1st £22
.. 2nd IS

I

,, 3rd 11 10
^.anada Spruce, 1st 11

„ 2nd and 3rd 9
' New Bnmswick 8 10
R'P» .'.. 8
et. Petersburg 8
Swedish 7 10
Jinland 8 15
White Sea 10 5
Battens, all sorts .,". 5 15 o

[

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—

[

1st prepared £0 14
I

2nd ditto 12 B
I

Other qualities 4 6

j

Staves, per standard M :

—

' U.S., pipe £37 10
Memel. cr. pipe 220

Memel, brack 190 o

to £35
„ 23 15

„ 14 5

„ 16

„ 10 15

„ 9 15
9

„ 17

„ 20 10

„ 9

„ 20 10

„ 13

£0 16
13
12

to £45
„ 230
.. 200

10

"WOOD.
Bt-ii.DisG Wood.

Deals: 3in. by llin. and 4in by £
9in. and llin 13 lo

Deals: 3 by 9 13 o
Battens

: 2iin. by 7in. and sin]^
find 3iD. by 7in. and 8in. ' H o

Battens: 2J by 6 and 3 by 6 10

Deals : seconds 1
Battens: seconds

2in. by 4in. and 2in. by 6in. .."'. .'.' 9
2in. by 4jin. and 2in. by 5in.

>oreign Sawn Bc«rds—
liu. and liin. by 7in

„.ita- :
'.

Fir umber : beat middling Danzig ,».
orSlemcl i lo

Seconds 4
Small timber i.sin. to ibin. ...!!. 3 12
Small timber tiin. to Bin. ... S
Swedish balks 2 10

Pitch-pine timber iSOJt. average) 4

JoiyKRs' Wood.
White Sea: first yellow deati,

3in. by llin 24
Sin. by 9in ''..'.'.'.',

22
^ Battens, 2lin. and Sin. by 7in. IG 10
second yellow deals, 3in. by lin. . 18 10

i ^'^ " Sin by Sin. .. 17 10
Battens, 2iin. and 3in. by 7in. 13 10

At per standard.

to
s. d

„ 12
less than

7in. & Sin.
less than best

„
to 10

„ 9 10

more than
battens.10

At per load of 50ft." to 6
4 10
3 15
3 10
3
4 15

.\t per stand.irJ.
to 25
„ 23
„ 18
„ 20
„ 19

„ 14 10

Third yellow deils, 3in. by llin.
and9in £13 10

Battens, 2^in. and 3in. by 7in. 11
Petersburg first yellow deals,

3in. bv llin 21
Do. ain. by9in 18
Battens 13 10

Seenndvellowdeals, 3in. by llin. 16
Do. 3in. by9in 14 10
Battens 11

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin. 13
Do. 3in. by 9in 12 10
Battens 10

White Sea and Petersburg

—

First white deals, 3in. bv llin. 14 10
3in. by 9in. 13 10

Battens 11
Second white deals, .3in. by llin. 13 10

„ 3in. by 9in. 12 10
battens 10

Pitch pine : deals 18
Under 2in. thick extra 10

Yell-^w Pine— Fii-st, regular sizes 44
Oddments 32

Seconds, regular sizes 33
Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube..
Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs

—

Large, per ft. cube
Small

Wain.scot Oak Logs, per ft. cube..
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,
as inch
^in. do. do

Dry Mahogany — Honduras. Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch . . .

Selected, Figury, per ft. super.
as inch

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch
Teak, per load 17
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube
Prepared Flooring. &c.

—

lin. by 7in. yellow, planed and

to £15
„ 12

6 to 5

„ 22 10

„ 19 10

,. 15

,, 17

„ IB

„ 12 10

„ 14

„ 14

„ 11

„ 15 10

., 14 10

„ 12

„ 14 10

„ 13 10

„ 11

„ 21

,.10
and over.

Double Stretchers £15
Double Headers ... 14

One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays. Cha m-
fered. Squints ... 14

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2

per l.OtO at rly. station

leas than beat.

s. d.

10

4

22

9\
8

shot
lin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 14

Ijin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 16

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
shot 12

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 12

IJin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 15

Jin. by 7in. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ... 11

lin. by 7in. „ „ ... 14
lin. by 7in. white „ ... 10
lin. by 7in. ., .. ... 12

Per square.
13 6 to 17 6

per yard, delivered.

6
per ton ,,

16 6

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per square less than \

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0
" ' "

.

.

.

13
18
11

15

Red Mansfield, ditto.

Closeburn Red Freestone, ditto „ ...

Hard Yf)rk, ditto „ ...

Ditto ditto Sin. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two sides,
random sizes ,, .. 1 3

• AU F.O.R. London.
Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £3 10
Delivered on road waggons, Faddington
Depot , ... 16}

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot „ ... 1 8J
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station „ ... 1

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... 1 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 5J ... £0 1 1\

delivered on road waggons
at Paddington Depot ...

Ditto Nine Elms Depot...
Ditto Pimlico Wharf

2 1 2 2J

Hard Stocks £1
Rough Stocks and
Grizzles 1 6

Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10

Flettons 1 8
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabnn Facing .. 5

Best Blue Pressed
Stafi'ordshire 3 15

Do. Bullni).3e 4
Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks 3 14
Glazfd Bricks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers H
Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 18

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays. Cham-
fered. Squints ... 20

Best Dippei Salt
Glazed Sti^tchers,
and Header 12

Quoins. Bullnose,
and Flats 14

BRICKS.
8 per 1,000 alongside, in river.

delivered,
at railway station.

Thames and Fit Sand 7

Thames Ballast 5

Best Portland Cement 27

Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime Us. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in .sacks 27s. Od. per ton at rly. stu.

SLATES.
In. In. £ 8. d.

Blue Portraadoc20xl0 ..12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.sto.

... 16 X 8 .. 8 12 6 „ „ „
Blue Bangor ...20x10 .13 2

20x12, ..13 17

FirstquaUty 20x10 ..13

„ „ ... 20x12 .13 15

., ., ... 16x 8 .. 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20x10.. .15 17

„ „ ...20x12 ..18

„ „ ...18x10. .13 5

„ ... 16 X 8 .10 5
Permanent green 20x10 ..11 12

... 18x10... 9 12

,, „ ... 16 X 8 .. 6 12 6 „ ,, ..

TILES.
s. d.

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 at rly. station

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz

Broseley tiles ."iO per 1000

Ornamental tiles 52 6 ,. „ ,*

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. „ „
Ruabm red, brown, or brin-
dled do. I.Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

Red o'r Mottled Staffordshire

do. 'Peake's) 51 9 per 1000

Ornamental do 51 6
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
*' Ro.semary '* brand plain

tiles 48
Ornamental tiles 50

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
'• HartshiU " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced 50

Pressed 47

Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

OILS.
Rape.seed, English pale, per tun.. £31 15

Do., brown,.

6 per 1000

per doz.

1 per doz. at rly. station

8

per 1000

per doz.

per 1000
6

per doz.

29

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 25 5

OUve, Spanish , ... 40

Seal, pale „ ... 22

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 44

Do., Cevlon 42

Do., Mauritius „ ... 4J

Palm, Lagos „ ... 35

Oleine 17 5

Sperm „ .. 34

Lubricating U.S per gal. 7 0^
Petroleum, refined „ ... 6]

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 6

Turpentine, American ...per tun 37

Linseed OU per gal. 2 11

B.iltic Oil 2 8

Turpentine , ... 4 21

Putty per cwt. 7 6

QLASS.
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 28o!.

Fourths IJd. ... 2M. ... 3}d.

Thirds 2ijd. ... njjd. ... 4d.

Fluted Sheet 3Jd. ... 41d. ... 4Jd
Hartley's English Rolled Plate

to £31 15
29
2? 6
40 10
2'i

4(
42
41
3S
19
35

1

1

37

5

8
6;

6 o

iin.

2id. .

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass

:

32oz. Net.
4id. „
Bd.

. ... 5)d. ,.

icin. Jin.

2Jd. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.
4d. ... 5J d.

Per gallon.VARNISHES, &o.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10

Superfine Pale Ela,stic Oak 12

Fine E-xtra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Diu-able Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flitting Varnish 18
White Copal Enamel 1 4

Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berhn Black _ 16
Knotting ^ 10
French and Brush Polish 10

The new municipal buildings, Stockport, have
just been completed, and ar.- built of Portland
stone from the quarries of the Bath .Stone Firms,
Limited. The architect is Sir A. Brumwell Thomas,
London, and the builder W. .T. Briggs, Heaton
Noirria.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Palford- Public Baths 'limit £*20/0C) 5 per cent., £30, £20 L. C. Evan.*. Town Clerk. Town Hall. SalfoWl Feb. 16
Rtooktnn-on-Tees— Prepbylerian Phurch Hall ilimit £1,500) . Alexander Livinpstcn. Secretary, 24, Russell-street, Stockton 20
Castleford—Dual Spmndar.' School 'TOO places) (local; "Walter
H. Brjerlpv. F.R.T.B.A.. Assp«<!or) £50. £2> Alfred WiU~nn. Cl^rk tn Governors. Station-road, Castleford, Yorks Mar. 5

B'sbop Auckland— Spffindarv School (Asfiessot) 5 per cent. ; £iO, £10 'T. A. L. Robson. SpcretaTv. Shirp Hall. Durham , 15
Failsworth—Public Library ;limit £3,000) £20, £10 H. C. Broome, U.B.C. Clerk, lailsworth „ 2S

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
roEdpfnmaPn— Keadine-TJonm ......; 7. , Workmen's Committee Thilip J. Jones, Architect, Cilfynydd. near Pontypridd Feb. 15
Tantobie- Cartshed and Stables , Co-operative Society George Thomas "Wilson, Architect, 22. Durham-road, Blackhill „ 16

Llanllyini—Minister's House Richard Dalies and Son, Architects, Banpor . ." „ lf>

Manchester—Engine and Boiler Houses, Water-street Waterworks Committee ITie City .Architect, Town Hall. ^lanchester ; „ If^

"Westrntber— School-Master's House "...'.'..... School Board T. R. .Vtkinson, Architect. Earlston, X.B '. ::...... „ lij

Bradford— Trinling "Works and Warehouse .*.'.".'.'.".".*..' B. D. Fairbank and Son. Arch ts.. Craven Bank Chambers, Bradford „ 16

Mintlrn, Lynn— Semi-Detacbed Cottages !"!.".'."."'.".".',".".' T. E. Baggs
,

H. T. Tilson. Architect, Railway-road, Lynn ,, 16
Camtoine—Two Houses, Trelowarren-street Pascoe and "Vague Edwin H. Crispin, Trelawny-road, Camborne ,, 16
West Kirby— School "....'.!'.*.!!!*.!'.!'.!'.'.'.'. H. Beswick, County Architect. Newgate-street, Chester 18
Coventry— Wnikshoj-s. .tc. at F(ile.'hill Cias "Works *.!! Gas Committee Fletcher W. Stevenson, Engineer, Gas Works, Coventry 18
Shipley- St. Peter's Church, Moorhead-lane !!'.!'..!!!.!! T. H. and F. Healey, Architects, Tyrrel-street, Bradford „ 18
Watchet— School !..!!!!..!!!!!! .^Somerset Education Committee Hawkes and Andrew, Williton. Somerset , 18
Yoker, Glasgow— Engine-Shed !!.!..!!.!.!!"!!!!!!!!!!" Caledonian Railway Co Formans and M'Call. C.E., 160, Hope-street, Glasgow , .

18
Shattfrhebble- School

,

' "[ Joseph K. Walsh and Graham Nicholas. Architects, Halifax ^^ 18
Worthing— Laundry at Swandean .".'.'.'.'...'I."!!!!! Corporation The Borough Surveyor, Liverpool Gardens, Worthing „ 19
Burnley—Pofato-Shed at Danes House !.'.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!![!!!!! Lancashire i- Yorkshire Railway Co. The Engineer's Ctthce, Hunt's Bank, Manchester „ "19

Gravesfnd— ..Additions to "Victoria House "...*.".'.'."'.!.'.!!'.!.!!!!" Town Council The P.orough Surveyor's Office. Town Hall, Gravesend : ,. 19
Poole—Work at Workhouse Laundry !..""!...'...""!'!*",!!! Guardians The Workhouse Master, Longfleet. Poole 19
Esher and Noibiton Common— Builders' "wV rk ..".!.!!..!. !!'..!.!.!". Kingston Guardians ". Jas. Edgell. Clerk, Coombe-lane, Kingston-on-Thames , 19
Preston- Manuallnstruction-Room at Cirammar Sciiooi '. Corporation The Borough Surveyor. Town Hall, Preston 19

West BoIdcn-AIteraticns to Mixed School Durham Covmtv Education Authority W. F.ushworth. F.R.I.B.A., Architect, Shire Hall, Durham ,, 19
Great Amwell— Coal Bays at Pumping Slation .. Metropolitan Water Board .. The Engineer. Rosebery-avenue, E.C ,, 20
Bow-Work at Rectoiy and Glebe Farm The Rectory, Bow, North Devon

, „ 20
Winsford— Two Shelters "... Urban District Council James Wilkinson, Surveyor, '^farket-place. Winsford 20
Redruth- Cottages. Sinns Barton Farm..... ........'.......! Oliver Caldwell. F.R.I.B..\., Victoria-siiuare, Penzance „ 2J

Bridgnoith—Laundry and Alterations at "Workhouse Guardians E. Trevor, Architect, High-street, Bridgnorth 21

Bradford- Reinstating Spinning Mill after Fire Walker and Collinson. Architects. Cheapside Chambers, Bradford .. ., 21

Nottingham—Enlargiment of Po't Office !!!!!!!!!!'!!.!!!!!.! H.M. Commissioners of "Works The Secretary. H.M. nttice of Works. Storey's Gate. S.W 21

Keighley—Warehouse at Holme Mill John Ha'-'gas and Sons, Architects, North-street, Keighley „ 21

Elaengarw- Swimming-Bath and G\mvasium '.'.'..'.'...".'..'.'.'."'...'. 'Trustees '..'...." J. Mnrris-Wdliams, Architect, Blackraill, near Bridgend „ 21

nverston- Additions to Old Masonic Hall .'............/....... .lames Thompson and Co. J. W. Grundy and ,Son. Architects. Central Euilding~s, Ulverston ... „ 22
Hajwards Heath—Water-Tower in Asvlum Grounds Brighton Asylum Visiting Committee J. G. Gibbins. F.R.I. B.A., ."l. Palace-place, Brighton „ 22
Llandaff— Nine Pairs of Semi-Detached Cottages Mrs. Evans W. H. Dashwood Cape], F.R.I.B. A., '2, Church-street, Cardiff „ 22
Glossop— Convalescent and Nurses' Home '" f'orporation " Bulman and "^'inyomb. Architects, 67, Chan -erv-lane. W.C „ 23
Nelson— Fire Station at Bradley ... Watch Committee . . B. Ball, A.M.I.C.E, Borough Engineer, Town jaall, Nelson 23
Matterdale- School ' ...

'"
J/' Joseph Forster. Architect. 13. Earl-street. Carlisle „ 23

Glasgow- Substructures of Machinery Buildings, Shieidhaii Corporation .... Wm. D. Hamilton. M.I.Mech.E.. S9, Bath-street, Glasgow „ 2S

Michaekton-y-Vedw- Additions to Lockwood Mrs. Rowlands W. H. Dashwood Capel. F.R.I.B. A. ,'2, Church-street. Cardiff 21

Wakefield- Chronic Block at Asylum Asylum Committee J. Vickers-Edwards, County Architect, County Hall, Wakefield „
'-•'"'

"Wrexham—Waiting-Rooras and' Footbridge!!!^!^]!!!!. !!!!!!!!"!."!! Great Western Railway Co. "... G. K. Mills. Secretary. Paddincton Station. W !''"•

Birkenhead—Additions to Tranmere Workhouse Guardians Edmund Kirby, F.R.I.B. A., 3, Cook-street, Liverpool ,
"-''>

IJanelly- Additional Classroom to Bigyn School [.[ Education Committee George Watkeys, Borough Surveyor, Llanelly ,
26

Wandsworth, S.W.-Public Elementary School. Merton-road.. London Countv Council G. L. Gomme, Clerk, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W.
, „ 26

fiewcastle-on-Tyne- Station Buildings. New Bridge-street North-Eastern' Railway Co William Bell. Architect, Central Station. Newcastle-on-Tyne ,
2i

London, S.W.-Bepairs to PoUce Stations, &c. iThree Yearsi Metropolitan Police Receiver The Police Surveyor, New Scotland Yard, 8."W '2)

Kerbymoorside—Reseating & Renovating RudlandP M Chapel ... . . . Rev. J. Binns, Church-street. Helmsley Mar. 1
Sunderland— Electiicitv Works Corporation J. F. C. Snell and .A.. S. Blackman, Engs., Town Hall, Sunderland.. „ 1

Kidwelly— Additions to Morfa C.M. Chapel Trustees W. Jones and W. D. Morgan, Architects, Pentre S
Stratford, E.— Additions to West Ham Hospital !!!!!!!.!!! Committee H. Percy Adams, F.R.I.B.A., 26, Wobuin-place, W.C 11

Sbildon— School (1.100 jlaces; Durham County Education Authority The County Education Architect. Shire Hall, Durham , 19

Winchester— Grand Stand N. C. H. Nisbett, Architect, 45, Jewry-street, Winchester Nodate
Newport— Primitive Methodist Sunday-School"!!!!!!!!!!!!""!!'.!! !!* !!! ! !!.!! Newland, Davis, and Hunt, Archts.. Commercial-st.. Newport, Mon. do.
Romsey— Grand Stand !!!...!!!!!! N. C. H. Nisbett, Architect, 45 .Jewrv-street. Winchester do.

Newcattle-cn-Tjne— Repairs to EuUdings arid Bridges Northumlerland County Council J. A. Bean, County Surveyor, The Moot Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne do.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Edinburgh- Condensing Plant Town Council Sir Alexander Kennedy, 17, "Victoria-street. S.W Feb. l^

Edinburgh— Exhaust Steam Turbines and Generators Town CouncU Sir Alexander Kennedy, 17, Victoria-street. S.W 1^

London, S.W.—Swing Bolster Trucks London County CouncU The Clerk, County Hall, Spring Garden", S.W , 19

Edinburgh— Petrol Motor Chassis Fire Brigade...". Thomas Hunter, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Edmburgh „ 21

Stcckpoit— Five Double-Decked Top-Covered Cars Tramways Committee ,Tohn .\tkinson, A.M.I.C.E.. Borough Surveyor, Stockport '-')

Bridlington—Wiring New Theatre and Opera House H.Hague, Manager, Bridlington Nodati

ENGINEERING. .^ ^ ,We-xford— Cooking Range Guardians Nicholas Kehoe. Clerk, Wexford iFeb. u^

Manchester- Boilers, &c., at Water-street Pumping Station ... Waterworks Committee „ The Engineer. Hydraulic Power Stn., "Whitworth-st. W., Manchester „ 16

Belfast—Motor Pumps Improvement Committee Sir Samuel Black, Town Clerk, Belfast 18

Antwerp— Swingbridge Municipal .Authorities M. le Bour^mestre. Hotel de Ville, Antwerp .. IS i

Ghent— Extension of Canal Direction des Ponts et Chausses. *22, Rue des Champs, Ghent , 18
Cj3ckeimouth—Telescoping Gasholder Urban District Council A. F. Young, Engineer, Gasworks, Cockermouth , 1^
New Hey— Footbridge at Station Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Co. The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, Manchester 19

Bilston-HiatingEttingi-hall Schools Urban District Councd J. P. "Wakefoid, .\. M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Town Hall, Bilston .1''

Royton—(ipening under Shaw-road Lancashire i^- Yorkshire Railway Co. The Engineer's Office, Hunt 's Bank, Manchester l-"

Lyndhurst— Well, Silver-street, Emery Down New Forest Rural District Council ... William Coxwell. Clerk, Totton, Southampton W
Welheiby— Sleam-Jackeled Pans Guardians The Workhouse Master. Wetherby ,,

Jj
Bolton- Hydraulic Wheel Dron Lancashire & Y"orkshire Railway Co. The Engineer's (ifflce, Hunt's Bank. Manchester .!?

Alexandria- Four Boilers .....". The Inspector of Irrigation, Third Circle, Alexandria 20

Rhcndda— Heating Apparatus at Penygiaig School Urban District Council Jacob Rees. Architect, Hillside Cottage, Pentre. Rbondda 2j
Egremcnt—Travelling Crane i3-ton) Wallasey Urban District Councd W. H. Travers, Engineer, Public Olfices, Egremont. Cheshire --
Hanogate— Light Railway (IJ mile) Harrogate Gas Co Edward Wilson Dixon, M.I.C.E., 3, East Parade, Leeds 23|

Brixham- Landing Stage' Harbour Committee Joseph L. Arlidge. Clerk, Town Hall, Bri.xham -;?

Matlock Palh—Water-Main Urban District Council James Diggle. Engineer. Town Hall. Matlock .n '^

Harrogate—Weighbridge and Locomotive HaiToirate Gas Co Edward Wilson Dixon, M.I.C.E., 3, East Parade. Leeds » '-^v

Whitbv-Swingbiidge over River Esk Urban District Council J. Mitchell MoncrieB, M.I.C.E., Pilgrim-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne „ --> ..

Poole—Waterworks Town Council E. T. Hildred. Quantity Surveyor, 1. High-street. Gusport ,, -\

Aimalhwaite-Btone Biidge across River Eden Cumberland County Council Geo. Jos. Bell, M.I.C E.. County Surveyor, Tbe Courts, Carlisle Mar. -

Southtieet- Covered Reservoir Metropolitan Water Boaid The Engineer, Brookmill-ioad, Deptford, S.E - ,<
"I

Brtcon-Gas Plant .".. '..... Gas Co Thomas Canning, .^.M.I.C.E , Mill-street, Newport, Mon ^
Arthur's Pass, New Zealand—Tunnel (5 miles) New Zealand Midland Railway The High Comniis.sioner, 13, Victcria-st, Westminster, S.W j^

Clutton—Waterworks Rural District Council William F. Bird, C.E.. Midsomer Norton, Somerset ,, 1;

Bombay- Reclamation between Mazagon and Sewri Bombay Port Trust Sir J. Wolfe Barrv A: A. J. Barry, Engs., 7, Sanctuary, Westminster .^pnls

Bunedm, New Zealand-Gas Plant Corporation Thos. Cole, A. M.I.C.E., 11, Victoria-street, Westminster June!.

FENCING AND "WALLS.
Antwerp -tiuay Wall Municipal Authorities .

Dundee— Fdundary Walls at Gagie Filters Water Commissioners
Workington -Boundary Walls at Derwent Hou.e Corporation _ _..^.- . .

Bristol— Retaining Walls, Fox-lane . Town Council The City Engineer, 63, Queen-square, Bristol

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS.
Hcunslow— Fuinilure and Fittings to Branch Library Public Library Committee The Public Library, Treaty-road, Hounslow *^'"-

.,

Glasgow—Wright Work Fittings at Townhead Library Corporation John Fairweather, .\rchitect, 136, Wellington-street, Glasgovy ........ ,. -

BaUywalter- Seating at Second I'resbyterial Church ' Young and Mackenzie, Architects, Scottish Provident Bldgs., Beltast „
f^

Hunstanton—Two bhopfronts Thos. Guy, Westgate, Hunstanton
Nodat '

Bristol— FuiTiishing Cosaham Memorial Hospital Trustees JohnHenshaw, Hospital, Kingswood, Bristol ^°^ "

I

1 M. le Bourgmcstre, Hotel de Ville, .^jitwerp Ff*- )-

„ George Baxter, C.E., M.I.C.E., 03, Commercial-street, Dundee .,
J;

\f. L. Eaglestield, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Workington „ i;

Tl.rt (';... l.'« ..; n .-...,. ,;m <1,>a.3Ti_ciiiiarP "Rristol ,,
^'-
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EMIORATIOX For. ARCIIITECTS.

'T'^HERE are periods when all the youth of

J- England is tempted to leave the old

country and settle in newer lands. There
was such a period many years ago which led

to the settlement and practically to the

foundation of the Australian colonies. Ajipa-
rently a similar period is now commencing,
though the stream is setting towards Canada
and South Africa rather than to the Anti
podes. M'hatevei' may be the general
economic cause which leads to this state of

affairs, it is evident that the tendency to

emigi-ate is affecting architects like all other
members of the community, though possibly

to a somewhat less extent. The first to go
to any new country are necessarily those who
work with, their hands, the agriculturists to

till the ground, the miners to take advantage
of its mineral wealth, and then the craftsmen
of various kinds, from the road- and railway-
making navvies to the carpenters, brick-
layers, and masons. By the time that these
latter find openings for their services the
country is becoming more or less settled, and
the architect's services may be expected to

be in demand. It is useless for him to go
to a country which is only being newly
opened, for he is not a pioneer but a follower
of civilisation. The fii'st early settlers require
nothing more than the simplest of dwellings,
log huts or even tents sufficing where
climate permits. In spite, therefore, of the
general unrest of the present moaient, young
architects should pause before going to un-
opened countries.

If we consider Panada for a few moments
we find that, as a correspondent described
it recently, it is a more or loss frozen-out
country, though one excellently adapted for
farming purjioses at certain "times of the
year. There are few towns of any magni-
tude, and the community is scattered over a
large area. The farms", and even the free
allotments gi-anted to individual settlers, are
not less than one hundred and sixty acres in
extent. On these each farmer buirds his own
house, and, as timber is plentiful, he uses no
other niaterial in it. With a great amount
of immigration going on, as at the present
time, there is necessarily a gi-eat deal of
building

: but it is all "of this elementary
character, demanding little skill and cer-
tainly no architectural embellishment. Even
in the few instances in which an architect's
-ervices are required, he finds that payment
jis remarkably small: for timber buildings
ire cheap, and although the five per cenl.
rate of payment is adopted as in England, it
loes not work out at all satisfactorily from
IS point of view. It is only in the few large
iud well-establisheil towns that permanent
'uilding is indulged in, and to meet the
lemands there are already sufficient archi-
ects in the country. The case may be
lifferent in another twenty years, when the
ree land may be absorbed and the populi-
lon begin to conceutr.ite in towns : but until
ihat time arrives it would be a great mistake
I '1 young architects to emigrate to Canada

iny numbers. The native supply is suffi-
iit for the immediate requirements.

I
In South Africa the cmdition of affairs is

liferent. Circumstances there are not such
5 to justify emigration at all, even ujion a
nail scale. Some ten years ago several of
le larger towns were glowing rapidly, and
hitects of ability who went out" from

nglaud soon established practices and ilid
markably .well. Then came the war, fol-
wed by a .very short period of boom and a

long subsequent depVMS>iiiii, fro:n which the

country is still suffering. The towns are

over-built, and, moreover, cont.iin a large

number of architects who were established

in them many years ago, ready prepared to

snap up anything that may come along, with

the advantages of being on the spot and

knowing the country and the people. It is

not a matter in South Africa of waiting until

an agricultural population becomes estab-

lished and neeils settled centres for markets

and manufactures : but. e\en worse than this,

it depends upon the settlement of a politically

unsettled country, and then upon there being

room for any more men than are at present

on the spot. It is a country, too, which

depends largely on its mineral rather than

its agricultural wealth, and, as an almost

inevitable result, is subject to sudden and

extreme variations of prosj)erity.

Our Antipodean colonies are better countries

to go to. They have long been settled, and
contain many solidly prosperous towns.

These passed through a period of severe

depression following the great bank failures

of some fifteen years ago, when for a time

they were overbuilt. At that time many
architects left the colonies. Those who
stayed are now reaping the reward of their

perseverance, sharing m the generally solid

prosperity of the States. This is (luite a

different thing from a temporary boom, and
much more satisfactory to the average

Englishman. There may well be room for

a few more good men from the Iloiye

Country, provided that they are prepared to

wait their turn and establish their practice,

as they would do in any English provincial

centre. There is a local supply of young
men, however, who are so far better equipped

in that they have been brought up to a full

aporeciation of the locality and its needs -

particularly in the matter of planning. This

means that the unadaptable men had better

stay at home. Anyone with his eyes open
i-an soon accustom himself to local conditions

of this sort.

An impression seems to be gaining ground
just now that it is a good thing to go to the

United States. Certainly it is a country
which is booming at the present moment.
Fortunes may be made there very fast ; but

they may also be lost as rapidly, and the

expense of living is high. Architecture is

quite differently organised there from what
it is elsewhere in the world. The whole
practice seems to be concentrated in some
few offices of a magnitude entirely unknown
outside the .A.merican continent. An English-
man of ability—re.al ability—can always find

a berth in one of these at a good salary. He
is one of an army of a hundred or even two
hundred assistants, thoroughly organised
under a good business chief, but his prospect

of becoming an independent practitioner

himself is proportionately small. It is the

specialist, too, who is most sought after in an
office of this sort, for under comjilete organi-
sation sjiecialising can be carried to an
extreme degi'ee. The first-rate 2)erspective

draughtsman, the domestic i)lanner, the
Renaissance designer, and the steelwork
calculator can each find a place, and a realh'

lucrative place also, in an office of this sort,

the one essential being that he be a really

first-class man in his speciality.

S]>eaking generally upon the whole matter,
it seems as if at the present time England is

producing more young architects than she
needs, and that it is necessary for these to

find a market for theii' talents somewhere or
other. Hitherto, especially during the
period of the great South African boom, it

was rather the custom for the indifferent man
who had failed in England to go out to a
colony and pose as an architect with only a
half knowledge of his business. Many of

these have subsequently failed, and had to
return to England, or take to contracting.
They would probably be failures anywhere.
England was not, however, producing young

men of quite the sum calibre in those days
as at present. .

Our schools had not bsen so

well organised, and the advantages of going
through the full course of the R.I.B.A.
examinations were not then so well recog-
ni.sed. The few who went abroad then,

with a good English <iualification, thorough
masters of their craft, succeeded well, and
this in almost any colony th.it they chose to

settle in. As a general rule, at that time we
kept the best men at home; but there in

evidence in the greater buildings in many
of these outlying jiarts of the Empire
that we sent out many good men also.

Julging by analogy, it is to be expected that

the thoroughly well-trained architect can even
now find an opening in any well-settled

colony, and probably a better one than he
could obtain in England, unless he were an
entirely exceptional man. This state of

things, however, cmnot be expected to last

very long. With the extension of our ex-
amination system to colonial centres, followed

as it probably will be by the formation of

good architectural training colleges, we may
expect that before very long each colony will

produce enough young men to fill the ranks
as vacancies occur. Thus the present may
be a good time for an architect of real

ability to leave home, provided that he have
a little capital with which to wait, and is

content to enter an office for at least a year
in the district which he selects to settle in,

in order to grasp the peculiarities of climate,

&c., with which he will have to contend
before he commences practice for himself

;

but he must be circumspect in his choice of a
district. It is useless to go to a purely
agricultural country, or to one in which
townships are only beginning to be estab-

lished, unless he is prepared to wait until

they gi'ow into cities, in which permanent
buildings are required. Then his chances
would come, as the man on the spot would
probably have great opportunities, such as

would never come in his way in an old

country. To the aveiuge man it would
probably be best on the whole to emigrate
to the steadily growing and well-established

towns of the gi'eat Australian Commonwealth.

THE OLD DUDLEY ART SOCIETY.

THE Spring Exhibition of the Old Dudley
Art Society, which opened yesterday in

the gallery of the Alpine Club, MiU-street,

Conduit-street, is unusually good. The pre-

vailing tone is one of brightness, such as it

is natural to associate with water-coloui-

drawings ; and on the present occasion there

are many good pictures on view, the atmo-
spheric effects of the landscapes being par-

ticularly striking. There are, too, an
exceptional number of drawings illustrating

architectural subjects ; and to these naturally

we must pay the first attention, the mos(

important being Xo. 19, "The Martyrdom
Doorway, Canterbury Cathedral," by James
Cafe. This is a large architectural study,

treated with a wonderfully sympathetic

touch and exquisite i-enderiiig of the stone-

work.. There is a general grey tone

over the whole, suggestive of the quiet

cloister, while a bright light is seen within

the doorway. The only thing which the

picture lacks is life. A few figures would have
been a great advantage from the point of

human interest : but, architecturally, it is

unsurpassed in the exhibition, and would be

difficult to beat at any time. Many of the

other architectural subjects are good, but
none are of sulficient prominence to be picked

out otherwise than in the sequence in which
they are hung. X'o. 1, •• \ Venetian Door-
way,"' by Miss J. Fisher, is spoilt by an un-
sympathetic and somewhat hard outline, with
muddy colouring of the water. It might be
best described as a dirty contrast in black and
green. Treated with more delicacy, the sub-
ject is one which should have produced a good
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drawing. No. '!, "The (^uailranf;le, Jesus
College, Oxford," by Miss A. 1). Ellis, show-
ing the well-known IKth-century doors, one
of them having a pediment, and the other
with a large timber hood over it. set in the
Tudor work, is a pleasant enough sketeh ;

but too much has been included in it, with
the result that though theoretii-ally ooiTect it

appears to bo out of drawing, while the
toliage is rather suggested than pvojierly

worked out, Nos. li», "A Street at Kan
lialil," and -ifi, "An Old .Street at Monsky.
• 'airo," by Spiro Searvelli, are delightful

pieces of work, which, without being too

brilliant, thoroughly suggest a sunny I'^astern

city. There are rich transparent shadows in

the narrow streets, with their overhanging
oriel windows and mushrabiyeh work ; there
IS a suggestion of crowds in the street, and yet
they are quiet crowds, moving slowly about
and not bustling, as is our Western fashion,

while much bright colour is introduced by
their dresses and by the goods to be seen
beneath the wide awnings over the shops.
Xo. 127, " (_'hoir Stalls in IlenryA'lI.'sChajiel,
A\'estminster .Vbbey," by Rose Hake, is an in-

different attempt at an exceedingly rich sub-
ject. It is the sort of thing that none but a
thoroughly exjiert painter should attempt,
who is alive to the signiticauce of every detail

of the architecture, and fully imbued with
the spirit of the great Gothic wood-carvers.
Xo. .'i'2, " (In the Grand Canal, Aeuioe,'' by
K. W. Hereford, is another example of a good
subject spoiled bv weak renderins, and even
Xo.'41, " ( )ld Tan Yard, Caudebe"c," by Mrs.
X. Madan, with its undoubtedly picturescpie

half-timber work, would have been the better
for more sympathetic handling. These, how-
ever, if indifferent, are not thoroughly bad

—

a description which, so far as this exhibition
is concerned, can be apiilied to scarcely any
other drawing than Xo. 6:2, " Moon Rise,
^'enice," by Miss J. Fisher. It is the sort of

thing that a child might do with a box of
chalks, labelling the various items as "A
Church." or " Water," or " .V Boat." Xo <)3,

' In the Xational Gallery," by Miss C. Jaconet,
is bettor, but it is an architectural study into

which a ]>icture of a picture has been in-

troduced, .spoiling its composition altogether.

It is the painstaking work of one who, at

present at any rate, hardly understands
what is meant by beauty of line. Xo. 74.

"St. Mary's Porch, Oxford," by Miss A.
B. Ellis, is something of a higher type in

accurate perspective, with the architecture
treated as part of the picture. It is an
artist's rendering of a well-known subject,
similar in treatment but superior to X'o. :),

already referred to, ' bj' the same hand.
Xo. So, " Philii' on the Nile," by John
Lamb, is one of the most perfect pieces of

pure colouring which we have seen for

some time. The island, or a little bit of

it, is seen upon the right, with the well-
known " Pharaoh's lied." and the ]iylons of

the temple half-hidden amongst palm-
trees, and standing out in sharj) outline

against a beautifully clear sky. All this is

reflected witli almost absolute precision in the

calm water, while the left-hand side of the
picture is occupied by the blue distant

hills. The same artist shows two smaller
drawings, of which No. 170, "Egypt," is

equal to his greater effort in all its better

(lualities, the view being taken in this case near
the Pyramids. One sees a groat many pictures

of Egypt under a similar aspect, and the
impression given is that of an extremely
peaceful land. Xo. lo7, "Florence," by
Xigel B. Severn, though quite small, is a
beautiful study of quiet tones, showing the
well-known bridge over the Arno, and the
old houses on its bank. Xo. 17.j, " Kialto,
Venice," by Trevor Hadilon, i^ a trifle distract-
ing, owing to the clashing lines of the bridge
and the stops. It would have been quite
possible to have slightly altered the point of
view, and so to have produced a much more
pleasant picture. Figures are introduced

just sutficiently to give interest, and the

colouring is quite satisfactory. In No. Ul7,

" The Grote Kirk, Dordrecht," by James T.

AVatts, the artist has succeeded in catching

the tone of old 1 lutch paintings, thus suiting

his subject well.

The landscapes form the most numerous
class, and \ery naturally so. This is almost
invariably the case where water-colour is the

mi'dium selected, great subject pictures and
jiortraits being generally rendered in oils.

Xo. .J, " Lympne Castle, Kent : Moonlight."
by U. G. Stormont, strikes the keynote
which runs throughout. It is a picture of a

castle on a hill, overlooking a wide plain

which is wrapi)ed in the mist of early dawn.
There is a wonderful sense of atmosphere and
breadth, and of infinity of distance combined
with extremely careful painting of all detail.

The balance of parts is excellent, and the

colouring all that could be desii-ed, while if

it was the intention of the artist to express a

sense of loneliness he has succeeded to jier-

fection. Equally gocd at least is Xo. 124,

" Sun Setting in Ila/.e, nearBordighera," b_y

A. Severn. This is an extraordinary jiiece

of colour-drawing in jiale tones and
marvellous brilliancy. The sun is to

be seen above the distant hills, while

waves lap the shore in the fore-

ground. The water is clear and limpid,

and the picture one to live with. It is a

representation of a quiet sunny evening, in-

e.xpres.sibly calm and soothing. Xo. 129,

"Windsor; Morning Mist," by Xewton
Benett, though not reaching the perfection of

Mr. Severn's work, is a pleasant light-toned

harmony. Xo. ;J1, " <.)utside the I ity of

Tangiers,'' by Geo. C. Haite, is highly
characteristic of the artist, who revels in

^loorish scenes with their bright white walls

and the brilliant dots of colour suggesting
the forms of the richly-clothed Arabs. Much
use is made of purple in the .shadows and
blue in the sky ; but nothing is worked up
very highly, and the re.sult is brilliant sug-
gestiveness. Xo. o4, "The Grey of Morn,"
by H. G. Stormont, like his other painting.

Xo. 5, is a lovely piece of work in which the

small things have not been forgotten, though
the general effects are broad, and the
gradation of distance is brought out

almost in stereoscopic manner. Xo. o9,

"At Clifton, Hampden - on -Thames," by
W. AtHeck, is the ]iainting selected for the

most prominent position in the room ; but,

in spite of its domineering colour, we doubt
if it is quite the best. Theie is an enormous
breadth of pure blue sky molting away into

gold on the horizon line, which lies somewhat
below the middle of the picture. This is too

distinct—too little broken b)' trees or hills, so

that in spite of the beauty of the painting,

the effect is marred. There is, in fact, a want
of balance between the \arious parts, and a
much better result would have been obtained
if a groat part of the sky and the right side of

the ]iicture had been cut off. X''o. "S, " For
Home," by J. Carlisle, is one of the few
paintings into which animals have been intro-

iluced. In this case horned cattle are stand-

ing out i:.i bold relief upon the blue-white
snow of a mountain pass. Xo. 104, " Eling
Quay," by Miss M. Bernard, though it

covers much sj>ace, is little else than a
sketch. A fine atmospheric effect of a
drizzly day in a lonely spot has been
ol)tainod by means of a few bold touches
cleverly introduced. Xo. 112, "Battleships
Coaling at Dawn," by Nigel B. Severn, is an
cxainjile of how ugly forms can be utiliseil

by cajiablo hands to produce a picture of high
order. The stern masses and grey smoke of

tho men-of-war stand out prominentlj-

against tho glorious colouring and bright

goklen sky of early dawn, some of them with
everj- detail showing, and others, more dis-

tant, hilf-hidden in the mist. No. 144,

"Autumn Evening near Reading," by
Albert Stevens, is a small study of delicate

gradation, while No. lo4, " On a Yorkshire

Moor," by David Green, is a picture pro-
duced from very little substance. It ex-
presses the desolate emptiness of a broad
moorland, emphasised by the presence of a

waggon in the middle distance, and by some
smoke rising from a distant cottage : but
there is the effect of the hills on the horizon
being many miles away, and of otherwise
absolute emptiness between them and the
spectator. Two-thirds of the whole picture-

is taken up by sky, and yet it is far from
being monotonous. There is the making here
of something better on a larger scale. No. l.'ill.

" On the Moors, nearBelston," by C. Tophani'
Davidson, though having an almost identical

title, is entirely different in its treatment.
The effect of atmosphere and distance are
here fpiite lost by the over-painstaking
manner in which every microscopic detail of
the scenery is rendered. Nos. 103, " Murano,
from Venice," and lOS), " Venice, from the
Lagoons," by Geo. C. Haite. are different

from most of the work by this well-known-
artist. If he catches the spirit of Tangiers-

by means of a few bright touches, he is-

equally at home with the softer scenery of
Italy. These two in particular are very fine-

pure paintings, simple and broad, and ex-
ceedingly transparent in the colouring, the
felucca sails being introduced with gi'eat

effect. No. 184, "Bison," by F. A. A'erner,

is a very tiny sketch, one would imagine, for

a large oil painting, conscientiously worked
out. The bull of the herd is standing keep-
ing watch over the still w.aters of a blue lake,

on the margin of which a herd of cows is-

resting.

But the great series of animal paintings
forming the feature of this year's ex-
hibition is the collection of studies by
^liss li. Kemp-Welch, shown upon one I'f

the screens in the middle of the room. There
are good pictures elsewhere in the exhibition :

but few of them reach the standard which
she set^ in thes^, although most of them are

mere studies in pencil, and even in charcoal.

of animal's heads, &c. Here and there, as in

No. l'49, "The Shores of Loch Eil," she
shows what she can do with a landscape

how in a few touches she can obtain such
brilliancy of colour as many may spend their

lives in seeking to emulate ; but it is in her
animal studies that she excels. All know
her greater paintings, and those who have
seen them at the Royal Academy and else-

where will be uiore than pleasei to have an
opportunity of studying on this occasion her
preliminary sketches, be they large or small,

tho head of a horse or a group of fowls.

Tho subject and portrait pictures are few.

but almost all are worthy of attention. Xo. 14.
" AA'hich Con(|uers—Persecutor or Martyr ':

"

by W. S. Stacey, to which we should have
thought a more suitable title might have
been given, is fuU of expressive meaning.
A young man has been stoned to death
and lies upon the ground with the stones-

around him. His persecutors are separating,

going their different ways in the background ;

but one has stopped and looks down pity-

ingly at the body. His face and his whole
attitude are full of sorrow and undying
regret. It is a great conception, excellently

worked out, with the atmospheric effect of

an Eastern land expressed as would not have
been possible in the coarser medium of

oil. No. 70 "The Missal," by Lexden L.
Pocock, is a large jminting. and not an
entirely successful one. An attempt has been
made to produce something of a decorative

type. Three children are shown in a garden,

one of whom has an open missal book upon
her knees, but the expression upon their faces

is hardly suited to the subject. They have
evidently posed, and have become somewhat
tired of sitting to the ai-tist. The colouring

is in broad unrelieved masses, and there is a

want of- sense of line in the drapery, in the

grouping, and in the arrangement of the

harsh line of the hedge behind. The same
artist has done much better in No. lOJ, " Sta
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rramesea liomana Seeinp' the Aision when
t'olleuting Wood for the I'oor, a.d. 1440."
Fnthisca.^e a .startled young girl is looking
upwards as she half-recliues upon the wood
she ha.s gathprej. She is well posed, and her
drapery, which consists of a gown of ex-
tremely brilliant party rolours, is well ar-
ranged. The picture would ha\-o Leon yet
better had the background been less
fidgety, breadth being needed there to
contrast with the mosaic effect of the
rich garment. Instead of this, sun-tlccks
are shown upon the grass beneath the
trees, such as are always .seen in a wood in
summer time

: but it would have been betterm this instance to have suppressed them.
Xo. 10!), "Fast Friends," bv Mrs. Mariquita
•J. Moberly, is a study ..t a child and dog:
and a simple and happy little studv, too,
]ileasantly painted, if not of anv gn^at power.
Xo. 120, ••The Last Leaf."' by Miss E.
Brace, is one of the few pure porti-aits. It
shows an old woman's head, life-size, full of
character, kind and clever, with her grey
liair shtdtering beneath a white cap. It is
the sort of thing that students do in art
schools by the score, but somewhat superior
to most of these. No. l:!2, "A Sea Idyll,"
by Innes Fripi>, may be described as a
charming sketch for a big picture. 1 )elightful
as it is, it would be better to a much greater
scale and in oil colour. A rooky chasm is
reprcsi^nted, through whicli the sea rushes,
and^it is so well expressed hen- that its moan-
mg can be .almost heard in the imagination.
A mermaid, lovely in form, and with long
loose wind-driven hair, is seated on a rock,
while a man, half-rising from the waves,
holds out his arms towards her. It is a pui-ely
imaginative picture: but it is unusual and
pleasing to meet with an artist who has this
great gift of imagination. Xo. lyt, " Lring-
\ng up the (funs,- by F. ,1. Torrome, which
IS an attempt to copy L.idv Butler's work,
hardly reaches the necessary excellence to
bear comparison. This is always a risk
which has to be run bv one who copies
another's style. There is plenty of action,
and the swing of motion in the rushing
horses and eager men. and vet something, it
IS difficult to say what, is lackin". Two
more portraits, Xos. 22o. "A Farm "Hand "

and 272, -'A .^tudy " by Henry Terrv,
evidently of the same model, are worthy of
some attention. The first is a large-scale
head, while the other is smaller sketch of the
seated man, dressed m smock frock and
gaiters -a tyjie rapidly passing away, pictur-
esque and honest.

writers and Icctiirors on modern clmrili building.
Just as Pugin and Beresford Hope, in the middle
of the last century, were instrumental in killing
the (iothic style of the Peel churches, so later
critics have ])ut an end to the fashion of imitating
the eccentricities of men like liutterlield or Burge.s
in buildings which lack the grace and sense°of
proportion which give distinction to the works of
those masters. Touching th.' smaller and simpler
types of churches, tjio factor which the architect
should bear in mind when designing such build-
ings is the necessity for restraint and simplicity,
Uener.illy. the builder of a small church is only
justified in aiming at that kind of dignity which
can be attained by simple outlines and good pro-
portions. Delicate ornament and bright colours
are not out of place in such buildings : but an un-
due multiplication of parts, an excessive parsimony
of material, or the use uf meretricious ornament
can only result in disappointment. .V refined
sense of proportion or detail cannot be equally
.attained by all: but we can at any rate build
simply and without offence, and retrain from
aping the features of a cathedral upon the scale of
a chapel.

SVMMETItV XilT A1,I.-IM1-01:TA\T.

The importance of a simple plan cannot be over-
estimated in our smaller churches, and in such
buildings it is not always necessary or desirable
to sacrifice too much for symmetry. Thus, under
cirtain conditions, good results can b<- obtained by
planning a moderate-sized church with a nave
Hanked by an aisle of fair width on one side only.
Promoters of church-building schemi-s are apt to
make a fetish of an unobstructed area full o£ pews
in front of the chancel and altar. There is no
real necessity to place the altar and chancel in
full view of all the worshippers, especially when
everybody possesses a Prayer-book and .can read
it. The question of placing the pulpit in a con-
spicuous position, and of making the preacher
audible to the congregation, can generally be
solved in a church divided up into sp,an3 of reason-
able width, and carried upon fairly light arcades,
especially if the Continental and old English plan
be adopted of placing the pulpit about a third of
the way down the nave, so arranging the seats
that those placed east of the pulpit should be cap-
able of being turned round during the sermon.
Although

THE PASSAGE AISLE TYPE Ol- CHCIUK

BRITISHKOVAL IX.STITrrE l)F

AR(aiTECT.S.
nnilE fortnightly meeting of the Institute wasX held at 9. Conduit-street, W., on Monday
evening, Mr. LhoxaroA. SYokes, vi,-e-president,mthe chair. Mr. A. Gkaham. F..S. \ hon
secretary, announced the decease of four members •

-Jtessrs. bidney Fowler. Fellow : Wm. AngeloWad-
dmgton.I-eUow, of Manchester: William AUredUrge. Fellow, distri-t sur;-evor of St. (feor^'e
Hanover-square

: and Arthur .Maryon WatsSn'
-Associate only son of their much - respected

who died last week after a very short illness
promised to have before him a career of hi-h

j;r'lhrTf * ^^^r'"^ ">« •^•'"- «e"etar?es
lo the Literature btanthng Convmittee. and also
served for some time iis an hon. secretary of the
Architectural Association. .\s a man of abilityand education they had hoped he would have been
ot great assistance to the Institute in future yearsA vote ot condolence with ^Ir. and Jlrs. Watsonin ttieir severe bereavement was, on Mr. Gimi vm's
motion, passed in silence.

MooEux cnrucH desk^v.

uZ""" ^"""^^ °". ""'' ^''''«<^'- >'l"stratod with a

vofk- h""^"" ".!
1"*'"^^ ^"-l photogniphs of

were re ^^•«"">V
f^^^^e-i ""d living architects.

rndVir H i^

^•^"•^'''^«-^- -N'cnoLsox, Bart.
~tt\U. Jlr. 11. (_. CoRLETTE.

In his opening remarks. Sir Ciiaules Xicm.i.-^"N acknowledged our indebtedness to wcent

is capable of producing imposing architectural
effects, these are only possible where the height is

ample
:

the plan is therefore a costly one, and
unless ample funds are available, it 'is better to
adhere to a more economical type of design. An
effect of internal spaciousness can be beet attained
by dividing up a church into two or three spans
of fair wdth and height, rather than by exagger-
ating the dimensions of the central avenue and
tacking on a pair of aisles like cottage sculleries-
.Speaking of the value to the architect of

construction is starved until the verge of stability
has been nearly attained, one cannot but feel a
most painful sense of prelensicm and inaiipropriate-
ness. If we have to build cheaply, let us at any
rate build solidly, and not waste money upon
moulded dressings of Batll stone, or even baser
materials. As regards external design, we should
be content with the simplest possible outlines and
with the severest r,f detail. ( )ne source of dignity
is within the rcac^h of every church builder -viz.,
a long, imbroken roof line. It is hardly possibb
to over-estimate the value of this ; but it requires
a certain amount of courage in the architect to
compass the building of such a roof. What is

true of a roof line applies also to a parajiet,
whether plain, pierced, embattled, or pinnacled.

I Xl>EK-ESTIM.\TIXO rtTLllE REOlIltEMEXTS.

The author referred to the mistake, so often
made by church-building committees, of under-
estimating the possible requirements of their
localities. Instead of laying-out a sufficiently
large scheme at the outset, they aim at getting
a church finished quickly to hold six or seven
hundred people, trusting" to supply future needs
by the erection of mission or district ::hurches
as the population grows. This is ;i great mis-
take. The organisation of a single large church
is generally more efHcient and less co.stly than
that of a number of smaller ones. In a largo
town church, well equipped and well staffed, it
is possible to maintain a constant succession of
services with the same expenditure of labour
that is now dissipated in the simultaneous per-
formance of services in half a dozen small
churches. Architecturally it is evident that one
good building is worth any number of in-
different ones. It is bad economy that some
dozen churches within a radius of a' mile should
have exactly the same service going on in them
at eleven o'clock every Sunday morning: the
clergy are overworked and underpaid, sermons
are only half-prepared, churches are three-paits
empty, and church music is often of a vulgar and
sensational character. The author thought this
condition of things might be remedied bv
imitating the generous ideas prevailing in some
of the Continental towns, such as Bruges and
Brussels, where modem churches are built,
cross-planned and vaulted throughout, varying
from 180ft. to 200ft. in length, and from UOft.
to 80ft. in internal height. As regards

A TKCE SENSE Or SCALE,

the author referred to the many Renaissance
buildings, like St. Peter's at Rome and the Isaac
Church .at Petersburg, which suffer from the
exaggeration of their details. Our own besetting
sin is in the reverse direction, and we are apt to
destroy the dignity of a whole by composing it of
a collection of features so small as to be mean in
themselves. The work of men like Street and
Butterfield is generally marked by a fine sense of
scale in the individual parts.' Some of the best
effects in modern church work have been jjroduced
in simple buildings by the use of thick walls,
ranges of large windows, full arcades, and plain
roof lines.

CHEAP TOWN CHCKCHES.

A problem often presented to modern architects
is the production of cheap town churches of good
size, seating up to a thousand people or so. By
exercising great care and economy, it is still

possible to build substantial churches fairly
cheaply: but it is only possible to attain simpl'e
effects which do not commend themselves to
public taste, and it is only by the exercise of some
diplomacy that an archi'tec't compelled to build
cheaply is excused from the obligation to disfigure
his work with poor ornament. Under these con-
ditions it is advisable to aim at actual bulk, rather
than at architectural refinements or hixuries, and
such unessential features as chancel arches,
clerestories, broken-up roofs, and an imdue
multiplication of parts should be dispensed mth.
The one quality which cannot be dispensed with
in these plain churches is that of sufficient
solidity. Ir» ch^p modem' churches, when the

THE .STVLE or oiii tnrucnEs,
the author referred to the fashion of deriding
modem Gothic. Our Gothic school, he said, is
by no means seeking merely to reproduce the
effects which it was only possible to obtain under

i

conditions which no longer exist. Perhaps it is

because the conditions under which later Gothic
work was done more nearly approximate to those
of our own time than the conditions which
obtained during and before the I3th icntury,
that the most successful of modem (iothic woik
is based upon Late rather than upon Early examples.
But it will be conceded that the type of work
which has been developed from Late Gothic
models has grown up into a fairly well-
4inderstood manner of architectural "expres-
sion, which is both modem, and English
and church-like. This being so, asked the author,
is it worth while to cull Byzantine or Classic
details for the sake of mere novelty, or to imitate
or invent features which are merely picturesque,
quaint, or even grotesque r Surely it is wiser to
recollect that fashions which are merely odd are
bound to change rapidly, and • to devote our
superfluous energy to the perfecting of planning
and the development of construction. The secret
of Bent'.ey's success at Westminster lies in its

solution of such problems as the construction of a
fireproof-roof system and the possibilities of
vaulting a large building in concrete, and not in
the clever compromises between Classic and
Byzantine detail with which his work is adorned.
And the wholesomest fruit of the Gothic rcvi\-al is

to be found in the series of vaults which Pearson
poised with consummate skill over many of his
chuiches, rather than in the miles of correct
thirteenth-century Lincolnshire mouldings with
which he covered his cathedral at Truro. Under
the influence of the Church of England the Gothic
style can scarcely be said to have been entirely
disused at any period in this country. The spirit
of the Church is distinctly con.servative and tradi-
tional, and, in a sense, still Mediaval ; and it is
not unnatural that our Church architecture should
reflect this tendency. Moreover, churches like
St. Michael's at Coventry and St. Nicholas' at

,
King's Lynn, and scores of others, form models
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for town churches which would ful61 every
requirement of the present day ; for they are the

hest compromise that has yet been evolved between
the conflicting requirements of ample accommoda-
tion, good acoustics, practical comfort, and
architectural dignitv.

THE rllACTUAI, KEUl IKEMENTS OK
cnriuH.

A MODEUX

Mr. IlniEHT C. CoKLETTE, treating of the

practical requirements of a church which should

be satisfactory both ecclesiastically and archi-

tecturally, said that first the building must be

suitable for the locality in which it is to rise. It

should be quiet and dignified, and it Ciin be both

of these witiioiit being mean and bare, even
though no mouldings, carving, or other decora-

tions are possible. The levels of the site, the

course in which the drains may fall, the nature of

the subsoil, and the foundation with which it

will be necessary to deal are elementary matters

which cannot be overlooked. But if the work is

to be part of the locality in which it is to be

built, the characteristic type of work which has

been the pride of the neighbourhood forcenturies,

the local materials available, and the capacities of

local craftsmen should be considered as well. To
use the bricks, tiles, or slates, the stones, the sand,

or any other materials which are parts of the sur-

rounding hills and valleys, is but to make the

work a distinct portion of the soil upon which it

is to stand. The local types should also be

studied so as to get a distinct idea of the waj' in

which one may best work in touch with tradition.

Dealing with

THE Ol'ESTION or ACCOMMODATION",

the author subdivided his subject into (1) the

sanctuary ; «, altar ; /<, reredos ; c, steps ; f/ altar-

rails : <, sedilia ; f, piscina and credence; », altar

and sanctuary lights : (J'l the choir : (7, reading-
desk ; b, choir-seats ; <, lectern ; >l, steps : c, screens

;

/; organ
; (3) the nave : <i, seating ; h, aisles or

passages : c, porches ; r/, narthex ; c, font ;
/',

pulpit: I/, litany-desk : /i, floor levels : (4) the side

chapel : (5^ the vestries, sacristy, cleaner's room :

(6) lighting, heating, ventilation, drainage, root's,

musical considerations.

THE SAXCTIAKV.

Experience has shown that the mensa, or slab,

the tabletop, which is the altar itself, apart from
its supports, should not be less than 7ft. by 1ft.

Sin. But Sft. is better as a minimum length ;

and the top of the altar-stone should not be less

than :sft. 3in. nor more than oft. Bin. high above
the foot-pace or platform upon which it stands.

The altar should be so placed in the sanctuary

that the length of it is north and south, with the

long sides towards the east and the west. The
altar need not be so placed as to be in full view
of the whole congregation. But it is not desirable

that it should be altogether hidden and screened,

as seeming to exclude the worshippers who are

present to take part in the service of the church.
The altar should bo raised above the level of the

nave fiber. In a long and generally large church
it may with advantage bo higher than in a small

and short one. There should be one step, and
one only, at the entrance to the sanctuary from
the choir. The reredos gi\x'S opportunity for the

use of stime of the highest forms of artistic ex-

pression in colour or form. In it the architect,

painter, and sculptor, the carver and worl^er in

metals, may use all their best faculties and
ideals in producing a work of admirable
architectural beauty. In its smipler forms,

the dorsal or hanging with side curtains may
be used. If there is unlimited room, and a

really fine sanctuary may be had, let it

be large. Then the altar and platform may be
well detached from the cast wall, and stand
forward into the sanctuary with advantage.

There may be the steps close to the platform,

returned round it, witli a wide space between the

lowest of these, and one or two carried across the

entire sanctuary. On the other hand, it the site is

above the choir floor, and the altar-rail at a con-

venient distance Sft. or 6ft. eastward of this.

This would be a suitable position for the rood

screen in a modirn church with a choir of laity.

THE CHOIR.

Thecustiim of placing the lay singers in the

choir between the nave and the sanctuary is an

innovation. But as it has so largely been accepted,

architects must deal with it as well as they can

and one for the choristers. They should be close

together. And it is often convenient, if the two
may be thrown into one, for the accommodation
of any meeting or classes connected with the

affairs of the church. As regards the heating and
ventilating of churches, each buildin» will need
special consideration ; but the architect-designer

of the whole work must control the installation

and arrange for it : otherwise the architecture

must suffer. The author enteri'd into the question

and one thing necessary will be to arrange that of the cost of building churches, and showed that

the benches and desks for the choristers shall not
^

cheap churches are passible provided simplicity in

be too obtrusive. The long lines of them are design is followed.

valuable architecturally to lead the eye on to the

altar. But it is well that they should not appear

as a too prominent break between tlie nave and

the sanctuarv. The best way to avoid this is to

keep them lower than they are sometimes de-

signed. If the choir is to be raised at all above

the nave floor level, it will undoubtedly be best

that all the steps should be collected ' together

at the entrance to the choir from the central

passage of the nave. It is not, however, neces-

sary that the choir should be raised. But when
it is lifted up, from one to three steps of 6in. rise

and r2in. tread will be quite surticient. Discus-

sing musical requirements, the author advised

that the organ should not be enclosed within a

brick or stone box of building materials, even

though one might make it an excuse for intro-

ducing a tower. The organ is in the church for

practical reasons, and should be placed so that it

can be used. It should also bear a distinct re-

lation to the size of the building, and not be too

large for the church in which it is placed. As
regards seating, there are well-defined and gene-

rally aL'cei:)ted rules which need not be departed

from. In setting out the area for seating, the

simplest method is to allow Sft. from back to back,

either of benches or chairs. The author favoured

chairs as the best solution of the difficulty of dis-

posal of hats. If the back legs of the chairs are

well planned, a convenient place for hats is to be

found between each chair. The hats can be

shelved upon the bottom rungs of the two chairs,

or upon a flat piece of board screwed to the rungs

to receive them.
THE XAVE.

In even a small church the central passage of

the nave ought to be no less than -Ift. wide ; it is

better to be at least oft. or tift. Side passages

should not be less than 3ft. in width, however
small the church may be. It these side passages

are in aisles in which there is seating other than

that properly in the nave, it will be necessary to

make them 4ft. wide. The cross passage between

the seating in the nave and the western limit of

the choir may be 4ft. across, if it is not likely to

be used extensively. But if the choristers ap-

proach the entrance to the choir from the vestry

by this passage it should not be less than .Ht. or

Gft. wide. The cross passage at the west end of

the churct should be regarded more as a narthex,

or internal western porch, than otherwise. And
it might be screened from the nave, even though

only by curtains above the backs of the last rows

of seats. If ample space is allowed at the west

end there will be room not only for ingress and

egi-ess, and the placing of the font as an important

essential of the plan : but would also, perhaps,

make it possible to provide some convenient

receptacle where umbrellas, sticks, and super-

fluous coats, wet or dry, might be deposited. In

allowing for the pulpit in the plan the first

requisite is that it shall be so placed that the

speaker may be heard well in any part of the

building, it is, in Engl.and. usually found on

the north side, not far from the entrance to the

choir. But in a large church it might, with

advantage, be somewhere near the centre of

the nave, on the north or south side,

close to the wall or arcade of the church.

It will be sutJicient if the floor of the pulpit be

raised no more than 3ft. above the nave level in a

church of moderate dimensions. But it may
often, with advantage, bo higher than this,

in a town, it may be confined, and a limit placed
, especially if it is to be used for speaking to a large

upon tie space available for a sanctuary. If this

is so, everything should be done that is possible

to make the sanctuary worthy of the object for

whic^h it is used. But it must be convenient,
usef id first, and dignified. All actually unneces-
sary steps should be discarded. The true place

for any distinction between one division of the
church and another is at the entrance to the
sanctuarv, not at the entrance to the choir. If

THE UEASOX FOR CHVRCH PLASXIXG .\XD KimNGS.

Having considered the more practical matters

of church building, the author recurred to a sug-

gestion he had made earlier that the various forms

and furniture, and the disposition of the main
parts found in use in a modern church, are not

arbitrary customs or conventions, " These
forms, ceremonies, and rites are all vital things.

They have a meaning, a reason, for their being

and a history. They are formalities only when
in the use of hypocrites, and they are neither

based upon dead traditions nor the inventions of

any real or supposed mediaeval empiricism. At
the same time, though they do not owe their

continued existence and use to a conservatism

which will not advance, we must not allow them
to be lost through any desire for progress which
is neither reformation nor restoration, but rather

revolution. There are, then, evidently guiding

principles in church planning and arrangement

as there are sound principles in building which
we must remember." The author went on to re-

capitulate the principles underlying the tr.aditional

methods of church planning, briefly outlining the

practice in England since Early Chiistian times.

Concluding, he said that it was too much assumed
that nothing would be suitable as a design for

church work in England now unless it had the

sanction of English tradition manifest in its every

feature and detail. Had not, however, certain

types of design been made English by use?

Had not some of the now essential ele-

ments of English design first been imported

and then by the work of some generations of

designers made ours by numberless experiments

in the course of centuries ': It appeared to be

thought that it w.as "incorrect" to mingle

Eastern with Western ideas of construction as a

foundation of architectural design : but the

Mediicval builders were hampered by no such

absurd respect. In the .South of France and in

Spain the designers, though revelling in the

magnificence that height gave them, enclosed

their whole floor area with one enormous vault.

The grandeur of one large open space appealed to

them in the clearer Southern light as the broken

mysteries of numberless supports satisfied in other

ways a Northern imagination. Because the domical

experiment was not tried in England before the

close ot the l.ith century, are we to be for ever

debarred frori using it in a design coupled with

moie ordinarily Gothic principles of structure?

For nearly two centuries the round ai-ch. and no

tracery, was essentially, if inevitably, a strong

and beautiful element of our English Gothic art.

Mr. G. H. Fellowes Puvnne, in proposing a

vote of thanks to the lecturer, said he was entirely

in sympathy with the tone and main purport of

the papers. There was no church an-hitect who
had not felt some stimulation from the earnestness

and enthusiasm of the scholarly band of Gothic

revivalists of half a century ago. Their work
was now derided, but we were still building on

the foundations they laid, although we were not

now so strictly bound down by questions of style.

He wished more of the clergy" of the present day

understood and appreciated the principles of

church architecture. Church architects experienced

great difficulty owing to the varying decisions of

diocesan chancellors, each of whom was a law unto

himself. -Vs to the cost of churches, he often told

committees that they could not provide a satis-

^.._, ., r- ,, u ,

factory church under £12 a sitting. People often

congregation. In this cjiso a sounding-board ' thought they were acting very cleverly in stipula-

above the pulpit is an advantage. The steps up

to the pulpit are better hidden behind it than

shown too much. And in no case ought they to

be awkwardly arranged with any twists. In

nearly all well-equipped churches it is considered

necessary to provide a small side-chapel. It is used

principally for the small congregations which

attend the week-day services, and need not be a

anything in the nature of a chancel arch is used, distinct portion of the building, but be separated

let it be pliiced above the entrance to the sanctuary, by a screen from the body of the church, tiener-

The screen might then be placed there on a step ' ally, two vestries will suffice -one for the clergy

ting for the smallest possible outlay on a church,

and afterwards lived to regret their unwise parsi-

mony, which had eliminated all the distinctive

features from the .approved design. He could not

agree with Sir Charles Nicholson on one point ;

the appropriate position for the screen across a

church was at the entrance to the chancel, in his

opinion, and not the sanctuary.

Mr. H. Heathcote StatHam seconded the vote

of thanks. He agreed with Sir Charles Nichol-

son that most London churches were too small.
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Many church designs could be improved if the

wide narthexes to be seen at the entrance to

Rhenish churches were provided. As to the

general principles of planning, he could nc^t allow

that a long building was the best form. In a

modem church, not the altar, but the congrega-
tion, was the most important feature. The
serviceable plan showed a big cross, shallow

limbs, and an apsidal east end. and this arrange-
ment, as Dean .Stanley wrote him many years ago
with reference to a design he prepared in his

youthful days, went back to the earlier Christian

tradition. .\ long chancel was the worst form
for the choir and organ, and from a musical view-

point unquestionably, as he could testify after

thirty years' experience as an organist, the best

arrangement was to locate the choir in a western
gallery. The taunt was often raised by architects

that organists often desired too large instruments,

but if they were to make the harmonies of bass

and tenor heard against the volume of sound pro-

vided by congregational singing, a powerful
organ was necessary.

Mr. Mature B. Aham- was surprised Mr.
t'orlette had not referred in his paper to many
little details in church architecture that were
shown in his firm's admirable selected design for

Epsom parish church. Ijne of these was the pro-

vision of a return way for communicants, so as to

obviate confusion, and to regulate with decorum
the movements of those approaching and return-

ing from the altar. Then a small space, and. if

necessary, a little series of steps should be pro-

vided on one side of the altar so that the

sacristan could readjust the ornaments on the

reredos without profaning the altar itself. In
the churches of more advanced ritual the

present tendency was to remove the singers and
organ from the chancel to the west end : personally

he didn't care for this arrangement, but it

possessed certain advantages from a musical
standpoint. A good effect was given by raising

the narthex to a higher level than the nave.

Mr. E. Pkioleai Waukex. F.S.A., held that

church planning in its essentials did not present

any difference from that of any other building.

Common sense, or rather uncommon sense, and
careful observation were needed in meeting
the requirements. The use of passage aisles cut

through intennal buttresses often provided a

dignified interior to a nave, and this method of

planning had been adopted by Mr. Bodley, Mr.
Street, and their ('hairman, and there were also

old examples in Spain. He thought one reason
why the square east end was more usual in English
Mediaeval churches than an apsidal termination
was, because the roofs were of wood and not
stone, and the carpenters found a square end more
easy to construct. The typical English church
was long and low-roofed.

The Chairman remarked that the topic had
been ancient rather than modern church-planning.
The architect's aim should be to gain dignity of

effect by simplicity of plan and detail ; the
endeavour to reproduce large features on a smaller
scale was a great mistake. Architects might
seriously consider the desirability of the abolition

of the east window ; it dazzled the eye and
obscured the view of the most important feature—
the altar.

In acknowledging the vote of thanks. Sir

Charles Xicholsox said the church which had
passage-aisles must be of consideiable height to

look well-proportioned. In Street's litlle church
iif Holmbury St. Maiy. might be seen an
excellent e.xample of a naithex. shut off from the
nave by an open screen, so that passers-by could
look into the church without entering.

Mr. CoRLETTE said he agreed with the Chair-
man that where there could be piovided a good
reredos and ample north and south lighting, the
east window might well be omitted.

ARCHITECrURAL JOCRXALISM.-'

ByM.UKKE B. AiiAMs, F.R.I.B..4.

A\^HAT is the relation of architectural jour-
» T nalism to architecture as a living art : and

is the influence of the professional Press conducive
to its progress or not 'r ./ j'noi-,, the answer
must depend upon two things— viz., a just under-
standmg of architecture as now practised, and a
proper appreciation of the legitimate sphere of
journalism. It will, at starting, be incidental to
our inquiry if we also briefly indulge in a little

• Read before the Northern .Architectural Association,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, February 2C.

introspection. The modern architect has been
evolved concurrently with the growth of pro-

fessional journalism: the two have developed

side by side. They appear to be inseparable, and
certainly act and react each upon the other. We
may do well, therefore, to make a note of that

circumstance. Jloreover, we cannot fail to

acknowledge the fact that the best architecture

which the world has universally recognised was
erected ages before the days of newspapers or pro-

fessional architects, and most of it dates long
prior to the invention of the printing press. The
very name of " architect " does not even appear
to have been in use in England anyway till early

in the UUh century, though is came into vogue
rather sooner perhaps in Italy. '• Ingeniator

"

was the designation given to King Henry II.'s

master mason, AInoth ; and in the i:iih century
this term might have been applied to others and
equally to Pierre de Montreuil, whom records de-
scribe as the head of an association of workmen
engaged in designing and erecting the Chapel of

the Virgin at Saint-tiermain des Prcs. in which
church he lies buried. .\n inscription on the
south porch of Santa Maria Maggiore, Bergamo,
names its designer as "iragister" Johanes Cam-
piglio, l.'i()0. These worthies were salaried

otticials employed by patrons, however, but not
appointed, of course, by county councils as func-
tionaries to engineer an architectural bureau,
whfch makes a difference. We have also to

remember that the arts flourished in their highest
forms unaided by academical displays or popular
gallery shows. The noblest triumphs of masterly
building and the "supreme of earthly masonry

"

had grown mellow by age centuries on end
before professors of architecture found a vocation
or lecturers on art flourished on a syllabus.

Preachers of old time are of course familiar in

ancient history, and sermons. I suppose, will be
delivered till the end of all things. Compilers of

books have been termed "bookies." Bernard
Shaw, after alluding to the mistakes made by the
Great Architect of the Universe, with character-
istic modesty called art critics " Press parasites,"

a classification in which Whistler probably voted
Kuskin : and Marie Corelli, who has given a tone

' to Shakespeare's birthplace, holds the journalist

I in scorn by refusing to furnish her fiction to be
reviewed. Preachers proverbially go by the
name of " sign -posts " in the West of England,
"ever giving directions, but never proceeding
thenselves"— "sky-pilots," in fact: while a

further unconventional commonplace describes

1 the newspaper man as a "penny-a-liner."

j

Xevertheless, the predestinated way of artistic

achievement is of necessity marked by milestones

I

in order that the learner along the road may trace

the evolution and localisation of style bjth in

literature and in art. The annotator of archi-

tectural periods thus fulfils a useful function,

though it is fashionable to decry him and his

wares as useless baggage. The pa'an of the pro-

fessorial pundit, so high in favour, serves to

kindle interest and inspire enthusiasm ; while
last, but not least, the professional journalist takes

a modest part in the propaganda of the hour, and
furnishes the architect with one of the best

means of education ready to his hand. Perhaps
the journalist has the advantage, seeing that his

audience is not restricted by four walls. Journal-
ism certainly has its attractions, too, for the
practitioner who now and again delights to dabble
with the i)en, however much he may rightly

dread being thought merely a preacher. William
Burges, when speaking disjiaragingly to me about
a lecturing busybody then enjoying the heyday of

a very lucrative practice, observed. "When
So-and-so went into an architect's oflire a born
popular preacher was spoiled.'' Burges, an ex-

quisite writer and a facile lecturer, replete with a

knowledge of the grammar of his art, was one of

the first to insist upon the risk of artistic in-

tuitiveness being stunted by a surfeit of the dry
bones of glossologicil arc'oaology. He foresaw

that no advance in living art could be possible by
1 th^- process of laboriously reproducing the letter

of past modes and styles. Since his day the up-

to-daters have wandered away from the b ading-

strings of good taste, ignoring pn cedents, and.

proceeding under a vul^jar misapprehension,

have presumed that pncociuus newness might
p^ss at a substitute for artistic originality.

Adroit as such ingenuity of manipulation may
occasionally be, it is at best only a kind of clever-

ness quite alien to diiniity, subversive of breadth,

j

speedily culminating in becoming absurd. The
consummation of the ([ueer, only so lately the

j

fashion, has, we hope, seen its climax in the topsy-

turvydom of design which must be ineffably
repellent to cultivated minds. The headlines of
sensational journalism and snipjiity paragraphics
are of a liki kin<l, ephemeral as a catch-penny,
and quite as useless. The journalist has to
restrain his extiavagance if good work is to
result, and the architect must regard his imagina-
tive faculties if his conceptions are to be accepted

^

as successes. The immatuie by culture alone <an
! learn to eschew the liberties of wanton excess in
either calling, and so be prev< nted from running
wild or drift ruddeiless to ruin. -Vpropos of those
who attempt designing by ignoring rules on

^

strictly novel lines, guided solely by their own
unaided conceit, Hogarth published a satire illus-

trating the inhabitants of the moon showing their

horrid catastrophes resulting in monstrosities.

You will also recall his other well-known plate

wherein the absurdities arrived at by ignoring the
laws of perspi<tive are so graphically ile|>ict(Hl.

These trite conclusions spring unb'dden to the
mind as equally applicable to both the clashes of

peopl.^ we are thinking about. "To achieve dis-

tinction and ompa,ss success either must possess
' inborn c|ualities beyond the scope of extianeous
.acquisition, and to this extent at least both an;
identical. The architect as well as the journalist

must further coincide in recognising contem-
porary conditions as men of affaire, )>erCarce

realising that the limit of their opportunities
cannot fail to be largely influenced, not only by
their particular environments, but by their indi-

vidual proclivities. Foremost, it is incumbent
upon the newspaper reviewer that he should take
a wide \ iew of things and ciilti\ate a catholicity

of taste. Architfcts are prone to work, perhaps,
in a narrower groove. In all callings the capable
man can readily be recognised from the dubious
dolt by his resourcefulness in selecting methods
and adapting ways and means appropriate to each
problem as it arises. This, in short, is a faculty

naturally of the first consequence, being the best

evidence available that the head of a man is

fittingly adjusted to liis shoulders. With the

crank and faddist it may be assumed that there

is generally to be found a screw loose somewhere.

j

A born architect never knows when his art im-
pulse first began, and it has been said that " an
artist's career always begins to-morrow." But
then, however true that saying may be, the archi-

'• tect, as a practical master builder, is perpetually

engaged in proceedings permeated with the actu-

alities of to-day. It is dithcult, therefore, to

appreciate the questionable wisdom of some wise-

acres who pretend such relentlessness against all

j

certificates whatsoever in regard to architectural

j

proficiency. The receipt of any diploma will not

certainly initiate any artistic inspiration : and I

admit that no examination in ethics can insure a
capability for good design : but such a test as is

1 possible in building jiroficiency does not neces-

sarily turn an artistic student into what has been
called a "building barrister." We cannot too

often repeat that texture distinguishes good
architecture from mere building, and the journalist

reiterates this fact, adding another as to the need
of breadth and repeating the claims of good pro-

portion, with an insistence which is liable to be

wearisome. But for all this humble endeavour,

I

the petulant party, who fancies himself in advance

of his fellows, turns round on the Press i»s if it

' could be held responsible lor the inherent short-

comings of architects themsehes. The com-

j

plaint referred to implies th.it all pictorial

I

prints are inadequate, or something worse,

and so the journals ac harmful and blame-

1 worthy. This is unreasonable, because, however
'sensible of textiiie the draughtsman may be. no
' illustration, photographic or otherwise, e&n

actually depici a subtle qualiiy only to be realised

in the building itself, where more often than not

it will be found wanting. .W\ perspectivis and
i representation in the flat are condemi.ed. Butter-

field told me that he objected to such drawings

because they did not product the effect of a

building such as was obtained by walking round

it. This objeition was not convincing. The
model to scale is the alternative advocated : and
though the model has many advantages, it has

its distinct limitations. Doctor it up skilfully as

you may in sand, plaster, and paint, the

qualiiy of texture eludes your grasp : and while

\ou seek redemption in thus "working in the

round " it is quite as easy to fake a plastic model
as a drawing, adding a deceptive attractiveness

just as often a= not. False impressions are given

by models as readily as by studies that are

"passed off" on clients as "sketch designs."

We are advised by our friends not to allow the
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l.rofunJitiea of the profuse to dec^eive us. "SVe notwith.-tandini; what may be called my aceumu-
are fully alive to the fact that the best schooling ' lation of jirolonsed connection with the Press, for
syllabus, the most completi- book knowledge, ard

|

I may be behind the times. I presume that the
the most efficient art and crafties workshop cur- '

sufifgestion that I should say something on the
riculum are merely stopping - stones towards an suliject originated in a knowledge of my 35 years'

end. It is only possible to iligest a limited amount intimate aci|uainlance and personal experience
of such limitless ad\'antage, and everybody knows
the transient qualities of any process of cram.
We have all heard of the Irish veterinary surgeon
who sent in his bill '* for curing your ponv till he
died." The ordinary pupil runs no risk of this

kind, for he has to personally pick up as best he sional Paper, so

may all the knowledge he is likely to get in an before. The merit
ordinary office. Principals perhaps, as a rule, do
little bevond pocketing the premium. The Day
School does afford a systematic method by which
'hi? pupil can learn from qualified teachers who

whicli for a practising aicliitect engaged also in

such a project is, I believe, unique—anyway in

this country. No one appears to have thought
journalismm relation to architecture needed talking

about, and the adaptability of the subject to aSes-
as I know, has never been tried

md variety of the illustrations

comprise their chief interest and permanent value.

But there exists beyond the scope of the immediate
needs of the business of the architect, the sur-

veryor. and the builder a much wider question, as

may ennoble the mind by the sustaining qualities you will oresently see, involved in the prosperity

of patient instruction, and very possibly inspire cif the architectural Press. We need not stav to

vhe taste too. It is hardly practicable to define find the least common denominator in determining
ihe vocation of an architect with exactitude now- where the evils resulting from these periodicals

adays The definition issued by the American commence, or where their possible good may end-

Institute led to no little adverse comment, and I That knowledge would be of little )ise even if

have not seen any attempt to fix the limitations of found. It is far more to the purpose to re-

a technical journalist. Sometimes people fancy member what Professor Armstrong said about the
that he has taken up this kind of work having

^

imminence of education : — " Interest cannot
failed at all else. The far-reaching intluence of a always be maintained at bursting point: m
nobly designed building is anyhow beyond reckon-

I schools, .as in the world, uninteresting work must
ing, and the same, too, may be said of the power

j
be done sometimes, and in point of fact it is most

of a capable Press. If we assert th;it the English ! impDrt;uit to acquire the art of doing uninterestiog
papers are second to none, it is perhaps no more

;
work in a serious and determined way." It

than facts justify. Xo one realises the short'

comings of his trade better than the publicist,

particularly if he should chance to be an adept in

his craft. Whether architecture is recognised as

(hiefiy replete with poetic possibilities, or is

treated as a prosaic building business, to be en-

livened

niceties

side you .tttribute the most
are considerably indebted to

would surpass the wit of man to maJce every
number of any serial publication come up to one
invariable standard of excellence, and only

when uniformity of deadly duLness sets in

can it be Siiid a just cause for complaint arises.

A margin of merit muBt be conceded. And,
only by the occasional contentious

|
further, in criticising the journals, as everybody

of professional politics — to whichever
|

has a right to do, people so often overlook the
importance you

^
fact that things in which they chance to be par-

the good ofliies
i
ticularly interested are the very subjects which

of the journalist. This is sometimes not so fully

acknowledged as might be expected : but in any
.*;-vent you will agree that we all owe a debt of

gratitude to the enterprising secretaries of our
several societies for annually arranging their

sessional programmes and discussions, thereby

adding to the dissemination of knowledge and the

common stock of technical information. Public

)thers care nothing about, and trie m-sd. The
best of us are apt to take too restricted a view,

curtailing our energies to personal interests, and
so overlook much that is going on around us. I

architect r Enijincers and specialist-! of every

variety, including the so-called tiuilds of Art
Workers and Crafts, are all uniting in some way or

another to wrest the architect's vocation from him
and insinuate his end as a mere superHuity. The
more aJlluent members of our profession may
think lightly of such inroads, treating them as of

no importance. Not so the lank and file, who
can plainly see that this process, which is being

encouraged, really means, first in one direction

and then in another, till one's opportimities be-

come smaller by degrees and rapidly less, not

only for *• designing in beauty and building with

truth," but in the meantime the aichitect's

bread-and-cheese chances may be said to stand in

jeopardy every hour. I am not a pessimist, but

as a journalist attempt to put into plain terms

what so many must have in their minils. It may
be that what folks in Newcastle are thinking to-

day the world will be thinking to-morrow.

Consider the position after a broad view of what

is going on in almost every centie of activity

with polytechnics, arts and science schools, crafts

classes .»nd trades colleges, all ciowded like busy

hi^es of industry, creating a throng of either co-

operators with architects or competitors against

them. No solution whatever will be arrived at by
being supercilious, because the architect must be-

come alive to the ultimate problem involved. He
cannot afford either to ignore or stand aloof in

this movement if he is to secure a hold on the

wider issues of our national life. The professional

journals constitute a much more intimate factor

in this regard than, perhaps, may have occuixed

to you before, and it is evident that, .among the

vast concourse of students and teachers com-

prehended in the higher educational scheme just

alluded to, there exists an untold number of

readers for whom the building papers have a very

real interest. Beyond this, again, there is the

power of the Press in influencing public judge-

ment ; and ofien it would be impossible to obtain

a hearing without the aid of journalists, who are

said to hold the ears of King Demos in keeping.

Modern intellectual, political, and social life

interest also in architectural matters is augmented that trades and manufacturing processes are boin;

in no small degree by these means, largely, I may revolutionised, and, amidst the immense poten-
add. by the help of the journals. Now and again ', tialities of technical training, are being e.xtended
only, however, does it happen that some more and advanced both at homj and abroad, thus in-

venturesome spirit than the rest, gifted, it may tluencing the destinies of nations after a fashion,

be, with a nimble mind and presenting, perhaps,
I ;,nd on a scale unknown to previous generations.

an attractive personality, propounds some para-
I Krom whatever standpoint we view these things.

doubt it even the most alert prognosticator can differs totally from the conditions prevailing in

foresee or trace with any exactitude the precise
j
the days of the Plantagenets, which were

oal to which all the ediicational activity of the
j

wholly different from those which now obtain;

resent time is tending. Suffice for us to icnow
]
and yet we are continally being lectured

about " the discrepancy of methods architect-
present

do.xical revelation, and to this end assumes a

truculent air, riding a-tilt at generally accepted

ionclusions, and thus, for the nonce, unseats our

<.ommon complacency and sets people thinking.

A welcome ever awaits such an intellectual

libertine, either in the press, in the pulpit, or on
the platform—one who can capably arouse the

lethargic (piintessence of his fellows and startle

their latent powers of combativeness into activity.

Nothing can be more dismal than to drone on,

treating a daily task as a drudgery. Kven the

unrestrained prodigality of /.'Art .Xunrrriit

obtained recognition as an attempt to emancipate

applied, design from antiqu.ated senility. To
preach with pci-spicuity belongs not to the many,
-and to practise with distinction comes only to

the few. This little leaven must be looked to

for the leavening of the whole lump. With this

purpose the architectural Press stands for a good
deal, and by its means the chiefs in the pro-

fession for the time being are brought into touch

they axe beyond our control, and we shall do well

to waste no time hankering after primitive tra-

ditional customs and patriarchal feudalism. The
old order has become absolutely incompatible with
contemporary economics. Fabian or otherwise.

Our immediate concern is as clear as noonday

;

building workers must be brought into unison.

JIunicipal trading schemes, direct labour under-

takings, and syndicate combines may do much,
but they are not likely to corner the building in-

dustry just .at present. County councils, like

commercial trust syndicates, have, however,
journals of their own to promote their own ends.

The ;uchitect with an eye to coming events cannot
afford to ignore the necessity of looking to his

bearings, least of all to dispense with the journals

of his professional class. His paramoimt influence

.as an artist is a very v.aluable and essential asset,

convincing enough up to a certain point ; but the

only reliable footing upon which he may safely

^

rely as a stand-by is his function and ability as

with the unseen countless numbers of inarticu- ! ehief builder anil master of the works, qualified

late workers, who are thus influenced for the as a building expert capable of holding his own in

better. In a iense, of course, the immediate i the open market, equal to difficult constructional

result jierhaps is incomparable with the old
{

problems, economic modes of building, and able
tr>aditional guidance wOiich has for ever been

i to protect his client's interests when dealing
lost. Tho patriarchal personal influence and
primitive receptivity of the learner, too, arc

numbered with the past. In tho thick of com-
petitive claims for the mastery and the strident

demands of labour it is somewhat remarkable to

note how Urmlv conservative instin'-ts intrude and

with enterprising contmctors. All this is so well

understood, and so mundane, that even a
journalist might, perhaps, blush at such a re-

capitulation of the obvious. But for all that the

architect must learn to wake up. and it is hardly
necessary to remind him through you what a

reassert themselves even among so-called emanci- stupendous concern the building industry has
pated individuals who take a foremost place as become, and what a different aflair the trade of a
convinced Progressives. The fallacy of one-sided builder is now from what it used to be only a few
and over-belauded Free Trade is an instance in

point. l*ersonally I pride myself on a splendid

set of prejudices, and confess a predilei-tion for

old- fashioned ways. New journalism does not

attract me with its "hidden treasure " and missing
grandmother («mpetitions. It is therefore with
cbnsidei-able diffidence that I accepted the invita-

tion to load a paper on architectural journalism.

years ago. Remember the multitudinous interests

thus embraced, and how many of them are indi-

vidually antagonistic, competing in almost every
grade in the stress of stern reality. The architect

has the best of reasons for knowing what cutting
competitors will do, and the journals are fully

acquainted with the every-day struggle for

existence. IIow is all this gradually affecting the

urally characteristic of the iliddle Ages as

compared with those of the reign of Iving

Edward VII. Those who most harp on this

string are the inconsistent people who never cease

to caustically bemoan what they designate the

inanities of the Gothic Revival. These also are

the critics, too. who say that the architectural

p,apers only serve to make the cribber's repository

replete with an ever-increasing choice of patterns,

and mostly bad ones at that, becffuse, forsooth,

the aforesaid candid grumblers mostly keeji their

own precious productions to themselves. Thus,

on their own showing, they never give the reader

even a rare chance of seeing how things ought to

be done. This criticism about cribbing leaves my
emotions quite untouched. I have seen too much
of it done by every variety of .architect, '-'twixt

Avind and water," to be moved on that account

;

and my experience is that those who make the

most fuss about giving their brains to other

people are the last persons in the world who run

any real risk quite in that way. By continually

publishing the best contemporary drawings of the

most successful buildings, and in illustrating the

designs chosen in current competitions, the pro-

fessional periodicals serve an unquestionable

service, to say nothing of the historic examples of

all kinds so" copiously given as standards for

reference. This dissemination is not limited by

any means to the cities and big centres of enter-

prise, seeing that individuals living in the most

remote places are reached almost as readily, while

architects and subscribers in our colonies have

again and again told us how they look forward to

see the journals as the mails arrive. We,
too, at home, by the same means, are made
acijuainted with "what is going on beyond the

seas among our fellow workers who are en-

gaged in developing countries in which many of

our sons will have to make a home. With this

enormous enlargement of the architect's duties

thus necessitated bythe growth of themultipilicily

of concerns in relation to building affairs, tho

professional journal has grown proportionately in

importance and has incriivsed concurrently with

the development of the professional architect all

the world over. By the list of foreign publica-

tions which I attach to this lecture a very fair

idea will be obtained as to the truth of this
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assertion. The sprcimen numbers of the best of

these 112 perioilicals shown to-night have been
garnered together from all parts of Europe,
America, and the Colonies, so that you may see

for yourselves how they compare witli our British

journals, and I think you will admit that such

assemblage makes a very interesting and novel

display well worthv of your attention. It has

often occurred to me how remarkable it is that

equally able individuals should entertain such

diametrically contrary opinions about the merits

or otherwise of the selfsame thing. There is, I

suppose, no accounting for people's tastes.

What a humdrum pellicle of a j)lace this

•'valley of tears" would be if we all thought
alike 1- Our journals would be duller than
they sometimes are already. .Much of their

space is necessarily occupied with ephemeral
matter answering the fugitive needs of the
hour : but you will do well to note that,

whatever power the Press may possess, it cannot
make insignificance significant. I mean these

papers have in the main to be recognised as

records of other people's doings, and they refiect

the best that is being produced at tlie time. On
the whole, this agreeable task is well performed
with a catholicity of selection, a reguh'irity and
an impartiality which at least commends itself

and pleases t'ne majority. There always remains
a residuum who would like to have a paper all to

themselves, and. I dare say, think they would do
gi'eat things. .Judged by an academic standard,
or looked at through the barnacles of a cult, some
of the illustrations are mediocre enough, it is

true, unrelieved by freshnosa or artistic charm ;

but obviously great designers can be counted on
the fingers, and distinguished works of art neces-

sarily are few. An annual mag;izine might have
leisure to collect and pick out the supreme,
eliminating everything which does not count as

excellent, though I doubt it. Somehow, good,
bad. and indifferent performances gain equal
publicity anyhow, and this is precisely the dis-

guishing characteristic of each Royal Academy
show, as in every other e.xhibition. The work of

the most capable man even is unequal, and oeca-

sionaUy most disappointins. Weekly journals

are primarily newspapers, and you cannot reason-

ably compare them with expensive magazines ;

but no monthly publication can compete with
them in the matter of large circulation and
thorough representation or up-to-date form. In
passing judgment upon the relative value of any
illustrations, it is clear that, though the subjects

may lack artistic nierit, they probably present an
interest of another kind, perhaps as a planning
scheme or some special kind of building of ex-

ceptional value to one class of reader, but of little

use to another. The journals are very much what
the profession is capable of making them. As
years come and go, the gigantic gjowth of serial

;iccumulations is inevitable, and many ingenious
subscribers have endeavoured to cope with this

vast aggregation bj- devising indices and file com-
pendiums of their own with a view to classifica-

tion. Perhaps the index printed with a paper
everv half-year furaishes. after all. the best means
for reference, and when bound in a small folio

such indices are easy of access, and can be cheaply
preserved. Nothing could be more hopelessly

unmanageable than a lot of Imndles of unbo\ind
parts of any periodical. It must be largely com-
posed of inconsequential matter ; but, on the other

hand, these volumes do contain considerable in-

formation which cannot be found elsewhere. The
great point is to keep the indices for ready appli-

cation, so as to make the information accessible.

I will now endeavour, in conclusion, to supply a
brief epitome of the genesis of class journalism as

• onne^ted with building interests. The earliest

technical periodical issued in this country, so far

as I am aware, was the II Ul rs' Mu inzuiiin 17SG:
but it only ran through one volume. George
Cook, who combined the trade of a builder with
the calling of an architect, was the editor. John
Carter, whose name is familiar in connection with
two or three architectural books of that time, did
tbe illustrations. It may be convenient to recall

some of his contemporaries, such as Bartoloz;!,

I'iranesi, Fred Nash, and Halfpenny, who pre-

ceded Pugin, Mackenzie, and Le Keux as archi-

tectural draughtsmen and illustrators of eminence.
Other attempts at journalism of this kind may
have been attempted during the early years of

the l.vst century, but I could find nothing in the

British Museum. Among the pioneer papers of

which we possess copies are the M'-finn-'i

Magaz'ui;, published in 1823 ; and about the

same date the M^:/iaih's Jfckly Journal was

issued, followed ten years later by the .Inhi-

tntiiriil Miiiia:iiH\ founded by Loudon : and this

was the first exclusively architectural paper.

Its illustrations resemble those in Loudon's
f.amiliar " Encyclopo-dia of Farm, Cottage, and
Villa -Vrchitecture." which c.ime out in 1.S3I).

Interior work was included in the magazine, and
furniture was made a feature of. The editor

penned a very voluminous introdiu-tion. and a

Mr. Trotman opened with an essay on "The
Ekmi'ntaiy Forms of Classic Architecture," with
examples. Mr. William Hose, in a more enter-

prising spirit, discoursed on the advantages of the

use of slate and iron in combin.ation for domestic

furniture, accompanied by drawings. The l>uke

of York's Column is illustrated by plans, eleva-

tions, and a persi)ective taken from below the

steps looking from the park towards Carlton

House-terrace, <as designed by Benjamin Wyatl.
It is interesting to note that in this same magazine
descriptions occur of attempts which were then

being made to start architectural societies in

London, so that journalism for architects pre-

ceded their foundation. One coterie commenced
to meet in Exeter Hall in 1831. followed by an
association having for its object the "study oi

architecture and an'ha/ology," while a third

society existed primarily for the purpose of soci.al

' dinners in a sort of professional "free and easy
"

j
or " small and early.'' As an outcome of these

assemblies, the Royal Institute of British .\rchi-

tects was founded in 1834. .\bout thirteen years

after that date the then rising generation of

architects met in Lyons' Enn Hall, St. Mary-Ie-

Strand, and constituted the .Architectural Associa-

i tion. The earliest weekl)- professional paper was

I

called the ('nil J-^i^iimcir mid .Inhitcrt's Joi'iiial.

I

It came out in 1837 from an address in King-
street, Westminster, the price being 6d. Its

get-up resembled a mechanic's print, with very

i sparse illustrations and a weakness for bridges as

I

a stock subject. In 1S40 a new periodical, called

I the Siii'iii'ji-, Eiigxiirer, mxf Architect, appeared,

I

and you will notice the inverse sequence adopted

in its title. The price w,as one shilling per

, month, giving lithographic illustrations devoted

to plans and sections ; and althougli the art

j
department was of very secondary importance,

I

the advance made was considerable over previous

enterprises. The lecturer then gave a sum-
mary of the professional journals published

since the period referred to, and continued

;

The bibliography .attached to this paper is as

complete as possible. <-ln the eve of reading this

j

lecture, it is an interesting coincidence to see a

statement appearing in the Press, to the effect

that next June it is intended to hold an Inter-

I national exhibition of professional journals at

Copenhagen, organised by a Danish association.

The proposal is described as being of a somewhat
novel character. It may be that the correspondence

carried on during the past three months to obtain

specimens and particulars of periodicals for our

collection to-dav, has suggested the larger scheme
alluded to. With regiird to these Continental

publications it has to be noted that the strict rule

of annual subscription most obtains, and under
this ,iii',mi- individual copies are not supplied to

non-subscribers. In England and in America
readers have the option of purchasing any
particular number or part of the periodicals they

may fancy. This, no doubt, is a great advantage

to the public, but the puldisher has to determine

the limit of his editions by the average demand,
consequently any issue which happens to prove

specially popular speedily runs out "t print.

Other "numbers less in demand lapse into

"waste,'' which results in a loss to the

proprietors, besides being the indirect occasion of

loss to the readers, and for this reason the output

on every periodical necessarily is calculated upon

a provision as near as may be to cover the

depreciation inevitably accruing under such a

system. On the other hand, when the edition of

a' serial is defined by a regular number of annual

subscribers, as happens on the Continental plan,

this loss is obviated, leaving more available

cipit,al expenditure on the improvement of the

publication itself. Thec'jndujt of any journalistic

enterprise obviously must be based upon com-

mercial considerations unless, of course, the

publication is run to further the particular views

oriUterioraimsof theproprietor. This isnotlikely

to apply to the architectural Press, which, like

any other business enterprise, is founded on the

principles of supply and demand :
but there is

this to be said : that those who reiiUy value the

paper which represents their interests would do

well to remember how this aspect of the matter

concerns the reader as well as the proprietor— at
least, to this extent, because success in furthering
the ends for which both the architect and the
architectural journalist are working must largely
depend upon the co-operation of the subscribers to
these periodicals, not only by contributing to their
pages, and, as correspondents, giving early in-
formation of matters of general interest, biit by
regularly taking in their papers. T make no
apology for thus coming to so conclusive a point
which otherwise might not occur to you. Class
journals do not appeal to the |niblic in the first

instance, though their opinions are constantly
quoted in the popular newspapers, thus materially
assisting the aims arid interests of the community
which the architectural journals more immediately
rapresent ; and it is primarily on their own con-
stituents that the professional periodicals must
rely for support.

LIST OF AMTBRTCAK COLOXIAL. AXD FOnEKiK
AUf'HITKrTfl! VI. PBRtODIfAI.-!. WITH THEIR
TEHM3 OF SIBSCKIPTION IN' EXGLAND.

AMK8..Ay.
PerauKum.
post free.

Ameriran Arohitpot and Btiildin* News. Weekly
International Edition (Boston) £3 15

American Building Association Newe. Moatliljr
(Cincinnati! 7 O

American Carpenter und Builder. Monthly
{Chicago) 10 (h

American Homes and Gardens. Monthly fNew
York) ,./. .... 1

Architect'^' and Buildera* Magazine. Monthly
i.Xew York) 15 «»-

Architect and Engineer of California. Monthly
(San Fi-ancispo) ...', If)

Architectural Record. Monthly (New York) ... 1ft

Architectural Review. Monthly . Boaton) 1 10
Architecture. Monthlv (New York > 1 10 0'

Architecture anil Building. Weeklv (New York) —
Brick-builder [The). Monthly (Boston) 1 10 0'

Bulletin nf the American Institute of Axdii-
tects. (luarterly (Washint^ton) —

Carpentry and BuildiDor. Monthly (New Yorki 7

Cement and Engineerini? News. Monthly
(Chicigo) . VZ O-

Construction. Weekly (AUe^henv, Ta.) —
Drainage Journal. Monthly (InJianapoUei 7 O
House and Garden. Monthly (Thiladelphia) ... 17 0-

House Beautiful. Monthly (Chicago) 12 0.

Inland ArchitPct. Monthly (Chicago) . 2 12
Inland Architect and New Record. MonUiIy

(Chicago) 1 6
Ditto 'Photo Ed.) (Chicago) 2 6
International Studio. Monthly (New York) 1 10
National Builder. Monthly (New York) 12 (K

Ohio Architect and Builder. Monthly (Cleve-
land) 6

Southern Architect and Building News. Monthly
'San Francisco) —

Western Architect and Builder. Weekly (Cin-
cinnati) i 10

Ditto. Monthly (Cincinnati) 12
Woodcraft. Monthly (New York) 10

BELUIAS.

Emulation X'.. Monthly (Brussels; 1 15

Architect, Engineer, and Surveyor's Journal
(Cape Town) —

Art and Ari-hilecture. Monthly (Sydney) —
Canadian (The) Architect and Builder. Monthly

(Toronto) 1

Progress (with Architecture and Baildin<r Supple-
ment). Monthly i Wellington, New Zealand)... f^ O

Afbuldingen van Oude
Architect ' De). Six parts (Haarlem)
Architectura. Weekly (Amsterdam;
Bavkundig Tydschrift. tiuarterly

Bestaaade Gebouwen (Anowal)
Bouwkundig Weekblad i.Vmsterdam)
Bouwwereld (De;. Weekly (Am-sterdam^ .

KUSNCll.

Architecte. L'. Monthly tParis)

Architecture, L'. Weekly -^Paris)

Architecture, L', et la Construction daas-IeXord.
Monthlv (Lille)

Architecture. D'. R?vae mensnelle de I'Art

Architecture! (Paris)

Art^dansla Construction Parisienne. Monthly
Paris)

Baetment. Bi-weekly (Paris) .-

Bulletin de I'Association Provenciale d«s Archi-
tect's >'rani;iis. Monthly ' Ruti'-ni

Cuncomsp^biic^d' Architecture. M'mthly (Paris)

Construction Modeme, Weekly ;rarift)...

Cottage. Monthly (Paris)

Decoration Ancienne et Modeme. Monthly
[Paris;

Documents d'Architecture Moderne. Monthly
(Paris;

Eatreprise. Bi-weekly i.Pari!*)

Oazette des Beaux-.\ru. Mmthly (PatLj)

Ocnie Coloni'il. Monthly (Paris)

L'Ami dcs Monuments et des Art.-<. Bi-monthly
Mat«-riau,\ .et' Documents d'Architectore.
Monthly (Paris)

Moniteur du Des,-»in, de I'Architectute er des
Beaux-Arts fPari^i . .. .

Mono^mphe des BitimeoCd Moderne^. Monthly
(Pans)

Nouvelies Annale^i de la Construction ;.raris) ...

I'dit** EdiHcea Historiiues. Monthly (Paris) ...

Revue Gcm'Tile de la Conatruc'ion 'Paris)

1 2
1 1

4

4

1 15
1 2

2 a O
1 G O

1 4
2 J

1 10
1 10 o

10

1 B

1 n
1 « ri

:i »
II 11

1 1

6

15 O
17 l>

1 d
12
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Arcbitekt (Upr'i. M.int.htv (Wicn'i £1 6

Arcbitectonische Uundschau. Monthly (Stutt-

Rart) 1 1

Arcbitektur der alten und neueo Zeit. Monthly
(Bfrlin) : . 1 10

Arr-hitokttir de« 2^. Jdhr. /^itschrift fiir moi.
Ba'ikunst. Quarterly 'Berlin; ..,., 2 i

Architertur-Knn'<iirrt'n/.en. Munthlv IS

Areiiitektiir-Stiulien. (Miinebpn.) Ver part ... :l

Ilanfonnpn (Modirnel. Monthly iShuttsart) .. 110
Jiauspworbe (Das). Weekly (lierlinl 1-3

liauf^^werks/eitum; v. Kiis-h. -i-weekly (Berlin) 15
Bauhictte (Deii'.whe'l. Weekly (Hanoverl l.i

Itauindustrie-Z'ituns (Wieneri. Weekly (Wien) 1 I.t

Pttmngenienr-/eitiin<?. Vnrtniffh^ly (B'rlini .... 12

Rauraaterialenkunde. Fortnisbtlv iKarlsruhe) 1

HaumfWer (Deri. MnnttiK- .Miiichen) 110
Bauteehniker (Der). Weekly (VVienl 12
Bauzeiehner (Der). Wen'dy H.Iib^e'i) 1

liauzeitunf? (AUgem.) von Forster. Quarterly
(Wien) 12

Ban/eitMns (Deutacbe) von Hoffmm und Eise-
len. Twice weekly (Bsriin) 110

Bauzeituoe (IjeiDzitjer). Weekly (Leipzi.?) 12

Ban/eitung (Sihwcizer) von Waldner. Week'v
(Ziiricb) 1 8

Banzeitun^ fiir Wiirteraber!?, Baden, Hessen,
.ElHasa-Lothrinien. Weeklv (Stuttijirt) .... l"i

Berliner Architekttirwelc. Moithly (BerlinV . .15
Bliitter fiir Arehitektur und Kunstliandwerk voa

(iraef. Mmtbly (Berlin) 1 10

Denkraalptl-jffe. IB numbers (Berlin) .. 12

Entwiirfe. Aunnii 6
Forraenscbatz (Der). Monthly (Munich) 18

Hobe»arte(Leipaigl —
Landbaus (Das). Illa^trated. Monthly (Wie.<-

baden) 15
Landbaus (Das DeutBcbe). Monthly i Charlot-
tenburff) 15

Neubauten. Monthly 15
Stadtebau (Der). Monthly (Beilin) 110
Wochenscbrift des Arcbitekienvareins zu Berlin.
Weekly (Berlin) 13

Wochenscbrift fOe-iterreieb.) fiir den iitfentlicben

Baudienst. Weekly(Wien) 15
Zeitschrift fiir Architektur- und In^enieurirPden.
Six parts in a year. (Wiesb.idenl 15

Zeitachrift des Oesterreicbischen In^enieur- und
Arcbitektenvereina, V. V. Popp Weekly (Wien) 1 12

Zeitscbrift fiir Bauwesens. (Berlin) —
Zeitscbrift fiir Cbristlicbe Kunst. Moatbly

(Dusseldorf) 15
Zentralblatt fiird. deritsebe Baugewerk. Weekly

(Berlin) 15
Zentialblatt d. Bauverwaltung, 104 number:}

, (Berlin) 14
'*'

HL'.VOARIAN.

A' Magyar Mernok-es-Epitesz-Egylet, (Buda-
pest) ;

" —
Heti Krtisiotiije. '(Budapest! —

Arcbitectura (L"). (Torini) 110
Bollettino della Societa degli Ingegruri a delgi

Arcbitetti Italiani. Weekly (Rome) —
Memorie d'un Architetto. Monthly , 8

Journal of Architecture of Japan. (Tokio,
Japan) '. —

H1ISHIAS.

Journal de la Soclete Imperiale des Arcbitectes
(St. Petersburg) 2 10

Zodteby (St. Petersburg) 2 I)

Artp (El) yla Cieneia. (Mexico)
Gaeeta de Obras P.'ihlieas. Weekly (Madrid)

Teknist Ugeblad. (Kristiania) ,

Teknisk Tidscbrift

RdVAL ACADEMY LECTUKES.

TlIK tii-at of a course of fmir lectures, to be
given be'oro the Academy students on suc-

cessive Thursday and Monday afternoons, was
delivered yestoiday (Tluiraday) at liurlinf^ton

Uouse by "Mr. Heginald T. liioaiKeld, .\.I{.A.,

the Professor of Architecture. The subject of

this jireliminary lecture was "The Study of

Architecture."
In his introductory remarks the lecturer pointed

out tiiat architecture required a fa.'ulty of hard-
thinking peculiar to itself, and tint, whereas the
painter and sculptor had their means of expres-
sions ready to hand, the architect had to make his

appeal by scarcely trusted ir-ithetic methods,
and had to think out the full logic il intentions of
the nuHhods )w ein]>loyed, for there was no siijli

thing as impre.ssionism in architecture. There-
fore, to arrive at this difli.Milt art, unceasing
study was necessary. It wa-i nut enough to
struggle through an appronticeshi]) content with
picking up an approximate version of the fashion-
able manner of the tini'^ -the student inu4t think
for himself, lie must make his aim the tecluiiiiue
of his art. The idea, then, with which the
student must start is that he has to master archi-
tecture in the same sjiirit, and with the same
tenacity of puri^se, as that of the student of
sculpture when he studies anatomy and model-

ling. .Matters of purely sentini'^ntal interest

were outside his ]>urpose. The morals of the

builders, the age of the building were irrelevant

to this search for technique. Tne student must

conci.'ntrate his attention on the facts of th'j

building. He should try to understaad what a

building was there to do, what the architect

aimed at. and how he reached his silution. In

order to do this the point of view must be sympa-

thetic. Criticism that aisum;d an intention

which never existed in the designer's mind was

worse than useless. For ex imple, it woild be

wrong to criticise a Modia'val architect for in-

difference to mass and oatlinc when it wis of

his acc3pted tra lition t).show ill his conitructioai,

and this known, it wis ahsiKd to abuse Kenais-

smc.e architecture for not calling emphatic atten-

tion to its construction when it never set out to

do anything of the sort. 1) ignatic first princi[ples

were, therefore, a delusion and a sna'e. Tnere
was only one first principle which an archi-

tect failed to observe at his peril, and that

was that his b ailding must stand firm and answer
its purposes. When, therefore, writers invoked

religious or moral sanctions for the architecture

they preferred the student should be on his guard,

the truth being that good and bad architecture is

to be found in every manner that has been

practi.sed within the range of civilisation, and
that the open mind and the sympathetic mind are

the first conditions of the profitable theory ot

ar.-'hitecture. Further, in order that the student

miy discriminate between good and evil in his

enthusiasms, som3 knowledge of what has been
done in the past is necessary. Tradition in

modern architecture has passed out of sight, and
it is necessary that the student should acquaint

himself with the history of the past in order to

acquire his standard of practice. Skill in archi-

tecture cannot, however, be learnt from books :

the proper study of the architect must lie build-

ings themselves. The student should saturate his

mind with what has actually been done,

mt with the idea of imitation ; but in order

to perfect himself in the process of architectural

expression. He should beware of sketching in-

discriminately. A student might sketch every

bit of carving in St. Paul's, and yet leave the

building perfectly ignorant of its architectural

mcining. This was not the way to set to work.
The student should make a systematic analysis of

the plan and construction of the building he
studied—possibly sketching might take a merely
subordinate place in this process ; but in so doing
he would be following the praetice of the great

architects of the Renaissance. Mr. Blomfield

proceeded to illustrate his remarks with reference

to St. Stephen's, Walbrook and St. Paul's

Cathedral, and pointed out how the student

should proceed in his study of those buildings.

There were, of course, many other points of view
from which architecture should be studied—c.f/.,

its historical development, its relations to ihe

personal temperament ot the designer ; but the

lecturer laid special stress on the importance of

incumulating knowledge from the systematic

study of the be.st models. Such knowledge was
of far greater importance than was generally

realised, and it would bring its re-vard with it

to the student in later years.

EMPLuYlNIENT OF SURVEYORS FOR
THE PREPARATION OF BILLS OF
(QUANTITIES.

IN view of the extension of the practice of

direct appointment ot surveyors by public

bodies in connection with the proparatiim ot bills

of quantities and of variation accounts for works
executed under their control, the council of the
Institution of Surveyors have drawn up a
memorandum relating to the functions of a sur-

veyor in this connection, and his relationship to

the employer, the architect or engineer, and the
contractor. In doing so they are inlluenced

by the fact that the surveyor frequently does not
come into direct contact with the public bodies

employing him, and that the nature ot his duties

is, to the jiublic mind, somewhat ob.scure.

The council note witli satisfaction the recogni-

tion of the fact that it is in the public interest to

employ a surveyor for the services referred to

above. When an architect or engineer is employed
in connection with the preparation of the design

and the supervision of the work, a surveyor
to prepare documents for the purpose ot obtaining
tenders and to deal with all questions of value,

and a contractor to carry out the construction, the

e.np'oyer has at his command expert knowledge
in the three great divisions of work thus indicated,

and so obtains the best results.

When, however, the practice of inviting sur-

veyors to tender for emoloyment is resorted to,

irresponsible persons with little training, know-
ledge, or experience may quote fees at which they

would be ready to supply quantities, but which
would be an altogether inadequate remuneration

for the amount of detailed work involved in their

accurate preparation, and tor the responsibility

incurred.

Bills ot q\iintities obtained by this mithol are

likely to be incorrect, and not infrequently result

in serious differences between the parties con-

cerned, and in consequence loss to the emplo>Tjr

or the public. While recoi;ni8ing that pii'dic

bodies invite tenders from su'-veyors with the best

intention— viz., that ot guarding the public

purse —the c juncil would point out that any system

by which the financial return for professional

work is reduced below the point at which it

becomes remunerative to properly-trained and
qualified mon must tend to lower the professional

standard, and so. in the long run, prejudice the

public, who unknowingly have to depend so

largely on the ability and integrity ot the sur-

veyor. The loss occasioned to ths public

by bad or inaccurate quantities far more than
counterbalances the sm ill saving in tees resulting

from the system iif tender.

The council greatly deprecate the practice of

inviting tenders for the preparation of quantities,

which appears to them an altogether unsuitable

mode ot engaging professional services, and desire

to point out that a similar course would not be

pursued in engaging the services of a medical

officer, a solicitor, or a barrister, although cha-

racter and experience are no more essential in

those professions than in that of a surveyor. They
would recommend, therefore, that public bodies

requiring the services of a surveyor should first

settle under competent advice the remuneration to

be paid, and then select a person or firm from a

list of suitable surveyors prepared to undertake

the work. The fees which should be paid vary

widely according to the character of the work,

and the council would, if desired, be willing in

an honorary capacity to advise public bodies

desirous of settling the proper fee to be paid for

any particular work.

LITHOXITE.

OF late years the cost of building has risen to

suchan extent that it has become necessary,

whenever possible, to reduce the expense of

various items ot construction, provided always

that such saving in expenditure is obtaired with-

out a corresponding reduction in stability.

The fiat roof (with or without a mansard) is

now a frequent form of modern construction,

since its adojition in place of the pitched roof

enables a considerable saving to be effected in the

total cost of the building, as well as offering other

appreciable advantages.

Flat roofs, however, have their disadvantages.

S.ime asphaltes do not satisfactorily withstand the

effects produced by expansion and contraction,

and metal flats are troublesome to lay, unsightly,

mostly unsuitable for hard wear, and expensive.

These drawbacks are avoided by " Lithonite
"

Sheet Asphalte. This is an asphalte for flat

covering without any of the above-mentioned

failings, and yet one which shows a considerable

saving. " Lithonite " is particularly adaptable

as an outer layer to ferro-concrete and similar

systems. Further particulars will be found m a

little book just issued by Messrs. Fngert and

Kolfe. Ltd.. of Poplar, which it is worth any

architect or builder's while to send for.

The Vice-chancellor of Cambridge t'aiyersity has

appointed S r Aston Webb. R \., to the office ot

Reader on Sir Robert R^d-'s foundation for the

present year. The lecture will be given in the Senate

House on Saturday, June S.

Falmouth Education Authority are erecting a new
girls' school at Clare-terrace to accommodate 2S0

scholars. The acciaimndation will consist of a

schoolroom measuring 40it. by 2ift., a classroom

'jatt. >j 22ft., a classroom 2lift. by 22ft., and two
front classrooms 21ft. by 2;ft. The first three-

mentioned w.ll be capable of being converted into

one large ^^lonl by the readjU3tm;nt of movable
partitions. In addition there' will be a teachers'

private room and offi ;es. Mr. R. Sampson Hdl, of

Redruth, is the architect, and Mr. W. E. Bennetts,

of Bodmin, the contractor.
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iiBIXrARY.
We record with very great regret the death, on

the 10th instant, in his 74th year, of complications
in connection with a weak heart, of Mr. Thomas
Peaki). the senior active partner of the weil-
known firm of Hart. .Son, Peard. and Co.. of
Charing Cross-road. W.C, and Birmingham.
Mr. Peard was born at Torrington, Xorth Devon,
and after apprenticeship to a Bideford ironmonger!
came to London in 1853. and entered the house
of Hart and Son. in Wvch-street, where he
remained for si.\ years, when he left : and in 1860
commenced business in High Holborn, where he
was joined by Mr. Frederick .lackson. Eventually
the two firms amalgamated, and became Hart.
Son, Peard, and Co. We published a portrait
and full biographical notice of Mr. Peard in our
issue of May 2. 1890. No man had a more
intimate knowledge of or love for hi.s craft, or
had done more to further it during the past half-
century. Hardly an architect of any repute can
have failed to avail himself of Mr. Peard's know-
ledge and services, or to have appreciated his
constant kindliness of disposition and genial
nature. He was a man of many parts and con-
siderable intel'ectiial activity. Our own personal
acquaintance and friendship', of nearly fifty years"
staiiding, were deepened by common association
during the last few years "in municipal work in
St. Pancras, where his judgment and devotion to
work were highly esteemed. Mr. Peard had not
felt very well during the early months of last
year. In November he was seized with a gastric
attack, from which he made a partial recovery :

but complications followed, and the end came last
Sunday week. He is interred at .\bnev Park
Cemetery with his wife, who predeceased him
some years. His death will not affect the con-
stitution of the firm of which he was so lono- a
member. "

TRADBCOMPETITIONS.
CniLii"s Him..— llesign> w.-re recently sub-

mitted in limit- d competition for artisans' dwel-
lings at Child's Hill, Middlesex, for the Hendon
Urban District Council : and the design of Mr.
(ieorge Hornblower. F.H.I.B..'^., was placed
first, and those by Messrs. Stanley. Barrett, and
Driver and Mr. John Hudson, F.R.I. B. A., second
and third respectively. The contemplated outlay,
exclusive of road formation and sewers, is

£32,600, and the cottages were to co.st £200 and
£2.i0 each respectively, even sets of designs
were sent in.

GiMiLE.—The secondary school competition at
< ioolc has been settled. Messrs. W. E. Willink,
M.A.Cantab, and P. C. Thicknesse. of Castle-
street, Liverpool, have been awarded the first

premium of £.'iO and Messrs. Tennant :ind I 'oUins,
of Pontefract, the second prize of £2.i.

Loxiiox Col XTV Hall Designs.— .\t Tuesdav's , j u , .

meeting of the London County Council the Est<ib- I

""'''•'"e necessary, and the people for the most

lishment Committee reported as follows .—"With
I

P"' I>\e<>. at he"' workshops, over their shops,

regard to the date for receiving designs of the .°''.."" -""'": ""'""e-'**' premises. Hostehies were

new county hall in the preliminary stage of the
competition, it is anticipated that the conditions. ,

.

,

j ,

plans, i.c.. will be all ready for issue to intending 'i^^'r""""- f'""^ """^ "'"P'"' "" "'' ont^kiits,

competitors bv Feb. 27, 1907. The advertisement ^"-.<'>^>" "« "»»* ""h 'he lesidences. for these

announcing the competition will appear in the -^P^^g.^P ?*,
the end of a po.saible daily journey

PBOFESSIONAL, AND
SOCIETIES'.

DisTUUT Si RVEYORs" ASSOCIATION (IXCO'I-
roKATEii).—At the annual general meeting o-i

the 7th inst.. the following were electuJ oflicera

:

— President. Mr. Frederick Wallen ; vke-presi-
dent. Mr. Henry Lovegrove : hon. treasurer,
Mr. .John Clarkson : hon. secretary, Mr. Bernard
Dicksee.

ElUN'Hl R<iH AhcHITECTIUAL ASSOIIATIO.N.—

A

lecture was delivered on "Town Planning"
before this association on Feb. 13 by .Mr. Barry
Parker, of Baldock, Herts 'architect to the First
(ardcn City, Ltd.)^ In most (;ases, the lecturer
said, new towns are evolving in e.xactly the reverse
way from those of the days gone by. Then we
had first the harbour, wharves, abbcj', castle,

eamji, fortification, or what not. creating trade
and therefore exchanges : then biiilding'i in which
that trade could be cariied on. Workshops

on their business

built for the entertainment of strangers. The
town grew, and the people began to demand
residences, puie and

CHIPS.
The next meeting of the Liverpool .Architectural

Society will be held on Tuesday, March 5 (and not
on Mirch 4 as originally announced, when a paper
on " .Architecture and Craftsmanship," illustrated
by diawings and pbotograoha, will be read by Mr
Reginald T. Blomfield, A.K.A.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at_ Handforth respecting the urban district
council's application for Dower to acjuire certain
land on the estate of Mr. Alexander Brooke, of
London, by compulsory purchase for the purpoies
of sewage outfall works.

The Canadian Department of Labour has made
an official review of the industrial and labour con-
ditions in Canada during the past calendar year.
The noteworthy feature of lOOJ was the pronounced
expansion which took place m almost every branch
ot commerce and industry, chiefly attributable to
the extensive railway construction under way and
the rapid progress of settlement in the Xorth-West
provinces. Xot less than £12,400,000, it was esti-
mated, was expended on new railway lines and
equipment, the new track built exceeding 3,300
miles m length and opening up m.lUons ot acres of
new territory.

^,
Mr. A. A. G. Milet, M.I.C.E , an inspector of

the Local Government Bjard, has held an inquiry
at Cheltenham into an application by the c irpora-
tion for sanction to a loan of £ fi.Ui.i for works of
sewerage and sewage disposal. The chief portion
of the loan—viz., iil.OOO, i.s re.piired for the out-
fall sewer and works at Haydon Farm, and £10 310
for the .Arte Bank outfall sewer.

The Edinburgh Deau of lluild Court have passed
plans of the new school to be erected by the Edin-
burgh School Board at Towerbanb. Portobello.
The building— a reconstruction on the same site as
an existing school—will consist of three stories,
containing nineteen classrooms with accommodation
for about 1. 0.50 children. Estimates have been
accepted to the amount of £S,700. and the total cost
including furnishings, will be £10,700.

'

The Austro-HuDgarian Consul iii Salon.ka reports
that the activity in the building trade in Salonika,
which did not even sLacken when winter came on, is
likely to continue for some months, and an increa-ed
demand is anticipated for timber, plank--, cement,
paints, girders, and building material generally.'
This activity in building construction extends to the
towns of neighbouring provinces.

Mr. A.

7'.//c-v of Feb. 27, 1907, in the issue immediately
prior to that date of certain English technical
papers, and as early as practicable in the foreign
technical papers, so as to enable the applications
of intending competitors from the Continent to be
dealt with by the time the particulars are ready.
Taking Feb. v7, 1904, as the date when the com-
petition is publicly announced, the designs for
the first stage should be delivered six months later

from the cities. People come oui for shoit periods,
so hotels .small at first) aie added. The place
becomes big enough to support a few shops and
workshops of various kinds, and last come places
of worship and other public buildings. The.se are
fitted in among the residences as well as may be,
for their coming has never been foreseen or
calculated upon. The result necessarily is at best

I only a poor and extia.agant compromise. The
that is. by noon on .\ug. 27, 1907." The "."'V'' '"'Sed that we should have either the whole

report was adopted.
'

. |

^'^ '" ''"" ""'nership, some system of collective
ownership, or public control of the laying out.

M.4XCHESTER.-At a meeting on Tuesday of the
I

The last-named system he regarded as the best,
governors of Henshaw s Blind Asylum, the com-

^

and instanced examples of its successful develop-
mittee announced the result of the competition
for the new schools to be built at Haylesleigh,
Gld Trafford. The assessor, Mr. John Holden.
of Manchester, awarded the first prize of £100 to
Messrs. C. K. and T. C. Mayor, the second of
£50 to Mr. Henry Lord, and the third of £2.') to
Mr. G. H. WiUoughby. The plans of Jlr.

Theodore Singleton were commended. The board
of management, it was stated, were sorry not to
fall in with the views and judgment of the
assessor: but they did nut propose to accept any
of these plans, because, having particular know-
ledge of the requirements of the institution, they
had come to the conclusion that the plans of
Messrs. Mangnall and Littlewoods were best
suited to their requirements. Mr. Royle, the
chairman, pointed out that the board were not
obliged to accept the assessor's selection : the
form of advertisement employed was a pro-
tection against that. The report was passed,
and a resolution appointing Messrs. Mangnall and
Littlewoods as architects for the new schools
was agreed to. The scheme for the new resi-

dential schools, as submitted to the governors by
Messrs. Mangnall and Littlewoods, utilises the
old house for residential purposes, as it is in
good condition, although it is unsuited for use
as classrooms for blind children. The old and
new residences are made into one residential
block by making th old house into a wing in
connection with the boys' and girls' residential
block. The school, one story high, is in a central
position behind the residential block, with a quad-
rangle between the two buildings : it is entirely
detached. Accommodation will be provided for
i>.5 .girls, S.5 boys, 12 to l.i officers, and about l.o

servants. The administrative department is in

the centre of the block. The design is in the
Tudor Gothic period, and it will be carried out
in .Accrington bricks, with buff-glazed terracotta

dressings, with Westmoreland green slates. The
estimated total cost is £2o.m3.

A. (;. Malet, Local tiovernment Board
mspector, held an inquiry at Worcesrer, on Friday,
into an application of the corporation for sanction
to borrow £ij,.iOO for the extension of the Hylton-
road electricity supply station to accommodate the
vrhole of the steam-production plant and provision
of new plant. It is tstiimted that the rearrange-
ment of the works will effect a saving of £1,200 per
annum.

The corporation of West Ham have decided to
borrow £12,788 for street improvements.

Mr. H. B. Kab'IifTe, addressing a meeting of the '

members of the Third E piitable Budding Society at i

Biadt'ord on Friday night, said that building
j

speculation had t)een greatly overdone in Bradford,
and the society had lent less money on mortgage
this year than it had done for many years past.

The new temporary church of St. Peter, Harrow,
has been dedicated by the Bishop of Islington. It

will seat some three hundred people, and is built

of " Frazzi,'* the architect being Mr. P. Morley
Horder.

ment in (iermany.

Max.me.ster .Society o.- AitrniTECTS.^The
seventh general meeting of the students of the
above society was held on the 12th inst. Mr. H.
-Arnold Turner read a paper on "Architects'
Estimates. " The lecturer began by showing
what an immense help an accurate method of
estimating was to young architects. It was true
that, .as a rule, the habit of estimating correctly
only came after years of practice, but the student
could soon gain a considerable amount of valuable
knowledge if he only kept his ears and his note-
book open. A very good method for a pupil was
to cube out a building which was being designed
in the oSce. price it at a certain figure per cube
foot, and then when the building is finished let

him check his cubing with the finished contract.
The lecturer also made a very strong point of the
question of "Rough t^lantiti(•s," and also re-

commended in some cases the use of putting a
value for so much a super, yard on the floor areas
of the building, and then measuring the floors and
multiplying out. Mr. J. H. Woodhouse took
the chair during the first part of the evening, and
Mr. A. E. Corbett late-, and a discussion took
place after the paper.

Royal Ixstitite m- the .Arciiite.ts op
Ireland.— A special meeting of the council was
held at 20, Lincoln Place. Dublin, on the 18tb
in.st. The Pi esident occupied the chair. There
were also present : I,'. -A. Owen. A. E. Miiriav
C. H. Ashworth. H. AUberry. F. Batchelor. G. P
Sheridan, R C. Orpen. (J. C. Ashlin. F. G.
Hicks, hon. treasurer, and James H. Webb. hon.
sec. -A recommendation from the professional

prar-tice committee, with reference to asking the

Local (Government Board to receive a deputation
fro.ii the council, was before the meeting. The
committee was asked to prepare a statement of the

I

facts.

SnEiiiELii Society »i- AitLiiiTK(Ts axd Si-b-

VEVORs.—The monthly meeting of this eociety

I

was held on Thiireday evening, the 14lh inst., at
I the rooms in Leopo'.d-strcet, when the hon.
secretary (Mr. J. R. WigtuU lectured upon "The
.Architectural Treatment of Plaslerwork. " Mr.
E. M. Cfibbs presided. The lecturer briefly

sketched the. history of plasterwork from early
times, describing its use by early Egyptians, the
canvas plaster of whose mummy cases was similar
in many respects to the modern fibrous piaster.
Reference was made to the extensive use of
modelled plaster in the Palace of Knossos in
Crete, much of which was higVly coloured. The
use of plaster or stucco by the Greeks and Romans
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was dealt with, and (iiiotalions from the writings

of Vitruviiis were given showing how the materials

were prepared and used in his day, a period j ust

prior to the Christian era. Coining to what is

comparatively a more recent time, the lecturer

described the use of plasterwork in the Itenais-

sance period and the extensive use of this form of

decoration in the buildings erected in this country

during the IGtli century. A quot,ation from the

notebook of Pirro Ligorio, now in the Bodleian

Library at Oxford, was intei-esting, as practically,

allowing for differences of materials, the method
of preparing and layin;,' stucco therein deseribed,

is identical with that advocated by Mr. F. llill.

a practical plasterer who took |)art in the

discussion following the lecture. A series of

lantern slides of old plasterwork showed what,

in the leotunr's opinion, was the correct

method of dealing with the material, llo depre-

cated the use of undercut ornament, which
gave an appearance of weakness or insta-

bility, and totally at variance with the

nature of the material, arguing that the low
relief in the ornament was much more suitable.

The English form of ceiling of the IGth (entury,
where the surface was covered by a pattern

formed by interlai'ing ribs or ornament in low
relief, was the proper method, and more suitable

to the material than the treatment adopted at a

later time. The re\ival of a more correct style

by Robert Adam during the latter part of the
ISth century was leferred to, for. whatever
might be thought of some forms of ornament used
by.him, his general treatment of the material was
eminently suitable to its capabilities. The
lecture was followed by a discussion in which
Messrs. C. V. Innocent, A. E. TurncU, H. L.
Patcrson, W. J. Hale, F. L. W. Jones, and the
ohairman took part.

Several applications made by the Exeter City
Council to borrow sums of money from the Local
<jOTemment Board were considered by Mr. H. II.

Hooper, C.E., at the Guildhall on Friday. The first

item was one of £.S89 for the enlargement o£ the St.
Thomas Cemetery by au area of two acret). and
there were also applications to bi^rrow £7,001) for
covering in the two reservoirs at Danes Castle and
one at Marypole Head, and for £1'2,900 for electric
lighting (iaeludiDg the execution of works lu the
urban district of Heavitree).

The harbour commissioners of Aberdeen have
resolved to apply to Parliament for a Provisional
Order for power to borrow £300,000 for harbour
improvement'. The new works will include the
dockisation of the Dee, the widening of wharvea, the
deepening of docks and the navigation channel, and
the construction of a Hoating dock.

On Monday, the new sewage disposal works at
Broughton, Northant», which have been constructed
at a cost of about £2,-500. were formally opened by
the chairman of the Kettering Rural District
Council.

Mr. H. Roberts, the member for Norwich, has
obtained first reading for a Bill to provide for the
weighing and measurement of the material used in
the process of manufacture as well as the product
thereof in all iron or steel works, cement "works,
lime works, and chalk quarries.

The urbsn district council of Milnrow have
a,ppointed Messrs. Butterworth and Duncan, of
Rochdale, as architects for the new free library to be
built next the police station.

Towards the fund for rebuilding the burnt-out
c:hur('h at Kirkby-in- Ash field, contributions amount-
ing to t'l,.'iOO and £1,(100 have been promised.

The death took place with painful suddenness the
other evening, at his residence, Diilwich ViHo,
Avenue-road, .Southampton, of Mr. Samuel ,Turd,
who for many vears had been clerk of works to the
Southampton School Board. Deceased was 01 years
)t age.

Mr. tl. H. Uaddin, of Bristol, hai been appointed
resident engineer by tbe Waterworks Committee of
the Lincoln City Councd, at a salary of £2,iO a year.

The Local Covernmeut Board have saucti<-,ned the
borrowing by the urban district council of Finchley
of the sum of £2,000 for the purpose of carrying
out improvements in Hendon-lane.

The Manchester Corporation (ias Committee will
next week recommend the city councd to advance
the salary of the chief engineer, Mr. .1. O. New-
bigging.'from 11,000 to tl, 100 per annum.

Messrs. Claud Hamilton, Ltd., of Glasgow, are
installing electric lighting at Dunrobin Castle for
the Duke of Sutherland.

Mr. .1. W. M. Richard.son, A.M.I.C.E.. has been
appointed water engineer to the Birkenhead
Corporation at a salary of f Kill per annum.

Butlbhtg IntclUgtnct.

BatMixonvM.—It has become necessary not

onlv to enlarge the existing Central Telephone

Exchange in Xewhall-street. but also to erect a

new •' .^liilland" Exchange in Hill-street. The
new building will be five stories in height, and
will provide for an exchange of 7,liOO subscribers,

and will be capable of being extended ultimately

to 10,000. The building will be of fireproof con-

struction, executed in red brick and stone, and
will not only contain the Exchange, but also the

district otiices, a school for operators, mechanics

and carpenters' shops, and stores. On the ground

floor will be a public call office, stores accommoda
tion, mechanics' shop, and instrument inspectors'

office. The district manager's office will be

situated on the first floor, together with 'he

general offices ; also offices for the contract

manager and his staff, and inspector-in-charge.

The second floor will contain the apparatus room,

a room for service testing, and accommodation for

local office, engineer, electrician, and engineering

inspectors. Accommodation for the operating

staff is pro%-ided on the third floor. The switch-

room will be situated on the top floor, and run the

whole depth of the building. It will be lighted

by means of a long lantern light.

Criuchili., Somerset.—In this village is being
being built a group of cottage homes, twelve in

number, and arranged on three sides by a quad-
rangle, about 120ft. square. The fourth, or south
side, is enclosed by a low terrace wall, with
wrought-iroii entrance gates, giving access to the
working gardens. Arbours, with seats are to be
placid at each end of the south terrace. The
quadrangle has a low parapet wall running
entirely round it, with steps leading down to

the lawn and flower beds ; they are sunk some
2ft. (iin. below the level of the stone-paved walks.

In the centre will be a stone sundial, with a

spreading base, around which seats will be
placed. Each house has, on the ground floor, a

living-room and a bedroom, with a small scullery

and larder, and upstairs is one bedroom and a

storeroom. The houses are free from the usual
excrescences at the back. Over the principal

entrance is the trustees' meeting-room, approached
by a spiral stone staircase. This room is panelled
in oak to a height of "ft., and has a stone fire-

place, with stained-glass windows at each end.
The north front faces the road, from which it is

sejiarated by a forecourt 2O0ft. by 50ft. deep,
and laid out with lawns and paved paths and
beds. The materials used are sand-faced bricks
for the walls, oak for all external woodwork, and
hand-made tiles for the roof : the copings, piers,

iuid finials being Guiting stone. The builders
.are ilessi's. I. Ford and Sons, of Cheddar : the
clerk of works is i\Ir. Bowden, and the architects,

Messrs. T. B. Silcock. B.Sc, F.S.I.. and ,S. S.

Ueay. F.K.I.B.A., of Bath and London.

Hindi. Ev.—New Council schools in Ai-ffyle-

sti-eet have just been opened. They have been
built to accommodate 010 children in three
departments, all on the ground floor. The senior
and junior classrooms are arranged on each side

of the corridors Sft. in width, and communicate
with the central hall. ,ilft. Bin. by 20 ft., which
will be common to both. The infants' classrooms
arc grouped around a central hall mciisuring 3.sft.

by 28ft. The central halls are lighted bv con-
tinuous dormers in roof and semicircular windows
in gables, whilst above the level of dado in sides

of classrooms are glazed screens. The stock-
rooms are situated in the mezzanines at each end
of the large central liall, and covered playsheds
and conveniences are arranged within easy access
of school entrances. At the Lower Bridgewater-
street enrt of the plot it is proposed to erect at a
later period cookery, manual, and laundry class-

rooms, which will complete the scheme. In the
interests of economy, the design throughout has
been kept as simple as possible. Thowhole of
the facina bricks are the Withnell Companv's
plastic bricks, and the stone dressings are from
the rpholland (|uarries. The roofs are slated
with New (Juarry \'ellienhclli i Welsh) slate, the
flats between classrooms and in other portions bein"
covered by Vulcanite. White glazod brick dadoes
to a height of 4ft. are used to all cla-ssrooms,

central hall, cloakrooms, and ontrancc halls

throughout. The whole of the Boora are of pitch-
pine wood blocks, on a Gin. concrete bed. The
walls have been coated with Durcsco. The heat-
ing is on the low-pressure hot water system, from

sectional boiler in the basement. ilr. I*. \.

.Vblett, of Wigan, was the contractor. Mr. I.W.
Clarkson has acted as clerk of works, and Mr.
Herbert Wade, of Blackpool, has been the archi-

tect. The cost of the buildings, not including

furnishing, is £S,SaO—under £10 per head.

Hoi.T, NouFoLK. — The church restoration

committee state that the parish church has been
carefully examined by Sir. H. J. Green, diocesan

surveyor, who reported that the tower (thirteenth

or fourteenth century, with remnants of earlier

work.i was seriously weakened by the belfry stairs,

which were cut out of the wall at the north-east

corner, and needed strengthening by the erection

of an external turret to carry those stairs. The
roof, flooi-s, walls, and door arch were in urgent
need of repair, and the absence of foundations

necessitated the underpinning of the fabric. The
nave, with north and south aisles and clerestory

'Perpendicular styled was burned out in the great

fire of May Day. 170.S, which destroyed most of

the town. It wa» rebuilt in 172.') by the help of

a Royal brief and other contributions. In ISO:',

the rector, the Rev. E. Brumell, reseated the

body of the church at his own cost, on condition

that he was permitted to remove the west gallery,

erected in 172.'>, and to make practically all the

seats free. By the advice of the architect, the

late Mr. Butterfield. the flat wooden ceiling was
removed, and the pillars coloured red to conceal

the traces of the fire of 170S. The sum
estimated as required for all these works isabout
£3,000. It is proposed to begin at once with the

tower, and proceed with the rest of the fabric as

funds are raised.

Loxiiox CotxTY C'nrNTiL.—At Tucsdav's meet-

ing of this authority, the housing of the working
classes committee recommended an estimate of

expenditure on capital account of £13,43R in

respect of the erection of •V2 cottages on the

Council's estate at Norbury. The accounts

])repared to show the estimated financial results

of this proposal exhibit an estimated annual

surplus of £30. The recommendation was
adopted. The highways co:nmittee recommended
that expenditure on capital account not exceed-

ing £250, 07-3 should be sanctioned in connection
with the supply of 300 tramcar bodies and
electrical equipments, including car ploughs and
trolleys. This was adopted. The tender of

Messrs. Hurst, Nelson, and Co., Motherwell, was
accepted at £122. 37-"i for the supply and delivery

of 250 tramcar bodies, and that of the British

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., at £100.il50 for the manufacture, supply,

and delivery of the electrical equipments for 300
tramcars. A lecommendation that 50 of the car

bodies should be manufactured by the direct

emjiloyment of labour was withdrawn.

Tai NTox.—The school chapel, the gift of Lord
Winterstoke, which was opened on Friday, is

connected with the school by a covered corridor.

It is Early English in character and cruciform on
plan, and it relies on its general proportions and
simplicity of construction for effect, rather than
any elaboration of detail. The vestibule is

r-eparated from the chapel by an o;ik tiaceried

screen. There is a gallery over the vestibule

approached by a staircase in the bell turret on the

north side. The seats in the rave and choir are

arranged facing each other, and are constructed in

oak with a high dado panelling on either wall.

On either side of the choir are transepts, one used

for the organ, which is placed over the heating

chamber, and the other used as a vestry with a

gallery over. The whole building is erected in

local red sandstone, with tiuiting stone dressings,

and has been carried out by Messrs. W. Cowlin
and Sons, of Bristol, from the designs of Mr.
Frank \V. Wills, F.R.I.B.A., Bristol. The
chapel will accommodate 300 persons.

WiLiiNOToN (JvAV.—The new Roman Catholi,

church, dedicated to Oiir I-ady and St. Aidan.

w:u opened on the (ith inst. It has cost about
£5,00(i. and takes the place of a school chapel. It

has been erected in the Early English style on
Rosehill-road. There is seating accommodation
for 500. The interior consists of a nave 75ft. by
34ft., two tr.insepts, from one of which the con-

fessionals are entered, two side chapels, and a

lanje sanctuary. Thei-e are also a priests' sacristy

20ft. by ISft., and a working sacristy l-'ift. by
lift. The baptistery is placed at the .south-east

angle of the nave, and a font of Caen stone has
been tixed. Mr. J. Fleming Davidson, of

Willington tiuay, was the architect, and the

contractors were Messrs. T. R. Bell and Oompanv,
North Shields.
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^itgiutaing il^otts.—-•-•

—

Ahkuheen. — Mr. U. (iorjon Xico!, C.K.,
Aberdeen Harbour Engineer, has reported to tlie
Commissioners on a scheme for the replacement
of the present graving dock by a floating dock,
the condition of the graving dock beino- now .10

bad that, in Mr. Nicol's opinion, arrangements
must be made to close it. Mr. Xicol proposed a
Hoating dock 4G2ft. long )>%• iiOft. wide overall,
with two side walls, and with a lifting capacity
of 8,000 tons deadweight. It would be built of
steel, in two sections, 30Sft. and 1.5-lft. long
respectively, which could be joined together when
required to dock a very large' ship, or be separated
and worked independently of one another as
desired, the lifting power" of the larger section
being .),350 tons, or ju.st twice that of the
smaller. Jlr. Nicol estimates the total cost of
the schema at i'Si(;,()20.

C.*itiai Fleet. — The directors of .Smith's
Dock Co., Ltd., of North and South Shields, are
about to construct dry docks and a shipbuilding
yard on the south bank of the Tees. A start h:us
been made with the construction of the work,
which it is hoped will be completed in about two
years. The cost of the undertaking is estimated
at a quarter of a million. The site covera a little
over 16 acres, with a river frontage of (jOOft., and
adjoins the Clay-lane >Vhar{ of Messrs. Bolckow,
Vaughan, and Co. Two graving docks are to be
constructed, one ,5,)0ft. long, 67ft. wide, and ilift.

deep upon the sill at high water, and the other
4.)0ft. long, lilft. wide, and -ItiU deep on the sill.

A repairing wharf is to be erecti-d covering SOOft..
with a depth of -.'Oft. at hiijh water. Mr. ,T.

-Mitchell Jloncrieff, of Xewcastle-on-Tyne, has
designed the works, and they will be carried out
under his supervision. The contractors were
Messrs. Aird and Co.

Devospoht.—The extension of the Royal Dock-
yard was formally opened by the Prince aiid
Princess of Wales yesterday "Thursday r. The
totiil area covered by the new works is 120 acres,
of which about two-thirds were formerly covered
by the tide, while the remainder was fields. The
work include a closed basin o5',- acres in extent,
a tidal basin with an area of ten acres, and three
dry docks, as well as a lock communicating
between the two basins. The closed basin has
5,000ft. of quayage, while in the tidal basin the
quays have 2,100ft. The sea-wall on its other
side is :!,O00ft. long, with a minimum depth of
water of :i:ift. The depth of water in the two
basins is .i.ift., while the dry docks and the
entrance lock have a depth ranging from 4.Sft. in
the shallowest of them to .V.ift., their length
ranging from 670ft. to 74)ft. The caissons and
dock-gates are operated by compressed air, while
electric motors are used for working the cranes
and jibs and other appliances. The contractors
were Sir John .Jackson Limited), .and the total
expenditure has been about t::;,.J00,000.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold oureelves responMble for the opinions of
our correspondents. All coramunications should be
drawn up as bnefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allott^ed to correspondenta.]

It is particuhirly requested that all drawing and all
communication 3 re-^pectin;? illustmttons or literary matter
should be addres.sed to the EDITOH of the BtrrLDiso

' Nrws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage. Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
ia not infrequently otherwise caused. All dniwinffs and
other communications are sent at contribut^irs' risks, and
the Editor will not underta.ke to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
Thk Strand Newspaper Compahv, Limitbd.

Telegraphic Address :—"Tuneserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

The eastern highways committee of the Norfolk
County Council have decided to recommend the
widenrag of Shotlord Bridge over the Waveney by
adding 10ft. to the down-stream side.

Mr. David Edwards, borough surveyor of
Taunton, has been granted an increase of t'60 in his
salary.

York Corporation decided on Monday night, bv
an overwhelming majority, to confirm a provisional
agreement entered uito with the City of York
Tramways Company for the purchase of the iinder-
takmg of the latter company for i;il,O0O, including
all rights and property.

A Local (Tovemmcnt Board inquiry has been held
into the application of the Dublin Corporation for
sanctii^n to spend .fl;J4,S4J on a new reservoir at
Koundwood.

Mr. Thomas Lake, Norfolk county district
surveyor, has been appointed surveyor to the Bourne
Distnct Council, Lmcalnshire, at a salary of £'2Q0
per year.

Cn the rdcommendation of the electricity and
tramways committee, the Warrington Town < 'ouncil
have advanced the salary of Mr. F. V, L. Matthias,
chief engmeer, from £300 to £350.

The Charing Cross. Easton, and Hampstead
i

Railway Company will be opened for public traffic
about June 1 of this year.

I

Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Min-
chester, have recently supplied some of their patent
Manchester stoves with des^Ruding smoke-flnes to
he hofipital, Weston-super-Mare.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 123. each, by post
12s. Od.1, as only a Umited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXTX., XLT., XL\'T ,

XLIX., LTTT., LXI., LXn.. LXrV'.. LXV., LXVT.,
LX\Tr.,LXVm.,LXIX.,LXXI.. LXXII.. LXXin.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., Lxxxn.. Lxxxin., Lxxxrv..
LXXXV., LXXX\T.. LXXXVII.. LXXXVni..
LXXXIX.. and XC. may still be obtained at the same
rrice ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.
Most of the baok numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had sinj^ly. Subscribers requirini? any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the biHLOiNO News,
price 2a., post free 2s. 4d., can he obtamed from any
Neweag-ent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF 8UBSCRTPTI0X.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

Cnited Kintrd<jm ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6r. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. ffold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. for 38fr. 30c.) To India, £1 68. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealarfd, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official
advertisements i;< Is. per line of Eiurht word>'. the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being ds. for
four hues.

The charge for Anctions, Land Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements t,except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per Ime of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertaons can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for '* Situations
Vacant " 'f>r " Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships." is One Sini.LiN.j for Twrntv-poitr Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
Advfrtlsem^nts must be prepaid.

•»• Rephes to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,
W.C, frfi" of charfjf. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. ^See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
spetial and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than .S p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday monung to secure
insertion.

Contspottkttcc.—.-..

—

THE UEORCiANISATION (JF THE
INSTITUTE.

To the ^Editor of the BriLiiiNO Nbws.
Siu.— I notice that in the loadinff article which

yon published on this subjcit last week yon
invited architects who are not members of the
Institute to criticise its method of procedure, and
make suggestions as to how it could lie improved.
Is it not pos.sible th.-it the Institute- as you
say. a private soiioty—is capable of managing its

own affairs, and that it« elected council UnowH
very much betti^r what changes can be made with
advantage to its status and to its members than
outsiders can possibly do r The proposals which
are now under consideration will be put before
the members in due course, and it will then be
time to criticise them.—I am. Arc,

A Memhkh or Long SrAxruxn.

LUVALTV IN ACCEPTINfi COMPMTITIOX
AWARDS.

Siu.—How monstrously inconsistent folks arc,

and what a paradox it all seems to be .' I notice
that those who generally pose as superior to their
fellow architects by lecturing discontented com-
petitors on the need of loyalty in accepting as
final any award with all godly quiotness, no
matter how unfair, illogical, or contr.iry if mav
be, are now w.irraly applauding the action of the
Dutch architects who have determined in contest
the award of the International Jury of architects.
who made such a miserable mistake in the Peace
Palai'L' competition a few months ago : while others
are comforting their sclf-comp'.acenry with the
belief that the building in question will not be
built at all. Thi preachers of peace in London,
perhaps, hope to establish their Home Rule by
furthering an exception abroad, and thus the
precious scheme for peace is to be inaugurated
with all the circumstance of war. Such is the
irony of things. I am so disinterested myself,
because I am .V Non-Comi'ETIto:;.

j^ntcrcDmmunicatian.

[12254.1 -Paint.—Can anyone rer-omraend a cheap,
durable paint for repaintiog eaves gutters and r.w. pipt:>

of farm buildings '--X. Wales.

[12'2j5.]—Timber Measuring-.—Can anyotie give
me detailed information as to timber measuring in this*

district;, statiag any local customs, means of oblainins;
quarter girtb, what allowance for bark, and what length
should ba measured .'—N, Walks.

HErRfvED.—S. p. C. Co.. Ltd.-S. F. Co.. Ltd.—H. G.—
T. L. and Son.— I*, and F.—O. I..—B. and Co.—J. C—
Estimate.—Rev. T. L.—Dynamic—J. and J.—L.—
F. H. and Son.—J. A. and Co.

FiNF.M Resiice.— Yes.

T. L. J.—The proposed arrangement seems a fair one.

Kbi;suk.—We do not undertake the free design of churches
or other buildings.

ELASTir.—We have used them with satisfaction: but
there is, of course, the drawback you mention.

J. M. L.—The Simplex lead glazing system is an excel-
lent one, and very economical. Write (irover and Co.,

Ltd., Britannia Works. Wharf-road. X.

J. M. J.^MEB.—No.

Rook.—We know nothing about the felt you mention, i

We should use Engert and Kolfe's " Hair Bitumen."
I

1 ». .T. R.—Wright Sutcliflfe and Co.. Halifaa, issue a very
|

good list of Kiboi-atory tittmgs. We will bear your last

buggestiou in mind.

T.— 1. Write J. Constantine and ^>on. 2.'?, Oxford-street.

Manchester, with regard to Turkish r>:t.Ui8. '^. No.

Cbstcbv.— 1. Not a reliable firm. *J. Nothing bi'tter than
Mason's treads. ~

i

Me. F. H. tJrinlintin has b?cn appointed by the

Herts County t'ouncil eogineenog assistant in th&

connty surveyor's office at a salary of £^00 per
aucum.

SEPLIES.
[12253.]—Dams.—John Wiley and Sons, nf New York,

publish several—e.g ,
" Walls and Dams," byM. Memman,

of X-eheigh, 1802. ( 'oapmin and Hill and li. T. Uatjiord
mav stoi^k it.— Kk';e.nt's I'auk.

At a meeting held at the Surveyors' Institution,

last week, of the Chartered Surveyors' Golfing

Society, the rules and regulations drawn up at the

inaugural meeting were lormally approved, and the

foUownig officers were elected for the year :
—

President of the Sjciety, Mr. George Langridge
(President of thd Surveyors' Institution! ; captain,

Mr. S. .lames, Chesterton : secretary, Mr. Sydney A.

Smith; ommittee. Mr. Ben C. -Apps, Mr. A..

Burnett Brown, Mr. Philip t"haseni<re, Mr. K.

Pairy, Mr. Cuthbert Smith, aad Mr. S. F. Mjnier
Williams.

The Baptist church at Consett, Co. Durham, was
opened on the Gth inst. It is designed in a Late
period Of Gothic, faced with pressed red bricks with

white dressing?. The church, with tower and
spirelet and vestries, seating abiut I'ld persons, has

been erected by Messrs. J. Guthrie and Son, of

Darlington, and Messrs. George Baines and Son, .5,

Clement's Inn, Strand, London, W.i;.. are the

architects. Schools are to be erected later.

The King recently appointed-Mr. Harcourt (First

Commissioner of Works), the Earl of Ptymoiith, and
Sir Aston Webb, It. A., as a committee to advise his

Majesty as to a site for the statue of William of

Orange, which is to be presented to his Majesty for

the nation by the (lermaa Emperor. The Km^ on
Saturday inspected and approved the suggested site,

which is on the south front of Kensington Palaee.
facing down the avenue to Kensington (rore. His
Majesty was accompanied by Mr. Hartourt. the

Earl of Plymouth, Sir A\tou Webb, and Sir

Schomberg McDonnel!.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
An Unj-oetu.vate Cleri al Error.— In the

King's BeDch D vision, on Friday, Mr. Justice
Walton gave judjjment in the action oi Chesshatn
and Sons, of London, v. JL^Donald and Hunt, of
Birmingham. The plaintiffs, he said, were builders,
who executed a contract for the building of arti-au
dwellings at DaUton. They engaged the defendants
as sub-contractors, to do certain painting, plumbing,
and other work. Accounts were Hually settled
between the parties on Ootolwr 17, 190->, and it was
found that plaintiffs owed defendants a balance of
.£:i7(), but the tnO was deducted, leaving £300 as
the f-ura due to Messrs. McDjuald and Hunt. The
dispute in this action arose out of an unfortunate
clerical mistake. When the total amount due to
defendants had been iiscertained, and the accounts
adjusted, it appeared that the clerk, instead of
deductii.g a sum of t;2n3 from the total, had added
it, 80 that plaintiffs claimed that they had altogether
overpaid the defendants by £'i07, and they now
sought to recover that amount. The defence was
that the defendants, when the accounts were ad

-

iusted, knew nothuig of any error. There was no
ijuestion as to the defendants' conduct in this
matter. What plaintiff's said was that the mistake
wa-* common to both parties. His Lordship went
into the accounts and the facts in great detail, and
said a compromise had been effected between the
parties, and he could not compel the defendants to
accept a corrected compromise. He would allow
the plaintiffs to amend their statement of claim, and
to a>k for an account to be taken. The matter
stood over to a future date, the parties to have
libe ty to apply.

Brii.DER's SiAXDER A'^TiON. — Calxax v.
MAYiiritv.—The hearing of this action for slander,
by Mr. Michael Calnan against M . Francis
Maybury, tiok place on Wednesday and Thursday
of last week, bifore the Lord Chief Justice and a
special jury. The plaintitf was a builder in the
<!amm9rcial-iAad, who had been for twelve years a
'member of the local vestry and had held other
offices, and his case was that the defendant had
used words which reflected upon his conduct as a
publ;c man. The plaintiff and the defendant had
-been jointly interested in some property about
which there had been some litigati >u between them,
and the plaintiff's allegation was that at the sale of
some of it by auction at the Mirt, Toke chouse Yard,
the defend lut uttered words which imputed that
while m office the plaintiff had defrauded the rate-
payers. The defence was that the defendant never
spoke the words complained of, and that auy words
he uttered were mere vulgar abuse, and d d not
bear the meanings whi.-h the plaintiff put upon
them. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff,
with £7.) damages. Judgment accordingly.

TozELAND V. West Ham Gvardians.—In the
Court of Appeal, the President of the Probate
Divi^ion and L^rds Justices Farwell and Bu kley
gave judgment on Saturday in an appeal from a
-decision of a Divisional Court in a ca<e raising the
question whether a pauper who had sustained
personal injunes while doing work for the union
authorities ciuld recover daTiages from the
guardians. In this particular ca-^e plamtiff was
employed on an enlirgement of the electric light-
ing installation at the workhouse infirm irv. when,
owing to thegiving-way of a scaffold while he was
upon It, he sustained serious injuries. Tne electrical
work was beuig carried out under a permanent
official of the union Toe D, visional Gjurt had
held that he c:juld, hut their L^rd^hips now unani-
mously reversed this judgment, and allowed the
appeal.

Ska'ebs ttnder Tcvivo PArns —Thame.^ Con-
servators v. Walto.v-o.v-Tuamks Urhan District
OouNCiL.—Mr. Justice Pflillimore, sitting in the
King's Bench Division, has given judgment in
a fneruUy action brought by the Cjaservators of the
river Thames again9t the urban district council of
Walton-on -Thames, raising a question of right with
reference to the towing path on the bank of the
river. The point at issue was whether the district
council had a right to carry a sewer, 3 iin. diameter, '

through the towing-path of the river within their i

district without first obtaining the license or per-
'

mission of the Conservators. The sewer was to be
'

used for carrying the surface water of the district
,

into the Thames. Section .'J27 of the Public Health
'

Act, \A7o, provided that nothing in the Act should !

bd construed to authorise any local authority to in-
terfere with any river, \-c.. so an to injuriously
affect the navigation thereon or the u*e thei-eof, or
to interfere with any towing-path so as to interrupt
the traffic thereon, or to rec ive fees forthesim::.
The Conservators were willing to allow the work to
proved if the I ica! authority would consent to their
terms one of which was that the accommodation
should remain during pleasure, on the payment by
the local authority of £1 per annum. < >n behalf of
the urban district council it was stated that the
council wore prepared to ac^pt certa-n of the con-
ditions of the Cjiiser/ators, but they could nota-^ree
that the Conservators should have power to o?der
the removal of the sewer by giving seven days'

notice. Mr. Justice Phill.more held that the con-

sent of the Conservators was necessary before the
woik could be carried out by the local authority.

He, however, could quite understand the district

council not caring to comply with the condition im-
P'sed by the Couservatord unless they were forced

to do so. There would be judgment for the Con-
servators.

Workmen's Cjmi'EVSatiox.— .\n application for

an awaid under the Workmen's Compensation Act
was recently made in the Westminster County
Court on behalf of Mrs. (iamlin, widow of a
workman who met with his death whilst in the
employ of the respon lents, Me-*srs. Spencer, Santo,
and Co., at the (inverumeut builduigs now in course
of erection at Whitehall. It was s'atel that the

solicitors for the plaintiff and for the respondents
had agreed as to the amount of the award, ,£i4'i "is.,

and tour guineas coits. The award was made
accordingly.

Exfor^ement of Pavin'c. Apportioxmexts.—
The Kixo v. Ctarrett axt> Corporatiox of
Wandsworth.—This action was decided on Feb. S

by the Cjurt of Appeal, consisting of the Master of
the Rolls and Lords Justices C >zen - Hardy and
Fletcher Moulton. The application was for a rule
//'^' for a prohibition addressed to Mr. (iarrett, one
of the metropolitan police magistrates, and to the
Wandiwortb Borough Council. Th? Divisional
C jurt, consisting; of the Lord Chief Ju"«tice and Mr.
Justice Darling, refused to grant a rule him for a
prohibition. An application was then made to the
Court of Appeal, and a rule ni^i was granted. The
facts were that the Wandsworth Borough Council,
acting under the powers of section 3 of the
M-^tropolis Minagement Amendment Act, 1890,
lepaired a carriage road within their district which
wdsnot a street, and which was not in a sufficiently

advanced state to be paved as a " new street " and
taken over by the borough council. The council
apportioned the expenses of repairing the road
among the owners ot the houses and land bounding
or abutting upon the road, and apportioned the sum
of £239 7s. upon a Mr. Ballard, who was the owner
of certain premises abutting on the road. Mr.
Ballard disputed his liability to pay this sum, upon
the ground that the works were not "necessary
works of repair " within the meaning of section 3 of
the Aot, and the councd took proceedings before a
metrop litau pilic^ magistrate to recover the sum
from him. Mr. Ballard thereupon applied for a
writ of prohibition upon the ground that the
magistrate had no juri-diction to entertain the cUim,
and the magistrate adjourned the hearing until the
application for the prohibition was disposed of.

It was now held by the Court of Appeal that section 3
of the Metropolis Manageiu'^ut Act, 1^62, Amendment
Act, 1S90 (o3 and hi Vict. c. o4), which, after
providin? that lepair expenses in ly be recovered in
the same manner as paving expenses are recovered
under the Metropols Management Act 18^o (IS
and lit Vict. c. I'JO), and the Metropolis Manage-
ment Amendment Act, lS6i (2o and '16 Vict. c.

lOJ). goes on to say, "and the amount of the ex-
i

penses so apportioned may be recovered by the
vestry or district board in a court of competent
juri-dictiou," means a cnirt competent to enforce
payment of paving expenses, with which these
repair e^cpeuses are assimilated. The last sentence
emphasi-ei the former part ot the section. The
words mean that a court competent <i</ Ac*'~that is, I

to enforce payni'^nt of p ivmg expenses—is com-
petent to enforce pajni'^nt of repair expenses.

I

Therefore, under section 3 of the Act of 1S90, the
|

expenses of repaving the road can be recovered either
by an action at law or before justices, and either of
the tribunals referred to in Section 77 of the Act of
18'>2 is a "court of competent ]urisdiction.*' In this

judgment by the Master of the Rolls the Lords
Justices concurred, and the rule for a prohibition
was therefore discharged.

STAINED GLASS.
Smailholm. N.B.—A permanent memorial of Sir

Walter Scott's association in childhood with the
parish of Smailholm has been placed in the ancient
Xorman church (ded. 1242), in the east window of
the chancel. In one bght there is a figure of St.

Giles for Edinburgh, in the other of St. Cithbert
for Smailholm, the Siint's home in youth. St.

Giles is represented as preaching, and pointing to
his pilgrim staff, which forms a cross. St. Cuthbert
stands on tlie green surf-beaten rock at Luidisfarne,
clasping the Holy Book ; while behind in the dis-

tance is a church. The inscription is: "1907. To
the glory of God and iu memory of Sir Walter
Scott, Bart., whose home was in this parish,

1773-177'S." The window was dedicated on Sunday
by Lord Binning, C.B. The window was designed
and executed under the supenntendeuce of Messrs.
Hardy and Wight, architects. Edinburgh.

Aberdeen University. — The stained - glass
window that has been erected in the library of

Marischal College, Aberdeen, by Miss Aune Hamil-
tnu Ciuick>hank to the memory of her father.

Professor Cruickshank. who filled the Chair of
Mathematics from 1S17 to 1860, was formally pie-
senled last wet-k. The window, which is in three
divisions, is the work of Mr. DougLis Strachan.
There are in all nine Irghts, each of tnem lift. 6in.

high. The centre of the triptych is occupied by the
subject of the Heavens, while to the right is Man,
and to the left the Eirth. Two portraits—one of
Aichibald Suiipsou, The distinguished architect, and
the other of Jam-is Ferguson, the astronomer, who
was born in the same place, Rothiemay, Banffshire,

as Professor Hamilton— were afterwards presented,
un behalf of Miss Cruickshank.

Through the liberality of the Misses Ward,
Bottomfield House, ( >*sett, the mayor and corpora-
tion have placed the order of a new clock, chimes,
and bells for i Ksett new town-hall, Yorkshire, with
Messrs. Wm. P tts and Sou=>, Ltd., clock manu-
facturers, of Leeds and Newcastle-on-Tyue, to the
memory of their late father, Alderman Jo-eph Ward,
a former ni-iyor of ( tssett. The work is now in
hand. Messrs. P.)tts and Sons. Ltd., are also
making a new striking clock with four illuminated
dials and bell for Urge new works near Huddersfield.

A Lical GovernmMit Board in(jury was held at
Heckmondwike on Friday before Col. Hepper re-
specting an application by the urban councd for
power to borrow t.'l3,12.S for alterations and
additions to the sewage disposal works, t:i.7S0for
vaving outside th»^ tram track in Westgate and
High-street, and tUJU for public conveniences and
a storeroom.

At St. Anne's-on-the-S,^a, on Monday, a Local
(rovernment B )ard inquiry was held by Mr. K. H.
Bicknell as to an applicition by the urban district

council for sanction to borrow t;3,oOO for the laying
out of the southern portion of the esplanade.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITABY
MATTERS.

Sro ktort's Water Srri'LV Diffioulties.^A
meeting of the Stockport Town Couucd in com-
m tiee was held on Friday to consider the recom-
mendations of the waterworks committee with
respect to the execution of the first instalment of the
Kinder Waterworks. The modified scheme, which
has been !-ubmitted to the council, includes the
sub-^titution of an earth d un for the atone dam, and
It was recommended that Mr. G. H. Hiil, the
engineer, should proceed with the piepanitious for

the foundations, and the strata th 'Uld be tested.

Mr. Hill, C.E , up|jeared hefore the cOvincil and
slated that it would cost £32.000 to complete the
wing trenches. He recommended that this work
should be done b}* administration, and that the
subsequent work should be by contract. The council

adjourned the consideration of the recummendations
for a week.

At a meeting of the Ayr Town Council on Mon-
day, Mr. Oswald, of Aucheucruive, chairmau of the
Ayr Auld Brig Preservation Committee, stated that
the committee had laised £9,o00 of the £10,000
necessary for the preservation of the Brig, and he
guaranteed the £10,000 by the end of next month,
i'he town conned thereupon decided to hand over
the bridge to the committee to proceed with the
preservation work.

A unique gathering took place at the Plough
Hotel, Steuhousemuir, on Friday evening, the 8th
iust., of the stdtf of r'arron Company, embracing
the manager, assistant minager, heads of depart-
ments, and all the various toremen employed at

Carron and Mungal Foundries, enjiiueeriug works,
the several colheries, and Grangemouth and Bo'ness
shipping statf.-4, who, under the chairmanstiip of

the manager (Mr. Bamforth), supported by Mr. J. J.

Maclaren, the chairman of the company, Mr. F. L.
Burder,and Mr. A. Mitchell-Dawsou,metat dinner in

the Plough Hotel. The toast of ''The King, Queen,
and Royal Family " was proposed from the chair,

and that of " Carrou Company " by Mr. Peter Rae,
one of the oldest foremen iu the employment. A
musical programme was provided by several artiste-*

from Glasgow, which gave great satisfaction. All

the arrangements were made and carried out most
successfully by a small committee.

The General Purposes Committee of the Croydon
Corporation presented a report at the meeting of the
council on Mondaj* night, in which was shown the
result of an examination of the London County
Cjuncd bricks at Korbury. The passage in the
report was as follows:- "The borough engineer
reported that the bricks used iu the erection of the

Xorbury cottages of the London County Council
were of good quality, suitable for the work, and of

the class usually used by builders of cottage

property."'

Mr. F. H. Tulloch, an inspector of the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry on Wednesday
at Seisdon irito the application of the rural district

council for leave to borrow £6,000 for purposes of

water supply for the parish of Kinver, including the
provision of a reservoir with a capacity of more than
100,000 gallons at the Comber.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
OIOUSB NBAR TROON, AV'RSUIRB. — flCUl.rTURE AT THE

VICTORIA AND ALBBRT MIiaRU.M.— HEADCORN clIURCIt,

KENT.— i'ULPIT, SAN MfNIATO, FLORENCE.—COSOREOA-
TioNAr. cucacic, whitlky bay.—proposed hoi.'se at
SCTTON.— A VILT.AOE INN. — A SPECIMEN IIOCSR.— LIBRARY

AT ANNKIELD PLAIN.

Itcthorsdeii luaiblo, su|)plieii by the Kclshaiii

family, whoso arms on a tabard were in coloured

glass in the tower window in lUlU. Over the

porch ia an interesting priests'-room, in which
prisoners were occasionally Indi^cxl. In the reign

of Edward IV., 14G6, a ('hantry-chapel was
instituted, and a priest was p lid to • pray for

the souls of tho.se deceased.' This Lady-chapel

has recently been restored and redeeorated. The
tracery of the windows in the north aisle contains

some good 14th-century glass. In the church-

yard stands a celebrated oaU tree of venerable age,

a relic of the old forest of Anderida, which in

Roman and S.ixon times covered the entiie

weald."

I'lLl'IT IN S.VN' MIXIATO, I'LOKKXCK. "

The church of .San Miniato, Florence, was reliuilt

in lOUi and the following years in place of another

of great antii^uity. The choir screen and pulpit

are verj* elaborate and rich examples of I'isan or

Central Italian Komanesque of alj.)ut this date.

The frieze of the screen contains a mosaic of

animals and geometrical figures of great richness

and delicacy. This decoration is carried in vary-

ing patterns round all the panels of both the screen

and jiulpit. The figure which supports the book-

rest and eagle seems to have been cut out of an
antique column. K. Atkinson.

(©ur ]Illustrati0ns.

MOISK NE.^ll TUOOX AVUSHIUE. y

I

Tills house is being erected in a small pine wood
overlooking the well-known golf links of Prest-
wick and Troon. From the garden-front a mag-
ni&cent view is obtained across the links to the
sea and the hills of Arran beyond. <_)n account
of the exposure the principal rooms have lieen

planned on this side of the house, which tends to

make it rather longer and narrower on plan than
is usual. The walls are built of local bricks
roughcast over, with red stone dressings to the
principal doors and windows. The roofs are
•covered with red sand-faced tiles. The h,all and
billiard-room will be finished in Austrian oak,
and the dining-room in .Spanish mahogany. The
woodwork in the drawing-room will be enamelled
white, and the walls will probably be covered with
itapestry in panels. Mr. James .Scott Hay, of
Kilmarnock, is the architect.

SCI Ll'Tl'KE -\T VICTOUIA AND AI.HEUT MI'SEI M. ^

These four statues of Lord Leighton. P.R.A.,
J. Constable, R.A.. U. F. Watts, R.A., and Sir
J. 'E. Jlillais, P.R..V., form part of a series of
thirty-two, occiipyins niches between the first-

floor windows of the \'ictoria and Albert Museum
at. South Kensington, now nearing completion,
irom the designs of Sir Aston Webb, R.A. The
sculptors of the illu.strated statues were students
•chosen from the lloyal College of Art under
Professor Lanteri. whose figure of "Fame"
•jtiinds r<n the summit of the central tower, while
lower d'lwn, in the same composition, his figures
of "Sculpture" and "Architecture" occupy
prominent positions. The statue of Leighton is

by Mr. S. Boyes, of Watts by Mr. K. Goulden.
of Constable by Mr. V. Hill, and of Millais by
Mr. J. A. .Stevenson. The series is composed of

figures of six architects, six sculptors, ten painters,
and ten craftsmen. We published the statues of
(,iueen X'ictoria. "Inspiration." "Knowledge,"
St. Michael, and St. (ieorge. by Mr. A. Prury.
A.R.A.. in the Bcri.inNi; News for January t

last, and we hope to be enabled to publish other
illustrations of this most interesting work shortly.

iiEAiiroRX r.Miisii I iiinicH (deuic.vted to
ST. I'ETEU AXU ST. I'AUI.).

Tim: vicar of Headcorn, the Rev. A. A. Carre,
has kindly supplied us with the following notes
descriptive of the sketch we reproduce by Mr.
T. Frank (Jreen :—"Henry III. granted the
advowson of the original church to the Hospital
of St. Mary at Ospringe ' withe the dene of
Hedcrnne ' in 12:!!!. The chancel and chapel
adjoining are probably portions of the older
church. The present building, in Perpendicular
style, was built about 13S0-H10 by one of the
ancieat family of Colepepper, whose tomb is in
the south wall, with the arms similar to those on
the west tower. The entire church is built of

cett-street, .^underlami. and pkiced first in the

competition for the above libriry. Tlie plan is

simple and straightforward, and was act out with
the view to working it with as small a staff as

jiossible. The jirineipal rooms are grouped around
the entrance-hall, which gives access to all jrirts.

The pulilie counter is so placed that the librarian

whilst at work has a view of all the doors to the

main rooms, and he has also complete control

over the news-room and reference-room, with a

service counter to the latter. The staff room and
lavatory are pl.'iced in the basement, which also

contains storesand heating chamber. The elevation

will bo built of lOL-al stone, taken from the (inarry

at the rear of the site. The front and side

elevations will be of ashlar, wliilst the back

elevation will be sneckcd rubble fttcing. The
more important joinery to bo in oak of simple

detail, and the lioor will be of maple wood blocks.

The entrance - ball and lobby will be paved
with din. by din. blaek and white "dull" tiles.

The windows will be filled with lead glazing set

in wood frames and painted white. The building

will be heated by low-pre.ssure hot water, and
ventilated by a mechanically-aided "natural"
svstem. Tenders have been received, and the

work is to be proceeded with shortly.

coxc;;iEr;.\TioNAi.

KAY
CHIKCH ANll SenOOI.S, wniTLEV

,
NORTHl'.MHEULANl). '

This is the design submitted by Mr. H. T.

Graydon, of Durham, in a limited competition for

a now Congregational church and schools at

Whitley Bay, Northumberland. The accommo-
dation is 52-1 (chairs) in church and ."JUl (including

16 in small end gallery) m school. The estimated

cost is stated to be t'l,.iO0. The materials in-

tended are described as stone with a facing of

hammer-dressed coursed blot-kers, the roofs to be

covered with Broseley roofing tiles, (fne of the

chief features of the design is the externtil corri-

dors, by means of which members of the congre-

gation might enter or retire, and the usual

disturbance thus caused would be reduced to a

minimum.
HOUSE .\T Sr-.-TON.

,

The house ia so arranged that the drawing and
morning room windows face almost due south,

with verandah between, overlooking, at a slightly

lower level, the tennis-court and avenue. The
materials proposed to be used are dark-red sand-

faced Hedingham facing.s and pale buff cement

rouahcast, dark red Maidenhead roofing tiles, and
similar medium red tile hanging. The dining

room and hall to be oak panelled, and to have

oak-boiirded floors. Three semicircular moulded
arches in plaster form the staircase screen. The
hall is well lighted by large windows on the

staii-ftase and landing. Mr. Douglas U. Smith,

of Westcliil'-on-Sea, is the architect.

DESIliN FOR A WAYRIllE INN.
i/

This is one of a set of three designs submitted for

the A.A. Travelling Studentship last year. The
work required for this competition comprises three

sketch de'iigns, three sheets of measured work
(one Jin. scale, one jin. scale, and one full size)

and two sketches. The reproduction shows a.

perspective of the inn as seen from the road. The
site was rather awkw.ard, as to fulfil the require-

ments of the conditions, garden space was
necessarily reduced to a minimum. A wayside

inn was required which, as well as providing for

the villagers on the one htind, it was necessary to

have suitable accommodation for motorists and
travellers of a better class.

RdVAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION, 1907.

E are officially informed that the day forw

llOTANICAL SPECIMEN IIOVSE.

Tnis, another of the subjects set for the .\.A.

Travelling .Studentship, was designed to fill a site

in Kew. The cemditions required a building for

dead botanical specimens, and as some of these

would probably be of great bulk, a gallery is pro-

vided for the closer inspection of suspended speci-

mens. The ground Hoor was planned to receive

cases. The main halls tire lighted by flat domes

over, aided by the clerestory windows. I'he

materials proposed to be used were red sand-faced

bricks and Portland stone, with roofs of ferro-

concrete. The drawings reproduced are the work

of Mr. A. Winter Rose, to whom the Silver Medal

and Travelling Studentship were awarded for 1900.

ANXrlELn I'LAIX 1-UBLIC I.tllRARY IIU.ST I'RE-

MI.VrKD DESIGN. Z

Tins design was submitted by Mr. Edward 1

Cr.'itney, of the firm of Davidson and Cratney

1 irainger-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and

sending in architectural drawings to the

Roytil Academy this year will be Thursday,

March 2S. Paintings will go in on Saturday,

March :!0, and on Tuesday, April 2. This un-

usual arrangement of days is due to Ijood

Friday and Easter Day. Sculpture will be

received on Wednesday, April i.

Corresponding with previous years, as a mutual
arranjement, we are prepared to receive drawings

forwarded to us prepaid, and ready for ex-

hibition in accordance with the Roytil Academy
rules, and to send them in for our contributors on

the above date. Every drawing must be gilt-

framed and glazed, having a label attached, with

the title of the work plainly written, and name
and address of the author. This information must

likewise appear on the back of frame. Wide
margins add much to the risk of rejection, and

should be avoided. A letter addres-^ed to the

.Secretary of the Royal Academy must accomptiny

everv consignment of drawings, giving names

and titles for the compiling of the catalogue.

Xo i\wtfiff/tfoi tit'iy suhtittt ;/?>/•:• th(i:i tkrc: wjrla

for i\rlf{bitn>ii.

We must ask our friends to let us have their

works as early as possible, as time is growing

short, in order that reproductions may be made

before the exhibits go in ready for illustra-

tion after the opening of the galleries in May.

We shall be obliged if this request is com-

plied with, and it is understood that drawings

entrusted to our keeping in this way may be

copied for publictitioa as alre.-idy mentioned.

Correspondents tibroad wanting drawings framed

must send postal orders at the same time to cover

cost of such charges, for which we cannot other-

wise hold ourselves responsible.

Plans for a naval training-station to be tmdt at

Lake Blutf, North Chicago, 111., from plans by Mr.

Jarvis Hunt, of Chicago, have been approved. Uids

were received Sept. 4 for ten houses, for ofhoera

quarters, to cost 17.%000dol., and contracts for con-

„. »:„.. —i- tn ,.n<it ".nnn.nnndoi. will be let

50,

structiou work to cost 2,000,OOOdol. will

shortly. The station is to cost .i.OOO.OWIdol. The

Bureau of Navigation, Navy riepartment, Wash-

ingtjn, T). C, has charge of the work.

^^ The pubhc works committee of the Wolver-

hampton Corporation report in favour of widening

Worcester-street on its west side, from near its

iunction with Salop-street to its junction with (.reat

Brickkiln-street, and of .aho widening the latter

street at its junction with the former. The width

of Worcester-street between the points mentioned is

from ''Tft to "Mi. I'he proposed improvement will

give an average width of 4t)ft., whiUt Bnckkiln-

?treet will be widened from 14ft. to Sift. The

estimated cost of the scheme is £fi,4:!0.

The King will unveil the equestrian statue of the

late Duke of Cambridge which is being ere.;ted in

Whitehall in front of the new War Office in May.

The work of easting Mr. Adrian Jones's figure,

together with the de-orative panels which are to

adorn the pediment, is now practically complete.

The latest development in the tow^n-hall extension

proceedings at Bradford is a number of complaints

0, to the city council from firms who have warehouses

Faw- near by of alleged blocking of lights.
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(Dur (§fficc_Cafalt

lli:. Jl. A. HE Coi.vAi:, K.C., has reprinted, in
jiamphlet form, from the Jn"nial of the SoL-ioty
of Comparative Legislation. ••Notes on the
Easement of Lifjht in England and Elsewhere."
The paper deals chielly with the eff/cts of tlie

notable decision of the IIoii.se of Lords nearly
two years ago in "Colls v. Home and Colonial
.Stores, l.,imited." The author questions whether,
as has been .asserted, this decision has "largely
eh.anged the law relating to light "

: but he says
it has certainly removed any lingering doubts as
to the extent of the easement, and will confine
henceforward within reasonable limits the pre-
sumptive claims of householders to access of light.
Architects and builders will, he says, naturally
welcome the decision : the extension of towns will
now be accomplished with much greater freedom
and indnitely less risk and anxiety than formerly.
In his treatise Mr. de Colyar considers in det.-iil

the nature of the easement of light, its acquisi-
tion, its extent, and the n\ethods whereby it may
te extinguished, leading cases being cited undeV
each of these four headings. References are also
given to the state of the loss of light in Scotland,
the Colonies, and other countries.

Ix addressing the architeL-tural students at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, when he
visited Boston, Sir Aston Webb, R.A., touched
upon a point that is too often ignored, many
young men imagining that what is taught over
the drawing board is the all-important thing. Sir
Aston said: "You will be very apt to tWnk of
nothing but architecture. .Vn architect ought to
be a cultured man. He has to move among
<;-ultured p<'opIe, and if he is not as cultured as
they are, he is put to a very serious disadvantage.
He IS not well provided, unless he has read a
great deal and has some other accomplishment.
-Architecture, if it is going to do any good to any-
""?•""<! 'f it is soing to be more than what a
builder lan do, must have the particular qualities
of beauty—must say something in a beautiful way.
-\n architect may be successful, vet do very little
work, if it is done well and beautifully.'"

Thk Manchesterr Citv Council on Friday, as a
(General Purposes Committee, considered in detail
the new building by-laws which have been drafted
by the Improvement Committee for the future
regulation of streets and houses. It was stated
that the code had been submitted to the Jlan-
chester Society of Architects, and that certain
recommendations made by the society had been
carefully considered, and in many cases adopted.
There was a long discussion on'one point—the
.imount of .sp.ice that sh.mld be secured around a
dwelling-house. The Improi-ement Committee
proposed that every person who shall erect a new
dwelling-house sh.all provide open spaces about
it. which, including the site of the house and h.alf
the width of the .adjoining streets coextensive with
such dwelling-house, shall be of an aggregate area
of not less th.an 201) superficial square yards. Some
members thought 21)0 yards too much, and that it
would put a bar on the building of low-rented
dwellings. Councillor .lohnson urged the retention
of the 200 yards as essential to good health and
as a chock to the creation of slum property. In
the end the committee agreed to a compromise—
l-iO yards in the city within a zone reaching to
one mile .and a half from the town-hall, and 200
yards beyond that zone.

_
At the last meeting of the Citv Council of

Xewcastlc-on-Tyne, the finance committee pre-
sented a report as to the means to be taken to
preserve the old walla and towers remaining
in the city. The committee had been vory
strongly impressed by the amount and earnestness
of public opinion in relation to these remains
linking modern Newcastle with its early historv.
The arguments adduced for the preservation of
the walls and towers were not onlv the strong
expression of local feeling, but ivero equally
urged as matters of national importance. These
historic structures were possessions worthy of
preservation by a Rjyal city as evidences of its
early and intimate connection with the Crown of
England. The committee recommended :— (I! A
periodic survey and report upon the ancient
military stnictures already belonging to or in the
possession of the corpora'tion, including all the
remaining walls, towers, and turrets wilh the old
castle and Black (iate ; (2) the improvement of the
approach to the city from the High Level Bridge,
by extension of the present shrubbery between
the Black Gate and the railway, so as t{> include

the present sculptor's yard :
(^ij the utilisation of

Sally-port Ciate and meeting-hall for corporation

requirements, and their acquisition on lease for

ten years from the Shipwrights' Company, at a

rental of VW yer annum : (t the purchase from

the Plumbers' and tUazier' Company of their

claim by user over portions of walls belonging to

the coporatiim and of their freehold in Morden
Tower : (.'i) the continuation of negotiations for

the purchase and preservation of Plummer Tower.

The recommendations were agreed to without

discussion.

The sixty-second spring exhibition of the

Bristol Fine Arts Academy was opened on Mon-
day. With the exception of the black-and-white

section, there are practically no loan pictures this

year. The exhibition is representati\'e of modern
art, and the pictures are for sale. Instead of

writing to artists generally to contribute to the

exhibition, the committee have .asked specifically

for certain individual pictures, and their requests

have for the most part been complied with. Pro-
minent among the oil-paintings are works of

Alfred East, T. .\usten Browne, W. .1. Leech,

Henry S. Tuke. Frederick J.Waugh, H. Hughes-
.Stanton, and Miss \. S. /ileri. The water-

colours include works by W. Ijoe Hankey. Edwd.
Stott. Charles W. Bartlett (one of which. "A
Dutch ^'rouw," was given to the academy nn his

election as a member), and by P. A. Hay.

Ix the t'nited States, as in this country, the

growing tendency of local authorities to entrust

their work to salaried official architects is arousing
widespread complaint from members of the archi-

tectural profession. The latest instance to hand
is the Bill now before the Pennsylvania Legis-

lature, which provides for the appointment of a

State architect who shall design and build all

State buildings, shall have a term of nttice of four

years, and shall be paid what seems from an
English standpoint the wholly inadequate salary

of .'7,000 dollars, or, say, about £1,000 a year.

CHIPS.
The city council of Liverpool at their la^t meeting

defined a building line for a new road to be con-
structed between Edge-lane and Broad Green-road,
which is to be 60ft. wide, and the total cost of which
will be t;-3.6l9 10s. 6d. The new road would in the
future probably form a tramway route.

The city council of Newcastle-on-Tyne, having
decided upon the erection of slaughter-houses at the

cattle market, application is to be made to the Local
Government Board for sanction to a loan of £7,93G
to carry out the work.

The death is announced of "Mr. William John
trreer, for over 20 years executive engineer of the

Public Works Department, Bengal, which event took
place, after two months' illness, on the lUh inst. Mr.
Greer, who was only 6:j years of age, had carried out
extensive canal works in Bengal.

At the monthly meeting of the Society of Archi-
tects to be held on Thursday, May 10, a lecture on
"Chapter Houses," illustrated by lantern views,

will be delivered by Mr. E, W. Harvey Piper, hon.
member.
Mr. A. .T. Henderson has resigned his ofliie of

surveyor and engineer to the Esher and Dittons
t'rban District Council, owing to bad health.

The Edinburgh and District Water Trustees have
appointeil Mr. -f. Hill to report whether filters and
reservoirs t^hould be constructed at Fairmilehead or

at some place further from the city ; also on the
subject of pressure. The trustees wish to have the

city area divided into districts with the pressure ad-
justed to suit the circumstances of each. High
buildinffs and water towers have caused consider-

able dithculty with regard to the pressure.

Mr. John Elford, for 2i years the borough sur-

veyor of Poole, and now succeeded by Mr. S. J.

Newman, K.U.I.B.A., was on Wednesday night in

last week the recipient from the staff and workmen
employed by the corporation of a dressing-case in

morocco leather, with silver mounts.

The Goldsmiths' Company have agreed to provide
the £S,000 required for the comoletioa of the new
wing of Goldsmiths' College, New-cross, now a
college of London t'niversity.

A new theatre is to be erected at Westclitf-on-
Sea, from plans prepared by Messrs. Cabuche and
Hayward, MM.S.A., of Westcliff.

The Rural District Council of the North Dublin
Union have passed a resolution requesting the Local
Government Board to sanction commencement of

the work for the Howth main drainage scheme at

the earliest possible moment, and pointing out that
the starting of the work would do a great deal to

relieve the existing want of employment in the
district.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
FriiDAv (To-day).—Architectural Association. "Pome

A-specta of Training and Design." by
Gerald C. Uorsley. F.R.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Soci-rty. " Prartical Points in Works
Inspection," by James Flett. 8 p.m.

Sat; uuAV (T<-» - morrow). — Architectural .Association.

Visits to Gloucester House and to

Hamilton House, Palk-lane. 2 p.m.

MesuAV.—Royal Academy Lectures on .-Vrc'aitecture.

No. '2. " Desiirn and Temperament." by
Kes:mld T. BlomlieW. A.li.A. 4 p.m.

Society of Arts. " Romanesque Orna-
ment." Cantor Lecture No. 1, by Y.
Hamilton Jackson. H p.m.

Surveyors' Institution. " The .Vt»ri-

cultural Holdings Act, 1O06," by Aubrey
J. Spencer. 8 p.m.

TcESDAV.—Institution of Civil Engineers. "The Limits
of Thermal Ethciencv in Internal Com-
bustion Motors," by Dugald Clerk,
M.Inst. C.E. B p.m.

Wkunesdav.— Society of Arts. "Modern Typewriters,''
by Arthur E. Morton. S p.m.

Instititiition of Civil Engineers.
.Students Visit to the Locomotive Works
of the London and South - Western
Railway, Nine Elms, S.W. Assemble at
the Loco. ;ind Stores Dept. Gate, Wands-
worth-road. 'l.'iO p.m.

TiicRsOAV.—Royal Academy Lectures on Architecture.

No. 3. " Architecture and the Craftsman,"
by Reginald T. Blomfleld. A.R.A. 4 p.m.
Carpenters' Hall Lectures. " The

Palace of Minos," bv Dr. Arthur J. Evans.
M.A.. K.R.S. 8 p.m.

Sheffield Society of Architects and Sur-
veyors. * The Revision of the R.I.B.A.
Charter." by A- W. S. Cross and G.
Hubbard, FF.R.LB.A.

A memorial is being erected in St. Mary's Church,
Bury St. Edmunds, to the .o") men of the Suffolk

Regiment, then the 12th foot, who were lost when
the liii-knihfMrJ foundered on February 20, 1S.V2.

March 17 (St. Patrick's Day) has been selected for

the unveiling by the Marquess of Bristol, Lord-
Lieutenant.

At the Bank of Eagland an artesian bored tutie

well, reaching to a depth of 401) ft. from the surface,

has just b^en completed in eight weeks, springs

having been tapped yielding a minimum supply of

l.oO,0UO gallons jier daj'. Ttie geological formation

is the Tertiary beds, consisting of alluvial deposits,

thick beds of London blue clay, mottled clay,

Woolwich and Reading beds, followed by the chalk
and flmts from which the water supply has been
obtained. The average thickness of the beds above
the chalk in the City of London is about 230ft. The
work '.Tas ca'ried out by Messrs. C. Isler and Co., of

Southwark, London.

The Guild of Civic Art of Canada has decided to

engage Sir Aston Webb. R..\., to draw up a plan
tor the beautiticatiou of Toronto.

An exhibition of Danish art is to be held at the

City Guildhall in April. Mr. Temple, director of

the Guildhall Art Gallery, has recently spent a
fortnight at Copenhagen in order to select from
museums and private collections pictures represent-

ing the best Danish art produced during the 10th
century ; and, as a result, 200 paintings are now on
the way to London.

The Bishop of Southwell has dedicated a new
organ which has been erected in the parish church
at .Sutton-iu- Ashfield at a cost of £6.oO. During the
past twelve mouths new vestries aud an organ-
chamber have been built, and in the chancel, added
in IS i4, and which has been closed during alteration

aud restoration, carved oak choir-stalls with mosaic
pavement and new altar-rails in the sanctuary have
been placed.

New baptistery, stained-glass memorial-windows,
south-choir screen, and carved gallery-fronts have
been consecrated in .Tesmond Parish Church. These
gifts have been provided at the cost of £2,000. The
memorial-windows till the western wall of the nave,

and are two in number, with a superimposed rose-

light. Each contains three lights, and in them are

depicted some of the principal characters lu English
Church history from the time of the introduction of

Christianity into the North.

The borough council of Hammersmith have under
consideration a scheme to la^ out a new street from
Wood-lane to L-atimer-road. According to the

estimates of the borough aurveror, Mr. H. Mair.

the cost amounts to £22,300, and the work includes

the construction of the road, the erection of abridge
to carry the West London Railway over the road,

and the acquisition of the necessary property.

Mr. P. M. Crosthwaite. an inspector of the Local

Government Board, presided at the public offices,

Egremont, at an inquiry held on Tuesday into the

application of the Wallasey Urban District Council

for sanction to borrow £.>,200 for the provision of

workshops at West Float, and £2,oOO, the first in-

stalment of about ,tlO,000, for the deepening of the

approaches at the New Brighton Ferry.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Lahour IN" Januaky.—^The monthly memorandum

prepared by the labour department states that

employment in January showed an improvement as :

compared with the previous month. As compared '

with January, 190(i, nearly all the principal in-

dustries showed an improvement. In the 272 trade
[

unions, with an a^^regate membership of 617,911,
;

making return-, 2.*i,!i',)0 (or 4-2 per cent.) were '

reported as unemployed at the end of January,
,

1907, as compared with 4*9 per cent, at the end of '

December, 19n(), and 47 per cent, at the end of

January, 190*'. Employment in the engineering
trades m January was good on the whole, and better

thaa a month agx It was about the same as a year
ago. In several districts it was reported that over-

time was worked. In the building trades employ-
ment was dull, but it was noticeably better with

;

carpenters, joiners, and plumbers. The changes in
;

rates of wages reported in January were, with one i

exception, advances.

KiLMARxn<K.— Nearly a year ago the operative
painters of Kilmarnock came out on strike, in con-
sequence ot the employers desiring to change the
date of the annual agreement between them from
Jan. 1 to April 1. Since then the employers have
been carrying on their business as usual, while a

number of the operatives found employment else-

where, and a few started on their own account.
The strike seemed to be really over, but this week
several of the men who have resumed theii' employ-
ment have been followed to and from their work by
large crowds every day at the meal hours, the
strikers being accompanied by a drummer and a

bugler.

Une IPDYSIEXT Statistics. — In the current
number of the Board of Trade I.-ibo'ir O'lzeftr it is

stated that from reports received from the local

corresp indents of the Labour Department in the
chief industrial centres it would appear that distress

due to want of employment in January was con-
siderably less than in January, 1906, and was, on
the wh >le, ab lut the same as in December, 1906.

Increases in distress were contined generally to

workpeople iu the building trades.

CHIPS.
The Local iJovernment Board have sani'tioned

the borrowing by the town council of Brighton of

til, 200 for various purposes in connection with the
electricity undertaking.

Mr. Hugh Stoweli, A.M.I.C.E., deputy borough
engineer of Wimbledon, has been appointed chief

inspector to the Mersey and Irwell Joint Committee.
Mr. Stoweli was articled in 1886 to the late Mr. A.
Jacob, B.A., M.I.C E., borough engineer of Salford.

In 1893 he was appointed assistant borough surveyor
of Tunbridge Wells, and in 1899 to the position

he now occupies.

At their last meeting the Durham County Council
adopted the finance committee's minutes, which
recommended that application should be made to

the Licil Crovernment Board for sanction to borrow
£127, ")48 for new schools and additions and
alterations.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held
before Mr. M. K. North at Brentwood yesterday
(Thursday) as to an application by the Brentwood
I'rban District Council for sanction to barrow
£2,407 for purposes of the ioint sewage disposal
works at Nag*s Head-lane, Harold Wood (including
the execution of works in the parish of T'pminster)

;

and another from the BiUericay Rural District

Council for £1,23:J in respect of the sam^ purposes
for the South Weald and Shentield special drainage
district.

At a meeting on Friday of the promoters r f the
exhibition which is to be held in Saughton Park,
Edinburgh, in 190S, it was stated that the executive
committee are arranging the conditions under which !

architects will be invited to submit competitive
,

•designs of the exhibition buildings.

Mr. T. R. Johnson, the assistant engineer of the
Oreat Northern Railway, was entertained at dinner
on Monday night at the Trocadero Restaurant by
the chief officials of the Great Northern Railway,
on his appointment as Chief Commissioner of

- Railways and Tramways of New South Wales.
The chair was taken by the general manager, Mr.
Oliver Bury.

At a meeting of the Stratford-on- Avon Town
Council on Tuesday night, the borough surveyor
submitted a report on the Garriok lun, and esti-

mated that the cost of restormg the front to its

ancient hilf-timbeied state would be £300. It

was, however, decided that the work should not be
cirhed out.

Important structural inprovements wdl short'y
be commenced at the railway station at Eastbjurne,
the outlay being estimated at £-70,000.

LATEST PRICES.—• «•

—

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled-Iron Joists, Bel^an £5 10 to £5 15

ftolled-Steel Joists, English 7 5 0,, 7 15

Wroiight-Ircin HiriltT Platea 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

8 )iler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best SnedshiU 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Bmlders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, Ac, £3 153. to £0.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £U to £15 10s. per ton.

Qalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron—
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 10 ...£14

Best ditto 14 ... 14 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.O.
9;- 10- 10 6 11'- 11/3 12- 12.9 13,6 U'6 per cwt.

Cast-iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10

RoUed-Irnn Fencing Wire S „ 9 in

Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

„ „ „ Galvanised. 9 0,, 9 10

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17 „ 4 1"

Cut Floor Brads 10 10 „ 10 1)

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 5 „
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £ t 2 6 to £6 7 6
4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition. 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

ind bored joints, os. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blust. Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings-Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b tplus 5 per cent.) :

—

Ga-s-Tubes 67ip.c.
Water-Tubes *2* „
Steam-Tubes 57} „
Galvanised Ga-s-Tubea 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes £0 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Saelter. Sileaian £26 to £2j 10

Lead Water Pipe. Town 23 „ —
Country 23 15 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe. Town 23 10 „ —
Country 24 5 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 24 10 „ —
„ „ ,. „ Country 25 5 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned in.side and
outside Town 26 „ —
„ Country 26 15 „ -

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 „ —
„ ,, Country .. 25 15 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (5in. and 6in.

extra) Town 25 0.. —
„ „ ,, ,, Country 25 15 ,,

—
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 5

CopperSheets, sheathing and rods 124 „ 12110
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 112 „ 113

Tin, Straits 190 15 „ 191 5

Do., English Ingots 194 o „ 194 1)
Pig Lead 20 17 6 „ -
Sheet Lead, Town 22 10 „ -

Country 23 5 „ —
Genuine White Lead 27 „ -
Beflned Red Lead 24 15 „ -
Sheet Zinc 35 „ -
Old Lead, against account 18 10 ,,

—
Tin per cwt. 11 „ —
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 9 „ -

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £9 to £20

,. Bangkok „ 8 15 „ 17 10

Uuebec Pine, yellow per load 3 12 6 ,, 6 5

„ Oak „ .. 5 10 „ 9 5

„ Birch , ...2 7 6,, 5

„ Elm ,,...4 0,, 9

„ Ash 4 2 6,, 700
Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ...3 5 0,, 6 15

Fir ,,...3 0,, 5

Wainscot. Riga p. log 2 5 0,, 5 10

Lath, Dantsic. p.f 4 0,, 600
St. Petersburg 4 0,, 600

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin.

by llin. :
—

auebec. Pine. Ist £22 to £.35

2nd 13 „ 23 15

„ 3rd 11 10 „ 14 5
Canada Spruce, 1st 11 „ 16

2nd and 3rd 9 0,, 10 15

New Brunswick 8 10 „ 9 15

Riga 8 0,, 900
St. Petersburg 8 0,, 17

Swedish 7 W „ 20 10

Finland 8 15 „ 9

White Sea 10 5 „ 20 10

Battens, all sorts 5 15 „ 13 0'

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—
1st prepared £0 14 to £0 16 9

2nd ditt.3 12 6 „ 13 9

Other qualities 4 6,, 12 6

Staves, per standard VL ;

—

U 8 pipe £37 10 to £45

Memel, cr. pipe 220 „ 230

M-meL brack 190 ,. 200

WOOD.
BUILDISO WOOO.

Deals: Sin. by llin. and lin. by
9in. and llin

Deals: 3 by 9 '.

Battens ; 2,iin. by 7in. and 8in.,

and 3io. by "in. and Sin
Battens : 2^ by 6 and 3 by 6

At per standard.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

13 10 to 15
13 „ 14

Deals : seconds
Battens: .seconds

2in. by lin. and 2in. by 6in.

2in, by Ijin. and 2in. by Sin.
toreign Sawn Board.s —

lin. and Ijin. by 7in

3in.

11

10

1

10
9
8 10

10

„ 12
less than

7in. & 8in.

less than best

„
to 10

„ 9 10

Fir timber : best middling Danzig
or jMemel

Seconds
Small timber (8in to lOin.)

Small timber '6ia. to Sin.)

Swedisli b.ilks

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average;

more than
battens.

10
At per load of .50ft.

4 10
4

3 12 6300
•i 10

4

to b
4 10

3 15

3 10
3
4 15

Joiners' Wood.
White Sea : first yellow deals. At per standard.

3in. by llin '24 to -25

Sin. by 9in 22 „ 23
Battens, 2Vin. and 3in. by 7in. 16 10 „ 18

Second yellow deals, 3in. by lin, .. 18 10 ,, 20
3mby9in. . 17 10 „ 19

Battens, 21in. and Sin. by 7in. 13 10 ,. 14 10

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin.

andOin 13 10 „ 15
Battens, 'ijin. and :iin. by 7in. U ,, 12

Petersburg first yellow deals,

:tin.byllin 21 0,. 22 10

Do. sin. by9in 18 ,. 10 10

Battens 13 10 ,. 15
Secondvellowdeals, Sin. byllin. 16 ,, 17

Do. Sin. by 9in 14 10 „ 16

Battens . 11 „ 12 10
Third yellow deals. Sin. by llin. 13 „ 14

1,5. Sin. by9ln 12 10 „ 14

Battens 10 „ 11

Wliite Sea and Petersburg-
Fu^t while deals, 3in. bv llin. U 10 ,. 15 10

3in. by 9in. 13 10 .. 14 10
Battens 11 „ 12

Second white deals, .Sin. by llin. 13 10 ,. 14 10

„ Sin. by 9in. 12 10 ., 13 10

battens 10 „ 11

Pitch pine : deals IS „ 21

Under 2in. thick extra ... 10 ,. 10
Yell-^w Pine — First, regular sizes 41 and over.

Oddments 32 „
Seconds, regular sizes 33 ,,

Vellow Pine oddments 28 ,,

(vauri Pine -rUuks per ft. cube.. 3 6 to 5

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs —
Large, per ft. cube 3 ,. 3 6
Small 2 6 „ 2 9

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5 6 ,, 6

Drv Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,

a^inch 8V „ 9,i

Jin, do. do 7 ,. 8

Dry Mahogany — Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch ..009 ,. 010

Selected, Figury. per ft. supjr.
asinch,,. 16 .. 2 6

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

.super, as inch 10 ,. 10
Teak.perload 17 „ '22

American Whitewood Planks, per
ft.cube 4 „ 5

Prepared Flooring. &c.

—

lin. bv 7in. yellow, planed and Per square.

shot 13 6 to 17 6

lin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 14 „ 18

IJin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 16 ., 10

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
shot 12 „ 14 6

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 12 6 ,. 15

liin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 15 ,, 16 6

\\n. by 7in. vellow, matched and
beaded or'V-jointed boards ... 11 ,. 013 6

lin. by7in 14 „ 18

Jin. by 7in. white 10 .. 11 6

lin, by7in. „ 12 6 „ 15

6tn. at 6d. to 9d. per square less than 7in.

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks ..per foot cube £0

Bed Mansfield, ditto „ -.

Closebum Red Freestone, ditto ."... ,. ...

Ancaster. ditto •— *
Beer, ditto • . J
Red ('orsehill. ditto ,1 .•

J
Oreenshill. ditto .....

Hard York, ditto — O

Ditto ditto liin. sawn both sides, landmgs,

random sizes per foot sup.

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes .> .• "
• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £ J

Delivered on road waggons, Paddmgton
Depot .. ..

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot ,. ...

Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton

Station .. ...

Ditto, deUvered at Nine Elms Station ..

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

2 3

2 *\
1 10)
1 10
1 6
2 2
1 10

2 10

2 8

1 3

8J
8t

6

Brown
Whit Bed.

DeUvered to railway depot at the

quarry per foot cube £0
Lhjlivered on road waagons i

at Paddmgton Depot ... f q
Ditto Nine Elms Depot...

|

Ditto Punlicu Wharf /

White.
Base Bed.

1 i\ ... £0 1 7i

2 1 2 '2i
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BRICKS.
HardSUicks fl t< i«r 1,000 ttlontfside, in river.
Roii^h Stocks und
Onzzles 1 I) „ ,, „

Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10 „ delivered.

Flettons 18 „ at railwajr station.
Red Wire Cuts 1 14 „
Best Fareham Red 3 12 „ „
Best Red Tressed
Ruabnn Fncios? ..500 „ „ ,»

Best Blue I'reased
Staffordshire 3 l.'S „ „ „

Do. BuUnose 4 „ i, „
Best StiMirbridge
Fire Brick.s 3 14 „ „
GlAZKD BltK^KS.

Beat Wliite and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12 „ „ „

Headers 11 ,. ., „
Quoins, BuUnose,
and Flats lu „ „ „

Double Stretchers 19 „ „ „
Double Headers ... 16 „ „ „
One Bide and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20 ., „

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squiuts ... 20 „ ,, ,,

Best Dipped Siilt

Glazed Stretcher.**,

and Header 12 ,, „ „
Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 14 „ „

Double Stretchers.. 1.5 ,, ,,

Double Headers .. 14 „ „
One Side and two
Ends 15 „ „ „

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, Cham-
fered, S'luints ... 14 „ „

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2 „ less than best.

s. d.
Thames and Fit Sand 7 per yard, delivered.
Thames Ballast .t 6 ,',

Best rortland Cement 27 per ton „
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 ., ,,

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s. d.

Blue rortmadoc.2uxl0 ..12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.
l«x 8 .. 6 12 6 „ „ „

iilue Bangor ...20x10.13 2 6 „ „
,. ., ... 20x12 ..13 17 6 „

Firstquality 20x10 ..13

...20x12 .13 15
16x 8 .. 7 5 „

Enrcka unfading
green 20x10. .15 17 6
» I. ... 20x12 ..18 7 6

„ „ ...18x10 ..13 5 „ „
... Itfx 8 .10 5

remuinent green 20x10, ..11 12 6 „ „ ,,

... 18x10 .. 9 12 6

„ „ ... 16 « 8.6 12 6 „ „

TILES.
.s. d.

riain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 at rly. station
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perd.»z. ,, „
Broseley tiles fiO per 1000 ,, ,,

< manicntal tiles 52 6 „ ,, .,

11 ij) :tud Valley tiles 4 per doz. „ .,

Ruiibon i-cd, brown, or brin-
dled do. (Edwards) .W 6 per 1000 ,, ,,

^>mamentjil do 60
Hip tiles 4 per doz. „ „
Valley tiles 3 0,, „ „
lied or Mottled Staffordshire

do. (Peako's) ."il 9 per lOOO
< 'murnental do 51 6 ,, „ ,.

Hip tiles 4 1 per doz. at rly. station
Valley tiles 3 8 „ „ „
" Rosemary '* brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000
Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, ,,

flip tiles 4 Operdoz. „ ,,

Valley tiles 3 8 „ ,, ,,
" Hartshill '* brand plain

tile.s, sand-faoed 50 per lODO ,,

Pre^8ed 47 6 „ „
( imamcntal do 50 „ ,'.'

Hip tiles 4 per dnz. „ „
Valley tiles 3 G „ „ ,,

OILS.
Rapeseed, Euglish pale, per tim.. £31 1.5 to £31 15
Do., brown „ ... 2;i „ 2!)

Cottonseed, refined 26 „ 28
Olive, Sl)anish , ... 40 „ 40 10
Seal, pale „ ... 22 „ 33
Cocoanut, Cochin 4t; „ 47 o
Do., Ceylon 43 „ 43 13
Do., Mauritius 4J „ 41
Vahn, Lagos 36 „ 36 H
Ole""' ... 17 5 C „ 19 5 C
Sperm ... 34 „ 35
Lubncatinf.- U.S pergal. 7 0,, 8 «
I'etroleum. rettned

, ... 6j „ 6"
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 6 o
Do., Archangel 19 6 „ 10
Turpentine, American ...per tun 37 „ 37 5
l.inseed Oil pergal. 2 1'..,
ISiitlc Oil

, ... 2 «
,,

_
Turpentine „ ... 4 2f|

"

Putty percwt. 7 6,,

GLASS.
English Sheet Glass : looz. 21oz. 26oz.

Fourths I3d. ... 21d. ... ,3}d.

Thirds 23d. ... 3ld. ... 4d.

Fluted Sheet sjd. ... 4Jd. ... 4Jd.

Hartley's English Rolled PLite : Jin. ' loin. Jin
23d. ... 2id. ... 3d.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass : White. Tinted.

320Z. Net.
. 4Jd. „
. Bd.

. 53d. „

4d.

VARNISHES, &c.

oid.

Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish
Pale Copal Oak
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak
Superfine Hard-dicing Oak, for seats of churches
Fine Elastic Carriage
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage
Fine Pale Maple
Finest Pale Durable Copal
Extra Pale French Oil
Ejiashell putting Varnish
White Copal Enamel
E.xtra Pale Paper
Best Japan Gold Size
Best Black Japan
Oak and Mahogany Stain
Brunswick Black
Berlin Black
Knotting
French and Brush PoUsh

CO 8
10 (>

12 6
10
14 C
12 6
16 n
IB
18 n

1 1

18
1 4

12 n
11) 6
16

11

8
1) Hi

10
10 6

W.H,LASCELLES&Co„Lt(l,
121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TELEPHONE No. 1365.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Grreenhoiises.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINGS.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

EST1MA.TES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established 1S3S.)

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KING "WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Registered Trade M<nk,

POLONCEIMPHIILTE
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

ACID-RE8ISTINQ ASPH.\.LTE.
WHITE SILICA PA\'INQ.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Telkpikine No. 6319 Avenue.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
fcPPLT T(>-

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunhiU Row, LONDON, E.C

TENDERS.
•«• Correapondpnts would in all cases oblige by givini;

the ftddre.ssL'M uf the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value of the iufurmation

.

A.-T(ts, N.W.—For erecting a receiving home for
children, Acton-lane, N.W., for the guardian-s. Mr. A.
Saxou Snell, F.R.I.B.A., 22, Southampton lluildings.
Chancery-lane, W-C, architect. Uuantitiea by Mr. H.
Bushell:-

Treaaure and Son ...

Abbot and Charlton
HoUiday and CJreenwoud
llobeits. A., and Co
Webster, F. . and Son
Hyde and Co
I'atman and Fotheringhum
Spencer, Santo, and Co.
Cowley and Drake
Davey, F. and E.
Irfiwrencc, W., and Sous
Cook, W. L
Clayton, E. J
Wi.-idom Bros., Isleworth laccepted,,

£3,753
2.»;i5 ()

2,81!l (1

2,7i»
2.H4i>

2.6:ffl

2,ti;«) (1

2,S80
2,537 (J (1

2..i:t7 (1

2 424 (1

2.;«7 11

2,365 u
2.330 u u

BvTii. — For the ironwork reqiiired at BatheastoEi
reservoir, for the waterworks committef oi Bath City
("uuncil :

—

Stothert and ritt, Ltd £51:^

(ilentieldand Kcanedy .. ^54 8 11
Blake-llunnughs 445 10 it

Biggs, Ward, and Co. ... 40:i 2 8
Hayward and Wooster (accepted) . 39ft it

Guest and Grimes :W7 17

(Two Ijondon firms tendered fur valve.": only, and their
tenders were set aside.

.

Beli'ast.—For the following works, for the guardians :

fl) creating tire-escape exits and stairs: '21 forming an
examination room and carrying out sundry alterations

;

(3) laying footpaths, kerbing. &c. ; and '4
i ''drr>'ing out a

drainage scheme at the union workhouse :

—
Contract No. 1 :—

Webb and Holmes fS.'O n
Corey, P., Ltd ti90

Musf^rave and Co fisr, fl

Kitchie. F.. and Sons 5r5
Keith, H. accepted) ,155

Contract No. 2:—
Keith, H 29S
Barton, J. H., 349, Beersbridge-road 19.T 10
Cnrry, K.. Ltd IHO 1) fl

McRoberts A: Armstrong (accepted') 180
Contract No. 3 :

—
Cony, R.. Ltd. 2't.S

McP.oberts and Armstrongs . . 220
Keith, H 2 « fl

Oeddis, W 195 12 <>

Uoss, J., and Son 198 14 4
Pearce, K. and J 180 5 fl

Stafford, B 179
Workman, Ltd. facceptedl . . 171 11

Contract No. 4 :—
McRoberts and Armstrong . 230
Koss, J., and Sons 24« 12 11

Stafford. B 22 ( (1

Workman, Ltd 211 2 H
Keith, H 209 fl

Corry, R.. Ltd 205 »
Ueddis, W. (accepted) I'.lC 3 1

All of Belfast.

(iLoucESTKR.—For additional baptistery to Bassagc
Chapel of Merry. Mr. E. A. Fryer, 15. Clarence-atreet,
(rloucester, architect :

—
Wall and Hook, Brimscombe ... £247 10 ,0

Accepted.

,

(foBowp.N, Salot'.—For carrying out works of water
supply from the Vyrnwy main of the Liverpool Corporit-
tion, for the Oswestry Rui-al District Council :—

York and Co., Wellington, Salop (accepted .

Hraviticer.—For erecting new elementary school for
700 children in Iiadysmith-road, for the Devon County
Education Authority. Mr. V. Monis, 1, Richmond-road,
Exeter, architect. Quantities by Mr.
Ti, ( "ourtenay-street, I'lymouth :

—
Yeo, R. F.. and Sons ..

Stephens, Bastow, and Co. . .

Drew, H
Lapthorn and Co.
Walters, E , and Son .,

FoHard. G., and Co
liadeock, F. J
Davies, D. W.. and Co
Wakeham Bros.
Roberts, S
Backweil. W. ...

(^ules, W. G
Ham and I'assmore ...

Crocberell, J. .....
Narracott, R. E.
Triggs, J
Stephens and Son
Setter. G
Davis, D., and Sons ...

Coles, A. N
Blake. W. E
Spiller. H. J., and Sou
BethicK Bros. ...

Pulmau, J
Woodman and Son
Westeott, Austin, & White. Exeter"

" Accepted.

Islington, N.—For supply of electrical plant, for the
borough council :

—

Fan for cooling tower :
—

Skelding and Co
\'aughaa and Cook
Keith and Blackman...
Balcke and Co
KliTtromotor and Dynamo Co.
Matthews and Yates
Davidson and Co
General Electric Co. ...

t'rompton and Co. (accepted^

. W. Hai ghton

£9,773 17 9
9,097
9,0411

8,810
8,797
8,49t; 12 »
B.485 5 10
8,411 17 7

8,371

8,324
8.'J74

8,221 7 4
8,130 18 4
8,092 11 U
8,070 17 10
7,895 9 G
7.894 12
7,833 12 .?

7,790
7,774 14 5
7,771
7,654
7,U14 u
7,B14 2
7.51(1 7 9
7,435

.1594

5t>l

520
351

320
318
310
299
283 10

Electric capstan ;
—

Flohr, C 175
Monte Callow and Co .. 165
Scott and Mountain, Limited ... l.'M".

Appleby's Limited (No. 1, .. 148
l'ickerin;,^'s. Limited 1 1."*

Uitchiti, J., and Son 13.i

StotUert and Pitt 130
Cl:irke, Chapman, and Co 130
Hceiian and Proudc 121

KL'i^^hlcy Klectrical Engineering Co. 112
.\lipli'hv'8. Limited iNo. 21 , ... 110
\\ lUl and Co 91

Ad.iiasou, llamsbottom. and Ci 90
Laidlaw and Laidler and Co. .. 80
^Jhatteiis Engineering Co 77
Cromptoo and Co 7()

Itroaabent, T.. and Son* ... 152 tl

• Recommended for acceptance.

Lif'iiKiKLo.—For erecting workhouse extensions, for
the board of guardians :

—
Kershavf, U., Burtoa-on-Trent ... fl5,118

I Accepted.)

{Continued on jftige X T/.)

10

10 u
10
10
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
(?astl*'ford—Dunl s^rwndar;' Sohftol 'f.OO places^ (local; Walter
H. Brin-Iey. F.R.I.B.A.. Assessor) £50. £25 Alfred Wilson, Clerk tii Governors. Station-roiul, Caatleford, Yorka Mat. 5

"Wirohlednn—Eleraentarr School (1,000 places), Felham-road
;.Tobn W. Simiison, F.Tt.l.B..\.. Assessor) £1,Tl (mcreeii), iKO. £E0 A, Steele Shelilon, ClerV, !•>, Queen's-ro>i(J, Wimbledon "„ 8

TCshop .^'icklani—Seinndarv Sehnol (Assessor) ."i tier eent, ; £>0, £10 .T, A, X,. Robson. SeereU'n', Bhire Hall, Durham ,.. „ JR
Failsnorth—rnblie Library (limit €3 noo) £20, £10 H, C, liroome, U,D,C, Clerk, lailsworth iB
London Coimtr Hall K. Norman Shaw, R.A., and W. E.

Riley. K.R.IB.A . ,\ssessors' £210 to each competitor ifl 8nal The Architect, L.C.C, County Hall. Sprinj Gardens, S,W Auj?. i."

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BiriLDINGS.
Xelson—Vire Station at Bradley Watih Coramitto.- B, Ball, A,M,I,C.E., Borouffh Ensineer, Town Hall, Nelson Feb, 2.1

Glossop— Convalescent and Nurses' Home c'.>rnomfinn Bulman and Vinycimb. .\rchitects, B7. Chan'.'ery-lane, W.C 21)

Downpatriek-House, Circular-road Miss»s M'AIister E, 1", Nolan, C E., Downpatrick „ 23
Penzance— Residence W, PnesHev .Vreher Oliver Caldwell, F.R,I,B,.\„ Victoria-siiuare, Penzance St
Chop-well— Extension of Premises Blaydon Industrial Society F, M. Dryden, .Architect. R. Market-street. Neweastle-on-Tyne 23
Matterdale-Sch.iol .Joseph Fnrster, Architect, 13, Earl-street, Carlisle 23
«iIa.s»ow- Substtnctures of Machinery Buildings, Shieldhall . . , Corporation _ Wm. D. Hamilton, M,I.Meeh,E., ,j9, Bath-street, Glas'iow .. „ 23
Micbaflstnn-v-Vedw-.\dditionRto Lockwood Mrs, Rowlands W. H, Dashwood Capel. F,R,I,B..\„ •->. Church-street. Cardiff 23
W.iketield-Cbr.nii- Blnck at .Vsylum Asvlum Committee J. Vickers-Edw,)rds, C.untv Architect. Counti- Hall. Wakefield „ 2.'i

MaccleslleI.l-.\Iferations to I'ubli.- Baths Baths Committee ,'. The Boroush Surveyor's otlice. Town Hall, MacclesHeld 2.^

Blaenswynti— Mission Room Eyans and Jones, ,\rchitects, Swansea „ 2,^

Stockton-.;n-Tces—Alterations to Free Library lorporation The BorouKh En;;incer's I )tlitc. Town Hall, Stockton-on-Tees 2.5

Morecamhe— Stables I.iniMster and Skerton Co-op. Soo. ,,, Austin and Falov, Architect.s. Liucaster , 25
Wrexb.im—Waitine-Ronms and Foothiidge Great Western Railway Co G, K. Mills, .Secretary. Paddinpton Station. W, „ 26
Birkenhead—Additions to Tranmere Workhouse Guardians .. Edmund Kirbv, F R,IB,A.. 3. Cook-street, Liverpool 2li

EadcIiffe-St,ireShed Trban District Council W, L, Hothwe'll. Engineer, RadcHtl'e. Lanes „ 26
Llanelly-.\dditiooalCIa,ssr<mm to Bigyn School Education Committee George Watkeys. Boroueh Surveyor, l.lancUy ,, 26
TTandswoith, .S.W.— Public Elementary School, Meiton-voad., London County Council G, L, Gomme, Clerk. County Hall. Spring Gardens, S.W „ 2ti

Newcastle-nn-Tyne— Station Buildines. New Bridge-street North-Eastern' Railway Co William Bell, Architect, Central Station, Newcastle-on-Tyne 27
London, S.W.-Eerairs to Police Stations, &c, ^Three Years) Metronolitan Police Receiver The Police Snrvevor, New Scotland Yard, M,W ,

2i
Caidilf— Joint Stores at Trade-street Depots Corporation , W, Harpur, CitvEngineer, City Hall, Cardiff ,,.: „ 27
Hull— Ct:stoms' (itiices at Albert Dock Xorth-Eastem Railway Co William Bell, .\rchitect, York „ 27
IJewsburv—Two Houses, Bath-street Kirk and Sons, Architects, Dewsbury ...- „ 27
Hull—Additions to Constable-street School Education Committee .loseph H, Hirst, City Architect, Town Hall, Hull 2K
Stroud-Lining Swimming Path Urban District Council The Town Surveyor, Town Hall, Stroud , 2S
King.ston-,jn-Tham.'s -Market Stalls Corporation Harold .\, Winser, Town Clerk, Kingston-on-Thames „ 28
Wre.ihain-Eebuilding Royal Oak Hotel Lite Peter Walker's Trustees F. A, Bevan, Architect, Wrexham „ SB
Bushbury. Cann..ik—Mortuary Rural District Council Herbert M. Whitehead, Engineer, Penkridge, Stafford 28
Sunderland—Electiicitv Works ,'. Corporation J, F, C. .Snell and \. S. Blackman, Engs,, Town Hall, Sunderland,, Mar, 1

Botallack—Pair of Residences Botallack Mine Co Oliver taldwcll, F,R,I,E..\,, Victoria-S'iuare, Penzance „ 2
I^eds-Shops and Hotel. Commercial-street Henrv Child Thomas Winn and Sen. .Vrchitects. tvl. Albion-street, Leeds *2

Burntwcod- Alterations to Schools Staffordshire Education Committee,,. Graham Balfjur. Director of Education, Stafford , 2
Pontfadcg—House

, T, Hughes Ed. Green-Davies. .\rchitect, Plas-yn-L!an. Gobowen ,, 2
Brighton- Eoedean Junior House School J. W. Simpson and M. Ayrton. Archls,, 3, Veiulam Bldgs., W.C 4
Hease- Extension of Endowed School Derbyshire Education Committee George H. Widdows, A.B".I,B,.4„ St. Mary's Gate, Derby „ J

Lock's Heath— School Hant-s County Council W. .T, Taylor, County Surveyor, The Castle, Winchester 4
Kingston-jn-Tharaes-Enlargement of Head Post Otfice H,M. Commissioners of Works J, Rutherford, H,M,' Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S,W, 5
Milford Haven— Cookery and Lauudiy Rooms at School D, E, Thomas and Son, ,-Vrchitects, \'ictoria-place, Haverfordwest ,, „ 5
Adlington— Council School '180 places^ Cheshire County Council Arthur Brocklehurst, Architect, 30. Brown-street, Manchester 5
Nortam — Eeconstructiog Cbamberlayne Bath Southampton ('orporation The Borough Engineer's Othce, Southampton 5
Sheffield— Annexe at Fuhvood Royal Hospital Gibbs and Flockton. Architects, l-j. St. .lames's-row. Sheffield „ 5
Mottram St. Andrew-School '150 pla-'es) Cheshire County Council John Cubbon. Architect. 4. Chapel Walks. Manchester 5
Kidwelly— Additions to Morfa CM. Chapel Trustees W. Jones and W, D, Morgan, Architects, Pentre ,, I!

Furnace, Llanelly— Enlarging Saron CM, Chapel Committee William Harries, -2, Y'nj-s-y-cwm-road, Furnace. Llanelly „ it

Coventiy—Eiaht I.abourers' Cottages Sewage Farm Committee ! J. E. Swindiehurst, City Engineer, St, Mary's Hall, Coventry „ 9
Llandaff- Additions to Penpentre W. H, Dashwood Caple, F,R.LB,A., '2, Church-street, Cardiff' „ !l

fStralfotd, E—Additions to West Ham Hospital Committee ,, H, Percy Adams, F,R.LB..\., 26, Wobuin-place, W.C ,, 11
.shildon— School (1.100 place.s) Durham County Education Authority The County Education Architect, Shire Hall, Durham 10
Winchester—Grand Stand N, C H. Nisbett, Architect, 15, Jewry-street, Winchester Nodate
Newport- Primitive Methodist Sunday-School !.!!,.!!!!..!. Newland, Davis, and Hunt, Archts, Commercial-st, Newport, M<m, do,
Bomsey-Grand Stand N, C, H, Xisbett, Architect, 45, Jewi-y-street. Winchester do,
Newcastle-.m-Tyne— Repairs to Buildings and Bridges Northumberland County Council J, A, Bean, County Surveyor, rhe Moot Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne do,

ELECTRICAL, PLANT.
Stockport—Five Double-Decked Top-Covered Cars Tramways Committee ,Tohn Atkinson, A,M,I.C,E., Borough Surveyor, Stockport Feb, '25

Handeworth. Birminf.ham—Plant Urban District Council Kennedy and Jenkin, Engineers, if, Victutin-street, ti,W Mar, 7

Bridlington—Wiring New Theatre and Opera House H, Hague, Manager, Bridlington Nodate

ENGINEERING.
Matlock Path-Witer-Main Urban District Council James Diggle, Engineer, Town Hall, Matlock Feb, 23
Hanogate-Light Eadway (IS mile) „ Harrogate Gas Co Edward Wilson Dix'in, -M.LC.E., 3, East Parade, Leeds
brixiam- Landing Stage

j Harbour Committee Joseph L. Arlidge, Clerk, Town Hall. Brixham
Uai-rogate-Weighbridge and Locomotive .• :,... Harrogate Gas Co Edward Wilson Dixon, M.LC.E,, 3, East I'amde, Leeds
W hitby-Swingbndge over River Esk Urban District Council J, Mitchell Moncrieff, M.I,C.E.. Pilgrim-street. Newcastle-on-Pyne
L xbridge-Well W ork Urban District Council F. .S.Courtney. M.I.C.E., 25, Victoria-street. Westminster, S.W. ...

.iJ i
""^ "'^'""'^ Urban District Council F. S. Courtney. M.LC.E.. 25, Victoria-street, Westminster, S,W. ...

-Vberdeen—PIatforms and Sidings Joint Station Committee James A. Parker, C.E.. 80, Guild-street. Aberdeen
loole—« aterworks Town Council „„ E, T. Hildred, Uuantitv Surveyor, 1. High-street. Gosport
y^'^'e-bteum Fire-Engine Urban District Council Geo. H, Gisbv, Clerk, 'fown Hall, Ware.Heits
< allingtrju-Reservoirs Waterworks Committee Lawrence Scantlebury, .Vrchitect, Callington, Cornwall
Anaathwaite- Stone Budge across River Eden Cuinberland County Council Geo, Jos, Bell, M,LC"E., County Surveyor, The Courts, Carlisle Mar.
Xewlyn-Water-Supply Works Paul Urban District Council William Cumow, Clerk, Churchtown I'uul, Cornwall

i;"!i'
r;'^ '''"*'''' '°'''*''^''™ Haswell Parish council Thomas Gustard, Clerk. Townshio Office. Haswell

.^hetheld—Reservoir, Club Mili-lane El.ctric Light Committee S, E. Fedden, General Manager, Commercial-street, Sheffield ,„
hou.htieet-Cuvered Reservoir Metropolitan Water Boaid The Engineer, BrookmiU-ioad, Deptlord, S.E
Brechin-'Three Bridges District Committee Crouch and Hogg, C.E.s, .1, Blytbswood-siuare. Ghisgpw
Margate—Bridge .«er Newgate Gapway Town Council E. A. Borg. C,E„ Borough ,Survevor, Town Hall, Margate
Uacton-on-Sea- Retort Bench Urban District Council Sydney Francis, A,M.l,-'»f .E., Town Hall, Clacton-on-Sea
Breccn-tias Plant Gaa Co, Thomas Canning, A,M,I,C.K, Mill-street, Newport, Mon
.saltccats—Bathing Pond Town Council James Campbell. Town Clerk, Bank of Scotland, Saltcoats
Baltasound. Shetland—Waterworks

. Jenkins and Marr, Architects, It;, Bridge-str.,et, Aberdeen
Wokingham—Bridge over Emm Brook Town Councii '.

'.'

O, W, Marks. Borough Eugineer, Wokingham „„.
lalencia. Spain—Water Supply Xhe l^asa Consistorial. Palencia
Wimbledon—Refuse Destructor, Dumsfurd-road Corporation .. The Borough Surveyor. Town Hall, Wimbledon
Kilrush. Co. Chire-Waterworks Rural District Couiidl T. Kellv. Clerk. Council office-s. Kilrush, Co, Clare
lontypruld—Bridge Works Urban District CouncU „. P. R. A. Willoughby, A,M,I.C,E., Municipal Buildings, Pontypridd
-Ajthurs Px's, New Zealand—Tunnel (5 miles) New Zealand Midland Railway The High Commissioner. 13, Victoria-st.. Westniin-ster, S.W
< mtton—W aterworks Rural District Council Wdliam F, Bird, C,E., Mldsomer Norton, Somerset _
liombay—Reclamation between Mazagoo and Sewii, , , Bombay Port Trust . Sir J , Wolfe Barry i A. J. Barry, Engs., 7, Sanctuary, Westminster April 2
Dunedin, New Zealand—Gas Plant Corporation '. Ihos. Cole, .V.M.I. C.E., II. Victuria-olreet, WaiCminster June Ii»

FENCING AND "WALLS.
Essington-Fencing at Sewaite Outfall Wor'is Cannock Rural District Council Herb'; ; M. Whitehead, Engineer, Penkridffe, Staffsrd Feb, 2a
.Stroud—Boundary Walls at Merry Walks Urban District Council ... Toe Survevor'a Office, Town Hall. Stroud , iS
Nj:w Maiden—Iron Fencing at Sewage Works .„ Maidens and Coombe i:,D.C T. B, Simnuns. C,E„ CouncU Offices, .New Maiden Mar, 2

FTJBNITURE AND FITTINGS.
Himstanton-Two Shopfronts Tho«. (joy. Westgate, Hunstanton Feb. '23

Hindley—Blinds to Argyle-street School ;. Education Committee .fames K. Booth, Se.-ret iry, EJucation Olfioes, fiindhiy ., 28
Kirbymoorside—Reseating*: Renovating Rudland P.M. Chapel R^v. J. Binns. Church-street, Helmdey Mar. I
I. rmston-iittings for Chemical Laboratory... Rivers Committee .. The Minagers, Sewage Works. Town Hall, Manchester „ 2
East Preston-Furnishing New Infirmary and Nurses' Home :. Guardiana Arlhir Shelley, Clerk, Littlehamptjn 4
Bristol— Furnishing Cossnam Memorial llospitjl Trustees . Julm Henaha ir. Hospital, Kingawoad, Bristol Nodklte
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Bameley—Buildings in Shaw-lane Cricket GrouDd
AUerton— Conffregational Saodav School
Clieadle Heath. Stockport — Buildings at Sewaee Works ,

Alnwirk and Ooldntream Braach -Station Building
Warrington -SmaliDi'x Hospital
Hexham and .\llendale Branch—Station Buildinpi
London, S.W.— Tolice Stations, ice. (Three Years i

Bishop Auckland t'. Middletoo-in-Teesdale -Station Buildings

Barnard Castlt* to Tebay and Penrith—Station Buildings

Charinp Heath -Renovating School-House
Heme Bay - St. Anne's House
Cheriton Bishop -Venbridge House
Hereford -St. Martin's Church
Hither Cireen, S.E.—Park Fever Hospital

PAINTING.
Cricket and Athletic Club , Feb. 23

„ 23

.. '2o

,.
-27

„ 27

M 27

,. 27

>. 27

.. 27

,. 28
Mar. 1

1

n I

». 6

Templenewsnm—Making-up Streets

Pontypridd— Street Works
I^eeds— Paving Sovereign-street Extension
Gateshead- Paving Woiks
MansHeld Wor>dbnuse—Asphalting Footway
Itadclitle — Street Improvement, Hunt Hill

Edmonton, N. — Making-up Argyle-road
North Shields- Cement Concrete Foothfath at Rosehill .:

EntleM- Street Works
Luton—Paving Tennvson-road ...

St. John's Hill, S.W.— Repairing Tar Paving at Inflrm-iry

Liversedge- Street Works —
Hackney, N.E.- Making-up Daubeney-road
Chingford- Street Works
North Finchley- Improvement Works, Gainsborough-road
Camberwell, S.E.—Kerbing
Bradfield— Road Repairs
Streatham, S.W.—Making-up Becmead-av. and Frentis-road.

Porthcawl— Street Improvements .

Muswell Hill, N.— Making-up Midhurst-avenue

Glasgow— Sewer. St. Andrew's Drive
Camberley— Sewerage Works
NewtowDstewart- Sewers
Homsey, X.- Outfall Sewer at Harringay
Litherland— Conveniences ...

Surbiton- Conveniences at Victoria Recreation Grounds .

Afhton-under-Lyne— Converting Closets
Chester— Sewers
Alnwick— Sewerage and Water Main
8utton-in-Ashfield- Sewerage Works
Frodsham— Sewerage Works
Slough— Sewerage Works
NewDum-on-Tyne—Sewer
Watford— Sewerage Works
Littlehampton—Sewer
Cottam— Sewage Purification Works
Lee, 8.E.— Conveniences at Northbrook Park
Stanwis—Sewerage Works

Cowes—Cast-iron Pipes
Warrington—Cast-iron Troughs

J. F. Hill, Hon. Secretary, 19, Pitt-street, Barnsley
The Secretary, 4:t8, Allerton-road. Allerton, Yorks . -

Sewage Outfall Committee John Atkinson, A.M.I.C.E., Borough Surveyor. Stockport

N'orth-Eistern Railway Co Charles A. Harrison, Eneineer, Forth Btnks. Xe wcastle-on-Tyne

Health Committee Thomas Longdin, Borough Engineer, Warrington
North-Eistem Railway Co. Charles A. Harrison, Engineer, Forth Bants. Xewcastle-on-Tynt; .

Metropolitan Police Receiver ,. The Police Surveyor, New Scotland Yard, S.W
North-Eastern Railway Co Charles A. Harrison, Engineer, Forth Banks. Xewcastle-on-Tyne
North-Etstern Railway Cu Charles A. Harrison, Engineer, Forth Banks, Newcastle-on-Tyne .

Managers Rev. J. W. Southern. Charing Heath, Kent
Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Engineer-in-Chief, Embankment, E.C. ...

John Baker, Downhayes, Bow, Devon „
Vicar and Churchwardens The Vicarage, Hereford „
Metropolitan Asylum-? Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Engineer-in-Chief, Embankment, E.C „

ROADS AND STREETS.
Hunslet Rural District Council W. B. Pindar, Clerk, Glasshouse-street. Hunslet, Leeds Feb.

Urban District Council P. R. A. Willoughby, A. M.I.C.E,. Municipal Buildings, Pontypridd „
The City Engineer's Office. Municipal Buildings, Leeds ,

Town Council N. P. Pattinson. Borough Engineer, Town Hafl, Gateshead „
Urban District Council F. P. Cook, Surveyor, Leemins Chambfrs, Mansfield „
Urban District Council W. L. Rothwel), Engineer. Radclitie, Lanes „
Uiban District Council G. Eedes Eachus. M.I.C.E., Town Hall. Lower Edmonton „
TjTiemouth Rural District Council John Waters, District Sirveyor, Long Benton, Newcastle-on-Tyne ,,

LTrban District Council Richard Collins, Surveyor, Public Offices, Enfield „
Town Council The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Luton ,,

Wandsworth Cnion Guardians F. W. Piper. Clerk.St. John's Hill, Wandsworth, S.W ;

Urban District Council F. Langley, Engineer. Council Offices, Liversede-e Mar.
Borough Ccuncil Norman Scorgie, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Hackney, N.E. „
Urban District Council J. T. Griffin, Surveyor. 'Si, Station-road. Chingford ,,

. Urban District Council. C. J. Jenkins, A.MJ.C.E., Engineer, Church End. Finchley, N. .... „
Borough Council William Oxtoby, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Camberwell, S.E... „
Rural District Council John Forrester, District Surveyor, Theale, Reading ,

Wandsworth Borouah Council The Surveyor's office, Ulo, Balhara High-road, S.W „
,
Urbin District Council R. W. Jones, Surveyor, Porthcawl „

, Borough Council E. J. Lovegrove, Boro' Eng., Municipal Othces, Highgate, N. .. ... ,,

SANITARY.
Corporation
Urban District Council
Strabane No. 1 Rural District Council
Town Council
Urban District Council .

Urban District Council
Sanitary Committee
Nestnn and Parkgate U.D.C.
Urban District Council
Urban District Council
Runcorn Rural District Council
Urban District Council

,
Urban District Council ,..

Rural District Council _

Urban District Council
Fulwood Urban District Council
London County Council
Carlisle RuralDistrict Council

The City Engineer, City Chambers, 61. Cochrane-street, Glasgow ...

Willcox and Kaikes, Engin-ers. 6d, Temple-row, Birmingham
W. J. Ingram. Clerk, Workhouse, Stra.bd.ne

E. J. Lovegrove, Boro* Engineer, 99, Southwood-lane, Highgate, N.
A. H. Cart*?r, Surveyor, Ijtherland
Heniy T. Mather, Surveyor. Surbitoa
Joseph Lowe, Sanitary Surveyor, Town Hall. Ashton-under-Lyne...
Green. Knowles, and Russell, Engs.. 19, South John-st., Liverpool..

Geoffrey Wils<in, Town Surueyor. Alnwick
Beesley, Son. and Nichols, MM.I.C.E., 11, Victoria-street. S.W. ...

James Diggle and Son, Civil Engineers, Hind Hill-steet, Heywood...
The Surveyor, 1, Mackenzie-street, Slough
Thomas (Gregory. Surveyor, Newbum-on-Tyne
Ernest Lailey. 9, Maiket-street. Watford
H. Howard, F.S.I., Surveyor, Town Otfices, Littlehampton
Charles A. Lomax. A.M.I.C.E., 37, Cross-street. Manchester
G. L. Gomme, Clerk. County Hall, Spnng Gardens, S.W
Jos-ph Graham, Civil Engineer, Bank-streer., Carlisle

Feb. 23
., 23
„ 25
„ 25
„ 25
.. 26
.. '26

,. 27
28
1

2
2
2

Mar.

„ 15

,. i2
No date

STEEL AND IRON.
Urban District Council John W. Webster, Surveyor. Cowfs.I.W Feb. 25
Sanitary Works Committee R. Wihon, Manager, Longford Depot, Wanington , 25

STORES.
Bamber Bridge—Work and Materials
Penge, S.E.— Various Stores (One Year)
Sibsry— Granite and Slag
Uandatt—Tools and Castings (One Year)
Durham—Broken Whinstone, Slag, and T<ir Mtcud im
Warrington— Various Materials 'One Year,
Bicester- Hartshill Stone and Chippings
Clitheroe—Articles and Work One Year
Ilford—Works and Materials One Year' . .

Deal— Cement and Chalk One Year;
Thome, Doncaster- Road Materials (One Ytui
Newport, Mon.— Various Stores

Walton-le-Dale U.D.C. W. S. Woodcock, Cleik. Council Offices, Bamber Bridge Feb. 23

Urban District Council The Surveyor, Town Hall, Anerley, S.E
Rural District Council John M. Simpson, Clerk, Boston, Lines
Llandatf and Dinas PowisR.D.C. ... Jamts Holden, A. M.I.C.E., 20, Park-place, Cardiff

Rural District Council Geo. (tiegson. Surveyor, 38. Saddler-sueet, Durham
Water Committee James Deas, Water Engineer. Municipal Offices, Warrington .

Rural District Council H. B. Fames, High.vay Surveyor, King's-end, iiicester

Cnrporation John Eastham, Town Clerk, Clitheroe

Urban District Council..... John W. Benttn, Clerk, Town Hall, tliord

Town Council ,.... The Town Clerk's Office. Deal
Rural District Council Geo. Kenyon, Clerk, Plantation-road, Thorne, Doncaster
(_'orponttiun The Bt rout^h Ln^'iueer, Tnwn Hall. Newport

23
23
23
23
23
23
23
25
25
25
25
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ORNAMKNX AND CD.NSiRLCTlON.

IF there be on© architectural standard
;

whieli it is utterly impossible to deter-
mine, it is that cf ornament : for though '

it is abundantly plain tliat the primary
object of ornament is to beautify, it is

very far from obvious that all "orna-
ment " acliieves that object. The strange
and irritating feature of tlie difficulty i.s

that though in one place and upon one
l)U|lding a certain ty^je of ornament may
be oompletely successful, in another place
and upon another building it may be no
more than a disfiguring excrescence. As
a matter of fact, there is a clue to at least

the first .«^tep towards a .solution in that
very word excrescence. Derivatively, the
word means an outgrowth—but an out-
grouth'of the same kind as a w.-irt upon
the human face, a thinj which ought not
to be there. It is' in the features and
ooburing of the human face that beauty
consists, and it is complete. Any addition
to, or omi.ssion cf, tlicse features oonsti-
tutes a l)lemi.sh. Vet it cannot bo denied
that every one of those features is "con-
structional," and that the absence of a
nose or of eyes is a physical as well as an
lesthetic defect. It is equally true that
these constructional features may either
possess or lack beauty.

If the statement be traiuicrred to p.rchi-

tectural ornament, it will be found to
opply almost in every detail. There are
cert 1 in structural necessities common to
all buildings save a few of a very
specialised kind ; and to these the process
of beau tificat ion may be applied freely,
•whilst almost all other "ornament " is of
the mature of an excrescence. Further, as
type^ of animal, and particularly of
human, beauty are dictated by conditions
of climate and environment, so also types
of architectural beauty find their origin
md development dicta'ted and controlled
bv local restrictions of use and material.
Thus, in the inception of a scheme of orna-
ment we are controlled by two bread laws,
the one universal, the "ether Iccal, and
are brought face to face with the origins
<ff ornament—origins which it is impera-
tive that we should know and remember if
1 ur ornament is not to be an incongruous
excrescence. As to these origins, it will
almcst eertainlv be conceded without
argument that, in the history of architec-
ture, the desire to build precedes the de-
sire to beautify—that the first efforts of
man in the direction cf building construc-
tion were not made with the ob.iect of pro-
ducing a vehicle for independent orna-
ment. Ornament is an accidental ap-
pendige of building and not an essential.
The frankly hideous aspect cf mmv purely
utilitarian buildings of the present time
IS sufficient indication of the mutual in-
ilenendence cf building and l>eauty.
To return for a moment to our (vvmpari-

son of human and architectur.al forms

—

tliere has always been, and tliere will
always be. a tendency to see in the face
rf a man a reflection of the mind within.
.\ "wcik'' face, a "strong" face, an "in-
teUrctual." a "spiritual," or a "crimi-
nal "face—^these and the like are familiar
phrases. And by a direct and simnle
analogv. we should dera.md thit a build-
ing dionld. bv its outward characteristics,
reveal its inward purpose as well a.s its

actual con.^ruction. We should not ex-
pect the tympanum of th? Royal Exchange

to be rilled by i representation of tlu> con-

version of .St. Paul, nor that of St. Paul's

Cathedral bv Britannia and the commerce
of the world.

It is to ths structural origin of orn-a-

ment, however, that we would desire

especially to call :\ttention in the present

article. It would be difficult to find in

any grc-at architectural system a dc-

lilwrate exi'.mple of constructed, or of

what we may call ercrc.sToif, ornament. In

the Greek systems of architecture, for

example, every part of a Doric temple
may be traced to a constructive origin,

and t!ie whole scheme of the application

of froi? ornament is based upon a duo con-

sideration of the relative constructive
values cf the parts of the building. The
flutes cf the column recall the marks of

the adze used to shape the rough balk of

timber which was the ancestor of the
stone. The echinus is mcdelled upon the
roughly-rounded lump cf liardcr wood
l-.vid with tlie .grain running horiswutally,

and the abacus is no more than a tile to
keep the wet out. The triglyphs and
metC'pes— the characteristic "Doric
Frieze'' — are constructional features
emp'hasised for the sake of ornament, aiul

mutules, fillets, and guttse. all once had a

part to play in the construction cf the
timber building frcm which the Doric
temple grew. And tiiough the Ionic order
found in the bases of its columns a rich

field for ornament, no Greek architect

ever sought, for the mere sake cf orna-

ment, to give the Doric column a base.

The curved moulding of the cornice is' the
descendant cf the tiled gutter, and the
lion's heads which adorn it are no more
than glorified spouts to carry off the
water, fulfilling the same prcsaic duty as

the f:'imiliar gargoyles of the Gothic
period. Here is constructional as opposed
to constructed ornament in its fr.uikest

fcrm.
Even the elaborate ornament of the

Jonic order may be traced to origins as

simple, and. in many cases, as utilitarian,

as the less delicate work of the Doric archi-

tect. The bold tori of the base reveal their

binding fur.cticn in the plaited guillochc

and the more outspoken cable moulding.
Tl'.e necking - band, with its delicate

authemion work in light relief, is but the
metal band which gripped the column at

the top to avert the .separation of the up-
right reds which found strength in their

union as a single column. Tire echinus was
once a lump of clay studded with water-

worn pebbles, which may have supplied

tl'.e motive for the beautiful "egg-and-
dart '" design. And that lump of clay

served as a bed for the soft sandbag whose
curling seam.s fir.st suggested the volute

—

if a new theory, borne out by the modern
use in Asia Minor of such a device, may
claim credence. In the bead and reel we

! find another "natural" ornament—
' pebbles set in clay, one face outwards,
alternating "itlx two set edgeways.

I But natural i>osition is of even greater

1 v.alue in determining the disi>osition of

ornament thin simplicity of origin. And
it will be nirted that in every case cited,

not onlv the design, but the position, has
I been dictated in the first place by con-

I

structional exigencies. For. as the archi-

tecture of the Ionic order was naturally,

in the first instance, of solid timber, the

three divisions of t'lie overhanging balks

were the only possible ornament, whereas
the frieze was an arfificialh/ flat surface

gained by the pla.stering over with clay of

those "tag-ends" cf construction, which
the Doric style glorified into a panelled

frieze, nnd upon this clay it was easy and
natural to set p.atterns and ornaments.
.^Ixjve this, the dentils are too obviously

constructive to need comment, and to

place them elsewihere would be ridiculous.

List'ly. wherever ornament be placed, it

can never with [iropnety contradict tho
construction. It is perfectly true tlK'.t

Buskin has stated the e?:act opposite of

this principle, pointing out that the
colouring of bird-, beasts, and butterflies

.seldom if ever follows stnu tural lines. But
whereas colour in animal life lias, alm.ost

invariably, a protective origin, and aims
at the actual concealment of the form by
assimilation to its natural surroundings
(e.g., the stripes of a tiger, which imitate

closely the shadows cf grasses upon yellow

rock and sand), the whole object of archi-

tectural colour js the emphasising of form,

and the insistence upon the essentials of

sitability, that highest glory of build-

ing. The analogy is therefore misleading.

ThiH the play of shadow in the flutes of . a

<olumn is an all-sufficient ornament,
bringing out the verticality of the member
with a light yet cert:un touch. Neither
paint nor sculpture should interrupt the

truth of the lines. The decoration of an
echinus capital must be plainly applied

—

external. The solidity of the bearing-pad

must not.be lessened by elaboration. In a

Corinthian capital the l)cll must l)e.

palpably visible within the f</liage. Nor
must an abacus be fretted with too great

intricacies of colour or cf playing shadow.
.\ sculptured architrave is a frank abomi-
nation, perpetrated but once in the

history of Greek architecture. But the

frieze, being no more tlian a oovering,

may be made a very playground of fancy.

\ cornice, which supports nothing, may
be carved, painted, moulded at will, while

bare tymp.Tni and metopes i ry a'oud for

ornament.
The illustrations of these l)road prin-

ciples of ornament have been drawn from
the Classic orders. l)ecaH-e the greater
rigidity and formulari.sm of tliose orders
renders the cc-crdination <if structure and
crr.ament more forcible ard more easily

traced. But the prinriples -.'re no less ap-

plicable to Roman, Romanesque. Byzan-
tine, and Gothic architecture, and the
last-named affords a striking example in

the evolution of window tracery from the

simple pierced stone to the delicate

marvels of Bayeux or Beauvais. It is only

when beauty in the light is sacrificed to

fantasy in the stone that the construc-

tional evolution is forgotten and the

stability of the material lost in the fantas-

tic waves of Flamboyant tracery, and
cros.?es. fleurs-de-lys and the like transform

windows into vulgar exhibitions of the

st-ouemason's skill. Moreover, the peculiar

freedom of Gothic architecture lays it

oyen to perversions of the trie construc-

tive ornamen.t which are impossible in the

Classical medium.
One cf the most insidious "traps" for

the unwary and imaginative architect is

nu "ornament" which is purely con-struc-

tive in origin, and highly ornamental in

appearance, even when not enhanced by

actual decoration. The "flying buttress"

is a thing of beauty—perhaps the most
beautiful of all Gothic constructive

features. But its very beauty constitutes

1. danger, for the architect may be

tempted—lias been tempted, in more than

one instance—to employ the form where

it is not needed, for the .'ake of its l>cauty

alone, even to rob it of its entirely essen-

tial pinnacle in order to avoid screening

its grace and aerial lightness, forgetting

that by so doing he betrays it« beauty as

a lie. its very existence as an insi'lt to the
stability cf the fabric.

It is scarcely necessary to condemn in

tlu^e columns the outrage of Milan, the
fan-tracery painted upon the vaulting of

the nave; for here we have an instance of

the most shameless prostitution of a con-
structive form, which is in itself an orna-
hient. A perfectly constructed but pUin
vault is as beautiful a thing as one loade<I

with decoration, for simplicity has a
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grandt'iir all its own. The fan-tiaceiy

plays upon and acrentiiatos the constriic-

livo lines as Paganini's variations played
upon the Xational Anthem, and is no more
necessary than the.v. But. while the paint-

ing iip'in the vinilt of Milan simulates and
follows the constructional lino^. exactly as

would actual traccrv. it simulates, at the
same time, effort which has not been em-
ployed, and is as much a lie as would be

actual fan-tracery upon a ro:>f made from
one solid block <if concrete. The two kinds

of deception are widely different in pro-

cess, but closely allied in result. Thus it

may be seen tliat, while some constructed

'ornament," such ns the horrible turnip-

shaped steeples of Holland, is an ex-

crescence needing no expert to indicate it,

there is other ornament which needs the

eye of a connoisseur, and an instinct for

architectural honesty, to detect the fraud.

And there is as much danger in the mis-

application of actual constructive forms

as there is in the actual invention of ex-

traneous ornament.
The old Greek saw, "Xothing in excess,"

has been quoted very nearly to death. Yet
it serves to point out the last and most
subtle danger «-hicih lies in wait for those

who would devise true ornament ; for even
of trut.h there may be an excess which is

almost falschfvod, even as he who travels

ever eastward conies at last to the west.

And this is a danger which finds its

victims rather in the decadence of a style

than its vigour—rather in a period of con-

scions .striving after an appearance of

meticu'ous candour, than in the fertile

imagination of a living and growing
genius. The Flamboyant Gothic of France
was rich in examples of such excels of zeal.

Its clearest exemplificatijn was in the in-

terpretation of mouflings which itself -wns

tlie outcome of the falsification cf materia!
implied in the alm.ost "textile" appe-ir-

ance of the wavering lines of Flamboyant
tracery. For pillar within pillar, and
nilasters piercing and joining the mould-
ing-, and mouldings carried through and
across one another, their truncated con-
tinuations protruding like the raw ends
of a broken cane-seated chair, seem to
insist blatantly upon their truth, per-
sistent and merciless in its logic, while,
as a matter of fact, they entail the re-

garding cf stone and wood as so much
wicker-work, and are a degradation of the
noble and permanent material of which.

they actually consist.

To sum up, ornament should be
aoverned by evolution as absolutely as

structure is governed. Ornament that is

fixed in its place with, the rivets of history
and association can never so very far

wrong. But the passion for this same evo-
lution should not lead us to invent
ima'-'inar.v causes for known effects, and
to display the results of eur imagination
as if thev were the records of an actual
nast. Better even than such false historv
is the franklv "excre'centi il " ornament
which owes its wart-like existence to the
povertv of a modern imagination unaided
either bv the hi<t"ry cr the tradition of

architecture.

IICNSEAWS BLIND ASYLUM:

NF.-W RK.nDENTIAL SCHOOL COMPKTITIOX.

oyE of the most widely-kno^wn charities in

the Xorth of hhigland is tlenshaw's

Asylum for the blind at • >ld Trailord, Jilan-

chester. During recent years the luimber

of inmates has increased to such an extent

that it was decided to build a new residential

school in which to house the children, who
form a considerable proportion of the patients,

thus relieving the pressure on the existing

buildings, which will in future be occupied

by the adults alone. Ilayesleigh, a large

house with extensive grotmds. situated within

a few minutes' walk of the existing asylum,

was purchased, and the Board of Management
invited competitive designs for the new
buildings from local architects.

Accommodation was to be provided for So

boys and H') girls, in addition to 1.5 servants,

and from 12 to l.J officers. The conditions

contained a very complete schedule of the

rooms required," together with their areas

and approximate positions, the principal ones

being on the ground floor. Main entrance in

centre, with grand staircase, superintendent's

office, waiting-room, boardroom, male and

female staffrooms, &c. Girls' recreation-

room (1,800ft. super.), dining-room for So,

cloakroom and lavatories, piano-practice

room, &c., boys' recreation-room (l,S00ft.

super.), dining-room for So, cloak-room and
lavatories, piano practice rooms.

First floor : Mata-on's suite, female officers'

bedrooms, girls' parlour, boarders' room,

dormitories for 40 and 25 girls, bathrooms
and lavatories, schoolmaster's suite, male
officers' bedrooms, boys' parlour, boarders"

room, dormitory for 4o boys, bathrooms and
lavatories, i.\:c.

Second floor : Dormitory for 40 boys,

female officers' and maids' quarters, kitchens,

stores, i.S:c., with hospital, comprising nurses'

room and separate wards for boys and girls.

In addition to the residential buildings a

school department had to be provided, con-

sisting of an assembly-hall and twelve class-

rooms, as much roof light as possible being

employed.
To provide this accommodation on the

somewhat awkwardly-shaped site, and at the

same time to comply with all the conditions

as to the relative positions of the various

rooms, was a very difficult problem, and one

which has evidently proved too much for

many of the competitors, some most exti-a-

ordinary plans being exhibited. At the same
time there were a number of extremely clever

designs on view.

One of the most important considerations

in the planning of buildings for the blind is

that the sexes should be kept entirely

separate from each other. It is also necessary

that the whole of the buildings and play-

grounds should be capable of easy supervision,

as the children must be kept continually

under the eye of an officer, both during

school hours" and in the playgrounds, while

each dormitory should be overlooked by and
communicate with an officer's bedroom.

The, conditions stated that the administra-

tive department should be in the centre of

the main fi-ont with a corridor arranged to

the right and left of the entrance hall, the

boys being on one side of the building and

the girls on the other. Considering that the

inmates are blind, it seems strange, at first

sight, that abundance of light in all rooms

should be so strongly insisted upon. The
blind, however, are very susceptible to the

influences of sunlight, the importance of

which, also from a sanitary point of view, is

well known. Another feature of interest was
the largo number of rooms for the teaching of

music, this being one of the chief subjects in

the school curriculum. Some thirty firms

competed, including some of the most promi-

nent architects in Manchester.

Mr. John Holden, F,B.I,B.A., F.S.I., who
was appointed assessor, made the following

award :—First premium (£100), Messrs. C. K.

and T. C. Mayor. Second premium f£50),

Mr. Henry I-ord. Thu-d premium (£'2o),

Mr. O. lI.^Villou.^hby.

Unfortunately this "decision has had an un-
e.xpectcd sequel, the committee of the Board
of Management having discarded all the pre-

miatcd designs, and adoptetl the one sent in

by Messrs, Iklangnall and Littlewood. This

is usually a dangerous and most objectionable

course to pursue : but after a very careful

examination of all the designs, it must be
admitted that in this particular case there

are soma strong points in its favour.

^fessrs. Mantruall and Littlewood's design

is, we think, more in accordance with the

conditions, the building being arranged so as

to utiliso the land available to the best ad-

vantage ; the playgrounds, &c.. being by far

the best of any scheme submitted. In the-

case of a town site like this, where land is

expensive, this is an important consideration,

and it has undoubtedly largely influenced the

committee in their decision.

Competitors were free to utilise the exist-

ing house or not, as they preferred ; but it

was clear from the conditions that the com-
mittee, having purchased it, desired to use it

if possible, and the scheme they have selected

incor|)orates it very cleverly into the main
building. X\\ the promiated designs, how-
ever, avoided it. The answer to coii-e-

spondents' questions, gave some reason for

this, inasmuch as the governors stated that

whether the present building is utilised for

school purposes or not, it is not to be pulled

down at present, so it came about that the-

competitors acted on the phrase in the con-

ditions ; '-There is plenty of room on the

estate for the new premises to be placed

without interfering with the old house." But
for all that it seems clear that the com-
petitors were given the choice of utilising thi.s-

building or not, as they thought best.

Messrs. Mangnall and Littlewood have kept

their build_ng close to the AVarwick-road

boundary of the site, with the school at the-

rear and connected by covered corridors.

The recreation-rooms and dining-rooms are

placed at the front, and have thus a south-

west aspect. As the main corridor is one-

story only, it has been possible to light the

dormitories on the first floor from both sides,

thus insuring adequate lighting and ventila-

tion, in which two points this design is far

superior to any of the premiated ones. The
arrangements for the separation of the sexes

are excellent. On the second floor, the

hospital might with advantage have been

more fully disconnected from the rest of the

building. Several of the competitors aiTanged

their plans so that access to this department

could only be obtained through the open air.

The eleva"tions are simple and effective, ami

the scheme is shown to advantage by a very

fine set of drawings, the i)erspective being-

quite the best di'awing in the room. It is

doubtful whether the walls of the buildings

will not need raising, in order to increase

the height of the recreation-rooms and
dormitories.

FIRST PREMIATED DESIGX.

The buildings occupy practically the whole

of the site, so that the playgrounds—the one

for gu'ls in particular—are consequently very

suiall, and the existing house is left standing

as a distinct building. The chief objection

to this scheme is the large number of internal

areas and corridors, several of the latter being

badly lighted and cut up by too many doors

and vestibules, a serious drawback in a build-

ing for the blind. The plans, however, have

many good points, and have evidently been

carefully worked out. The lighting and
ventilation of the dormitories is good ; but the

position of the boys' recreation or li^ving-

room, which faces due north, is not to be

commended.
A point which has evidently troubled many

of the competitors has been the placing of the

various children's and officers' dining-rooms

so as to allow of easy service by means of

lifts from the kitchen, which had to be on

the top floor. This has been cleverly

managed in this scheme, though the lift

might have been arranged to come down into

the servery instead of the corridor.

SECOND PREMLS-TED DE.SIGX.

This is an exceedingly clever and well-

balanced plan, though it is questionable

whether it should have been awarded the

second premium, as the author has not com-

plied with one of the most important con-

ditions. It was clearly stated that, whether
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or not competitors saw fit to utilise the
•existing house, it would not be pulled down.
This clause, however, has been completely
ignored, and the larger frontage thei-eby
obtained has made the planning of the build-
ings a very much siuipler problem. Another
•condition has been contravened by providing
a joint dining-room for girls and boys, instead
of two separate ones. It is only fair to state,

bowever, that an alternative plan was sub-
mitted, showing separate ones : but the
assessor chose the combined one, which gives
a fine hall with recess for organ, and which
could be used as a school-chapel, or for
•concerts. There is a large amount of coiTidor
on the ground door, and on the first floor

there is no communication between several of
the departments except through the dormi-
tories.

IlESKiX I'LACED THIRD.
This is a very comjiact plan, and all the

departments are readily accessible from the
^administration portion of the building. The
ground floor consists of a main conidor, fi'om
which the various rooms are entered, and at
each end is a covered way running from it at
right angles, and communicating with the
school at the rear. The dormitories are all

:32ft. wide, with four rows of beds, that for
junior girls being lighted from one side
only, and having no cross-ventilation, t )n
the second floor a room, ;34ft. by 30ft., is

divided into fourteen cubicles formaidservants,
the majority of them having no external wall,
and being lighted from the top only. The
•elevations of this scheme are very successful,
and the whole set is nicely drawn and
coloured.

The design submitted by Mr. Theodore
Sington was commended by the assessor, and
has sonie good points ; but the plan is far too
straggling and broken up, while the aspect
of the rooms—in the school especially—has
receiveil very little consideration.
Among other noticeable designs were two

sets by Messrs. "U'oodhouse, Corbett, and
Dean, both being clever plans and beautifully
drawn and finished. One of the most com-
pact and economical schemes submitted was
that of Mr. Arthur T. ( rreenwood, whose plan
was one of the most carefullv worked out in
the room, and Mr. l^dgar Wood had also a
very striking design on view. Unfortunately,
the drawings were very badly exhibited, only
one or two sheets of each scheme being hung,
and the remainder heaped up in another
room. The authors' names, also, were missing
from naanv of the designs, thus rendering it

impossible to ref.T to several other schemes
well deserv ing of notice.

Altogether the outcome can hardly be
satisfactory to competitors. It is, as we'have
said, impossible not to admit that the com-
mittee appear to have some grounds for
Ignoring the assessor's award. It would have
been pleasautcr, certainly, if those grounds
had been apparent in the first instance to their
assessor.

THE ARCIIITKCTI-RAL A.SSOCI.\TIOX.

THE ninth ordinary raeetingof this Association
was held on Friday evening at IS, Tufton-

street, Westminster, Jlr. A. Xeedham Wilson,
Vice-President, in the chair. Mr. .\lbert Kay and
Mr. H. P. Brentnall were elected by ballot." The
riiAiUMAX said the melanulioly duty devolved
upon him to formally announce the death, after
but a very short illness, the result of overwork, of
ilr. Arthur Maryon Watson, B.A., a member of
the CouncQ and lato Hon. Secretary, and one who
took the warmest interest in the welfare and pro-
gress of the xVssociation. Having sketched the
brilliant career of Mr. Watson, he added that to
fill the vacancy caused in the Council a nomina-
tion would be proposed at the next meeting. He
proposed a vote of condolence with the widow and
with his father, Mr. J. H. Watson, F.E.I.B.A.,
and this was agreed to in silence. Mr. c!
WdXTXEU Smith, Hon. Secretarv, announced that
a meeting of the Discussion Section would be held
on Wednesday, Jlaroh G, when Mr. F. .T. Osborne
Smith would read a paper on " Sewage Disposal."

The A. A. Smoking Concert wouhl take place on
Friday, March 1 (to-night), at S p.m., at the
( Gaiety.

SOME ASl'ECTS Or TKAIXISO AXl) IlKSIOX.

Mr. (iEr.Ai.i) C. HoitsLEV, F.R.I.li.A., read the
following paper on this subject:—Some time ago
a well-known writer stated at a conference of

teachers that his contempt for modem education

was only exceeded by his contempt for men who
gave up their lives to teaching, arfd for those—

a

feebler sort in his opinion—who talked about
education. His sympathies were wholly with
men who went forth and did things. That writer,

perhaps, reserved his admiration for what %ve call

the ' self-made man," and we may guess that he
would, had he been addressing architects on the
subject of their education, have advised them
to go forth and learn their work bv build-

ing. He might have said, "You shall know
architects by their works, and you shall

learn by their works." The advice, if pro-

found, is primitive ; it accords better with the
events of an earlier day, when architecture was in

a more experimental state than our knowledge
allows at the present time. It is perfectly good
advice for experts, but hardly for men whose feet

are crossing the threshold of the workshop ot

Art. These men know—even the genius among
them, conscious of his gifts, knows—that they
must learn their work in other ways as -well as by
the experience gained in actual practice. Not-
withstanding this opinion, -we architects would
not be justified in having any feeling ot contempt
either for our architectural training, however
much we may hope to see some things changed in

it. or for the professors and teachers in our archi-

tectural schools. We Ivnow too well the good
work which is being done in the face of many
difliculties. Xor can we feel contempt for those

who meet together to discuss methods of training,

seeing that training and education are necessary
in every art, and as long as progress lasts, the
final word on these subjects can never be said.

You may regard the subject of architectural

training from different standpoints : I will only
attempt to-night to dwell upon the effect of

certain forms of training upon design. Before
making any suggestion as to what ma\' be weak
spots in our training, let me briefly refer to a few
of its

ADVAXTAOES AXU OrPOllTrXITIES,

particularly as the student of to-day can hardlj-

realise the value of his inheritance in means of

study, compared with the opportunities which
would have been open to him fifteen or twentv
years ago. We may first notice the recent
addition to these means in the excellent and
valuable scheme of co-ordination of the principal
architectural schools in the country, drawn up by
the Board of Architectural Education : a scheme
which has been cordially accepted by our pro-
fession, and which is working well. The different

schools—our .Vrehitectural Association schools,

the schools of University College, King's College,

and Liverpool I'niversity—are doing useful work
in training. The scheme, however, is of too
recent an origin for us to have a clear-cut idea
of its ultimate effect upon English architecture!

We believe it to be founded upon right lines, and
that the result of its working will accordingly be
successful as far as it goes.

TRADE VXIOXISM .VS"I) THE CUAFT SCHOOLS.

In addition to the schools under the scheme are
those at South Kensington, Manchester, Birming-
ham, &c., where the work done is very similar,

and there are many technical and county council
schools which nearly all have classes intended for

the study of architecture, as well as for teaching
the methods of trades and crafts found in the
building. These craft classes are not utilised at

present by students of architecture to any extent,

owing chieflj- to the faet that the influence of the
Trades Unions is at present unfortunately against
the admission of anybody but members of the

unions into the classes for the study of the building
crafts. It has long been recognised that it would
be an advantage to young architects to join these

trade classes in order to obtain practical knowledge,
and if by their doing so they do not keeji out the

W(>rkmen for whom the classes were originally

founded, it is diflicult to see that anything but
good could come out of such an arrangement.
Indeed, some years ago the committee of this

Association endeavoured to secure this advantage
at a technical school near to the then headquarters
of tlie Association in Creat Marlborough-strect

:

but the influence referred to was too strong, Tind

prevented the scheme I'lom being carried out.

To return to the scheme of

THE KOAlill or AUCHITECTriSAL EDCCATIOX.

the principal departure from the procedure of the
past is the estaldiahment of the two years' pre-
paratory course before the student is articled to

an architect. In the past, the student was articled
without any preliminary training—a good begin-
ning for those who were fortunate in finding a
good master. There were, indeed, classes in

London at the Association. University, and
King's Colleges, and the good instruction given
by the Royal Academy of Arts ; but all these
were evening classes. There were no day classes,

except those for drawing in art schools connected
with South Ivensington. Roughly speaking, the
student's early architectural education depended
upon the oflice in which he was. In spite of

drawbacks of this kind, apprenticeship is univers-
ally believed to be the bedrock of any good system
of architectural training, and the Board of Archi-
tectural Education very wisely retains this system,
but adds to it the preliminary two j'ears" course
in the school, tiiven that the jjupil has made a
wise choice of his office and master, apprenticeship
secures many advantages, chief among which is

the influence derived from tradition. This in-

fluence emanates from the master, and has been
transmitted to him, in part at least, from his

master. In addition to that, there is the stimu-
lating effect of close companionshiji and common
interest, which may prove to be an inspiring
force to the beginner. During the term of

apprenticeship, the Board advises a continuance
of the school course, and the theoretical know-
ledge acquired in the school, combined with the
practical knowledge acquired in the office,

ought to build firmly the foundations of

power to design. Further, the syllabus of
the Board advocates the study of ancient
buildings, which was so great and so essential

a feature in the training of enthusiastic students
five and twentv and more years ago ; and which,
it is to be hoped, no newer teaching organisation
in the future will ever attempt to discourage. Xo
architect will deny that this study must take a
leading position in a student's training. L'nfor-

tunately, with the growth of easy photography,
some modern students appear to think that "to

spend valuable time in c.irefullj' taking photo-
graphs of a building is as good as sketching and
measuring it. Xever was a greater mistake made

;

it is impossible to find out the secret of the beauty
of an old building without measuring and drawing
it, and the sooner the two-foot rule and drawing
block take the place of the camera on these occa-

sions, the better will be the study of architecture.

One other advantage the student of to-day in-

herits—viz., the result of the victories in the
warfare of many years past against merely paper
and T-square architecture, and the threatened
extinction of the arts and crafts which are part of

building. The work and influence of many artists

in the last century, and of societies like the Art
Workers' (iuild, have helped to open the otiice

doors, and bring the student face to face with the

materials with which he must build. The system
of training advised by the Board, if loyally

followed, should go a long way to insure a

thorough training of architects, and thus bring

about the extinction of the bad oflice, and the

creation of the good.

.\X IXCOMTLETE SCHEME.

It is to be noticed, however, that the Boa<d
proposes that after the four years' nursing, the
student is to shift for himself ; the Board, at any
rate at present, can "only start the student on
lines of study." It makes no attempt to suggest
his course through later years. Hence we .shall

see our students taking different paths as their

means and situations in life may dictate, after the

four years' course is over. Xaturally, few of

them will attempt to practise: the majority will

seek for further experience in becoming assistants

or improvers, or in entering builders' workshops
or as assistant clerks of works. In conjunction
with any of these developments, some will enter
the Royal Academy schools, others will take up a
course of work to pass the final examination at the
Royal Institute of British Architeets ; some will

travel in order to measure and draw, or work at

designs which may win for them studentships or
prizes. All this, good and useful work as it mav
be, is nevertheless disconnected and piecemeal in
character. There is no cohesion in it as in the
days of the four years' cou>se, unle.ss we find it

in the schools of the Royal .Vcademy. If the
supreme object of our training is to create ideals
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and aspirations, and foster the p^rowth of ideas

in the minds of students so that the Roal of their

i^arcer will he a tine Hrthitcctiire, it seems un-

fortunate that the lioaid should lose touch with

them j ust at a time when these aspirations and ideals

are taking shape, and ideas beginning to flourish.

We must surmise that it is the purpose of the

Board to extend the scope of its reiommendations

as time goes on. As matters stand, the four years'

course is a thorough school roursc, and it is a

([uestion whether the subsequent freedom of action

is not the chief fault in our training of which we
should take note, and if it is not responsible for

some of those weaknesses in design which we
would prefer not to see in any of our students'

advanced competitions. If we believe a further

course called for, it would have to be of a dis-

tinctly advanced character. Such a scheme pre-

supposes the existence of a great college of arts

—a university of the fine arts—and it is

significant that the nearest approach to such a

university that we have in England is contained

in the schools of the Koyal Academy. This is

because the architectural school there (as in the

better attended schools of painting and of sculp-

ture) is adapted for the advanced student and not

for the beginner. We can conceive that if the

admirable system of instruction which obtains

there for architects were widened and extended,

and connection established with the schools of

other bodies, we would have such a university of

thi fine arts. If we look abroad, we see in Paris,

in the senior classes of

THE ECOI.E

an institution of this

1>ES 1{E.\1"\ ARTS,

kind.
,
It is the amVjition of

young architects in Paris who have passed through

some years of preliminary training to enter these

classes, and I propose to describe a little of what

thoy do there-not because I suggest that we
should copy all that they do, but because we may
learn something from their methods. Some draw-

ings kindly lent to me to-night by Mr. Phenc
Spiers will show you the kind of work a student

is expected to do in the earlier part of his training

at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, for llr. Spiers is one

of a small number of Englishmen who. for a time,

Averc students at the Beaiix Arts. Mr. Spiers's

drawings are the more interesting as he was
studying in Paris at a time when the work of

French architects was deservedly greatly admired
by English architects. I also have a few illustra-

tions of work done by some of these French archi-

tects which I do not believe could have been
executed without the fine training they had
received at the Beaux Arts. These works were

. carried out in the first three-quarters of the last

century, and have stood the test of time, and are

admitted to be of a fine and noble character. I

have also a few slides in the lantern which will

illustrate some of the work done by French
students in competition for the Grand Prix de

Kome, after they have finished their course at the

lOcole des Beaux Arts. Let me enumerate the

]trinciples which we < ndeavour to impart in our

training, and you will then be able to judge how
xtry well they are exem|)lified in the work of these

French architects. Attheiisk of bad definition.

- and the omission of something of importance, I

, may state them thus : To instruct the student

—

1. In methods of building.

2. In knowledge of construction, and in the

jirinciple that good design must be founded upon
good construction.

3. That any decoration of any kind forming
part of a design must be in sympathy with, and
subordinate to, the larger lines of the architectural

Siheme.

4. That simplicity, breadth of treatment, fine

jiroportion, and scale must exist in a good design,

and form the basis of style.

We find these principles animating such men
as Duban, Vandoyer, Labrouste, and l*uc eighty
years ago. They were winners of the (irand

Prix de Kome in successive years from about
IHJO. They were the founders of the great school

of French architecture of the middle of the last

I entury. They were the result, apart from their

splendid talents, of the system of architectural

education founded 2'>0 years ago by Louis XIV.,
and his minister, Colbert. At the same time
that the Koyal Society was founded in England,
to promote the study of science, in which
ioundation Sir Christopher Wren took part,

the Academy of Architecture was founded by
the King of France. Francois Blondel was
])resident ; and in his first address to its

'members, in 1671, he said :
•' Are there no books

tre:iting of this subject (viz., architecture) which

you ought not to read more than once, no draw-

ings of ancient or modern buildings upon which

you ought not to meditate, no time nor care that

vou ought not to be obliged to employ in order

to form in your minds the veritable and perfect

idea of architecture 'r Let us confer together in

good faith, and <ommunicate our thoughts for the

development of architecture. For it is true that

it suffices not to have a medium acquaintance with

the rules of this excellent art in order to be

veritably an architect : and that this quality

demands the co-operation of so many virtues and

different attainments that a lifetime is insuflicient

to acquire it." To show the all-round character

of the new society, the members at once set to

work to inquire into and report upon the differeiit

stones then available for building purposes. This

report, which took some years to compile, is a

most interesting and useful work. Nor were the

King or Colbert behindhand in supporting the

architects. In 16t;(), the minister persuaded Louis

to buy a palace in Rome for the accommodation of

selected architectural students for purposes of

study ; and. in order to encourage students, we
learn that the King decreed fl again quote

Blondel) that " the sound principles " and "most
correct rules of architecture should be publicly

taught two days a week " by the academy, "in
order that a nursery, so to speak, of young archi-

tects might be formed : and to give them more

courage and passion for the art, the King ordered

that from time to time prizes should be given to

those who succeeded best, promising that a certain

number of the young men so rewarded should be

sent immediately, at the royal cost, to Rome, in

order that nothing might be wanting on the King's

part to complete their education and render them
fit to act in the conduct and superintendence of

the royal buildings. At the same time, his

Majesty commanded that, during the second hour

of the public lectures, those sciences which are

necessary to an architect, such as geometry,

arithemetic, mechanics, fortification, perspective,

stereotomy, and other portions of mathematics

should also be taught." In so thorough a manner,

more than two centuries ago, were founded the

French Academy of Architecture, the Ecole des

Beaux Arts, and the tirand Prix de Rome. These

.nstitutions have passed through many vicissitudes,

and while students of architecture, painting, and

sculpture have been going regularly to Rome for

their four or five years'study since the prize was

founded, the Ecole des iSeaux Arts, as we know it

now, was reconstituted early in the last century.

THE EDl"( ATION IN AU( HITECTlllE IX I'KANCE

is, as JI. Gaudet shows, above all things artistic.

While it does not neglect the teaching of scientific

and purely technical processes, the end and aim of

the training is to produce artists. The object of

the French training is to render the student

receptive : to make him fruitful in design, and

imaginatiie. By making the training very general

in character, it hopes to foster that gift with

which all artists should be born—namely, the gift

of ha\ing ideas.

I'll, IX THE ATELIER.MASTER AX

With these ends in view an important position

is occupied, in his relations to his pupil, by the

master of the atelier or studio. In France, a

young man who desires to become an architect

acquires, first of all, some knowledge of drawing

and modelling, \-c., in one of the smaller art

schools. He then joins an atelier, much as he

would an office in England ; yet the difference is

great, as the atelier is a studio for the study of

architecture only, presided over by the master or

patron, who is an architect in practiced It is not

an office in which the master's work is done, as in

England. In his early days in the atelier he

doubtless learns more by the criticism and help

freelv given him. if he "is a good fellow, by the

elder pupils, than by the supervision of the master, I with time competitions

who, as an architect in practice, would not have and mentions are given in these

time for more than attention to the senior pupils.

But the eye of the master is on him from the first,

and as he makes his way forward in the work of

the atelier, he finds the relation between master

and pupil becomes close, almost paternal. The

truth is, the choice of the master under whom the

pupil is placed is carefully made by the student

and his jiarents. Once placed, the master becomes

to the pupil the chief link which binds him to the

great tradition in architecture which the French

claim has never been broken with them, and which

has descended from master to pupil from the davs

of the Renaissance, and from the great (iothic

days when man 1-arnt from man, and not from

books. This system, which encourages a devoted

attachment of tlie pupil to the master, and of the

whole ateliei to the master, ( reates an isiint di

corps which is a great factor in the formation of a

French artist. In addition to this system of

master and pupil, the ever-increasing requirements

in knowledge of the architect necessitate the

school. There are many art schools in France,

but our inquiry must be confined to the great

National
SCHOOL OF THE llEAVX ARTS

in Paris. It is the custom, therefore, for the

pupil wh'* has joined his ateherto prepare himself

for the entrance examination into this school, and

as this school in( ludes, as its name proclaims,

students of painting and sculptuie, as well as

architecture, the students are always associated

with other artists of the future, and form a com-

munity which, even when their studies may be

for a time purely scientific and technical, never

allow them to forget their vocation. The young

architect in France studies in two institutions

therefore: the studio, and the school, and he

carries with him into the school the influence of

his master, as the guide of his studies. Crudely

speaking, while the school can teach the necessary

sciences and formula', it cannot teach architecture

in its highest sense. That is left, and must be

left, to the influence of the chosen master. So

much for some general principles. Having

chosen his master and joined his atelier, the young

aspirant makes preliminary studies in drawing,

colouring, projections, scientific work, cast draw-

ing, and modelling. These he presents for the

entrance examination at the Ecole des Beaux Arts.

If admitted, he joins the second or junior of the

two classes into which the school is divided.

From start to finish in the school, the student is

taking part in competitions in design. These

competitions are not judged solely by the masters,

or professors of the school, but by a jury composed

of 30 architects, whose services are given

gratuitously. Twenty of these are permanent

members, and are composed of mcmbei-s of the

section of architecture in the Acadcmie des Beaux

Arts, architect-professors of the school, and

artists whose distinguished careers signal them out

for this distinction. Ten are elected every year

by the drawing of lots. The students in the

school are not restricted as to time, but their

rUOGRESS THROrCJH THE SCHOOL

entirelv depends upon the number of prizes or

maiks "obtained in the competitions, and if enough

marks are not obtained they cease to be members

of the school. For instance, a student on

entering is at once in the second class. Here he

remains until he wins a medal or sufficient marks

to promote him into the first class, with the right

to participate in the senior competitions. It is

thus emulation which inspires the school.

Coercive measures do not exist. The pupils are

treated as men who know what is for their

advantage. The competition for admission is very

keen, as the number who apply is great, and the

vacancies are few. Those successfid proceed to

studies in science and art. They attend courses in

mathematics, geometry, and construction. The air

is thick with " concours," or competitions in which

the object is to obtain honourable mention in

design.' Some of these designs are made in the

school in fixed hours, others are worked outside,

and are submitted to the jury at stated intervals.

They all are intended to train the student to enter

the "first class where the great competitions take

place. The courses in knowledge of materi.als

and construction are made very thorough, and all

this demands more or less time-in fact, the

sojourn in the second class alone cannot be less

than two vears and a half, and must frequently

be more.
" In the first class the studies of the

students are essentially artistic. Every two

months there is a competition in a set subject,

in the school. Medals
concours," as

in those of the second class. In addition there

are open for competition by pupils in the firsi-

<-lass prizes of money founded by patrons of the

Fire Arts. There are also competitions in the

history of architecture, in drawing from the life,

and in modelling. There are also definite courses

in the Theory of Architecture, the History ol

Architecture, "and the History of French Archi-

tecture This last course is specially intended to

prepare students in the task of restoration or repair

of old buildings which may fall to their lot in

the future in France. There are courses in

physic- .and chemistry. including heating,

ventilation, acoustics, light, electricity, geology,

&c and in building, legislation, contracts,
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by-law8, &c. Courses also which are open
to the painters and sculptors, as well as
the architects, are held in literature, general
history, history of art, and archeology. Jn
connection with the school, there are galleries
of architectural models, and uf sculpture, and a
library open to students in the daytime and
evening. Certainly, the motive force in these
classes and competitions is emulation, and the
reward uf all this hard work, and these trials of
skill, is acquired knowledge and developed talent

;

but there is a more mundane reward as well. For
the students in the Second Cla.ss it lies in
becoming members of the First Class—in itself

a high distinition. For the students of the First
Class there is the Diplome d'Architecte—

THE DIPLOMA.

We have seen that the First Class must be a
high distinction. The Hiploma is still beyond,
and only tho^e students in the First Class who
have obtained a certain proportion of marks in
the different competitions have the right to offer
proofs of their fitness to receive the Diploma.
The student in this trial of his knowledge and
fitness for this distinction proposes a subject of
his own choice, which is submitted for acceptance
to a special committee or jury. If approved, he
proceeds to work out his design, often a matter of
great labour. The work completed, it is sub-
mitted to the members of the jury, while he
himself undergoes a ma <«: e.'sammatic.n at their
hands to test his fitness as a practical architect,
and he has to give evidence that he has been
engaged in some practical architectural work.
This, then, is the culminating point of the French

j

student's career. After many years of hard i

unremitting labour, in which ' he" must, by the I

very nature of the courses of study, prove himself
]

t<i be an exceptionally able and hardworking
man, he has this great prize even before him stiil

to obtain—the Diploma. To make clear what an
arduous course this is, it is enough to say that
there are only seven or eipht hundred architects
in France who possess the Diploma. There is, as
you all know, yet another prize—

TUE ORAN'LI I'RIX IJE ROME,
open only to Frenchmen, who must be unmarried
and between the ages of si.xteen and thirty. This
prize is not part of the E;-ole des Beaus Arts, but
is given by the ' 1,'Institut de France." Asa
matter of fact it can only be a ccTipetition
between the best pupils of the Ecole des Beaux
Arts. None other would have a chance. The
competition is carried out first by a projess of
preliminary competitions and eliminations, until
finally ten only are chosen by a jury of architects
to compete in the final competition. As you
know, the work produced in this competition is in
every way remarkable. The successful com-
jietitor sjienos four years at Rome at the X'illa

Medici, and is obliged to carry out some definite
work in the study of architerture in Italv. Greece,
or the East. The student during this time is the
guest of his country, and is free to promote his
studies in comfort and dignity, amidst the com-
panionship of the most gifted men of his time in
the arts, and is certain of employment by the
state on his return to France. Such then is a
brief sketch of the system of architectural train-
ing which obtains in France. For thoroughness
and for masterly qualities it has long been pre-
eminent in Europe. But all architect-^ in France
do not go through the whole of this training.
Many, if they get into the second class, may not

!

pass into the first. But our concern is not so much
with the student as with the system of training
which makes it possible for those who have time
and talent to attain to a high standard of excel-
lence. 1 would like to quote to you some words
used by the late Mr. F. P. CocfeereH. hen. sec. of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, when read-
ing a short appreciation before that .Society of
Huban, Vandoyer, and Librouste in 1S7.5. These
architects were honorary members of the Insti-
tute, ,and they had died within a few years of one
another not long before this date. He said : -I
find in these men a high ideal, involving a high
ambition pursued with a singleness of aim and an
untiring energy, quite unsullied with any taint of
greed. The early ambition of these men, whether
they are born to ease or to toil, is not to rush into
practice, but to distinguish themselves in the
School, and to gain its honours, and their crpwn
the Urand Prix. Their lives may indeed put us
to the blush, and I cannot but feel with humilia-
tion how great is our need of the study of them.""

In conclusion, had time permitted, I thould

ness some features in our training where we may
fairly claim some superiority over our brethren
abroad. I will mention but two: (1) In the

training we give our students in some forms of

country and town house work : and \'i) in the
practice our students make in measuring and
drawing the old work of their own country. The
French students, to their undoubted loss, d) not
me:isure and draw the fine ancient buildings of

their country to .anything ap[)roaching the extent
our students do in England. A select body of

French students, on the other hand, like

the Prix de Rome men, do make splendid
measured drawings of old work in Italy and
(ireece : but. a? a body- the French students
do not make a practice of this necessary form of

study. This is a weak spot, and you can see the
result of it in some jf their work. But in their

modern work of a monumental character, in the
laying out of a city, in the designing of civic and
public buildings, in which the highest qualities of

architectural art are called for, we know how they
invariably succeed, and although tradition should
not be so blindly followed as to stultify individual
talent and invention, we surely see in studying
the French methods of architectural training, the
benefit of a carefully-planned scheme of advanced
study among artists. To promote this there would
be no need to give up our cherished institutions.

I would not willingly change anything in the
syllabus. We need not have ateliei-s exactly like

the Frenth. < )ur offices can be very good studios,

and our best schools are already studios of a high
order. But what we have not got, and what we
need, is a great central comprehensive school of

art, preferabl}- as in Paris, supported by the funds
and encouraged by approbation of the nation, and
sotne system of studentships, or other inducement,
which would make it easy for our best students to

prolong their studies in art, in conjunction with
their studies in practical building work. If this

could be constituted on carefully-considered lines,

it would lead to what we all have at heart,

namely, the greater knowledge of, and the greater
glory of architecture.

Professor F. M. Simpsox ju-oposed. and Mr.
AuTHiK Kekn seconded, a vote of thanks to the
lecturer, which was supported by Mr. Walter
Millard, by Mr. H. P. 6. M^cle, Master of the
A. A. Day School, and by the Chairman, and was
carried by acclamation.

A^

THE SURVEYORS" IXSTITUTION.
T the ordinary general meeting of the Insti-

tution held on Monday evening lasc, a large

number of members and visitors attended to hear
a paper read by Mr. Aubrey J. Spencer (Barrister-

at-Law) on "The Agricultuial Holdings Act,
190')." The Act, as the author explained, dif-

fered very widely from the Land Tenure Bill,

under which title it was originally introduced into

Parliament. Without expressing an opinion on the
political expediency or otherwise of the changes
which had been made in it, he thought that from
the point of view of the lawyer and the drafts-

man, it had been very considerably altered for the

better. In fact, as he said in conclusion, if both
sides interested—the landowner and the tenant

—

would agree to apply it in a reasonable way, with-

out bias, but with the common sense which
generally characterised both cla=sos in this country,

he saw no reason to think that its effect would be
anything but beneficial to British agriculture.

One of the principal changes effected lay the new
Act was the omission from the compensation sec-

tion of any reference to the •' inherent capabili-

ties of the soil," which had previously to be con-

sidered as a deduction from the sum due to the

tenant for improvements effected by him on his

holding. This omission was an improvement, for

the precise meaning of the clause now omitted

had never been clear, and he did not think that

under the new Act any injustice would be done
by a valuer when he eame to assess the worth of a

genuine improvement for which a tenant claimed

compensation. At the same time he thought it

would be well if the practice, which maintained

very generally in England, that the landowner

should carry out all improvements of a per-

manent character, were still adhered to, except in

the ca«e of drainage. The next change from the

old procedure was the reference of all ipiestions

on which owner and tenant, or their repre-

sentatives, could not agree to a single arbitrator,

any agreement to the contrary being void. But
it was a mistake to suppose that this clause made

have liked to have pointed out with more direct-
j
it necessary to have an arbitration in every ccse.

The necessity only arose if the landlord and
tenant, or incomer and outgocr, failed to agree
as to the amount and terms .and mode. of payment
of coniponsation, .and it was still ,open to each
side to ap])oint a valuer, and if the two valuers on
their behalf could come to terms nci arbitration
would be necess.ary. In .shmt, hy this subsection.
\ttluation was in no way interfered wjth. It was
only when the parties had to resort to arbitration
that the referen.'e to a single arbitrator was neces-
sary. The section of the Act ilcaling.with damage
by game, and the claim of a tenant for compensa-
tion would, he thought, lead to somi' c<mfusion,

.

unless it were agi<«d to substitute some other
)ieriod of twelve months for that .suggi.sted by
thi' .\ct, as at the end of the calendar year it

would be diHi Milt for a tenant to estimate or for
an owner to cherk the amount of damage to
growing crops. The si-cticn which provided that
the tenant should, notwithstanding any custom or
contract, have freedom to i>ractise iiny system of

cropping, and disjiose of his jiroducB as he pleased,
has led to much disrussion : but the interests of
the owner were fairly safeguarded. by ]iiovisions

against di'terioiation of the land. _ The " Com-
pensation for Disturliance " clause had, jierliaiis,

given rise to more controversy than any part of
the Act; but it was so (pi.ililii'd by following
provisoes that, with a reasonabh- landlord and a
fair tenant, it would probably alter very little the
existing state of affairs. The provision for

making a record, at the beginning of the tenancy,
of the condition of buildings, fences,'' gates, roads,
drains, ditches, and laillivation, the expense to be
borne by landlord and tenant in equal proportions,
would not, the author thought, be generally
carried out, as the expense would, in most cases,

be a deterrent.

A discussion, in which Mr. I^atiiel Watnev
(Past-President). Mr. H. Trustram Eve (secretary

I'f the Farmers" Club). Col. Kenyon .Slaney, M.P.,
Mr. E. A. Rawlence, Sir Thnma« Elliott. K.C.B.,
and Mr. Abel Smith, M. P., took part, followed,

and, at a late hour, was adjourned to the next
meeting.

ROYAL ACADEMY LECTURES.

II.

—

design and TF.MI'ERAMENT.

IN his second lecture to the Academy students,

delivered at Burlington House on Monday
afternoon, Mr. Reginald T. Blomfield, A.R.A.,
F.R.I.B.A., the Professor of Architecture, dealt

with the question of '• Design and Temperament.'"
Mr. Blomfield reminded students that when

they had adopted the adxice he offered in his first

lecture, that they should analyse the buildings to

be studied, breaking them up into their abstract

parts, and searching for the principles of their

design and construction, the critical study of

buildings would by no means have been com-
pleted. So far they would only have gathered

what would be of immediate use to them personally

as working artists. Not onlj- was there an infinite

field of historj', but there was the other side of

the case—the right appreciation of the artist him-
self whose work they were studying. It was
ungrateful not to discharge that debt : but, apart

from that, it was only by this wider study of

architecture under all its varied aspects that the

student could understand how great and vital an

art it was, and the i;xtent of its resources as a

means of expressing thought and emotion. It

was a mistake to dwell exclusively on the technical

side of architecture—that must, of course, be

mastered before one could hope to design ; but

architecture was something greater and more pro-

found than merely technical excellence. Though
its appeal was "more abstract and less readily

underetood than the other arts, it was like them,

in the last resort, addressed to the emotions.

Temperament, no less than imagination and
intelligence, was an essential element in all

good architecture; and by temperament he

meant some force and p.assion within a man
which drove him out to do certain things in a

certain way and no other—thus they could not

imagine Vanbrugh translated intoterms of Robert

Adam. He proposed, therefore, that evening to

leave the beaten track of technical discourse, and
to make an excursion into the dimmer regions of

artistic temperament, with the double object of

arriving at a clearer understanding of the work of

the artists he .should refer to, and also of showing
that the art of architecture was not a mere cold

abstraction, but that lofty aims and a strong

personality would leave their mark on architecture

not less than on the other arts. He held that if the
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life and work of typical architects were studied,

it would be found that in their work design and
temperament were intimately associated, that
through all viUil art there ran more or less

strongly the man's peculiar personality. In
many cases one's want of personal knowledge
of tlie artist prevented full understandins; of

his work ; we could only read back from the

work to the man—and here we were met by
certain historical limitations. The sympathetic
study—the psychological study—of individual

work was scarcely possible before the days of the

lienaissance. As an example of the interpreta-

tion of an artist's work by his personal tempera-
ment, Jlr. Blomfield selected Alberti. Leon
Battista Alberti belonged, he remarked, to a

noble Florentine family : he was a gentleman and
a scholar, perfectly educated, a man of admirable
accomplishments, mental and physical. He wrote
multifai-ioua pamphlets, books on painting and
sculpture, and the famous treatise *' De Re
Kdificatoria, " the first, and in some ways the

most remarkable, of the long scries of books on
architecture which has continued ever since. In
the Bologna edition of 1647 of Vasari, the wood-
block at the head of the chapter on Alberti

suggests the athlete quite as m\ich as the scholar,

and wonderful stories were told of his personal

prowess. He pursued sport as he pursued
literature and art, for the intrinsic pleasure he
found in his art, and in the realisation of his own
energies. The net results of this unusual com-
bination of qualities were traceable in his archi-

tecture. There were two sides to his character

—

an austere reserve and fastidious taste on the one
handand theadventurousinstincts and robust judg-
ment of the sportsman on the other, and in the end
Alberti's innate force of character won the day.
In the first instance Alberti approached his art from
the point of view of the scholar rather than from
that of the architect. He was exercised about the
exact parts of design according to the Classical

models, as he had come across them, and his

enthusiasm for the antique led him into difficulties

from which a more intimate study of archi-
tecture would have saved him. He was
an alert and a many-sided man. He prob-
ably outgrew his early subjection to the
antique, and became interested in the forms and
metliods of architecture for their own sake ; for
with all their professed veneration for the teach-
ing of the ancients, the earlier Italian artists used
their own judgment with the utmost freedom.
Alberti's distraction of mind was visible in his

architecture. It was not always pleasing : but
there was no pettiness about it, and it was a
serious attempt at individual expression. He
tran.sformed for Sigismondo JIalatesta the Gothic
church of San Francesco at Rimini. He filled

the interior with marbles and sculptures of the
heathen gods and goddesses, of children, of fruit

and fiowere, and all that told of the new delight
in life ; and began a fac,-adc with triple arclies and
a mighty pediment which was to rival the temples
of Ancient Rome. Few buildings were more
characteristic than San Francesco of the Earlier
Renaissance, and of Blalatesta himself :.nd his

architect. It was a sheer attempt to translate
modern thought into terms of Paganism. The
same instinct for larger and more liberal forms
was seen in the great Church at Mantua, which, in
spite of later additions and its painted simulations
of architecture, was still one of the finest churches
of the Renaissance. In Alberti wo were brought
face to face with a new type— a man of high
position and complete education, who had devoted
himself to arcliitecture from simple love of the
art, and who was able to show in his

own works the qualities of reserve, personal
dignity, and contempt for trivialities, which
marked him out from other men. Alberti
almost alone among the men of his time
was thinking in terms of architecture, was aiming
at getting out of architecture its own peculiar
qualities, and making his appeal by form and
rhythm—above all by the' subtle beauty of
scale. The lecturer next reviewed in detail

the life and work of Baldassare I'cruzzi,

of Siena, who was throughout life an ex-
traordinarily unlucky man. He was a man
of simple-minded devotion to his art, ever
seeking for fresh combinations of beautiful forms,
ever refining on liis own inventions, without
losing touch of the essential elements of greatness in
design. His work as a decorative painter, his skill

in perepective, his keen eye for spectacular
effect, and his remarkable originality in the
design of scenery and the staging of "ijlavs, all

combined to fill the mind of Teruzzi" with

infinite visions of architecture. Few things are

more surprising in Peruzzi's work than the way in

which, with the inexact archicological equipment
of the Renaissance, he arrives at the refinement of

detail and austere selection of form, which had
more of the true Greek spirit than the Xeo-Cireek

Revival of much later times and greater know-
ledge. In this regard Peruzzi stood almost by
himself among the architects of the Renaissance.

He alone among them saw the possibilities of

trreek detail under the briUiant sky of Italy. He
dealt with the traditional forms of Classic archi-

tecture with the confident freedom of a master.

Detail with him was only a means to

an end— thai of reinforcing the central

intention of his design and of driving home the

sense of scale in his building. To produce the

effect of great size was one of the first qualities of

architecture : and no building had been more
successful in this than Peruzzi's Palazzo Albergati

at Bologna. It was a great loss to architectural

history that his designs for the completion of

St. Peter's at Rome was never carried out. His
weak point in design was the display of the skill

he possessed as a painter ; and it was not until his

latest days that he shook himself free from the

snares and pitfalls of the sister art. In his mature
work, however, he avoided that theatricality

which was always the danger of Italian architec-

ture. Peruzzi was indeed the real artist at

work in architecture. His art became the revela-

tion of his own character in its strength and
subtlety, its delicate refinement, its constant

instinct to press forward in the path of architec-

tural discovery. He was the type of the artist

who stood aloof from worldly success, and whose
aim was steadily set on the finer qualities of life.

In conclusion, Mr. Blomfield addressed the

students as follows ;—It is your privilege as

artists to follow Peruzzi in this. In whatever
circumstances you find yourselves, you are

there as artists to watch for and realise the

finer and rarer qualities of life : to see the

unobvious, to play the part of the interpreter,

even it may be of the seer. It is the func-

tion of the tradesman to satisfy fashion : it

is your business to see further ahead, to dis-

entangle the permanent interest, even if only in

our own small corner of existence, and to en-

deavour to render it vital for all kindred spirits.

This it is that gives distinction to the artist's

calling. Tricks and dexterities leave us un-
touched. It is the personal contributiou of a

thing once keenly lelt, the individual passion, the

rare moment of illumination, that differentiates

the artist and justifies his existence, if not now,
at any rate, in the future. It is on this point that

we, as artists, must keep our eyes fixed, without

regard to the temptations of advancement and the

allurements of immediate fame.

" BUILDING NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB.

X lllIAXCH llAXK lACAPE.

WE do not remember a more excellent series of

designs being submitted for any subject

in the history of our Club than those sent in on
the present occasion, and we warmly congratulate

the members of the Biii.ium; News Designing
Club accordingly. The award has been rather a

difficult problem, owing to the extremely nice

distinctions " which the uniform merit of the

elevations imposed upon us in arriving at a

judgment which, in the end, really resolved itself

very much into an abstract question of taste. The
order of merit thus decided is as follows :

—
" Anak " first, ''Harlequin" second, "The
Rooster " third, " Jorge " fourth, and
'• Hermit " fifth. These all run each other very

closely, and those that follow on after them like-

wise are very meritorious, and relatively equal in

skill.

'Anak" gains the premier position for the

general excellence and refinement of his scheme.
The quiet effect of the arched openings of the

ground floor, with the plinth and broadly-managed
piers right and left of the fa(;ade, is dignilied and
suitable without needless features or extravagant

detail. The stack-pipe iiucstion is recognised.

With many it would be impossible to bring down
any rain-water pijies, and even in this design the

author has had to turn his into the wall to escape

an architectural feature on the front. This is a

point against him. His brick pilasters would
look very well, though a slight entasis might
have been an improvement. We should have
preferred the fascia ornaments to the first-fioor

windows omitted. The main cornice is not over-

done, as happens in some of the elevations, and
the dormers are in harmony with the remainder.

The windows are ample, with their heads high up
in the rooms, and divided into panes of like pro-

portions throughout. "Harlequin," the second
design, also has an arcaded and rusticated

ashlar ground stage ; but his enclosing piers

look thin, while the r.w. pipes have to

be dodged back into the wall so as to avoid

an apparent further reduction of the width
of the stonework at these points. The eler-ation

would have appeared more effective as a design

it the author had completed the drawing by
filling in the left-hand opening, adding the

window bars, and delineating the grille in front of

thi' centr.al window. At present the casual critic

will be liable to form an incorrect opinion fronr

what he sees at a glance. The dentil course below
the main cornice is coarse, and the big keystones

to the second-floor windows err in the same direc-

tion. The stone-built dormers brought to the

front right on to the top of the wall make quite a

telling feature, and besides they well weight the

projecting cornice down to its work, aided by the

intermediate parapet dwarf wall. The blocking

course surmounting " Anak's " parapet would not

suffice for the projections of his cornice unless

cramped down at the rear. This is an oversight

which likewise appears in " Rooster's " section,

^ where the need of more weight is very conspicuous.

The moulded course above is too small and re-

tiring, as it would be quite out of sight from
below save at a distance, when the moulding itself

would be lost. The dormers also in this scheme
would only appear from the opposite side of the

street, being set as they are so far into the roof.

The cornice is too lumpy, and the doorway is

scarcely a success. The segmental fanlight looks

cramped, and is ill-considered. The break caused

hv the porch seems to want lifting up to the top

of the string above the name fascia, and the

lettering requires to be rearranged. The plinth

be'ow is bold and suitable, the design generally

being picturesque and strikingly drawn. " Jorge"
draws less strongly : but we have endeavoured

to j udge of his work apart from the actual merit

of "draughtsmanship, taking the design into con-

sideration as a building. This, after all, is the

principal factor towards success, though we can-

not overlook in students' work the question of

drawing. The arcaded lower stage is very nice

as a general scheme : but the windows are really

too small for a bank, and the door itself is ex-

cessively poor. The composition of the fa(;ade

is admirable in many respects. The diagonal

treatment of sash-bars to the second-ttoor fenestra-

tion is a trivial and uncalled-for innovation. The
scrolls, too, at the parapet endings are out of accord

with the notion of party-walls and copings, rising

as they must do over the rake of the roofs. These
are properh- provided for by the other competitors.

The dormers would disappear entirely behind the

balustraded and solid parapet. The stack-pipes

are capitally arrangedfor, and the whole thing is, in

other respects, a very creditable performance : a

trifie too monumental, if anything, and coiTe-

spondingly expensive. "Hermit" has a clever

design ; but he has made the main cornice extend,

contrary to our rules, beyond the limits of the

frontage. The b,alconies serve to give interest,

and we like the bands of stone on the second floor,

adding point where some distinguishing effect is

needed. The divisional bars of the ground-floor

windows ai'e uncommon, but scarcely a success.

The Ionic columns to the portal are slight and
small in detail, hardly sturdy enough placed thus

right on to the street. No rainwater-pipes aie

shown. The roof is covered with lead ; a costly

affair, perhaps, but a mere detail. "White
Heather" displa\-s much taste, and we approve the

leail gutter arrangements over the cornice.

Having introduced an ornamental feature of

this appropriate kind, it seems more than an

oversight on the author's part in not showing
lead stack-pipes as well in character with

such work. Not only are the down tubes

omitted entirely, but by projecting the ashlar

ijuoins at the extremities of the front any stack-

pipe would look incongruous. The grouping of

the windows in vertical compositions adds an
individuality to the elevation: but "White
Heather" is not attentive enough to his detail.

For example, the arched heads below the pedi-

ments of the first-floor windows are mutilated

where tho label is carried as a mere segment over

a semiciriular opening, with very heavy key-

blocks extending through the tympanum below

the pediments. The ground-Uoor bank windows
are almost factory-like in their rigid simplicity.^
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The key-ytont's bisecting the moulded lioriznntal

hood cornices are out of keeping, and the square
blocks to the heads of the sefond-lloor lights are

discordant and meaningless. " Lion " makes it

impo.-sible to bring down rainwater pipes on the

face of his building without mutilating the return

ends and scrolls of his lower cornice. His door-

way is excellent. The blocks to the tirst-Hoor

windows break the architraves in an odd fashion,

and the ca,sements are too tall to be in one height
with good effect. The dormers are good, and
look like old Ueorgian work. No one could see

the inverted trusses, however, on the top of the

main cornice. The lozenges on the lower wall

pieces are no improvement. *' Fuzzy" has a

plain, and in some respects successful, scheme,
but he falls short in many items of detail.

The mitring breaks in the hood-moulds of the

triple arcade on the ground floor are among these.

The first-floor windows are rather too small, and
the main cornice stopped at the ends by scroll

trusses we do not like. The dormers are pretty, and
the drawing is a good one, though somewhat too

i-oughly finished. " Xigel " has worked out a

pedimented fa(,'ade with taste and refinement,

though he puts two doorways, contrary to the in-

structions. The end pilasters of his front have
neither bases nor caps, and his detail generally is

thin and devoid of enterprise. " Nabob" recesses

the upper stages of his fai,'ade, wb.ich is enriched

by projecting columns. The enclosing piers carry
stack-pipes. The ground-floor windows are very
low do\\Ti, and the oftice would be very dark.

His "new art" ironwork does not improve the

design, which in some respects has much to be
said in its favour. "Tramp" has a projecting

hood over his bank door, and introduce.s a balcony
to the central window on the pai-lour floor where
there is a segmental pediment. The piers between
run up to the cornice, where they end in volutes and
cartouche carvings, "Boss" has three pleasing
windows on the first floor, and a pedimented door-
way of simple form ; but we consider his ground-
floor windows much too commonplace, while the

jointing of his rustications is not well set out.

The lead gutter makes an approved feature, but all

stack-pipes are omitted. " Plumbob " has a richlj'

elaborated look in his design, though it will not
bear investigation. The swags and garlands
along the front are a success. The dumpy
columns flanking the main entry are common-
place to a degree. The narrow slits of windows
on the first floor are most ugly and pimping.
"Lot" has columns of the Ionic Drder, and a
pleasing effect is thus obtained. The cornice

runs beyond the boundary-line, and so would be
cut off. The caps of columns stand in the way of

any down pipes, and the ground-floor elevation is

poorly handled. "Rookey" has a quiet treat-

ment, savouring of the uninteresting, perhaps,
though such work appears more effective when it

is executed. ".Tohn o' Uaunt " tries a different

type of front with muUioned and transomed open-
ings under segmental arches and very flat bays.
AVe do not thinlv he has achieved a success,

though his effortsare duly acknowledged. '
' Bracken

le Hale " has a pediment which marks the centre
of the skyline in his front. The pirtling columns
to the ground floor are trivial-looking and mean.

SECOND URDElt OF .-MERIT UESKJNS.
'• Hart " ignores the instructions, and puts two

doors flanking an ugly elliptical, wide central
window. " Portcullis" has square-headed open-
ings filled in with figured plate-glass. The
second floor has columns between the windows,
the main facia and cornice being set out in relation

to them, instead of following the main lines of the
front, which always should determine such
dominating features. ".Snaye" (it may be
"Snave," so badly is the printing done) is not
entirely poor, but the elongated rectilinear plate-

glass shop window is very ordinary looking, and
so is the cornice run down on to the second-
floor windows. "Peps" has a square central
window, and fits in a smaller one to match the
doorway. The leaser windows on the first and
second floors are not by any moans objectionable.

"Xoric"i9 florid and coarse, drawing with poor
thin lines. "Isidorus"is more restrained, but
the proportions adopted are too broad and un-
architectural. "Percy Vere" is much more
correctand refined, though tame and uninteresting.
"Two Per Cent." is vulgar and tasteless in his
work, while his drawing is coarse in execution.
"Hut " draws with neatness, but should study
good models. "Plinth" is very elementary,
without the rudiments of knowledge. " Chin
Chin " pitches his pediment at too acute an angle.
His cai-e of delineiitiou is the chief merit discover-

able. "Molar" sprawls his features over his

fa(,'ade and evinces little sense of beauty. " Sine

Lahore Nihil" comes next, then " Ren," who at

least is quiet if commonplace ; a remark which
fits in with "Cobnir's" perfornmnce, though
he is neat enough and painstaking. "Austin
Friar" fails chiefly on account of his

lack of breadth, cutting up the front so

needlessly, the little colmnns on the first floor

and small shafts to the entry being examples of

what we mean. The third floor is much better,

but circular windows are not very convenient for

beil-chambers. " 'W'ilkie " draws poorly, and the

scale of the ground- floor colonnade is incon-

sequential for such a position : otherwise the

design is unobjectionable. "Tees" is incon-

gruous in his ideas. Stone lintels over the

second-floor windows are provided on which to

cut the name of the bank. Such a device ill-

becomes a fa(,'ade which aims in other ways at a

monumental ideal with Ionic columns and
cornices, cVc. : his drawing is crisp. "Ware"
uses too tine a line for good elfoct. His exact

precision is commendable, and the scheme is not

bad, with pediments over the second-floor windows
terminating a composition in which vertical lines

are emphasised by including the fenestration of

the two main floors in architraved and pilastered

frames. " 1907 " puts two doorways contrary to

the instructions. The pedimented hoods over

them are thin and out of proportion with the

ponderous oriel in the middle of the elevation,

which allows no space at all for stackpipes.
" Bladud " does much the same, though his front

is more restful and refined, if tame in effect.

" Lance-Corporal " piits a trifling little door

which is out of all character, and he gives no
idea as to the roofing intended, the attic being in

brick and stone. " Croxted " favours the common-
place, but avoids vulgarity. No rain-water pipe

space is provided. " Geraint " ought to do better,

and will do so if he takes a note of the designs

illustrated, because he shows an evidence of some
taste in his present sttidy. The same remark
applies to " Arran," who overdoes the rustication

of his ground-floor arcade, which is a pity. We
note his painstaking with approval. The gigantic

arch through two floors of " Lorna Doone's
"

fa<,'ade is bold, no doubt, but quite inappropriate

for an economical or convenient arrangement of

the manager's parlour, and much too big for a

little branch bank like this.

THIlin ORDER OF :MERIT DESIGNS.

To classify schemes such as those now left for

comment is diflicult, because they are so very

indifferent, and yet they mostly evince serious

endeavours which merit encouragement, particu-

larly if their authors are really beginners. If

this is not the case, we ought to advise such con-

tributors to seriously consider whether some other

vocation might not be more fitted to their capa-

bilities. "Roland," perhaps, is the best; his

first floor induces this remark. Casements to the

floor-level suggest a balcony which is not shown.
" Mutt" " should have returned his cornices, as he
was told to do. His work is elementary, and
very plain. The segmental arches in " Duch-
ray's " front are sprawling in effect, ahd ill-befit

the cornice immediately above. The intermediate

floors are better. "Feather" delineates with a

heavy hand, and puts a bulging bay in an un-
gainly way right into the central arch of his

ground floor. " Claude " makes an ugly entrance,

and draws an ungraceful female with a squab
hat in the doorway to give scale. The canted

dormer at top is ill-considered, and we are

not sure about the flanking chimneys or their

origin. " Anthemios " is disconnected in his

ideas and scrappy in his drawing. "Rich-
mond " has no notions of Classic Renaissance

detail, but he has been at much pains to do
this design. "Roundhead" has perhaps more
method, but gives no thought as to what he is to

do with his roof water. The end pavilions are

not so bad as the extravagant bellied bay betwixt

them on the parlour level. The segmented arches

under the top cornice of " Min's " front arc in-

approjiriate. "Bon" puts in washed shadows

contrary to rules, and sends a vulgar design with

a stone cupola over a semi octagonal central

dormer. The oriel below, which is supposed to

carry all this, rises off a cornice on the Hat

without any corresponding setting forward.

!

" R. .V. (J." is not vulgar, but lumpy and poor.

; "Aramis" and "Whyllie" both carry upend
i
pavilions, the first with gables, the second with

.siuicer domes. We do not know which we like

least. "Crocket" over-elaborates and fusses up

a scheme which shows he ought to know better.

" Irk " gives an all-over look to a carefully-drawn
performance. " Onac " comes next, and then '

" (iuoin," who only gives one window to the

attic floor, dc^voting the space to a coarse diaper

in brick and stone. " Rani " has a big pediment,
behind whii'h, at the ends, lu> .squeezes in two
dormers. "Orient," " (juatre Vols," and " Leo"
finish the series. 'J'lie instructions were as

follows :
—

1).—A branch bank, facade in Portland stone

and brick, having a clear widtli of 2Sft. and a

total height of not more than 47ft. above the level

of pavement. The whole to bo drawn to lin.

scale, with a section of the front set out by the

side of the elevation. The ground floor to be()in.

above the pavement level. From ground floor to

first floor 14ft. From fir.^t floor to second floor

10ft. F'rom second floor to third floor lift., and
the attic Sft. Gin. high to ceiling. These top rooms

to ha\o dormer windows. The ground floor is to

be entirely devoted to the banking business, and
all the upper floors are to be used as a manager's
residence. No plans are needed, save outlines of

the fai,'ade at various levels, and these may be
delineated in position on the elevation, but are not

to be so shown as to interfere with the architec-

tural effect of the elevation as such. The com-
petitors must provide two entrances in the front,

one for the bank and one for the house ; but there

need be only one external doorway, as the private

door may open out of the bank jiublic porch, or

lobby, which should be on the right of the front.

The windows must be ample, and adapted to the

purposes of the building. The name of the bank
to appear on the frieze of the front, carved in

stone. The style is left to the competitors : but

it should be simple and dignified, and all cornices,

i&c. , must stoj) and return onto the front within

the width of 28ft., so as to be quite clear of

adjacent property flanking the bank. The floors

to be in concrete Gin. thick.

HOrSINti REFORM AND THE L.C.C.

THE London County Council received on
Tuesday a report from the Housing Com-

mittee in reference to housing. The committee
gave a list of suggested amendments to be sent to

the Local Uovernment Board, the principal one?

providing that the Council, having cleared an
insanitary area and covered it with dwellings,

shall not be compelled to sell it at the end of ten

years : that cleared sites useless for dwellings pur-

poses may be sold or exchanged ; that the obliga-

tion to re-house displaced persons in the vicinity

of the displacement shall be lemoved in favour of

the provision of suitable sites in outlying dis-

tricts ; that the Corporation shoidd be compelled

to contribute towards the cost of clearing insani-

tary areas : that the I 'ouncil should not be liable

for poor rate and land tax for cleared areas not

built upon ; that loans for working-class dwell-

ings shall be spread over one hundred years : that

when a house becomes a public nuisance it shall

be demolished ; that the Council's lodging-houses

shall not pay inhabited house duty, and that

private persons displacing any working-class per-

son should be liable to pay for the privilega. In

connection with this important proposal, the com-

mittee recognise that it is out of the question to

expect private persons to provide a housing

scheme in the ordinary sense, and they therefore

suggest an amendment of the law on the follow-

ing lines :^-

(i.) That a fund be created to be culled the " Purchis?

of Sites Fund " under the control of the local authority.

(ii.) That the fund be usi>d to defray only the dilterencc

(if any) between the actual cost of a site acquired, and its

value for bousin;^ purposes.

(iii. I That no person, body of person-s, or authority shall

hereafter be at liberty to displace any persons of th"

working class unless and until he or they shall have paid

to the fund a sum equal to the dilference between the

commercial and the housing value of a site sutticieut, in

the opinion of the Local (io\ernment Board, for the pro-

vision of the reijuired accommodation within a reasonable

distance of the displacement.

(iv.) That anv payment under (iii.l shall not libfrate the

person, body of persons, or authority from any obti^tion

or condition n^ijuirinj? him or them to compensate each
working-class tenant for the reasonable exp?nses of his

removal.

:\L

UNDER THE POMPADOUR.
ANY readers will be predisposed in favour

of Mr. E. W. Jennings, whose novel.

Under the Pompadour," wa.-; published by Mr.
T. Fisher Unwin, last Monday, and we think

they will congratulate him on his success in the

field of fiction.

The remarkable adventures of the sturdy Dorset
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lad. Will Hradninch. within Uil* perilous circle of

the famous courteaan who so long held Kianne
and its master within hor g[ra?p. ar>' told with
*»xfellent verve. Dumas, at his best, has certainly

never more srap^i'^'illy portrayed the intriguBs

of courts, or the stranjie medley of liarlots.

duellists, conspirators, ami knaves amidst whom
it was dithiult indeeil for man of honour or

women of purity to walk unscathed.

Kew will lay down the story, we think, without

hoping that we may soon make its author's

ac^liuiintance again, and, as half hinted in the

loncluding line*, in connection with fresh adven-

luresof the hero and his charming good genius,

the fair Lucile de (iuvonnet.

Ul'AXTITIES.-A".

A DET.tcHEii Residence Measiuk!) .\xu Billed.

By the Author of "Estimating," &c.»

SPECII'IIATIOX—.lOIXEtl (CONTINI ED).

IJl'T Ijin. wrot. framed and moulded mahogany
bath top, moulded on the inner edge and

oaiTied on proper fir bearers.

Put Cin. by Jin. moulded skirting to the back

and two ends with return moulded and rounded
ends.

Put framing to enclose bath of 1 [in. wrot. one

side and moulded mahogany, with door hung with

2in. brass butts and with good turn-buckle.

All the mahogany work is to be French-
polished.

To the two best w.c.'s put 1 jin. wrot. moulded
and French-polished mahogany seats as shown,
hung with 2in. brass butts to proper hanging
stiles to till in the angle behind seats.

Can-y these seats on galvanised iron ))rackets

cut and pinned int j brickwork, and with vulcanised

rubber buffers.

Putiin. Fiench-polished mahogany paper-boxes.

These two best w.c.'s to have ^in. by 4in. wrot.

moulded azid French-polished mahogany skirting

with return moulded ends and rounded corners.

The servants' w.c. to be l^in. deal clamped,
and carried on galvanised iron brackets as before

hung to proper hanging stile with 2in. brass butts.

Put Ain. deal paper-box.
To the kitchen put a dresser as shown, with

1 yin. cut standards and top, three lin. shelves

grooved for plates, and Jin. matched and beaded
backs, ;iin. framed legs, and IVin. cross-tongued
top rounded at outer angles.

Put four 1 1 in. rails and divisions framed to legs

and back rail and wide end rails.

Put 3 wrot. and dove-tailed drawers Cin. deep
with l|in. fronts, Jin. sides and backs and ^in.

bottoms.

To each of these drawers put two ebonised
drawer knobs, and to each shelf put six cup-hooks.

Put lin. wrot. and cross-tongued pot-board
rounded on outer edges and caiTied on 3in. by 2in.

bearers, and with lin. wrot. risers all round.
l*ut casings to pipes where required, or in-

structed, of lin. wrot. and beaded casing in Uin.
wrot. and rebated grounds screwed to remo\e
with bra.ss cups and screws.

Provide shelf and bracket for meter, and also

a shelf and bracket to carry electric-bell batteries.

SMITH .\xi) n:oxMoX{;KU.

Putwrot. iron chimney bars 2in. byiJin., caulked
up and down, as previously specified to all chimney
opening!*.

Put wrot. iron ornamental suspending-strap or
bracket to the cover over front entrance, ftstentd
into wall, with strap turned up and down and
bolted to cover.

The roU-stecl joists over openings have been
jireviously specified.

Put galvanisod-iron covei-s and frames a?

already specified to manhole.?, of patterns to bo
approved.

Provide the sum of £10 for stoves, chimney-
pieces, kitchener and boiler, &c.
The moulded gutters to roof to be Gin. by 4in.

deep pattern to choice.

The gutter to bay windows to be tin. selected.
The rainwater jiipes to be Sin. cast iron, with

all -ner^essary heads, shoe*, i:.-., and fixed lin.

a»ay from the wall, and all the pipes that follow
are to be fixed in a similar manner.
The ra'n water pipes from biy windows to bo

• All rights reserved by th** author. —For driwin'>'* se?
Ni). -.'Tit, .Tan. 11, 1907. p. 5.1. L->rff«r on«s wiU f jUo,».
SpirciScatioa eomaienc.d oa p. 53 of No. 2711.

2in. cast iron, brought with shoes to weep over

gullies under.

At the top of drain carry up a tin. cast-iron

rainwater pipe as already specified, the joints to

be properly caulked and" the pipe to be carried

3ft. above the highest window, with wrot. iron

stay at top.

Put similar pipes from each manhole as venti-

lators, with caulked joints, and carried up in the

same manner.
Provide and fix in approved position twelve

Din. bv 3in. cast-iron ventilating air-bricks, with

the openings rendered in cement as required.

There is a provision of €-i for ventilation. This

is for Boyle's hopper cold air inlet ventilators.

two each in the Dining- and Drawing-rooms, fixed

.3ft. from the floor-line, and one in the Library.

This sum will include U by 6in. air-gratings

outside, and rendering the openings in cement.

Provide the sum of t'l for brass handles and
hook-sash lifts to open and shut windows with.

Provide circular gah-mised dust-bin with cover

and two handles, p.c. 12s. 6d.

I'LASTEllEU.

The lime to be grey stone Dorking lime.

The sand to be well-washed sharp sand.

The laths to be split lath and a half, free from
knots or sap. Xo sawn laths may be used.

The hair to be clean long cow-hair, and
thoroughly mixed with the lime and sand.

The lime and hair to be made up at least three

weeks before using, and to be carefully re-mixed.

The lime for putty to be run at least three

weeks before using.

Render float and set all the walls on the ground
and first floors.

Lath plaster float and set on all fir partitions.

Lath plaster float and set and twice white the

ceilings on both floors.

All salient angles to be rendered with Portland

cement, and finished in Keene's.

The opening to passage on first floor is to have
l-'in. staff bead and double quirk in Keene's on
jambs, stopped top and bottom.

To the Dining-room, Drawing-room, Library,

and Hall run plaster cornice 18in. girt to detail to

be supplied.

There are not to be any cornices in Lavatory or

w.c. on ground floor.

To the Bedrooms, Bathroom, and Landing on
first floor run plaster corni^'e 12in. girt.

There is not to be a cornice in the w.c.

All plaster cornices are to be distempered in two
tints.

There are no enrichments or centre flowers in

any of the rooms.
Lath plaster float and set and twice white the

soffits of stairs ; this includes the one under first

floor flight, which is enclosed by the spandrel

framing.
Run round the kitchen scullery and servants'

w.c. a cement dado 4ft. high from the floor line,

trowelled hard for painting, finished on top w.th

a V-joint.

The hearths on first floor to be of Portland
cemer.t, trowelled hard with V-joint round the

outside edges, next deal border.

The kitchen and reception-room hearths are

mentioned in the JIason.

Run cement skirting round back and end of

sink in scullery Sin. high, and with rounded
comers at both ends.

Form chimnoy-piece in kitchen, with cement
jambs and frieze, chamfered round opening and
at edges.

Put 2in. deal wrot. both sides shelf, Oin. pro-

jection to this, and cut and pin into plastering,

and put in two shaped brackets to carry this

shelf.

Render the manholes to drains as already
specified, and dish round the half-pipes at bottom.

Cut out all cracks and blisters that may occur
before certificate of completion, and make good.

Make good round all chinineypieces, and after

all trades.

Render the outside of walls in stucco of Port-

land cement and shingle as shown on the front,

flank and back elevations weathered off at bottom
to moulded string.

Run cement moulded cornices with return
moulded ends as shown on the elevations.

These I'ornii'ps will have to be bracketed out

for in fir. and lathed with lath and a half.

The reveals of windows in stuccoed work are to

be rendered in a similar manner.
All the external plastering is to have two coats

in washable distemper of approved tints.

The soflits under eaves and bargeboard are to

be lathed and rendered and set in cement, and'

distempered to approved tint.

The part of oriel window below oik sill is to be

lathed, rendered, and set in cement, with panels

as shown in relief.

The gables on back e'evation are to be rendered

and set in cement, with muUions and rails in

relief as shown.
The ]ianels formed are to be twice dii-tem;iered

with washable di.stemper to an approved tint : the

stiles and rails will be painted.

ri.lNIIlEU.

Cover the flat in the middle of roof with 61b.

lead, turning liin. up on the two sides and one

end, and brought over and welted over gutters,

dressed up the wood roll, and with Cilb. cap to the

roll, bossed on one end and soldered the other.

Lay the gutter next this with Gib. lead turned

up Gin. on each side, and with proper drips where
necessary and dressed over into gutter.

Put 4lb. flashing where necessary Cin. wide,

carefully wedged Jin. into the brickwork with oak

wedges," and rake out the joints and pjint with

pure cement.
Put 61b. lead gutter behind chimneys running

Cin. up under the tiles and Gin. against the

chimney, with 4lb. flashings Gin. wide as before.

Put Gib. lead apron at the foot of chimneys

loin, wide, with flashings as before.

Put .'jlb. stepped flashings at the sides of

chimneys of the requisite widths, carefally wedged

into brickwork, and raked and pointed on both

edges.

Put stepped flashings where requ'rel r2in. wide,

and pointed as before.

THE (il'ANTITV STUDENT'S
ASSIST.^XT.

MR. GEORGE STEPHEXSOy"S series, which

we recently gave, has been reprodu:-ed in

a handy three-and-sixpenny volume, by Mr. B. T.

Batsford, 94, High Holbor"n.

We need do no more than mention it. Mr.

Stephenson has the capacity and facility which

are absent in most textboo"ks of the sort. Few
students have hid any real experience in the

building trade, and they get little in the early

vears of their pupilage.

Just what he nesds to know Mr. Stephenson

tells him. The methods of measuring or taking

off irregular areas and difti:ult points, such as the

junction of different materials, are explained, and

the book is fuU of useful hints and memoranda.

HORTICrLTURAL BUILDIXGS AXD
APPLTAXCES.

I
"'OR fifty years Messrs. Stessenger and Co.,

!* Ltd.," of Loughborough, have deservedly

ranked very high as horticultural builders and

heating engineers with the profession. The fidelity

with which they work to architects' designs and

specifications has been so well seconded by the

essential features of their excellent system of

construction, that in all cases success has been

achieved.

Their new catalogue just to hand comprises a

series of photographs of conservatories of all

classes erected to meat many varied needs, and

will be found most usefully suggestive.

These are supplemented by illustrated descrip-

tions of necessary adjuncts, some of which are

unique, and all admirably suited to their purpose.

They include the well-known " Loughborough
Boiler!" which has made the name of the firm a

household word with every lover of a greenhouse.

UBITIARV.
We regret to announce the death at 30, Barrow-

gate-road, Chiswick, of Mr. Lewis Eku Georoe
CoL'.iss, A.R.I.B.A., of 31, Great St. Helens,

E.C., third son of the late Mr. W. A. Collins, Q.C.,

of Satis House, Yoxford. Suffolk, and Tonbridge.

Mr. Collins, who died on Friday last at the early

age of thirty-seven ve;irs, had been an Associate

of the Roval Institute of British Architects since

lS9t, anda member of the London .Vrchitectural

Association since 1839.

The electric supply committee of the Birmingham
City Cjuhc.l have adopted the draft of a report to

b3 presented to the council. This report will con-

tain a recommeiidatiOQ that th3 committee should

be authorised to borrow a furiher sum of £70,000 or

£80,000 for various purposes, and principally for

the laying of additional service mains.
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BuilMitfi Jttttlligtnce.—« «

I

BoKUEsLEv, BiUMixGHAM. — Tile new fire-
station at Bordesley Green was formally opened
last week. The station, which has been" built of
brii'k and stone according to designs prepared in
the city surveyor's department of the Birmingham
(Virporation, has cost between fS.OOO and Cy.OOll,
the actual constructive work having been carried
out by Messrs. T. Elvins and Sun under the
supervision of Mr. A. W. Lee, building surveyor
to the corporation. It comprises in the main
block an engine-house, with stables for four
horses, duty-room, library, mess-room, and six
cubicles, with other accommodation for single
men. In the rear is a drill-yard, with the marrfed
men's quarters, a tall hose tower, repairing shops,
laundry, and drying-room. The appliances in-
clude a new chemical fire-extinguishing engine,
fitted with a long-range extending escipe and
tender. Ultimately the equipment will also include
a steam fire-engine.

Bristol.— .-Vt the last meeting of the city
council of Bristol attention was called by a com-
mittee to the following extract from "the city
engineer's annual report for the year ende"d
March -25, 190G:-"It will be noted that the
estimated increase of the population during the
tw^elve months under consideration has been
i-~OS. . . . The number of dwelling-houses
buUt h.as been at a greater ratio than the increase
of population. If the usual allowance of five
persons per house be reckoned, <U1 houses would
have sufficed for the additional persons in the
city: but it -will be seen that 1,.372 houses have
been constructed."' The committee pointed out
that the city engineer's reports for previous years
show that this over-building has been going on
for a considerable time. and. in their opinion, it
accounted for the void houses to be seen in dif-
ferent parts of the city.

DiN-iiEE.—At a special meeting of Dundee Town
Council, approval has been given to a new town
house scheme, to include the providing of a public
hall to accommodate 3,000 or 4,000 and an enlarged
council chamber, with the necessary offices
attached, and that a remit be made with the object
of acquiring adjoining property necessary for the
carrying out of the scheme. The Lord " Provost
aa-.d the scheme might be taken in instalments,
and the first instalment would be the new public
hall and new council chamber, and this he
estimated could be provided, including the cost of
acquired property, for £00, 000. The entire scheme
would embrace the grouping of all the public
oSices, and the area covered would be fully an
acre, while the total cost, including the purcha'se of
property, would be about f U0,000.

Edinir-kmi iMi'itovEMENT S HEME.—Reports "ov
a sub-committee on the improvement srhem'e
pro])erties at Potterow and College-street, and at
•!land:j:i, Gieen^de-row, and 2, Upper Green-
side-lane, were submitted at Friday's meeting of
the treasurer's committee of Edi'nburgh Town
Council. The recommendation of the sub-
committee in the casi- of the Potterow and CoUeo-e-
street property was that the old tenements^be
demolished to allow of the continuation to CoUeo'e-
street of the widening of Potter-row, alre^Tdy
begun, and thus carry oat the original scheme of
improvement, at an estimated cost of f 1 000
Regarding 31 and 33, (ireenside-row, and2 Upper
Greenside-lane. the sub-committee recommended
that the old tene nents be reconstructed on tho
same lines as had been adopted for the rest of the
area, at a probable cost of f l,.i;)0. The committee
approved the sub-eamtnittee's report, and re-
commended accordingly to the town council.

GLASfioiv.---A special meeting of the members
ot Glasgow Merchants' House was held on Friday
in the Merchants' Hall to consider plan^ for
alterations on and additions to the buildin-'s
1 he architect estimated the cost at about £20,000
1 he Lord Dean, after some discussion, moved that
the proposals be aj.proved, and that it be remitted
to the directors with powers to proceed with the
work. The motion was carried by forty votes
against sixteen for delay.

KiLVEKSTONE, XoKi oLK. -The church of St.
Andrew, Kilverstone, near Thetford, was re-
opened on Thursday in last week. The church,
which contains some Xorraan work, is constructed
"t tlint, and consists of a small nave, chancel and
a low round embattled western tower. The
lestiration just completed wa, undertiken at
the cost of Mr. Josiah Vavasseur, C.B. AU

the new stonework is of Edith Weston stone.
The porch has been almost entirely rebuilt. .\n
organ-chamber has been built on tli'e north side uf
the chancel, to contain an organ. A new marble
floor has bi^en laid in the chancel, and the floor-
ing to the nave pews has been renewed, and a
new oak kerb fixed on either side of the aisle.
The walls of the nave and chancel have been pro-
vided with an oak panelled dado. Across the
archway to the tower a carved oak screen has
been fi.xcd, and a vestry-ladder to bell-chamber
has been formed under the tower. In the north-
east corner of the nave a new pulpit of oak has
been erected. The choir stalls are new, the fronts
being fretted and embellished with carving. A
new reredos has been erected of Ketton stone, in
the centre of which is a circular mosaic plaque of
Italian wurkmanship. The restoration has cost
over £2,200. Messrs. Edward Boardman and
Son, of Norwich, were the architects.

LoxDox CoixTv Couxtn.. — At Tuesd.ay's
meeting of this body, the Education Committee
recommended an expenditure on capital account
of £G,oG6 in resjiect of the erection of a combined
school for tho accommodation of GO physically
defective children and 60 mentally defective
children on the (.)sborne-place site, Whitechapel.
Ihe Finance Committee reported that the tost of
the site would be about £10,000, making the cost
for each school place in respect of the tite t.S3,

while that for the building was £.5.i, or a total of
£ 1 3S for each school place. After much discussion
on the financial aspects of the proposal, the
recommendation was adopted. On the further
recommendation of the Education Committee,
£24,.iOO was voted for the acquisition of sites for
public elementary schools in Packington-street,
Islington, and Leighton-road, St. Pancras. A
tender of £21,334 was accepted for the erection of
a secondary school to accommodate .ilO girls on a
site in Hortensia-road, Chelsea, and one of £7,214
for the erection of a school for junior mixed
children in Rushmore-riiad, Hackney. The
Highways Committee recommended that, subject
to arrangements being made with the road authori-
ties, and to the approval of the Board of Trade
being obtained to the system of traction and mode
of reconstruction proposed to beadopted on the tram-
ways, the tender of Mc. \V. M inders, amounting
to £82,722 Is. Cd., for the reconstruction of tram-
ways from VauxhiU to Brixton, and new lines
from Goose (u-een to Peckham, be accepted.
That the tender of Messrs. R. W. Blackwell and
Co., amounting to £60,0.iU IDs. 7d., for there-
construction, on the underground conduit system
of electric traction, of the existing horse tramw.ays
in Goswell-road, Pentonville-road, and Gray's
Inn-road, and the construction for the same system
of traction of the authorised line.s in St. John-
street, be accepted. Both recommendations were
adopted. An agreement with the Duchy ot Lan-
caster for the construction ot the tramway subway
from Kingsway and Aldwvch to the lines on the
Embankment was presented by the committee,
who recommended the payment of £9,400 for the
easement under their property, and a payment of
£1.'),250 for the acquisition of other property in
connection with the subway was also recommended.

LiTTLEDORoiGH. — The new joint isolation
hospital at Smithy Bridge was formally opened
last week. The cost has been about £0,000.
.\rranged on the jiavilion system, the hospital
buildings consist of the administration block,
scarlet fever and observation pavilions, laundry
and disinfecting block, and porter's bdge.
Parallel with Milnrow-road is the administration
block, having a .south-eastern aspect, and situitc
60tt. from the boundary wall. The elevations
are faced with Xewhey red bricks and Yorkshire
stone dressings. The scarlet fever pavilion is

situated on the north side 140ft. away, and the
observation pavilion on the west 70ft. away. The
blocks are each divided into two wards for the
different sexes. E ich ward in the scarlet fever
block contains six beds, and each ward in the ob-
servation block two beds. Hospital accommoda-
tion will ultimately be provided for thirty beds.
The wards are heated by means of Saorland's
heating and ventilating stoves. The hospital has
been designed by. and erected under, the super-
vision ot Messrs. ,1. H. Andrews and Butterworth.
architects, of Manchester. Messrs. Dryland and
Preston, of Littleborough, were the contractors.

Sr. Alhaxs.—New grammar school buildings,
designed by Mr. Fercival C. Blow, A.R.I.B.A.,
ot .St. Alb.ans. are about to be erected as an
annexe to the school at present carried on in the
ancient Monastery Gateway. The increased.

I

accommodation is being provided on the we-stem
side of that historic structure, and the new builU-
ings will be Late Perpendicular in stylo to har-
monise with its picturesque architecture. The
front will be ot flints and stonework, and upon
the roof will be a copper-covered bell turret.
There will be provided an assembly-hall having
an open oak trussed roof, and a gallery with oak
panelled front supported on carved oak brackets
running round it. In this hall accommodation
will be provided for 300 people. On the south
and west sides of the hall there will be four class-
rooms, with glazed tile dados and picture-rail.
On a le\-el with the gallery four similar class-
rooms and a m;ustei'.s room will be provided. The
new building will be aiiproachcMl by a stone-
flagged cl.iister in front of the prese'nt chemical
laboratory— which will be refaced and enlarged
—through a square lobby, on either side of which
the lavatory and cloakrooms are arranged, fitted
with wash-basins, shower-baths, and lockers.
The new buildings will cover an area ot nearly
o,.i00sq.ft., and at the lower end, under the class-
rooms, a covered playshed is arranged.

.Sai.foiui.—The sub-committee of the Salford
Corporation charged with the consideration of the
question of building a new town-hall have
unanimously passed a report presented by
Councillor Windsor. This provides for the
erection of a new town hall at a cost of £80,000,
and the expenditure of a further sum of £20,000
on furniture, fittings, and other nece.ssary equip-
ments. This estimate of f 100, 000 does not take
nto account the cost of the site, which was not
decided on, although the neighbourhood of Peel
Park was spoken of. The new building, if the
recommendations are adopted, will be on the lines
of and harmonise with the Technical Institute in
Peel Park. It will provide accommodation for
all the ofiices in the present town-hall with the
exception of the police-offices and the police-
courts, which it is proposed shall remain in their
present situation.

SoiTHi'ouT.—Xew motor works at Crossens,
near South port, aie being erected for the Vulcan
Motor Manufacturing and P^ngineering Co. (1906),
Ltd. It is immediately adjacent to Crossens
Station, on the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway
line. The main front faces the main highway',
and is set bick 30ft. The centre portion is taken
up with the offices, this portion also being two
stories high. On the ground floor is the main
entrance, which leads into a hall and corridors.
t)n one side of the hall is placed the time-
keeper's office. Entered from the corridor
are the works m.anager's office, drawing office,

foreman's office, and the usual lavatory accom-
modation. On the first floor, which is reached
by a wide staircase, is the men's dining-
room, also a small room for printing drawings,
i.c. The works, which are one story in height,
and finished with a weiving-shed type ot roof,
are placed behind and on each side of offices, and
are supervised from the latter by means of glazed
screens. The works are 17-5 ft. long by 170ft.
wide, which at present will be divided into
machine shop and erecting shop : it is, hoped,
however, when biisinesi increases to use the whole
ot this area as a machine shop, and build further
additions to be used as the erecting shops. .\t

the westerly end of machine shop is placed an
engine-room, separated from the former bj
glazed screens. Immediately adjoining tht
engine-room is the gas-producer plant house,
wherein the gas is made to drive the engine. A
smithy, SOft. by 3yft.. is also provided, as also
a brass foundry 46ft. by 63ft. The con-
structional portion of the works is ot steel.

the tie-beams to principiU having been made
extra strong to carry shafting. One side of
roof (facing north) is formed with "Ueywood's"
patent glazing, the other side being slated. The
under side of spars is covered with " Uralite."
This, bsing a non-conductor of heat, will keep the
works warm in winter and cool in summer ; it alsc
mikes the roofs fireproof. The hydrants will be
provided inside tho works in convenient positions.
The whole ot the walls are of bric'». the front
portion, facing road, being faced with pressed
bricks. The floor ot works is ot concrete, finished
smooth, the portion used as a machine shop being
brjarded on top ot concrete. The entrance hall
and corridors are tiled with rod tiles. The dress-
ngs are ot red terracotta from .1. C. Edwards's
Works, Ruabon. The contractors for the steel-
work and patent glazing are M^srs. Edward
Wood and Co., Ltd.. Manchester, the genera!
contractors being Messrs. Wm. Townson and
Sons, Ltd., BoUon. The waole of the work is
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liiing carried out fnim plans prepared by, and

under the supervision of, Messrs. Prescott and

Bold, architects. Wigan. Mr. .Fames Holding is

acting as clerk o£ works.

The New Baii.ev and Se.ssioxs Hoi se. opened

by the King on Wednesday, has been built from

iir. E. W. Mountford's designs, the contractors

being Messrs. llollowuy Brothers, of Belvedere-

road, Lambeth, and the clerk of works Mr. .1. R.

Scales, and has cost about .£;SOn,OUO. The carvings

are the work of Mr. 1". W. Pomoroy, .\.K.A.,

and the paintings in thi; panels of the dome and

the lunettes are by Professor Clerald Moira, with

an exception, a "lunette in the northern hall,

which has been carried out by Sir W. B. Rich-

mond. The lifts are by Jlessrs. K. Waygood and

Co., Ltd. The buildinir was fully described in a

leading article in our issue of <.)ct. 5 last (,p. •l.iy!,

and was illustrated from the competition drawings

in our issues of June J'J, .luly i;f and 20, 1900 :

from a model to lialf-inch scale in our number of

March 13, 1903 ; and from the actual building as

completed in our pages on ( let. ."J, Xov. 2 and 9,

1906.
^-^m^mm-^

—--

—

GoRLESTox, Yaumovth. — The aolicitors to

the Gorlestou Pier Co. have submitted to the

Boai-d of Trade the final working plans for the

proposed new pier at Gorleston. and, on the de-

partment issuing its authority, the construction

works will be at once started. The new pier will

be constructed of steel, can-ied on cast-iron piles.

It will have a total length of 6G0ft., the widtl; at

the shore end being .i7£t., and this will broaden

midway down into 100ft., to provide accommoda-

tion for a pavilion to hold about a thousand

persons. It will be equipped with balconies for

promenading and smoking. At its sea end the pier

will be 3.5ft. wide, and a bandstand will be placed

here, with seating accommodation and ornamental

shelters. The site of the pier will be about l.iO

yards south of the beach entrance to the Cliff

Hotel, at the foot of the cliffs, practically in the

centre of the Marine Parade. The lighting

throughout will be by electricity. The engineers

are Messrs. Douglas and Amot. of Victoria-street,

Westminster, and Gorleston.

W-iTEULOo Station-, S.E.—The London and

South-Westem R:iilway Company have been

recently engaged in improvements and extensions

at Waterloo, which will involve an outlay of

€200,000. A new south station has been added

between the existing South Station and the Lower

Marsh, and will form an integral part of the

whole station if the time ever should come when

it is necessary to rebuild the existing portion.

The roof, which will consist of steel and glass, is

of the "ridge and furrow" type. Beneath the

new platforms a siibway has been constructed,

communication with which will be by means of

stairs for passengers and lifts for luggage This

subway extends through one of the main arches

of the viaduct carrying the existing station, and

will afford access to and from the Vork-road as

well as the stations of the two Tube railways.

TRADE

At the annual general meeting of the Royal

Photographic Society, .Mr. J. C. Mummery,
A.R.I.B..\., wa« elected president in succession to

Major-Uencral Waterhouse.

The plans of the alterations necessary to convert

liroadbent's premises in Briggate, Leeds, into an

Exchange have been deposited with the Building

Clauses Conunittce, and as soon as they have been

passed the work will bo commenced. It is hoped to

open the Exchange by May.

Hflicial intimation has been received from the

Local Government Board that the 130 surcharged

on members of the .Saltbum t'rban Councd in

respect of an honorarium of Ci'J granted to the

surveyor has been remitted. The honorarium was

granted for extra work done in connection with the

improvement of the promenade.

A. new restaurant has just baen opened in Castle-

street, Sheflield. It has been built from plans by
Messrs. Gibbs and Flockton, of that city. The chief

dining-room is surmounted by a dome, 40ft. in

diameter, supported upon eight pillars of Siena

and red Languedoc marble. A dado of the same
material runs round the walls of the room. The
floor is of marble mosaic and a fountain of

Burmantoft ware rises iu the centre. The room
measures hOft. by 44(t. t In the first floor areasei'ond

dining-room, panelled in walnut and mahogany,
and a billiard-room.

PROFESSIONAIi AND
SOCIETIES.

CiixsrinrTioN or Bi ilium. > ix Eauthuiake
CorxTiUEs.—Under the auspices of the \Vest

India Committee (Incorporated;! Professor Milne

delivered a lecture at the Commercial Sale Rooms,

Mincing-lane, on Friday, on this svibject. Mr.

Jesse CoUings, M.P., presided. Professor Milne,

in the course of his lecture, ^^hich was illustrated

by lantern slides, pointed out that, though earth-

quakes could not be prevented, much could be

done to mitigate their effects. The last twenty-

five years had seen much progress in Japan in

this respect, due to the assiduous collection of

seismographic records and the application of the

lessons learnt from them. Whenever an earth-

quake occurred, say. in India, the Philippines, or

as lately, in San "Francisco, Japanese engineers,

architects, and seismologists visited the siene, and

made notes of the buildings that fell or stood, and

as to why they fell or stood. The seismological

instruments now in use measure the rate at which

earthi|uake shock is applied at the base of

structures, with the result that engineers now-

adays can express in units the forces which they

have to guard against. Having been given the

index figure of the earthquake movements, the

builder can put up structures capable of with-

standing future shocks of the same kind

—

structures totally different from those to be found

in Europe, The designs for such buildings are

made as the result of tests with small models on a

table which is made to shake in resemblance to an

earthquake. Experiments in seismic stability still

go on, and plans for buildings, tall chimneys,

piers for bridges, and other structures have been

put into a practical form in accordance with

the acquired knowledge. When an earthquake

happens nowadays, the new and scientifically-

designed buildings are fjund to stand, while older

buildings are ruined.

The Cuai'tsmex's Uxiox.—A conference was

held in Clifford's Inn Hall, Fleet-street, on Wed-
nesday afternoon, at which it was decided to

organise a union of craftsmen, with men and

women. The chair was occupied by Mr. R. Hall-

ward. The object is to embrace all those work-

ins; legitimately in order to resist commercialism,

and to give greater freedom and security to the

craftsman for his own expression, which is too

dependent on trade and fashion. The employment

of the craftsman is, it was pointed out, uncertain,

and his payment unassured, and there is a grow-

ing likelihood of his being debarred from any

e.xpressjon or method other than that approved by

trade, unless by combination he can exercise a

greater infiiience in order to secure it. Among
the principal objects of the proposed union are the

following :—To assert the value and importance

of art, not as the luxury of a class, but on a basis

of common human needs, and to support the

claims of art over commerce. To encourage a

higher standard by promoting the extension of the

small workshop throughout the country on sound

and humane princ-iples ; by the re-establishment

and control of workshop practice in regard to the

limit and terms of employment and apprenticeship

;

and by limiting the use of machinery and un-

skilled labour. To advocate the close personal

contact between master and pupil, and to secure a

wider basis of instruction, and one related to

actual jiractice, which the theoi-otic, grant-aided,

and endowed schools of our present system fail to

secure. To establish price and payment on a

natural reckoning of real conditions, and not upon

c-aprice, or c-omparison with what is produced

under totally different conditions. To establish

promises in London as a centre of information and

social intercourse, and for the purpose of holding

exhibitions. To aim at a system of relief and in-

surance for members. The union aims to be large

enough to include all legitimate workers who are

williiig to subscribe to the rules of the union. It

will not include the employer who is not a crafts-

man, or the craftvman-employer who lias ceased

to be an artist. It is in no sense a trust to control

prices ; but aims to resist commercialism, and to

secure tho craftsman in the more independent

exercise of his art.

Glasrow Ixstitcte 01- AiiriUTECTS. — The
quarterly meeting of the institute was held on

Friday, Mr. J. M. JIunro, president, in the chair.

It was reported that a letter had been received

from Mr. Keppie resigning office as a representa-

tive of the institute on the governing body of the

tilasgow School of Art in view of his firm being

likelv eo be appointed architects of tlie new build-

ing, "and that the president had been unanimously

elected as the representative in place of 3Ir.

Keppie. A letter was read from the Royal Insti-

tute regarding the Glasgow School of Architecture

examinations, intimating that if an external

examiner were appointed to be present at the

examinations they would be prepared to accept the

diploma or the senior certificate of the Glasgow

School of .\rchitecture as exempting candidates

from the preliminary and intermediate examina-

tions of the Royal Institute. This was remitted

to the joint committee of the School of Architec-

ture for consideration and report. Jlr. ^\'atsou,

convener of the committee appointed to consider

Glasgow Corporation's proposals regarding the

duties of clerks of works, reported that his com-

mittee had communicated with the allied societies

regarding the duties of clerks of works in their

own districts, and had received from these

societies replies dealing with the subject. He
further stated that his committee had now fully

considered the whole matter, and that they were

of opinion that the proposals of the corporation

were objectionable in general, and that clause 4,

5, and 6 of the proposals were specially so. The
meeting agreed with the sub-committee's report,

and recommended that the sub-committe<j be

appointed to meet the corporation's committes

and explain the institute's position. The presi-

dent stated that it was intended to commemorate

the jubilee year of the Edinburgh Architectural

Association bv an exhibition in the rooms of the

Royal Scottish Academy, Edinburgh, during July

and August next. The exhibition would be limited

to work executed during the past fifty years by

Scottish architects, with the addition of such old

or special work as the committee may consider of

sufficient interest. An interesting incident in

connection with the exhibition is the forthcoming

visit of the Royal Institute of British Architects

during the period of the exhibition.

Edixbvuoh Stcdext Si KVEvoits.—The annual

dinner of the Edinburgh Grdained Surveyors'

Students' Societv was held on Friday night in

Bisset's Rooms, "Haymarket, 5Ir. A.W.Millar,

president of the Society, presiding. The toast of

the profession was proposed by Mr. J. Jl'Intyre,

and replied to by Mr. F. II. Lightbody, F.R.S.E.,

who represented the senior society. Mr. W. J.

Carrick proposed the toast of the architectural

profession, and Mr. Robert Campbell replied.

Leeds axdYokkshiueAuchitectiral Society.

—On Thursday, the 21st ult., Mr. P. A. Robson

read a paper on " School and College Building,"

Mr, H. S. Chorley, President, in the chair. The

lecturer said : When I titled the paper I was

thinking of higher elementary schools, higher

grade schools, secondary schools, training colleges,

and the like : but I found I must thrust aside

elementary schools with a few remarks, and speak

mainly of secondary schools and training colleges.

First,' because elementary schools are now on a

scientific and economic basis which is well known,

and secondly because the rules for planning

secondary schools have been twice issued in a

nebulous manner which seems to imply that the

subject has to find itself by gradual evolution

rather than bv clear directions to the promoters

of secondary school buildings from headquarters.

With regard to classrooms, T may remark that

left-hand light is a fetish which has been unduly

glorified, and in some cases it is positively bad,

and in a babies' room right-handed light is pre-

ferable. I am inclined to think that the Cowper-

street school in Leeds is the last of these very

large schools to he built (although in London a

school for 3,000 children has just been built under

exceptionalcircumstances) and I am sure that better

educational results will emerge from smaller

schools better distributed. Xow a word as to

economy in schools. This should be effected by

cube rather than bv area. The only gain in

making classrooms 16ft. from floor to floor is that

it is pcissible to get me/zanine floors off the stair-

cases. Secondary schools will be built in in-

creasing numbers during the next few years

because we are behind other countries in this

class of building. I am inclined to think,

especially in country districts, that we over-

window 'our schools. "With regard to ventilation,

distinction should be drawn between schools m
towns and tliose in the country, and again between

those in or near manufacturing centres, and those

in better positions in the same district. Of large

public schools I think vou will do well to study

Christ's College, Horsham, for boys, and the

Roede.an school at Brighton for girls. The plans

for the Welsh colleges or universities have been

worthy of study, but the designs seem to me to

miss the general collegiate atmosphere.
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Li.ixiitDxo Brii.iiEus' Assoc lATiiiN. — The
foui'th annual dinner of the Llandudno and l>is-

triet Builders' Trade Employers" Association was
held at the (Queen's Hotel on Thursday evening
in last week, when 3Ir. (ieo. H. Thorpe pi-esided

over a large gathering. Mr. T. B. Farrington,
C.E., proposed the toast of the evening. " The
Llandudno and Histrict Building Trade Em-
])loyers' Assoerition." remarking that the good
feeling existing lociilly between the builders and
the architects was eWdent from the manner in

which they had worked together to obtain modid
building by-laws. He claimed that Llandudno
was a well-built town. The chairman, in respond-
ing, thanked the members for having re-elected

him as president of the Association. Jlr. John
Roberts ako replied. The toast of ' The Archi-
tects " was proposed by Jlr. H. W. Lance, and
responded to by Jtr. Edwin Turner and Jlr. T. B.
Farrington. The toast of "The Visitors"' was
given from the chair, and acknowledged by Mr.
William .Tones, surveyor to Colwyn Bay Urban
District Council, Mr. HcjUins, of Harrogate, and
Mr. J. H. Roberts. Other toasts included '-The
President,"' proposed by Mr. Hollins, and "Vice-
Presidents." proposed by Mr. F. J. Sarson. To
the latter Mr. .1. 0. Thomas responded.

MiLiTAUv AKcHiTErTi:;E ny Meiji.i;val Brii,i)

IXGS.—The sixth sessional meeting of the Associate
section of the Edinburgh Architectural .\ssocia-

tion was held in the association rooms, 117,
( reorge-street, on Feb. :20, Mr. .lohn M'Intyre in

the chair. Mr. J. Stuart Syme read a paper on
the " Military Architecture of Mediaval Build-
ings." The lecturer pointed out that to those
who were unequipped with some knowledge of
militarj' architecture as practised in the Middle
.\ges, a visit of inspection to the remains of any
of our old castles was shorn of all intelligent
interest. The progress of the art of fortificatiim

was sketched from the times of the ancient Britons
to the period when the use of cannon rendered
the castles inefficient for defensive purposes. It

was .shown how the castles of the Xorman rulers
and their successors were developed rather from
the primitive motes of both the invading and the
subject races, than from the more scientific works
of our earlier conquerors, the Romans. An ex-
planation was also given of certain of the defensive
features, such as curtain walls, turrets, and
machicolations. The lecture was illustrated by
lantern slides.

Royal Institute or Architects of Iuelaxii.—
A special meeting of the council of the institute
was held at 20, Lincoln - place, Dublin, on the
ISth ult. The president occupied the chair. A
recommendation from the professional jnactice
oominittee with reference to asking the Local
tiovemment Board to receive a deputation from the
council was before the meeting. Tlie committee
was asked to prepare a statement of the facts.

ARCHiEOLOGICAX,.
Penuith.—Two elligies have been returned to

Penrith parish church, after an interval of 187
years. Anthony Hutton, Master in Chancery,
belonged to an ancient Cumberland family, and
lived at Hutton Hall, Penrith. M his death in
lGo7 his widow had effigies of her husband and
herself prepared in soft "white tufa stone. For
more than eighty years they rested on the north
side of the choir, within iron gates. The effigies
were placei close to the family pew, and there
week by week for thirty-six years Mrs. Hutton
worshipped in sight of her own ''portraiture."
The figure of .Vnthony Hutton wears a legal
costume, a gown with long hanging sleeves. The
lady has a ruff round her neck, a veil over her
head

; her gown, with full sleeves, is gathered in
at the waist with a knot of ribbons. The effigies
were removed when the church was restored in
;720. They were then taken to Hutton Hall,
and from thence they were conveved to Xunwich i

Hall. In 1S94 Mr. U. Heywood-Thompson, the :

owner of Xunwich, found them in a yard behind
,

the house, and placed them on a stone base in the
j

churchyard of ( Jreat Salkeld. Xow. by the
consent of all concerned, they havo been restored
again to their original resting-place at Penrith.

TO OORBESPONBENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondent'*. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing and all

communications respecting illustmtions or lit«-nirv matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bini.uiso
News, Clement's House. Clement's Inn Passage. Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All drawintfs and
other commimicatinns are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editnr will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post>-oflice Orders to be made payable
Thk Stras'd Xewsfapeb Cumpasv, Limited.

Tele^aphic Address:—"Timeserver, London.*'

Telephone No. 1633 Holbora.

NOnCE.
Bound copies of Vol. XCI, are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price l*2s. each, by post
12s. Od.), as onlv a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. X.XXIX., XLI., 'S.hVl.,

XLix., Lm., Lxi., Lxn., Lxrv., lxv., lxvi.,
LX^Ti., Lx\'in.. lxix., lxxi.. Lxxn., Lxxm.,
LXXn'., LXXV., LXX\1., Lxxvn., lxxix.,
Lxxx.. Lxxxi., Lxxxn.. Lxxxm., Lxxxrv.,
Lxxxv., Lxxx^^., Lxxxvn.. LXxx\Tn.,
LXXXIX.. and XC. may still be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be hiid sinj^ly. Subscribers reiiuirin? any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BoiLDisa News,
price '2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtamed from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, "W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per Einnum (post tree) to any part of the
United Kingdom : for Canada, Nova .Scotia, and the
United States, £1 &s. Od. (or 6dols, 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium. £1 6s. Od. (or :«fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

"To anv of the .Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVER-nSEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the tniniTniim charge being m. for

four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade .\dv..rtis -m.^nt^ except
Situation advertisem-'nts) is 6d. per line of eiirht words
(the tii-st line counting as twoi, the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than six insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant" or " Situations Wanted " and "Part-
nerships," is OsE Shili.ino for T\ven-tv-foi:r Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. Alt Situation

Advert isemr lits must be prepaid,

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,

W.C, r'ree of charrt''. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. ^See

Notice at head of ** Situations.")

Rates for Trade .Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not lat<?r than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure

insertion.

The Dean of Guild Court for Dumfries has passed
plans for a new building to be erected within the
grounds of the Marist Brethren at Mount St,
-Michael's, Dumfries. It is to provide residence and
classrooms for the pupils attending the Roman
Catholic seminary known as St. Joseph's t.'ommercial
College, and is estimated to cost about £10,000. I

Re. EivED.—F. and A.—H. R. L.— G. G,—M. and Son.—
L. T. P.—R. S. and Co.—H. S. G. R.—Ella.—Mex.—
C. L. and L. -K. S. Co., L'.d.—Salus.

J. R. R.—Yes.
D. H. H.—Thanks; too full up.

LiMo.—It is rubbish, and you will only waste time and
money with it.

Coi-Y.—Very difficult people to get money from !

DisiTTE.—We do not act as arbitrators,

N. H.—We should put in Doulton's isolateil trough
closets. You get a capital fiushin? rim with them.

Stable.—We believe so : but you would do much better

with the St. Pancras Ironwork Co.

D. T.—Sessions and Sons, Gloucester, are the best nearest

you.

K. 8. S.—W. F. Stanley. Great Turnstile, is the best

maker. You cannot work with toys like thise some
of the people advertise as " drawing instruments " '.

H. FiToER.—The whereabouts of the e-xaniples you wish

to study may be ascertained from our own volumes,

which include pretty nearly all. You would have no
dithculty in obtaining permission to view the interiors.

"Bl'ILDING NEWS" DE3IGNIK0 CLUB.

SIXTH LIST OK SrniRrTS.

F.—A Hamlet Church to seat 150 people in the body of the

building, which is to consist of a nave and south aisle,

with organ chamber on the N. side of the chancel. The
chancel is to be dirided from the church by a dwarf stone

screen, .'ift. high above the nave floor, there being four
6in. steps at the entrance to the choir, with a suspended
rood over, and no chancel arch. The choir to be com-
posed of eight men and ten boys. Two priests' stalls to
be provided. The lectern to rise off the dwarf stone
screen wall, and be used from the chancel. The pulpit
is also to form part of the screen wall, and be approached
from the choir side. A return way for the cnmmunicanta
to be contrived on the south side of choir, and divided
ott from it by a wooden screen. The clenry and choir
vestrj" to be at end of south aisle. Services will be con-
ducted with full ritual : make provision accordingly. The
east end of the chancel to be square. Timber roof, thick
walls, traceried windows of simple character, massively
handl/'l, design to be suitable for a small stone modem
country church. Site to fall one in ten from west to
east. The west end to have a 12ft. wi'le space right
across the church, 1ft. above the nave, and the font is to
occupy a central position here. The simth porch is to
enteral this level. No west door is needed. Put broom,
coal, and heating-place on the north side, under organ-
chamber. Provide a bell-turret and square tower of
bold and low proportions over the nave at its west
end. Style left to the competitors. Plan, two eleva-
tions, section, and view rei^uired. Scale, 8ft. to the
inch. Drawings to be delivered at the Brimiso News
Oltice, March "29, 1907. Set out the drawings longways
on the sheet.

Drawinos Received.—"Orient," "Warbler."

Coritsponi^mct

R.I.B.A.

To the Editor of the Bl'ildiso News.

Sir,—1 have read through Mr. Woodward's
letter in your issue for Feb. 15 with great interest,

in the hope of discovering his reasons for differ-

ing to such an extent from my opinions. I'n-

fortunately I have been frustrated in this b}- his

omission to support his statements by anything
approaching argument. I ventured to express

especial approval of two of the selections in the
list of architects drawn up by the L.C.C. for the

final stage of the County Hall competition, and to

regret what seems to me an unfortunate omission.

ilr. Woodward asks me to "forgive him if he,

with some knowledge of the works of the gentle-

men I select for my praise, ventures to entirely

differ from the conclusions at whic"n I arrive."

Most certainly I forgive him. Whereiis Mr.
Woodward, "having no knowledge of my
executed works."" is compelled to " read between
the lines of my letter"' to form an estimate of

them, I have a certain knowledge of his which
enables me quite to understand that he would not

be with me in any matter of taste.

I am seriously grieved that Mr. Woodward
should stigmatise my letter as "the 'no doubt)

unsolicited booming of certain architects,"' and
that he should think it " undignified." 1 cannot
flatter myself on that same careful abstention from
aU praise of the work of other men, which is so

remarkable in Mr. Woodward, but I believe that

in this case few will think that I have said too

much.
Curiously enough. I neither withdraw my

charge of "undignified" correspondence, nor

plead guilty to it myself. I leave the decision on
this point in the hands of such of your readers as

may have followed the discussion.—I am, kc,
H. S. Gooiiiiaut-Re.nuel.

61, Park-street, Cambridge.. Feb. IS.

UEXSHAW'S BLIXD ASYLUM,
MAXCHESTER.

Siu,—We send you a copy of the report (which

has been sent to the Manchester Society of Archi-

tects' Competitions Committee at theii. request)

relating to the unusual and peculiar conduct of

the governors in ignoring the assessor's award in

the above matter. The adopted plans controvert

the conditions in using the old house upon the site

for the following re.i3ons :—

1. In condition No. 8 it is stated that "The
present house may be appropriated for xrhont pnr-

y»ss." Condition G.i stipulates that ".»Mi/-« /«/

each KIT Will hmr la h' prori/l,'!." Condition C9,

which comes ucder the heading of, " Ifthrpresent
hou.se be iitiif'l," indicates that "large windows
are to be provided between the different class-

rooms for supervision purposes." Also in the

"Answers to Questions" issued to the competi-

tors on .July 2.5, IDOlj, it is very definitely stilted

that, " Whether the competing Jirchitects see

their way to utilising the present building for

st-hitol purposes or not^ it i-s not to hs pitUed (foirti at

preM-tit," and continues with the phrase, "There
is plenty of room on the estate for new premises

to be placed 'fith'rtt intrrfer'm;/ tcit/i the o/<f fioine.^*

The above clauses so clearly indicate that the
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old house was either to be converted if possible

into a schwl hoiis?, or to b- Irft i-iitiirli/ clour, that,

with the exception of the firm selected by the

governors to erect the building, the whole of the

competitors were considerably fettered in having

to confront the ditliiult problem of producing a

aatifactory design upon about hilf tlie available

site.

2. The selected d-sign shows the old home

absorbed in the residential pDrtioa of the build-

ings, for resKl-uliid not for nrli,,l /y/r/ns-i^

an arrangement which we contend does not

comply with the cDuditions. Jloreover—ai the

ground story of the old house is low, the whole of

the tloor-heights in the new buildings are

governed bv fhose of the old home, whict results

Fn the huge recreations-rooms and dormitories

above only being Hlft. and 10ft. 6m. in height.

The cubical contents of these rooms would there-

fore fall considerably short of the Baard of

Education's regulations, and where the floor-

heights are raised to comply with such require-

ments, readjustments to the existing house, as

shown upon the phn, cjuld hardly be carried out

without practically taking it down.

M the height of the recreation-roDtns and

dormitories, which are over 80tt. in length, should

not be loss than 13ft.. it is evident that, in order

to satisfy the Bmrdof Elucition, the whole of the

new building will have to be increased in height

some 7ft. or 8ft.—a serious addition to the cost of

the work.
X. At the annual mBeting of the governors held

Feb. 19, the chairman, after announcing that the

assessor had awarded the first premium of €100 to

Messrs. C. K. andT. C Slayor, these.-ond of £)0

to Jfr. H. Lord, and the third to Mr. Ci. H.

WiUoughby, said: "The Board, however, having

some knowledge of the rcpiirements of the
'

institution, came to the ronclusion that the plans

best suited to their needs were those of Messrs.

Magnall and Littlewood, thou.;h they were very

sorry not to fall in with the views and judgment

of the assessor."

From the fact that :!0 firms, in?luling mmy of

the most prominent Minohester architens, sent in

designs which toik something like three months to

formulate, at acollective ost to the comoatitors of

not less than £1,0113. it would seem that the

architects had the confidence in the assessor which

the governors have lacked, though they th5ms5lves

appointed him. Nor can it be asserteJ that the

assessor's decision has b3Bn histily arrived at, as

the designs were submitted two and a hilf months

ago.

The sap rior knowledge of the governors has,

however, led them to entirely overlook son;

serious defect* in the plans selected. For instance,

tradesmen's cirts having to traverse tht boys'

playground and cross the b^ys' covered corridor

on their way to the service entra'ice, would not

seem ti hi condujive to the safety of the blind

inmates, to sav nothing of the constint collision

between the d imestic staff and the blind children

evervwhere in the groui.d-fi oor corridors, as there

is no attempt to sequester the approaches to the

staff-rooms.' Both the mile and female staff

dining-rooms are 70 yards diatmt from the service

lift, imd food would"havc to bo delivered to these

down corridors used by the blind children. Again,

the kit, 'hen on tho top floor facos sjuth-west, and

has no means of cross-ventilation, whilst the

scullery is n)t in c-im-nanicition with it, and has

to be reached bv crossing the miin irridor.

The sick wards (or both boys and girls are on

the girls' side, and nuld onlybe approtched from

the boys' side by traversing the staff-corridor

which sepanites the kitchen and SL-ullery. No
cross-ventilation is cintriveJ foi- thsse sick wards,

and the same fiult exists in the recreation and

dining-rooms im the ground tloor. No cloakroom

is provided, as required, in connection with the

visitors' or waiting-room, and the lavatory

acL-ommodation is very confined.

In the school building itself four classrooms out

of the twelve asked for cannot be supervised from

the central hall, and the library does not

communicito with t'.io master's room as required

by the conditions.

Bearing in mind the fa-t that the plans

warded the first premiumby thi assessor suocess-

luUy overcame these defects, besides affirding

many other conveniences tj insure the suc^'3ssfiil

administration of the building, it raiy reiSon.ab'y

be doubtcl by the subscribors whether the

governors have acted wisely or fairly in allowing

the new building,to be erected in acjjrdaace with

the plans adopted.—We are. &s.,

C. K. .\N!. T. C. Mwon.

CANADA.

Sat,— .4. cutting, headed " Canada : a Warning

to Cajiitalists, Architects, Engineers, and Others,

from vour issue of .Tan. 4. 1007. has been for-

warded to me by a friend in London, and I should

bo glad if I might be allowed to write a lew words

in defence of this country.

As to Winnipeg's buildings, is your corre-

spondent aware that twenty years ago this to\yn

was a mere handful of wooden stacks, and that its

growth is almost unprecedented r Small wonder

That, with the ever-pressing demmd for acco.iioda-

tion'of some sort for its incre.asing population, the

city council have been obliged to be a trifle lax in

building laws.

As to the quality of building work, even now

the difficulty of obtaining anything but the most

common materials seriously handicaps good work.

This, together with the high price of skilled

labour and the e.xceptional climatic conditions,

binds the architect to the simplejt forms in con-

struction and design. It must also be remembered

that architecture is the last thing to arrive in a

new city, and as to the smaller work being in the

hands of speculating builders, is that not also the

case in London's suburbs;-' Here the builder is

obliged to build his house with the best material

he can get, and has very often to govern the size

of his house by the stock lengths of timber, i:c.

I myself have often to study stock sizes of glass

in detailing a window, when time of completion

and co.st are essential items in the contract. I

have even found it impossible to obtain an

ordinary rebated lock in Winnipeg. Yet I could

point out buildings, few 'tis true, in Winnipeg

that would compare very favourably with first-

class ( )ld Country work.

There have been many ditficuUies in the way of

a perfect sanitary system in this town, but they

will in time disappear ; and the occasional

prevalence of typhoid in the city is not due only

to bad drains.

The high house -rents are the chief drawbacks

to a married man's existence in Winnipeg, and

the onlv way out of the difficulty is to let a few-

rooms, "as is the universal custom here, so that no

one need have any false pride in doing so, "iour

correspondent has underestimated the cost of heat-

ing if anything, but all these things can be got

over. His description of an up-to-dite house is

not correct. B^or one thing, a fully modern house

would be heated by hot water or steam, though if

properly carried out, hot-air heating is as healthy

as any' other system. It must b3 remembered

that, with a temperature varying from 20' to 40'

below zero, enough fresh air comes through the

walls of the ordiniry house to change the air in

the rooms sutfi.-iently.

As to surveying, I will quote a case that has

come before me. A young Scotchman (twenty-

three years of age), with some experience in

Scotland on railroad work, wrote to the various

C in idiaa railway companies from the Old Country

asking employment. He received answers and

off'ir.s'of w,ii-k from all of them, and chose the

C.P.R. He took up a position as transitman on

a survey at .abiut £1.') 9s. per month, plus board

and all" travelling and hotel expanses. In less

than twelve months he was raised to a res dency

in charge of a party at a salary of tlo 14s. 6d.

per month. Hi assured me that he was able to

save nearly all his salary, for opportunities for

spending money in a wild country are few and

tar betweim. an 1 that, if he chose, he could save

enough in the summer to keep him in idleness all

the winter.

The foreign labiiir your correspondent speaks

of is chiefly employed where it is difficult to get

Kiiglishme"n to stick to the work, such as on rail-

road construction. Canada is too short of real

ability to show any preference for Canadians, and

if any such preference does exist, it is b.'i'ause

employers have had such bitter experience in the

past of iinglishmen in particular, of the average

typo of drunken, incapable ne'er-do-wells, who.

sent out of their own country in disgrace, flock

here in thousands to serve no better purpose than

to bring shame and dishonour on the name
" Eaglishmin," and until that title becomes one

of reproach to its bearers. It is no proud thing

to call oneself an Englishman in Canada.

Believe me, that any good tradesman or pro-

fessional man who realiy knows his business, and

who is not afraid of roughing it perhaps for a

time, can got on in Canada. He must come here

willing to learn before he can teach. Every

country has its own methods, usually based on

sound "principles and best adapted to that country,

and the nswcoiier ni ist learn these. There are

I

hundreds here —your correspondent evidently

' among the number -who, finding things different

here, and without pausing to find out the why and

I wherefore, immediately try and arrange things as

'

f/i -1/ think they shoiild be done, and with the

inevitable result. They sit down and weep and

call the country all the hard things they can

think of.

Your correspji.dent claims to have taken an

unprejudiced view of the matter, and yet every

I line of his letter proclaims his inability to see

things from any other standiioint but his own.

If he could onlv follow that excellent precept,

•'When in Rjme do as the Romans do," he would

have little diHiciilty in getting on in Canada ;

otherwise he would b.i far better off out of it.

He proclaims his unwillingness to pav for his

new experience when he speaks of having refused

an offer of a chainman's job on a survey : had he

accepted it to gain an insight into Canadian

survey methods, he need not have worked long in

that position. But, no ; his pride was too great.

I trust I have not been too pointblank in my
c'aampionship of this country ; but, knowing my
own experience in London, I felt it my duty to

set to rights the false impression given by your

correspondent's letter, which might be the means

of preventing many struggling men in London

and elsewhere from coming here to improve their

fortunes. And in this is my excuse.— I am, i;e.,

Al'.'KEI) B. SCIKLETT.

47, Canada Life BuiUing.
Winnipeg, Man., Canada, Feb, 12.

Mcrc0mmunicatt0n;.— » »

—

Q UESTIOXS.

ri2256.1~A Durable Building Stpne.-W.mld
yuu kindly allow me to inquire if some of yoar reid-rs

would recommead me a building atone that may be relied

on to resist the atmo^.spherio conditions of certain of our

cities and industrial centres .' Some of your readers

prohibly know a buildia? stone -however focal -that cin.

by its use in ancient buifdinss or otherwise, prove its

reliabifity.—J. J. M.

REPLIES.

ri2-'!l 1 -Paint.—It you do not object to black, why,

erind powdered charcoal in finseed oil. with sufficient

iitharse as a drier. Thin for use with boded linseecl oil.

Said to be durab'e. A capital paint or enamel is \elure,

of C. Chincelfor and C.i., la, Clerkenwell-road, E.G. So

is RipoliQ, 110. Fent-hurch-street.—Re best's Park.

I"12255 I—Timber Measuring.-Youmiy get from

a North Wales man some of the special information you

require, but generalfy Hoppus' Kule applies. Take len-^th

in feet and .luarters of feet when meosured la sections,

andhilf-feet when measured in one length, the i-girth

in inches, and quarters of an inch at middle, or con-

sistent part of tree. S luare the J-girth, multiply by

lecth. and divide by 111. liao'-ient will bi solid feet per

Hoppas' i<irt system, fractious of feet are rejected, &c.

-

Rf.oevt's Park. •-^
CHIP3.

The projected new lines intended to link up the

Midland, Oreat Central, and Hull and Barusley

loint line from the Laughton district ti Rotherham

and Masborough will shortly be proceeded with,

tenders having just been invited.

The Royal Avonmouth Dock at Avonmouth,

Bristol, is approaohiug completion, and wdl be

opened early next year.

At the last meeting of the Metropolitan Asylums

Board, the hospitals committee presented a report

on the proposed new central laboratories (or the

preparation of diphtheria anti-toxin at Peckham

Rye a scheme which, it is estimated, will involve au

annual cost of £1,000. The Local Government

Board in September lastdissented from the managers

proposals for the erection of the buildings at Peck-

ham Rye, and suggested that ade luate accommoda-

tion could be provided at the Examination Hall on

'the Embankment at au annual rental o( £1,000.

' With re<'ard to this suggestion the committee

pointed out that at least £1,200 would be required.

I
As a result they strongly advised the managers to

adhere to the original scheme which had been ap-

proved. A recommendation to this effect was

adopted.

I The other day the electric supply undertaking of

theNorth Metropolitan Electrical Power Distribution

Co Ltd., at Enfield, was inaugurated. The under-

I takin" is w.orked in conjunction with the large

powe--distnbu:inn schema of the North Metropolitan

Electric PSwer Supply Co. Power is supplied in

bulk from the Brimsdown power-station, which is

situated about .3; miles away.

E.tate valued at £11,121 has been left by the late

Mr Eimund Farmer, formerly of the firm of

Debenham, Tewsou, Farmer, and Bridgewater, SJ,

Cheapside.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
.SOASE MED.ALI.ION' DESIGN FOR A,LARliE CtTV HOTEL.

—

DESIi-.SS FOR A BAKK.—COUNTRY COTTAr.E ISy.N.D.C.

SIBREV.

(©ur lUustrattuns. ..

A I..\RGE CITV HOTEL ; K.I.11..\. SO.VXIi MED.VLLIOX
PRIZE DESIGN'.

ExTEKXALi.Y I have made an effort in the design
to express the purpose of the building. The detail
is somewhat French, and of a playful rather than
severe feeling. The high semicircular-headed
windows to banquet-room suite match in general
outline those on the other side, which enclose
•bays to two stories of private suites. This treat-
ment was intended to bring the elevation into
line. In the frieze below the main cornice the
sculpture groups are intended to represent various
nations. In the centre of the court the group
under the pediment and dominating feature
which marks the entrance represents the meet-
ing of East and West, as a central group to
the cosmopolitan series. The elevations are
in Portland stone, and the crestings to the
ridges cut in the same material, the slates
similar to those used by Mr. Hare at Hammer-
smith Library and his new building in the
Strand. Speaking of the ground tioijr, the
entrances have all been arranged from the court
clear of trattii- in the centre of the long side. The
best apartments are all grouped at the south end
facing the open square, and these are arranged
round a marble stair which connects them with
the banquet-room suite on the first floor when
required in conjunction. The banquet suite can
be entered separately from the court as required
by the conditions. The lounge is placed centrallv
and entered direct from the court ; a portion of the
4omeover is glazed, and light is also obtained from
the winter garden. The visitors' entrance leads
to the visitors' h'iU and second marble stair,
.around which are grouped the coffee-room, read-
ling-room. inquiry and manager's oflBces, lifts,
.telephones. Arc. The grill-room is also provided
with a separate entrance. The coffee-room is
decorated and fitted in the i )ld English style, while
the other apartments are treated in a cheerful
modern manner, as indicated by the section :

some idea also of the central vista of the building
will be gathered from this drawing. (_)n the tir,.rt

floor the private apartments are shown around the
visitors' staircase : these are quite cut off from
the banquet-room suite by the dome to the lounge.
In this way the plan bears rather an iireguTar
.appearance: but this disappears on the second and
higher floors, which are devoted entirelv to
private apartments, the staff bedrooms being
nearest the roof. All supplies enter from the
back street, and to this gateway as an exit the
lire-escapes lead. Lifts, service-rooms, and con-
veniences are placed in suitable positions,
musicians' galleries are pro\ided between the
lounge and the winter garden, ami over the main
landing for the banquet-room. Both dining and
reading-rooms have terraces overlooking the
winter garden, and a verandah is placed in
front of the drawing-room overlooking the square.
^'" .light is taken from the gardens of the
adjoining houses, as this was forbidden bv the
conditions. H.tuoLii Cooper, A.R.I. B.A.

CHIPS.
In the case of the application made on behalf of

.\rthur Edwin Montague Smith (described in the
receiving order as A. M. Smith), Fleet-street, E.C.,
builder, the order of discharge has been suspended
for two years ending l")ec. LS, lOOS. In that of
James Smith, ToUington-park, and Bimham-road,
Tollington-park, X., contractor, bankrupt has been
discharged conditionally.

The ceremony of laying the foundation-stone of
the new concert-hall, to be called .St. James's Hall,
now being built on the site of St. Paul's Church, in
(ireat Portlaud-street, at a cost of £1(10,(100, will be
performed by the Lord Mayor and the Sheriffs at
noon on Saturday, April "JO. The hall is being built
from plans by Mr. A. Blomfield Jackson, and was
illustrated in our issue of Xov. 9, 1906.

At AValthamstow on Feb. '20, an inquu'y was
held on behalf of the Local Government Board by
Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Saiith as to the application by
the urban district councd for permission to borrow
£2, '264 for works of wood-paving in Markhouse-road
and Forest-road, and £755 for the purpose of piping
in Higham Hill Brook, and making up the roa(l from
Higham Hill-road to Higham-street.

Mr. .\lfred A. Winslow, the I'nited States Consul
reports that there will be a large demand for builders'
hardware, cement, lumber, structural iron or steel,

Arc, in \'alparaiso, Chile, for the next two or three
years, and believes it will pay producers to study the
market. The demand will be especially strong for
structural steel and corrugated iron, nearly all of
which has hitherto come from Germany and
England. More corrugated iron will be used now
than ever, for it is proposed to use it not only for
roofs, but extensively for sheeting or siding for
buildings.

Xew premises for the Xew Zealand Express Co.
have just been built in Christchurch, N.Z., in re-
inforced concrete and steel. Messrs. S. and A.
Luttrell, of that city, are the architects, and Mr.
W. H. Bowen is the contractor.

The new wing which has been added to St.

Patrick's College, Armagh, was formally opened
last week. The new building, which is intended to
serve the purposes of a study -hall and theatre, with
dormitory overhead, is lighted, in conjuuctiou with
the remainder of the college, by electricity. The
building cost about £3,000.

The City Council of Xottingham have adopted
the recommendations of the Improvement Com-
mittee as to the completion of the widening of
Meadow-lane and the construction of a new bridge
over the canal at a cost of £11,000.

The Mexborough and Swinton tramways scheme,
which is being constructed on the Dolter surface
system, is making good progress. After some delay,
the line has been opened from Rotherham to Kye-
croft and Bawiiiarsh. AVhen completed the scheme
will give direct communication between Sheffield

and Mexborough. Some time ago the Kotherham
trannvay system was linked up with the Sheffield

tramways.

The Town Improvement Committee of Xewcastle-
on-Tyne Corporation have instructed the city

engineer to prepare a scheme for the extension of

Market-street, whichwillbea modification of the 1889

scheme and the scheme lately rejected by the rate-

payers, to be presented, if possible, during the course
of the ensuing fortnight.

The town council of Edinburgh have confirmed
the decision of the recent meeting of the corporation

that the tramway lines authorised by the Act last

year from Leith -street to (_'anon-mdls, and along
East Claremont -street to Pilrig-street, be cabled. A
motion in favour of delay with regard to the cabling
of the (viaremont-street portion, on the ground that
if the corporation was committed to any form of

traction in connection with those routes it was not to

cable but to electricity, was rejected. It was agreed
to appoint Sir Alexander Kennedy as engineer,
conjointly with the burgh engineer.
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CmS'TRV COTTAGE, SUKKEY.

The site for the cottage illustrated faces duo west,

and is situate near the station, the architect being
Mr. Charles Xichola.s, A.K.I.B.A., of 19, Han-
over-square, W. The tirst floor contains fuiir

bedrooms, bath-room, \c., the plan of lower Moor
being shown. The south room has been arranged
for use as a drawing-room or large sitting-hall by
throwing back the folding doors, which shut off'

this room from the staircase hall. The building
will bo finished externally with roughciust and
bright red brick and tile dressings, and the roof

being covered with local tiling. Sash \vindows
have been adopted, with exposed frames and wide
sash bars.

ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION, 1907.

E are otficially informed that the day forw sending in architectural drawings to the
Royal Academy this year will be Thursday,
March 2S. Paintings will go in on Saturday,
March .'iO, and on Tuesday, April 2. This un-
usual arrangement of days is due to Good
Friday and Easter Day. Sculiiture will be
recei\ed on \Vedncsday, April o.

Corresponding with previous years, as a mutual
arranLiemeiit, we are prepared to receive drawings
forwarded to us prepaid, and ready for ex-

hibition in accordance with the Royal Academy
rules, and to send them in for our contributors on
the above date. Every drawing must be gilt-

framed and glazed, having a label attached, with
the title of the work plainly written, and name
and address of the author. This information must
likewise appear on the back of frame. Wide
margins add much to the risk of rejection, and
should be avoided. A letter addressed to the

Secretary of the Royal .\cademy must accompany
every consignment of drawings, giving names
and titles for the compiling of the catalogue.

Xo fonti-'tbntor mnij suhiiiit more than three tcor/cs

fur rxhibitio/i.

We must ask our friends to let us have their

works as early as possible, as time is growing
short, in order that reproductions may be made
before the exhibits go in ready for illirstra-

tion after the opening of the galleries in Slay.

We shall be obliged if this request i.s com-
plied with, and it is understood that drawings
entrusted to our keeping in this way may be
copied for publication as already mentioned.
Correspondents abroad wanting drawings framed
must send postal orders at the same time to cover

cost of such charges, for which we cannot other-

wise hold ourselves responsible.

A Local t government Board inquiry has been held

at Acton into the application ot the I'rban District

Council, to borrow an additional £20,000 for

purposes of their electric lighting undertaking.

A deputation from Sheffield, Councillor Cattell.

and the City Surveyor (Mr. C. F. Wike) visited the
Local Government Board's offices in Linden on
Friday as a deputation from the City Council to

explain the situation in reference to the proposed
loan for the model-cottage exhibition in Wincobank.
They were received by Mr. X'oel Kershaw.

The art gallery committee of the Manchester
Corporation propose to hold an exhibition of tha

collected works of Frederick .Shields, in the city art

gallery during the coming months of March and
April, and will be obliged if owners of such works,

who are willing to lend the same for this exhibition,

will communicate with Mr. Wilham Stanfieid, the

curator.

The new fire station in Windermere-road, Leigh,

Lanes, was opened on Friday. The buildings

comprise engine-house, stables, and superintendent's

house. There is a men's recreation-room, bath-

rooms, and lavatories, and space is left for the

future construction of men's dormitories.

The South wold Town Council has decided to ex-

tend the eight most southerly groynes by lOOft.

each, and to construct one additional groyne at an
estimated cost of £960. Sinct'on to borrow this

amount is to be applied for. The surveyor reports

that the low-w-ater mark has receded some 30ft. to

50ft. owing to the effect of the groynes to the north-

ward ; the beach had also become more level to the

south of the town, but no appreciible improve-

ment had occurred in the high-water mark.

The urban district conned of Chiswick have

decided to apply for sanction to a loan of £6,.i00 on
account of the extras in connection with the new
sewer.

The management of the Birmingham Gaiety

Theatre gave a dinner on Tuesday week to for-

mally open an extension which has recently been

made to the building. The extension consists of a

three-storied addition to the original premises. On
the ground floor there is a waiting-ball in which

about liOO patrons of the stalls and circle can shelter

from the weather ; on the second floor there is a

long apartment which can be used either for a rifle

range or for meetings; and above is a suite of

rooms for the manager of the theatre.

The Xew Hospital, Xuneaton, is being warmed
and ventilated by means of .Shorland's patent
double-fronted Manchester stoves with descending
smoke -flues, Manchester grates and ventilators, the

same t>eiug supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and
Brother, of Manchester.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the proposal of the Billericay Board of Guardians
for building receiving wards and making alterations

at the anion house at a cost not to exceed £3,600.
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COMPETITIONS.
Acton.—The lural jt:ipers report the proceed-

ings of the last Uistrict Council meetino^ at Acton,
when the disiistrous legacy consequent upon this

notorious competition for the municipal buildings

was dealt with midst mutual recriminations con-

cerning tho remuneration of the architect, Mr.
W. G. Hunt, to whom the ratepayers have become
indebted in the sum >>t £2,427 in regard to the

abandoned plans resulting from the competition

referred to. The report, which is too lengthy to

reproduce here, makes instructive reading for all

•concerned in glaring mismanageraent and abortive

•extravagance, upon the top of which it has further

been agreed to pay 3\- per cent, to the architect

for the revi.sed plans, based upon the estimated

cost of i;:io,000, which Mr. Councillor Hunt
described undi-r the circumstances as "a very I'uU

"fat fee," though ho agreed to it in order to avoid

a further cost to the ratepayers of £52.), which
would bo incurred if a new architect were

employed. We are not surprised to note that

several of the members of the council are not

seeking re-election, and one of these said "they
had lost the whip hand."

ASHTOX-IX-.M \KKKI lELD PlULU BaTHS CoM-
TETiTiox.— ;Mr. William Owen. J. P., F.P.I.B.A.,

of Warrington, the assessor appointed in this

competition, has selected the design submitted by
Messrs. .r. C. Prestwich and Son, architects,

Leigh, which has been confirmed by the council.

The competition was limited to architects prac-

tising within the Wigan and Leigh Union
districts, eight designs being submitted. The
<;ost of the buildings is estimated at £6,000.

Ixni'STRiAL Hygiene.—The Council of the
Society of Arts are prepared to award, under the

terms of the Benjamin Shaw Trust, a gold medal,
or a prize of €20. The medal, under the condi-

titions laid down by the testator, is to be given
*• For any discovery, invention, or newly-devised
method for obviating or materially diminishing
any risk to life, limb, or health, incidental to any
industrial occupation, and not previously capable
<it being so obviated or diminished by any known
and practically available means." Intending
^competitors should send in descriptions of their

inventions not later than Dec. ol, 1907, to the
Secretarv of the Society of Arts, Adelphi, London,
W.C Such descriptions may be sent in under
the inventor's name, or under a motto, accom-
panied by a sealed envelope, enclosing the name,
as preferred. The judges will be appointed by
the council. The council reserve the right of

withholding the prize or of awarding a smaller
prize or smaller prizes, if in the opinion of the

judges nothing deserving the full award is sent in.

SnK^^IEI,Il.—With regard to the recent site-

planning competition arranged in connection with
the Model Cottage Exhibition at Shetheld, for

laying out the High Wincobank land, the fol-

lowing awards have been made ; (Jold medal,
Messi-s. W. Alex. Harvey and Arthur McKewan.
Birmingham ; silver medal, Messrs. Currey and
Thompson, of Derby; bronze modal, Mr. Claude
Batley, of Kettering and London. The gold-
medal plan has been adopted by the Shefheld City
<_'ouncil, and the Local Uovernment Board oihcials

have promised to facilitate the work. The designs
ha%*e been exhibited this week at the town-hall,

Sheffield.

Messrs. Cook and Sons have carried out extensive
alterations and are now addinsf further to their
premises in Fleet-street. The whole of the Portland
stone used in the front has been supplied aud worked
by the Bath Stone Firms, Ltd. Messrs. Sraee aud
Houchiu are the architects, and Messrs. McCormick
and Sons, Islmcjton, the budders. The further
•exten'iion is being carried out by Messrs. Patman
and Fotheringham.

It is proposed to enlarge the historic church of
St. George, at Forduigtun, near Dorchester. A
featureot liie budding isau Early Norman tymi^anum
over the south door bearing a carvitig of St. (jeorge
<liscomtitnig the I'.iynira at the battle of Autioch. It
is proposed to increase the accommodation by ex-
tending the nave eastward aud removing the
Georgian chancel which was substituted for the
original chancel demolished in IT-tI. To this ob-
jection has been raised by Mr. W. D. Caroi-, archi-
tect to the Foclesiastioal Commissioners, who have,
however, j^iven the ])arish leave to apply for a
faculty for the removal of the chancel and the en

-

iargeiuent of the church, on couditiou that the
formulated ob]ection3 of their architect are laid
before the Chancellor of the diocese. The complete
plans for the enlargement and restoration of the
church will involve an expenditure of £7,000.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Is Ee C. Gray Hill, Covextey axu Fixsbuey.

—At the London Bankruptcy -court on Friday a

sitting was held before Mr. Registrar Hope for the

public examination of Mr. Charles (iray Hill,

builder and contractor, Godiva-street, Coventry,

and Coventry House, Fmsbury, residing at Broad-
water. Kenilworth-road, Coventry. The debtor, at

the date of his failure, was engaged in large con-

tracts connected with offices for the London. Edin-

burgh, and (ilasgow Assurance Company at Euston,

works at Euston Station, Lloyds' Bank buildings at

Dovei-, and the Nurses' Home at Coventry. The
accounts tiled showed liabilities £51,932 (£45,619 un-

secured), and assets £32.180. In exammation by
Mr. W. G. Chapman (official receiver), the debtor

stated that he started in business in lS8o, at Coven-
try, with a capital of £20,000. The causes of his

failure were losses on contracts and the locking up
of retention money on contracts at the time he was
pressed. Since the end of 1904 he had made practi-

cally no profit ; but he considered that his j^rivate

assets were sufficient to cover his debts. He had
only been pressed for money for a few months prior

to the failure. Debtor added that his illness in 189S

had resulted in a loss to him of between £6,000 aud
£7,000. The examination was concluded.

No Re>cedy for Abstraction of Water.—
English v. Meteopolitax Water Board. —
Judgment was given in this action on Feb. 14 by
Lord Alverstone, Lord Chief Justice. Following
the decision in *'Popplewell v. Hodkiusou," he
held that while the abstraction of water or soil by
the direct act of an adjoining proprietor may afford

ground for action, the abstraction or dimunition of

quantity by the withdrawal of support does not

come within the same principle. If the case is not
one of diiect abstraction, but of the withdrawal of

support of subterranean waters, no action can be
maintained. Dealing with the question of support
as distmguished from direct abstraction, no action

lies against the adjoining owner who lowers tlie

level of the sub>oil water. In the present case,

inasmuch as no water from a brook bounding the
plaintitr.s property got into or was pumped by
means of defendants' well, the only effect of certain

pumping operations carried on b}i the defendants
was to lower the level of the subsoil water under-
neath and at the sides of the brook from lOin. to

12in., with the result, no doubt, that this did cause
a diminution in the quantity of water passing the
plaintiff's land ; but this was a consequence of the
withdrawal of support, and of that alone, therefore
no action could be maintained by the plaintiff

against the defendants in respect of the abstraction
of water.

Drain or Sewer r—At North London last week,
Mr. William Robert Lawrence, surveyor, of
Chancery-lane, was summoned at the instance of
the Islington Borough Council in respect to a
nuisance which existed on premises in Calverley-
grove, Holloway, of which he was the receiver of
the rack rents. ]\Ir. Bramall appeared in sup-
port of the summons. Mr. Lawrence defended.
The facts were admitted. The drain, which had
been sanctioned by the late vestry, had become
defective, and the defendant was called upon to

repair it. He then raised the point that, as the
rainwater from another house, not included m the
system passed hy the vestry, was drained into the
system which h^id been sauctioned, the plan sanc-
tioned had not been adhered to, and the whole
system became a sewer repairable by the local

authority. Mr. Bramall admitted that this was so

under the case of "Heaver and others v. Borough
Council of Fulham," but according to the finding
of Mr. Justice C'hannell this could only apply to

properties which have been acquired by purchase.
Mr. Bramall said that diffirulties would be con-
stantly arising until some borough council had the
courage to go to the House of Lords. Ultimately,
Mr. Foidham said the point was an important one
and he should reserve his decision.

At Ooydon, on Tuesday, C il. W. R. Slacke. K E.,

held a Local Government Board inquiry into an
application by the Cr()yd("ni Kural District Council
for leave to borrow £I,li72 for works of sewerage in

Sandy -lane, Beddinglon.

On Saturday, the new Primitive Methodist
Church, erected in Front-street, Diptou, was
opened. The church, which will accommodate oOO
worshippers aud has cost £1,8011, is built of free-

stone. The school at the rear will hold 300 scholars.

The whole of the internal woodwork is of pitch-

pine. The premises have been built from the
designs of Messrs. Davidson and I'hiUipson, archi-

tects, of Newca-^tle, while Mr. T. Koynoldsou, of
Dipton, has carried out the contract.

The death of Mr. Walter Willis. M.I.C.E.,
A.K.C., occurred at his resideuce, oO, St. James'-

\
road, Tunbridge Wells, on Saturday, at the age of

;
62. The deceased for many years held the post of
superintendent of supplies at the West Middlesex

j

Waterworks. He removed to Tunbridge Wells on
i his retirement three years ago.

PARLIAMENTAKY NOTES.
The Pala( e of Westminster.—On the motion

of the Marquis ot Hipon (liOrd Privy Seal), a Select

Committee was appointed on Friday to continue the
inquiry with respect to the unfinished condition of

the rooms in the Palace of Westminster appropriated
to the service of the House.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Stoii^igrt.—The town council has held another
meeting in committee for the purpose of considering
the revised Kinder Waterworks scheme. The
deliberations lasted nearly four hours. It was
decided to proceed with the excavation of the
remaining portion of the tongue trench, and to make
such trial noles tor the wiug trenches as may be
considered necessary by the engineers, the cost of

the work, which is to be carried out by administra-
tion, not to exceed £12,000. Messrs. Hill and Sons,
the engineers, were instructed to prepare as rapidly

as possible the plan for the earth dam. The
question of appealing in the case of Kellett v. the
Corporation, in which the plaintiff was awarded
£')2,54(j, including £20,400 for breach of contract,

was also brought forward, and the waterworks
committee were asked to consider the matter, and
report their oi)iniou.

CHIPS.
Col. V. R. Slacke, an inspector under the Local

(iovernnient Board, held an inquiry at Headcorn,
Kent, as to an application from the HoUingbourne
Kural District Council for sanction to borrow
£1,210 for sewerage and sewage disposal in the
parish of Headcorn.

The Lord Mayor has consented to open the Inter-
national Building Trades Exhibition at Olympia on
Saturday*, Aprd (i. A vote of thanks to his lordshij)

will be proposed by Sir Aston Webb, K.A. The
promoter of the exhibition is Mr. H. Greville
Montgomery, M.P., who for the past 12 years has
conducted these exhibitions at the Koyal Agricul-
tural Hall, Ishugton.

The housing committee of the city council of
Coventry are about to bring forward a housiug
scheme for the consideration of the latter bod}'.

The corporation own some eight acres of land, and
on this it is proposed to build a large number of
workmen's dwellings. The proposal provides for
the erection of over 200 houses, and the total

estimated cost is nearly €oO,000.

The Cavendish Laboratory Extension Syndicate
of Cambridge I'niversity have proposed plans for

the new laboratory running along Free School-lane,
which will cost between £7,000 and £8,000.

The Duke aud Duchess of Rutland visited

Leicester on Wednesday, and laid the memorial
stone of a new wing to the Leicester lutirmary,
which is part of a scheme of extension involving an
outlay of over £oO,000. This is iu addition to large
recent extensions.

At Kettering, on Tuesday, Mr. Edgar Dudley, an
inspector under the Local Government Board, held
an inquiry with regard to au application by the
urban district council for sanction to borrow £4,3o()

for the purchase of a site for a depot in Rockingham

-

road.

The foundation-stone of a church-room which is

being added totheWesIeyanchapelat Southboroush,
Kent, was laid on Thursday m last week. Mr.
C. H. Strange, of Tunbridge Wells, is the architect,

and Messrs. Wallis and Harmer are the builders.

The r\iral district council of Watford recently
received a claim from Mr. H. Brown, the contractor
who has carried out the Abbot's Langley sewerage
scheme, for the sum of £1,700 for exti'a work done
over and above the contract. The surveyor to the
council reported at the last meeting thit he con-
sidered t!l,)JO ) was due. It was decided to offer Mr.
Brown £1,300, to be paid in five yearly instalments,

with 4 per cent, interest.

There was a Local Government Board inquiry at
Tiiucoln last Thursday, before Mr. W. O. E. Meade
King, with reference tc an application by the city

council to borrow money for waterworks purposes.

The amount named iu the application was £ll,0S2,
for tilter-bedsand the renewal of the aqueduct to the
Hartsholme Lake aud Ballast Pits and new tanks
connected with these sources of supply ; but the
actual cost of these works was stated to be £1-j,0-'>1.

There was no opposition.

Mr. Robert Adcock, the senior partner in the late

firm of Adcock and Sons, builders and contractors,

of Wattou, Xorfolk, died last week. He had reached
the age of 80 years.

New oak choirstalls and prayer-desks have been
recently completed at St. Paul's Church, Clapham,
S.W. They are from the designs of Mr. T. E.
Lidiard James, F.R.I.B.A., the builders being
Messrs. TroUope and Colls, Ltd.
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The candidates at the election for the London

County Council, to be decided to-morrow Satur-
day) inchide four architect^—Messrs. Lewen
Sharp (Brixton) and A. Y. JIayell (South I'ad-

dington), standing as Progressives, .and Philip E.

Pilditch (East Islington) and H. Jarvis (West
Xewington), Jloderates ; one surveyor, Mr. -J.

Jeffery (Peckham'. Progressive: three builders,

Messrs. J. S. Bird (Limehouse) , Independent
'Howell J. Williams (South Islington , Pro-
gressive, and !•'. I.. Dove ^^orth Islington ,

Jloderate ; one retired builder, Mr. C. Winkley
(South Hackneyl , Jloderate : one timber mei-chant,

Mr. J. Williams North Lambeth, Jloder.itc :

one carpenter. Mr. J. T. Westcott Hammer-
smith", Labour Party ; and one bricklayer. Jlr.

J. Fitzgerald, Socialist. (Those whose names are

marked with an asterisk are members of the out-

going council.'

Mil. ,Tonx C. Packviui, of the High School.

Brookline, Mass., sends to Xi'litrr a description of

an apparatus he has devised to determine the

resultant of two motions at right angles to one
another, one uniform, the other uniformly accele-

rated. A steel ball, lin. in diameter, is placed at

the top of an inclined plane of plate-glass, and is

made to acquire a uniform motion in a horizontal

direction by being rolled down an auxiliary

incline behind a ledge ; the ball is then allowed to

roll down the glass plane. .\ tracing of the curve
generated by the ball is secured by ti.xing a sheet

of squared paper to the plane and a piece of soft

carbon paper over it. The ball in rolling over the

carbon paper leaves its trace on the squaied paper
beneath. A study of the curve thus generated
enables the pupil to arrive at the laws of uniformly
accelerated motion.

Ax exhibition of objects of interest in connection
with the proposed Channel Tunnel was opened
on Monday by Lord Stalbridge at the Thhiair

rendezvous, Bouverie-street. Baron Einile

d'Erlanger presided, and among those present

were Sir Alfred Turner and Mr. Arnold Morley.
The exhibition, which comprises a large model of

the tunnel, and a number of nrjps, charts, and
other objects associated with the scheme, will

remain open until to-morrow. The chairman, in

opening the proceedings, said that the promoters
of the undertaking had no fear, should it reach
the Committee stage, of not being able fully to

demonstrate the great benefits which England
would derive from the construrtion of the tunnel.

Their only fear was that the somewhat noisy

opposition to the scheme and the condemnation of

some military experts—which they had had no
opportunity of proving fallacious—shoidd stide the

Bill on the motion for second reading, and thus

deprive them of the legitimate opportunity of full

investigation. Lord Stalbridge, in declaring the

exhibition open, stated that his first connection
with the scheme dated back to 1S67. The first

blow whi^-h it received was the Franco-Uernian
war, and the delay ga\'e time for sentimental and
military objections. Times were now more
favourable, as there was an immense expansion of

the rnfnitr r^/rdit/lf'. It was almost impo-ssible to

foretell the probable traffic, but he believed that

if the present scheme were carried out it would
resiJt in a further double line having to be con-

structed. As regarded the military objections, he
should be sorry to see the insular position of

England made worse in any way, but he could

not believe that the authorities, with all the

modern appliances at their command, would be

unable to safeguard the tunnel from any sudden
raid. Sir A. Turner said it would take from I'ii

to 14 days to bring an army eorps through the

tunnel, even if this country assented to the pro-

ceeding. Lord Stalbridge, replying to a vote of

thanks, pointed out that, if the scheme could be
carried out with steam traction, its possibilities

under electric traction would be far greater.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
FiiiDAV (T-j-uAV .— .\..A. Smuking ConrLTt. s p.m.

Moso.w. — Royal Academy Loctures on Architecture
No. 4, " The Limitariona of the Arts." by
Ke!;;nild T. UloratlelJ, A.R.A. 4 p.m.
Royal Institute of British Arehiteet*.

liusmess Meetiner. Report of the Council
I in the Resolutions with regard to the
Uiiestion of Uegistnition. 8 p.m.

Society of Art.s. " Romanesque (Jma-
ment.'' 'Cantor Lecture No. 'J, by F.
Hamilton Jackson, s p.m.

TcEsDAV.— Society of Art'. " British Miilava." by Sir

W. Hood Treacher. K.C.M.li. 4.;)0 p.m.
.Arrhitfctural Assoeiati'tn of Ireland.

' .\ Modem Art Gallery for Ireland,'' by
R. Caulfeild Orpen. n.A. 8 p.m.
Liverpool .\rchitectural Society.

" .\rchiteeture and Craftsmmship " hv
lieitinald T. HlomHeld, .\.R.A.

Institution of Civil En^rineer*. Ordi-
nary Meeting. Discussion on the LiraitJi

of Thermal Elficiency in Internal (Com-
bustion Motors. 8 p.m.

Wedxesd.vv.- Sitciety of Arts. "The l>iscovery of the
South Eastern Coaltield," by Professor
W. Boyd Dawkins. D.Sc, K.K.S. 8 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

" The Treatment of Scottish Ecclesi-

astical Buildiojjs," by Dr. Hay Fleminj;.

8 p.m.
.Viehitectural Association : Discussion

Section. " Sewage Disposal," by F. J.

Osborne Smith. .\ K I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

English .\rchi

OTHER METALS.

TnCR.sDAV.— Carpenters' Hall Lecture.
by C. U.

" Spanish
Prentice,

tecture in the ITth Century,'
Ashbee, M.A. s p.m.

Fridav (March 8}.—Architectural Association.

.Architecture," by -\. N.
F.R.I B.A. spui.
Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's

Society- " Building Stones of Scotlant,"

by Peter McXair. 8 p.m.
' Institution of Civil Engineers. Students'

Sleeting. " Cnrr ugations on Tram-Rails,"
by .V. T. .irnall. 8 p.m.

Satcrdav (March 9).—Annual Dinner of Clerks of Works
Association. Hotel Cecil, ti.lo p.m.

THE ARCHITECTURAL A8S0CTATI0X.
M\KCU -tl. : ORDINARY GKNEK.VL MFETIXG ;.t 1^

Tufton^lre^'. \V.-tmin>ter. S.W,. ;it -..IMI |. m PAPER !• Mr. A
X. PRENTICE, on •S|iiniisti Arcliitt-clure, ' illustrated hy Untert

"mxRCH lUlir SPRING V|SlT-tn ISLINGTON LIBRARIES
N.irth Br:imh, Manor mad. near Seven Si-ter^n<nJ iMr. Henry T
Hare, .\rrliiteft . 'i :*t CVntnil Ilranoh, MoIlow4V-rw«tl. :i.l3 Mr
Ilen'r T. Hare. Arehite.t . West Omnrh. Thornliih-squ»re„N.. 1 !'

Profe**or Bere?.fonl VtW. Xrcliitei-I K.>r full |>irlicul;ir«.. >«( lln

" Archile^'tural A*s«»ci«Iiun Jfjrnal " f.>r M:iri ti.

HENHVTAN'XEK, Jr. "

C.ttDXT.NEB SMITH Hon. Seiv

Mr. Sydney Moss, of Rochbauk, Kccl^;?, has won
the first prize of t.)0 offered by the Local t.iovera-

ment Board for Ireland for designs of labourera'
cottages suitable for rural districts.

The corporation of Cambridge have decided to

construct bacteria beds, in connection with the
sewage disposal works, at an outlay of £1,440-

Sanction has been obtained from the Local
Government Board by the Hammersmith Guardians
of an expenditure of €220,017 on the erection of the
workhouse and infirmary.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
STAPLE INN Bl ILIUNGS. HOLRORN. W.C.

An EXAMINATION to quuhfv Tor MEMBERSHIP "ill I.-- liel.l on
M \RCH 26tli. JTtli. and ii^tli. l»t'. Mnnilicter :in(i Lundon. Entrie-
I'lo-ii- March itli, s^ Ihilm'* nnd eutrv form free of cliar^e ou
:,Hpl..!ition to tl..- •sECRETVUY.

Tele:rr;.m^: " ( r^.l. L-md-.u-" T.-l.-fl'ime : IST.i llulliorn.

LATEST PRICES.—

—

IKON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rjlled-Iron Joists. Belgian £5 10 to £5 15

Kolled-Steel Joist-s, English 7 5 0,, 7 15

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 6 17

Boiler Plates. Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedahill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £S 1m. to £9.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 10 ...£11

Best ditto 14 ... 1110
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
0to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
P- 10- 10 6 11- ll'i I'J - 120 Wti 14'6 percwt.
Cast-iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire !> •'i „ 1 10

RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 S „ 7 10

„ „ „ Galvanised. 9 0,, 9 10

Cast-iron Sa.sh Weights 4 17 „ 4 17

Cut Floor Brads 10 10 „ 10 ID

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 5 „ -
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £1 2 6 to £6 7 6

4in.to6in. 6 0,, 650
7in. to 'Jlin. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition. 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, LilleshaU llOs. Od. to 1179. 63.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard

lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) ;

—

Gas-Tubes 67Jp.o.

Water-Tubes , 62J „
Steam-Tubes SH „
Galvanised Gas-Tubea '..^. 65 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes BO „
Galvanised St«aiu-Tubes „ <IS „'

Spelter. Rilesian £2S
Lead Water Pipe, Town 2.3 2 U

Country 24 7 «
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 2-1 12 «

Country 24 17 U

Lead Pipe, "Tinned inside. Town 24 12 6

„ ,, ,. ,, ('<mntry 25 17 6
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside ..Town 2-i 2 6

>, „ ,» », Country *27 7 6
Composition Gas-pipe, Town 2.^ 2 ij

„ „ Country . 26 7 (i

Lead Soil-pipe (5in. and 6in.

extra) Town 25 2 H

„ „ „ „ Country '2> 7 (i

Lead Shot, in 'iSlb. bags 15

CopperSheets. sheathing and rods 121

Copper. British Cake and Ingot .. 112

Tin, Straits 192 15

Do., EngUsh Ingots 193 5

Pig Lead 2) 17 6
Sheet Lead, Town 22 12 li

„ „ Coimtry ., 23 17 «

Genuine White Lead 27

Keaned Red Lead 24 15

Sheet Zinc 35
Old Lead, against account 18 11 3

Tin per ewt. 11

Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 '.<

TIMBER.
Teak, BiuTnah per load £9
„ Bangikok , ... 8 15

Quebec Pine, yellow per load 3 12 6

„ Oak ... 5 10

„ Birch 2 7 6

„ Elm 4

„ Ash 4 2 6
Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 3 5
Fir „ ... 3 10

Wainscot, Riga p. log ..,......;.;;„ * 5

Lath, Dantsic. p.f 4
St. Petersburg 4

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—:
by llin. :—

Quel)ec, Pine, Ist £22
2nd H
3rd 11 10

Canada Spruce, 1st 11
•2nd and 3rd 9

New Brunswick 8 10

Riga 8
St. Petersburg 8
Swedish 7 10

Finland 8 15

White Sea 10 5
Battens, all aorta 3 IS

Flooring Boards, per squ&re of lin. :

—

1st prepared £0 14

2nd ditto 12 6

Other qualities 4 6

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10

Memel, cr. pipe 220

Memel, brack 190

lOowt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

to £23 10

19 5

121 10
li:i 10

193 5

193 10

to £20
„ 17 10

6 5

9 5

BO
„ 9

7 5

6 15
„ 5

„ 5 10

„ 6
6

12ft. by IJin.

to £.35

„ '23 15

„ 14

„ 16

„ 10 13

9 l.i

9

„ 17

„ 20 10

9

„ 20 10

„ 13

to £0 16
13

12

to £4S
„ '230

„ 200

WOOD.
BfiLDlsG Wood.

Deals : 3in. by llin. and lin. by
Oin. and Uin

Deals: 3 by 9
Battens : 2iin. by 7in. anl 8in.,

and 3iQ. 6y Tin. and Sin

Battens; 2i'by6and 3by0

Deals: seconds
Battens: seconds

2in. by tin. and '/in. by »)in

2in. by 4Jin. and 2in. by 5in. ...

I oreign ."'awn Boards —
lin. and liin. by 7in

At per standard.

£ s. d. £ » d.

13 10 to 15

13 „ 14

11
10

„ 12
less than

7in. Sc Sin.

less than best

10 .,

9 to

8 10 „
10
9 10

10

Jin.

more than
battens.

10
At per load of .50ft.

4 10 to 5
4 10

3 15
U

3 10
3
4 15

23
IH
'20

19

U 10

U
12

Fir timber : best middling Daozig
or Memel

Seconds 4 10
Small timber Sin to lOin. 3 12 6

Small timber tiin. to Sin S D

Swedish balks « 10

Pitch-pine timber iWft. average 4 0.

JoisBRs' Wood.
White Sea: first yellow deals. At per slMidard

.

3m. by llin 24 to 25

Sin. by 9in 21

Battens, 2lin. and 3in. by 7in. 16 10

Second yellow deals. Sin. by lin. 18 10
SmbyOin. 17 10

Battens, 2iin. and .'iin. by ?in. 13 10

Third yellow' deals, 3in. by llin.

andilin 13 10

Battens, 21in. and .Tin. by 7io. 11

Petersburg first yellow deals.

Sin. by llin 21

Do. .sin. by 9in ...18
Battens 13 W

Secondyellowdeals,3in.by llin. 16

Do. 3in. byOin 1110
Battens HO

Third yellow deals. Sin. by llin. 13

Eo. 3in. bySm 12 10

Battens 10

White Sea and Petersburg-
First white deals, 3in. by llin. 14 10

3in. by Oin. 13 10

Battens 11

Second white deals, Sin. by lUn. 13 10

Sin. by 9in. 12 10

battens 10 0-

Pitch pine : deals 18

Under 2in. thick extra .. 10

22 10
11 10
15
17

16
12 10

14
14
11

15 10

14 10

12
14 10

13 10

U
21
1
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8}

and over.

9

22

Yellow Pine— Fii-st, regular sizes £14
Oddments 32

Seconds, regular sizes 33
Yellow Pine t)ddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube..
Danzig' and Stettin Oak Logs—

Large, per ft. cube
Small

Wainscot Oak Loga, per ft. cube..
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. 8up.,

as inch
3in. do. do

Dry Mahogany— Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch ,..

Selected, Figury, per ft. auper.
as inch

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch
Teak, per load 17
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube...

Prepared Flooring. &c.

—

lin. bv Tin. yellow, planed and
shot

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 14

l]in. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 16

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
shot 12

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 12

Ijin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 15

^in. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards

lin. by Tin. „ ,,

fin. by Tin. white „
lin. by Tin. „ „

bin. at 6d. to 9d. per square less than Tin.

STONE.'
Darley Dale, in blocks perfootcube £0
Red MansBeld, ditto >, ...

Closebum Red Freestone, ditto „ ...

Ancaster, ditto ., ...

Beer, ditto „ ...

Red Corsehill. ditto „ ...

3 6
2 9
6

9i

Per square.
13 B to IT

11 , It
n 14 . , 18

10 , 11
12 s . 15

2 3
2 4i
1 lOJ
1 10
1 B
2 2
1 10
2 10

2 8

1 3

Greenshill, ditto

Hard York, ditto ...

Ditto ditto tiin. sawn both sides, landings,

random sizes per foot sup.

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes „ ...

• All F.O.R. London.
Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £3 1

Delivered on road waggons, Paddmgton
Depot „ ... 1 6J

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot „ ... 1 Bj

Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station „ ...010

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... „ ... I 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

White.
Base Bed.

1 5i ... £0 1 7}

2 1 2 2J

delivered,

at railway station.

Brown
Whit Bed,

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry perfootcube £0

Delivered on road waggons
at Paddington Depot ...

Ditto Nine Elms Depot...

Ditto Pimlico Wharf

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 8 per 1,000 alongside, in river.

Rough Stocks and
Grizzles 16 ,, ,, ,,

Picked Stocks for

Fai'ings 2 10
Flettcins 18
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Fre-ssed

Ruabon Facing... 5
Best Blue Pressed

Staffordshire 3 15
Do. Bullnose 4
Best Sti lurbridge
Fire Bricks 3 11

Glazed Bricks.
Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11

Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers in
Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Stretchers,
and Header 12

Uuoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers.. 15
Double Headers ... 14
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
Eud 15

Splays, .Cham-
fered, Squints ... 14

Second Quality
White and
Dippe.d Salt
Glazed

8. d.

Thames and Pit Sand 7 per yard, delivered.
Thames Ballast 5 6 „ „
Best Portland Cement 27 per ton „
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 „ „

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

2 less than best.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at rly. stu.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc2i)xl0,..12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.

., ,. ... 16 X 8 .. 6 12 6 „ ,, „
Blue Bangor ... 20x10. .13 2 6 „ „ „

,
20x12. .13 17 6 „ „ ,.

Firstquality 20x10. .13 „ „
,

20x12. .13 15

., ., ... 16x 8... 7 6 „ „ „
Eureka unfading
green 20x10. .15 17 6 „ „ „

„ 20x12.. .18 7 6 „ ,. ..

„ „ ... 18x10. ..13 5 „ „ „
... 16x 8 ..10 5 „ „

Permanent green 20x10... 11 12 6 „ „ ,,

„ „ ... 18x10... 9 12 6 „ „ „
„ „ ... 16 » 8 .. 6 12 6 „ „ „

TILES.
s. d.

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 at rly. station

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. „ ,,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 52 6 ,. ,, ..

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz.

Ruabon red, brown, or brin-
dled do. (Edwards) 57 6 per 1000

Ornamental do 60 ., „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. „ ,,

Valley tiles 3 „ „ „
Red or Mottled Staffordshire

do. (Peake's) 51 9 per 1000 „
Ornamental do ol

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
'• Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000
Ornamental tiles 50 ,,

Hiptiles 4 Operdoz.
Valley tiles 3 8
*' HartshiU " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced 50 per 1000

Pressed 47 6 „
Omiimental do 50 „
Hiptiles 4 Operdoz.
Valley tiles 3 6

1 per doz. at rlv. station

8

TENDERS.
•*• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by givintr

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information.

Bristol.—For erecting a new house, for Mr. S. Pirn
Jackson. Mr. W. H. Watkins, A.R.I.B.A., 15, Clare-
street, Bristol, architect :

—
Lewis, T. R. (accepted) £925

Bro.vdstairs.—For proposed pair of villas, Dickens-
road, for Mr. S. Nash. Mr. W. Leonard Dowton, City
Bank Chamlaers, Bedford-row, W.C, and Broadstairs,.

architect ;
—

BrowQ, E £1,085
Martin, W. W 980
Forwalk, J. H 975 1"

Holboura, E. G 953
Price Bros 910
Goodburn, H 9D0 o
Fuggle, G. H 893
May. ,T. T. (accepted) 8j9
Miriams, G. 799

(Architect's estimate, £900.)

Chelsea. S.W. — For the erection of a secondai-y

school, Hoitensia-road, for the London County Couaeil
Education Corariiittee :

—

Martin, Wells, and Co., 25, Auck-
land-street, Vauxhall £28,491

Garrett, J., and Son, 83, Balhaiu
Hill

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £32 10
~

. „ ... 29 u

, „ ... 26 15

„ ... 40

to £33 5

Do:, brown T „ „ ... 29 u „ 29

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 26 15 „ 28 15

OUve, Spanish 40 „ 40 10 G

Seal, pale 22 „ 23

Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 47

Do., Ceylon „ ... 43 „ 43 11

Do., Mauritius , ... 40 „ 41

Pahn, Lagos 35 10 „ 36
Oleine „ ... 17 5 „ 19 5
Sperm „ ... 34 „ 35

Lubricating U.S per gal. 7 0,, 086
Petroleum, refined „ ... 6J „ 6;

Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 16 0,, 1 6 u

Do., Archangel ... 19 6 „ 10
Turpentine, American ...per tun 37 „ 37 5

Linseed Oil per gal. 2 l.J „ —
Baltic OU 2 8,, —
Turpentine „ ... 4 2J „ —
Putty per cwt. 7 6,, —

GLASS.
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz. Net.
Fourths l|d. ... 2.;d. ... 3id. ... 4id. „
Thirds 2Sd. ... 3gd. ... 4d. ... M

Fluted Sheet 3Jd. ... 4Jd. ... 4id. ... 5}d. „

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : jin 3 ifiin. ^in.

. iii. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.
4d. ... 5Jd.

Per gallon.

2]d.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass :

VARNISHES, &c.
Kne Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak 10 6

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak . 12 6

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of churches 14 C

Fine Elastic Carriage 12 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 016
Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 11"
Eggshell FliittiDg Varnish 18

White Cupal Euamel 1 4

Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Pohsh 10 6

In the case ot the application on behalf of Walter

Edward Mumford, Wood Green, Middlesex, con-

tractor, the order of discharge has been suspended

for two years and six months, ending July 21, 1909.

In that of John Henry Clarke, South Wigston,

Leicestershire, builder, discharge has been suspended

for two yeai-8, ending Jan. 'J 1, 1'.I09.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
iPPLT TO—

•WM. OLI"VER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunhiU Row, LONDON, E.G.

28,430
Bowyer. J. and C. Upper Norwood 27 ,.378

O

26,997 O

200
811 16
768
735
693

4

a

677
499

9

51 13
45 15
46
42

185 10
140
137 10

Allen, J., and tions, IvUburn
Johnson, W., and Co., Wandsworth
Common 2o,830

Coles, A. N., New Town Chambers,
Plymoubh 26,T06 15 (>

Walli^, 1-i. E., and Sons, Maidstone 2i.68T

PatricK, J. and M., Wandsworth ... 2H.38*

Davey, F. and E., Southend-on-Sea 26,3T5

HoUidiy and Greenwood, Lough-
borough Park Works 2t),29T

Clayton, E. J., Aldme Works,
Shepherd's Bush 25.T9t 8 10

Wall, C. Ltd., 4. Lloyd's-avenue .. 24,520 4 4
Nightintrale, B. E., Albert Embank-
ment* 2t,331

• Recommended for aceepiance.

CBiCKLKwottD, N.W.—For the supply of fencing for

landatCrieklewood, tor the Metropolitan Water Board:—
Bayliss, Jones, and Bayliss £'2"28 7 (i

Hill and Smith (ac'epted) -Ml 15

Crvst.\l Pai,,\cf.. S.E.—Foe alterations to tank, &e.,

adjoining Crystal Palace, for the Metropolitan Water
Board ;

—
Construction of steel roof, Sec. :

—
Westwood, J., and Co.. Mdlwall ... £1,200

Measur^^s Bros., Croydon
Walker, C. and W., Doanin^ton ...

Fraser, J., a^d Son, Millwall

Pigfjott. T., and Co.. Birmingham
Westwood and Wright, Brierley

Hill. Staffs

Jones and Co.. Goswell-road •

Provision of special castings

:

Holwell Iron Co
Cochrane and Co.
Fijgott and Co.

Stanton Ii-onworks Co.*
Provision of steel p'pe^ :

—
Lloyd and Lloyd
Pig^ott and Co.

Spencer and Co. ^

* Recommended for acceptance.

Gi.ESKiELD.—For the construction of stoneware pipe

sewers, 9m. and t>in. in diameter, together with manholes,

ejector chamber, tanks, and filter, engine-house, and
other incidental works rei^uired in connection with the

sewerage of the parish of Glenlield, Leicester, for the

Blaby Rural District Council. Mr. J. Turner. Blaby-

road, South Wig:*ton. near Leicester, engineer and
surveyor :

—

Keetch and Wainer, Nottingham ...

Hutchinson, J., and Son, Leicester

Lane Bros., Mansfield
Johnson and Laugley, Leicester ...

Wright,!)., and Co., South Wigston
Fox, T., Leicester

Flower, E., Bolton
Ward and Tetley, Bradford
Macdonald J., Oxford
Ball, J. T.. Barrow-on-Soar
Barry, H., RadclitFe-on-Trent
Holme, J., and Son, L^jicester

Palmer, A., Leicester
drton. E , Coalville

Smith, W., Glentield

Hickman, T.. IMarketHarborough..
Mason and Uavie, Kirby Muxloe...

H.A.^Ds^\ .jRTri. — For erecting laundry and manual work-

shop at the Wattville-street Council Schools, for thf>

Education Committee. Messrs. Wood and Keudrick,

High-street, West Bromwieh, architects :

Walton Bros
Buck, J
Smith, H , and Son
Cane, G., and Son
Hardy, T
Ingram, W. I., and Son
Elvins, T
Atkinson, J
Webb, J
Webb, G., and Son
Maddocks and Walford
Dallow, J., and Son
Bishop, W ., King'sHeath (accepted)

LriTON. — For erecting new shop, stores, bakery,

stabling, &c., at Lutton, Cornwood. tor the Cornwood and

District Co-operative Society. Mr. W. Harvey, Corn-

wood, architect ;— .^-^ „ /^

Flashman ^'^^ «

Lakeman '^ 2 ^
Yabsly '86

Stevenson, Plymouth (accepted) ... (4o O

I

{Contintted on page X I'll.)

;3,975

3,764 15
3,535 16
3,539
3.500 10 «•

3,300
3,443 1 H
3,414 15 10
3.40O U
3,395
3,333 u
3,321 5 10
3,293 u
3.289

3,240
3.103 u
3,0i5 u

£1,336
1,315
1,290

1,227
1.195
1,190 14
1,190
1,159
1,158
1,156

1,150 10 u
1,120 u
1,097
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Castleford—Dual Secondary School f£00 places I (local; Walter
H.Brierle!-. F.R.I, B.A.. Assessor) f.M. £23 Alfred Wilson. Clerk to Governors. 8tation-road, CasUeford, Yorkj Mar. 5Wimblednn— Elementary School (1.000 places), Felham-road
John W. Simpson, F.E.I. B. A.. Assessor) £l.i5 (mcrsedl. £100. £tO A. Steele Sheldon. Clerk. 12, Queen's-road. Wimbledon „ 8

Bishop Auckland-Secondary School (As.sesaor) .5 per cent. ; £20, £10 J. A. I.. Rohson. Secretary. Shire Hall, Durham ... . ..15
Failsworth-Public Library (limit £3.000) £20, £10 H. O. Broome. I'.D.C. Clerk. Kailnworth .. 2«
Walker. Xewca-^fle-on-Tyne—Model Cottages H. I!. Alrtrirtsc. Org. Reeretarv. Burr IIill. Xowcastle-on-Tyne April 2
Firth Park, Shettield-Model Cottages

: H. IS. Aldridse, Org. Secretary. 45. Bank-street. Sheffield 'J

London, S.W.—County Hall iR. Norman Shaw, R.A., and
W. E. Riley, F.R.I.B.A., Assessors) £210 to each competitor in final The Architect, L.C.C., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W Aug. 27

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

h

BUILDINGS.
Botallack—Pair of Residences Botallaek Mine Co Oliver Cildwell, F.R.I. B. A.. Victoiia-siuare. Penzance Mar. 2
Leeds—Shops and Hotel. Commercial-street Henry Child Thomas Winn and Son, .Vrchitects, at. Albion-street. Leeds 2
Salford—Workshops at Mains Depot Eleclricit}' Committee The Borouu-h Elec Engineer. Frederick-road. Pendleton. Salford ... „ 2
Chisledon—Rebuilding Elm Tree Iim Bishop and Fisher. Architects, Regent's-eircus, Swindon 2
Bumtwood—Alterations to Schools Staffordshire Education Committee... Graham Balfiur, Director of Education, Stafford 2
Gilfach Bargoed— Thirty-three Houses Cottaae Building Club W. Harris. Architect, Gilfach Bargoed 2
Pontfadog—House T. Hughes Ed. Oreen-Davies, Architect, Pla.s-vn-Llan, Gobowen 2
Ossett— Storage Warehouse at Calder Vale Mills B. Watson. Architect. Upper Tavloi -street. Batlev 4
Alnwick— Additions to Branch Bank Barclay and Co Hicks and Charlewood. Archts., tI7,Westgate-st.. Xewcastle-on-Tyne „ i
Walsall—Chimney Stack jl:iCl't.\ Wolverhampton-street Corporation .John R. Cooper, Town Clerk. Council House, Walsall

, i
•Gildersome-Stable Trban District Council Harold B. James, Clerk, Council Offices, (iildersome I

Brighton- Roedean Junior House School J. W. Simpson and M. Avrton, Arch's.. :t. Verulam BIdgs.. W.C... ,. I

Heage— Extension of Endowed School Derbyshire Education Committee George H. Widdows, A.R.I.B.A., St. Marys Gate. Derby 4
Look's Heath— School Hants County Council W. J. Taylor. County Surveyor, The Ca-tle. Winchester „ 4
Bamsley—Additions to Cooper Xurses' Home Beckett Hospital Governors R. and W. Dickson. Architects. .5, Ivv^tgiite. Bamslev ,

;*»

Kinsston-on-Thames—Enlai^ement of Head Post Office ; H.M. Commissioners of Works J. Rutherford. H.51. l itfice of Works, Storey's Gate.' S.W 5
St. Bees—Additions to Grindal House Grammar School Governors A. Huddart. Architect, 0, Lowther-street, Whitehaven .5

Milford Haven—Cookery .and Laundry Rooms at School D. E. Thomas and Son, Architects. Victoria-place. Haverfordwest... ,. 5
Adlington—Council School (180 places) Cheshire County Council Arthur Brocklehurst. Architect. 30. Brown-street. Manchester 5
Nortam —Reconstructing Chamberlavne Bath Southampton Corporation The Boroush Engineer's Olhce, Southampton „ S
ShetHeld—Annexe at Fulwood ' Royal Hospital Gibbs and Florkton. Architects, M, St. .Tames's-row, Sheffield 5
Mottram St. Andrew— School !'150 places) Cheshire Count\- Council John Cubbon, Architect, 4, Chapel Walks, Manchester a
Yelling—Additions to School Hunts County Education Committee.. S. G.Cook. Clerk, 36, High-street, Huntingdon 5
Ijartmouth—Alterations to Hospital Ship Port Sanitary Authority Svdney J. Pope. Clerk. Victoria-road. Dartmouth .'i

Kidwelly—Additions to Morfa CM. Chapel Trustees W. Jones and W. D. Morgan, Architects, I'eatre ,

Bowmont Forest—House The Chamberlain to Duke of Ro.\burshe. KeLso, N.B , 7
Jlorley- Extensions to Peel Mills W. and E. Jackson T. A. Buttery and S. B. Birds, .Vrchilects, Queen-8tr«t. Morley , 7
Doncaster— Retort-House Gas Committee R. Watson. Engineer. Gasworks. ]>onca.ster .. „ 7
Sheftield— E-xcavations for Post Office H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary. H.M. ( itfice of Works. Storey's (iate, S.W 7
Caimarthen—Alterations to Police Station Corporation The Borough Surveyor's Office. John-street. Carmarthen 8
Furnace. Llanelly— Enlarging Saron CM. Chapel .................. Committee William Harrie.». 2. Ynys-y-rwm-road. Furnace. Llanelly ,, V
Coventry—Eight Labourers' Cottages ... . Sewage Farm Committee J. E. Swindlehurst, Cirv Engineer, St. Mary's Hall, Coventry ,. 9
Llandaff-Additions to Penpentre ......!..."."!!.!!!!.!"!!!. W. H. Dashwood Caple, F.R.I.B..\., i. Church-street, Cardiff n
Crymmych—Warehouse '....'.'.'.....'.'.'..'.'.'.".'..'. Vale of Tivy Co-operative Society ... The Chairman, Co-operative Society. Priory-street, Cardiff
^vea—Warn House. Lower Lanner "..."..'. John Wesley Vincent George Gow. Tregottinan Othce. Truro ,. 9
Ebbw Vale—Workmen's Hall ". Colliery Workmen's Trustees Hy. Waters. Architect. Beaufort. Mon 9
Stratford. E.—Additions to West Ham Hospital ... .' Committee H. Percy Adams, F.R.I.B..\.. 21). Wobum-place. W.C „ 11
A\ orkington—Foul Villas at Townhead .'. W. H. is'uzum. Architect, Frostoms-road, Workington 11
Ilford-School (1,2.^0 placesl, Cphall-road "!!' "'.'. Urban District Council C J. Dawson. Architect, 11. Cranbrook-road, Dford 11

Winchmore Hill -Extending Isolation Hospital. World's End Enfleldand Edmonton Jt. Hos. Board Richard Collins. Public Offices. Enfield .^ 11

Ravensthorpe-Xine Houses, Hebble-street Co-operative Society David H. Lumb, Archit«ct, Bowling Green, Ravensthorpe 11
Barrow-in-Furness- Balconv at North Lonsdale Hospital Hospital Saturday Committee ' E. F. Xoms. 9. Coniston-road, Barrow-in-Fnrness 12
Barnet—Xur.'es' Home at Workhouse Guardians White. Son, and Pill. 13, High-street. Bamet „ 13
Taunton—Additions to Isolation Hospital F. W. Robeits, F.R.I.B.A.. '2. Hammet-street. Taunton 14
Oamdiffaith—Calvinistic Methodist School D. J. Lougber. Architect Bank Chambers. Pontypool ,. 14
Sheffield— Residence for Medical Superintendent ! ... !!.!.. City Hospitals Committee Gibbs and Fiockton, Architects. 15. St. James's-row. Sheffield , 15
Christchurch. Mon. -School MonmouthshireEducation Committee Alfred Swash. F.R.I.B.A.. Architect. Newport, Mon „ 15
Shetheld—Two Pavilions at Lodge Moor . City Hospitals Committee Gibbs and Fiockton, .\rchitect.s, 15, St. James's-row. Sheffield ,. 15
llerfhyrTydfll-Fiftv Houses atTwynrodyn The Borough Surveyor. Town Hall. Merthyr Tydfil 1«
Shildon—School (1. ICO places) Durham County Education Authority The Countv Education Architect, Shire Hall. Durham „ 19
Boumbrook—Tower (300ft.) at University Sir Aston Webb and K. Ingress Bell, Archts., Un. Anne's Gate, S.W. „ 'i'J

Hulme. Manchester— Citv-road Municipal School . Education Committee Wm. Henrv Talbot, Education offices, Deansgatc, Manchester '20

Winchester—Grand Stand X. C H. Nisbett. Architect. 45, Jewry-street. Winchester Nodate
Newport- Primitive Methodist Sunday-School Newland, Davis, and Hunt, Archts. Commercial-st.. Newport. Mon. do.
Romsey— Grand Stand N. C H. Nisbett, Architect. 45. Jewry-street. Winchester do.

Newcastle-on-Tyne— Repairs to Buildings and Bridges ......... X'orthumberland County Council J. A. Bean, County Surveyor. The Moot Hall, Xewcastle-on-Tyne do.

ELECTRICAL, PLANT.
Handswortb. Birminthara—Plant Urban District Council Kennedy .and Jenkin, Engineer-i. 17, Victoria-street, S.W Mar. 7

Stockport—Installin? Electric Clocks in Town Hall Town Council Robert Hyde, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's Office. Stockport 9

London. S.W.—Ten Induction Motor-Generators London County Council The Clerk. County Hall. Spring Gardens, S.W 1^
Glasgow—Steam Turbo-.\ltemators Corporation James Dalrymple, General Manager, 46, Bath-str«et, Glasgow „ '25

Bridlington—Wiring New Theatre and Opera House H. Hague, Manager, Bridlington Itodate

ENGINEERING.
Armathwaite—Stone Bridge across River Eden Cumberland County Council Geo. Jos. Bell, M.I.C E., County Surveyor, The Conrts. Carlisle Mar. 2

Newlyn—Water-Suppiv Works Paul Urban District Council William Cumow. Clerk. Churchtown Paul. Cornwall 2

Elland-Sinkin? Air-Shaft at Storth Brickworks D. Sharratt and Sons Sharp and Wallfi-. .Architects. 'J2. Bradford-road. Brighonse 2

South Hetton—Acetylene Gas installation Haswell Parish Council Thomas Gustard, Clerk, Town>hip Office. Uaswell „ 4

Sheffield— Reservoir. Club Mill-lane Electric Light Committee S. E. Fcdden, Geuerul Manager. Commercial-street, Sheffield 4

FlimV'y—Steam Heating Pipes at Lodge Cockermouth Union Guardians .. J. H. Musgravc. <'lerk. Cocbermouth 1

Sonthfleet-Covered Reservoir Melropolitan Water Boaid The Ensineer. Brookmill-road. Deptford. S.E 4

Brechin—Three Bridges Distnct Committee Crouch and Hogg. C.E.'s. 14. I!lyttisKO(«i-s'iuare. Glasgow „ 5

Margate—Bridge over Xewgate Gapway Town Council E. A. liorg. C.E.. Borouiih Survcy.r. Town Hall. Margate •>

Clacton-on-Sea—Retort Bench Urban District Council Sydney Francis. A.M.L.M.E.. Town Hall. Clacton-on-Sea «

Brecon—Gas Plant . . Gas Co Thomas Canning. A.M.I.C. K. Mill-street. Newport, Mon 6

Saltcoats—Bathing Pond Town Council .James Campbell. Town Clerk. Bank of Scotland, Saltcoats „ B
Semer—Oil-Engine at Workhouse .... Hadleigh Union Ouatilians Alfred Xewraan. Clerk, Hadleigh, Suffolk 8

Baltasound, Shetland—Waterworks Jenkins and Marr, Architects, lij. Bridge-street, Abeideen „ !>

Swinton-A.rating Plant .. Urban District Council Henry Entwisle. Surveyor. Council Offices. Swinton 9

Bromyard-Water-Main Urban District Council F. W. Nicholl. Clerk. Bromyard II

Wokmebam—Bridge over Emm Brook Town Council O. W. Marks, Borough En'gineer, W okingham ., 11

Palencfa. Spain—Water Supply The Casa Consistorial. I'alencia .. II

Keighley- Purifier Renewals „ Gas Committee John Liycock. O.ls Engineer. Gas Offices. Reighley , 12

Wimbledon-Refuse Destructor, Dumsford-Toad Corporation The Borough Surveyor. Town Hall. Wimbledon „ 14

Kilnish. Co. Clare-Waterworks Rural District Council T. Kelly. Clerk, Council ollices. Kilrush. Co. Clare „ 16

Pontypridd-Bridge Works Urban District Council P. K. A. Willoughby. A.M.I.CE., Municipal Buildings. Pontypridd „ 18

W^st Ham- Mechanical Stokers ... ." .'.'...' Corporation The Manager. SI. Komford-road. Stratford. E. „ 18

Maidstone -Liffht Railways Cornoration S. Sellon, Engineer. :«. \ icMna-strcet, Westminster... 18

Macclesfield- Lavim; Water-Mains Rural District Council J. Thorpe. Surveyor. IV, King Eiward-street. MicclesHeld 18

Arthur's Pass. Xew Zealand—Tnnnel (3 miles) New Zealand Midland Railway The Hiuh Commissioner. 1.3, » ict.na-st. Westmmster. S.W 18

Glasgow—Widening Railway at Eglinton-street Station Caledonian Railway Co The Company's Eoirmeer. Buchanan-street Station, lf.a.sgow 18

Clutton—Waterworks Rural District Council William F. Bird. C.E., Midsomer Norton, Somerset 19

Aberdeen- Surface Condenser Corporation J. A. Bell. Elec:ricity Engineer. MiUburn-stree:, Aberdeen 19

Cardiff—Trial Shaltsat Iroposed Llwmon Reservoir : Corporation _... C. M. Priestley. M.I.C.E.. City Hill. Cird^ff 2D

Bombay—Reclamation between Mazagon and Sewri Bombay Port Trust ..„ , Sir J. Wolfe Barry A: A. J. Barry. Engs.. .. Sanctuary. Westminster Apnl 2

Dunedm. Xew Zealand-Gas Plant Corporation 'fhos. Cole, A.M.I.C.L.. 11. ^ ictona-street. Westminster June 19

London. S.W.-Motor Tenders I^ndon Fire Brigad« , The Cleik, Coonty HaU, Spring Gardens, S.W ., Nodate
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FENCINO AND WAI.LS.
New Maiden—Irnn Fencinp at Sewatje Works Maidens and r^ytjmbs U.D.C T. B. Simmnns. C.E., Council Oflaces, New Milden ...^.... Mar. 2
Warrenpoint—Wronsht-Iron Railinp at Pleasure Gardens Urban District Council The Town Clerk. Warrenpoint, Ireland ., 2
ShefBeld—Wrought-Iron Fencing at Blackburn Meadows Seweraare Committee Charles F. Wike, C.E., City Surveyor, Town Hall. Sheffield . - ., 4

FTTBNITTJRE AND FITTINGS.
IJrmBton—Fitting for Chemif^al Laborator>' Rivers Committee The Managers, Sewage "Works, Town Hall, Manchester Mar. 2
East Preston—Furnishing New Intirraary and Nurses' Home... Guardians Arthur Shelley, Clerk, Littlehampton
Swansea— Chairs to Pentrepoeth and Danygraig Schools Education Committee The Corpoiation Estate Agent, Coleridge House, Swansea „
East Ham—Furnishing Isolation Hospital, Roman-road Town Council Dr. G. Sowden, Town Hall. East Ham „
Chepstow—Furniture to Workhouse Intirmary Guardians... Fothergill Evans, Clerk, Union Offices, Chepstow... „
Ashton-under-Lyne—Surgical Furniture Guardians G. H. Partington, Clerk, Poor Law Offices. Ashton-under-Lyne .. . „
Tottenham, N.—Fumishing Extensions to Central Library ... Urban District Council W. H. Prescott, A.M.I.C .E., The Green, High-road, Tottenham, N. „

PAINTING.
Ashton-under-Lyne—Hospilals. Arc Guardians Ashton. Sons, and Cantrell, Architects, Ashton-under-Lyne Mar.
Hither Green, S.E.—Park Fever Hospital Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Engineer-in-Chief, Embankment, E.<'. „
Portsmouth -Offices ". Guardians E. H. Mitchell, Clerk, 1. St. Michael's-road, I'ortj^mouth ^
Woolwich—Brook Fever Hospital, Shooter's Hill Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Engineer-in-Chief, Embankment. E.C..
Dartford—Gore Farm Fever Hospital Metropolitin Asylums Board... W. T. Hatch. M.I.C.E., Engineer-in-Chief, Embankment, E.C..
Worsbrough— Ottices Urban District Council J. Whitaker, Survpyor, Worsbrough Bridge, Yorka
Wakefield— Storthes Hall Asylum

,
J. Vitkers-Edwards, County Architect, Wakefield

Haslingden—Workhouse and Infirmary Guardians J. H. Sinkinson, Clerk, Union Offices, Rawtenstall
,

Chinley—Administration Block at High Peak Hospital J. B. Boycott, Clerk, Chapel-en-le-Frith
,

Beverley—East Riding Lunatic Asvlum C. W. Hobson, Clerk, Newbegin, Beverley ^.

Chingford— Street Works '

Heme Hill. S.E.— Repaving Half Moon-lane
North Finchley - Iniprovement Works, Gainsborough-road . .

.

Camberwell. S.E.—Kerbing
Bradfield— Road Repairs
Stxeatham, S.W.—Makmg-up Becmead-av. and Prentis-road..
Porthcawl— Street Impmvements
Willington Uuay-Street Woiks
Leavesden—Repairs to Roads at Asylum
Failsworth— Street Improvements
Leeds— Paving Streets ,

Harri.tw-on-Hill—Making-up GreenhiU-crescent & Wellesley-rd
Muswell Hill, X. — Mal^ing-up Midtmrst-avenue
Dinningtun (.'ulliery—Making-up Five Private Streets
Putney. S.W.— Makintr-up Luttreil-avenue
Walthamstow— Extension of Beech Hall-road

BOADS AND STREETS.
Urban District Council J. T. Griffin, Surveyor, 34, Station-road, Chingford Mar.
Camberwell Borough Council William Oxtoby, Boro' Eng.. Town Hall, Peckham-road, S.E.
Urban District Council C. J. Jenkins, A.M.I.C.E., Engineer, Church End, Finchley, N
Borough Council William Oxtoby. Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Camberwell, S.E...

Rural District Council John Forrester, District Surveyor, Theale. Reading
Wandsworth Borough Council The Surveyor's (iffice, 215, Ealham High-road, S.W
Urbin District Council R. W. Jones, Surveyor, Porthcawl
Urban Di>trict Council J. Fleming Da\idson, Council Chambers, WiUington Quay
Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., Engineer-in-Chief, Embankment, E.C
Urban District Council The Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Failsworth, Lanes
Highways Committee The Town Clerk's <jffice, Town Hall, Leeds
Urban District Council J. Percy Bennetts, Engineer, Harrow-on-Hill ^...

Borough Council E. J. Lovegrove, Boro' Eng., Municiji-il Offices, Highgate, N
Castle Ward R.D.C James Jameson, Sanitary Surveyor, Femlea, Funteland
Wandsworth Borough Council The Surveyor's Office. 41. High-street, Wandsworth, S.W

Stanley Parkes and Brown, Surveyors, 810. High-road, Tottenham ..

6
t>

1>

11
12
12
16

T
9
11
la
18

date

SANITARY.
Frodsham-Sewerage Works Runcorn Rural District Council James Diggle and Son, Civil Engineei-s, Hind Hill-steet. Heywood .. Mar. 2
Slough— Sewerage Works Urban District Council The Surveyor. 1, Mackenzie-street, Slough „ 2
Newbum-on-Tyne—Sewer Urban District Council Thomas Gregory, Surveyor, Xewbum-on-Tyne „ 2
Watford— Sewerage Works. Rural District Council Ernest Lailey, it, Maiket-street, Watford „ &
Littlehampton—Sewer Urban District Council H. Howard, F.S.I., Surveyor, Town Offices, Littlehampton ,. (J

Kanturk— &>ewer Repair at New-street Rural District Council T. Guiney, Workhouse Clerk, Kanturk „ 6
Bagworth— Sewer Market Bosworth R.D.C W. M. Sykes, Surveyor, Chapel-street. Ibstock ,, 6
Sparkhill—Sewers Yardley Rural District Council A. W. Smith, Surveyor, Sparkhill, near Birmingham „ 11
Cottam— Sewage Purification Works Fulwood Urban Di^t^ict Council Charles A. Lomax, A.M.I.C.E., 37, Cross-street, Manchester ,. 15
Maoclestield—Sewers Rural District Council J. Thorpe, Surveyor, lit. King Edward-slreet, Macclesfield ,, IK
Abercam—Sewers (2^ miles) Urban District Council J. Williams, Engineer, Market-square, Abercarn „ 18
Sydenham, S.E.—Sewer Lewisham Borough Council The Surveyor's Dept., Town Hall, Catford, S.E ,, 19
Jjee, S.E.— Conveniences at Northbrook Park London County Council G. L. Gomme, Clerk. County Hall, Spnng Gardens, S.W „ £2
Stanwix—Sewerage Works Carhsle RuralDistrict Council Joseph Graham, Civil Engmeer, Bank-street. Carhsle No date
jVldei&hot- Remodelling Urinal Blocks at Barracks War Department H. B. Measures, F.H.I.B.A.. W^r office, Atteibury-street, S.W. . . do.

T0NK8, Li
General, Art, Electrical, and tk^^'^

>V
Ecclesiastical Metal Workers.

MABE.Teledrams:-" BRASS, BIRMINGHAM."

Works and Showrooms MOSELEY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
. Shov^rooms— 12, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.G., Cape Town, and Sydney.

TONKS PATENT FANLIGHT & CASEMENT
OPENER.

H

The "ROY.
9J

TO OPEN IN. T2885.

THOUSANDS IN

DAILY USE.

NO COMPLAINTS.
Half Full Size.

The "ROY."

TO OPEN OUT. T2917. f

NO Obstruction to Blinds.

NO Cutting of Woodwork.

Smooth in Action.

Easily Fixed.
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registration or
unionism;-'

TRADE-

THK IX.JTITUTE REPORT.

TlIERl': IS little wonder that the Report
of the Council of the Institute with

regard to Registration, presented at the

meeting last Monday evening, was can-ied,

in spite of its; one-sided and, in some respects,

highly objectionable nature. It was issued

as a "private and confidential"' document,

so as to reach the members only on the

previous Friday morning, giving them little

time in which to digest its provisions, and
practically insuring that members in the

provinces should be unrepresented at the

m.eeting. Now, it is the ]>rovincial men who
are most aflected ; yet it is difficult for those

non-resident in Ijondou to make long

journeys at short notice, and it is con-

sequently always possible for a London
Council, by adopting a certain course of

action, to secure a vote.

Rroadly speaking, the Report goes no
fui-ther than to restate and more definitely

affirm in detail the principles which were
generally approved, and some which were
distinctly disapproved, when the original

Report came up for consideration on April ;S,

190(). This was the outcome of a so-called

comiiromise between the Registrationists

and their opponents —a compromise which is

now seen to have been of an entirely one-
sided nature. The desire of the Registra-

tionists is to secure that nil architects shall in

the future be properly trained before being
permitted to practise. The compromise to

which eft'i.'ct is now sought to be given goes
no further than to insist that till members
'if the IiiHitulif shall be hall-marked as

efficient. In other words, it is sought to

establish, by means of the elaborate

machinery of a new Charter and an Act of

Parliament, exactly the state of affairs which
•exists at the present time, with the addition

or one or two highly objectionable features.

The first of these is the formation of a new
temporary class of Licentiates, who are to be
persons elected by the Council —md bi/ ihr

Members—within twelve months of the date of

the new Charter, and who shall have been
either for five years engaged as principals, or

for not less than ten years in all, in the study
or practice of architecture. They are to have
no corporate rights, and no voting power, but
merely the privilege of calling themselves
L.RI.B.A., and of attending the Institute

meetings, with the exception of the business
m.eeting3 -and one other. The Licentiates, to-

gether with.the Fellows and Associates, are

to have laid down for them a legalised Scale
of Charges. What this scale is likely to bo
we know tolerably well. It is a very
attractive thing to the lazy man of all callings

to have a certain rate of wage which may not,

under any circumstance, b 3 lowered. It is the

very attractiveness of this that the Institute's

present Council apparently depends upon for

securing a large adhesion to the new
Licentiates' class ; but it is just as well to

look at the matter for a few moments, and
see how it wUl work out. The great

probability is that Parliament would refuse
any profession a legalised minimum scale at

all. The only profession which at present
has a scale of fees is that of the Law,
and solicitors well know that it was
forced upon them in order to prevent
them from over-charging. Parliament is

almost certain to take the same view again,
and to safeguard the . interests of the public
against architects, and not those of the archi-

tects as against the ptiblic. In whatever

form the proposal is put forward, it is

morally certain to be altered when it comes

before a body of solid business men in such

a way that charges will be laid down which

may not bo exceeded. This is hardly what

the promoters ox])ect, and would certainly

do harm. It would roiluco architcrts to the

unenviable position, which solicitors now
occupy, of having to submit to a taxing

master, being perfectly at liberty to accept

loss than the scale rates, but never allowed

to charge more.

Even if a minimum scale, such as that at

present in force, were legalised with regard

to Institute members, the general position

would not be much improved. The Institute

would be converted at one stroke into a huge

trade-union, the members of which, capable

or incapable, energetic or slothful, would

charge the same minimum percentage on

executed work and the same minimum sum
per diem, whether work were done for it or

not. Outside the Institute there would still

remain the larger number of architects,

many of whom, as was admitted in the dis-

cussion on Monday night, would be men of

considerable standing. Those would hi free

to charge whatever they liked. They would
be the non-unionists. The practitioner of

architecture would be in the same position as

the modern mechanic. There would be the

union men and the non-union men, and the

non-union men would have the advantage of

being able in their earlier days, when their

services were of comparatively little worth,

to accept such a fee as it would be just* that

they should be paid, without being forced to

ask more than the value of their services.

It may possibly bo said that this great dif-

ference would exist—that in the mechanics'

trade-union there is no test of competency,

while such would be guaranteed by the Insti-

tute. But, on the other hand, the public would
scarcely discriminate between a comp?tency
which would rest on the passing of the

Institute examinations and upon another

competency as iproved by having passed the

examination of the Society of Architects.

They would say -and quite justly—that the

one was as good as the other. What, too,

about the Licentiates—men of so low a

standing that they are not eligible for

l-'ellowship, are incapable of passing the

moderate test required of Associates, and
are not to be trusted with voting power, or

the right of even attending Business Meet-

ings !' The plea of competency could scarcely

be raised on their behalf as against the great

bulk of non-unionists outside.

An efi'ort was made last Monday night to

obtain an alteration in the Report which
would at one stroke have converted a useless

into a useful document, by making the

Institute the examining bodj-, not merely

for admission into its own ranks, but into

the profession of architecture. This was,

however, foredoomed to failure owing to the

constitution of the meeting, as alrcilv

explained. It was opposed by Mr. J. J.

Burnet, in a speech which ought not to hive

been made in support of the Report at all,

for it was by no means in agreement there-

with : but it sufficed to cause rejection of thi-

amendment.
He was followed by Mr. A. AV'. S. Cross

and Mr. O. Hubbard, who should, according

ti) all jirece lent, have been the amendment's
strongest supporters ; but they publicly

announced that, while this would have been

the case two years ago, they had agreed to

the "compromise" a year since, and as

honourable men they felt bound to keep

their word.
What the Institute intends to do is visible

upon the surface, and at first sight it is so

nearly the right thing that it may well have

deceived its own advocates. There is a C3r;ain

fascination about the idea of converting th"

Institute into a Trade T'nion, the members of

which shaU be able to claim a scale of fees

which is distinctly in their own interests;

but it is mere glitter, and not real gold. The
Institiite, in ihus aiming at its own personal

aggrandisement, and not at the advancement
of architecture and architects as a whole, is

dropjiing the meat which is in its mouth for

the sake of the shadow in tlie water. For-

tunately, it is not the only professional body

in tho " country which has the interests of

architecture at "heart. The Society is growing

steadily stronger day by day, and tho right

answer to what occurred on Monday evening

is for all architects, who believe that the

closing of the whole profession is the only

sound cure for the man / evils from which it

suffers, to join the Society, and so strengthen

the fighting force. Honestly, we regret to

say this. Last year there was a prospect of

a real settlement under the auspices of the

senior body, and none hailed it more
enthusiastically than we did. Forthe moment,

at any rate, it has vanishei.

GOOLE SECOND.VRY SCHOOL
COMPETITIDN'.

i S a result of the increased interest now
-.Ti- being taken in higher education, a large

number of towns have in contemplation the

erection of a secondary school, and schemes

of this type have consequently figured very

largely in the competition world during the

last year or so. One of the latest to be

decided is that at Goole, in which some 61)

designs were submitted for a dual (mixed)

school to accommodate 30l) children, with

provision for future extension if required.

The conditions as first issued in < tctober

last were far fi-om satisfactorj-, as the

governors did not bind themselves either to

appoint an assessor or to proceed with the

erection of the school. No block plan was
supplied, the number of the (Ordnance sheet

on which the site is shown being given.

Competitors had to obtain this for themselves,

and, in addition, had to apply to the local

authorities' surveyor for information as to

drainage, i^'c. Owing to tho many protests

received, the objectionable clauses were

revised, and the conditions as subsequently

issued were perfectly satisfactory. Mr. J.

AVreghitt Connon. F.R.I.B.A., was appointed

assessor, and his decision was to be final and

binding, provided that a tender could be

obtained which did not exceed the successful

architect's estimate by more than l.j per

cent.—an unusually liberal margin.

A noticeable feature was the large number
of "special" rooms reijuired, these com-
prising chemical laboratory, mechanical and
phvsical laboratory, science lecture-room for

experimental demonstrations, elementary art

room, advanced art room, cookery room,

manual instruction workshop, and dining

hall. These are much in excess of what is

geueraUv considered necessary in a school for

31)1) scholars, and, although no limit of co3t

was specified, it will undoubtedly work out

at more than the usual HX) to £jo par head.

In a small school one laboratory is usually

found sufticient, while the assembly hall can

((uite easily bi' made suitable for elementary

art teaching, a spscial r >oin bsing provide I for

ad\ anced work only.

Premiums of £.50 (merged) and ti) were

offered, the assessor awarding them to— 1st,

Messrs. Willink and Thicknesse, Liverpool;

lind. Messrs. Tennant aadCjllins. Pontetraot.

No public exhibition of the designs was

hell, all of them bjing returned to their

authors when tin result was announced, with

the exception of the two premiated sets,

which were to bacom? the prop3rty of the

promoters onpiyment of the jiremiums.

Through the courtesy of the clerk to the

governors, our representative was enabled to

inspect these two sets.

.SELECTED DESTGX.

As will be seen from the accompanying
plans, this scheme consists, roughly, of a
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GOOLE SECONDARY SCHOOL COMPETITION : DESIGN PLACED FIRST.—Messrs. Willixk and Thickxesse, Archiiecfs.

centre block, containing the assembly hall

and classrooms, and two wicgs, with the

cloakrooms, &c. on the ground floor, and
laboratories, lecture-room, dining-hall, and
cookery-room above. The centre- block is by
far the best part of the plan ; the arrange-

ment of the classrooms on the east and west

sides of the hall and the art rooms on the

north being excellent. The side wings are

not so successful, being somewhat straggling

and having too irany projections. Althou,i;h

symmetrical in outline, internally they dili'er

considerably, and it would have been better

if the entrances, &c., could have been placed

in the same position on each side.

A clever feature of tHe plan is the provision

for future extensions, which would be ob-

tained by converting the art rooms into class-

rooms, and building new art rooms over them.

As the conditions stated that the cost of the

buildings was an important consideration, the

classrooms have been shown with the desks

placed close together in pairs, thus saving

several feet in the width of each room. As
the Board of Education, however, are only

prepared to accept this an-angoment in

exceptional cases, it remains to be seen

whether they will do so in this case.

The plans are very carefidly worked out,

and show a thorough knowledge of the

requin-ments of a school of this nature,

though in one or two small points they

might be improved. The width of the main
corridor, which is only (ift., shoidd be in-

creased to at least 8ft. in the vicinity of the

cloakrooms. As it is at present, it would
become inconveniently crowded during the
assembly and dismissal of the scholars. The

CLOCK PCAH

Design Placed Fikst.

corridors throughout are too much cut up by
swing doors, several of which might be
omitted. The latrines, for instance, would

be sufficiently disconnected by one pair of
doors, instead of two paii's close together as
shown. If the platform were moved to the
other end of the hall the space occupied by
the corridor behind the head teachers' rooms
would be saved, while the appearance of the
plans woulil be improved if the small store-

rooms adjoining were thrown into the class-

rooms. This would avoid the awkward
corners in the hall, and also the projections

at each side of the building, with the conse-

quent o\ershadowing of the other classrooms.

A se]"iarate entrance and staircase has been
provided for the service to the dining-hall—

a

point in which this plan scores over the
second premiated one, where the dining-hall

is placed on the second floor and approached
only by the scholars' staircases.

-ilthough at first sight the plan does not

appear to be a very economical one, the stair-

cases have been so arranged that the floors

over the cloakrooms, changing rooms,
teachers' rooms, Ac, have been kept at a

lower level than those over the classrooms,

and it is chiefly owing to this that the cubic
contents of the building are so small.

The playgroimds are on the front or south
side of the school, and in this way obtain the

gi'eatest possible amount of sunshine ; but
there is no access to the latrines fi'om either

the playgrounds or fields, except through the

school. A single entrance to the gi-ounds is

provided from the road, and this is well super-

\iscd by the caretaker's lodge. The eleva-

tions are simple and expressive of their pur-

4-1-4^
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GOOI*E SECONDARY SCHOOL COMPETITION: DESIGN PLACED SECOND.—Messus. Tennaxt .ixu Collins, Arc/nMs.
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pose, and the scheme is illustrated by a neat

and well- finished set of drawings.

As only the premiated plans were on view,

it is impossible to comment on the compe-
tition as a whole ; but the governors have
certainly obtained a thoroughly -rood scheme,

and one which should prove satisfactory in

every way.

DESIC.X ri.ACEn SErOXD.

Messrs. Tennant and C'ollins's design is a

totally different typo of plan to the one
placed first, being on more compact and
economical lines, though these advantages
have been gained by sacrificing the discon-

nection of the cloakrooms and of the cookery
and manual instruction rooms. The chief

aim of the authors has evidently been to

secure as much sunlight as possible in the

Design- Placed Sfxoxd.

classrooms—all of which have been placed at

the front of the building, with the exception
of four :^two on each floor), which are intended
as future extensions. Only one classroom is

entered from the assembly-hall. There is

considerable diversity of opinion as to the
advisability or otherwise of grouping the
classrooms around the hall ; and much can
be said on both sides. When the hall is to

be used as a gymnasium and for singing
lessons, it would certainly appear to be an
advantage to have it isolated. The competi-
tors" task would be simpler if promoters
would state clearly which type of plan they
prefer.

The fii'st-floor plan is the best part of this

design, the lavatories and art rooms being
conveniently arranged at the ends of the
building, with the classrooms in the centre.

The main corridor on ground floor is not
very well lighted, though the windows on
staircases, and at the ends, should prove
sufficient with the aid of glazed or wire
panels in the cloakroom doors. The cloak-
rooms, teachers' rooms, ice, are all 12t't.

from floor to ceiling, which is unnecessarily
high, and would add considerably to the cost

of the building. The latrines are disconnected
from the main building by a short-covered
corridor, and are conveniently placed for the
school-playgrounds and fields. In this

respect, and also in the arrangements of the
playgrounds, the second scheme is superior
to the one placed first.

This design, as a whole, would produce an
efficient and economical school, though the
proximity of the cookery and manual instruc-
tion-rooms to the classrooms might, perhaps,
prove objectionable in practice.

At the last meeting of the corporation of Xew-
castle it was dec ded to apply to the Local Govern-
ment Board for leave to borrow £2.3,000, for mains,
service?, meters, engme and d3'namo. two boiler?
and steam-pipe, mechanical stoker?, feed-pump?,
and feeder booster, in connection with the electricity
unde* taking.

SK( '( )X1 >ARY SCIIO( ILS: TIIEIRC'LOAK-
ROOMS, LAVATORIES, AND PLAY-
GROUNDS.

("fLOAKRoOMS are, if anything, of more
'' vital importance in girls' than in boj's'

schools, and the better the circumstances of

the children who are to be provided for, the

more perfect these rooms and their fittings

require to be. They should be near the

entrance, so that damp clothes can be re-

mo\ed and muddy shoes changed for clean

ones before the pupils come u]ion the scene

of their daily work. In the I'nited States

each classroom commonly has its own cloak-

room ; but that an'angement does not answer
well where the same classroom is occupied in

the course of the dav by several successi e

groups of children. ( 'are should be taken to

prevent students entering the cloakroom from
running against those who are leaving it with

a rush. Some schools have one staircase to

it for descent and another for ascent ; the

pupils entering by the former to change their

dirty boots for house-shoes, and then passing

up the latter into the central hall. In this

way very little dirt is brought into the school

from outside. These stairs may be from
3ft. Oin. to .'(ft. wide, with 12in. tread and
(Jin. risers. The nosings should be moderate
in projection, lest they catch the toes of

persons going upstairs. Plenty of space is

needed outside the cloakroom doors.

A cloakroom requires 4 or o superficial feet

of Hoor to each pupil, and will be all the

better for still more room if, as often happens,

this can be obtained at little expense. Ac-
cording to the Board of Education's RTiles for

Elementary Schools, the gangwaj-s between
stand and stand should be at least 1ft. wide,

and each gangway should bo well lighted

from the end. In Secondary Schools, how-
ever, the stands should not be nearer together

than lift, or 7ft. The width of a stand, with
seats i^for changing shoes), and with pegs on
each side, will be ISin. at least. Hat pegs

must be at least a foot apart, and numbered.
If the numbers are simply painted they wUl
need to be repainted by a skilled workman
whenever the general paintwork of the cloak-

room is renewed. Cast numbers, in brass or

iron, or in a combination of both, can be

obtained, and though they are a little more
expensive at first, they are more satisfactory

in the long run. Hat pegs should be 12in.

or more apart, and in two tiers, those in the

upper tier coming over the spaces in the

lower tier. They may be put against the

walls, as far as thei-e is room for them, with-

out obstructing the light ; but good lighting

is an essential.

^V. cloakroom should have no nooks and
corners. It should be possible to see it all

from one ]ioint, at least before the stands are

put in. It should be efficiently ventilated.

Hot water pipes may pass round the room,

and through the centre of each stand ; and it

is well to have a drying-room for really wet

clothes. The boxes for boots, Mr. Clay

reminds us, should be raised, that the floor

beneath them can bo washed. Tiles, properly

laid, make a gooi floor, but they are rather

costly. Cement gets rubbed and kicked, and

so becomes dusty; and asphalt. wears rough

and uneven. Wood blocks are more satis-

factory, and it would be interesting to have

some "information from independent sources

about the durability of the hard maple blocks

of which so much was heard a few years ago.

Schools in which there is a kindergarten

require a separate cloakroom for it, and in

close connection with it ; and likewise a

separate lavatory and w.c.'s. (iirls' schools

require more wash-basins than schools for

boys and infants. ( >f course, tha wastes

fi-om these basins should not be directly con-

nected with the drains, but should discharge

into short lengths of open-channel pipes

leading to a trapped gully. The channels

from umbrella stands should be finished in

the same way. It is interesting to learn that

the time really required by children in

elementary schools for washing their hands
maj- be reduced to an average of .'iO seconds per
scholar : and the amount of water needed by
each to about a quart. This calculation seems
to have been made for cases in which both
time and water are unusually scarce. Wash-
basins can be obtained in continuous troughs
deepened at intervals in the place for i^ach

washer. In this case tlio water is turned on
by an attendant at particular times, and a
large number can wash their hands in a few
minutes. But this rather rough system,

which may answer for factory hands, is

hardly good enough for a secondar}- school.

( )ther la\-atories, for the very careless, have
the water turned on by the pressure of the

user's feet, and turned oft' when his weight
is removed. But basins inserted into rubbed
slate, or better, with marble tops, are

genrrally preferred. The waster must be
largr enough, and easily accessible for

cleaning, and the fewer projections and
shelves about the basins in which dirt can
lodge, the more satisfactory the apparatus
will be.

Latrines within the school building are

objected to by the Board of I'^ducation, at

least for elementary schools. They are com-
moner in this position in secondary schools,

especially for girls. It is desirable that they
should open out of an ample lobby, and that

each one should be lighted and ventilated

directly from the open air. Pedestal apparatus
are superseding trough closets, especially in

better-class schools. In these schools a w.c.

should not be less than from 2ft. (iin. to ;3tt.

wide. I)rains should be laid on, or partially

iin, concrete, which should be " flanched up "

on each side of them. A 4in. drain is con-
sidered sufficient for any number of w.c.'s up
to ten ; above this the drain may be Gin. in

diameter. For 100 girls, five of these places

are recommended; for 100 boys, three of

them ; and for 100 infants, four. For 100 boys
Sft. run of urinals is the usual length. The
ordinary rules about trapping and ventilating

the drains, of course, applj'. A fall of 1 in 30
is recommended fur 4in. drains, and of 1 in

40 for (iin. ones.

Playgrounds in secondary schools should
be visible in every part, either from the head
master's or mistress's room, or from the rooms
of the assistant teachers. The students should
also be under observation as they enter and
leave. The uiinini'nu area approved in ele-

mentary schools is ;i0ft. super to each child :

but much more space should be provided if

possible. The circumstances of each case

must, however, be taken into account. In
villages, for instance, many open places away
from the school may be available for recrea-

tion, while in crowded towns the school play-

ground is often the only one that can be so

used. Playgrounds should be appro.ximately

square : the surface levelled or evenly sloped,

and the area drained and gravelled or

asphalted. A part should be covered, and
this, if possible, should face the south. For
the sake of health, indeed, the playground in

general should be sunny, and its surface firm

and not liable to lodgments of water. This

is specially important when it is to be used

bv infants. Walls may have rounded blue

brick CO] lings set in cement. Railings, if

used, should be very strongly fixed, and the

architect should bear in mind that a good
deal more than "reasonable" we:ir and tear

has to be rei-konei on in every detail of this

class of work.

The rural district council of Cookstown, Ireland,

have decided to erect 116 cottages for labourers

under the 1908 Act.

The members of the Kingsbridge Rural District

Council on Saturday considered the refusal of the
Devonshire Coiintv Council to sanction the appoint-
ment of Mr. B. Traut as highway surveyor, made
eight months ago, and they decided to elect him at

a salary of t'lOO, but that the moiety of the salary
from tiie County Council be retained until the ap-
pointment received the sanction of that body.
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A NEW HISTOEY or ARCIIITECTUEE.'

DR. RUSSELL STURGIS enjoys the
reputation of being one of the most

prolific architectural writers of tlie older

school, and the appearance of the first

volume of a new History of Architecture
from his pen cannot be passed over lightly.

Throughout his life lie has been famed for

the extremely conscientious nature of liis

work, and for the fascinating way in

which he presents the information to liis

readers which .he culls from many sources

witii great pains to himself. In issuing

the present book to the public, the pub-
lishers write a note in wihich tlliey say tliat

the need for a really comprehensive
modern work, well illustrated by photo-
graphic reproductions of the principal

monuments of all ages, and embodying the
opinions and researches of architectural

historians and archa?ologkts since Fer-
gusson's day, has long been experienced
by many students. Unquestionably this is

the case, for, in spite of the immensity of
Fergusson's labours, and tie wonderful
profundity of his research, it did not ex-

haust architectural arehreology. Much lias

been discovered since his tiime, and cer-

tainly since he wrote the art of book illus-

tration has undergone a complete revo-

lution. It is now possible, by means of
photographs, to present to the readers an
idea of how buildings appear in the solid

in a way which was impracticable then.
Dr. Sturgis, however, has done more than
make a collection of photographs. He has
examined the works of all the best writers,

and bv careful compilation has placed on
record the most recently accepted views.

He is not himself—and he adimits it

honestly in his preface—an original in-

vestigator. He has, no doubt, seen a great
number of the buildings which he de-

scribes; but they are too many for him to
have examined them criticall}', busy man
as he always has been, in the same way
that Fergusson did. He is also content to
accept the theories of others without de-
ducing fresh ones of his own. It may be
said that one of the results is absence of

originality, and that his book consists of
plagiarisms from other writers to no small
extent ; but when dealing with such a sub-

ject a.s Architectural History this is un-
avoidable, and is, in fact, an essential of

success. The range is so large that no one
man can properly cover it himself. The
original investigators are bound to confine

thenLselves to certain small portions.

Tliey present their views to the world in

scattered form, doing admirable work, but
placing it on record in a most inaccessible

manner, as a general rule hiding it away
in papers contributed to learned Societies,

or issuing it in the form of expensive
works devoted sometimes even to a single

building. The office of the compiler is to

gather these scattered records toother,
sift the wheat from the chaff, and' pre-

sent a continuous narrative, accurate in

fact, and wHthin the compass of the
average reader's grasp. His facts he is

bound to obt lin from the works of other

men, and it is no di.scrcdit to him if he
does this openly, .stating his authority in

each case.

The volume at present under considera-

tion is devoted to the buildings of

antiquity, and is divided up into five

"Books," which deal respectively with the
'architecture of Ancient Egypt ; of

Western Asia, up to 300 li.o. : of Greece;
<if the Italian Pcnplos before Roman con-

trol : and of the Roman Empire. Thus it

will be seen that while there is a general

• A Hia^ory of Arnhiteetiire. By KrwsRT.l. Sthikhs,
-\.M., Pyi.T).. FeMow of tho .American Institute of Archi-
fpfff. Editor of " A Dictionary of Architecture and
'Ruildinp." Author of " Eiirnnean Archit*»cttire," &c.
Volume I. : Antiouity. B. T. Batsford, 94, High Holbom,
London. Price 25s.

chronological order, geographical and
political considerations have been allowed

to have fnll weight. The Books vary
much in lengtli and importance. Book IV.,

for e.xamplc, occupying only thirteen

pages out of the 425 which compose the
whole volume

;
j'et it is difficult to see in

what oth:.r way the important section

which it deals with could have been
treated. Book I. is also comparatively
short, yet it is a remarkably complete dis-

quisition upon Egyptian Architectural
History, in which the division into four

great periods, with intervals of .something
like a thousand years between them, is

fully recognised. Somewhat naturally,

considering that the writer is an Ameri-
can, due emphasis is given to the exist-

ence of curved lines on plan, such as were
discovered by Sir James Pennethorne as

far back as 1834 in the seoond court of the
Temple at Medinet Habou. This temple is

of the Theban period, its date being some-
where alxiut 1400 B.C., and the court in

question shows plan curves which are con-

vex to a spectator standing within it. Not
only does the front edge of each cornice

curve towards the court horizontally to an
extent of Sin. in the shorter and 4^in. in

the longer sides, but the stones of the
cornice and of the flat roof behind it are
set out and cut with special reference to
the curve. A good deal of attention is

given to Egyptian .sculpture, and although
it is not more than the subject demands,
it is somewhat disproportionate to the
comparatively scanty recognition ac-

corded to the plan. In the matter of

.sculpture, the author has correctly

ascribed the Hathor caps to the Theban
period, as we believe has been done by no
previous writer of a great architectural

history ; but then it is not very long since

the first Thehan Hathor capitals were dis-

covered at Deir-el-'Bahari by Profes.sor

Flinders Petrie.

Book II. is of extreane linterest, dealing

with the work of Assyria, Babylonia, and
Persia. It covers a period of which coni-

paratively little is known. There is, how-
ever, very much suggestion in the illustra-

tions, and Dr. Sturgis's explanations are

devoid of didactic theorising with regard

to the origin of general features and of

ornament, in which there is much tempta-
tion to indulge.

It is, however, in the Early Greek work
in the first few chapters of Book III. that

perhaps the greatest interest of the pre-

sent volumo lies. There is an inclina-

tion amongst architectural writers to jump
to the conclusion that Greek architecture

sprang into life perfect and complete
during the Periolean period. Reference

is certainly always made to a few so-

called archaic temples, but it is rarely

indeed that so much attention is devoted

to this early work as Dr. Sturgis has
given to it. He includes the cyclopean

work at Mycense, having apparently had
scone difficulty in deciding whether it

ought not rather to have appeared in the

previous Book. The geographical limits of

his titles determined this, however,

in spite of his having illu.strated very

similar examples ju.sti previously which

had been found in Phrygia. At the same
time, it is vA\pn dealin-g witOi the Early

Dorics temples that his work is of the

greatest interest, for he gives plans and
photographic illustrations o'f many .which

are rarely illustrated, as, for instance, tire

pseudo-dipteral temple at Selinus and
many other examples both in Sicily and
Magna Grecia, including a very fine series

of views of ' the Pipstunn temples. His
photo'ir iph, too. of one of the atlantes of

the Temple of Zeus at Akrasras, Agri-

geivtum, remade fro.m scattered blocks, tio-

g<^ther with tlie proposed restoration

extracted from Koldewev and Puchstein's

great book upon the Sicilian temples, will

be of s.ome considerable interest to those
who have hitherto imagined tliat the '

Greeks confined the u.se of the human
figure in archite<.tural work to the Ionic
order only.

It is natural that Penrose should be
largely followed in considering the per-

fected Doric work, and accuracy naturally

results so far as the temples which he
measured are concerned ; but it is som^
what a pity to have adopted Cuckerell's

theory as to the existence of a Corinthian
column in the temple at Bassai upon such
meagre inforni.ation as was obtainable. It

is hardly borne out by the photographs
shown, though, as Dr. Sturgis very pro-

perly says, a Conintlnian capital, much
shattered, was found among the ruins. It

was assumed by Gockerell, consequently,

that one Corinthian column stood on the
axis of the naos ; but this placing of the
column is quite uncertain. The capital

itself, it may be said, is now hardly recog-

nisable as of any style. Its existence is

so.mewhat .analogous to that of the Corin-
thian cap, of apparently Late Greek work-
manship, which was found on the site of

the Temple of Diana at Ephesus. This is

elliptical on plan, and is now in the
British Museum.
A chapter devoted to Construction is un-

fortunately short, and might well have
been extended, though what there is of it

is interesting. Separate chapters are sub-

sequently given to the Ionic and Corin-
thian—^whicli Dr. Sturgis calls "Styles,"

and not "Orders," thus making a definite

mistake, for they are merely various

phases of the great Classic style. A good
deal of attention is devoted to the possible

origin of the Ionic volute, and, although
this is as far as eyer from being deci-

sively discovered, it is interesiting to note
the existence of certain highly-suggestive
scrollis in the fr.ont cf a tomh at Limyra,
in Asia Minor, cut out of the solid rock,

the date of which is uncertain. The lines

of tlie figures in bas-relief suggest, how-
ever, that it is not earlier than the archaic
Temple of Diana at Ephesus. which we
kno'W to have had fully-developed Ionic

capitals. Several similar rock-cut tomb-
fronts are illustrated, some of which -are

of importance. A good deal of attention
is naturally given to the Erechtheion ; but
there are other important Ionic buildings,

such as the Temple of Diana at Ephesus.
and the Mausoleum at Halicarnas,s.os.

which are hardly treated with the
thoroughness which they merit. It almost
seems as if the many papers read be.fore

the R.I.B.A. respecting the former were
unknown to the author of this book.

In spite of the few remains of Greek
Corinthian architecture which exist, a

very considerable amount of attention is

devoted to it, and several little-kno'Wn

capitals are illustr.ated—one of the photo-

graphs, by the way, that of the two
capitals found in the Tlieatre of Dionysos,

lieing unfortunately printed upside down ;

though, except that it is rather strange tf>

see grass growing downwards, it does not

much matter, for the capitals have been

superimposed u]>on one another for the

ptirpose of being photographed in a wav
which utterly destroys their effect. It i-

interesting to notice that many .^f these

examples "are entirely devoid of volutes,

and are much of the type subsequently

followed in the Corinthianesque capitah

of the Ptolemaic period of Egypt.

Very few histories have hitherto devotefl

the Piiinunt of attention which is properly

justified to the disposition and eroupini
of buildings. Possibly, fro.m a histori<'al

point of view, the u.sual way of c-nisider-

ina each building by itself is the mor<'

.satisfactory ; but to the architect who him-

.self may wish to design, it is essential

to consider every building in relation to

its surroundings, while to him who may
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be called upon to devise great sehemes, it

is of the great-est value to be provided with

plans aiwl views of the important groups

of former do^^s. Only a few are given

here, and, while they are admirably sug-

gestive, they might have been added to

with advantage. A little rearrangement,
too, would have made them more compre-
hensible, it being a pity to interpose the

plan of the enclofjure at Kpidorus and sec-

tions of a theatre at Stratonicea between
photographs and plans of the Acropolis

at Athens and the various buildings on
and around it.

All the later part of the volume is occn-

)>ied with the consideration of Roman
work, which is not divided .so much either

liistorieallv or geographicallv ,ns into

arcuated and enlumnar buildings— a

method of dealing with the subject which
it is easy for the architect to follow,

])lacing matters of construction above
mere accidents of date. It is of a good
deal of interest to notice how closelv

allied to the Greek feeling is much of the

Roni'sn acanthus carving, as, for example,
in the florid Corinthian capital now in

the Lateran Museum at Rome, of which

we give an illustration herewith. This i?

'oRINTHIfIN CflPI'^L

ucMMTttt LfircRA/y MuicuM.

different from the accepted characteristic

of Roman detail, in which the leaves are
of a more rounded character, as in the
capitals of the Pantheon, or have a
crinkled surface. The volume concludes
with a short chapter upon Decoration,
some of which it would be difficult to dis-

tinguish from the work of the Reiuiissanc©
period.

The only obvious omission is that of a
chapter or chapters upon Decorative En-
richments, which receive remarkably scant
rec-ognition considering their undoubted
importance

Needless to say, the whole volume has
be^'u admirably printed and excellently
illustrated. It is a useful book, but more
.so to the learner than to him who has
carried any speciality to its extreme.

ROYAL ACADEJn' LECTURES.
III.—AKCHITECTIRE AXD THE CIHITSMUX.

IN his third Academy lecture given at Burling-
ton House on Thursdav afternoon in last

week, Mr. Reginald T. Bloinfield. A.R.A.. dealt
with the topic of " Architecture and the Crafts-
man." In his introductory remarks the lecturer
referred to the attractive modern theory which
would fain take architecture back to the days of
the Mediaeval guilds when the '•architect," if
such a person e.\i.«ted, was a craftsman working on
the building himself, in the midst of his artistic,
or at any rate building, brethren : and the very
idea of u professional architect as distinct from
the craftsman was out of the question. The
theory was out without its fascination in
thes,- days of keen professionalism. Moreover,
it appealed to an instinct which an architect
shared with other artists.—the desire to get his
ideas out at the end of his fingers, to translate

them with his own hands into concrete form.

That instinct, that irresistible feeling towards

and for material, was an essential clement in good
architecture ; and yet the author maintained that

good craftsmanship in the sense of act\ial manipu-
lation of bricks and stone, wood and metal, did

not necessarily mean good architecture -that it

was but an element in it, and not the whole. Mr.
Blomfield proceeded to sketch the (levelo])ment of

the theory in modern thought and b,v a con-

sideration of the actual position in regard to the arts.

In the earlier days of the Italian Renaissance, the

artist was almost invariably a craftsman of some
sort or, more correctly speaking, as an artist he

practisedarchitectureaiuong the other arts, turning

his hand indifferently to architecture, sculpture, or

poetry. Bramantc, Raphael, Michael An,gelo,

and Pcruzzi were familiar examples. It was not

until the middle of the Itth century that the

architect detached himself from the general body
of artists and specialised in architecture, as, for

example, Serlio, Palladio, and Vignola, in Italy ;

BuUant and De I'l Irme in France : tioujon alone

drifting from architecture into sculpture. The
inevitable results of this specialisation followed
after a time. Not only did architecture lose a
certain freedom of initiative, but it allowed the

control of the decorative arts to slij) into the hands
of second-rate men, such as Giulio Romano, or of

accomplished improvisatori, such as Primaticcio.

Architecture, in fact, abdicated her position as

mistress of the arts. By the end of the ITtli

century the process of specialising in architecture,

and indeed in all the arts, was complete. The
architect designed his building, and called in the
painter for his frescoes, and the sculptor for his

images : all three were professors in the one art,

none of them capable of executing the work
of the other two. The change was not

altogether one for regret. Architectura lost

the all-round craftsmanshii> of the Media'val artist

;

but, on the other hand, it greatly advanced in

technical skill and gained a deeper and wider
conception of architecture as an art in itself,

touching the other arts at certain points, yet
having definite functions of its own to fulfil,

which lay outside the provinces of the other arts.

If one compared the work of the latter part of

the 17th century with that of the earlier, the

mature work of Wren with that of Inigo Jones,
the designs of JIansard and De Cotte with those of

Lescott and He rorme, we found an immense
advance in technique, and the result was that,

both in France and Kngland, there accumulated
:m admirable tradition of workmanship, which
lasted throughout the 18th century, and dis-

tinguished that century above all others in the
history of modern art. Such a tradition could
only have grown up from a long-continued
common practice. At the end of the ISth

century, however, a somewhat momentous change
occurred. The solid inheritance of non-Classic
was breaking up, the dilettante appeared on the

scene and began to lay down the law in archi-

tecture, and for the second time in its history that

art became a mother of literary fashion. In this

case that literary fashion was a very different thing
from that passion for scholarship which had
influenced the Renaissance of the arts. This
literary fashion, which was to undermine Neo-
Classic in the 18th-century, was directed by such
men as Horace Walpole, and was translated into

practice by Batty Langley and Capability
Brown. This meant nothing less than the loss of

that tradition which had kept the art of this

country sane and sober for nearly 200 years.

The more enterprising architects lost themselves
in multifarious designs ; Kent invented a
lady's dress with decorations of the Orders !

Robert Adam devoted his inexhaustible fertdity

to the design of anything and everything. In
France, the reaction against the frivolities

of the old rt'ijim? led to a pedantic affectation of

purity, and in IS 12 Perrier and Fontaine produced
their collection of designs for decoration and furni-

ture, all in the severest Classical m-anner, and all

more or less unsuitable for the purpose. Design
which took no account of limitations of use or

material had, or could have, no real vitality, and
it accordingly died the death, and left the way
open for all the fads and revivalisms of the 10th

century. In England architecture went plunging
down the slope of sham iledia'vaUsm, with
Augustus Welby Pugin in the van, like the Pied

Piper of Himelin. Where the art still clung
to tradition it scarcely ventured outside the limits

of a frigid scholarship, as if paralysed by the

exuberance of the Gothic Revival. No doubt
Classical tradition was somewhat an.Temic, yet the

debt we owed to such men as Decimus Burton and
Cockerell should not be forgotten. It was to this

last stand of the (iuard that weowedsui'h tattered

fragments of the standard as we now possessed to

guide us through the mazes of modern fashion.

For the time they fiiiled in the struggle, and
English art sank to the lowest depth of degrada-
tion at the time of the (ireat Exhibition of IS.'il.

Pugin died in liS.)2. The Exhibition marked a
turning-point, and about this time there appeared
on the scene that most interesting group of men,
the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, and the move-
ment had its influence not only on painting, but
also on current ideas of architecture and crafts-

manship. These Pre-Raphaelite artists were very
much in earnest, but the ]irecise shape of their

aspirations was vague. The two ideals of

Mediicvalism and of rabid Realism seems to

have been like oil and water in imme-
diate juxtaposition, but never, in fact, in actual

touch with each other. To these reformers the

arts of design of the time appeared, not without
reason, to be hopelessly vapid and meaningless :

and it seemed to them that so long as design

remained in the hands of tradesmen, among whom
they reckoned the architects of their time, things

must go from bad to wor-se. The remedy, in their

opinion, was for the painter to take up the busi-

ness. He was to apply the beautiful forms of

nature to architecture and the arts of design, and
also to learn from the visible tacts of nature the

principles of construction. How he was to per-

form that astounding feat was nowhere indicated,

and nobody thoughl; it necessary to inquire, for

fifty years'ago architecture was not taken seriously

as the art of building. The cant of Nature was
supreme, as was evident in Raskin's " Seven
Lamps," where he propounded many fancies

which made admirable reading, but had very

little relevance to architecture. It soon be-

came evident that little was to be done by
the Brotherhood in the way of refonning
architecture except in the minor details, in

that its leadirs considered architecture only

from the point of view of the ornamentalist.

Jleanwhile, Ford Madox Brown had inspired

Morris and his friends. The famous firm was
founded, and now the conception of architecture,

already referred to by the lecturer, first clearly

disentangled itself, and was developed into a

system of life, involving fresh social and political

considerations. Morris himself, who had tried

architecture and thrown it up in disgust, formu-
lated a theory of art which boldly cut the knot.

Architecture he looked upon as the occasion for a
great assemblage of the crafts, in which none was
to be before or after, and architecture was to

content itself with the part of a vehicle for

carving and ornament, storied tapestries, and
beautiful glass. To the realisation of this

^4ew Morris devoted half his life, and he was
no half-hearted advocate. Morris did not

approach architecture from the standpoint of

an architect, but from that of a craftsman and
socialist. Oothic architecture was to him the art of

arts, and the art of the tature was believtd

to be the work of (iuilds, because no man
was supposed to stand a head and shoulders over

the rest, and because it gave liberal and even un-
disciplined provision for the handicraft. Neo-
Classic. on the other hand, was hateful and un-

intelligible, wicked, and without a soul. W
owed inuih to William .Morris. He taught us

again to appreciate good workmanship, material,

and colour ; to dislike empty-headed art, and to

aim high in all that was attempted. But his

personal idiosyncrasy and his artistic creed led

liim to concentrate his attention on the handicrafts

to the neglect of the larger consider.itions of art.

The result was that the sense of the proportion

between architecture and the crafts had been lost

;

the power of i)utting beautiful things together in

their right relation had disappeared under a

prolific growth of cheap accomplishment. The
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood then narrowed itself

down to a half-despairing championship of the

handicrafts, and intensified a dangerous tendency

for the production of pretty things without any
necessity. We had escaped from the Scylla of

Early Victorianism only to fall into the Charybdis
of I'Art Nouveau. Architecture as the serious art

of building did- not enter into the consciousness of

the Pre-Riphaelites and of their successors. How
else were we able to account for the idea

that it was possible to learn the prin-

ciples of construction from Nature 1' It could
not be too often insisted on that architec-

ture was not mere decoration or ornamental
building, but something outside and beyond tb
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various crafts which it called into play. The real

science of architecture was the actual and practical

knowledge of the means necessary to solve a £;iven

problem, and to realise a dt'tinite aim and the
translation of this into beautiful buildinsf. The
science of the architect was the technique that

enabled him to express himself freely and fault-

lessly as an artist in building. In architecture,

as in music, there was the deliberate restraint,

the selection and play of motives ; the definite

and consecutive scheme in which each detail fell

into its appointed place, the mastery and com-
bination of all the parts, so that they united in

this appeal to their imagination and their

emotions. This quality alone justified the
claim of architecture to be the most in-

tellectual of the ai'ts. In conclusion, Mr.
Blomfield urged students to dismiss from
their minds the idea that to he architects they
must qualify themselves as handcraftsmen. The
artistic problems to be solved were more pro-

found : the craftsmanship wanted was something
higher than that of the mason or the bricklayer.

Practical knowledge was indispensable : but all

practical learning was only the foundation and
groundwork of a higher art.

TV. THE LnilTATIONS OF THE .^KTS.

In his fourth and concluding lecture of the
present course to the Academy students, delivered
on Monday aftei-noon last, Mr. Blomfield took as
his subject "The Limitations of the Arts." He
pointed o\it that there were (ew more dilficult

problems in the theory of art than the differentia-

tion of the end and province of the various arts —
a subject tliat had been treated with some neglect
in modern criticism. The critics of the school of

1850 were preoccupied with the moral qualities of

artists, or with the literary possibilities of their
work. Their successors had devoted much
ability to the minute discrimination of matters
of technique, and the ajipreciation of pictures

;

but the connoisseur had in this profited

at the expense of the artist, and there
seemed still to be room for the old-fashioned dis-

sertation on first principles, for an attempt to

reach the artist himself, and the attitude that he
was justified in assuming towards his work. An
effort had been made, on the other hand, to

grapple with the scientific study of lesthetics ; to

ascertain the ultimate grounds on -wliich the
;esthetic emotions were based. The results of
these extremely scientific methods were, however,
not convincing. The theory was that our
a'Sthetic pleasure in objects was derived from our
inveterate habit of imagining ourselves into those
objects, and of conceiving ourselves as fulfilling

those functions. Thus, our sense of the beauty of
a well-proportioned column was said to be "the
satisfaction that we felt in imagining ourselves as
adequately discharging in our person the duties of
a column— in short, that this ii'sthetic sense was
only one phase of the anthropomorphic instinct
of man. -Vs practical artists he did not think
they would find this theory of material value
in their work. They might leave it to the
industry of Uerman speculation, and start a little

further on with the fact that certain human
creations did raise within us a certain thrill of
feeling. This fact might be taken as a datum,
•without further researches into the past. He
should attempt to give some account of what had
been done in establishing for working purposes
the relations and the differentiations of the various
arts by the great thinkers of the past, and to

draw some conclusions from their teachings for
practical guidance. In so doing he .should limit
himself to a brief sketch of the teaching of the
three foremost thinkers on this subject—Plato,
.Aristotle, and Uotthold Ephraim Lessing. The
most remarkable fact in Plato's philosophy was,
said the lecturer, his ingrained suspicion of Art.
Art with Plato was merely .an affair of imitation,
and as such it was to be eliminated from the
training of his ideal State. Plato did not deal
with Art until the tenth book of his
"Kepublic," and there the artist was dis-
missed with contumely, the appeal that the
artist urged being regarded as made to the lowest
elements of our nature. Plato's words were
almost severe in their emphasis :

— •' Imitative art
is far from the truth when it discharges its func-
tion : and for no true or healthy purpose it

attaches and lievotes itself to that element in us
which is far removedfromwisdom." Such a worth-
less matter as imitative art was not, therefore, to be
discussed any further. Plito's conclusion seemed
to the lecturer either a piece of superb irony or
the result of a too-unyielding logic. Plato sub-

ordinated the arts, even music itself, to the over-

mastering purpose of perfecting the soul. He
banished all arts from his State, except such as

had some ethical value, and this he retained not
on its merits, but iljpe^ii'c: ti't^.•r, for its use and
benefit in training the soul. It was not easy to

reconcile this with another view of Plato's, that

each art should be perfect within itself. If a pic-

ture was perfect within its own intention, it

surely became illogical to reject it because of its

failure in ethical value. Plato's theory was
distinctly disappointing. Aristotle, the scientific

thinker, was far more sympathetic. For the first

time he established the distinction between fine

and iisoful art, and, though such a distinction

was simply irritating to those who maintained
the unity of the arts, it was a distinction that had,
in fact, always been observed, and it was a great
step forward to recognise the possibility of a serious

function in art. Aristotle admitted, under certain

aspects, art had its proper place in the scheme of

life, and this, not merely as a side issue, which might
mean little or nothing as far as art was concerned,

but as there in its own substantive right. When
we come to Aristotle's treatment in detail artists

were doomed to disappointment again, for

Aristotle in dealing with art was almost entirely

occupied with poetry. The business of fine art

was to show men in action : its end was to purify
the emotions by exciting and dismissing them.
Sculpture and poetry might satisfy this purpose
when stated in the general terms, but only in a very
limited sense. As for architecture, as it was not
supposed to interpret human emotion in action, it

was simply not mentioned : being no doubt con-
sidered merely as a useful art. More than this,

the end of art, with Aristotle, was the impression
that it made on the spectator or the audience.

There was thus a wide gap between the view of

the ancient world that the artist was there solely

to contribute to the wealth of life, and the
modern view that, in addition to that, the artist

might also take into account the realisation of

himself. They had thus advanced a very little way
towards the modern standpoint. The e.xistence of

graphic and plastic art was now recognised by the

Greek as worth consideration, but its creations

simply entered into the scheme of his life as a

citizen, and that was about aU. In the ardour
of his politics, his literature, and his philo-

sophy, he did not attach the first importance
to masterpieces which ever since his time had
been the standard and canon of the world
in the arts of architecture and sculpture.

Nor had he considered very closely the rela-

tion of the arts to each other. It was
perhaps, fortunate that in succeeding ages,

literature left the arts severely alone. Mistakes

were made : artists attempted too much ; but, at

least, they were not fogged by hasty theories of

the relations of poetry to the arts, until in the

18th century the literary man arose in his might
and annexed the whole domain of the arts as

subject-writing, in which he was to lay down the

law, and the artist was to carry it out. A literary

man and a philosopher, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing

once and for all overthrew the idea that Poetry
and the Arts were convertible terms. Lessing

was not particularly interested in any of the arts,

except poetry ; but he possessed great learning

and an active and intensely logical mind, and the

fallacious thought of his contemporaries seems to

have exasperated him into the writing of

the famous " Laocoim." Lessing's memorable
essay on the ends and limitations of the various

arts was the most acute and profound piece of

criticism ever written. Lessing's position was
twofold :— (1) that the arts differed in subject

and treatment
; (2) that the end of art was pleasure.

His method was desultory, and apparently in-

consequent, and he repeated himself ; but the main
weight of his criticism rested on the first i>rinciple.

The gist of it was contained in a quotation from
Plutarch, which Lessing applied in his own sense.

The arts, he said, differed in the subject-matter

and the methods of their imitation. The artist

employed forms and colours in space ; the poet

articulated sounds m time. Therefore the right

objects for the painter (and sculptor) were objects

or bodies which co-existed, which were .to be seen

side by side, and whose impact on the senses were
to be rendered at one given moment of time.

The poet, on the other hand, had to give

consecutive impressions : he could only express

himself by a succession of sounds or words.

His business, therefore, was to make us realise

action—objects which succeeded each other

in time. Given this principle, all sorts of con-

sequences followed. Subjects which were legiti-

mate for the poet were ruled out of court for tlie.

artist. Again, it was possible for the poet to

make his appeal to the emotions by methijds which
were not open to the artist : the poet could deal

with consecutive action, whereas the painter had
to select some definite moment for his work. He
had to deliberately forego much that was possible

to the poet. Lessing argued that poetry, and
even, generally, literature and the plastic and
graphic arts, were not convertible terras ; that

it was wrong to transfer subjects and methods
from the one to the other without recasting them
mentally, without definitely realising the limits

and conditions of the art in which the artist

sought to express himself. For example (said

Mr. Blomfield), in a recent prize competition, the
Palace of Bacon's " Essay on Building" was set

as the subject of design. This was wrong
in principle, for what might be legitimate

enough in a prose picture, where the writer

only attempted to siiggest the idea of a certain

building, became unintelligible and unworkable
when literally translated into the lines of an
architectural design. It was for his insistence on
this point that Lessing's work was of such per-

manent value for artists. Lessing himself seemed
only to have taken a theoretical interest in the

arts apart from poetry. Thus he regarded land-

scape painting as an altogether inferior art,

because it was not occupied with ideas in action.

Dealing with invention, Lessing maintained that

this was shown, not in the discovery of new
subjects, but in the arrangement of old, inasmuch
as the artist's work should be intelligible at the

first glance. He had little sympathy with way-
ward artists, as indeed was shown in his other

proposition, that the end of all art was to give

pleasure—a position which left out of account the

personal equation of the artist himself, wiiose

object in his work might be to realise his own
powers, to energise himself. Certainly the art'st

who set out in his career with the sole object of

giving pleasure would be a desperate failure.

Behind fine work in all the arts lay passionate

emotion, which impelled a man to design

architecture in one way, and one way only.

The impulse was from within, and as such defied

classification. Lessing seemed to ignore this :

but given the luotive impulse .vhich started the

artist on his work, Lessing supplied certain lead-

ing principles by which the artist was to work in

accordance with the limits of his art, or as

Aristotle put it : "It is not any and every pleasure

that should be sought from tragedy, but the

pleasure which was peculiar to tragedy." At
this point Aristotle and Lessing left us to our own
devices. What was the "peculiar pleasure " of

painting, and sculpture, and architecture ? The
object of art was a somewhat complex affair. It

was partly no doubt to give pleasure, partly the

result of an irresistible impulse in the artist him-
self to render his ideas and emotions artistic and
intelligible : partly, at least in architecture,

to answer certain definite needs and con-

ditions. Somewhere along these objects at

any rate would be the end of art ; but it was
very material how that object was attained.

The pleasure obtained in art was the pleasure of

beauty—beauty of form, of colour, of light and
shade, of rhythm and proportion. The beauty

aimed at by the arts was no one standard and un-

alterable form—rather one would say there was in

this world, in natiu-e and in life, an inexhaustible

reserve of beauty—beauty only to be seen by the

seeing eye, and made visible and concrete by the

skilful bund. Truth might be at the bottom of a

well, but beauty lay everywhere for those who
could see it. Yet everything was not beautiful

:

or, rather, in the existing state of our faculties we
could only think of certain things as beautiful.

Our sense of beauty, with all its limitations and
imperfections, had been built up by countless

generations, and through innumerable associations

beyond the reach of any profitable psychology,

and artists might be justified in takirg it for

granted that certain things would always be con-

sidered beautiful, and certain things ugly. The
(juality of selection was surely at the root of the

matter : the power to see for oneself what lay in

a subject. Both sculpture and painting rested on

a convention, in that we were prepared to accept

this as representing the objects that they purported

to represent : but in so far as they approached

direct and literal realism, they endangered their

con\ention, and ran the risk of being estimated

by students out of relation to art. Tussaud's

figures wore more like the originals than any
marble fijures could be, yet they made no appeal

to us. The reason was that they had not passed
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through the tire of .in artist's thought, and that,

in so far as th»y challenge comparison witli

reality, they were obviously absurd. The dilli-

culty was to know how far realism should go, and
where it stopped. The full use of colour in sculpture
seemed to the lecturer to be outside the true
province of that art. .Selection became doubly
necessary in sculpture. Its method of ex-

pression was less obvious, and more a matter
of abstract thought than that of painting.
An artist would hardly select sculpture as

the art in which to tell a story, although
it had been constantly done by inferior men

—

e.g., in t he elaborate carved scenes round the
outsides of the choirs of Amiens and Chartres.
Here there were as many as five or six plans of

crowded figures, whose action was absolutely un-
intelligible without careful st\idy, and whose
value :i3 an integral part of architecture as sur-
face treatment was actually less than a draper of
ornament or a rusticated surface. The actual
sculpture was extraordinarily skilful : but the
failure in effect w.is due to a misapprehension of
the function of architectural sculpture. Archi-
tecture was the Cinderella of the arts, the art that
Aristotle considered not as a fine but only as a
useful art, if an art at all : that others had
recognised on moral or literary grounds, or had
accepted as the mere vehicle of ornament.
Architects would not accept this position, yet
there was no doubt that architecture to some extent
stood apart from these other arts. It was,
firstly, in no sense imitative. Architecture, indeed,
followed Nature—hardly in the sense that
nobody could put up a fine building who had not
mastered the ordinary laws of statics and
dynamics, and acquainted himself with the
materials he employed. Secondly, an architect
did not select his subject. He had to work
under the conditions of the problem he had to
solve, of the site and the mateiials of his building.
The architect was there to produce an organic
composition—not some picturesque detail, but a
whole in which those details combined for a
united impact on the emotions. Picturesque
details had not in themselves any relevance to
architecture, but were merely the notes which the
composer uses. They only reached architectural
value by their relation to the other constituent
parts of the design, and by the skill with which
they were treated in regard to the whole effect.

Architecture was not cabinet-building nor gold-
smith's work, but a given masculine art, and
its province was the handling of masses of
material. This point was of vital importance,
and had always been overlooked in periods
of indifferent architecture. An architect should
always have before him the effect of his building
as a whole. All his ability and dexeritv, the
skill of his colleagues, the be"auiy of hi^ materials,
were wasted unless this was kept in view, and all
his energies should be devoted to this unity of
effect. Another limitation of architecture was to
be found in the fact that in the lapse of ages there
had grown up within us certam instincts of
lesthetics, which were not to be .set aside. The
forms of architecture were now very old. in the
same sense that the words of a language were very
old. Nobody had yet asserted that the possi-
bilities of the English language were exhausted,
and it \yas equally so with architecture. The
architect's invention and originality were best
shown in the use he made of accepted forms. No
rules could be Laid down defining where one art
left off and another began : but students should
endeavour by constant "thought and analysis to
acquire a sensitive habit of mind in these matters.
All movement in modem art came from within,
and they could not expect the public to under-
stand art until they had clear ideas themselves as
to its limits and possibilities.

THE ROYAL IXSTITl'TE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE following is the report of the Council on
the resolutions with regard to the question

of Registration passed on April 3, 1906, presented
to the general bodv at the meeting on Jlondav
last :

—

SECTION" I.

The Council have had under their consideration the
Report and Recommendations of the Registration Com-
mittee adopted in principle at the General Meetin? held
April 3, 1906, and have the honour to report as follows :—

SECTION* II.

The following principles were laid down in that Report,
and ageed to :

—
Principle A.—That the Institute shiulii endeavour to

obt&in rarliamentary recngnition of its Membership.
Principle B.—That it be made compulsory after, sav,

l!tl2. that all ArchitPcts. before receiving the Diploma of

Membership of the Institute, must have passed through a
definite course of .\rchitectural Education.

Principle C.—That a temporary class of Licentiates of

the K.I.B.A. should be established.

Principle D.—That in future Fellows be elected from
the cla-ss of Associates. By the Council in special cases.

Principle E.—That disciplinary powers of the Institute

should be increased, with power of appeal.

SECTION III.

The proposal that the name of the Institute should be
changed to the Royal College of Aichitects was not
favourably received by the majority.

SECTION IV.

In the application to Parliament for an Act, the

following were suggested as the essential points to be
urged and objects to be attained :

—
[¥) To declare that it is in the public interest to enable

the public to distinguish architects reognised as (lualitied

by a competent authority from those not so recognised.

'(Gl To extend the present chartered privileges of the
R.I.B..V., making it the statutor>* authority for the
education and examination of architects for admission to

the Institute.

(H) To legalise a Scale of Charges.
{D To require public bodies to employ a professional

member of the R.I.B.A. [This is not intended to dis-

qualify public otiicials in the employ of public bodies at

the time of the passing of the Act.

J

SE' TION V.

The Council have given careful consideratiim to all the

principles above enumerated, and recommend that as a
first step a Revised or Supplemental Charter should be
applied for. embodying as many of the principles set forth

in Section II. as possible, and that when this has been
done an Act of Parliament should be applied for as soon
as pi-acticable. They now proceed to deal with each
principle in detail.

Piincipal A.—Parliamentary Recognition of Membership
of R.I.B.A.
This is explained by Section TV. above.

Piincipal B.—Compulsory Architectural Training.
(1) Your Committee recommend that effect shall be

given to this principle by altering the Charter and By-
laws so as to make this training a condition precedent to

entering for the Final Examination qualifying for

membership of the Institute, and legalise machinery for

dealing with the subject from time to time, so as to get
the advantage of experience. .

Priaciple C—Licentiates.
("2

1 It is intended that the period of entry into this class

shall close twelve months after the date of the Re\ised or
Supplemental Charter ; after that date no person shall be
admitted a Licentiate, and on the resignation or death of

the last surviving Licentiate, the class shall cease to exist,

'this new tempoiary class of Licentiates shall ba a non-
corporate one— '.'., a class having no corporate rights in

the property of the Institute, no authority to control its

management, and paying a subscription for a specified

consideration ; that is to say, they shall have the use of

the Institute premises, the receipt of the Institute publi-
cations, the privilege of using the initials L.R.I.B..\., and
the privilege of being present at all meetings of the
Institute, except Business Meetings, and taking part in

the discussions on Papers read.
i3) Licentiates shall be persons elected by the Council

within twelve months of the date of the Revised or Supple-
mental Charter who have attained the age of thirty years,

and who at the date of their application for admission
shall have been— ,1) for at least five successive years
engaged as piincipals in the piactice of architecture ; or

['} for not less than ten years engaged in the study or
practice of Architecture to the satisfaction of the Council.

(4) The Council are also of opinion that a special

examination might be established for Licentiates, enabling
them to enter the Fellowship class should they become in

due course eligible.

Principle D.— Election of Fellows.
id) This is governed by a resolution of the Institute,

June 6. 1904. as follows :—" After December ai, liKitj

(extended by Resolution of the Royal Institute at the
General Meeting of December 4, 190(3. to December ;hi.

1907 ) every person desiring to be admitted a Fellow shall

be re<|uired to have passed the examination or examina-
tions (jualifying him as an Associate, or shall be elected

from the ranks of the .-Vssociates. But in special cases the

Council by votes of three-fourths of such members of the
Council as are present and voting at a meeting of the

Council, shall have power to disp-iise with such examina-
tion or examinations." [The Council recommend that at

least sixteen members of Council should be present.]

[6] The Fellowship is thus generally to be open only to

Associates, or those who have qualified for admission as
Associates ; but the Council recommend that it shall be
also open to Licentiates under certain conditions. (See

paragraph 4 of Principle C, Section V. of this Report.)

Principle E.— Di'tiplinary Powers.
(7; The Council propose to increase the disciplinary

powers of the Institute by obtaining authority to publish

in the public Press the fact of the expulsion of a member
of any class.

SECTION VI.

"With regard to Section III. above, the Council do not
recommend that the name " The Royal Institute of British

Architects" should be changed.

SECTION VII.

Although such considerations are for the present out-

side the scope of the referenc; to the Council, ihey yet

venture to suggest that the alteration of the Charter and
By-laws in accordance with the above recommendations
might be a convenient opportunity for making other

alterations, such as :
—

18; The modification of the By-law regulating the

formal presentation of members at a General Meeting.
(9'. The retirganisation of the machinery for tilling the

othce of President or Honorary Secretary in the event of a

v>icincy arising from death or resignation during any
Session.

1 10) The abolition of the power given to the Council to

elect direct to the Fellowship the President or President-

Elect of an .\llied Society.

',11) The consideration of the representation of the

allied .Societies on the Council.

The report was adopted with the exception of

Paragraph 1 Section IV.

At ilonday's meeting of the Institute the
following candidates were duly elected :—As
Fellows :17; :—Thomas IJallanime, S6. York-
street, Westminster, S.\V. : Walter Richmond
Butler, 41.3, Collins-street, Melbourne, Australia;

Alexander Lome Campbell, 44, IJueen-streel,

Edinburgh : Frederick Wykcham Chancellor,
II. A. Oxon, 20, Finsbury-circus, E.C.. and
Chelmsford, Essex; Francis William Leas, JI..\.,

23, Rutland-square, and 12, JIagdala-place,

Fdinburgh ; Wilberforce Ernest llazell, .*»,

Tavistock-square, W.C., and 13, Woburn-square,
W.C. ; .John Rosa Mrllillan, lO.J, Crown-street,

and 14, Fonthill-terrace, Aberdeen: Percy
William Meredith, .iO, Cannon-street, E.C., .and

The Homestead, Thrale-road, Strcatham, S.W. ;

Sidney Yincent North, 203, Strand. W.C, and 4,

Fort Paragon, Margate: Harrj* Dighton Pearson,

27, Chancery-lane, W.C, and .St. Arvans, Ted-
dington, Middlesex : John Sansom, Cireenhank-

lane, Liskeard, Cornwall ; John Nicholl S ott,

44, liueen-street, and 22, Broughton-place,

Edinburgh ; Edwin .Summerhayes, Forest Cham-
bers, St. George's-terrace, and Claremont, Perth,

West Australia : .lohn Robert Sutton, 1S6, San
Martin-street, and 1,74.), Junin-strect, Buenos
Aires: Arnold Thornely, .)1, North John-street,

and 1, Bamhill-road, Wavertree, Liverpool ;

Thomas Francis Tickner, High-street Ch.ambers,

and Stoke-green, ("ovcntrv : and George Watt,
17, Union-Terrace, and Bieldside House,
Aberdeen. As Associates (411) : Archie .lames

Thomas Abel, H.M. Office of \Yorks, West-
minster, S.W.. and 98, Chasefield-road, Tooting,

S.W. ; Walter Thomas Armstrong, The Town-
hall, and 1, Slyne-road, Lancaster : Thomas
Simons Attlee, 32, Craven -street, Strand, W.C,
and IS. Portinscale-road, Putney, S.W.

;

George Sydney Herbert Bradford, Avondale-
road. Green Point, Cape Town, S. Africa ;

Ernest Barraclough Crossley, The CJuildhall, and
23, Osborne - grove, Sherwood, Nottingham ;

Thomas Lawrence Dale, 21, Flanders-road,

Bedford Park, W. ; Hugh Alexander Dalrymple,

Upney House, Bridge-road, Grays. Essex ; Noel
John Dawson, 73, Duke-street, and 1, Fairfield-

road, Chelmsford : Alexander Cochran Denny.
37, Church-street, and The Croft, Dumbarton :

Colin Minors Drewitt, .i-), Belmont-street, South-

port, Lancashire : Percival Maurice Eraser, 10,

Basinghall-street, E.C., and 2, l^llards-hill, N.,

Norbury, S.W. ; James Theodore Halliday

(Ashpitel Prizeman 190G}, Hawthorn House,

Wellington-road South, Stockport ; John Horner
Hargreaves, 90, King-street, Manchester, and
St. Anne's-road East, St. Anne's- on- Sea ;

Dudley Parkes Hayworth, 2.S, Martin's-lane,

E.G., and 91, Cazenove-road. N. ; Joseph Regi-

nald Hobson, New Eltham, Kent ; William Ash-

ford Hodges, 19, Queen Anne's-gate, S.W., and

5, Egerton Mansions, S.W. ; John Nixon Hors-

field, Jun., Parliament Chambei-s. Great Smith-

street, Westminster, S.W., and Summit Cottage,

St. Mark's Hill, Surbiton ; Claude Elborne

Ilowitt, Bentinck Buildings, Wbeeler tiate, and
Bolsover (Jardens, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham

:

Sydney Jaques, 143, ( )sborne-road. Forest Gate,

Essex ; George Thrale Jell. 13. Southampton-

street. Stra[nd, W.C, and 12, Chilworth-street,

W. ; Norman Jones, 16, Cambridge Arcade, and

3S, Knowslev-road, Southport, Lanes; Percy

Hubert Keys^ H.M. (Iflice of Works, Storey's

Gate, S.W., and 10, Hillingdon-road, U.xbridge

:

Herbert Langman, .5, Cook-street, Liverpool, and

29, Shakespeare - street, Southport ; I>eonard

Arthur Loades, Market-place, and North Field

(House, Morpeth; Rowland Arthur Loveitt, 12.

Westminster - road, Coventry : Charles Ernest

! Lovell, ft, Wrolham-road, and 66, Darnley-road,

j
Gravesend ; William Godfrey Jlilburn, B.A.

Oxon, 27, Chancery-lane, W.C, and Holly-

wood House. Wimbledon Common, S.W. ; Philip

j

Minor, 70, Palatine-road, West Didsbury, Man-

!
Chester ; Charles Leonard Thomas Slorgan, 43,

Cannon-street, E.C. and Thursley Copse, Farn-

ham-lane. Haslemere, Surrey ; Alan Edward
Munby, M.A.Cantab . 46, New Bond-street, W..
and Royal Societies Club, St. James's-street. W.

;

Nonnan Toller Myers, c L.C.C.. Trafalgar

House, Charing Chross. and Grantchester. Claren-

don-road. Watford; (ieorge Nott, 8, Market-

street, and 30, Glenlield Avenue, Leicester;

Cecil Henry Perkins, c o Mr. J. H. Martindale,

Castle-street, and 76, Petteril-street, Carlisle

;

Arthur Patrick Hector Pierce, The Outer Temple,

222, Strand, W.C, and I'i, Carlingford-road,

Hampstead. N.W. ; James Campbell Reid, 209,

St. Yinccnt-street, and 328, Golf Hill Drive,

Dennistoun, Glasgow ; Haydn Parke Roberts,
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Education Offices, Horaham, Sussex, and 103,

Trafalgar-road, Hoisham, Sussex ; Percy Tom
Runton, Victoria Chambers, Bowlalley-Iane, and
White House, Hessle, Hull; William Thomas
Sadler, L.C.C. Architects' Department, County
Hall, and 6d, PathBeld-road, Streatham, S.W. ;

Isaai- Taylor Sifton, oO, Duke-street, St. James's,

S.W., and 48, Breakspear.s-road, St. John's,

S.E. ; John Myrtle Smith, 8, Trafalgar-square,

(Jhelsea, S.W. ; Digby Lewis Solomon, B.Sc.

Lond., 16, Union-court, Old Broad-street, E,C.,

and 21, Hamilton-terrace, St. John's Wood,
N.W. : Andrew Kerr Tasker, Howard Chambers,
North Shields, and 23, Ripon Gardens, South
.Tesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Ralph Windsor
Thorp, Burton Crescent, Headingley, near

Leeds; Frank John Toop, War Office, Atter-

bury-street, Grosvenor-road, S.W., and 17,

Gros\enor-road, Westminster, S.W. : James
Irving Tweedie, Iloddoms, Ecclefechan, and
Kelhead, Annan, N.B. : Charles Paget Wade,
Elmsley, Yoxford, Suffolk; Fred Wade, Bank-
street, and 47, Beamsley-road, Frizinghall,

Bradford, Yorks : Arthur Fred Wickinden,
County Architect's Office, 86, Week-street, and
"Radwell, " Florence -road, Maidstone, Kent:
William B.irnet Wyllie, ILJI. l.lffii'e of Works,
47, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W., and 67,

Kennington Oval, S.E.

QUANTITIES.—Vr.

A Detached Kesidexce MEASuuEn axu Billed.

By the Author of " Estimating," Sec*

SPECIFICATION" ; I'UMiiEK

—

(contiiiiied).

COATSR the roofs of the two bays and oriel

windows with 61b. lead, dressed over into

gutters in front, and running- up 6in. at the back
with all necessary so'dered dots.

Put 41b. lead Hashing 6in. wide to these,

properly wedged and pointed as before.

Lay 61b. lead to the cover over entrance running
6in. up the walls and dressed over the cornice in

front.

Put 41b. flashing 6in. wide to this, carefully

wedged, raked, and pointed, and the holes for

screws, &c.. of iron suspending bracket to be
carefully soldered round.

Dress 51b. lead over the brick sills, turning Ain.

down over the sill and brought under the wood
sill and frame and turned up 1 Vin. at the back ;

bed this edge in white-lead putty, and secure to

oak sill with copper clout nails.

This lead is to run into the brickwork at both
ends of the brick >ill and be pinned in and i)ointed.

In the roof in approved position tix a 200
gallon galvanised iron cistern of medium strength,
and cut all holes as required for services, over-
flow, inc.

Put lin. lead overflow with brass union to

cistern, and carry it to nearest approved point.

Lay on the water to this cistern from the main
in road with "stout" ^Jin. lead pipe, and with
fin. approved pattern ball-valve, with extra large
copper baU and strong shank.

The contractor must pay the company's fees for

laying on the water, and include for taking up the
road, i;L'., and making good, and must provide a
brass ferrule for entering the main, and an outside
stop-cock in box. with crutch key and cover to

bo.x.

From this cistern bring down the water with
Jin. brass union with ferrule, and Jin. stout

service pipe to Ijath. This service to have a ,'in.

screw-down stop-cock labelled " cold service
down," and to have Mn. branches to lavatory
and w.c. waste-preventing cistern, and bring
the same service to scullery sink with Mn. branch
to the servants' w.c. waste-preventing cistern and
the best lavatory and w.c. cistern.

Put 40-gallon hot-water cistern on the bearers
close to the cold-water one, and lay on the cold

water to this with proper brass unions and
soldered joints, and w-itli Jin. screw-down stop-
cock, labelled "cold to hot.''

Lay on flow and return from this cistern to the
kitchen boiler with lin. wrot. and welded tubes,
steam tested, and jointed with tow and rod-lead,
and connected with all proper back nuts, \-c.

Lay on hot water to scullery sink and lavatories
to ground and first floor withMn. pipe, and to the
bath with Jin.

Provide the sum of £.i for laying on hot and

• AU rights reserved bv the author,—For drawinss see
No. 2714, Jan. 11, 1907, p. oS). Lirger ones will follow.
Specification commenced on p. 58 of No. 2714.

cold water for ho\isemaid if required, including

small sink and outlet.

To the sink in scullery put Jin. brass bibiock

screw feruled, to cold water, and stop the end

of pipe with lead-soldered stop and put ^^in. brass

hot-water bibcock, screw down and screw ferule.

This sink is to be cane-coloured glazed earthen-

ware with fluted drainer.

Put 1
' in. under waste, untrapped, to empty over

gulley outside, and with wire grating at top

properly bedded.

The servants' w.c. is to be a cane-coloured trap

and pan in one piece, p.c. l.'is., and connected

with bend to the 4in. drain outside.

Provide and fix a two-gallon water-waste pre-

venter to this w.c. of approved pattern, p.c. los.,

including cover, chain, handle, and all brasswork,

and fixed on two galvanised iron brackets cut and
pinned into wall.

Connect this cistern with the w.c. with IJin.

stout lead pipe and rubber joint.

All the w.c.'s must have proper overflows taken

to the top of trap and securely jointed both ends.

The two best w.c.'s to have white pans and
traps in one, printed flown-blue inside, p.c. 20s.

Put two gallon noiseless waste-preventers to

each of the best w.c.'s, p.c. 20s. each, including

cover, chain, and handle.

Fix these cisterns on galvanised-iron brackets as

before.

The amounts allowed include galvanised-iron

brackets.

Connect these cisterns to the w.c.'s with I.Jin,

lead pipes and rubber joints.

The services to these waste-preventing cisterns

has already been mentioned. To each of them put

jin. overflow carried to weep outside.

The upper w.c. will have to be connected by
lead bend and brass thimble to the outside soil-

pipe.

The lavatory tops to be of glazed-ware, with

soap and brush-trays, skirting, and overflow, p.c.

liSs. each.

The services have already been specified in hot

and cold.

Put jin. patent nickel lavatory cocks marked
Hot and Cold.

Put I'in. pipe to overflow, and carry down and

connect with the under waste which is to be l|in.,

with brass washer plug and chain. (These washers

to have gauze wire acro.s3 them.)

The ground-floor waste is to weep over gully

outside.

The 1 jin. waste on first floor to be carried under

floor, and go out with the bath waste.

Put second quality enamel fireclay. Bath
r)ft. 6in. long inside, fitted with Shanks' patent

fittings, hot, cold, and waste, and connect with

the services already specified.

This Bath is to have 51b. lead safe under it

standing up .'lin. from the floor, with the top edge

welted and the .angles soldered, and with IJin.

overflow taken to outside.

Put a liin. lead waste and carry to the upright

wiiste outside.

This outside waste is to be a 2in. stout lead one

carried down to weep over gully at foot, and

(wvered with thick inodorous felt, and carried 3ft.

above highest window for ventilation.

Put a 4in. lead soil-pipe from first floor w.c.

down to the drain and connect with earthenware

bend.
Carry this soil-pipe up 3ft. above the roof, and

leave open with galvanised iron wire cover, and

wrot. iron stay.

BELLS A\I) ELECTUU LIOHT.

The bells n,re to be electric.

The wires are to be nickel-plated and cased with

rubber and worsted, running in tut)es where neces-

sary, and where they run under the floors they

are to be carried on fir fillets.

The wires from front entnance gate to be

specially covered, and carried in gaspipes tarred

inside and out.

Put three strong batteries fixed on the shelf

already taken at a point to be arranged.

The' indicator t3 be of the best description and
approved by the Architect.

The front and back entrances are to have

separate alarums, extra loud-ringing.

Put one push on each side of the chimney-
breasts in the dining- and drawing-room, and
library, and one in each of the bedrooms ; two to

front entrance, one to back entrance, one at

entrance gates.

There will be a speaking-tube from the hall to

the first floor, and one from the bathroom to the

kitchen.

Provisional sum for these two has already been
specified.

Provide the sum of £5 for jnisbes.

Wire the house for electric light, and laj- on to

the following points :
—

Two brackets on chimney-breast in dining-

room, and one for pendant in the centre of room.
Two on the chimney-breast and one in centre for

drawing-room. Two on the chimney-breast for

library, and one in the centre of hall. <Jne in

the centre for kitchen, one to bracket in scullery,

one in each lavatory and w.c, and one on first-

floor landing.
To the two large bedrooms put one on each

side of windows and hanging push for bed.

To the right-hand front bedroom put one each

side of window.
To the two smaller bedrooms one only each,

also one to bath, and one outside front entrance.

Pro^'ide all necessary switches, blocks, i:c.. and
fix the Company's meter, and connect with it.

I'AIXTER AXU r.LAZIEIi.

All tlie white-lead, linseed-oil, and turpentine

are to be of the very best quality.

Knot, prime, stop and paint three coats in

addition on all woodwork inside and out. the

finishing coat to be in two appro^•ed tints.

The [internal work in reception-rooms, hall,

lavatory, w.c.'s, bedrooms, bathroom, landing,

and staircase is to have one coat of best varnish in

addition to the paint.

Paint the dresser in kitchen four oils plain

colour.

Paint the edges of all shelves four oils plain

colour.

The hatrails in wardrobe cupboards on first floor

to be painted four oils in plain colours.

Paint kitchen chimneypie:c, including the

shelf, in four oils plain colour.

Paint all the rainwater pipes and cast-iron

gutters four oils to an approved tint.

This applies to the ventilating pipes also.

Paint the wrot. iron suspending brackets to

cover in four oils, and pick out in English gold.

Paint the barge board and mouldings four oils,

also rails and niullions to gables on back eleva-

tion.

Paint the fascias in four oils.

Paint all sashes, frames, and doors externally,

and woodwork of bays in four oils to approved

tints.

GLAZIEK.

The large squares shown plain on front eleva-

tion are to be glazed in selected 26oz. sheet

properly puttied and back-puttied.

Those in casements or sashes that open are to

be sprigged in also.

The plain lead glazing shown on front and side

elevations is to be of the p.c. of 2s. per foot super,

glazed complete.

The ornamental lead glazing to elevations to

be 6s. per foot super, glazed complete.

These prices are to include all necessary saddle

bars.

The scullery window is to be glazed with 21oz.

sheet in the top sash, and ,',;in. Hartley's in the

bottom.
The bottom sash in the kitchen is also to be

glazed in .-^^in. Hartley's, and both squares of the

servants' w.c. and the bottom one of larder.

The lavatory and w.c. windows on ground floor

to be glazed with 21oz. white IMuranese glass,

also the w.c. on first floor and bathroom.

The glass in the external folding doors and

fanlight to drawing-room is to be of 26oz. selectc<l

sheet gl.ass properly puttied and back puttied and

sprigged in as before.

The remainder of the sashes, Jcc, are to be

glazed with 21oz. sheet of good quality.

The door to the lavatory on ground floor is to

be glazed with 21oz. white Muranese.

AU the glass must be approved by the architect.

ProA-ide the sum of £2 for small glazed fan-

light, frame and fastening, ire, to get from roof

on to the middle flat.

I'Al-ERHAXOElt.

Provide the sum of £20 for papers and hanging,

and provide 500 yards twice distemper to approved

tints.

Provide for preparing walls for 1 50 pieces of

paper.

At the sewage outfall works at the Lunt, Bilston,

on Tuesday, the memorial -stone was laid of the

new sewage works. The works occupy Vli acres in

extent, and Mr. Baldwm Latham, M.I.C.E., is the

designer of the scheme.
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roWEK-STATIOXS. — III.

By R. OwEN" Allsoi".

'"f^HE modern system of transmission of electri-

_L cal energy at liigh tension lias lightened the
task of power-station promotei-s in that it enables
sites to be selected at a distance from the district

intended to be served.

The pressure of the current is, indeed, nowadays
fre piently raised by transformers at the genera-
ting station from a comparatively low pres.'iure of

generation, especially and solely for the purposes
of transmission. The economy of the procedure
results from the reduced area of fnetallic conduc-
tor recjuired for ti-ansmission purposes—the saving
in ' copper." The jiractical gain of high-tension
distribution may be considerable. The older
generating stations owe their positions primarily
to the circumstance that the then low pressure of
generation required a site for the station as near
as possible to the centre of gi-avity of the complete
load area. The point concerns us, in that the
architect will now more often find that his work
is on a site where land is relatively cheap, and re-
strictions less onerous than where the generating
station is erected in good quarters of a city.

Our last suggestions as to the desirability of look-
ing well ahead, in respect of future "load, are
therefore seen to be quite reasonable. The land
is there ; in consequence it should be seen that the
proper space for extension is reserved while there
is opportunity. Whether precisely equal in
amount to twice the present plus immediately
foreseen load is another matter, and must depend
on circumstances. The spirit of our recommenda-
tions was that a liberal margin be allowed.

That site is most suitable for a power station
which, while suited for purposes of the special
supply, has means and facilities for cheap and
economical coaling. Of secondary importance
only, for large steam stations, is afree or cheap
supply of water for condensing. Hence all large
steam actuated power-houses will be for choice on
a good river, where not only can the fuel be
directly sea-borne, but the condensing water c;in
be had free or for a nominal fee to the river
authorities. It seems, as we have hinted, hardlv
likely that many more centrally placed power-
stations wQl be erected ; but that the principle of
town light and power supply will be on a system
where, as we find, for e.\ample, distrxts ot"\Vest
Knd London are supplied from the mar-shlands of
Bow. Besides the a-tual gain in the facilities for
coaling, ice, that cheapen production, these out-
lying sites involve less risk to owners of actions-
at-law for noise, vibration, or other nuisances.
Seeing how many owners of electrical works have
been mulcted in heavy lines, this consideration
may well be taken into account when reviewing
the cost (if long line transmission from the central
to the sub-station. Next to the riverside a canal
site is choicc-rforthy, or a railway for coalino-

fac'ilities. Anything to save expensive trajisfer-

ence and carting.

Some stations take condensing water from a
canal, as, for example, the latest station at Bir-

mingham, where the condenser intake and out-
flow are a third of a mile apart. Others—the
majority—must of necessity depend on public
water supply or private well, with cooling ponds
or towers or evaporative condensers. The matter
of fuel and water is also important to power-
houses employing internal combustion engines, as

no one would now think of using town's gas
{except for convenience in a very small station)

when they can manufacture a very cheap gas on
the premises by the employment of a suitable

variety of coal. The anthracite fuel will haie to

be brought to the station in quantities, and a con-
siderable amount of water for engine cylinder-

cooling jackets will in this case be required : so

that the builders of the gas-dri\'en power-stations
will have in mind much the same kind of site to

that selected for steam-engines.
It is not easy to see the future of power-station

building in coal-bearing districts, transmitting
current at a very high voltage to very distant

consuming districts—that is to s.ay, .so far as

concerns this country. On the Continent the
higher pressures of generation and transmission
have put matters ahead, and in the world gene-
rally much advance is being made in generation
at a great distance from distributing centres. The
truth seems to be that we are rather afraid of

high voltage in this country, and have to bear the

consequences—if any. Also the popular mind
dreads an alternating current, whereas the
"A.C.," by the improvements made in design
and construction of induction motors has rendered
long-distance transmission more feasible and
economical. The cost of the "line" in long-

distance transmission is heavy, and may outweigh
advantages. The existence of some distant

natural power desired to be used, as in the

accomplished fact of the Niagara and the pro-

jected scheme for the Zambesi Falls should be the

motive of long-distance transmission. With us

such natural forces—or the potentiality of such -

exist in our coalfields, water-jmwcr being excep-

tional, and hence in this matter we are far behind,

say. the Swiss engineers in clever schemes and
details. Something has been done in the w.ay of

power generation at, and supply from, coalfields

;

but questions of convenience, suitability, adapta-

bility, ^:c., must have consideration as well as

economy. Admitting so much, the jirinciplo is

evidently sound. There is the fuel-electrical

energy in another form. At the present state of

knowledge we must have mechanical power before

the appearance of electrical energy im a useful

commercial scale. Sites cost little in the

mountains, etc., and the engineer-architect can

house his machinery in artistic abortions and
believe that we believe that we live bv breiid

alone. The generated power can be transmitted

along a conductor of relatively infinite smallness

of sectional area. The high pressure can he

efficiently converted to low or any desired tension,

changed in quality, all with little loss. Possibly

the present-day outlying central stations may be a
step towards further work in really long-distance

transmission.

In offering suggestions as to the allowance of

spa.-e for extending a po\\'er-house, we examined
the problem in its broadest aspect, and designedly

overlooked the fact that before any decision could

be made as to the safe margin for extension, the

special purposes of the station must come under
review. The method and system of generation

widely differ, some in acccordance with well-

established facts of electrical science, others bj-

reason of the individual ideas and beliefs of

electricians and engineers; while others, such Jis

the vexed question of rotary converter versus

motor generator, form a constant subject for

animated debate in the electrical press. The
systems of indirect distribution are manifold, and
upon the actual one adopted the jdanning of a

power-station in some measure depends.

It will be seen that there being so many varied

systems of direct and indirect sup]dy. the nature

of the accessory electrical machinery to be housed

in central stations and in sub-stations—for which
those who deal with the constructional side of

power-station work will bo called upon to provide

space and foundation and means of access

—

controls, to some considerable extent, the plan.

Thus, supposing that the method of excitation of

the fields of the gcui rating altiTnators includes

separate machines —i.e., is not part and parcel of

the actual alternator -space of suitable extent

and relative position must be found for the

exciters, which may be separate combined engines

and dynamos. Where the exciters are carried in

the main generating machine itself, so much space

will be solved.

The general nnji il'iiU of the jiower-station

engine-room distinctly differs, according to

whether the business is lighting solely or

primarily, or power solely or primarily. In the

former we find an array of relatively small

engines, in the latter a few very large ones. A
consijenition of the nature of the work to be done
by the power-house explains the reason. (Jn a
fine summer's day there is a \ery small amount of

current demanded of the ligliting station. A
Xovember fog will set every engine going. To
supply the summer's day load we do not require,

say, an SnOH.P. engine that takes possibly
iniPH.l*. to drive itself. On the other hand, in

the tramway power-house, with a fairly constant

day load, and possibly also a regular night light-

ing load, economy would suffer by the employ-
ment of a large number of small engines. The
simplest power houses are those such as tramway
operating stations, where the generators supply
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continuous current at a low voltage. Such may
require no auxiliary machinery, and the whole
engine-room equipment consists o£ a steam
generator and a switchboard.
The sketch section given herewith generally

indicates the features of a simple power-station
having mechanical stokers and chain fuel-con-
veyors. It is a cross section of a building such as

suggested in the block plan given on Feb. 8 last,

and is correctly in the order recommended, so

that fresh units may be added at the ends of the
huilding. It is obvious that a main roof could
have been carried over the switch gallery : but it

is also evident that the heavier roof-trusses

required would have been a more expensive
method of construction. Many power stations

have been so constructed, and where only narrow
gangways and tlatboard switch-gear are provided,
the arrangement is simpler. Modern switch-
gearing is more elaborate, and more space is

occupied both by the actual "board" and by gang-
ways.
In setting out such a cross section as shown, we

plainly first require the overall dimensions of the
engine and generator and the boilers. The
dimension A, representing the engine-house, is

that of the length of the bed- plate of the steam
generator indicated (Ej plus the dimensions D and
F ; the former a question of suitable gangway, the
latter depending on the space required for the
condensers. In the same way the boiler-house
extreme width, B, is composed of the overall boiler

and flue dimensions, G and H, plus the stokery, J.

The width of C is a matter for the electricians to

decide. The dimension K is the distance of crank-
shaft centre from the central axis of the engine-
house.

The whole space in three dimensions for switches
is a question for the electrician before any
structural work can be planned.
The fuel conveyance is by the chain conveyor

indicated, hauling the coal-slack up and tipping it

on the horizontal run over boiler-house by suit-

able tipping gear, adjusted as required by an
attendant, so that the hoppers of the several
boilers are kept supplied. The bunkering space
above the hoppers and coal shoots forms, in reality,

a storage, and is supported by steel pillars be-
tween the boilei-s. and generally constructed of
steel plate or steel and concrete, after the manner
of a simple fireproof floor.

The coal descends the shoots to—in one or more
ways (many patented)—automatic gi-ates that feed
in the coals to the furnace. In some systems the
returaing coal-conveyor takes away the ashes.

The arrangement given comprises a small tramway
and trolley in a subway under stokery, the ashes
falling into the shoots shown.

It will be seen that the mere lateral setting-out
of such a cross-section is a simple matter, and
depends primarily on the plans of the engine-
builders and boilermakers. For the heights, the
electricians will decide the switch gallery ; the
engine-house requires a sufficient height for a
convenient traveller with clearance under to
swing parts of machinery clear of others, and
plenty of air-space above, too many engine-houses
being oppressive places, for want of ventilation.

The Gloh' correspondent at The Hague says : M.
Cordonnier is going to build the Palace nf Peace
" on an entirely new plan," and he will live ou
at The Hague for some time, "tor the purpose of
CDmpletmg detads of the new project."

The York C^ty Cjuncllhave decided to recommend
Mr. A. Creer, their late surveyor, f )r apoointmeut
as engineer to the Ouse and Foss X.ivigation
Committee at a salary of £200 a year.

At Southwell Mr. F. H. Tuiloch held yesterday
(Thursday) an inquiry into an application by the
Southwell It ural District (':)uncil for leave to borrow
£l,'ioO for works of water supply for the towoship
of Ollerton.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at
Wem, Salop, yesterday (Thursday), hjfore Mr.
P. M. Crossthwaite, inspector, as to au applicatinn
from the urban district couucil proposing to borrow
£5,500 for a revised scheme of sewerage and sewage
disposal.

.U Sheffield on WeJueiday, a Lical Government '

Board inquiry wa? held bdfore Mr. F. H. Tuiloch
as to au application by the city ciuucil tor sanction
to borrow £8,010 for Works of sewerage, £.',:jO) for
the construction of an underground convenience in
Castlefolds, Sheffield, aud £17,orj for street improve-
ments.

In the Houso of Lords, on Mondiy, tho National
Trust for Place) of H.storical Interest Bill was re.ad
a second time.

OBITUARY.
Mk. John Fixxie, the '/"//<'// of Liverpool artists,

died at Bootle on Wednesday week in his 78th
year. He was born in Aberdeen, and was
apprenticed to an Edinburgh house decorator.

He also spent five years at Newcastle as a glass

painter, under William Bell Seott. He was
appointed as art teacher at the Mc.-hanics' Insti-

tution. Liverpool, in 185.3, and for 41 years con-
tinued headmaster of the institution, which
afterwards became the school of art. He retired

in 1896, when a public testimonial and other
honours were conferred on him.

The sudden death is announced, at the age of
sixtv-four. of Mr. Chahles Sxe.\th Allott,
M.Inst.C.i:., M.I.Mech.E., of Erlsmere, Old
Traflord, and 40, Brown-street, Manchester. He
was the son of the late Joseph AUo.t, of Xewark-
upon Trent, and was born in 1842 at Lincoln. He
served articles under Mr. L. H. Moorsom,
M.Inst.C.E., and afterwards, as principal assistant

to the Fairbairn Engineering Company, he had
charge of many important engineering works,
including, in the metropolis, the roof of the
Albert Hall, and the roof of the Liverpool-street
Station. In 1875 he began private practice, and
his services were requisitioned by more than one
railway company in the inspection and overhaul-
ing of their iron bridges, while he also designed
and superintended the erection of the Stuart-street

generating station for the Manchester Corporation,
many bridges for the Salford Corporation, and
other public bodies.

CHIPS.
Foundation-stones were laid last weekof a church-

room and vestry, now being added at the rear of the
Wesleyan Chapel, Southborougb. Mr. C. H.
Strange, of Tuubndge Wells, is the architect, and
Messrs. Wallis aud Harmer aie the contractors.

The contractor for the new Theatre Royal, Christ-
church, Xew Zealand, has made a good start with
the work of the basement and substage. The
buildings are to be completed by Xovember, 1907,
The chief feature of the auditorium is that there are
no posts or columns to support the circle or gallery
floors, the whole being carried from the walls. The
architects are Messrs. S. aud A. Luttrell, and the
contracter is Mr. W. H. Bowen, all of Ctiristchurch,

N.Z.

The design of Messrs. Atkinson Brothers, of

ISTewcastle-on-Tyne, has been selected for the large
staiued-glass east window in St. Bede's Church,
Jarrow, as a memorial to the late Dr. Bradley.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned a
loan of £20,000 to the corporation of Drogheda, for

the purpose of carrying out a scheme for the erection
of woiking-class lodging-houses.

Mr. Henderson, surveyor to the Thames Ditton
Urban District Couucil, has received an honorarium
of 600 guineas in connection with the diatnage and
sewerage scheme recently carried out.

Mr. F. H. Tuiloch, an inspector under the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry at Hessle on
Tuesday into an application by the urban di-itrict

council for leave to borrow £3,400 for providing a
public pleasure-ground.

The Birmingham Corporation on Tuesday decided
to borrow £80,000 for the extension of lighting-
mains, cables, feeders, ttc, rendered necessary by
the incre,ased consumption of electricity. The sahary
of the electrical eugineer, Mr. A. R. Chattock, was
increased from £1,000 to £1,2)0 per annum.

Towards the end of last Xovember the widening
of the road at Llaiirhos, which forms part of the
main route between Llandudno and Conway, was
commenced, the contract for the work being let at

£1,2:37. Oil Friday an inquiry with reference to the
proposed loan to cover the cost was c inducted at

Llandudno by Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Smith, of

the Local Government Board. Mr. E. P. Stephenson
and Mr. F. A. Delmotte, the engineers for Llan-
dudno aud Conway respectively, were among those
who appeared to support the application.

Sir W. Foster introduced into the House of
Commons on Fridav the following Bills, which were
read a first time:—Bill to amend the law relating to

the qualification aud tenure of ofllce of medical
officers of health and sauit^rv inspectors, and for

other purposes ; and a Bdl to amend the Housing ol

the Working Classes Acts, aud otherwise to faeilitate

the building of houses for the working classes in
rural districts.

The body of .\rthur John Ellison, aged thirty-one,
a member of the building firm of .Toseph Ellison aud
Sons, St. Helens, was found on Friday afternoon in

Daverhead Dim. Mr. Efhson, who had been
suffering from insomnia, left home on the previous
Monday night, ostensibly to have a smoke, and was
not again seen.

Building ]InUlUgcnct.

M.vxcHESTEit.—The hoardings have been cleared

from the front of the new Central Offices of the
Co-operative Wholesale Society in Corporation-
street. The premises cover an area of three and a

quarter acres. The block just completed occupies

the whole frontage between Balloon-street on the

south, and Hanover-street on the north. The hall

is lOSft. long, and its breadth G7ft. It is spanned
by a semi-elliptical ceiling at a height of :i4ft.

There are three entrancesto the building, \vithwide

stone staircases, and three electric passenger-lifts.

The building will be lighted by electricity from
the society's own installation, and the heating and
ventilation will be done by a modification of the

Plenum system. It is of fire-resisting construction

throughout, and is 90ft. high to the parapet.

The base of the walls is of Aberdeen granite, and
the upper portion of Derbs shire stone and red-

pressed bricks. The work has been carried out by
a building staff employed by the society under the

direction and to the design of the architect to the

society, Mr. F. E. L. Harris, A.R.I.B.A.

Oi.i) Tr.\ifoiid.—The third elementary school

built by the Stretford Education Committee was
opened at Old Trafford on Saturday. It occupies

the corner of X'orthumberland-road and Ayres-

road. In design a new departure has been made,
the architect, Mr. Ernest Woodhouse, of Man-
chester, having planned the whole building

entirely on one floor. The front is in the Old
English half-timbered style, and the sides and
rear of the building are finished in Accrington

red brick and terracotta. The roof is of red

tiles. There is a large central hall, reached from
four corridoi-s. along which sixteen classroom are

placed. Eich classroom is for 50 pupils. The
total accommodation in the building is for 840

places, but provision has been made for a future

extension of sixty placeo. The total cost of

the building and caretaker's house is £12,122, a

further £610 has been spent upon furnishing, and
the site was purchased for £25,000. The cost

per head has been £14 10s. on the building and
153. on the furnishing account.

The paper advertised in the Brown Book to be

given before the Architectural Association ou
April 26 will not be read, as Mr. Verity has been

uuable to complete it in time. A paper wdl be

read on the same evening by Mr. F. W. Simon.

F.R I.B.A., on the subject of " Liverpool Archi-

tecture."

A new illuminated turret clock has just been
erected at the new police-courts, .Sunderland, Co.

Durham, with Lord Gnmthorpe's improvements
inserted, by Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sous, Ltd., of

Leeds and Xewoastle-ou-Tyiie, for the Maj'or and
Corporation of Suuderlaud. ilessrs. Potts and
Sons have also erected a new illuminated clock, with

three external dials, for Messrs. Harral, Barnsley,

Yorks, and a large clock at Hull for the X.E.R. Co.,

and are now erecting a memorial church clock at

Middlesmoor, Pateley Bridge, near Leeds.

There will be an exhibition of Foreign and
Colonial Architectural Periodicals (collected by Mr.
Maurice B. Adams, F.R. LB. A., for his lecture ou
" Architectural Journalism," which we published ou
the 22nd ult., ^vhen we gave a complete list of the

exhibitsi at the Architectural Association, 18, Tuf-
ton-street, Westminster, daily duruig next week,

between the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. Admissiou

will be free. Mr. Adams's paper is given in cxtiiisj

in the R.I.B..i. Juiiriial this week.

Mr. J. F. Herring, the animal painter, whose
Euglish farmyard pictures were very popular both

at home and abroad a generation ago, died at Cam-
bridge on Wednesday at the advanced age of 92.

Mr. Herring was the eldest son of Mr. J. F.

Herriug, who achieved great distinction in the

painting of racehorses and coaching scenes. He
leaves a widow and two sons.

The Board of Trade have recently confirmed the

undermentioned order made by the Light Railway
Commissioners :—Robertsb;idge aud Pevensey Light

Railway (extension of time, k<:.) Order, 1907,

amending the Robertsbridge and Pevensey Light

Railway Orders of 1900 and 1903.

Mr. W. A. Ducat held an inquiry at Brentford

yesterday (Thursday) into an application by the

urban district couucil for sanction to borrow a

further suni of £1,490 for the purposes of the new
marktt.

Sandbach Urban District Council have selected

Mr. W. H. .Vndrews for the position of clerk of

works out of 137 applicants. Mr. Andrews will

superintend under the engineer the carrying out of

sewerage and sewage-disposal works.
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Our Illustrati0ns.

COUOXER S COrUT, MAXCHESTEll.

The Coroner'."! Court i.^ part of the building
recently erected by the Manchester Corporation
to provide central ijuarters for the city tire

brigade, \c. The provision of a coroner's court
was not in the original building scheme of the
corporation, and consequently may not be as
ideal as it otherwise might have been. The
*intrancc to the court is from Londnn-road. and
consists of court-room 3:ift. by 2:ift., by 23ft.

high; jury and doctor's retiring-room, coroner's
private room, general staff office, with waiting-
rooms, i;c. The court, which is lift, below the
•street, is approached through the general waiting-
room at the same level, and being at the back of
the building, is removed from the noisy traffic of
London-road. The coroner's - room, general
office, and gallery are on the ground-Hoor level.

The whole of the joinery is in canary wood
stained and varnished : above the panelling the
walls are plastered and finished in a warm-
coloured duresco, while the ceiling and frieze are
finished in a light cream colour. The court is

lighted by three large windows overlooking the
drill-yard of the tire-station, being tilled in with
simple leaded lights having enriched panels, the
centre panel having the city arras, while the other
two contain figures representmg Truth and
Justice. The building is warmed and ventilated
on the ' Plenum " system. The architects were
Jlessrs. Woodhouse, Willoughby, and Langham.
100, King-street, Manchester. " The entire fire

and police-station, of which this Coroner's Court
iorms a portion, was illustrated by a double-page
perspective in our issue of May 26. 190.i.

OIAXCEL .\U( H SCREEN, ST. .TOHX THE IHVIXE,
LEICESTEIt. „

This screen, which is of wrought iron, is the gift
of >Ir. and ilrs. Bunning. and was erected some
little time since. The screen measures 17ft.
between the chancel arch piers, and is mounted
upon a plinth and steps of polished Belgian black
and verde antico. The screen is composed of
seven bays, with open cresting ; the central bay
is 6ft. wide, and in the form of a porch, the "able
of which bears bronze shields, with enamelled
emblems of the Four Evangelists. Recently, the
screen has been further enriched by bronze ani'els
with drawn swords surmounted on either side of
the central bay, and a dove in the gable. The
work ha.s been designed by Mr. ('. H. Liihr,
1-'.R.L1{..A.., and executed by Messrs. Thomas
Brawn, of Birmingham.

THE lailSSELL COLD MEDAL DESInX lOR A TIMBER
CiKAXn ST.<XD. / I

We publish this week the design for which the
(irissell (iold Medal has this year been awarded
by the Royal Institute of British Architects.
The subject given was a Grand Stand to be con-
structed of timber on a racecourse, and accom-
modating :!,000 persons on the roof and 1,000 in
the boxes, with provision for refreshments, police,
lavatories, ice. The number of seats on the roof

governs the superficial area co\"ered by the build-

ing—in this case roughly :i0llft. long by .')Oft.

deep—and with this length it is found that four

tiei"s of boxes are necessary for the reijuired ac-

commodation under that head. -Vs is absolutely

essential in a building of this kind, used only on
rare occasions, the plan is kept as direct and
symmetrical as possible. To the stand proper

there are a main, central, and two end entrances.

These lead to staircase-halls, giving access to the

several tiers of boxes, the refreshment-rooms,

retiring-rooms, ..^c. These staircase-halls are

connected together at the level of each tier by a

wide corridor running from end to end of the

building behind the boxes, which latter are entered

therefrom. ( >n the ground Hoor are arranged the

different administi-ative offices, with rooms for

police, telegraph, officials, jockeys, ire, and the

Royal reception-rooms. From the last there are

private staircases to the Royal box <vver the

main entrance. The staircases to the roof

— si.x in number — enter from the back and
ends, and are of fireproof construction, and
kept distinct from those to the boxes. Externally
the design is treated as it naturally develops from
the plan, thi' front being relieved by slightly pro-

jecting bays, and the centre accentuated by carry-

ing the Royal box through two tiers. The two
central staircases to the roof are carried up as

towers, surmounted by equestrian groups repre-

senting the hoi-serace of ancient times. The con-
structional idea is also simple. Continuous
standards built u]) of three 11 in. by -lin. pieces, each
jointed alternately, are placed at intervals longi-

tudinally and transversely. These are properly
braced and strutted, and carry the floor-beams V.
At the roof-level they take longitudinal lattice

girders of a simple type, which in turn carry the
rafters, on which rest the seat supports. A
refreshment-room is contrived in the roof l)&tween

the towers, the latter helping to steady the fabric

where the bracing is necessarily interrupted. It

will be noted that instead of the ordinary staging
the roof is first treated as a sloping asphalted
roof, the seats being afterwards fixed to their

supports, so enabling the r.ainwater to escape. Ex-
ternally, the wood proposed to be used is English
oak, dressed witli the adze and left with natural

face so as to get the beautiful silvery tint that

comes with weathering. The author of the

design is Mr. W. A. Mellon.

HOUSE, XE.Ut TROON, AYRSHIRE. ^
This house is built of brick and rough-casted.

The entrance door is of white Prudham stone: the
roofs are covered with Broseley tiles. Steel case-

ments set in outframes are in use throughout.
The site is 1.5 acres in extent, and on it are the
usual offices, gate lodge, «tr., including engine-
house, with complete electric-light installation.

ThearchitectisMr.JohnC.McKellar. F.R.I. B.A.,
of Glasgow.

HITHER GREEX LIIIRARV.

In September last the Lewisham Borough Council
is3\ied invitations to architects desirous of com-
peting for the new Branch Library to be erected

at Hither Green. Twelve architects submitted
designs, and the Libraries ^'ommittee unanimously
selected that submitted by Mr. Henrv Hopton,
of Catford, whose design we illustrate to-day. It

will be seen on reference to the plan that the
general idea is a large central hall to be used as

a lending library, with the other lOoms so

arranged around it that all are capable of direct

supervision from the lending-library counter.

The lending library will be lighted by a flat,

circular dome, 20ft. in diameter, with air-extract

ventilator on the top. All other rooms will be

liglited by windows in the usual way. The
building will be erected in red Leicestershire

bricks with gi'ey terracotta dressings, and the

whole jf the joinery, fixtures, and fittings will be

in oak. The general contractors are Jlessrs.

Patman and Fotheringham, of Islington : term-
cotta, Slessrs. I>oulton, Lambeth : heating,

ilessrs. Strode and Co.. Regent's Park, The
total cost of building, including oak fixtures,

boundary walls, railings, to., will be t'i,.'i00.

sKro.viiAitv SCHOOL roil riiui.s, iiarxslev. ^
These three pages of drawings illustrated

to-day, show the a>ii')irli\l design for this

building. Messrs Buckland, Haywood, Farmer,
and .Vshford have not favound us with any
particulars by way of description. They were
awarded the first premium in the recent com-
petition by Jlr. E. R. Robson. The result gave
occasion for considerable adverse comment, which
the architects say now was " chiefly incompetent."

The publication of the original competition plans

on which the somewhat inexplicable award was
arrived at, might have m.ade it more ilear as to

where the incompetence was really displayed.

The competition plans, however, have not been
sent us : but instead, this scheme, so modified as

t{» ob\'iate some of the objections alluded to. was
forwarded for illustration. In the absence of any
description from the aiithors, the plans must be
left to sjieak for themselves.

R( )YAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION', 1907.

WE are officially informed that the day for

sending in architectural drawings to the

Royal Academy this year will be Thursday,
ilarch 2H. Paintings will go in on Saturday,

March 30, and on Tuesday, -Vpril 2. This un-

usual arrangement of days is due to (iood

Friday and Easter Day. Sculpture will be
received on Wednesday, April 3.

Corresponding with previous years, as a mutual
arran::emeiit, we are prepared to receive drawings
forwarded to us prepaid, and retidy for ex-

hibition in accordance with the Royal Academy
rules, and to send them in for our contributors on
the above date. Every drawing must be gilt-

framed and glazed, having a label attached, with
the title of the work plainly written, and name
and address of the author. This information must
likewise appear on the back of frame. Wide
margins add much to the risk of rejection, and
should be avoided. A letter addressed to the

Secretary of the Royal Academy must accompany
every consignment of drawings, giving names
and titles for the compiling of the catalogue.

yo cmitnht'.toi may sitbinit mot'i^ than three worku

fur rxhibition.

We must ask our friends to let us have their

works as early as possible, as time is growing
short, in order that reproductions may be made
before the exhibits go in ready for illustra-

tion after the opening of the g.alleries in May.
We shall be obliged if this request is com-
plied with, and it is understood that drawings

entrusted to our keeping in this way may be

copied for publication as already mentioned.

Correspondents abroad wanting drawings framed
must send postal orders at the same time to cover

cost of such charges, for which we cannot other-

wise hold ourselves responsible.

Mr. J. H. Shaw has been appointed surveyor to
the Brownhills Urban Council at a salary of £\^
per annum.

The Xewcastle-on-Tyne Beard of <Tuardians

adopted, after some discussion on Friday, several

building schemes which had previously been dis-

cussed and sanctioned— viz., alterations to the hos-

pital kitchen, so as to provide a new dispensar3',

consulting-room, \c., at a cost not exceedmg £9.i(.l

;

to alter the union offices in accordance with plans

approved by the Local Government Board, and to

borrow the sum of £t,3lH) for the p'lrpose ; and to

bitild a new isolation accomm")^atiou at the work-
house at a cost not exceeding £3,6.30.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Haslingden yesterday ^Thursday), before Mr. W. A.

Ducat, into an application by the corporation for

leave to borrow £6,.")0J tor private street improve-

ments.

Mr. Mervyn Macartney, F.R.I.B.A., architect to

the Dean and Chapter ol St. Paul's, contradicts the

statements appearing in the daily Press with reference

to the condition ol the Cathedral. He says : "I
have made no statements ou the subject, and those

purporting to have come from me are entire fabrica-

tions. When in due time the committee of experts

have drawn up their report, it will be given to the

public.'"

Mrs. Annie Elizabeth Mitchell, widow of Mr.
Joseph Mitchell, architect, Sheffield, died on
Wednesday week at S3, Denmark-hill, S.E., in the

79th year of her age.

At a meeting of the Aberdeen Joint Passenger
Station Committees, held at Perth on Thursday, the

offer by Messrs. H. Symington and Sons, (Glasgow,

was accepted for the works in connection with the

new platforms and sidings to the west of the existing

station. The execution of the works will occupy
several months.

The Archbishop of York reopened, on Monday,
St. Leonard's Church, Maltou, alter complete
restoration. The church dates back to 1 100.

Flans for the extension of Sindringham House
have been approved by the King and tiueeii. The
aide of the house near the Norwich (Jates is to be
specially reconstructed.
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COMPETITIONS.
Galway Fevek Hospital.—Mr. G. C. Ashlin.

E.H.A., F.R.I.B.A.. o£ Dublin, the assessor in

this:competition, has made the following awards :
—

First. Jlr. A. Cowlishaw, Galway ; second, Jlr.

Lionel U. Grace, A.R.I.B.A.. John-street, Bed-
ford-row, W.C. ; third, Mr. I). J. Barry,
Eeigate ; fourth, Jlr. T. ( rConnell. Cork.

Grimskv.—The assessor (Sir W. Alfred Gelder,
F.R.I.B.A., of Hull) has made his award in the
Welholme Congregational Church competition.
Si.xty-three sets of plans were submitted. The
assessor has placed the designs in the following
order:— 1st, Messrs. C. Bell, Withers, and
Meredith, London : 2nd, Messrs. Clark and
Moscrop, Darlington : 3rd, Messrs. JIarshall and
Tweedy, Newcastle-on-Tyne. I'esigns by the
following are very highly commended :—Jlessrs.

Cieorge Baines and Son, London ; Messrs. F.

Boreham and Son, London; Messrs. Nicholls and
Stockwell, Swindon, Wilts.

StxDEKLAxn. — The Sunderland Infirmary
Children's Hospital competition has been settled.

Fifty - nine architects submitted competitive

designs for this new hospital. The assessor has
awarded the premiums to the following : —Jlessrs.

Armstrong and Wright, (irainger-street West,
Xewcastle-on-Tyne, first ; Jlessrs. Houston and
Houston, London, second : and Jlessrs. Henman
and Cooper, Birmingham, third.

Wallasey.—The assessor in the Wallasey High
School for Ciirls (Mr. T. Wreghitt Connon, of

Leeds) has made his award as follows: — 1st,

Appleyard and Quiggin, A.K.T.B.A., 67, Lord-
street, Liverpool ; 'Jnd, T. Jlellard Reade and
Son, 2, South John-street, Liverpool : 3rd,

Joseph Holt, A.R.I.B.A.. 9, Albert-square,

Manchester ; 1th, Deacon and Horsburgh, 12, St.

Cieorge's-crescent, Liverpool : ith, L. J. Hughes,
10, Victoria-street, Liverpool. This competition
was limited, and. as the same twenty architects

are competing in the Wallasey Boys" Grammar
School not yet decided:, the drawings will not be
exhibited till the second one has been decided.

W.iTFoKn.—The designs submitted in com-
petition by Jlessrs. George Baines and Son, n,

Clement's Inn, Strand, London, W.C, for the
Leavesden-road Baptist Church have been
selected. The estimated cost is about £l,O()0.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

The AitcniTECTi kal Association or Iuelaxd.
—A general meeting was held on JIarch .5, the
president, Mr. Joseph HoUoway, JI.R.I.A.L, in
the chair. Jlr. R. Caulfield Orpen, R.H. A., read
apaperon " A Gallery of Jlodern Art for Dublin."
In his opening remarks the lecturer said it was
desirable for architects to broaden their horizon
and take some interest in the arts somewhat out-
side the usual office routine. Dealmg briefly
with the history of the formation of a Modern
Art Ciallery for Dublin, Jlr. Grpen next humour-
ously described an idea for the gallery in which
frankly obvious pictures should be placed in a
position easy of access. But. on the upper floor,

to reach which physical effort is necessary,
specimens of more advanced art would be ex-
hibited, and at the summit of the tower is a
whitewashed room ; all decoration is absent other
than that afforded by those supreme works of art
which call to one from the walls, and find one
trembling as if before a Presence.

GlOICESTEUSIIIUE .\r.CHITECTlRAL AsSOCHTIOX.—A general meeting of the Gloucestershire Archi-
tectural Association was recently held at Glou-
cester JIunicipal S.-hools, and" ammgjt those
present were Messrs. J. Fletcher Trew and H. A.
Dancey, of Gloucester ; J. Villar, S. H. Healin"-.
and T. Overbury, of Cheltenham. The minutes
of the founders' meeting were read and onfirmed.
and the draft rules of the association, which had

. been prepared and submitted by the sub-co-jioiittee

appointed for that purpose, were thereupon con-
sidered in detail. After some amendments and
revision, these ruleswereapproved by the meetin",
and fonnally adopted by the association. The
election of the officers for the ensuing year was
then proceeded with, with the following result :—
Mr. J. \'illar and Jlr. H. A. Dancey were elected
members of council, Jlr. J. F. Fletcher Trew
(Gloucester), hon. corresponding secrotarv, aad
Mr. T. Overbury, Lloyds' Bjnk - chambers,
Cheltenham, hon. general secretary.

The Society or Akcuitects : SrAxoiso Com-
mittees, 1906-7.—The council has appointed the

following committees for the present session.

The President and \'ice- Presidents are cx-ojficio

members of all committres. Literature:—Pro-

fessor Henrv Adams, JI.Inst.C.E.. Jlessrs. R. G.
Bare, H. E! Hawker, *Col. F. S. Leslie, R.E.,

Jlessrs. Ellis JIarsland, C. H. Jlead, F. W.
Kinneir Tarto, P. B. Tubbs, F.R.I.B.A., R.

Walker, J. P., Past President. Finance : Jlessrs.

J. Bartlett, B. D. Canceller, J. W. Dvson,
Cholton James, F.R.I.B.A., W. J. Jennings,

J. P., F.S.I.. *T. R. Richards, P. B. Tubbs,
F.R.I.B.A., B. R. Tucker, Walter W. Thomas,
J. P., Past President. Examination: 'Professor

Henry -Vdams, JI.Inst.C.E., Jlessrs. J. Bartlett,

H. V. Jlilnes Emerson. tC. E. Gritton,

.V. JI.Inst.C.E., Col. F. S. Leslie, R.E.. Jlessrs.

tW. R. Mallett, F.S.I. , Ellis JIarsland, C. II.

Mead, T. R. Richards. W. Scott-Deakin. tW. .\.

Scott, A.R.I.B.A., T. F. Tickner. Students:

tT. Falconir, tD. James, tE. J. Slanktelow.

tH. C. JI.arg.ary, *L'. H. Jlead, tE. Shireffs.

tH. Sheer. Practice : Jlessrs. R. Ci. Bare, B. D.
Canceller, J. B Corby. F.S.I. , J. W. Dyson, H.
V. Milnes Emerson, Cholton James, F.R.I.B.A.,
•W. J. Jennings. J.P., F.S.I. , E. JI. Leest, J. P.,

C. H. Jlead, Anthony Scott, W. Scott-Deakin.

F. W. Kinneir Tarte, T. F. Tickner, P. B.

Tubbs, F.R.I.B.A., Walter W. Thomas, J. P..

Past President ; R. Walker, J. P., Past President.

(* Indicates chairman of committee. t Not a

member of council.)

Royal Ixstitute of the Architects or

Irel.\xd.—An ordinary council meeting of the

Institute was held at 20, Lincoln-pla:;e, Dublin,
on Jlonday, the 4th inst. The chair was occupied

by the President, Mr. Wm. Jlitchell. There
were also present Jle.ssrs. C. A. (_>wen, R. C.

Orpen, F. G. Hicks, G. C. Ashlin, A. E. JIurrav,

H. AUberry, F. Batchelor, E. H. Ashworth.
and .1. H. Webb, hon. sec. The minutes of the

previous ordinary meeting, of special meetings on
February 18 and 2), were read and signed.

Several important matters having been dealt with

by correspondence, it was decided, in view of the

unsatisfactory manner in which most architectural

competitions are advertised and assessed, that a

simple code of rules suited to Irish circumstances

should be drawn up and circulated amongst
pr.ictising architects and clerks of public bodies

throughout Ireland.

Fabricius Pasha, architect to the Khedive, died at

Cairo on Thursday night at the age of fifty-nine. He
designed the Montaza Palace, reconstructed the

Abdin Palace, and designed the National Bank, and
other important building?.

Mr. Allen S. Walker, one of the hon. secretaries

of the London and Jliddlesex Archieological Society,

has been appointed by the University of London a
univei'sity exten5ion lecturer on " London Archaeo-

logy and the History of Architecture."

At Faversham on Thursday in last week, new
council schools were formally opened. They have
been built from designs by Jlr. L. Grant, of Sitting-

bourne, and Jlessrs. Pover and Son, of Faversham,
and have been erected by Mr. A. G. Ingleton, of

Heme Ba}-. The total cost is i 16,600, iucluding

site £1,400, furniture £1,274, and buildings £13,926.

These are in three blocks, accommodating re-

spectively 300 boys, 300 girls, and 300 infants.

The death took place, at the age of 7S years, on
Friday, of Mr. Tiiomas Bevan, of Stone Park,
Greenhithe. The deceased for many years was one
of the manufacturers in the cement district.

As exemplifying the growing value of land within
easy reach of London, a plot a little less than half

an acre situated on Cold Harbour Line, Bushey,
Herts, has changed hands at the rate of £1,200 an
acre, equal to €t per foot frontage, 150ft. deep.

Mr. Arthur Crow, F.R.LB..\., district surveyor
for Whitechapel, .Spitaltields, Mile Ead Xew Town,
the Lower Liberty, and the Liberty of Xorton
Folgate, has removed his office from IS. Great
Prescot-street, E., to Hamilton House, 149, Bishops-
gate-street Without, E.C.

The new hospital for the .Smethwick and Old-
bury .Toint Isolation Board is baing warmed and
ventilated by means of Shorland's double- fronted

patent Manchester stoves with descending smoke-
flues, the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H.
Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between
E. W. Crickmay and J. S. Heath, architects, Mitre-

court Chambers. Temjile, E.G., under the style of

Crickmay and Heath, has been dissolved: as has also

that hitherto existing between E. H. Hodart, C. S.

Yates, G. J. F. .\dams, and W. G. Pine-Coffin,

architects, Strand, W.C, under the style of Messrs.

E. H. Hodart and Co., so far as regards G. J. F.

Adams and C S. Yates.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as pos.sible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOU of the Bcildiso
Nrwb, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Pa-»sa»e, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the statf by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
ThB StBASD NeWSPAPEB CoMPANV, LiMlTRD.

Tele^aphic Address :
—" Timeserver. London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbnm.

NOnCE.
Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price l'2s. each, by post
1'28. 9d.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXTX., XLT., XI^^I.,

XLIX., Lin., LXI., LXII.. LXIV., LXV., LX\a.,
LX\'II., LX\Tn., LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., Lxxm.,
LXXrV'., LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVII., Lxxrx.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII., i.xxxin., Lxxxrv.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII., LXXXVni..
LXXXIX.. and XC. may still be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at

once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BolLDlsa News,
price '2s., post free 23. 4d., can be obtamed from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRrPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

United States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. goldl. To France

or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. 'or Mfr. 30c.) To India. £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

AD'VEETISEMENT CHAEGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all otficial

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being as. for

four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Salea and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements lescept

Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as twoi, the minimum charge

being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than six insertions can be ascertained on appUcation

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for *' Situations
Vacant " or " Situations Wanted " and ' Part-
nerships," is O.N'E SmLLisa for Twen-ty-foue Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. Ali Situation

Advrlis-^m^nts must be prepaid.

•,• EepUes to advertisements can be received at the

office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,

W.C, /'r^? of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made, t^ee

Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the currant week must reach the

office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements

must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure

insertion.

Eeceived.—C. N. and Co.-R. Co. Ltd.-V—M. S. A.—
R. F. W. and Son.—L. and L—R. U. O.—Vir.—
M. T. R.—J. and Son. -A. R. T.

FoBTV.—Yes.

H. G.—Hardly worth your while.

' T. S. P.—Rather behind the times, we suppose :

A. D.—S?e our "Directory" pige elsewhere; yo'J will

I find several aldresses there.

J. D. F.—Nothing batter than Stuart's Granolithic stone

for your purpose.

X. T.—Weadvise you not to place an orderjust now. The
material is all right, bat the affjiirs of the concern seem
anyhow.

A. S. L.—For the casemants. Bart and P >tts. Yor'<c-3treat.

S.W. We do not knoip whit his bacoms of ths venti-

lating engineers you ask about. They disappeared from
these pages some time hid.

' " BUILDING NEWS" DE3I0.VIN"G CLUB.

I

l)RA\vist-.s Received.— '* Lion," "Rookey," "Anik,"
' Xab »b," " Lambda." " Fuzzy," " Feather." *' Arraa.'*
• VVilkie." "Orient," "Warbler," "Tyro." " Ribble,"
'• Braeken-le-dale." "Spot." "Portcullis." "Nigel,"
' Ilirlequin." "Dick" ^unfinished and la'e!, "Lot,"
and "Wren" (latfr still .

The general board of studies at Cambridge have
appointed Dr. G. S. Graham (smith to be University

Lecturer in hygiene for live years.
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REPLIES.
[12251. J — United States- — The method-) of con-

struction ami detiiils, icv., employed in America, are in
many respects different to the English practice; but in
main essentials architecture is the same all over the
world. The special features connected with American
practice can only be learned in American officer. In
some of the States an architect has to secure a license
before he can practise ; but this is not necessary for an
assistant, or draughtsman, as they call it here. There is

no great difficulty in obtaining such positions, either by
advertising in the professional paiiers or in the ordinary
newspapers. The office hours are, as a rule, much long'er
than is the case in England, th'm*h these conditions are
being- improved in many of the larger cities, salaries are,
on an average, about double the Enarlish standard : and,
contrary ito the general opinion, the cost of living is

cheaper so far as necessaries are concerned. Many of the
new States offer a better field than the old-established
places ; but there is an element of risk in sroing to them,
owing to the migratory habits of draughtsmen, which
lead them to flock in and overcrowd places that are sup-
posed to be booming. I think the Southern States afford
the best opportunity at present for diaughtsnien to get
good salaries, though I cannot recommend them as a plac?
to live in on account of the sour, intolerant characteristics
of the Southern people. There are hardly any architects
in America whu know how to design, and "J. G." will
make no mistake in studying;' up this branch. For myself,
I take the "B.X." regularly, lest I should forget what
civilised architecture looks like. Stanford White, whose
sensational death created so much exciteni^'nt, introduced
a very commonplace sort of Italian Classic overloaded
with inappropriate carving ; but this style will not survive
very long. The present tentlency seems to be towards an
adaptation of modem English work.—T. B. Ellison, San
Francisco.

[12256.]—A Durable Building- Stone.—No better
building stone exist--; than that of the West Riding. You
will be safe in specifying Idle stone. Crossland Moor, or
ElJand Edge stone. M.ny of the old residences in the
npighbourhood are built of the local stone.—W. Hoffman-
Wood. Leeds.

[12256.1-A Durable Building Stone.—It may be
taken as a general rule that most of the sandstones can be
used in the atmospheres of industrial centres, while lime-
stones are valueless, and this in spite of the fact that
Portland stone, which is a pure limestone, lasts well in
London. There are a few weak sandstones, and, as a
general rule, those of a red colour should be avoided
where cream-coloured or blue stones are procurable, the
best acid resisters being the sounder Yorkshire stones,
such as those from the Bradford district. Forest of I)>an
stone. Pennant stone from the West of England, and the
Scotch stones, such as come from the Edinburgh and
Bannoekbiu-n country. The red sandstone fro-n iJamfries
is tolerably reliable ;' but Red M^ns^i^ld, which contains
both lime and magnesia, must be looked upon with a
certain slight amount of suspicion where the atmosphere
contains acids.—M.
[12205-1-A Durable Buildin? Stone.—Derbv-

shire: Dirley Dil-i Uuarry, DerbysUire, close-gramed
micaceous grit, sp.gr. 1481b. 4oz., highly insoluble under
atmospheric influence. Price per foot cube put on rail.
Is. Gd. Quarried up to 25ft. long, and of .300ft. cub? and
upwards. Duke's (Quarries : Whatstandwell. sp.gr.
1441b. 8oz.. strong and durable. Price on truck Is. 3d. ;

best seconds Is. per cube foot ; weight 14ft. cube per ton.
Hopton Wood, near Wirksworth : Good weather stone,
random blocks 3s. per foot cube on rail. Peasenhurst

:

14c.ft. per ton, veiT durable Prices and samples on
application to the Company, ;St. Peter's-street, Stam-
ford. Devonshire : Beer lime-Jtone. Price at Xine Elms
Station in block not exceeding 8 tons Is. Hd. per foot
cube ; sp.gr. 1311b. 12oz. : used in old churches in the
county. Durham : Sandstone. Heworth Cum Quarries,
Felling. 14c. ft. per ton, very durable, random blocks on
truck 23. to 2s. (id. per foot cube. Tate. Brown, and Co..
Heworth- on -Tynp. Gloucestershire: Forest of Dean.
Blue and grey, 1401b. per foot cube, 12ft. to the ton. from
Is. 3d. per foot cube on rail. Oflice, High-street, Bristol.
Leckhampton Quarries : Cream oolite. Durable, weight
1501b. per foot cube. In block at quarry. Is. per foot
cube. Office, William i.Jraham, Leckhampton. Wilder-
ness : Old Red Sandsttme. Crushing test 695 tons per
stpiare foot. Blocks up to 8 tons. Price on rail Is. 9d. to
2s. per foot cube, at Longhopp Station. Lincolnshire : Castle
Bytham, oolite, weathers to hard face. Price Is Id. per foot
cube on rail, yellow colour. Bottom best Is. 4d. per foot
cube on rail. S. Trickett and Sons, King's Cross, agent-s.
Monmouth : Tintern Abbey Red Sandstone, l.^.jlb. per
foot cube. Price on truck, is. 4d. per foot cube. In
blocks of 10 tons, and 4ft. thick. E. Turner and Sons,
Penarth-road, Cardiff. Xorthumberland : Denwick free-
stone, brown tint, lift, per ton. Blocks up to 25ft. cube.
Pri^e Is. 3d. per foot, cube on rail at Alnwick. J. (Jreen
and Son, Alnwick. Heddon sandstone, brown ochre,
1301b. lloz.. at Wvlam North ; U. 3d. to Is. 9d. per cubic
foot. Of Mr. G. M. Hunter. Houghton Hillhead. Rut-
land : Edithweston, bei-omes very hard after a short
exposure. Average pricu^ at Ketton Station. 2s. 3d. per
foot cube. Staffordshire : Penkridge red and mottled
sandstone, good weather stone. Is. per foot cube on rail.
Weight loc.ft. per ton. Of T. Spr^uirer, Penkridge. Wilts
and Somerset: Chilraark silicifmuis linit'-'tone. Hard.
1531b. 7oz. to cube foot, bear srraiu tt-usile of 5J0lb. per
square inch ; crushing weight of 4144 tons per foot cube.
Second I'inney or green, abuit 1351b. to cube foot; bear
tensile strain of 20iJlb. to Si^uare inch, and crushing weight
of 136G tons to foot cube. Price Is. 4d. to Is. 8i. per foot
cube at quarries. Kail to Nine Elms, 6s. per ton.—
Reoent's P.vrk.

112253.1—A Durable Building: Stone—T shtmld
advi.se "J. J. M." to see the Biii-lmuse building .«ton.',
which is produced in large (luautitics in that district, it
is a hard stone of a good cjlour. and verv durable, as it
will last centuries. Ic uuke^ a very nice'job, and looks
substantial.—A. Jaoure.

It is proposed to build iu Peter-street, Manchester,
a central mission-hall at a cost of some .i"50,00J.

liEGAL INTELLiaENCE.
REIXrOBCED COXCRETE PATF.yTS.—MOUCHEL V.

CoioxET.—The Lord Chief Justice, Lord Justice
Farwell, and Lord Justice Buckley gave judgment
on Friday in the Court of Appeal in this appeal
against a decision of Mr. Justice WarrJngtons, given
in July of laat year. The case had reference to re-
inforced or ferro-concrete piles, largely used in

marine construction. It was an action against
Edtnond Coignet, Messrs. Gowlin and Sons, and

i
. t> .., n i ^ ^ -, • ^,

C;. C. Workman for the mfringement of letters I
S''?^- Regent s Park

;_
also to depreciation m the

patent Xo. 10i03 of 1S.)7, granted to Frani^ois

preferential claims, and costs was estimated at
i!ll,3!il 13s. lOd. It appeared from reports and
valuations that the assets of the bankrupt would not
realise so large an amount as the last-mentioued
sum, and the senior oflficial receiver was of opinion
that the bankrupt's proposal was reasonable and
calculated to benefit the creditors. The bankrupt
had attributed his failure generally to loss on con-
tracts, and particularly to a loss of i;3,C00 on a con-
tract for the erection of the flats known as Xorth-

Henuebique for improvements in piles, quays, and
retaining walls or structures. The defendants denied
infringement, and raised the objections of want of
suthcient invention and want of novelty. The plain-
tiffs alleged that the patentee had invented a new
manufacture—namely, piles made of strengthened
or fortitied or armoured concrete, never before made,
capable of being driven with a monkey in the same
way as, and having many advantages over, wooden
iron piles. It was not disputed that jules of
strengthened concrete were unkuown in Eugland
before the plaintiffs' patent, but strengthened con-
crete was known and used for many building
purposes, and the defendants contended that the
alleged mvention was merely the application of the
material to another purpose, constituting no new
invention. They further alleged that such applica-
tion had been anticipated. Strengthened concrete
may be shortly describsd as concrete strengthened
by the incorporation in it of rods so arranged a^ to
supply the power of resisting tension strains, a power
possessed in a marked degree by iron, but hardly at
all by concrete, which, on the other hand, possesses
great power to resist compression strain. Mr,
Justice Warrington came to the conclusion, both on
the specification and iu fact, that the patent was for
a new manufacture—namely, a pile capable of being
driven and of a particular construction, and of a
particular material. He considered the patent was
for the pile, and th=re was sufficient invention in the
production of it. He also found there had been no
anticipation. The patent then being valid, he pro-
ceeded to consider the question of infringement, and
held that there had been an infringement by Missis.
Cowlin and Sons in works they were carrj'ing out
at Bristol. He accordingly granted an injunction
against Messrs. Cowlin and Sons with costs. H3
held that the plaintiffs had failed to prove any in-

fringement by the defendants Coignet and Work-
man, and as against them the action was
dismissed with costs. Messrs. Cowlin and Sons
appealed. The Court allowed the appeal. Tae
Lord Chief Justics said that in this action Mr.
Justice Warrington had upheld the patent, and had
held there was an mfringement. Mr. Walter, in an
able argument, had asked the Court to put a very
narrow construction on the patent—namely, that it

was simply a patent for a pile constructed in the
particular way shown in the specitication and draw-
mgs, and he had asked the Court to support the
patent on that narrow construction, and hold that
there had been infringement. Speaking for himself,
his Lordship thought that, even if he had been con-
vinced that the narrow construction could be put on
the patent, it was an open (luestion whether there
had been infringement; but ne did not propose to

go into this question, as they had not heard the
question of infringement argued. But on the con-
struction of the specitication he had come to the
conclusion that it was impossible to pat on
it this narrow construction. The greater part
of the argument, however, had gone on the
ground that the merit of this invention was
the bringing to the notice of the public that a
vertical pile could be used for the purpose of a
pile mentioned iu the specification—that was a pile

which was capable of being driven into the ground.
He thought that it was impossible to treat that as
being an invention which could be made the
subject of valid letters patent if all that the
plaintiff" had done had been to point out that a
particular construction could be used in a particular
way. If they were to adopt this argument, it would
be open to attack on the ground that this was really

discovery, not invention: but the groat ditH:;ulty

that he felt in adopting this wide view was that in
that case it seemed to him impossible to distinguish
between this construction of this specification and
the construction of earlier specifications. In his
opinion the earlier specifications had brought
additions to the stock of common knowledge, such
as made it impossible for the plaintiff to put this wide
construction on his patent. On these grounds,
therefore, his Lordship thought the appeal ought t(!

be allowed.

value of, and his inability to realise, hou^e property
which he had either built or bought. Mr. Registi'ar
Hope approved the proposal. It was intimated that
an annulment of the bankruptcy would be applied
for when certain payments had been made in ac-
cordance with the terms of the bankrupt*3 proposal.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Cardiff.—The waterworks committee of the cor-
poration has recommended the engagement of Mr.
J. A. B. Williams as consulting engineer for the pro-
posed Xo. 3 reservoii" at Taff Fawr. Owing to
material modifications of the original plans increasing
the size of the new reservoir, it has become necessary
to go to Parliament for enlarged powers ; but it is.

hoped to commence the work soon after these have
been obtained. Tenders have been invited for the
sinking of a number of shafts with a view of ascer-

taining the nature of the ground on the proposed
site, and the undertaking is estimated to cost between
£225,000 and £250,000.

<B\xi (DfRct Cabk
The a. a. Smoker, given at the Georgian Hall.

(iaiety Restaurant, on Friday night, passed oif

with great suucess, and brought together ,a

crowded and enthusiastic audience. It had been
arranged by the A. A. JIusical .Society, and tlie

entertainment consisted of two parts—the first

musical, the second dramatic. An efficient string
and wind orchestra of fifteen perfonners, under
conduct of Jlr. Harry E. King, lendered various
selections, and recitations were given by Messrs.
A. W. Bcnham, Cyril Nash, and Edmund Ximmo.
Songs were contriliuted by 3Ir. W. O. I^angton
and Mr. Percival 1 iriver, glees by the Carlton
Quartette, and a cornet solo by Mr. E. \V.

Cable. Mr. \'crnon was the accompanist. A
new musical and architectural e.Ktravaganza

:

"Putting the Best Face Upon It " followed.

The principal parts, those of the architect and
the builder (both of who.-n fall in love with
the lady building-owner and ha'e each other
as a natural consequence), were taken by Jlr.

C. Wontner Smith and Mr. G. B. Oarvill

respectively. Mr. F. Dare Clapham was the fore-

man, Mr. .1. B. Scott the clerk of works. A
chauffeur wa.s impersonated by Mr. W. Oscar
Langbein, jun., an architect's pupil by Mr. Alec
Smithers, and a pupil in the A. A. School at

Rome by Mr. B. F. Matthews. Mr. Fred
Harrild, jun., was the assessor and Miss Enid
Trevelyan the charming building owner Sachar-
issa. Tlie chorus of Romnn bricklayers and other
workmen was sustained by Messrs. Belcher.
Bownass, Buss, Cannon, IJale, Fisher, Paul,
Willies, and Wonnacott. The music was composed
l.iy 3Ir. Claude iCelly and the play was produced
by Jlr. Robert O. Uglesby. The scene was laid

in a villa in the neighbourhood of Rome. The
assessor, called on to arbitrate between the claims
of Art and Business, for the hand of Sacharissa,

cuts the Gordian knot by arbitrating that he
himself will marry her. One of the best songs
was by the jovial architect, who complained
that when he built a town hall, .and it was opened
by the Prince, the mayor carefully con-
cealed from H.R.H. the fact that the golden key
was paid for out of the o per cent, commission.
The thorny i|uestion of Registration was dismissid

with the dictum that, though useful to motors and
midwives, it wouldn't raise fees to ten percent.
The onlv drawback to the success of the evening
was the failure of the cloakroom arrangements.

The Lords Justices also delivered
i due to the anxiety of the younger members and

judgments allowing tbe appeal.
[

students to secure'theii own "hats and coats quickly

Ix KE A. B. Falkn-ee. — An application was |

regardless of the convenience and comfort of other

made at the T.oudoa Bankruptcy Court on Friday visitors,

for the approval of a proposal providing for the , ^^. eonnection with the jubilee in 1911 of the
payment of a composition of .Ss. lij. iu the pound
to the creditors of Mr. Alfred Beach l-^.ilkner.

builder and contractor, lately trading under the
style of .J. W. Falkner and Sons, at » *ssory-road,
( )ld Iveut-road. 8.E. The habilities of the bankrupt
were estimated at £ia,6SLi, and the sura of money
which was required for payment of the composition,

declaration of Rome as the capital of Italy, plans

are afoot for an aiti>tic and archaeological exhibi-

tion of a very interesting character. Professor

Lanciani has outlined, in a lecture given before

the Italian Archa'ological Society, the pro-

gramme, which includes the clearing out and
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repairing of the ]'.;iths of Diocletian, the most
extensive remains of their kind, and the isohition

of the ruins of the Theatre of Marcellus. The
Baths of J^iocletian include the museum whore all

antiques found within the limits of the city of Rome
are placed, the Church of Santa JIaria degli Angeli
(both of which were converted into their jiresent

form after designs by llichael Angelo), and also

various ancient edifices which it is proposed to

disencumber of the modern buildings and mean
shops which have been allowed to intrude them-
selves into the S]ilendid ruins. The huge remains
of the Theatre of llarccUus, which w;is completed
by Augustus in n.c. 1,'i. still show twelve arches,

which formed the outer wall of the auditorium,
and have now degenerated into workshops. It

K tains even now the Doric and Ionic stories,

above which there was probably originally one
of the Corinthian order. This, when freed from
modem accretions, will be a vahiable addition to

the archasological treasures of Rome.

The exhibition of Ruskin's works at the tJallery

of the Fine Art Society, 148, New Bond-street,
which opens to the public on Monday next, is a
welcome one. The wonderful pencil, ink, and
colour sketches shown will come as a veritable

revelation to many, espei-ially those of an archi-

tectural character, which, so far as has been possi-

ble, have been arranged in chronological seciuen:e.

They include representations of subjects as

far apart m the Cortile of the Palazzo Vecchio at

Florence, the Rosslyn Chapel, and the Cathedral
at Abbeville : but all are instinct with the same
spirit, entirely above criticism, and worthy of

reverential study upon the part of all, particularly

of the younger men, who will recognise how
unconsciously the best modern work i-etiects the

teaching of the great master of the nineteenth
century.

A I'REst () of unusual character has been dis-

oo\'ered in an oak-panelled room in what was
one of the old religious houses built in the reign

of Edward IV., at Rye, Sussex. The premises
themselves are very quaint, and are largely visited

by tourists. The fresco is 16ft. long by (ift.

high, with a frieze 1.5in. in depth. .Tust under
the frieze are three panels, the first containing in

five lines of E:u'ly English black lettering the
opening of the Magnificat, another the second
part, but the third has only the words. *' (Uory
be," the rest being obliterated. These panels are
supported by cherubs. The fresco is richly

coloured and well designed, the motive being
chieriy conventional scrolls and allegorical animals,
but there are three oblique scrolls cuttmg through
the ground-work.

Messrs. S. W. Fraxcis .4xd Co., Ltd., have
issued a new catalogue of their specialities. As
the leading makers of improved wood, iron, and
steel revolving shutters their record is familiar to

every reader. Among other indispensable shop
fittings will be found their well-known metal
fronts, collapsible or extending gates, sun-blinds,
facias. ^S;c. For price and workmanship Messrs.
8. W. Francis and Co., have a record. The
testimonials appended to their list from many
architects and others caver a period during which
their reputation and business have steadily grown
to their present well-deserved and gratifying
extent.

The half-yearly report of the Old Delabole
Slate Company i Limited i, states that the directors

regret that continued depression in the building
trade has unfavourably affected the results of the
working for the year 1906, and as a result of this,

and the consequent reduction in prices, the
receipts on profit and loss account show a decrease
of £2.581. The revenue charges are £1,S96
down, notwithstanding that they include a sum
of il,166 written off from the development
account. After paying interest on the mortgage
debenture stock, and making the usual provisions
for sinking fund, maintenance, and depreciation,
the revenue account shows a balance at the close
of the year of £113 only. The directors ate.
therefore, unable to recommend the payment of a
dividend.

The first International Commercial Motor \'ehicle
and Motor-Boat Exhibition, opened yesterday at
Olympia by the Lord Mayor, contains all the latest
developments in the commercial side of the auto-
mobile industry. Motor-omnibuses of the latest
types, light motor-vans for quick transit of
tradesmen's goods, heavy motor -lorries (both
steam and petrol driven), in fact all kinds of
industrial vehicles are shown in the main hall of
the great building at Kensington. The annexe is

entirely devoted to motor-boats, in which so much
progress has been made, marine engines, and
machinery of all kinds connected with the motor
trade. There are up^^'ards of 2.)0 exhibitors in the

various sections. The exhibition will remain open
until JIarch Hi, after which Ulympia will bo
given over to the Building Trades Exhibition,

which promises to be the most important of its

kind vet organised.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENStTING WEEK.
Fridav (To-i>,vv).—Architectural Association. "Spanish

Architecture," by A. N. Prentice,
F.R.I.B.A. Knui.

Institution of Civil Enj^ineers. Students'
Meeting. " Conu^ations on Trara-UHils,"
by A. T. Arnall. 8 p.m.
Glasgow .\rchitectm'al Craftj»tnen's

Society. " BuiUlinfr Stones of ScotlanJ,"
by Peter McXair. s p.m.

Satcbdav (To-morrow). — .Architectural Association.
Visit to Central and Branch Free
Libraries for Islington. 2.:^0 p.m.
Edinburifh Architecturil Association.

Visit to North British Insurance <)ffice.s,

64, Princes-street. 2..30 p.m.
Annual Dinner of Clerks of Works

Association. Hotel Cecil. 6.1.5 p.m.
Aberdeen Architectural Association.

Professor Traill and Mr. J. Blake on
" Destroyers of Timber." 7.30 p.m.

MoN'OAV.—-Tunior Institution of Enp-ineers. Mr. W. L.
Powrie. A.M.I.M.E., on " Printing Ma-
chinerv," Westminster Palace Hotel.
8 p.m.

Oil, Colour, and ^"a^nish Society. Dis-
cussion with Borough Polytechnic
Students on *' The Physical Testin? of
Varnishes." Regent-street Polytechnic.
8 p.m.

Bristol Society of .\rchiteets. " Systems
of Heating with Accelerated circulation
in Buildings," by A. H. Barker, B.Sc.
8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Enfjineers. ^Discussion
on " The Construction of Overhead
Electric Transmission Lines." s p.m.

Wed.vesday. - Institution of Civil Engineers. Students'
Visit to the Foreign Cattle Market and
the " Oleo " Works at Deptford. S.E.
Royal Sanitary Institute. Inspection

at Islington. 2 p.m.
Junior Institution of Engineers. Recep-

tion at Caxton Hall, Westminster.
7.30 p.m.

Society of Artj^. "Medifcval Stained
Glass, its Production and Decay," by
Xoel Heaton, B.Sc. 8 p.m.
Edinburgh .Architectural Association

(Associates' Meeting).—Mr. J. G. Mears
on " Revivals." 8 p.m.

Thursday. — Society of Arts. "The City of Madras,"
by Sir James Thomson, K.C.S.I.
4.30 p.m.

Society of Architects. "The Effect of

Fire on Certain Building Materials and
Forms of Construction," by Ellis Mars-
land. Hon. Secretary. Staple Inn Build-
ings. S p.m.
Carpenters' Hall Lecture. " The

Wallace Collection." by M. H. Spielmann.
F.S.A. Spm.

ShetSeld Society of .Architects and Sur-
veyors. " Metalwork," by C. F. Innocent.
A.R.I.B.A.

Friday (March 1.5).—Birmingham .Architectural .Associa-

tion. Paper by T. G. Jackson, R.A.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
STAPLE INN BLTLDINGS. IICII.BORN. W.C.

IHlRsnw. M;ircli Ulh. at Etslit it.m. P.ipiT tiv Ml-. EM.IS
MARSl.AN'll Hull. Secrctitryj. on"Tlii- EffcL-t i.f Tire ,m Certai.i

BuiMin^ MatrnaK and Forms* of Construction, as Exemplitled liy the
C"Mn(1a:,'ralioii at San Francisco. " Illustrated Ijy i»lioto!jrapltic and
lantern 'lnic?.

The improvement and building committee of the

Manchester Corporation formally approved on Mon-
day of the agreement come to last week between the

authorities of the T'niversity and the highways
committee on the scheme for extending the University
buildings.

The excitement caused at Gloucester by what are

believed to be incendiary fires at timber yards on
Sunday and Monday nights, causing damage to the

extent of over ,£20,000, was intensified on Tuesday
evening by a discovery at the timber-yard of Messrs.

Price, Walker, and Co., Limited, whose premises

are near the scene of other fires. (_)n Tuesday
evening, a fire was discovered in a stack of pitch-

pine, but it was extinguished before much damage
had been done. While the workmen were taking
down the stack affected, they discovered a large

quantity of oil -soaked waste and timber shavings

which had been ignited, thus leaving no doubt as to

the cause of the outbreak. This discovery

strengthens the belief as to the origin of other fires.

A school to accommodate about 1,000 children is

to be built at West Hendou on land purchased from
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and the education

committee have decided to invite five architects to

send in plans.

LATEST PRICES.
IB ON.

Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15

RoUed-Stcel Joists, English 7 6 0,, 7 15

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Fiat, Round, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh S 15 „ 6 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs :; 8 0,, 8 15

Best SnedshiU 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c., £8 15s. to £rt.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £11 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron—
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 2«.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 10 ... £U
Best ditto 14 ... 14 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

9/6 10/- 10/6 11 - 113 12- 12,9 13,15 14,6

Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 10 to

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire il R ,,

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,,
„ „ „ Galvanised. 9 0,,

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17 „
Cut Floor Brads 10 10 „
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 5 „
Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £S 2 6 to

4in.to6in 6 „
7in. to '24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,,
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, 53. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117s. 63.

Hot Blast, ditto 703. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes 67}p.o.

Water-Tubes ,.... 624 „
Steam-Tubes 57j „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

OTHER METALS.

B.W.G.
per cwt.
Per ton.
£8 10
8 10
S) 10
7 10
9 10
4 17

10 13

£6
6
6

lOcwt. casks, ocwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Spelter, Silesian £2J to £23 10

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 7 6 „ —
Country 24 2 6 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 17 6 „ —
Country '24 12 6 „ —

Lead Pipe, 'Tinned inside, Town 21 17 6 „ —
,, ,. „ „ Country 25 12 6 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 28 7 6 „ —
„ ,, „ „ Country 27 2 6 „ —

Composition Gas-pipe, Town...... 25 7 6 „ —
„ .. Country,.. 26 2 6 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) Town 25 7 6 „ —
„ „ .. „ Country 25 2 6 „ —

Lead Shot, in •28lb. bags 15 „ 15 5

CopperSheet-s, sheathing and rods 121 „ 12110
Copper. British Cake and Ingot,.. Ill „ 115 10

Tin, Straits 191 15 „ 19'' 5

Do., English Ingots 194 5 „ 191 10

Pig Lead 21 2 6,. —
Sheet Lead, Town 2'2 17 B „ —
„ „ Country 23 12 6 „ —

Genuine White Lead 27 5 „ —
Refined Red Lead 28 5 „ —
Sheet Zinc 35 „ —
Old Lead, against account 18 11 3 „ —
Tin per cwt. 11 „ —
C ut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 „ —

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £9

„ Bangkok ... « 15

Quebec Pine, yellow .,, 3 12 6

„ Oak 5 10

„ Birch 2 7 6

„ Elm 4

„ Ash 4 2 6

Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 3 5

Fir 3 10

.Ash. Huebec ... 4 2 6

Birch, New Brunswick ... 2 7 6

Uuebec , ... 2 7 5

Elm 4

Box. Turkev per ton 6
Cedar. Cuba' perft.sup. I

Jarrah planks per ft. on. 2 6

Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 5

lath, Dantsic. p.f 4

St. Petersburg 4

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120

by llin. ;
—

auebec, Pine, 1st £22 to £35
2nd IS „ '23 10

3rd 11 10 „ 14

Canada Spruce, 1st 11 „ 16

•2nil and 3rd 9 0,, 10 15

New Brunswick 8 10 „ 9 15

Riga 8 0,, 900
St. Petersburg 8 0,, 17

Swedish 7 10 „ 2l) 10

Finland 8 15 „ 9

White Sea 10 5 9 „ 20 10

Battens, all sorts 5 15 „ 13

I £20
17 10
6 5
9 5
5
9
7 5

6 IS
5
7
5
S

3
5 10
6
6

12tt. by IJin.

to

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—
1st prepared £0 14 to £0 16 9

2nd ditto 12 B „ 13 9

Other qualities 4 6 „ 12 B
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Staves, per standard M
.,pi

Del, cr. pipe 2*20

Memel, brack 190

U.S., pipe £37 10
Memel, cr. pipe

,

to £45
» 230

„ 200

"WOOD.
Bi'iLDi.va "Woi'D.

Deals: Sin. by llin. and 4in. by
Pin. and llin _

Deals: 3 by 9
Battens : 2iin. by 7in. and 8in.,
and 3iQ. by Tin. and Sin

Battens: 2J by 6 and 3 by 6

Deals : seconds
Battens : seconds

2in. by 4in. and 2in. by 6in
2in. by 4,Jin. find 2in. by oin. ...

foreign ?a\vn Boards

—

lin. and l^in. by Tin

J'''-

At per standard.

£ s. d. £ ». d
13 10 to 15
13 „ H
11

10

1

10
9
8 10

„ 12
less than

7in. it 8in.

less than best
„

to 10
9 10

10 more than
battens.

10
Fir timber : best middling Danzig At per load of 50ft.

orjMemel 4 10 to 5
Seconds 4 „ 4 10
Small timber (8in. to loin.) 3 12 G „ 3 15
Small timber (6in. to Sin.) 3 „ 3 10
Swedish balks 2 10 „ 3

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average) 4 „ 4 15

Joiners' Wood.
White Sea : first vellow deals, At per standard.

Sin. by llin ' 24 to 25
3in. by 9in 22 „ 23
Battens, 25in. and Sin. by Tin. 16 10 ,, 18

Second yellow deals, 3in. by lin.... 18 10 „ 20
3inby9in.... 17 10 ,, 19

Battens, 2iin. and 3in. by Tin. 13 10 ,, 14 10
Third yellow" deals, 3in. by llin.

and9in 13 10 ., 15
Battens, 2;in. and 3in. by Tin. 11 ,, 12

Petersburg first yellow deals,
Sin. by llin 21 „ 22 10
Do. Sin. by9in 18 „ 19 10
Battens 13 10 ,, 15

Second yellow deals. Sin. by llin. 16 ,, IT
Do. Sin. by9in 14 10 „ IS
Battens .. 11 „ 12 10

Third yellow deals. Sin. by llin. 13
,, 14

Eo. Sin. by Slin 12 10 „ 14
Battens 10 „ 11

White Sea and Petersburg-

First white deals. Sin. bv llin. 14 10 „ 15 10
Sin. by 9in. IS 10 „ 14 10

Battens 11 „ 12
Second white deals, Sin. by llin. IS 10 „ 14 10

„ „ 3in. by 9in. 12 10 „ IS 10
„ battens 10 „ 11

Pitch pine : deals 18 ,, 21
Under 2in. thick extra 10 „ 10

and over.

3 6 to 5

3 6

2 9
6

9i
8

1

2 6

10
22

Yell"w Pine—First, regular sizes £44
Oddments 32

Seconds, regular sizes 33
Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—I'lanks per ft. cube..
Danzig and .Stettin Oak Logs-

Large, per ft. cube S
Small 2 6

"Wain-scot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5 6
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,
as inch 8J
3in. do. do 7

Dry Mahogany — Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch ... 9,,

Selected. Figury, per ft. super.
as inch .. 16.,

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch 10
Teak, per load 17

American Whitewood Planks, per
ft.cube 4 0,, 05

Prepared Flooring. &c.

—

lin. by 7in. yellow, planed and Per square.
shot 13 6 to 17

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 14 ,, 18

IJin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 16 ,, 10

lin. bT Tin. white, planed and
shot' 12 „ Oil

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 12 6 „ 15

Ijin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 15 ,, 16

3in. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or'V-jointed boards ... 11 „ 13

lin. by Tin. „ „ ... 14 „ 18
Jin. by Tin. white „ ... 10 ,, 11

lin. by Tin. ,, „ ... 12 6 „ 15
6in. at 6d. to 9d. per sijuare less than Tin.

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks . .per foot cube £0 2 3
Ked Slanstield. ditto 2 4J
Closebura Red Freestone, ditto „ ... 1 lOi
Ancaster. ditto „ ... 1 10
Beer, ditto

, ... 1 6
Red Corschill, ditto 2 2
Greensbill, ditto , ... 1 10
Hard York, ditto 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup, 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two aides,
randomsizes 13

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £3 1

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot ... 1 61

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot , ... 1 sj
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton

Station ...0 10
Ditto, dehvered at Nine Elms Station ... 1 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 5J ... £0 1 TJ

Uelivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... ( n 9 l n 9 91
Ditto Nine Elms Depot... (

u .i i ... u z zj

Ditto Pimlico Wharf I

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 8 per 1,000 alongside, in river.

Rough Stocks and
Grizzles 16 „ ,, ,,

Picked Stocks for

Facings 2 10 „ delivered.

Fictions 18 „ at railway station.

Presseil Wire Cuts. 1 18 „ „
Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 13

Red Wire Cuts 1 14 „ „ „
Best Fareham Red 3 12 „ „ ,,

Best Red Pressed
Ruabnn Facing ..500 „ „ „

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15 „ „ „

Do. BuUnose 4 „ „ „
Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks 3 14 „ „ „
Glazed Bricks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12 „ „ „

Headers 11 „ „ „
Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 16 „ „ „

Double Stretchers 19 „ „ „
Double Headers ... 16 „ „ „
One Side and two
Ends 19 „ „ „

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splavs, Cha m-
fered, Squints ... 20 „ „ „

Best Dipped Salt

Glazed Stretchers,

and Header 12 „ „ „
Quoins, BuUnose,
and Flats 14 „ „ „

Double Stretchers.. 15 ,,

Double Headers ... 14 „ „ „
One Side and two
Ends 15 „ „ „

Two Sides and one
End 15 „ „ ,,

Splays, Cham-
fered. Squints .. 14 „ „

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2 „ less than best.

s. d.

Thames and Pit Sand 7 per yard, delivered.
Thames Ballast 5 6 „
Best Portland Cement 2T per ton ,,

Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 ,. ,,

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 2Ts. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc 20x10 ..12 12 6per lOOOof 1200at r.stn.

... 16 X 8 .. 6 12 6 „ „ „
BlueBangor ... 20x 10...13 2 6 „ „

... 20x12. ..13 17 6 „ „ „
Firstquality 20x10. .13 „ „

,
20x12. .13 15 „ „

... 16x 8... 7 5 „ „ ,,

Eureka unfading
green 20x10. ..15 17 6 „ „ „
,

20x12.. .18 7 6 >. ,.

„ „ ...18x10. .13 5 „ „
... 16x 8. .10 5 „ „

Permanent green 25X 10 ..11 12 6 ,, „ ,,

„ „ ... 18x10... 9 12 6 „ „
16 x 8 .. 6 12 6 „ „ „

TILES.
s. d.

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 at rly. station
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. „ „
Broseley tiles SO per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles .". 52 6 ,, „ ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. „ ,,

Ru;ibin red, brown, or brin-
dled do.

i
Edwards) 57 eperlOOO „

Ornamental do 60 „ „ „
Hip tiles 4 per doz.

Vallev tiles 3 „ „ „
Red or Mottled Staffordshire

do. Peake's) 51 9 per 1000 „
Ornamental do 51 6 ,. „ „
Hip tiles 4 1 per doz. at rlv. station
Valley tiles 3 8 „
" Rosemary " brund plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles oO ., „ „
Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,, ,,

Valley tiles 3 8 „ „ „
" Hirtshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6 „ „ ,,

Ornamental do 50 „
. ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. „ ,,

Valley tiles 3 6,, „ ,,

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £32 10 to £Si 5

Do., brown „ ... 29 „ 29
Cottonseed, refined ... 26 15 „ 28 15
Olive, Sijanish 40 „ 40 10
Seal, pale 22 „ 23
Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 46 ,, 47 Q
Do., Ceylon „ ... 43 „ 43 10
Do., Mauritius 40 „ 41
Pahn, Lagos „ ... 35 10 „ 36
Oleine , ... 17 5 „ 19 5

34 to £35
7 „ 8 6

o; ., e;
1 6 „ 1 6 U

19 6 » 10
37 „ 37 5

2 1* >,
—

2 8 „ —
4 li M —
7 6 „ —

Sperm p.-r tun
Lubricating U.S. per gal.
Petroleum, refined ,, ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel „ ...

Turpentine, American ...per tun
Linseed Oil per gal.
Baltic Oil
Turpentine „ ...

Putty per cwt.

QLASS.
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz. Net,
Fourths IJd. ... 2.1d. ... 3M. ... 4id. „
Thirds 23d. ... sfd. ... 4d. ... 5d. „

Fluted Sheet sjd. ... 4jd. ... 4>d. ... 5}d. „
Hartley's English Rolled Plate : jjin. •* if,in. ^in.

•2id. ... 2(d. ... Sd.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass : White. Tinted,
4d. ... Did.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak , 10 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine E.xtra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-di-ying Oak, for seats of churches 14 O
Fine Elastic Carriage 12 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
E.xtra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18
White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper. 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10 6
Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16

10
10 6

W.H.LAS(IELLES&Co.,Lt(l.

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TELEPHONE No. 1365.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINGS.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established 1S3S.)

MONTJMENT CHAMBERS,
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Registered Trade Mark.

PDLDNCEfty ASPHflLTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-RESISTING ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILIC.4. PA\TN'G.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Telechon-e No. 6319 Avexi'E.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
APPLY TO-

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, LONDON, E.G.

TENDERS.
•«• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the

accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information

.\Kr.RoEF.N-.—For works of reconstruction and enlarge-

ment at the joint passenger station, for the committee :
—

Symington, H., and Sons, Glasgow .accepted;.

Br..\cKiiK\Tn, St.m-is.— For the erection of Primitive

Methodist chapel to seat 450 persons at Cocksheds. Mr.

Wm. F. Edwards, Birmingham and Blackheath, archi-

^gj,[ .

Bridgewater, J., Cradley Heath ... £1,002

(.\ccepted.)

Bristol.—For the erection of two shop^ and dwelling-

houses on the iJowps Park Estate. Mr. W. H. Watkms,

.\.R.I.B..\., 15, Clare-street, Bristol, architect:—
P.. J. Virgo (lowest ; accepted) ... £l,3i5
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BrRRixr.Tos'.—For rebuilding- and enlarging the station
buildings, for the Great "Western Railway Co. :

—

Coles. A. N., Plymouth (accepted).

ruATiTAM.—For new buildings at the workhouse, for
the Medway Board of Guardians. Accepted tenders :—

For new laundry ;

—

Skinner, C. E. Chatham £2.193
For new bakehouse :

—
Phillips, H. E., Gillingham ;>20

I, Lowest tender in either case.)

CiiKi-MSFORD.—For widening- New-street, and repaying
that thoroughfare with wood, for the town council :

—
Griffiths and Co., London (accepted) £1,088 U

CnEi.TKMiAM.—For the erection of a house in the Hall-
mad, Leckhampton, for Mr. F. L. Fisher. Mr. Thomas
Malvern. 21, "Winchcombe-street, Cheltenham, architect :

—
Billings and Sons, Ltd
Burrows. H
Bendall, J. D.. and Sons ...

Saunders. E., and Sons
Drew, W
Amos Wilson
Strange, F. W.. Keynsham-road*

* Accepted.

Cheltenham.—For alterations to premi-es, 37 and 38.

"Winchcombe-strf et, for Messrs. ]Milla and Sons, carriage
buildeis. Mr. Thomas Malvera, 21, Winchcombe-street,
Cheltenham, architect :

—
Amos Wilson £655
Malvern and Son 64S»

Mealing and Co 640
Billings, A. C, and Sons, Ltd.* ... 563

* Accepted on moditied plan.

DrDLEV.—For the erecti<»n of Wesleyan Church to seat
330 persons at Dudley "Wood-road. Mr. Wm. F. Edwards,
Birmingham and Blackheath, architect:—

Harper, J., and Sons, Blackheath... £1,295
(Accepted.)

Liverpool.—For alterations to premises, Liverpool.
Mr. J. H. Havelock, Sutton, architect :—

HaighandCo £1,582
Tmvis and Wevill 1,520
Henshaw, J., and Sons 1,515
Brown and Backhouse 1,500
Haugh and Pilling 1,491
Webster, S 1,461
Chappell, J. and G. ...' 1.422
Tyson, P., Liverpool' 1,334

• Recommended for acceptance.

X^iO^vESTOFT.—For the supply of Ijin. Guernsey granite,
delivered at Lowestoft Harbour, for the Mutford and
Ixithingland Rural District Council :—
Road Maintenance and Stone Supply Co., 8s. 5d. per ton.

(Accepted.)

£73,oaa 7 S
70,R9.i

69,832 8 (i

65,675 12
63,999 13 7

60,945 11 7

60.059 19 7

London. N.—For roadwork m connection with the re-

construction of tramways in Go.swell-road, PentnnviUj-
road. and Gray's Tnn-road. and construction of new lines

in St. John-street, for the London County Councilj —
Fry Bros.
Mowlfm, .T., and Co.
Griffiths. W.. and Co.
Wliite. ). G., and Co.
MmihIhis, W., Leyton
I'iik. Kerr, and Co
BluL-kwell. R. W., and Co.*
Rest of London. • Recommended for acceptance.

London, R.E. — For the removal of the overhead
travelling crane at the Loughborough Junction tem-
porary generating station, and re-erecting it at the
Elephant and Castle substation, for the London County
Council :

—
Carrick and Ritchie, Edinburgh ... £220
Smith, J., and Co., Keighloy ... 155
Jessop and Appleby Bros., Leicester
and London (accepted) 136

I»ND0N, S.E.—For roadwork and paving works in con-
nection with the reconstruction of tramways from Vaux-
hall to Brixton, and construction of new lines from Goos*"
Gre'^n to Peckham. and along Tootinsr High-street and
Mitcham-road, for the London County Council :

—
White, J. G.. and Co. ...

Griffiths. W., and Co.
Muwli-ni. J., and Co.
Itlarkwell. R. W.. and Co...
Uick, Kerr, and Co
Mander;^, W., Leyton'

Rest of London, * Recommended for acceptance (with

power to sublet certain portions).

SorTHiiORuroii.—For the supply of 400 tons of Cher-
bourg quartzite, for the urban district council :

—
Road Maintenance and Stone Supply Co., Ltd. (accepted,.

Stei'nev, E.—For supply and delivery of cable during
the period ending Dec. 31, 1909, for the Stepney Borough
Council :

—

Siemens Bros, and Co., London ... £12,38:^ 10
Briti.sh Insulated and Helsby

Cables. Prescot 12,3.30

St. Helens Cable and Rubber Co.,
Warrington 12,281 10

Callender's Cable and Construction
Co., London 12,251

Glover, W. T. and Co.. Manchester 12.173
Western Electric Co., London .. 12,111 lO
Henley's. W. T., Telegraph Works

Co., London* 11.945
* Recommended for acceptance.

Walthamstow.—For alteration to bar, and for repairs
and decorations, ire, at the Higham Hill Tavern, Wal-
thamstow. Mr. Herbert Riches, 3, Crooked-lane, King
William-street, E.C., architect:—

Kingsland, T. W. (accepted) ... £189

£100,977
92,091
87,7U n
81,007
83,052
82.722

£.3G2

.341 n
325
315 n
298

Tottenham. X.—For drainage arrangements at Park
pumping station, for the Metropolitan Water Board :

T'ufniiin and Fotheringham ..

Trullnpp and Colls
^^iUmott. J., and Sons
Patnian, L. and H. W.
Porter. A.
Ducwra, T.. and Snn» ... ... 249 18 3

* Recommended for acceptance.
WoitCKSTER.—For the erection of a warehouse and

officie.'i. for Messrs. Kay and Co. Messrs. John W. Simp-
son ;ind Mixwfll Ayrton. Gray's Inn, W.C, arehitecta.
Uuantitii-< ]<y Messrs. G.M. Simpson and Norman Evill ;

—
.[nhnsi>n. W., and Co.. London ... £15.472
Willcock.H.. i Co., Wolverhampton 1.5.429

Espley and Co.. Evesham 1,').390

Wilkins and Sons, Bristol 15,273
Collins and Godfrey, Tewkpsbury .. 14,995
Sapoote, W., and Son, Birmingham 14,9.50
I'arnetl, J., and Son, Rugby
Treasure and Son. Shrewsbury
Whitehouse, B-.A: Son, Birmingham
Walters, E., and Son. Rri.stol

Wniids, J., and Son, Worcester
Dillow. W.. ami <'o.. Statf.s

.T:ti\is. .J , and ^<>n. London
Lee, W., and Son, Birmingham

14,915 14
14.790
14,773

14,16Q
13,985
13.870

13,850
13.798

Moss, W., and Son. Loughborough 13,791 16
Xorman, J. G. Swindon 13,703 10
Bromage and Evuns, Worcester ... 13,651
Crane, W., Sir. Nottingham ... 13,617 3
Brazier, J. and A., Bromsgrove ... 13,586
Hopkins, W., Birmingham , ... 13.570
Dickiusfjn. J-, Derby 13,H»()

HARTHAM pARK
B0;( GROUND.

The best and most reliable B;ith Stone procurable.
All genuine Hartham Park branded with our registered

Trade Mark.

TO BE OBTAINED ONLY OF

MARSH, SON, & GIBBS, Ltd,,
ftuarry Owners and Stone Merchants.

CHIEF OFFICES-
Great Western Chambers, Bath.

LONDON OFFICES-
108, Great "Western Road, Paddin^on, W.
Worked Stone a Speciality. Prices on application.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Wim>»Udon—Elementar\- School (l.roo places), Pelham-rnad

(.John W. Simpson. F.R.I.B..\., Assessor) £150 (merged), £100, £50 A. Steel Sheldon, Clerk, 12, Queen's-roal, Wimbledon Mar. 8
Bishop Auckland—Secondary School (Assessor) 5 per cent. ; £20, £10 J. A. L. Robson. Secretary. Shire Hall, Durham ,, 15
Failsworth—Public Library (limit £.3,0001 £20, £10 H. C Broome, U.D.C. Clerk, lailsworth 28
Wjilker, Newcastle-on-Tvne—Model Cottages H. R. Aldridse, Or?. Secretary. Burt Hall. Xewcastle-on-Tyne April 2
Firth Park, Sheffield—Model Cottages H. K. Aldridge, Org. Secretary, 43, Bank-street, Sheffield ,, 2
London, S.W.—Gountv Hall (R. Norman Shaw, E.A., and
W. E. Riley, I'.R.I.B.A., Assessors) £210 to each competitor in final The Architect, L.C.C., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W Aug. 27

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Ebbw Vale—Workmen's Hall
Rhydfelan—Shop and House !!.!!!!."!!!

""*
Market Deeping— l-'armhouse '.!"..*.'.!..'..".".!...!!.

Furnace, Llanelly— Enlarging Saron C.M. Chapel
Coventry—Eight Labourers' Cottages '„..',

Llandaff— Additions to Penpentre ]".].*

Crymmych—Warehouse !."!!!!!!!!!'.!!!!!!

Kea—Wain House, Lower Lanner "...
,

Stratford, E.—Additions to West Ham Hospi'tal'"!!!!!!'
"

Workington—Foui Villas at Townhead
Ilford— School 1,230 places!, L'phall-road

'

Winchmore Hill-Extending Isolation Hospitai.Worid'aEnd
Ravenstborpe—Nine Houses. Hebble-street *.

Cleator Moor—Business Premises, High-street"!!!!!!!.*.*."!.'!!!!!.!!

St. Hilary Trelease—Additions to School !.!!!...!.!.!!!!!!!!

Bradford— Circular Brick Chimney (1.50ft.), Horton-lEuie. !!!!!!!!
Maindee—Congregational Church. London-street !

Brighton—Repairs to Workhnuse I^aundry !!!!!!!!!!!

Barrow-in-Euine?s—Balcony at North Lonsdale Hospital !!!!!!
Rifhworth—Washhouse and Laundry at Grammar School !!!!!!
Great Yarmouth— Grand Stands on Racecourse
Chathill—Four Houses at Sea Houses !...!!!!!!
Barnet— Xur^es' Home at Woikbouse !

'
*"

Grassington—Prmaitive Methodist Chapel !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!""

Edinburgh—Alterations at Willowbrae School
Berwick-on-Tweed-Two Houses at Castlegate !!

Taunton—Additions to Isolation Hospital
"

Worlingworth—Enlarging School !!!!!!.!!!!!!!!
Edinburgh— Municipal Art School
Gamdiffaith -Calvini&tic Methodist School !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Bamby Don—Additions to School !!!!..!!!!!!!
Argoed—Playground Improvement !.!!!!!!!!'!

Thurlstone— Rebuilding Caretaker's House, Hazlehead School
Shetheld—Residence for Medical Superintendent
Knaresborough— Alterations to School
Blaina—Classroom at Central School !..!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Silsdtn—Additions at Aire View School !......
Christchurch.Mon.- School !.!!!!! *

Langclife—Alterations to School !.......................

BTTILDINGS.
Colliery Workmen's Trustees
J. and A. L. Thomas

Committee
Sewage Farm Committee..

Vale of Tivy Co-operative Society
John Wesley Vincent
Committee ,

Urban District Council
Enfleld and Edmonton Jt. Hos. Board
Co-operative Society
F. Redhead
Cornwall Education Committee
Guardians

Guardians
Hospital Saturday Committee

Corporation ,

Wm. Matthews ,

Guardians ,

School Board
William Elder and Sons .

Managers ....

Corporation .

West Riding Education Committee...
Monmouthshire Education Committee
West Riding Education Committee..
City Hospitals Committee
West Riding Education Committee ..

Monmouthshire Education Committee
West Riding Education Committee..
Monmouthshire Educdtion Committee
West Riding Education Committee...

Hy. Waters, Architect, Beaufort, Mon Mar. 9

A. L. Thomas. Architect, Church-street Chambers, Pontypridd „ 9

J. G. Stallebrass and Son, .\ichitects. North-street. Peterbjrough ,. „ 9
William Harries, 2, Ynys-y-cwm-road, Furnace, Llanelly ,, 9
J. E. Swindlehurst, City Engineer, St. Miry's Hall, Coventry 9
W. H. Dashwood Caple, F.R.I.B.A., *2, Church-street, Cardiff „ 9

The Chairman. Co-operative Society, Priory-street, Cardiff , 9

George Gow. Tregothnan Office. Truro ,, 9

H. Percy Adams. F.R.I.B.A., 26, Woburn-place, W.C „ 11

W. H. Nuzuni. Architect, Frostoms-road, Workington „ II

C. J. Dawson. Architect. 11. Cranbrook-road, Ilford ....', 11

Richard Collins. Public Ottices, Enfield 11

David H. Lumb, Architect, Bowling Green, Ravensthorpe „ 11

Em. Martindak', Architect, Cleator Moor ,, 11

Sampson Hill, Architect. Green-lane, Redruth ,, 11

F. Holland, Archt.. 11, Parkinson's Chmbrs.. Hustlergate, Bradford „ 12

Habershon, Fawckner, and Co., Architects. Hiah-at., Newport, Mon ,, 12

E.Wright, Architect. Parochial Offices, Brighton „ 12

E. F. Noms, 9. Coniston-road, Barrow-in-Furness „ 12

Richard Horsfall and Son, Architects, Commercial-street, Halifax . ,, 12

J. W. Cockrill. A.R.I.B.A.. Boro* Sur., Town Hall, Great Yarmouth „ 12

George Reavell. jun.. A.R.I.B.A., Alnwick i;i

White. Son, and Pill, 13, High-street. Barnet 13

James Hartley, Architect. Swadford Chambers. Skipton ,, 1-1

J. Carfrae, Architect, .3, Uueen-street, Edinburgh „ 14

Gray and Boyd. Architects, 2, Ivy-place, Berwick-on-Tweed „ 14

Y. W. Roberts. F.R.I.B.A.. 2, Hammet-street, Taunton , 14

Edwin H. Preston. Wood Farm, Warlingworth, Framlingham „ 14

J. M. Dick Peddle, Architect. 8, Albyn-place. Edinbui^h „ 14

D. J. Lougher. Architect. Bink Chambtfrs, Pontypool ... „ 14

J. Vickers-Edwards, County Architect, County Hall, Wakefield „ 15
David Morg:in, F.R.I.B.A., Cardiff „ 15
J. "N'ickers-Edwards, County Architect, County Hall, Wakefield „ 15
Gibbs and Flnckt^n, -Vrchitects, 15. St. James's-row, Sheffield „ 15
J. Vickers-Edwards, Coimty Architect, County Hall. Wakefield

, 15
C. Dauncey. Secretary, County Council Offices, Newport, Mon „ 15
J. Vickers-Edwaids. County Architect, County Hall, Wakefield , 15
Alfred Swash, F.R.I.B.A., Architect. Newport. Mon „ 15

J. Vickers-Edwards, County Architect, County Hall, Wakefield „ 15
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j^nston—Npw Pnhonl West Hidin? Educatinn Committee... -T. Vickers-Edwardp, County Architect, County Hall, WaVefiplJ Mar. 15
ShettieM—Two Favilions at Ixidee Moor City Hn^nitals Committer fiibhs and FIncktnn, Architects. In, St. James's-T-nw. Shetfit^ld „ 15
Denhy Dale— Enlargeraenf of School West Ridin? Education Committee... -T. Vickprs-Edwards. County Architect, County Hall. W'aketield...... ,, 15
Lnndondeny— Shnn and Hmises ; Miws Quio-lev David Conmy, Architect. 21, Shinquay-street. I/^mdonderry „ 16
Wnrminpter—Addition^ to Burie.« Gratney R. Z. Erskine I-xinfr and Glass, Architect^. 53. Markpt-place. Warminster „ lf>

Merthyr Tydfii— Fifty Hou'^es at Twynrodvn The Borou£?h Rtin'eyor. Town Hall. Merthvr Tvdtil „ 1*»

Hertford—Form Rni>ms and Annexes to Haileybury College Simpson and Ayrton. Archts.. 3. Verulam Bld^s.. Grav's Tnn. W.C. „ 18
Cox Green—Altei-ations to School Durham Education Authority ... The County Education Committee's Architect, Shire Hall. Durham „ 1?*

Sherbum Hill— School (250 places) Durham County Education Authority The County Education Architect. Shire Hall, Durham „ 19'

Woodland— Alterations to School Durham Education Authority The County Education Committee's Architect, Shire Hall, Durham ,, 19
Shildon— School (1,100 place?! Durham County Education Authority The County Education Architect. Shire Hall, Durham ,, 19
Hi^h Spen— Alterations to School Durham Education Authority The Countv Education T'ommittee's Architect. Shire Hall. Durham ,. 19"

Bournbrook—Tower (3C0ft.l at Univerpity .". Sir Aston Webb and E. Ingress Bell. Archts., Qn. Anne's Gate, S.W. „ 20
Chester— School (350placesT, Georg-e-street Corporation H. Beswick. Architect. Xew^ate-street. Chester ... ,, 20
Hulme, Manchester— Citv-road Municipal School Education Committee Wm. H^nry Talbot, Education offices, Deans^te. Manchester „ 20
Elandudno—Wesleyan Chapel and School W. Beddoe Ree.-*. Architect, ?, Dumfries-place, Cardiff 20
Oulton Broad—School Ea.st Suffolk County Education Com. T. E. Key. Architect. Aldebur^h 21
Saxmundham— School East Suffolk County Education Com. T. E. Kev. Architect, Aldeburgh 21
Bredbury— School {400 places Cheshire County Council John Cnbbons. A.R.I.B.A., 4, Chajiel Walks, Manchester , 25
Wickford—Additions to School F. Whitmore, Architect. 73, Duke-street. Chelmsford „ 25
Belgooly—Parish Church and Presbytery M. A. Hennessy, Architect. 74, South Mall, Cork „ 95
Cheadle—School fofO places) Cheshire County Council J. R. Eamshaw. A.R.I.B.A.. 4. Chapel Walks, Manchester „ 25
Ovenden— Sunday School Bethel M-N. Church Trustees C. F. L. Horsfall and Son, Architects. Lord-st. Chambers. Halifax „ 2S
Doncaster—Wmg' at Yorkshire Institutefor Deaf E. Hall B«llan, M.S. A.. 19. Baxter Gate. Doncaster April 3
Pendleton— School (1.120 places), Halton Bank Salford Education Committee John H. Woodbouse, F R.I.B.A.. 100. King'-street. Manchester 8
Winchester— Grand Stand N. C. H. Nisbett, Architect, 45. Jewry-street, Winchester Nodate
Newport— Primitive Methodist Sunday-School Newland. Davis, and Hunt, Archts.. Commercial-st.. Newport, Mon. do.

Romsey—Grand Stand N. C. H. Nisbett. Architect, 45. Jewrv-street. Winchester do.
Newcastle-on-Tyne-Repaira to Buildings and Bridges Northumberland County Council J. A. Bean, County Surveyor, The Moot Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne do.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Stockport— Installing Electric Clocks in Town Hall Town Council Robert Hvde, Town Clerk. Town Clerk's Office, Stockport Mar. 9"

Manchester-Trolley Wire and Tramway Rail Bonds Tramways Committee J. M. M'Elroy. General Manager. 55, Piccadilly, Manchester „ 12
London, S.W.—Ten Induction Motor-Generators London County Council The Clerk, County Hall, Sprint- Gardens, S.W „ 19
London, S.W.—Low-Tension Switchboards London County Council The Clerk. County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W 19
Glasffow- Steam Turbo-Alternators Corporation James Dalryraple, tieneral Manayrer, 46, Bath-street, Glasgow 25
Bridlington—Wiring New Theatre and Opera House H. Hague, Manager, Bridlington Nodate

ENGINEERING.
Swinton—Aerating Plant Urban District Council Henry Entwisle, Surveyor, Council Offices, Swinton Mar. 9
Baltasound, Shetland—Waterworks Jenkins and Marr. Architects. 16, Bridge-street, Aberdeen „ ;v

Bromyard—Water-Main I'rban District Council F. W. Nicholl, Clerk. Bromyard „ 11
Wokingham—Bridge over Emm Brook Town Coimcil O. W. Marks, Borough Engineer, Wokingham „ 11
Palencia, Spain—Water Supplv.. The Casa Consistorial. Palencia ,, 11
Blackfriars, E.C.— Jetty at Bull Stairs Wharf Finsbury Borough Council G. Whitehead Preston, Clerk, Town Hall, Rosebery-avenue, E.C 11
Keighley— Purifier Renewals Gas Committee John Laycock, Gas Engineer, Gas Offices, Keighley „ 12
Helmshore—Widening Ogden River Bridge Town Council J. Singleton Green, Boroush Surveyor. HasHngden „ V.i

Bristol—Refrigerating Machinery Docks Committee W. W. S-iuire. Engineer, Engineer's Office, Cumberland-rd., Bristol „ 1»
Leigh-on-Sea— Timber Groynes Urban District Council John W. Liversedge. C.E.. Surveyor. Leigh-on-Sea „ 13
Stourbridge—Exhauster Urban District Council Charles H. Webb.'A.M.I.C.E.. iiasworks, Stourbridge „ 13
Hudderstield— Steam Road-EoUer Corporation The Borough Engineer, 1, Peel-street, Huddersfield „ 1[

I'pper Holloway. X.— Boiler at St. John's-road Workhouse ... St. Mary (Islington) Guardians Edwin Davey, Clerk, St. John-road, Upper Holloway, N 14
Galway—Water-Maias T>ban District Council W. N. Binns, B.E.. Eyre-square, Galway „ 14
Wimbledon-Eeiuse Destructor, Durnsford-road Corporation The Borough Surveyor. Town Hall, Wimbledon ,, 14
Coleraine— Reservoir

. Rural District Council W. J. and M. Given, Engineers, Diamond, Coleraine „ 15
Handswoith, Gleadless—Ventilation to School West Riding Education Committee.. J. A'ickers-Edwards, County Architect. County Hall, Wakefield „ 15-

Earlehtown— Retort Settings Newton-in-Makerfield U.D.C A. Bowes, A.M.I.C.E.. Town Hall. Earlestown „ 16
Bury—Lancashire Boiler Corporation S. J. Watson, M.I.E.E.. Electricity Works, Bury, Lanes ,, 16-

Tyrone—Road-Rollers
, Countv Council The County Surveyor of North Tyrone, Omagh... „ 16

Kilrush, Co. Clare—Waterworks Rural District Coxmcil T. Kelly, Clerk. Council Offices, Kilrush, Co. Clare ,, IG
Pontypridd— Bridge Works

. Urban District Council P. R. A. WiUoughby, A.M.I.C.E., Municipal Buildings, Pontypridd ,, 18
West Ham— Mechanical Stokers . Cmporation The Manager, 84, Romford-road, Stratford, E ,, 1»
Maidstone— Light Railways < "oninration S. Sellon, Engineer, 36. Victoria-street, Westminster „ 18
Macclesfield—Laying Water-Wains Rural District Council J. Thorpe. Surveyor, 19, King Edward-street, Macclesfield „ 18
Arthur's Pa.ss. New Zealand—Tunnel (Smiles) New Zealand Midland Railway The High Commissioner, 13. Victoria-st., Westminster, S.W „ 18
Glasgow—Widening Railway at Eglinton-street Station Caledonian Railway Co The Company's Euijineer, Buchanan-street Station, G asgow ,. 18
London, S.W.—Twelve Water-Tube Boilers London County Council The Clerk to the Council, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W , 1^
Clutton—Waterworks Rural Di.strict Council William F. Bird, C.E., Midsomer Norton, Somerset , 19
Aberdeen- Surface Condenser Corporation J. A. Bell, Electricity Engineer, MiUburn-street, Aberdeen „ l&
London, S.W.—Eipht Travelling Hand Cranes London County Council The Clerk to the Council, Countv Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W 1&
Cardiff—Trial Shafts at Proposed Llwynon Reservoir Corporation C. H. Priestley, M.I.C.E.. City Hall. Cardiff „ 2I>

London, E.G.-Boilers and Locomotives East Indian Railway Co C. W. Youog, Secretary, Nicholas-lane, E.C ,. 20
Paisley—Three Filter-Beds and Tank Town Council James Lee, C.E., 13, Gilmour-street, Paisley „ 21
Corkermouth- Waterworks Rural District Council J. B. Wilson, A.M.I.C.E.. 11, Main-street, Cockermouth „ 2*
Wolstanton- Three-Lift Gasholder Urban District Council Curbett, Woodhatl, and Son, Engs.. Bridge-st., Westminster, S.W. „ 23
Leyland- Borehole Pump Urban District Cotincil WiUiam Wrennall, Engineer, 9, Harrington-street, Liverpool „ 23
Swmdon—Two Footbridges and Strengthening Lifting Bridge Corporation H. J. Hamp. Borough Surveyor, Town Hall. Swindon „ 23
Cwmavon— Enlargement'of Reservoir Pontypool Gas and Water Co T. and C. llawkslej, Civil Engs., 30, Great George-st., Westminster „ 2a-

Bombay—Reclamation between Mazagon and Sewri Bombay Port Trust ^ Sir J. Wolfe Barry Sz A. J. Barry, Engs., 7, Sanctuary, Westminster April 2
Dunedin. New Zealand—Gas Plant Corporation Thos. Cole, A.M.I.C.E., 11, Victoria-street, Westminster June 19
London, S.W.—Motor Tenders Loudon Fire Brigade The Clerk, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W Nodate-

FENCING AND WALLS.
Pembroke-Boundary Wall to Cemetery Henry T. Pratt, London House, Pembroke Mar. 9-

Edmonton. N.—Fencing at Pymmes Park Urban District Council G. Eedes Eachus, M.I.C.E.. Eng., Town Hall, Lower Edmonton ... ,,
1'*

Edinburfi,h—Concrete Sea-Wall at Easttield, Joppa Magistrates and Council Thomas Hunter, W.S., Town Clerk. Edinburgh ,, 11

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS.
Lanchester-Shop Fittings at New Branch Annfield Plain Indus. Co.-op. Society Geo. Thos. Wilson, Architect, 2?, Durham-road, Blackhill Mar. ;
Berwick-on-Tweed-Furnishing Children's Home Guardians... Hy. Alder Peters, Clerk, 3(5, Ravensdowne, Berwick i>

Richmond, Yorks—Shop Fixtures Darlington Co.-op. Industrial Society The Secretary, Priestgate, DarUngton „ U
Barrow-in-Furness—Furnishing No. 3 Cottage Home Guardians Frank Taylor, Clerk, Harrisou-sti-eet, Barrow-in-Furness „ VS-

PAINTING.
Worsbrough- Offices Urban District Council J. Whitaker. Surveyor. Worsbrough Bridge, Yorks Mar. ;>

Cambridge—Roof of Com Exchange Corporation J- E. L. Whitehead, Town Clerk, Guildhall, Cambridge ..
**

Wigan— Greenhill
, Corporation .....' The Borough Engineer, King-street West, Wigau ». i>

Nottingham-Imbecile Wards at Workhouse Guardians .
'. G. Muncaster Huwurd, Clerk, Shakespeare-street, Nottingham „ 11

Wakefield- Storthes Hall Asylum J. Vickers-Edwards. County Architect. Waketield , ,. H
Chatham—Cottage Homes and School . Medway Union Guardians A . Reynolds Norman, Clerk, 2^. High-street, Chatham „ 1'-

Haslingden—Workhou>e and Infirmary Guardians '.

J. H. Sinkinson, Clerk, Union Offices, Rawtenstall n 12
Bolton—Townley Male Hospital at Workhouse '. Guardians ..

'. H. I. Cooper, Clerk, 2y. Mawdsley-street, Bolton „ 12
Chinley—Administration Block at High Peak Hosoital I!!.!....!."..!..'. J. B. Boycott. Clerk, Chapel- en-le-Frith f. 1^
Norwood— Schools

'

Lambeth Board of Guardians W. Thurnall, Clerk, Brook-street, Kennington-road, S.E » 12
Winwick—Lancashire County Asylum Henry Ellis, Asylum Clerk and Steward, Winwiek m IS'

Leeds—Various Police Stations '.

*..".'..,. Watch VSVminittee'. 7.. ..'.!!!!!. ..^^ W. T. Lancashire, City Engineer, Municipal Buildings, Leeds 14

Somers Town, N.W.—Basement of Coal Depot Miolaud Railway Co. The Engineers Office, Derby ». J^Salford—Two Bridges over River Irwell Corporation L. C. Evans. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Salford i. 1»
Beverley—East Riding Lunatic Asylum C. W. Hnbson, CU-rk, Newbegin, Beverley ..

1^
Notting Hill, W.- Infirmary, Rackham-street ',

St. Maryiebone Board of Guardians.. The Infirmary Si. ward, Rackhara-street, NotLing Hill, W , IS
Little Ilford—Cemetery City of London Burial Board The Corporation Engineer. Guildhall, E.C ». 2t>

ROADS AND STREETS.
Harrow-on-Hill—Making-upGreenhill-crescent& Wellesley-rd Urban District Council I. Percy Bennetts, Engineer, Harrow-on-Hill Mar. !>

Muswell Hill, N.—Making-up Midhurst-avenue Borouiih Council E. J. Lovegrove, Boro' Eng.. Municipal Offices, Highgate, N ,> Ij-

Finsbury, E.C—Paving Carriageways Borough Council The Borough Surveyor's OfiiL-e. Finsuury Town Hall, E.C Ij-

Whickham—Making-up Roads Urban District Council J. B. Rentou, Surveyor, Council Offices, Whickham >• 11

Crewe— Streetmakiug Town Council G. Eaton-Shore. Borough Surveyor. Earle-street, Crewe > 1^
Ilford-Street Works... Urban District Coiincii!!.!. !]!!".! H. Shaw, M.I.C.E.. Surveyor, Town Hall, Ilford „ la

Enfield—Making-up Albany-road Urban District Council Riehaid Collms, Surveyor. Public Offices, Enfield 1^
Newport, Mon. — Street Improvements Corporation R. H. Hayues, Borough Engineer. Town Hall, Newport i. 1^
Dinnington Colliery—Making-op Five Private Sta^etB ........... Castle Ward R.b.cV.,'.'... James Jameson, Sanitary Surveyor, Femlea, Ponteland *> 13
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is clearness. An ussessoi- will not bo attractetl,

than thev tan afford to jiay for otheis to assist but rather vepelloil, by e.Kcess of elaboration.

I /;//>. ir. M.t/;r;/ i;,, mor.

TIIE SCALE AND STYLE OP COMPE-
TITION DRAWINGS.

"Vf'OW that architects have obtained the
i-^ ])artioulars of the County Hall compe-
tition, and have grasped their si^jniticance,

they are be-jinning to a.sk themselves why
they should be called upon to prepare draw-
ings of such au unusual size as is demanded.
On other occasions lately the promoters of

competitions have made similar mistakes.

There seems to be a general idea, which some
assessors unfortunately share, that large

drawings are more easily understood than
small ones: yet those who have had much
experience in the examination of competition

schemes know ixjll well that the opposite is

When each scheme needs for its

them, is bid policy even from the ]>romoter's

point of view. Even if it bo argued that the

greater number of the schemes which would
be addinl by redvicing the scale, and the

consequent labour and cost of preparing

drawings for any particular competition, are

such as would have little chance of success,

yet there always remains this possibility of

discovering a great genius by throwing open

the door more widely, while the additional

trouble to an assessor of throwing out a large

number of drawings as worthless is slight

indeed, and would be more than compensated
for by the greater ease of comparison

secured by reducing the scale. To the

architectural pi'ofession the gain would
be great. There would be a large saving

of money and of time, even if it be

taken in the aggregate, putting the extra

time occu])ied by the additional competitors

as a set-off against the economy of time
effected by those who would compete in any
event. l>ut the gain to architecture is greater

still : it is educational. Nobody can put his

best into preparing drawings for an importantthe case.

illustration a series of half-a-dozen large \ building without benefiting thereby : and to

strainers, the total space occupied by a hun-
dred sets is such that comparison is rendered

almost impossible, while each set is itself

difficult to understand. The eye cannot at

once grasp a plan which occupies a whole
sheet of "antiquarian"" paper, nor can the

brain connect the plans of several floors thus
drawn by anv means so re.adily as if the work

limit the competition to a few is corre-

spondingly to limit the benefits. This is a
matter quite apart from the possibility already
mentioned of obtaining a better scheme than
any which would be sent in if prohibitory

conditions of scale were imposed.
The present tendency to require large

drawings is having other unfortunate effects

were done to a smaller scale and upon smaller
i on architectural work. It is leading to coarse

paper. Those who think otherwise might
i

and rough draughtsmanship, slap-dnsh and
e-asily be convinced if they were occasionally I effective, but not entirely sound, and to

to compare large original drawings with the , architectural treatment which is captivating
small-scale reproductions in our pages. The

;
upon paper, capable of being rendered in a

originals are, it may be granted, finer from few powerful strokes of the pen with con-
an artistic point of \iew, but the general , siderable effect, and yet in execution lacking
arrangements are by no means so readily a good many of the higher qualities of

understood. We are, of course, speaking here architectural work. Our really best men are
more about plan than elevation, for architec- certainly capable of producing both roughly
tural features reijuire proper detailing for ' effective drawings and refined buildings, but
their comprehension. This is. however, easily thei'e is a great temptation to make an effort

got over by retpiiring that the elevations for to win a competition at any cost by
a competition scheme should be drawn to a

j

neglecting detail, thickening the line and
larger scale than the plans, or that a detail

1
producing startling effects to attract the

should be submitted of a certain portion. I eye, perhaps of an assessor, and certainly

In the case of such huge buildings as the i of a non-technical committee. This is an
proposed County Hall, where a dual com- ' inherent weakness in competition work on
petition IS instituted, its very object is largely

;
the whole, and not to be easily overcome,

defeated by the insistence upon too large a
j

Though the appointment of a professional
scale in the initial stage. The intention of assessor has to a large extent negatived the
the promoters is obviously, as stated in con- ! advantages obtained, there must always
dition No. ;j!>, on this particular occasion,

I remain a desire to hurry through a set of

"to obtain a good design and general
i

competition drawings for which there is no
scheme."' To secure this it is not necessarv ! certainty of payment. They have invariably
to go into every detail until a later stage is

reached. It would be po.ssible, at any rate,

to omit the lettering upon the smaller rooms,
which are mere siibdi\isions of great depart-
ments, even if it is deemed necessary to .show
the minor parts at all. Detail of this descrip-
tion ought only to bs demanded from those

to be prepared by a given date. Somehow
or other they have to be finished by that time,

and as competitors very properly prefer not

to hurry their consideration of scheme, the
result is the production of a rapidly-made
drawing, such as can hardly represent its

author's best efforts. Sjmetlmes the rough-
who are selected to enter for the second part

^

ness is carried so far as to militate against
of the competition, and are to be paid for the competitor's .success by creating an im-
their trouble. pression of slovenliness. This is particularly
The very idea of a dual competition is so the case if too fine a line is emploved and if

to reduce the amount of work in the first the lettering be weak. There is nothing that
stage as to rentier it possible for a very
large number of schemes to be submitted,
without undue cost to their authors either
<if time or money. There are always many
capable men, some of them young prac-

c.m give more trouble to an assessor than
difficulty in reading the descriptive lettering,

and it is astonishing to a beginner to dis-

cover haw large it is necessary that this

should be if it is to be deciphered at all upon
tising architects without a staff, others

: a hugs sheet of plans without going so close
assistants whose whole time during ortic; to them as to concentrate attention too much
hours is occupied, who are desirous of enter- upon minor details, and so render it difficult

ing for competitions of importance. They to grasp the entire scheme,
feel that they possess ability, and they wis'a The wisest, and, in fact, the only right
to pit themselves against others of greater course to adopt in making comiistition draw-
standing than themselves, with the ilea of

j

ings, so far as style of draughtsmanship is

making a reputation. It has, in fact, hap- ', cincerneil, is to use a bold line and yet to
pened upon more thjin one occasion that

|
draw carefully, not carrying the lines across

great architectural leaders have been dis- 1 openings or" showing on jilan dotted-in
covered in this way. To dejirive such of the indications of ceiling ornamentation, or in
chance of displacing their skill by asking

j

any other way obstructing a general purview
from them more than they can accomplish in

|
of the whole. What is needed above all else

He desires to undirstand a plan, and this is

rendered difficult if unnecessary lines are
introduced. Similarly he wishes to be able
to read the lettering, and it is more important
for him to have the object of a group of rooms
indicated than the names of the minor apart-
ments. ^Vny assessor worthy of the name is

perfectly capable of recognising for himself,

for instJince, a waiting-room or a lift. If

these be named at all, it should be by a single

letter with a marginal reference denoting its

signification. As a general rule colouring is

forbidden ; but even where it is jiermitted it

is better to black in the walls than to tint

them, while the colours upon a plan should
not be selected, as in working drawings, to

indicate the materials used upon the floors,

but ratlier to discriminate between depart-

ments. In a hospital, for example, the wards
should be differently coloured from the

administration block. The object is to assist

the assessor and to draw attention to the good
points of the scheme, not to tell the builder

what materials he is to use. It is the same
with the figuring, such dimensions only being
given as have significance from the point of

view of the competition. Floor area is thus
often more important than the width of a
window opening. The figuring, like the
lettering, should be large in scale, and while
sufficient for all ])urposes of the moment,
should otherwise be as sparingly used as

possible.

.Vs it is with the plan, so is it with the

elevation. The general ett'ect and proportions

should be brought out in a few well-drawn,
clear lines. There should be no scratchiness,

nor anything which will obliterate main
features, and colouring, if used at all, should
consist of simple washes. Where there is a
professional assessor, it is quite unnecessary
to attempt to give anything like a pictorial

eft'ect to an elevational drawing. It is, per-

haps, different with a perspective, which
from its very nature is open to more free

treatment. Its main object, however, is to

show how a building will group in the solid

when seen from some particular point of view,

and it is this which needs emphasising rather

than accidental shadows cast by imaginary
trees. If a detail drawing be asked for, this

should be very similar to what would be
produced subsequently for the buil ler"s use,

workmanlike and complete. The intention

of demanding it is to discover whether the

architect possesses the power of rendering a

good general scheme satisfactorily in e.xecu-

tion—whether, in fact, he is really a trained

architect, and not a mere sketch artist. In
dual competitions these drawings are gener-

ally required only in the later stage : but
such competitions are rare, and consequently

a half-inch detail of a portion of a building

is \ory commonly demanded. If well pre-

pared, it is likely to receive a considerable

annunt of commendation ; but it would be a

rare e.ent indeed for a competiti,on to bo

decide I on account of it. Erom the draughts-

man s point of view, it is the sheet fj which
most attention has to be d'evoted, ret it is

very properly the one which has least effect

upon the result. .^
FLAMBOYANT CAR^'ING AT

BEAT'VAIS.

IT was in the Flamboyant psriod, that is, in

the IJth and 10th centuries, that the

French carver came into his inheritance. The
English mason had done so long before, revel-

ling first in the conventionalised and then ia

the naturalistic foliage, as well as in exijuisite

representation of the human form : even in

those periods when the Cistercian Order, with
its strict rules, imposed limitations upon the
workmen, who, nevertheless, often intro-

duced delicate pieces of enrichment in out-

of-the-way places, such as were lavished

freely upon those served by the secular priest-
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hood and by the Benedictines. In France
there had at that early date been sculpture
of a fine and majestic order : but it was not
until the English larved work had deterior-

ated that the French sprang into life. In the
KJth centui'y it had been stiff, and in the 14th
it followed nature too closely ; but the Flam-
boyant style brought with its exuberance and
delicacy of tracery a similar exuberance of

enrichment, generally directly inspired from
nature, crisply cut and under-cut, with large

leaves and strongly - marked connecting -

/IDooR.gcauvAis.
EnRicnA\EnT to
Hollow AAould.

branches, while grotesque animals were
freely introduced. An example of what is

meant is to be seen in the little sketch fi-om

the north doorway of Beauvais Cathedral,
where the broad hollow lying between the
sharply-projecting bowtel mouldings is occu-
pied by a twining vine whose broad leaves

lire worked across it, the vine rising from a

.r

Oinopv. /I.Door
BfeAUVAIS O^TTIEDIZOL

giitlin which appears to have come direct

from " AVcnderland,"' it is so entirely

grotesque.

The same delightful crispncss is seen in the

crocket to the canopy, inspired this time

rather by the thistle than the vine. Yet
many a piu'ist might object to the treatment

of natural forms like this in such a material

as stone, saying that such are more suitable

for representation in soft timber, yet its

charm is undeniable. It is characteristic of

the l.Hh century, too, that the subjects repi-e-

sented are those of a late period of the year.

It is the vine in fuU leaf which appears in

the doorway, fully ripened grapes being also

present, though they do not show in the

sketch, while the thistle leaf is an autumnal
one. This is carried further still in the
buttress enrichment of the south door, where
the barest of bare boughs are employed to

form a canopy terminal, the cusps even being
foiined of twisted stumps of wood from
which the leaves have fallen. It is the
latest winter work, of which we in England
have no counterpart. In the well-known
Maison Ilistorique in Beauvais town itself,

foliage is not represented ; but royal emblems
take its place, although in the same free and
artistic spirit, and with the same revelling in

the use of the chisel and the undei cutting of

the stonework. The whole shaft of the column
is covered with a diaper of fleurs-de-lys, and
the same motive is used to enrich the capital,

which almost represents a crown, with its

double crocketing rising as a cushion outline
;

Cqptosl-SrctrrCoixinnADC

-
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to mask the change from the circular shaft to

the octagonal abacus.

Work of this sort may not be the purest
possible, but it at least contains the elements
of life and much suggestion for the modern
artist craftsman. If there be a tendency at

the present time towards the solemn in the
greater things of architecture, and towards
the unconstructional eccentricities of the

mm
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Georgian time, this is no reason why the

STualler enrichments should be mere copies of

those in use in ( ireoco and Rome, (jiven the

spirit of life in little things—and there seem

to bo evidences that this is not lacking—it

will soon permeate to the greater, and ought

to result in the production of a new and

living style of work.

The Midland Kailway Compauy have decided to

spend £10,000 in improving the passenger and goods

stations at Luton.

THE ARCHITECTUR.\L AS«(JC1ATI0N.

THE tenth fortnightly meeting of the Associa-
tion was held on Friday evening, at 10,

Tufton - street, S.W., Mr. Louis Ambler,
F.R.I.B.A., in the chair. The reinstatement of
Mr. J. \V. Stevens was announced. (In the
motion of the <.'hairman, a vote of thanks was
passed to Mr. H, Whiteman Rising for having
presented to the Association two plaster caots of

heads designed by Mr. Alfred l>rury. A.U.A., for

the new War Office. To till the vacancy on the
Council caused by the death of Mr. A. Maryon
Watson, Mr. James S. Gibson was nominated by
the Chairman, and no other name being proposed,

Mr. Uibson was declared duly elected. Mr. H.
Tanner, jun.. announced that a meeting of the

Camera Club would be held on Tuesday, March
I'J, when Mr. Alan Potter will read a paper on
" The Romanesque of Northern Italy," and that

on the following evening, Wednesday, March
20th, Mr. VV. L. Trant Brown will read at 7.30

p.m.,before the Discussion Section, a paper cm
'• Fences and Oates." .

sr.iJJISH AKCHITECTCBE.

Mr. A. N. Prextice, F.R.I.B..\., read the

following paper on this subject, illustrated by a
large scale plan of the Escurial, and by numerous
drawings, and also by a fine series of lantern

slides. He said : I propose to confine my remarks

to that period of Spanish architecture which had
its birth about the time of the expulsion of the

Moors from Granada—a period during which
architecture ilourished with extraordinary grace

and exuberance, and finally developed into a more
severe and dignified form under the patronage of

Philip II. In Spain the student has a great deal

to see and to learn. The number of existing

buildings is very considerable, and should he
penetrate into some remote part of the Peninsula

at the cost of a certain amount of personal incon-

venience, he will probably be rewarded for his

trouble by the joy of some fresh discovery. In a
brief sketch of the historical development of

Spanish architecture, the lecturer referred to the

numerous remains of the Roman occupation in

bridges, amphitheatres, aqueducts, and villas, and
to the works of the Moors, culminating in the

fascinating beauties of the Alhambra and Alcazar.

He emphasised the point that the Moors occupied

the Peninsula for upwards of 800 years, and that

after the conquest of Granada their workmen
carried on the Moorish tradition under their

Christian masters in buildings of the Early

Renaissance period. As to the development of

the Romanesque and Gothic periods, Mr. Prentice

referred the student to the Jate George Edmund
.Street's book. A curious phase of architecture

during the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella was,

continued Mr. Prentice, the introduction of the

Mudejar style. Spanish Gothic during the latter

halt of the 1 5th century had developed from the

severe geometrical forms into a more plastic and

decorative treatment. The technical dexterity of

their sculptors had increased enormously, and,

with the contribution of the Jloorish element, the

result was the production of a remarkable group

of buildings, such as the facades of San Pablo and

San (iregorio at Valladolid, San Juan de los

Reyes at Toledo, the patio of the Infantado

palace at Guadalajara, and many rich retablos

and tombs. ( In the disco\ery of the New World
Spain was in a position to undertake the produc-

tion of costly works of arc. Spaniards flocked to

Italy to study at the universities, and they

returned later to their own country, enthusiastic

pioneers in an altogether fresh interpretation of

art. This, then, was the artistic atmosphere into

which Spaniards emerged at the conquest of

Granada : and the services of Italian artists were

sought at a time when Christian churches had to

be not only erected but turnished. The invasion

of the Peninsula by foreign artists was hailed

with satisfaction by the Spaniards themselves,

who had naturally a predilection for rich and

realistic ornamentation. Spanish sculptors who
had studied in the studios at Rome also took ji.art

in the movement. Many ecclesiastical princes of

Spain, such as the Fonsecas, Mendozas, and others,

became patrons of the new style, and sculptors

and architects like Herruguete, Hiego de Siloe,

Enrique de Egas, Diego Riano, and goldsmiths

like Arphes, created the new style which was

nicknamed " the Plateresque." The name seems

to have been conveyed from the notion that its

surface-ornamentation and arabesques resembled

the carefully-chiselled work of the silversmiths.

'I'he rich effect of this style carried out by some

of the early artists is dazzling. This plastic
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tieatment liad alre;idy been adopted by the Late
(iothic artists, and the new birth was simjily a
change into Classic detail of (iothii- ornament.
The practice of covering lari;e spaces with the
richest oraament was common to both styles.

THE (ATlIEnRAI, ill <;:!ASAnA.

< )ne of the first great works to be erected in the
I'lateresque style in the South of Spain was the
cathedral of (iranada. Enrique de Egas, who
was first eommis.sioned to design the building,
prepared plans for atiothicstructuie. but in 1.5'J.i,

tor some unknown reason, the Chapter transferred
the carrying out of the building to Diego de
Siloe, who conceived the idea of transforming the
Capilla Mayor into a circular form some 7i>ft.

wide and surmounting it with a dome 1.5.5ft. high.
The effact of this large open space immediately
over the high altar is exceedingly grand and im-
posing. The plan of the interior shows a nave
with double aisles. Hanked with chapels, and a
t 'oru encroaching on the nave, as is the custom in

all Spanish cathedrals. Massive pillars formed of
four Corinthian pilasters placed back to back, sur-
mounted by a sort of attic stage, rise from the
floor of the church and support the vavilting about
100ft. high. The choir has some richly carved
stalls, and the Trascoro—that is, the b:ick of the
choir, facing the west doorway— is adorned with
rather Late Renaissance detail, dating from 1741.

The treatment of the west front is e.xtremely
massive and dignified. It is said to have been
designed by Alonso Cano about the year 16.)0.

Previous to this, the lower stage of the north
tower was added, in the Doric style, by one of

Diego de Siloe's pupils, who succeeded him on his

death, and afterwards the second and third stories

were erected, between 1.5()S and 15N9. by Ambrosio
de Viio, to a height of lS.5ft. He also finally

added an octagonal lantern, but that was shortly
afterwards removed as unsafe. The south tower
was never built, and its position is occupied by
the chapel of the Sagrario, built in the IStb-
century. By far the most interesting chapel
of the cathedral is the Capilla Real, completed
by Enrique de Egas in 151.) in the Late
(iothic style. It must have formed pait of his

original scheme, and was, perhaps, one of the
first parts of the cathedral ordered to be built, as
a burial-chapel for the Catholic kings. (In the
death of Ferdinand and Isabella, the Italian
sculptor, Domenico Fancelli, was summoned from
Florence to execute the Royal monuments. They
are placed in the centre of the chapel, and are
.imongst the most magnificent mausoleums in
Christendom. Behind is the magnificent iron
reja, by the famous ironworker Bartolome of
Jaen. dividing the binial-chapel from the rest of
the building. Sir Digby Wyatt refers to this in
his book as the best in design, and the most im-
posing of Spanish rejas. The screen was pro-
duced between the years 1,520 and 15;J0, and bears
the inscription, "Maestro Bartolome me fee."
The reja to the Royal chapel at Ciranda, although
extremely fine, is only one of a magnificent series
of examples to be found in the great cathedrals
and churches throughout Spain. The internal
planning of the cathedrals lent itself most happily
to the use of ironwork, and nothing like the
richness and dexterity of these screens is to be
found in other European countries.

SEVILLE CATHEDRAL.
The two great gilded screens in Seville Cathe-

ir.d are of even surpassing grandeur. That of
the Coro was wrought by Sanco Munoz, of
Cuenca. in 1519, but was almost totally destroyed
by the sad disaster to the building in 1889, when
a portion of the vaulting fell in. The screen is

50ft. wide, and must be upwards of 60tt. high.
The central mass is of twisted bars with large
Corinthian pillars at inter%-als, of wood construc-
tion, sheatlied with embossed metal work. A
frieze of highly-decorated work, comprising the
heads of five of the Apo-tles in medallions, is

surmounted by a heavily-moulded and fretted
cornice, and above all by a cresting representing
the tree of ,les.se, intermixed with figure and fine
scrollwork, divided by towering candelabra.
Francisco de Salamanca, a Dominican friar,

designed the superb reja to the Capilla Mayor,
which faces the screen just described, and "was
begun in 151.S and finished by his pupil, Antonio
de_ Paleucia, in 15:!3. i If " purely Plateresque
design, it has three tiers of spindled balusters,
divided by pillars sheathed in iron. In addition
to the finely-modelled frieze, a low and equally
rich border intersects the screen, while the crest-
ing is a truly marvellous work. The iron pulpits
by- Francisco are dwarfed into insignificance bv

the towering height of this colossal reja. Among
other cathedrals built under the Renaisi-ance

movement, Diego de .'<iloe was irommissioncd to

build

MAl.AliA I ATHEDKAL

in 15:iS. The work progressed but slowly, and
in 1(180 the building was partly destroyed by an
earthc|uake : but in 1719 the work was again
resumed, and progressed at intervals. The inti'rior

is very similar in design, to that of Granada, and
is built entirely in white limestone. Here also

the choir blocks up the centre of the nave, but
the general effect is very imposing. The con-
struction of the jiillars follows the (rranada

example, with the exception of a slight variation

in the height of the attic story. There is a differ-

ence also in the decorative treatment of the vault-

ing, which in this case is a sort of palm-leaf
ornamentation. .laen Cathedral is an important
work of this age. begun in 15:i2 by Pedro de
Valdelvira. on the site of a Uothic church. It

has a tine west front. Hanked by two towers 200ft.

high. Underneath are three entrances surmounted
by reliefs and rich detail of a later period than the

Plateresque. The South having led the way in

introducing the Renaiss.ance style into their

churches, the clergy in the Xorth soon followed
their example. In

S VLAMANCA,

Diego de Deza, .\rchbishop of Seville, and
formerly tutor to Prince Juan (the only son of

Ferdinand and Isabella), had already founded the
church of San Esteban, commonly called Santo
Domingo, to which he added a Renais.sance facade
thoroughly chai-acterittic of the period. The
cream - coloured stone is worked into saints,

apostles, and canopy work separated by long,

straight pilasters, richly decorated with arabesques.

The martyrdom of the patron saint occupies a
large panel over the central doorway, and is by
Antonio Ceroni, of Milan, bearing the date 161(3.

The frieze on the second tier is very finely carved
in high relief, representing horses and cherubs,
while there is a carved panel of the Cruci-
fixion, flanked on both sides with beautiful canopy
work. A miihty .arch resting on projecting
buttresses encloses the whole, and acts as a sort

of frame to this extremely rich and decorative

facade. ( In entering the church the space over
the doorway is occupied by the choir, supported
on a wide elliptical arch. The practice of placing

the choir over the west entrance is a peculiarity

of Spanish planning, and seems to have been
common to churches connected with monastic
buildings, such as San Juan de los Reyes at Toledo,

Santo Tomas at Avila, S.^n Marcos a'. Leon, the

Escorial, and many other edifices. The cloisters

of .S.into Domingo arc also in the Plateresque
style, intermixed with Late Gothic in a i»eculi.arly

pleasing and tasteful manner. Within a stone's

throw of this noble church, and facing its western

facade, stands the new cathedral of Salamanca,
begun in 151.5 from the designs of Juan Gil de
Hontanon. in the Late Gothic style, and which
probably had not finished building when the

Escorial was commenced. It is interesting to note

that, although buildings with Classic detail were
very much in favour after the end of the 1.5th

century, the Spaniards still loved their beautiful

CJothic style, and continued to erect many Gothic
churches long after the cathedrals of Granada and
Malaga were begun. Segovia Cathedral might
be cited as an example. It is also the work of

till de Ilontanoii, who received the commission
after he had started Salamanca Cathedral. How-
ever, the Renaissance movement continued to

spread farther north, and we find Plateresque

features freely introduced into the lofty dome, or

lantern, of Burgos Cathedral, that replaced the

prior one which fell in 1539 : and again at the

convent of

SA\ ma::cos, leo\,

the masterpiece of the architect Juan do Badajoz.

This convent, founded in lUiS for the knights of

Santiago, was rebuilt in 1514. and is a most
beautiful and perfect example of the Early

Renaissance. The extensive building forms an
oblong, and is composed of the church to the east,

the monastery filling the rest of the space. The
fac.ide is decorated with pilasters and friezes of

charming execution, and the graceful fe=;toons and
delicate carvings are remarkable. Under the

lower frieze are projecting busts in large

medallions, historical and mythological. Owing
to the change of residence of the (Jrder, the works
were interrupted from 15(i6 till 1602, when the

Order was re-established and the entrance of the

principal fa<,ade was completed. Over the door

is an ancient figure of Santiago on horseback.
The interior of the church is lofty, with late

vaulting : but having been disused for many
years is devoid of furniture or decoration, save
the beautiful stalls dating from 1541. The Coro
is elevated o\'er the western doorway, and contains

the richly-carved stalls by Doncel, which were
repaired in 1721 and missing ones added. During
(-'harles \*.'« reign many more churches were
added to in the Plateresque style, and it was not
till after his abdication, and under the rule of

Philip 11., that homage was paid to the Cinque
Cento style in its severest form. The pl.'istic art

seems to have lost favour, and ornamentation was
eschewed. Architects and sculptors returned from
Rome under the influence of Jlichael -Vngelo and
Vignola. The taste for grotesque sculpturechanged
into a more severe and Classic form. This second
period of the Renaissance is commonly known as

THE nBRUBEA .STYLE,

called after Juan de Herreia, the gre,at architect

of the Escorial. Herrera oiiginally studied in

Belgium, and accompanied Charles V. through-
out his campaigns in Italy, and was no doubt
employed on designing fortifications, as was the

custom with architects in those days. (Jn the

Emperor's return to Spain, Herrera did some work
at the .Vlcazar at Toledo ; but the Court finally

settled at \'alladolid, and the next important work
intrusted to him was to prepare designs for

V.VLLADOLID (ATHEDKAL.

Herrera recognised that he had a superb chance,

and set to work to design an edifice which, in his

own words, was to be a tinh xin tqnal. The church
had already been begun in 1527 by Riano, and
carried on by Hontanon and others ; but Herrera
formed new plans and destroyed what had been
already built, with the intention of erecting a
monument bearing the character of the new style

which he had studied in Italy. He prepared a

magni Scent model, which is still preserved, show-
ing a church consisting of a nave and choir,

furnished with aisles and separated by a dome-
covered transept ; both sides were to be flanked

with rows of chapels, and there were to be four

towers at the corners. The building, however,
was partially built, and the only completed tower
fell in 1811. The interior is 402ft. long and 207ft.

wide, and although exceedingly bare, is moat
impressive. It contains the original choir stalls

designed by Herrera. The exterior is very im-
pressive as seen from the narrow street leading

up to the western facade, which is upwards
of 1701t. high. The Doric treatment of the

lower story is extremely grand and simple,

and the deep arch forming the entrance,

24ft. wide by 50ft. high, adds much dignity to

the wliole. In the second stage of the facade

are statues of the Doctors of the Church, and the

deeply recessed window is heavily moulded ; but
not by the hand of Herrera. who, after the lapse

of a few years, was cjiUed by Philip II. to Madrid
and appointed architect to the Escorial. It would
appear that after the lapse of many years this

fa(;'ade was finally completed by that fantastic

artist with the unpronounceable name of Churri-

guerra. He added the balustrade and large

escutcheons on either side of the square window
and other decorative details, and also the granite

balls and pyramids, which appear rather clumsy.

Herrera's brilliant idea of jdanning a large

cathedral with a central dome and four comer
towers was adopted 100 years after, when the

great church of the Pilar at

SAKAGOSSA

was begun by Herrera el Mozo, but, unfortu-

nately, as in the case of its prototype, only one of

the angle towers has been completed, and we
have, therefore, to fall b.ack on our imagination

to realise what an exceptionally fine effect these

four towers would .add to the already picturesque

grouping of this church as seen from the banks of

the Ebro. Towers were in much favour with the

.Spaniards. The student will find most beautiful

examples throughout the length and breadth of

the Peninsula. E\ery little parochial church has

its spire or tower ; indeed, there are few countries

which can rival Spain in this respect. The Torre
Xueva at Saragossa, like the Giralda .at Seville,

was enriched externally with delicate Moorish
traceries, formed in brickwork. It was erected in

1504 by Moorish workmen, and belongs to the

Mudejar period. It leaned some loft, out of the

perpendicular, owing to the sinking of faulty

foundations, and consequently a heavy brickwork
casing was added to the base to ensure its safety.

But, alas '. this beautiful specimen no longer exists.
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A few years ago it was condemned- by the local

authorities as a dangerous strui-ture, after the
manner of county councils in our present day.
When I first visited Saragossa, in 1890, this

charming tower was intact, ami on another orca-
sion, two years later, when I visited the city with
the late Mr. lleber liinimer, we obtained per-
mission from the JIayor of Saragossa to ascend to
the top and inspect the construction. By that
tirpe the tall slated roof had been removed. The
city engineer then had a theory that the heavy
bells hung in the upper stage in some way added

' to its stability, and counteracted the inclination.

THE EstOKIAI..

We now come to the Escorial, and will pass on
to the civil architecture of the Plateresque period.
Architectural taste at the present day is somewhat
more in accord with the traditions which led to

the production of this niighty building, and archi-

tects are moie disposed to favourably criticise its

design and construction. B'cw buildings of the
iinportance of the Escorial have been more uni-
vei-sally maligned by the general critic. It has
not only been pronounced a failure, but also con-
sidered devoid of any artistic merit. Even the
late Mr. George Edmund .Street did not deem the
Escorial worthy of a visit, as, indeed, being a
great .revivalist, his sympathies were entirely
opposed even to its consideration. He refers to

the Escorial in the following terms :
— •' As far as

the building is concerned, it is enough to know
that Herrera designed it to be satisfied that it

will be cold, insipid, and formal in character, and
the glimpses I had of it as I passed in the train

amply, justified this e.xpectation." Xo doubt this

vast structure, stripped of most of its furniture
ai)d ornamentations, and deserted by the thou-
sands of people who formerly.- thronged its apart-
ments, cloisters, and courtyards, strikes the
ordinary \'isitor as being most depressing : but
to the architectural student the study of the
structure should be of intense interest. The
masterly way in which the building is executed,
the .jointing of the granite work,- the manner of

vaulting the large areas, the means of carrying
water ofl: the roofs, the underground vaults, and
finally the elaborate system of conduits and ducts
for supplying the building with water, are .all

subjects worth investigating. After a careful

consideration of its purpose, one can only come to

the conclusion that the building has never been
properly understood. The character and genius
of its founder is stamped on every stone.

Philip II.. that stern but deeply pious monarch,
fpunded the Escorial as a temple, a cloister, and
a tomb, and not a pue built for ostentation and
show. His object was to carry out the will of

his father, Charles V., in constructing a Royal
burial place, as a solemn act of gratitude to the
patron saint St. Lawrence for securing him the
victory at the battle of .St. (.juintin, on vvho.se

day it was fought. For about two years

he searched for some spot in the vicinity of

Madrid possessing the desired ipialitj' of soli-

tude, and at last fixed on the wild, rocky, and
scantily-wooded slopes of the Guadarrama, a
suitable frame andbackground forsuch a structure,

which seems to form as it were a part of the land-

scape in which it is set. The building forms a

rectangle measuring about liSOlt. long and oliOft.

Avide. .Xo two authorities seem to agree as to its

height, length, or breadth. I have, therefore,

taken some trouble to prepare a plan, which I

believe to be fairly correct to a scale of ^in. to a

foot, with the hope that it will convey some idea

of its vast proportions. 'Vs a plan I consider it

one of the finest ever created by man, and well

worthy to rank with that of the baths at Caracalla

or the P.ilace of Diocletian at S|palatra, which
latter it etpials in general dimensions. The archi-

tect first entrusted with the design was .luan

Bautista, of Toledo, wlio had studied in Xaples
ind Rome, and was summoned by I'hilip in l.VM)

to prepare the plans. In l.'JC^i the first stone was
laid, and the building was pushed on rapidly till

its completion, 21 years after, while the cost was
probiibly equal to about .£ I O.OOO.OOO of our money.
Perhaps the true designer was Philip liimself, who
was a man of great and simple taste. Besides
being a generous patron of the Arts, he went into

every detail most minutely, and criticised and
«ften docked the designs submitted to him of all

that seemed to him over-rich or too showy. The
characteristics of the Escorial are bea\itiful group-
ing of towers, large proportions, admirable
harmony and simplicity of design, massiveness.
and grandeur. It is almost impossible to put one's
linger on any detail and say it is out of place

or unnecessary. In the centre is the church with
its great dome and two western towers, facin.g

the large internal court known as the I'atio de los

Reyes. To the right is the convent, and to the

left is the seminary : while the palace courtyard,

a palace proper, lies to the east and north-east of

the church. The- interior is divided into many
courts, from the centre of which rise two smaller

towers with slated roofs. In addition to this, four

massive square towers mark the angles of tlie

building. The west and north sides have a fine

paved lonja or platform, and are flanked by ex-

tensive ranges of out-buildings, built at great

cost, to provide accommodation for strangers. The
block facing the western facade of the Escorial is

called the Companna, of which the most remark-
able feature is a spacious cloister 2(l0ft. square.

The building is taken up with cells for lodging
strangers of rank. ' The upper part icontains an
infirmary. In the lower part are shoe-wards and
storehouses and large refectories, besides mills and
granaries. The other range of houses on the

north side to the left contains apartments for

officers and servants attending the Court. Each
of these houses is divided into three interior courts,

and adjoining is an elegant chapel for the spiritual

ad\antage of those who live in the neighbouring
buildings. I In a closer inspection of the Escorial

the windows appear small and devoid of any
ornamentation, but they mostly light unim-
portant apartments ranged on the outer walls of the
four great facades. Herrera probably considered
the designing of the general mass of the building
of more consequence than the grouping of the
windows ; besides, the heat of the summer and
intense cold of the winter had to be considered.
The main features are accentuated in an appro-
priate manner, and the Doric Order is introduced
to mark the centre of the western fa(,'ade, and
forms the main entrance to the Court of the Kings.
Shortly after the foundation-stone was laid

Bautista de Toledo, the architect, died, and his
pupil. ,Tuan de Herrera, succeeded him. This no
less eminent architect made numerous happy
alterations, but without deviation from the
original design to any great extent. He was
also assisted by Antonio de ^'illacastin, and the
building, rapidly progressing, was completed on
September 13, l.')84. (Jn the same day of the
same month Philip II. died here in 1598. having
lived in this vast convent It years. A dreadful
conflagration happened in 1671. According to

Francisco de los Santos it first began from a
chimney taking fire ; but the wind unfortunately
carried the sparks to the roofs, and the tire began,
and continued 1-') days without intermission,

during which much of the structure, together with
four grand towers, fell : but the church, the Royal
apartments, the principal library, together with
many paintings and pieces of furniture, were
saved. The whole was rebuilt with superior

magnificence by Charles II., to be again divested

of many of its treasures by the French during the
Peninsula War. ( )ther restorations followed, and
the interior still contains many beautiful objects of

interest. Passingtbroughthegreatatrium. orPatio
de los Reyes, the churchis entered by a large vaulted
vestibule formed under the choir. The wide flat-

vaulting is most skilfully executed, and is a
triumph of stone construction. Philiji II. was
most doubtful of its solidity, and ordered a central

pillar to be added : but Herrera persuaded him to

abandon the idea. The inside of the church is

really majestic in its simplicity as seen from this

vaulted chamber. There is nothing mean or

trivial to mar the perfect proportions of this fine

interior. Facing us is the C:ipilla JIayor, con-

taining the high altar, the oratories, and the
Royal tombs. The retable of the high altar is

superb, and is reached by a flight of steps in red
marble, steeper than was intended, but built to

afford space for a cupola under it for a pantheon.
The screen is 93ft. high by 43ft. wide, of the Four
Orders, and is composed of red granite, precious

jaspers, and gilt bronze. It is the work of

(tiacomo Tie/./.o, of Jlilan. The tabernacle wa.s

designed by Herrera, and executed by the above
artist, who finislied it in seven years. Beautiful
paintings fill the spaces between the columns,
and at the sides are niches with statues in gilt

bronze. Tiie \'auUed roof was originally stuccoed
white and dotted with blue stars. In the reign
of t'harles II., when the Escorial was restored

after the fire, its comnartments were painted «/

firxm by Giordano. The choir, or coro alto, is

placed over the western entianfc of the building
and looks down on the churcli. The simole but
dignified ehoii stalls were designed by Herrera,
and are made out of ebjny, cedar, box, or

other choice woods. The Corinthian Order is intro-

duced, and there are some good carvings on the

Prior's stall. The large lectern was a present

from Charles II. : it is Classical in style, and
bears an eagle with spread wings, carrying in its

beak the gridiron emblematical of the martyrdom
of St. Lawrence. The beautiful crystal chande-
lier was also a gift of the same monarch. The
arrangements and every detail of the choir are

exi^ellent. The organ was the finest t'nat could be
got, while the walls are decorated with frescoes

representing the martyrdom of San Lorenzo and
the history of St. .lerome, the head of the order.

The choir is pro\'ided with ante-coros, and there

is also a large library where the colossal choral

books are kept, some of them being two yards
wide. Finally, the gem of thechoir is the full-size

white marble crucifix by Benvenuto Cellini, a
present from the Duke of Tuscany to Philip II.

The magnificent library, about ITUft. long by
3 1 ft. wide, is placed above the main entrance to

the Patio de los Reyes. The pavement is

marble, and the bookcases were designed by
Herrera, made of ebony, cedar, and orange. Most
of the books are bound in black or dark purple

leather, and have their edges, not backs, turned
to the spectator. In all there are about .iG, 000

volumes. On account of the well-chosen position

of the library, lighting is introduced on both
sides, and in the middle are five large jasper

tables, with smaller ones in porphyry, for the use

of readers ; while .above all is an arched ceiling

adorned with frescoes, with subjects personifying

the Sciences and Arts. Of the 1.5 courtyards

contained within the four walls of the Escorial.

the patio of the Evangelists, a court 1.50ft. square,

is the largest and most beautiful. It has four

facades, composed of two rows of pillars, columns,

and arches, making a total height of GOft. The
first row is of the Doric order, that above of the

Ionic. They are equal in their proportions, which
are taken from that of a man, and answer to 6ft.

in height. Time will not permit to give any
further description of the Escorial, nor of this

beautiful courtyard with the sacristy to the east,

the chapter-houses to the south, the old church
and the grand central staircase to the west, but
mention should be made of the Panteon, situated

under the High Altar, the final resting-place of all

the Kings of Spain and the primary object of the

erection of the whole building. Philip II- pre-

pared nothing but a plain vault as a tomb-house
for his father. His simple idea seems more
appropriate than the work completed and carried

out by his successors, who have undoubtedly
spoiled the effect by overloading the chamber with
marble and gold. Since ISS.) the buildings have

passed into the hands of a religious order who
carry on the education of youths in the seminary

to the north-west of the entrance.

cha:;les v.'s iml.vce at the alha.muua.

Previous to the erection of the Escorial, there

were few Roval palaces in Spain, with the exception,

perhaps, of the Alcazar at Toledo and the Castle

of Segovia. The Emperor Charles X. was a

great soldier, consequently he had little time for

palace-building. It is true he gave instructions

for a palatial addition to be built to the Alhambra
at Granada, but this was abandoned and left

unfinished a few years afterwards. It was begun
as early as 1526 by a Spanish architect named
Pedro Machuca, who had studied in Rome, and
the cost was defrayed by sums of money wrung
from the Moorish subjects. The equal division

of the two stories and the grouping of the

windows are thoroughly Italian, but the charac-

teristic features of some of the contemporary

Spanish buildings are wanting in this design.

The central doorway was completed at a later

period, and the roof was never finished. The
building forms :i quadrangle 207ft. square and
.')3ft. high. The ground floor of rusticated

masonry has a row of square and circular

windows, and is surmounted by an upper floor

with Ionic pilasters between richly ornamented
windows. The interior consists of a series of

rooms built rour.d a circular court of about 102ft.

in diameter, added by his son Louis, who con-

tinued the liuilding' of his father's original

design in the reign of Philip II. The propor-

tions of this magnificent court are most satis-

factory, and one cannot but admire the long

unbroken hne of the Doric colonnade, supporting

a second sta.ge of of the Ionic ( )rder of a lighter

and more elegant proportion. It is seldom one

sees a circular courtyard which is not spoiled by
some excrescence or other. Probably Inigo Jones

took his idea for the circular courtyard to his
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design for Whitehall from this charmins Spanish
example.

TliE AI.rA/Alt, TOI.KIM).

Chsrles V. also made additions to the Alcazar
at Toledo. In the year Ifl-lS he employed Alonso
de Covarruhias and Knrique de Kgas to desifjn
the northern fa(,'ade. Here we have an intro-
duction to the essentially Spanish feature of the
upper story bein^ formed with an open colonnade,
which gives a feeling of lightness to the whole
design. The rustications on this upper story are
also unusual, and were, no doubt, added to enrich
the effect between the upper and lower stories.
The sculpture w-ork over the %vindo\vs are by
Berruguctte, and those of the central doorway
bearing the arms of the Kmperor are by Mena.

COIRTVAKD.

Turning to the courtyard, O'Shea savs : "The
patio is worthy of the old Alcazar."' It is an
oblong surrounded by upper and lower galleries,
each of which consist of 32 arches resting on
Corinthian columns, all of stone and with the
escutcheons of the many kingdoms and provinces
over whi(!h Charles \'.'s eagle could soar and call
them his own. This patio is the masterpiece of
Vallalpaniio. Facing the entrance, and extending
to the full width of the three central arches, the
first flight of a magnificent staircase ascends to
the upper cloister. It is one of the finest stair-
cases in the world, and was originally designed
by Covarruhias, and the story goes that ("harlesV.
exclaimed, when he was on the staircase, that he
really felt he was an Emperor and King. The
steps are each of one block of stone of enormous
width, and the size of the apartment enclosing the
whole is inoft. long bv .>Oft. wide. In the reisrn

feature is the narnjw gallery running all round
the room, supported on Platcresi|uc shafts, the
interspaces below being filled up with coats of
arms and Inists of the Kings of Aragon.

SAUAfJOSSA -l-OWN HALL.

The Ayuntamicnto at Saragossa is another civic
building of the Karly Uenaissanee period, com-
pleted in 15.) I, of a more severe type, but erected
in a locality where building stone ia scarce. The
principal facade rises in three stages, and is

crowned by aboldly projoi'ting cornice, which had
to be constructed in wood. Indeed, stono not
being available, most of the buildings in Saragossa
have wooden cornices of groat variety and form.
The Court of .lustice at Saragossa is a building of
the same character ; hut here the openings in the
upper story are more pronounced, and contrast
very effectively with the plain space below. The
fa(;adc Hanked by low corner towers is simple and
dignified.

I XIVEKSITIKS.

The I'niversities of Salamanca and Alcalii at
the end of the l.ith century were amongst the most
celebrated in Europe. The university of Sala-
manca has now dwindled into an ordinary college,
while many of the colleges were destroyed during
the Peninsular War : but the entrance to the
library is still left, which is alone well worth an
architect's visit to Salamanca to see, forming one
of the most brilliant examples of the Decorative
and Heraldic style. It is of the richest period of
Ferdinand and Isabella. The characteristics of
Moorish decorations are distinctly visible in this
design. A staircase in the interior is worthy of
note, richly carved with foliage and curious
reliefs, representing bullfights of the 13th century.

of Philip II. this staircase was further added to.

and finally completed by Herrera in l.-.Ol, who
'

. .

-"'^'-'^'' '"= henaues.

afterwards turned his attention to the southern I

The buildings of the University of Alcal.'i de
facade, forming the external wall of the staircase Henares have been sufficiently spared to-convey
in 1.">7I-S4. It is Doric with four stages decorated ^^""^ i'^^" °f t'li^"' size and importance during the
with pilasters. (.)ther Koyal palaces were erected
by various Spanish Sovereigns in later years.
The most important were the palaces of Aranjues,
San Ildefonso at I,a tiran ja, and the present lioyal
palace at iladiid, built by Philip V. in 1737.

COLEGIO DE LOS IllLAXDESES.

The powerful archbishops also built themselves
palaces of considerable gi-andeur. Cardinal Fon-
seca commissioned Pedro de Ibarra m l.VJl to
erect a palace at Salamanca. The patio has fluted
pillars, and medallions with sculptured heads of
warriors, in caps or helmets, full of gi-ace and
variety of design. Ibarra was aided by Covar-
ruhias, to whom this beautiful courtyard is

ascribed, and it may be considered one of the
purest specimens of the Plateresque. The famous
sculptor Berruguete was employed on this build-
ing, and executed the heads on the medallions,
besides the retablo in the chapel. The building is
now used as a seminary for Irish priests. The
Episcopal Palace at .\lcaia de Henares has a fine
patio with bracket capitals, designed by Covar-
ruhias for Cardinal Ximinez.

TOWX H.\LLS.

There are many good specimens of municipal
architecture of this early period in Spain, and the
Casa Ayuntamiento at Seville is undoubtedly one
of the best exam])les, altho\igh, unfortunately,
restored and extensively added to on both sides.
The fac;ade was erected in 1.526 from the plans of
Diego de Riano, who also designed the beautiful
Sala Capitular, in the cathedral at Seville. As
an architectural composition this facj'ade is open
to considerable criticism. The doorway seems
out of proportion to the size of the windows, and
the cornices and architraves are badly spaced one
to the other ; but the carvings of this front are so
delicately chiselled and so beautiful that we can
readily forgive the faults of its design. The
Audiencia or Court of .lustice is worth visiting

;

but perhaps the handsomest apartment of this
nature in Spain is the hall of the Audiencia at

A'alencia. which has a magnificent artesonado
ceiling, divided into 21 compartments, carved in
lozenges entirely of native pine supported by a
gallery with carved columns and corbels. The
lower part of the walls are carved with curious
old frescoes, representing the presidents of the
Cortes, ecclesiastical dignitaries, and the Xobleza
Militar. Uademeath Is a dado of coloured
azulejos. Tlie window jambs are richly moulded
in stone, while the woodwork of the doors and
shutters, designed with elaborate Moorish patterns,
are worthy of careful inspection. The principal

days of its prosperity. The facade is the work of
that thoroughly Spanish architect, Alonzo de
< Covarruhias, whose work is generally marked by
the most refined and delicate detail, as we have
already seen in the patio of the Episcopal Palace
at Salamanca.

iiosriT-Vis.

The cardinal princes of Spain founded many
large hospitals during the reign of the Catholic
Kings, and spent money on a lavish scale, judging
from such examples as are in existence at Seville,
Toledo, \'alladolid, and at Santiago. The Hospital
of the Holy Cross at Toledo was founded by
Cardinal Jlendoza, and is built in the form of a
ilaltese cross. It was intended to have four patios
like the hospital at Valladolid, founded a few years
previously. Both these buildings are by the hand
of Enrique de Egas, an Early Renaissance
architect, who received his training at Brussels.
The Hospital del Rey, at Burgos, boasts of a very
fine portal, pleasingly placed in the centre of a
blank wall, enclosing the courtyard. It would
appear to belong to a slightly later period than
the Toledo example.

DOMESTIC AllCnITECTrRE.

It has been often asked, Where did the nobility
and grandees of Spain live;-' Travellers have
remarked the absence of palatial villas, such a,s we
find in Italy, or in our own country situated in
parks, and surrounded by beautifully laid out
gardens. The only reasonable answer would seem
to be that the topographical nature of the country
is unsuitable for country residences. The nobles
had their country houses in the villages adjoining
their estates, and frequently an excursion to an
unknown hamlet will often repay the student in
the discover}' of some ducal residence of a bvgone
age. In the large town the great feature of the
residential houses is the ])atio, some very often
enclosing gardens, and there the inmates take the
air in privacy, shut off from the busy streets.

Every patio has its staircase, ascending in broad,
easy Hights, and mostly surmounted by an
arlisniuidij ceiling, sometimes gilt and elaborately
painted. The staircase of the Casa Pilatos at
Seville may be mentioned as a specimen of this

class, built by Don Pedro Enriquez de Ribera at

a time when the Moorish style was beginning to

merge into the Plateresque. The ceiling of the
staircase is dome-shaped and fantastically orna-
mented, a form of roof known to the Spaniards as

in'r/ia narmija. In this CJSe it is entirely gilt.

These ceilings were executed by Mjorish work-
men, who no doubt took their model from the
ceiling of the Sila de los Abencarrages at the
Alhambra, richly honeycombed with stalactite

ornament. The Casa de las Conchas, at Salamanca,
may bo considered the most complete house in
Spain of its period. The exterior is studded with
stone shells, the heraldic badge of its owner. It
has a fine patio and good ceiling over the staircase.

CASTLES.

The castellated architecture of Spain is suffici-
ently important to present food for a paper hv
itself ; it has not, however, been as yet properly
in ;-cstigated by modern writers. -The Alcaz.ar at
Segovia is a fair specimen, but the structure itself
is ptactically modem, having been rebuilt almost
from the foundations after a disastrous fire in
hSUn. This once-impregnable fortress was built
at the end of the llth century. It was repaired
and embellished by Enrique IV., and Philip II.
employed Herrera to redecorate some of the
saloons. The great keep rises in a square mass,
crowned with a row of turrets. There are few-

windows, while the whole effect is that of strength
ind defiance. Tte surface of the walls are-

diapered with a curious pattern in stucco work.
Formerly the great halls of the interior were
decorated in the Gotho-Moresque style, and
poasessed.'superb ceilings with stalactite ornament.
The remains of another fine Castilian castle exist
at < 'oca, within ten miles of Segovia. It is a
grand specimen of a genuine old palac3 fortress of
the Hispano-Moresque period. It is built almost
entirely of brick with wide mortar joints, and
bears traces of bands of stucco decoration. In
conclusion, there is much to be learned froni
Spain, and I hope that more of our students will

visit the Peninsula and add to our knowledge-
something more of the architecture of a country
perhaps the least visited in Europe.
A vote of thanks to the lectuier was proposed

by Mr. R. Pmexe Scieus, F.S.A., who remarked
that the cathedral atfJranada, although somewhat
overshadowed by the Alhambra. was an extra-
ordinarily interesting building. The vault proved
that the architect, although he carried his ideas
in the Renaissance style, w.is well acquainted with
Gothic modes of roofing. It was singular that
the Sagrario should be regarded as one hundred
years later than the cathedral, for it was similar
in style, while the vaulting and the general scheme
were the same. As fcr the Escorial, the plan w;is,

magnificent a (h-and Prix plan, in fact; but the
design itself was most commonplace, and the
angle towers had no value at all, while the front
looked like that of a warehouse. The proportions
of the great courtyard were not satisfactory.
What was very fine in Domestic work was the
contrast of the plain masonry with the enriched
details.

The vote of thanks was seconded by Mr. Ai.an~

Po-tter and supported by Mr. Henhy Tannbu,
who differed from Mr. Spiers as to the detail in
in the Escorial ; much of this was. he thought,
very good, and the plan w-as a very fine one. Jlr.

T. R. Si'ENcE referred to several details of Spanish
architecture which had not been alluded to by the
lecturer. In responding to the vote of thanks.
Mr. Prentice touched upon the development of

the bracket capital in Spain, and the splendid
examples to be seen in the larger churches of the
work of the goldsmith displayed in shrines and
Custodias.

MODERX BUILDINGS.*

THE sixth and last of tho scries of quarto
volumes which have been produced under

the title of "Modem Buildings" has just been
published, scarcely a year having elapsed since

the first \/a3 issued. One is so accustomed to long,

delays in the production of books which are issued
in periodical parts that this fact says much for the
publishers, while it is highly satisfactory to sub-
scribers.

As is naturally to be expected, the present
volume, to a certain extent, gathers up the miss-

ing threads of those which appeared previously,

the section devoted to Planning in particular

being given up to the consideration of miscel-
laneous buildings, such as theatres, .assembly-halls,

hotels, sl.ables, and bakeries, and to a number of
specialised fittings for these, and also for laundries
and fire-stations. The ])lans do not call for

* !\ro-Iern Buildinsrs : Their Planninp, Cnnstriio i>n, and
Biuinracnt. By G. .\. T. Mioni.ETnx. A.RIB.A..
Vice-Pre-iilrnt of the Society of A-ch t-ots. A'lthor of
-' Building Miiti^rials," "Stresses and Thra-t'j.'' * Dr.* nise.
Iff To«n and CViunliy Houses,'' • Archit^f tunl Pt-r peo-
tive," A:e. Vf.I. VI,; Part I — Mi^rt-lhine iiis Butxin-/s
and thfir Fittings. Part If,— Bu'lder's Plant ant
Scaffoldin&r. Part III.— South African Planninff and
r*on*tnirtina. Piice lOa. tid. The TaxtoD Publisl inj
Co.,,Clun Houte, Suxtej'-stieet, Strand, W.C.
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•.my great amount of comment here, as they
are such as have often appeared in our pages ;

but the chapters upon fittings are of considerable
value to all architects, who are called upon from
time to time to design buildings of an unusual
character, the chief difficulty of which consists in

arranging them to meet the requirements of special

machinery. The chapters upon this .subject, whicli
have been contributed by Mr. H. C. (jucrce, are
examples of extremely painstaking work, the in-

formation being evidently in all cases obtained at
first hand from manufacturers. The second part
of the volume is devoted to Builders' Plant and
Scaffolding, about which a little had already been
said in Vol. I. The matter is, however, now
carried to a much farther extent, and much in-

formation is given which is not generally
accessible, considerable credit being due to its

compiler. Air. U. Highton.
The most interesting portion, however, is un-

doubtedly Part a, in which the methods of plan-
ning and construction adopted in South Africa are
described by 5Ir. H. f<. ICast. This section should
be read side by side with the similar section in
A'ol. v., which dealt with the work of Australia,
comparison showing that while each colony puts
demands upon the architect which are different

from those of the Mother Country, yet the rcijuire-

ments of each are distinct. School specialists will

notice that an open quadrangle, which is an in-

admissible featiire in Knglaml, is almost essential

in South Africa, producing a type of plan which,
while somewhat similar to that known as the
'

' central hall " system in Kngland, has features

of its own. The most important buildings illus-

trated are the Telephone Exchansc at Durban,
and the new Slock Exchange at Johannesburg,
each a work of considerable importance, and such
as would do no discredit to leading English archi-

tects. The volume concludes with an exceedingly
voluminous index, which ought to render the task

"f reference an easy one.

POWER- STATIONS. — IV.

By R. Owen* Allsoi".

'piIE accompanying diagrams show the chief

JL systems of electrical generation, trans-
mission, and sujiply. The method of representa-
tion ignores all switch-gear, current-control
devices, instruments, &c.
At Fig. 1 we have a power-station with a low-

tension, continuo\is-current generator, (J, directly
supplying the "line" of a tramway, the return
(ittent teing by means of the track rail, supple-

mented by necessiiry return feeders. Fig. i shows
a high-tension, continuous-current generator con-

nected to a sub-station, wherein is placed a
"motor-generator." The high-tension current

drives the motor, M, which thus actuates the

generator, G, which produces a low-tension

continuous current, supplying the distribution

network represented by the lamp, L, and motor,
M. At Fig. o, is shown an '

' alternator, "A, gener-

ating a high-tension, alternating current, which
is transmitted to the sub-station. Here is placeil a

"static transformer." The action of this

appliance transforms the high-tension current

to one of lower jiotential, and thus supplies

an aUernating current to the distribution network
as indicated. Fig. 4 shows a similar alternator,

supplying as before a sub-station with high-

tension alternating current. In the sub-station

is not only a transformer, but also a "rotary
converter," RC. The low-tension alternating

current is transmitted to the converter—an elec-

trical machine having on the same armature
spindle both slip-rings and commutator, whereby
the current is changed from alternating to direct,

and in this state is supplied to the consumers. A
similar alternator is shown at Fig. 5, supplying
high-tension alternating current to a sub-station

wherein is a suitable forai of motor-generator,

M (I, the high-tension alternating current driving

the motor and the generator, producing direct

current for the supply The arrangement indi-

cated at Fig. (J is suited to long-distance trans-

mission without the necessity for high-tension

generation. The alternator generates low- tension

current. In the power-house is a **stcp-up"
static transformer, T, which increases the poten-

tial of the current, and so transmits it to a

distant sub-station, wherein is the combination
of a "step-down" transformer and rotary con-

verter lowering the pressui-e of the transmitted

current before conversion for supply purposes.

The further diagram of " polyphase alternating-

continuous traction " is substantially the svi^tem

employed on our latest " tube " railway. At the

I.ot's-road power-house, whence the energy is

supplied, the three - phase turbo-alternators

generate a high-tension alternating cuiTcnt. The
system necessitates three conducting cables which
are taken to a sub-station as indicated on the

diagram. Here a "bank" of suitable static

transformers lowers the potential of the current,

which is then led to the A.C. side of the rotaries

which convert to direct current, tlie ])Osilive pole

being connected to a conductor, placed at the sid)

of, and the negative to a conductor centrally

placed between, the track rails.

It will be obser\ed that of the seven diagrams

given, only two have continuous-current genera-

tors, and, we are perhaps justified in saying, of

these Fig. 2 might have been omitted. The
benefits of high-tension direct-current generation

are not to us obvious. The feature of recent

development in electrical generation is the progress

of the ".alternator." For tramway purposes, on

ordinary public roads, where the generating

station is situated centrally with respect to the

tramway system, direct current will doubt-

less continue to be generated and employed

for motor actuation. We have already

however, considered the reasons that lead to

alternate-current generation even for tramways,

and the benefits th.at accrue from the adoption of

a system that permits economical transmission

from distant sites, which sites are suited to

economic generation. The static transformer,

with its simplicity and very high efficiency, to a

great extent must be considered one of the leading

factors in modern schemes of electrical supply,

and it is highly probable that low-tension genera-

tion of alternate current with step-up transform-

ing for transmission will be one of the features in

immediate developments. There are four machines

or appliances very much in evidence in the elec-

trical world at the present time— (1) the steam

turbine. (2) the three-phase alternator, (3) the

static transformer and—ywcc the motor-generator

advoi'ates— (4) the rotary-converter. The first

economises space and affords an economical

steady-running prime mover. The use of poly-

phase currents gives an electrical generating

machine, affording a maximum of current for

weight of metal employed in its construction. The
transformer, being a stationary, non-dynamic
device, has the great merit of simplicity and com-

pactness : while the rotary converter is etiicient,

simple in construction, and economical of space.

For railway work the indications for the future

point undoubtedly to di velopments in the way of

alternate current,' both for generation and for the

actual motors. It is considered that single-phase

—plain, simple, alternative-current—motors may
be ultimately adopted. It can be safely asserted

that no greiit railway electrification scheme will

be based on the two-conductor rail system, as on
London tubes, and that for the same reason (the

necessity for two trolley-wires) not much can be

expected of actual polyphase motor-actuation for

trunk lines. For straightaway running, such as

on the London Undergrounds, the continuous-

current, two-conductor system is found to answer

well enough : but the mind revolts from a con-

sideration of such a system employed, say, outside
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Waterloo, Euston, or on the Charing Cross,

Cannon-street, and London Bridge section of the

Soutli-Kastern Railway.
So far as the questions considered concern the

present inquiry, it may be safely asserted ( 1
; that

some D.C. central stations will be still required,

but that (2) the tendency will be towards large

alternate-current generation. It may be also

said that for every contmuous-current generator

that the architect may be asked to house in

a suitable building, several alternators will be
laid down. From our bricks-and-mortar aspect

of affairs, the question is one more of curiosity

than actual practical import. Foundations that
sustain a continuous-current dynamo may be
suited to an alternator, and the engine-house that
shelters a set of D.C. or A.C. generators cannot
widely differ. We may show later that the

.question of foundation or engine-beds is more
important where half-a-dozen mammoth engines
are running synchronously— as with a set of

alternators "in parallel"—than where several

dynamos are in operation on the continuous-
current system. Apart from this, the mere fact

of a power-house generating A.C. or D.C. does
not directly inll\ience a plan. Indirectly, this is

not true, because, for example, on the one system
we find certain auxiliary machines, and on the
other accessory machinery of another nature. A
common object in future in many power-stations
will be a "bank'' of transformers, and these
have to be set out in a suitable position on the
plan. It seems plainly indicated that the power-
station of the future, while growing larger and
more imposing, will really become simpler in its

general conception. This, in part, because of the
growth and development of the sub-station. A
complicated power-station is one where it is

required to supply from one point energy for
tramways, light, and motor power. Lot's-
road. apparently complicated, is a very simple
station—any contrary iffect on the visitor

arising from its imposing size. The bu.si-

ness is simple and straightforward : the manu-
facture and supply "in bulk" of high-tension
three-phase alternating current, which is a
designation apparently meaning elaboration and
complication, but no more so than in the case of
a plain I l.C. generating station. The business of
distributing, tr.ansforming, and converting the
current is given over to other hands : the super-
visors of the several sub-stations. Having pro-
vided the boilers, engines, and generators in such
a central station, all that remains in the engine-
house is a set of exciters for producing a current
to energise the iield windings of the alternators.
An ordmary direct-current tramway station

—

especially if also doing a lighting business—may
easily be more complicated, as herein may be
comprised an auxiliary battery, auxiliary dynamos—"boosters"—balancers for insuring a certain
electrical balance of current in th< distribution

system, motor generators for charging purposes,

itc, all of which require to be nicely placed on a

plan so as to have due reference to the whole
scheme, as virtually a working machine comprising
wheels within wheels. -^ --

It is necessary to investigate a step further the

purely electrical part of this subject. The dia-

grams give a fair comparison of the several .systems

of generation and transmission and supply out-

lined in their broadest aspects : but as we have
seen with reference to tramway work, not many
stations are as simple in their general electrical

scheme as that in Fig. 1. In most stations there

is required something in the way of auxiliary

machinery, and a small part of most central

stations has an eciuipment resembling more or less

a sub-station plant— i.e., some portion of the

whole generated electrical current is in some way
controlled, altered or transformed, converted or

balanced. Were this not so, all stations would
be pretty much of a type—merely enclosures of

so many boilers and compounded engines and
dynamos, and, given the blue prints of these

appliances and the switchboard maker's plans, we
could, if competent to say how cables should be

arranged andhowgangways should bedistributid,

very easily produce a workable plan. This being

so, the best course we can now follow is to consider

in detail a selection of the most up-to-date power-
stations, viewing always all points with the eye

of an architect and building constructor. The
examples need to be representative of their cla.ss

and designi'd for their special purposes. This is a

necessary condition, as many generating stations

have been so altered and amended by additions

and modifications of plant that their plans could

not be held up as any kind of an example. We
have given the main outlines of the teveral

systems of generation and distribution. The
diagrams do not show how the different systems

affect planning, but they render more intelligible

the description of a power-station and its work.

CLERKS OF WORKS ASSOCI.VTK iX
DINNER.

SlfitiESTEU BENEVOLENT ITM).

THE twenty-fourth annual dinner of thi' In-

corporated Clerks of Works Association was
held on !^aturday evening at the Victoria Hall,

Hotel Cecil, and was very numerously attended.

The chair was occupied by Mr. William Wood-
ward, F.R.I.B.A., who was supported by Messrs.

A. W. S. Cross, M.A., F.R.I. R.A., E. Ouy
Dawber, F.R.I. 15. A., Ellis Marsland (hon sec.

Societv of .Vrchitccts), Sidney Young, (iaetano

Mco, Percy D, French, H. II. Bartlett, .\. Colls,

Robert H. Kellond (President of the Association),

J. G. Peacock (vice-president and treasurer), A:c.

The loyal toasts having been proposed from the

chair, Mr. .1. T. Rees gave the "Architects :inil

(Quantity Surveyors," coupled with the names of

Messrs. Cross and Young. In responding, Mr.

Cross observed that the loyal assistance which
every architect expected from his fellow workers

was rarely, if ever, withheld by the clerk of

works, and never by a member of that

Association. Architects were under a debt

of gratitude to the members of that A'sociation.

who did so much to lighten the burden of their

multitudinous duties, and by their self-sacriticing

labours, assisted in engendering between aU
parties a subtle feeling of mutual sympathy and
confidence. He was pleased to hear of the Hourish-

ing state of the Association, which had done

excellent work. Architects were directly interested

in its welfare, as they looked to the Association to

supply them with the best available clerks of

works : indeed, the fact that an applicant was a

member was in itself no slight recommendation.

Mr. ^"oung, in the course of a humorous reply,

remarked that although he, and, he believed, liis

audience, had little respect for the architect who
attempted to take out his own quantities, he held

that the best possible thing a young architect

could do on coming out of his articles

was to enter the office of a (juantity surveyor for

a few months. Something had been said by Mr.

Rees about the antiquity of the architectural

profession ; but he could not find any reference to

it in the Bible, whereas our Lord spoke with con-

tempt of the man who began to build a tower

without first sitting down to count the cost. As
for the architect who took out his own quantities,

he fancied members of that Association were re-

minded of Macbeth's observation when contem-

jilating the murder of Duncan, concerning the

deep damnation of his taking-off. With an

experience based on 42 years' practice,

he would suggest to the younger clerks of

woiks the desirability of systematising the

entries in their day books. I'nder the heading

of Breeze and Concrete, he had found the

measurements entered under such diverse

measures as yards, barrels, bags, bunkers, buckets,

pails, sacks, and hods, and there was always a

risk that these might be incorrectly computed.

No doubt the younger generation would live to

see the metric system adopted, and the whole of

our weights and measures systematised ; but some-

thing in this direction might now be done to lessen

confusion by agreement among clerks of works.

Mr. .T. Aitchison proposed the toast of "The
Worshipful Carpenters," referring to the unique

educational work they had successfully carried

on by their classes, examinations, and public

lect\ircs. Mr. .1. Payne replied. The toast of the

evening, "The Incorporated Clerks of Works
Association," was proposed by the Chairman, who
remaiked that it was established in 1882, and in-

corporated four years ago, the object being to

promote friendly intercourse and interchange of

useful information and increased uniformity and
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respectability in the cond\ict of business. Those
eligible for membership were, according to clause
4 of the articles of association, "persons fully
qualified and bomi Jiie clerks of works, and not
employed, or partially employed, in any trade
by any builder or contractor, and who had
acted as clerks of works only during the five pre-
vious years or for seven consecutive yeai-s at some
former period, and who wore over forty years of

age. Candidates over thirty-five and under forty
must have passed the Carpenters' Company's
examination in building and .'sanitary construc-
tion, and have gamed their ceriificate." He had
seen, with some regret, a Irtter in print which
suggested that a full beard, a heavy personality,

and hair streaked with grey wore not now a
necessityl to the aspirant to the post of clerk of

works, and that the architect was now glad to

avail himself of 'the superior education and better

technical knowledge of the younger man. For
himself, he always felt in making such an appoint-
ment that personal experience and reliability were
all-important, and that the best recommendation
a candidate could bring was that he should have
started as a workman and have been a foreman.
The capability to piake rough working drawings,
to keep accurate day-books, and to insure that

the materials and workshops were such as the
specification and contract set forth, were all-

important. The knowledge gained in technical

institutes could never take the place of practical

experience on jobs. This led him to ask what
the Association did towards pro%-iding for

the old age of . members, and he regretted

to find that the benefit fund authorised in

clause 67 of the articles of association had not
yet been started. -Vrtists, architects, sculptors,

•builders^ and many other bodies had each their

benevplent.fund, and why did not clerks of works
.make provision for the old age and ill-hfealth of

mprabers r He trusted the committee would forth-

.with consider the desirability of founding such a

JEfind, and should esteem it ' a great privilege to

gjiv^ 100 guineas as a coqimencement. Two
friends, who wished to be anonymous, also

qffered 10 guineas each, and Mr. Sidney Young
and Mr. Alfred Parker 5 guineas ' each, so that

a nucleus was in sight if the committee approved
of the .proposal. The chairman's promise was
.received with hearty cheering, and the toast was
.drunk with enthusiasm. Mr. R. H. Kellond,
the Preaident. in his reply, acknowledged the

generous offer of the chairman,' and explained
thatthe^ majority, in favoui^ of the proposal to

establish a benevolent fund fell short by three of

the two-thirds necessary under the articles of

as.sociation when the matter was last brought for-

ward. , It would come before the new council at

.the next meeting, and he trusted it would be
carried to a successful issue. I Iwing to depression

in the building trades a large number of their

members were seeking emj^oyment, and grants of

five guineas had recently been made to four

members. He regretted that not all architects felt

askindly disposed towards men of great experience
a-s did the chairman. He had just been informed
of a well-qualified member, who was refused

employment on the ground of his venerable

appearance, and he was but .')o. The Association

at the present time numbered 135 members.
During the year four old members had died,

and five candidates had been elected. The
remaining toasts were ''The Press." proposed by
Mr. J. Brady, and acknowledged by Mr. W. T.
Plume; "The Visitors." given by Mr. A.
Fincham, and responded to by Mr. E. (liiy

.
D.awber; and "The Chairman," proposed by Jlr.

.1. G. Peacock, and received with musical

honours. Mr. ^\''oodvvard's response took the

form of the vigorous singing of an old song, the

rollicking chorus, '• By studying economy I live

like a lord," being lustily taken up by the
company, and a pleasant evening;, in which the

toasts had been interspersed with songs, duels, and
fiuinorous sket(jhes, was brought to a close with
" .\iild Lang Syne."

.

J

The new grammar school for girls to be built .at

Handsworth bv the governors of King Kdward's
,
Foundation will be erected in Rose Hill-rnad,
and win provide acoommodatinn for 4.'>0 girls,

ircludinff .')0 pupil teacher.s. The architects are
Messrs. Chatwin, of Birmingham.

In the case of the application made on behalf of
John Tanner and Cbarle* Herbert Tanner fcarrying
on business under the styln of Tanner Brothe^^),
Haund-!, Nor'ham ptou-hire. builders and contractors,
the order of discharge has-been suspended- for two
years, eudmg Jan. 16, 1909.

OBITUARY.
The death occurred in Aberdeen on Friday, in

his .'>:ird year, of Sir. Peter T.\wse, contractor, who
had carried out several important public works in
Aberdeen .and the Xorth during the past few years.
A native of Forfarshire, Mr. Tawse was for a
considerable time associated with Mr. Easton
CUbb, C.E., London, the builder of Kew Bridge.
During that period Mr. Tawse was engaged on
scv-eral railway and waterworks undertakings,
mostly in the North and Midlands of England.
t)n removing to Aberdeen in lSS:i, he was engaged
first at Rubislaw (Quarries, and later as manager
to Mr. Fyfe at Kemnay. Since 189(i, when he
started business on his own account, he has carried
out many of the most important public contracts
in the city of Aberdeen, besides large street
paving contracts in other Scottish toiyns. Perhaps
the greatest of his works in Aberdeen was the
construction of the Girdleness outfall sewer,
which involved the tunnelling of the Dee and St.
Fittick's Hill. Mr. Tawse was an hon. vice-
president of the Aberdeen Mechanical Society.
He is survi\-ed by BIrs. Tawse, four sons, and
three daughters.

CHIPS.
Operations have been begun for the erection of a

new school for Newton School Board, N.B. The new
structure will be of stone from the Hailes and
Ciilmerton quarries. Accommodation will be pro-
vided for 303 pupils, and will include five class-
ropms, a central hall, headmaster's and teachers'
rooms, i:c. The cost will be about i:4,000. Mr.
J. A. Carfrae, the architect of the Edinburgh .'-ichool

Board, is responsible for the design.

The forty-second annual report of the governors
of the Peabody Donation Fnnd states that the fund,
with its accumulations since 187.i, when Mr. Pea-
body's bequest brought his total gift to half a
million, shows an average annual profit at com-
pound interest of almost exactly M per cent. At
the end of the .year the governors had provided for
the artisan .poor of London 12,328 rooms.

The construction of the London Uuited Tram-
ways Company's line from New Maldeu through
Wimbledon to Tooting has beeu completed, and the
remaining three mUes and a quarter will be ready
for openiug in. May.

The new dock at Clydebank will be opened by
the Prince and Princess of Wales on Thursday,
April '2'). It has a quayage of 1, S3.') lineal yards, a
water area of 3.5 acres, and a surrounding laud area
of 41 acres in Prince's Dock. It is the first dock to
have all its loading and discharging equipment
worked by electricity, and its width of entrance is

200ft., while that of Prince's Dock, which adjoins,
and was opened by the Prince ten years ago, is

tSGtt.

The specific gravity of Portland cement has long
been considered a test of its <iuality. Mr. David
Butler-Butler has, however, carried out tests which
show:— (I) That the specific gravity of Portland
cement is no indication whatever of proper
calcination. (2) That the specific gravity depends
upon age, and the opportunities which are afforded
of absorbing water and carbonic acid from the atmo-
sphere, (i) That the specific gravity although
of no use in determining calcination, may some-
times be of corroborative value in deteimining slag
and other adulteration ; and (4) that, given the
specific gravity of the ignited sample, and the
percentage of water and carbonic acid expelled by
Ignition, the .epeoific gravity of the unignited
material may be calculated with a fair degree of
accuracy.

At Mountain Ash, on Wednesday, Mr. Edwyn
Dudley, an inspector under the I,ocal Government
Board, held au inquiry as to an application from the
urban district council for leave to borrow .£1'2,000

for the provision of a new burial gr mud on !Maes-
yr-Arian, and also for approval of the provision and
USB for burial purposes of the land proposed to be
acquired.

At the cost of the late vicar of Sithney the church
tower at Sithney is to be renovated, and Mr.
Edmund Seddirig, of Plymouth, will superintend
the work. It has shafted pinnacles, with figures of
the evangelists at their bases, resting on the cornice.

The Dumfries Dean of Guild Court have passed
pl:iiis for a new building to be erected at Mount St.
Michael's in that bnrgh. It is to provide residence
and classrooms for the pupils attending St. Joseph's
H'-.rn'neroial College, and is estimated to cost
£10,000.

An additibn of a mile and a quarter is to be made
tn the Newcastle tramways. The extension is to be
from the foot of Stanhope-street—the present ter-
minus—along Barrack-road and Ponteland-road to
Fenbam Hall-dciVe, at Feuham. The.uew line was
begun on Monday.

Builbing fotttllkjcnce.

Pi.VMoiTn.—The foundation-stone of a new
workhouse infirmary ipr Plymouth was laid on
Friday. The old infirmary," built in 1850, was
enlarged in 1900, and now provides beds for 200
patients. The new infirmary will consist of five

main blocks, the first being that of the nurses'

quarters, to .accommodate twenty-one nurses in-

cluding the superintendent. The second will be
the administration block, situateu in the centre of

the grounds, and will contain doctors' and
superintendent nurses' rooms, receiving-room,
dispensary, operating - room, and room for

administering auM'sthetics. ( In the east side there
will be the male infirmary of four wards of

twenty-four beds each, two wards of eight beds
and four small wards of three each for contagious
and infectious cases, making together 124 beds.

On the west side a similar block will be provided
for women and children. A fifth block for special

cases, containing forty beds, and a ward of twelve
beds for maternity cases, make altogether a total

of 300 beds. Each block will be connected with
the central building bv a covered way. The esti-

mated cost is £34,117. Messrs. 'Thomely and
Rook, of Plymouth, are the architects, and Messrs.

W. G. Lapthorn and Sons the contractors.

.St. M.vktix's-le-Gr.ind, E.G.—The tender of

Messrs. HoUoway Brothers has been accepted for

the erection of the twoi new buildings which will

form a further addition to the existing General
Post Office. The whole of the site formerly
occupied by Christ's Hospital is to be excavated
to the average depth of 26ft. so as to accom-
modate two underground stories in addition to a

large boiler-house, and above ground level there

will be two buildings -one 201ft. long by 60ft.

wide by Sift, high for the use of the public, and
the other 3r2ft. long by ISJft. wide by 63ft. high
for use as a sorting-office. These three structures

are to be built throughout on the Hennebiijue
ferro-ooncrete system, which was selected partly

on account of the security given against fire, and
partly because it offered advantages from the

structural standpoint as compared with ordinary
steel and masonry construction. A feature of the
work is that for the first time H.M. l>9ice of

^Vorks contravenes the London Building Acts,

from which Government buildings are expressly

exempt—that is to say that, whereas in previous

enterprises, such as the new War Office buildings,

the Office of Works has exceeded the minimum
requirements of the London County Council,
whose district surveyors would have no hesitation

in certifying them as complying with the general

law, the King Edward \Tf. building could not
pass such a survey, owing to the thinness of the
walls and floors. The buildings were designed by
.Sir Henry Tanner, principal architect to his

Majesty's Office of Works, with the coUaboi-ation

of Sir. L.G. Mouchel.C.E., who was commissioned
as consulting engineer by the Treasury.

South Shoue. Blackpool.—W'ayman Memorial
Congregational School was opened on Wednesday.
It has been erected and furnished at a cost of

£2,000. Owing to the smallness of the site and
the difficulty of obtaining light on three sides,

the school is three stories in height, and the Luxfer
Prism Syndicate's patent prismatic canopies have
been used. The men's clubroom occupies the

greater part of the basement. On the ground
rtoor are nine classrooms, four of which may be
thrown into one by means of swivel partitions,

giving a room 4Sft. by 15ft. On this fioor are

also the ladies' lavatories and the secret;iry*s

office. The upper floor is entirely occupied by
the assembly-room, capable of seating 400 persons.

Two more classrooms have been built over the

present church vestries. The building is heated

throughout by low-iiressiire hot water. The
whole of the lighting is by electricity. The con-

tractors for brickwork, masonry, and joinery, are

Messrs. W. Eaves and Co., Ltd.. and slating

and jilastering, Mr. W. Ward. The architects

are iMessrs. Herbert Wade and \\'. 1!. Walton, of

Birley-street. Blackpool.

.Si'NDEULAMi.—The new oflices of the River

Wear Commission were formally opened on
Wednesday. The new building is situated at the

corner of St. Thomas and John-street, on the

site of the -old tieneral Post Office. Built of

blue Heworth freestone on a base of Correnie

granite : the offices are designed in the Georgian

style. Mr. .1. W. Wliite. Sunderland, carried out

the contract. The architects, Messrs. Henderson
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and II:aU, John-street. Sunderland, were awarded
the first premium in local competition.

WiNcHKsTER.—The Dean and Chapter have
decided to carrv out the recommendations of Jlr.

J. 15. ('olson, the cathedral architect and sur-

veyor, for the treatment of the west front. The
suggested treatment is that the whole of the Caen
stone should he cut out. together with any otiier

decjiyed stone, and replaced with a stone of more
durable quality-.

The Eastwood Parish Council have agreed to

purchase I'J acres of ground adjoining Thornlie-
l>ank for the purpose of extending the cemetery.
The cost is estimated at f 10,000.

The highways committee of the Halifax Corpora-
tion have decided to recommend the town council to

apply to the Locil (.lovernraent Board for powers to

borrow £10,96S for sewering the district of Xorth-
owram, and to enter into an agreement with the
Bridgehou-ie Corporation, by which the latter body
will uuderTaUe the treaf^ment of the Xorthowram
sewage at thi^ir Cooner Bridge worki at an annual
charge to Halifax of £:iOO.

The Wood Ureen I*rban District Council propose
to purchase a site of 21 acres adjoining the town-
hall at a cost of £22,100. If the purchase is sanc-
tioned, an elemeiitary school and a fire-station will

he erected, aud about 12 acres will be utilised as an
open space.

The tramways committee of the Bradford City
Council propose the construction of a line from
Little Hortou to Wibsey. The city surveyor has
:Uready prepared plans and specifications. The
estimated CDst is £iy,.)00 for the permanent-way
and overhead eiiuipmeut.

The Light Kailway Commissioners have held
an inquiry at Maidstone into the application of the
town council for sanction to lay two light railways :

Xo. 1—To connect the present line in High-street,
byway of Mdl-street and Knightrider-street, with
that already sanctioned to be laid in I'pper Stone-
street and the Loose -road to Loose. No, 2—A hne
connected with Mill-street to Tovil by way of

College-road ;.part), Hayle-road, and King Edward-
road.

The c:>mmittee for the preservation of the Auld
Brig of Ayr met on Friday, when it was reported
that they have now succeeded in raising the funds
required. It was agreed to formally apply to the
town council to allow them to carry out the neces-
sary preservation works on the bridge—the work to

be at the sight and to the satisfaction of Messrs.
•Simpson and Wilson, C.E.. 17o, Hope-street. Ulas-
gow, their engineers ; Mr. J. A. Morris, F.R.I.B.A.,
Ayr, to act as archa-ological expert.

The sales ofticially recorded at the Mart last week
amount to £*iO,4G6. The figures in the correspond-
ing week a year ago were £91,203.

ilr. Frederic George Stephens, for 40 years art

critic of the AthniaKut^ and one of the seven
original members of the Pre-Raphaelite Brother-
hood, died on Saturday at his residence in the
Terrace, Hammersmith, aged 79. For a generation
he was the best-known writer on the art of the day,
and his advocacy of the principle3 of the Brother-
hood and the works ot its members helped to keep
the movement before the eye of the public.

The officials of the Caledonian Kailway Company
i-emoved on Sunday the old railway bridge over
King-street, Perth, and replaced it by a modern and
more lofty bridge. The new work is of steel girder
construction, ii2ft. in length and 23ft. "m. wide.

Mr. Louis Ambler, F.R.I.B.A., has been chosen
by the council of the Society of Yorkshiremeu in
London as their chairman during the current year.
A silver rose bowl has beea presented to Mr. Ambler
by the members, in recognition of the work done by
him for the society in tlie post of hon. secretary,
which he has now vacated on election to the chair-
manship.

For fifteen years the Batley Town Council have
had periodical discussions with regard to the con-
dition of Well-lane, a narrow, wmding thorough-
fare in the very heart of the town, leadiog from
Commercial-street to Bradford-road. At last,

however, ttie negotiations with the property owners
have been completed, and the town council decided
on Friday to apply lor the sanction of the Local
Government Boaid for the borrowing of £9,2S1, the
estimated cost of the improvement.

The London County Council have sanctioned plans
for building in Soutti Kensington, which will have
the effect of' destroying the gardens at Alexandra-
square, Fulham-road.

The Hon. W. F. D. Smith, M.P., on Saturday
laid the foundation-stone of the permanent mission
buildings of St. Wilfrid's, Copnor, Portsmouth.
The mission is the la'^t of the permanent missions
that make up the e inipmeiit of the parish of St.

Marv's. Portsea, aud is to cost about £S,000.

TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
[We do nnt hold nursolvefl reapunsible for the opiniouB of

onr coiTfMpundt-nts. AU cummunicatinna should be

drawn up iw bnellv a^ possible, as there are many
claimanta upon the apace allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly r^que^ted tliat all drawinara and all

commimicHtinns rospf^ctin? illustrations or liN-niry matter

should be iidiln-ss.'.! to the EUrfOK of the Bini.Diso

Nrwr, Cli'int'ufs House, Clemmt's Inn ra.ssa?e, Strand,

W.C, and nnt tn members of the stiitf by name. Delay

18 not infreiiut'ntly otherwise caused. All drawing and

other ronimunications are sent at contributors' risks, and

the Editor will nnt undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and rnat-offlce Ordera to be made payable

The Strand Newspaper Cumpanv, Limitro.

Telegraphic Address ;—'' Timeserver, London.**

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be crdered early (price 123. each, by jHJst

12s. Od.'t as only a limited number are done up. A
few boimd vninmes of Vols. XXXIX., XLf., XL\T:.,

XLTX., Lin.. LXI.. LXn.. LXIV.. LXV.. LXVI.,
Lxvn.. LXvriT.. lxix.. lxxl. lxxil, Lxxm..
I^XrV'., LXXV., LXXVI.. Lxxvn., lxxix.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII.. LXXXIH., LXXXIV.,
LXXXV.. LXXXVI., LXXXVn.. LXXXVIII..
LXXXTX.. and Xi.'. may still l>e obtained at the same
nrice ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are. how-
ever, to be had sinffly. Subscribers requirinsr any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at

once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the btuLoiNa Nbw9,
price 2s., post free 2.s. 4d., can be obtiiined from any
Newsag-ent. or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's T"" Passage, Strand, Lundon, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post freel to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

United States. £1 6s. Od. (or (idols. 30c. ?old1. To France

or Belgium. £1 &s. Od. (or .^rtfr. 30c.) To India, £1 tia. Od.

To anv <if the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.

The charge for Competition and Contract
Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the tirst

hne coimting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for

four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except

Situation advertisements) is lid. per line of eight words
(the tirst line counting as two\ the minimum charge

being 4s. 6d. for 40 won:ls. Special terms for series of

more than six insertiona can be ascertained on applieation

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisement.3 for "Situations
Vacant" nr "Situations Wanted" and " Pirt-
nerships." is One Shillis-o for Twentv-foub Words.
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Sltuatim

A'lv'rttS'in'Uts mtnit be prfpaid.

•.* Replies to advertisements can be received at the

office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-pass.ige. Strand,

W.C. frre of chanje. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See

Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the ciurent week, must reach the

office n«it later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements

must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure

insertion.

RRrmvKD.—G.S.and Co.—M. A.— A. and Co.—B. S. 8-—
M. and M.-T. J. L.—S. F.—H. J. L.-Vitruvms.—
Q.— R. L.

.1. n. P. -Yes.

D. T. Brows.—Thanks—too full up.

B. J. F.—Not a firm we recommend.

Pencil.-Thanks, we will bear in mind.

X. T.—We do not know what the people you mention are

doing now. Send for a list of works and prices to the

SeTj-seland Metallic LavaAsphalte Co., 42, Poultry,

E.G.

R. S. O.—In liquidation, we believe ; shonld prefer tn go

to S. W. Francis and Co.. Ltd.. Gray's Inn-road, W.O.
AVrite for th-rir new b»t, which we mentioned last week.

Coi'Y.—If the job is a small one, yes ; but a briok-crusher

would pay to hire. Willsher, 16. the Parade, Forest

Hill, S.E., hires them out rcisonably.

As AssiPTAST.-A common trick, and the bestthin^to

do is to pass the letter on to the police. Have notniog

to do with any such "employment agencie^s."

F. W. Beech.—We agree with you. We advise you and

all others to put the circuUrs in the wastepaper basket.

ContspfOitlrtncc.—,--.

—

K.I.15.A.

To the Editor of the Buildino Nbws.

Silt,—I am sorry 1 missed Jlr. II. S. Good-
hart-Kciiders letter, which appeared in the

the IkiLiiiNi; Xews of last week.

I can quit« understand Mr. Goodhart-Kendel

not bein^ able to di.seover my reasons for so

widely ditt'cring from hid opinions on designers

;

but it is very gratifying to me to know that he

ha-s a '• eertain knowledge" of my executed

works, which enables him to understand that he

would not he with me in any matter of " tiiste."

It is a subject of deep regi-et to me that, not

having the pleasure of the acquaintance of Mr.

Goodhart-Kendel, and not even having heard of

his name until this correspondence in the liiii.D-

iNi; Ni;\vs, I am not in a position to say whether

or not I can form an estimate uihis works, which,

however, F have no doubt are of an extensive

cliaracter, and commend themselves highly to Mr.

(ioodhart-Uendel, if, perchance, they are not

absolut'.-ly worshipped by tho^e who may differ

from him in what he is pleased to term matters of

"taste." lie is, however, quite in error in his

definition of the word " taste." It is not a ques-

tion of " taste " at all. It is a question of intimate

knowledge of the best examph-s of architecture in

Europe ; and if -Mr. Goodhart-Rendel has not

already done so, which, by the way, probably he

has, he could not do bettor than meander for two

or ihree days in the Roman Forum, spend a few

hours in the Coliseum at Rome, another few hours

at the Pantheon ^t Rome and at its surroundings ;

a few weeks in Florence, ^'enice, and other parts

of Italy : and a corresponding period in Spain,

France', Hungary, Austria, Germany, Belgium,

and Brittany may lead Mr. Goodhart-Rendel to

consider whether truncated towers, three-parts

hidden spires, deformed tracery windows, broken

pediments, half-nude figures lying on segmental

pediments in imminent danger of slipping off,

ornament stuck on the face of ashlar-work, cigar-

shaped columns, and the other stock-in-trade

burlesques ot detent architecture, can be brought

within the category of nutters of •' tiste."

I may also take the opportunity of informing

Mr. Goodhart-Kendel that I .am in the habit of

expressing praise nt architects' works when I

arrive at the conclusion that thev are works which

will /;/,, and are not the mere effusions of "arty-

arty" young men, who , think that butterfly

reputations, founded upon inadequate knowledge, •

is all that is required to stamp them as architects

,

of " taste."

Wren, Inigo Jones, ' Chambers, Hardwick.

Cockerell, Smirke, Pennethome, Street, Burges,

of the past, and Norman-Shaw, Webb, Collcutt,

Belcher, and a few others of the present, are

architects whose works will liee when all the

idiosyncrasies in brick and stone of cert,ain of the :

modern school of young men will be regarded

with amusement, if not disgust, by those who
know that accepted canons in architectural design

cannot be disregarded with impunity.

—

I am, & :.

Wm. WoODV.AUl).

13, Southampton-street, Strand, W.C,
March 11.

The Coventry City Council decided on Tuesday to

put mto operation a scheme for the ereetion ol 70

artisans' dwellmgs and the purchase of a large

piece of land for further houses, should the scheme

be successful. It is proposed to let the houses at

1 OS. fer week.

NEW CONDITIONS OF ajNIRACT.

Sin,— I have been requested by my Committee

to send you herewith copies of the recent corre-

spondence in connection with this important

subject.- -Yours, tec, .lonx Goon, Hon. Sec.

Master Builders' Association, '.iS, Great

Brunswick-street, Dublin, March (>.

HE PROPOSED CONDITION.S OF COXTRA.CT.

Dear Siu,—My Committee have liid before them on

several occasrions your lettt^r ol' N'ov. IG l*st, an I from

the attituile you have adopted with rekcen'^e to the pro-

priseit conditions of contr.iC-., it is nece«irv f ir m to deal

with this mitter at some leog'.h. so thit all mij clearly

unierstind th-' facta that have lei up to the present

unfortunate deadlock.

For many years prior to 1693 thTe h\i been a atrnn»

desire on the part of those enngel in the building

industry to roasolidate the variou-i ciuJitions ot emtric'

then pr.?valent. With this object our m.-mbers set to worfe
.

and prepared a set of conditions whtnh wtre submitted

for your approval on June >!. 1893. Yiur Council

replied that instead of setting aside the th^n conditions in

u-e we should surest amendments. Ttiis wa.s done,

and on May 18. 1900, we sent you the amendments
pcopost-d in the conditions as used by the President (Sir

I Thomas Drew}, Mr. Mitchell, and others, to which you

i
replied that the new conditions of contract as prepared by

' the R.I.B.A. were then almost eomp'ete, and addinEt the
I followinif important statement :—*• We are certain that.

) your b«dv wilt asrree with us that it is desirable in sut'h (i

I vital matter that uniformity throu^hjut the kingdom
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shnnld bcsecnrecl. "With this view w(- cfinsidci it d*«(irablr'

to hold the matter over until the (R.LB.A.) amended
cfrtidititmc havp rfach'^d vs."
You atnt us an advance covy nf these ccmtlitatinft on

Ort. 24, 1 POO. for our c-onsiderati(in. and we replied
on Dec. 18. JPOO. that we were ready t<i eo into
thpm with vnu : but a.« there was tirtm*' delay on the nirt
of the K.I.B.A. jn c-ivinsr these eonfiition- their final

approval, vou asked that ^leii consideratiun Hhould be
deferred.

"Hie matter had then so developed that it appeared to he
the desire of all parties that tfap eonditiouf' finally agreed
on should apply to th*" whole of Ireland. Accordiniriy. it

was takm np h\ a Central Cnmmittee nf the Uaster
Bnilderri" A^-sofiatinnF in Ir«-land. who ^ent yon a set of
ronditioDs based on the E..1.B.A. t-cmditinns ; bat your
Council did not approve of alterinff the R.I.B.A. c;)n-

ditiomi which had been settled, so the centraJ committee
wrote you in May. 190.':. that in order *' to lirinff the
matter to an end they were satisfied to aecent the form of
rnntrant adopted by the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tect, as the recognised form of contract lor use throufhont
Ireland."
The adoption of the R.I.B.A. conditions for the whole

of Ireland was, it appear*, then recommended "by your
Council ; bnt for reason.* which we will not now deal with
this recommendation wa« not adhered to. and the matter
was referred to a sub-committee of your Council, with
instructions tfi draw up a set of conditions to be wted
tentatively until some experience of the wortin? of the
new R.I.B.A. conditions would be erained. and while this
.tub-committee was still parsninj it^ labours the new
R.I.B.A. conditions were being nsed extensively, and
were found to work so fatisfactorily that we nndeistand
yon received a communication from the Secretary of the
R.I-B.A. in February. 19D5, when the conditions had
been almost two years in use. pointing out the de3irability
of extenrling their use to Ireland, and thus having a
uniform form of contract.
The R.I.B.A. would not make such a snijgestion if they

were not aatisfif d that it was the proper eour.* to adopt

;

It would have settled the matter by pnttinir all builders on
an equal footing, and it is a matter for sincere re^et that
their proposal was not adopted.
The conditions as prepared and recommended by your

KulKrammitlee were approved by your Council on lier. 4,

liKT), ?nd sent forward for adoption by your members :

having heard of this, we at onee communicated with you
on Jan. 11, 1906. inquiring if this unusual course had
been adopted, to which you replied in the afbrmatipe. "VTe

then sent yon a strong protest against adopting conditions
on which our views had not been obtained, or our interests
m any way considered on a matter of such \'ital import-
ance to us. You replied to this on Jan. 26, 1906, enclosing
a copy of the p^opot^ed conditions of contract which had
been approved by your Council almost two months jire-

vionsly.

Immediately on receiving this document copies were
prepared and sent to all the members of our Committee.
and also to the different Associations of Master Builders
Chronghout Ireland i whose representatives with ours had
forroerd the Central Committee , and while these different
associations and ourselves were actively eogijjedin con-
sidering and consulting upon the details of this long and
intricate document, which contains many clauses nntno jpn

in any approved conditions at present m use in the United
Kingdom, and either clauses f^o changed that it was a
matter of much ditbculty to ascertain their meaning and
probable effect, we heard to our amazement, and without
any warning of any kind having been sent to us. that
these condicions had been approved by your members and
the matter c'.osfd.

C)n inquiring lor the reason of this extraordinaiT pro-
cedure, we were informed that sufficient time hud been
allowed to forward our views, and as we had not availed
of it, the condition.': had been adopted.
Some sixteen weeks had elapsed between the receipt of

the copy of the conditions by ns and their final adoption
by your members. These conditions had laken your sub-
committee some eighteen months to prepare, and because
the different Associations in Ireland cnuid not get reports
from their committees ;which were in consultation with
their legal advisers: and then consult together and lodge
their .ioint views with rou in sixteen weeks, your members
felt

,i
uatified in closing the matter without hearing the views

of the master builders, or informiag them of your inten-
tion to do BO. We feel that this coarse is not one that
will ctmimend itself to your member'. mj.ny of whom, we
tnow, are anxious to deal fair y with the master baildere
in ihis important matter.
In England and Scotland this matter has been

differently dealt with ; in each case committees were
apjiointed by the architects irud builder", who met and
went clause by clause into the conditions, sparing no
trouble to arrive at equitable conditions approved by
both parties, and as a result their condition? nave been
foimd to work most sat^factorily.
My Committee desire me to add that they would regret

cKcedingly that the cordial relations which have existed
for so long hhould now be disturbed, and they trust that
your Council wili yet see the error of endeavouring to
lorre on the builders conditions which, for the reasons
stated, they are determined to resist.—1 remain, yours
faithfully, Jons G<k>i.. Hon. Secretary.

Jan. 5. 1907. Master Builders' Association.
J. H. Webb. Esq.. Hon. Sec .

lEoyal Institute of Architects,
^eland, Dahilia.

20. IJncoln-place. Dublin, Jan. 14.

1>EAB Sir.—I beg. in reference to your letter of the 5th
mst., to mfnrm you that it ha« been laid before my
CkiuuciI, who have given it their c ireful CDnsideraCitm.
After discussion, the following resolution was uoani-

momOy adopted ;
—

Resolved—"That this Council adrises the creneral
body ()f members oF thi^ Institute to recommenl their
rhent«, in their own interest and that of the baiiders,
H) adopt for the present the conditions of contra:;! as
recently revised under the advice ol emiueni Counsel
and passed by the menibsrt of this Institute.
"If it is found desirable after a fair and e^oi&abletcial

of thf working of thest conditions that thfy whonld ht
modified in the mutual jaterefli;* of emi»lover and
bnilder the Council will ht prepared ti. rei insider
them."

I am further desired to add that my Counc!] sincerely
hopes that your members wil! give th"se conditions a fair

trial in view of the intf^ntion of tlie Council to recon^nde-
thcm if after due tn:ial and experience of their working
some modification mar be found ne.'e^sary in the motnal
interest of the emplover ani builder. — I am, yours
faithfoUy, JxirES H. Weii:. Hon. Sec.

Royal Institn:* o!" Architects of Ireland.
John Good, E^q., Hon. Sec.

Master Builders' Association.
55, Great Branswick-strest. Dublin.

Drar Si a,—"With further reference to tout letter of
Jan 17 la<l on the su1>jecr of the conditions of contract,
whith has been before my Committee. Having ca,refnlJy

cinnidered the whole matter, it was resolved to cairect or
confirm the opinion already recaived "by them on tliese

c(mdition«. and also on the London conditions as proposed
for adoption.
With this object the matter was submitted to the Right

Hon. James H. M. Campbell, K.C., M.B., whose opinion
has now been received. I have been requesteji to send
you a copy of this opinion, and to ask that it miyhe
brought before your Conncii at their early C3nvenien['e.

My Committee are of opinion that your Counc.l when
they have considered the views of this leading anthoriry
in Ireland on the snbiect of building contracts will at

onee see that it is impassible for the Master BuHders'
Ass riation to accept these conditions.— I remain, yours
faithfully, i Signed)
March 4. Jobs Gooi>, Hon. Sec.

James H. "Webh, E«q-. Hon. Sec.
Royal Institnte of ArtJiitects. Ireland.

[Copy opinion of the Right Hon. James H. Campbell,
K.C., MP., on Form of Contract afloptei by the
B lya! Institute of Archicf^cts of Ireland."

In my opinion the ssope and effect of th" form of
Contract adopted by the Irish architects is an outrage upon
jn.-iEice and comnnn sense. The result of clause 13.

paragraph 2, would be to leave the builders at the mercy of
the architects upon every crmceivah.e question, incluiin?
the most serious matters of diffi^alt and complicated law
except as to quantities or prices of deviation* duly
ordered. In fact, thi« contract would on-rt; altogether the
the jurisdiction of His Majesty's Courts of Liw, and
place querists outside the pale of the law. save in the very
exceptional case in which they could prove fraud or mr««-

conducl on the part of the architect, tntnenste should
resolutely decline to tender upon l^his form, and I feel

certain that public opinion will endor.-je their action. The
form adopted by the English architects, ihoQ2;'h stringent

m many respects, still leaves liie querists the opportunity
for redress by arbitration or legal proee:idings, and in this

respect is in striking contrast to the Irish form which
would compel qneristfi to submit to th:? decision of any
architect upon every conceivable question, no mittei' how
unreasonable or arbitrary that decision migb* b^.

If querists were to submit to such u proposal they
would place themselves in a position of servitude such as
no other community or interest would ever tolerate.

James H. CAMi'KEi.L.

Feb. 23, 1907. 30, Tpper Pembroke-iiCreet.

SEOrLT) AUCHITECTS ABVEKTISEr
SiiL,—I Bend two cuttings from the ('arltuh-

.7nurnal a.nd TTrsf CumlnHan'f 7^'m-i respeftirelr.

Tte former i^ a dissolution of partnership. The
latter advertisement, which appears weekly, is of

an architect who apparently believes in adver-
tising.—I am, ire,

Carlisle. AitcjHTEcr axd Si'evetoe..

'V'OTICE is Hereby Given tliat the FARTKERSHIP
^^ which has lor manv rears past been cirried on br
VTILLIAM JOa.VSTO.VE and M/i-TrHEW JOa.V-
S rO ,s' E, under the stvle of -JOHNSTO^VEB ItOTHERS,"
at the City of CARLISLE, was tins day DISSOLVED by
Mutual Oon.sent. The said William Johnstone will cDn-
tinne to carry on the business of a Builder and Monu-
mental Sculptor at Bleneowe Street, in the said City, and
the said Matthew Johnstone will continue to carry on the
business of an Architect and Surveyor at 22, L'lwther
Street, in the said City.

As witness our hands this 23rd day of Febmary. 1907

.

WILLIAM JO ilN-STO VE.
MiirREW JOfl.Vi^ToXE.

Witness tn bith Signatures.
H. SrrDaOLME'CAE TMELL, Solicitor, Carlisle.

JOXATHAN STABLES.
Architect & Surveyor,

fifi. Main Street,

Keswick.

Princess Christian laid the foundation-stone of a
new pnblic library in the New Kent-road, South-
wark, on Fridaj aftermon. Tne site was presented
by Lord LlangattDck, and Mr. Camefrie has pro-
mised i'7,0i'iD towards the cost of erectirur the bnild-

ing. The building wiD be in the Early lienaiasance
style, and the prmcipal feature will be a ckck tower
over the main entrance. Mr. Claude Batley, whose
selected de^igu was iUustrated in the BriLDiXG
News for .tnne S, IflDG, is the architect.

A large striking-clock, with three dials, is to be
erected npon the new Co-operatipe Society's build-
ings at Mansheld. Xotts, and is bemg made by John
Smith and Sons, Midland Clo::k Work-s, Barby,

To the memory of the late Buke of BnUond a
mural tablet has been erected m Wootethorpe-by-
Belv.^ir Church by the parishioners. The tablet is

of Sicilian juarble, with a Djve marble back.

Among the newly-appointed Jostioe^ ot the Peaw;
for the borouirh of Barrow-m-rameas nre Mr. John
C-ox., builder, and Mr. John Henry Neal, also a
builder.

Inittrrommunicati0it.

QVESTIOXS.
liJiST.j—Corrosaon in Kettles- Boilers, aakd

Pipes.—Will s:ime ol your corresjinndent.-' telJ ni: u
there is any remedy for the hetdvy d-p:»siLf wt- tnd in
boilad water " In this neighiiourhocd the watei supply is

from a solid chalk subsoil, and in a very short time the
kettles and boilers become 8t> iurred thii it take- con-
siderably longijr tor water u> boH ttian it should dj, owing
t!> the tbiffcnt*- ot the depafiit. Is there any snlutirm or
chemital that will remsdy tiii? evil .'—M. S.. vrmchestar.

Il23»,j—Footings.-I should be glad t:. know from
any of yonr readers it it is possible to prevent an ad.ioming
ownei from pro,ie£tting his footings tm my chents lani,
and, further, if the waiil is built, caxi anytlLng be done is
the matter ?—S. C. B.

CEIPS.
The bailding estate known asMoor Park, situated

at the top of xTbite Cross-road, Hereford, is now
being rapidly developed. The position is one of
much beauty, and i^ laid out so that the honaes
buJt thereon wHl command fine views over the
surrounding country. B nJldmg operations have
lately commenced. Mr. H. Styrme, architect, of

Hereford, has been entrusted with the work of
preparing plan? for a large house and staLies, also

three well-arranged viLta residences on this new
estate.

At the last meeting of the Bhkenhaad Cccrpara-
tion Mr. W, Wyld was appointed to the positjon of

ti'amways manager and electrical engineer at a
salary of £S(iO. The new arrangement will, it

was stated, result in a saving of £2.;i.">.

The memorial-stone of the new sewags outfall
works at Bilston was laid on Tuesday week. The
schema wa5! designad by Mr. Baldwin Lttham, and
the contract was entrusted to Mr. Herbert Hollo-
way. o5 Wolverhampton. Tbere have been laid 7^
miles of intercepting sewers, varying from i-»in. t^
4(>in. in diameter, and the system adopted is chemical
precipitation, followed by continuous filtration. Tne
work provides for a pure efflaent before entenng
the Eiver Tame, the Staffordshire Couuty Council
and other authorities having pressed the district

council to take the matter in iiand. The scheme
will cost £50,000.

The prior of the revived Bsnedictine monastery at
Buckfast, South I»evon, Bom F. Maurus Masse, a
Breton by birth and an artist by instmct, has been
for some manths jiast a member of the stafi of Mr.
Harry Hems's studios at Eseter, as a student of the
dual craft? of masonry and sculpture. A photo-
graph, showmg the pnor clad m h.15 Benedictme
garb at work with mallet and chisel on a mitred
bast, bas been forwarded us by Mr. H, TurnerHan^
by whom it was taken.

At the last meeting of the Breesall Frban Bistrict
Council the chairman presented Mr. Eiward Wbit-
well, C.E., the surveyor to tiie council, with a case
of silver-mounted carvers on the ocicasion of his
mimage.

In the case of the application made on behalf of
Samuel Barr, Smith-street, Chelsea, S.W., builder,
the order of discharge has been suspended for two
years, endmg Feb. lo, 1909.

Mr. U. H. Jack, borough surveyor of Aston
Manor, has bean appointed a county surveyor under
the Herefordshire County Council in the place of
Mr. AJfred I)ryland, who was recently successful
m securing the Wiltshire county surveyorship at a
salaiy of £500.

At Bognnr an inquiry has been held on behalf of
the L:)cal Government Board into an application by
the urban district council for sanction to borrow
£1,100 for works of street improvement.

A L:tcal CDvernment Baard mquiry was held at

Bristol on Tuesday, the city council havmg m^ade an
application to borrow £3,^26 for the extension of

the Shirehampton Cemeteiy.

A' a Bittmg of the Consistory Court of London,
held on Wednesday in Sl PauVs Cathedral, a
faculty wa> granted on a petition by the Borough
Council ol Hammersmith and the vicar and church-
wardens of Su Paul, Hammaramith, sanctioning a

scheme for the utilisation of a portion of the dis-

used churchyard c>f Nt. PauTs for the purpose of

widening Queen-street, on which the churchyard
abuts.

It is proposed that the mamorial at St. Bartholo-
mew^'s. Bablm, to the late vicar. Canon Travers
Smith, should include the baildmg 0! a west-end
Testry : carved oak screens batwean the vestry and
the south transept , to replace the existmg organ-
front in the chancel by one of carved oak. and to

decorate part ol the walls of the church with mosaic

At Siowmarket Mr, K. H. Bicknell held a Local
Gdvemmant B.^ard inquiry on Wednesday as to an
application for leave to borrow £10,00:1 ior the

purchase ol the waterworks by the nibaa disthot

oonsciL
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These illustrations show the design finally

wlopt«d by the Committee of Management. It

will he remembered thiit the assessors award was
vontinned bv the asylum authorities in so far as A. T. vVhite.

.awarding the premiiuns was lOneerned : but the
|

arcliit«cts. etc

plans of "Messrs. iX<ingniill and Littlowood were

imanimously adopti^d by the Governors as being

more suitable for the purposes of their schools.

We have already commented upon what happened,
.ind see no reason to modify the opinion ;illudeii

to. The authors say in tlieir report, respecting

the vexed [uestion as to the retention of the old

premises, that the heights of the rooms generally

:ir« not in accordance with the rtiles laid down
by the Board of Education, and that the require-

ments concerning ilassrooms for blind children

being on the ground tioor also, made the oldhouse

unsuitable for this particulir purpose. A new
school building is then?fore shown, and the

authors of this design advise that the old house

should be utilised for a children's residential

block—a recommendation which has the further

adx-antage of saving in cost. The existing block

vonseiiuently is made into a wing of the main
buildings. I'o oHect this, only on the second tioor

would any substantial variation of level be needed.

The ample and well-arranged playgrounds pro-

vided by Messrs. Mangnull and Littlewood make
.a graat feature in their scheme. The school

block is connected with the residential main
building by covered corridors. The accompany-
ing block plan makes it clear how this is managed,
iiud the sttiool block elevations and sections tigure

on the same sheet. We devote three double-pages

to the other illustiaLions, gi.'ing all the mum
plans, the elevations, as well as a detail of the

entrance, besides the perspective view. The cost,

calculated at 7d. per foot cube on the school, is

given as i::!,7l7 7s, 7d. : and ihe residential

block, reckoned at Sd. per foot cube, tigui-es out

4it t;iS,4yij 14». lacluUing El.iOU for" heating
and engineering : .£200 for tar-paving play-

grounds, laying out grounds, .and removing and
certxing greenhouse: til.OOy Ss. for altering old
house ; f l.~*0 lor railings and boundary-walls and
drainage ; and otlier items enumerated and priced,

such as gas-lighting, electric lighting, and venti-

lation, the total is stated at J:2r>,84-J 'Js. 7d.

SUiN.V I AT11B1)R.\L DOOUW.VY : S.VTtOS.VL SILVKU
MliUAl. UK.\WLNli. <»

Tilts doorway leads into the Library &om the left

aisle, and is constructed of white maible, with!
small panels round the door of coloured marbles,
and caps and bases to the pilasters of yellow
marble. It is very delicately and beautifully

carved, and is attributed to Lorenzo di Mariano.
The adjoining bay cont^iins an .altar and reredos

in place of the doorway, but is similar in other 1

respects. The bronze doors bear the inscription.

HJTOJilOLVS . SH.NEN- . I'Al' . lll.VT . MCCCCLXXXXVII.
|

K. W. AxKjtssos. 1

lUTllEa lillBKN LIIULVKV. ,

Last w*?ek we gave a view with plan and interior

sketch in illustration of the selected design for

this new- library, now in course ot erection from ' and saw-miils.

CHTPS.
In the case of the apphcatiou for discharge

from bankruptcy, made on behalf of James
Mrddletoii Huriev carrying on business under

the name or style of J. Harley and 5onl, Smelh-

wick. ^tafftipdSUire. builder, tjie order of Jis,-

charge has been suspended for two years, ending

February 1, 1909.

A hotel and office buildini; is about to be built

at KnoxviUe. Tenn.. to cost about 850.000dol..

in steel and concrete construction. Messrs. Frank ;

J. Milburn and Company, Home Life Buildiag.
,

Washington, D.C.. are the artdutects. ;

Mr. Geortie Watson, for many years in prac-
j

ticB as an architect and surveyor at Penrith,

died at Bournemouth on Fridav. He >Tas nearly

eightv-three years of age. A native of Sunder-
]

latid.' Mr. Watson was taken t<i Keswick over

seventy vears airo, and one of his earliest recol-

lecuoiis was oi'Bobert Southey, then living at

tireta HaU.

There are one hundred candidates for the post

of surveyor and water engineeer to the urban
district cuuiicil of Stonehouso next Plymouth,
vacant by the death of Mr. B. Towiisheiul.

Among them are Mr. A. Debnam. Mr. W
Wibliii I two former survevors of the township",

and Mr. E. M. Leest, J. P.. ex-Mayor of Devon-
port. The position was wortji M3O0 a year, but

It has been reduced to iU50.

The partnership hitherto subsistinc between
A. K. PiU, and U. P. Higgs,
Barnet and ^ew Barnet Station,

under the style of Whit*, Son, and Pill, has been

dissolved, so far as regards tx. P. Higgs.

An addition is to be built to the State Capitol

at Detroit, to cost ooO.OOOdol. The addititiu will

have four stories and basement. It will be lower

than the present building. The stonework will

match exactly that of the present structure.

There will be 106 rooms in the addition, and -6

in that part of the old building which is to be

remodelled. The addition will be 1.300ft. long

and 146ft. 6iii. wide. The basement and lir>i

floor will contain offices, and on the second Hour

there will be a court-room. The State Library

will occupy the third Hoor, and the State His-

torical Society will have a historical museum on

the fourth Uiior. Mr. E. K. Myers, Second-

avenue, Detroit, is the architect.

The plans of a new secondary school which

Sir John Brunner is giving to Northwich wei-e

pies;-nted to th;« Northwich Irbau Council on

p'ridav. Acconimodation will he provided for 250

scholars, and the cost will exceed -flO.lKIO. It

will be a mixed school. The site sekctel i> near

the Verdiii Technical SchooL

In the fourth of a series ot papers on " Rood

Lofts and Screens," a writer in the Churrh Times
attribute" the greater abundance of the lines!

work of I he kind in East Aniilia. and
Devon and Somersetshii-e. first, to

workable stone, with the consenuent >;

l^ttiiii; sculptured effects in that material, a;"!

the inducement to have recourse to limber and
paintini: A second factor in the distribution of

cosllv and beautiful screens was the prosperity

111 the lifteenth century of the local lucrchants

and biiri:hers, who cave very liberally to the

beautifying of churches.

The Board of Tnde inspection of the Toniuav

tramwavs took place on Friday, the lJiia--l

be'aig representeii by Major Prinsjle. K. E.. ami

Mr. A. P. Trotter, fhe inspection ^vas attended

hv Mr H. Lancaster, genend manager of the

D"l: <• ,on whose stud system the

[iient has been carried out), Mr.

K. A . i-eueral encincer ; Mr. F. Stanley,

general enouu-er of the >'ational Electric Con-

struction Company: Mr. F. O'Hara. resident

enirineer ; and Mr. Hett, his assistant.

At tie annual meeting of the Royal Birming-

ham Societv of Artists, held on Saturday even-

in-. Sir Ernest A Waterlow. K.A . P K.W S.. was

.I...te 1 ->:-esidenc for tho ensuiiii; vear. ni suc-

Sir A.*ton Webb. K.A.. F K.l B. V..

II of office has expired. The olbcers

..,,, ...is.sors were all re-elected. Mr. W H
Bidlake. M.A, F.B.I.B.A.. was elected deputy-

treasurer.

At the last meeting of

District Builders' and r

Sir. J. T-'
* .St'andi':

author ;; :
•

out Norway a;id SuL-ii;i.

vevanc'.» to the coast, av-

number of photograph'^

iii 'VAL .VCU-'EMY EXHIBITION. 1^07.

THK day for sending in architectund dtawingB

to the Koyal Academy this year wiH be

Thursday week, the iMh 'nst. Paintings will go

in on Saturday, March ;u, and on Tuesday,

April 2. This unusual arrangement of days is

due to Good Friday and Faster Day. Sculpture

will be received on Wednesday, ApiiJ -i.

Corresponding with previous years, as a mutual
arrangement, Vf : "drawings
forwarded to for ex-

hibition in accoi...:^ ... ._- .
.. Academy

rules, and to send them in for our contributors on
the above date. Ever>' drawing must be gilt-

framed and glazed, having a label attached, with

the title of the work plainly written, and name
and address of the author. This information must
likewise appear on the back of fnme. Wide
margins add much to the risk of rejection, and

should be avoided. A letter addressed to tho

Secretary of the Royal Academy must accompany
every consignment of drawings, gix-ing names

and titles for the compiling of the catalogue.

yi) contribiitoj may sai/mit mufr thtui thrre wwks

As time is now growing very short, we must ask

our friends to let us have their works as early as

possible, in order that reproductions may be made
before the exhibits go in, ready for illustra-

tion after the opening of the galleries in May.
We shall bo obliged if this request is com-

plied with, and it is tmdeistood that drawings

entrusted to our keeping in this way may be

copied for publication as already mentioned.

Correspondents abroad wanting drawings framed

must send postal orders at the same time to cover

cost of such charges, for which we cannot other-

wise hold ourselves responsible.

The mimicipal gasworks at Poocaster are to be

extended at a cost of f7,000. The town council are

doubling one of the retort houses, and are putting m
a new bench of through ret Jrts, besides extendmg
the coal store to a capacity of o.'HXl tons.

Xegotiations are proceeding between the River

Wear Commissioners and the rura district councils

of Houghton- le-Sprmg and Chester-Ie-Street re-

saidmg the erection ot a bridge at Coxgreen at the

higher teaches of the Wear. The scheme provides

a bridge having a total length of l>bft., one ^pan

of laitt. overthe waterway, and a Jtift. span to

the batik, with a headway ot jOft. The proposed

structure is of steel lattice girtiers, lesting en trestle

piers with concrete founuauons, the mam guders to

be braced together, top and bottom.

At the last meeting of the City Council of

Wells, the General I'urposes Committee reported

that they had had under eonsideranon plans and

estimates presented by Mr. A. V. ' '.

M.lu5t.C.K.. tor dealing with the d:r'

I

sewage disposal woiks, and they reroni" :

the Local <4oveniment Board be asked to ie«Mve a

deputation to go luto the various points in the pro-

posed scheme. The report was adopted.

The building trade in Plymouih is just now far

from brisk. Still, what is practically a new town is

' going lapidly forward in the Pevete.l district. The

I

whole ot the remainiug land extending to Tor-lane

and Ivmg between TevereU Paik-road and Mutlev-

i

lane.'which was the old th. roughiare. has now been

I mapped out for streets. These ^t^eets run almost

due east and west. ' 'n either side of that stnp ot

laud other sites wdl shortly be available.

A new hotel is to be erected on the Gyllvngdune

Estate, Falmouth, at a cost of tl'1,m)0. There will

be 20 rooms on the first tioor and 22 rooms on the

i second floor. Plans are I'emg prepared by Mr. A. J.

Cornelius, architecU Truro.

! The opening, bv Sir Foster Cunliffe. Bart., took

place last week of Wrexham's new tree library.

which has been built and furnished a: a cost of

£4,300. through the munificence of Mr. Andrew

Carnegie. The site is on the Vspytty property,

which formed part of the markets undertakmg

acquired bv the corpora'ii^n some ve^r? as". About
I one hunilrwl archite, plans,

upon which Mr. W. adju-

dicated. Mr. Vemci. , ". «a3

I awarded tirst premium, ana nis designs were adopted

I
bv the buildiiii; cMiiniittee, while the contract was

lle'ttoMr ' " ' '-

I
ing IS ol ^

material :

tion of the struct aie.

The Great Central Railway Company are erecting

; a new passenger station close t.' the Waleswood

1 Colliery, about half- way between Woodhouse and

! Kiveton Park. It will" be close to the tunction

which is to be made between the G.'eat Central and

, the former Lancashire, Derbyshire, and East Coast

lines.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

BiiiMiN-GHAM Masthu Pi.iMiiKits.—The annual
dinner of the Birmingham District of the National
Asaociation of Master Plumbers was held on
Saturday evening at the Acorn Hotel, the presi-

dent (Mr. J. S. Wrisht I in the chair, supported
by 3Ir. E. Antony Lees, 'Sir. W. Cowen, Coun-
ciUor Middleton, Mr.. T. K. Hill, Jlr. J. L. Ball,

Mr. A. I). Greatbrex;, A:c. The toast of "The
City and Trade

;
of Birmingham " was proposed

by till. A Woodfnll, who remarked that the
representation o£ the building trades on the City
Counril was a d;,sgrate to them all. Considei-ing
that so much attention was being given to the
question of the housing of tlie poor, there should
be a greatly-increased representation of builders
on' the city council. Jlr. E. Antony Lees and
Councillor Middleton , responded. Mr. T. E.
Hill proposed "The .\rchitects and Surveyors."
Mr. Ball and Mr. (ireatorex replied. "The
President and the Association" was proposed by
Mr. W. Cowen, and acknowledged by Mr.
Wright.

BVILDERS' ClEKKs' BeXEVOLENT IxsTITlTIOX.
—The annual meeting of the institution was held
on March 5, at the offices, Xew Bridge-street,

3Ir. W. F. Wallis occupying the chair. The
report stated that during the year t70S had been
paid in pensions, and ,£20 as temporary relief.

The total receipts were .£73(i in donations and sub-
scriptions, £172 in dividends, and £20 from the
dinner account.

EdIXHCUOH AnCHITELTlUAI. AssociATiox.

—

The member^ of this association visited on Satur-
day afternoon the new premises in Princes-
street. The I first buildings seen were the otiices

.of the North British and Mercantile Insur-
ance Company, (U, Princes- street, built from plans
by Mr. .1. A. DickPeddic This building, which
was built in two sections, has a frontage to

Princes-street of 103ft. by 140ft. from front to

back, and is wholly occupied by the company.
The basement floor is treated as a large safe, piers

being built only where necessary. The ground
floor consists of a central corridor, having on one
side the principal staircase and on the other the
office stair. This corridor leads directly into the
public office (.SOft. square', on each side of which
are rooms for the various departments, all of which
are provided with safes for books, A;c., in daily

use. Tlie front portion of the first floor is occupied
by the board room, manager's room, and com-
mittee room, the 2nd, 3rd. and 1th floors being
apportioned to the law, share, and investment
departments. The visitors afterwards proceeded
to inspect the new premises ot Messrs. R. W.
Forsyth, in the same thoroughfare, of which the

' architect is Mr. J. J. Burnet, R.S.A., of Glasgow.

. , .Leeds AXDVoitKsuiuEAKiniTEirritAL Society.

. -'—At a meeting of the above society on Thursday,
the 7th inst., Mr. Percy Robinson, F.K.I. B. A.,
lectured on "Architectural Sketching in York-
shire." The president. Mr. II. S. Chorley.
occ'ii>ied till- chair. Commenting on the neces-
sity of studying the best old work, lie said there
was no better method than sketching in order to

become thorouglily saturated with the spirit of it.

Sketching entailed an almost unconscious analysis

of the work, and many subtle beauties were thus
revealed that, in a mure casual observation, would
pass unnoticed. The ideal method of study is a

combjitation of sketching and measured work. Of
methoij and materials little need be said; tech-

nique is largely a matter of temperament or in-

dividuality. And wi.l dovel"p itself. Each man
chooses the method and medium best fitted to his

own particular feeling or the rendering of the

subject. Fof diversities of techniipie compare
the work of Raven Hill and Phil May, or, in the

domain of atchitecture. i-oinpare the tricky sug-
gestiveness of Herbert Kailtou with the restrained

and archaic line work att'ected by what is known
as the Birmingham school. As regards subjects.

sketch old buildings for their architectural

features as far as possible ; but if those are not to

hand, you nehd never beat a loss, (ro further,

broaden your views, and enlarge your knowledge
by (extending your researches into the realm of

nature. Study the human figure, animal and
vegetable fo.-ms of all kiniis. remembering that
nature is the basis of all design. Even landscape
work is useful in training the eye and cultivating
a feeling for mass, outline, and colour; while, at

the same time, it tends to corrc.-:t that stiffness

and lightness of diawing which the architect

almost invariably acquires from the constant use

of the T-square. The lecturer then gave a

summary of some of the lesser known subjects for

the architect's pencil in Yorkshire, which, he
thought, might be useful and suggestive to the

sketching club in organising their summer
excursion. The lecture was illustrated by a col-

lection of Yorkshire sketches by the lecturer and
other members of the society.

LiVEUI'OOI. AllCHITECTVKAL SOCIETY.—Mr.
Edmund Kirby presided, on JIarch ."), ovei' the

sixth ordinary meeting of the above, when the

series of notable papers read this session was
crowned by an illustrated lecture by 5Ir. Reginald

'J'. Blomfield, A.R.A.. of London, several draw-
ings and many photographs of whose work were
exhibited. The subject of the address was
" Architecture and the Crafts," the treatment

being historical, biographical, and technical. -V

special featm-e was a tribute to the pre-Raphaelite

Brotherhood , for their important influence on
ar'jhitecture, while the thirty years devoted to

preparation by Sir Christopher \Yren for his

great works were shown to have been the more
fruitful because of the scientific foundation which
he had laid at the I'niversity. Referring, in

conclusion, to a tour of Liverpool, with Professor

Riley as cicerone, the lecturer said he had just

seen many of the local buildings for the first time,

and he did not previously knttw what splendid

Xeo-Classic examplessomeof them were. Liverpool
had magnificent traditions, and he must con-

gratulate the modern architects on the way in

which they were maintaining those traditions

to-day. A discussion was followed by a cordial

vote of thanks.

XoiLTiiEUx Akchitectiual AssuiiATiox.—The
4Sth annual meeting of this association was held

on the (ith inst. Mr. A. B. Plummer was elected'

president in succession to Mr. J. T. Cackett. The
report of the council recorded the increased sue-'

cess of the association, the roll now comprising
24SI, the largest membership of any of the AUied
Societies. The financial , statement showed a
balance in hand of £27. '

'

dFitsiixttiing 0Qit%,

City axii Soith Loxdox Railway Extexsiox.
—The extension of the City and South London
Railway from Islington to Eiiston will be opened
on Thursday, Apill 11. The new tunnels are

lighted by incandescent lamp?, five in series, ha f

of the lamps in eadh series being on a differei t

circuit, so as to leave half the lighting unaffecte i

in case of breakdown. The permanent wa y
between the rails is laid with slate flags, this

furnishing means for walking through the tunnels

in case of breakdown. The tunnels were driven

under compressed air by the Greathead shield

and with a Price rotary excavator constructed by
Jlarkliam and Co.. and worked by the contractor.

Jlr. Walter Scott, of Jliddleton. There are two
loft. 6in. tunnels throughout, cast-iron lined ; the

space between the lining and the clay is filled in

with lime grouting. The platforms are composed
of steel joists, concreted, and covered with patent

non-slip Y'ork flags. At King's Cross and at

Seymour-street stations there are two shafts of

21ft. diameter and (iOft. depth. Each of the

former contains two Otis lifts, and at Seymour-
street two lifts are in one shaft, a lift and a

circular iron staircase in the other. At Euston
the lift shafts are covered by a concrete arch of

yit. 6in. radius, which carries the platform and
the permanent way. At King's Cross. St. Pan-

eras, and Euston subways are provided affording

connection with the platforms of the Gr«it

Northern. Piccadilly, and Brompton, London
and North-W^estern, Jlidland, and Charing Cross,

Euston. and Hampstead Railways. The engi-

neers of the line are Sir Benjamin Baker and

Jlr.' D.avid Hay. Mr. Deane being the resident

engineer for the latter. The electrical equipment

isjibyithe company's chief engineer. Mr. P. V.

JIMiihahon, with Mr. Rheam as chief assistant.

m -—•—^

—

jWATER SANITARY

CHIPS.
Alderman James Ilinton, ex-mayor of Swindon,

died somewhat suddenly on Tuesday at his residence,

Tiie Brow, Swindon, aged sixty-five. He con-
structed the railway from Swindon tt Highworth,
which was afterwards purchased , by the Great
Western Railway Company.

An important tramway scheme, linking up the
eastern end of Nottingham with the other parts of

the city, and involving extensive street improve-
ments, has been completed by the corporation at a
cost ot £110,000, and was formally opened yesterday
(Thursday).

A protracted Local Government Board inqu^y
was held on Tuesday, by Mr. R. H. Hooper, ;at

Halifax, regarding an application made by the town
council to borrow ,£971 for works of sewerage in

Queen's-road, and £23,000 for the electricity under-
taking.

Before the Sheffield Society of Engineers and
Metallurgists, Mr. Victor Staoil recently delivered

a lecture on " Producer Gas tor Steelworks.'" He
showed that an economy of over £2 per tm iu the
production of crucible steel can be effected with a
gas plaut as compared With the ordinary coke plant.

The annual duiner of the Institution of Civil

Engineers was held on Wednesday evening at

Merchant Taylors' Hall. Sir A. W. B. Kennedy,
President of the Institution, was in the chair, and
among the speakers were Lords Tweedmouth,
Kelvin, and Alverstone, and Sir -V. Riicker.

The Harbour Commissioners of Aberdeen adopted
on Monday a scheme, proposed by the engineer, for

the iiuprovemeut ot Provost Blackie's Quay, the
provision of deep-water berths for shipping, and ad-
ditional railway facilities, at an estimated cost of
£2J,oOO. The work, which w.ll tal^e about two
years to complete, willbecanied out dapartmeatalR
without the intervention of a contractor.

Mr. Alfred G. Parker has been appointed city

architect of Worcester at a retaining fee of £20 per
anuum, with a commission of /) per cent, on work
executed for the corporation.

, i

The Teddingtou Crban I^istrict C-ouucd have
decided to appoint Messrs. Goddard, Massey, and
iWarner to examine the suspension bridge across the
Thames, and report as to its stability.

At the last meeting of the city council of Cardiff,

Mr. J. A. B. Williams submitted his terms as con-
sulting engineer for the . construction of No. 3
reservoir, which will be cammenced after Parlia-
mentary powers have been obtained. These terms
were approved. The estimated cost of the new
reservoir is £2-J0,000. The water engineer to the
council is Mr. C. H. Priestman.

supply and
',,!.. matters'.
Chiswick.—A Local Government Board inquiry

was.conducted by Major C. E. Norton, R.E., last

week, at the Chiswick Town-hall, into the applica-

tion of the urban district council for sanction to

borrow £23,000 for purposes of sewage disposal.

Mr. E. F. Collins, clerk to the council, in support-

ing the application, said the council had already put

in new machinery, and for the purposes of improve-

ments bad purchased .seventeen acres of land from
the Duke of Devonshire, and

,

fhe time had now
arrived for the final stages ot the scheme, which,

included the enlargement of tanks and construction

of additional tilter-beds on the land purchased.

Robert Alexander Bryden, E.R.I.B.A., aged 64,

of Lynedoch-crescent and Bath-street, Glasgow,

architect and surveyor, left personal estate iu the

L'nited Kingdom .valued at £23, .JLlO.

The borough council of Bethnal Green have
decided to acquire a site of about ll.OOOtt., fronting

Cambridge-road and Patriot-square, for the erection

of municipal offices. The estimated cost ot the site

is £8,()00, and the cost of
;
the| couucil chamber,

offices, and furniture £22,000.

The arrangements at the Royal Institution after

Easter include two lectures, by Mr. D. S. MacC'611,

on Alfred Stevens, the English sculptor and painter.

The Friday evening meetings will be resumed on
April 12, when a disdourse will be given by Professor

A. H. Church ou " Ooimervatioa of Historic Build-

ings and Frescoes " (witji.experimental illustrations).

Sir Rowand Anderson; F.R.'J.B.-A., Edinburgh,

inspected on Monday Duudfie .Qollege grounds with

I a view to selectmg a sitb ^qithenew- physics labora-

;
tory gifted by Jlr. Andr^v Carnegie. Acting on

' his advice, the committee having charge of the

I matter decided to advise the council to adopt a site

' ou ground adjacent to the western side of Union

I

Mount buildings.

At Cardiff two new branch free libraries have

just been erected, the one at Cithays from designs

hy Messrs. Spier and Beaven. and the other at

Canton from designs by Mr. F. M. Bruce

Vaughan, F.K.I.B.A., of Cardiff. The cost ot each

ha» been £.5,000.

In the c-iurse of their inquiries into the case of the

late M. Thomas, the architect and curator of the

fine arts department of the Pans National Museum,

who, it is alleged, purloined, during his connection

with the museum, many valuable books and en-

gravings, the police have made an interesting dis-

covery. M. Thomas, although ostensibly devoted

solely to his duties as curator, actually led a double

life, 'and lavished, so the police say, £4,000 a year on

a young English widow.
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liEaAI. INTELLIGENCE.
CkJKSELLis V. LoN'Dox Cor.viY Cor.NviL.—la the

Chancery Division of the High Court on Tuesday,
before Mr. Justice Neville, an action Win tried in-
volving the question whether a strip of forecourt
land, 3ft. in width, in front of lo houses with shops
in York-road, Wandsworth, which had been ap-
propriated by the London County Council in widen-
ing the roadway for the purpose of reconstructing
their tramway for electrieil equipment, had been
dedicated to the public as a highway. For the
plaintiffs, it was contended that the lessee could not
dedicate the forecourts to the use of the public with-
out the consentof the freeholder—" Wood v. Veal,"
" Dawes v. Hawkins "—and there was no evidence
of any such consent: and that the local authority
bad no power to authorise the County Council to
exceed their statutory powers. For the defendant
Council, it was argued, luiilrn, that as against the
freeholder acquiescence might be presumed after the
lapse of 22 years. The defendant Council had not
exceeded their statutory powers, and the local
authority had power under their general Acts, and
in particular under section SO of Michael Angelo
Taylor's Act of 1S17, to authorise the Council to
reduce the width of the footway. His I.ordship, who
held that the land had not been dedicated a high-
way, granted an injunction to restrain the County
Council from trespassing on the property, and
directed au inquiry as to the damages, giving costs
against the defendant Council.

Important CourEN's.vTio.v Awakd.—An interest-
ing judgment under the Workmen's Compensation
A.ct was given by Judge Smyly, K.C., at Shore-
ditch, on Tuesday. The case arose out of arbitra-
tion proceedings between the e.xecutor3 of a builder,
now deceased, and a joiner and machinist, who
formerly worked for the builder and received
persona] injury while in his employ. The judge
said that one of the points involued was whether the
workman was bound to accept a sum of i:200 in
settlement of all his claims against his late employer.
It appeared that the workman made an offer to his
late employer, %vhich offer was contained in a letter,
but before any reply could be made the employer
died. His Honour decided that the workman was
not bound by that offer. The judge awarded the
workman Hs. a week.

Cardiff.—(ijod progress is being made in the
construction of the new Cardilf Western District
sewer, and the installation of the plant and machiney
is now in hand, under the supervision of Mr. Foster,
the assistant city engineer. Messrs. Summers and
Scott are the contractors for the pumping machinery,
and Messrs. Meldrum Brothers have taken the con-
tract for the steam-generating plant. The double
line of 30in. diameter cast-iron rising mains from the
pumping-station has been laid for one-third of the
distance between the southern abutment of the steel
pipe arch to be constructed across theKiver Ely and
the gauge chamber near Llandough. A heading has
been driven under I'enarth-road, :jitt. in width, and
the work of laying and joinlin ; the pipes under the
road will be proceeded with i nmediately. 0/ con-
tract Xo. .i, comprising a length of '2,910 yards of
4ft. 9in. diameter concrete sewer, about 2,330 lineal
yards have been completed. Preparations are being
made for tunnelling under the Barry Railway at
Eastbrook. The construction of the reservoir sewer
ts also well in hand.

liiroRTAXT Trade-I'niov Case,—An action o
importance to members of trade-union sick-benefit
societies was brought before Judge Emden at Lam-
beth on Wednesday, when a man named Murphy,
who is a member of the Amalgamated Society of
Carpenters and Joiners, brought an action to recover
from the society the sum of £,')0. Before the case
was opened Mr. Morris, who appeared for the
defendants, intimated that he had a preliminary
submission to make. The plaintiff was a member of
the society, and some time ago he fell from a ladder.
Aa this caused him to become subject to epileptic
fits, the defendants gave him a grant of £.dI). He
now wanted auother i'iO: but the society thought he
was not entitled to it, and refused his request. His
submission was that the defendant society was a
trade-union, registered pursuant to the Trade Union
Act of 1871. As the society was an illegal society
for the purposes of restraining trade, the Court had
no jurisdiction to try it. After a lengthy legal
argument, his Honour upheld Mr. Morris's sub-
mission that he had no jurisdiction in the matter.
He dismissed the claim, with costs.

The school board of Kilmarnock unanimously
resolved on Monday to proceed with the erection of
a technical school at an estimated cost of £17,000.

The Accrington Town Council have decided to
increase the salary of Mr. ( iray. their electrical
engineer, by £.50 per annum fromMarch in the pre-
sent year with a further £oO a year after March, 190S.

The Hampton Wick District (Council have ap-
pointed Mr. Percy Taylor, chief assistant surveyor
at Ilford, to the position of surveyor at a com-
mencing salary of £1.50 per annum.

^\\x ©fRcc Cubit.

Two lectures have been delivered during the

past week by Mr. G. A. T. Middleton, A.R.L15.A.,
Vice-President of the .Society of Architects. The
first of these was given on Wednesday evening be-

fore St. Paul's E'clcsiological Society upon the
subject of Norman and (fotliic Architectural
Detail. It this the lei'turer advanced two
theories :—One that the later Norman detail was
to a large extent of Scandinavian origin, and
based upon the stitches used in embroidery work,
instancing the cable, the plait, and the chevron or

hem-stitch in particular : and. turning to (iothic

detail, he showed by a series of sequential slides

that the carving of the 13th century represented
the foliage of spring, while summer and autumn
leaves were illustrated in stone respectively,

during the 14th and l.oth centuries. Last evening
Thursday . the same lecturer described with
illustrations the Brii.DiN'ii News Sketching
Tour, which he conducted in France last year, at

the Blenheim Club, 12, St. James's Square.
Following thr order of the route, he described the
buildings of Blois, Amboise, Tours, Poitiers,

Angouleme. Limoges, Chateauieux, Montluvon,
and Bourges, much as he did in these pages in

August last, showing a considerable number of

lantern slides taken by himself and Mr. (i. H.
Ledger.

The arrangements for the Building Trades
Exhibition are now complete. The opening
ceremony will be performed at 12 noon on
S.iturday, .\pril i;, by the Right Hon. the Lord
Mayor, Sir William Treloir, the vote of thanks
to whom will be moved and seconded by Sir Aston
Webb, R.A., and Jlr. F. L. Dove, L.C.C.
Presidentof the Institute of Builders, respectively.

The exhibition will be open from 10 a.m. "to

10 p.m. every week-day from Saturday, April G.

to Saturday, April 20, inclusive. The whole of

t'lympia wiU be taken up by the exhibits, gallery,

main hall, and annexe having b.^en allotted.

The fifth biennial report of the Illinoi.s .State

Board of Examiners for 190.5-6 has just been pre-

sented to the governor of that State. The board
consists of Messrs. W. Clifford Riches, of Urbana,
president, Mr. Peter B, W'ight. of Chicago, secre-

tary and treasurer, and Slessrs. Fridolm ( iswald.

of Alhambra. and H. B. Wheelock, of Evanston.
Twenty-tivo licenses have been issued during the
year to parties who have passed examinations.
Twenty-eight candidates who have passed exami-
nations at various times and have received certifi-

cates have not yet taken out their licenses.

Thirty-seven licenses have been re%-oked during
the near for non-payment of the renewal fee,

and 21 have been restored. At the date of the
last annual report there were in force 704 licenses.

There are now in force 704 licenses, and the total

of licenses now standing revoked and architects

deceased since the law went into force is 263,

making the total licenses issued to December 1,

1908, 967. I'y a recent amendment of the law
reducing the maximum amount of the fine, the

dithculty which previously existed in prosecuting
those who practised architecture without a license

has been removed. There have been only two
convictions during the last two vears, and they
are the only cases that have been brought to trial.

( Ine of them, curiously, was of a licensed archi-

tect, who had practised during the time that his

license had been revoked, for non-payment of a

renewal fee, though the trial took place after he
had exercised his privilege to renew his license

by payment of the penalty. The other case is the

most important ever brought by the board. On
April 24. 1906. Isaac D. Stine. of Decatur, was
convicted and fined in a justice court at Decatur
for practising architecture without a license.

The defendant is the only person in Illinois

who has attempted to practise architecture

without a license, and persisted in doing so since

the passing of the Act in 1S97.

SrMMAuisiNi; the results of ten years' experi-

ence, the Board of Examiners report :
—" It will

be seen that there were 704 licenses in force on
December 1, 1906.—Of these 203 are the licenses

of those who have passed the Board's examina-
tions and 501 are those who received licenses

jrithon^ examination by reason of having been in

practice at the time of the passage of the Act.

This shows a proportion of two-sevenths of the

whole number to be in the position whiih the

.\ct contemplated should eventually be that of all

practising architects of the .State. It is the

experience of nearly ten yaara of the existence of

this Board, .\nother ten years will undoubtedly
showyi very much larger proportion of architoctji

holdirtg legal evidence of qualification. By the
end of thirty years nearly all of the architects will

undoubtedly bo holders of certificates of qualifica-

tion. But it is not to bo inferred from this that
the 501 are not qualified. This number com-
prises the older practitioners, and among them are
the most eminent men in the profession. The
number of licenses issued, without examina-
tion, during the six months' limit after the
passage of the .\ct was exactly seven hundred

;

and the fact that only 501 of these are now in
force demonstrates that 109 have either died,

removed from the State, or given up the profession.

The Board has every reason to know that most of

them are in the latter category, and that their

failure to succeed has been due mainly to Ihe fact

that they wire unfitted for their professional work.
This number almost exactly balances the number
of new men licensed, all of whom are believed
to be competent."

The California State Association of Architects
have introduced a Bill into the Legislature of that
.State for the licensing of architects, which is

alleged by its opponents to be devised to prevent
any carpenter, builder, or private individual from
erecting from his own plans a building intended
for his own use—a privilege which is usually
accorded to such persons by the ordinary license

laws. By this new Bill, an architect must be
employed in connection with every building of

any and every size and cost, wherever and by
whomsoever erected in the .State of California.

The Minnesota State Legislature has also before it

a measure (or the licensing of architects, intro-

duced by the Minnesota Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects, and framed on the same
lines as the Indiana Architects' License Bill.

The report, published on Monday, of the Bath
.Stone Firms. Ltd., for 1906. shows that the
trading profit amounts to £38.200, as against
£54,400. and the net revenue to £17,000, as com-
pared with £31,700. The cause of this falling-

off is mainly due to the depression in the building
trade, which has caused both a material restriction

in sales and an increased proportion of bad debts.

Stocks have consequently accumulated, and are
now £13,200 more than twelve months ago.
representing the locking up of a large sum of

available cash. The dividend is reduced from
15 to 8 per cent., the directors not feeling justified

in distributing more until stocks have been worked
off. The provision for depreciation during the
year was £8,600, as against £9,500 in 1905.

'

The Prudential Assurance Co.'s (Ltd.) 58th
annual report records that during 1906 in the
< irdinary branch the number of policies issued was
79,942, assuring the sum of £7,529,031 and pro-

ducing a new annual premium income of £424,145.
The premiums received during the year were
£4,290,971, being an increase of £167,053 over
the year 1905, and in the Industrial branch the

premiums received during theyear were £6. 499, 028,
being an increase of £359,978. The assets of the
company in both branche.s, as shown in the balance
sheet, are £B3,8S7,0OS, being an increase of

£4,422,632 over those of 1905. The Staff

Provident Fund, which was founded in 1898 for

the benefit of the outdoor staff, shows .an increase

for the year, the total amount standing to the

credit of the fund being £163,615. In the

Ordinary bninch the surplus shown is £1,356,622,

including the sum of £186.652 brought forw.ard

from last year. Out of this surplus the directors

have added .£150,000 to the investments reserve

fund, which stands as at Dec. 31, 1906, at

£1,100,000. In the Industrial branch the surplus

shown is £943,462, including the sum of £340,559
brought forward from last year. Out of this

surplus the directors have added £200,000 to the

reserve fund, which stands as at Dec. 31, 1906,

at £1,200,000. The total surplus of the two
branches, as shown bv the valuation, is thus
£2,300,0.S1.

The annual report of Martin Earle and ('o.,

Ltd., cement manufacturers, issued on Monday,
covers the eighteen months to December 31 last,

the close of the financial year having been altered

to that date from .Tune 30. The accounts show
gross trading profits amounting to £84.100 and
a net revenue of £14,900, equal to £56,100 and
£9,900 per annum respectively. In 1904-5 the
gross profits were £60,600 and the net revenue
was £16,100. The decrease shown is due to

the state of trade in the early part of the
18 months. The dir^tors think conditions
now point to a permaneiit improvemBnt in the
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cement industry, and additional larj^e and'profit-

able contracts have been entered into. An
interim dividend on the ordinary shares of 6 per

cent, was paid in October ; but it is not proposed

to make any further distribution unless the share-

holders fail to approve of a scheme for the invest-

ment of some of the available funds which will be

brought forward at tlie annual meeting.

A GLASS company at Monterey, Cal., reports

the discovery of materials and a pro(;ess of manu-
facture which produce a remarkable brick. The
chief materials are magnesia and silica rock,

which when ground and mixed with "•secret in-

gredients" rapidly hardens in the air, and
becomes a non-conductor of heat, c<dd, and sound.

A sample, '^in. long, was exposed at one end to an
intensely hot tiame tor ten minutes, and could

then be held in the hand by taking 'iold of the

other end. When subjected to a strong blow-

pipe flame and suddenly phmged into cold water

no injury was detected. It is said the cost of

making is no greater than the ordinary clavbi'ick.

MEETINGS POR THE ENSUING "WEEK.
Fkiday (To-night).—Birtnins'ham Architectural Associa-

tion. Paper by T. O. Jackson, R.A.

MosDAY. — Kcval Institute of British Architpct".

'"Libraries," by H. T. Hare and J. Dutf
Brown. 8 p.m.

Society of Arts. *' Romanesque Orna-
ment," Cantor Lecture No. '.i, bv F.
Hamilton Jackson. 8 p.m.

Surveyors' Institution. Discussion on
"The Agricultural Holdings Act, 1906."

8 pm.
Liverpnnl Architectural Society. Paper

by John Belcher, A.R.A. 6.30 p.m.

TcESDAY. — Arrhiteetural Association Camera Club.
" Romanesque of Northern Italy," by
Alan Potter. 8 p.m.

Society of Arts. " OiL«, Varnishes, and
Medium used in the Painting oi

Pictures," by A. P. I-aurie, of Edinburgh .

8 p.m.
Institution of Civil Engineers. ''The

Victoria FalU Bridge." by G. A. Hobson.
8 p.m.

Architectural Association of Ireland.
" The Evolution of Earthenware and

J Fireclay Goods." by F. Shaw. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.— Archite-i-tural Association : Di?ous<iion Sec-

tion. " Fences and Gates,'" by W. L.
Tmnt Brown. 7.30 p.m.

Society of Arts. " Smok** Prevention
in Factories and Electric Light Stations,"
by John B. C. Kershaw, F.I.C. 8 p.m.

Xhub)^d.\y.—Leeds and Yorkshire Archil ectui-al Society.

.,,1 "Plaster Work," by G. P. Bankart.
t).30 p.m.

Gloucestershire Architectural Associa-
tion. Paper by H. W. Chatters.
P.R.I.B.A., Town Hall. Cheltenham.
7.15 p.m.
Carpenters' Hall Lecture. " Coppice

with fet&ndards and Larch Woods." by
Profenisor W. K. Fisher, B.A. 8 p.m.

Fkidav (March 221.—Architectilral AsSnoiation. "Sana-
toria," by Edwin T, Hall. F.R.I,B.A.
7..S0 pirn. .

Glasgow Architectural Craftsmen's
Society. Business Meeting. 8 pm.

SATfROAV (March 23).—Architectural Association. Visit
to Uebenham and Freebody's Premise.s,

Wiginoi'e-^treet. W. ',i p.m.
Edinburgh .•Vrchiteotiu'al Association.

Visit to Holyniod Palace and Chapel.
Trader. W. T. ( Hdrieve, F.S.I.

THEARCHITErrURAL ASSOCIATION.
MARCH rJnd: OKDINVUV Li KN i:K\ L MEKTING at No. IN

Tufton str.-i-f, Wi--tmm-rrr, S.W.. at 7.:«) p.m. PAPER hv Mr.
KDWIN T. MALI,, .in - Vmalnno, ' iUii^tmtc.i bv mtiny lintefn
slid.-annd iir:»wm:;s Irnt )>v Anlnti-rls a1>rr.ii.l.

MARCH -i-ird: SIXTH SPKINO VISKP— t<i Mfs*rs. DcUnh»>ni
and liv<.'bndv'<i Premi-.p>s Wi;;iTi<>n-*trifl. ArchiU't't, Mr. W.
W;illiir.- Mt-mberitn met ;>t tl. ImiMin:: 'ilil n >n.

'AKCrilTECTCRAI. ASSOCIATION SKKTCIl BOOK. TIm- fir-t

(ji^arlerlf p;trt ufthir new vohim? will -linrtlv Iitt is-iutnl. Suhi^riptuiii.
One Guinea pet volume, con-iisuni: ot'72 [ilati-.. S:itni>lp copies ttr ilip

plateFiinajr be obUined itn iip|ilii-ii^i'-n tn iln- SKCRKTARY.
(IKXRY TANNKR, Jnr.i
C.WONTNKR SMirH 1

Hon. S^i

'

AN EXAMINATION to quality for MEM-
nKRSinP IQ tlic Society of A rrhitpds,* will l>c lield in

.iotianne.bQra :n»l Cajic Town in tlKCKMllKR. 19,17 P:irliruUrv
nmy lie obtaio.^ii of Mr. K II. W.VUGU (Lui.l l|.7n. S(...r.'Li.v), JJos
IW.», Joliannesbur^. Soutli Afric;!.

An oak palpit, carved by Mr. Harry Ilems, of
Exeter, is to be dedicated in the parish churcli of
Ashburton, Devon, siiortly after Enster. The church
was restored m ISSli, but only a plain pnlpit of deal
could then be afforded. From Mediaeval times until
1777 the church poise-ssed a fine oak pulpit and
lectern; but, in order to erect a hideous three-
decker, the churchwardens then sold them to Big-
bury Church for eleven guineas, although they might
now be thought cheap at £1,000.

The Wraysbury Schools, Bucks, are being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's patent Man-
chester grates, the same being supplied by Messrs.E H. -Shorland' and Brother, of Manchester.

LATEST PRICES.

1.

to

„
„
„

Per ton.

£5 15
7 1.5

7 5

8 10

„
..

20
6 17

..

„
8 15
9 10

IKON.
Per ton

RoUed-Tron Joista, Belgian £5 ID

ftoUed-Sti-elJiiiats, English 7 5
Wrought-Iriin (iirder Plates 7

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh 5 15

Boiler Plates. Iron

—

South Staffs 8
Best Snedahill 9

Angles IDs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 15s. to £U.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £11 to £15 ICs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 10 ... £14
Best ditto 14 ... 14 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

9/G 10,- 10'6 11- 11,3 12- 12 9 13 1; 14 t;

Per ton.

to

B.W.G.
per cwt.
Per ton.

£8 10
8 10
9 in
7 10

9 10
4 IT

10 10

to £H 7

6 5
6

Cast-iron Columns £6 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 9 5

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

„ „ ,. Galvanised. 9

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17

Cut Floor Brads 10 10

Corrugated Iron. 24 gauge 15 5

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £"5 2
4in.to6in i3

(in. to 24in. (all size^il 5 7

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned
ind bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 1173. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 p3r cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes 67Jp.c.

Water-Tubes 62j „
Steam-Tubes 57J „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,,

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Spelter. Silesian £23 to £23 10

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 10 „
—

Country 24 5 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 „ —

Country 24 15 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 „ —
„ .. ,. „ Country 25 15 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 2S 10 „ —
„ „ „ „ Country 27 5 „ —

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 10 „ —
„ „ Country .. 26 5 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) Town 25 10 „ —
„ „ „ ,, Country 2\} 5 0,, —

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 5

Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 124 „ 121 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 114 „ 115 10

Tin, Straits 191 15 „ 192 5

Do., EngUsh Ingots 194 „ 191 5
Pig Lead 21 6 .* ..

—
Sheet Lead, Town 23 „ —
„ „ Country 23 15 „ —

Genuine While I*ad 27 5 „ —
Refined Red Lead 24 15 „ —
Sheet Zinc 35 „ —
Old Lead, against account 19 „ —
Tin per cwt. 11 „ —
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 9 „ —

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £9

~ „ ... 8
„ ... 3

Bangkok .

Quebec Pine, yellow „ ... 3 12 6

„ Oak 5 10

„ Birch „ ... 2 7 6

„ Elm 4

.. Ash „ ... 4 2 6
Dantsic and Memel Oak 3 5
Fu: 3 10

Ash. (i'lebec „ ... 4 2 6
Birch, New Brunswick 2 7 6

,, (liiebee ... 2 7 5
Elm , ... 4
Box, Turkey per ton 6
('I'dar. Cuba per ft. sup. 4
.larrah planks perft. cu. 2 6
IVainscnt, Riga p. log 2 5
Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4

St. Petersburg 4

to £20
„ 17 10

., 6 5

..9 5
„ 5
„ 9

„ 7 5
6 15

„ 5
7 5
5

,. SO
9 5

„ 18

5 10
6
6

3

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin.
by llin. :—

Uuebec, Pine, 1st £22 . to £.35

„ 2nd IS „ 23 10

„ 3rd n 10 „ 14
Canada Spruce, 1st 11 „ 16

„ 2nd and 3rd 9 0,, 1015
New Brunswick 8 10 „ 9 15
Riga H „ 9
St. Petersburg 8 0,, 17
Swedish .>. 7 10 „ 2J 10
Finland S 15 „ 9
White Sea 10 5 „ 20 10
Batten.s, all sorts 5 15 „ 13

Flooring Board.s, per square of lin. :—
1st prepared £0 14 u to £0 16 9
2na ditto 12 6 „ 13 9
Other qualitica _...."..•...;......,.... 4' 6 „ 12 «

Staves, per standard M :^

U.S.. pipe £37 10 to £45 O
Memel, er. pipe 220 „ 2.30

Memel. brack 190 ., 200

wrooD.
BciLDisG Wood. At per standard.

Deals ; 3in. bv llin. and 4in. by £ s. d. £ s. d.

9in. and llin 13 10 to 15 O
Deals: Shy 9 13 „ 14
Battens : 2^io. by 7in. and 8in.,

and Sin. by Tin. and 8in 11 „ 12
Battens ; 2J by 6 and 3 by 6 10 less thao

7in. & Sin.

Deals: seconds 10 lessthanbest
Battens: seconds 10 „ ,.

2in. by 4in. and2in. bvBin 9 to 10 O
2in. by 4Sin. nndain. by .5in. ... 8 10 „ 9 10 O

ioreign Sawn Boards—
lin. and Ijin. by 7in 10 more than

battens.

|in 10
Fir nmber : best middling Danzig At per load of 50ft.

or Memel 4 10 to 5
Seconds 4 0,, 4 10 O
Small timber 'Sin. to lOin.; 3 12 6 ., 3 15 O
Small timber 6in. to Sin.) 3 „ 3 10 O
Swedish balks 2 10 „ 3 l>

Pitch-pine timber ;.30ft. average' 4 „ 4 15 a

JoisEBs* Wood.
White Sea : first yellow deals. At per standard.

Sin. bv llin 24 to 25
Sin. by 9in '. 2i „ 23 O
Battens. 2!in, and Sin. by 7in. Ifi 10 „ 18 O

Secondyellow'deals, Sin. by lin,,.. 18 10 „ 23 O
.3inby9in. ,,. 17 10 ,, 19 o

Battens, 2jin. and Sin. by 7in. IS 10 „ 14 10 O
Third vellow deals. Sin. by llin.

an(i9in 13 10 „ 15
Battens, 2lin. and Sin. by 7in. 11 „ 12 O

Petersburg first yellow deals.

Sin. bv llin 21 „ 22 10 O
Do. sin. byOin 18 „ 19 10

Battens 13 10 ., 15
Secondyellowdeals, Sin. byllin. 16 ,, 17 O
Do. 3in. by9in 14 10 „ 16 O
Battens 11 ., 12 10 O

Third yellow deals. Sin. by llin. 13 .. 14 O
Do. Sin. by 9m 12 10 „ 14 O
Battens 10 „ 11 (>

White Sea and Petersburg

—

First white deals. Sin. bv llin. 14 10 ., 15 10 O
3in. by 9in. IS 10 ,. 14 10 O

Battens 110 „ 12

Second white deals, Sin. byllin. IS 10 „ 1110 O

„ „ Sin. by 9in. 12 10 „ 13 10

battens 10 „ 11 •

Pitch pine : deals 18 „ 21 O
Under 2in. thick extra 10 „ 1 O

Yell"w Pine—Fii-st, regular sizes £14 and over.

Oddments 32
Seconds, regular sizes S3 .,

Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—PUnks per ft. cube.. 3 6 to 5

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs-
Large, per ft. cube 3 ,. 3 l>

Small 2 6 „ 2 !> •

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5 6 „ 6
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,

as inch 8},. 95 ,

fin. do. do 7 „ COS
Dry Mahogany — Honduras, Ta-

basco, per ft. super, as inch .., 9 „ 10
Selected, Figurv, per ft. super,

as inch 16 ., 2 6
Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, .as inch 10 ,. 10
Teak, per load 17 „ 22 O
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube 4 0,, 050,
Prepared Flooring, &c.

—

lin. bv Tin. yellow, planed and Per square.

shot 13 6 to 17 t>

lin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 14 „ 18 O

llin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matohed 16 ., 1 O

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
shot 12 „ one

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 12 6 „ 15

Ijin. by 7in. white, planed and
mai.-he4 13 ,. 16 tj

2in. by Tin. velhiw, matched and
beaded orV-iointed boards ... 11 ., 13 6

lin. bv Tin. „ „ ... It „ 18 O
Jin. by Tin. white 10 „ 11 t>

lin. by Tin. „ „ ... 12 6 ,. Id O
6in. at 6d. to 9d. per s,]uare less than 7in.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks perfootcube £0 2 4}

Uariey uale, ditto ..... " ^ "

Red Corsehill, ditto * - -
Closebum Red F'reestone, ditto .. ... 1 lOJ

Ancaster. ditto - .• — 1 10

Greenshill, ditto • 1 10

Beer, ditto -f— .. •• "lb
Hard York, ditto ,...., 2 10

Ditto ditto tiin. sawn both aides, landings,

randomsizes perfootsup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes .» ... 1 i

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

par lo,)t cube £0 10
Delivered on road waggons, Paddmgtou
Depot : .. ". 1 bS

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot , ... 1 oj

Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
'Station .. •• ° ^ '^

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... , 1 t>
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Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average
Brown

Whit Bed.
Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0

ijelivered on road wajifjons \

at Faddington Uepot ,

Ditto Nine Elmn Depot.
Ditto Pimlico Wharf,;..

Hartahill " brand plain . a. d.
White.

I tiles, sand-faced 50 per 1000 at rlv. .station
Base Bed. Pressed 47 tj ,, „ ,,

Ornamental do 50 ,, ,,

1 5J ... £0 17i Hiptile.s "... :..,.. "1 'O per doz. ,',

' Valley tiles '.i t> ,. ,, ,,

2 1 2 2}

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 8
Rough Stocks and

Grizzles 1 n
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10

Kettons 1 8
Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18
Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 1 n

Red Wire Ciits 1 u
Best Fareham Hed 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Do. Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridi^e
Fire Bricks "... 3 14
Glazed Bricks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11
Uuoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, C h a m-
fered. Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Stretchers,
and Header 12

Quoins, Bullnose,
andnats 14

Double Stretchers.. 15
Double Headers ... 14
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays. Cham-
fered, Squints ... 14

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Qlazed

per 1,000 alon;^ide, in river.

„ delivered.

,, at railway station.

OILS.
Rapeaeed, English pale, per tun.. £31 10
Do., brown 28 10
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 26 10
Olive, Sj^nish „ ... 40
Seal, pale , ... 22
Cocoanut, Cochin 4(i

Do., Ceylon , ... 42
Do., Mauritius „ ... 40
Palm, Lagos 35 10
Oleine „ ... 17 5
Sperm ... ,34

Lubricating U.S per gaL 7
Petroleum, refined ,, ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Do., Archangel „ ... 19
Turpentine, American ...per tun 37
Linseed Oil per gal. 2
Baltic Oil 2
Turpentine ., „ ... 4
Putty percwt. 7

GLASS.
English Sheet Glass : 15nz. 21oz.
Fourths ltd. ... 2M. ...

Thirds 2iSd. ... SSd. ...

Fluted Sheet 3}d. ... 4jd. ...

Hartley's English EoUed Plate : Jin.

2id.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass :

to £32 5

„ 28 1.'.

•>;

6

n
8 „ —
21 „ -

28 10
40 10
23
47

42 10
41

5
C

8 S

e;

6 u
C

S

19
35

1

I

37

28oz. 32oz. Net.
Bid. ... 4,}d. „
4d. ... M.
4id. ... 5!d. „

3 K.in. 4i"-

... 2td. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.
4d. ... 51d.

2

Thamas and Fit Sand 7
Thames Ballast 5
Best Portland Cement 27
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19

Exclusive of charge
Grey Stone Lime lis

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s,

s. d.

less than beat.

per yard, delivered.

6 „ „
per ton „„ „

for sacks.
. 6d. per yard, delivered.
Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ 8. d.

Blue Portmadoc 20 x 10 . .12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.

,
16x 8 .. 6 12 6

BlueBangor ... 20x 10...13 ' 2 B

... 20x12.. .13 17 6
Firstquality 20x10. ..13

,
20x12.. .13 15
16x 8... 7 6

Eureka unfading
gretn 20x10. .15 17 6

„ „ ...20x12...18 7 B

,
18x10.13 5

„ ... 16 X 8 .10 5
Permanent green 20 X 10,.. 11 12 6

... 18x10 .. 9 12 B

„ „ ... IBx 8 .. B 12 B

TILES.
s. d.

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 at rly. station
' Hip and Valley tiles 3 7perdoz.
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000
Omam'-ntal tiles 52 6 ,.

Hip and ^'al]ey tiles 4 per doz.
Ruabun red, bn>«n, or brin-

dled do. (Edward.s) 57 6 per 1000
Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Bed or Mottled Staffordshire

do. (Peake'a) 51
Ornamental do 54
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
'* Kosemaiy " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

"VARNISHES, &c,
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak

,
10

Superfine Hard-tirying Oak, for seats of churches 14
Fine Elastic Carriage 12
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flitfiog Varnish i) 18
White Cooal Enamel 1 4
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black .. 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish , 10

Per gallon.

per doz. ,, „
.. .. »

9 per lOOO
6 ,. „ ,.

1 per doz. at rlv. station
S

per doz.

8

An inquiry was held at Ipswich on Tuesday be-
fore Mr. M. K. North, an inspector from the Local
Government Board, as to an application from the
town council for leave to borrow moneys for sewerage
works and the formation of a new streat between
Branford-lane and the Westbourne Estate ou the
Norwich road.

The opening of the new schools erected in Can-
terbury-road, Birchtield, Handsworlh, at a coat of

about £16,000, took place on Monday. Messrs.
Wood were the architects, and Mr. Webb was the
builder.

The Streets and Building.s Committee and Sewer-
age Committee of the York Corporation have recom-
mended that body not to advertise the vacant
position of city surveyor, but to appoint Mr. F. W.
8purr, the deputy surveyor, for sis months on pro-
bation at a salary at the rate of €300 per year.

The City t'ouncil of Manchester have finally

adopted new by-laws with regard to streets and
buildings.

At All Saints' I'hurch, Bradford, Devon, a new
reredos of oak and a lectern have been dedicated as

memorials.

The Stretford Urban District Council have adopted

I

a report by Mr. T. Miller, the consulting engineer,

j

and have agreed that an application be made to the

! Local Government Board for sanction to the borrow-

j

ing of the sum of .t;.i3,4tiO for the purpose of carrying

!
out extensions of electrical plant and mains.

An Empire Theatre is to be built in Fore-street,

Devonport, from plans Viy Mr. Frank Matcham.

1
A new mission-hail has been dedicated at

I
Derriagh, Co. Antrim. It is Old English in style,

! and seats 2.i0 persons. Mr. Vincent Craig, of

I

Belfast, was the architect, and Messrs. D. MacHenry
I and Son, Lisburn, were the builders.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
IPPLY To—

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, LONDON, E.O-

TENDERS.
•«• Correspondents would in all ca-^es oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tenderin<^—at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value uf the informatioo.

Ai'F.i.riti, W.C.—For the oonvcrsinn nf the present
Caledonian Hotel, Robert-street, Adelphi, into otliees and
ehaaxbers. for Mr. George .Tames Druiunioad. Messrs.
Hayward and Mayuard, A.K.I.B.A., 2", John-atreet,
Adelphi, architects:—

McCurraick ... £11,370
Carniichael, J 11,190

Ht^'ffs. F. and H. F 11,010
MaceyandSoDS lO.HSrt

Waller and Co. (accepted) 10,010

Bkrmondsev, S.E.—For re-erection of shop and premises
at 73, fieorge-row, for Mrs. LiUieo. Messrs. Dunaratire
Bros., 1, Garthome-road, Honor Gak I'ark, S.E., archi-
tects ;

—
Biiller. J
Nash, W ,.

I'ntton, G., and Son
White, A., and Co
Harrison. A.
Gathercole Bros.

Bkrmondsev, S.E. —For the re-erection of shop and
premises at No. 7y, Geor»e-row, Berraondsey, for Mrs.
LiUicu. Messrs. Dunsmore Brothers, il, Girtborne-road,
Honour Oik P^rk, S.E., architects :

—
Buller, J £17ti

Nash, W. 398
Pottoa, G., and Son 331 o
White, A., and Co. 35.)

176
;«w (1

xn n
as'j

.110 <i

3 JO u

Ilirrison, A.
Gathercole Bros.

lilO

300

Boston, Liscs.—For building a new shopfront in the
Market-place, for the corpontion :

—
Lucas, J., BastoQ (accepcei) 102

Boston, Liscs.—For repairs to the chancel roof of the
parish church :

—
Sherwin and Son, Boston (accepted) £1,437

[One lower tender (£l,35J) received.]

Bristol.—For the erection of a new house at Saltford,

for Miss Neilson. Mr. W. H. Watkinn, A.R.I.B.A., 15,

Clare-street. Bristol, architect :
—

Ljwis, T. R. laocepted.i £1,42.5

('.\MnnR\vELL, S.E.—For kerhinjf and channelling in
Bassano-road, for the borout^h council :

—

Etheridge, J. E. (accepted! ... ... £613 6 1

l.'iiKLTKNHAM.—FoT thc ercctiou of three houses in

College-road, tor Mr. E. U. D. Adcock. Mr. Thomas
Malvern, 21, Winchconibe-street, Cheltenham, archi-

tect:—
Mealing and Co il,5n 6
Wilson 1,471 U

Lovedav 1,400

Esgleton and Co lj2S3 0.0
Biirrows 1,227

.Saunders and SonsKaccepted) ... 1,135

Ciiiswu K, W.—For additions to the Acton and Chis-

wick Polytechnic, for the Middlesex Countj- Council.

Mr. H. (J. Crothall, architect :
-

lioughandCo £8,292
IJibsun. W., and Co. 7,»94

l.jvatt, H., Ltd 7.353

Spencer, Santo, and ('. t,797

HuUom, G. ... 7,655

Licev, W. . . 7.S25

Minter. F. G. .. 7,50i>

Kiii^'ht. H., and Son 7,4«4 «
Dickens. W.J. . ,

7.1J0

Kcnshaw. W. J 7.377 «
Heath, D. 1) 7,350

Barker, J., Md Co 7,217

Dorey, J., and Co 7.U93

Lawrence, VV., and Sun 7,07 1

.Johnson, W. and Co 7,c47

Wisdom Bros., Isleworth- B.Sili) 10
• Accepted.

liAiiLixoTox.—For the supply of 500kw. generating set

with Bellias engine, for the town council :
—

Lancashire Dynamo Co. (accepted'. £2.717

(Cost per kw., £5 ICs.)

Ubkeswich.—For making-up Cedar-grove for tke

borough council :
—

Etheridge, J. E. (accepted; £83J 7

(iRKENwi. II.— For making-up and forming Ordoance-

niad, tor the borough council :
—

Mowlem and Co. (accepted) ... £321

{Continued on page XVI.)

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Bishop .\ucklard-Secondary School (Asscssori 5 percent.: £20, £10 J. A. L. Kotaon. Secretary. Shire Hall, Durham TSai.lS

Warrcnpoint - Bandstands B. M'Kernan. Town ilerk. Warrenpoint. Ireland .._ lb

Failsworth- Public Library (limit £.^.000) £20, £10 H. O. Bmome, U.ll.C. Clerk. Failsworth .. 28
Walker. Newca.stle-on-T\ne-Mndel Cottages ; H. B. Aldrid-'C. Oi-g. Secretary, Burt H»U. Neweastle-on-Tjme Apnl-

2

Firth Park. Shefficld-M'ndel Cottages H. E. Aldridge, Org. Secretary, 45, Bank-street, Sheffield 2

London, S.W.-Cminty Hall (R. Norman Shaw. R. A., and '
'

.m- * ot
W. E. Eilev. F.R.I.B.A.. Assessors) £210 to each competitor lA final The Architect. L.C.C.. County Hall. Snnng Gardens. 8.W- ...;...::... Aug. ^7

Edinljurgh-Scottish National Exhibition Buildings £100. £100, £75 J. Muchbank, S.S.C.. Secretary, 45, York-place, Bdmbutgh No date
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LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Waiminstfr—Adilitions to Buries Oratney R. Z. Erskine .> Lonp and Glass, Architects, 53, Market-place, Wafminstet Mar. IB
Merthjr Tydfil- Fifty Houses at Twynrodyn : The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Merthyr Tvdfil 16
Londonderry— Shop and Houses Miss Uuieley .. David Conroy. Architect, 21, Shipquay-street, Londonderry , 16
Bamoldswick—Ten Houses, Denton-street Co-operative Industrial Society The Chairman, 5, Manchester-road, Bamoldswick, via Colne „ 16
Maestep-Eehuilding Photo Studio Henry A. Ellis, M.A., Architect, Fisher-street, Swansea „ 16
Radstook— Additions to School County Education Committee W. F. Bird, Midsomer Norton, Somerset. 16
Bamoldswick -Boot Shop Ccnoperative Industrial Society The Chairman. 5, Manchester-road, Bamoldswick, via Colne „ 16
Stainland— Six Houses H. Thompson. Architect, Southgate Chambers, EUand „ 16
Manningham— Ee-erecting Bo.xworkB Williams, Jowcstt, and Co Benjn. Dobson, Architect, 5. Charles-street, Bradford , 16
Blackburn— Otfices. Blakey-street Industrial Co-operative Society Simpson & Duckworth. Architects, Richmond Chambers, Blackburn ,» 18
Swanfea- English Congrepational Church .;.,.; Dver, Son, and Winterbuin, Architects. Northampton 18
Cockermouth-L«an-to Building Corporation John Warwick, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Workington 18
Buckie—Additicns to Schools Rathven School Board John Macdonald. Clerk. Buckie ,. „ 18
Hertford—Form Rooms and Annexes to Haileybury College Simpson and Avrton, Archts.. 3, Verulara Bldgs., Gray's Inn, W.<'. ,, 18
CoxOreen— Alterations to School Durham Education Authority The County Education Committee's Architect, Shire Hall, Durham „ 19
i'alliirk—Additions to Comely Park School Burgh School Board A. and W. Black, Architects, Falkirk , 19
Sherburn Hill— School (250 places) Durham County Education Authority The County Education Architect, Shire Hall, Durham „ 19
Handsworth-Additions to 'Tramway Depot, Birch&eld-road ... Urban District Council H. Richardson. A.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Handsworth, Birmingham .. „ 19
Woodland—AHerations to School '. Durham Education Authority The County Education Committee's Architect, Shire Hall, Durham „ 19
Sbildon- School (I.ICO places: Durham County Education Authority The County Education Architect, Shire Hall, Durham , 19
Westbouine—Improvements at School Education Committee H. W, Stringfellow. Architect, Emsworth „ 10
High Spen— Alterations to School.... Durham Education Authority The Countv Education (Committee's Architect, Shire Hall, Durham „ 19
Bouinbrook—Tower (3C0ft.) at Vniversity Sir Aston Webb and E. Ingress Bell, Archts., Qn. Anne's Gate, S.W. „ 20
Cbester— School (3£0 places), George-street Corporation H. Beswick, Arcliitect, Newgate-street, Chester ,, 20
Bordon, Hants— Barrack Expense Stores War Department H. B, Measures, F.E.I.B.A., Atterhury-street, Grosvenor-rd., S.W. ,, 20
Skipton— Five Cottages, otley-road John Parkinson, ii. Belle Vue-terrace, Skipton , 20
Hulme, Manchester— City-road Municipal School Education Committee Wm. Henry Talbot, Education Offices, Deansgate, Manchester ,

'20

Devonport-Eemodelling Blocks at Raglan Barracks War Department H. B. Measures, F.R.I.B.A., Atterbury-street, Grosvenor-rd., S.W. „ 20
Uandudno—Wesleyan Chapel and School .. , W. Beddoe Rees, Architect, 3, Dumfries-place, Cardiff 20
Oulton Broad- School East Suffolk County Education Com. T. E. Key, Architect, Aldeburgh „ 21
Leek— Additions to Isolation Hospital Urban District Council W. E. Beacham, C.E., Surveyor, Town H.all, Leek „ 21
Durham—House at Western Hill The Owner, 5, Silver-street, Durham „ 21
Onllwyn— Fifty Houses '

'"
.. Sir Griffith Thomas T. E. Richards, A. K.I.B. A., Market Square Chambers, Pontypridd „ 21

8Bxniun(1ilam- School East Suffolk County Education Com. T. E, Key, Architect. Aldeburgh „ 21
Alderman's Green, Coventry— Additions to Premises Perseverance Co-operative Society ... T. F. Tic'kner, Architect, High-street Chambers, Coventry „ !i2

Briton Ferry— Rebuilding Cross Keys Hotel E. Evans Bevan J. Cook Rees. Architect, Neath „ 23
BrynmawT— Extension of County Schools Board of Governors F. R. Bates, Architect, '26, Westeate Chambers, Newport, Mon „ 23
Melyncrythan, Neath— Rebuilding Eaglesbush Inn E. Evans Bevan J. Cook Rees, Architect, Neath „ "23

Bredbuty-School (too places; Cheshire County Council John Cubbons, A. H.I.B.A., 4, Chapel Walks, Manchester „ 25
Wickford—Additions to School F. Whitmore, Architect, 73, Duke-street. Chelmsford , 25
Cheadle- School (ofO places) Cheshire County Council J. R. Earnshaw, .\.it.I.B.A., 4, Chapel Walks, Manchester „ 25
Belgoolv- Parish Church and Presbytery M. A. Hennessy, Architect, 74, South Mall, Cork , 25
West Mailing-Caretaker's Cottage Rural District Council The Sanitary Surveyor. The Limes, West Mailing, Kent „ 26
Ruskin Park, S.E.- Alterations to No. 164, Denmark Hill London County Council G. L. Gomme, Clerk, County Hall, Spiing Gardens, S.W -25

Erdington-West Wing to Workhouse Aston Union Guardians C. Whitwell and Sod, Architects, 3, NewbaU-street. Birmingham ... „ 26
Londonderry— Villa at Victoria Park John M'Killip R. E. Buchanan and Co., Architects. Castle-slreet, Londonderry ... „ 27
Wrangle— Alterations to Wesleyan Chapei Jas. Rowell, Architect. Church-lane, Boston, Lines 27
Hemel Hempstead— Elevated Water-Tower at FeWen Corporation The Waterworks Office, Marlowes, Hemel Hempstead '27

Ovenden- Sunday School Bethel M.N. Church Trustees C. F. L. Horsfall and Son, Architects, Lord-st. Chambers, Halifax „ 28
Ambleside— Grammar School !.!!!..'.!..!.**.!!...! Kelsick Trust Governors Walker, Carter, and Walker, Architects, Windermere „ 28
Caruilt— Manual Instruction Centre. Splott-road................ Education Committee W. Harper, M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Cardiff .. „ 28
Pontypridd— Rebuilding Premises, Market-square J. Williams ;... Lewes and Morgan, Architects, Market-square, Pontypridd , 30
Doncaster—Wing at Yorkshire Institute for Deaf ........ ..'. E. Hall Billan. M.S.A., 19, Baxter Gate, Doncaster April 3
Doichester-Three Cells at Police Station Standing Joint Committee E. Archdall Ffooks, Clerk, Sherborne ^..: ; 3
Marazion- Police Constable's House Coinw all County Council Oliver ('aldwell, F.R.I.B.A., Penzance „ 5
Gloucester- Schools, Denmark-road Walter B. Wood, Aichilect, 1'2, Queen-street, Gloucester „ 8
Macelesfield-feccmdary Schools ('250 places) Chester Education Committee H. Beswick, F.R I. B. A.. County Architect, Newgate-st., Chester ... „ 8
Pendleton-School{I,l'20places), Halton Bank Salford Education Committee John H. Woodhouse, F.R.I. B.A., 100, King-street, Manchester „ 8
Newcastle-on-Tyne-Coal Shed at City Asylum Corporation The Citv Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne „ IS
Winchester— Grand Stand " N. C. H. Nisbett, Aichitect, 15, Jewry-street, Winchester Nodate
Newport- Primitive Methodist Sunday-Sciool Newland, Davis, and Hunt, Archts., Commercial-at., Newport, Mon. do.
Eomsey-Grand Stand N. C. H. Nisbett, Architect, 43, Jewry-street, Winchester .. do.

Newcastle-cn-Tyne-Repairs to Buildings and Bridges Northumberland County Council J. A. Bean, County Surveyor, The Moot Hall, Newca.stle-on-T;-ne do.
Matlock Bath- Pavilion Urban District Council Wm. Jaffrey, Surveyor, Council Chambers, Matlock Bath do.

electeicaij plant.
I.«ndon, S.W.—Ten Induction Motor-Generators London County Council The Clerk, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W Mar. 19
London, 8.W.—Low-Tension Switchboards London County Council The Clerk, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W „ 19
Glasgow- Steam Turbo-Alternators Corporation ...". James Dalrvmple, General Manager, 4ti, Bath-street, Glasgow , 25
Newcastle-on-Tyne- Electric Cranes on Quay Corporation The City Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne April 2
Blaj kley- Electrical Equipment at Intirraary Prestwich Union Guardians Crews and Handford, C.E.'s, Cromwell Buildings, Manchester 4
IJridlington—Wiring New Theatre and Opera House '. H. Hague. Manager, Bridlington Nodate

ENGINEEEING.
Earlestown- Retort Settings „ Newton-in-Makerfleld U.D.C A. Bowes, A.M. I.C.E., Town Hall, Earlestown Mar. 16
Bury- Lancashire Boiler Corporation S. J. Watson, M.I.E.E., Electricity Work.s, Bury, Lanes „ 16
ijrone—Road-Rollers County Council The County Surveyor of North Tvrone, Omagh „ 16
Kiltush, Co. Clare—Waterworks Rural District Council T. Kelly, Clerk, Council Offices, Kilrush, Co. Clare „ 16
Pontypridd- Bridge Works Urban Di.strict Council P. R. A. WiUoughby, A.M.I.C.E., Municipal Buildings, Pontypridd „ 18
West Ham- Mechanical Stokers Corporation

, The Manager, 84, Romford-road, Stratford. E 18
Newark— Rebuilding Swinderby-road Bridge Rural District Council R. Oakden, iun., A.M.I.C.E., Sur., 17, Wilchilsea-avenue, Newark ,, 18
Maidstone -Light Railways Corporation S. Sellon, Enijineer, 36, Victoria-street, Westminster „ 18
Dundee— Livesey Washer Gas'Commissioners Alex. Yuill, Engineer, Gasworks, Dundee „ 18
^acclesfield-LayiDK Water-Mains Rural District Council J. Thorpe. Surveyor, 19, King Edward-street, Macclesfield „ 18
ulasgow—Widening Railway at Eglinton-street Station t'aledonian Railway Co The Company's Engineer, Buchanan-street Station, G asgow 18
London, B.W.— Twelve Water-Tube Boilers London County Council The Clerk to the Council, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W 19
Clutton— Waterworks Rural District Council William F". Bird, C.E., Midsomer Norton, Somerset ! „ 19
Aberdeen- Surface Condenser Corporation J. A. Bell, Electricity Engineer, Millburn-street, Aberdeen „ 19
London, 8.W.—Eight Tiavelhng Hand Cranes London County Council The Clerk to the Council, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W 19
Cardiff— Trial Shafts at Proposed Llwynon Reservoir Corporation C. H. Priestley, M.I.C.E., City Hall, Cardiff „ 20
^ondon, E.C.— Boilers and Locomotives East Indian Hallway Co C. W. Young, Secretary, Nicholas-lane, E.C 20
rentre Rhcndda— Reconstructing Tynybedw Bridge Rhondda Urban District Council W. J. Jones, Engineer, Council Offices, Pentre *, 21
Pauley— Three Filter-Beds and Tank Town Council James Lee, C.E., 13, Gilmour-street, Paisley „ 21
Cockermouth- Waterworks Rui-;»1 District Council J. B. Wilson, A.M.I.C.E., 11, Main-street, Cockermouth „ 22
Leyland—Eeconstrucliog Road Bridge Ui ban District Council J. Wilkinson, Surveyor, Public Hall Buildings, Leyland 23
Taunlon-Heatingand Ventilating Shire Hall .Somerset Joint Committee J. Willcox, County Surveyor, 1, Belmont, Bath „ 28

- Poeklington-Waterworks Rural Distiict Council H. A. Johnson, M.I.C.E., 15, The E.xchange, Bradford 23
WoJstanton-Three-Lift (iasholder Urban District Council Corbett, Woeidhall, and Son, Engs, Bridge-st.. Westminster, S.W. „ '23

Norlhumbeiland—Widening Mitford Bridge County Council J. A. Bean, County Surveyor, The Moot Hall, Nowcastle-on-'i'ync .. „ 23
Leylacd- Borehole Pump Ilrban District Council William Wrennall, Engineer, 9, Uarrington-stieet, Liverpool 23
Swindon-Two Footbridges and Strengthening lifting Bridge Corporation H. J. Hamp. Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Swindon , 23
Cwmavon—Enlargement of Reservoir Pemtypool Gas and Water Co T. and C. Hawkslej, Civil Eugs., 30, Great George-st., Westminster „ '25

Woodford—Alterations to Tanks Urban District Council
,

William Farringion, Surveyor, Woodford Green, Essex ,, 2a
Middlesex—Ventilating Schoolrooms at F'eltham Indus. School London County Council The Superintending Architect, 15, Pall Mall East, S.W 26
Il^niel Hempstead— F'elden Reservoir Corporation Lovel Smeathraam, Town Clerk, Hemel Hempstead , 27
Middletcn-on-Wolds- Additions to Sewage Tanks Driffield Rural District Council Faiibank and Son, C.E.'s, Lendal Chambers, York „ '27

Hemel Hempstead— Bridge at Frogmore End Corporatiem Walter R. Locke. Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Hemel Hempsteal „ 27
Darlington— Suction-Gas Plant at Waterworks Corporation G. Winter. Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Darlington ,

'27

Bombay— Reclamation between Mazagon and Sewn pombay Port Trust Sir J. Wolfe Barry & A. J. Barry, Engs., 7, Sanctuary, Westminster April 2
Wigan— Carburetted Water-Gas Plant Gas Committee J. Timmins, M.I.C.E., Engineer. Gasworks, Wigan „ 2
w ithington—Heating Workhouse Chorlton Union Guardians Charles Clegg and Son, .\rchitects. -21, Spring Gardens, Manchester „ 30
Dunedin, New Zealand-Gas Plant Corporation Thos. Cole, .^.M.I.C.E., 11, Vict^iria-street, Westminster June IS)

Arthur's Pass, New Zealand—Tunnel (5 miles) New Zealand Midland Railway The High Oimmissioner, 13, Victqria-st., Westminster, S.W July 1

London, 8.W.—Motor Tenders London Fire Brigade The Clerk, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W Nodate

FTJBNITUEE AND FITTINGS.
St. Austell - Shop F^ront J. F. Kirk ;....: B. C. Andrew, M.S. A., Architect. Biddicks-court, St. Austell Mar. 18
Ukley— Furniture and Fittingsin Public Library Urban District Council WilUam Bakewell, F.K.I.B.A., 38, Park-square, Leeds „ 26
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FENCING AND WALLS.
Westbury-on-Trne—W.I. Railing ami tJatea at Canfonl Park Bri.^tol Sanitary rommittee The City Engineer. 63, tiueen-square, Bristol Mar. 19

Bedmineter-'W.I. Railings at Alfred-road, Windmill Hill Bristol Sanitary Committe.- The City Engineer, ti3. Queen-square. Bnstol „ l^
Keighley—Fence Wall at Cophtirst ..'. Walter Eowlds, Borough Engineer. Keighley ,. 27

PAINTING.
Beverley—Fast Riding Ijimatie Ai^yhim
Netting Hill. W.— Intirmary. Kaekhara-street St. Marylebone Btiard of Guardians..
NewcEistle to Morpeth— Station BuiMinir<i North-Eastem Railway Co
Comelly—Welsh Calvinistic Methodist Chapel,
Morpeth to Alnmonth— Station Ruildinga North-Eastem Railway Co
Alnmouth to Berwick— Station Buildings North-Eastem Railway Co
Norwich— Provided Schoola Externally Edu<'ation Committee
Little Ilford— Cemetery Citv of Ijondon Burial Board
Dublin—Westland-row Railway Station Dubhn \- South-Eastera Railway <'o.

Aahforf-Cattle Market . Cattle Market Co
Bublin— Beresford-placo Viaduct, liffey Bridge Dublin & 8outh-Ea»tem Railway Co.

Dublin— George's Ouay Dublin &: South-Eastern Railway Co.

C. W. Hobson, CU*rk. Newbewin, Beverley Max. 16
TheTntinnury Sifward, Rackham-street, Notling Hill. W „ 18
C. A. IIarri>on. Engineer. Forth Banks. Xewci-stle-on-Tyne „ 20
The Di'acone, Islwyn House, Cornelly, Pyle '.V '.!'. '

,i
'20

C. A. Harrisun. Engineer, Forth Banks, Newcastle-on-Tyiie ....' '„ 20
C. A. Harrison, Engineer, Fnrth Banks, Neweaatle-on-Tyne, ..^..... '„ 20
Chaa. J. Brown, Architect, Cathedral Office. The Close. Norwich" ... „ 22
The Corporation Engineer. Guildhall. E.C ,, 26
8. J. Shannon, 1, Westland-row, Dublin „ 27
Alfred J. Burrows. F.S.I., Bank-street. Ashford '. „ 27
S. J. Shannon, I, Westland-row, Dublin „ 27

S. J. Shannon. 1. Westland-row, Dublin : ;....: ,, 27

Perth— Causewaying
Brightlingsea—Making-up Roads
Allxincham—Making-up Street**

Putney. S.W.—Making-up Luttrell-avenue
Blackburn-Street Works
Cricklewood, N.W.—Roadmaking, Moia-road to Temple-road
Lewisham. S.E.—Road Works
Porth—Widening Coedcae-road
Pentre—Road Works
Levenahulme—Street Works
Southall—Making-up Roads
Castleford—Street Works .-.

3ui'biton— Reconstructing Drains
Newcastle-on-Tyne—irnderground Convenience, Church-street
Blackburn—Sewage Conduit
Macclesfield—Sewers
Glasgow— Sewage-Disposal Works
Abercara—Sewers [2'^ miles)
Kettenng— Sewage-Di'jiptisal Works
London, S.W.—Stoneware Ducts and Manholes ,..

Sydenham. S.E.—Sewer
Aston Manor—Reconstructing Sewer
Pontefract—Sewerage Works
Tettenball— Drains at Sewage Farm
Cockermouth—Sewerage Worka at Threapland
Lee. 8.E.— Conveniencee at Northbrook Park
Kirkburton-Sewerage Works
Dorking—Sewer
Tjpton-on-Sevem—Hanley Swan Sewerage
Blackburn—Sewage Conduit -

'.

Oldbury- Sewer Works
Aldeishot—Remodelling Urinal Blocks at Barracks

Macclesfield— Cast-iron Pipes (1*27 tons)
Paddington, W.—Iron Roofing Work at Station..

Rotterdam—Iron Tubes
London, E.C— Girder Bridges
Manchester— Steel Gantry for Retort House
Portsmouth—Cast-iron Columns and Brackets ..

Hunslet—Materials \One Year)
Spennymcor—Road Metal (One Year)
Bootle— Stores and Materials (One Year)
Hoylake— Road Materials (One Year)
Sculcoates, Hull— Stone 'One Year)
Eait Ham—Work and Materials (One Year)
Staines—Koad Material i,One Year)

,

Bury—Stores (One Year)
Kuskington—Road Materials (One Year)
Selby—Road Materials (One Year) ,

Alnwick— Road Materials (One Year)
Hoylake—Various Stores (One Year) ..'

,

Bristol—"N'arious Stores
Lower Bebington— Materials (One Year)
Hanley—Materials and Work
Nottingham—\'ariou8 Stores (One Year)
Prestwirh— Stores (One Year)
Cbester-le-Street— Materials (One Year)
Workington-Various Stores (One Year)
Southgate, N.— Granite (3,000 tons)
Maidstone—Road Materials (One Year)
Erith—Assisted Wiring (One Year)
Altrincham— Materials (One Year)
Tamworth—Broken Granite (One Year)
Wellingborough—Materials

BOADS AND STREETS.
Town Council Robert M'Killon. Burgh Surveyor, ItJ. Tay-street. Perth Mar. li>

Harry Aldous. Fountain House, Brightlingsea „ 16

TTrban District Council H. E. Brown, Surveyor, Town Hall. Altrincham , 18
Wandsworth Borough Council The Surveyor's Office, 41, High-street, Wandsworth, 8.W „ 18
Hishways Committee William Stubbs, A.M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Blackborn ......... „ 18
Willesden District Council O. Claude Robson, M.I.C.E.. Dyne-road, Kilbum, N.W .; - .19

Borough Council The Surveyor's Department, Town Hall. Catfoid ,. 19
Rhondda Urban Di.striet Council W. J. Jones. Engineer, Council Offices, Pentre 21

Rhondda I'rban District Council W. J. Jones, Engineer. < 'ovmcil Offices. Pentre „ 22
Urban District Council James Jepson, Surveyor. G uardian Chambers, Tiviot Dale, Stockport „ . 23
Urban District Council Reginald Brown, A.M.I.C.E.. Southali „ 26
Urban District Council W. Green, Surveyor, Castleford ,, 26

SANITARY.
Urban District Council W. Nesfield, A.R.S.I., Sanitary Inspector, Surbiton Mar. 16

Corporation The City Engineer's office, Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne „ IB
Highway Committee William Stubbs, A.M.I.C.E.. Borough Engineer, Blackburn „ 18
Rural District Council ; .-. J. Thorpe, Surveyor, l'.». King Edward-street, Macclesfield ,. 18
Lanark District Committee Warren and Stuart, Civil Engineers, 0-4, Hope-street. Glasgow „ 18
I'rban District Council J. Williams, Engineer, Market-square. Abercarn 18
Urban District Council T. R. Smith. Surveyor, Market-place, Kettering „ 18
London County Council The Clerk to the Council. County Hall. Spring Gardens, 8.W,. ........ „ 19
Lewisham Borough Council The Surveyor's Dept., Town Hall. Catford. S.E : „ 19
Corporation The Borough Surveyor's Office, Council House, Aston .....; „ 21
Rural District Council D. Balfour and Son. C.E.'s, St. Nicholas Bldgs.. Newcastle-on-Tyne „ 22
T'rban District Council The District Council Office, Tettenball „ 22
Rural District Council J. B. Wilson, A.M.LC.E., 11, Main-street, Cockermouth 22
London County Council G. L. Gomme, Clerk. County Hall. Spnng Gardens, S.W ,. 22
Urban District Council Brook, Dransfield. A: Dyson, Engs., Estate Buildings, Huddersfield „ 27
Rural District Council W. Rapley, jun., Engineer, Clovelly. Tower Hill. Dorking April 3
Rural District Council Willcox and Raikes, Engineers, 63. Temple-row. Birmingham ...... „ 3
Highways Committee Wm. Stxfbbs, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng.. Municipal Offices. Blackburn ,. 18
Urban District CouncQ J. T. Evres, M.T.C.E., 39, Corporation-street. Birmingham „ 19
War Department H. B. Measures, F.R.I.B.A., War Office, Atterbury-street, S.W. ...Nodate

STEEL AND IRON.
Rural District Council J. Thorpe. Surveyor, 10. King Edward-street, Macclesfield Mar. IS

Great Western Railway Co The Engineer, Paddington Station, W 19

Municipal Gasworks The Commercial Intelligence Branch, 73, Basinghall-street, E.C „ 10

Bombay. Baroda, & C.I. Railway Co. W. V. Constable, Secretary, 2, Bishopsgate-street Without. E.C. ... „ 19

Gas Committee J. G. Newbigging, M. I.C.E., Engineer. Rochdale-road, Manchester ,, 21

Corporation The Electric Lighting Station, Gunwharf-road, Portsmouth „ 21

STORES.
Rural District Council :

Urban District Council
Corporation
Urban District Council
Rural District Council
Corporation '.

Urban District Council
Corporation
Urban District Council
Rural District Council
Rural District Council
XTrban District Council 1

Sanitary &: Improvement Committee
,
Urban District Council

, Corporation
, Tramways Committee
, Urban District Council :....

, Rural District Council
,
Corporation

, Urban District Council
, Urban District Council
, Urban District Council
,
Urban District Council

,
Corporation

. Rural District Council

W. B. Pindar. Clerk. Council Offices, Glasshouse-st., Hunslet. Leeds
C. R. Spencer, Surveyor, Spennymoor
The Borough Electrical Engineer's Office, Pine-grove, Bootle
Roderick Williams. Clerk. Council Offices, Hoylake
A. Greaves, Surveyor. Woodbine Villa, Hessle ,

C. E. Wilson, Town Clerk, Town Hall. East Ham
E. J. Barrett, A.M.LC.E.. Town Hall, Staines

H. Simmonds, Engineer and Manager, Gasworks, Bury
Ernest H. Godson, Clerk. Sleaford

E. Townend, Clerk, 1, Abbey-place. Selby
H. W. Walton, Clerk, Alnwick
Roderick Williams, Clerk. Council Offices, Hoylake
T. H. Yabbicom, M.I.l.'.E.. i'ity Eng., 63, Queen's-square, Bristol

W. H. Corrie, Surveyor, Council Offices. Lower Bebington
Joseph Lobley. Borough Engineer, Town Hall. Hanley
John Aldworth, General Manager. Beastmarket Hill, Nottingham ..

The Surveyor, Council Offices, Chester Bank, Prestwich, Lanes
George W. Ayton. Highway Surveyor, < "hester-le-Street

The Surveyor's Office. Town Hall, Workin£.ton
('. G. Lawson, C.E.. Surveyor, Palmer's Green, N
T. F. Bunting, Borough Surveyor, Fair Meadow, Maidstone
Geo. E. Heath. Chief Electrical Engineer, Erith

H. E. Brown, Surveyor, Town Hall, Altrincham
F. E. G. Bradshaw, Borough Engineer, Municipal Offices, Taroworth
William Jackson, Clerk, WelUngborough

Mar. 16

,. 16

., 16„ 16

„ 16

M 16

,. 16

M 16

» 16

M 16

„ 16

M lt>

„ 18

.. IH

.. 18
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„ lU

M 18

.. 18

M 18

.. 18

„ 18

M 18

,. 18
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HAM HII-L., DOULTING,
AND PORTLAND Stones.

In BLOCKS or SA^A/N or >Vorked and Fixed complete.

THE HAM HILL & DOULTING STONE CO., Ltd., Norton, Stoke-under-Ham, Somerset.
Incorporating The Ham Hill Stone Co.. and C. Trask and Sons The Doulting- Stoue Co.

London Office: 16, CRAVEN STREET, STRAND. Agent, Mr. E. A. WILLIAMS.

(REGLSTEEEDjRVBBEROSE
. . . THE DAMP RESISTER.

The Transparent is specially recommended for New and Damp Plaster 'Walls before
wallpapers are applied, dries in about two hours, is free from unpleasant smell, reduces
the liability of the paper to open at the joints, and protects the tints in the paper.

MANUFACTURED ALSO IN WHITE AND COLOITRS, BED, STONE COLOUR, &c
LARGELY , SPECIFIED BY ARCHITECTS A>'D CONTRACTORS.

Sole Inventors and Manufacturers—

MORRIS & WEST,
City Paint Mills, CHESTER.

Also at BIRKENHEAD.
London Agents:—

JOHN LINE and SONS, Ltd.
(Colour Department},

Alfred Place, Tottenham Court Bd., W-O.
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STORES—cflnfmuerf.

Knuteford—Koad Matprialg (One Year) ; Biicklow Rnnil District Coum-il
Nelson—Materials (Onrt Year) Dan" Oomraittc*
Uppingham— < Iranite (.'i,500 ton«l Riiral Di-ttrict Cnnnpil
Bray— Various Materiiils (One Year) Urban District fnimcil
Sudbury, Derby— Granite and Limestone Rural District Council
Darlington— St/ires (One Year) rnrpnration
Handsworth'-Materiala ("One Year) Kdura^inn rnmmittep
Gretton—Granite (()ne Year) .... Bural Di>^trtet ''nunoil

Wembley—Various Materials (One Year) Urban District Oouneil
Basford—Materiuls (One Y^ar) Hural District Council
London, fi.W.— Stoneware Cable Ducts (900,000) '. London Tnunty Council
St. Helens -Materials fOne Year"! Corporation
Bray—Electrical Supplies (One Year) TTrban District Council
Gretton— (iranite (9C0 tons) Urban District Council
Sudbury— Granite and Limestone Rural District Council
Eiham—Boad Materials ^ Rural District Council
I^eeds—Various Stores (One Year) Improvements Committee
EasinRwold—Materials Rural District Council
Strood—Road Materials (One Year) Rural District Council
Turton— Materials fOne Year) Urban Di-^trict Cotincil

Sowerby Bridge— Materials Urban District Council .-.

Ely—Materials Rural District Council
Kirltheaton— Granite Urban District Council
Bilston— Stone lUne Year) Urban District Council
Leek—Materials (One Year) Raving and Sewerin? Committee
Wem—Road Materials (One Year) Rural District Council
Fenton—Macadam (Two Yearsl Urban District Council
Hull—Ironwork in Telephone ConshTiction (One Year) City Council
Peterborough- Materials (One Year) Citv Council
Romford— Granite il.700 tons) Urban District Council
Clayton-le-Moors— Materials (One Y'ear) Urban District Council
Leeds—Various Stores (One Year) Sewerage Committee
Gateacre—Macadam (<_)ne Y'ear) Little Woolton U.D.C
Pentre—Limestone Macadam (7,500 tons) Rhondda Urban District Council
Shaw— Materials (One Year) Urban District Council
Old Hill—Materials (One Year) Rowley Re^is Urban District Council
Repton—Materials [One Year) Rural District Council
Perth-Various Stores Corporation Gas Department
Gateshead— Materials (One Year) Corporation
Darlington— Materials and Labour (One Y'ear) Rural Di.strict Council
Driffield— Materials i,One Year) Rural District Council
Heywood, Lanes— Road Materials (One Year)

,
Corporation

Pontefract— Materials (One Year) Rural District Council
East Molesey—Works and Materials (One Year) XTrban District Council
Oxford—Materials (Two Years) Corporation
East Aghford— Materials Rural District Council
Mountain Ash— Materials (One Y'ear; T'rban District Council
Stroud- Stone (One Year) Urban District Council
Islington, N.— Slag Tar Macadam Borough Council
Gainsborough—Materials (One Year) Urban District Council
Minster— Granite and Flints Isle of Thanet R.D.C
Faversham Portland Cement (One Year) Corporation
Chatham— Materials Town Council
Storrington—Basalt (One Year) Thakeham Rural District Council ...

Newport, Mon,— Metalling Magor and St. Mellon's R.D.C
Epsom— Mateiials (One Year) Rural District Council
Abingdon—Road Stone [3,000 tons) Rural District Council
Culbam, Abingdon—Hartshill Stone (l.eOO tons) Rural District Council

.Tospph Burces's. Tabley. Knntpford
B. Ball, A M.T.C.E.. Borough Engineer, Nelson, Lanes
Fredk. Oaklev. Clerk. I'ppingham
P. Ma-^D^nnell. Clerk, Town Hall. Bray, Ireland
John Barkpr, Surveyor, C'ubley. Derby
George Wintf'r, Boroush Surveyor. Town Hall. Darlinjrton
Thomas H. Sloon. Secrptary. SohoHill, Handsworth, Staffs
Fr^dk. <^aklev. Clerk, Uppingham
Frpdk. W. Rndd. Clerk, Public (.)tlic*'s. Wembley
G. W. Hawley. Hisrhwavs Surveyor. Parliamentlstreet, Nottingham
The Clerk to Mie Coun'il. Countv Hall, Sprin? Gardens. S.W,
<;. J. C. Broom, M.I.O.E., Boro^'Ea-r.. Town Hall, St. Helens. Lanes
P. MacDonnell. Clerk, Town Hall, Bray, Ireland
Fredk. OaUley. Clerk, Uppingham
John Barker, Surveyor, Cubley, Derby
A. Hambrook. Surveyor. 11, Cheriton-placp. Folkestone
W. T. Lancashire, City Eusmeer. Municipal Buildings,, I^eeds
F. J. H. Robinson, Clerk. Easingwold
J. E. Povey. Clerk, Strond. Kent
The Surveyor, Council Offices. Bromley Cross, near Bolton
The Surveyor. Council otKces, Sowerby Bridge
F. W. Firby. District Surveyor. Chiefs-street, Ely
Joseph Wood, Clerk. Kirkheaton
J. P. Wakeford, A.M.I.C.E.. Engineer, Town Hall, Bilston
W. E. Beacham. C.E., Surveyor, Town Hall, L-^ek

Percy R. Francis, Surveyor, Crescent, Wem, Salop
S. A. Goodall, Surveyor. Town Hall. Fenton
E. Laverack, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Hull
J. W. Walshaw, City Surveyor, Guildhall, Peterborough
J. Turvey, Surveyor, Council Offices, Romford
Arthur liodgeon, Surveyor, Clayton-le-Moors
W. T. Lancashire, ' ity Engineer, Municipal Buildings, Leeds
R. Simmons, Surveyor, Grange-lane, (Jateacre, near Liverpool
W. J. Jones. Engineer, Pentre, Rhondda
F. F. Gartside, Clerk and Surveyor, Town Hall, Shaw, Lanes
Daniel Wright, Clerk, Council <iffices, Old Hill, Statfoi-dshire

T. R. Sedgwick, Highways Surveyor, Willington, Derby
W. B. M'Lusky. Engineer and Manager, Perth
N. P. Pattinson, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Gateshead
The Surveyor. Union Offices, Darlington
T. Casson Beaumont, C.E.. Surveyor, Driffield

J. Ainsworth Settle. A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Mun. Bldgs., Heywood
J. Dick.«on Smith, Clerk, Union Offices. Puntet'ract

The Surveyor. District Council Office, East Molescv
W. H. White, City Engineer. Oxford .'

T. W. PuUen. Surveyor, Kensington, Willesborough
W. G. Thomas, Surveyor, Town Hall, Mountain Ash
E. Xortham Witchell.'Clerk, Stroud
J. Patten Barber, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Upper-street, N...

DecimusM. Robb?, Clerk, 6, Lord-street, Gainsborough
G. L. Butterworth, Surveyor, Birchington
S. Percy Andrews. Borough Surveyor, '20. West-street, Faversham
Charles" Day, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Chatham
Wm. Forrester, Surveyor, Storrington, Sussex
Ithel Thomas. Clerk. Queen's Hill. Newport, Mon
T. E. Ware. Surveyor, Waterloo-road, Ep-^om
B. and E. M. Challenor, Clerks, 59, Stert-street, Abingdon ...

Bromley Challenor, Clerk, 59, Stert-street, Abingdon

Mar. IfT
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CLOSEBURN RED FREESTONE
THE BEST Red Stone aJ ANY PRICE, and UNSURPASSED in WEATHERING QUALITIES by other Stones of ANY COLOUR.

^^'o^ked to I)ct;iil ;it (Quarry and dfUverdl reaily for Erei-tion, or tixed tomplete.

The Largest
Stone-Fashioning
Plant in the

World.

C.

For SAMPLES, ANALYSIS, TESTS, and ESTIMATES -Write, "Wire, or Ring- up
Our London
Office at

Telegrams: •• KXKELKR. LdXDllX." ' Telephnnr. -J-iJS HllLBORX

SCOTTISH FREESTONE ftUARRIES, Ltd., THORNHILL, DUMFRIESSHIRE
Crashing Strain—OVER DOUBLE that of PORTLAND STONE. Porosity-HALF. Average Cost-25 per cent

Gwydir Chambers, 104, lli^h llolborn, w.

Capacity of

OUTPUT.
600 Tons
per Day.

LESS.

TRADE MARK BATHSPORTLOTfARRYOWNERS I
Registered
TRADE MARK

f^AK."-- foRt
LOMOiXAT. WtUs. Built IttTP CEMTURY _.

iT ALOMCLM BOX GROUND 5TOHt.

obW"

^ BDGS

j„edonlyofTHtBArH5TONtriR^

For HARDENING. WATERPROOF 1 NO
and PRESERVING BUILDING MATERIALS.'

STOKE i'°^'^'

^.t^Iul^^ PARK""""^''"'""'^^L QUARRIES

PORTLAND.

- svenor Road.

SUMMER-DRIED SEASONED BATH STONE FOR WINTER USE.
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OF all the many parts of an arcliitecf.s

daily woi'k, probably the most import-
ant is planning, yet it is that to which less

attention is gi\-en during the training of the
student than to almost anything else. Great
pains are taken to teach a lad construction, the

peculiarities of various materials, the history

of architecture, and the details of the various

styles, while specification-writing and quan-
tity-sur\-eying roceivo a good deal of attention.

I'lanning, however, he is left to pick up as

best he may from general office practice and
examination, week by week and without
guidance, of the drawings which are illus-

trated in the various building papers. Yet it is

iin ability to plan satisfactorily that he must
depend to a large extent for his success in

after life. However beautiful an architec-

tural composition may be, it will not long
command respect unless the internal arrange-
ments be convenient. Houses are intended

to be lived in, offices and public buildings ai'e

required for business puqwses, while ecclesi-

astical edifices are intended for worship
according to some defined ritual. If the house
Tje draughty, the office inconvenient, or the
chui'oh such that the required ritual cannot
properly be performed—to name some of the
more obvious possible defects—the architect

is blamed, and justly so. lie has been em-
ployed for the very puiijose of making these

buildings satisfactory, and however beautiful

they may be from an lesthetic point of view,
imless they meet this primary requirement
the public consider the architect to have
failed. Why our architectural schools should
devote so large an amount of attention to the
merely constructional and ornamental, while
omitting the most necessary element of plan,

it would puzzle Ljrd Dundreary to under-
stand!

It is often said that the better-type English
houses are comfortable—for English archi-
tects know how to plan as well as how to

design a house- but that larger problems are
entirely beyond them. This is due entirely

to want of systematic training in planning,
such as is the rule in the various atehers on
the Continent, while the reason for our
success in domestic work is to be found in

the constant practice in it which is obtainable
in all small offices throughout the land, in
which most of our men are trained under the
pupilage system. Yet even with regard to
these comparatively simple buildings a little

careful teaching would produce much better
results than are often achieved. It must be
recognised that most of the smaller houses in
our large towns are put up without the aid
of an architect. The speculating builder
generally thinks that he can manage without
•one, and he erects houses by the score which
let and sell with ease. They are generally
models of how to obtain a large amount of
accommodation on a small amount of land,
and at a minimum of cost : but in other
respects are draughty and inconvenient. This
is for want of a little good teaching in plan-
ning in the elemeutary-science schools which
their "designers'* have attended in their
earlier years. They will say that if they
went to an architi'ct no better result would
be achieved ; and unfortunately there is still

a certain amount of truth in this, even
though the architect of the present day re^illv

has some understanding of the proper re-
quirements of house planning. The great
reason for his non-employment, however,
is the desire of the builder to save expense,
ile has learned how to make working

drawings such as will pass the local

authorities, and he is content, therefore,

to economise by doing them himself. To
alter this state of affairs would necessitate

not only the passing of a Hegistration Bill,

but such regulations as would forbid the

occupation of any house which had not been
erected under the control of an architect,

and certified by him as satisfactory on com-
pletion -as we understiind is done in certain

cities in the I'nited States as well as

in liombay. This woulil make tho archi-

tect responsible, and would unquestionably
load to a better class of building, better

planning, and better designing. This desirable

state of affairs, however, seems at pre.sont to

be very far distant, and if we accept matters
as they stand, it is surely better that the

builder who prepares his own plans should
be taught to do so in a satisfactory way, than
that he should go on erecting inconvenient
boxes for human beings to dwell in. It

would be better still if the speculating
builders would come to recognise that an
architect's plan was so far superior to any-
thing they could produce, that his services

were worth paying for. Then his omploj--
ment would follow as a matter of course. In
fact, the phrase, "an architect's house," is

already one which house agents are beginning
to use when they wish to impress upon
l)Ossible purchasers or tenants the advantages
of a particular residence. This points to the
fact that convenience of arrangement, sound
building, and artistic finish have a market
value. The greater this is, the more Ukcly
are the architect's services to be retained by
those who reduce everything to a question of

pounds, shillings, and pence.

The first rei|uirement in house-planning
is an understanding of the habits of life of

those who are to live in the house, particu-

larly in the matter of service. The cottager
or small householder who employs no
servants requires a dwelling which is com-
pact, and needs no further division than that

into day-rooms and night-room. The v-_

ing part of the house, that is the ki' ;;;-" °f

are also the living-rooms, and it is

necessary to properly separate them off, as i^

almost invariably done by means of stall's,

from the bedroom accommodation. The
addition of a parlour for the reception of

visitors on special occasions does not greatly
alter this arrangement ; but as soon as the
family is such as to require the aid of a
servant it becomes necessary, under modern
conditions of life, for the family meals to be
taken elsewhere than in the kitchen, and a
certain amount of departmentalising becomes
essential. This increases with the size of the
house and the number of servants employed.
The family living-rooms have to bo com-
pletely cut off' from direct contact with the
servants, communication being certainly

provided, but in such a way that there is no
familiar intercourse ; and in some houses,

those of a larger type, separate stairs to the
bedrooms are provided for each department
of the house, and the bedrooms themselves
are arranged often in three different sections

:

one being given up to the family and visitors,

one to the nursery, and one to the servants.

Besides these, there are yet many other
points to consider in planning a really satis-

ractory residence, none of which are system-
atically taught to the average architectural

student. The proper aspects of tho various
rooms, the prospects obtainable from the
windows, the positions of doors, windows,
and fireplaces in relation to one another, in

order to secure light and warmth without
draught, and the proper sizes of recesses and
wall - space to accommodate essential fur-

niture, are all things which which meet with
scant attention compared with their import-
ance. It is easy, for instance, to arrange
a bedroom which has an ample floor space,

and yet cannot accommodate a bed, nr to

place a dining-room door in the miildle of

one of its walls in such a way that the door

opens against tlie chairs of those seated at the

dining-table. A knowledge of the various

governing conditions of domestic planning

can certainly be acquired by practice and by
experience in most country olfices, combined
with a little careful reading ; but when the

vi>uiig architect who has been trained on
nothing of a larger nature is met with a
problem of greater magnitude ho is

immediately at a loss. Ilouse-planning is

doni', as a rule, without definite system ;—
larger works need system above everything.

The determination of an axis, easy as it seems

to tho accomplished man, is a matter of great

trouble to one who has never heard that a

building should possess an axis at all. Then
comes the consideration of the various leading

types of plan, such as have been handed
down to us from untold past generations as

being applicable to all works of importance.

The axial arrangement may suit a church

very well ; but before long, minor axes,

crossing the main axis, have to bo introduced,

and as buildings develop in size and com-
plexitj", other expedients have to be resorted

to, such as the splitting up of the central axis

into radial axes. Then there is tho court-

}-ard type of idan, with its proper arrangement
of corridors on the inner sides—this being

often a necessary modification of the axial

plan, which, if too closely followed on all

occasions, is likely to lead to the use of a
central coii'idor unlighted except from its

ends. The courtyard plan is capable of much
development, and is now used in all buL'dings

of the greatest magnitude, except hospitals,

which are almost invariably planned on the

conidor system, with largo projecting and
parallel blocks or wards running out at right

angle to the corridors. 'Whatever type be
adopted, the principle of departmentalising

has always to bo kept in view, each depart-

ment being properly controlled from some
centre or other, each independent, and yet

all easily communicating with one another.

Then comes the (juestion of vertical plan-
•ip. jpit is not only necessary to plan

^f V'^^ally, to make everything convenient
'/ •' "(Voor ; but the accommodation provided
*'. various floors must ba. properly arranged

in connection withal 3<it,vv-^-^\,^ s. In largo

city buildings c; 'icultil ev'o. ^^
,, where floors

are many and t ^?J- ^.^Vsf'' i small, this is

particularly impori. ' .'''•'iy . as communication
maybe both rapid and dire t by means of

quickly-moving lifts as well as by stairs, it is

quite possible to do a great deal by this means.

It is often said that a good designer, like a
poet, is bom and not made ; yet his work can

be very gi-eatly improved by proper training.

The principles"must first be understood, and
those are just the things which do not come
by intuition. A clever man may certainly

acquire an understanding ofthem by examina-
tion of the works of others ; but this is a slow

and difficult process compared with a little

clear and definite teaching. There seems to

be no reason at all why ability to plan should

not be developed just as highly as, sfiy,

ability to design in a particular phase of the

Eenaissance. If Englisharchi.tects can succeed

with little countrj' houses which they have

been accustomed to deal with from theii'

architectural b.abyhood, surely they could

equally easily be taught to i)roduce good

schemes for really important buildings or

great groups of buildings. Apparently those

who devised our examination schemes thought

more of almost everything else than of this

highlv important matter. It has often

happened that the subject for design set at

the E.I.B.A. final exams, has been one which
has demanded no skill in planning whatever.

It has been an architectural problem pure

and simjdo, set from the narrow point of

view that an architect is one who is called

upon to embellish a building- as if he were
little more than a decorative artist in stone.

On the contrary, planning is of such para-

mount importance that it ought to occupy a
large amount of the time taken up by the
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training of an architect. It ought to be
encouraged by the way in which questions

are set in the architectural examinations. It

ought, in fact, to have a paper devoted

entirely to it, and until this is done, it is not

likeh' to be systeuuitically taught in archi-

tectural schools as it ought to be.

CEMEXT-TESTING.

THE greatly increased use of concrete of

late years both for tire-resisting floors

and in reinforced construction, has brought
the question

cement into

testing machine, starting from /-cro and
increasing at the rate of lOOlb. every twelve

seconds.

Taken on the whole, this tensile test is not

one which is of any extreme importance, as

cement is larely used in a state of tension.

It has become recognised, and there the

matter rests : but a very strong cement in

this respect may, after all, be an entirely

unsound one. Much more important is the

test for fineness of grinding. It would now
be thought that (inii particles held back by a

sieve of 2,500 holes per square inch would
be likely to cause destruction, becau-e they

of the testing of I'ortland
I

would not take up water sufficiently soon and
prominence which it has

,
might consequently do so, and expand in the

in an architect's
i

process after the rest of the bulk had set.hardly occupied hitherto in an architect's

estimation. For ordinary building work he I This point was hardlv recognised in the old

has been quite contented with the specification ^ •
<• ^ _- -^ ^i i.i- t_

which satijfied the early users of the material
demanding nothing more than that the
cement should be supplied by an approved
manufacturer, should be of good colour, and
should not feel cold to the touch when the
arm is plunged into it. Certainly further

days, nor, in fact, was it then possible to

grind to the extreme fineness which is now
demanded. It is not only possible, but quite

easy, for manufacturers to meft the require-

ments of the Standard Specification in this

respect, which demands that there shall not

be more than .'! per cent, residue on a mesh
stipulations have been frequeuth- introduced

|

having 5,770 holes per square inch, made of

into the specihcatioii ; but it has been an I 70 sti'ands of wire in each direction to the

exceedingly raie thing for an architect to
i

lineal inch, the wire being •0044in. in section

apply any actual test at all. He has been ac- —even the wire thus being standardised,

customeil, probably, to specify that the weight Further than this, the residue left on a sieve

should not be less than llOlb. per striked having ISO strands in either direction per

bushel, that it should stand a pull of at least lineal inch, or o2,400 holes per square inch,

3oOlb. per square inch before fracture when is not permitted to exceed i'2l per cent., the

made into a briquette and immersed in water wire used in this case being about half the

for seven days, and that there should be a thickness of that required for the larger

residue of not more than 5 per cent, left on a mesh —namely, 002in.

sieve having 2,500 holes per square inch. Even yet the necessary tests to which all

Still, it has been a most rare thing indeed for cement must be subjected which is to be
an architect to either weigh his cement, sift used in important work, such as reinforce-

it, or put a briquette in the testing machine, ment, are not exhausted. There must be no
If he had done so within recent years, he tendency, for instance, to undue expansion,

would have had no difficulty whatever in either during setting or afterwards, and no
satisfying the requirements which he has likelihood of disruption through the cement
specified, and he would have gone away feel- being over-cooled or over- or under-burned,

ing quite satistiod when possibly his cement The old rough-and-ready test for coolness, of

Wi's of an utterly inferior character, little plunging in the hand or arm, is still a fairly

thinking that the maker was lai^'jjiind , jjSatisfactory one, and, strange to say, no
him, and entirely ignorant that t-ttgine? . f^bstitute for it is provided in the Standard

were demanding a material of so muo (Specification, unless itbe the expansion test by
higher a character that it could hardly be ' the Le Chatelier method. This is an exceed-

considerel to be *''t> same thinj;' at all. To inglv delicate test, requiring that a small

begin with, the w' Ofl&uf cement depends so

much upon the
[ _ »a which it is packed

into the !>'easure'that no standard is possible.

Should the cement be a trifle light, it is

easy to press it down, without appearing
to do so, to an extent which is suf-

ficient to raise the weight of what is con-
tained in a bushel box up to the required
UOlb. On the other hand, if the specific

gravity be ascertained, this is a thing which
it is impossible to manipulate. According to

the specification of the Engineering Standards
Committee, the specific gravity should not be
less than o'lo when sampled and hermetically

sealed at the manufacturer's works, nor less

than 3'10 if sampled after delivery. Roughly,
this coiTesponds with the old weight test

;

but it is accurate and reliable, instead of the

reverse. Thou, in the matter of strength, it

would be difficult now to meet with a cement
made by moilern methods, and carefully

ground in the modern way, which would
not stand considerably more than y50lb. per
square inch after seven days' immersion in

water. The Standard Specification re([uires

4001b. per square inch at seven days from
gauging, which means actually only six days
after immersion, for the briquette, though
removed from the mould as soon as it is

sufficiently set for this to be done without
injury, is kept in a damp atmosphere for the
next twenty-four hours, and is only then put
into water, in which it then remains for six

days only before the tensile test is apjilied.

The Stanilurd Specification is extremelj' ex-

l)lieit with regard to this, requiring that the
water in which the briquette is submerged
shall be of a temperature which is main-
tained between 58-' and 04' Fuhr., and that
the load shall be gradually applied in the

s]dit cylinder, open at both ends, .shall be

filled with gauged cement, and then placed in

water for twenty-four hours. The cylinder

has a long index needle attached to it

OQ each side of the split, so placed that

the two needles are parallel. When the

mould is taken out of the water, the distance

between the extreme points of the needles is

carefully measured. The mould is then

plunged into cold water, which is brought to

bdiling point in a period ranging between
15 .and 30 minutes, and kept boiling for six

hours. A thoroughly bad cement will in that

time turn to soup, while a "" cool" but otherwise

sound cement will shrink to such an extent

that it will drop out of the mould. On the

other hand,- a cement which is likely to ex-

pand in working or after setting will slightly

open the split of the cylinder. This will bo
exaggerated by the long needles, so as to be
measurable by comparing the distance be-

tween the points with that previously ascer-

tained. This is such an easy test to apply

that it is somewhat wonderful that it has not

been adopted on building works of even
moderate importance; but prejudice and
custom are difficult things to overcome, and
there is still an inclination on the part of a

gre^t many to trust to the simple old

"bottle" test, which consisted in nothing

more than filling a bottle with mixed cement,

allowing it to set, and then, after a few days,

noting whether the bottle had cracked, which
would show expansion, or whether, if

coloured water were poured in, it would indi-

cate by its presence between the cement and
the glass that contraction had taken place.

Certainly in the latter respect it is a sound

test, and excejit that it requires more time

for its development, as the action is not

accelerated by the use of heat, it is as efficient

as any other : but with regard to expansion
it is well to remember that bottles are by no
means of uniform .strength, and that an ex-
pansion which will utterly destroy one of

weak make will have no effect whatever on
another of stronger manufacture. The ad-
vantage of the TjB Chatelier test is that the

amount of expansion can be accurately ascer-

tained and a standard detennined upon. This
is not possible even with the ordinary boiling

test, which, however, is otherwise a good one.

At any rate, it will detect whether a cement
is moderately sound or utterly worthless. It

is performed bj' making a pat of cement
about three inches in diameter and half an
inch thick, tapering off to a feather edge, on
a small sheet of glass, allowing this to set for

six hours in air, and then placing it in a
saucepan or kettle in cold water, which is

brought to the boil and kept boiling for six

hours. If the pat be made of sound cement
it will emerge from the boiling water perfectly

uncracked and adherent to the glass, while a

bad cement will float away and utterly dis-

integrate long before the six hours are over.

Chemical analysis is generally cut of the

question in small building works : but it is

an essential if the composition of tho cement
be in the least degree doubted. The Standard

Specification, for instance, demands that the

percentage of insoluable residue of magnesia
and of sulphuric anhydride shall not exceed

certain stipulated amounts, wtiich can only

be discovered b y quantitative analysis. This

must be performed by a trained chemist, and
consequently, where this specification is

adopted, it is necessary to submit samples to

an expert. Unless this can be done, it is

better to omit the clause. So it is with all the

other tests : it is useless to specify aiiy which
it is impracticable to apply. On the other

hand, the quality of the cement used in much
structural work is of so great an importance

that nothing less than the Standard Specifica-

tion will meet the requirements, and the right

thing to do when this is the case is to adopt

it in tut':, and to make provision for the

appUcation of all the stipulated tests, selecting

samples in the way laid down therein, and
sending them to one of the many specialists

who undertake testing work for examination

and report. Rough testing on thsjob by the

clerk of the works may serve the purpose

temporarily and in many cases, but where

high quality is essential it does not suffice.

It is not to be expected that the most
conscientious clerk of works, even if he be

provided with the necessary apparatus, is an

expert chemist or physicist, capable of

making an accurate analysis of so com-
plicated a product as Portland cement, or of

determining the specific gravity of a fine

powder which has the awkward property of

setting into a hard mass when water is added

to it. v.^
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH

ARCHfTECTS.

THE tenth meeting of the Institute for ttii;

present session was held on Monday evening

at 9, Conduit-street, W., Mr. Leonard Stokes,

vice-president, m the chair, when papers on

l.niUABIES

were lead, the subject being dealt with from the

standpoint rcspectivelv of a librarian and of an

architect, by Mr. J. Dcrr I3iiow.\. chief librarian

under the I'slington Borough Council, and by Mr.

Hen-i-.v T. Hake, vice-president.

URICKWOllK v. 1100K3.

Mr. J. Dm- Buowx treated of library plan-

ning as affected by modern library policy and

interior arrangements, and discussed the question

of finance. In a paper marked by much pawky

humour, the author lamented the fact that the

English Libraries Acts do not specify the amount

whR'h shall'be borrowed for building purposes, as

in the case of Scotch Acts, which provide that

only one-fourth part of the income from the

library rate, capitalised at twenty yeai-s' pur-
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chase, shall he honowej. thus putting a deKiiite

check upon the mistakes and extravalances of

rommitteos. In most oases throughout Englami
this reasonable proportion of the library rate has
been enormously e\i-eedeil, with the result that
many of the buildings possess arehiteetural
merits, but as libraries are failures. The craze
for overbuilding, because the money is easily
obtained, has been responsible for numerous cases
of library buildings which are collections of
bricks rather than of books, and whoso equip-
ment is so meagre, and funiis so scarce, that the
hours have to bo shortened in order to avoid a

fras bill that would extinguish the penny rate I

The author went on to consider the following
points, which he put forward as suggestiDns for

discussion : Is it advisable in the interests of pro-
gress and etfirioncy to standardise library plans
and methods by adopting one uniform svs'tem for
everything : The author hoped that the factors
which were being sought to bring about this

uniformity would never be discovered, and that
architects would continue to design, and librarians
to invent, fresh solutions of every problem pre-
sented.

SYSTEM ,\TIC OI.ASSmCATIOX,

by introducing more scientific methods of arrange-
ment, will necessitate some alteration in the
structure and spacing of bookshelves. Kxact
classification has brought about changes in the
height, spacing, and adjustability of bookcases:
and has had some influence in bringing into use
the ''open-access" system, which, the author
predicted, will, within the next few years, become
all but imiversal. The "open-access*' system
has been the means of important modifications in
planning. Jn both reference and lending depart-
ments the bookcases must be easily accessible
from the floor without the use of steps, and the
spacing of standard bookcases when facing each
other must be arranged so that readers can stand
back to back at the shelves and still leave sutK-
cient gingway for others to pass. This extra
space is very nearly balan -ed by throwing into
the roo-u the lobby usually reserved in front of
indicators and similar closed systems. If the
library is periodically weeded of obsolete books,
congestion only arises in a few cases and for a
brief period. The best shelving for a public
library is the homes of the borrowers, and for
that reason elaborate efforts to find accommoda-
tion for books which are generally in circulation
is a mistake. .Another department in which great
changes are certain to happen is the

ItEI'Er.EXOE I.IllUAUY.

Its function in the past has been to collect
books rather than to utilise them for purposes of
research

: it has become rather a book museum
than a literary workshop. The author advocated
complete isolation for students in the reference
library, so that everyone should have a reserved
self-contained place at a table, with plenty of
accomoiolation for spare booKs and table space
sulficient for the arrangement and spreading-out
of reference works and papers.

THE DOOM Ol- THE XEWSI'Al'ER I'.OOM.

.\nother matter which may influence olanning
is the question of limiting the supplv of news-
papers. JIany libraries have cut down the supply.
[n some the provision is limited to the e.xhibition
of the "Situations Vacant" columns cut from
the morning paper : in one place newspapers are
not taken at all. By limiting newspapers con-
siderable economy is effected in the cost of space,
.stands and fittings, lighting, staff, i:c.

I.IllltAUY OESIn.V.

Mr. Haiie said, in opening his paper, that the
public library had been the occasion for many
competitions, and it might have been expected
that, with so much effort concentrated on a com-
paratively simple subject, some very brilliant type
of plan or design would have been evolved. This,
however, had not been the case, for none could
claim to be the last word in library design. If
the problem were dealt with from the initiatory
stage— i e., the selection of the site—uader proper
advics a much bstter result might in mist cases b?
attained. Often in a library for a moderately-sized
district a'?,oin •nidation was asked for twentv o:-

thirty thousand bioks in the lending department.
This needed a very large room, and was quite
unnecessary. A. large proportion of the b>oks —
particularly fiction—quickly go out of date.
Shelving for ten to fifteen thousand volumes would
generally bs sulfi'ient for an average district:
it might be supplemented by an adequate store-
room, where bojks could be econoaiioally housed.

The refereiH'e libiary also is often oversi/.ed. For
an average library accommodation for from twenty
to thirty readers is ample. The bulk of the books

might be housed in a stack-room adjoining the

referonce-rofun. The usual treatment of the

reading-room is susceptible of much improve-

ment. Tfio ideal reading-room should jiartake

more of the nature of a hall, with ])robably an
open roof or, at all events, considerable height.

It should permit of the spacing of the furniture

very widely, allowing ample gangway for persona

to move about without disturbing th>i readers.

The author suggested that the lending library

might bi' included in the reading-room, so

reducing the typical library to

TWO ^lAix rrui.ic kooms

— viz., a general reading-room and library, and a

smaller room for reference leaders opening out of

it. This arr:ingement would obviate the necessity

for passages, entrance halls, and staircases, and
all available funds could bo devoted to those parts

of the building actually used by the public The
author touched on the "open access" and
"indicator" systems, and showed the manner in

which the ailoption of either the one or the other

must influence the design of the building. The
necessity for the supervision of the lending
library in all its parts from a central fixed point
appeared to suggest as the ideal plan for this room
a semicircular form with radiating b_»okcases. On
confined and irregular sites such a plan, however,
is very dithcult, if not quite impossible. The
importance of supervision by the staff should not
be exaggerated, as the public using the library
largely supervise themselves.

A RECEXT DEVELOrMEXT

in the direction of rendering libraries more widely
useful as educational centres, where lectures can
be given, has introduced a new element in the
planning, separate entrances and exits having to

be provided. From this point of view, it is open
to question whether the familiar news-room, with
its costly fittings, is really a necessity. In the
new libraries being built in Islington no news-
paper-room is being provided, but only a large
general reading-room containing magazines and
periodicals. The author, in conclusion, urged
the desirability of reconsidering our views of the
necessities of a public library in the direction of
a much more simple type of building—viz., one
large hall with very ample space both in floor

area and cubic capacitj'. This would be econo-
mical, comfortable, and convenient, and would
lend itself also to dignified architectural treat-

ment—the latter of the first importance from an
educational point of view, for good ai-chitecture is

<at least as essential as public convenience.

Mr. Mairice B. AnA:Ms moved a very cordial
vote of thanks to the lecturers, remarking that he
happened himself to have read papers on the
subject recently before the Architectural Societies
of Leeds and Liverpool, and also at Cambridge
before the Library Association, He appreciated
the difliculty expressed by both speakers that
there must be in saying anything either novel or
striking on this topic. He agreed with Jlr. Duff
Brown m his proposal to niHterially reduce, if

not to .abolish, the supply of newspapers to
libraries. Newspapers had sadly deteriorated in

character and influence of late yearsi and were
now so cheap that there was no necessity to
provide costly reading-rooms for this class of
periodical at the ratepayers' expense. Certainly
the space they occupied could be more beneficiallv
utilised. As to the open ac :'ess principle, he was
strongly in favour of it, and was surprised at the
opposition rai.sed by some members of committees
and librarians to a method which had everything
to recommend it from the readers' standpoint. The
protection against theft and damage was not so

much that the reader believed he was under con-
tinuous surveillance, for this was impracticable, but
that he could never tell exactly when he was being
watched, ilr. Hare's suggestion to standardise
the plans of libraries could not be adopted, owing
to local requirements, besides the great diversity

j

of form, area, and lighting of the sites. He could
testify to the cleverness of Mr. Hare's Hammer-
smith and W'olverba aapton library designs, as he
look part in both competitions, and realised the
skilful treatment of the roofing in the large upj>?r

room in the latter, and the ingenious arrange-
ment of the stack-room in the former building.

The heating of a public library was often very
diflicult. Radiators made an objectionable mess,
and oci-upied valuable wall surface. In a recent
library he had built hs he had adopted open

gratings over pijies with jianels of cork lino, by
which the heat was evenly distributed away from
the wall and books, without the noise of iron
gratings exposctl to the traflic.

Mr.'lO. .\. liAKF.K, 1 brarian of Elthani public,

library, in secoiuling the vote of thanks, said hu
admired the boldness of Mr. Duff Brown in work-
ing out his problems independently, and putting
them into practice in spite of the oppositiim sure

to be evoked among members of library com-
mittees. His proposals for the open access

system and the abolition of the new.spapor-room
were, however, revivals of older plans. The
closed or indicator system was introduced half a
century ago, at the time when mechanics" insti-

tutes were being organised, and fears were appre-
hended of bringing comparatively uneducated
readers into contact with valuable books. The
indicator nu^thod was admittedly in the transition

stage, and he believed the open access system
would soon be universal. The oppo.sition to the

adoption of this more convenient method was due
to the natural inertia of librarians accustomed to

the older mode. The problem now before archi-

tects was not to devise now plans for libraries,

but the more formidable and thankless task of

converting closed into accessible libraries.

Mr. R. ,1. .\xoEi.. borough surveyor of Ber-
mondsey, asked Mr. Duff Brown if he could give
the actual number of books lost in some libraries

where the open access system had been adopted.
The best plan, he thought, was one giving a long
counter, where the public could be well distributed,

.and several indicatois. each dealing with one
single class. The case of the British Museum
was not in point, owing to the comparative difli-

culty of obtaining a reader's ticket at that
institution and the close supervision exercised over
readers. In a municipal librarj- there was the
risk that persons with unclean hands would
demand valuable books. The catalogue should
show, by a brief de.scription, the character of

each book, and the volumes should be arranged
and indexed in classes according to subject. He
should like to know if any library had abandoned
the open access system for the indicator method,
and whether the former plan did not conduce to

disturbance of readers by talking.

Mr. A. J. Peddie, librarian of St. Bride's
Foundation Institute, regarded the North Islington
library as a most happy outcome of consultation
between architect and librarian. Where, as was
occasionally the case, the library w:is planned,
built, and furnished before the librarian was
appointed, grave difficulties in working were sure
to reveal themselves. The two parties to the
success of the institution ought to be in close

consultation during its inception. He was a
strong advocate for the open access system : a
reader needed to judge of character, style, and
contents of a book before he borrowed it, or the
librarian was put to unnecessary trouble in

changing volumes. In a reading and well-

educated community the open access syste ii must
prevail.

Mr. A. J. Phillip, municipal librarian of
Gravesend, .said the two reforms now being urged,
those of open access to books and abolition of
newspapers—were due to the fact that librarians

like Mr. Duff Brown had been through the mill,

and knew the practical needs of readers. The
difficulty in making the changes was the ill-

informed committee-man and ratepayer, who
dreaded any change in existing arrangements.
Mr. E. GoDFKEV PAriE said the faults of tho

open access system were the difficulty of super-
vision, and the fact that readers never returned
books to the proper places.

Mr. FuAXcis Hooi'Eit suggest that the open
access principle should be applied to the Institute

library. It would be a great benefit to those who
wished to consult volumes if a skilled joiner could
be brought in to take the locks and hinges off the
cases in that meeting-room and the adjoining one.
Mr. .Iames Oshoune iSmith and Mr. H. V.

Laxchesteii also spoke, the latter averring that
the perusal of even a briefly annotated catalogue
would rob a would-be reader of any desire to
consult a single volume.
Mr. .loiiN FitowiiE. chief librarian of Birming-

ham, Slid all discussion revolved round the least
interesting point of guarded v. open access. He was
a firm supporter of the close library system, and
architects should not assume that the newer method
was generally approved. In some libraries where it

hud been tried the privilege was abused, and had
to be withdrawn. In many cases where it was in
force, especially in the United States, the loss of
books by theft and damage was very great. He
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was not sure that consultation between architect

and lihrarian was always good ; in either class the
individunl differed much, and the man who
planned a library should depend on his own
experience and common-sense. He had heard
Mr. Brown's paper read in somewhat different

forms before, and found no new points in it.

The vote of thanks was accorded by acclama-
tion, and in his reply Mr. Diri- Bkdwx said the

total losses in Clerkenwell during many years'

trial of the open access system averaged leas than
twenty volumes a year, and against this they
might put the cost and loss of space and time
involved by having indicators. In the I'nited

States there was less supervision of libraries, and
persons without any ticket could hire through an
institution. There was no difference in forms of

admission to Knglish public libraries and that o(

the British Museum, except that the latter was
closed to persons under twenty-one years of age.

As for the trouble caused by the misplacement of

books by careless readers, the average time re-

quired to reinstate books in their proper places

was not half an hour a day. In conclusion, he
remarked that he had suffered a good deal from
the inquiries of competing architects as to the best

methods of planning a library.

Mr. II.\UE also briefly responded.

again inserted and given effect to, especially if

made retrospective.

Mr. R. A. ViuNr: held that valuable lessons

were to be learnt from the study of these photo-
gr.^phs of the San Francisco tin-. It was a great

pity that there was in Kngland no means of

obtaining photographs of details of the effects of

great fires. The said photographs would need to

be taken by experts in building construction, to be

of real value.

Lieut. Si.ADEy. of the Metropolitan Fire

Brigade, said they had experienced in London a

small number of cases where wired glass had been
under tire with similarly satisfactory results to

those seen in San Francisco.

Mr. Walter W. Thomas, J. P., of Liverpool,

past-President, and Mr. R. F. Vallaxce, of

Mansfield, vice-president, having also spoken, a

hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Mauslaxh,
who briefly responded.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

THE fifth meeting of the Society of Architects
for the present session was held on Thursday

evening in last week at Staple Inn Buildings
South, Holborn, Mr. Albert E. Pridiuoie, the

President, in the chair. There was a large

attendance of members and visitors. The follow-

ingcandidateswere elected by ballot. As members :

William Hervey Brown, 62, Bootham, York

;

Arthur Percy Harrison, IS, Cooke-lane, Keighley

;

Charles Edward Mercer, F.S.I., London Bridge
Station, S.K. : Thomas Ridge, Bank Chambers,
Ciswestry ; Albert Sweeney, 37, Wix-lane, Clap-
ham Common ; Francis Henry Witts, 39, Agate-
road, Hammersmith, W. ; Samuel CharlesThomas,
Wind-street, Swansea : and as students : Herbert
Clarke, jun., .'il. High-street, Chelmsford ; Owen
Coghlan, Olendale, King's- road Cheltenham;
Charles Derry, 14, St. Aubyn-slreet, Hevonport;
William H. Hatchard- Smith, Charlwood, Epsom :

Richard Evered Haymes, 164, Abbey Foregate,
Shrewsbury : Richard Bertram Ling, 53, Dorothy-
road, Lavender Hill : James Phillip Padgett, 73,

Clarendon - road, Chorlton-on-Medlock ; Hubert
Savage, 65, Hilldrop - crescent, C'amden-road ;

Reginald Charles Smith, 79, High-street, 1 lover-

court ; Charles H. L. Varcoe, 17, Alexandra-
terrace, I'umford - street. E. Stonehouse : and
Staccv Bowen Williams, 6, Cvmmer - street,

I 'ardiff.

THE Eri-ECT or mtE ox lUILDIXO MATEUIALS AXll

roUMS OF COXSTItCCTIOX.

A paper on this subject was read by Mr. Ei.i.is

Mausi.axd, hon. secretary, who explained that it

had special I'eference to the recorded results of the

conflagration at San Francisco. The lecture, which
appe irs (J/ rxtcuso on p. 410 jjofit, was illustrated

by numerous specially-prepared lantern Isides.

Mr. C. H. Mead proposed a vote of thanks to

^[r. Marsland for his instructive and succinct

lecture.

Mr, F. 0. Sachs, chairman of the British Fire

Prevention Committee, in seconding the motion,
said the views had shown that, whilst everybody
throughout the world had been paying full atten-

tion to the protection of floors from fire, they had
not given nearly enough consideration to coluums.
.\t San Francisco, in any case, no pretence what-
ever was made of protecting the colunnis from
fire, and where any effort was made it was but
half-hearted. As to the merits of the various

floors, concrete had best stood the test. It would
1)0 well to protect a concrete Moor with an under
or suspended fioor, preferably of metal lathing.

Ho agreed with Mr. Marsland that the besl pro-

tection for columns was solid concrete. In
connection with cast iron columns, the form of

protection should aim, as far as possible, at

preventing tlio rusting of the iron underneath,
and no better anti-corrosive could be found than
cement. A terracotta covering might be of
value ; but there was the risk of air percolating
through such a porous material and rusting the
7netal. Shutters and wired gla/ing used together
would form a good protection for window openings.
It would be a good thing for the Metropolis if the
clauses which were brought up in the London
Building Acts Amendment Bill of 190 5 were

POWER- STATIONS.— V.

By R. OwEX Allsop.

THE accompanying plan shows the ncw^ central

electric generating station of the Birmingham
Corporation. The general arrangement of the
buildings and the lay-out of the machinery are

from the designs of Mr. R. A. Chattock, M.I.E.K.,
city electrical engineer to the Birmingham Cor-
poration. Mr. Chattock has produced a monu-
mental work. He has very kindly furnished us

with most useful plans and sections, including
complete drawings of one of the new sub-stations,

all of which we hope to be able to reproduce
either in connection with a description ot the

st.xtion, or for the illustration of several points of

detail when we deal with these.

The Birmingham central station at Summer
Lane affords an example of an up-to-date build-

ing having plant suited to the diverse duties of a

large city—lighting, power, and tramways. We
have personally inspected the station, and examined
every detail from the coal supply to the outgoing
cables and feeders. The plant in the station is

designed to deal with four classes of supply :
—

(1) D.C.— Supply at >20 and 440 volts for

lighting and private power purposes in the neigh-
bourhood of the station.

(i) An auxiliary D.C.—Supply at 440 volts by
trunk mains to the two older Birmingham Cor-
poration generating stations.

(3) D.C.—Supply at 5.i0 volts to sections of the

electric tramways.

(4) An E.H.T. 3-phase A.C—Supply to the

sub-stations at a pressure of .5,000 volts.

The steam-generating and power plant com-
prises boilers by Messrs. Babcock and Wilcox.
Ltd., and vertical surface condensing engines

by Jlessrs. Bellis and Morcam, Ltd. The
electrical plant comprises alternators by the

British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., and continuous current generators by
Jlessrs. Dick, Kerr, and Co., Ltd. The power
and location of the generating sets are indicated

on the plan, including also the exciter engines

and dynamos. The only auxiliary rotative elec

trical machinery in the station is a set of

"balancers" for equalising the pressure on the

outer conductors of the three-wire lighting net-

work. In the sub-stations are step-down trans-

formers, and the change to D.C. from the alternate

current is by rotary con\'erters. -V magnifict-nt

set of switchboards for A.D. and D.C. control has

been supplied by the British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd., from Mr. Chattock's specifications.

Messrs. Ewcn Harper and Brother, of Birming-
ham, were the architects for the building, and
have produced a most pleasing and suitable main
facade. The contractors for the station-building

were Messrs. William Sapcote and Sons, also of

Birmingham. The cables are by the Callender

Cable and Construction Co., Ltd., of Erith, who
ha\'e also been entrusted with tlu> laying of the

system of mains. The complete cost of the Bir-

mingham jjower-skition and subsidiary works has

been about £.500,000.

Regarding, now, the building from the archi-

tect and constructor's point of view, wo see that

it consists in the main of three long enclosures

—the engine-house, 273ft. by 100ft. ; the boiler-

house, 27'5ft. by soft. : and an economiser-houso,
27.5ft. by 47ft. At the canal end of the station is

a circulating-water pump-house, 71tt. by 2!ft.

The switchboard g.alleries are remarkable for the

spaciousness. Convenient to these arc engineers'

rooms, with lavatory and bathroom. A well-

equipped workshop is included in the plan.

It will be observed that the site is constricted,

in a sense, and that we do not here find a switch-

board parallel to the long axis of the engine-

house. The arrangement has been necessitated by
the nature of the site. We have above scheduled

the several duties of the station, and it will be
remarked that these are multifarious. A necessary

result of this is the large number of cables and
outgoing feeders from the switchboard to the
districts and sub-stations supplied. It will, more-
over, be noticed that the position of the canal,

whence the fuel is barged to the station, controls-

the position of the boiler-house, and, to some
extent, governs the disposition of the plan. In
view, then, of these exigencies, Jlr. ( 'hattock has

placed the switchboard next adjoining Summer-
lane, so that the cables can be orderly arranged

as they leave the station—the long frontage avail-

able to the street enabling this to be done. As a

consequence, instead of the medley of cables too-

often found in power-houses, we have at Birming-

ham perfect order. A great feature in this station

is the excellent cable work, both as to plac'ing and
manufacture, ilr. Chattock's efforts have lieeni

ably seconded by the Callender Cable and Con-
struction Co., Ltd., and the cable distribution and
laying is a model of its kind. It will be seen that

on the plan is indicated a three-way cable subway-

running under the centre of the engine-house.

These subways are specially provided for cables

and cables only, the scheme being a great con-

trast to those stations where various steam-

pipes, exhaust-pipes, and cables, Arc, convert

the engine-house basement into a wilderness.

The rubber-insulated and tire-proof braided

Callender cables drop down from the generators

and are carried in the subways on special stone

shelves in continuous lengths. By this means,

should a fire break out in any length ot cable,

those abovo and below are protected by the boldly

projecting stone shelves. It will be noticed that

the D.C. subways curve round so that the fire

protection continues until the cables diverge to-

the several proper points at the switchboard.

Under Summer-lane are constructed well-lighted

vaults. To these the outgoing cables are collected,

all in perfect order, without twisting or crossing.

For about 100yds. the cables are drawn through

earthenware conduits where they enter an under-

ground street-chamber, 20tt. square. From this

point the L.T. mains—which are of the well-

known vulcanised bitumen type associated with

Callender's name—are laid on the solid system,

a system which has of late years been steadily

taking precedence of others, and of which Jlessrs.

Callenders were the earliest exponents. This

solid system is a method of laying electric

mains by which the cables are laid in earthenware

troughs," which arc then filled in with pure

Trinidad Lake bitumen. The cables are sup-

ported on porcelain bridges, and are completely

encased in this bitumen, which is run into the

troughs in a warm liquid condition. In cooling

it sets hard, and acts both as a protection and a

preservative to the cables by virtue of its water-

proof, clastic, and insulating jiroperties. To
finish off, stout tiles are placed on the top ot the

trough when the bitumen is still hot enough to

act as a cement, thus rendering the whole section

solid and compact. The H.T. mains are laid in

a similar manner. The whole system of cables at

Birmingham is worth the closest study.

Coal is bai-ged into the basin from the Birming-

ham and Fazeley (-'anal, and the barges are

moored alongside of the belt conveyor indicated

on the plan.
" The fuel is shovelled by hand on to

the belt, which towards its end rises at a con-

siderable angle. Delivery is thus made into an
avitomatic weigher, which tips the coal into a

hopper serving the chain conveyors. These are

provided in duplicate and pass along the weather-

proof steel box bridges, and so to the rising chains

at the canal end of the boiler-house. The two
conveyors run over the coal bunkers which form

storage if necessary for 2,000 tons, and are built

of riveted steel. On the return run of the con-

veyors the ashes are collected, and arrangements

are made so that these may be delivered either to

barges or to carts imder the conveyor bridges.

The construction ot the boiler-house and engine-

house will appear from the cross-section we shall

give. The main walls of engine, boiler, and

economiser houses are built of solid brickwork.

The coal buiikcrs in the boiler-house are sustained

by built-up steel stanchions carrying suitable

cross girders that uphold the coal bunkers. These

stanchions arc indicated on the plan, and it wiU

be observed how the boilers are grouped so as to

be clear of these supports. Additional boilers can
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thus be laid down in the space reserved for such
extension of plant, witliout any interference with
the structure of the boiler-house.

The interior of the engine-house certainly pre-

sents a very fine effect, largely due to the massive
arched recesses, and the employment of a lattice-

framed steel roof. This latter is especially note-
worthy. In place of the ordinary thin, lean-

lo iking, clssely-spaced steel truss, the trusses are

boldly spaced, and an excellent appearance is

given by the latticed tie-beams. Deep lattice

purlins are provided, and the whole effect is quitf

noteworthy in these days of steel-roof construc-
tion. The design will show on the cross-section.

The arrangement "t engines and generators is

with orank-shafts at right angles to the long axis

oi the engine-house. Two rows of machinery
are thus arranged. Each engine has its own con-
denser, and these are arranged above the driving-

tloor level. Similarly, eac-h engine has an in-

dependent auto-relief pipe to atmosphere, the
pipes passing through the engine-house wall and
so vertically upwards, the actual relief-valve being
in the engine-house. The condenser flow and
leturn-pipes pass along either side of the engine-
house. The condensing-water intake is at the

BIEMINGIIAM KLECTEIC GENERATING STATION.

bisin opposite the pump-house, and the discharge

is taken to a point in the canal one-third of a mile
distant.

The airangement of the engine-house enables a

spacious central tiled gangway between the A.C.
and D.C. generating sets, the only space required

at the other ends of the engine* bsing such as may
be sufficient for attendants to pass round. The
40-ton traveller track is canied on a steel way
over massive arches faced with enamelled brick,

in which the whole of the interior faces of engine-

house walls are finished. It will be observed

that considerable space is left for extensions, a

large station having been pre-erected—a justifiable

policy, the increased load being a matter of cer-

tainty. The central gangway of engine-house

therefore stands up—at present—at finished level,

the spaces either side being excavated, and a

preliminary general bed or mat of concrete—dis-

conected from the walls—laid down. Upon this

the engine beds of solid concrete with moulded-

iu holding - down bolt flues can be placed

as required. Ventilation is effected by circular

clerestory windows. On either side of the roof

are broad skylights, the whole station being

remarkable for its abundance of natural illumina-

tion—a remark that applies also, to the back of

switchboards ; while the glass-tile switchboard

gallery insulating floor adds to the lighting while

increasing the safety of the attendants.

It should be observed how the A.C. and D.C.
generating sets are kept to their respective sides

of the engine-house with corresponding relative

switchboard galleries. We too often see the

continuous and alternating current plant and
gear intermingled.

The installed (Jreen's economisors adjoin the

the chimney shaft, which is of brick, with solid

firebrick lining, 2'M}lt. high and lift, internal

diameter. Part of the economiser-house affords

accommodation for rooms for testing lamps,

motors, etc.

The feed-pumps which one finds variously dis-

posed in different stations are here accommodated
centrally in the boiler house, so that they will be
equally convenient for the two batteries of boilers

when the whole steam-generating plant is in-

stalled. The hot wells are at a high level, being
carried by the cross girders over the sides of

boiler house, where also are accommodated the feed-

water tanks. Reserve feed-water tanks are carried

high up in the economiser house. The feed is
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;lean9ed of oil b .• separators a-rmged close to the

3n2;me3, the oil being taken fro-n stem. Tcieie

details well show on the cross sectioi which we
propose to give in our succeeding article.

stoel-fram-i buildings which have survived, so far The author might have extended his preface

as their shells are concerned. I think it is deimn- somewhat. The cramming of historical allusion

strated thtt the stejl skeleton frame is sitis-
|
to the country under consideration, acknowledge

THE EFFECT OF FIRE UPOX VARIorS
BUILDIN'G MATERL^LS AXD FORMS

[

<tF CONSTRICTION. AS EXEMPLIFIED
BY THE COXFLAGRATIOX AT SAN
rE.\XCISCO.»

AS you will, perhapi, reVle^t, the fire at Sm
Fran^isc:l wi? CDnse:iaent upin the earth-

quake. On April U, 1903. at .i.13 a.m.. the

main shock occurred, followed by subsecju-int

minor shocks. Buildings with walls of masonry

and brick sustains! considerable danivge, chlm-

nevs, pxrapets. gible walls, and cornices ware

overthrown. Tnis b3ing a region suhje:t t)

eirth quakes, a larga number of the building*,

nspcilaUy the residential portion, were of the

wood - fra-n3 type. There were, however, a

nimb3r of buildings of ordiniry constru-tion,

anl others a.;iin of ste3l-fram3 construction,

which were intended to be fire-resistino:, and it

is to this latter class to which I wish more
particularly to draw your attention this evening,

as showing the effect of the fire on the various

materials used ; but at the 3am3 time it will be

interesting to note the effects of the earthquake.

Soon after th3 luiin earthquake shock, num3rou3
fires occurred in the city Tnese were occasioned

in most cvses by the collapse of the buildings, and
were most of ttien in the business section. Toe
tiredepirtment, although efficient, and who to some

extent had anticipated su3h a calamity, halthe
misfortune to lose its chief, he being injured in

the earthquake by the collapse of the station in

which he was sleeping, and who subsequently

died ; but the most serious factor in fighting the

fire was the want of water caused by the breaking

of the water raiins by the earthquake shock, and

it soon became apparent that a confligration of

great magnitude had started. For three diys

and two nights the fire raged with incredible

fury, destroying pra'tically the entire business

and financial s.ictioa of the city, where the largest,

costliest, and mist substantial buildings were

located. The area devastated by the fire was

about 2.8U acres, or I'll square miles I w.mt

you to mark these figures, as we are seeing to-

night the effects of the largest fire in modern
times, possibly indeed of any time, and throws

that of London, Chicago, Baltimore, and Boston

altogether in the shade, and I think it has for

architects some useful lessons. Of the general

run of the buildings little is to be learned ; they

burnt, collapsed, and there w is an end of them :

and so complete wrs their destruction that every

scrap of combustible material was entirely con-

sumed and blown away as ash, leaving scarcely a

trace behind. But there were in certain parts of

the city buildings having more or less pretensions

to be fire-resisting; and thesg mry be divided up

into three types: (1) Buildings with brick or

stone walls carrying floors of fire-resisting con-

struction; (Ij ste>l-fi'am3 buildings with rein force 1

concrete Hoors and fire-resisting partitions ; {'i]

steel-frame buildings with hollow tile floors and

partitions. It is my intention to show you

specimens of each of these three types of con-

struction ; but it will perhaps be interesting first

to note the results of the cirth-iuake which

preceded the fire, anl also the effects of the tiro

upon a few of the ordinary typeot building—viz.,

those having brick walls, cast- or wrought-iron

columns, steel or iron beams supporting deal joists

and wood floors, a tvpe of building described in

the by-laws as Class B buildings.

LESSON'S TO .iUCHITECTS.

It will be observed in the examples which we
have seen that there have been certain good points

and cert tin bid ones or omissions, which, if they

had be-n anticipated, would have in some cases

enable 1 the buildings in question, if not to have

come out unscathed, at least to have withstood the

ordeal without material dimage. It is by adopt-

ingthegood, disc irding the bid, and supplying

the nissions that it should bo possible in the

future to plan and erect a building which should

b3 ictuiUy fire-resisting, not only in the m'^re

shell, as w.j have seon. but with all its internal

fixtures an i fiitings p-eserved, as it is not mach
aatisfa'lioa t > th3 in lividual tenant to b? told the

building re.niins when perhips his little all

is entirely onsunei. .Judging by tha number of

• A pip^r r.>*il b'for.* th3 Si>ciety of Arjhitects b/ ilf.

£l.Li» Mabslanu, Hon. Secretary, Siirch 11.

factory, provided its individual msmbers are

8u!H;iently protected. Tne glaring omission to

protect the exterior openings was the direct and
sole ciuso of the damige anl destruition of the

interiors in most cases. Tnis is furthei-enihasised

bv the fact that other buildings, of mi:h less pre-

tensions to be fire-resisting, have rem lined

undamaged by reason of their win low openings

having some such protection as wired gUss. steel

shutters, or other form of fire resistan.-e properly

applied. 1 would, therefore, sum up mv observa-

tions by inculcating the following lessoas :
—

I. I'.torE T THE OPEN'IXaS A^liTN'SP rlUK F.tOM

THE ovrsioE.

Tuis, to mv mind, is the most important lesson,

and is the key to the position. You will have

observed, in the views presented, that the ttaiu^s

were communicated to the so-called fire-resisting

buildings from the outside through the windows

and doo.-3. Tnere are now available practicil

devices to safeguard su^hop^nings, which raiy be

aiapted to the varied circumstances of eich case.

i[. .vns'-ju.iTE paorE.Tios to coI.VM^fs .\N"n otheii

STRl'lTriHL MEMBE'.IS.

You will have noted how utterly, in som3 eases,

the column protection failed, and in others how it

succeeded in keeping the ironwork suSnently
under a certain temperature to prevent buo'ding.

Both hollow tile and m^tal lath and plaster pro-

tection seemed to have been wanting when any
long-sustained beat hid to be endured. I am
indined to the opinion that con?rete filled in

solidly all round the column right up to the web
is the best protejtion ; but. whatever it is, it must

be securely anjhored to the column, and there mist

b3 no voids, ani it brick or tile is used it must be

backed up with good concrete or cement mortar

filling up entirely the space, and no pipes must be

hidden in the protection, as their expmsion may
endanger the casing, which in its turn will emperil

the safety of the building.

III. .WOID .'IS ML'UH .IS POSSIKLE THE VSE (K'

REFa.tCTOKY M VTERIALS FOR F.IO.IOES.

It will have boen seen that granite, mirble,

sandstone, limestone, and similar building stones

proved unsatisfactory materials for architectural

effects. This, however, will be no argument

against their use, for, being deprived of the use

of these miterials, what is an architeot to do 'r

Y'et, knowing their inide^iuate fire resistanie and

the better fire resistance of all clay products, it

behoves him to bear the fact in mind, and avoid

stone where damage might ensue by its employ-

ment for columns and piers carrying important

points of support.

IV. SELECT A GOOD TYPE OF FLOOll. CONSTKUCTIOX.

ment of assistance and data, and a general review

of the book and its purposes is somewhat too much
for two pages. The text itself is unnecessarily

rich in abbreviations, making it diBJcalt to follow,

aspecially to those whose knowledge of CJerman is

limited.

CONCLUDINU
HEMS.—XI.

[with
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It will have been seen that the hollow tile floor

construction failed in many cases bv the expan-

sion of the soiht, causing it to split off and e:cpise

the cellular spaces. By a better construction of

the tile this miy be avoided in future; but the

showing in the examples before us to-night has

been more favourable to the reinforced concrete,

and if this is executed in some form of " cinder
"

concrete or broken brick, and the reinforcement

well protected -on the soffit bv at least 2in. of

material, I am inclined to pin my faith to that.

v. AnoIT PAUTITIOXS TH.iT DO XOT EXPAND.

The hollow-tile pirtitions in the cases before us

have not shown up very favourably. The reason

is that when heated a large amount of expansion

takes place, and bulging and eventual collapse is

the consequence. The metal lath and piaster

partitions were also failures, and we are led to fall

back upon some form of reinforced concrete or

concrete slabs, the thickness varying in accordance

with their height. I am inclined to see in this

material more satisfactory results.

These, gentlemen, are the principal points I

want to emphasise : there are other minor ones

with which I will not detain you now.

A HANDBOOK OF GERM.\N BUILDINUS.*

'"I^HIS is a handbook of German buildings,

X. with claims to the artistic. It takes the

form of a dictionary on the subject, alphabetically

arranged, and is of necessity excessively abridged,

the more e.<istence of places of interest and their

postal addresses in many cases alone being given.

• H indbook of Germm Buildings.

Ernst Wa.smuth, Berlin.

By Geori Dehio.

AMERICA REVISITED :

NOTES BY H.\RRY
LITHOGRAPHIC ILLl'S ;K.lTInXS.]

.tLH.\NV IN SEPTEMBER.

O far as personal experiences go—and they are

somewhat extensive on both sides of the

Atlantic— I know no two rivers more beautiful

and interesting than are the Great St. Lawrence

and the Hudson. At the mouth of the latter is

situated X"ew Y'ori. Exactly l-)0 miles away,

near to where the tide of this noble stream ceases

to fl )w, is Albany. A mile or so wide at th^ spot

where its waters empty themselves into New York

Bay, about twentv-five miles higher up, in what

is known as the Tappen Zee, the river becomes

some three times that width, and with this stretch

continues for many miles. At Hiverstraw Bay,

a promontory divides the actual river from

Croton Biy "(near to which are New York's

great reservoirs) and there the river is almost

altogether landlocked. The scenery around

reminds one of the neighbourhood of t)ban in

Scotland, or of France's harbour at Brest, more,

perhaps, than of anywhere else. Afterwards the

stream narrows again, although still averaging a

mile wide, until Poughkeepsie is reached. This town

is midway between New York and Albany. There

the waters are crossed by a singularly slight anil

spider-web-like bridge, built some twenty years

ago by the Pennsylvania Railway Company. Its

designer was a well-known engineer. Mr. .1. F.

Rourke bv name. This bridge consists of four

spans, each considerably over .oOOft. wide. The

metal piers that support it rest upon granite piers,

and the actual structure is more than 2n0ft. above

high-water mark. Trains only cross at a crawl.

The scenery on both sides of the water up

to about this point is more beautiful and

romantically enchanting than any pen, such as

my own, can hope to picture. Indeed, it may be

doubted whether there is a more lovely landscape

in the world. Further up (always keeping a mile or

more wide) the sublime grandeur of this wonderful

river is somewhat less impressive, but always

singularly fine. About half-way between Pough-

kee'psie and Albany the Catskill Mountains (sime

4, OOOft. in altitude: are passed on the left. Ther
ori"-inal Indian nan^e w.i3 Oatiora, which means
" the mountains of the sky."

Upon ne.iring Albany the river is, perhaps,

double the width of the Thames at Westminster

Bridge. The city is seen built upon the slope of

the western bank, its great State House, or

Capitol, overpowering everything else, almost as

much so as does Cologne's "Cathedral when that

well-known city is viewed from the opposite bmk
of the Rhine. The accompmyinr illustration

gives some idea of the first impression. Moored

to the shore may be seen the latest triumph in the

shape of America's newest and largest river

steamer. It is the

KEN-OalCK HUDSON,

named after the assumed original discover in a.i>.

1609 of the great river that now boars the adven-

turous Dutchman's name. It made its first trip

from New York to Albanv upon August 20 last,

and is worthy of a passing note. Designeiless

than two years ago by Mr. Frank C. Kirby. of

Detroit fperhaps the most eminent naval

architect in the United States), it was built of

steel bv M'ssrs. \V. and A Fletcher and Co.. at

Hoboken (opposite to New York city on the New
Jersey sidei, and is of (i.OOOH.P. It claims to be

able to run 2.5 knots an hour. As a matter of

f.ict, when I went in her early in September last,

she occupied eight and a half hours in doing the

distance between the two cities (loO miles). This

was inclusive of seven stops, two of nearly

half an hour's duration. The vessel is

400ft. in length, and 82ft. on beam. It has

five de-ks, ioar of them well above water Irae.

Their fittings are magnificent. Those in the

saloon arc of polished mahogany, and those of

the main deck of (polished) oak. She possesses

a carrying capicity for 5,000 passengers, and

although upon the occasion of my own trip it was

stated there were more than 4,000 souls on board.
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so great are the facilities afforded that no visible

crowding existed.

THE fITV or ALHANY

lioasts tb;it it is the oldest one in the I'nited

Slates. There is a bronze tablet aflixed outside

the city h.ill. recnrdinu; it was founded by a
Hutchinan named ivilian \'an Ivensselaer in l(i20.

who purchased much of the ground upon which it

stands from the Indians. \ settlement of
Uensselaer's fellow countrymen built themselves a
stockade as a defence from outside attacks, and
a good trade with the aborigines sprang up.

But for a long time the inhabitants, although
jjrotected by a goodly fort, experienced stirring

adventures : assaults by thr Indians were frequent,

and it is on record that during one of these
attacks Margaret Van Schle .tenhorse—wife of

Philip Melbourn led the defence armed with a
Jlail, which she laid about her so vigorously that

the would-be scalpers bit the earth right and left,

goingdown like so many ninepins! So late as

K)()0, the place only contained three streets known
respectively as Jonkers, Handlers, and Pari.

To-day the inhabitants number between one and
two hundred thousand people. Albany received
her charter as a city in 1 Sis'), and in 1797 was
made the capital of the immense .State of New
\'ork. It is connected with East Albany (a com-
paratively unimportant little place) by two bridges,

one of which may be seen at the right of the
present illustration. A few of the principal

thoroughfares have excellent roads and sidewalks

—

and the superb boulevards, of which Albany is justly

proud, are everywhere kept in apple-pie order.

Indeed, the suburbs of the city are delightful.

Long avenues of trees form, in the heat
of the summer, a vista suggestive of most
acceptable shade. ( )n either side of these are
handsome detached villas, almost invariably
artistically designed. They are built of wood, the
actual structures resting upon basements of stone,

granite, or brick. The paiks and public grounds
(of which there are no less than seventeen) are,

as a rule, models of landscape gardening. Far
and away the most beautiful of them is Wash-
ington Park, one of which any city in the world
might be justly proud. Of the roads and build-
ings in the less important parts of Albany the
least said the better .' In the older and poorer
localities, the houses are mainly of wood—mere
ramshackle^ ! Where not so, brown brick is

mostly in evidence, at times painted a bright red.

U( course, the great thing that predominates in

Albany is

THE ST.VTE HOUSE OU CAPITOL,

erected from the designs of the late Mr. Richard-
son, architect, of Boston, and one of the largest
public buildings in existence. It is superblv
situated upon a commanding site, and is built
wholly of light-coloured granite. It is reputed
to be the most costly public building ever erected.
This, however, is not wholly due to the amount of
legitimate work it represents, but to the fabulous
sums squandered upon it by municipal jobbery,
the story of which it would be bard to find a parallel
to even in the civic history of the United Slates. It
is said to have cost something like .£8,000,000
sterling. Still, after all, this sum does not represent
more money than— in England—we spend col-
lectively upon half a dozen ironclads, which
probably become stranded and hopelessly lost
upon Lundy or some other island, or are pro-
nounced obsolete befoie they are ten years old )

So long .as time lasts Albany will, at least, have
something to show for its money, and a verv
superb building it has, too. Still, massive and
all-enduring a material ,as granite is assumed to
be, it has become necessary, ere it is a quarter
of a century old, to make extensive repairs in
the masonry, both externally and internallv. The
necessary work is at present in hand by the
Hudson Construction Company of Troy, the
latter a city situated on the opposite side of the
Huilson River a few miles above .\lbanv.
The main front, of which an ill .'stration is

given, is approached by four flights of 6Vin. steps—78 of them all told. These have been added
since my last visit to the city in 1SS7, and are of
rather darker granite than is thrt used in the
actujtl edifice itself; hence they do not blend well
with it. Further, coming up the somewhat .«teep

ascent of State-street, an unfortunate foreshorten-
ing is much in evidence, giving the effect, a little

way off, that this approach goes up to almost half
the height of the elevation. In the foreground is a
well-kept square, its lovely green sward dotted by
luxuriant trees, offering a grateful point o'f

vantage to those who rest upon the seats placed

there as 1 did early last September, with the glass

standing at something like 100^ in the shade. The
tall Mansard roofs are covered in with red tiles.

These have a somewhat harsh effect -they seem

to be too self-obtrusive and ** spotty." Hence
one could have wished they h;id never been intro-

duced at all. Thi- rest of the roofs are blue

slates. Not far from the State House is the

IITV HAI.I.,

also designed by the late Mr. Richardson, in that

particular style of Byzantine this admittedly

great architect so much affected, but one which is

now as much out of date in the States—as

Venetian (Jothic is in England. The fact was.

the small fry in the profession, fully as ambitious,

but altogether lacking Mr. Richardson's grasp and
ability, following in his wake produced such
hashes that the public refused to have any more
of it. If abler liands could have taken up the

great master's mantle, it might possibly have
become a national style : but for lack of such, it

died a natural death.

The first city hall was erected in IG.Sd, the

second in no.i, the third, built upon the present

site, w.as burnt down in ISSl. The existing one
is possessed of a tall campanile, and is of light-

tinted Long Meadow and Flat Jleadow stones,

raised in the State of Massachusetts.

Many fine buildings have recently been erected,

and a few are in course of construction in Albany.
They are more particularly in evidence in State-

street and its immeaiate vicinity. .Vmongst the

former may be mentioned the

NVTION'AL SAVINGS BAXK,

which, as well as possessing an exceedingly im-
posing frontal, is carried out in an exceptionally

costly manner. Its architect was Mr. Marcus T.

Reynolds, of.\lbany. The portal itself is almost as

high as a three-storied house, designed, with con-

siderable power, in the French Renaissance style.

It is of pure white marble, raised at Proctor (Ver-

mont). Over the actual entrance doors are sculp-

tured allegorical figures, representing respectively

Morning and Evening. They are the creditable

work of Mr. .John B. Brines, a New York
1 sculptor of repute, originally a native of Albany.
i Within polished Pavonazzo i^Italian) marble is

[
largelj' in evidence, both for walls and counters,

whilst the approaches and floors are of various
' coloured marbles laid in geometrical designs. The
I general contractors were the Messrs. M. L. Ryder
' Building Co., of Albany. The most commanding

I

premises recently built in Albany are those of the

X.\TIONAL COMMERCIAL li.lXK,

designed by Mr. York E. Sawyer, of Xew York.
Their exterior is grey granite, the interior

white marble. The entrance doors are of bronze,

and so are the handsome grilles, which divide the
various counters ; the latter are of a dark green

variegated marble, a material taking a high
polish.

Mr. Ernest Hoofman, architect, of Albany, has
erected the

ALKAXY INSUKAXCE CO. S I'REMISES,

which possess fa-j.ades in both State- and Lodge-
streets. To the European eye, designed, as they
are, in freely-treated Flemish Gothic, these come
upon one quite as a relief. They are of red brick,

with white marble dressings, their roof lines

broken by characteristic step gables. These fronts

[

are thoughtfully conceived. There are few, very

!
few, buildings treated in the same style in New
York ; for, speaking generally, the picturesque

architecture of Flanders apparently finds little

favour across the Atlantic. It was a some-
what curious coincidence that, hung rather con-

spicuouslv in the main oflice of this Insurance
Company's premises. I espied a framed photo-

graph of the ancient fire-engine in use in Exeter

so long ago as a.d. 1626, and which, for more than a
hundred years, was the only manual in existence in

Exon's "Ever Faithful" city. It is still ciire-

fully preserved there as a local relic, and is the

second oldest one in England. The palm in thjit

respect is taken by an antique example preserved

at Wind-or Castle, which is a few years

older. The Exeter engine may be described

as a two-men manual, provided with hand-
poles for convenience in carrying. It measures
Hft. 6in. long. In case of a conflagration it

was brought from the old Guildhall, where it

was always kept, to the scene of disaster

by shoulder - straps attached to the pules,

the water required being fetched in buckets from
the nearest conduit. Of the latter, however, it re- L

quired comparatively little, for the jet is only of i

fin. bore, whilst the pumps are but ^iin. in

diameter. This lire-engine did as goodly service aa

its ciipabilities allowed for the whole city until about

the middle of the ISth century, when it was super-

seded by a slightly larger one. made by a man
named Roundtree, who resided in Blackfriars-

road, London. This engine (also still in excel-

lent preservation) was in use until 180", when, in

turn, it made way for one of the more modem
construction. Roundtree preceded an expert

craftsman called Phillips, a fire-engine maker of

eminence in his day and generation. After his

death, his trade was carried on by a man named
Tilley. The latter was succeeded by .Messrs.

Shand. Mason, and Co., the world-renowned
makers of fire-engines, whose extensive premises,

it is interesting to add, are built upon the actual

site of Roundtree's original workshop. Both
these curious old Exeter enginss, together with

their buckets and other local primitive fire

appliances were on vi<'w at the International Fire

Exhibition in Earl's Court, London, in lOOli, and
proved objects of especial attraction to visitors

not only to those belonging to this country, but
to many from various other parts of the world.

THE .NEW RAILWAY' TERMIN'IS

at Albany, although not large as termini go, haa

a thoughtful frontage in Pearl-street. It has
recently been erected from the designs of ilessrs.

Shepley, Rutan, and Coolidge, architects, of

Boston.
Brown stone, as already remarked in previous

Notes, is not nearly so much in evidence nowa-
days as it formerly was in the States. Still, it

is not altogether in disuse, and a well-designed

and extensive store of this material may
be seen at the bottom of State-street, at which a
posse of Italianiworkmen, laying the mosaic floors,

were busy at work during the time I was there.

Jly self-imposed task has now drawn to a

close. After an absence of some j'ears from the

LTnited States, I have recently spent something
like a month in New York and in two compara-
tively adjacent cities. During that short time

the fresh impressions formed were diligently

jotted down, always upon the actual spot, in my
notebook, and, very much as they appear there,

have now been reproduced in the pages of the

BciLDisG News. Mistakes may have crept in.

and possibly misconsti'uctions have been formed.

We do not all see eye for eye ! If such is the

case, I crave for kindly forbearance, especially

from Transatlantic readers. Of many of the

latter I entertain the pleasante-st possible recol-

lections. Their kind attention and willingness (at

times even at no little person il inconvenience) to

further the objects of my trip, and to help me
therein in every way possible, I appreciate to the

full. To all of them I am grateful. Never
have I known the Eistern States to be in a more
prosperous condition than they are to-day : never

was its architecture based upon so high a standa'd,

and never w;r3 there more woik going on in the

various building trades than there is at the present

time. Hence those "who toil within the cities of

the plain " have a bright prospect before them,

and in this they have my hearty congratulations.

Whilst I gazed day by diy at the innumerable

superb edifices—municipal and commercial alike

—

to be seen at every hand in the States, I am free

to confess few things have been more gratifying

or conducive to national pride than was the

knowledge that whenever or wherever I have held

converse with an exceptionally skilled handi-

craftsman (in this I make no refeience to the

marble trades, which are practically nioaopolised

by Italians), I invariably discovered ihu if my
informant did not prove to be a jolly English-

man by birth, he hailed from the I^and o' Cakes

or the green Emerald Isle. In this experience I

did not meet with a single exception.

And now I have done !

Prior notes upon " .Vmerica Revisited " will be
found in the lU iluinc News for Sept. 2S, Oct.

12 and 19, Nov. 2. IC, and :30, Dec. 14 and 2S,

Jan. 25, and Feb. 8.

A NEW BOOK ON PLUMBING.*

THE first volume of what promises to be an
important if not a standard woik u^jin

plumbing has just made its appeaian:e. What is

• The Modem Plumber and Sanitary Engineer: treat-

ing of Plnmbin?. Sanitary Work, Wnti acton. H^dting-
iPlectric and ntheri, Hot-w^rer Service-, li.A-'-ittin^,

Electric Lighting, Bell-work, lilazia?. &c. By Sixteen
Specialist Contributors. Under ttie editorship "( ii. L.
ScT.'i.iFFE, A.E.I.B.A.. M.R.S.I. Vo . I. Tlie Gresham
Publishing Co., 34, Southampton-street, W.C.
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before us suggests that a complete treatment is

intended, for this volume cotumenees with a long
introduction from the editor, Mr. G. Lister
Sutcliffe, followed by an even more lengthy
section devoted to the consideration of the
elementary principles of practical plumbing. Mr.
Sutcliffe has succeeded in giving a very clear
description of the chief materials used', their
physical characteristics and method of manufac-
ture, while using exceedingly simple language.

'ITie illustrations include many photographs,
showing processes of manufacture which are not
very fully explained in some existing textbooks.
The advantages of photography are equally
manifest in the latter part of the volume, in
which, in several cases, important processes are
shown by means of what have evidently been
snapshots taken while the workman has been
making lead joints or bending pipes. Diagrams
and descriptions are all very well : but they can
hardly show so clearly to a novice how work
sho\ild be done as a series of photographs of this

description, which are the best possible substitutes
for actual observation of a good workman in cases
where this is not obtainable. The book is fully
illustrated anil well produced, and we shall look
with some interest for the later volumes, hoping
tliat they may bear out the ipromise of this one,
whose province is mainly that of introducing the
series.

THE .SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.
I T the ordinary general meeting, held last

^\. Monday evening, the discussion was re-

sumed of 3Ir. Aubrey Spencer's paper on the
Agricultural Holdings Act, 1906, by Mr. H.
Herbert Smith (member of council). Mr. Smith
was of opinion that, generally speaking, the ^Act

would make very little difference, especially on
large estates. He had for many years had the
management of such estates, and in all his experi-
ence had never had a single claim under either of

the Agricultural Holdings Acts of ISSS and 1900.
Mr. J. Looker (Fellow) agreed that, now the

Act was passed, it was the duty of all concerned to

carry out its provisions loyally. He was some-
what concerned to know what would be the effect

of the diffence of wording in the 1900 Act and the
present Act with reference to valuation or arbitra-
tion. The Courts had no power to enforce a
A'aluation as such, and a valuer had no power to deal
with costs or compel the attendance of witnesses.
Mt. Spencer seemed, he thought, to argue
that if the valuers for each party got
written appointments from their side they could
bind their principals by their decisions, and
not only their principals, but a third pai-ty

also—the incoming tenant, who in valuations had
no privity as between hims4f <and the outgoing
tenant. He believed that the Act did not really
alter the incidence of the law hitherto governing
valuation and arbitration. He was not sure that
it would in the long run be to the tenant's ad-
vantage to do the repairs with the prospect of
lieing paid for them at the end of his tenancy, for
in the case of landlords who were tenants for life

only, there would be a great inducement to let the
tenant do as much as he liked on the chance of the
claim not being made until the successors came
into possession.

Mr. C. B. Fisher (Fellow) was of opinion that
in order to come under the Act without seriously
disturbing the present amicable relations between
landlords and tenants, it would in many cases be
necessary to terminate existing tenancies and have
new agieemen*s. The omission from the Act of
all reference to the ''inherent capabilities of the
soil," in questicms of compensation for manurial
residues, must have some effect on future valua-
tions, although some previous speakers seemed to
think that the words meant nothing. He foresaw
dilticulties under the Arbitration clause, for, if

the parties could not agree, they would not be
likely to agree as to the arbitrator.
The Right Hen. Col. Kenyon Slanev, M.P.,

disclaimed the authorship of "the woids"'- incon-
sistent with good estate management," which had
been attributed to him. All he was responsible
for was the provision that the tenant should not
be charged extra rent for improvements which he
had himself effected.

Jlr. J. S. Answorth. JLP., instanced the system
of valuation as between incomer and outgoer on
the sheepfarms of Argyleshire, and said the
tenant farmers there had a fear that the new single
arbitrator would not prove so amenable to their
views as did the old valuers.

Sir. H. M. Cobb (Fellow) expressed his pleasure

at hearing from Sir Thomas Elliott that there was
a chance that before long the whole of the Agri-
cultural Holdings Acts would be consolidated in

one Act. That -would give farmers, landlords,
and agents some chance of understanding their
respective positions.

Mr. A. AUsebrook (FeUow) and Mr. R. H.
Parsons discussed the Act respectively from the
lind agent'sandthe tenant farmer'spoint of view,
and the discussion was again adjourned.

THE BUILDING TR.ADES EXHIBITION.

OLYMPIA, where the motor exhibition has
just concluded, will to-morrow be ready for

the arrival of the exhibitors at the Building
Trades Exhibition, which promises to be the most
successful e\er organised. Mr. H. G. Mont-
gomery, M.P., and his brother, the promoters,
have sent out a circular to exhibitors pointing out
to them the importance of having their stands
ready for the opening ceremony, and we have no
doubt that thev will follow the excellent example
shown in previous exhibitions organised by the
same management. Exhibitors wiU be interested
in knowing that the time allowed for fitting up
has been extended two days, and is from Saturday,
March 23, to Friday, April 5, both davs inclusive,

also Good Friday and Easter Monday. This
should give ample time for the most substantial
exhibits, some of which depend on the setting of
concrete and plaster or cement for their stability.

I'he exhibition will be formally opened by the
Lord Mayor on April G at U o'clock, and a vote
of thanks to his lordship will be proposed by Sir
Aston Webb, R.A., and seconded by Mr. F. L.
Dove, L.C'.C. (President of the Institute of

Builders). H.R.H. the Prince of Wales has
promised to pay the exhibition a visit.

Successful in every way as was the last

exhibition, it need hardly be pointed out there are I

thousands of persons throughout the country who
are interested in the building trades but who
will be unable to sj^are time for a visit to Olympia :

these, nevertheless, regularly read the Buii.Drxi;

News as the principal journal of the .architectural

profession, and we have arranged to publish three
special issues on April 5, 12, and 19, in which we
propose to notice the leading novelties, appliances,
and materials on view. The value of an announce-
ment at such a time cannot be over-estimated,
and we would direct the attention of advertisei-s

to the special rates wo are quoting for these issues.

The Exhibition offices of the Bvildixg News will

beat Row 0, No. 2:n.

ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION, 1907.

I'lXAL NOTICE.

THE day for sending in architectural drawings
to the Royal Academy this year will be

Tliiiixr/rti/ ii'xt, the 28th inst. Paintings will go
in on Saturday, March 30, and on Tuesday,
April 2. This unusual arrangement of days is

due to Good Friday and Easter Day. Sculpture
will be received on Wednesday week, April 3.

CoiTesponding with previous years, as a mutual
arranioment, we are prepared to receive drawings
forwarded to us prepaid, and ready for ex-

hibition in accordance with the Royal Academy
rules, and to send them in for our contributors on
the above date. Every drawing must be gilt-

framed and glazed, having a label attached, with
the title of the work plainly written, and name
and address of the author. This information must
likewise appear on the back of frame. Wide
margins add much to the risk of rejection, and
should be avoided. A letter addressed to the

Secretary of the Royal Academy must accompany
every consignment of drawings, giving names
and titles for the compiling of the catalogue.

Xo coutr'ihiitor may aubmit more than three works

fur e.r/iii>itio)i.

As time is now growing very short, we must ask

our friends to let us have their works as early as

possible, in order that reproductions may be made
before the exhibits go in, ready for illustra-

tion after the opening of the galleries in May.
We shall be obliged if this request is com-
plied with, and it is understood that drawings
entrusted to our keeping in this way may be
copied for publication as already mentioned.
Correspondents abroad wanting drawings framed
must send postal orders at the same time to cover

cost of such charges, for which we cannot other-

wise hold ourselves responsible.

MARBLE BUILDINGS.
i S on the same occasion last year, the Directors

u\. of '
Marmor, Ltd., took advantage of the

boat race on Saturd.ay last to enterFain their
friends at their wharf at Hammersmith, where a
tine view of the race was obtained. The compan\'
have several large contracts in hand, and visitors

were particularly interested in viewing the large
stock of white Pentelikon marble lying at the depot
ready for delivery and tixing at the new premises
which are being erected in Oxford-street fur
Messrs. Mappin and Webb, where about 12,.i00c.ft.

are being used for the whole of the fronts, according
to the design's of the architect, Jlr. ,lohn I'elcher,

A.R.A. The quality of the material is excellent
and the workmanship perfect, and the effect when
the building is finished cannot fail to be very fim,
especially as the contract includes a number of

monolith columns about 20ft. long.

JIarmor, Ltd., have also secured the contract
for the new premises for Messre. D. H. Evans
and Co., Ltd., also situated in Oxford-street, to

the designs of Mr. John Murray, F.R.I.B.A.
The total quantity of white Pentelikon in the
fronts is between 20.000 and 30,000 feet cube.
The marble for this building is being worked at
the present time, large and continuous shipments
of blocks being made from the quarries to the
Fulham depot. The use of marble for Metro-
politan buildings is deserving of every encourage-
ment, and the products of the quarries worked by
this Anglo-Greek company are unexcelled.

The inauguration of the new gasholder that has
been erected by the Milton-next-Sittingbourne
I'rban District Council took place at the works on
Thursday in last week. The chairman of the gas
committee turned the gas into the new mains, and
declared the holder open. The new gasholder
gives a storage capacity of lOU.OOOc.ft., as against
26,000 formerly.

CHIPS.
The directors of the Morecambe Central Pier have

decided upon effecting an extensive alteration of

their property. The large dancing area at the pier-

head is to be covered in, and a substantial structure
erected, with promenade and roof garden, ap-
proached from the pier deck by three separate stair-

cases. The work is to be proceeded with at once.

The vicar of Marton is appealing for funds for the
repair and preservation of his ancient church, and
also its famous tower. In the church the work of

every century from the eleventh to the sixteenth

may be seen, and the tower is regarded by Prof.

Baldwin Brown as probably anterior to the Norman
Conquest. The plaster on the outer surface of the
walls is badh' cracked, and as it peels oS early

masonry is exposed to view. The fragments of a
Celtic cross have just been discovered, and a
specimen of an Early 13th-century window, -itft 3in.

by 1ft. 9in., has been exposed to view. The work of

repair is being carried out by the Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buddmgs, and the cost will

be about £700.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned the
proposal of the Portsmouth Corporation to muni-
cipalise and reconstruct South Parade Pier, South-
sea, at a cost of t!70,000. The structure was formerly
owned by a private company, but was almost
entirely demolished by fire three years ago.

A causeway from Galveston Island to the main-
land is to be constructed to replace the present timber
trestle over which the railways enter the city. The
Railroad Commission of the State of Texas has
ordered all the railways entering the city over this

light and dangerous timber trestle to submit plaus

and specitications for the construction of a causeway
not less than 140ft. in width, with concrete side

walls, and coustructed upon the most modern and
substantial plans.

A small town of three hundred and ten houses,
with a population—at an average of four persons
per house— of 1,240, added to the City of Peter-
borough will be the immediate result of the opening
of Messrs. Brotherhood's works and factory after

midsummer.

The committee for the restoration of Acle parish
church. East Norfolk, have adopted plans by Mr.
H. ,T. Green, of Norwich, for the repair of the tower,
north porch, and vestry. The new organ in the
church will be dedicated on ilay 14,

The aunual congress of the British Archjpological
Association will probably lie held at Weymouth this

year. The previous congress in that town took
place in 1871.

During e icavations near Prospect Park, Beading,
a workman unearthed a quern, which had probably
come from the neighbouring Romano-British city

nf Silchester, which was on the great trade routes.

Toe hand mill has been deposited in the Reading
Museum.

4
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( iBITUARY.

The death occurred last week of llr. Rokeut
George Ciatton, land agent and surveyor, senior

partner in the firm of Messrs. Glutton, the agents
to the Commissioners of Woods and Forests and
the Ecclesiastical Comniissionei"S. as well as to

Lord Normanton and other large landowners.
Mr. Clutton, who was 08 years of age, was the

eldest son of the late Sir. John Clutton, the

founder of the Surveyors' Institution, and was
formerly a memher of the council of that boily

and of the Surveyors' Association, the Land
Survej-ors' Club, and other bodies connected with
the profession. The funeral took place at Keigate
on Thursday, the 14th inst., and was attended by
Mr. Daniel Watney and ilr. H. T. Steward :past-

presidents of the Surveyors' Institution). Mr.
J. H. Sabin, Mr. Henry Jonas, and other

eminent surveyors, as well as by Mr. J. F. F.

Homer and others who had been associated with
Sir. Clutton in his professional work.

The funeral of the late Mr. AVilliam Sapcotf,
head of the firm of Jlessrs. Sapcote and Sons, of

Birmingham, who died very suddenly while in

office on Monday week, took place at the War-
stonr-lane Cemetery, on Thursday, the Hth inst.

Floral tributes were received from the Birming-
ham Master Builders' Association, National
Federation of Building Trade Employers (Mid-

land Centre), Builders' Accident Insurance
Company. London, the W.M. and officers of the

Bedford Lodge, Wolverhampton Master Builders'

Association, employees of William Sapcote and
Sons, the Buildei-s' Exchange, the Birmingham
and District Clerk of Works and Building Fore-
men's Association, and many others. Jlr.

Sapcote, who was in his 66th year was the son

and partner of the late Mr. William Sapcote : he
was several times president of the Birmingham
Master Builders' Association, and had served the

same position in the Jlidland Centre of the

National Federation of Master Builders, and the
Association of Master Builders for Great Britain

and Ireland.

The work of erecting the new carriage sidings at

Scarborough railway station has begun. The new
excursion station has also just been commenced.
This contract is in the hands of Messrs. Blackett, of
Darlington, and the contract for the sidings has
been let to Messrs. Wrigle}', of Manchester.

Messrs. McKim, Mead, and White, 160, Fifth-
avenue, as architects for the city of Xew .York, have
filed plans for a six-story and basement pathological
building, which is to form the north-western section
of the newBellevue Hospital, which in its entirety is

to cost 9,000,000dol., and will cover a plot on First-

avenue extending from Twenty-sixth to Twenty-
ninth streets. The pathological budding is to be
142ft. by l'20ft., of ornamental brick, with a base of
granite and trimmings of limestone. The building
is to cost 800,000dol., and is the second of the group
for which plans have been filed.

The Admiralty have decided to lengthen the
graving dock at Haulbowline, and the sum of

£110,000 has been included in the Xavy Estimates
for the purpose.

Messrs. John Aird and Co. are engaged in
widening the qua}' at Southampton, near No. 3i,
close to the Prince of Wales Dock.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned the
borrowing of £13,:! iO by the urban district council
of Stourport for works of sewerage and sewage
disposal.

The corporation of Harrogate have decided to
apply to the Local Government Board for sanction
a loan of £lOO,OOil to complete the Roundhill
reservoir in connection with the Masbara water
scheme.

The ngw gasworks b3ing erected at Foleshill by
the Coventry Corporation will b? completed next
winter. The cost is £ISO,0 U, and the woi'ks will
produce t; million cubic feet of ga?, with provision
for extensions. The corporation have accepted a
tender of Messrs. E. C. and J. Kaye (Limited),
Dirlaston, for 300 tons of cast ironwork and l,'2Vo

of structural steelwork for roofing, columns, girders,
coal hoppers, \-c., for the retort house. The worki
are being carried out by Mr. Fletcher W. Stevenson,
M.Inst.C.E., the gasworks manager.

The engineer of the Elinburgh and district water
trust, Mr. Tait, having recommended the provision
of additional filters and clear-water tanks at a
higher altitude than the existing ones at Alnwick-
hiil, rendered necessary by the increasing number of
high buildings, Mr. Hill, consulting engineer,
Manchester, has been engaged to take boringj of
different places in the vicinity of Fairmilehead, and
to report. The cost of the proposed work will

amount to about £150,003.

PBOFESSIONAIi AND TRADB
SOCIETIES.

Till-: Arc IIITKlTllCAI. .VsN.HlATioN HI' luKI.AXll.

—A general meeting was held on Tuesday night.

Mr. .loseph lluUoway, M.R.I. A. I., in the chair.

Mr. F. Shaw read a paper on the " Evolution of

Earthenware and Fireclay Goods." He dealt

with the advance of sanitation during the last

quarter of a century. Sanitary ware should be

designed so that all parts are readily accessible.

Having described the process of manufai-ture,

from the "slip" to the pressed and incorporated

clay ready for the potter, the lecturer proceeded

to explain the various methods of forming sanitary

goods, the burning in the '-biscuit " and ' box "

kilns, the application of the design, and the

manufacture and finish of lead glaze.

E\(iixEEiu\o CoxiEHEXCE. — It has been

decided to hold a conference in connection with

the Institution of Civil Engineers on June 19, 20,

and 21 next, when a programme of meetings for

the discussion of engineering topics and of visits

to engineering works in or near London will be

arranged on the lines adopted at previous con-

ferences. Thrre will be seven sections, as

follows :— Section I., Railways, chairman, W. R.

Galbraith : Section IL, Harbours. Docks, and
Canals, chairman. Sir William Matthews,

K.C.M.G. : Section III., Machinery, chairman,

\V. C. I'nwin, F.R.S. : Section IV., Mining and
Metallurgy (chairman not yet appointed) ; Section

v.. Shipbuilding, chairman, F. Elgar, F.R.S. :

Section VI., Waterworks, chairman. Sir G. T.

Livesey ; and Section VII.. Application of

Electricity, chairman, R. E. B. Crompton, C.B.

The annual conversazione will be held on June 20

at the Royal Albert Hall.

Kelso Akiiev.—At a meeting of the.Scottish

Ecclesiological Society, held on Tuesday in St.

Oswald Halls, Crlasgow, Mr. P. Macgregor
Chalmers, F.S.A., read a paperon " Some Recent

Reseai-ches in Kelso Abbey." When, he said,

this abbey was founded in 1128, a pure Norman
style was in use : but the Nonnan characteristics

of the work which is preserved are so largely

mixed with details of a Transitional type that the

date cannot be earlier than about 1160. The
upper part of the tower was built about 1200.

Kelso ranks as the second longest church in Scot-

land, being only exceeded in length by the

cathedral church of St. Andrews. The design

of the west front of Kelso Abbey, of which so

much happily remains, is the finest and most

impressive in Scotland worthy of its great founder

and of its splendid history. Its source may be

found in the great contemporary cathedral at

Ely.

Leeds and Youkshiue Akchitectuual
Society.—At the rooms of the above society, on
Thursday, the 14th inst., Mr. P. G. Bankart read

a paper on " Plaster Work," Mr. H. S. Chorley,

president, in the chair. The lecturer said plaster

has so long been looked down upon, and, perhaps,

rightly so, for its modern commonplace vulgarity

of treatment, that it seems almost incongruous to

think of it as a vehicle of art. The primary

object of the decoration of a ceiling or of a wall,

as in, I think, all decoration, was the giving of

pleasure to the eye. The construction of the ceil-

ing has undoubtedly its bearing on the design.

We have a method of constructing our modern
plaster decoration by easting with fibre and wood,

and this is a method of convenience. Wliether

the process itself is right or wrong is another

matter. JIuch of our modern construction calls

for it, and it has come to stay, at least for a time.

Unlike the plasterwork of the early centuries,

which w,as a mere coating, our process is a

casing. It would be a fatal error to suppose that

the undulating surfaces of ceilings would have

been then left had they been more skilful work-

men. It does not follow that because the surface

of a ceiling bulged or undulated it was altogether

due to the negligence of the plasterer. All the

crafts are .alike in this respect. Joists were then

cut and shaped by hand, and unevenly laid and

irregular of surface when lathed over. A\ alls

were irregular also, roughly built, and in the

early times the plaster followed suit. Their ma-
terials were prepared and mixed as they had been

mixed for centuries, and in its application they

relied very largely on doing the best they could

with the freedom of the hand and the judgment

of the eye rather than on the over-exactitude of

the rule and measure. We must give credit, at

any rate, for these men using plaster in a plastic

form. I claim for plaster at least that respect and

technical liberty which are due from the artist to

any other material or medium of expression,

whether the surface of operation bo large orsmall.

The lecture was illustrated by many fine lantern

slides.

Max( HESTER Society of Architects. —

A

sessional meeting of the Manchester Society of

-Vrchitccts was held at the offices of the society

on the 1 Uh inst., when the students' designs were

exhibited, and prizes awarded for the best of

them. There were drawings of Chetham Hos-

pital. Skelton Church, the Presbytery, Lincoln :

and designs for a theatre, a chapel, and jiark

entrance. The designs were criticised by Pro-

fessor S. H. Capper (professor of architecture,

Manchester l^niversity) and Messrs. E. Wood,
U. ( lldham, Corbett, L Taylor, and Sallarj. The
work of the students was considered to be satis-

factory. Prizes were awarded to Jlessrs. .1. H.

(Joldsmith, A. Bryett, J. T. W. Brooke, J. T.

Halliday, R. J. Vernon, W. J. Roberts, H.
Worthington. D. Sherlock, and G. T. Brittain.

Mr. J. H. Woodhouse, the president of the

society, was in the chair.

Shei'fieli) Society oi' A-.'.chitects axi> Scii-

vEYORs.—At the meeting of this society held on

the 14th inst. at the society's room in Leopold-

street, Mr. C. F. Innocent lectured upon "The
Architectural Treatment of Metalwork." Mr.
W. C. Fenton (vice-president) was in the chair.

The lecturer said the metals chiefly used by the

builder were iron and lead, and both had been

mined in this district from the beginning of the

historic period. Evidences of the early working

of lead and iron remain all over the neighbour-

hood, and in the Little Don Valley were slag

heaps so old that all memory of their origin had

been lost. Carvings of blacksmiths' tools on

Saxon crosses, as at Leeds Parish Church, showed

that the tools were the same a thousand years ago

as they aie to-day ; a .Saxon carving at Halton of

Regin forging a sword for Siegfried was probably

the oldest illustration in England of a smith at

work, and some of the tools were precisely the

same as may be seen in use in Sheffield to-day.

There is surprisingly little of old wrought iron-

work in this district : the early 17th-century

railings round the Scott tomb in Ecclesfield

Church were an interesting example, and Mr.

Innocent conjectured that they were designed by

a Netherlander who had been to Venice. A great

impetus was given to the designing of wrought

ironwork by the arrival in this country of a great

French smith, Jean Tijou, in 1670, who later did

work at Chatsworth. The earliest use of cast

iron, architecturally, in the district appeared to

be in fire-dogs ; towards the middle of the 18th

century the old open fireplaces were supei-seded

by cast-iron stoves, and great numbei-s of these

still exist in Sheffield : they are excellent examples

of design appropriate to the material, and some of

them appear to be by the celebrated Brothers

Adam. Passing to lead, the lecturer alluded to

the beautiful silvery appearance of old lead,

which was due to its not having been desilverised

as was now done. It was said that there was

nothing new under the sun, and the Romans used

also to desilverise the lead which they obtained in

Derbyshire. Old lead was cast, and not milled as

moiern lead, and the oldplumbers took advant,age

of this to leave their names for the information of

posterity, as may be seen upon the roofs of

Sheffield parish church. The lecturer pointed out

that the designs in any material should always be

appropriate to that material, and vary with the

methods of manipulation. The lecture was

illustrated by a large number 'of lantern slides.

At the conclusion a vote of thanks was aicorded,

on the proposition of Mr. C. F. Longden,

seconded bv Mr. W. J. Hall.

The corporation of Luton are applying for

sanction to borrow £4,000 for improvements in the

Wardown Park, including an extension of the lake,

erection of suspension bridge, making new paths,

and erecting fences.

The Jaffe National Schools at Cliftonville, Belfast,

have been opened by the Dowager Marchioness of

Dufferin. A. simple treatment of Georgian archi-

tecture has been adopted, carried out with rough-

dashed brick walls and stone sills and copings. The
contractors are Messrs. Courtney and Co., and the

architects Messrs. Young and Mackenzie, Belfast.

An apartment hotel, designed by Messrs. Wright,

Rushforth, and Cahill, architects, of Cilitornia-

street, San Francisco, hai just been completed at the

south-west corner of Vallejo- and Powell- streets in

San Francisco. It is a frame structure, containing

35 rooms, and has cost 20,000dol.
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Builbins Iittclligcnct.

AiiHEViiouE.—The rector of Abbeydore is aaking
for £1,100 to complete the repair of his beautiful
and interesting Cistercian Abbey Church. Nearly
four years ago a considerable reparation was
effected under the supervision of Mr. Koland W.
Paul, architect. The flooring was taken up,
which lay upon an earthen bed lather more than
a foot deep, on the surface of which were scattered

human skulls and bones. The whole area w.as

concreted and the floor relaid as it was before.

The roof of the presbytery (the most beautiful part
of the church) was re-covered with stone slates,

boarded and felted. Lord Scudamore's ])Iaster

ceiling, being in a broken state, was removed, and
oak boarding substituted for it behind the Joists.

A complete system of drainage has been carried

out, and the buttresses of the eastern chapels care-

fully underpinned. The repair of the tower roof

and battlements entailed a considerable outlay.
The latter had to be rebuilt and the old roof re-

placed by a leaden one. The entire reparation (as

far as it has gone) cost just £2,000. It was
intended to treat the transept roof and ceiling (for

which an appeal is now being made) in exactly the
same way as that of the presbytery, preserving
Lord Scudamore's interesting woodwork and sub-
stituting oak boarding at the back of the joists

for the present plaster ceiling, and relaying the
stone slate roof on felt and boarding. ISut the
cost was stopped through lack of funds. The
transept roof, at that time very bad, is now in a
dilapidated and dangerous condition, the laths on
which the slates are nailed having rotted in

numerous places, causing the tiles to slip and
leave openings in the loof, through which the rain
pours in upon the plaster ceiling below.

BiiiMisiiH.\M.--The Licensing Committee made
an inspection of the new Acorn Hotel on Friday
last, accompanied by Mr. Thomas Rowbotham,
builder, and Messrs. Wood and Kendrick,
architects. The hotel has been rebuilt and
enlarged, and now cimtains one hundred bedroouis.
The new facade in Temple-street has been
designed in the Renaissance style. The large
entrance-hall is panelled in oak, and the .'Staircase

opens from it. To the left is a smoking-room,
panelled in fumed oak ; beyond are the grill-room,
L^ciU-b ir. aad b.Uiard-ro J n ; wade t) th * right
is the general coffee-room. On the first floor are
smoking-lounge, commercial room, family coffee-

room, drawing-room, writing-room, and several
assembly and banqueting rooms. The old premises
have been pulled down and rebuilt in sections.

Bi-KNTISLAXU.—The old church is about to be
restored from plans by .Sir Rowand Anderson,
R.S.A., and under his supervision. The massive
stone pillars and vaulted roof have been covered
from time to time with paint and wall-pajier, and
the oaken galleries have been repeatedly var-

nished, hiding the inscriptions with which at one
time they had been adorned.

Coi'PExnAi.T..—Tlie new chun^h will be opened
on April 6. Of the original i:Uh-(entury edifice

no record remains, but it was superseded about
the time of Elizabeth by a small church con-
structed of timber framing, the panels of the
walls and tower being tilled with plaster: the
tower was surmounted by a low pyramidal roof.

The interior was divided bv wooden pillars. The
floor was of clay, and it was sealed with coarsely-
carved benches, to which were attached by chains
circular blocks of wood to serve as kneelers. This
ihurch was superseded in 1M21 by a small one of

brick, consisting of chancel, nave, and t()wer.

The first portion of a new church, comjirising
chancel, Lidy-chapel, transepts, organ chamber.
and vestry, was consecrated in ISSd, having been
built from the design of the late Mr. .lames
lirooks, the old nave and tower remaining for

temporary use. The style of the church now
completed is a free rendering of that prevailing in

the early years of the thirteenth century i the date
iif the original chapel). A lofty tower an i spire,

jf whioli the fouufatio.is only are included in the
present wjrk. will orcupy the south-west angle.
Tne nave con.'ists of four bays, and is lighted at
the west end by four lancet windows surmounted
by a rose window. The church is built of Kuabon
bricks with pillars and dressings of Runcorn
stone. The roofs are of Oregon pine, covered
with Tilberthwaite slates, the height to the ridge
being about sixty feet. Over the intersection of

t 10 main and transept roofs, a flcche, coviTed with
copper, rises to a height from the ground of over
one hundred feet. The accommodation provided

is for 7o-l persons. The total length internally is

l.'ilft., the width across the transept is Ojft., and
across the nave and aisles .o:ift. The general work
hasbeen carriedout by Messrs. Treasure and Son, of

Shrewsbury, under the superintendence of Jlessrs.

.las. Brooks, Son, and Adkins, of :io, Wellington-
street, London, S.W. The clerk of works was
Mr. T. E. Fenna, of Willaston, Nantwich.

Dkvoxi'ort.—A new school in Paradise-place,

for the purpose of educating special children, was
opened on Friday. The work has been carried

out by Messrs. Pearn Bros., builders and con-

tractors, Plymouth, from plans by Jlr. H. J.

.Snell, architect, of the same borough. The build-

ing is in the Renaissance style, and consists of

Plymouth limestone and Portland stone dressings

to the main entrances and with Portland sills and
buff brick dressings. The fireproof corridors and
staircases at each end of the building are of re-

inforced concrete by Mr. T. Davey, of Plymouth.
There are three large classrooms, 2oft. by 21ft.,

one for special boys, one for special girls, and
another for infants. Adjoining the classrooms

are two assemlily-hiills, one 42ft. by lOft., and
one for infants 22ft. by 16ft. ( In the same floor

is a babies' room 18ft. by 1.5ft. Between the two
assembly-halls are placed lavatories and a cloakroom.
(_)n the first floor is another assembly-hall 66ft.

by 16ft.. and alongside of this hall are three fine

classrooms. 2oft. by 22ft. The school is lighted

throughout by electricity. For the contractors

the work has been superintended by Mr. T.
Cowan, of JIannamead. Plymouth.

IxGH.tM, XoHKoi.K.—The restoration of the
church tower, greatly damaged by lightning, is in

progress. The spiral staircase has been put in

order. The tower has been covered in with a

massive oak roof, and the lead outside relai i, and
the gutters renewed. The south-east pinnacle
has been rebuilt, so that now the four are com-
plete, which has not been the case since 1874.

The bell frames have been entirely removed, and
the walls prepared for the new ones. From the
old cross beams of oak, which are 2ft. square, two
carved altar chairs and a superaltar will be con-

structed. The portion of thi' roof of the south
aisle destroyed by the fall of the masonry of the
tower has been renewed, and the windows of the
south clerestory restored. Messrs. Cornish and
(laymer, of Xorth Walsham, are the builders.

At St. Keverne, Cornwall, on Weduesday, a new
Wesleyan chapel was opened. It replaces an edifice

recently destroyed by fire, and has cost £i,600. The
architects were Messrs. John Wills and Sm, of
Derby.

The cutting of the track and laying of piping for

the underground telegraph cable between Lmlithgnw
and Edinburgh has now been completed, with the
exception of two gaps at the railway bridges. The
line of piping is double from Linlithgow post -oftice

to the canal bridge, and from C >rstorphine to

Murrayfield, Edinburgh. Mr. Andrew Blair,

(rlasgow, is the contractor.

The flnanre committee of the city council of
Exeter have presented a report showing that the
expenditure ou the High-street widening has been
£ll,"_tv>, less proceeds of sale of property and
nlil materials £3,923. The Xorth -street widen-
ing has cost £11,609, less £3,417 received for sale

of property. The total cost of the two imp-overaents
is £4:i.202, and the sanction of the Local liovern-
ment Board is needed to further borrowings amount-
ing to £2S,202. The cost of rebuilding Exe bridge
and widening Alphiiigton-street has been £72,678
gross and £.')il,473. The exces.s expeuditiire amounts
to €9,473, and applicatiou will be made to borrow
this amount.

Electrical tramways constructed by the urban
district council of Erdingtou have just been
formallv opened. They traverse the district from
east to west, the route bf>.iiig 4,l.ii ya-ds in length.
The hue, a double one, begins at the boundary of
.\ston Manor by a jun'.tiou with the tramway
belonging to th;i,t council, jiassing to and terminating
at, the b-niudary of Sutton C ildtield at Harman-
road, along the main road of Erdnigton known as
(iravelly-hill, Oravelly-hill Xorth, High-atreet, and
.Sutton-road respectively. The works have been
cirried out to the plans and specifi.:atiocs prepared
by the joint engineers for the si^heme, Mr. R )bert
(.ireen, .V.M.I.C.E., of 37, Waterloo-street, Bir-
mingham, and Mr. Herbert H. Hum jhrie-i, engineer
to the Erdington Trbau District Council, Mr.
Edw.ird Banner acting as clerk of works for the
council, Mr. E. Kenworth lepresenting Mr. (ieorge
L iw, of Kidderminster, who took the contract for
permanent-way ctn^truction at £i.j.2U), and at
£18,928 for the east works, and Mr. H. L. Davis
representing Messrs. Blackwelland Cx, who carried
out the electrical equipment at a cost of t.i.SSG.

((Fnsmccrmg iSatcs.

(iiEKEc.—The building of the new bridge over

the St. Lawrence at (Quebec, which was discon-

tinued for the winter, has been resumed, and will

be pushed forward with expedition. The new
bridge will provide the only crossing over the

.St. Lawrence between Montreal and (Quebec, a

distance of over 160 miles, for railway and high-

way traffic, will have two r ilway tracks, two
trolley tracks, two roadways, and two sidewalks.

Tlie main span, of cantilever design, is the largest

in the world, extending a length of 1.800ft.

between the centre river iiiera, and exceeding by
yoft. that of the Firth o£ Forth. This span is

composed of two cantilever arms each .o62ft. Sin.

in length, and a suspended span between them
67.oft. long. Connected to each of the centre

piers which support the main span are two anchor

arms, each ."lOOft. long, and joined to these are

two approach dei.-ir spans, each 220ft. long.

Altogether the full length of the bridge will be

3,2 40ft. The depth of centre span at centre is

130ft. : height of post over main piers, Sl.oft. ;

width between trusses. 67ft. : base of railway

above high water, 160ft.: total weight of struc-

ture, 49.000 net tons. The main piers and
approaches are completed, and the main shoe and
pedestals (weighing 199 tons) over the main pier

on the south side have been placed in position.

Falsework, part wood and part steel, supports the

floor of the bridge, and also carries the metal

girders whereon runs the steel traveller, which
envelops the entire structure. So far work has

been mainly confined to the south anchor arm,

and from its extremity the south cantilever arm
now projects .)62ft. 6in from centre of pier. The
contractors are the Phicnix Bridge Co., Penn.

.St.^kefouu, XoKTHVMiiEiiL.vxu. — The com-
mittee of the Stakeford Bridge have accepted the

tender of Messrs. Brims and Co., of Newcastle,

who have had large experience in ferro-concrete

work. The work will In carried out at once, under
the superintendence of Messrs. H. Balfour and
Son, civil engineers, Xewcastle.

The ViiToKi.t F.iLLs BiiiniiE.—A paper was
read on Tuesday last before the Institution of

Civil Engineers on " The Victoria Falls liridge."

The author was Mr. (4. A. Hobson, M.lnst.C.E.,

who described some of the engineering difficulties

which were overcome in the building of this

structure. The choice of the site for the bridge

was finally governed by the natural formation of

the walls of the chasm, advantage being taken of

the minimum distance to be spanned, combined
with the soundest foothold obtainable. The
position fixed upon is about 700 yards below

the cataract. The rock being very hard, the

bridge was designed to fit the profile of the gorge
with as little expenditure in excavation as

possible. Several types ol bridges were considered,

but the nature of the situation and the purpose of

the work made it obvious that a two-hinged
spandrel-braced arch was the one which most
completely answered all the requirements of the

case. Tnese may be summarised as handsome
appearance, rigidity, economy, erection— canti-

lever-wise —without scaffolding. The bridge was
designed to carry two lines of way of the usual

South .\frican gauge, 3ft. 6in. The existing line

from Cape Town to the bridge (with unimportant
exceptions) is a single track, bu. a width suHi 'lent

for a double line was necessary across the bridge,

in order to provide sufficient lateral stability.

The bridge consists of three spans. The end
span on the left bank of the river is

62ft. 6in., and the other 87ft. Gin. These spans

arc composed of braced girders of ordinary

type, with horizontal upper and lower chords,

12ft. 6in. deep, and divided into square pmels.

The girders are fixed 20ft. apart. The deck is

horizontal, and is laid on the top chords through-

out. The lentral span is .oOOft. between centres

of bearings, with a rise of 90ft. Tne curvature

of the arched rib is parabolic. The pinels twenty

in number, are 2.ift. in lengtli. The depth of

the girder at the crown is 1.5ft., and at the abut-

ment 10.5ft. Each main girder stands in a plane

at an inclinat on of 1 in 8 from the perpendicular

The width between the centres of the girders is

27ft 6in. at the top, and 53ft. 9in. at the springing-

level, and between the parapets 30ft. Tne bridge

was constructed in accordance with the designs

and specifications of the author's firm. Sir Douglas

Fox and Partners, and Sir Charles Metcalfe, Bart.

The contractors were the Cleveland Bridge and
Engineering Company, Darlington.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correapondentin. All com'municatinns should be
drawn up as briefly aa possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspoadenta.]

It is partiruliirly requested that all drawina:8 and all

communications respectin? illu^tnitinns or literarv matter
should be address.-d to the EDITOR nf the Bitii.niso

News, Clement's Hou^e, Clement's Inn Pa'*sa?e, Strand,

W.C., and not to members of the stAtf by name. Delav
is not infreipientlv otherwise eaused. .\ll di"awin?s and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to oav for. or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-<iffice OMers to be made payable
Thr Strand Newspai'KR Companv. Limitrd.

Tele^aphic Address :—* Timeserver, London.*'
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE
Bound copies of Vol . XC I . are no* ready, and
should be ordered early (price l'2s. each, by post

123. Od.) as onlv a limited number are done uo. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXTX., XLI., XLVI.,
XJJX., Lin., LXI., LXII.. LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
T.X\'TT., LXVm.. LXTX., LXXT., LXXII.. LXXriT..
LXXR'., LXXV., LXXVL. LXXVTI., LXXTX.,
r-XXX.. LXXXT.. Lxxxn.. lxxxiii., Lxxxrv..
LXXXV.. J.XXXVI., LXXXVn.. LXXXVItl..
LXXXIX.. and Xi'. may still be obtained at the same
rrice ; all the othtr bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former Folumes are, how
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers requirinar any back
numbers tn complete volume just ended should order at

once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the buiLDiNO N"ew8,

price 2s., post free 2s. Id., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House.
Clement's Inn Passage. Strand, London. W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

United States, £1 tjs. Od. (or t>dols. 30c. goldl. To France
or Belgium, £1 Bs. Od. .nr :vMt. 30c."f To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Cnlonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 63 Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all ortieial

advertisement,-* is Is. per line of Eight words, the tirsf

Ime counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for

four Imes.

The charge for Aactlo is, Land Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertis;,'raeats '.except

Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the tirst liue counting as twot, the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than sis insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisement* for *' Situations
Vacant'' or "Situations Wanted" and "Pirt-
nersliips," is One Shillisg for Twestv-foub Woaoa,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situatton

Advfrtisem'-nts must be prepaid.

•»• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,
W.C, free of chnrgi'. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra chaise of Sixpence is made. \See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other pusitions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

GOOD FRIDAY.
Next week the Blmldin'g News will be published on

'yVi'(,-.s/<f /, Mareh 2S. at the usual hour. All advertise-
ments for next week's issue m'i-<t reach the office before
THREE p.m. on \VEDXE:iDAY. MAKCH 27, instead of
nn Thursday as usual.

RErEivEo.— B. S. Co., Ltd.-D. f. L.—O. S. and Co.—
M. L. L.-T. M.-\V. S. andd.-R. K. T.—F. and H.-
G. C, Ltd.-A. A.-Percival.

March.—No.
Philip H.—Yes, if brief.

D. L. G.—We cannotsay. 2. Yes.

Miracle.—Will do our best with a good photograph.

Jasper,—It is not a firm we recommend.

Dry.-You will get what you want of reliable quality at
S. Putney's, 149, Har*o*-road, W.

T. R. L.—Williams Bros', "Cilrest" Cisement will meet
your requirements. Write them at Kaleyards Works,
Chester, for full lists and prices.

J. U.—See our " Directory " under " Water Eagineers "

for the address you want.

C. I. V. - Frank Phillips's photo prints are reasonably
cheap and reliable reprodui-tions. Write him at I.ivery-
street, Birmingham.

The city council of Cirdiff have decided upon the
erection of an intermediate school at a cost of
£l.i.OOO.

Caricspauticncc.—..,-.

—

K.I.B.A.

To the Editor of the Bi'iLDiNo Nbws.

Sill, When 1 lirst ventured to open this corro-

sijondence, I did not foresee that it would result

in !in irrelevant disi)uto between Mr. Woodward
and myself. For this development I must offer

apoloi^ies, since it cannot have an interest for tlie

majority of your readers proportionate to the

valuable space im which it encroaches. I trust,

however, that you will allow me briefly to re-

capitulate my original contentions, which, largely

throu:;h my own fault, are in danger of being

lost sight of altogether.

Kxception had been taken to the conditions of

the London l.'ountv Hall Competition on the fol-

lowing points : -First, that foreign architects

were not to bu excluded : secondly, that the

.selection of competitors for the final stage was
ill-judged.

With regard to the first point, I ventured to

urge th.it thi^ primary object of the promoters

was to SLVure the best possible design, and that,

in a national underkiking of an artistic nature, all

other considerations should give way to so lofty

an ambition.

The hostile criticism of the County Council's

selei'tions for the final staae of the competition

appeared to be chiefly directed against two gentle-

men, the nature of who3e work had. till then,

separated them widely from the orthodo-t sciiools

of design represented by the remaining nominees.

In face of this criticism. I pointed out that all

schools should be equally represented in an im-

portant architectural contest, and that many
people, myself among them, would loilk forward

to the designs submitted by these competitors as

likely to be of more interest than all the others

put together. I only demand tolerant recognition

of the existence of this opinion : to expect uni-

versal sympathy would, of course, be absurd.

The matter lies, to quote Jlr. Woodward. " within

the region of ' taste,' a broad field in which it is

so easy to lose oneself." The pity is that llr.

Woodward could not leave it at that, but must
afterwards contradict himself and assert that " it

is not a question of ' taste ' at all— it is a question

of intimate knowledge of the best examples of

architecture in Kurope."
The inference to be drawn from this is. I

suppose, that Mr. Woodward is so fortified by
this -'intimate knowledge" that he can venture

with impunity upon a sweeping and absolute

condemnation of generally-admired design. If

this vast experience was acquired in the manner
he is kind enough to recommend to me—viz., by
' meandering for two or three days in the Roman
Forum, spending a few hours in the Coliseum at

Rome, another few hours at the Pantheon at

Rome, and at ivic) its surroundings ; a few weeks
in Florence, Venice, and other parts of Italy, the

educational course being completed by a corre-

sponding period in Spain, France, Hungary,
Austria, tlermany. Belgium, and Brittany," one
cannot doubt its comprehensiveness. But even if

Mr. Woodward's brain be stored as full of pre-

cedent as Gwilt's Encyclopa'iia, it still remains
questionable whether his personal opinions are

rendered incontrovertible facts by this " intimate

knowledge of the best examples of architecture in

Europe."
With regard to the rest of Mr. Woodward's

letter, I have little to say. The quaint passage

about "truncated towers," \-c., presumably
refers to certain idiosyncrasies in design which I

am supposed to admire. I do not find any
features mentioned in this list which are peculiar

to the de-iigners whom I am endeavouring to

defend, whereas I should have thought that

several of the architects in the list drawn up by
Mr. Woodward as those " whose works will live,"

might have to plead guilty to some of the details

he finds so objectionable.

There is room for doubt as to whether the works

of Ilardwick, .Smirke, and Pennethorne will

"live": but we must all admit thit, saving an

outbreak of anarchy, they will continue to exist.

I'erhaps on this phrase we may compromise.—I am,

tec. H. S. Goouh.iktRe.viiel.

POT V. KETTLE.
,SiK,—While Mr. Uoodhart-Rendle and Mr.

William (Stoutheart) Woodward are going for one

another in your pages hammer and tongs, twitting

each other over matters of taste, one is rerain led

of th" a Inion't-'in. " Phr'»''''ai. h-^il thvs*'If."

Passing down Kcgent-street on Saturday, I saw the

strange structural sloping device, without form or

comeliness, and so inexplicable to rhyme or

reason, but perpetrated by that stickler for purity,

Mr. Woodward himself, in building the main
angle pier of the S. E. corner of his vast Piccadilly

Hotel fai-ade in Regent-street. I allude to the

pier where the cross street runs from the <^uadrant

to Piccadilly. I have seldom seen an uglier

botch in masonry. Mr. Woodward speaks of

the imminent danger of nude figures slipping off

the sloping tops of arty pediments ; but what
about this veritable burlesque bungle of iishlar

rusticated jointing, making as though the

superstructure of this vast frontispiece at this

point would share an imminence far more shocking

to the iiublii- feelings than the semi-nudities he so

trenchantly refers to in his letter given by you
last Friday. Will he say Mr. Xorman Shaw
drew out this detail'^

—

I am, kc.
Vanity F.\iit.

OLD STONE WALLS AT PONTEFRACT.
Sill,— I have plans approved by Pontefract

Corporatiim for pulling down and rebuilding shops

in Shoe Market, Pontefract. It may interest you
to be informed the walls of the old buildings vary

in thickness from Oft. tj :3ft., and ili. old stone-

work.— I am, i:c., .J.vmes IIeseltixk.

Old Castle Drawing Office, Pontefract.

CHIPS.

Last week the new and spacious parish church of

Glynorrwg was consecrated by the Bishop of

Llandatl. The church cost £3,500, and is nearly

paid for.

The rood-screen of Manaton Church, near More-
tonhampstead, Djv'->n, was opened out a few days
ago by the removal of a blooked-up din- on the

north side of the chancel. A staircase was thus

revealed, and it was discovered that the parish

ptiestof pie-Riformation days was able to approach

the rood by entrances from both the north side of

the chancel and the south side of the nave.

A communication h;is b°en received from the

Board of Trade approving the extensible axle,

which enables tram.^ars tn pi« easily from one to

another of the Leedi and Bradford gauge.", and it is

expected that quick cars between the two cities will

sooii be running.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned the

borrowing by the Eastbourne Corporation of

£10,IU'2 for the purposes ot electricity extensions.

On the I2th inst., in Lurgan, Mr. Francis J.

M'Carthy, Locil <; ivernmeiit Board inspector, held

a local inquiry into the propriety of confirming the
scheme formulated by the il lira Riral Council for

the erection of htty labourers' cottages, at a cost of

£l:i,00il, in the electoral divisions of Ballvleney,

Donaclouey, Maralin, Moira, Tullylish, and War-
iogstown. Mr. .Tames Hunter, architect for the

scheme, proposed and explained the plans.

The total of the sales officially recorded at the

Estate Exchange last week was £74,057, the figures

in the corresponding week of last year being ,i'7-',99.f>.

The ancient church of Winterborne ."st. Martin,

near Dorchester, has just been restored at a cost of

£ilOn. A font of Xorman workmanship has been

brought to light, and it is probable that the original

church was rebuilt in the twelfth century.

Birmingham Corporation's village at Elan Valley

Waterworks, Radnorshire, consists of 1 -2 workmen's
huts. Xow that the gigantic coutract is completed,

the corporation will dispense with the huts, and
build a permanent model village.

Colonel X. G. Duruford, an inspector appointed

by the L ical iliverunipnt Board, held an inquiry on
Friday at the Public ( llfices, Ola Hill, respecting an
application made by ttie R iwlev District Council for

sanction to raise a loan of £4,.iOO for works of street

improvement in the parish.

The opening of the extensions of the Schools of

.\rts and Crafts, in St. Leonards, York, which have
cost over £J,000, was celebrated on Taursdiy n ght

in last week by holding a concert, a conversa/jone,

an exhibition of students' work, and a dance in the

exhibition building.

The ( hristchurch, Hants, Board of Guardians
have instructed their building committee to prepare
plans of a new inhrmary blick to accommodate 60

patients. The Local (xovernment Boird a'ch>tect

has advised the erection of two such blocks, but the

guardians do not care to face the expenditure.

On behalf of the Local (Government Board Mr.
E. A. .Sandford Fawcett, inspector, will hold an
inquiry on Monday next into the application of the

London and .Middlesex County Councils to consider

whether it is desirable that the boundaries of the

said ctMnHpfl ahniild b^ altered.
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Intercommunication.

[12259.]—Lead Fonts.— I huvc photographed two
lead fonts at Sandhurst and Frampt >n-on-Severn that are
precisely the same in detail, measurements, and mould
markin^fi. leading lae to believe that they were both cast
in the same mould. Is this probable ' And are there any
other like examples '—Svdsev A. Pitciler, College Court,
Gloucester.

[12260.]—Cubing: Irregular * Figure- —Can any
reader show me by simple arithmetic how to get the
number of cube yards containi?d in a piece of t^round
which is to be levelled for a tennis lawn ' The length is

80 yards, width is 5 J yards and taking- one corner as <),

the levels are : The corner 53 yards otf is Oft. above, the
comer 80 yard^ off is 3ft. above, and the opposite corner
is 16fC. above (see sketch). What I rciUy want to know

Ls the number of cube yards of soil I should have to
remove from the hi?h side and deposit on the low side to
make a level surface—e.g., horizontal plane .' A simple
way to cilculate this would oblige.—NfMiSvLLL.

[12261.]—Cleaning Building- Fronts.~"Wanted.
information as to the process of cleaning stone and
bnck buildings by steam pressure, such as I have seen in
London lately. Is it a patentei process .' Is any abradin ?
material carried with the steam .' About what pressure is

used ? Is there any preparatory process ' Does the steam
wash the dirt away, or has it to be brushed or scraped
after the application of the steam .'—J. M. Bloom.

ri2257.]— Corrosion in Kettles. Boilers, and
Pipes.— Inquire of Ironmonger about " The Octopus."
It is a fibrous wheel, and the scale attaches itself thereto.—Regent's Park.

[12257.J—Corrosion in Kettles. Boilers, and
Pipes.—It is quite a common practice in districts where
kettles fur up in the way mentioned for people to intro-
duce a pebble or marble upon which the incrustation
takes place, while the fact of its rolling about prevents
any adhesion to the sides. It is, however, only partially
successful. Manufacturers in such districts have to use
proper water-softening plant, which can be supplied by
any boiler maker.— Z.

[12258.]—Footings.—No one has any right to build
footings or anything else upon another man's land. A
solicitor should be consulted if this ha-< been done without
permission—which, if asked, it would be unneighbourly to
refuse provided that proper agreement were drawn up re-
serving the right to cut-off the projectmg course at any
time should the owner of the land himself wish to build
up to his boundary. The best way is to arrange for the
payment of a small rent.-M.

[12253.1—Footings.—Consult a respectable solicitor
about. I should think not, unless you have compromised
yourself with him. —HrniEN'T's Pahk.

The TowQ Improvement Committee of the New-
castle -on-Tyne City Council has passed plans for a
branch free library on the Dalaval Estate at Ben-
well, which Mr. Carnegie has promised to build.

The restored and augmented peal of bells in the
tower of St. John de Sepulchre Church, Norwich,
was reopened last week. The i)eal now numbers six
bells, several having been recast and a new treble
added by Messrs. Mears and Stainbank, of London.
The rehanging and new frames are by Messrs G,
Day and Son, of Eye, Suffolk.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between
C. F. Marston and W. E. Healey, architects, of
Sutton t'oldlield, Warwickshire, and Walsall. Staf-
fordshire, has been disaolved ; as has also that
hitherto in existence between J. P. Kay and H. W.
Long, architects, Leeds, under the style of Kav and
Long.

The Kilmarnock Town Council discussed, on
Friday, the (juestion of the erection of an infectious
diseases hospital at an expense of t;jl),O0(l, plans for
which had been approved by the Local Government
Board. Strong objection was taken by some
members to the proposal as extravagant, and ulti-
mately it was resolved, by fifteen votes to three, to
send a deputation to the Lical Government Board
requesting permission t-> reduce the plans.

The late Mr. Henry Rjwe, Worcester, of the firm
of Henry Uowe and Son, architects, left personalty
amounting to X.i3,'293.

.-lu^'";
^" ^" ^'^'^P^i'' t'..E,, held an inquiry at

Chorley, Lanes, on Friday, on behalf of the Local
Government Board in respect of an application of
the town council to borrow £27,000 on account of
money already spent in connection with the gas-
works and overdraft to the treasurer, and for sup-
plying the township of Coppull with gas.

LEaAL INTEIiLiaENCE.
Reconstku-Tixi^ the City Road BRiofJE^:

Reoext's Canal axd Dock Co.mi'axv v. Loxdox
CouxTY CouxciL.—In the Court of Chancery on
Friday, before Mr. Justice Swinfen Eidy, an
interim injunction was applied for to restrain the
defendants from commencing or carrying out certain

proposed works of reconstruction ot the bridge by
which the City-road crosses the City-road basin of

the plaintiffs* canal, and from otherwise altering or
interfering with the structure of the bridge. The
bridge is a brick one, and belongs to the plaintiffs,

who erected it, and are bound to maintain it by the
terms of their private Act, o9 George lit. cap. 6Q.

The North Metropolitan Tramways Company, by a
private Act in 1S71, obtained power to construct

horse tramways crossing the bridge. Section 32 of

that Act, however, which rejjroduces section 51 of

the Tramways Act, 1S70, expressly reserved all the
rights of the plaintiff's, except that the tramway
company might lay down tramways over any
bridge in accordance with plans and specifications

to be approved by the plaintiffs' engineer or the

engineer to the Board of Trade. The defendants
acquired all the tramways of the tramway com-
pany, and by the London County Tramways
(Electrical Power) Act, 1900, were enabled to work
them by electrical power. The defendants served
notice on the plaintiffs of their intention to alter the
bridge, in accordance with plans enclosed, which
involved the demolition of the brickwork and the
substitution of an iron girder bridge. The plaintiffs

argued that the alteration was not necessary, and
not authorised by section 6 of the defendants' Act,
and was in contravention of section 32 of the North
Metropolitan Tramways Act of 1S71. Mr. Justice

Swinfen Eady said that in his opinion power to do
the work proposed was conferred on the London
County Conned by section 6 of the London County
Tramways (Electrical Power) Act, 1900. The
defendants were bound by the general provisions of

the Tramways Act, 1870, under section 2G of which
such work would have to be done under the super-
intendence and to the reasonable satisfaction of the
plaintiffs, while section 32 provided for the settle-

ment of dift-erences such as the present by a referee

appointed by the Board of Trade. In view^ especi-

ally of this latter section there would be no order on
the motion.

Tub PoWi^RS of the Tribunal of Appeal.—In
a Divisional Court, on Monday, before Mr. Justice

Darling and Mr. Justice A. T. Lawrence, the case of

*' The South-Eastern and Chatham Railway Com-
panies' Managing Committee and Others v. the

London County Council " was heard, on the appeal
of the London County C )uncil from a decision of the

Tribunal of Appeal. Mr. Avory, K.C., in support
of ^the appeal, said that the point in question was
raised in the form of a special case which had been
stated by the Tribunal of Appeal. The case was
stated to enable the London County Council to

appeal from the decision of the Tribunal of Appeal,
who had quashed the certificate of the Superintend-
ing Architect defining the general line of buildings in

the Crystal Palace I^arade under section 22 of

the London Building Act. The result of the de-
cision of the Tribunal of Appeal was that there was
no general line of buildings in the street in question

at all now, and anybody in the street could build to

any line they liked. If the decision were allowed
to stand, it would nullify the operation of

Section 22 in every street where a railway company
happened to own a piece of land. Mr. Mac-
morran, K.C., on behalf of the respondents,
supported the decision of the Tribunal of Appeal.
He contended that the railway companies had
adopted the proper remedy as *' aggrieved persons,"
by the certificate of the architect, and that the
decision of the Tribunal of Appeal should be
affirmed. In the result, their Lordships held that

the railway companies had adopted the wrong
procedure by appealmg to tho Tribunal of Appeal,
and allowed the appeal, with costs.

CHIPS.
The first portion of St. Paul's Church, Lgyton, has

now been completed, and as funds come in the
additional parts will h3 added. Mr. G. E.
Streathfield, Lincoln's Inn, is the architect, the con-
tractor being Mr. W. Saint, of Cambridge. Corsham
Down stone, from the quarries of the Bath Stone
Firms, Ltd., has been used in its construction.

A receiving order has been made in the case of
Metcalf and t»reig, Serjeants' -inn, Fleet-street,

E.C., architects and surveyors.

On Thursday evening the Primitive Methodist
Church at Wrentham, Suffolk, was reopened, after

having been renovated. The gallery has been taken
out and a new front put in the building. The
interior has been redecorated and reseated, with
seating accommodation for 270 persons. Two stained
glass windows have been erected a<? memorials. The
work has been carried out by Mr. W. G. Lilly,

budder, of Wrentham, and Mr. T. E. Davidson, of
Newcastle-on-Tyne, was the architect.

At a general assembly of Academicians and
Associates held on Wednesday evening, Mr. William
Lionel Wyllie, A.K.A., the well-known marine
painter, was elected a Royal Academician. Mr.
Wyllie, who has been an A.R.A. since LSSH, is in his

56th year. He was educated at Heatherley's and
the Royal Academy Schools. He won the Turner
medal in 1S69.

The Local Government Board have sancttonei thg
borrowing of £4,0Gt by the corporation of Brighton
for the purchase of land for widening Western-
road.

In the case of the application made on behalf of

Henry Gibson, King-street, St. James's, S.W., sur-

veyor, the order of discharge has been suspended
for two years, ending Feb. 21, 1909.

His Majesty's Consul at Panama reports that the
system for furnishing compressed air for power on
the Panama Canal work has so far been limited to

two compressor plants, in operation at Culebra and
Empire sections ; but in a short time a giant lOin.

air line, extending from Pedro Miguel to Bas
< Jbispo, a distance of 10 miles, will b^ ready for

service. The line follows the line of the canal

closely, and at convenient intervals gate valves and
tees are placed, from which branch lines will convey
the air direct to the work, furnishing the motive
power for operating the rock crusher plants, rock
drills, well drills, testing of air brakes, driving

pneumatic tools, and for various other purposes.

Mr. Joseph Adamson, of the firm of Messrs.

Joseph Adamson and Co., boilermakers. Wood End,
Hyde, has accepted the invitation of the council

to become president of the Minchester Association

of Engineers for 1907-1908.

Mr. F. H. TuUoch recsntly held an inquiry in

respect of an application from the Baldock Urban
District Council for £3,r)00 for the purpose of pro-
viding a water supply for Baldock in counecdon
with the Garden-City supply. Among those present
were Mr. Richird* v^QgiQeer to the Baldock Urban
District Council), Mr. Bulmour (engineer to the

Garden City Compauy), and Mr. W. Munday (sur-

veyor to the Baldock Urban D-strict Council.

A memorial to the late Duke of Westminster,
K.G., is about to be placed in St Paul's Church,
near Halkyn Castle, Fiiiitshire. It will comprise a
medallion portrait, with crest, an inscription in

bronze, and a cirvai font in marble, the designer
being Mr. W. Pierce Roberts.

The Mayor has opened an extension of the

Gravesend electricity works, situated on the banks
of the Thames at the eastern end of the borough.
The enlargement has been uec33sitated by the grow-
ing demand of consumers.

The death occurred on Saturday of William
Young, engineer, .Vdrossin, who for several terms
was IVovoit of the burgh. Daring his period of

office in the civic chair, many important municipal
enterprise! were brought to a suc^cessfal issue, chief

of these being large schemes for gas and water
supply. Es-Provost Young was in his 77th year.

The Rochdale Town C )uucll contemplate making
a great street improvement in one of the oldest

portions of the bjrough. The proposal is to make
a new thoroughfare from Blackwater, across New-
gate to the Orchard, and the Town Hall Square.

The improvement sub-committee have entered into

provisional arrangements for the purchase of the

King's Head Hotel, and negotiations are in pro-

gress for acquiring other property on or near the

course of the proposed new street.

At Besley, on Tuesday, Mr. M. K, North, an
inspector under the Local Government Board, held

an inquiry as to an application from the urban
district council for leave to borrow ,t;t,0l7 for

purposes of electric lighting.

Mr. G. R. G. Conway, C.E., who has been in the

service of the Aberdeen Town Council for a number
of years, and is president of the Aberdeen Civil

Engineers' Association, was on Saturday evening
presented with an illuminated address by the

members of the Association, in connection with
his departure from Aberdeen for the Ignited State?.

The presentation was made by Mr. P. M. Burnett,

a past president of the Association.

Sir Marcus Samuel laid the foundation-stone on
Monday of the first Hebrew synagogue in Salford.

It is being budt at a cost of £(3,000, and will pro-

vide accommodation for 420 worshipp':?r3. Mr.
Delissa Joseph, F.R.I.B.A, of London, is the

architect.

Galashiels School Board have made a provisional

purchase of the property known as Victoria Mills

for ,i;l,7.')0, as a site for a Central Technical College

they propose to erect for the Borders.

The town council of Maidstone decided at their

last meeting that application be made to the Local

Government Board for permission to borrow for

the purposes of a new elementary school in Ton-
bridge-road, £7,020. The school will accommodate
r)ll) children, and the cost per head will be £lo,

exclusive of furnishing the school.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
TIIK OCTAOOK, RUROOS e.ATIIEDRAL. BV H. C. IIREWER.—

CI1ILDRF,.S-'S HOSPITAl,, SUSDERLASD.—POLICE STATION'S
AT CLAVBURY HILL, HYDE PARK, AND WESTMINSTER.—
NEW STABLI.-Jli AT THE ORASiiE, BROADHEMBURY.- VIEWS
IN ALBANY, N.Y.—CLEADON TOTTACE HOMES.

^ur illustratiotts.

RURGOS (ATHEI)i;.\I,.

OoTHio architecture in Spain is considered b.v

authorities to liiive been borrowed front other
"Ountne.s, anil not a natural growth, as it is

in France or Kngland, \c. Xo doubt this is the
case : but in adapting the style to the climatic
condition and tastes of the' Peninsula, it has
undergone a change which stamps an individuality
upon it, quite apart from that in those countries
from which it was borrowed. Burgos, one of the
most interesting churches in Spain, is a good
example of this. The general outline is German
in character. In fart, the spires, octagon, and
octagonal chapel at the east end, were designed by
luan de C'olon'a, an architect brought over by-

Bishop .\lfonso de Cartagena (143.i- 14.56; ; but even
these features have a Spanish feeling about them.
the octagon especially so. The rich gorgeousness of
its detail, the tine carving, and the general wealth
and extravagance lavished upon it are entirely
the influence of Spanish art in the time o"f

Ferdinand and Isabella. These three later
additions were superimposed on an early church
very pure in style (as pure as any French church
of the period—Street), the foundation-stone of
which was laid by Bishop Maurice, an English-
man, in the year 1221, and the building was
«-ompIeted in the remarkably short time of nine
years. The apse, transepts, and body of this
church remain unaltered in style and unspoiled
by restoration. The interior is a magnificent
exampleof architecture. xVt the momentof entering
by the west doorwav the effect is somewhat
injured by the blocking-iip by the coro, which
extends to within two bays from the west end :

but from the transepts or" choir the tine effect of
proportion, the drami of the chiaroscuro, the
beauty of the carving, and the richness of the
fittings are unsurpassed. Xo doubt murh of this
effect is given by the light Hooding in from the
Late octagon, which octagon is condemned by
authorities who can only see beauty in purity of
style and academic art ; but those of broader niind
can, at least here, put on one side their more
fastidious tastes to enjoy what is probably the
most perfect drama in architrctural art. The
most disappointing thing in Burgos is the position
of the church. It lies at the foot of the' hill on
which the castle rises, and is nowhere seen to
perfect advantage. To the X.E. (the view from
which the exterior of the octagon is takenl the
authorities are pulling down some uninteresting
houses, which is opening out a tine view of the
east end and Chapel of the Constable, and when
<iuite cleared will be a great improvt,ment.
Perhaps the most interesting views of the cathe-
dral are those locking down upon it from the
castle hill." The view here mmtioned is obtained
from just below the walls of the ruined castle, and
from here the vast dark mass of elaborately carved
stone dominates the whole town, and the richness

|

* We shall give other plates from Mr. Brewer's drawings
shortly, ine'.udinione of the Cathedral as seen from the
Castle Hill.

CLEADON COTTAGE HOMES.

of its outline is strongly marked against the dis-

tant hills. Henkv C. Bkewfk.

CHII.HUEn's HOSl'IT.^L, SVXDEKLAXH. /

AiiofT sixty sets of plans were sent in for this

competition. Mr. W. Lister X^ewcombe,
F.R.I.B..^., of X^ewcastle-on-Tyne, was the

assessor, and ilessrs. Armstrong and Wright, of

the same city, were chosen as the architects. The
square site fronting Durham-road faces south, and
it has a decided fall from west to east. The ac-

commodation comprises three large wards, with a

cubic space of 1,000ft. each for 20 beds. The
usual duty rooms, kitchens, *:c., to be provided.

The operating room, dispensary, \;c., for out-

patients and casuals. The cost is limited to

,£16,000, inclusive of e^'erything, and the sum
provided is much 1 jwer than the cost of similar

buildings of recent oate, while the difference of

levels of the site for this building adds necessarily

to the outlay. We illustrate the chosen design,

giving sections and elevations, as well as the two
chief plans. X'ecessarily the character of the work
is very plain and simple in its detail, as it should

be. The particulars of the arrangement adopted

by the architects may be clearly seen from our
illustrations.

WESrMIXSTKH POLICE cot KT. ^^

The view illustrati'S the principal front of this

building facing Rochester-row, and is carried out

in red brick with granite and Portland stone

dressings, the roof being 'covered with Tilber-

thwaite slating. The old Court has been recently

remodelled and ealarged. the work being carried

out by Messrs. F. and H. Higgs. Loughborough
.Junction, S.E., at a cost of about £12,000.

nVOE TAltK rt)I.l( E STATION. ^

This is a fii-st-cliiss town police-station, situated

in Hyde Park, containing the usual othces and
cells, and accommodation and st-ibles for a number
of mounted men. It is carried out in red brick

with Portland stone dressings, the roof being

covered with Tilberthwaite slates. It was erected

by Messrs. Mowlem and Co., at a cost ot £17,000.

CI.AVHtltV POLICE STATION. /
This building is a typical example ot the

country type of police-station, which is being
erected in the outer parts of the -Metropolitan

polce district. It contains othces and cells,

stable and residences for police. It is carried out

in red brick with Portland stone dressings, and
roofed with red tiles. It was erected a few years

ago by Messrs. H. Wells and Sons, Buckhurst
Hill. Essex, and cost £4,000. All three buildings

have been carried out from the designs and under

the supervision of Jlr. ,1. Dixon Butler.

F.R.I.B.A., surveyor to the Metropolitan Police.

NEW .ST.\HLING, '' THE GKANc;E,*' KKOADHEMltl UY.

These buildings, designed by Messrs. Ellis, Son.

.and Bowden, F.S.I., Exeter, have been recently

erected as an adjunct to a Jacobean country-house
near Iloniton. Devon. They are constructed of

hollow brick walls, roughcast, and covered with
14in. by Tin. sec:ond quality Ilelabole slates with
black ridge. The coping of yard walls and of

chimneys is also of Delabole slate. The stone

dressings to walls are of Monk's Park stone.

Nearly all the woodwork is painted white, and
the ironwork lead colour. The tlriors of the

stable, washing space, and coachhouse are laid

with granite concrete, and the stable fittings were
supplied by the St. Pancras Ironworks Co. There
is a back road for the supply of fodder and for the

removal of stable manure, so that carts need not
enter the stable yard. Enclosures have been pro-

vided on either side of the main entrance to stable,

in which hiy. straw, chaff', and corn shoots are

fitted, and arc rendered accessible by sliding

hatches ; by this means there is no encroachment
upon the stable, and the main entrance is em-
phasised. Especial attention has been paid to

ventilation, there being windows back and front,

and there are three ventilating trunks carried to a
central ventilating turret. The washing sjiace

has been incorporated with the main building

under a lean-to roof, and forms an integral part

of the design, instead of forming a detached
feature under a glass roof, as is so often found.

The cost was about £1.600, and the builders were
Jlessrs. F.llis and Sons, of North Tawton, Devon.

VIEWS IN ALHAXV, X.V.

(Foi; description of these see Mr. Harry Hema'a
article on p. 410.1

CLEADON c C)TTAC;E HOMES, SC^ITH SHIELDS. ^*

TiiE design illustrated by the accompanying
block-plan, as well as by one double- and one
single-page sheets of drawings was placed iirst in

the recent competition by the assessor, Mr.
Thomas W. Cutler. F.R.I.B.A., and Messrs.

Wm. and T. 1!. Milburn, of Sunderland, and
Messrs. Wills and Anderson, of Bloomsbury-
square, were the joint authors of this scheme. In

the absenc-c of any particulars the drawings
reproduced must speak for themsc-lves, and,

indeed, the arrangement of the buildings as a

whole, and of contrivance internally in particular,

may be well seen from the architects' clearlv

delineated sheets placed at our disposal. The
buildings are disposed on the site to obtain

east and western aspects. The administrative

department is central, and the nurses" quarters

are located as far as possible, and are self-con-

tained. The chapel and operating-theatre open
off the ccmnecting corridor. The out-patients'

de]iartment is near the gates. The corridors are

Sft. wide. The ccist. inclusive of £,S00 for archi-

tects' fees, quantities £200, and £1.50 for c-lerk of

works, is estimated at £16,7rf.i. The cost, as per
competition report, is given as £15, "240, less

£l,0yii for suggested deductions, leaving £14, 1.10

as an alternative total.
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(Bvix O^ffia Cable.

Some of the otKLers of tlie staff of the lloyal
School of Military Krigineerin":, Chatham, were
recently deputed to make a visit to the trades'
training schools of the ('ar]>enters' and some
other of the City Companies. These schools were
originally founded by the Worshipful Company
of Carpenters some fifteen years ago, since which
time they have been joined by the following City
Companies :—The joiners'. Painter Stainers",
Plaisterers*, Tylers' and Bricklayers', and Wheel-
wrights'. The schools are situated in theat
Titchfield -street, near Portland-place, W., and
instruction is given only to men working in
the v.arious building trade', and each student pays
a small fee for the instruction given. The
general idea of the teaching in the school is to
perfect each man as far as possible in his trade, so
as to counteract the tendency at the present time
for men to learn only one small |>ortion of their
craft. The Royal Engineers immediately made an
application to the Carpenters' Company to know
if they might have several of the models from the
various shops for their schools at ( 'hatham, so that
the Royal Kngineer students might always have
before them the proper and scientiBc methods of
construction. The Carpenters' Company have
fallen in with this suggestion, and have presented
the models to the U.E. School. It will be
remembered that an application of a similar nature
was made by the Architectural Association last

year, and the Carpenters' Company made a
similar presentation. This Company, at least, is

not unworthily falflUing the objects for which it

was founded centuries since.

The Mayor of Canterbury, Alderman F.
Bennett Goldney, F.S.A., announced >at Wednes-
<lay's meeting of the city council that the directors

of the gas and water company were willing to
part with the remains of the old castle at Canter-
bury for a sum of £1,000. He had written accept-
ing that offer on behalf of the city, and was
willing to accept financial responsibility until
arrangements could be made for raising the money.
He believed that less restoration would be re-
quired than in the case of Rochester. A com-
mittee was appointed to act with the miyor in the
matter. The castle at Canterbury is the third
largest Xormm keep in England, ranking next to

those of Colchester and Norwich. In the reign of
Edward II. it was converted into a prison, and for
the last three-quarters of a century it has been
used by the Canterbury Gas and Water Company
as a place of storage for material and coals. This
discreditable condition of things has long been
denounced as a reproaoh and a disgrace to the
city, and it is satisfactory to find that it will now
cease.

Ax appeal is being made for funds to continue
the excavations on the Roman site of Corstopitum,
at Corbridge, near Hexham. Excavations on the
site, with a view to determining its general
character, were carried out during last summer
by the Northumberland County History Com-
mittee. The results showed that the foundations
of Roman buildings remained intact at all points,
and that, in some places, waUs remained (ift. or
7ft. high. Built into one of the walls were dis-
covered the quoins of the largest and most
elaborate arch yet met with in the North of
England. The outer defences of the town were
also found, and the uncovering of painted plaster
and flooring of good quality corroborated the
view that Corstopitum possessed buildings superior
to anything hitherto known near Hadrian's Wall.
The remains of the Roman bridge were surveved,
three or four of its piers being found embedded in
the northern bank of the I'yne. A Corbridge
excavation committee has been formed, including
representatives of the London and Newcastle
Societies of Antiquaries and of the Universities of
Oxford and Cambridge. Captain Cu'hbert,
D.S.O., of Beaufront. the owner of the whole
site, has lent his active co-operation, and the sum
of £1,000 has already been promised. .V complete
•excavation of the site is likely to cost about twice
this sum, and may require five summers' work.
The work will be carried out >mder the pei-sonal
supervision of a properly qualified archaeologist.

A srEci.iL meeting in committee of the cor-
poration of Shrewsbury was held last week to
consider the scheme originally propounded for
connecting Abbey Foregate and Cherry Orchard
with the railw,ay station at a cost of' £.3.58 per
annum, exclusive of lighting and maintenance
and repair. After deliberation, the coun;U came

to the conihisii.m that this was an outlav they
could not face, owing to the great objection to

the tunnel, and that the scheme would advantage
only one part of the town. .V suggestion which
was welcomed by nearly all the memliers was that
the river should be bridged by msans of a dam.
Shrewsbury has long waited for the fullilment of

the general desire to have the beauties of the
Severn opened up by removing the shallows
which at present re.strict boating to the area
between the two stone bridges. The risk low-
lying parts of the town might suffer in tiiU'; of

tiood could be pro\-Ided against by the construc-
tion of tlood-gates. The council in the end
appointed a strong committee to go into the
question and report fully as early as possible.

Ix consec|uence of a report that the quarrying
rights on Ailsa Craig, the picturesque islet at the
entrance ito the estuary of the Clyde, had been
leased, fears have been expressed that the natural
beauty of the rock might be impaired ; but these
apprehensions are, it is hoped, unnecessary. The
JIarquis of Ailsa has granted a lease to Mr.
William Wilson, quarry master, Glasgow, of the
right to quarry, from a part of Ailsa liock, stone
suitable for building, paving setts, and grano-
lithic concrete. The lease is for 30 years, but
determinable at shorter periods. At high-water
mark the rock extends from north to south about
three-fourths of a mile, and from east to west
about half a mile, (iuarrying operations are to

be restricted to the south and south-east faces.

The face of the rock on the south rises almost
perpendicularly to a height above high water
mark of about 400ft., rising to 900ft. about 260
yards northward from the present face. Along
the south face large quantities of rock have been
displaced year by year from natural causes, and
at the present time there are thousands of tons
lying ready to be prepared for marketing. The
number of men to be employed on the rock
—quarrymen, stone dressers, engineers, and
mechanics—will not exceed 40. The annual
output may be from 12,000 to 20,000 tons. The
removal annually of this cjuantity of stone will

even in the course of years make little or no
change on that part of the rock from which it is

taken, and it is regarded as unlikely that 30 or

40 quarrymen working at a low level and at a
distance of half a mile from their nesting-places

will disturb the ' sea-fowls " to which Keats
alluded in his poem " To Ailsa Rock."

Ix connection with the Census of Production
Act, the President of the Board of Trade has
appointed a general committee to advise upon the

general scope of the census and the lines upon
which the information required shall be obtained.

Other committees, who will consider the special

requirements of particular trades, will shortly be
appointed, consisting of leading manufacturers
and nominees of their assi.iciations. Committees
for the building, iron and steel, engineering,
shipbuilding, and other trades are at present in

course of formation. The names of those who
have consented to serve on the general committee
in addition to tho official members representing

the Board of Trade and the Home Oifiee are :
—

Lord AUerton, Lord Aveburv, Right Hon.
Charles Booth, Sir Hugh Bell, Bart, Mr. Henry
Birchenough. C.M.G., Sir Robert Giffen, K.C.B.,
Professor Chapman and Mr. Sidney Webb.

The forty-story building in New York has
required some unusual measures for fire pro-

tection. It was decided to pipe the entire

building with connection to a roof tank. The
problem of pumping the water up .576ft. was
nothing new, but what to do with it when it

came down was. The pressure from such a fall

would make it impossible for the firemen to

control the stream. Four tanks placed on four

diffei-ent levels and containing altogether 17,000
gallons were finally decided on.

The imambra connected with the ilohammedan
mosque at Lucknow, India, contains the largest

room in the world without columns, being 162ft.

long. -Hft. wide, and .33ft. high. It was built

during the great famine in 17^4 to supply work
for a starving people. It is a solid mass of con-

crete of simple form and still simpler construction.

In its erection a mould or frame work of timber and
brick several feet in thickness was first made,
which was then filled with concrete. The concrete

Wiis allowed about a year to set and dry, when the

mould was removed. Although the building has

been standing 122 ye.irs, it is said to show no
signs of decay or deterioration.

The Carron Company issue an abridged cata-

logue of " Carron " general castings, which will
prove of service to the trade and productive of
business mutually advantageous. Tlie company,
.as all readers know, have uniiiue facilities for the
production of iron goods. They mine their own
ore, smelt it with coal fronr their own collieri(!s.

and carry out all subsequ^'nt operations at their
works at Carron, and can, therefore, turn out
sound reliable castings at lowest possible prices.

The catalogue contains but a very small selection
from the company's immense range of manu-
factures ; but its scope is wide, and it will elicit

inquiries which will be well worth while of all

users to make,

Mu. Li.oYi) Geouoe's Patent Reform Bill w.as

read a first time on Monday. Its scope se3m3
wise and practical. The principle of compulsory
license has already been introduced. Patentees
neglecting to work their patents may, under
certain conditions, be compelled to allow others to
do so. One object of Mr. Lloyd George's Bill is

to extend and simplify the application of this

principle. A second object is to provide for tlie

revocation of a patent on the ground that it has
not been adequately worked within the I'nited
Kingdom. As is now too evident, not only can
our patent law be used against the individual, but
it can actually be used against the nation. A
foreign company may, by taking out British
patents without working them, prevent their being
worked at all in this country, while they are
being vigorously used and developed in Germany
or France. This side of the case was noticeably
emphasised by Mr. Lloyd George throughout his

introductory speech.

CHIPS.
The annual dmuer of the Quantity Surveyors'

Association wdl be held at the Criterion Restaurant
on Friday, April 2'5, at 6.30 for 7 p.m.

The vicar and wardens of St. German's Church,
Peel, Isle of Man, are making an appeal for a
further sum of £3,000 for taking down and
rebuildiug the spire and tower of the church,
which was damaged by a gale in 1903.

Troon Town Council have under consideration
just uow drainage and water schemes, which, if

earned out in their entirety, wdl entail an expendi-
ture of over £.3,000.

A new post-office is to be buUt for Looe, near the
town bridge. Mr. Sausom is the architect and Mr.
W. Martm the builder.

Another little -used City church is now in course
of demolition— th.at of St. Peter le Poer in Old
Broad -street. The history of the church and parish
IS traceable to llSl. The present edifice was rebuilt

between I7SS and 1792 from plans by Jesse (Tibson.

The late Mr. James Porter, aged SO, of Ulver-
stone, Uiithank-road, Norwich, timber merchant,
left £39,061.

At St. Mary's Hall, Coventry, on Friday, Colonel
A. G. Durntord, R.E., held an inquiry on l)ehalf

of the Local Government Board m regard to an
application by the Coventry City Council to borrow
sums of the total amount of £1,283 for purposes
of street improvement. These improvements had
regard to Swau-laue, Cheylesmore, Clay-lane, and
Walsgrave-road, and there was no opposition to

the application.

At Hoylake, yesterday (Thursday), Mr. W. A.
Ducat held an inquiry on behalf of the Local
G overnment Board into an application by the urban
district council for sanction to borrow £2,800 for the
construction of a sewer from Meols Drive to the
outfall in Dse-lane, West Kurby.

The directors of the Paisley District Tramway
Company have decided to apply to the Secretary for

Scotland for a Provisional Order for the construction
of a tramway line from Barrhead to .Spiers Bridge,

near the Rouken Glen.

The streets and buildings committee of the Edin-
burgh Town Council recommended acceptance of a
tender of £2,000 for the proposed continuation of the

sea-wall at .Toppi, which will extend eastwards

from the promenade at Joppa to Easttield.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Barnes, S.W., on Wednesday, before Mr. M. K.
North, an inspector, with reference to the applica-

tion from the urban district council for sanction to

borrow £6,700 for their electricity undertaking and
£4,6.50 for the purchase of Castelnau House, High-
street, Mortlake, to be used as a depot.

At an estimated outlay of £600, a building for
parochial purposes is to be erected in the vicinity of
Grendon Hall, Warwickshire, the ancestral home
since 1320 of that branch of the Chetwynd family
of which Sir treorge Chetwynd, fourth birouet, is

at present the head, as a memorial to the lata

Marchioness of Hastings.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Fhiuav T<»-M'.ht-.— Architectural Association. "' Sana-

toiia." by Edwm T. Hall. K.R.I.B.A.
7.;iO p.m.

Glaasfow Architectural Craftsmen's
Society. Business Meeting^. S p.m.

Sati'kdav(To-morr»)\v).— Architectural A.^'sociation. Visit

to Dfbenham and Freebody's rremise.-^,

Wiffiiinre-street, W. a p.m.
Edinburgh Architfctiral A*>soci(itioa.

\'isit to Holvrood Palace and Chapel.
Li'ader, W. T. Oldiieve, F.S.I., F.S.A.
Scot.

TirKSD A v.— Institution of Civil Engineers. "The Ap-
plieatiun of Hydro - Electric Power to

Slate Minin*," by Moses Kellow,
Assoc. M.Inst.C.E., and " Elfctrically

Drivtn Winding Gear and the Supply of
Power to Mines,'' by A. H. Freece,
M.Inst.C.E. S p.m.

Wkdsksdav. — Edinburgh Architectural Association.
'* The Design of Small Sewage Inatalla-
tions." by Dr. Gilbert J. Fowler, of

Manchester. 8 p.m.
Institution of Civil Engineers. Students'

^'i^*it to the Paper Mills of Messrs. William
Joynson and bon, St. Mary Cray, Kent.

A N KX.AJOINATIOX to quality for MEM-
l\ BF.RSHiF in lite 'iotii-tv uC An-hilfils will bi- held in

J..hlinne^bur^ and C;.i>c To^n in rtKfKMHER. ItfiiT.— I'.irU.tiUrs

may t.e obtiiimd yf Mr. K 1). U'ALGH Local Hon. St-.r.-tary . Box
|I>1!>. Juliunn^^^biirg, South Afriia.

CHIPS.
MessfF. J. B. Joyce and Co., Whitchurch, Salop,

have been favouied with msti'uctioos to make a
large striking clock for Kirkliugton Church, near
Kipou, Yoikshire. It will contain all the best and
most modem improvements, and generally to

designs laid down by the late Lord Urimthorpe.
The same firm have ju&t shipped a large quarter
clock to Xew Plymouth, Xew Zealand.

A new hall, gifted to the parish council of Teviot-
head for the use of tbe parish by an anonymous
parishioner, was formally opened on Friday. The
hall has been erected on a site of about a quarter of

an acre, granted by the Duke of Buccleuch, at a
nominal feu-duty, opposite the post-othce, on the
Hawick and Langholme-road. The are two halls,

the main one being Ijiift. by 18ft., seated for liiO,

and a smaller hall for games, readmg-room, and
parish library.

An extension scheme to cost upwards of £40,000
the authorities of the University of Leeds are
undertaking will include new buildings for the
mining department. The foundation fund has now
reached i!S2,n7n, and special efforts are to be made
to bring it up to £ 100,000.

Mr. H. C. Fread, the acting surveyor of Esher,
has been appointed surveyor at a salary of £300 a
year, rising by two annual increments of £2o to
X3.)0.

Messrs. Muir and Mcllwraith, architects and
surveyors, have moved from 42, Bloomsbury-squaie,
London, W.C, to 4, Haymond Buildings, Gray's
Inn, W.C.

The new Baptist church at Hertford, which was
designed by Messrs. (feorge Baiues and Son, of
London, was opened la^t t'nursday week. It is

seated in oak, with oak pulpit, and accommodates
aiS persons in a mixed congregation, all on the
ffTOund floor. Contract £2,'Jol. The builders were
Messrs. F. Wood and Co., of Luton.

Mr. James Ky na^ton Ed wards A'erschoy le,

C.M.G., Inspector-Ueueral of Irrigation in Lower
Egypt, died at Cairo on Sunday after a shori: illness.

He was 49 years of age.

At Monday's meeting of the rural district council
for Chippenham, a special committee recommended
that the office s of surveyor and inspector of nuisances
be separated ; that steps be taken to appoint a com-
petent inspector of nuisances; that the surveyor's

salary remain at £3-.') per annum, that he be
required to take over the duties of buildings inspec-

tor, and to do without an assistant, thus effecting a
saving of ,£111 per annum. The report was adopted,
and It was resolved to advertise for a competent
person as inspector of nuisances at a salary of l'1'.iO

per annum.

An inspector under the Local Government Board
has held an inquiry at Sheffield into the application
of the city council to borrow £17,313 for street im-
provements, .£.S,U40 for sewerage works, and £.',300

for the construction of underground couvenieuces in

Caatlefolds.

The late Mr. Wilham Radcliffe, aged SI, ot
Fairbauk, Park Drive, Hudderffi:ild. Yorkshire,
retired builder and contractor, formerly of Messrs.
J. RadcUtfe and Sons, of Hudder:ifield, left

personalty amounting to £L4,3S3.

The Johannesburg Town Council have appointed
Mr. John Kile>, town engmeer, Germiston, Trans-
vaaJ, engmeer m charge ot the sewage department,
at a salary of £1,000 per annum.

Cvatit 0cms.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
The Labot-u MiSKET in February. — The

monthly memorandum on the state of the labour
maiket, prepared by the Labour Department, states

that employment m February showed a general
improvement as compared with the previous month,
although severe weather hindered work in some of

outdoor trades. Employment in the principal in-

dustries was good except in the building trades,

which, in spite of a seasonal improvement, continued
dull. As compared with a year ago, employment
was better in all the principal industries except
shipbuilding. In the 273 trade unions, with an
aggregate membership of 61.S,674, making return,

2o,9;j'J (or 39 per cent.) were reported as un-
employed at the end of February, U*07, as compared
with 4*2 per cent, at the end of January, 1007, and
4*4 per cent, at the end of February, lyO(j. In the
building trades employment in February improved
in spite of bad weather, and is now better than a
year ago. Returns from 89") tirms, employing
.32,592 workpeople at the end of February, showed
an increase m the number employed of 3 "2 per cent,

as compared with a month ago. The total number
of workpeople affected by disputes which began or
were in progress during February, 1907, was
12,809, or 9,o73 less than in January, 1907, and
17,0oS less than m February, lOOfi. Definite results

were reported in the case of 39 disputes, new and
old, directly affecting o,o52 persons. < )l these 39 dis-

putes, 20 were decided in favour of the workpeople, 1

3

in favour of the employers, and six were com-
promised. The changes reported in February
affected nearly 482,300 workpeople, of whom about
48 1,.oOO received advances, while only 800 sustained
reductions.

The London County Council (Tramways and
Improvements) Bill was read a second time in the
House of Commons on Tuesday night.

The Local Government Board, having decided to

have a valuer on its permanent staff for the future,

has appointed Mr. Edgar Dudley, land agent 1 1 the
War < >ffice for the western district, to the position.

The death is announced of Mr. Thomas W.
Stafford, the oldest builder and contractor in the
Xew Mills district.

The Wilts Arts and Crafts Exhibition will be
held at the Second Schools, Malmesbury, on April 4

and '), and the opening cerem -ny on the first day
will be undertaken b}' the Countess of Radnor.

The corporation of West Ham have decided to

abolish tbeir work^ department, and all under-
takings which it is decided to carry out in the
future are to be exercised by the respective depart-
ments to which they belong. This decision neces-

sitates the termination of the engagement of a large

staff.

For the past twelve-months the Great Central
Railway Company have been engaged upon
opening out the Bridgebouses tunnel, half a mile
westward of Victoria Station, Sheffield. The Bridge-
houses tunnel has a length of 360ft. The contract tor

opening it out was let m April last to Messrs. Bott
and Steunett, of Westminster. The old property on
the top of the tunnel will beentirely demolished. Pits-

moor- road and Ifock-street, which cross the tunnel , are

to be carried by two steel-girder bridges, each in two
spans of (J I ft. 3in. and 3Sft. 9in., the central supports
consisting of built-up steel columns braced together.

The superstructures will be composed of girders,

with jack arches between them.

At Xewcastle-on-Tyne on Tuesday an inquiry on
behalf of the Local Govenment Board was held
before Mr. Edgar Dudley, regirding an application

from the city cmucil for powers to borrow £3,3lJ0

for the purposes of a scheme for the erection of

twelve cottages for the housing of the working
classes and to the appropriation of a portion of their

Walker Estate for the purposes of such scheme . to

grant leases for terms of 99 years of certain other
portions of the said estate as sites for working-men's
dwellings.

A meeting of the principal parishioners of St.

Saviour's, Southwark, was held in the hall of the
Borough Market trustees on Friday, to consider a
proposal to institute a memorial to the late Sir

Frederick Wigan. A cominitt^^ was appointed to

appeal for funds to erect a bust or statue of Sir

Frederick in the Cathedral, to complete the endow-
ment of the Wigan chanters by raising another
£2,000, and further, if possible, to cjmple'e the
embellishment of the altar screen in the Cathedral
by placing statues in the vacant niches.

The recent additions to the Willerby Asylum
have been warmed aud ventilated by means ot

Shorlaud's double-fronted patent .Manchester stoves

with descending smoke -flues, Mmchester grates,

and special inlet and outlet veutdat >rs, the satn^i

being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorlaud aud
Brother, of Manchester.

LATEST PRICES.
IRON.

Per toi

RoUed-Iron Joists, Bel^an £5 10
KoUed-SteelJoists. English 7 5

Wrou^ht-Irun Girder Plates 7

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh 5 15
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8
Best Snedshill 9

Angles lOs., Tees "203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 15s. to t'O.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 21

.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 10 0-... £14 o
Best ditto 14 .,. 14 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
to 7 S 9 10 11 12 .

9/i; 10/- 10-6 11'- 11'3 12-

to £5 15

„ 7 15

„ 7 5

„ 8 10

„ 20
„ 5 17

„ 8 15

„ a 10

13 14 15 B.W.O.
12 9 W li 14 t; per cwt.

fln Per ton.
to £« 10 n

,,
S 10 o

„ 9 1"

,,
7 10

„ 9 10

^, 1 17

„ 10 13

»

fi to £6 7 6
(1 „ ti 5

6 ,,

Cast-iron Columns £6 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 9 5

RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

„ „ „ Galvanised. 9

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17

Cut Floor Brads 10 19

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 5

OasHron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £i 2

4in.to6in *5

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned
ind bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron - Per ton.

Cold Blast, LilleshaU llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 708. Od. „ 7o3. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :—
Ctas-Tubes WJp.o.
Water-Tubes 62J ,.

Steam-Tubes 57* „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Spelter, Silesian £23
Lead Watjr Pipe, Town 23 10

,, „ „ Country 24 5

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24

„ „ „ Country 24 15

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 2o

„ ,, „ „ Country 25 15

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 10

„ „ „ „ Country 27 5

Composition Gaa-pipe, Town 25 10

„ „ Country .. '26 5

Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) Town '25 10

,, „ ,, ,, Country 2o d

Lead Shot, in 28lb. bags 15

Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 127

Copper. British Cake aud Ingot... llo 10

Tin, Straits 19J 5

Do., English Ingots 194 10

Pig Lead 21 6

Sheet Lead, Town '23

„ Country 23 15

Genuine White Lead 27 5

Refined Red Lead , 24 15

Sheet Zinc 35
Old Lead, against account 19

Tin per cwt. 11

Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11

to £ii 10

15 5
127 10
116
190 15
191 15

TIMBER.

Bangkok
Quebec Pine, yellow

„ Oak
„ Birch
„ Elm
„ Ash

Dantsic and Memel Oak
Fir

Ash, tiuebec
Biivh, New Brunswick 2 7

„ lAuebec „ ... 2 7

Elm „ 4
Box, Turkey per ton 6
Cedar. Cuba per ft. sup.

Jarrah planks per ft. cu. 2

Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 5

15
12

Teak, Burmah per load £9 to £'20
- • ., .- .

^j jg

6 5

9 5
5
9
7 5
6 15
5
7

5
5

3
5 10
6
6

Lath, Dantsic" p.f t

St. Petersburg 4

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin,

by 11m. :—
Quebec, Pine, Ist £22 to

2nd 18

3rd 11

Canada Spruce, 1st 11

„ •2nd and 3rd 9
New Brunswick 8
Riga 8
St. Petersburg 8
Swedish -. 7

Finland
White Sea 10

Battens, all sorts 5

£35
23 10
14

16
10 15
9 15
9

17

2J 10

9
20 10
13

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

lat prepared £0 14

•2nd ditto 12 6

other lUalitiM 4 6

£0 16 9
13 9
12 6
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staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe W? 10 to £45
Memel, cr. pipe '220 „ 230

Memel, brack 190 „ 200

"WOOD.
Bi'iLDixo Wood.

Deals: 3in. by llin. and 4in. by
9in. and llin

Deals: 3 by 9
Battens : 2Mn, by Tin. and 8in.,
and 3io. by Tin. and Sin

Battens : 2i by 6 and 3 by G

At per standard.

£ s. d. £ s. d
13 10 to 1.5

13 „ H

Deals : seconds
Battens: seconds

2in. by 4in. and 2in. by 6in.
2in. by 4iin. und 2in. by ain.

Foreign Pawn Boards—
lin. and Ijin. by Tin

II

10

1

10
n
8 10

12
less than

Tin. & 8in
less than best
„

to 10

., 9 10

fin.

10 more than
battens.

10
At per load of 50ft.

to 6
4 10
3 1.")

3 10
3
4 15

Fir timber: best middling Danzig
orAlemel 4 10

Seconds 4
Small timber (Sin. to lOin.) 3 12
Small timber (tjin. to Sin. ; 3
Swedish balks 2 10

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average) 4

Joiners* Wood.

White Sea : first yellow deals. At per standard.
3in by llin H to 25
Sin. by 9in ..22 0., 23
Battens, 2}in. and 3in. by Tin. 10 10 „ 18

Second yellow deals, 3in. bv iia... 18 10 „ 20
3inbv9in. . IT 10 „ 19

Battens, 25in. and .'fin. by Tin. 13 10 „ 14 10
Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin.

and9in 13 10 „ 15
Battens, 2}in. and 3in. by Tin. 11 ,, 12

Petersburg first yellow deals,
3in. by llin 21
Do. Sin. by9in 18
Battens .. 13 10

6econdyellowdeals,3in. by llin. 16
Do. Sin. by 9in 14 10
Battens 11

Third yellow deals, 3in. t)y llin. 13
Do. 3in. by 9m 12 10
Battens 10

White Sea and Petersburg—

First white deals. Sin. bv llin. 14 10

„ ,, 3in. bv 9in. Vi 10
Battens U

Second white deals, Sin. bv llin. IS 10
Sin. by 9in. 12 10
battens 10

Pitch pine : deals 18
Under 2in. thick extra 10

22 10
19 10
15
IT

16
12 10
14
14
11

C

3 H

and

15 10
14 10
12

11 10
13 10

11

21
1

over.

U) 5

3

2 6
5 6

8}
T

9

1 6

n

3 6

2 9
6

9J
8

1

2 6

1

i^uare.
to IT

Yell"w Pine—First, regular sizes £44
Oddments 32

Seconds, regular sizes 33
Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube..

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs—
Large, per ft. cube
Small

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube..
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,
as inch
Jin. do. do

Dry Mahogany — Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch .

.

Selected, Figury, per ft. sup^r.
as inch

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch
Teak, per load IT
American Whitewood Flanks, per

ft. cube... .,

Prepared Flooring. &c.—

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
shot

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed an i

mat>?hed
XJin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
shot

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched

l^in. by Tin. white, planed and
matched

Jin. by Tin. yellort-. mitched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ...

lin. by Tin. „ „ ...

Jin. by Tin. white „ ...

lin. by Tin. „ „ ...

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per sjuire le

STONE.*
Red Man.sfield, in blocks perfootcube £0 2 4^
Darley uale. ditto „ .. tl z o
Red rorsehill, ditto 2 2
Closebum Red Freestone, ditto „ ... 1 lOJ
Anca-ster. ditto 1 10
Greenshill, ditto

, ... 1 10
Ohilmark, ditto (in truck at Nine Elms) 1 9i
Beer, ditto , ,.. 16'
Hard York, ditto „ ,„ 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes perfootsup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,
random sizes „ ... 1 3

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £ ) I

Delivered on road waggons, F^dington
Depot

, ... 1 81

Pen
13 6

14

16

12

12 6

15

11

11

10
12 H

18

10
14 6

15

16 6

n 6
18
II 6
15

ss than Tiu.

£0 1 TJ

2 2J

6

delivered,

at railway station.

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot 1 81
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station 10

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms StatioQ ... I 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 6J

Uelivered on road waggons .

at Paddington Depot ...
'

o •> i n
Ditto Nine Elms Depot... (

" •"''•"
Ditto Pimlico Wharf '

B KICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 8 per 1,000 alongside, in river.

Itough Stocks and
Grizzles 1

Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10

Flettons 1 8
Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18
Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 1 3

tied Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing .. 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Dn. Bullnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks 3 14
Glazf-d Bricks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11
Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, Cham-
fered. Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Sti-etchers,

and Header 12
Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers.. 15
Double Headers ... 14
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, Cha m-
lered, Sjuints ... 14

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2 „ le*s ttlau best.

Thames and Pit Sand T

Thames Ballast 5
Best Portland Cement 2T

Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19

per yard, deUvered.
6 ,,

per ton ,,

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 2T8. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In.

Blue Portmadoc 20 x 10
16x 8

Blue Bangor ...20x10.
20x12

First quality 20x10

„ ,.
...20x12

16x 8

Eureka unfading
green 20x10.

...20x12

„ „ ...18x10
16 X 8

Permanent green 20 x 10

,
18x10

... 16" 8

£ s. d.

.12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.

. 6 12 6

.13 2 6

.l:l IT 6

.13

.13 15

.Too

.15 IT

.18 T

.13 5

.10 5

..1 12

. 9 12

. 6 12

TILES.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles .. 3
Broseley tiles 50
Omam 'utal tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles ..-. 4
Ru;ib ^n red, bro*n. or brin-
dled do. ! Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Red or Mottled Staffordshire
do. iPeake's) 51

Ornamental do 51
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
" Rosemary '* brand plai i

tiles 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
" Hirtshill " brand plain a.

tiles, sand-faced 50
Pre-ised 47
OfOLimental do 50
Hip tiles ... . 4
Valley tiles 3

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £31 10

Do., brown , .. 28 10

j

Cotton-seed, refined „ ... 26 10
' Olive, Spanish , ... 40
; Seal, pale „ ... 22
!
Cocoanut, Cochin 46
Do., Ceylon ... 42
Do., Mauritius 41
Palm, Lagos , ... 35 10
Oleine „ ... 17 5
Spei-m „ ... 34
Lubricating U.S per gal. 7

Petroleum, refined „
Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 1 6
Do., Archangel ,, 19
Turpentine, American ...per tun 37

! Linseed Oil per gal. 2
Baltic Oil . 2

Turpentine ,, 4

Putty percwt. 7

GLASS.
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz.

Fourths IJd. ... 2.1d. ..

Thirds 2|d. ... SJd. ...

Fluted Sheet 3|d. ... 4id. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : Jin.

2M.
Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass :

VARNISHES, &c.

to £32

per 1000 at rly. station
T per doz. ,, ,.

per 1000
6
per doz. ,, ,,

6 per 1000

per doz. ,, „

i

9 per 1000 ,, „ '

6 ,. „ ,.

1 per doz. at rly. station
8

per 1000 ,, „

per doz
8
d.
per lODO at rlv. station

6

per doz. ,, „ .

6

28 15
28 10
40 10
a:)

47
42 11
41

G
B

63
6

6

26oz

Sid.

.iioz. Net.

t\'- ::

1. ... 53d. „
u.in. iin.

2Jd. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.
4d. ... Sid.

Per gallon.

Mne Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak .. 10
HuperHne Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine E.vtra Hard Church Oak 10 6
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seala of Marches i4

Fine Elastic Carnage 12 6
~ " ~

6

uperflne Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal ',.... 18
Extra Pale French Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flittiug Varnish 18
White Copal Enamel 1 4
Extra Pale Paper 12

Best .lapan Gold Size 10

Bast Black Japan 18

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8
Berhn Black 16
Knotting 10
French and Brush Polish 10

A Local Government Board inquiry has been held

at Hetipoed into aa appli ;atiou by the (.ielligaer

Rural District Council for s motion to borrow

i'19,419 for sewerage purposes for the Cylla Valley,

Hengoed, and Ystrad Mynach.

Au adiourned vestry meeting was held at .\ll

Saints, Maidstone, on Friday, tor the purpose of

considering the offer and designs of a mural decora-

tion on the east, north, and south sides of the

chancel. It was stated that the designs were pre-

paied by Mr. Frank L. Pearson, F.R.I.B.A., and
after some discussion a resolution was passed

approving of the scheme. The cost will be met by
an anonymous donor.

The Irving Memorial Cjmmittee announce that

the work ot executing the statue of the late Sir

Henry Irving has been offered to and accepted by
Mr. Thomas Brock, R.A.

ff. H. LiSCELLES & Co., Ltd.

121, Buahill Row, Londou, E.G.

TELEPHONE No. 1365.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Ooaservatories & Greeahouses.

WOODEN BUILDIMGS
BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINGS.

OHURGH BENOHES& PULPITS.

ESTIMATES GIVEN OS APPLICATION.

PIlKiNGTON & CO.
fEST.lBLISIlKn ISiiS.)

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KINO WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.G.

RegitUred Trwie Mark .

PDLOiEflO \m\M
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

ACID-RESISTLN'U ASPH.VLTK.
WHITE SILIC.V P.VNTN'Q.

Seyssel Asphilte direit from the Mines.
Tklephose No. 6.319 Avusrit.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Failsworth—Public Library (limit £3.000^ £20, £10 H. C. Brnome, U.D.C. Clerk, Failsworth Mar. 28
Walker, Newca5tle-on-T>iie—Model Cottages H. R. AMrid?e, Org. Secretarv. Burt Hall, Xewcastle-on-Tyne April 2
Firth Park, Sbeffield—Model Cottage.s H. R. Aldridge, Org. Secretary, 45. Bank-street, Sheffield , 2
London, S.W.— County Hall (R. Norman Shaw, R.A., and
W. E. Rilev, V.R.I.B.A., A.esessors) £510 tn each competitor in final The Architect. L.C.C., County Hall, Snrinj Gardens, S.W Au?. 2"

Edinburgh— Scottish National Exhibition Buildings £100, £100, £73 J. Marchbank, S.S.C, Secretary, 43, York-place, Edinburgh No date

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Briton Ferry—Rebuilding Cross Keys Hotel E. Evans Bevan J. Cook Rees, Architect, Neath Mar. 23
Totnes—Permanent Grand Stand Race Committee W. F. Tollit, Architect, 10, High-street, Totnes ,

23

Consctt—Stable and 'Warehouse John J. Moutrey J. J. Eltringham, Architect, Hawthorn-terrace, Blackhill „ 2.3

Little Haven—Additions to Castle Hotel H. T. .lames, Spring Gardens Brewery, Haverfordwest „ 23
Brynmawr -Extension of County Schools Board of Governors F. R. Bates, Architect. 26. Westaate Chambers, Newport, Mon „ 23

Melynci7than, Neath— Rebuilding Eaglesbush Inn E. Evans Bevan J. Cook Rees, Architect, Neath '-3

Coitv— Additions to House J. Treharne G. F. Lambert and Son, Architects, Bridgend „ 23
Pontypridd- Detached Residence T. E. Richards, Architect, Market Square Chambers, Pontypridd... „ 2»
Methlick—Additions to Public School School Board Kelly and Nicol, Architects. :il!7. Vnion-street. Aberdeen „ 25

Bredhury— School (400 places: Cheshire County Council John Cubbons, A. R.I.B.A.. 4, Chapel Walks, Manchester ,
2»

Wickford—Additions to School F. Whitmore. Architect, 7.3, Duke-street, Chelmsford ,
23

Tweedmouth— Additions to Premises Industrial Co-operative Society Gray and Boyd, Architects, 2, Ivy-place. Berwick-on-Tweed 23

Edinburgh— Cattle Byres and Cowsheds at Lauriston R. Morham. City Architect, City Chambers. Edinburgh „ 25
Hull—Foundations of Shops Corporation Joseph H. Hirst, City Architect, Town Hall, Hull „ 2d

Cheadle- School (5C0 places) Cheshire County Council J. E. Eamshaw, A.E.I.B.A.. 4, Chapel Walks, Manchester ,, 25

Belgooly— Parish Church and Presbytery M. A. Hennessy, Architect, 74, South Mall, Cork 2&
We.st Mailing— Caretaker's Cottage Rural District Council The Sanitary Surveyor, The Limes. West Mailing, Kent „ 26

Hitcham— Bouse at Sewage Works Eton Rural District Council A. Gladwell, Engineer, IHO, High-street, Sl<jugh „ 2l>

Cardiff— E.\tensions of Intirmary E. Seward. F.R.I. B.A., Oueen's Chambers, Cardiff ,
26

Ruskin Park, S.E.— Alterations to No. 161, Denmark Hill London County Council G. L. Gomme, Clerk, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W „ 2t>

Port Talbot-Premises, Station-road Griffiths and Sons Richard O. Clark, M.S.A., Port Talbot „ 26

Leeds—Alterations to Business Premises, Briggate P. Robinson, Archt., York:ihire Pjsr. Chambers, 53, Albion-st., Leeds ,,
2b

Erdington—West Wing to Workhouse Aston Union Guardians C. Whitwell and Son, Architects, 3, Newball-street, Birmingham 26

Hiffhbridge- Pumpins-House Lower Brue Drainage Board F. W. Bishop. Clerk, High-street, Bridgwater „ 26

Blackburn—Warehouse at Bolton-road Goods Yard Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Co. The Engineer's Office, Hunt's Bank, Manchester 26

Fatfleld— Sixty-fnur Workmen's Houses TheMngr., Lambton Collieries, Bunker Hill, Fence Houses, Durham „ 2i

Mountain Ash— Foundations for County School Glamorgan County Council T. Mansel Franklen. Clerk, Westgate-street. Cardiff ,, 27

Barrow-in-Furness -Chimney (loOft.l at Refuse Destructor Corporation The Borough Engineer's office. Town Hall, Barrow-in-Furness ,, 2.

Hahfax— Extension of Office W. Clemeiit Williams, Architect, 29, Southgate, Hahfax 27"

St. Pancras, N.W.—Working-CIass Dwellings Borough Council Joseph and Smithem, Architects, 83, Queen-street, Cheapside, E.G. „ 27

Enfield—Mortuary at Workhouse *.'. Edmonton Tnion Guardians "The Master, Entield Workhouse, Chase Side, Enfield ,»
'27

Londonderry— Villa at Victoria Park John M'Killip E. E. Buchanan and Co., Architects. Castle-street, Londonderry 27

Wrangle—Alterations to Wesleyan Chapel ]
Jas. Rowell, Architect, Church-lane, Boston, Lines „ '27

HemelHempstead-Elevated Water-Tower at Feideii Corporation The Waterworks Office, Marlowes, Hemel Hempstead .. „ 2i

Ovenden— Sunday School Bethel M.N. Church Trustees C. F. L. Horsfall and Son, Architects, Lord-st. Chambers, Halifax „ '2*

Ambleside- Grammar School !..!!!.!!!!!"!'!!.!!'!!!]! Kelsick Trust Governors Walker. Carter, and Walker, Architects, Windermere „ 28-

Paxton— U.F'. Church Gray and Boyd, Architects, 2, Ivy-place, Berwick-on-Tweed „ '2S

Belfast— Branch Free Library, Donegal-road ........................ City Council Graeme-Watt and Tulloeh, 77a, Architects. Victoria-street, Belfast ,,
2S

Caroitf—Manual InstrucI ion Centre, Splott-road Education Committee W. Harper, M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Cardiff „ 28-

Grimsby— Works at South Killingholme Fish and Manure Co Bentlev and Hall, Architects, i, Pelham Chambers. Grimsby 28

Blackburn—Out-Patients' Department at Infirmary Simpson and Duckworth, Architects, Richmond-terrace, Blackburn „ 28

Ramiscombe—House S. G. Renfree , J. Krttow and Son, Surveyors. Launceston ,
2^

Bangor— Manse. Maxwell-road !.!!..!.!!.!!.!!..!.....!.!'.. First Presbyterian Church Committee Ernest L. Woods, Architect, Bangor, Co. Down, Ireland „ '2*

Pontypridd— Rebuilding Premises, Market-square J. Williams Lewes and Morgan, .Architects, Market-square, Pontypridd „ 30

Ludgershall— Session Hall Wilts Standing Joint Committee A. Dryland, County Surveyor, Trowbridge „ 30

Ashbourne— (jrammar School Grammar School Governors E. M. Longsdon, Architect, Bakewell ,, ^0

Port Logan, N.B.— Lifeboat House Royal National Lifeboat Institution... W. T. Doirglass, Architect, 15, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W... April 1

Cork- Three Houses near Wellington Bridge W. H. Hill and Son. Architects, 28, South Mall, Cork 2
Newton Abbot— Piggeries at 'VVorkhouse Guardians S. Segar, F.I.A.S., Newton Abbot „ 2

Brithdir- Ninety-seven Houses Cefn Brithdir Building Co J. Llewellin Smith, M.S. A., Architect, Aberdare „ 2.

Witton-le-Wear- Alterations to School '.. Education Committee The Education Committee's Architect, Shirehall, Durham „ 2
Ton Pentre— Additions to Vestry Trustees W. D. Morgan. M.S. A.. Architect. Post Office Chambers, Pentre ... „ 2
Caidifl— Enlarging Head Post-Office [ H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secreta'ry, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W ,

3
Doncaster—Wrng at Yorkshire Institute for Deaf E. Hall Ballan, M.S.A., 19, Baxter Gate, Doncaster „ 3

Stockport—Schools. Newbridge-lane Education Committee Arthur Lawton, Secretary, Edncation Offices, Stockport 3
Homerton, N.E.— Pavilion at Infirmary Hackney Union Guardians W. A. Finch, Architect, 76, Frnsbury Pavement, E.C 3

Ormskirk—New Pavilion and Extension of Infirmary Guardians J. Dod, Archittct, 16, Exchange Buildings, Liverpool 3
Dorchester—Three Cells at Police Station Standing Joint Committee E. Archdall Ffooks, Clerk. Sherborne „ 3
MilfordHaven—Schcol Cookery and Laundry Rooms D. E. Thomas and Sons, Architects, Victoria-place, Haverfordwest „ 3
Edinburgh- Supei structure of Post-Office Extension H.M. Commissioners of Works W. T. Oldrieve, F.S.I., H.M. office of Works, Edinburgh „ t
Newcastle-on-Tyne—Additions to Westmoreland-road Schools Education Committee The City Property Surveyor, Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne +
Maiazion— Police Constable's House Cornwall County Council Oliver Caldwell, F.R.I.B.A., Penzance ,

5
Gloucester- Schools, Denmark-road Walter B. Wood, Architect, 12, Uueen-street. Gloucester 8
Macole.sficld— Secondary Schools ('250 places) Chester Education Commrttee H. Eeswick, F.R I.B.A., County Architect, Newgate-st., Chester 8-

Bedlington— Council School (200 places) Northumberland Education Com. ... C. Williams, Secretary, Newoastle-on-Tyne „ S-

Pendleton— School (1,120 places), Halton Bank Salford Education Committee John H. Woodhouse, F.R.I.E.A., 100. King-street, Manchester 8
Bishop's Stortford— Additions to Terfinical School Hertfordshrre Education Committee.. Urban A. Smith, County Surveyor, Hatfield &
Petersfield—Post Office at Eordon Camp H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W ,

9
Fleetville, St. Albans— Council School Hertfordshire Education Committee.. Urban A. Smith, County Surveyor, Hatfield 9
Newcastle-on-'Iyne-Coal Shed at City Asylum Corporation The City Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne , 13
Hendon— Pair of Cottages Midland Railway Co The Engineer's oltice, Derby Station 15
Newcastle-nn-Tvue— Repairs to Buildings and Bridges Northumberland County Council J. A. Bean, County Surveyor, The Moot Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne No date
Matlock Bath— Pavilion ^rban District Council Wm. Jaffrey, Surveyor, Council Chambers. Matlock Bath do.

Gwint-on-Sfa -Additions to Gwbert Hotel L- Lewis, Architect, 7, Priory-street, Cardi?an do.

Barnsley—Theatre of Varieties North and Robin, Architects, '203, Strand, W.C do.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Glasgow— Steam Turbo-Alternators Corporation James Dalrymple, General Manager, 46, Bath-street, Glasgow Mar. 25
Southampton-row, W.C— Electric Lighting bay Training Col. London County Council The Chief Engineer, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W „ '26

Bolton—Three-Phase Alternator .*. Electricity Committee Arthur A. Day, A.M.I.C.E., Spa-road, Bolton '„ '28

L;ingley Moor— Electric Lighting E.\tensions Brandon Urban District Council Geo. G. lionkin. Surveyor, Langley Moor, Durham „ yo

Xcwcastle-on-Tvne- Electric Cranes on Quay Corporation The City Engineer's office. Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne April 2
Blackley— Electrical Ecjuipment at Infirmary Prestwich Union Guardians Crews and Handford, C.E.'s, Cromwell Buildings, Manchester „ 4

Spezia—Commutators The Secretary, Contract Offices, Royal Arsenal, Spezia 15
Bridlington—Wiring New Theatre and Opera House H. Hague, Manager, BridUngton Nodate

ENGINEERING.
Leyland—Reconstructing Road Bridge Urban District Council J. Wilkinson, Surveyor, Pirblic Hall Buildings, Leyland Mar. 23
Taunton— Heating and Ventilating Shire Hall Somerset Joint Committee J. Wrllcox, County Surveyor, 1. Belmont, Bath
Pocklingtbu—Waterworks Rural Distr ict Council H. A. Johnson, W.I.C.E., 13, 'Ihe E.xchange, Braaford
Wolstanton—Three-Lift Gasholder Urban District Council Corbett, Woodlrall, and Son, Errgs., Hrrdge-st., Westminster, S.W.
Northumberland—Widenrng Mitford Bridge County Council J. A. Bean, County Surveyor, The Moot Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne ..

Leyland- Borehole Pump Urban District Council William Wrennall, Engrneer, 9, HarTington-street, Liverpool...
Swmdon—Two Footbrrdires and Strengthening Lifting Bridge Corporation H. J. Hamp, Borough .-iurveyor, Town Hall, Swindon
Bradford-Steel Lancashire Boiler Corporation The Citv Architect, vVhitaker Buildiuys, Brewery-street, Bradford
Cwniavon-Enlargement of Reservoir Pontypool lias and Water Co T. and C. llawk»le>, Crvrl Ehl's., 30, Great Geor-ge-st., Westminster
Woodford—Alterations to Tanks ; Urban District Council William Fai-rrngron, Surveyor. Woodford Green, Essex
Caldbeck— Rebuilding Gill Footbridge, nr.Hesket-New-Market Wigton Rural District Council The Surveyor, Ivildare, Wrgtun '

Middlesex- Ventilating Schoolrooms at Feltham Indus. School London County Council The Superintending Architect. 13, Fall Mall East, S.W
Hemel Hempstead- Feldt-n Reservoir Corporation Lovel Srueathmara, Town Clerk, Hemel Hempstead
Middleton-on-Wolds—Additions to Sewage Tanks Driffield Rural District Council Fairbank and .Son, C.E.'s, L;ndal Chambers, York
Exeter—Landing St.age at txe Hridge Corporation U. Llovd Parry, Town Clerk, Exeter
Walthamstow—Water-Softening Plant at Sanatorium Urban Distr ict Council G. W. Holmes, .\.M.I.C.E., Town Hall Annexe, Walthamstow ......

Hemel Hempstead—Bridge at Frogtnore End Corporation Walter R. Locke, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Hemel Hempiteaa
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Al;Cll[Ti;cTri!AL SUCIKTIES.

''piIlO existence of trade ami lU'ofessioual
J- societies in l'",n>jlanil is of such lonij

stauiling, goinpr back in one form or other for

very many centiuies to the okl trade guilds
of the Middle Ages, that little consideration

is ever given for the reason of their being.

Vaguely, it is thought that they do good, and
men join them in the early days of their

careers, mainly because it is the right thing
to do, and gives them a certain professional

standing. Later on in life, if they are at alt

successful men, they are induced to take
office or even seek it, thereby putting a con-
siderable burden upon themselves. Some
men, doubtless, do this also for the sake of

the jjosition secured : but the greater number,
we venture to think, are actuated by much
higher motives—voluntarily giving away a
large amount of valuable time and the best

of their mental energies to the furtherance of

the interests of the profession which the body
represents. Just as in other branches of

public work in England, the reward of labour
such as this is to be found in constant bicker-
ing and discontent upon the part of those
who do the least. < inly the few who are
behind the scenes have any concei)tion of the
amount of work which is really done and the
extreme value of it : the rest either take the
results for granted, or else exercise a (lazy)

Englishman's privilege of grumbling.
All the societies, in architecture at any rate,

have been originally founded with the idea
of improving the art of architecture in

England and the status of architects. So
•were the old guilds, each in relation to its

own particular caUing, and so long as they
attended to their work and were not too
wealthy they commanded the respect of all

men. In later days things changed, and the
guilds lost their use, being maintained for their
own benefit and not that of their trade ; and so
the t'ity companies of London deteriorated,
it being left for a reawakening to take place
in comparatively recent times, when the
large funds at the disposal of some of them
began again to be used for the purposes for
which they were intended. This points to
the great pitfall which all such societies are
Likely to tumble into. The work of an
architectural society should be done for the
benefit of all architects, and although pre-
ference may be given to the interests of the
members of the society to a slight extent,
this should not be carried so far as to
subordinate the interests of all to those
of the society as a corporate body. The
temptation to do this is always a" serious
one. A certain pride arises "in the cor-
poration itself, coupled with a desire to gain
greater and greater prominence, particularlv
upon the part of those who have long helil

official positions therein. To them it has
become part of their own life, and quite
possibly their professional reputation hangs
to a certain extent upon its corporate success.
The desire to promote the welfare of a society
is a very reasonable, and to a great extent "a

very right one, so long as the tendency to
obtain personal aggrandisement therefrom is

not carried too far. The proper check upon
this is to be found in a sufficiently frequent
change in the pir.inni,>:l of the leaders. It
should not be possible for anyone to hold
otfice—whatever that office may be-—for a
great number of years in succession : else he
may come to consider that he possesses the
freehold of it, and unconsciously to develop
an overweening idea of its and his importance.
Properlvadministered.architeotui-alsocieties

can do an immense amount of good, whether
they be small ])rovincial bodies or large

organisations such as the R.I.B..\. The
private member may for years attend its

meetings and receive its publications, and
yet complain how little the society does, and
this honestly, without recognising how much
it is accomplishing. A local competition,

perhaps, is advertised, the conditions of which
are not entirely satisfactory. Individuals

cannot protest, or if they were to do so, their

protest would bo vain : but tlie representative

1 body can speak with authority and command
attention. Even if it be unsuccessful, the

effect of the protest is not entirolj- lost. Much
other work of a similar nature is done quietly

1 and unobtrusively, often quite unknown out-

side the Council, and of eiiual value to

members and non-members 30 long as

they are architects practising within the
geographical scope of the bod)- which repre-

sents them.
More obvious is the work done at the

public meetings at which papers on technical
matters are read and discussed by the
members generally — who, perhaps, more
often miss than attend them; yet it is a
significant fact that the architectural leaders
in all districts are those who attend most
regularly. The question arises whether they
do so because thej- are leaders, or whether
they have become leaders on account of theif

regular attendance ': Probably the answer
should be " Both," to a certain extent. The
old saying of the days of chivalry, " Noblesse
oblige," is one which Englishmen still recog-
nise and act uiion unconsciously in all walks
of life, and a man who has become a leader
acknowledges that it is his duty to give much
of his best to his fellows. If he be an architect
he attends the meetings of the societies to

which he belongs, simply because he feels

that he ought to do so, and he accepts office,

if it be offered him. in the same spirit.

On the other hand, it is unquestionable
that the knowledge acquired bj- hearing
many views expressed on many subjects
over a long period of years is, though
fragmentary at the time, of the very greatest
value when considered in the bulk. " It is not
like book-reading, when the opinion of one
man only is heard. The opinions expressed
are manj", and are those of experts. To him
who attends meetings with regularity, there
comes thus a vast store of first-hand know-
ledge. These public meetings for discussion
purposes are not merely the ornamental
parts of a society's work, but in this way are
of an extremely high educational value.
So, to, are organised visits, whether to old
buildings or to works in progress; while even
social functions, which bring the members of

a profession together for mutual interchange
of opinion without the restrictions of pro-
fessionalism, benefit those participating in
them in a somewhat similar way.

\Yhen a society undertakes definite ex-
amination work it goes a step farther in

promoting the interests of architecture.
Examinations can only properly be under-
taken by the larger bodies, as it would not do
to set up too many standards of qualification

in the country ; but the provincial societies

can and do help largely by forming local

centres, and by organising lectures and
classes for preparation work. This is all the
better if co-oidinated; yet individualism is so

valuable a property, that care should be taken
to make the co-ordination of such a character
as would not lead to its extinction. The
difficulty which faces provincial bodies in this

respect is that of finding efficient teachers on
all subjects at a fee which can be met by the
students in any given localitj-. In this

matter there is an opening for consider-
able further development, though the
difficulties in the way of jjroviding

efficient instruction over many widely-
scattered districts seem to be considerable.

The best thing that can be done, probably, is

the institution of travelling studentships and

other prizes, such as have now been founded
in many places, with the object of encouraging
individual study. Sometunes they are pro-

\ ided out of a society's funds ; but more
frc(iuently some wealthy man has supplied

the necessary means. In any case, it is an
organised society only which can properly
set the .subjects and make the awards. This
is not entirely easj- work, and necessarily

falls upon a committee coinpo.sed of the

leading architects in the district. Perhaps
the greatest value attached to prizes of this

sort is the possibility of an exhibition of the

works of all competitors, together with a

carefully drawn up criticism of them, so that

all who care to do so may compare one with
another, and recognise why some have failed

and others have succeeded. Smaller pn'izes

may very well consist of gifts of books or of

mono}- ; but most bodies are now cognisant

of the fact that where money is given there

should be a comlition attached as to its ex-

penditure. Most pojiular with the com-
mittees of societies and with the students is

the stipulation that a certain period of time
should be spent in travel and sketching, it

being quite customary for a portion of the

reward to be held back until evidence has
been given that the work demanded has been
done. This is all very well for the student

whose training is nearing its completion

;

but younger men often require the assistance

of prizes to encourage them in their en-

deavours. To them a gift of books would,
in many cases, not be so useful as a
small scholarship tenable at certain classes.

Architecture is not a profession into which
it is desirable to introduce uneducated men
or those who are likely to have a great

struggle for a livelihood ; but the well-

educated yet j)Oor man of real ability deserves

all the help that can be given to him ; and
this is perhaps better provided by means of

scholarships such as are common at our
public schools and universities than in any
other way. They need not be of very largo

amount as a general rule, yet now that we
have well-eq\iipped architectural schools in

some of the larger centres, it may bo
suggested that a few such scholarships of

sufficient value to provide board and lodging

in addition to the school fees might be of the

greatest possible value. The foundation of

such might well form a matter for considera-

tion at architectural societies at the present

time.

THE R.S.B.A. SPRING EXHIBITION.

THE spring exhibition of the Ro^-al Society

of British Artists, which opened at tho

beginning of this week at the Suffolk-street

Galleries, is chai'acterised by a display of

several works of exceptional merit amongst
a good deal that is commonjjlace and a littlo

that is eccentric. Most of the finer works
are to be found in the large central gallery ;

but they, together with all the others in that

room, suffer from being hung too low. Tho
walls have a somewhat bare appearance

from this cause, and whether it be due
to an insufficiency of good works sent

in for selection, or to a desire to pre-

clude the possibility of visitors acquiring
'• Academy headache," the effect is certainly

not satisfactory. The smaller and less pro-

minent pictures are in almost every case

hung below the line, where they could only

be seen on a crowded day by those who
managed to get close up to them ; while the

line pictures are themselves Hung below the

usual level. A new system has also been
adopted for numbering the pictures, the

tatalogue being arranged in the order in

which the rooms would be traversed from the

entrance outwards.

WATER-COLOURS.

The water-colours, which are as usual

housed in the two northern galleries, are first

dealt with, and an arrangement has been
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fulloweil which ]il;ic(.'S those (A least interest

at the commencement of the list : amongst
thoia one of the I'resitlent's exhibits. No. 9,
" Eetm-ning from ^Murkf*." It is a strongly
handled sketch and littr. more, certainly not
worth the price of 100 guineas put upon it,

and hardly justifying its position in a serious

exhibition. No 22, " Shadow and Silence the
Landscape Enfold," by Tatton AV'intrr, is a
tine suggestion of a wind-driven hill top with
a mill standing out against the sky, while a
curious effect is produced by a diagonally
drawn line of light between the clouds. No.
12", " Night on the Zuyder Zee,'' by Eomilly
Fedden, is an effective picture of grey tone
obtained by means of a few suggestive
touches, the vessels being massed into the
centre of the picture, and brought into pro-
minence by three bright lights. No. 29,
" The Changing Wind and 1 >riving Eain," by
Tatton "Winter, is in all resjjects equal to the
same painter's other picture already referred

to. The interest centres in a tiny figure, to

which the focus is very cleverly drawn, while
the effect of wind is again obtamed with a
fine feelinj;- both for line and colour. No. .'il,

" Langdale I'ikes, from Best and Be Thank-
ful," by Isaac Cooke, is less successful,

though it is a careful picture of mist and
clouds driving over bare hills. If it were
not that No. o;3, "A Sea Fancy," by Prof.

II. von Herkomer, is the work of an ex-
ceedingly well known painter, it would be
passed over in any ordinary review. It is a
great pity that a man of high reputation
should allow himself to show such things as
this, especially when elsewhere in the
gallery he is exhibiting a remarkably fine

work. This water-colour drawing, however, is

absolutely iigly, and only half-finished. It

represents a staring ivy-crowned head with
awkwardly posed hands framed in a back-
sround of deep blue sea. No. 3o, "Sunset
t.rlow, Luxor," by W. S. Tyrwhitt, is perhaps
the best architectural water-colour which i^

shown this year. Eich tones are suggested
rather than actually given to the ancient
stonework, the lotus bud and bfU-shaped
capitals being bathed in the bright evening
sunlight, which in spite, or possibly in conse-
quence, of its brilliance produces a mystic
and poetic effect. No. 39, " Home with his

Charge," by H. P. Clifford, is one of those
pleasant little pictures which one would like

to possess, even though its artistic merit is

not great. It merely represents a little boy
and a flock of geese in careful technique.
No. i'S, "A Chimney Corner, Besca Nora,
Istria," byF. Hamilton Jackson, is curiously
titled. One would expect an interior, but
instead, the view is that of a group of

chimneys at the corner of some cottages on a
hill top, bathed in the brilliant light tones
and perfectly transparent shadows of sunny
Italy. No. 48. "Through the Woods," by
W. H. J. Boot, is an example of gradation
ranging fi'om the strong treatment of the
barn in the foreground to the softly rendered
blue distant trees. In Nos. 40, "Lowestoft
Harbour," and 52, "A iJorwaj, Morocco,"
Mr. G. C. Haite shows two pictures of ver)

different character, the former being unde-
niably the better. There is bis usual sug-
gestion of a crowd of people on the jiii.'r, and
the effect of life is further emphasised by the
numberless ilying gulls. There is also a
sense of restless motion in the tossing

water and the flap])ing s.ails of the fishing

smacks, making up a compo.sition which is

as good as anything we have seen of this

artist's work. No. o7, "The l>efence of

Guenever : How Sir Launcelotandhis Kins-
men rescued the (Jueen from the Fight, and
how he slew many Knights," by Arthur
Stewart, is a large decorative painting, but
not entirely satisfactory. The levelled pikes
form a number of rather unhappy horizontal
lines across the picture, broken only by the
horse which is plunging through them, while
the treatment is crude in colour also. The
dark tone of No. 59, " The Moat Farm," by

(ieoU'rey liirkbeck, is, ou the other hand, a

restful piece of work and quite successful.

This can hardly be said for No. (il, "Two's
Company," by W. II. C. Groome, quite half

of which is taken up by a foreground of

cobblestones. No. G5. "Feeding the Calf,"

by Arthur Legge, a mere ordinary farm sub-

ject, is one of those pictures which might
very well last, illustrating how much of

romance there is in the work of every day,

the boy going out at night-time with his

lantern into the dark stable to attend to his

ordinary duty there. No. 71, "The Sala del

(iran Consiglio, Palazzo Pubblico, Siena,"

by W. Harding Smith, is a purely architec-

tural treatment of what ought to be a good
subject ; but it is unsatisfactory owing to lack

of human interest, inaccurate perspective in

the great arches, and too detailed an effort to

render the miuutiie of the paintings on the

walls. No. 77, "A Corner of the Market-
place, (xhardaia," by T, F. M, Sheard, shows
a crowd of dark-skinned Africans in richly-

coloured clothing—white, yellow, and brown
j

predominating. The effect is broad and
brilliant. No. 78, " The Poem," by A. H. ;

Collrngs. attracts attention as the pleasing

,

portrait of a laily with a mass of dark hair
i

thrown into contrast with the white lace of

her blouse. No. 81, " When the Shades of

Evening Close," by E. Smith, is a land.scape

subject of unusually broad treatment, having
a deej! purple shade on the clouds, the pools

by the rocks, and also on the ojicn sea. There
is a great sense of loneliness in this, empha-
sised by a blight light in the sky and its re-

flection, and by the presence of a few gulls

here and there. One of the biggest, and
certainly the most original, jjainting, with
the greatest sense of humoiu- in it, is No. 82,

"The Peacock and the Magpie," by Q. E.
Collins. The colouring is brilliant and
courageous. The peacock looks down super-
ciliously at the little perky magpie who
ventures to criticise his selection as king,

while all the other biixis are in attitudes such
as one would only have expected from the
pen of Phil May, listening to the argument,
and well inclined to agi-ee with it. The
quotation in the catalogue is admii'ably
illustrated :

—

The birds met together to elect a kine. The Peacock
was a candidate, and displayed his plumes, with the view
of obtaining the votes of the multitude by the richness of

his feathers. The majority declared for liim ; but as they
were about to proclaim him, the Magpie stepped out, and
said:

—

*' May it please your majesty-elect to permit one of your
unwortiiy subjects to represent to you his suspicions and
apprehensions in the face of this audience .' We have
chosen you for our king, and our whole hope and depend-
ence will be upon you. If, therefore, the Eagle, the
Vulture, or the Kite should at any time make a descent
upon us, may your majesty be so gracious as to dispel our
fears and clear our doubts about that matter by telling

us Iiow you intend to defend us against them .'
'

' This un-
answerable question drew the whole audience into so just

a reflection that they soon resolved not to receive the
Peacock as their king.—" -Tlsop's Fables."

No. 92, "March-driven Dust from off the

Plough Heralds Approaching Eain," by H,
Stannard, is an example of this artist's usual
careful work ; but No, 97, " Proud Summer,''
by T. A. Falcon, like most of the other deco-

rative paintings, is hideous rather than
beautiful. A mass of sunflowers and their

broad leaves is treated in sickly fashion,

which might suit a doormat, but certainly

fails to make a picture. No. 104, " Early
Morning on a Suffolk Eiver," by A, Ellis,

represents n clear expanse of li^jht, both in

the sky and in the broad water, broken only

by a single sail. No. 112, " H.ampton Court
Palace," by Enoch AVard, illustrates how
utterly inartistic a bird's-eye view must be,

even if it be treated cleverly. No. 125,
" Dorset Downs,'' by P. Gaskell, is a veritable

little gem of tone-gradation; while No. 130,

"A Dutch Dyke: Evening," by A. Eomilly
Fedden, is equally good as a representation

of pUed-up clouds. No. 130, "Lingering
Light," by J. P. Brinson, suggests a crysto-

leum photograph—two bare fir-trees standing

out asainst a brilliant sky. No. 145. " Ash-
ton Cantlow," by T. H. LiddeU, is a pleasing

study of overhaniiing half - timber work,
though of no exceptional character. No.
14(i. "Tantallon Ca,stle," by II, P,AVitherby,

on the other hand, is a fine painting of a

stormy scene, badly hung in the room, for it

is half-hidden by the screen which can-ies the

smaller pictures. No. 151, "Saltings at

Stanbridge, Essex," by L, Burleigh Bruhl, is

a fine j)icture, in dark tone and perfect render-

ing, with which it is possible to contrast No.
154, "A Border A'Ulage," by A, Tucker,
with its bright light on the white cottages

lying in the middle distance among gi-eeu

bills, all rendered with extreme elaboration.

No. 15i», " Ethelwyn,'' by J. Finnemore, is.

the best water-colour portrait on exhibition,

not very highly finished, but expressive, and
executed in perfect sympathy with the sub-
ject, who is a modern, healthy, athletic girl,

with a firm open face, holding a tennis-

racket in her hand, while her love of girlish

things is shown by the bangle on her
wrist. Entirely dift'erent is the equally large

portrait. No. I(i2, exhibited under the title of

"The Woodland Path," by Cyril Eoberts—

a

useless aft'ected lady strutting about in :i

purple gown. No. 1(37, "A Sullen Evening,'

by E, Gouldsmith, is a delightful piece of

seascape, blue in the distance, but green

under the foam of the curling waves. It i-

pure and delicate in tone, with ample motion
in the water, while there is a suggestion of

coming storm in the sunset. No. 179.

'AVaton Bridge, Boss," by T. H. LiddeU, i*

another piece of pure transparent colouring,

the beauty of the peaceful village scene lyin.n

quite as much in this as in the grouping of

the cottages. No. 17(), "Gunner's Loss,

(.irey Crow's Gain," by F. Southgate, is not

a prettj- piotiu-e : but yet it is a good one,

broadly treated in rich colour. There is a

dead duck lying on its back on the marsh,
while three crows have just come up, and
evidently contemjilate dinin;; oft" it. No. 177

Where the frontier of earth becomes undefined.

And it is but a step into fairyland.

by J. T. Dunning, is one of those delightfully

fairy pictui'es, such as one sees occasionally,

and instinctively loves, wishing that replicas

could be distributed broadcast throughout the

nurseries of the country. In this case a

winged child is shown playing in a wood
with dragonflies and butterflies. The sub-

ject itself is a delightful one, but the render-

ing is even more so, with perfect drawing
and most delightful colouring.

OIL-COLOURS.

Amongst the oil-colours the biggest liictures

are not always the best, even though they

may be given prominent positions in the

Centr.al Gallery. Thus No. 1 So, "AAVinter
Morning: Holland,'' by G. S. AA'alters,

though quite a sm.all painting, may be picked

out for its beautifully clear sky and the

snow-covered shore rendered without chalki-

ness ; while No. 186, "Dawn: Holland,"

by A. E. Proctor, also quite small, is equally

good with its rugged treatment. Close to

these is a large picture, No. 189, " Un Arroys

en Andalusia,'' by ^loulton Foweraker.

which is entirely spoilt by being treated as if

it were a study "in freckles, for which it might

almost be taken but for the colour of the dabs

of paint, which shows that they are intended

to represent the blossoms of trees and a curious

sky. No. 197, " A Streetin C,airo," by Hiins

Frier, is the usual contrasted treatment of a

well-known scene, with bright light on the

mosijue and deep shadow in the streets. No. .

198. "The Grey of the AA'oods," by II. G.

Shields, is a beautiful and delicate study of

woodland scenery, to which interest is given

by the presence of a little peas,ant girl

amongst the bracken. No. 205, "Mrs.
Hubert von Herkomer," by Prof. H. v.

Herkomer, is one of the great paintings of

the exhibition—a portrait bust, splendidly

forcible yet exquitely finished—a dark and

handsome woman being represented in a dark

and low-cut dinner dress. No. 214, "Winter
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<jn a Xoiiolk ilroael." by AV. .1. l.aiJlay, is

another ' extreinoly good painting of largo

size and broad grey treatment, with its focus

located in a spot of light. Xo. 2 IS, '• Breezes
are Roaming," by .Vlex Maclean, is again a

magnificent production—a fine sea-piece of

broken water and cloudy sky in mid-channel,
the only sign of life being a single sail on the

horizon ; while another broad and well-

treated painting is N'o. 21it, "A Suffolk
Pasture," by A. Can-uthers Gould. In fact,

it is difficult in this jiart of the central

gallery to j)ass a single picture over. Xo. 222,

"A ChiU October Kvening," by "Walter

Powler, is another exceptional painting, in

which unequal massing of t«no is brought
into harmon}- by clever lighting, and the
introduction of a grand sky of infinite

distance and manj- planes. No. 22s, "The
I'asslug of Spring," by Fred F. Foottet,

however, placed in one of the most prominent
positions in the, gallery, is an eccentric

atrocity of the speckled type : but Xo.
233, ""Calm Eventide of Life," by W. A.
Palin, not merely brings us back to the

excelleneo of those already meutioni'd, but
far surpasses them. It is really a painting
of great importance. There is a gi-oup of old

women, in similar white caps, in an ill-

lighted cottage room, one of whom is seated

near the window, reading a newspajier to the

others. It is a sort of picture that everyone
•can understand, painted in absolute sympathy
with the subject. X'o words can describe it

properly. It needs to be seen, for though
it would engi-ave well, a great deal of its

charm lies in its restful colouring and
lierfect repose. X'o. 234, " Thoughts,"
by T. W. Ilolgate, though well painted, is

not entii'ely satisfactory, as the good-looking
subject has a consumptive look about her.

Xo. 241, •' Xight," by Arch. H. Elphinstone,
is a rare painting, being a successful re-

presentation of night-time—broad in its draw-
ing. X'o. 24(3, "The Haven under the IliU,"

by Tom Robertson, gloomy though it is and
curious, too, is yet a good picture, a certain

decorative character being given to it by the
bare trees on the left-hand side, which throw
the harboiu', with its fort-crowned hill, into
the middle distance. Xo. 247, " The Mauve
Feather," by J. I). Fergusson, can hardly be
called a success. It has apparently been
painted with the palette-knife, and, in spite

of its title, appears to be a portrait, though
why whiskers should have been suggested on
the girl's face is rather puzzUng. X'o. 2.51,

"A Song without Words," by Miss Lucy
Kemp-AYelch, is a small and delightful study
of a mare and foal, the head of the youngster
rubbing against the mother's shoulder.
Xo. 2.52, "Mrs. Leslie AVillson," by Hal
Ilurst, is an entirely captivating portrait of
a beautiful woman. It is always difficult to
understand why women dress so strangely
to have their portraits painted. The artist

evidently thought that black gloves would
harmonise best with his scheme of colour

:

but yet they are not usually worn with
tlimsy evening dress and flowing, filmy
lace. X'eedless to say, flesh, hair, and
expression are all exquisitely rendered.
There are some painters who really can paint
portraits well, while there are others who
have the reputation of doing so. Xo. 2.5(5,

"An Easterly Wind: Falmouth Bay," by
W. Ayerst Ingram, is another of the" many
good sea-pieces. In this case it is quite small
in scale. X'o. 2(i(), " The Porta Marina, Zara,
Dalmatia," by F. Hamilton Jackson, is also
a small painting : but it is worthy of notice
on account of the introduction of the winged
lion of St. Mark, set in what appears to bo a
Renaissance frame above an earlier gateway.
In X'o. 2(32, " On the Banks of the Ouse, " by
I). Murray Smith, and 2()3, " Dieppe," by T.
Hodgson Liudell, occur two small landscapes
of quite unusual value. We drew attention
to Mr. Smith's picture in last year's exhibi-
tion, and it is pleasing to see that he has
followed it by one of equal merit and similar

character du this occasion. Again, he has

ado])t<>d a 1 lutch system of colouring, turning
a mere collection of cottages and trees, grass,

and s'Uggested figures into a composition of

unusual beauty by means of his wonderful

management of light. Mr. LiddcU's picture

is almost e<iually fine, with a rich sun.set

glow above the dark mass of the gas-lit town
and cciually dark water.

Turning to the South-East Gallery, apiece

of bright colour is found in X'o. 274, " A
^'illage Street in Italy," by .\. Brougier,

though it represents only a commonplace
stone-paved street, with fruit and fruit-

sellers. X'o. 27.5, "The I'ursuit of theAVero-

Wolf," by \'incent V. Yglesias, is a weird

picture, made up of the gloomy forest and
snow-covered ground, with bright dawn light

on the clouds behind the distant hills, and
the shadowy figures of the wolf and the two
human beings. Xo 277, "Drifting up the

ilaas on a Summer Evening," by G. S.

Walters, has just sufficient emphasis given
to it by the introduction of the dark boat in

the middle distance. The clear atmosphere
enables elaborate detail to be employed quit3

truthfully. X'o. 2S2 —
" Groweth seed and bloweth mead.
And springeth the wond now.
J?ing cuckoo ! cuckoo '.

''

by Rex Vicat Cole, a representation of sky
and meadow, the latter covered with spring
flowers of all kinds, prominent amongst
which is the primrose, is beautiful enough
but hardly convincing. The same artist's

Xo. 2S(i, "From Gardens Gay to Distant
A'iew," is better, for there is more interest in

the great hollyhocks of the cottager's garden
on the hiU-top than in the wide expanse of

the other picture.

There are many fine seascapes in the ex-
hibition, several of which have already had
attention given to them, but none of them
equal X'o. 2s.'S, "Gathering Storm," by E.
Gouldsmith. It is an entirely magnificent
piece of work, with the rising tide breaking
over the rocky shore, while the clouds are

massed above, and the water is thrown hither

and thither, with wonderful lights and grand
effects. It is a perfectly satisfying wild
piece of scenery, and yet there is no sign of

life whatever in it. Close to it, and aGnost
overpowered by it, Xo. 292, "A Harvest
Thank- (3£fering," by Mr. R. Morley, is also

a good painting. One of the tall Calvary
crosses of Brittany is seen rising up against
a dark sky background with a wisp of wheat
tied to its stem. X'o. 2!I3, "Miss X'orali

Cooling," by T. F. M. Sheard, also suffers

fi'om its juxtaposition to X'o. 2ss ; but
its colouring is sufficiently striking to draw
attention to it—a child with dark hair
and white jiinafore being shown entirely

sun-ounded with vine leaves. No. 2ilo.

" Against the l?hanging Sunset Sky the Mill
Stands Weird and Strong,'' by W. H. J.

Boot, is another powerful picture of deej)

tone and rich colour, well described by its

title.

Xo. 31o. " On the Dunes." by Hal Hurst,
is the one painting which is entirely I'Venoh
in character—just a sketch in oils of a lady
and a child, wind-tossed and well dressed,

with bright colouring in themselves and all

around. No. 31(j, "The Summer Palace,''

by X'. Prescott-Davies, looks like an attempt
to copy Alma Tadema. and thus, though
fairly good in itself, must be acknowledged
to be a failure. It is not a good thing to

follow a great master too closely, as it invites

comparison. There is a more brilliant use of

blue, however, than Tadema would have
introduced. A child is shown seated on
some marble steps, with her hands resting

upon carved lions.

The principal jiosition in the room is given
toXo. 299, "Sir John BetheU, M.P.," by
F. O. Salisbury: but it is an unfortunate
selection, being no more than a good painting
of the somewhat vulgar type which one
associates with a mavoral chain of office.

Xo. .•iliil, ••The Vale of < 'hvydd, Xorth
Wales," by F. A. W. T. Armstrong, a broad
open landscape, is converted into a picture

by the sky treatnier.t. It is the representa-

tion of a famous view from a hill-top, and
such, as a rule, though magnificent in

expanse, are most unsatisfactory from the

point of view of pictorial grouping. No. oOS,
" Rich.-ird III.." by Ralph Iledley, shows
the king on the battlement walk : but it is

apparently only half-finished, ami looks as if

it were a sketch for a poster or an engraving.

It is an admirable iUiistration to the Shake-

sperian quotation in the catalogue :
—

That dotrs bark at me as I halt by them

:

Why, I, in this weak pipini? time of peace.
Have no delight to pass away the time_.

Unless to spy my shadow iu the sun
And descant on mine own deformilv.— •• Richard III/'

In the South-West Gallery probably the

most striking picture is No 32.5, "In the
'4-5," by John Adamson, which is another of

those which tells its own tale. The scene is

a dark cottage interior. A man is Ij'ing on
the floor with his sword beside him, while a
woman binds a wound on his arm and
another brings him water m a bowl. At the

same time a young gii-1 is looking out through
a small window as if on watch. All are

dressed in plaid shawls, and .so give evidence

of their nationality. Xo. 3:5(), " The Creek."

by T\'. B. Thompson, is nothing less than a

pure piece of impudence—unless it be a
colour-bhnd nightmare. The principal effect

seems to have been obtained by mixing up a

mass of different colours on the palette with

some gunpowder in the middle of it, and
throwing all on to the canvas, whore the

explosion has produced a certain result.

No. 332, " The Lune Estuary at Low Water."
by P. T. Gilchri.st. is, on the contrary, simple

an I satisfactory: but X'o. 33(), "A Saw-
Mill,'' by L. G.Fry, though a fine subject,

hardly comes up to what might have been
made of it, the men being so placed that it is

not easy to see what they are doing, unless

the observer happens to know how a modem
s.awmill works. Xo. 34 j, "A I'icnic," is

another of D. Murray Smith's wonderfully

rich pieces of colour, in this case showing
Spanish, perhaps, rather than I)utch influ-

ence. X'o. 363, " Close Quarters : Action

Between H.M.S. Glatton and a French
Squadron, July 15, 1796," by H. K. Eooke,

indicates how lurid and terrible a thing a

night conflict must have been in the days of

the old timber warships. It must have
needed a good deal of imagination to have

conceived the picture ; but it is a fine painting

nevertheless.

Here near the end of the gallery- occur

three portraits—Xos. 3.51, "The Fur Hat."

Ijy J. D. Fergusson ; 3o6, " Lady Pedler," by
lial Hurst : and 35S, " Miss Merrial
I 'hiistie," by Shirley Fox, which are worthy

of a little attention as a study in contrast.

The first of these is a representation, one

might almost say a daub, of a vulgar

Suffragette; X'o. 3.56 is a full-length re-

presentation of a haughty • aristocratic

young lady, in full evening dress with low

neck, standing in her flimsy costume umler a

stormy sky and ainonst trees ; while X^o. 3oS

shows a charming little lady, beautifully

executed and with a simple and good face.

All three are representative of different types

of English women of the present day, and
show how wide a divergence there is between

them.
In addition to the oil- and water-colours,

there are a few miniatures shown in the

vestibule, all of them of considerable ex-

cellence, especially Xo 381, a portrait of Mrs.
SaLimon, by Alyn Williams.

There are also two sculpture exhibits, both
bronze portrait busts : one of Sir Henry Irving

by Courtenay Pollock, and the other of Mr.
Alfred East, A.E.A., President of the

B.B.A., by J. G. Frampton, R.A. The
former is powerful and extremely character-

[istic of the great acto.r, while the Uitter, life-
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like as it is, has a certain supercilious
expression wliich Mr. East's face does not
always bear.

THE SAW-TOOTH ROOF IN FACTORY-
EOOF CONSTRUCTION.*

BEFORE Dr. Cartwright invented the power
loom in 17S.J, the cotton-spinning factories

had attained quite a lonsideiahle growth in the
Lancashire district of England. When the cotton
loom came into practical use, weavin'^ was carried
on in the homes of operatives up to the time when,
with the increase of cotton weaving and the
advent of the power loom, it developed upon the
progressive operator to branch out into a new
plant and set up a few power looms as a weaving
establishment. This naturally was a one-story
building, and in time was designated as a '• weave
shed." Thus was commenced a system in textile

manufacture which became popular, and is so to-

day in England and on the Continent. The
S])inning factory produces the yiirn and the weave
shed the cloth. As these weaving companies
changed from plain to fancy and coloured
weaving, and increased the width of the weave
sheds to gain greater area, some method of roof
lighting became necessary. Thus necessity, the
mother of invention, produced the saw-tooth form
of roof skylights for lighting the centre of the
wide one-story buildings. The English and Con-
tinental manufacturers were not long in apprecia-
ting the value of this method of lighting. The
tirst use was on machine shops making cotton
machinery. To-day they are found on all kinds
of manufacturing plants The principle in this
so called '

' saw-tooth
'

' form of skylight is the
focussing of a strong north light upon the work in

process. This is secured by the green-house type
of sash, applied to one side of the saw-tooth and
exposed to the north light, the glass being set at

such an angle aanot to admit the direct rays of the
sun. This type of sash reduces to a minimum the
wood work, and thus minimises the obstruction
iif light and the casting of shadows. The result

is a practically continuous window of glass, which
gives a far greater lighting area than windows,
or than skylights placel in the usual manner at
intervals. The skylights may run across the
building, or lengthwise of the building, so that the
glass may face the north. Placed across the
b lilding they are somewhat simpler in con-
struction and thu3 less expensive.

METHOD OF COXSTRICTION.

To-day there are two constructive designs in
applying these skylights ; one English and the
other American. The English design is in the
true form of saw-tooth: the American, in the
modifiid form, or semi-saw-tooth Hat-roof design.
The English desigu was Americanised by the
writer, as show by the accompanying illustrations

and photographs, to meet the condition.s of our
rigorous and changing climate. In 188.J, when
associated with a mill architect and engineer, the
writer was ciUed upon to design some method of
riiof lighting on a one-story addition to be built
in a mill-yard area, fcjrmed by three buildings in

the shape of the letter U. The problem was to

light this area and project light into the first

story of the then existing buildings, so as to make
up for the los^ of light due to roofing over the
yard area. This same year the writer happened
on an English type of saw-tooth-lighted weave
shed in connection with a mill plant in the same
neighbourhood. Upon examination it was found
to be giving trouble from leaks. In this type
the acute angle formed by the two sides nf skylight
was finished in the form of a gutter, made up of
sheet metal. These gutters fill up with snow and
water, which, melting and freezing, cause
e.xcessive expansion and contraction, and the
result is cracks and broken joints. The writer,
profiting from this experience, designed a semi-
saw-tooth flat rojf. In this type the space between
the skylights was finished in the usual gravel
roofing, the slant of the roof conveying the roof
water to the end of the skylight, where it enters
the gutter.

ANGLE OF THE GLASS.

The angle of the glass is designed by some at
CO', but when the the sun is in the zenith it will
shine through these skylights. This matter was
lost sight of, as one of the leading featvu-es in the
principle of saw-tooth skylights is the elimination
of the direjt rays. For the'South the writer has used

' Extracts from a paper read to the American Societv of
Mechanical Engineers by Fred S. Hi.nds.

Fio. 1.—.Standard Saw-Tooth Skylight in Mill Construction over a Department of the Fiberloid
Company's Plant at Indian Orchard, Mass. *

Note the Flat Eoof between Skylight and Ventilators.

77"^ and for the North 71". In my later designs
I have reduced the wide flat roof space between
the skylight, and somewhat reversed in modifica-
tion, returning more closely to the English
system, but at the same time preserving a narrow
flat roof between the skylights, varying in width
from 2tin. to 48in., according to circumstances
(see Figs. 1, 2, and 3). The flat-gravel roof was
then reduced from Ain. to jin. pitch to the foot,

in order to convey the water away in the usual
manner, and avoid the building up of such high
forms as would be necessary with jin. pitch. The
height of the glass is based entirely on the class of

manufacture and amount of light required.
Four feet, 5ft., and 6ft. have been my basis to work

ings are provided in the horizontal metal for
letting out the water as it collects. The double
glazing is necessary for some manufacturing
plants in the North, but only single glazing is

used in the South. The flat gravel space between
the skylights and the method of flashing are also

detailed. (Ine element of weakness in the con-

struction of some roofs of this type is that the
galvanised iron is continued down on to the roof

and becomes a part of the flashing. True flashing,

and the best, shoiild be of about lOoz. zinc, run-
ning up behind the counter-flashing, or outer
flashing, of the skylight. Fig. 3 also shows the
slat walk which it is wise to provide in northern
skylights, not only to walk upon, but also to

s
Fig. 2.—Front View of Saw-Tooth Skylight, Fiberloid Company's Plant.

from in determining the size to use. Four feet

high, every 20ft., is good for general use. Five
feet is used for special cases, such as high erecting
shops, and Gft. for cases where extra strong light

is required. In the year 1000 the writer was
called upon to design, in connection with the
planning of a Southern cotton factory, the weave-
shed for weaving ])attern fabrics. In adopting
the saw-tooth skylight I had to eliminate all

cross-timbers to avoid the casting of shadows.
Appreciating the value of north light, and wish-

ing to avoid any direct sun rays, I set the sash at

an angle of 77 '. This angle, which brings the

sash only 13' from the vertical, and therefore not

at a great inclination, lid to the belief that the

elaborate trussed form in framing these skylights

was entirely unnecessary to resist this small

amount of thrust. I therefore adopted the tie-

rod as the lower chord spanning from column to

colunm, anchoring at each end wall.

LATFST SKVLKiUT DESIGN.

Fig. 3 illustrates the various details of my
latest skylight design, and it will be noted that

both the double glazing and single glazing are

represented. I would draw particular attention

to the details of the metal bars. The bars and
the bottom of the glass are provided with small

gutters for collecting any condensation, and open-

facilitate the shovelling off of snow without
destroying the gravel rooting.

DEALING WITH SNOW.

This leads to the subject of snow, and the

question whether it makes the use of skylights

inadvisable. -\s the prevailing winds in snow-
storms are either from the north east or north

west, it is found to be true (according to observa-

tions in a locality in Massachusetts where this

style of skylight is very popular) that the wind
in a high storm will blow the snow out, because
of the somewhat funnel or grooved shape of the

skylights. However, suppose they do fill up some-
what with snow, it is not a great expense to hire

cheap labour to shovel out this snow, as through

our whole winter period heavy storms are only

occasional. The cost of shovelling out the snow is

a very small expense as compared with the en-

hanced value that fine lighting gives to the pro-

duction of a plant. It must be conceded that

with a monitor skylight in a drifting storm, the

vertical side would resist the snow and pile it up,

and naturally bring about the same result as with

the saw-tooth. Right here the English system

would show its serious defect. The advantage of

the fiat roof is that it spreads out the saw-tooth

into a wider area and the snow cannot pile so

deep as in the " V '' form.

i;
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Fig. 3.—Details of Americanised Saw-Tooth Skylight for Factory Roofs.

ELAHOr.ATE TRVSSIXG VNN'EnESSAUV.
Fig. 4 illustrates the elaborate trussed form of

framing. Fig. 5 a similar form in reinforced con-
crete. I believe it is entirely unwarranted, as it

increases expense in construction and becomes an
obstruction to its own light. Fig. 5 shows two

vertical wall. The same criticism applies at the
gutter formed by the skylight itself, or at B. It

is -well known in building construction that the
worst form of gutter is to have the slant of a roof

strike up against a vertical wall where a gutter,
or flat valley, must be constructed to carry away

W^
Fig. 4.—Elaborate Trussed Form of .Saw-Tooth Skvli^ht.

Fio. -Saw-Tooth Skylight in Reinforced Concrete Beams, with Heavy Concrete Beams as Bottom
Chord of Truss.

very weak points. First, you will note at A that
the tin roofing forming the gutter, or Hat vallev,
runs up under the slag or gravel roofing, as you
would flash under a slate roof. This is at a

the roof water. It makes a very acute angle in

which snow and water can collect. The water is

taken up by capillary attraction and percolates ^. rr . -=, ~-r = i -

through some crack in the roofing higher up than | the angle, or slant, of the roof. Those which

the highest point of the tin-work that runs up>

imder the gravel roofing.

VEUTICAL SASH.

Some designs have the sash set vertically. This
is uncalled for, as, with the same height of glass,

if the sash is set at an angle, the area of direct

rays of light is increased. There is also less

length of slant for the back of the skylight, and
thus less roof area to cover. This vertical

design was used for the purpose of hanging the-

sash with weights or on a pivot. The slant

from the vertical is so small that tliere is no
trouble from the weather beating in.

SASH CONSTRrCTION'.

The sashes are constmcted either of wood or
sheet metal. If of wood, the glazing is with
putty ; if of metal, the glazing is done without
putty and bars are formed to take care of conden-
sation. AVith referenci' to wood i!Vs/« metal
skylights, and what metal workers are doing
under contract at the present time, the following

is a ([uotrtion from a letter on the subject :
•' Wc

have a contract at present for changing over four
saw-tooth skylights, about 200ft. long by loft,

glass opening, from wood construction to metal
construction : also for two saw-tooth skylights

that we are erecting in metal. These are about
00ft. long by lUft. Gin. glass measure. Hereto-
fore the saw-tooth skylights for this eomjiany
have been built in wood and a departure was
made in favour of metal."

VENTILATION'.

The subject of ventilation, in connection witb
this particular class of skylight, has gone through
changes along with the \icissitudes of the skylight

itself. When these skylights -were first intro-

duced on weave sheds of cotton factories, no
ventilation was provided. Later, as the skylight

manufacturers developed new inventions, th&
Louvre ventilator was adopted and used in the

end of the saw-teeth, as a substitute for round
windows, which may have been hung on swivels.

Xext followed the usual style of galvanised iron

ventilator, common in metal skylights used on
other classes of buildini;s. The latest method is

to hang one-half the length of the gluts at the top
and control by the usu;;l quadrant for opening at any
angle. These are good in periods of clear weather,
and in connection with the roof ventilators give •<*

very good current of .air. In stormy weather
these side-lights must be closed, and the ventila-

tion is taken care of by the louvre and the i oof
ventilators.

ROOFLXG.

The most approved practice for covering the
back of these skylights is some form of asphalte
roofing, the method of applying depending upor
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Hang---.^•-.

Fig. G.—Saw-Tooth Skylight in Reinforced Concrete, with the Bottom Chord of Trussed Form Simply a Tie-Rod at the Column Line.

have a slant of 4in. to 1ft. can be covered with
the usual asphalte felt roofing and covered with
gravel, the same as a flat roof. If the slant is

greater, then the two upper layers of felt should
he applied in what is called prepared gravel
asphalte roofing. The flat spaces between the
skylights can be of the usual coal-tar, felt roofing,
and gravel, unless one prefers to have it all

asphalte at a slightly increased cost. Saw-tooth
skylights do not add" to the architectural beauty
of a factory building, and therefore I have studied
to keep them down to a reasonable height, and at
the same time make them high enough to give the
amount of light required.

REIXIORCEIl CONCRETE.

The vise ot reinforced concrete in factory build-
ings suggests its adaptability to saw-tooth sky-
light construction. Fig. ij illustrates how this

Americanised saw-tooth form can be very simply
constructed in reinforced concrete and embody in
it all the features necessary.

.M'PI,IlATIOX.

Saw-tooth skylight construction is not only
adapted to cotton factories but to factory build-
ings, machine-shops, and for all kinds of manu-
facturing plants, where better lighting is required
than can be obtained from side windows. It is

superseding the common monitor roof, and is

especially adapted for use over erecting-rooms
and crane-rooms of machine-shops. It solves the
problem of the one-story flat-roof machine-shop
and factories, where this style of construction is

desirable and wide buildings are required. In
shop economics, and with the e.xtensive area of

modern plants, the monitor skylight compels an
excessive length in buildings, while the saw-tooth
skylight admits of a proportionately greater
width and less length, hence giving a more com-
pact arrangemi'ut of the shop departments, and a
•<,'onse(iuently greater available area of floor space.

Where land is valuable, it is applicable to the

two-story shoji or factory, if special provision is

made for lighting the first story. Jly latest

application to a machine-shop was a design for

the .Tohn Thomson Press Co., of an SOfl. shop
erected at Long Island City, in 190.i, while I was
acting as consulting architect. This width of

Soft, had two rows of columns, thus practically

three 2 jft. divisions. The manufacturer's general
plan was to use the two outer divisions of first

story for heavy tools, the centre division for tool-

roam, storage, kc, and the second story for light

machine tools; < Iver this second story, the intro-

duction of the saw-tooth skylight is apjilicable

and very practical. Its practical value is in the

improved arrangement of tools and benches,
i

Instead of the benches being run around the room '

against the walls, they can be nm across the

room, benches and tools alternating down the

length of the sho]>, according to the nature of the
product. With this system a greater production

[

is sure to follow, and with the strong roof-light,

a higher degree of workmanship.

MU. UICHMOXU'S PAl'ER.

From a paper on the same subject read at the
same meeting by Jlr. K. C. Richmond, we extract

the following :
—

I

ANGLE or THE GLASS.
The purpose of the saw-tooth form of lighting

being, in most cases, to provide direct skylight in

large quantity, and .it the same time to avoid
direct sunlight as far as possible, it follows that

north of the Tropics the saw-tooth windows must
face nearly north, and the angle of the sash with
the vertical be made dependent on the latitude of

the location, the angle increasing the farther

north we go. In the latitude of Xew York,
about 41', this would mean an angle of only
17' to IS", to keep out the sun in the

keep direct sunlight off the glass, thus making
the angle of the glass with the vertical much
greater than would otherwise be possible, at the

same time getting the benefit of the brighter light

of the upper sky in much greater degree than
would be the case wore the same area of glass

placed more nearly vertical. Where the angle
of the glass with the vertical is made greater

than a theoretical consideration of the latitude

permits, for the reasons above noted, and the
windows face the north, it follows that at seasons
when the sun rises and sets north of the

Tjrpc orS.« Tooth »itb Wood Franlof

Fio. 7.—Types of Wood-Framed Saw-Teeth for Spans from 20 to 30 Feet.

longest summer days, were it not for the small
projecting cornice above the window, and the
internal .stool or gutter at the bottom. These
projections enable us to make the angle of the
glass with the vertical greater than wo otherwise
could do, and with the form of setting and
trimming freipiently adopted, angles from 2i" to

:i(P have proved satisfactory in practice in Xew
York and New Kngland. The angle of the glass

with the vertical could ba made much greater,

.and .-.till keep out direct sunlignt. if the cornice
above the windows were extended, or a screen or
barrier run along the crests of the saw-teeth. .V

very interesting modification of saw-tooth lighting
on the above line has been made by Willard T.
Hatch, a member of the society, in the treatment
of foundry roofs, where he has placed the glass

skylights on one side only of the successive ridges
of the roof, and used the continuous \'entilating
moni1c>i< :it the peak of the ridges as a screen to

Equator, there will be a little direct sunlight on

the windows for a little while after 6 a.m., and
also for a little while before 6 p.m., solar time

being used in the reckoniBg. Still hours in the

North usually begin abou^ fi.SO a.m. and end
about G to 6"l.> p.m., or, in other words, people

work a greater number of hours after mid-day

than before it, and where the compass ]ioints of

the building are not already determined by other

considerations, we can .avoid in a large measure

the direct light ot the late afternoon sun in summer
Ijy placing the building so that the saw-teeth will

face from .'r to 15' east of north, and stiU not

havi' trouble from direct sunlight before bell-time

in the morning.

rLASIlIXG .\XD DU.UXlNCi.

The flashing and draining of saw-tooth roofs

have given trouble at times. The great length of

flashing in the vallevs between the saw-teeth gives
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Fig. S. —Types of Wood-Framed Saw-Teeth for Spans from 12 to 20 Feet.

ojiportunity for much expansion and contraction,

and the piling up of snow in the valleys, with a
relatively warm roof melting it on the underside,

gives a chance for water to work up over the lower
Hashing, unless the same is of ample height and
very carefully put in, and provision is made for

promptly oanying off the water from the melting
snow. Where the saw-teeth run across the build-

ing, the roof is often pitched from the centre

ridge to both sides on a slope of a ]in. to hin. per
foot, and the water carried off in conductors
which run down on the inside or the outside of

the outside walls. Outside conductors have proved
very undesirable in Xew England on account of

Gist.] Strip

furring up the roof under the roof covering. In
a roofrecently built from the writer'sdesign a pitch

of 3in. in 20ft. proved amply sufficient to remove all

the water from the bottoms of the valleys. The
conductors, after coming through the roof, can
be connected into a Larger pipe near the roof or be
carried down through the room and be disposed of

in the basement. The strainer on the roof often
fits into a roof thimble made tight with the roof
covering, and the thimble runs down intft the con-
ductcr pipe proper. The connection of the roof

thimble with the top of the conductor is frequently
a slip joint, made by slipping the thimble .some

12in. down into the conductor, and when the pipe
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Fig. 9.—Typical Details of Wood-Framed Saw-Teeth.

the water freezing as soon as it has passed from
the wann surface of the roof to the cold outside
conductor. The result is a great mass of ico and
generally a broken conductor. It is altc-^gcther

desirable, in climates where water freezes in the
winter, to run the conductors down on the inner
face of the side walls and to make both the
strainers and conductors of ample capacity to
carry off any probable amount of rain or melted
snow. Where the ridges of the saw-teeth run
with the length of the building, water can be
most conveniently removed from the valleys by
conductors placed at interv.als of 40ft. to 60ft.

apart in the valleys. Experience in New England
seems to show that a 3in. conductor so placed is

amply sufficient to take care of l.OOOsq.ft. to

l,200sq.ft. of roof surface, providing the conductor
has a free downward run of 12ft. or Lift. A slight
pitch of the bottom of the valley toward the con-
ductor opening in the roof is easily effected by

connecting the conductors is near the ceiling, and
only slightly pitched, there is danger in very
heavy rains of its filling, and of the water backing
up and overflowing between the roof thimble and
the top of the conductor, unless the connecting

pipe is made of very ample proportions. I think

it is better to carry the conductors down to and
through the floor, and gain the effect of the head
in the verti ^al pipe to rapidly discharge the water.

The conductors themselves should be of stout con-
struction, where they come down through the

room, and ordinary vnought-iron pipe h,as been
found a satisfactory material. Cast-iron soil pipe

is liable to be broken, and the sheet-metal con-

ductors of commerce are sure to be bent and
dented in factory service. When columns are of

iron pipe, or of hollow cast iron, they can be

readily utilised for roof-conductoi's : and where
the columns are not used for conductors, the con-

ductors can be run in line with the columns with-

out wasting valuable floor-space. The writer's

fei'ling is that it would generally be better to

make the plane of the roof level, even when the
saw-teeth run across the building. This brings

the girders carrying the saw-tccth all on a level,

and the room is of uniform height under the

gilders, which in some measure simplifies the

installation of maf'hinery .ind shafting. Whore
there is no overhead shafting, a dilleronce of a

few feet in the height of the roof at different

points may make no difference in the value of the:

room as working space, and it is cheaper to drain

the roof by a few large conductors at the ends of

the valleys at the outside walls than by a system

of small conductors at intervals, as described.

I'llOl'DUTIONS OF S.WV-TEETII.

The proper proportioning of the saw-tooth lighif

is important to obtain the best results without
wasting money in their erection. Some saw-
tooth roofs have been designed with the span of

the saw-tooth very short in relation to the height,

thus making the backs of the saw-teeth very
steep, and the viilleys sh.arp and narrow. The
result seems to be some loss of light, on account

of thi: obstruction formed by the hacks of the saw-

teeth themselves, and there is an unnecessary

expense for glass and flashings, as fewer saw-teeth

with longer spans, or the same number of saw-
teeth with shorter windows, would give all the

light needed. The experience of the writer after

an examination of the lighting effect in a very
considerable number of saw-tooth lighted rooms,
designed by different engineers, is that to obtain

the best results there should be no intervals

between the saw-teeth. A flat place on the root

generally means a shadow, even if slight, or.

perhaps, only a less brightly-lighted area, and/

makes a break in the otherwise almost perfect

diffusion of the light. By the same reasoning
the obstruction caused by the necessary space and
flashings below the windows and by the support-

ing girders carrying the saw-tooth frames should
bo kept at a minimum. With attention paid te,

these points, a proportion of heiglit of window to.

length of span of the sjiw-tooth, in the ratio of

1 to 3j, or 4, gives all light desirable in this

clim.ate, and if this ratio is exceeded, I think it is

at the expense of greater first cost for glass,

and a greater running cost for heating,

although special conditions may make the

proportions given unsuited to a given case.

DETAILS 01" WOOD FUAMTXG.

The three sheets of drawings (Figs. 7, 8, and 0)
show types of saw-teeth framed in wood, with
some details which the writer believes meet the

requirements of this latitude. \"ery little origin-

ality is claimed for these, as they are the result of

experience gained in the examination of many
different roofs designed by many different men.
combined with the stjitements of those who have
used the roofs, and the experience of the writer's

personal practice in trying to overcome some oC

the troubles which have been noticed or reported.

Many of the members can doubtless suijgest forms
and details which they have used, and which meet
conditions better than anything noted, and it is

from these that the writer hopes to hear.

mscrssiox.

From the discussion of these papers we extract

the following. Prof. Sweet said :

I am led to comment on Jlr. Uinds' paper more
to correct some mistakes than with an idea o£

adding much to its value.

In 1889 the weaving-shed roof of the Straight

Line Engine Company's Works, in Syracuse, wa»
built, and I supposed at the time and until the
appearance of Mr. Hinds' paper that it was the

first application in this country of this form of

roof to machine-shop use. .\s a full account of

this roof was given on pp. .)27 to 53.') of the
Trariiimlioiis for 1S93, I have only to add that it

is on the English plan and without the troubles.

Mr. Hinds mentions, and these were obviated
by making the gutters of cast iron, short
enough to go between the trusses, which are
only Sft. centres, and by draining each trough
through a separate spout into a lontinuous
conductor running from end to end of tho
building. As the troughs and conductors are
inside the building, and are of iron instead of
wood, they melt out the snow and ice before it

melts on the roof, and hence there is no trouble
from freezing ice and snow. The troughs being
in sections with a proper joint cover, expansion
and contraction have no detrimental effect. So
satisfactory have been our 17 years of experience.
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that the same system has been adopted for the

iu-tisan school.

The spans are' 32ft. trusses 8ft. apart, and the

slass eft. high. Dining tlie 17 winters, snow
has never had to he shovelled off but once, and
then only because it ])iled up on the glass and
shut out the light. In the ordinary machine
shop the lower chord of the truss, in addition to

acting as a chord, has another function to per-

form, that of carrying the line shaft and counters

and two angles, spaceil i'm. or Jin. apart, between
•which supporting bolts will pass, making a far

more convenient arrangement than to screw coach

screws into the wot)d girders. Concrete for tliis

service would appear to be especially bad where
shafting has to be supported. With our experi-

ence I would be as rehictant to adopt the other

form as Mr. Hinds would bo to adopt ours. Any
kind of metal gutters, if properly male, will work
all right if inside the building.

It is common i^iactice to put trusses IG to 'JO or

more feet ajjart with jiurlins from truss to truss,

then rafters and planking. Light trusses, 8ft. or

at most 10ft. ajiart, are batter for several reasons.

The purlins and rafters are dispensed with : two
Jight trusses have less to carry than the one heavy-

one, they are more easily constructed and erected,

and with the close spacing they are right for

line-shaft hangers without stringers.

It is claimed by the constructors of structural-

steel buildings that the large trusses and wider

spacings are cheaper and constitute the better

method, but they can be just as easily mistaken
as anyone else. At least, for spans of 30ft. or

40ft.. I am satisfied that when considering the

advantages pointed out above they are dead
wrong.

SANATORIA FOR CONSUMPTIVES.*

IX an Association of Architectural Students,

the practical question to consider is : Given
the necessity for sanatoria for consumptives, how
can we best provide the buildings to accommodate
the thousands of patients who will have to be

treated 'r It seems to me that the eUicidation of

this problem will be furthered if we see what has

. been done by c->ther nations as well as by our own.
and 80 I have endeavoured to collect plans and
•other particulars of sanatoria in Germany,
Sweden, Holland, and France, as well as some in

England. To Germany is due the earliest recogni-

tion of the duty of the public to stem the growth
of tuberculosis, and all over the German Empire
there are hospitals and sanatoria in large numbers,
subsidised or constructed by various States and by
insurance companies, as well as those carried on
by private enterprise.

SlITAHLE SITES.

In practically all cases elevated sites are selected

with open prospects, broadly speaking, towards

the south ; shelter from the northern half of the

compass is sought : and extensive areas for exercise

are regarded as of great importance. Or, putting

it in other terms, dry sites for building at bracing

altitudes, aspects with the maximuui of sunlight

for patients' rooms, protection from chilling winds

and sleet, and open-air living, are regarded as

essentials for the reinvigoration of the invalid,

while broad prospects are mentally stimulating,

widening the interests in life and inculcating hope
in the future. Pine woods as a screen are much
-appreciated for their exhilarating resinous aroma,

-and the sandy soil on which they thrive is con-

sidered the best on which to be located.

EVOLUTION- IN- I'LAN-XIN-G.

Aa to the type of building selected for patients,

there has been an evolution in this. The earliest

sanatoria were ordinary houses. Given the

essential reipiisites of location, all that was sought

was a place in which ])atient3 could sleep ; dis-

ciplinary treatment was relied upon for the rest,

A reputation for the cure being once established,

the buildings became larger as ilcmands for ac-

commodation increased, ami many houses grew
into hotels. Of such a type is Falkenstein in the

Taunus Mountains, near Frankfurt, and Hohen-
honef, near Cologne. They have in parts a

' »'entral corridor, with rooms on each side, common
to most hotels. Gradually the" doveloj.iment of

the sanatorium has led to a type with a corridor

on the north, and rooms on one side only, and of

these there are many examples. Another branch
of development has been the aggregation of small

houses, first by the natural process of the acquisi-

• Paper read before the Architectural Association on
March 2-2. By Edwi.v T. H.^ll, V.P.E.I.Ii..\.

tion of adjacent buildings, and later by a

deliberate scheme of constructing small houses

on the village principle, with central adminis-

trative buildings. The natural aggregation

may bo seen in Dr. Walthcr's colony at Xor-

drach, in the Black Forest : the artificial village

may be seen at Montigny, in the North of France :

and there are several in America, all for ])aying

patients. A third type is the large hospit.al with

wide verandahs on the south side of wards, where

the open-air treatment is practised by placing

couches on the verandahs, and on these the

patients are reclined for eight or ten hours a day.

An example is Harlaching, near Munich. Another
ramification of the same idea, even with buildings

specially erected as sanatoria, has been the con-

struction of what in Germany are called liege-

hallen, or reclining-halls. These are generally

one-, but sometimes two-storied, verandahs en-

closed on three sides, and open to the south

:

sometimes attached to, but often entirely separated

from, the building proper. They are very general

in Germany ; but this arises to a great extent

from the design of the sanatorium itself. Most
of these buildings on .the Continent are of three or

more stories in height, as though the military

idea of a barrack was the motive of the design

adopted.
LOW iaiLL)IN|-.S HEST.

Hospitals are necessary for any advanced stages

of consumption : but sanatoria are more particu-

larly intended for, and are more successful with,

earlv-stage cases of pulmonary tuberculosis.

While, therefore, a hospital of three or four

stories may be justified where sites are limited or

concentration is considered imperative, sanatoria

are better of one or tw-o stories with verandahs

on the ground floor, and with such a type the

liegehallen are unnecessary. The medical view
is gradually coming to regard the treatment of

keeping these patients lying down for many hours

at a time as prejudicial to any permanent recovery

and conducive to idle habits, and is in favour of

regular and regulated exercise and employment,
as in every way better for the patient. The
results obtained on these lines by Dr. Paterson in

the Brompton Hospital Sanatorium at Frimley
are most satisfactory, and should exercise an
influence on treatment elsewhere. From the

sanitary building point of view, the long central

corridor, with rooms on both sides, is not to be

commended for patients, and even with one
corridor sanitarians recommend that there should

be ample windows in the outer wall of the

corridor, with corresponding openings in the

walls of the rooms, so that air may blow right

through. Of the relative merits of

ONE .WD TWO-STOUIEU 1U'1LI)IN-GS

this much may be said:—the one story is the

easier anij better for patients : the two-storied in

a large institution gives better concentration for

the staff. The former in a permanent building is

the more expensive when foundations, roofs, and
sanitary apparatus are taken into account. There
are many advocates of the cottage type of

sanatoria as tending to greater classification

:

but that is an argument only of weight where
other than first-stage cases are dealt w-ith. Of
course, the cottage has its advantage for paying
patients, because greater pri\acy can thus be

secured. Much is heard of

THE CH.ILET TVI'E,

or wood hut for a single patient, and its trilling

cost as compared with a permanent sanatorium :

but the two cannot be fairly compared. It would
be as reasonable to compare the cost of a soldier's

camp of tents or huts with that of a depot barrack

—the one is temporary, the other permanent.
The wood hut is primitive, and the essential

difference remains so far as buildings are con-

cerned.

THE I'EUMAN-EXT SAN.VrolUVM

is replete with the latest outcome of civilisation

—

electricity generating station for lighting and
power, hot water and heating installations ; an
elaborate system of drainage, a laundry full of

machinery, engine and boiler-houses, an expen-
sively fitted kitchen and large stores, permanent
residences for medical and nursing staff,

recreation and dining-rooms, laboratories for

research, mortuary and post-mortem rooms. Its

bathrooms, closets, and other similar accessories

are, to meet modern retiuireinents, built w-ith

glazed bricks ; the angles of all rooms are rounded,

and other expensive finishings are required by the

medical staff. Such an institution is as costly as

a pri\ate mansion of similar extent would be.

TWO ESSENTIAL liETAILS IN DESITX

are (1) that all windows or other openings shall be

carried up to the ceiling, so that all parts of the

rooms maybe scoured w-ith fresh air ;
('2, sanitary

apparatus should be external to the building.

With such provision a minimum of 1,000ft. for a

single-beij w-ard is suflicient, and Cft. to 10ft. is

ample for height in such wards. Single-bed wards

should be the rule, but two- and three-bed w.ards

are useful. In a hospital w-here all kinds of cases

are taken it is different, and in these w-ards of S

to 20 beds are found. Floors should not be laid

direct on the ground, but should have a ventilated

space beneath. In rooms w-here windows are

practically always open no ventilated flues are

necessary. In the designs which are exhibited it

will be seen there are great v.arieties of plan.

Some buildings are straight ; some are T-shaped:

some are crescents : some are like an inverted U

,

the centre straight, the arms opened out at angles

from about 110' to IGO'; some are cruciform.

For moderate-sized sanatoria, say under iiO beds,

I should give the preference to the open (J plan.

Care should be taken not to put too large a

number of patients in one block or pavilion,

because of the danger from a large fire. If the

building is more than one story in height there

should be, as far as practicable, no way by which

the vitiated air of the lower story may ascend to

the upper one. The lecturer proceeded to exhibit

lantern views of v.arious institutions in Gei-many,

Switzerland, Sweden. France, and elsewhere. In

there are three sanatoria of 100 beds each, which

he mentioned in chronological order. '• Heather-

side," Frimley, in Surrey, belonging to and built

at the cost of" the Brompton Consumption Hos-

pital, for the free treatment of the poor, designed

by me : that at Northwood, Middlesex, belonging

to the Northern Consumption Hospital, similarly

for free treatment of the poor, the gift of Mr.

Rudd, designed by Mr. Wheeler : and the King's

Sanatorium at Jlidhurst, the gift of Sir Ernest

Cassel, Bart., for paying patients, designed by
Mr. H. Percy Adams.

COST.

I have not treated of the cost of the various

sanatoria, because a comparison between cost in

various European countries is almost impossible,

the rates of wages and price of material differing

very largely. In England, again, much depends

upon the character of the institution. .\ cubic

basis of cost is again illusory, because manifestly

rooms of large cube are cheaper per foot than

those of smaller dimensions. For high-class per-

manent sanatoria the cost has ranged from toiO

to £600 per bed, .and even to over £1,000. Now
it is objected that the cost of all these institutions

does not meet the want of sanatoria to be con-

structed all over the country for the million—in

the literal sense—and it has been said that archi-

tects have yet to solve the problem of a design

that can be carried out for complete institutions

of varied size to suit local wants, at a cost that

shall commend itself to the guardians of the

public purse. Huts, on the one hand, are cheap

enough, but are very temporary, and the main-

tenance is considerable. They have also special

fire risks in wooded districts. At the other

extremity is the solid building. The enclosing

material, including that for floors, is non-com-

bustible and impervious to rain and vermin. It

is made in dry slabs of standard size, which are

piactically universal in application for the unit.

I call the desgn the standardised expanding

sanatorium, because if a small institution erected

on these lines requires to be extended to meet

growing wants, this can be readily accomplished

by adding units to the wards and administration.

The buildings suggested have in them nothing in

common w-ith the temporary wood hut or

galvanised iron buildings with timber construction

and cavity walls and roofs. They have solid thin

walls, roofs, and floors, with no cavities. They
have smooth internal surfaces, avoiding the

expense of plaster or w-ood covering. These

surfaces may be left bare or may be distempered

or painted.
" The drainage is taken to be for soiled

water only, which, if no sewers are available,

would be taken into cesspools, as at Nordrach, and

emptied by closed suction-carts. A water supply

is assumed to be available. Fireplaces in all rooms

are provided to avoid the great expense of an

engineering pilant. A gas supply is required for

heating bath water bv geysers, and gas or oil may
be used for lighting". .All the joinery required

can be prepared in labour centres and carted on to

I

the site ready for immediate erection. In all cases
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the SLinatoriiim is divided into units of eight beds,
e.teh unit comaininff six wards with single beds
and one with two beds. All the buildings are one-
storied. All patients' rooms face south-south-east
or south-south-west : all staffrooms face either
south or east and west, so that all get ample sun-
light. .-VU rooms are approached by corridors or
covered ways, protected from rain. All patients'
rooms have glass verandah shelters on the southern
bide. The open-air treatment is fully adopted.

'•BriLlUXCi NEWS" DESUiMNU CLL'JJ.

A PARISH HALL AND HOVS' CUK.
" \ X.\K" is first, "Lion" is second, " llar-
J\. lequin " is third, and "Fuzzy" is

fourth. We illustrate all of these designs. The
conditions are reprinted at the end of this review.
From them it will be seen that the proposal was
boniewhat complex in its chaiucter and piactical

in its recjuiiements, demanding some thought and
skill in the working out : consequently the re-
sponses were by no means so numerous as would
have been the case had a more ordinary subject
been set. Those who only leisuiely participate
in the monthly competitions, picking out the
easiest contests, and shirking the nmre difficult

ones, fail to realise the harm which they do them-
selves, and that makes it the more incumbent
upon us to insist upon this view of the matter.
The commonplace nature of such advice is freely
admitted, and no originality is claimed on our
behalf in thus offering it : indeed, we have
reiterated the same oiution again and again, Xone
the less, thi' necessity of repeating it once more
is quite clear. If om- club members turn a deaf
ear to such timely warnings that is their affair,

and one day they will remember with regret
their folly of trying to succeed by half-
hearted methods, instead of taking up thework of
the Club and going steadily through with it. At
any rate, we do not intend to set easy subjects
simidy to lower the standard of our competitions
to a senile level of easy-going indifference. Our
more serious contributors would have reason to

complain if we did anything of the sort. We
value their enterprise and industry too highly,
which in the long run -will stand them in good
stead.

"Anak's" plan is exceedingly good. The
cloakroom arrangements are capital. The club
entrance from the side street ingeniously serves
for the emergency exit to the gallery of the hall.
The dooi-s of the entrance are shown to throw
right back when open : but the difficulty of the
ticket hatchway coming so close to the edge of
the opening door has not been quite overcome by
this device. We have found the same difficulty
in contriving compact vestibules, and know the
solution is by no means a rule-of-thumb affair. The
need of steps at the entry generally, as in this case,
increases the difficulty." ' Lion " puts the ticket
hatch round the corner, and shows two ; but that
du]ilicates attendants, and does not make a con-
venient arrangement. "Harlequin" is much
better than either: but he, like "Lion," gives
no cloakroom accommodation.

" Anak's" reading-room is spacious and good,
but perhaps none too well lit. The stores would
be useful. The stage is very well adapted to
dramatic peiformances, and the retiring-rooms
are well placed. A way for the scenery intake
immediately in front of" the artistes' door would
be an improvement. The workshop is not quite
Sittisfactory, with the window only in one corner ;

but the biiliard-room is well lighted and venti-
lated, making a preferable room in this respect
than any of the other three plans provide.
"Fuzzy " errs on the question of size, making it

needlessly large : but otherwise his is an admirable
billiard-room. With regard to "Anak's" ex-
terior, it is commendable, and looks perhaps like
its purpose quite as much as any of the other
designs. The sketch view does not do it justice.

"Lion,"' if less hard in line and more viUage-
like in idea architecturally, does not give us nearly
so good a plan. The chief fault of his scheme is

shown by his section with only the dormer
windows so very high up in the walls. Pockets
in the roof could quite easily have been managed,
so as to have doubled the height of these windows
by dropping their sills. The arcaded mural
arrangement at the sides below is not necessary and
suggests aisles. The stage is good ; but the "lava-
tories at a different level to the retiring-rooms
cannot be described as convenient. The reading-
room is not a good shape, being so long and
narrow, but it is amply lighted.

" Harleijuin," the third man, makes a compli-
cated piece of rooting, with too many gables, and
the absence of windows towards the churchyard
(piite spoils his parish hall without any rhyme or

reason. The dormers seen in the section only

occur on the other side by the flanks of the

chimney shaft, and are quite insufficient at this

level towards the south. The club is a nice one,

and has a manual shop of ample size, well suited,

too. for boys" brigade drill. •' Fuzzy." in cottage

style, takes our fancy : but the trilling projection

in front, with the hipped ruuf, is mere trilling,

and the long, low window is not equal to the needs

of a reading-room. The presence of a hall in

the building finds no emphasis in the I'xterior.

The hall windows are much too small : the little

patches of red brickwork spotted between the

ashlar diessines of the front are ill considered.

The chimney is not made enough of, and the

dock-turret looks painfully indifferent. The eaves-

gutter beaiers are overdone. "Fuzzy'' will do
belter than this, for he has good taste, which needs
cultivating and well directing. " Kookey " is in

some respects quite admirable, and his plan merits

our commendation : but when we said that the

hall was to be lit by clerestory windows, we did

not intend to have roof-lights, as so many con-
tributors seem to have concluded. In this design
they project over the top of the side walls, with
the result that a very large proportion of the light

would be inteicepted by the broad projection of

the wall into the room. The dual pay-box
arrangement is not good, and the big vestibule

looks crude. The scenery-pockets flanking the
proscenium are lather good, with the inlet door
from the street. The manual exercise-room is

very small. The exterior treatment is simple and
artistic.

"Xabob" overdoes a scheme with restless

features, such as the bracings in wood to the
entrance, andhalf-timber gables, serving no purpose
above the eaves on both fronts. His hall windows
are clerestory ones as intended. The stage is

very spacious, and would delight a dramatic club,

though the proscenium is too lofty to be managed
by amateurs, and for lesser comedy plays adapted to

small audiences the arrangement is needlessly
ample. No provision is made for the inlet of scenery.

The men's lavatory can only be reached by pass-

ing the main thoroughfare near the platform
entry staircase. The billiard-room and manual
room in the basement are cut off from the reading-

room, which is a radical fault. ''Lambda" has
good sensible windows to his hall, the best of any
submitted. The front elevation is over-elaborated

and fragmentary looking. The plans with this

proposal are among the most satisfactory received,

and the design would have taken a higher place

if the entrance end had been better handled.
• Angel " makes an unmistakable hall, and .puts

his windows in the right place : but they are of

ugly proportions. His fa<,ade with the bold piers

has an up-to-date feeling marked by an incon-

gruity of idea, because the roughcast gables and
" Queen .\nne "-looking oriels do not harmonise
with the sculptured stone arch-coped tops to the
piers. Rain-water pipes needed for the gutters

behind the piers are left out, and. if introduced,

would spoil " .\ngers " elevational treatment.
" Bracken-le-l)ale " shows a pleasing notion in his

external elevations, but fails to follow the instruc-

tion as to the return of being in a side road, showing
it in a garden instead. The ventilating tunets are

pimpingly trivial : but we like his side-lights to

the hall, and with a little keener sense of pro-

portion, his front end could be made very suitable.

His plans are too crude for description. The
billiard-room, for example, is little better than a

lightless space. ''Lot " is most unequal, and his

inky perspective, though not badly drawn, is over-

; finished and ineffective. The vertical stone treat-

j

ment of the portal runs up, and gabled above the

;
eaves has merit, though it is a trifle narrow,
lacking needful breadth. The side clerestory

windows below the eaves of the hall-roof look well

inside. The central turret is not pretty, and the

plans we cannot speak well of.

The second series is headed by a proposal under
the motto of •' Spot," who has taken two sheets

on which to elaborate his scheme, which is

feelingly drawn, though spotty in effect. There
are two halls side by side, which we did not

contemplate, and the stage of the parish-hall,

I

being apsidal at its rear, is ill-adapted for

dramatic performances. T'he style is* marked by
Gothic-headed windows, and might be mistaken
for a mission-church with a doubtful front.

I

" Ftather" fusses, adding a steep-roofed tower

I serving no purpose. The ceiling to the parish-

hall is ungainly, and the room is not a success.
'•Wilkie" sends a design with a notion of
originality .about it : but the perspective goes far
to spoil the merit we give credit for. It would
be inconvenient to have proscenium sliding- doors
running between the wall and the strings of the
staiicases flanking the stage. " Roundhead " has
a poor ))lan, with a canted-sided stage and
Lilipulian walerelosets. There is a large oriel

over the main doorway. "Portcullis" sends a
bird's-eye picture. The hall has sensible windows,
not too high up, and a well-arianged plan. Hi»
front looks like a suburban vestry-cffice done by
the local surveyor in a nondescript style—which
is a pity, for the author has worked out his
scheme with the utmost patience and care. His
side elev.ation is far preferable. " Tyro " is less

successful and draws thinly. " Dick " gives two
towers, and leaves his perspective undone.
"Arran," "Ren," "Orient," " Ribble," and
'• Vi'arbler" complete the plans sent in.

The following weie the conditions of the
competition :

—
E.—A Parish Hall with a small club for boy,s

attached, on a level site overlooking a village

street, with a frontage of 100ft. to the north in a
side road and .'i.'ift. to the west, which faces the
main thoroughfare, and the boundary walls of the
churchyard give this frontage line. The church-
yard, no longer used for burials, extends on the
south and east sides of the site. The hall is to
have a floor 3ft. above the street level, and to be
of an area of (iOft. by 'i.ift. with a stage beyond
liOft. deep, shut off by a stone arched proscenium
fitted with running doors. Two small dressing-
rooms and lavatory to be placed at rear of the
staga, which is to be suitable for dramatic per-

formances in which both sexes will take part. The
stage is to be :!ft. above the hall-floor level. In
the basement theie is to be a club billiard-room

for one full-sized table, and a woikshop for
manual exercise. A west gallery is to be pro-
vided in the Hall to seat fifty persons, and to
have a stone 4ft. staircase opening direct into the
open air by an emergency door, but approached
also from the main ticket and entrance-lobby.
The club reading- and committee-room is to he
on the first floor towards the west end. An
emergency exit must be provided into the side

street from the hall. The hall itself is to be
available for Sunday - school classes, movable
screens being used to divide the space into eight
cubicles. These need not be shown. The light-

ing of the hall is to be by clerestory windows X.
and S., with stone mullions, and to be covered by
an open-timbeied roof. The basement can be lit

from the churchyard, and to be 9/t. high in the
clear. .Storage space for screens and chairs to be
provided. The warming is to be by hot air from
flues built in walls, the heating-chamber to be ii»

the basement. No caretaker's rooms needed.

The hall is to be so arranged independently that

it can be let off occasionally without interfering-

with the boys' club. .Style suitable to harmonise
with the 14th-i'entury stone church close by: but
the building is not to look like a school or a chapel,

and must have a picturesque appearance and (i

good sky-line. Scale 8ft. to the inch and a view.

Plans may be 16ft. to the inch. Materials: brick,

stone, roughcast, and tiles.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of the -Architectural

.\ssociation was held on Friday evening, at
IS. Tufton-street, Westminster,. Mr. A. Xeedham
Wilson, F.R.I.B..\., vice-president, in the chair.

Messrs. R. F. Chisholm, H. M. Pett, and W. C.

.Stelges were elected as members, and Mr. R. -\-

Elphicke was reinstated in membership. On the
motion of the c bail man a vote of thanks was pasted

by acclamation to the Royal Institute of British

.\rchitects for its sixteenth annual grant of £lOO
towards the .\.A. Educational Scheme. The

HOUSE LIST 07 XOMINATIOXS

for Officers and Council was then read by the
chairman, who mentioned that any additionid

names might be submitted for nomination at the
next meeting, to be held on Friday, April 12, esich.

name being proposed by two members. The list

was as follows, that of the suggested President
being received with hearty applause :—President,

Walter Cave. Vice-i)residente two to be elected) :

Arthur Keen and Henry Tanner, jun. Council
(IS nominations, 9 to beelectedl :—Louis .-Vmbler,

R. Frank .\tkinson. R. S. Balfour, F. D. Clap-
ham, E. Guy Dawber, Theodore Fyfe, K. Ciam-
mcU. J. S. Gibson, W. Curtis Green, Herbert A.
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Jlall, F. Lishman, P. W. I.ovell, Alan Pottei-,

Sir A. Brumwell Thonvis, S. J. Tatchell, Stanloy
Towse, A. Xeedham Wilson, and E. W. M.
Wonnarott. Hon. treasurer :—Henry T. Hare.
i^Qitor of the Architectural Association Jomnnl

:

—
15axter Greig. Hon. librarian :—Kdwin (Junn.
Hon. secretaries (2) :— (_'. Wontner Smith and
Maurice E. Webb. Other ofii(i>ri(. Hon. solici-

tor :—W. H. Jamieson. Hon. aa.si8tant librarians

(2) :—T. W. Watkras and Percy .May.

S.^NATOUIA.

A paper on this subject, of which we ijive an
epitome on p. 448, mitr-, was read by Mr. Einvix
T. Hall, V.P.K.I.B.A. It wa.s illustrated by
numerous plans, .sections, and lantern views.

At the close of the lecture a cordi.al vote
of thanks was accorded Mr. Hall on the motion
of Col. Gekaku Clauk, seconded by Dr.
BrLSTUODE, and supported by Dr. Lvox, Mr.
W. A. FousvTn, and the Chaikmax. Mr. Hall
replied.

A HOMOGENEOUS COXCRETE.

THE production of a really sound and homo-
geneous concrete of practically standard

quality has hitherto been considered an almost
impracticable feat, yet it seems to be somewhere
near accomplishment by means of machinery
recently set up at Rochester by the Improved
Construction Company, Ltd. The works are of
small extent, and yet, owing to perfection of
organisation, are capable of dealing with a laige
amount of' material. They are situated within
the boundary of Messrs. Martin Earle and Co.'s
cement works, so that good Portland cement is

«asily procurable. AU materials are first taken
into a small house at the back, where a stone
crusher is situated, and it is then lifted, whether
it be cement, sand, or broken stone, b}' means
«f the ordinary bucket arrangement " to the
top of the building, where by a most in-

genious contrivance of bins and a revolving
screen it is automatically sorted. The bins
are ten in number, two of them being devoted
to cement, two to sand, and the remainder to stone
crushed to different sizes. Flint was in use at the
time of our visit, but there was evidence that coke
breeze and other materials were occasionally
employed. Beneath each bin there is a measuring
hopper which contains e.xactly half a cubic yard
of material, so that a di'finitely measured quantity
is discharged each time the hopper is actuated
into another larger travelling hopper, which dis-

charges its contents into a mi.ver. There are two
-of these mixing machines, one of them intended
for tile manufacture, in which only cement and
sand are used, and the other for concrete : and in
these it is possible to obtain an absolutely standard
mixture, as the materials are not touched by hand
at all, the only possibility of a mistake being
made lying in a miscount upon the part of the
operator. Otherwise a ,5 to 1 concrete will
assuredly be in those proportions and none other.
The mixed material, after receiving a definite

charge of water, is then passed down another
hopper shoot direct to moulds which lie on a table
beneath. The moulds are all made with a
removable bottom, which is eventually to repre-
.sent the top of the concrete, and can, of course, be
of innumerable patterns, so that either paving-
slabs, drainpipes, and even large aruioured slabs

can be made with equal facility. The table upim
which the moulds rest during filling is of peculiar
construction, and is really the liasis of the success
of this method of concrete manufacture, for, by
means of cleverly contrived I'ams. it is made to

vibrate equally and siTnultaneously both horizon-
tally and vertically, giving the impression, as its

inventor, Jlr. P. B. Jaggors, .says, of being '-all

alive." This vibratory action continues from the
•i.ommencemeut of filling the moulds until fhreo
minutes afterwards, rapidly and lightly shaking
down the particles of the aggregati' into a solid

compact mass, while facilitating the • xpulsion of
Ijubbles, with the effect of the produrtion of a

solid mass of material even before initial setting
»f the cement has commenced. The uniformity
of the resulting material is certainly remarkable,
while the avoidance of all pressure and hand-
working is particularly valuable in the case of
-armoured work, the vibration being of such a
character as not to displace any necessary straps
or hangings, whose exact position is thereby
assured.

Another very important result is the uniform
coating of each particle with cement, and its

practically perfect adherence both to the aggre-

gate and the steel rods, if any, the only limitation

bein" the size of the vibrating table, the use of

which cannot, of course, be adapted to work m
silii. So rapid is the whole operation that two
unskilled labourei's are capable of turning out (iOO

slabs of paving, each 4sq.ft. m area, in ten hours,

while an armoured slab 4in. thick and .)Os(i.ft. in

area can be made complete in ten minutes.
Another portion of the works is devoted to the

manufacture of ornamental cement tiles, both for

flooring and roofs. These are made by pressuie

and coloured, and even glazed if required, with
colours which will withstand the action of

ordinary acids, even pure muriatic acid causing
no more than a slight effervescence when poured
on and leaving the surface perfectly intact. A
little careful selection of the colours is, however,
desirable ; but this is a matter for the architect

and designer, as any pattern and tmy colour can,

we are assured, be produced with facility.

POWER- STATIONS. — VI.

By R. Owes Allsoi".

THE accompanying drawing is a cross-section

of the Birmingham power-station, showing
the engine-house, boiler-house, and economiser-
house. The view of the boiler-house shows the

steel stanchions supporting the coal - bunkers,
the roof, and the hot - well and cold - feed

tanks. A possible load of 2.000 tons of coal is

provided for, and the main supports are braced,

auxiliary stanchions being placed intermediately

between these. Deep longitudinal and cross,

built-up steel girders are carried by the stanchions,

and from these depend the riveted steel hoppers.
On either side of the hoppers are suitable

girders carrying steel joists that support the feed

tanks and hot-well tanks. Steel stanchions ai'e

also placed against the walls of engine-house and
of the economiser-house, so that only a part of

the boiler-house roof is supported by these walls.

It will be observed that above the hoppers are
vertical walls enclosing the space requisite for the

large storage capacity. The right half of the

boiler-house, being indicated in section, shows that

a portion of these walls are constructed of brick-
work. Round the inside of these walls is a small
gallery railing. The coal chain conveyors have
their horizontal run j ust above the level of the tie-

beam of the central roof, and adjoining the run is

a small gangway and railing for the use of the
attendant regulating the tipping gear, whereby the

buckets tip into such hopper as may be desired.

Above the hoppers is a ventilating lantern and
glass in the roof. Attached to the bunkers are

shoots, whereby the coal is fed to the automatic
chain grates of the water-tube boilers. I )n some
systems of coaling the shoot forms a part of a coal-

weighing device : but it will be remembered the

arrangement at Birmingham provides for weigh-
ing outside the power-station building. The
supply of coal by the shoots may be regulated by
hand-operated chains and levers. In the present
drawing the outline representations of parts of

the boilers shows on the left-hand side the cus-

tomary steel clamps securing the Babcock boilers

and furnaces, and on the right the entrance to

ash -shoot and arrangement of flue connection.
Reference must be made to the plan given last to

understand the .arrangement of flues, Kc, the left

half of boiler-house .as represented herewith being
sectionised towards its extreme end. Behind tlie

"main flue." indicated on the left, is, therefore,

the other half of ash-tunnel. The two conveyors
run horizontally on their return journey, so "that

the ashes discharged by the inclined shoots can
be shovelled on to the conveyors. We shall be
able to give a larger drawing of the boiler-house
to .show the.se details.

The flue-gases are passed through the motor-
driven economisers, or may be discharged direct

to the chimney-shaft by way of the by-pass flue

indicated. Above the level of the economisers
arc girders supporting a steel-joist floor for large
water-stm-ago tanks, which have platform and
railing for inspection, .as indicated. The econo-
miser-house is roofed with steel trusses, having
ventilating-lantern and roof lights.

The channels on either side of the engine-house,
for the flow and return condensing-water, are
indicated ; the vertical pipes shown above are
connected to the auto-relief valves. It will be
observed that the condensers are above the
engine-house driving floor level, the air-pump
only being installed in the basement. Connected
to the engines are steam grease-extractors. The
section shows the thick concrete mattress cover-

ing the engine-house area, upon which the actual

engine foundation blocks are erected. The system

of steam-pipes is below driving-floor level, and
the tunnel and way whereby they cross to the

D.C. side of the engine-house ai'e shown. ITnder

this are three cable-ways or tunnels wherein the

Callander cables are laid on the stone fnre-pro-

tectmg shelves indicated.

Three cable tunnels are provided, one of which
is for A.C. and the others for D.C. cables. Inas-

much as the three conductors from the polyphase

alternators are bound in one cable, and there are

two separate cables from the D.C. generators,

supposing an equial number of continuous and
alternating current generating units, this provides

the right number of stone shelves. The fine steel

roof of engine house has box principals and tie-

beams latticed between the plates to which the

ties and struts are connected. The ridge sections

of roof are covered in, also the wall ends, the

three intervening sections being glazed, affording

an abundance of light. The casements in the

clerestory windows are hung on centres, as are

also most of the lights in the large windows under

the arches. The box girder carrying the track

for the travelling crane is supported on solid

brickwork. Round the engine house walls are

iron galleries connecting the high-level platforms

round the engines. The visible parts of engine

foundation blocks are margined with neat borders

of enamelled bricks. The section shows that the

condensers are supported by steel joists, the air-

pumps being placed solid on the concrete mattress.

It will be remembered tliat the circulating water

pumps are independent and housed in a special

building.

The total proposed capacity of the new Bir-

mingham power-house is 26, .500 kilowatts,

arranged as to 13,000kw. continuous, and 13, .500

alternating-current generators. The first equip-

ment consists of T.OOOkw. D.C. and 4,50okw.

A.C. plant. Referring to the plan given in the

BriLoixG News of March 22, we see that the

A.C. and D.C. generators are kept to their

respective sides of the engine-house, and that the

exciting sets, although concerning the alternators,

are properly placed on the D.C. side. The exciting

sets are of lOOkw. normal capacity, and were

supplied by the General Electric Company, Ltd.

One of the main generating D.C. sets and alter-

nator are in course of erection at the present time.

Such is the complete existing generating equip-

ment : but to properly understand the require-

ments of planning of a station corresponding in

duty to that at Birmingham, we need a further

diagrammatic plan, showing the auxiliary ma-
chinery, and this we are preparing. It was stated

inadvertently in the last article that the only

auxiliary rotative machinery at Birmingham
was a set of balancers. In addition are a

set of boosters and a motor-generator, the

whole supplied by the Phienix Dynamo Com-
jjany, Ltd. For the moment we may say

that the effect of the boosters is to control

the pressure on the trunk main feeders to the old

generating stations, and the motor generator is

for giving a supply to the tramway system off

the lighting bus-bars during light load at night

time after the main traffic has ceased. In addition,

it should have been explained, a battery room
has been provided, and will be equipped with
' • reversable booster " for eciualising the load on
the D.L'. generators supplying the tramways.

Further, a rotary-converter with transformers is

a contemplated addition, the object being to

enable the E.H.T. A.C. to be coupled to the

L.T. D.C. system, in order to a\oid keeping

under steam both A.C. and D.C. plant at times

of light load.

The necessity for a diagram will be evident

from the abovemeagre outline description, and it

will be seen that no more useful example for

study can be presented than the Birmingham
power-station.

It also follows that the switchboard arrange-

ments are elaborate and considerable scope open

for economising by judicious coupling and inter-

action of the" generators, plant, and current

controlling machinery. We shall sby our

inquiries in these articles as to the stations

examined at the bus-bars, the switch-gear, like

the engines and generators, not in detail con-

cerning us. The outgoing cables from the

bus-bars we shall follow, it being our argument

that anything concerning the best methods of

laying concrete and brickwork should be rightly

in the province of an architect. This being so,

we may allude to tho construction of modern
switch gear in so far as it concerns the best
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method of constructing the brick, slate, or stone

cellular cubicles now in vogue. If the architect

cannot say how this work should be best built, it

is a matter of regret.

A long section of the Birmingham boiler-house

would be instructive, and we have no doubt that

Mr. Chattock will let us have this. Pending
such, and the preparation of further drawings of

the Birmingham station, we would make a few
remarks on the pros and cons, of

AX IXDEl'EXDEXT ELECTKICAL HOISE,

a feature distinct from the engine house as

generally arranged in present practice.

We have broached this idea at several stations,

but it has not tiiere been received with very great

favour, whereas only a few weeks back an engi-

neer advocated the principle in the electrical Press.

(Jur own idea embraces a splitting-up of the
engine-house into two distinct apartments—

a

house for the prime-movers, and one for the

generators and electrical machinery. In the

former would be the engines onlj-, in the latter

would be the switchboard as well as electrical

machines. The dividing wall would largely con-
sist of plate-glass. The objections that have been
put before us by station engineers seem largely to

hinge on the tiuestion of safety, ilany compara-
tively large stations are worked by two men—one
looking after the machinery and one after the
switches and controls—and we can syn^-jtathise

with the desire for company and ready help in

emergency. At a large station, however, it should
be a rigid law to have two attendants always on
the switchboard, and in the arrangement sug-
gested—without, for the moment, any desire to

urge its adoption—there would be two attendants
in the electrical room. A further objection raised

has been the need for instant communication from
the switch gallery to the engine-drivers. In these
days of elaborate electrical signs and signals,

gongs and bells, \-c., this objection does not seem
to have very great force. Already the size of the
power-station engine-house has grown to such
dimensions that word-of-mouth is useless for mes-
sages, and we actually have installed at Green-
wich appliances for signalling from the switch-
board to the engine attendants. Jloreover, the
suggested glazed partition wall would not greatly
isolate the two apartments. The possible benefits

of the dual arrangement of engine and elec-

trical house seem to us considerable in many
types of power-stations. The atmosphere and
noise of a building equipped with steam-engines

—

and more so in the case of internal combustion
engines, is not conducive to the careful watching
and constant alertness required on the switch-
board. Dampness, too, is a great thing to be rid
of in electrical machinery. There is no practical
ditticulty in the presence of a short length of
propeller shaft through the dividing wiill, espe-
cially in these days of steam turbines with their

high velocity and even torque. At the Niagara
power-house there is somewhere about Ituft.

between the water turbines and the generators,
and the connection is by a vertical shaft of this

length, whereas we only require a few feet

—

suiKcient to pass through the division wall and
leave necessary inspection space round engine and
generat'ir. At the new Marylebone power-station

are tandem P.C. generators—i.e., two dynamos
built on the same turbine shaft, or virtually the

same shaft. The plan would not be good in the

case of low-speed reciprocating engines, although
what can be done in the way of marine engi-

neering—the propeller shaft of very many feet

intervening between the engines and point of

application of the load—could also bo done in

electrical engineering. In our case 10ft. or 12ft.

of shafting would suffice, seeing that our'proposal

is a glazed wall, and that the brick or other pillars

could be disposed to suit the plan of engines and
generators. Our suggestion renders a comparison
reasonable to the arrangement of engine-room and
bridge on steamships. Provided that directions

can be easily conveyed from the switchboard to

the engineers, there seems no more real necessity

for the switchboard attendant to be able to see

the engines than for the captain to be able to look

into the engine-room. We are certainly not

making the suggestion for the sake of putting
forward some novel, or supposedly novel, proposal

:

but the idea has occurred to us in looking

over many electrical generating stations, and

—

imagining that we were switchboard attendants

—

we could do with a little less noise and a some-
what better atmosphere.
The idea should be examined on the ground of

cost, and also of convenience and increased

efficiency in superintendence. Respecting the

first, we might require less span of roof, but at

the same time two travelling cranes. Great
saving, however, results from reducing span—both

as to roof and to the bow-girders required for the

travellers. We add a wall, but require less

strength in these. On the q\iestion of con-

venience, we have before hinted that the turbine,

with its less elaborate foundation work, gives

possibilities in novel arrangements not feasible

with heavy reciprocating engines. Thus a

two-story turbine engine-house is within practical

range, and so a useful system, possibly, on ex-

pensive sites : and a two-story electrical-room is

not an impossibility, the units in both the engine-

and electrical-house being probably arranged on a
" hit-and-miss " principle, so that a clear vertical

lift could be had for the traveller gear. I'n-

doubtedly space could be economised in placing

the prime mo\ers, on account of the absence of

electrically-charged machinery and need for a

clear space and protective-railings. The plan has

bi'en in part carried out—as respects the electrical-

house—in certain hydro-power stations, where the

generators appear against a side wall, the pro-

pelling-shafts passing through this.

Imagining a power-station on these lines with

one set of prime movers, at the boiler-house side

of these could be a gangw.ay wherein the engineers

would usually stand, facing the glazed wall

wherein might be the indicators and signals, ..V-c,

and also commanding a view of the switchboard.

The switchboard-gallery railings—the •

' board

being parallel to the long axis of the engine-house

—would be towards the engine-house, and the

greater part of this visible fn.un the switch-gallery

through the glazed partition-wall. All electrical

machinery, gear, and cables would thus be kept

away from the engines, steam, water, and grease.

At the level of switchboard-gallery iron gangways
would run to the partition-way, with suitable

doors of communication to the high-level engine-
house galleries, should these be required, and tha
whole of these galleries in the electrical machine
room would be suitably laid with glass tiles. In
a space between the generators and the switch-

board could be orderly disposed the several'

accessory electrical machines, and the "base-
ment" of the electrical house could be orderly

disposed with cables free of the encumbrances of

steam and exhaust pipes, kc. Separate D.C. and
A.G. sides could be simply arranged.

The plan wotUd completely clear all electrical

arrangements away from the prime movers, to the

benefit of the engineers and greasers. The elec-

tricians or switchboard attendants would be rid of

the steam and noise. It stems to us that great

practical gain would result, and the evident in-

expensiveness of small spans makes it ditlicult to

see that this arrangement of necessity means a
wide difference in first cost. The fine space avail-

able in the electrical house or its basement would
be well suited for locating banks of transformers

either for sub-station duty or for transmi.ssion

purposes.
——•-^ .

CHIPS.
The R.I.B.A. Jifd-nnl remarks: Memliers will be

glad to learn that the President is making a good
recovery from his recent serious illness, and it is

hoped he will be well enough to take the chair at

the meeting of the 8th pros.

Mr. J. W. Baldock, of Ruskington, has been
appointed surveyor and sanitary inspector to the

urban district council of that town. He resigned

his seat on the council to become a candidate for
the appointment.

Owing to the illness of the chief engineer

—

Mr. John Waugb, of Bradford—the Otley Trban
District Council, at a special meeting held on
Thursday night, decided to postpone the opening of

the newly-constructed reservoir at March (ihyll

from Easter Tuesday until April 13.

The partnership heretofore subsisting brtween
W. Bennett and E. E. Kichardson, under the style

of Bennett and Kichardson, Finchley, Middlesex,

architects, has been dissolved.

In the case already reported, in which ifessrs. J.

Lewis and Co., drapers, i ixford-street, sued Mr.
Huntley Gordon, architect, Cannon-street, for the

balance of a large account for goods supplied to Mrs.

Gordon, Judge Lumley Smith, K.C., delivered a
considered judgment on Friday in the City of

London Court in favour of the husband, with costs,

refusing leave to appeal.

At the Xorwich Consistory Court last week a
faculty was granted to the vicar and churchwardens
of St. Mary's Church, .Vttleborough, empowering
the carrying out of general repairs of the churchy
including repairs to the roof, tower, and founda-
tions. The estimated cost of the restoration, which
wUl be carried out in sections, is f"J,000.

At the last meeting of the Court of Common
Council, Mr. Deputy .4^lgar, the chairman of the
Bridge House Estates Committee, submitted .a.

report in reference to the proposed rebuilding of

Southwark Bridge out of the funds of the Bridge
House Estates. The committee asked and were
granted leave to secure expert advice on the whole
question of the rebuilding scheme. Before any
practical steps can be taken a BUI must be pro-
moted in Pa-liament.
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BtiiliJing intcUigtnce.—»<

—

-B.vN'r.oii.—On Saturday the new Berea (C.ir.'i

Chapel at Ulanadda. Bangor, was formally
opened. Messrs. R. Davies and Son, Bangor,
were the architects of the now structure, and the
contract was placed in the hands of Jlr. .John

Williams, Bangor. The new chapel was built

over and around the old one, in which services

were carried on as usual up to a certain stage, .so

that at one period there was a chapel within a

chapel. Then the old buildin? was demolished,
and the new one completed. The present edifice

cost ,€.'), '200, including a new organ. In that sum
is included the cost of the adjoining Farmer's
Arms, which the congregation paid t'SOO for and
abolished the license. The new chapel will seat

<; 10 persons, and attached to it is a schoolroom,
balding 300, a classroom for 80 persons, and four

smaller rooms, Tne new buildings are fitted

with the electric light throughout.

BiiiMixoH.tM. — The committee of Queen's
Hospital, in their sixth annual report, just pub-
lished, e.'splain the measures that hxve been taken
to enlarge the institution on land already pur-
chased. Fourteen tenders have been received for

the erection of the new buildings, and the tender
of ilr. \A'. Bishop has been accepted for i'2'>,.')o4.

Kexxisotox, S.E.—The General Motor-Cab
Company, Ltd., who are about to r_^place the
Eenault ta.'cimeter motor-cabs upon the streets of

the Metropolis, have built a garage at the

Kennington end of the Brixton-road. Th;
buildings already erected CDvcr about two out of

the Cj acres of the sit? acquired by the

company. The car houses will accommodate
960 cibs. The buildings are built wholly of

(fireproof materials ; the floors and roofs being
of ateel and concrete. The petrol store, designed
to contain 3,200 gallons has iron doors and
fireproof partitions, and the roof is so constructed
that were a fire to occur a layer of sand weighing
C2 tons would at once descend bodily in order to

extinguish it. Over lOJ sand bins for extin-

guishing fire are placed at intervals in the car-

houses and yards, and numerous fire-extinguishers ! for bedrooms and administrative purposes. Marble

du ors on the landings are of mahogany. It has

been designed by Jlr. Harry S. Fairhurst,

A.R.I.B.A., of Manchester and Blackburn.

Xewpout, Saloi'.—A new workhouse infirmary

is in course of erection at Xewport. Messrs.

Fleeming and Son, of AVolverhampton and Wel-
lington, are the architects, and ilessrs. G. I.

Muirhead and Co., of Xewport. are the con-

tractors. There is provision for twi-nty-nine beds

in four wards. The two larger wards are for

ordinary cases, one being devoted to male and the

other to female patients. The third ward is for

maternity cases ; and the fourth for isolation.

There are also nurses' rooms and a surgery. The
cost, including building, furnishing, draining,

and purch.ase of land, is estimated at £4 01.5.

Peehles. — The new Hotel - Hydropathic at

Peebles, erected to replace the building destroyed

by fire in .luly, 1905, was opened on Friday
night. It occupies the old site east of the town,

set high on the north bank of the Tweed.
Designed by Jlr. J. Miller, A.R.S. A., Cilasgow,

it is in the Georgian style, and in that respect

presents a marked contrast to the building it has

replaced, which was Scots Baronial. The chief

elevation shows an H-planned main block with two
projecting wings, the total frontage being 210ft.

The accommodation includes a basement and four

floors, two of which are placed in the high-pitched

roof. In the centre of the main block a bay has

been thrown out and balconies formed on first and
second floors. It is crowned by a pedimented
roof. The main entrance is protected by a domed
porte-cochere. On each side of the doorway at the

terrace level is a loggia of fi\'e arches. Tiie piers

of the arcade carry at the first-floor level of the

main block a balcony, its sloping glass roof

supported by light Doric columns with entablature

and dentil "blocks. The two wings have oriel

windows, with muUions and transoms. Their
roofs are of pavilion pattern. The whole of the

walls are roughcast, harled, the woodwork is in

pure white, and the roof-tiles are of orange red.

At the east end, separated by a passage I2tt. in

width, bridged o%'er at the first-floor level, is an
annexe which contains the dining-hall withkitchen
accommodation, and at the back are other annexes

are provided. The buildings are lighted through-
out by electricity, and the floors are constructed
of granolithic material. The garage has been
Ijailt from the plans of Mr. C. W. Stephens, the

contractors for the building being Messrs. Allen
and Sons.

KiKKCALDV.—The town council having decided
to erect a consumptive sanatoriimi for the burgh,
Mr. Braid, sanitary inspector, has prepared a

report dealing with the various plans which have
been submitted. He states that the ground avail-

able being limited, a building to contain 24 beds
could best be arranged bj' making it two stories

in height. The origin.il intention had been for a
building to contain 10 beds, or 20, 030c. ft. of air

space in the wards, with shelter accommodation
for suitable cases, making room for an average
number of 14 patients. Any building put up
should be arranged in such a manner that the
aerious cases should be treated apart from the
incipient cases.

Manchesteu.—The new packing warehouse of

•the Lloyd's Packing Company, called the India
House, in Whitworth-street, Manchester, is now
nearly completed. The building is treated in a
simple tyjie of the modern Renais.sance style. It

is rectangular in shape, and occupies a site of

204ft. by 78ft. The eaves are 95ft. above the
jstreet-level, while the towers rise to a height of

r20ft. The lower elevations are built in Aberdeen
Oorrenie granite, with terracotta and brick above.
Besides the basement and the ground floor, tlie

building has six upper floors. The site is hard by
the river Medlock, and this has allowed the
architect to extend the basement under the street

running at the rear, right to the edge of the river.

At each end of the basement there is a bale-hole,
or well, with swinging cranes on either side,

placed so far from the building itself that three or
four lurries may be loaded at a time without
interfering with vehicular traflic. A noteworthy
point in the fitting-up is that the Kauri-pine
diriding-srreens are constructed in sections and
jointed in su;;h a manner that they can be re-

arranged at any time, with a minimum of trouble
and expense, to suit the needs of the shipper
tenants. The two main entrances are provided
with granite steps and faience walls, with a
circular vaulted ceiling; the halls are fitted up
with mahogany columns and pilasters, and all the

the left, with an administrative block situated

centrally. Immediately within the administrative

block are an inquiry office, committee-room, and
part of master's apartments on the right. To the

rear is the dining-hall, witlx which are connected

the serveries, kitchen, scullery, and stores. Other
blocks are provided as infirmary, home for 12

nurses receiving-wards, vagrants' quarters, and
probationary house, stables, and workshops. The
various fronts are executed in red brick with blue-

brick drip-course beneath the latter, and stone

heads to the door openings have been used. The
roofs have been covered with red tiles and ridges.

Mr. F. Ev,ans, of Nottingham, was the builder,

and the cost has been €13s 10s. per h^ad.

has been used for the entrance-stair and floor of

the main corridor, and the woodwork is of

Australian Kauri pine stained. A corridor, 2l0ft.

long and 13ft. wide, runs the length of the

building, communicating at the west end with
the conservatory, and at the east end with the

dining-hall. The recreation-hall is lOOlt. long by
40ft., with stage at one end. The dining-room is

pillared, SOft. by 40ft., and ISft. high, with

panelled ceiling. The bedrooms, numbering 200,

are on the second and two upper floors. The cost

of the building and furnishings has been £70.000.

SoiTH No:;wooD. — The St.anley Technical

Trade School at South Norwood Hill, built by
Mr. AV. F. Stanley, J. P., was opened by the

Mayor of Croydon on Tuesday. The School,

which cost £50,000, is intended by its munificent

founder to provide teaching beyond ordinary

education in the rudiments of mechanics, science,

and applied .arts to boys having a taste for those

subjects, in order to prepare them for entering

into apprenticeships in mechanical trades with

knowledge of the work they may have to do.

Boys between twelve and thirteen will be taken

into the school at the rate of fifty each term
of four months, until the number reaches

about 400. If the number of applicants

should exceed the number of vacancies a

selection will be made. The fees proposed

are Is. a week for the first year, or until the

student's work becomes of commercial \^alue.

The second year the instruction will be free. The
third year a value consideration will be given to

the student, according to his ability in any
particular section in which he may be found to be

most successful, until he is fifteen, or longer if he
should be required and have the wisli to become a

teacher. Half the student's time will be devoted

to literary and scientific instruction, and the other

half to practical work in the workshop. The
technical wi>rk will be taught by practical

mechanics. The new budding adjoins the Stanley

Halls, which, like the new Trade .School, were

not only built, but designed, by Mr. Stanley.

SroriuiuiDOE.—The new workhouse in the

Worsley-road, Stourbridge, has just been built

from plans by Mr. Arthur Marshall, A.R.I.B.A.,

of Nottingham. The workliouse proper comprises

two blocks for 97 and 57 men respectively on the

right, one block for 107 females and a nurserj- on

CHIPS.
Mr. William Boyer, M.S. A., the well-known

Peterborough architect, as one of the founders of the

Society of Architects' Lodge of Freemasons, has

been offered and has accepted the office of first

organist. Mr. Boyer, who has contributed much to

the adornment of the rapidly increasing city of

Peterborough, is an enthusiastic Freemason. He is

a P.M. St. Peter's Lodge ^Peterborough) 442, is

W.M. Fitzwilham Lodge, M.M.M. 447, also P.

Prov. Grand tJrganist, Norths aud Hunts, and P.

Prov. Grand Registrar, Norths, Hunts, and Beds.

The officials and workmen of Penrhyn quarry
are subscribing towards a memorial, to be erected

at the quarry, of the late Lord Penryhu.

The naval harbour at Dover, the approach to

which in its present condition is regarded as a source

of great danger to warships, is to be reconstructed,

and the work is expected to take from three to

four years.

It has been decided that the memorial to the late

Sir W. Howard Russell, the famous war corre-

spondent, shall take the form either of a medallion

or of a bust in marble, over an inscribed tablet to be

placed in the crypt of St. Paul's Cathedral.

On Wednesday week the stone -laying ceremony
of the new Sunday-schools aud development of the

Wesleyan Church took place at Burnham, Somerset.

The architects of the scheme are Jlessrs. La Trobe
aud Weston, of Bristol. The western transept, now
to be added, will provide 4S additioual sittings, and
the eastern will accommodate the choir aud organ.

The schoolroom is to provide accommodation for

350 children. There will also be an infant school, a
vestry, a church parlour, seven classrooms, and other

offices. The scheme involves an outlay of over

£1,400, aud Mr. H. W. Pollard, of Bridgwater, is

the builder.

St. Luke's Church, Well Hall, Elthara, is now
nearing completion. The contractors are Messrs.

Goddard aud Sons, of Farnham and Dorking, who
have erected the building from plans prepared bv
Mr. Temple Moore, F.R.I. B. A., London. The
whole of the stonework was supplied by the Bath
Stone Firms, Ltd., from the Monks Park quarries

in Wiltshire.

.\t Messrs Christie's on Friday, a set of twelve

waluut wood Queen .\.nne chairs, the backs formed
to the outline of a shell, and standing on carved

legs, were sold for 1,050 guineas. A set of eleven

Gtiippendale mahogany chairs and one armchair,

with interlaced backs carved with foliage and
rosettes, went at the same sale for 250 guineas.

In the draw for the Handicap Match Play Tourna-
ment of the Chartered Surveyors' Golfing Society

appear the names of surveyors from all parts of the

I'nited Kingdom, but the majority of the players

are practising in the London district. The hon. sec.

is Mr. Sydney A. Smith, F.S.I. (Messrs. Weatherall
and Green), 22, Chancery-lane.

At Hall-place-corner, Spalding, new premises are

about to be erected from plans by Messrs. Corby
and Son, of Stamford, on laud to be cleared to allow

of a street-widening.

University Hotel, Endsleigh-gardens, W.C, was
fonually opened on Thursday in last week. It has

bedroom accommodation for 13f.) visitors, a restaurant

decorated in the style of the late ISth century, a

ballroom, aud coffee, reading, smoking, and biUiard-

room«. The decorations and furniture have been

provided by Messrs. Maple, and the architects are

Messrs. Colcutt and Hamp.

At the meeting on Friday of the Wetherby Rural

District Councd, entirely new tenders were selected

for the supply of stone for use in the repair of the

roads. It was aUeged that the majority of the

people tendering were in a " ring," and it was
determined, if possible, to break the " ring."

The transactions at the Mart last week amounted
to £96,812, as compared with the sun of £04,350 in

the corresponding week of last year.

Lord Kelvin has been nominated as president-

elect of the Institution of Electrical Engineers for

the session 1907-8, his term of office as president

beginning on November 14 next.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
TUB RADCLIKFE l.IIiEARY, OXFORD.—HOrsE AT CnAPEL

AI.I.RRTOS%—HOl'SE AT HEADINGLEV.—BUSINESS PREMISES,

WAKEFIELD.—NATIONAL SILVER MEDAL DESIGN FOR A

TAINTED PANEL FOR A SCREEN.—DESIGNS FOR A PAEISH

HALL AND UOVS' CLFB.

(Bm illustrations.

THE KADCLiriE C.IMEKA, OXFORD. "

This buildins:, one of the chief works of the
architect, James tJibbs, was erected in IT-ST-iQ at

<i cost of £40,0110, contributed by Dr. Radcliffe.
4 iriginally built astlie University Physic Libraiy,
it is now used as a reading-room in connection
with the liodleian Library. Until comparatively
recently, the basement was open to the Square,
but it is now enclosed with grilles, and used as a
tiookstore. The library is approached by a flight

of steps on the side opposite to that from which
the sketch is made. In pl.an, the building is

16-sided, 100ft. in diameter, the inner wall which
carries the oak-framed dome, being oStt. in
diameter. The principal heights from the ground
are as follows :—To top of basement (level of
library lioor) 2.ift., to top of cornice 6Ift. 6in., to
top of balustrade liSft.. to base of dome SSft.. to
top ot dome Vliit.. to top of lantern 142ft. The
gallery, which is carried round the library, and
lit by the upper range of windows, is 1 1ft. 6in.
Jibove the floor. Although the design does not,
perhaps, express its purpose very clearly, the
building, with the beautiful colouring which age
has imparted to stone and lead, is justly considered,
hy many the mo.^t pleasing of the many fine

structures of the Classical Revival in the' city.

This drawing is one of the series shown by Mr.
Leslie \V. Wilkinson at the Royal Academy last

December as the work of his Uold Medal
Travelling Studentship.

HOISE AT CH.\PEL ALLEllTON. "^

The house at Chapel AUerton, near Leeds, which
we illustrate in this issue is by Mr. Percy Robin-
son, F.R.I.B.A. The materials are local pressed
brick up to ground-floor sill level and half-
timbered gables. The woodwork is painted white
and the roofs are covered with red tiles.

green of the fir-trees, and relieved by the pink

wattles of the vultures resting on brown rocks

below.

IIVILDIXG NEWS DESIGXIXC CI.lll : A l'\RI.-iH KOOM
.\yn hoys' ci.iii.

'^

(Fou description and awards see p. 419.)

[Ix the descriptions of the illustrations last week,

the particulars as to the disposal of the buildings

on the site, the position of the chapel, and cost

of the scheme given at eml of the account of the

Cleadon Homes ought to have been added to the

account of the Children's Hospital at Sunderland.

The Cleadon Homes description should have ended
at the word "disposal."]

HOUSE AT HEADIXGLEV. •
The house at Headingley, near Leeds, is bv the
same architect. The external walls up to the first-

floor level .ire of stone, the upper portions being
of brick and roughcast stucco, a little half-timber
work being introduced in places. All woodwork
is painted white, and the roofs are covered with
red tiles. ^

lUSINEsS ri'.EMISES, WAKEFIELD.

These premises are at present in course of erection
in Market-place and Cross-square, Wakefield, on
a triangular site. A separate entrance is provided
from Market-place to the upper floors, which are
to be let off as offices. The materials are grev
ten-acotta, the roof being covered with green
slates. The architect is Jlr. Percy Robinson,
1\R.I.B.A., Leeds.

N.VTIOXAL SILVEK MEIIAI. I'.UXTED I'AXEL. /

This piece of decorative work, for which Miss
Hilda Warlow, of Liverpool, was awarded a
Nation.al Silver Medal, forms part of a screen.
The colourings of the original are of low tone,
with snow-capped mountains and purplish
shadows in the valley contrasted by the deep

CHIPS.
The death is announced from Frankfort, in bis

eighty-fourth year, of t_>tto Cornill, the director of

the Historical Museum in that town. He began
life as an architect, but afterwards took up painting.

He devoted much attention to the preservation of

the historical monuments of Frankfort.

The first school built by the Warrington Educa-
tion Committee was formally opened on Friday. It

has cost £13,000.

The corporation of Bexhill-on-Sea have resolved
to expend £60,000 on extensions at the electric light
works.

The Thames Conservancy Board resolved on
Monday that the Loudon County Council should be
requested to remove the accumulation of silt in

Barking Reach, and to state what steps they pro-
posed to take for preventing the discharge into the
Thames of solid matter in suspension trom their

effluent outfalls at Barking and Crossness.

The organ which has served for many years at

the parish church of .St. Johu the Baptist,'Pens-
hurst, has now been rebuilt and enlarged. The
alterations have been effected by Messrs. J. W.
Walker and Sons, London.

(.)n Saturday afternoon the members of the Glas-
gow and Edinburgh Geological Societies, numbering
about forty, held a joint excursion to the ironworks
of Messrs. William Baird and Co., Coatbridge. They
were conducted over the works by Mr. M'Cosh, jun.,

and his assistants.

The Earl of Minto unveiled on Friday, in Cilcutta,

a statue by Mr. George Framptou, R.A., of the late

Sir John Woodburu, K. C.S.I.

The new house for the Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Gospel, the foundation-stone of which
will be laid on Saturday, April "2", by the Prince of

Wales, will be situated at the comer of Wood-street
and Tufton-street, Westminster. The architect is

Sir William Emerson.

As lords of the ancient manor of Bassetsbury, the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners have offered to convey
as an open space to the corporation of High
Wycombe, Keep Hill, which was formerly held as

an ancient British fort.

The first section of thenewro9d-soreen at Paign-
ton is now complete. The work is based on the best

type of Devonshire screens, such as those at Kenton
and Kentisbeare. It is one of the loftiest in the
county, and unusually tall open-work cresting sur-
mounts the whole.

A license has been granted by the Thames Con-
servators for the construction of a wharf in Long
Reach just above Greenhithe. The wharf is to be
3,000ft. long, and is to be provided with transport
sheds, up-to-date moorings, and conveniences for

dealing with general merchandise.

At an inquest, held on Monday, on William
Fatter, a builder, who committed suicide on Hamp-
stead Heath, the daughter said her father had not
haU-fiuished a contract, for which he had drawn
£G2 out of £i)-J, and had been drinking heavily.

The jury said there was not enough evidence to

show the state of the mind of the deceased.

At a representative meeting of Churchmen of the

Bangor diocese, held at Bangor on Monday, it was
decided to perpetuate the memory of the late Lord
Penrhyn by extending the choir -stalls and erecting

a rood-screen in Bangor Cathedral.

The housing committee of the Battersea Borough
Council have decided that in order to make the

Latchmere and Town Hall estates as far as possible

self-supporting it would be necessary to increase

the rents. They are recommending, therefore, that

the rent of the upper-floor three-roomed tenements
(60 in number) and a three-roomed house on the

Latchmere estate be increased from 7s. 6d. to Ss. per

week, and of the five-roorael houses (27 in number)
from Us. Od. to 123. 6d. This wdl effect an increase

in the receipts of £161 43. : but, after allowing for

rates and taxes, there will still be a deficit of £S.5.

The houses on the estates were built by the municipal

works department, and the sites cost the councU
nothing.

COMPETITIONS.
The Culntv Hall.—At Tuesday's meeting of

the London County Council, Sir SlelviU Beach-
croft inquired whether he could have an assurance
that the ('ouncil was in no way committed to the
County Hall scheme by the fact that information
was being supplied to architects who proposed to

submit designs. Mr. Robinson, chairman of the
ost.ibUs"nment committee, replied brielly that the

t'ouncil was in no way committed. Mr. Howell
Williams : This is of great importance. The
public, and especially the architects, ought to know
at once if the policy of the Council in regard to

the County Hall is to be changed.—Mr. E. Smith :

I should like to press this point. If the policy is

to change, the large number of architects who are

preparing designs ought to know.—Mr. Robinson
replied that the whole question would be gone into

shortly.

At Halifax on Saturday there was opened at
Booth Town the first church to be given the ofticial

title of "Methodist United Churcti." This name
has been chosen in anticipation of the union between
the Free Churches, the Methodist Xew Connexion,
and the Bible Christians. The church seats l.oO

persons, and has cost £ 1,-300. Mr. C. F. L.
Horsfall, of Halifax, is the architect.

Mr. Thomas Bevan, of Stone Park, Greenhithe,
Kent, ex-M.P. for Gravesend, and for many years
a partner in the firm of Knight, Bevan, and Sturge,
cement manufacturers, who died on ^March 1, aged
73, left estate valued at £3S3,191 gross, with net
personalty £376,862. The will contains some
curious clauses, one discouraging the marriage of his

daughters or granddaughters with clergymen in
particular.

A new church is shortly to be built at Mansfield in

the Westtield-lane district, where fully 4,000 persons
are now resident.

The baths and parks committee of the Birming-
ham Corporation have authority to erect cottage
baths in certain wards of the city, and they decided
on Monday to build a suite in Coventry-street as an
experiment. \ site 107 yards in extent has been
acquired adjoining the land presented by Sir Alfred
(iooch to Birmingham for the purpose ot a play-
ground. The baths will comprise six for men aud
five for women, and the estimated cost is £2,000.

At Chester Consistory Court on Friday Arch-
deacon Barber granted a faculty for extensive

alterations and improvements, including the ereciton
of a side chapel on the north of the chancel and
the provision of oak stalls, prayer desk, reredos,

and holv table, at Christ Church, Crewe, out of a
legacy o"f £2,000 left by the late Mr. Frederick W.
\A'ebb, chief engineer of the London and North-
western Railway Company.

The annual meeting of the Bristol Blind Asylum
was held on Friday. It was announced that land
had been bought at Westbury-on-Tyrm, and plans
prepared by Mr. E. Gabriel, of Bristol, for a new
institution for the teaching ot the children, and that

£2.5,000 would be required. Towards this amount
the committee have the value of the present

buildings.

Princess Christian on Saturday afternoon laid the

foundation stone of the new Central Library in

Mare-street, Hackney. The architect is Mr. H. A.

Crouch, and his design, selected in competition, was
illustrated in the BciLMXii News for March 16,

1906, together with those placed second and third.

Exeter E>tates Committee recommend the erec-

tion of a new muniment room on the site or the

present one, and propose to ask the city surveyor to

prepare plans for the requisite buildings, and to

instruct him to make inquiries with regard to the

work of ccnstruction of other muniment rooms.

The Bristol Electrical Committee were informed

on Monday that the sanction of the Local Govern-

ment Board ha-s been obtained to the borrowing ot

a sum of £104.09S for additions to the works at the

Temple Back and Avonbank stations and to the ex-

tenial system. The original application was for

sanction' to borrow £103,.o.o4 : but the amount was
subsequently increased to £106,968.

The new passenger station which the Midland
Railway are constructing at Morecambe was opened
for traffic on Sunday. On Saturday Major Pringle,

of the Board of Trade, made the official inspection.

The station will not be fully completed until June.

Two of the islaud platforms, each 30ft wide, are

ready for use. Each platform is 900ft. long, and
between the platforms are three sets of rails.

.\t Monday's meeting of the Chester Education
Committee, it was decided to recommend the

committee to accept the tender of Messrs. John
Mayers, Son, aud Co., of Canal Side, Chester, for

erection of a new public elementary school in

George-street, according to plans, Arc, prepared by
Mr. H. Beswick, for the sum of £4,466. The
chairman said that was the lowest tender.
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TO OOBRESPONBENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves reai)on!*ible for the opinions of

our correspondents. All comraunicationa should be
drawn up as briefly a-s possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communicatinns respectin"- illustrations or lit*?rary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOK of the BinLoiva
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All di'awin?s and
other commimications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-oflBce Orders to be made payable
The Strand Newspaper Companv, Limited.

Telegraphic Address:—•'Tiraeserver, London."
Telephone No. 1633 Holborn.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. XCT. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 123. each, by post
12s. Od.) as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XL^^:.,
xux., Lin., Lxi., LXii., Lxrv\. Lxv.. lxvt:.,
LX^'II., Lxvm., Lxix., lxxi.. Lxxn., Lxxm.,
LXXrV\, LXXV., LXXVL. LXXVIL, LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI.. Lxxxn.. Lxxxni., Lxxxrv.,
Lxxxv.. Lxxx\^., Lxxxvn., Lxxxvni.,
LXXXIX.. and XC. may still be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.
Most of the back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had slng-ly. Subscribers requiring any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Bdildiso Nrws.
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d.. can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher. Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

Unit'ed Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or Bdols. 30c. gold^. To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or S.'ifr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all otficial

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5a. for
four Imes.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertis^^ments 'except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per hue of eight words
(the fh"st line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special t^rms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Vacant "or " Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships," is One Shillinij for TwFXTv-ForR Wokds,
and Sixpence for every eight words aft«r. All Situation
Advrtisanents must be prepaid.

•*• Replies to advertisements can he received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,
W.C, free of cfiarffe. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. ^See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rat«a for Trade Advertisements on front pa?e, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
oflSce not later than 3 p.m. on Thiu"sday. Front-page
Advertisement-s and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Re.rived.—W. H. L. and Co.—D. B. P. and R.-F. L.—
S. and T.—U.O.-A.-Mill Surveyor.-C. and Co., Ltd.
—H. H. L.-B.A.-Fellow.-S. F.

D. 0.—Shortly.

Sand.—Very poor quality.

Referee.—Thanks, but we must decline.

List.—See our " Directory *' page under '* Heating
Apparatus."

Cement.—We see very little in it. 2. See specifications at
the Patent Office. We have no time to search for you.

3Iemobial.—We should put in the hands of Messrs.
Heaton, Butler, and Bayne, of Garrick-street.

IsTERESTRD.—We Can only suggest advertising. We do
not receive applications of the sort.

Claud Hodoes.-We have received a parcel of drawings
—on which, by the way. we have had to pay postage —
apparently from a sender of the above name, but with
no letter, or intimation of purpose. Perhaps the sender
will say whit he wants done with them.

Contspanlicncc.
- <-—

-

NEW COXIHTIOXS OF CUNTKACT.
To the Ei'ttor of tin Buildiso News.

Sir,—Mr. John Cijod's letters on this subject

are very interestini;, and I feel sure that noithi>r

the Master Builders" Association northe R.I. IS. A.

wish to act unfairly towards each other. I

should like to suo;s;e3t an alteration in the terms

of reference, so that any cases of dispute iwhirh

are always on money mattors'i should lie referred

to the President ot the Uaantity Surveyors'

Association.

The builder never really has any dispute with
the buildini!- owner, althou<;h his name may
a)i]iear as defendant. His dispute is with the

architeit, as his agent, and surely no other

business men would consent to leave the settle-

ment of any dispute to one of themselves, either

to an architect or to a builder.

The quantity surveyor has a trained mind, and
he is thoroughly versed in all branches of the

trade, Ijoth theoretically and practiciUy. as well

as of the various prices and \'alues. Nor i.-an he

have any bias in favour of either the building

owner, architect, or builder, and as this was one

of the original features many years ago amongst
the promotors of the (Quantity Surveyors' Asso-

ciation, I think tliat if it is brought before the

councils it would form an ei|aitable basis of a

settlement of the dispute, and prevent the odium
of one architect having to submit his plans to

another : while no dispute or antagonism can

ever occur between the Q.S.A. and either the

R.I.B..\. or the M.B..\., as they simply deal

with figures which can be easily proved to be

accurate.

Apologising for the space I occupy, which the

importance of the subject warrants—I am,'i:c.,

Leeds, March 2'k W. Hcutman Wood.

EMPLOYMENT OF SURVEYORS FOR
THE PREPARATION' OF BILLS OF
QUANTITIES.
Sir,—All who know the value of accurately-

prepared quantities will appreciate and welcome
the memorandum recently issued by the Surveyors'

Institution for the information of local authorities,

public bodies, building committees, \c., protest-

ing against the practice ot selecting surveyors on
the basis of lowest tender.

Architects would do well to bring this mrmo-
randum to the notice of committees when advising

them upon carrying out important works.

The ability and character of a professional man
obviously cannot be ascertained by a competition

as to rates of payment, the lowest tender being no
sort of gauge ot capacity.

There should be but one standard for prepara-

tion of quantities : perfunctory work, being unre-

liable and misleading, is of little value to clients

or architects.

Building owners—whether individuals or com-
mittees—are not always able to discriminate when
competition is useful and when it tends to difficulty

and disaster : -they would welcome guidance from
architects which would enable them to escape the

inevitable loss .and trouble arising from doing
work the wrong way. I need hardly point out

how distasteful it is to an architect to have forced

on hinr a strange qu;intity surveyor, ol: whom all

he knows is that Le has otfered to do the work at

a rate lower than anyone else I —I am. &c.,

^Ve^tnlinster. J. OsiiouxE S-mitii.

i:nttrc0mmiuticati0m

QUESTIOXS.
112262.]—Presbyteries at Selby and Lichfield.

—Can anyone &tite the reason generally assigned for the
Presbytery or east end nf Selby Abbey and Lichtield

Cathedral not being linable with the nave .'—J. Bc^ck-
w ell. _^ ___^ —___

ItEFLISS.

[12253.l^Lead Fonts.—There are no less than sIk

old leaden fonts in Gloucestershire, all oast from the same
mould. These are at Frampton-on-Severn. Siston.

Oxenhall, Tidenham, Sandhurst, and Llancant. The
date generally assigned to them is about the end of the
10th century. The ornamentation upon these bnwls
consists of broad enriched bands—one at the top and the
other at the bottom, and within these are continuous
arcadiners, sealed figures, and scroti ornament alternately

tilling each bay. Those at Llancant and Sandhurst have
a lesser circumference than the otfiers: hence have fewer
arcades. The church at Llancant (.situated upon the banks
of ttie River Wyei is now a ruin, but its old font is pre-
served, and may be seen at Sedbury Park, the residence

of Sir William H. Marling, Bart. In some parts of

Germany, where bronze fonts are general, I have several

times seen replicas of the same design. For a list of the
lead fonts still in existence in this country (not quite
complete, however), see my notes on Fonts, Bltliush
Nkws. Aug. 25, i;i01. — Hakrv Hems.

[li:259.]—Leaden Fonts.—The fonts at Sandhurst
and Frampton-on-Severn photographed by Mr. Pitcher
were, as he surmises, cast from the same mould, and there
are four other cup-shaped fonts absolutely identical with
those he refers to to be seen in the churches at O.'senhall.

Siston, and Tidenham, and in Sedbury Park, removed
from the disused church at Llancant. All six are in

Gloucestershire, which can show eight of the seven-and-
twenty leaden fonts .scattered over a dozen counties in

the west, south, and east of England.

—

East Anolias.

A new station, named the (ireat Ceutral. and
connected by covered way with the Maryleboue
terminus of the Great (ieiitral Railway, was opened
on Tuesday on the Bakerloo Tube, beiug au exten-
sion westward of that electric line.

The sewerage cimmittet? of the corporation of
Ola^fTow recommend that the contract for the out-
fall sewer, No. 2a, in connection with the southern
district sewage schem^? be granted to Messrs.
Kinnear, Moodie, and Co., at£43,:iSI 9s. They also

recninuiend that the offer of Messrs. Good aud
McKuiuon, nmouuting to ,t'22,52(j Is. 9d., for the
substructures at Shieldhall, be accepted, and that
Mr. Malcolm Cunningham be given the contract so

far as the digging and timbering is concerned.

liapid progress is beiug made with the work of

rehabilitating the bridges aud landiug-stage at Xew
Brighton, which were dislodged by thf* recent storm.
The states engaged upon the job are toiling day and
night—Sunday as well as weekdays— with a view to

accelerating the completion of the task.

Mr. T. Tnglis 'ioldie, surveyor to the Sheringham
T'rbau Di-tru-t Council, has resigned his position.

The health committee of the Birmingham City
Council propose to purchase land at Cheltenham,
:i60 acres in extent, for the erection of a sanatorium
for consumptives. The laud is situated on the slopes

of the Cotswold IIiUs. The c^st is to be ei7,000,

and the annual expense of maintenance is estimated
at i!;i,O00. Accommodation will be provided for

forty patients.

CHIPS.
Messrs. Glentield and Kennedy have obtained a

contract for the machinery for the new water-supply
for Poole Corporation. The machinery consists of

two 106B.H.P. gas-engines, with suction producer-
gas plant, and well aud ram pump^. The plant

is iu duplicate, each set raising 61)0 gallons of water
per minute against a head of 3S5f t.

The city council of Wakefield have decided to

apply for sanction to borrow ,£7,2o0 for extensions
to the electric-lighting undertaking. Of this ,t7-")o

is for buildings, £4,^00 for mains, and £1,314 for

sub-stations.

Probate of the will of Mr. "William Pogson, of
Compton -street, Carlisle, architect aud surveyor,
and for man}' years secretary, aud connected aa

director, surveyor, and valuer, with the Cumberland
Benefit Building Society, who died on Septembers
last, has been granted to the widow, Mrs. Jane
Eliza Pogson, the sole executrix, who has returned
the total value of the property at £3,S14 Is., with
net personalty £20 7s. Id.

Mr. F. G. Helsby, of the borough engineer and
surveyor's office, Wimbledon, has been appointed
assistant engineer to the Shanghai Municipal
Council, at a salary of £390 per annum.

The extension of the Nottingham electric tram-
way system to Sueinton and Trent Bridge, in-

volved the construction of about six miles of single

track and an expenditure of £110,000, has just been
opened. The work has been carried out by the
corporation employees, under the supervision of the

city engineer (Mr. A. Brown) and the manager of

the tramways (Mr. J. Aldworth).

The new Baptist church at Market Harborough
was opened on Mondry, 2oth inst. The building,

which is designed in Late Gothic, accommodates o43
persons. The joinery is of fumed oak. The archi-

tects are Messi-s. (reorge Baiiies and Son, 5,

Clement's Inn, Strand, Loudon, W.C. and the

builders, Messrs. H. Herbert and Son, of Laiceater,

I

At the last meeting of the I'ckfield Rural District

Council a letter was received from Mr. Henry \'ater

resigning, on account of ill-health, his appointment
as highways surveyor, a post which he has held

for twenty-six years, prior to which he was surveyor

under the Mark Cross Highway Board.

The liiverpool Dock Board on Friday, with the

consent of the Acting Conservators of the Mersey
and the Admiralty, adopted a scheme to improve
Crosby Channel, at au expenditure of over £06,000.

The scheme of the dock engineer, Mr. Anthony
li . Lyster, to revet or face with stone the southerly

face of Taylor's Bank for a distance of about two
miles and a half, so as to prevent further erosion,

has been unanimously confirmed by an important

commission, consisting of Sir John Wolfe Barry,

Sir Benjamin Baker, Sir Douglas Fox, Mr. L. F.

Vernon Harcourt, Mr. Walter Meik, and Mr. A. F.

Fowler.

Messrs. Patman and Fothermgham, Ltd., have
been successful in obtaining the contract for the

alterations and renovations at the Palace Ttjeatre

under the supervision of Mr. J. Eoiblin- Walker,

architect.
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TBADE PAKLIAMEITTAEY NOTES.

Regent- srr.EET ycADKANT. — Mr. Kunciman,
PROFESSIONAL AND

SOCIETIES.
ErxBiBOH Ordaced Si iivEToRs* Sn-DENTs' i

having been asked by the Hon. W. F. D. Smith
,

-.ciETY.—The annual general meeting of this whether it is proposed to rebuad the whole of the
:

.Kietv was held, on Mondav. at 1 1 7.' George- ' ^Wran' aUeas« fall in upon the ^me de,.^ as 1

- I. .- , . . .u « 11 • iK^ that of the buildins now being erected, and. il so,
-treet. Edinburgh when the foUowmg oSice-

J?^;^;; ^^^ <^„ „„dettake that further consideration
;.^rers were elected^ for the ensuing year:- ^^, ^ ,^g„ ^^ ,he views of lessees aud others
President. Mr. A. W . MiUar ; viee-presidents, y^f^^ further buUding becomes neo^sary, replied

Mr. A. L. Johnston and ilr. P. A. Finla\-son : qq Tuesday : The answer to the first part of the
':. ;n. secretary. Mr. J. Mowat Slater, Spring- question is'in the affirmative. The designs are in-

valley House : hon. treasurer, M. J. W. Morrison, tended to pr<<vide for the rebuilding of the whole of

w, t » _ - the Uuadraut as one consistent scheme. As I have
Edixbi^gh ARcH.TECTy«AL Associ.moN.- ^ajy informed the hon. member by letter, the,

The members of this Association on haturdaj by ^^^ -"^^^ ^^^ carefully <x)nsidered both by the

I

pernussionofH.il. iirst Commissioner of « orks. ^^^ ^^j j,_, jj,a pi^sent 'Government before they'"'
' chapel. They were ^ere agreed to : and it would be too late now, when

welcomed on Whalf of the Crown and conducted a p»rt of the scheme has almost been carried out, to

over the building by Sir. AV. T. Uldrieve. F.S.A. make any alteration in them, even if any such could

Scot.. F.S.I. , Chief Architect to His Majesty's be shown to be desirable.
i

Office of Works. Mr. dldrieve. addressing the Pi_vvtaoen-ei Rematns at FoxTErKArLT.—Mr. I

company, which numbered between 20) and 3:)0, Arnold Herbert having a*ked the Foreign Secretary '

said the controversy upon the subject of the pro- jf he can now say whether he will approach the

posed restorati'in of the abbey was, in his opinion. French Government with a view to obtaining their

a most gratifving evidence of the general a waken- assent to the removal to this country from the

of the nation to a sense of responsibilitv for Abbey of Fontevrault of the bones and effigies of &e
better preservation of our treasures of ancient Plantagenet Sovereigns-viz. Henry 11. and ha

consort, Eleanor of (jraienne. Isabel of Angoulime,
consort of King John, and Richard Ctar de Lion,

ing
the better preservation

architecture. Much of the divergence of opinion

had, he believed, arisen from the point of view
from which the subject had b?en considered. He
made two suggestions— I That at least they as

architects should look at the beautiful architec-

tural relic as a piece of fine art : and 2 that all

parties interested should unite in a common effort

to have the tower, choir, and transepts built as an
entirely new buUding, the ancient nave forming

a dignified approach, and every effort being made
to preserve what remained of it from further

decay. If means were taken still further to pre-

serve what remained from the natural proce^ of

decay there was no reason why the grand old ruin

should not be still among the art treasure,* of

Scotland centuries hence, when, as he would

Mr. Ronciman replies that his Majesty's Govern
ment do not think that it would b; desirable to

make this rejuest, as the French Government could
;

hardly be expected to entertain it.
j

CHTPS.
The committee appointed by the Council of the

R 5yal Institute of British Architects to prepare for

theT consideration the detaUs of the Revised Chatter

and Bv-laws and the Bill to Parliament, announce
that they will be glad if members who have any
views to put forward would communicate them to

the Secretary, Mr. W. J. Lo;ke, B.A., 9, Conduit-

street, W., at their early convenience.

, ,, , ^, , , « iu X.- t.1 I ^v. One of the mottoes on the walls of the Stanley
fondly hope, the chapel of the Knights of the Tg<j,„i^ xrade School, South Xorwood, formaUv
Order of the Thistle stood—then no longer new— ^^^^ ^^^ ^eek, is •• Eyes first, hands next.
prized and admired for its own intrinsic beauty.

Newcastle Clerks of W.prks' Asso; litiox.—
The Xewcastle-on-T_vne Clerks of Works' and
Builders' Foremen's Association, with Mr. T.
Pigg. their president, paid a visit on Siturday to

the Gibson - street Baths and Washhouses, by
permission of Mr. Holford. city architect, and
^Ir. George Douglas, contractor. Councillor A
Scott welcomed the association, and outlined the

history of the scheme from the commencement.
The party were then shown round the building
by ilr. R. (ribson. clerk of the works, Mr.
Priestly, baths superintendent, and others.

Norfolk and Norwich ARcH.toLO^icAL
Society.—At a meeting of the members of this

society, held last Tu^day week at Strangers'

Hall. Norwich, Mr. C. E. Keyser, F.S.A., read
a paper on "A Day's Excursion Among the

Churches of South-East Norfolk." Mr. Keyser's

remarks dealt with the architectural features of a

tongues last

The Metropolitan Water Bjard are about to com-
mence some important works and reservoir con-

struction at Ponders Ead in the Lea Valley. tD

augment the water supply of Xorth-East London.

There will be two reservoirs. The northern one has

already been staked out, and the other will be com-
menced in the CDurse of tnree months' time. Tbe
scheme will give employment to 1,000 men for five

years, and will entail the expenditure of about

£500,030.

Mr. W. Arthur Brac^ett, F.S.I., took the chair

at the meeting of the Estate Agents' Institute on
Thursday, when Mr. Mordaunt Rogers, F.S.I., read

a paper. Mr. W. Roland Peck, Mr. James Boyton,

Mr. J. Herbert Hunter, and others took part in a

discussion. Among others present were Mr. Ernest

Pennington, Mr. Frank Swain, Mr. Charles Phillips,

and Mr. Charles Harris (secretary of the Auctioneers"

Institute).

The death took place at his residence, Roebuck

on the lantern-slides

the liberal use of whitewash in some of the build
ings. Features of historic interest were often
obliterated by this means. Dr. Bensly presided.

Scottish Ecclesiological SncitTV.—At a
meeting of the Scottish Exlesiological Society
held on Siturdav afternoon in the hall of the

1 1, » V V i t • iu 1 _i t Park, Stenhousemuir, Larbert, on March 21. of Mr.
large number of churches situate m that part of

Robert BailUe, who until recenUv filled the office
the county, and were illustrated with photographs

^j secretary of the Carron Ironworks Company. A
™*i,„io„.o— „i..io, Mr. Keyser complained of native of Edinburgh. Mr. BaiUie went to Carron

Works thirty-three years ago. He was sixty-five

years of age. Mr. "Baillie was a Justice of the

Peace for Stirlingshire and a County Councillor.

St. Paul's Presbyterian Church of England,

Enfield, is now nearing completion. Mr. W.
Wallace of Old Bond-street, London, is the

TTj- V t. »„'u» •. _i I • »; Tj- u architect, Messrs. Allen Fairhead and Son being
Edinburgh Architectural Assor.ation-B.shop

^^^ contractors. The walU are baUt of Kentish rag,
Dowaen in the chair—Mr. A. L. M-Gibbon read ^qJ ^j^^ dressings of Monk's Park stone,
a paper dealing with the Church of St. Lawrence. ,,-,,„„ ,_ j. r> , »

Bradford-on-Avon. The buUding. which U of
'^^- P^-^ Hoffmann has removed from Pa^mer=ton

the Saxon period, is probably one of the oldest in f^^^'
'° "^'^ °*=^^ '' ^ "?"' ^°^' "^"^ ^"^^-

England, having, according to William of Mai- .
"

. ^, . ^ v u- • -v- _ „ i

meTbury. been founded by Eildhelm towards the i"™°;' .l^'r''' '^.l^^i^^ „^^/ wWch
, , •;; -., .

' Tu V, u •» u • t and one of the largest, 13 the new post-oHice. wtiic!!
end of the .th century. The church itself is of ^ nearing completion. It is buUt of Portland stone
remarkably small dimensions, the nave being f^gn, tt,g quarries of the Bath S:one Furms. Ltd.,
built 2oft. long; the chief characteristic of the Mr. W.E.Blake, of Plymouth, being the contractor,

exterior is the arcading on the upper portion of and the stonework prepared by Messrs. J. Williams

the wall surface, the arches of which are cut out and Son, of Newport. This building is erected close

of the solid, and not built of separate stones. The to the station, and there is evidence that it will be

LKGAi XNTKLLIGENCB.
A Showcase xot a '• Steu tile " rXDEE the

BtnLDC-G Act. — Lo-vi>os Cor>-TV CorxciL v.

Ha-vcock axd James. — In the King's Bench
Division, on Monday, before the Lord Chief Justice,

Mr. Justice Darliiig. and Mr. Justice A. T.

Lawrence, an appeal was heard from a refusal by Mr.

Plowden, one of the Metropolitan police magistrate,

to convict Messrs. Hancock and James, Court

milliners, for having erected, without the consent of

theLondon County Council, a" structure"—a large

showcase—in front of their premises in Grafton

-

street, contrary, it was contended, to the London
Building Acts. On June 2S, 1906, the respondents

appeared to answer an information laid by Thomas
Chilvers, on behalf of the London County Council,

which charged the respondents with having unlaw-

fully erected a structure, in contravention of the

provisions of Part III. of the London Building Act.

IS.'i, beyond the general line of buildmgs of

Grafton-stceet. without the consent in writmg of

the London County Counc I, whereby the respond-

ents became liable to the penalty prescribed by

section 'ii.'O, subsection 3. of the Act of 1S94 as

amended by the London BuUding (Amendment Act,

1S93. The respondents carry on business as Court

mdliners at No. S. Grafton-street. W. The front

main wall of No. S stands back about 7ft. from the

public way. Defendants, without the consent of the

London County Council, erected upon the steps aud

landmg, leading to the entrance, a large showcase

of wood and gla^, having the following dimensions

:

—Length "ft. (Jin., width 1ft, 10m., height above the

street-level 9ft. 3in. The said showcase, according

to the evidence, took the place of a shopfront The
showcase projected 6tt. 3tn. beyond the general line

of buildings. The London County Council contended

that the showcase was a "structure" within the

meaning of section 22 of the Act of 1891, aud cited

• Ellis V. Plumstead Board of Works," •' Lavy v.

London County Council'' JSJo). •' R-.chardson v.

Brown," and "Leicester Corporation v. Brown."
The respondents contended to thecontrary. and relied

upon "London County Council v. the Illuminated

Advertisements Company " (190V . The magistrate

was of opinion, on the authority of the last-men-

tioned case, that, so far as it was a question of fact

for him to decide, the showcase did not amount to

the erection of a structure within the meaning of

section 22, and he accordingly dismissed the in-

formation. The question for the opinion of the

Court was whether he was right in so holding. Mr.

Avorv. K.C., for the London County Council, con-

tended that the showcase was in the same position

.13 a shop front, and was a "structure" within

section 22 of the Act of 1S94. The following cases

were cited in addition to those referred to in the

special case ;—" Coburg Hotel v. London County

Council" and "London County Council v.

Schewzik " (190o\ No counsel appeared for the

respondents. The Lord Chief Justice, m giving

judgment, said he was unable to add anythmg to

what he said in " London County Council v. Illu-

mmated Advertisements Company," and bethought

the view he expresed there was right. He did not

think it was intended that section 22 should apply to

a showcase where it was not fastened to a building.

He would have said the same about a showcase

which was fastened to a building were it not for the

case of " Hull V. London County Council" (1901),

under which it might be held to be a " projection."

The magistrate was right in following the rule laid

down bv this Court in "London County CouncU

V. Illuminated Advertisements Company," and the

appeal would therefore be dismissed. Mr. Justice

Darling was of the same opinion. If it had not been

i

for the case of " London County Council v. Dlu-
I minated Advertisements Company," he would have

felt bound to say that in his opinion this showcase

was a " structure." He was glad, however, that

he was bound bv the decision in that case, because

I he looked upon 'this as a most frivolous prosecution.

' The statute was to prevent the erection of struc-

tures or buildings in streets beyond the general line

of buddings. In Grafton-street, where this Parti-

cular showcase was, there were a number of bay

windows in the street. The surveyor might per-

fectly well have said that the general line of build-

in"^ was to be taken beyond the bay wmdows. and

if that had been done this showcase would not have

projected beyond the front of these windows. Mr.

Justice A. T. Lawrence concurred.

interior is remarkablv loftv for its size. the forerunner of a large amount of rebndding in the

neighbourhood of this South Wales town. Several
• • new buildings are being erected adjoining, and

Sir Aston Webb. R A., who has been appointed "'^^"^ "e projected.

Eede lecturer for the current year at Cambridge The Filton extension of the Bristol Tramway
University, will deliver the lecture on June S in the Company's svstem was opened on Thursday in last

Senate House of the University. week. The new piece of Ime makes the length of

The Local Government Board have dec'ined to
,

^'^^^^ *^" ^^ '™'"^"-'' "^"^ *' ""'^ ^"'^

sanction a loan for the purchase of a site adjoinin;^ '

5"*^^'

the council offices at Northwich for the budding of Extansive addition? have b)2n mide to the

new offices and a public hbrary. The urban district Dundee Institution for the Blind, the new buildings

council had previously obtained sanction for the including a gvmnasium. The opening ceremony

purchase of another site for council offices alone. 1 took plara on Friday.

One of Stockport's beauty spots, the Elgley

House Estate, about ten acres in extent, is in danger

of getting into the hands of the builder. Mr. Herbert

Sykes, the owner, has, however, given the Corpora-

tion the option of purchase, and a sub-committee

has made an inspection. The majority of the

members are in favour of purchase, so as to secure

the estate as an open space.

Mesrs. Harland and Wolff, Ltd., Belfast, ship-

builders, 'nave comoleted arrangements with the

London and South-Westem RaUway Company for

the erection of their new repairing and engineering

works at Southampton. The buildings are to be

proceeded with at once.
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WATER SUPPLT AND SANITAKT
MATTERS.

Mii)i>LKwii !(.—The Delamerc waterwoiks of the
SliddleHich Irbau District Council were formally
opened on Saturday. For several years the town
has suffered e.\trenie inconvenience, becaase of the
Bbortnesa of its water supply. Various meant of
increasing the supply wore considered, and water
diviners were consulted before the council turned to
Delamere. The scheme which the Local Govern-
ment Board sanctioned was estimated to cost
tl-^.S^i. There are two bore-boles, capable of
yielding 400,0()U gallons in the 21 hours, which is

about ilouble the present requirements.

YEOm..—The new water supply is ]>rovmg an
expensive undertaking. Heavy claims for the
abstraction of water from the liivor Veo on the
Dorset side of the town have been received from
landowners, farm tenants, millers, and others, and
several claims for comj)ensation are still outstand-
ing, these latter including 11,100 from Lord
Sandwich and t;.',300 from the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners. I'p to the present clamis amounting
to about DIJ,000 have been disposed of by arbitra-
tion, the umpire's awards in the several cases
amounting to about £ii,OllO. But before taking up
these awards the corporation have to pay fees
amounting to £l,.iO0, and the Local (Jovernment
Board are now being asked permission for the
borrowing of a further i'iO,OUO on the borougn
waterworks account.

CHIPS.
At the annual meeting of the Devon Dental

Hospital, held at Kxeter on Friday, Mr. Harry
Hems, the well-known sculptor, of that city, was
elected as president for the ensuing year. Mr.
Hems is one of the ten who survive of the Oi)

original subscribers at the hospital's establishment
in 18S0.

The permanent church of St. Cuthbert, Chitts-
hill. Wood-green, X., was consecrated by the liishop
of Loudon on Saturday. Accommodation has been
provided for .jjo people, the cost entailed being
i;o,ooo.

A new tennis court that has been built (or the
Hon. iXeviUe S. Lytton at Crabbet Park, Three
Bridges, was opened on Saturday. Mr. Joseph
Bickley, an expert in the building of teams and
racijuet ciiirt^, wa? called in, and the work was
started in February, HlO'i. i )a the exterior the
bricks have been specially made to produce a red-
brick walling of (Georgian character, while the side
windows are from the best examples ot tennis
courts in France. The Hoor of the court is red, the
walls are black, the net post and columns red, the
bandeau of a rather deeper red, and the top of the
penthouse dark green.

The new Councii schools, Gosport, are being
warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's
patent Manchester grates, the same being supplied
by Messrs. E. H. Shorlaud and Brother, of Man-
chester.

The new sewage works for Acrefair, ( 'efn Bychin,
and Xewbndge, near Ruabon, were publicly opeued
on Friday. The Wrexham Rural District Council is

responsible for the scheme, which has been carried
out under the supervision of their engineer, Mr. J.
I'rice F.vans. The outfall is on a farm of .52 acres,
and the system adopted for dealing with the sewage
is bacterial.

The services rendered by the late L^rd .Salisbury
to this country in the thirteen years during which h o
held the post of Foreign Minister are to be com-
memorated by a statue erected in the Foreign Oflice
itself. It will be placed on th>j vacant pedestal at
the foot of the Grand Staircase, opposite the statue
of the late Earl ot Clarendon.

We learn that the Carron Company, ot Carron,
Stirlingshire, have been succefstui in securing the
contract for supplying the whole of the catering
departments at the forthoming Irish International
Exhibition to be held at Dublin with their " Cvrron "

gas, ateam, and coal cooking apparatus.

The Anniviers Valley Electrical Company has
been aulhorised to construct a railway, in four
sections, from Sierre to \'issoyo, from Vissoyu to
Zinal, and from /iiial to Zermatt, with a branch
from Vissoye to St. Luc. The en'iro lino will bo a
single tr.ack on the mrtre gauge, worked electrically.
The line from Sierre to Zmal, atariing from Sierro
Station, will cross the Rhone to reach Chippis.
From thence, ascending the valley, the railway
passing \'issoye, Mission, and Ayer, will arrive at
Zinal. The total length is l.i^ miles, and the
estimated cost is .!;SS,00il. The object ot the St. Luc
Railway is to connect the village of St. Luc, together
with its hotels, to the line from Sierre to Zinal. The
total length is IWl yards, and the estimated cost
tlO,H00. The line from Zinal to Zermatt will be
Ij; miles in length, and it will be worked as a
rack-railway on the Abt system. Thoestimated cost
of this undertaking is toJD.OOO.

c©ur 0flict €Mt
At Tuesday's meeting of the London. County

Council it was decided to delete from the

Tramways Bill the proposed tramway from
llampstead-road along Tottenham Court-road to

Francis-street, as, owing to the withdrawal ot

other proposed lines, it would no longer serve its

original purpose of assisting to establish a link

between the northern and southern systems 'i/

the tramway subway. Tlie council authorised the

payment to the Crown of a sum not exceeding

£ti:i,.')00 for land required tor the widening of

Piccadilly, between Piccadilly-place and Air-street.

.Sanition was given to the borrowing by the Uamp-
stead Borough Council of i'lo,.'ii»0 for electric-

lighting purposes. Mr. E. White, the new
chairman of the works eommitteo, stated that

while the estimate of the supervising officer for

the c instruction of that portion of the northern

low-level sewer, which was to be undertaken by
the works department, was ,C297,.SO0, the works
manager's estimate was only £270,000. It was
pointed out in a report of the highways com-
mittee that in the case of tenders for the supply
of stoneware cable-ducts, no fewer than eight

were identical in price. In the circumstance

—

"this," in the opinion of the committee,

"pointing to a state of affairs calculated to

minimise seriously the advantages which the

Council was entitled to expect as the result of

open competition "—it was decided to order only
such number of ducts as was urgently required.

WiuTisf: to the TiiifK on " Copyright in

Architecture," Mr. A. II. Skipworth says: "I
was surprised to be informed the other day that

an architect with his assistant entered St. Ethel-

dreda's Church, Fiilham, which was built from
my designs, and, without asking the leave of any
one at all, proceeded to measure up the whole
bviilding. It is believed that they came from
Leamington : and I cannot help wondering if the

client has any knowledge ot the way in which
designs (!) for a, presumably, new church are

being prepared. The verger, seeing these people
commence operations, concluded permission had
been given. It may be argued that imitation is

the sincerest form of flattery : but these proceed-
ings would appear to go a step beyond, and at any
rate show an extraordinary lack ot honour and
common courtesy. Can this instance then be
representative of the ordinary methods pursued
where brains fail

:- " Does neither the architect
from Leamington nor his assistant see the current
professional journals !'

-Vt the Poor-law Conference held at Winchester
last week. Mr. Baldwyn Fleming, the Local
(Tovcrnnient Hoard inspector, told a good story of
himself concerning the "interest" taken in his
periodical returns and statistics. One of the Loral
Government Hoard officials visited a town for the
purpose of holding an inquiry, but on hi.s arrival
he found that the notices of the same had not
been ])ostod up, in consequence of which the
inquiry had to be abandoned. The cause was duly
investigated, and it was found that the clerk to
a certain board of guardians failed to open a big
envelope received from the Local CTOvornmont
Board, thinking it "only contained Mr. Baldwin
Fleming's statiMnent, which no one took the trouble
to look at." However, the notices, and not the
statistics, were found inside when the olli^'ial

envelope was eventually opened

!

AuiiAXdKMEXTs are already in progress for the
eighth International .Vrchitects' Congress to be
hold in Vienna from istli to 2 1th Jlay, I90,S. The
Emperor Francis .Joseph is according his patron-
age' to the Congress, and the hon. presidents in-
clude princas of the Imperial House, distinguished
ecclesiastical dignitaries, the v.arious Ministers of
State and chief ollicers of the Imperial Court, the
Burgomaster of \'ienna. Arc The formal opening
of the Cong-ross will take place in the great hall
of the Hofburg. The Society of Fine Arts ot
Vienna will entertain members" of the Congress in
the exhibition rooms of the Palais des Beaux-
Arts. The .Society of .Vustrian Engineers and
Architects will entertain the congressists at a
.s„ii;r, and will organise an excursion up the
Danube. Other ariiingoments in view are an
exciirsiim to the Semmering, a reception at the
Hotel de Villo, and a ft tc at the Imperial Court.

A PKoi'os.vi. involving the most important street
improvement which has been contemplated in
Birmingham since the construction of Corporation-
street, will form the subject of a report to be pre-

sented to the city council on April 9. The scheme.

which is unanimously recommended li\' the publir

works committee, has also been endorsed by the

general purposes committee. For many years the

necessity for providing increased accommodation
tor the traffic between New-street and Edgbaston
has been a pressing one. The scheme now sub-

mitted provides for this by the cutting of a GGft.

thoroughfare across the l lid Wharf and basin and
other properties, in continuation of Paradise-

street from Suffolk-street to near the junction of

Broad-street and Gas-street. The gross outlay i-^

estimated at £282,000, and the net cost, afte;-

allowing for the sale ot surplus lands, at illo.ooii.

.Should the scheme be adopted, powers will bi

sought to spread the necessary loan over a term o£

sixty years.

The committee ot experts appointed to inquire-

into the stability of St. Paul's Cathedral have, it

is understood, dratted an interim report. The
experts composing the committee are Sir Aston
Webb. R.A., Mr. T. E. CoUcutt, P.R.I.B.A.,
and Mr. J. Belcher, A.R.A., and it is understood
that their report deals almost entirely with the
probable effect of constructing a sewer beneath
the Isouth side of the cathedral. A unanimous
opinion is expressed that tlie tunnelling operations

connected with the laying of the sewer would
be a serious additional source ot danger to the
structure. There is still time to consider an
alternative course for the sewer to take, as the

work has only reached a point some two miles east

ot St. Paul's Churchyard. Mr. M. Fitzmaurice.

C.M.G., the engineer to the London County
Council, which is constructing the sewer, ha~

stated that it would be dillieult to lay the sewer
further south ; but the difficulty is believed to In

not insurmountable. The interim report has been
forwarded to Mr. Jlervyn E. Macartney, the
architect to the cathedral, who intends to put it

before the Dean and Chapter as early as possible.

The report '"ill also be communicated to the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners and to the London
County Council in due course.

.\n' e.xhibition illustrating ".animals in art"
will be held at the Whitechapel Art CJallcry

during the ra ^nths of Gctober and Xovembcr.
One(iallery will be devoted to paintings and
drawings. There will be groups of paintings by
Flemish and Dutch animal painters (Rubens,
Snyders, Paul Potter, and HondecoeteH, as well
as groups by the older English painters (Morland,
Stubbs, and Ward;, and by 19th-century or con-
temporary animal painters in England and France.
A second gallery will be given up to Japanese
and Chinese paintings, drawings, and carvings of

animals. In the lower gallery there will be
sections for animal sculpture ; animals in ancient
art—.\ssyrian, Egyptian, Greek, and Roman :

Jlediri'val carvings and paintings illustrating the
animal symbolism of the bestiaries, \'C, : heraldic
animals, and the use ot animal forms in decorative
work by savage races. -Animal forms occurring
in tiles, tapestries, rugs, metahvork (aquamanilles},

pottery, furniture, ire will be included. There
will be a section for drawings ot animals.
Drawings by Diirer, Rembrandt, Romney, Ward,
and many modern artists have already been
promised. Loans will be collected about the
middle ot September and returned early in

December.

The fourth annual report in connection with
the Jletropolitan Committee on materials and
means ot paving the streets of London has just
been issued for the information ot the borough
councils .and other municip.il bodies in the
Metropolis. The committee, ot which Mr. A. C.

Morton, C.C., M.P., is the chairman, was estab-

lished for the jnirpose ot securing the best form of

street paving by the collection and assimilation of

information relative to paving material .and the
methods ot paving adopted in London under
varied cTcumstancej. Xc attempt is made in any
way by the committee to regulate the description
of material used. .V report is given concerning
the nature and cost ot the v.arious paving works-

which have been carried out in the City during
the period under review. The cost of laying and
maintenance is also set forth. The city engineer
states that the effect of motor omnibus traffic on
macadam or other paved roads is very difficult to
assess ; but in his opinion the oil from motors will

prove detrimental to asphalte pavements.

The correspondent at San Francisco of the /iv»;/

Af/c writes that tlie demand for structural steel

there this year will be much greater than was at

one time supposed. For a while after the fire

there were great projects for reh.abilitiation ; but
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it did not take long to disillusionise the people,

and gradually such projects were forgotten. A
few were planned, and work was begun grad\ially

,

the edifiiKs that were only partially destroyed
being taken in hand first. Then contracts for a
few new ones were given out. But during the
month of January the number has greatly in-

t'reased, and now the average is about four a
week. Should this keep up, the demand for

structural steel will far exci'cd anything antici-

pated. .\ stimulus has been given to construction
in general, and to steel-frame construction in

particular, by the discovery by property owners
of the disposition on the part of tlie people to

come back to the old districts as fast as they are
given the opportunity, l''or a while it was
thought that there would be some radical changes
in trade locations, but this idea has almost alto-

gether passed away. A great impetus has also

been given to the reconstruction of the destroyed
residential districts.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTJINO WEEK.
IMoKDAv. — Liverpool Architectural Society. Annual

meeting.

Wednesdav. — Edinburgh Architectural Association.
"Xotes on Building Practice," b.v A.
Lindsay. 8 p.m.

Ctatit gcbjs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
XoETH Staffoedsulre Potteries.— .4. serious

dispute which has arisen between masters and men
connected with a number of leading firms in the
sanitary trade in the Start'ordsliire Potteries came to
a head on Mouday, when a six weeks' notice given
b^ the men for an increase of wages expired, and,
failing a settlement, 700 men came out on strike.
The men have large funds, and are determined to
see the struggle through. Five hundred further
men will be effected if the strike continues.

The work hitherto accomplished on the Erie
Canal has included a large amount of preliminary
operations which do not tigure in the statistics of
total excavation done in the prism of the canal. At
the present time over £7,00(1,000 sterling' worth of
contracts are either ready to be let, or have just
been let, and these, when completed, will cover 209
out of the total 410 miles of canal to be excavated.

The restoration of the ancient peal of bells of
Bishopstawton parish church is being carried out by
Messrs. Taylor and Son, of Loughborough.

The Police and Sanitary Committee of the House of
Commons have settled the tramways dispute between
the Kawtenstall and Bacup Corporations in favour
of a proposal made by the latter body, under which
Bacup will purchase, reconstruct, and electrically
equip tramways within its area proposed by the
Kawtenstall Corporation Bill and will lease to the
Uawtenstall Corporation on certain conditions.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie will defray the cost of a
public library for Caversham, a growing suburb of
lieading, and the chief stone was laid on Saturday
afternoon. Mr. Carnegie will give £.',500 to defray
the cost of the structure, which will be the tirst

secular public building erected in Caversham. Mr.
W. G. Lewton, whose selected design, together
with that by Mr. AV, U. A. Hambliug, placed
second in the competition, was illustrated in our
issue of July 20, 1906, is the architect.

The annual dinner of the Surveyors' Institution
will take place at the Whitehall Rooms, Hotel
Mctropole, on Tuesday. April Ifi. Earl Carrington.
the Earl of ( Inslow, and the Lord Chief Justice,
among other distinguished persons, will be present.

The Markets and Fairs Committee of the Bradford
Corporation have decided, subject to the sanction of
the City Council, to purchase property in File}'-
street, at a cost of i:3,7-'0.

At Portsmouth Dockyard, the new lock will not
be commenced until late in the new tiuancial year ;

the cost will be £940,000, with an additional
tiJ0,000 for machinery. The lock will be SOOft.
long and lOOft. wide, .\nother new work which is

about to be taken in baud will be a KiO-ton crane,
which will cost, with the foundations, £32,000.

At Lynwood, Darwen, a T'nited Methodist Free
school-church was opened on Friday. The budding
provides classroom accommodation for 300 scholars
and an assembly-room seating 400.

The Duchess of Albany visited Woking on Satur-
day, and laid the stone of a new church to serve the
district of Knaphill. It will accommodate eventually
jOO persons. At present it is intended to provide
for :JS0 at an estimated cost of £:3,(.iO0, towards
which £2,700 has been given.

LATEST PRICES.
IRON.

Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15
Rollcd-Stcel Joists, English 7 5 0,, 7 13

Wnmght-Ir.in Itinler Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Irun, good Stiilfs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do.. Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10
Angles 10a., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 l.'Js. to £0.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 lUs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20,

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge £13 10
Best ditto 14 ...

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)^
to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

9/G 10,- 10'6 11- 11/3 12'- 12,9 13 11 14 6
Per ton.

Ca.st-Iron Columns £6 10 to

Cast-Iron Stanchions 6 10 „
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 5 0,,
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 3 0,,

,, ,, ,, Galvanised. 9 0,,
Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17 „
Cut Floor Brads 10 10 „
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge lo .i ,,

—
Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter , £5 2 6 to £6 7 6
4in. to6in 6 0,, 650
"in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with compo.sition, 53. Od. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, os. Od. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron

—

Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 1173. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes 67}p.c.
Water-Tubes 62* „
Steam-Tubes 57i r,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

No. 22 to 24.

Per ton.

... £14

... 14 10

B.W.G,
per cwt.
Per ton.
£8 10
8 10
9 10
7 10
9 10
4 17

10 10

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

to £23 10

15 5

127 10
111)

190 15
191 13

Spelter, Sileaian £2S
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 10

Country 24 5
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24

Country 24 15
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25

,, ,, ,, ,. Country 25 15

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 10

„ „ „ ,, Country 27 5
Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 10

„ „ Country... 26 5
Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) ..Town 25 10

„ „ Country 26 5

Lead Shot, in 28Ib. bags 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 127

Copper. British Cake and Ingot... 115 10
Tin, Straits 190 5
Do., English Ingots 194 10
Pig Lead 21 6 3
Sheet Lead, Town 23 „ —

„ Country 23 15 „ —
Genuine White Ivead 27 5 ,, —
Beflned Red Lead 24 15 „ —
Sheet Zinc 35 „ —
Old Lead, against account 19 0,, —
Tin per cwt. 11 „ —
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 9 „ —

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £9 to £20
„ Bangkok „ ... 8 15 „ 17 10

Quebec Pine, yellow 3 12 6 „ 6
„ Oak 5 10

„ Birch 2 7 6
„ Elm 4

„ Ash „ ... 4 2 6
Dantsic and Memel Oak 3 5
Fir , ... 3 10

Ash. Quebec „ ... 4 2 6
Birch, New Brunswick ... „ ... 2 7. 6

Uuebec 2 7 5
Elm „ 4

Box, Turkey per ton 6
Cedar, Cuba per ft. sup. 4

Jarrah planks per ft. cu. 2 6
Wainscot, Rigap.log 2 5
Lath, Dantaic, p.f 4

St. Petersburg 4

9
6
9
7 5
6 15
5
7 6

5

3

5
S
9
18

5 10
6
6

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 to £45
Memel, cr. pipe 220 „ 230

Memel, brack 190 „ 200

W^OOD.
Bcil.DlN'o Wood.

Deals : Sin. by llin. and 4in. by
9in. and llin

Deals: 3by9
Battens : 2Hn. by 7in. and 8in.,

and Sin. bv 7in. and Sin
Battens: 2J by 6 and 3 by 6

Deals : seconds
Battens : seconds

2in. by 4in. and 2in. by 6in.* .

2in. by 4Jin. and 2in. by 5in.

Foreign Sawn Boards

—

lin. and Ijin. by 7in

|in.

At per standard.

£ s. d. £ a. d.
13 10 to 15
13 „ H
11 „ 12

10 less than
7in. & Sin.

10 less than best
10 „

9 to 10
8 10 „ 9 10

10 more than
battens.

10
At per load of 50ft.

4 10 to 5
4 10

3 15
3 10
3
4 15

Fir timber : best middling Danzig
or Memel

Seconds 4

Small timber (8in. to lOin.) 3 12
Small timber i'6in. to Sin.) 3
Swedish balks 2 10

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average) 4

Joiners* Wood.

White Sea : first yellow deals. At per standard.
Sin. bv llin 24 to 25
Sin. by 9in ..22 „ 23
Battens, 21in. and Sin. by 7in. 16 10 ,, 18

Second yellow deals, Sin. by lin.,.. 18 10 „ 20
3inbv9in. .. 17 10 „ 19

Battens, 2Jin. and .Sin. by 7in. 13 10 „ 1(10
Third yellow deals. Sin. by llin.

and Oin
Battens, 2Jin. and Sin. by 7in.

Petersburg first yellow deals.
Sin. bv llin 21
Do. Sin. by9in 18
Battens 13 10

Secondyellowdeals, 3in. by llin. 16

Do. .Sin. by Oin 11 10
Battens ,.. 11

Third yellow deals. Sin. by llin. 13
Dd. Sin. by9in 12 10
Battens 10

13 10 „ 15

11 „ 12

22 10
19 10
15
17

16
12 10
14

14
11

White Sea and Petersburg

—

First white deals, Sin. by llin. 14 10

,, ,, Sin. by 9in. IS 10
Battens 11

Second white deals. Sin. by llin. 13 10

„ Sin. by 9in. 12 10

„ ,, battens 10
Pitch pine : deals 18
Under 2in. thick extra 10

3

„ 15 10

„ 14 10

„ 12

„ 14 10

„ 13 10

,. 11

1, 21

„ 1

and over.

to 5

8i 9}
8

10
2 6

17

IS

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin.

bv llin.

Quebec, Pine, Ist £22
„ 2nd 18
„ Srd 11 10

Canada Spruce, 1st 11
2nd and 3rd 9

New Brunswick 8 10
Riga 8
St. Petersburg 8
Swedish 7 10
Finland 8 15
White Sea 10 5 «
Battens, all sorts 5 15

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

1st prepared £0 14
2nd ditto 12 6
Other qualitiea 4 6

Yell'^w Pine—First, regular sizes £44
Oddments 32

Seconds, regular sizes 33
Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube..

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs

—

Large, per ft. cube 3
Small 2

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,
as inch
3in. do. do

Dry Mahogany — Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch ... 9

Selected, Figury, per ft. super.
as inch 16

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, asinch 10
Teak, per load ,. 17
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube 4

Prepared Flooring. &c.

—

lin. bv 7in. yellow, planed and Per square,

shot 13 6 to "

lin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 14 „

IJin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 16 „

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
shot 12 „

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 12 6 „

IJin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 15 ,,

Jin. by 7in. yellow, matched and
beaded or "V-jointed boarda ... 11 „

lin. bv 7in. „ „ ... 14 „
Jin. bv 7in. white „ ... 10 „
lin. by7in. „ 12 6 .. 15

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per sjuare less than 7in.

STONE.*
Bed Mansfield, in blocks perfootcube £0 2 4i
Darley Dale, ditto

Red Corsehill, ditto

Closebum Red Freestone, ditto

Ancaster, ditto

GreenshiU, ditto

Chilmark, ditto ^in truck at Nine Elms).
Beer, ditto

Hard York, ditto

Ditto ditto 6in, sawn both sides, landings,

random sizes per foot sup. 2 8
Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

randomsizes „ ... 1 3

• All F.O.R. London.

B&tb Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

to £0 16 9 per foot cube £J 1

„ 13 9 1 Delivered on road waggcns, Paddington
12 6.' Depot 1 61

to £35
„ 23 10

„ 14

„ 16

„ 10 15

„ 9 13

„ 9

„ 17

„ 2J 10
9

„ 20 10

„ 13

u •t a
2 2
1 10}

u 1 10
1 10
1 »y
1 6
2 10
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Di!tj ditto Nine Elmn Depot , ... £) 1 8j
Be«r StoDe, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station „ ...0 10

Diltu, delivered at Nine ElniH Station ... „ ... 1 6

Portland Stone, io random bloclu of 20ft. average ;—

Brown White.
Wllit Bed. Base Bed

Telivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 5} ... £0

ilelivered on road wai^gons \

at Puddington Depot ... I

Ditto Nine Elra» Depot...
j

Ditto Pimlico Wharf /

2 1

1-i

2 2i

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 8 per l.QOO alongside, in river.
Rough Stocks and

Grizzles 16 „ „ „
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10 „ delivered.

Klettons 18 „ at railway station.
Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18 „ „ „
Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 13 „ „ ,,

Red Wire Cuts 1 14 „ „ „
Best Karehara Red 3 12 „ „ „
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing .. 5 „ „ „

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15 „ „ „

Do. Bullnose 4 „ „ „
Best Stourbridge

Fire Bricks 3 14 „ „ „
Glazkd Bricks.

Best WTiite and
Ivory U 1 a z e d
Stretchers 12 „ „ „

Headers 11 „ „ „
Uuoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 16 „ „ „

Double Stretchers 19 „ „ „
Double Headers ... 16 „ „ „
One Side and two
Ends 19 „ „ „

Two Sides and one
End 20 „ „ „

Splays, Cham-
fered. Squints ... 20 „ „ „

Best Dippel Salt
Glazed Stretchers,
and Header 12 ,, „ „

Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 14 „ „ „

Double Stretchers.. 15 „ „
Double Headers ... 14 „ „ „
One Side and two
Ends 15 „ „ „

Two Sides and one
End 15 „ „ „

Splays, C h a m-
fered. Squints ... 14 „ „ „

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2 „ leas than best.

per yard, delivered.

6
per ton „

Thames and Pit Sand ^

Thames Ballast 5
Best Portland Cement 27

Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 .

Exclusive of charge for sacks,

Orev Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In.

Blue Portmadoc 20 x 10 .

16 X 8
Blue Bangor ...20x10. .13 2

20x12. .18 17

Pirstquality 20x10. .13

20x12 ...13 15

16x 8.. 7 D

Eureka unfading
green 20x10. ..15 17

„ ...20x12 ..18 7

18x10 .13 5

... Itfx 8. .10 5

Permanent green 20x10,. .11 12

„ ... 18x10,.. 9 12 6

„ „ ... 16« 8 .. « 12 6

TILES.
s. d

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Brn.seley tiles 50
OmaniJntal tiles 52
Hip and Valley tile.* 4
liuKbnn red, brown, or brin-
dled do. Kiiwards) 57

Orn.amcntal do 60
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
Red or Mottled Staffordshire
do. Peake's,; 51

Ornamental do 51

Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
'• Kii.semary " brand plain

tiles 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
" HartshiU " brand plain s.

tiles, .sand-faced 50
Pressed 47

Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

OILS
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £31 K
Do., brown
Cottonseed, refined .

Olive, Spanish
Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin ...

Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius
Palm, Lagos
Oleine
Sperm

£ 9. d.

12 12 SperlOOOof 1200atr.stn.

6 12 6 „ „

per 1000 at rly. station

7 per doz. „ ,,

per 1000 „ „
6
per doz. „ ,,

6 per 1000 „ „
„

per doz. ,, ,,

9 per 1000 „ „
6 „
1 per doz. at rlv. station

8

per 1000 ,, ,,

„ „
per doz. „

per lODO at rlv. station

6 „ „
„ ,,

per doz. „ ,,

6 "

£31 1(1 to £32 a C
2.S 10 2.S 1.5 c

26 10 28 10 c

40 40 10 c

22 23
46 47

ii 42 11
4) 41
35 15 36
17 5 19 5
34 35

Lubricating U.S per gal. £17
Petroleum, refined 6]

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16
Do., Archangel ,. ... 19 6

Turpentine, American ...per tun 37

Linseed Oil per gal.

Baltic OU
Turpentine „ ...

Putty per cwt.

GLASS.

„
n „
8" „

5 6
e;

6 U

5

English Sheet Glass : Idoz.

Fourths I3d.
n^i.;_.j,. niA

21oz
2,Vd.

Thirds 2Sd. ... 3|d.

Fluted Sheet Sjd. ... 41d. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : Jin.

2jd.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass :

26oz.

3id. .

. 4id.
* iciin

2Sd.

White.
4d. .

32oz. Net.

'A'- ::

5ld. „
, Jin.

... 3i.

Tinted.
. old.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Uik 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oik 12

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of churches x4

Fine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Piile Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Durable Copil 18

Extra Pale French Oil 1 1

Eggshell putting Varnish 18

White Copal Enamel 1 4

Extra Pale Paper. 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8
Berhn Black 16

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

Messrs. J. Thompson and Co., of Peterborough,

have just completed a lectern, designed by Mr.
Temple Moore, F.R.I.B,.i., of Loudon, for All

Saints' Churcb, Peterborough. Ttie lectern is .5ft.

high, and has a triangular moulded base, sur-

mounted by three cirved and traceried buttresses.

Tne head revolves, and has carved and traceried

ends. It stands upon a specially-made oak plat-

form.

It is estimatjd that the Holyoake memorial,
which was decided upon by the last Co-operative

Congress, will cost ,£20,000. Mr. .ilbert Toft is

now engaged on the bust which is to be placed over

Mr. Holyoake s grave in Highgate Cemetery,
London The other portion of the memorial is to

be new headquarters for the Co-operative Union in

Manchester. Land for the site has been secured

close to the offices of the Wnolesale Society in

Balloon-street.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Failsworth-Public Library (limit £3,000) £20, £10 H. C. Broome, t'.D.C. Clerk, FailBworth Mar. 28
Walker. Newca.stle-on-Tyne—Model Cottages H. R. .\ldridge, Org. Secretarv, Burt Hall. Newcastle-nn-Tyne April 2
Firth Park, Shetticld-Model Cottages H. R. Aldridge, Org. Secretary, 45, Bank-street, Sheflield , 2
Loudon, .S.W.- County Hall ill. Norman Shaw, K.A., and
W. E. Rilev, F.H.I.B.A., Assessors) £210 to each competitor in final The Architect, L.C.C., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W Aug. 2<

Edinburgh- Scottish National Exhibition Buildings £100, £100, £75 J. Marchbank, S.S.C, Secretary, 45, York-place, Edinburgh No date

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Ovenden- Sunday School Bethel M.N. Church Trustees
Ambleside— (irammiir School Kelsick Trust Governors
i'helmsford -Caretaker's Lodge at County High School Essex Education Committee
Pa.\ton— I'.F. Church
Belfast -Branch Free Library, Donegal-road .. City Council
Carailf—Manual Instruction 'Centre, Splott-road Education Committee ;

(irimsby— Works at South Killingholiiie Fish and Manure Co
Blackburn— Hut-Patients' Department at Infirmary
llamiscombe—House S. G. Renfree
Bangor—Manse. Maxwell-road First I'resbyterian Church Committee
Belfast— Alterations to .Salem Methodist Church, York-street
Pontypridd— Rebuilding Premises, Market-square J. Williams
Chopwell- IVesleyan Church
Ludgershall— Session Hall Wilts Standing Joint Committee
Ashbourne- (irammiir School Giammar School Governors
Port I/igan. N.B. -Lifeboat House Roval National Lifeboat Institution...

Sandbach-Slaughtcr-Uouse Industrial Co-operative .Society

Cork— Three Houjes near Wellington Bridge
Newton Abbot— Piiigeries at Workhouse Guanlians
Brithdir— Ninety-seven Houses Cefn Brithdir Building Co
Wittun-U'-Wear—.Mterations to School Education Committee
Ton I'entre -.\dditions to Vestry Trustees
Cai-ditf- Knlai-ging Head Pcst-Ottice H.M. Commissioners of Works
Doncastcr—Wmg at Yorkshire Institute for Deaf
Stockport— Schools, Newbridire-lane Education Committee
Oewaldtwistle—Two Cottages
Homerton, N.E.— PavUion at Infirmary Hackney Union Guardians
Aberbargoed— Workmen's Institute, Commercial-street
Ormskirk-New Pavilion and Extension of Infirmar>' Guardians
Dorchester—Three Cells at Pohce Station Standing Joint Committee
Milford Haven-School Cookerv and Laundry Rooms
Hendon, N.W.— Pair of Cottages '. Midland Railway Co
Edinburgh-Superstructure of Post-Oflice Extension H.M. Commissioners of Works

C. F. L. Horstall and Son, Architects, Lord-st. Chambers, Halifax
Walker, Carter, and Walker, .Architects, Windermere
F. Wykeham Chancellor, F.R.I.B.A.. Chelnisfonl

Gray and Boyd, Architects. 2, Ivy-place, Berwick-on-Tweed
Graeme-WattandTulloch, 77a, Architects. Victoria-street, Belfast

W. Harper, M.I.C.E., City En'-'ineer, Carditt

Bentlev and Hall. Architects, 1, Pelham Chambers, Grimsby
Simpso'n and Duckworth, Architects, Richmond-terrace, Blackburn

J. Kittow and Son, Surveyors, Launceston
Ernest L. Woods, .Architect, Bansor, Co. Down, Ireland

W. D. U. Taggart, Architect, 2, Wellington-place, Belfast

Lewes and Morgan, .\rchitect.s. Market-square, Pontypridd
Boyd and Oroves, Architects, Blackett-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne ..

.\. Dryland, County Surveyor, Trowbridge
E. M. Longsdon, .Architect, B.ikewell
W. T. Douglass, Architec-t, 15, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W...
Allied Price and Sons, .Architects, El worth, Sandbach
W. H. Hill and Son, Architects, 2S, South Mall, Cork
S. Segar, F.1..A.S., S'ewton Abbot
J. I.lewellin Smith, M.S.A., Architect, Aberdare
The Education Committee's .Architect, Shirehall, Durham
W. D. Morsan. M.S. -A., Architect. Post Ottice Chambers, Pentre ...

The Secretary, H.M. ( ifiice of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
E. Hall BiUan, M.S..A., 19, Baxter Gate, Doncaster
Arthur I^awton, Secretary, Education Otfices, Stockport
Wm. Callow, Market-street. Darwen
W. .A. Finch, .Architect, 76, Ffti^bury Pavement, E.C
James and Morgan, FF.U.I.B..A., Charles-street Chambers, Cardiff

J. Dod, Architect, 16, Exchange Buildings, Liverpool
E. .Archdall Ffooks, Clerk, Sherborne
D. E. Thomas and Sons, Architects, Victoria-place, Haverfordwest
The Engineer's Ottice, Derby
W. T. Oldrieve, F.S.I., H.M. Oflice of Works, Edinburgh
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ARCHITECTS' OFFICE l!K(.'()i;i)S.

THERE are few matters which puzzle an
architect at the commencement of his

career more than the method of keeping
records of his works in progress, in order that
in future he may be able to trace each item.

It is a thing which requires careful think-
ing out at the beginning, as, unless a proper
system is adopted from the first, there is

considerable likelihood of confusion resulting

as the practice grows in extent and import-
ance. The vast majority- of jiractising archi-
tects, though they may commence with the
best of intentions, end in adopting no system
at all, and are consequently placed in a posi-

tion of considerable difficulty if reference be
needed after a series of years, ^\'hile works
are in progi'ess it is certainly customary to

allocate a large di-awer to each, in which all

the drawings and specifications relating to

the work are kept : but these, as a rule, are
unnumbered, iimndexed, and confused, while
nothing is known as to how many tracings
have been made of each, or where they have
gone to, exceptwhatcan be told bymeansof the
letter-book. At the conclusion of the work,
or possibly long afterwards, when the drawer
is required for something else, instructions
are given to a clerk to make its contents up
into a roU, which is endorsed and put away
with many others of similar character in a
cupboard devoted to their reception—and
again no record is kept. In an office where
this careless want of method prevails, it is

usual to have no proper system of book-
keeping, and even for the letters, whether
received or issued, to be indifferently indexed,
so that the history of any particular work is

difficult to trace at any time. Needless to
say, this sort of thing could not be tolerated
in a large office, or where much complicated
work was in progress. There, systematisatiou
is a matter of necessity; but "it is also ex-
tremely valuable in the small office, saving,
in the course of years, a very large amount
of trouble, much more than compensating for
the labom- involved in its adoption.

The first thing to attend to is the provision of
a definite •' drawings and documents record,"
which might be opened in a book specially
ruled for the purpose, a separate small book
being kept for each particular work, and
preserved in the same drawer as the drawings
until its completion, and afterwards in the
same roll or portfoho. The columns might
be an-anged somewhat in the following form,
which is filled in so as to give an idea of its

working :
-

denote each reproduction : 1 a, for instance,

being, as shown by the description, a paper

tracing of No. 1, and (i) 1 " the first of five

sun prints taken from 1 a. Of course, the

drawing would similarly be numbered 1 , and
the paper tracing 1 n, which would be repro-

duced upon the sun prints, anil each of these

would have the Roman numerals i., ii., iii.,

iv., or v., added by hand on receipt fi-om the

photographer, ••thor columns, devoted to the

scali', the initials of the person making the

drawing or writing the document, and the

dates of issue to or receipt from various

persons, are equally self-explanatory. I'urther

than this, the record shows that the ground
plan was made by .V. B., and that this was
one of the contract drawings signed by client

and contractor. A paper tracing of this was
made and sent to the photographer on .Tan. 1

,

being received back from him on Jan. 3,

together with five sun prints in black line on
white paper, the first of which was issued on
the next day to the contractor (J. II.

If a record such as this be properly kept,

and the drawings and documents always
retained in theii- drawer in proper sequence,

there should never be any difficulty in dis-

covering any one that may be required—

a

matter at times of considerable importance.

On the completion of the woi'k everything
would be made up into a roll, or prefi-rably

placed in a jiaper portfolio, and put away m
a cupboard, as is usually done ; but the roll

or portfolio should be jiroperly titled and
numbered, and an index should be kept, as

well as a list in numerical order, ^t might
even be preferable in a large office to make
up the roll or portfolio of the drawings and
documents while keeping the Record else-

where, so that if any particular drawing were
requii-ed on a future occasion the Record
might be first consulted to ascertain whether
it were in the roll or not before opening it.

In addition to the facilities which this

system affords for the discovery of any par-

ticular document in the future, there is often

needed a history of thi' work and of the

various interviews which have taken place

relating thereto during its progress, of letters

and their contents, and the gi'anting or with-
holding of certificates. Such a history, if it

be needed—and it fi-equently is when disputes

arise—is extremely difficult to compile even
with the assistance of a Drawings and Docu-
ments Record if the letters are only to be
found by turning up letter-books and con-
sulting tiles, and^ when records of interviews

have to be unearthed from diaries kept by
many different individuals. It is cjuite

possible to forget fi'om whom certain pieces

of information have been obtained, so that

the discovery of the letters relating thereto

becomes almost an impossibility, while farther

called, of each jiarticular piece of work,
corresponding somewhat with the French
•hinaiir of which so much was heard during
the trial of Captain Dreyfus. This may
consist of nothing more than a letter- file upon
which is placed in regular sequence a series

of sheets of paper of uniform .size and a recog-
nised colour. It may be that a different

colour is used for references to letters, inter-

views, and to drawings. Day by day, as
various events in a big office occur, clerks

take the letter-liooks and the diaries and
separate them out in precis form on to these
sheets, or else it is the duty of each person
to make his own '-ecord or "docket." For
instance, a letter may be written to L. M., a
contractor, relating to three different pieces

of work on which he is engaged. A short

precis would be made on three separate forms
headed with the name of each of these works,
and these forms would be placed each upon
its proper docket tile. A little considei-ation

would enable any skilful man to devise a
system of docketing such as this, with dif-

ferently headed forms for letters, interviews,

&c., so that by a little organised work the
records of all the doings in a large office could
be systematically kept. The only difficulty

about it would arise in connection with
assistants to whom method was unknown.
To them it will be exceedingly harassing to

do work of this sort ; but such men ai'e not
often to be found in well-organised concerns.

They do not like the routine themselves, and
they are voted nuisances by those with whom
they come in contact.

Naturally it requii'es somewhat different

scheming to meet the needs of each particular

office. Even as we have suggested it here, it

is not precisely the same as is in use any-
where at the present time.

The employment of different coloured
papers for dockets of different character, such
as those relating to diaries and letters and
queries arising during the progress of work,
is the sort of thing that can be carried con-
siderably farther with advantage, particularly

in the matter of certificate books, and books
devoted to the ordering of extias and omis-
sions. In a properly organised office this is

always done by means of forms with proper
countei-foils, kept in regular books like

receipt or cheque-books, the lengthy letter of

explanation, or special letter for each par-

ticular variation being only employed in

small offices where no system is adopted.

Each of these books should be different in

colour, so that it is known at a glance

whether the form is an order for an extra or

omission, or whether it is a certificate to the

builder : while a different colour or a dif-

ferent shape would be adopted tor reports

fi'om clerks of works. In all these cases

ompUdations^ arise when se'veral different !

con-esponding counterfoils ought to be kept.

pieces of business are being transacted with
the same tirm, so that letters are being inter-

changed with them upon several matter's

concurrently, sometimes even the same letter

DBAWINGS
BuildiDg At

AlfD DOCUMENTS EECORD.
For

Description. Scale.
Made
by

Receipts.

Date. To whom. Date. From whom.

— Ground plan.

fi.

I ii.

la< iii.

liv.

Lv.

Do. Paper tracing

vDo. Sun prints, i ^^
r Black on white l

""•

A.B.

CD.

E.F.

1/107

4/1/07

E.F. |3/l/07

(photographer)

G.H.
(contractor)

3/1/07

E.F.

Remarks.

SO that a perfect record is preserved, and a
digest of each would form the subject for a
docket.

A".
while

Contract drawing
signed by
and

The first column is given up to the primary
number of the drawing or document ; while
in the second column this number is supple-
mented by letters or Roman numerals to

having reference in it to more than one of

these. The method of overcoming this dif-

ficulty adopted in some of the Government
departments is to keep- a " docket," as it is

MEASURED DRAWINGS.
a time of the year when outdoor
sketching becomes possible it is worth
giving a little consideration to the

matter of measured drawings. All students

I

who are preparing for the R.I.B.A. exaiuina-

1 tions. either Intermediate or Final, know
that such are demanded of them, and they
commonly defer theii' preparation until the

spring and summer, devoting the winter
months to the sheets which can be worked out

in an office or at home. Certainly there is no
compulsion upon Intennediate students to do
any of theii' drawings from measuiement

;

but the significant note that it is desii'able is

one which is commonly acted upon, and quite

rightly so, though the beginner finds it a little

difficult to understand why he should be able

to learn so much more by measuring for him-
self than by copying th> • work of another. He
will argue unintentionally that the same
forms and the same mouldings and enrich-
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luciits are eventually produced upon hiH

paper. After a little exi>erifnce, howi^ver,

he will recognise that, althuugh this be the
fact, yet merely transfening from one drawing
to another is mechanical rather tlian mental,
it heing quite possible to do this sort of thing
without real understiinding :—it is almost
impossible for a novice in this way to acquire
a knowledge of how the forms which he is

laboriously laying down upon his drawing-
paper appeal to the eye in actual execution.
In this respect the value of measuring from
the stone as opposed to drawing from the
flat is incalculable. The building dealt with
first appeals to the spectator iis a solid edifice,

and none the less so if he commences by
making a perspective sketch before he settles

down to tne mure serious work of putting
his tape and rule against it. He grasps
that what is before him is a structure
intende<l to be seen and to be used, and
then afterwards proceeds to discover little

fey little how the effect which he has
admired has been prodiiced, and in this way
he acquires the power of eventually reversing
the ]>rocess, and designing on paper build-

ings which wUl be satisfactory on com-
pletion. The initial step, therefore, in the
preparation of a measured drawing should be
the making of a sketch, and ])0ssibly two or
three sketches from different points of view,
if the greatest possible benefit is to obtained
from the work. Many students in a hum'
wUl be content to scribble a few outlines of

:

mouldings and details round about the sketch ;

;

but while this will suffice for the highly-
'

trained man, it does not constitute the
making of a real measured drawing such as

Institute "Testimonies" demand for their

preparation.

A plan is the primary necessity, and this is

best made to scale upon the spot, like all

other measured work ; the leading dimensions
being determined first, with the aid of nu-
merous diagonal measurements, so as to tie up
all the points, and insure that the angles are
properly determined, it being a commonplace
in such work to find that what appear to

be right angles are something quite different.

It is well to select a special level at which to
make a plan— preferably above t*ie plinth, the
outline of which should bo shown, and suffi-

ciently high to indicate upcm it the hori-

zontal section of any windows. In this

connection it must be understood that the
plan required is such as is usually made in

an architect's office, showing all openings,
and not necessarily a horizontal section of

the building taken at any particular level ; a
window whose sill is sft. from the ground
being shown as if it lay on the same hori-
zontal plane as the jambs of a doorway having
,'4 pointed arch the springing of which is a
ioot or two lower. While the plan is in pro-
gress it is quite sufficient to merely indicate
mouldings, giving them reference letters and
leaving them for more (icfinite determination
at a later stage and to a larger scale.

An outline elevation of each front, and as
many sections as are necessary, are next
prepared in similar manner to the ])lan, and
to the same scale. Extreme exactitude is not
essential, as all dimensions are figured on the
sketch : but it is useful to employ T and
set-squares for laying down the main lines,

or a short T-siiuaro only, working it first

along one edge then another of the dmw-
ing-block. There are some draughtsmen
who prefer to emjdoy sectional paper ruled
in eighths of an inch, so a-- to avt>id the
necessity of actually applying a scale to their
work, the dimensions all being roughly
guessed. This is (juite a reasonable thing to

do, except for the inartistic appearance of the
result, with its gridiron of tine blue lines
underlying the pencilwoik.
The tools necessary are a ."(ft. rod, '2tt.

rule, and, if there be a second person to assist
in holding one end of it, a tape also, this
being an essential in large work. Sometimes
.it is highly desirable to employ two tapes,

line having a weight atfcichcxl to it, so that it

can be suspended to give a vertical dimension

at the same time that a horizontal measure-

ment is taken to it by means of the second

tape. It is in this way, and in this way only,

that a sufficient number of points can be

satisfactorily taken in the arc of a circle,

three such points being always necessarily

determined before the centre can be found.

Sketch blocks are much to be preferred to

books, as they are more solid to work upon,

and enable the T-square to bo used, while

loose sheets can always bo put away in the

pocket or portfolio which is sold with

them. With regards to pencils, one of

F giude is, perhaps, the most useful for

general work ; but for the large-scale

details an II. B. may be used, or even a softer

pencil still, if a sheet of the block bo devoted

to a full-size sketch of a piece of foliage or

figure carving. The most handy block is

that known as quarter-imperial (14in. by
lOin.), though a half-imperial block ('JOin.

by 14in.) has considerable advantages it its

bulk and weight do not put its employment
out of the question. Even for rough
measuring it is unwise to use bad j)aper,

as it is difficult to erase it when the

rubber has to be used. Whatman's or

Joynson's blocks, though a little expensive at

first, repay the initial outlay in the long run.

When the outline general drawings have
been laid down, the details need to bo taken

systematically, each one being lettered upon
the general drawings with the same letter as is

given to them in the detail. When mouldings
are tackled , the first thing to do is to determine
the rectangular block of stone out ofwhich they
have been cut, thus laying down a series of

rectangular planes in dotted outline or plan
;

it being essential in order to do this to dis-

cover where the joints of the masonry occur.

Then the prominent points of the mouldings
themselves can be fixed either along the face

of these planes or by measurements taken at

right angles from them. It is generally quite

easy to hold the 5 ft. rod flat with the inner
face of a wall while someone else measures
the rectangular distance from it to these
important points, which are thus determined
by two co-ordinate dimensions. If it be a
Gothic doorway, for example, that is under
treatment, the main dimensions should in this

way be taken through the jamb. Then the
outline of the bise should be laid down, and
afterwards, directly on top of it, the outline of

the abacus of the cap, in its exactly correct

position, and preferably in a different form
of dotted stroke. Above this should come
the section of the arch-moulding itself, also

coiTectly placed with regard to the abacus and
the jamb beneath, a different form of stroke

or hatihing being again employed. All
this should be done to a large scale—pre-
ferably full size, if the paper permit of it,

the contours of the mouldings themselves, as
apart from their principal points, being
determined by feeling gently round them

I

with the finger, unless, as sometimes happens,
it is possible to slip a piece of paper into a
joint and trace the actual outline. With the
plan of the jamb and arch-moulds thus
determined, it is then only necessary to add
details of the base and capital and of any
enrichments, including the label stop, in
order to complete the work.
So far as the finished drawings are con-

cerned, they should be plotted in pencil as
soon as possible and before leaving the
neighbourhood of the building which is being
represented : otherwise it may happen, as has
been the case in the experience of many of us,

that the whole work is rendered nugatory by
the discovery of an important omitted dimen-
sion It is, for instance, rather a serious
thing to the average student to make a

1
measured sketch in Florence, and to find,

when he returns to England and attempts to
work it out, that he either has to go back
again to fcike a single measui'ement, or else

I
to fudge his drawing.

BUILUINC; TRADES EXHIBITIO^r,
OLYMPIA.

MAXV as are the uses to which the vast

building at Kensington has been put, it is

doubtful if any show or exhibition that has been

held there lias entailed the same amount of labour

in getting ready as h.is been e.\pendcd on the

present Building Trades Exhibition, which opens

there to-morrow. During the last fortnight,

(llympia has resembled a huge hive of bees, each

working with a will to complete the cell which is

to contain for the next two weeks the specimens

of the materials, appliances, and novelties of the

various firms who are exhibiting. These number
considerably over three hundred, and it is

obviously impossible for us to describe them all

;

we shall, however, in succeeding numbers, deal

with the most important, and from a look round
during the progress of preparation we are

enabled below to draw the attention of readers

to some of the most interesting. Considering thft

great amount of labour involved, and the solid

construction of many of the exhibitors' work, it

is matter for congratulation, and no doubt a>

source of gratification to the promoters, that by
the time these lines are read the Exhibition will

be practically complete, leaving little to be done
before the visit of the Lord Mayor to-morrow to

perform the opening ceremony. This will take

place at 12 o'clock, and a vote of thanks to his

lordship will be proposed by Sir Aston Webb,
R.A., and seconded by Mr. F. L. Dove, L.C'.C.

(President of the Institute of Builders). The
exhibition will remain open from 10 a.m. to 10

p.m. each day until the '20th inst.

The offices of the Biilmng News will be found
at Stand 231, Kow (j, in the Annexe, where we
shall be pleased to answer any inquiries or give

any information. Here will be found numerous
reproductions of drawings that have appeared in

the BviLiiixG Xews, and advertisers will have
the opportunity of inspecting various designs that

have been specially drawn for attracting attention.

Copies of the Bvildixo News can also be obtained,

as well as the F.iifflish Meelmnic, the handy little

journal which has rendered so much help to the
craftsman as well as the amateur.

Exhibitors are cordially invited to make use

of telephonic conveniences for calling or being
called (Tel. Xo.. Kensington 3000.)

The Sixon Portland Cement Co., Ltd., Cam-
bridge (Stand ISi. Row LI, show various

samples of their well-known brand of cement,

from the raw material from the quarry to

the finished .Saxon cement. The latter is a
very finely ground powder, consisting of about

60 per cent, of absolute " flour," and the whole of

it is of an average fineness, as to leave only 1 per

cent, on a sieve having .5,800 holes per square

inch. This fineness of grinding is very important,

as it has been proved beyond dispute, that the
finer a cement is ground the greater is its

cemcntitious value or power of cementing together

particles of sand and aggregate, or other materials

having no cohesive power in them- elves. The
tensile strains developed by Saxon cement after

seven days are therefore high, and a minimum of

6001b. per square inch is guaranteed with every

ton sent out from the works. Its expansion under
the Chatelier test is only 1'.5 millimetres, as com-
pared with the l> millimetres allowed in the

British Standard Specification.

The Manu-Marble Co., Gloucester (Stand 153,

Wall-space), has an interesting exhibit of

Manu-Marble, which, as its name implies, is

a manufactured marble produced under several

hundred tons of hydraulic pressure, of identi-

cal chemical composition, and having all the

natural and artistic properties of real marble,

with none of the flaws and defects which
make the latter occasionally unreliable. The
points claimed for Manu - Marble are that

the polish is absolutely natural, produced by
friction only, and permanent : the markings
go right through, so that should the material get

accidentally scratched the face can be rubbed
down and repclished ; the colours are permanent

:

and it will not crack or craze like tiles. The sizes

are large, giving the minimum of joints : the slabs

are true and square (not heing subject to heat

during manufacture), and therefore the joints can
be made imperceptible. The standard sizes of slabs

are 16in. square, 21in. by r2in., and 21in.by Hin. :.

mouldings are made in 3in., -oin., and 6in.

widths, and the bottom skirtings in 6in., Sin.,

and lOin. widths, and in lengths of 21in. each.

Seeing that the cost of Manu-JIarble is only equal

to that of glazed tiles, the material should be ia
great demand. '
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(Ine of the novelties of the exhibition will be

the appearance for the first time in Hreat Britain

of "Reform" and " Emulgit " Corkstone-

Insulating ami Building materials, extensively

employed on the Continent for the past twenty
years or so, both in the cooling and building
industries, and now introduced by Messrs. Chit-

tenden and Co., Fenchurch-street. ^Stand Ki.i,

Row H.) •• Emulgit " Corkstone is issued

for the lining of ceilings, thin walls, attics,

roofs, ic, as a protection against heat and
cold, for sound-proof partitions, ceilings, and
floors, i!cc. "Reform" Corkstono is impreg-
nated against moisture, and is used for insulation

of cold stores, dairies, i.V:c., draining of damp walls,

tec. These materials possess the abnormally low
heat transmission co-efticient of O'O.i, or double
the effect of silicate of cotton.

The steel frame forming the stand of Messrs.
D. J. Somerville, ^'ictoria-street, S.W. (Special

position. Stand 2t}, is a reduced replica of

the upper portion of a steel frame building
with reinforced sound and fire-resisting floors and
roofs supplied and erected by them for the National
Telephone Co. at Market-street, Paddington, the

actual span of the roof being 36ft. by 140ft. long,

the total steelwork in the building amounting to

2.50 tons. The floors and roofs covering are con-

structed in 3Iessis. Somervillc's system of fire- and
sound-resisting hollow reinforced concrete tiles, the

floors being designed throughout to carry .icwt.

per square foot. This firm also shows sections

of Mr. Cooper Poole"s patent reinforced concrete

pile, as employed by them in the reconstruction

in ferro-concrete of the Town Ijuay, Southampton,
along with models describing the use of the

system.

The Excelsior Patent Stone Co., Finedon
(Stand 90, Row D), have a floor which is

paved with various descriptions of their arti-

ficial stone pavings. The company are also

exhibiting a muUioned casement window com-
plete, suitable for cottage-work, where strong,
clean, durable, and inexpensive materials are of

the first importance.

Me.ssrs. U. Tucker and Son, Ltd., Lough-
borough :Stand No. Ill, Row "Y"), have
a small picturesque building erected with
hand-made sand-stock facing bricks, relieved
with white roughcast, and covered with hand-
made sand-faced roofing tiles : in the front are two
small stalls exhibiting samples of the firm's

manufactures. The decorations are carried out
in green, giving a general artistic relief to the
rich reds of the goods shown. This firm have an
interesting special exhibit of tiles made by the
Romans from the same bed of clay and by the
same process as they are now making their tiles.

These Roman tiles have been lying buried for
centuries in wet earth, and so far from showing
any signs of decay, there is to be seen the clear
impress of a thumb that was most evidently made
at the time of their manufacture.

TheCarron Co.,Carron (Bay 18),haveasplendid
assortment of their "Carron" manufactures,
amongst which might be specially mentioned an un-
equaUed display of "Carron" XVIII. Century
Design Firegrates, many of which are creations
of eminent artists engaged at Carron over a
century ago, when art in iron received such high
expression, and strict attention to detail was the
aim of every artist and craftsman. They bespeak
good taste, and a noble conception of true archi-
tecture.

Messrs. Thomas Lawrence and Son, Bracknell
(Stand 46, Row B), exhibit a gauged and carved
pilaster cut from the noted TLB rubber bricks
and executed by the students of the Tottenham
Polytechnic ; two cambered and one flat arch
cut from the noted T L B rubber bricks and
executed by the students of the Wimbledon
Polytechnic : two gauged and carved pilasters
and one semicircvilar arch cut from the noted
TLB rubber bricks and executed by the students
of the Battersea Polytechnic. A]l of which have
been kindly lent for exhibit by the principal and
governors of the respective institutes. They also
exhibit specimens of brickwork which show the
high quality of their facing bricks, in bright
orange red, light and dark cherry red, and also
very dark red. During the last year or so a great
demand has sprung up for facing bricks to be
used in the building of country mansions to
represent old brickwork. Messrs. Lawrence have
accordingly been making a great number of
experiments to obtain different colours, and are
showmg about seven or eight different shades in
the?e bricks ; also two-inch red facing bricks

similar to those used in the Westminster
Cathedral, but darker in colour. The exhibit

also includes some machine pressed bricks which
are shown in both red and mottled colours.

Mr. Mark tientry (Stand .).S, Row B), an old

friend, whose goods need few words of ours

to recommend them. The M.G. red facings,

rubbers, and moulded bricks have long since

gained the first place in the market for high-class

c|uality and finish. Jlr. (Jentry is also repre-

senting the Pioneer Glazed Brick Co. at the same
stand, and shows there several specimens of their

leadless glazed bricks, all of excellent quality.

ilessrs. R. Waygood and Co. (Stands 77 and 78,

Row D , Falmouth-road, S.E.. show an automatic

electric passenger lift, which is controlled by
means of buttons in the car corresponding to the

floors through which it travels, and one on each

landing to call it. The gates are fitted with

mechanical and electrical locking device, the in-

tention being that all gates should be closed

before the lift is set to work. In the model,

collapsible gates are shown, but these locks can

be fitted to gates of all kinds. A model of hand-
power service lift is also shown working with
the ordinary endless hauling rope fitted with

band brake. A special hand-power lift, working
with handle below, and fitted with gunmetal
cage guides round iron runners, is also shown.
The particular feature of this lift is its extreme
quietness, on account of which it is very largely

adopted in pri\ate houses. There is also an
electric friction-hoist, geared direct to friction-

gear, which will be found useful for builders

during building operations and for ordinary

warehouse work.

Messrs. Cakcbrcad, Robcy, and Co., Stoke

Newington, have a large stand (Bay No. 17;,

where they are exhibiting a selection of high-class

ranges, with open and close fire and with lifting

fire anangements and tiled covings : also a

kitchener with an ingenious arrangement for con-

verting from a coal fire into a gas fire whenever
desired. They also show several ranges, high-

class tile stoves, wood chimney - pieces, tiled

mantel registei'S, ic. The builders' ironmongery
section includes highly-finished door furniture,

some of the latest designs of finger-plates and
handles, mortise and rim locks, sash-fastenings in

groat variety. Messrs. Cakebread. Robey, and
(
'o. have a stand where they are exhibiting their

numerous patent drain joints and drain machine
appliances, including the famous patent "Ferret"
lockfast joint as applied to drain-rods. The fact

that their drain-rods are in use in all parts of the

world, and they are also contractors for these

goods to the War < tffice. Post Office, Admiralty,

and many London and country corporations is in

itself sutiicient recommendation.

An interesting exhibit of woodworking machines

is being made by Messrs. Ivirchner and Co.,

Tabernacle-street, at Stand 4, B. These have
been selected as representative i>f their manu-
facture, and as particularly interesting to the

building trades, and include the "Ideal" Band
Sawing Machine, which is entirely new in

principle, the principal feature being that it has

large phosphor-bronze self-oiling bearings on each

enii of both bottom and top pulley spindles. A
heavy type of saw-bench is shown with rope feed.

For all heavier classes of work in building yards,

this machine should be very useful. Small 12in.

by 14in. square pitch-pine and other logs, as well

as all manner of deals and battens, can be handled

by it rapidly without undue labour. Several

other machines are to be seen, comprising tenon-

ing machines, mortising machines, surface planers,

combineil hand and power-feed planing, thick-

nessmg, and moulding machines, emery grinders,

\-c. And an inspection will repay all interested.

The chief articles exhibited by Messrs. C.

Chancellor and Co. (No. 33. Row A; are their

well-known Velute Japan paint and Stripso paint-

remover. Velure is claimed to be more elastic

than any other paint, in consequence of which it

stands exposure to hot sunshine without cracking

or chipping off, and stands wear and tear longer

than anything else. A large number of testi-

monials "from all parts of the world, including the

Sudan Desert region about Wadi Haifa and such

countries! as Brazil and Australia, are shown to

confirm this claim : also a picture of H.JI.S. //;/,

stationed off the tiuinea Coast, just under the

Equator, which has been painted tor many years
j

with Velure. A number of wood panels demon-

strate the beautiful surface and colours.

Messrs. Jahez T.hompson and Sons, Lid.,

Northwich Stand 113, Row F), show ?p(ci-

mens of their architectural terracotta, con-

sisting of an elevation treated with three

colours— namely, red, grey, and salmon buS
—and one treated with Special grey terra-

cotta. There is also shown a partition, built

2in. thick, of their patent Teriawode brick-

wood, which emerged triumphantly from a recent

test by the British Fire Prevention Committee.
A selection of samples of Messrs. Thompson's
glazed, enamelled, marbled, and vitreous terra-

cotta is also on view ; and their patent thin white

partition, specially useful in dividing rooms
quickly and well, completes the exhibit.

The t-'loisonnc (ilass Co., of Berners-street

(Stand 84, Row D) are old friends, well

known from three former exhibitions. They
have always done well, but this time have
surpassed themselves. They display a large

panel, showing an ocean liner at full speed. The
panel measures 6(t. lOin. by 4ft. llin., and is

destined for the Port of Calcutta. There is

another panel measuring only 2ft. lOin. by
1ft. llin., showing an Arabian design of infinite

minuteness. The panel has taken three months
to complete, and is marked £5 a foot. These two
pieces will interest any architect as an instance of

the latest developments of coloured art glass. The
Cloisonne Co. also show a great variety of other

glazings and panellings, and a new " Ideal " fan-

light opener, which will be found useful.

Messrs. .Julius Hiilsen and Co., Newcastle-on-

Tyne iStand 120, Row G), show samples illus-

tratingtheeffectof precipitated carbonateof barytes

as a preventative against scum and discolouration

in the burning of facing-bricks, terracotta, kc. :

lead and leadless glazes suitable for glazing

both red and fireclay bodies : pure silica

ware for decorative purposes, and baryta treat-

ment for softening boiler feed-water. This
exhibit, if not of particular interest to the

architect, will no doubt find favour with terracotta

manufacturers, and we notice it is used by such

well-known firms as J. C. Edwards, Ruabon,
W. T. Chapman, and the Hathern Station Brick

Co., Ltd.

Messrs. Wm. Oliver and Sons, Ltd., of Bun-
hiU-row (Stand 70, Row C. and Wall-space 1.50',

have a first -class exhibit of their "Weil-
Known Hardwoods," ifr;) and 6t for imiii'riiiitr me,

consisting of wainscot oak, mahogany, walnut,

teak, American quartered and plain oak, white-

wood, pitch pine. Kauri yellow pine, &c., veneers,

teak and wainscot oak flooring.

The Lithographic Stone and Marble Co. and
its sub-company, the British Building Stone Co.

have an exhibit which affords an illustration of

the class of stone which the company intends to

supply. This has been manufactured with a

small experimental plant ; but the company hopes

to be in a position to turn out about 300 tons

per week by August next. The process was fully

described in our issue of Oct. ."i, 1906.

(We shall continue our notice of the exhibits

and the principal novelties in our next issue.)

The Rev. Canon Taggart, the vicar, is appealing

for £1,.500 to enable him to build a chancel and
tower to the Church of St. Matthew, Douglas, Isle

of Man. The buildings are to take the form of a

memorial to Bishop Wdson, who founded the

church.

Professor Ernest Sellin, of Vienna, has obtained

an iradc from the Sultan to excavate on the site of

ancient Jericho. Professor Selliu is in hopes of dis-

covering relics of pre-Israelitish times, before the

taking and sack of the city by Joshua. The ruined

site is marked by seven mouuds, and the first task

of the excavators wdl be to di«em which of these is

the most likely to reward their labours. .\^ pre-

liminary shallow disging will, consequently, pro-

bably be alone undertaken this summer over the

whole surface. The architect, Herr Theo. Niemann,

son of the professor of that name, accampanies the

expedition.

An isolation hospital, which the corporation of

Merthyr Tydfil have erected at a cost of £17,000,

was opened on the 23rd ult. by Mr. J. Keir

Hardie, MP.
The West Riding authorities have decided to erect

a new court-house, police station, and other premises

at Selby.

The photographs, negatives, lantern slides, vtc,

contributed to the Photographic Survey of Sussex
have been transferred to the public library in

Church -street, Brighton, where they will be open
to public inspection on week-days trom 10 a.m. to

10 p.m. The photographs now total 747, negatives

abjut 1,100, and lantern sbdes 300.
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PUBLIC LIBKAKIES.

MK. AJIIAN L. CHAIIPNEY.S- book, under
this title, is just issued by Mr. B. T.

Batsford. The author commences his pages with
a chapter on materials, followed by others on the
details of fittings and accessories, thus gradually
carrying the subject forward to the buildings them-
selves. There does not, however, appear to be any-
thing specially applicable to the particular class of

erections in much of the information here afforded,
such as the need of floors being damp-proof and
noiseless, or the walls being furnished with glazed
tile dadoes, or the roofs watertight with little ex-
posed woodwork by reason of the cost of main-
tenance. Revolving doors aic advocatsd for
entrances, and ample windows to admit plenty of

daylight are recommended, though the relation

of glass area to the tloor-space, it is observed,
must depend very much upon the aspect of each
apartment. The glass ought to be near the outer
face of the wall, and carried close up to the ceil-

ings with windows having square-topped heads :

wooden sashes too being recommended - as many
windows as possible being made to open : and the
author thinks that vertical lights are preferable to

top ones, (xlazed screens are suggested as a sub-
stitution for internal solid walls, and oak is

advised as being better than painted deal.

Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman is responsible for much
of the technical information contained in the article

onartificiallighting, and electric-light installations

are particularised. " The advantages of electric

light are that it heats the air only to a very slight

degree. " " Whatever form of lighting is adopted,
the choice of the power and the disposition of the
lamps will largely determine both the comfort and
economy in use." The position of the light

should, we are reminded, come over the left

shoulder of eveiy reader as far as possible.
" Holophane globes are economical for use in

corridors and passages, but should not be used for

the reading tables." "The chief objection to

floor-plugs is that they are apt to fix too ligidly

the positions of the tables, and render the re-

arrangement of the furniture difficult. " " Where
gas is used, the taps should be so arranged that
•they cannot be turned off or on except by the staff.

'

'

" In large libraries a few petroleum, or, better

still, colza, safety-lamps should be kept lighted,

in corridors and staircases i:iarticularly, to pre-

vent absolute darkness in case of failure of the
regular system from fire or any other cause."
"We doubt the wisdom of adding fire risks of

this nature. Tobin tubes are objected to for

winter use, and, generally speaking, it is said

that "the conditions and requirements of a
library in respect to artificial ventilation do not
differ materially from other public buildings."
The diagram given for an arrangement of hot-
water pipes directly under the bookcases, although
the pipes are covered by a slate slab, as

drawn in the detail here furnished rather
exemplifies the objection mentioned in a paragraph
immediately preceding its description—viz., that
" heated air dries the bindings of the books and
causes them to crack and crumble away "

; and
again, "Xo pipes or radiators should be placed
•near books." And yet the author, by such a
^ontrivance, proposes to do the very thing ob-

jected to. He says pipes should never be carried

in trenches under gratings under the floor : he
recommends that the proper thing to do is to

carry them on brackets round the walls, so that

they may be wiped every day with a wet cloth I

To prevent rust, if this is done, he says, the pipes

must be painted or enamelled. He docs not show
where such pipes are to be situated to leave room
for wall cases, or how soiling the walls, which he
would decorate with such taste and care, is to be
avoided.

With regard to passenger lifts, he says " they
may be required in very large libraries, where
the public accommodation is on more than one
floor. Where a large reading-room is placed at a

high level, such lifts are most necessary. They
may also be used with advantage in high book-
.stacks." This recommendation rather puzzles us.

Passenger-lifts in book-stacks arc surely not

seriously contemplated r Bookcases are dealt with,

and some examples from Hornsey and Shrcws-
bary are given, with details of steel-built stacks

familiar in the makers' catalogues, while other
block's appear in the text of folding step-ladders,

racks for magazines and time-t;ibles which,
we think, we liave seen before. .Some American
libraries are shown by photographic interior views,
a novelty being the plate-glass topped tables used

• Public Libraries. By Amias L. Chaui'NEVs, B.A.
I,ondoD : B. T. Batsford. IJs. lii. net.

after the method in use for wash-hand stands
usually sold in the Tottenham Court-road. The
Cornell University Library is given with a pass-
ing note on single tables there in use. Some good
slopes and tables from a London library are
shown, and J. Duff Brown's ' Manual of Library
Economy" is referred to by foot-notes. Card-
catalogue cabinets and a drawer from same are
photographed. Cotgreave's indicator and Chivers'
indicator arc illustrated, and a diagram appears of

a treadle-latch for an open-access library barrier.

Book or stack-rooms are described, and key
plans show how shelving may be spaced with the
window piers, or left with a gangway clear of the
walls. The lending department is an important
feature in any library, and the question of the
indicator system, as contrasted with the open
access system, is in itself so complex that volumes
almost already have been written on its discussion.

Mr. (.'hampneys briefly alludes to the matter, and
shows one or two of both kinds of enclosures, and
adds :

" Such, then, are the different methods em-
ployed in lending departments of public libraries,

and it is the business of the librarian, and not of the
architect, to choose between them." Newspaper
rooms are described, and the author wisely shares

a wholesome doubt as to the wisdom of using so

much space and spending so much money,
" nearly a third of the whole cost of the library

"

upon this class of literature, and in housing it.

Magazine rooms are described in general terms,

and then reference rooms come in for some
notice, with a photograph of that in Kettering
public library. 'The matter given on the questions

of finance and organisation in the next chapter
is borrowed largely with acknowledgments from
Mr. J. Duff Brown's " Library Economy,"
including tables and proportionate expenditures,
which matter makes technical reading rather for

the librarian than for the architect.

The employment of architects for library work
in particular is discussed, and where a competition

is held for the choice of one, the award of the

assessor, it is maintained, should be final, though
it is further urged that the conditions of such
contests are fiequently such that no architect

ought to accept. No conclusions appear as the

precise consequence of this discussion, though, on
the whole, the pros and cons, are clearly stated.

A competition of four, or even three, selected

architects seems to be favoured by the writer,

and perhaps he is right, if a good choice is made
of the three specialists.

The Carnegie Library, Ottuma, Ta., Wayland
Library. Mass., and the Hazelwood Library, Pitts-

burg, are given from America as plans of typical

interest. The last-named one has something in

common with the shape of Mr. Hare's North
Islington Library, given on an adjoining page.

Mr. Brydon's Library, built many years ago at

Chelsea, figures here, and so does the Islington

Central Ljbrary, now being finished. We illus-

trated it last year more fully. The Kingston-on-
Thames Librar)' chosen by Mr. Basil Champneys
as assessor in competition is a favourite example
with tlie author. It has many good points, and
some poor ones. Why the second premiated
design for Hackney Library is published here and
not the clioson plan, which happens to be an
exceptionally capable one, we are at a loss to

understand : neither can we see why, in a com-
paratively thin volume like this, space was not
gi^'en to many other good examples of recent
library building, at present conspicuous by their

absence.

CHARGES FOR WATER TO LONDON
BUILDERS.

4 T Saturday's meeting of the Metropolitan

j\. Water Boai-d, the appeal and assessment
committee reported that on Nov. 2.5, 1904, they
reported that a deputation from the London
Master Builders' Association had waited upon
them on t)ie subject of the charges made for sup-

plies for biiilding purposes, and that the Associa-

tion were intormed that the Board would in due
course give the matter their consideration. They
had deferred proceeding further with tliis matter
pending a decision in an action recently brought
against the Board in connection with a building
supply ; but, that matter having been disposed of,

they thought the time had now arrived when it

would be convenient if the Board adopted a

uniform scale of charges for these supplies

applicable in all districts. With the excep-
tion of the East London district, in which
a charge of '2d. per sqtiare yard of floor-

space is made, the practice ;s to make a per-

centage charge, ranging from 10s. to 23. 6d. per
cent., on the cost of the proposed building. After
giving the matter careful consideration, they had
come to the conclusion that the most satisfactory

method of charge would be a percentage on the

estimated cost of the contemplated building, after

making a fair allowance for any unusual amount of

decorative work, iron or steelwork, or other

special features affecting the water consumption.

There might, of course, be cases (such, for

example, as railway construction and sewer work)
in which it would be expedient to aft'ord the

supply by meter ; but those would be exceptions

for which no hard-and-fast rule need be !aid

down. They were of opinion that, subject to

these exceptions, the new charge should be 7s.

per cent, on the cost of the building. The income
derived from building supplies now amounts to

about t'25,000 per annum, representing some
5, .300 building transactions, and the proposed new
scale would, they believe, both maintain that

income and prove acceptable to the building

trade. -^^^ m

MEETING OF MASTER MONUMENTAL
MASilNS.

THE inaugural meeting of the National Asso-

ciation of Master Monumental Masons and
Sculptors -was held at the Cannon-street Hotel on

Maich 12, at :i p.m. There was a large andfuUy
representative attendance from provincial towns

and the London area. Mr. W. Borrowdale. of

Sunderland, the convener of the meeting, opened
the proceedings with a short speech, in which he
referred to the real necessity ot forming such an
association on a broad basis, to assist and protect

them in their trade interests in these times of

complex and competitive conditions of trade. He
announced and read a number of letters he had
received from firms trading in various parts of the

country, offering to join the association and wish-

ing it every success. The meeting then elected

to the chair Mr. Bennett, Sen., of Brighton, and
after returning thanks for placing him there, he
dealt with some of the evils with which they as'a

body had to contend, and which could only

be treated in a satisfactory manner by forming
an association. They had a strong ring in the

Marble Merchants' Association, and were paj'ing

more through that ring than they need to ; then

there was the excessive railway rates and charges,

which were altogether unjust to this trade, and
might be remedied. Mr. I'. T. Mossford, of

Cardiff', also spoke on other relative points, and
the meeting being thrown open to free discussion,

the various evils afflicting the trade were then

enumerated. The points brought out were the

indiscriminate scattering of designs by the whole-

sale firms to interlopers and all kinds of in-

competents, such design books being produced from

individual work, and out of profits derived from
dealings with the mass of bona fide practical men.
This brought to the discussion the advisability of

their Association producing, if necessary, a

superior set of designs, to assist themselves to get a

fair living. The evils of the marble merchants'

ring, and how to deal with them, was also dis-

cussed; and the pernicious system of sale or return,

introducing the tied-house system : the selling of

monuments by wholesale firms to private persons,

the retail shops run by certain wholesale firms.

The starting and stocking of undertakers by
marble merchants, ire, was felt to be directly

antagonistic to the best interests of the trade : and
it was generally agi-eed that the remedy for these

and other evils lay in associative effort, and that

the key to the "situation was yet held by the

practical tradesmen, if they would only unite

and bring pressure to bear in the right direction.

Then the obnoxious cemetery rules and excessive

fees charged in some cemeteries, and the fact that

in some districts municipal trading was done ; this

threatened their very existence as independent

tradesmen, and was no doubt illegal. The ques-

tion of being able to deal with secret commissions

by their Association being allied to the Secret

Commissions' Prevention League, and also the

advantage of an information bureau, in which

could be included and registered the names

and addresses of expert reliable workmen and

specialists, were discussed at considerable length.

It was brought out that the members of the

Association could collectively insure their work-

men under the Employers' Liability Act, at about

half their individual payments. The encourage-

ment of the apprenticeship system, and the desira-

bility of doing as much work as possible in this

country, possibly thi'ough local arrangements, was
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also discussed, and felt to be desirable in sustain-

ing the practical retailer in his proper position.

The chairman then announced the resolution, and
it was moved by Mr. Cusworth, and seionded by
Mr. F. T. Mossford :

—"That this meeting of

Master Monumentalists, duly convened and held
at the Cannon-street Hotel on ilarch 12 ly07, do
hereby resolve to form an Association for the pro-

tection and furtherance of their trade interests."

On a show of hands the resolution was declared
carried unanimously. It was also decided on a

show of hands that tlie name of the Association

should be "The National Association of ]Ma.ster

Monumental Masons and Sculptors," that
there should be no entrance fee for the
first three months from that date, and that
afterwards, the entiance fee should be one
guinea, and a subscription of one guinea in

advance, per annum, should be payable by
members. Mr. Borrowdale mentioned that he
had had two applications for the post of secretary.

After discussion, it was, by a show of hands,
agreed to appoint Mr. Robert J. 'Ward, Chartered
Accountant, of 2, Clement's Inn, London, W.C.,
as paid secretary, the Association to have the use
of Mr. Ward's offices for committee meetings. It

was also agreed to appoint Mr. W. Borrowdale as

hon. secretary with him. Mr. Borrowdale grate-
fully acknowledged the honour, and assured those
present of his attention to their letters ; also that
he would be pleased to assist Mr. Ward in the
organising of the next meeting, and to put him
right upon the technicalities of the trade. It was
decided to leave the question of the election of a
President, Vice-President, and other officers and
committees, to be settled at a subsequent meeting
in three months' time. They wo\ild have to con-
sider and pass rules and constitution of the
Association. In the meantime there would be
a form of application for membership issued. The
chairman said he thought they had that afternoon
had a discussion that was very satisfactory,
proving to them all that they hadtaken a step in
the right direction. He hoped it would be
beneficial to the trade generally. A vote of
thanks was then passed to the chairman for pre-
siding, and to Jlr. Borro^-dale for the excellent
work he had done, both gentlemen replying in
suitable terms. In regard to an action at law re

a bankruptcy in a case in which a certain granite
inerchant sought to have goods returned with-
out being sold in the usual way as a creditor,
setting up the contention that the goods were sent
on sale or return conditions, the meeting dis-

cussed this matter, and it was moved and
seconded :

—" That this meeting is of opinion
that there is no custom in the granite trade to
send granite headstones to retail dealers upon sale
or return, so as to exclude the doctrine of reputed
ownership in the event of the bankruptcy of the
retail dealer, and that the chiirman be and is

hereby authorised to make an affidavit to that
effect.'' The chairman put the resolution, which

was carried unanimously. The meeting then
adjourned to dinner, which was presided over by
.\Ir. F.T. Mossford, the businessproceedingsjiaving

lasted some three and a half hours. The campaign
is to be carried into the Northern counties, and Mr.
Borrowdale is to organise a meeting at JIanchester

at the end of April, which will be also attended

by some of those who were present at the London
meeting. Those wishing to attend this meeting
should forward their applications to the honorary
secretary. ^Ir. Borrowdale. Sunderland. This
was felt to be desirable, in order that as many as

possible should attend the first general meeting in

London for the election of officers, &c. Mr.
Robert .J. Ward, chartered accountant, of 2,

Clement's Inn, London, W.C., the appointed
secretary, will receive subscrijitions, and those

sending them in prior to the general meetmg will

save the guinea joining fee which will after-

wards be charged to joining members.

PDWER-STATIOXS. — VII.

Bv R- OwEN' Allsii]>.

THE Birmingham sub-stations at present

arranged for are five in number, and we
give herewith a plan of the converter floor of the

first opened of these stations—that at Camden-
street, Dudley-road. This fine example of an
up-to-date electrical sub-station comprises a sub-

stantial building of brickwork with steel and
concrete tloors. The converter floor is practically

the " ground
'

' floor. In a basement are cable-

ways and air-way for transformer cooling. The
switches, Arc, are arranged in a gallery or " first-

floor,
'

' and above this is a concrete floor support-

ing a powerfid battery of accumulators, and
covered with a steel roof and ventilating lantern.

< In the converter floor are offices and lavatory

aicommodation. The main purpose of this sub-

station must be first grasped—the transformation

of the E.H.T. supply from the power-house, and

its conversion to continuous current and distri-

b\ition to the sever.al recjuired points. It is

further a necessary duty to produce separate and
distinct supplies of D.C. at both 550 and 440

volts, to provide also for "boosting" certain

supplies, and for balancing the current tension

in the three-wire system of distribution.

From the power-house is coming extra high-

tension polyphiise current at 5,000 volts ; out of

the sub-station must be delivered continuous cur-

rent not greatly exceeding a maximum of 550 volts.

It is evident that the more distinct these two

cla-sses of electrical energy are k.pt in the sub-

station, the safer and simpler will be the working

of the station. To attain this result, therefore,

Mr. Chattock has' arranged on respective sidi s of

the building a high-tension and a low-tension cable

trench. Into the former are led the three con-

ductors of the three-phase system—the "bulk"
supply from the central power-station in Summer-

lane : from the latter diverge the several low-

tension cables and feeders—the whole of the cables,

i:c., of both classes being by the Callender Cable

and Construction Co., Ltd., and laid in the same
thorough manner that characterises the Callender

Company's work in the central generating station.

Examining the plan given, w- see that it

consists in the . basement of five longitudinal

walls, two of which are the foundations

of the main side walls, that for7n three

tunnels or subways, two cable-ways, and an
air-way. ( Occupying part of the basement
space is the solid concrete block that supports

the rotary converters. On the converter- floor

are shown the transformers banked opposite the

rotaries. These, of course, are on the A.C. side.

The transformer three-phase alternating-current

is led to the A.C side of the rotary, and produces

D.C. current (-oHected at the commutators. On
the D.C. side .are shown three boosters, for assist-

ing the current when the load is heavy, and the

balancer. Both the transformers, boosters, and
balancer stand on .steel and concrete floors. The
former are over the airway, andduplii ated motor-

driven air-blowers are shown, producing the

cooling blast. Down the centre of the building

run two rows of steel stanchions, in part sup-

porting the roof and also the traveller. Inasmuch.

as the rotary-converters are the only really heavy

machinery installed, it is not necessary to provide

such elaborate lifting arrangements as in power-

stations, where the crane must traverse fairly

across the engine-house, and so be able to pick

up part either of an engine or generator. The
sjjace of this sm.all traveller, therefore, only ex-

tends between the stanchions, and consists,

roughly, of two cross-girders for the traversing

macliinery, larried on small steel joists, that, on
suitable wheels, run along the raUs. It, how-
ever, h;i3 "omplote command of the rotaries, and
could facilitate the handling of other machines,

which could be then brought into position on

rollers in the time-honoured manner.

The several stairways leading to the switch-

gallery are indicated on the plan. On the A.C.

side of the building is the A.C. switchboard con-

trolling the incoming U.T. current. Itshoold be

noticed that on both the A.C. and D.C. sides the

rotary floor is stopped short of the walls, a slot

being left—by a steel trimmer in the floor—for

the convenience of vertical cables. On the D.C.

side IS the D.C. switchboard controlling the out-

going current. The H.T. bus-bars and oil break.

:uid isolating switches are placed in fireproof

cubicles in accordance with the most advanced

practice. The L.T.' switchboard is arranged in

three sections : the first to accommodate the

rotary-converter panels, the second for the tram-

way traction panels, and the third for lighting

and private power-feeder panels. We should

have mentioned before that the whole of the work
of the Callender Cable and Construction Co., Ltd.,

has been carried out under the supervision of the
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Company's engineer, Mr. liarnard, to whose
courtesy we are indebted tor the elucidation of the

details of the cable-work at Birmingham.

M
METH(iI).S OF TESTING Sf.ATE.

ETHi )DS of testing the elasticity, absorp-

tion, fissility, and resistance of roofing

slates have been in use for many years, and many
more or less complete chemical analyses of slate

have been published. In recent years, however,

more e.xact methods of reaching these results have

been devised. All such methods have been brought

together in the bulletin (No. •27.'>) on the slate

deposits and slate in'lu^try of the I'nited States

which Mr. T. Nelson Dale, of the United States

Geological Survey, has recently [u-epared.

Tests are given by Mr. I )ale for determining the

sonorousness, cleavability, cross feature or " scalp-

ing," character of cleav.ige surface, presence of

lime, the colour and discoloration, the presence of

clay, of marcasite, of magnetite, the strength,

toughness or elasticity, density or specific gravity,

the porositj'. hardness or abrasion, and the corro-

dibility of slates.

One of the most satisfactory and decisive tests

of slate, in the opinion of Mr. Dale, is the micro-

scopic analysis. A thin section of slate examined
under the microscope will suffice to show the

character of the cleavage, the presence of false

cleavage, if any, the probable durability or in-

durability of the colour, as well as the presence of

any mineral constituents liliely to determine its

other qualities. Sir. Dale quotes Merriman to

the effect that chemical analyses give only imper-

fect conclusions regarding the weathering qualities

of slates, and do not satisfactorily explain their

physical properties.

THE "BUILDERS' MANUAL."

MESSRS. YOUNG AND MARTEN, of the

Caledonian Works. Stratford, havs done

more than most to bring the bast and cheapest

builders' goods within the cognisance and power

of purchase of users, and the'" Builders' Manual,"

of which they send us a cop^, is a further help.

More or less ambitious volumes, in which the

specialities of various manufacturers are grouped

in heterogeneous fashion, are really of no great

service, either to the advertiser or the buyer. The
latter has still to open up individual communica-

tion with the former, and the manufacturer is

hardly likely to escape the disadvantage of juxta-

position with cutting firms on the high road to

bankruptcy, who meanwhile unscrupulously

underquote for inferior goods.

But armed with a comprehensive guide like

this to the vast e.nporium which Messrs. Young
and Marten control, the architect or builder at one

visit can compare goods and prices for himself,

and derive the benefit obtainable from the year-in

and year-out Building Exhibition always open at

Stratford, of the extent and scope of which few

probably arc aware who have not paid it a visit.

The '"'Builders' Manual" covers no less than

fifteen great departments. The first comprises

ranges, stoves, and chimneypieces. In the second

will be found builders' castings and ironwork of

every description ; in the third builders' plant

and ironmongery : in the fourth plumbers' and

sanitary engineers' appliances; in the fifth lead,

zinc, and other metals ; sixthly, oils, colours, and

varnishes : seventhly, glass of every description ;

•eighthly, leaded lights ; nintlily, paperhangings :

tenthly, gas-fittings : in the eleventh electric

lighting apparatus : in the twelfth timber and

joinery ; in the thirteenth drain - pipes and

Staffordshire goods ; in the fourteenth slating

and tiling ; and in the last facias and tablets.

And each list covers a selection in which rivalry

for inclusion by leading firms has evidently

resulted in a general high level of excellence and

economy Messrs. Young and Marten may well be

proud of. •^^
DISCOVERIES AT HEXHAM ABBEY.

THE Rev. E. S. Savage, rector of Hexham,
writes that interesting discoveries have been

made during the work now in progress of building

a nave to the Abbey church. It has long been

held that the large store of Roman-worked stones,

amongst which are architectural details, from

buildings of great size and of ornate character used

by the builders of the first church at Hexham,
begun in 674, must have been derived from some

important Roman town in the vicinity, and that

these probably came from Corstopitum, lying just

west of the modern Corbridge. The whole of the

site of the new work at Hexham .Vbbey has now
been cleared of the superincumbent earth and

rubbish, which has for so many centuries hidden

all that remained of the nave, or main portion of

St. Wilfrid's Cathedral, on the site of the present

church, and also all there is left of the works

which wi're in progress on the same spot

when the 14th - century was passing away,

and whii-h were intended to replace the Saxon

nave with one in the Later (4othic style

then in fashion. This intended nave never

saw completion, but it is clear that its walls in

places rose to a height of about 30ft. The remains

of ancient date at Hexham are, therefore, of three

periods—the Roman details used by the Saxons,

the details of the Saxon church, and those of the

Late tiothic nave. Amongst the Roman stones

are three great blocks from the fiuted pilasters

which adorned the angles of the front of the build-

ing". The flutes are worked on two adjoining

fa^ffl at right angles, five to each face. In the

crjlpt of SVilfrid's church are other portions of

the 'same pilasters. Another stone is a length of

a semicircular pilaster of large size. There are

several lengths of enriched cornices with various

ornaments of Late Roman character, the fore-

runners and dictators of many of the ornamental

details of the subsequent Saxon and Norman
periods. Two great arch stones are from an arch

fully 20 Roman feet across, and can hardly have

come from a lesser structure than the entrance

gate into the town from a main road, such

as Watling-street. The upper part of a well-

finished altar, a stone hypocaust pillar, and a

number of smaller stones with various ornaments

are amongst the architectural vestiges. A
part of what was apparently a sculptured

panel has a finely cut bust of a Roman Emperor,

probably Severus. and a portion of a Legionary

stone has the remains of two panels divided by

pilasters with pediments. It is much shattered,

but the sculpture is of the best class. The gem
of the yield is another .and an important portion

of the well-known Imperial inscription, built into

the covering of the north passage of the crypt.

This insL-ription can now be read as follows :
—

IMP • CAE3 •

L SEP • SEVERVS • PI

PERTINAX IMP CAESAR MV
AVR • ANTO>JINVS • PR'S • AV(j

VS • ET PUBLIVS • SEPTIMIVS •
•

CAE5 COHORTEM • • M • •

VEXILLATOXEM
FECERVNT • SVB

The name of Publius Septimius Geta is erased,

the final word so much so that it cannot be traced.

North Country archisologists familiar with

Hexham anticipated that the clearing of the site

would bring to light in considerable quantities

the architectural details of the main portion of

the early church. This expectation has not

been realised. (If this building the only com-

plete piece of detail is a large slab about 'ift.

square and Gin. thick, moulded on two of its

ed^es with a section similar to those on stone at

Ba°rnack and Peterborough. At the end of a step

in the well stair is a piece of carving in the form

of a \-olute. Others are parts of the carved

stringcourses of the church, with which it seems

to have been liberally furnished both inside and

outside.

Although the paucity of ornamental work of

the forgotten Saxon Cathedral is disappointing,

the remains of this period in xitii are of great

interest. These consist of a good stretcli of the

foundation and lower courses of the north wall,

parts of the foundation of the west and south

walls, and a great mass of foundation of appa-

rently a great pier near the centre of the church

and in close proximity to the crypt. The bottom

of this was only reached at a depth of I'.ift. from

the surface, and the mass is about I'itt. by Oft. in

length and breadth.

Close to the north wall, and at a level somewhat

below that of the foundations, are five interments

of the Anglo-Saxon period. They are in stone-

built graves, which were furnished with stone

covers of rough, undressed slabs in several lengths.

Pakefield Lighthouse, near Lowestoft, sold under

the hammer by directions of Trinity House, with the

Ught-keeper's cottage, has fetched £ViO for con-

version into a seaside bungalow.

Owiug to ill-health, Mr. C. A. Craven, manager

of the Dewsbury Corporation gasworks, has resigned

his situation. He had been many years in the

service of the corporation, and designed their

gasworks in 1873.

(IBITUARY.

The death took place, at Semer, Suffolk, on

Sunday, of Mr. Roheut H.\wkixs, as the result of

a fall. The deceased, who was verging upon 94

years of age, resided for many years at Monks
Eleigh. where he carried on an extensive business

as a builder. He was a keen man of business,

emploving a considerable number of men, the

particular line to which he devoted special atten-

tion being church building and restoration. He
had the contract for the building of the new
church at Slistley, and many other churches in

East Anglia were either constructed or reno%ated

by him. He retired from business about a score

of years ago. It has since been carried on by

members of his family, and he lived in retirement

with his daughter, and on her death went into

lodgings.
_ A-^

CHIPS.

Messrs. Henderson and Glass, 20, Vulcan-street,

Liverpool, steel, iron, tinplate, and general metal

merchants, intimate that they have admitted into

partnership Mr. William Duncan Henderson and

Mr. Robert Glass, sons of their seniors.

The Kent County Council have received an offer

from a tar-spraying company to treat a minimum of

a hundred miles of road with two coats of tar,

and all labour other than sweeping and sanding,

at the rate of a halfpenny a square yard—£30 per

mile approximately.

The town council of Colchester have decided to

build the new technical college on ground situated

in the rear of the houses on the west side of North-

hill.

Tiverton Rural District Council have decided to

apply for leave to borrow £700 for sewerage works

at Bradninch, and £400 for waterworks, and at the

same time to submit Mr. Ellis's plans to the Local

Government Board.

Formal approval has been given to the follow-

ing expenditure in Southern Nigeria :—(l) £150,000

on the construction of a mole :i,S00ft. long on the

eastern side of the entrance to Lagos Harbour : (2)

£50,000 on the lengthening and strengthening of

the Government Customs wharf; (3) £.i0,000for the

purchase of a dredger (including delivery at Lagos)

for work on the bar; (4) £a60,000 for extension of

the railway to Ilorin.

At the last meeting of the Newton Abbot Rural

District Council, Mr. .T. Dobell, engineer for the

proposed Dawlish West Waterworks,^ forwarded

plans for submission to the Local Government
Board, showing a total estimated cost of £3,323, and

it was decided to apply for sanction to borrow

£3,300.

In Newport Parish Church, Fifeshire, on Sunday,

there was dedicated a stained-glass window which

has been erected to the memory of Alexander Rollo.

The window consists of a single hght, and contains

a figure of St. Nathanael standing in front of the

fig-tree. Above canopy work is an angel holding a

scroll, while underneath is the memorial inscription

on a label borne by two kiieeliug angels. Mr. W. S.

Black, Edinburgh, designed the window, which

was executed by Messrs. A. Ballantine and Son,

Edinburgh.

At the last meeting of the Limavady Rural Dis-

trict Council reports were furnished by the sites

committee in regard to land proposed to be taken

for the building of 120 cottages, which the council

had decided to build in the rural district. Of these

three are to be built in the electoral division of

Aghanloo, twelve in Ballykelly, eight in Bellarena,

one in Benone, ten in Dungiven, seven in Feeny,

fourteen in Drum, ten iu Faughanvale, eleven in

Foreglenn, twelve in Fruithill, one m (Jelvin, two in

Glenshane, three in Ready, eleven in Lislane, six in

Myroe, three in Owenreagh, one in Straid, and six

iu the Highlands. £40 to £S0 per acre is the price

asked for the plots proposed to be taken.

The action brought by Mrs. Mary Lloyd. Belle

Vue, Harlech, aganst the Deudraeth Rural District

Council, in the High Court, has been settled by the

defendants agreeing to pay all the costs of the

action. As these costs will not be far from £1,000,

a bitter feeling exists in the district agamst the

council for refusing to accept Mrs. Lloyd's offer

before going to the High Courts.

The New Board of Trustees for the National

Galleries of Scjtlaud, which has been established

as from Monday, has been constituted as follows :-—

Sir T. D. Gibson Carmichael, chairman. Sir. J.

Stirling Maxwell, Sir J. Guthrie, P.R.S.A.. the

Lord Provosts of Edinburgh and Glasgow, Mr. J.

Murray, M.P., of Glenburnie, and Mr. J. B.

Findlay, of Edinburgh.

A two -light stained-glass window, to the memory

of Mr. John Bowyer, of Westford, Wellington.

Somerset, has been placed in All Samts' Church,

Wellington, where Mr. Bowyer was the first parish

warden.
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BuilbittQ InttUistttce.

Aberhf-En.—The new post-office will be opened
on Monday next. The building, which rises

three stories above the street level, covers an area

of 2,582 superficial yards, and has a frontage to

both Crown-street and Hee-street. The public

office, has a floor area of 2,000 superticial

feet and a ceiling 20ft. high. The walls are lin^d

with marble to a height of Uft., the floor is of

mosaic, the woodwork of wainscot, and the

ceiling panelled. The public counter forms three

sides of a square, and has a total length of 84ft.

The top floor of the Crown-street block contains

a telegraph school, telephone-room, mechaniis'
room, ic. The whole area of the street floor

between the Ciown-street and Dee-strcct blocks

is taken up by the letter and parcel sorting oftice.

Upon the first floor of the centre connecting block
the medical officer, pay officers, telegraph en-

gineers, ire, are accommodated, while the top
floor is occupied by the telegraph instrument
room. The street floor of the Dee-street block
contains the telegraph delivery-room and bicycle-

loom, also a retiring- rocm for postmen. Two
staircases, with entry from Dee-street, give access

to the first and second floors, on the former of

which are placed the staff dining- and serving-

rooms. The second floor is almost exclusively

given over to the Great Northern Telegraph Co.

A basement extends under the whole area of the
buildings. The whole structure is built on fire-

resisting principles. Both street fronts are faced
with Kenmey granite. The buildings, though
only three stories high, attain a general height,

to the top of the parapet, of .")8f t. above the street

level, while gables and turrets rise still higher,

and show a broken skyline. Architecturally, the
design is in the spirit of the Scottish Baronial.

The building was designed in H.M. < iffice of

Works, under the direction of 5Ir. W. W.
Robertson, late H.M. Principal Architect for

Scotland : but the plans were carried out bv
Mr. W. T. Oldrieve, F.S.I. , H.M. Principal
Architect for Scotland. The cost has been over
£50,000. Mr. J. Keid acted as clerk of works,
and the general contractors were Messrs. Peter
Bisset and Sons, Aberdeen.

Beech, Stone, SrAirs.—On Monday afternoon
the Bishop of Lichfield dedicated the new mission
church at Beecti, near Tittensor. The church, to

which a Sunday-school is attached, is in the Per-
pendicular style, and is built of brick with stone
dressings. There is an octagonal-ended chancel
and a recess on the south side for the organ. This
organ-chamber is surmounted by a small tower
and an oak bell-turret. The nave gives accom-
modation for ninety persons, the seating being of

varnished red deal, and the walls are finished in

plaster and a wood dado, while the floor is of
wood blocks and tiles. The chancel, which is

divided from the nave by a stone arch, has an oak
dado carved in the upper panels by the students
of the Tittensor carving school. The Communion-
table, sanctuary chairs, prayer-desk, and pulpit
are of carved oak, and the Communion-rail is of
polished brass. The font is of Caen stone, with
marble shafts. The total cost has been £l,.i00.

The church was designed by, and built under the
superintendence of, Messrs. R. Scrivener and
Sons, architects, of Hanley. The Communion-
table, prayer-desk, and pulpit have been executed
by Messrs. Jones. Moss, and Co. (late Etiwards;.
Newcastle, and the heating was carried out by
Messrs. William Trusswell and Son, of Newcastle,
Staffs, and the builders were Messrs. Tompkinson
and Bettelley, of Longton.

Eton College.—Extensive additions are being
made to the master's house at Eton College. The
architect is Mr. Poulter, and Messrs. J. Dorey
and Co., of Brentford, are the contractors. The
stone used is JTonks Park, from the Bath Stone
Firms, Ltd., quarries. There is also the fine

memorial building to old Etonians, still in course
of erection. The architects are Messrs. Hall and
(rreenslade, of London, and Messrs. Willcock and
Co., of Wolverhampton, the contractors. The
whole of the stone being used is from the Combe-
field quarries at Portland.

The Ch.vi'EL Royal, Holykood.—The pro-
posed restoration of the Chapel Royal, Holyrood,
was recently discussed by the Building Tr.ades
Exchange of the City and District of EJinbuigh
and the Edinburgh, Leith, and District Building
Trades Association, A joint committeeof practical
builders was appointed to make an examination of
the structure with a view to drawing up a report.

At a meeting of the council of the respective

associations, held in the Building Trades Exchange
Rooms. 2(1, George-street, Edinburgh, on March
26, the report was submitted and adopted.

LivEHrof^i..—The liinrr.sa/i Gnzrttf states with

reference to the progress of the work of building

Liverpool's new cathedral that the lower arcade

(south side) of the Lady-chapel, together with

apse, is now complete, the masonry having
reached a height of about Uft, The (ritual)

north side is being proceeded with, .\djoining

this are the vestries, which lie between the chapel

and the chapter house, and abut on the east wall

of the main building. The vestry walls are

already more than 8ft, high, A further and
notable step in advance is the commencement of

the superstructure of the main building, the part

now in hand being the arcade and north and
south wiiUs of the choir. New electric saws have
also been placed in position, and are working
well, and the masons' sheds are being enlarged

and extended.

Rochdale.—The committee of management of

the Rochdale Infirmary have agreed to extend the

present buildings at a cost of several thousand
pounds, and the work will be carried out by
degrees. Plans have been approvea for a

portion of the scheme to cost about .£'),.lOO, and
this work will be begun almost immediately.

There is to be increased accommodation for the

nursing staff, and sixteen additional bedrooms
will be built on the floor above. The complete
scheme will pro%-ide for double the present ward
accommodation, a new outpatients' building, a

new administrative block, a laundry, and opera-

ting theatre.

On Saturday the mast of 160ft. which ^ to carry

the electric apparatus in connection with the Marconi
wireless telegraph station at Tobermory, Lsland of

Mull, N.B., was erected without any mishap. The
station is now practically complete. The whole of

the installation has been completed within ten

weeks.

The new Cainegie free library at Rhyl was
formally opened yesterday (Thursday) by Mr.
W. J. P. .'^torey.

The city council of Rochester decided at their last

meeting to complete the construction of electric

tramways. It was resolved that notices to treat

be served on the Bridge Wardens and the Trustees

of Watts Charity and their respective tenants with
regard to laud required for the extension of the

tramways system from Maidstone-road to Borstal.

It was resolved that the lines over Rochester Bridge
t)e placed close to each kerb, leaving a wide space in

the centre of the roadway for ordinary traffic. The
wood paving of the High -streets of Rochester and
Strood was estimated to cost £.i,.588 123., aud granite

sets £1,028 18s.—total £hfi\l lOs.

The production of copper in the United States

during 1905 reached the enormous figure of 402,637

tons.

Advantage has been taken of the holidays to

carry out some further improvements at the Bristol

Liberal Club. The work is being carried out by
Messrs. W. H. Cowlin and Son, aud Mr. J. Hart,

also of Bristol, 's the architect.

The Rochdale Corporation have decided to make
anew street leading from the bottom of Blackwater-
street to the Esplanade, at an estimated cost of

£14,000. This will effect a considerable improve-
ment in the centre of the town.

A stained-glass window has been placed in the

parish church at Greatham as a memorial to the late

Mrs, Appleby.

St. Bartholomew-the-lireat, West Smithfield,

Church, will be shown to the public free of all fees

of any kind, and its architecture, history, and its

many objects of interest explained on Saturday,

.\pril 27, and Saturday, May 4, at 3 p.m. O.Terings

to the restoration fund. Evensong is said at 4.45.

The Bishop of Bristol took part on Saturday in

digging operations in connection with the erection

of a church -hall at Fishponds. The development of

this northern suburb of Bristol has led to important

church extension, and the fir^t section has l>een

erected of a church which is to cost £',1,000. The
parishioners decided to build the hall by voluntary

labour, and a guild of workers banded themselves

together to carry through the scheme. Miss Castle,

of Stapleton, gave two acres of land for a site. Mr.

Ellis, of Messrs. Linger Barker, Son, and Ellis,

architects, prepared the plans for the hall, free of

cost, and an anonymous donation was made of £159
towards the cost of building materials.

The waterworks ccnuiiittee of the Leeds Corpora-

tion recommended the appointment of Mr. H. H,
Graves, of York, as estate agent for the Washburn
Valley, at a salary of £22-5.

(KFitgiiutiing iSotes.

Charin'o Cross, Eiston, and Hamp.steah
Railway,—This electric tube line is rapidly ap-

proaching completion. The line, which is eight

miles long, runs from Charing Cross to Goldor's

(Jreen, by way of Leicester-square, Tottenham
Court-road, Euston, Chalk Farm, and Hamp-
stead. A short branch, which leaves the main
route at Chalk Farm, runs to Kentish Town and
Highgate. There are two circular tunnels, one
for each track, each tunnel being lift. Sin.

diameter on the straight, and ranging up to

12ft. 6in. on sharp curves. The diameter of the

station tunnels is 21ft. 2).in. The tunnels arc

lined throughout with cast-iron segments in

the usual way. At Hamptead Station a depth of

192ft. is reached, and l.imoft. north of that

station the tunnel runs at a depth of 25 Ht, below
the surface. The signalling will bv on the

Westinghouse electro-pneumatic system, and the

ventilation of the stations and tunnels will be

effected by means of exhaust fans of the Heenan
and Froude type. The main lighting will be

Maxim arc lamps, fed from the same circuits

which work the lifts. Mr. .lames R. Chapman
has acted as engineer-in-chief, and Mr. H. H.
Dairymple- Hay as tunnel engineer for the Under-
ground Electric Railways. The original engineers

of the line were Messrs. Fox and tialbraith.

CHIPS.
At the last meeting of the Metropolitan Water

Board the works and stores committee were authorised
to expend not more than £4,Ho0 in respect of the

new river enlargement works in the neighbourhood
of Amwell Marsh and Amwell Hill pumping station,

with a view to preventing a leikage of about
1,000,000 gallons per day.

The new county-court and Inland Revenue
Offices, Swindon, are neariug completion. The
work has been carried out under the direction of

H.M.O.W., and Mr. J. G. Norman, of Swindon, is

the builder. The whole of the stonework used was
Monks Park stone from the neighbouring quarries

in Wdtshire.

Messrs. Wm. Potis and Sons, Ltd., clock manu-
facturers, Leeds and Newcastle - on - Tyne, have
received instructions to make and fix a new quarter

chime clock at Bovey parish church, Devonshire,

from the late Lord Grimthorpe's designs and plans,

with one large external dial lacing eastwards. The
work is now in hand, and will be completed by an
early date. Messrs. Potts are also making a large

clock for Newcastle-on-Tyne, and three illuminated

dials for a clock near Leeds : also just completed a

new turret clock at Wilmslow cemetery, Cheshire.

Messrs. Potts are also making a large turret clock

with two dials for the urban district councU of

Castleford, Yorkshire, the gilt of a gentleman.

A new choir vestry screen has recently been erected

and dedicated at AU Saints Church, Oakham. The
new screen is of oak, and designed in the Geometrical

style. It has been executed by Messrs. Higgs and
Sod. Messrs. Tait aud Herbert, of Leicester, are

the architects.

Mr. John Hemes, J.P., Provost of the Galloway
burgh of Maxwelltown, died on March 27 from
pneumonia. Mr. Herries, who was m his seventy-

fifth year, for a long period managed the joinery

department of the firm of James Crackston and
Son, builders, Maxwelltown, and in that capacity

carried out many important contracts. He was
elected a member of the town council in 1S75, and
in .\uguit, 1905, he was elected Provost. He was
also for vears a member of Dumfries and Maxwell-

town Water Commission, and filled other public

offices.

A receiving order has been made in the case of

James Frederick Carruthers Bell, architect, of John-

street, Beelford-row, W.C.

At the last meeting of the town council of Tpswicb,

the estate committee reported that they had received

an offer of subscriptions amounting to £1,972 for the

purchase and erection in the public hall of an organ,

on condition that all structural alterations necessary

for the reception of the instrument be paid for by the

council. They proposed that the offer be accepted,

and submitted for adoption a plan by Messrs. £ade
and Johns, architects, of Ipswich, for altering and
improving the hall, enlarging the gallery, and pro-

vid'ing new entrances at an estimated cost of £2,.500.

In response to invitations to tender addressed to six

leading firms of organ builders, they recommended
that the offer of Messrs. J. W. Walker and .Sons, of

Tottenham Court-road, N.W., to supply and re-

erect the organ now in Exeter Hall, Strand, for

£1,800 be accepted. After a long and heated

discussion, the council adjourned decision on the

lecommeDdations for another month.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TBADB
SOCIETIES.

AllKllllEEX AhcHITECTI l:,\L AsxlllA'i'MN.—TllO
aanual business meeting of this a«sociatioii, f(ir

the election of ottice-bearers, was held on Saturday
evening, March :il, in Kennaway's Rooms,
Aberdeen. Mr. George G. Irvine, president, was
in the chair. Mr. Arthur ('lyne was unani-
mously elected bon. president, and Mr. .lames B.
I^icol (pf Messrs. Kelly and Nicol) was elected

president in the room of Mr. Irvine, who retires

at this time. The other office-bearers were
•elect<!d as follows :—Vice-president, Mr. K.
Connon Garden ; secretary and treasurer, Mr.
R. W. ( ribbon ; members of committee, Messrs.
Irvine, IJlake. John Aiken, A.K.C.A., Thomas
Paterson, William Green, and H. W. Cruick-
shank. On the motion of 3Ir. Itlake. a cordial

vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Kelly, the

retiring hon. president. Mr. J. li. Maomillan
moved a vote of thanks to the retiring

president, and this was seconded by Mr.
Arthur Clyne. and heartily given. Mr. Irvine

presided at a largely attended ' at home "

which followed, and submitted a statement
im the work which had been accomplished
during the year. Although the association was,
he said, just one year old, they had demonstrated
the clear demand there was for such a body. They
tad endeavoured to lay their foundations so wide
and deep that every worker in any building craft,

"whether he was an architect, a painter, a mason,
or a blacksmith, so far as he was taking a real and
genuine interest in his work, would find

encouragement and stimulation by joining the
association and taking part in its work. He had
no doubt that the association would continue to

advance towards the realisation of the aims with
which they started. With regard to their

jnembership, they did not have the possible

Tiumbers to draw upon that one would find in the

larger cities in the south, but it was encouraging
to find that in spite of the contihued depression

that hung over everything connected with building,

they had increased their numbers. He urged
that the students in the profession should join the
association, and also appealed to the older archi-

tects to come in and give them the benefit of their

support. Proceeding, Mr. Irvine said : There is

one other subject to which I must refer, and that

is the proposed Technical I'ollege, the importance
of which cannot be over-estimated. In regard to

architectural education we cannot but realise our
very backward condition, and the absolute in-

adequacy of the opportunities that are afforded to

our students to bring themselves abreast of the very

higli standard that is now being set. To imagine
that our students now who enter an architect's

oUice with the amount of general education which
most of us have, and after spending five or si.x

years in th;it office, even if they attend

evening classes for five nights in the week, a

thing which should not be asked of them, will

then be fit to compete with those who have passed

througli such courses of instruction, which are

now being organised in such other places as

London and Liverpool and other centres, cannot
be e.xpected by anyone. Of course, there will

always be brilliant exceptions. The establish-

ment of a well-equipped technical college will be a

very great stop forward, though not necessarily a

final one. An architect needs that broad and
systematic coui'se of training which can only be
given by a university. A technical college would
be a necessary step in the progress towards that

ideal, and would, as Principal Lang has pointed

out in the similar instance of engineering, be a

means of giving effect to it. In conclusion, our

thanks are due to the Governors of tiordun's

College for the facilities they have afforded us fur

our meetings in Gray's School of Art. Mr.
William Kelly moved the adoption of the report

and expressed the great indebtedness of the

;iS30ciation to Mr. Irvine for the valuable services

he had rendered in forming the association and
carrying it to a suci'ossful issue. The "at
home" was a most successful gathering, and
special interest was attached to the proceedings
by the exhibition of a number of measured draw-
ings and sketches of old work. The contributors

to tho exhibition included Sir Charles Nicholson,

Bart., who sent a set of pencil drawings and water

colours, principally of Italian buildings; Mr. .L

Cromar Watt, Aberdeen ; Mr. William Pyper
;

Mr. F. W. Troup, London; Mr. Colin .L'Mac-
donald, London, and formei'ly of Aberdeen, and
he late Chai'les Carmichael.

EdIXIU'KOH AUCHITECTIUAI. ASSOCIATION. At
the last meeting of this Association, Mr. Ilippo-

lyte J. Hlanc, R.S.A., tho president, in the chair,

Mr. Colin B. Cownie, the hon. secretary, was
elected a life member without payment, in recog-

nition of his services to the Association. Dr.

tiilbert J. Powlor, Manchester, delivered an
address on '

' Some Principles Underlying the

Design of Small Sewage Installations." Dr.

Fowler dealt with the purely scientific facts con-

cerned with the processes of purification, and
afterwards indicated the application of a know-
ledge of these facts to actual practice. Discussing

the conditions which designs of sewage installa-

tion must conform to if they are to be successful,

he dealt with tank construction. Considering the

capacity in relation to flow, he said it appeared

safe to conclude that the sewage of each person

diluted to 20 gallons per head should receive

16 hours' tank treatment. As to the problem in

connection with tank construction of irregularities

in tiow. Dr. Fowler mentioned some special features

that had been embodied in works carried out for the

Admiralty at Shotley, opposite Harwich. To cope

with the fluctuations in population, the tanks were
constructed in sections, each large section being
capable of dealing with the sewage from 600

people, and when the population dropped in holi-

day time to about lOU, an arrangement was made
whereby the exit chamber of one of the tanks
could be used separately, the larger tank being
flushed out with clean water. Dealing with
bacteria beds, he explained the construction and
working of contact beds and continuous filters.

and said that in a complete installation of contact

beds no bed should be of a size greater than would
allow of its being filled and emptied within a

period during which aerobic conditions were
maintained. As a rule, this should not exceed
four hours. Frost, he said, was less likely to be

feared with contact beds than with continuous
filters. His experience in regard to continuous
filters and mechanism generally in relation to

frost led to the conclusion that tlie essential con-

dition to be observed was to keep the sewage
always moving. He believed It was becoming
more and more recognised that the successful

dealing with the problems in connection with that

subject would be achieved by the cordial co-

operation of the chemist and bacteriologist on the

one hand, and with the architect and engineer on
the other. Such coll.aboration was likely to be

]»rofit:ible to all parties concerned, not only those

who were called upon to design and carry out

works, but also those for whom they were pro-

vided.

FiuE-REsisTixr, CoNsTKrcTiox. — The fifth

annual meeting of the Insurance Society of Edin-
burgh was held on Wednesday week in the hall of

the Faculty of Actuaries, George-street, Mr.
Archibald Hewat, P.F.A., vice-president, in the

chair. Tlie report of the council was approved,
and office-bearers were elected for the ensuing
year, Sir. Henry Brown beingre-elected president.

Sir, F. A. Macdonald read a paper on " Standard
Fire-Resisting Construction in Relation to the

Present Rules of the Fire Offices Committee."
He made special reference to the various forms of

fire-proof construction and the methods of design-

ing buildings .so as to meet the risk of fire result-

ing from occupancy. A number of different

systems wore described, attention being directed

to ferro-concrete or reinforced concrete con-
struction. Insurance offices should, the lecturer

said, set up a less perfect standard of fire-resisting

construction, in order that that form of building

might bo more generally adopted for warehouses
and factories. While it was possible to construct

fire-resisting structures of a very high standard,

it was not the specification of certain details that

would insure efliciency. but rather the skill and
knowledge of the general engineer. Those who
undertook such duties should have some know-
ledge of constructional work and the resistance of

materials to fire, and have ability to estimate the

fire hazard which would arise from the occupancy
and exposure. In conclusion, Mr. Macdonald
suggested that the Fire < tffices Committee might
give consideration to the creation of a standing
sub-committee, to whom all questions on fire-

reaisting construction should be referred, as he
was convinced that tho expense of the establish-

ment of a central department devoted to the work
would be rejKiid many times over in the first two
or three years of its existence. A discussion

followed.

GLOVCESTEKSIIIRE AUCHITECTI'U.^L AssoC lA-

Tiox.

—

\ meeting of the above association was held

on rhursdav week in the Town-liall, Cheltenham,
on the iu-esi"dent (.Mr. F. W. Waller. F.H.I.B.A.)
being in the chair. Apologies for non-attendance

were received from two or three absent Fellows :

the minutes of the last meeting were read and
confirmed : and Messrs. H. H. Stanley and C. B.

Lyne were elected Associates. The Hon. Sec.

announced that Mr. H. L. White (Fellow), who
left f'ngland a short time ago for New Zealand,

had recently been appointed Professor of Archi-

tecture and Building at the Canterbury College,

Xew Zealand. A paper was read by Mr. H. W.
Chatters, F.R.I.B.A., entitled "A Century.'s

Review of English Elementary Schools." which
dealt in an interesting and exhaustive manner
with the evolution of school buildings from the

earliest forms down to the most modern types, and
comparisons were made with the schools of

Germany and other countries. Mr. Chatters's

paper produced an interesting discussion, in whifch.

several members took part, and a hearty vote of

thanks was passed to him.

Newi ASTLE BiiLiiEKs' FouEMEN.—The fourth

annual dinner of the Newcastle Clerks of Works
and Builders' Foremen's Association was held at

the Continental Restaurant, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

on Thursday night. Mr. T. Pigg, president,

occupied the chair, and Mr. George Bennison was

in the vice-chair. The Chairman, in proposing
'• The Building Trade of Newcastle," said he was
glad to see so many master builders present, as it

showed an appreciation of the work the little

association was carrying on. This year trade had
not looked up in the building business ; contracts

were scarce and prices were very low. Most of

the contractors were doing very little indeed com-
pared with last year. Councillor E. W. Robson
and Mr. .1. Brown replied. Councillor H. Forster

proposed "The Clerks of Works and Builders'

Foremen's Association." Mr. Peter Maloy also

spoke to the toast, and the Chairman responded.

CHIPS.
The Wesleyan' chapel and schools at Albert-

creseenft,' Peaarth, have just been finished. The
architect is Mr. H. Bugden, of Cardiff, and the
local builders, Messrs. Price, Sons, .and Co., of

Peuarth. The whole of the stone used was Monks
Park, from the quarries of the Bath Stone Firms,
worked at Penarth by Messrs. Luke, Hooper, and
Sons.

The. death occurred on Good Friday of Mr. John
Bowman, timber merchant, at his residence, 11.

Victoria-square, Newcastle-on-Tj-ne. The deceased

was 69 j-ears of age.

The Catholic schools, Homerton, are being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's patent Man -

Chester grates, the same being supplied by Messrs.

E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

The electric tramway constructed by the Hert-
fordshire County Council from High Barnet to the
Middlesex county boundary at Whetstone was
opened for traffic on Good Friday. At the boundary
the new tramway joins the Middlesex County
Council's tramway, which runs from the Archway
Tavern, Highgate, through Finchley, to Whetstone.
Both counties lease the lines to ttie Metropolitan
Electric Tramways Company, Ltd., and the cars

run right through from Highgate to High Barnet, a
distance ot nearly eight miles.

The Scottish Modern Art Association, which has
been formed to secure representative specimens of

contemporary .Scottish art for the benefit of the

nation, have .accjuired by purcnase a landscape by
Mr. E. A. Walton, R.S.A.. now being shown at the

Royal Glasgow Exhibition.

The new branch free library for PoUokshields was
opened last week. It has cost £.5,000, and the

architect was Mr. T. G. Gilmour, of tlie city

engineer's department. The library provides a
general newsroom .'iSft. by 27ft., accommodatmg .'<0

readers; a ladies' room 24ft. by IStt. accommodating
30 readers ; a lending library Wft. by 27ft., with

two reading-rooms on the upper floor—one for 72

boys and the other for 36 girls.

The work of excavation on the site of Mancunium
has been resumed. Ou the southerly side of the

camp the excavations have been fairly productive

of finds. At points in the trenches labelled pegs
indicate the following among other objects dis-

covered :—Coiu of Faustina, stone mortar, coin of

Hadrian, large flat stud, large fibula in two parts,

conical stones, and Samian vase. The work is being

carried ou at a low level.

An application from the town council of Derby
for leave to borrow £3,450 for the extension of the

museum building formed the subject of an mquiry
held in that town yesterday (Thursday) before an
inspector from the Local Government Board.

Mr. C. T. D. Crews, past master of the Musicians'

Company, has offered to present to Westminster
Abbey a replica of the bust ot Orlando Gibbons in

Canterbury Cathedral.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions nf

our correspondents. All communieationn should be

drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing's and all

communications respectins' illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bitildiso

News. Cl'-ment's Housp, Cleraent's Inn P:i-s;<:if»e, Strand.

W.C., and not to merabei-s nf the staff by name. Delay

is not infreiiuentlv ittherwise caused. All drawinffs and
other coraraunicatinns are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
The Strand Newspafek Comtasv, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London.**
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post

l'2s. 9d.'l as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound, volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLIX., IJn., LXI.. LXII., LXIV.. LXV.. LXVI.,
LXVrr., LXVITT.. LXIX., LXXI.. LXXII., Lxxm.,
LXXrV'., LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVII.. LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXT.. LXXXII.. LXXXIIT.. LXXXIV.,
LXXXV.. LXXXVI., LXXXVII.. LXXXVIH..
LXXXIX.. and XC. may still be obtained at the same
nrice ; all the otht.'r bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring- any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at

once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the biuLDiMO News,
price 2s., post free 2.s. 4d.. can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scutia. and the

United States, £1 fis. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. goldl. To Prance
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 3.Sfr. 30e.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

To anv of the Austi-alian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, 'the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CEARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

adverti-sements is Is. per line of Eiyht word.s, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for

four imes.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements 'except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of ejyrht words
(the first line counting as twoi, the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than six insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant " or " Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nersllips,'* is One Shilmn-g fob TwENTY-KoiTR "Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Situation

AJv^rtisrmtuts must be prepaid.

*,• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-p:issage, Strand,
W.C, fr'i-'' of charif. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. ^See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Sates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on applicatioQ
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office ni>t later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

On these floors the proprietor will live. The kitchen

for the busmess is to be at the roar. The frontispiece

of the building forms the subject of this competit-on.

The heiaht of next buildings of no consequence. Thi-

front must be entirely rielf-contained. The style and
material left to designers, but room for the name,

"The Popular Tea House." is to be provided,

and tea and cotfee retailed by the pound over the

counter will be sold in the front shop part

of tlie premises, and an old-fashioned look is desired

rather than an elaborated nondescript-looking restaur-

ant type of treatment. The house entrance will be

from "behind, and need not concern the competitors for

this contest. There would be no objection to rece.ssing

the shop window somewhat, and it raisht be po-^sible to

treat the shop and me/./anine tIoi>r together. The roof

is to show from the street. The front may have a gable

or a pediment, or neither, and have donners and a

parapet instead. Sectional plans may be indicated in

outline on the front, but are not to be drawn in so as

to interfere with the effect of the elevation, which
must be carefully completed, and the rainwater pipe or

pipes are to show. Drawings to be sent in not later

than May 4 next.

DRAWtNos Re.eived.—"Nabob," " Rookey." "Aspi-
rant." •' Feather." " Fersrus." *' Fuzzy," " Harlequin,"
" Whiteheatber,"*-Anak," " Dick." " Faith," " Noric,"
" Nigel," " Anchor." " Mold," " Lion," " Lot."
*' Uuatre vois," " Crocket," and " Smix."

Re. EivED.—R. D. L.-S. G. S. Co.. Ltd.—D. E.—A. H.—
M. D. and Son.— B. S. K.—F.~J. and J.—T. S. and Co.
—P.—R. J. r.-Fifty.-Edge.—W. H. H.

D. P. R.—Yes.
X. L.—We have not heard.

Pascha.—Send, and we will see.

Qiiois.—Yes; see this, and succeeding issues.

Vouo.—It is not a concern we should cire to employ.

J. H. (Bath).— See our " Directory " page. You will find

several addresses of good firms there.

Am no.—We cannot undertake to suggest values or means
of disposal.

P. H.—We are not aware of any firms who manufacture
these specially. Something of the kind is m use at the
Institute of Clayworkers' exhibit at Olympia ; but this

has been done by an ordinary cirpenter.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
SEVENTH LIST OF SUBJECTS.

'G.—A Popular Tea House, facade with a frontage of 28ft.

wide, to be drawn to Mn. scale, and to have a section of
the front set out by the side of the elevation. The
ground ti CIor is to be occupied by an arched or lintel

spanned shopfront. forming the approach to the refresh-
ment divan, of which no pfan is asted for. The ground
floor in the front Idock is to be I2ft. high, with a
mezzanine floor over yft. 6in. high from floor to ceiling,

and to be used as tea-rooms reached from the di\"an

beluw. The first and second floiirs to be J^ft. 6in. high,
but the second or top floor may be partly in the roof.

Corrcsponlititce.—*-,

—

ST. MARGARET'S CHURCH AXD TuWKR,
IIARTON, LIN'COLN.

To the Iditor of the Bcildino News.

Sir,—May I appeal to your readers to help

this poor parish to raise a sum of £600 for the

most pressing and necessary repair and preserva-

tion of its ani'ient churi'h and tower r The fahric,

with the exception of the tower, is fairly sound,

and it is on account of the serious condition of

the latter that I venture to make this appeal.

Our fine Saxon tower is of great antiquity and
very considerable archa'ological value. The con-

struction of it is unique, and it is a rare anti-

quarian treasure.

Mr. W. P. D. Stebhing, F.ti.S.. Mem.R.Arch.
Institute, in a report he has written on our tower,

says : "Now, in looking at this tower of Marton
Church. I think everyone will agree that it has a

distinct air of its own. .... The actual walling

is mainly of very carefully-constructed herring-

bone work of an unusual type, and, I believe,

only to be seen elsewhere, as Professor Baldwin

Brown points out, in a fragment of the wall of

the very Early Norman shell keep at Tamworth
Castle. ". . . . The material used for this wall-

ing is a limestone that splits up into thin slabs,

and this, in pieces of much the same size, has

been laid, not horizontally, but sloping, each

course consisting of slabs leaning one way or the

other, and roughly at right angles with those

above and below. This forms typical herring-

bone work : but the construction has been further

elaborated by each course of herring-boning being

isolated from its neighbour by two horizontal

layers of the fissile stone. The effect, as a whole,

is extremely ornamental, and these horizontal

courses between the others doubtless aid the

strength of the masonry by bonding it together."

The tower is a fine example of Saxon workman-
ship, and, on the authority of Professor Baldwin

Brown, was built before the Norman Conquest.

The walls at the ground level are 'ih. <Jin. in

thickness. The outside tapers from the ground

upwards to the belfry stage, where a set-oft

occurs. The belfry stage has a beautiful two-

light opening springing from a centre shaft with

rudely moulded cap and base. It contains three

bells, one of which is dated li;:!7. The top of the

tower is finished with a parapet of 1.5th-century

work, having pinnacles at the angles, of which the

top portiims are missing. In 1868 the north side

j

of the tower was, unfortunately, imdermined, and

a heating chamber constructed underneath the

foundation, which has caused a serious settlement.

The north, west, and east walls are badly cracked,

and the safety of the tower is greatly endangered

and demands immediate attention. Its condition

is causing much anxiety, and a strenuous effort is

now been made to raise the necessary funds for the

unilerpinning and repair of it. We are most

anxious that the work should be carried out as

soon a-s possible before the settlement becomes

more serious. This is no ordinary church restora-

tion appeal. We arc asking for funds to preserve

' from aporoachin^ decay a most interesting and

unique specimen of a Saxon tower. Its ruin

I would be, from an architectual point of view, a

f national loss.

I lur famous church is rich in antiquarian and

architectural treasures, in which the work of

every century from the 11th to the 16th is re-

presented, and fragments of a still earlier period

of Christian life and art are embodied. Ar>

antiquary, in sjieaking of our church, calls it " a
museum of architecture." I feel sure that all

lovers of ancient architecture will he interested in

the repair and preservation of such a noble and
venerable building. Professor Baldwin Brown, in

a letter to the Tunes on the architecture of our

church, said : "I trust that the tower will receive

proper structural repair, for a church as old as the

Norman Conquest is quite interesting enough to

appeal to the public at large. 1 am sending my
mite to the vicar in aid of this good cause, which

I may perhaps venture to commend to your
patriotic readers.

The plaster on the outside surface has badly

perished, and as it peels off antiquarian treasures

are exposed to view. The fragments of a Celtic

cross have thus been discovered, built up in the

west wall of the south r.isle. Several pieces of the

stem remain, and at least one piece of the circular

head of the cross. The chief surface pattern is a

circular form of ' knot-work."

In last November a large mass of plaster peeled

off the outside surface of the north wall of the

chancel chapel and exposed a beautiful specimen

of an early 13th century windo%v, .')ft. :iin. by 1ft.

i)in., blocked up (for how long no one knows) ina-

very rough manner by pieces of broken bricks,

small stones, and mortar. The window seems to

be in a good state of ])reservalion, and by the tide

of this window in the inside wall is a rudely-

carved stone crucifix.

This is a very poor agricultural parish, the

population of three hundred and nineteen being

almost entirely composed of the labouring clas,s.

and thus the very limited nature of our parochial

resources and the very pressing need of repair

make it absolutely necessary to appeal to the

patriotic public to help in our earnest endeavour to

save and hand on to future generations this noble

example of ancient workmanship.

The work of repair has been entrusted to the

Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings,

and will be carried out under the person il super-

vision of the architect in consultation with the

society. The stun required is £600. There is in

the ba"nk or promised €2;>0. There remains to

be raised £370.

An account hiis been opened at the Union of

London and Smith's Bank, Lincoln, into which

donations may be paid. This appeal has the full

approval of "the Bishop of Lincoln. Bishop of

Grantham, The Dean of Lincoln, Archdeacon of

Stow, and Chancellor Crowfoot.— I am. Arc,

J. H. Mai.lin-i>eu, Vicar of JIarton, Lincoln.

CEMENT-TESTING.

Siu,—In your issue of March 22, you have an

article on cement-testing Mav I point out to

you that the eminent expert, Mr I). B. Butler,

of Messrs. Faija and Co., has proved that the

specific gravity is a worthless test 'r Drive off all

moisture, ,V:c., and the specific gravity of an

underburnt cement is the same as a propeily

burnt one. As regards Le Chatelier test fcr

soundness or expansion, may I point out that this

test is as liable to condemn a good cement as well

as a bad one ': It has been demonstrated that

the coarse residue— i.e., the most perfectly

calcined particles of cement powder, those

particles which take longer for the water to act on,

are often accountable for the large expansion

demonstrated under this test ; that slow-setting

cements, tested for Le Chatelier under the British

Standard specification, give greater expansion

than quicker setting ones, that a good, heavy,

slow-setting Portland cement ground to the

present British Standard may show a greater

expansion than allowed in the specification : but if

the residue on a 100 by 100 be left out or be re-

ground so that it all passes a 1 0, 000 mesh sieve (these

heavier-calcined particles being the very essence

of the ceuienti, it will comply with the require-

ments laid down for Le Chatelier test. The
Faija warm-water test is sufficiently stringent to

detect any faulty cement. Jlaniifacturers, users,

and engineers .are beginning to realise thst Lo
Chatelier test is not a reliable one.—I am, itc,

A.\VovLU-BE High-Cl.vss
Cement M.tNUFACTVRER.

LABOUR IN THE UNITED STATES.

.Sir.—Having noticed your article on emigra-

tion some time ago, I think it might be worth

while to point out some of the advantages offered

to union -workmen in all trades in the United
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states (providing that biisinesa conditions in the

country remain good).

Generally speaking, they are among the most
independent class of men here at the present time.

The highest rate of pay for carpenters in the East
is 4'80dol8. (£1) per day in New York.
In the case of bricklayers the wages rvin some-

what higher. A good English workman is ([uite

able to hold his own, and is not under the dis-

advantage of having to learn different methods of

work, which applies to a gre;it many other lines,

including that of an architectural draughtsman.
Of course, there is a very considerable supply of

cheap labour to be had ; but there are others, in-

cluding the draughtsmen, in New York that are

worse off in this respect.—I am, &c.

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A. John S. Ellisox.

Intcrc0mmttnicati0it.

Qri:sTioxs.

[12-263.I—Dry Rot.—The boards and joists of some
p^ound-lioor rooms in a row of houses erected about two
or three years ago are rapidly rotting away, and in

some cases it has spread to the other woodwork in the
houses. There i.s a space of about 15in. between the
ground and floor joists, and there is a very eood current
of air constantly passing underneath. There is no
concrete under the floors, but simply the natural clay,

which, a* a matter of fact, is rather damp. The timber
is, I think. Canadian spruce. It hardly seem'^ to me that
it is dry lot, owing to the very good ventilation, and the
fact that on all the timber there is a sort of skin formed
which has a kind of root either springing uo from or had-
ing its way down into the brickwork, and even through
the party-walls, spreading from one house to the other.

In one case it seems to arise entirely from the ground, as
this mouldy sort of skin has appeared on the brick wall
where there is no timber near, and has found its wav also

into the adjoining hou.se (through, I suppose, the brick-
work mortar joints, and there is no timber near on this

other side. Under one floor, which has been taken up
tnd relaid, I had to have all the sleeper walls taken up, as
the roots were all round and in them. The first intimation

'.the trouble was a fine red dust blowing through the
vent under the floor into the adjoining pantry, and
settling all over the china .and everything in the place.

This was collected and nitric acid poured on, but the only
effect was to make the colour a dark brown. Some little

time ago I re id somewhere of a similar rotting to this

b-^ing caused by the seeds of some vegetable substincj*
being blown in throuzh the veats under the flior, but can-
not remember where I read it. Would rea'ier^ give me
their opinion as to the cause of the ditfieulty .'—F. R. L.

[I22i4.1 -Cable Moulding in Gothic "Work.—

I

should biglad tit hear of any au'hentic instance of the

use of the cable enrichment in either wood or stone
carving of the Decorated or Perpandicular periods. We
all know that it was common in Norman times, an^. it

aeems to have been revived in the days of Elizabeth ; but
1 have an idea that there are instinces of its use durin_^

the intermediate period also,—Q.

[12265.]—Tiles for Counter Top —Have glazed
tiles been used for bir or restaurant counter top* .' If so,

are they a practical success ? An opinion from anyone
who has used them would be much appreciated.—Tavrrx.

At Yorkhill Wharf, originallj constructed for

the landing of timber cargoes and cattle, the Clyde
Navigation Trustees are constructing tidal basins to

accommodate ocean liners. The plan now being
carried out will widen the river between the Kelvin
tributary and the (jueen's Dock. Pointhouse Wharf
is being demolished to make way for the entrance
to the new dock, and on Yorkhill Wharf Messrs.

JVIcAlpine and Sons, contractors, have already

made great alteratioas. The old Pointhouse-road
has been closed, a new road further north is now
being used, and a railway line has been laid down
lo connect with the Qaeeu's Dock.

At the Hawarden vestry meeting on Tuesday
night, Canon Drew said there was a desire on the

part of one or more members of the (Hadstoue
family to replace the stained-glass east window of

the parish church by a really fine window by a
great artist like Sir Edward Burue -Jones or Sir

William Richmond — still as a memorial to Sir

Stephen (ilynne, Mrs. Gladstone's father. With
regard to school extension, they hoped this spring

to begin with Broughton, where the Duke of

Westminster had given them £1,000.

The Board of Management of the I'lster Hospital

are contemplating the erection in Belfast of a new
hospital, which will cost about £10,000.

The cost of the slow filtration of water throng
sand as compared with mechanical filters in th

borough of Brooklyn, New York City, shows tha
the slow sand plants have the advantage in economy
of operation. According to the recent report of Mr.
I. M. de Varona, Chief Engineer of the Department
of Water Supply, *.ias, and Electricity of New York,
the two slow sand plants of the Brooklyn Works
filtered during lOOi, 4l6,78;i,400 and l,07-:),"Vil.-HO

gallons of water at a cost of lis. and 9i. per million

gallons respectively, while the two mechauicil filters

during the same period delivered l,43"i,.i0!1, 41)0 and
6yi,Sll,4l.» gallons, at costs of 2Gs. and 3Si. per
million gO.lons.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

CALCiTrA : QuEKx Victoria ilEMOiaAi..—The
engineering experts who were appointed by the

trustees of the Victoria Memorial Hall, (^'alcutta, to

examine the foundations and report on the possi-

bility of erecting the building in accordance with
the original plan, have not yet completed theii

inquiries. Meanwhile, however, the trustees have
published a statement of receipts and expenditure
up to December 31 last. Subscriptions to the
amount of £374,080 have been received, and a
further sum of £40,102 is promised, including
£24,102 from Bengal and £10,000 from Central
India. The expenditure so far amounts to £(}4,o91.

(If this, £ll,OoS has been paid to the architect, Sir

William Emerson, past -president R.I.B.A. The
building account has absorbed £38,'.M}8, and esta-

blishment £4,!'14. The ceremony of laying the

foundation-stone cost £2,742. It was reported at

the beginning of the year that the brick and concrete

foundations put down in 1905 had sunk from 4in. to

over Gin. The experts have been asked to say
whether it will b^ safe to raise a heavy super-
structure as designed, with a main hall and dome.
We illustrated the elaborate model of Sir W.
Emerson's design made by Mi. William Slater in

our issue of Feb. 17, 190.'», and further gave a
perspective view in our number for April 2i of the

same year.

Cliftox, Bristol.—The memorial tablet which
has been erected in Pembroke Congregational
church, Oaktield-road, Chfton, to Mrs. Luke, was
unveiled last week. The design of the tablet,

which is placed on the west wall of the chapel, is

Early Enslish, and contains a recessed moulded
arch of Normandy stone, with sculptured panel
representing Christ blessing little children. The
panel containing the inscription is of white Carrara
statuary marble, supported by columns of polished

Algerian onyx, with architectural details of Caen
stone. The inscription reads: — "In affectionate

remembrance of Jemima Luke, authoress of the

beautiful hymn, ' I think when T read that sweet

story of old,' wife of the Rev. Samuel Luke, first

pastor of this church. Died at Newport, Isle of

Wight, Feb. 2. 1906, aged 92 years." The tablet

was designed and executed by Mr. Henry Tyley,
sculptor, of St. Augustine's Bank, Bristol.

CHIPS.
Mr. W. J. Locke, the versatile secretary of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, is well known
as a nopelia": and playwright, and has again scored

with his fantastic comedy in three act^, *' The Palace
of Puck," produced at the Haymarket Theatre on
Tuesday night. The play is a tilt against con-
ventional respectability, told in sparkling language,
and has been well received.

A crack has been discovered in the south tran-

septal tower of Exeter Cithedral, extending from
near the ground to the battlements. Trenches have
been sunk at the base, and an examination reveals

uo material change in the foundation since the tower
was built. The external stonework is in an un-
satisfactory condition, and scaffolding ha* been
erected around the tower to enable a closer inspection

to be mad'i by the cathedral architect.

The Ilfracombe T'rban District Council unanii-
m'^usly agreed on Wednesday to purchase the pier

and harbour for £40,000, and the lands adjoining
for £3,750.

In consequence of the fire at Selby Abbey,
several additional fire appliances have been installed

in Beverley Minster, and the insurance has been
increased from £o3,350 to £66,100. In the great
western front 30 statues have been placed, and
some of the rich carved work of the niches is to be
restored.

At Lancaster, on Wednesday, a new higher
elementary school-, costing £15,000, was opened by
the mayor. There is also in progress an addition to

the Storey Institute Municipal Technical School,
costing t! I'), 000, and the county council purpose to

erect a girls' grammar school.

The John Wesley Memorial Church at Bryant's
Hill, St. iieorge, is now nearing completion. Thes

spire is visible for several miles around the eminence
on Bryant's Hdl. The stained-glass five- light

window facing the main road is given by Mr. W. H.
Butler. One of the subjects is Wesley being rescued
from fire in his childhood days, and another repre-
sents the great Methodist lust before his death. Two
other figures in the window will represent Charity
and Integrity. The three-light window iu the south-
west of the building is given by Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Furber, who were also the donors of the site.

It represents John Wesley preaching on his father's

tomb-tone. Another window is given by Messrs.
Bell and Sons illustrative of Charles Wesley singing
in the open air.

The corporation of Macclesfield have adopted a
scheme for sewering the town which will cost

£10,000. The work will be proceeded with by
instalments.

LEGAL INTELLiaENOE.
PlYMOITH CoN'TEACTOR'S AfFAIKS—LlABIT.ITrES,

£6,511: Asskts. Nil.—The first meeting of the

creditors of Mr. Edgar Lord Perrin Duke, contractor,

of Parkfield, Ford Park -road, Plymouth, was called

for March 27. at the Official Receiver's Office, Ply-

mouth. The summary of debtor's affairs showed
gross liabilities amounting to £6,511 4s. od., of

which £7 was due for rates. There were no assets.

The causes of insolvency, as alleged bj' the debtor,

were losses on the contract for construction of

sewers in connection with the Plymouth Main
Drainage Scheme. The debtor had not tiled any
deficiency account. The Official Receiver's obser-

vations were as follows-—The receiving order was
made on a creditor's petition. The debtor, aged 48,

for several years carried on business in Plymouth
as a builder and contractor. He commenced to trade

in 18!>l without any capital, but discontinued business

in May, 1906, when he held a sale of his plant,

horses, carts, Arc, the proceeds, amounting to about

£50, being paid to his brother, Mr. C. L. Duke.

The debtor states that he became aware in 1902

that his property was insufficient to pay his debts

in full. The greater portion of his liabilities la due
to five creditors, whose aggregate debts amount to

£6,255. and include £1,273 133. 4d. due to the

debtor's brother for goods purchased and money
borrowed. On Sept. 14, 1906, the debtor executed

an absolute bill of sale to his brother, Mr. C. L.

Duke, of his household furniture for a sum of £100

in respect of moneys which had been paid on his

behalf. The public examination was fixed for

April 9.

IxreMetcalfaxdGeeig.—At BankruptcyBuild-
ings, on March 27, a meeting of creditors was held

under the receiving order recently made against Mr.

Henry Metcalf and Mr. T. K. Greig, architects and
surveyors, of Serjeant's-inn, E.C. Mr. W. <>.

Williams, assistant official receiver, who presided,

reported that an approximate statement of affairs

disclosed ranking liabilities £104.436, and assets

consisting of equities of redemption. The debtors

attributed their insolvency to depreciation in the

value of fiats erected by them. Proofs for about

£41,000 had been lodged. Mr. B. Barnett, appear-

ing for the debtors, made no offer of composition,

and Mr. H. McLellan, accountant, was appointed as

truste3 in bankruptcy.

The permanent mission church and parish room of

St. Peter's. Acton Green, was dedicated by the

Bishop of Kensington on Easter Eve. The building

IS of ** Frazzi," the architect being Mr. P. Morley
Horder, of New Bond-street. The accommodation
is for 350, and the cost has been £800.

Forty years ago the church of Fivehead, in

Somerset, possessed a brass of a female figure, with a

coat of arms, but without any inscription. Shortly

afterwards the brass disappeared, until, in the

autumn of last year, the portions were found in a

garden in the village, and brought back to the

vicar. After cleaning, the heraldry on the shield

supplied the want of an inscription, the bearings

showing that the lady could only be Lady Edward
Seymour, daughter and heir of Sir John Walsh, of

Cathanger, in the parish, and the wife of Lord
Edward Seymour, the eldest surviving son of ^he

first Duke of Somerst, the Lord Protector. After

his release from the Tower, where his elder brother

died, and his father was executed, Lord Edward,
deprived of his title, his lands, and even his name,
retired to this remote village, and there married. His
wife, probably, died soon after the birth of her only

son, also Edward, and was buried in the church.

Eventually her husband obtained Berry Pomeroy
Castle, and in the church of the parish is a gigantic

tomb, on which are his effigy, and those of his son

and daughter-in-law arranged on shelves.

The Women's Fund for the repair of Winchester
Cathedral now amounts to over £2,300. The Dean
of Winchester is making a fresh appeal, as the

damage to the fabric has proved greater than was at

first realised. Mrs. Ryle hopes that the Women's
Fund will in the course of the year reach at least

£4,000—the cost of restoring to a state of security

the two Norman transepts.

The new wing of Cliff Colloge at Curbar, near

Baslow, Derbyshire, was opened on Monday. Since

the Wesleyaus acquired the college and gi-ounds

they have spent over £20,000 in making various

extensions to the buildings and in laying out the

ground.^. The Champness Memorial Wing is to

accommodate 50 more students, giving room now
for a total of 100 students. The cost of this extension

has been £7,000.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned the

proposal of the St. Anne's-on-Sea Urban District

Council to borrow £3,500 for the purpose of laying

out the southern portion of the Esplanade. Owing
to the rapid development of the town the council

have deemed it expedient to push forward the work
as quickly as possible, and the improvement will be

begun at the conclusion of the present season, and
1
finished in time for that of 1908.
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ILLUSTKATI0N8.
BUauOS CATHEDRAL. FBOM THE CASTLE HILL.—WABDROHE,

PERIOD LOUIS XIV. — HENSHAW STREET SCHOOL, OLD
TRAFFORD.—SEVMOCR PARK SCHOOL, OLD TRAFFORD.

—

YORK GOLF CH'B HOUSE.—HOUSE AT LOSTOCK.—HOUSE
AT ASHFORD, SIIDDLESEX.—S'EW BAXK AND SHOPS,
VETHERFIELD.— l.E'TERX, ST. MARTIn's CHURCH, SALIS-

^ur illustrations.—»

—

KURGOS C.tTnEIUtAL FROM THE CA.-iTLE HILL, l'

In the Biiliuxg Xews for March 15 we published
& drawing, by Jlr. Henry C. Brewer, of the great
octagon of this magnificent church, and also gave
a very interesting description written for us by the
.artist. To-day we have reproduced his sketch of the
cathedral taken from the Castle Hill, and specially
mentioned in the article referred to above.

CARVED OAK WARDUOBE : I'ERIOI) LoriS XtV. f

This Early 1 Sth-century French piece of elaborated
hardwood furniture is eminently characteristic of
nhe period of Louis XIV.: but beyond the informa-
tion given on our plate, there is not much to add
by way of description. The original is in the
\'ictoria and Albert lluseum, and was measured
Jind drawn by Jlr. Henry Thomson, of .South
Hampstead, First Travelling Burserer Edinburgh
School of Applied Art, 190.5, and this drawing is

one of the series made during the Studentship.

HENSHAW STUEET .SCHOOL, OLD TKAFFOUD. '

This school, erected by the Stretford Education
Authoritj-, was completed and opened twelve
months ago, and was the second Council school
erected in Stretford. It was built to accommodate
tiOO scholars, 400 mixed boys and girls and 200
infants, and is now being extended to hold 600
mixed scholars and '200 infants. The classrooms
are planned round a large and lofty central hall,
with corridors for boys, girls' "and infants'
•entrances branching off same. Adjoining each
of the four entrances are the necessary cloakrooms
and teachers' rooms, the latter assuring perfect
supervision of the playgrounds. The school is
ventilated by ceiling gratings, leading bv tubing
to large roof ventilators : the windows are also
made with upper part as hinged fanlight.
Efficient heating service is provided by the
low-pressure hot-water system, with fresh-air
inlets behind all radiators. The buildings are
lighted throughout by electricity. The elevations
are faced with Accrington bricks and Yorkshire
stone dressings, the roofs being covered with
Welsh slates. The school and playgrounds are
well-drained, and the site, which provides o-ood
Jilayground space, contains a caretaker's house.
The contractor for the whole of the school
premises was Mr. S. Warburton, of Manchester,
-who executed the work from the designs and
under the superintendence of the architect,
Ernest Woodhouse, F.R.LB.A., Mosley-street,'
ilanchester.

SEYMOUR I'ARK SCHOOL, OLD TKAriORD.
/

This school is now being erected bv the Stretford
Education Authority, to satisfy the needs of the
rapidly-growing d'istrict of Old Trafford, and
will, when completed, be one of the most modern
schools in the district. It is designed to accom-
modate S40 children, in classrooms to hold 50

children each, planned close to the large central

hall. There are two departments—mixed boys'

and girls' and infants'—having four entrances,

one each for boys and girls and two for infants.

A well-equipped science room is also provided.

The floors throughout are maple-wood blocks laid

on concrete, and a tile dado is run round all rooms

and corridors. Heating, ventilating, and sanitary

arrangements are all on the most modern lines.

All the exposed internal joinery— screens, doors,

and ornamental roof principals—is in pitch-pine,

^arnished. Externally, half-timber construction

is used. I'p to the sill level, the elevations

are faced with Accrington bricks, and above this

level the whole school is treated with half-timber

framing, filled in with plasterwork on brick

backing. The roofs are all covered with

Kuabon red tiles. A caretaker's house is pro-

vided on the site detached from the school. The
general contractor is Jlr. R. Carlyle, of Man-
chester, who lias erected the buildings imder the

direction of Mr. Ernest Woodhouse, F.R.LB.A.,
of Manchester.

YORK GOLF CLIBHOUSE. ^

This building has recently been erected for the

York Golf Club, and is constructed of Menicl
timber framing, with plaster panels, upon brick

plinth and concrete foundations. .\U external

woodwork is treated with Carbolineum, and the

roof is covered with sand-faced Reading tiles,

vertical tiling in gables smooth-faced. The
interior is lined with matchboarding. stained and
flat-varnished. The building was designed by,

and carried out under the supervision of, Jlr.

A. J. Toomer, architect, York, the contractors

being Messrs. R. Dent and Son, York. There is

a detached group of buildings in the rear of the

clubhouse, accommodating motors, cycles, &c.,

and a generating-house for acetylene gjs, with
which the clubhouse is lighted.

HOUSE .K^ LOSTOCK. ^

This house has recently been completed at Lostock,

near Bolton. The walls are built of a local stone,

the roof being laid with stone flags which give

quite a quaint effect. Mr. John Royley, of Farn-
worth, is the contractor. ^Ir. li. Hermon Crook,

of Bolton, is the architect. It may be interesting

to note that the stonework is old material, and
has been re-used.

HOUSE AT ASHFOKD IS MIDDLESEX. (/

The front aspect of tbis house is westerly, an4
all the bedrooms and sitting-rooms have an
easterly aspect to catch the morning sun. The
exterior is covered with cement roughcast of a

grey tint, and the roof is of sand-faced tiles of a

bright red colour. The casements are painted

white, and the frames are yellowish green. The
fireplace in the large sitting-room is arched in

fumed and polished oak with old Dutch tiles on
either side of an "Adams" hob grate. The
builders were Jlessrs. Mansbridge and PuUen. of

Peckham. The architects are Slessrs. Tyars and
Jago.

XEW HANK .^XD SHOPS, XETHERFIELD. XOTTS. "

This new block of business premises has just been
erected at Xetherfield, near Nottingham. The
walls are faced with pressed bricks, and the

cornice and dressings are of Hollington stone.

The upper story is in grey cement roughcast, with
wooden eaves and gable cornices. The building

includes a bank, and is situated in a most import-

ant site in Ketherfield. Mr. Herbert Smith is the

architect.

LECTERX, ST. M.A.RTIx's CHURCH, SALISBURY", i^

I HAVE little to say about this lectern—in fact,

little seems to be known. It is attributed to the

1.5th century, is of brass, the workmanship being
very fine. What impressed me most about this

old lectern was the beautiful contour of the

moulding "U the shaft and base, the decagonal

part being specially interesting. The eagle sur-

mounting the shaft is of exquisite workmanship :

but the most noticeable feature of the bird is the

wicked, diabolic expression given to its head.

E. Gauratt.

At .St. Matthew's Church, Cockington, Torquay,
on Thursday evening, the Bishop of Crediton dedi-

cated a new stained- glass window, the subject

being the Adoration of Christ by the Wise Men. It

is placed in the morning chapel, and is the work of

Mr. A. K. Nicholson, -brother of Sir C. Nicholson,

Bart., the architect of the church. The Bishop also

dedicated the new oak rood screen, also a memorial
gift.

COMPETITIONS.
BiSHor ArcKLANii.—The Countj' Education

Committee at Durham .seems to have acted in a

very inconsiderate manner, regardless of the con-

venience of competitors, seeing that the plans for

the Bishop Auckland secondary- schools have this

week been on view before the award has been
ascertained, with the result that architects from
all parts of the kingdom have visited the city on
a usele.ss enand, and without being able to ascer-

tain which of their 179 designs have been pre-

miated. The assessor's report will not, we under-

stand, be opened till next week. There is not

much satisfaction in being shown a big as.semblage

of competitive plans without being informed what
choice has been determined on, and we cerbiinly

think that the promoters are very blameworthy
for thus thoughtlessly wasting two days' time of

so many gentlemen to whom they are indebted

for submitting competitive designs for their school,

to say nothing of the travelling expenses wasted

on a needless journey over their affair.

Kexdal C'AitxEi;iE Public Library. — The
library committee of the town council decided to

have a competition for the building to be erected

at the co.st of Mr. Andrew Carnegie, three pre-

miums being offered. Eleven architects com-
peted, the condition being that they should be in

practice in Kendal or natives of the town. The
plans were discussed at a meeting of the committee

on Friday night, when the first premium was
awarded to Jlr. T. Frederick Pennington. Tivoli

House, Hounslow Heath : Mr. A. \. W.
Hodgson, Lincoln, was second, and Mr. C.

Pearson Shaw, Nottingham, third. The other

competitors were Messrs. Thos. .Sharpe, Durham
;

R. G. Beard, J. F. Curwen, Malcolm Shaw,
Stephen Shaw, John Hutton, and W. A. Nelson,

Kendal : and T. Jloffat Banks, London. The de-

signs of the competitors have been on public view

at the town hall this week. In the selected design, a
central entrance in Stricklandgate gives access

to an octagonal hall 19ft. 6in. in diametiT. Two
sides of this octagon are arches, through which a
view from the counter of the lending department

can be obtained of the principal entrance and tie

entrances to each of the rooms and the staircase to

the upper floor, all of which open directly out of

this hall. From the same counter a view c.an be

obtained, through glazed screens, of every room,

and to make the supervision more easy the floor of

the lending department is raised 1ft. Gin. above

the surrounding floors. The rooms consist of a

reading room, reference library, ladies' room,

juveniles' room, committee rooms and otfices. and

no ri:>om is a thoroughfare leading to any other

room, so that unnecessary noise will be avoided.

In no case is there a less area of glass than one-

fifth of the floor area, with top light in addition

to windows where such light is desirable, as in

the lending library. The south-west arch-

way of the octagonal hall is the entrance to

the lending department. Directly opposite

the archway is the inquiry counter, the

right the receiving counter where borrowers

deliver up their books. The lending department

will accommodate 34.720 books placed in stacks

eight shelves in height, so that all are within easy

reach without a ladder. From the lending library

there is direct private access to the reference-

room, where :!.240 volumes and 24 readers can be

accommodated. In the ladies' room provision is

made for .iS readers, the juveniles' room will ac-

commodate 26, and the reading-room 41 news-

papers and St readers at seven tables. The

heating of the building is to be. by low pressure

hot-water ventilating radiators. Over the lend-

ing-library and reading-room are automatic con-

cealed roof-ventilatorsi but in regard to the

smaller rooms it is proposed to coimect them each

with a separate flue to a ventilating shaft sur-

rounding the boiler-flue, and drive out the vitiated

air by an electric fan. The building is to be of

local limestone with Prudham dressings.

The Ellon Town Council have appointed Mr.
William Veat«. of Logiereive, borough surveyor in

succession to Mr. J. Baxter, resigned.

iVt an inquest, in London, on a plumber who died

as the result of falling from a scaffold, a factory

inspector informed the jury that the whole subject

of scaffold accidents was under the consideration of

a committee appointed by the Home Secretary, and
the result of their deliberations would be a code of

rules which would have statutory force. <.1ne of

the regulations would be that no scaffold board end
would be allowed to project more than 6in. over a

putlog unless secured.
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Mk. Johx W. Simpson-. F.R.I.B.A., in a capital
letter to TVie Times of Good Friday, urges that
in view of the numerous Acts, by-laws, and
regulations affecting building operations in
London, and the injustice invoh-ed by the con-
sideration of applications made under discretion-
ary clauses to an overworked Building Act Com-
mittee sitting in camera, a Court of Building
should be established for London somewhat on the
linos of the Dean of Guild Courts of Scotland.
The president of the court sliouid, Mr. Simpson
suggests, be a Judge, equal both in standing and
salary tu the Judges of the High Court, and
hav-ing a knowledge of building matters, and
ability to "read" technical drawings. The
registrar also, whose office it would be to deal
with minor and undisputed cases, should be a
trained lawyer. With the judge should sit, either
singly or together, at the application of either
party to a suit, four advisory assessors—an archi-
tect, an engineer, a surveyor, and a builder.
Their fees should be but small—the honour of the
position being great—and should form part of the
•costs of the case. A person proposing to build
would deposit his plans with the Court, all parties
affected by the proposal receiiing notice to inspect
the plans and attend the hearing of the case,
either personally or by their representatives. All
objections—whether on the ground of obstruction
to light and air. construction, frontage lines, pro-
jections, exits, possible nuisance, or otherwise—would be then heard and decided, the plans
being allowed or ordered to be modified as the
court might direct. The present system by which
neighbours apply for injunctions during the pro-
gress of a building, with its grievous loss and
delay to the building owner, would disappear.
The plans once approved, the building could pro-
<^eed to completion without interference. Vexa-
tious objections would practically cease, as the
court would condemn the objector in costs. The
•e.xisting district surveyors would become officers

•of the High Court, responsible to the Court of
Building alone. Such a scheme would, Mr.
.Simpson said, be practically self-supporting, and
we think the matter deserves favourable con-
rsideration.

Mr. Willum Woodward, F.R.I. B. A., follow-
ing up Mr. Simpson's letter, suggests that in
purely architectural matters an • engineer

"

would not be necessary. Another part of the
procedure demands, he thinks, much care : the
worda."all parties affected by the proposal ^to
build) receiving notice to inspect the plans and
attend the hearing of the case, either personally or
by their representatives ... the plans being
allowed or ordered to be modified as the Court
might direct." It would be no easy task, Mr.
Woodward says, to define " all parties affected by
the proposal, " and gives a recent illustration to
explain his fears. The London County Council,
under their powers, approved of the height to
which the new Piccadilly Hotel is to be carried :

but the London Building Act of 1894 requires
notice of this fact to be ad\-ertiaed and sent to
•every owner or lessee within "100 yards " of the
building, so that any person considering himself
aggrieved may appeal to the tribunal constituted
under the .same .\ct. Xow, serving only one
notice at each house within 100 yards, his clients
deposited considerably over 200 notices for this one
Jjuilding only, and the difficulty and trouble of
finding out who the lessees were can be easily
imagined. Mr. Woodward adds : Mr. Simpson's
suggestion of a Building Court for London " is

en exceUent one : it appears at a moment when
the whole building world is sick and tired of the
obstructions caused to its operations in London by
Acts of Parliament most difficult to understand,
supplemented by by-laws {written and unwritten),
orders, regulations, and requirements invented,
apparently, by curiously-minded otlicials with the
object of driving common-sense architects and
builders into those lunatic asylums so opportunely
and luxuriously prepared for their reception."

Mr. Edw.vrd G. KostDE, writing on the same
subject, remarks that the establishment of a
Building Court for London might be regarded as a
reversion to former times, when separate tribunals
•existed for various trades, or as a logical exten-
sion of the tendency, whichihas of late years boon
more marked, of referring technical suits either to
arbitration or to a special tribunal such as the
Commercial Court. This tendency is also
exemplified in the establishment of the " Kauf-

mannsgerii hte " and " Gewerbegerichte " in
Germany. Regarded in this light, the establish-

ment of a Building Court for London would be a
further step in the same direction.

In a letter he addresses to the London County
Council. Mr. Frederick Wallen, the president of

the District Surveyors" *Vssociation, urges that
body to revert to the old system of appointing
district surveyois, and to abandon the recently-

adopted plan of compelling those officials to give
up priv.-ite practice. " Formerly," he says,
" many men of the highest eminence in the
architectural profession, including no fewer than
five who subsequently became presidents of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, presented
themselves as candidates for the office ; but men
of such standing are not willing to exchange a
successful or promising practice for a district

surveyorship under existing conditions." He
adds, " This association respectfully submits that
the office of district surveyor has not been
'elevated,' but has suffered by the change, and
that it is in the interest of the public that the
Council should revert to the previous system, and
that the restriction now placed upon the exercise
of their profession by district surveyors, other
than those imposed by the st.atutes, should be
removed. In this event it is believed that the
Royal Institute of British Architects would be
willing to at once hold an additional statutory
examination, when there is every probability that
a number of architects of attainment and "expe-
rience who have hitherto been hindered by the
restrictions would present themselves for quali-
fication."

Messrs. Wilso.v and Gray write to the daily
Press suggesting that the scale of commission
payable to recognised estate agents who are
authorised by the London (^'ounty Council to deal
with the vacant building sites in Kingswav and
elsewhere should be increased, and that, instead
of the very low scale hitherto paid, the same scale
as paid by all private owners should be offered.

The present unusually low rate of commission
tends, it is pointed out, to prevent agents from
pushing the letting of these undoubtedly valuable
sites, and it is suggested that the new Council
should adopt the scale of commission authorised
by the Institute of House and Estate Agents.
"The late Council refused at first to pay any
commission to agents, and subsequently, when
they found themselves unable to let the sites, they
offered such an absurdly low scale that naturally
agents could not afford to put the same energy
into disposing of the sites as they would were their
usual fees to become payable in the event of their
being successful."

At the hist open meeting of the British School
of Rome, the Director (Dr. T. Ashby) read a
paper upon some points of Sardinian archaeology,
illustrating his remarks by lantern slides. He
upheld the view recently e.xpressed by Signer
Nissardi that the so-called Nuraghi "(eirci'lar

towers built of large blocks of stone about .'iOf t. in
diameter at the base, and as much or more in
height, of which over .5,000 exist in the island)
were the fortified habitations, and not the tombs,
of the pre-Roman inhabitants of Sardinia. This
was evident from their topographical disposition,
from their construction, and from many other
considerations. Healsodealtwiththeremainsof the
Roman roads through the island, and with the fine

Romanesque churches of the period of the Pisan
supremacy.

Mr. Rohkrt Gihii, R.S.A., who for the last
twelve years has been curator of the National
Gallery of Scotland, retired from office on
Saturday last. When he undertook the duties,
a committee of the board was engaged in con-
sidering how the gallery could be impro\ed, and
under the curator's supervision, the floor of the
gallery was relaid with oak parquetry, the walls
were decorated, the lighting improved, and the
whole of the pictures in the national collection
were gone carefully over, Nearly two hundred
were withdrawn, as being unworthy of a place in
the gallery ; and the remainder were classified

into schools, and rehung in the various rooms of
the galleries according to the countries to which
they belonged. A new catalogue was prepared
by the curator, with e.Kcellent notes on the pictures
and artists. There was also an illustrated edition
of the catalogue issued, which has had a wide
circulation. Another work of Mr. Gibb's was to
put glass over all the valuable pictures hung on
the line, to prevent them getting destroyed by
rubbing and touching. During Mr. Gibb's
curatorship, many \aluable pictures have been

added to the national collection. These include

five important Raebum portraits, the Turner
drawings. Phillip's " La Gloria," and works by
Crome, Erskine Xicol, David Scott, Robert

Herdman, and others. Mr. Gibb was nominated
under the old rule which made it imperative that

the office of curator should be filled by a member
of the Royal Scottish Academy. Under the

National Galleries Act recently passed, that is

no longer in force. The .Secretary for Scotland

may nominate for the position either an artist or

a layman instructed in art.

At Monday's meeting of the Dundee School
Board a motion was proposed by Mr. P. Reid in

favour of the appointment of a measurer for work
done in connection with the improvement of one
of the schools, and by letters read, two offerers

for the contract complained that the schedules had
been altered, cast-iron being substituted for

wrought-iron in a heating system. Sir. Reid said

the board's architect should be the first to welcome
the appointment of an outside measurer. It had
been said that the architect had changed his ideas

as to the kind of material that should be used
while the work was in progress, but it appeared
that the same thing had happened in the contract

for another school two j'ears ago, and in the

schedule for a school now being erected, wrought-
iron was stipulated for in the heating sj-stem.

That surely needed some explanation, more
especially as no deduction had been made on the
last contract, though a cheaper material was used.

5Irs. Carlaw Martin seconded, stating that Dundee
was the only school-board of any size in Scotland
where the architect was his own measurer. After
some discussion it was agreed that the works com-
mittee should take the matter up and report.

AsPHALTE companies have not been doing as

well lately as a few yeai-s ago, when large profits

were made in consequence of the repairing

acti\-ities of local authorities, especially in London.
Still, the Val de Travers Company's report shows
a profit of £'2'2,.500, after the deduction of various

sums, including contributions of £1,000 each to

reserve and maintenance funds. The dividend is

maintained at 7j per cent., and the carry-forward
is increased fiom i^i.ig? to £6,195. The com-
pany's shares have always commanded a premium,
and are now quoted at 22s. 6d. It is recognised
as the leading concern of its class, and has always
maintained the high reputation of its work.

A ri'RTHER report from the finance committee
of the Newcastle-on-Tyne Corporation as to the

old town walls and towers has been issued. The
report states that negotiations have been entered
into with Mr. J. D. Walker, J.P., one of the
Stewards of the Incorporated Company of

Plumbers and Glaziers, relative to the acquisition

by the corporation of the Morden Tower, situated

at the back of Stowell-street. For the tower and
for all rights and users of the surface of the wall
the company are prepared to sell their title and
interests at the price of £1,100. The committee
recommend the council to make application to the
Local Go\'ernment Board for their consent to the

purchase and to the payment of the purchase
money out of the moneys which have arisen from
enfranchisement and sales of corporation property.

Mr. John Honeym.ix. R.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., of

Glasgow, writes, suggesting that there ought to

be only one national collection of pictures for the

United Kingdom. He points out that it is in-

excusable extravagance to recognise and maintain
as national three institutions drawing their

support from one Exchequer, while under in-

dependent management—in short, rival institu-

tions—two of which might compete against the

third, but never with the slightest chance of

suci-ess. It would be greatly to the advantage of

art, if, instead of there being separate secondary
collections for Scotland and Ireland, these

countries could have more use of the great British

national collection, which commands practically

the Imperial resources to which all parts of the

Kingdom contribute. Mr. Honeyman's proposal

is that a branch National Gallery should be
established at Edinburgh and another in Dublin,

the whole being under the management of a central

board, or preferably under a Government depart-

ment of .\rt. Rivalry would thus become inter-

national instead of internecine.

A new church for the accommodation of the nuns
of the Abbey of St. Cecilia of Solesmes, has been
erected at Appley, Kyde, and was finished iu readi-

ness for the Easter services. The cnurch is of brick,

without any ornamentation.
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WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITAKT
MATTERS.

EDiXBUKiiH.—The Edinburgh and District Water
Trustees are at present prompting a provisional

Order, under which power is being asked for the

construction of some subsidiary works, the object of

which is to store the water at certain points, and at

others to reduce the pressure, more especially in the

low-lying parts of the city. These works are

<iescribed as *' service tanks," one of which—the

Dunsappie Tank— will be placed by the side of the

wall east of Arthur Seat, dividing the Queen's I'ark

from the lands of WiUowbrae. A similar object

will be sought by the erection of the Barnton Tank.
To each tank a service of pipes will be laid. These
works are expected to cost about ,£.3,0U0 or 6,0i»0

each. The tanks will each cover about a quarter of

an acre of ground, and in each instance about an
:ioie has been scheduled for the purposes of the

w irks.

Sanitation in Salkord.—The special committee,

winch the Salford Corporation appointed last June
t' lunuire into the expenditure at the sanitary works
at Mode Wheel have published their report. The
committee are of opinion that the cost ot chemicals

(which last year amounted to £'2,522 10s. 4d.) could

be, and in the near future will be, reduced, and, if

some successful mechanical washing-apparatus is

adopted, together with an extension of the rough-
ing filters, there is hope that the expenditure on
chemicals may be greatly reduced, if not entirely

dispensed with. They do not, however, recommend
the council, at the present time, to dispense with the

use of chemicals ; but they urge the need for the

erection of a destructor at Mode Wheel. They
further recommend that the rivers committee, the

town clerk, and the borough treasurer confer with a

view to the commercial side of the sewage works
being placed on a sound basis, and to a better

arrangement of the books and office staff.

Sheewsbuky Sewkkaok Scheme.—An inquiry

was held at Shrewsbury, on March 27, by Messrs.

E. A. Sandford Fawcett and F. J. Willis, inspectors

of the Local Government Board, with respect to an
application made by the corporation for sanction to

borrow a sum of £35,000, required in addition to the

loan of £70,000 already obtained, to complete the

payments connected with the new sewerage scheme
of the borough. The i'35,000 has actually been
borrowed by the local authority, and for the most
part paid away, and it represents the difference

between the original contract price of the scheme
(£70,000) and the ultimate cost.—Mr. Taylor, one
of the engineers, said the cost of connections was not
included m the original estimate, and unforeseen
difficulties had arisen during the excavations owing
to many old foundations and drains, of which there

were no plans, having to be dealt with. The corpora-

tion of Shrewsbury also had to pay over £2,200 in

respect of a claim by the Shrewsbury Lias Company
for damage to the mains, and for the cost of the

arbitration which was held to determine the dispute.

The cost of connecting the main sewers and houses,

work not provided for in the loan originally, was put
at £11,518. r-^

As the result of the Sevenoaks Urban District

Council election, Mr. -Tabez Mann, for nearly twenty
years surveyor to the town, has been elected second
on the list of successful candidates.

The main entrance to Westminster R.C. Cathedral
is about to be completed by the filling of the great
tympanum with mosaic. The design has been pre-
pared by Mr. John A. Marshall, of Messrs. Bentley
and Sons, and it embodies the suggestions made by
the late Mr. J. F. Bent'ey before his death. The
work will be executed during the present year.

At a meeting ot the Essex County Education
Committee it was reported that the Local Govern-
ment Board had sanctioned a loan for £l,21Sfor
the enlargement of Great Burstead school. Plans,

prepared by Mr. C. M. Shiner, were submitted for

the erection of a proposed school for 400 children at

Little Thurrock, the estimated cost of which was
£5,600. The plans were approved.

The Earl of Denbigh laid at Acock's Green on
Tuesday the foundation - stone of a new Roman
Catholic school and temporary chapel. The budding
will comprise two tloors, the lower floor containing
the school and cloakrooms, and the upper floor the
temporary chapel and vestries. Accommodation
will be provided for 59 mixed scholars and 44
infants. The chapel is approached by a separate
entrance and a fireproof staircase, and when the
future chapel is erected will provide room for 104
additional scholars. The architect is Mr. Henry T.
Sandy, of Stafford and Birmingham, and the
builders are Messrs. John Barnsley and Sons, of
Birmingham.

At a special meeting of the corporation of
Evesham held on the 27th ult. , the town clerk was
authorised to seal an indenture between Sir T.
Bazley, Mr. tj. S. Ba/.lej', and the council, as to
the conveyance ot land for additional water
reservoirs which it is proposed to construct at a cost

of £13,000.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTJING WEEK.
MusLiAV.— Ilojal Institutf of British Architects. " Uotel

I'lannin^,'" by Stanley H. Hamp. 8 p.m.
Bristol Society of Architects. Presi-

dent's Conversazione and General Meet-
ing. 8 p.m.

TcESUAV.—Architectural Association of Ireland. "The
Excursion to Northamptonshire," by E.

Bradbury, M.R.I. A.I. 8 p m,

Thi'bsdav.— Sheffield Society of Architects and Sur-

veyors. Annual Meeting. 8 p.m.

Friday. —Architectural Association. "Westminster
Cathedral." by J. A. Marshall. 7.30p.m.

THE AR( 'HITECTUE/VL ASSOCLA.TIOX.
M'KIL l.'tl, DKDIXAEV GENERAL MEETING at Nu. IN

Tuftnn stn...'. \\ r^tmtn^ter. S.W., nl 7,;HI ji.m. PAPER by Mr.
,1. A. M \KSI1 \I.I.. nn •• WestniinMcrCnthedrul.

"

\PUll. lull sl:\ KNTH SPRING VISIT—to tlic new Lambeth
Munii iiKil HiiiUling- n.rner of Aere-lane and Brixton HiUi. Archi-

tects : Messrs. Wjtrwick and Hall. Members to meet at the buildings

at 2.311 p.m.
HENRY TANNER, Jnnr.

J
„„„ g^.

. WUNTNER SMITH.

THE SOCIETY OF AECHirECTS.
staple Inn Buildinzs. Holbom. W.C. WEDNESDAY. APRIL

nib- riRDINKRl MEETING, 9 p m. PAPER hv Mr. EDGAR (.

TIIRI PP. \m In^t C-E-. on '* Legal llindriinees to Moilem Metlu.ds

of Buildini Cnstiuelion." THl'RSn\Y. APRIL Mb: ANNUL
DINNER. He Kevser's Hotel, E C-. r. lib pm. Members' and \ isitors'

tickets ['Js.; may be obtained of the SECRETARY.

Static &tb%.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
AccRiNiiTON Joiners.—The building of the Car-

negie free library at Accrington and of two schools

was stopped on Monday by a strike of joiners, who
demanded a halfpenny an hour advance in wages,

so as to be paid Od. an hour for 48 hours a week.

Xearlv thirty employers in Accrington, Church,
Oswaidtwistle, Rishton. Clayton-le-Moors, Kaptdn,
and Baxenden refused to give the increase ; but the

Accrington Corporation, the Accrington and Church
Co-operative Society, and two private firms have

conceded the men's demands. Building operations

at Spring Hill Wesleyan new .'chool and at Green
Haworth National School are also stopped through

the strike.

Emigeanis' Prospects. —The Emigrants' Infor-

mation office, 31, Broadway, Westminster, states

there is a very large demand in Canada at present

for railway labourers. Hard-working men in the

building, metal, and engineering trades should have
little difficulty in procuring employment at good

wage'. In Australia the demand for labour has

considerably improved. The demand for mechanics

is less ; but competent carpenters, bricklayers,

masons, blacksmiths, fitters, kc, should be able to

get work without difficulty. Emigrants are warned
against going to Cape Colony in search of work. In

Natal the supply of labour is equal to the demand,
and is over abundant in the building trades, both in

Durban and in Pietermaritzburg.

Hawton, near Newark.- Labourers' engaged

in digging gypsum, for making plaster, struck work
on Tuesday. About 200 men are affected. An
alteration in the terms of labour was proposed, by
which they were to be paid by the weight excavated

instead of by measurement. They were also to find

their gunpowder for blasting. In full employment
the men can earn 243. weekly.

Per ton.

£5 15
7 1.5

7 5

8 10

20
6 17

8 15
9 10

Per ton.

£14
14 10

15 B.W.O.
14/t> per cwt.
1. Per ton.

tX) £8 10
8 10

9 10
7 10
9 10
4 17

" 10 10

to £6 7 6

6 5
8

At Chesterfield, on Wednesday, a Local Govern-

ment inspector held an inquiry respecting an
application from the rural district council for leave

to borrow £5,500 for a water supply for Staveley.

At a meeting of the Sleaford Hural District

Council, the new bore at Heckington was leported

to be yielding UO,SSO gallons of water per day. The
Local Government Board is being asked to sanction

loans of £S50 and £900 respectively for the construc-

tion of waterworks for this bore and the one at

Dorrington.

Sir William Arrol and Co., Ltd., have contracted

to erect a new boiler shop for the Loiidon and
Glasgow Engineering and Iron Shipbuilding Com-
pany, Ltd., at Finnieston, (ilasgow. The boiler

shop IS to be 200ft. long, in two bays of 60ft. wide,

with crane girders 54ft. 9in. to the centres of the

crane-rails. The floor level to the top of rad is 50ft.,

and the floor level to the bottom of the roof truss is

()Oft. In each bay there wJl be cranes for lifting

up to 120 tons.

On Wednesday week Mr. P. M. Crosthwaite,

M.I.C.E., held a Local Government Board inquiry

into the application of theErpingham Hural District

Council for sanction to borrow £2,900 for sea

defence and gangway approach works to the beach

at Mundesley. Mr. A. F. Scott, who had prepared

the plans for the council, gave evidence, and Mr.

W. f . Douglass of Messrs. Douglass and Amott,

civil engineers, Victoria-street, Westminster, stated

that these estimates were, in his judgment, reason-

able, and the plans generally satisfactory.

LATEST PRICES.
IBON.

Per ton.

Rolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to

RoUed-SteelJoista, EngU.-ih 7 5 0,,
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,,
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,,
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Rotmd, or

Square 20 „
Do., Welsh 5 15 „
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,,
Best Bnedshill 9 0,,

Angles 10s., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £3 15s. to £n.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 10a. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 21.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge £13 10

Bestditto H
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
0to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

9/6 10/- 10 6 11'- 11,3 12/- 12/9 13/6

Per ton.

Cast-iron Colunms £6 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 9 5

BoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

„ „ Galvanised. 9

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17

Cut Floor Brads 10 10

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 5

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £6 2 6

4in.to6in 6

Tin. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,.
[Coated with compasition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Psr ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall HOs. Od. to 117a. 6d-

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 753. Od-

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings-Discount off Standard

Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :—
Ga.s-Tubes fjV-'
Water-Tubes »;J:

Bteam-Tubes ^_
Galvanised Ga-s-Tubes g
Galvanised Water-Tubes "0

Galvandsed Steam-Tubes *» «

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Spelter, Silesian £28 to £23 10

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 2 6 „ —
Country 2.'? 17 6 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 12 6 „ —
„ „ „ Country 24 7 b „ —

Lead Pipe, 'Turned inside, Town 24 12 6 „

,r ,. .. Country 25 7 6 „ —
Lead pipe. Tinned inside and
outside Town

„ „ „ Country — --

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 2

,,
Country... 2.5 17

Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) Town 25 2
Country 25 17

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15

Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 125

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 115 10

Tin, Straits 186

Do., English Ingots 191

Pig Lead 21

Sheet Lead, Town 22 12

Country 23 7

Genuine White Lead 27 5

Refined Red Lead to

Sheet Zinc 35
Old Lead, against accoimt 18 12

Xin per cwt. 11

Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary

brand) H

26 2
2J 17

15 5

125 10
116 10

186 10

191 10

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £10

i „ Bangkok „ ... 9

I
Quebec Pine, yellow ... 3

„ Oak ... 5

,. Birch 2

„ Ehn *

„ Ash *

Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 3

Fir - 3

Ash, Quebec -• *

Birch, Sew Brimswick... ,, ... 2

Quebec .. --• 2

Elm *

Box. Turkey per ton 6

re<lar. Cuba per ft. sup.

Jurrah planks per ft. cu.

Wainscot, Riga p. log 2

Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4

St. Petersburg 4

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard,

by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £21
2nd 17

3rd 11

Canada Sprue*, Ist 11

„ 2nd and 3rd 9

New Brunswick ...- 8

Riga 8

St. Petersburg 8
Swedish

"

Finland 9

White Sea 10

Battens, all sorts 6

10

6 ,.

0. „
„

6 „
6 „

) £20
17 10
6 5
9 5
5
8 15

7
6 10
3

5 1.5

6
6

120—12£t. by IJin.

to £.35

23 10
14
16
II
9 15
9

17
20 10
9 5

20 10

13

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. ;

—

1st prepared £0 14

i 2nd ditto 12 6

[ Other qualities 4 6

£10
16
14
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staves, per standard M :

—

U.S.. pipe f.?? 10 to £45
Memel. cr. pipe 220

Hemel, brack 190
230
200

WOOD.
BriLDlNr. Wood.

Deals : 3jn. by llin. and 4in. by £ s. d.
Oin. .ind llin 13 10

Deals: 3 by 9 13
Battens : 2.^in. by Tin. and 8in.,
and 3in. bv Tin. and Sin 11

Battens : 25 by 6 and 3 by C 10

Deals : seconds 1

Battens: seconds 10
2in. by 4in. and 2in. by 6in 9
2in. by 45in. and 2in. by oin. ... SIC

Voreign Sawr Boards

—

lin. and IJin. by Tin 10

iin 10

At per standard.

to

£ s. d,

15
14

„ 12
les.s than

Tin. & Sin.

less than best

„
to 10
„ 9 10

more than
battens.

Fir timber: best middling Danzi|_
or Memel 4 10 u

Seconds 4
Small timber fSin. to lOin.) 3 12 6
Small timber 6in. to 8in.) 3
Swedish balks 2 10

Pitch-pine timber {30ft. average) 4

Joiners' Wood.

Wbite Sea : first yellow deals,

3in. by llin
3in. by 9in
Rittens, 2^in. and 3in. by Tin.

Second yellow deals, 3in. by iin....

3inby9in.-..
Battens, 2>in. and 3in. by Tin.

Third yellow deals, Sin. by llin.

and 9in
Battens, 2.^in. and Sin. bv Tin.

Petersburg first yellow deals,
."'in. bv llin
Do. 3in. byflin
Battens

Second yellow deals, 3in. by llin.

Do. '3in. by 9in
Battens

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin.

Do. 3in. by 9in
Battens

White Sea and Petersburg—

At per load of oOft.

5
4 10
3 15
3 10
3
4 15

At per standard.
24 to 25
22
IK 10
IR 10
IT 10
13 10

13 10
11

23
18
20
19
14 10

15
12

21
18
13 10
16
14 10
11
13

12 10
10

First white deals. Sin. bv llin. 14 10

„ „ 3in. bv Sin. 13 10
Battens .'. 11

Second white deals, 3in. bv llin. 13 10

„ „ 3in. by 9in. 12 10
battens 10

Pitch pine : deals 18
Under 2in. thick e.xtra 10

Yell'^w Pine—First, regular sizes £44
Oddments 32

Seconds, regular sizes 33
Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube.. 3 6

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs

—

Large, per ft. cube 3
Small 2 6

5 6

22 10
19 10
15
IT

16
12 10
14
14

11

14 10
12
14 10
13 10
11

21
1

and over.

to 5

Small
Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,
as inch HJ
Jin. do. do 7

Dry Mahogany— Honduras, Ta.
basco. per ft. super, as inch .

.

Selected, Figury, per ft. super.
as inch

Dry Walnut, American, per ft

super, as inch 10
Teak, per load 17
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft.cube 4

Prepared Flooring, &c.

—

Iin. by 7;n. yellow, planed and

3 6
2 9
6

9}
8

9

1 6

Per sfjuare.

shot ; .. 13 6 to

Iin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 14 „

liin. bv 7in. j'ellow, planed and
matched 16 „

Iin. by Tin. white, planed and
shot 12 „

Iin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 12 6 „

IJin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 15 ,,

Jin. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ... 11 „

Iin. by Tin. „ „ ... 14 „
Jin. bv7in. white „ ... 10 ,,

Iin. by7in. „ „ ... 12 6 „

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per square less than 7in.

17

18

1

14

15

16

13
18
11

15

1 6J
1 8i

1

1 6

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £ 2 4J
Darley Dale, ditto ... 2 3

Red Corsehill. ditto ... 2 2
Closebum Red Freestone, ditto , ... 1 lOi
Ancaster. ditto „ ... 1 10

Oreenshill, ditto 1 10

Chilmark. ditto' Iin truck at Nine Elms). „ ... 19^
Beer, ditto , ...

16'
Hard York, ditto 2 10
Ditto ditto Hin. sawn both sides, landings,
randomsizes per foot 8up. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes 13
• All F.O.B. London.

Bath stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £0
Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot „

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot ,,

Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
station „

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... ,,

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 16} ... £0 1 7i

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... f o o i n 9 .>1

Ditto Nine Elms Depot... (
>. — " ^ ^ - " ^ -^J

Ditto Pimlico Wharf I

delivered,

at railway station.

BRICKS.
HardStocks £1 8 per 1 ,000 alongride, in river.

Rough Stocks and
Grizzles 16 „ „ „

Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10

Flettons 18
Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18
Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 13

Bed Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Bed 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Do. BuUnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks 3 14 C
Gl.4Zed Bricks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11
Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, Cha m-
fered. Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt

Glazed Stretchers,
and Header 12

Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers., lo
Double Headers ... 14
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, Cha m-
fered. Squints ... 14

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2 less than best.

Thames and Pit Sand..
Thames Ballast 5
Beat Portland Cement 27
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19

s. d.

per yard, delivered.

6 ,', „
per ton ,,

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc20xl0...12 12 6per lOOOof 1200atr

Blue Bangor
616 X 8... 6 12

20x10.. .13 2 6

„ „ ... 20x12.. .13 17 6
Firstquality 20x10.. .13

„ ... 20x12.. .13 15
... 16x 8... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green :... 20xlD...15 17 6

20x12. .18 7 6

„ ...18x10. .13 5

... 18x 8. .10 5

Permanent green 20x10. ..11 12 6
... 18x10 .. 9 12 6

„ „ ... 16« 8 .. 6 12 6

TILES.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Brtiselcy tiles 50
(mam-ntal tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Kuabon red, brown, or brin-
dled do. Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60
Hiptdes 4

Valley tiles 3
Red or Mottled Staffordshire

do. Peake's) 51
Ornamental do 54
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
" Rosemaiy '* brand plain

tiles 4S
Onamental tiles 50
Uip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
•' Hartshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faoed 50
Pressed 47
Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4

VaUey tiles 3

d.

per 1000 at rly. station
7 per doz. ,, ,,

per 1000 „ „
6
per doz.

6 per 1000
„

per doz.

„

9 per 1000
66 ,. ., „
1 pec doz. at rly. station
ft

per 1000

per doz.
8
d.s. a.

50 ^r 1000 at rly. station
17 a6

;,

per doz.

to £.^'i 5

„ :t> .1

„ 2S lr>

„ 40 10

„ 23

„ 48

„ 43 10

„ 42

„ 36

„ 19 5
:<5

to £) 8
6!;

1

1

87

8

R

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £32 15
Do., brown 31
Cottonseed, refined ... 26 15
Olive, Spanish „ ... 40
Seal, pale 22
Cocoanut, Cochin , ... 47
Do., Ceylon „ ... 43
Do., Mauritius 41
Pahn, Lagos 35 10
Oleine , ... 17 5
Sperm „ ... 34
Lubricating U.S per gal. £3 7

Petroleum, refined ... 6]
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 6
Turpentine, American ...per tun 37
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 2,, —
Baltic Oil 2 8,, —
Turpentine , ... 4 2] „ —
Putty percwt. 7 6,, —

GLASS.
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz. Net.
Fourths ISd. ... 21d. ... 3id. ... 4id. „
Thirds 2|d. ... 3|d. ... 4d. ... .Id.

Fluted Sheet Sid. ... 4id. ... 4id. ... 5id. „
Hartley's English Boiled Plate : Jin. f'isin. iin.

2id. ... 2Jd. ... 3d.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass : White. Tinted.
4d. ... 5Sd.

VAENISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak. 10
Superfine Pale Ela.stie Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10 ~

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Diurable Copal 18
E.xtra Pale French OU 1 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18

White Copal Enamel 1 4

Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Maho2\iny Stain 9

Brunswick Black 8
Berhn Black 16
Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

Plans for a nurses' home were recently submitted
by the Paddington Cr'tardians to the Local Uovern-
nient Board, who returned them for reconsideration

on certain poiuts. At the last meeting of the
guardians the building committee reported that it

had given directions for the plans to be again sub-
mitted, with the intimation that whilst the committee
was unwilling to omit flues and tireplaces it agreed
to reductions in height of rooms and area of base-

ment, which would result in an economy of fllG.

The Liverpool tramways and electric power
and lighting committee recommend to the city

council that an application be made to the Local
Government Board tor sanction to the borrowiii<< of

the sum of i:2o,000 for the erection of gasworks at
Fazakerley.

Mr. Henry Holgate, 122, Keighley-road, Colne,

Laucs, architect and surveyor, haa been appointed a.

justice of the peace for Colne,

A puhhc meeting has been held at the Bromley
Hall, Bow-road, to take steps to secure a portion of

the Grove Hall Estate, between Fairlield-road and
Old Ford-road, as a people's park and playground.
The estate comprises nearly 12 acres, and at one
time contained a private asylum, .\fter the build-

ings had been demolished, two acres of the ground
were purchased by the London C:)unty Council for

use for electricity works. -V further portion of

<j\ acres can now be purchased at the rate of .£2, .500

an acre. The total cost will be about £9,(100. and
of that sum it is expected that the London County
Council will provide half, as well as bear the

expense of laying out the site. It is hoped the

I^oplar Council wdl see its way to contribute one-
quarter of the purchase-money, leaving £2,2.')0 to

be raised by private subscriptions.

By the electrification of Old-street the through
routes from Stamford Hill to Holborn and Stamford
Hill to Moorgate-street are now complete, and cars

commenced running over these lines on Good Friday.

On the same day the extension from Shoreditch to-

Norton Folgate was opened.

The new operating theatre at the West Cornwall
Miners' and Women's Hospital, Redruth, was
opened on Saturday by Viscountess Clifden. The
theatre measures 23ft. by 16ft., and 17ft. high to

the lantern light. Opening out of this room are the

sterilising room, and one for the administering of

anasthetics. The walls and ceilings are of adamant
cement coated white with Parajtan paint, and the

floors are of Terrazzo marble. The heating is on.

the low-pressure system of hot water and radiators,

and the ventilation is by special inlets. Electric

hght has been installed, and gas is laid on for

special purposes. The cost was £1,480.

At Monday's meeting of the town council of Aber-
deen the electrical engmeer was authorised to accept

tenders for plant amounting to £6,096.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Xondrn, S.W.—Ominty Hall (R. Norman Shaw, R.A., and •

W.E. Bilev. F.R.LB.A.. Assessoral „„. £S10 tfieach Tjiipetitor ia toal Tli» Architecf,.L.C.O., County Hall, finringr Gardens. S.W Auir. 27
EdiDlnirsli— Scottish National Exhibition liuildings £100, £100, £75 .T. Marchbank. 8.S.O., Secretary, 1.5, York-place, Edinburgh No date
Hadti"ld. Glcisop—Elementary School (limited) ,; ;. ; .T. Walkden. Howard Chamberc Gloasop do.
Manchester—Institutional Church (Manchester Archts. only.)... .:....•. ^ .-. J. S. Gibson, F.I!,I.B..\., 3. Did Bond-street, London, W do.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BXJILBINGS.
Atklow—Eebuildinjr No. 27. Main-street S. Stuart, Fembank. Arklow April ti

Portesaie—HouFO. Campbell-street A. Cowie, 174, Oraigview, I'ortebsie „ 6
Xelscn— .\.«scmbly Hall. Vernon-street Independent Labour Party Abm. Ntitter, Architect. 23. Nicholas-street. Burnley „ 6
Ashton-nnder-Lyme— Conservatory in Stamford Park .T. Neal. Secretary. Town Hall. Ashton-under-Lyme" 6
Heme -Repairs at Isniation Hospital, West End Blean Rural Di.strict Council J. E. Burch. Clerk. 39, C.a-stle-street. Canterbury „ 8
Leavenina—School (ino places) East Riding Education Committee... The Building Surveyor. County Hall. Beverley 8
Oloucester— Schools. Denmark-road Walter B. Wood. Architect. 12. Queen-street. Gloucester ,, 8
Macclesfield— Secondary Schools {250 places) Chester Education Committee H. Beswick. K.R.I. B. A.. County Architect. Newgate-st., Chester ... „ 8
Bedlington— Council School(200 places) Northumberland Education Com. .:, C. Williams, Secretary. Newca»tle-on-Tyne 8
oldham-Infants' School. Richmond-street Education Committee Thomas Hilton. Architect, 7, Union-street, Oldham 8
Pendleton-School {1.120 placesi. Halton Bank Salford Education Committee ,7ohn H. Woodhouse. F.R.I. B.A., 100. Kin"-street. Manchester „ 8
Bishop's Stortford— Additions to Technical School Hertfordshire Education Committee.. Urban A. Smith. County Surveyor, Hatfleld „ 9
South Church—Alteration to School Durham County Education Authority The Education Committee's Architect, .Shirehall. Durham 9
Petersfleld— Poet Office at Bordon Camp H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary. H.M. 1 Jflice of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W „ !)

Meetville. St. Albans—Council Sihool..... ......;.... Hertfordshire Education Committee.. Urban A. Smith. County Surveyor, Hattteld .• ,, «
€ockton Hill. Durham— Council School Durham Education Authonty The County Education Committee's Architect. Shire Hall, Durham ,, 9
Borton Camp -Post i.itHce H.M. Works Cdmmissioners ...;. The Secretarv. H.M. Office of Works. Storev's Gate, S.W 9
FroncysvUte-Two Houses and Shop '.

;... Ellis D. Jones E. Vaushan Edmunds. Architect, Llangollen 9
Goole—House. Clifton-gardens A. Blytli H. B. Thorp. Architect. Goole 10
Tondu—PIaysbed and Coalshed at School (Glamorgan County Council The Secretary, tilamorgan County nffices, Weatgate-street. Cardilf ,. 10
Porthcawl- School Glamorgan County Council The Secretary. Glamorgan County Othces. Westgate-street. Carditf .. 10
Cowbridge—E.\tensions at Girls' County School Glamorgan County Council The Secretary. iJlamorean County (.)ttice3. Westgrate-street, Carditf ,, 10
Falkirk—Administrative Block at Fever Hospital ' David Ronald. Burgh Engineer. Burgh Buildings. Falkirk ,, 10
T'ckfleld-Additions to Public Hall Public Hall Co Overton and Scott, .\nliife.ts. Public Hall, Ucktield „ 10
Ehoa. Cilybebvll— School Glamorgan County Council The .Secretary, lilamormm County Otiices, Westgate-street, > ardi^ „ 10
Nantyffyllon. Maesteg— Girls' .School Glamorgan County Council The Secretarj-. (rlamorgan County Otfices. Westgate-street, Cardiff ,, 10
Tyderwen. Maesteg— Infants' School Glamoigan County Council The Secretarv. 'Hamorgan County Offices, Westgate-street, t'ardilf ,, 10
Pencaitland- Cottages. Tyneholm Estate Proprietor E. Baillie, Builder, Pencaitland , 10
Tortland- Boiier-Houseand Chimney Shaft... ...., _ Samuel Jackson. M.S. A., Architect. Bridge Chambers, Weymouth... „ IJ
Bedale-Church Re.storation G. Hodgson Fowler. F.S.A.. Architect. Ilurham ....!? „ 11
New Barnet- Telejihcne E.vchange H.M. Commissioners of 'Works J. Rutherford. H.M. ( itHce of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W 12
Eaglestield. N.B. -Public School Middlebie School Board F. J. C. Carruthers, R.I.B.A.. 35. Buccleuch-strect, Dumfries „ 12
Pocklington- School {250 places) East Riding County Council .'. The Building Surveyor, County Hall. Beverley „ 12
Whitehaven—Two Semi-DetachedEesidencesatMountain'V'iew J. S. Motfat. M.S.A., Architect, .53, Church-street, 'Whitehaven 18
Thornton—A!teiation.s at School Lancashire Education Committee Henry Little, County Architect, 16, Ribblesdale-place, Preston „ 18
Bontnewydd—CM. Orphanage ; The Rev. R. Thomas, B.A., Dolwen, Llanfaglan. nr. Carnarvon „ 13
Bontnewydd-Alterations to CM. Chapel E. B. Ellis, Bronant, Carnarvon IS
Newcastle-on-Tyne— Coal Shed at Citv .•Vsylum : Corporation The Citv Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne „ 13
Hendon-Pair of Cottages Midland Railway Co The Enginetr's Office. Derby Station ; -16
Buckie-Shopand Stores. Commercihl-road ' E. Tindall and Sons. Buckie. N.B „ 15
Accrington— Congregational School Chapel. Higher Antley-at Haywood and Harrison, Archts., Post Office Chambers, Acerinfftou „ 15
Kendal—Additions and Alteiations; 1. 'S. and 3. Denmark-ter .'.•. John F. Curwen. F.8.A.. F.R.I.B.A.. 2l>, Highgate, Kendal ,. 16
Bath- Works to Bathing Establishments Hot Mineral Baths Committee A. J. Taylor. Architect, 18, New Bond-street^ Bath 16
Darenth—Industrial Work-hops at Asylum Metropolitan .\sylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.CE..M.I.M.E., Eng.-in-Chief, Embankment.E.C. „ 17
<''hew Magna—Improvements to School Somerset County Council William F. Bird, itidsomer Norton , 17
Hackney, N.E.—Engine Foundations at Electricity 'Works Borough Council Robert Hammond, M.I.C.K.. 64. Victoria-st.. Westminster, S.W. ,, 18
Eedcar—Police Sta' ion North Riding County Council Walter H. Brierle.v. County Architect. 13. Lendal, York >.... „ lb
Hevingham—Alterations at School Norfolk Education Committee The Secretary. 57, London-street, Norwich 19
Bockland- Cloakrooms at St. Peter's School Norfolk Education Committee The Secretary, 57. London-street. Norwich 19
Little Snoring—Additions to School Education Committee Lacey and I'pcher. Architects, 6, Upper King-street, Norwich 19
Mundesley- School Education Committee Olley and Haward. Architects. 5, (lueen-street. Great Yarmouth ... „ 19
St. Davids— Laboratory and Workshop at County School Hugh Thomas. Architect, ft. Victoria-place. Haverfordwest ' ^
Dearbam—Additions to School '.'.'.'" _ Joseph Forster, Clerk, 13, Earl-street, Carlisle 20
Coventry—Additions to Earlsdon .School _.', Corporation G. and I. Steane. Architects, 22, Little Park-street, Coventry 22
St. Pancras, N.W.—Working Class Dwellings, Brantome-place Borough Council Joseph and Smithem. .\rchitects, 83, Uueen-street, Cheapside, E.G. ,, t!
Alphington— Infants' School (1*20 places) Devon Education .Authority The .Architect, 1, Richmond-road, Exeter „ 29
Warehani-Almshouses ....'.'.... Streche's Charity Trustees G. Clavell Filliter. North-street. Wareham. Dorset May 1

-\dmiralty Extension Block r\'.— Superstructure)
,

.'....'. H.M. Commissioners of Works. The Secretarj-, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W , 3
Newcastle-on-Tyne— Repairs to Buildings and Bridges ... Northumberland County Council J. A. Bean, County Surveyor, The Moot Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne No date
Matlock Bath— Partlion ' Urban District Council Wm. Jattrey, Surveyor. Council Chambers. Matlock Bath do.
Gwent-on-Sea —Additions to Gwbert Hotel . ... L. Lewis, Architect, 7. Priorv-street. Cardigan do.
Bamsle^ -Theatre of Varieties '."..'.'..

] ., North and Robm. Architects. 203. Strand, W.C do.
Bagworth— Six Cottages ' '

[ Deaford Coal Co The Secretary, Desford Colliery, Bagworth Leicester do.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Bristol—Arc Lamp Carbons Electrical Committee ... H. Faradav Proctor, City Electrical E ngineer. Temple Back, BrLstol April 9
Barking-Electrical Plent Urban District Council Henry L. Howard, Electricity Work.s, Barking 9
I- hnstiania—Telegraph Material Norwegian State Railways Styrelsens Expeditionskontor, Christiania 9
Spezia-Ccmmutators The Secretary. Contract Offices. Royal Arsenal, Spezia „ 15
Stretford— Generator Urban District Council T. L. Miller. M.I.C.E.. 19. Brazennoae-street, Manchester , 15
(-hnstiania- Copper Wire {100 tons) Norwegian State Telegraphs The Telegraph .administration, Chnstiania 15
H,andsworth- E-xtension of Pipework Urban District Council H. Ward, Clerk, Handsworth, near Birmingham. 24
Bridlington—Wiring New Theatre and Opera House H. Hague, Manager. Bridlington Nodate

ENGINEERING.
Kirbymoorside—Water-supply Works Eural District Council . J. E. Parker, A.M. I.C.E., Post OflSce Chmbrs.. Newcastle-OD-TyneApra 6
Broadford, Skye—Water-supply Works ... Jas. A. H. MacKenzie. Architect, Poltree, Broadford „ t>

Helmsley—Water-Supply Works Kural District Council John Little. Engineer, Eagle.sfleld Abbey Hooms. Cariisle „ 6
Blagdon—Waterworks Axbridge Rural District CouncU A. Powell, Engrneer, 10, Orchard-^Ueet, College Green, Bristol ,. 8
.\yr—Temporary Timber Footbridge Corporation . John Voung. Town Surveryor. Town Buildings. Ayr , 8
Ambleton—Sceptic Tank Eural District Council Frank Wade, Ambleton, Alnwick „ 8
Brshop'a Stortford-Filter-Beds Urban District CouncU R. S. Scott, A.M.I.C.E.. 7. North-street. Bishop's Stortford 9
i^outhampton—Storm-Water Sewer at Polygon Estate Corporation The Borough Engineer's Offices. Southampton „ 9

'li^"i'v~^*'*'''"°''''* Corporation Chris. Jones, Borough Surveyor. Hythe, Kent „ 10
Blackburn—Tar Extractor and Washer Scrubbers Gas Committee S. E. Ogden. Engineer and ilanager. Municipal Offices, Blackburn „ 10
Tutbury—Eeconstructing Branst<me Canal Bridge Eural District Coiincii ...!.". !.^!! H. 8. Tebbitt. Surveyor. Hollcston-<jn-I>ove 10
Alder-shot-Covered Service Reservoir, Cargatc Hill Gas and Water Co E. W. Edwards. Secretary, Victoria-road, Aldershot ,, 12
Hawarden— Service Reservoir District Waterworks Co Wm. Simmons, Engineer. Buckley , 13
Brighton—Five Ferro-Concrete Groj-nes at Roedean Outfall Sewers Board Owens and Case. C.E.'s. 15, TothiU-street, Westminster, S.W 15
Lochore and Bedford—Railway (Two Miles) North British Railway Co Blyth and Westland. C.E.'s. 13.5. (ieorge-street. Edmburgh , 15
Windsor—Bridge Works Great Western Railway Co The Engin.er's Office, Paddington Malion, W 16
Portsmouth-Steam Laundry and Plant at Hospital Town Council '. The Borouuh Enirineer's 1 itfices, I'own H.all, Portamouth 16
Ardrishaig—Waterworks Mid-Argyll District Committee Crouch ana Hogg, C.E.. 14, Blythswood-siuare, Glasgow „ 17
Carlton- Keconstnicting Bridge West Riding County Council F. G. Carpenter. West Riding Surve\ or. County Hall. Wakefleld ... „ 17
Loughborough—Refuse Destructor at Sewage Farm Town Council .

...'. A. H. Walker. .\.M.I.C.E.. Boro' Surveyor, Loughborough, Leica. „ l;i

Bamford—Reservoir Derwent Valley Water Board Edward S.indeman. M.I.C.E.. Engineer, Bamtord, near Sheffield ... „ 19
Chelsea, S.W.—Reconstructing Footbridge at Station West London Extension Railway Co. The Engineer. Padoington (O.W.) Station, W , 19
\\ ithington—Heating Workhouse Chorlton Union Guardians Charles Clege and Son. .-Vrchitecta. 21. Spring Gardens, Haacbeater „ 30
Cheltenham— Road-Roller J. S. Pickering. Borough Surveyor, Cheltenham .30
liiinedin. New Zealand—Gas Plant Corporation Thos. Cole, A^M.I.C.E.. 11. Victoria-street. Westminster June 19
Arthur's Pa,s.s, New Zealand—Tunnel (5 miles) New Zealand Midland Railway The High Commi.'sioner, 13, Victoria-st. Westminster, S.W JiUy 1
London. S.W.—Motor Tenders London Fire Brigade The Clerk, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W Nodate
Loughborough—Renewal of Retorts Gas Committee Edward Onions, Engineer, Gasworks, Loughburoirgh, Leics do.
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FENCING AND WALLS.
Loughborough—Concrete Eetaining Walls and W.T. Fencing Electricity Committee A.H.Walker, M.T.C.E., Toro' Suivfyor. Town Hall, Loughborough April 16

Salisbury—Boundary Walls at Devizes-road Cemetery Geo. F. Henbefct, Cltrk to the Burial Beard, 53, Canal, Salisbury ...No date

Greenock—New Combination Hospital

FTJRNITTJRE AND FITTINGS.
Combination Hospital Board Alexander Cullen, F.E.I.B.A., Hamilton . Alril20

PAINTING.
Stanwix—Cemetery Burial Board Wm. Dobinson, Clerk, 10. Bank-street, Carlisle April 8

Nottingham—Painting and Ironwork Improvement Committee Sir Samuel G. Johnson, Town Clerk, Guildhall, Nottingham „ 8
Croydon—Relief Station, Church-mad Guardiana Henry Berney, Architpct, 104, Georpe-street, Croydon ,, 8
Winchester—Victoria Isolation Hu.-*pital Corporation The City Surveyor's Otfice. Guildhall. Winchester ,* 9
Fulham. S.W.—Western Fever Hospital, Seagrave-road Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Halch. M.I.C.E.. M.I.M.E, Embankment, E.C 17

Chapel-le-Frith— DecoratiDg Wesleyan Chapel J. Fuzzard, Hayfield-road, Chapel-en-le-Frith No date

Londonderry—Plumbing at Technical School

PLUMBING AND GLAZING.
Technical Instruction Committ ee Edwaid J. Tcye, Aichittct,

BOADS AND STREETS.

'20, Great James-street, Londonderry ... April 12

Bromley—Street Improvement Works Town Council Fred. H. Norman. Town Clerk, Bromley, Kent April 6
Bowdon—Roadraaking L'rban District Council C. E. Newton, Civil Engineer, 19, Cooper-street, Manchester „ 8
Jarrow—Tar Macadam Urban Sanitary Authority J. Fetree. Borough Surveyor, Town Hail. Jarrow „ 8
Neath—Widening Road Town Council The Borough Surveyor, 13, Sumcrset-place, Neath „ 8
Bromley-by-Bow, E.—Granohthic Paving at Sick Asylum Managers Walter E. Foskett, Clerk, Devons-road, Bromley-by-Bow, E ,, 9

Southampton—Improvement Works, ICingsley-road Corporation The Borough Engineer's Office, Southampton „ 9

Heaton Norris- Street Works Urban District Council Walter Banks. A.M.I. C.E., Surveyor, Heaton Moor, Lancashire ... „ 9
Abertridwr—Roads at School Site Glamorgan County Council The Secretary. Glamorgan County Offices. Westeate-street, Cardiff „ 10

Kingston-on-Thames—Paving and Sewering Burton-road Corporation H. A. Windser, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Kingfton-on-Thamea „ 10

Haworth—Road Works : R. B. Proster and Sons. Engineers, Craven Bank Chmbs., Keighley ,. 10

Bramtree— Keibing Urban District Council H. H. Nankivell, Surveyor, Vestry Hall, Braintree „ 10

Bamoldswick-Paving Park-avenue Urban District Council Wm. Bennett, Town Surveyor, Town Hall, Bamoldswick , 10

Keighley— Paving Cliife-terrace Walter Fowlds, Borough Engineer, Keighley „ 11

Crcydon—Repairing Langdale-road Corporation The Boroueh Road Surveyor's i iffice. Town Hall, Croydon „ 16

Bradford—Road Metal (-20,000 tons) Corporation J. H. Cox,"city burveyor, Town Hall, Bradford „ 1#

SANITARY,
Perth—Main Sewer Town Council R. M'Killop, Buiph Surveyor, 16, Tay-street, Perth April 6
Dunham Massey—Sewerage Works ;;, Bucklow Rural District Council J. P. Wilkinson. M.I.C.E., cOl, Cathedral-street, Manchester „ 6
Tunstall—Sewage Purification Works.; Urban District Council C. J. Lomax. A.M.I.C.E., HI, Cross-street, Manchester „ 10
Beddington— Sewer, Sandy-lane Croydon Rural District Council R. M. Chart, F.S.I., Town Hall, Croydon „ 11

(Thester—Sewei-a Rural District Council F. E. Priest, M.I.C.E.. 13, Harrington-street, Liverj>ool „ 12
Cheshunt—Sewers Urban District Council R. H. Jefles, A.M.I.C.E., Council (Offices. Cheshunt „ 15
Westminster, W.C.—Sewers City Council The Works Dept., Westminster City Hall, Channg Cross, W.C „ 15
Narborough and Cosby—Sewerage Works Blaby Rural District Council J. Turner. Engineer, Blaby-road, South Wigston „ 15
Blackburn-Sewage Conduit Highways Committee Wm. Slubbs. A.M.I.C.E., Boio' Eng., Municipal Offices, Blackburn „ 18
Oldbury—Sewer Works Urban District Council J. T. Eyres, M.I.C.E., o9. Corporation-street. Biruungham ,» 19

Elgin—Sewage-Disposal Works Town Council The Burgh Suiveyor's Office, Greyfriars-street, Elgin ti 20
Aldershot—Remodelling Urinal Blocks at Barracks War Department H. B. Measures, F.R.I.B.A., Whr Office, Atterbury-street, S.W. ... Nodate

STEEL AND IRON.
Guardians H. Cobden, Clerk, Saffron Walden April 6
Axbridge Rural District Council A. Powell, M.I.C.E., 10. Orchard-street, College Green, Bristol ., 8
Urban District Council J. W. Bellamy, Clerk, Council offices. Rawmarsh „ 9
Urban District Council A. T. Hanis, Manager, tmsworks, Rothwell, Noithants ,, 13

Hammerfest Municipal Waterworks The Stadsingenioren, Hammerfest '; --« ^15
Town Council E. A. Borg, i.'.E., Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Margate „ 17

Central South Africa Railways The Crown Agents for theiCnlonies, Whitehall Gardens, S.W ,> 23
London County Council M. Fitzmaurie*, CM.G., County flail, Spnng Gardens, S.W ,i 2S
Norwegian State Railways The Overingeninrens Kontor, Voss „ 27

Corporation E. G. Mawbey, M.LC.E., Borough Suryeyor, Town Hall, LeicesterNo date

Saffron Walden—Two External Iron Staircases at Workhouse
Blagdon— Cast-Iron Socket Water-Pipes
Rawmarsh—Water-pipes
Rothwell— Cast-iron Pipes
Christiania— Socket I'ipes i2,700m. of 2"..*9mm. diameter)
Margate—Iron and Steel Staircase at The Oval
London, S.W.—Galvanised Wrought-Iron Pipmg (it0,000ft.) ...

London, S.W.-Steel Rails
Christiania— Socket Pipes (I,345J, Bergen Railways
Leicester—Five Two-Stall C.I. Urinals

STORES.
Mottram—Rock Setts Urban District Council S. Hudson. Surveyor. Mottram, near Manchester April 6
New Romney—Materials Corporation Albert E. Hayward, Borough Surveyor, New Romney *, •>

t_>akham—Granite and Slag Rural District Council William Batts, Clerk, Catmose-street, Oakham, m ^
Wantage—Materials {One Year) Rural District Council J. H. Robinson, District Surveyor, East Usley m ^
Wath-on-Deame—Materials (One Year) Urban Dif^trict Council H. C. Poole. Surveyor, Town Uall, Wath-on-Deame «t ^
Bulcamp—Materials Bljthing Rural District Council Harold A. Mullens, Clerk, Bulcamp. Halesworth *, t>

Uxbridge—Materials Rural District Council .. E. Birks, I'istrict burveyor, Town Hall, Uxbridge >. ^^

HAM HILL, DOUI-TING,
AND PORTLAND Stones.

In BLOCKS or SA^VN or Worked and Fixed complete.

THE HAM HILL & DOULTING STONE CO., Ltd., Norton, Stoke-under- Ham, Somerset.
Incorporating- The Ham Hill Stone Co.. and C. Trask and Sons ;The Dotilting- Stone Co.i

London Office: 16, CRAVEN STREET, STRAND. Agent, Blr. E. A. WILLIAMS.

COPPER ROOFING.
SOLE INVENTORS and PATENTEES of SOLID STOPPED ENDS, &c.

NO EXTERNAL FASTENINGS. NO SOLDEE.

F. BRABT & CO.. L
D.

352 to 364, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
Branch Office -ASHTOX GATE WORKS, BRISTOL.
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THE liUILDIXCI TRADES
EXUIBITIOX.

THE transference of the Building Exhi-
bition fi'om the Agi-iculturul Hall to

Olympia, and its opening la.st Saturday bv
theEord Mayoiiof London, marked a distinct
advance in the importance of this biennial
event. It was evident upon bi>th the last
occasions that a change would soon have to
be made, as the increasing number of exhibits
could not properly be accommodated even in
the large space available at Islington without
utilising annexes aiid galleries, umch to the
discomfort of the exhibitors, who very natu-
rally objected to being given indifferent
positions for the display of their goods.

Scarcely realised at first, the advantages of
these exhibitions are now very fiiUy appre-
ciated by architects, builder.?, and manufac-
turers alike. They are much the same as
those offered by the great stores to the
shopping public, enabling goods to be com-
pared and many different classes to be seen
at the same time. I'urchasers are only half-
satisfied with ordering upon the representa-
tions' of travellers alone, and much less after
inspecting elaborately prepared catal(.igues.
They like to see for themselves what it is in
actuality that they are about to buy under
conditions which enable them to come to a
just appreciation of the value of each article,
fhis is better done at an exhibition than
under almost any other conditions. JOvery
architect, and every builder too, knows tha't
in these days of rapid .advancement he must
keep himself fully abreast of the times : yet
everyone shrinks from committing hiju-
self to the adoption of new methods of
construction and new materials, until he
is fully assured of their suitability to his
purpose. It is largely with a view to dis-
covering what is new, and what is best
among the new, that visitors flock to an ex-
hibition such as this from all parts of the
country. They are bound to do so, in fact,
and manufacturers who have anything of
value to show, whether it be a novelty or
whether it be a well-recognised appliance
which might yet be ousted from the market
if it were not constantly kept before the
notice of possible purchasers, must take the
opportunity which an exhibition affords to
display their goods to the best advantage.
Sir Aston Webb struck the right chord in his
speech at the opening luncheon by savin"
that what architects desire in buildinS
materials is beauty and durability, competi-
tion m exceUence being preferable to com-
petition in price. That the manufacturers
xeahse this is evident, for cheapness for its
own sake is certainly not the keynote of the
present exhibition.

The stands are so many and so full that it
IS impossible tor us to review them all in
detail, while even the task of cursory ex-
amination was an exceedingly difficult one to
perform. Some of the exhibits were com-
mented upon last week, yet we are able even
now to refer only to a few of the more promi-
nent ones, many of great excellence havin" to
remain unnoted simply for want of space.
<Jf aovelties, however, there are few, im-
provement in quality having been generaUv
aimed at more than the production of new
things. This is very noticeable with regard to
paints, which in the hands of special manu-
facturers have of late years reached a degree
of excellence which could not be touched by
the ordinary painter and decorator who
mixed his own a few years since.

The attendance during the week has been
good and increasing each day, and exhibitors
speak well of promises of business. Doubt-
less many will visit Olympia next week,
when about fiftj' representatives of the
• xerman. French, and Swiss Institutes of
Clayworkers will be received and entertained
in various ways by their JOnglish brethren.
The exhibition remains open till the L'Oth inst.

The Lord Mayor of London (.Sir William
Treloar), accompanied by Alderman and Shorilf
Crosby, Jlr. .Sheriff Dunn, iiid attended
by the Jlace-bearer, Sword-liearer, and City
JIarshal, opened the Kxhibition on Saturday,
and it is worth noting that there was a consensus
of opinion at the opening ceremony that the
organiser, Mr. H. Ci. ILmtgomery. ILP., had
surpassed all previous efforts. The"gathering in-
cluded many eminent architects, who, with ilr.

Jlontgomery, accompaned the Lord Jlayor around
the exhibition.

Mr. Montgomery subsequently entertained a
large number of guests to luncheon. In addition
to the Lord Jlayor and Sheriffs, there were
present .Sir .\ston Webb, R.A., Mr. Georn-e
Frampton, E.A., Mr. .Vlfred East. A.R.A.. Mr.
H. K. Mansfield, M.I'., Mr. T. B. Siloock, M.P.,
Sir Henry Tanner, Mr. F. L. Dove, L.C.C., -Mr.
T. W. Aldwinckle, Jlr. Sydney Perks, Mr. W. E.
Riley, and Mr. H. G. Montgomery.

In proposing the loyal toast, the chairman
announced, amid cheers, that the Prince of Wales
had promised to visit the exhibition.

Sir Aston Webb proposed the health of the
Lord M.ayor, remarking that the buildings of
London compare very favourably with those of
any other place in the world. " In St. Paul's
Cathedral we had one of " the " buildings of the
world, and there were alargenumber of extrejnely
fine structures of more recent date. If we had
only more room to see them we should appreciate
thiin better. Exhibitions like this could help
them to solve many problems—the question of
London smoke, for instance. Apparently, one
way of solving this difficulty was by pro-
ducing heat without smoke—by electricity. He
had no doubt that fifty years hence coal
would be an old-fashioned, out-of-date com-
modity. Another way was to use materials
which would resist the action of smoke—material
of a glazed character. There was a house in
Addison-road built by Mr. Ricardo which would
i-esist smoke. The qualities architects looked for
in building materials were beauty, durability,
and utility. Beauty lay in colour and te.xtu're

rather than in great perfection of execution and
manufacture : he imagined manufacturers were
devoting more time to the perfection of production
than to colour and form and texture. As to dura-
bility, which involved price, architects had long
ago come to the conclusion that the cheapest

sup-

thing was not always cheapest to the purchaser, i

'"^^'^

They liked to see competition, but preferred that
it should be competition in quality and not in
price. In quality it led to a better article being
obtainable, in price very frequently it led to a
bad one.

Mr. F. L. Dove, in a few genial words,
ported the toiist.

The Lord Mayor introduced his remarks by
relating an incident which occurred at a builders'
beanfeast. One of the workmen was put up to
propose the health of a foreman, and spoke as
foUows :

—"What I likes about Bill Jones is that
when he is in liquor he sits down quite like a
gentleman, and he don't look much more of a
fool when he's drunk than when he's sober."
"I have always remembered that," added the
Lord Mayor, "as an ideal way of proposing a
man's health." He almost "wished that Sir
Aston Webb had proposed his health some-
what in that form ratlier than enter into
technical subjects in which he was unable
to follow him. It was quite true that he
took a great interest in certain buildings.
He was interested, for example, in the Man-
sion House. The probable rental was ISO, 000
a year, but he did not pay either rent or taxes.
It was a very nice building, and he thought great
improvements could be made in it ; but as ho wiis

only there for another seven or eight months, and
as any improvements he initiated would only be
for the benefit of somebody else, he did not intend
to tike any trouble. He had also a house at
Xorwood. He heard a man outside that house
one day say to his child: "You see that house :

that is where the Lord Mayor lives when he is

not Lord Mayor." As to the exhibition, he had

beon deeply interested in it, and thought it must
do a great deal of good by bringing new inven-
tions to the notice of people. But it was incom-
plete.

_
They did not seem to have thoutrht of

exhibiting carpets. That seemed to be a serious
fault, which he hoped would be remedied next
year, because the most beautiful building fore-

'

shadowed there would be useless without carpets.
He had great pleasure in prciposing "Success to
the Exhibition,'" and coupling the name of Mr.
Montgomery with the toast.

Mr. ."Montgomery said lie had tried to make the
exhibition a ^uccfss upon the lines laid down ten
or twelve year.s ago, when he first took it over. It
was a trade e.xhibition, not dependent upon
shooting galleri'ea and side-shows. He did not see
that it was necessary to run a cafe chantant or a
dancing saloon in connection with such an
exhibition. Probably no one would come there
to have a dance, except, perha]is, the Lord.
Mayor, who, ho understood, had recently
developed a penchant in that direction. There
was .something substantial about the exhibition.
The fioors they saw would stand walking upon,
and the walls would bear le.aning upon without
being ]iut out of truth.

The offices of the Brii.iuxo Xews are at
Stand 2;il, Row (J, in the -Vnnexe, where wo
shall be jileascd to answer any incjuiries or give
any information. Here will be found numerous
reproductions of drawings that have appeared in
the Bi II.1UNC. Xkws, and advertisers have the
opportunity of inspecting various designs that
have been specially drawn for attracting atten-
tion. Copies of the Bcildini; Xews can also be
obtained, as well aa the Enijiisli .Mrdmnir, the
handy little journal which has rendered so much
help to the craftsman as well as the amateur.

Exhibitors are cordially invited to make use
of telephonic conveniences for calling or being-
called (Tel. Xq., Kensington :!O0O).

Messrs. Pinchin, Johnson, and Co., in special
position Xo. 7, Row A, show a staircase which is

a convincing example of the beauty of their white
Satinetto enamel, the glazed work being of

particularlj' perfect finish. Opportunities are
also given of becoming aci|iiaintid with the
already-famous "Minerva'' paints, which this
old-established firm has recently Introduced with
so much advantage to the user.

In special position Xo. 9, Row C, the Colum-
bian Fireproof Co., King William - street, have
erected a domed structure in the rough, purposely
designed to display their weU-known system,,
which, however, needs no description here. A
good deal of interest attaches to the series of
photographs of completed work, particularly one
of the coal bunkers and roof of the Electric-

Generating Station at Chelsea.

Xext to this, on Stall Xo. 71, Messrs. G. M.
Callender and Co., 2.'>, Victoria-street, make a fine

exhibit of sheet bitumen asphalte. It must have
extremely difficult to devise anj-thing

attractive in this material : but in the result they
have built up a large tank, part of which is lined
as if for a swimming bath, while the rest shows
bituminous sheeting in position for keeping the
water in. It only needed making a little

deeper, with the addition of a dressing-box,

and the engagement of a professional diver,

to have made this the most attractive stall in the
place.

Somewhat similar to it in appearance, the
sheeting of the Ruberoid Co., Knightrider-street,

on .Stall Xo. 72, is intended mainly for use upon
roofs. It is shown both cemented on to concrete

in two thicknesses with staggering seams and
nailed directly upon wood.

On ISt.all Xo. 79, Row D, the Improved Con-
struction Co.. t7, iVictoria-street, show railway
sleepers, paving slabs, and wall blocks made upon
their vibrating table, as was described in our
columns on March 30 last. Several broken ser-

tions are shown which bear out what we said on
that occasion as to the extraordinary compactn6>s
of the aggregate.

The Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers
(1900), Ltd., make up an interesting display in
special position No. IG ; but its great attraction

lies in the testing machines, where samples. of
different ages are tested for any who like to see
the experiment made. We chose one of pure
cement and one of cement and sand 3 to 1/, both
being exactly one month old. The first broke at
9001b., and the' other at .57.51b. per square inch,
and showed remarkably good fractures.

.Messrs. J. A. King and Co., tiueen Victoria-
street, show the well-known Mack partitions at
Stall Xo. SN, as applied to roofs and ceilings, as
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•well aa to vertical work. The ceiling slabs

average about Jin. thick, and can bo nailed

directly to the joists at a cost of from lOd. to U.

per square yard, while the roofing slabs rest

directly upon rolled steel purlins spaced at tft.

centres or less.

Messrs. Sissons Bros, and Co.'s exhibit of

washable distemper and enamels on Stall :U,

Kow D, is not entirely free from objection, owing

to the somewhat crude choice of the colours.

With a little better selection, a much better show

oould have been made, as the material itself is

satislactory enough.

The stall No. 92, Row E, occupied by the Well

Fire Co., is worthy of some attention, showing

how ithe popular well-fire can be made Inter-

changeable with a pyramid interior or one of

ordinary pattern. Where the well-fire is used

there should be at least 6in. of concrete beneath

it on upper floors, and it is probably preferable to

use one of the other forms if this is not to be

obtained.

In special position No. IS, Row I. Messrs.

Hartley and Sugden. Ltd., Halifax, have a large

exhibit of boilers. Jlost of these are of the now

well-known built-up type, the size of which can

be increased by merely adding further sections ;

but particular attention may be devoted to the

new "Siville" boiler, which is intended for the

supply of hot water to baths, &c., in large houses.

It is made with a waterway bottom, which allows

no sediment to accumulate below the level of the

grate ba.-s, so that it can be easily cleaned while

the boiler is in position, and any damage due to

sediment is thus prevented. There is also a

smaller similar boiler, which is adapted for small

villas and so contrived that during hot weather

the kitchen range may be dispensed with when

cooking is not required, and yet a continuous

supply of hot water may be obtained.

In Stall No. 117, Row Ci, Messrs. Mintons,

Farringdon-avenue, have a display of exceedingly

beautiful tile decoration, the colouring being

most wonderful. This is certainly a firm which
]

believes in producing only the very best—for

purity of tone, translucency and perfection of

glaze, such work as this is unsurpassed.

(iuite different in style is the neighbouring

exhibit, that of Messrs. U. A. Williams and Son,

Bayswater, at Stall No. 118, in which blinds of

many different kinds are shown, most of them

canvas covered, though the hinged and sliding

jalousies are perhaps of more interest to the

architect, particularly the sliding type, which is

easily actuated from inside the room.

Ripolin, Ltd., Fenchurch -street, has a good

exhibit in special position No. 6, Row Cr, par-

ticularly noticeable for the good sense of colour

and delicacy of tone and perfect surface, while

much is made of a door which has been in full use

for five years, and yet looks as if it had only

been painted a few days since, except for a little

surface dirt which could easily be washed off. A
photographic reproduction will be found in

another part of this issue.

In wall space No. 190 Messrs. J. Knowles and

Co. show their well-known vitrifine
^

stoneware

drain-pipes and gullies, as well as the Hassell

joint for pipes ; while the B.P. stopper for clean-

ing eyes has a distinct advantage in being able to

be fixed by a mere turn, and as easily released.

In Bays 13 and 14 on the ground floor Messrs.

Davis, Bennett, and Co., Westminster, show a

large number of baths and lavatories, the baths

ranging in price from one in vitrified sea-green

enamel on cast iron at £6 8s. to another having

hood, shower, and douche, the price of which is

taO. The adaptation of a high bent pipe .as a

bottle filler to a pantrv sink is noticeable, as also

is a sink made of oiled teak without any lining,

the oiling preventing the adhesion of grease,

while the wood is soft enough to reduce breakages

to a minimum. Objection may, peihaps, be taken

to the square corners for dirt "to lodge in, which

could be easily overcome by bolting in triangular

fillets.

In Bay 24 Messrs. W. H. Lascellos and Co.,

Bunhill-row, show some neat and well-made

examples of joinery, as well as a muUion and

transept window of concrete, which is hardly dis-

tinguishable from terracotta.

Passing into the Annexe, Messrs. Mark Fawcett

and Co. are found to occupy a large space in

Row M, Stalls Nos. 191 and 192. with their fire-

proof floor as designed for a JDft. span. They

are introducing a terracotta-tube vfpj a larger span

between the R.S.J. 's thad hitherto, but the prin-

ciple remains the same. Slore important, perhaps,

as being more novel, is their new pot for the

cure of a smoky chimney, having a cover to it

and a fourway opening, so that however the wind

may blow it cannot possibly drive down, but is

bound to assist the draught. Theoretically, it

looks to be one of the best stationary pots yet

contrived for the purpose, and it would probably

be economical to introduce it at the outset in

may cases, for it has the great advantage over

the" ordinary cowl in being of good appearance.

A large space is utilised bv the Ajax Sanitary

Co. in Stalls Nos. 198 and 199, Row M, in

showing what appears at first sight to be quite a

simple appliance. It is one of the most original

things in the e.xhibition, though exceedingly

simple, being merelv a weir of metal or vulcanite

for closing the outg'o to a lavatory or sink w.aste,

forming an overflow in itself and allowing the

whole to be cleaned with the greatest e.ase.

There seems to have been a little difticulty in

making the vulcanite weir watertight ;
but this

has now been overcome, and it is being used in a

few hospitals, while the basin with its fitting is

being rapidly placed upon the general market.

Everyone who has had difliculty with either the

funnel plug or the usually ungetatable overflow

will welcome this means of keeping it clean and

free from soap.

The tube-bending machine shown by Messrs.

,1. Barker and Co., Kensington, in Stall No. 215

is a wonderful piece of modern mechanism,

enabling pipes up to 2in. in diameter to be bent

to the most complex curves, while perfectly re-

taining the internal bore. The same thing can

be done with steel in the form of angle-iron. &c.,

and even if stamped with a pattern the bending is

accomplished without any apparent disruption,

though the metal necessarily thickens on one side

of the curve, and thins out on the other.

The revolving doors of the Van Kannel Co.,

Great James-street, shown in Stall No. 222,

Row P, are now in very general use in large

restaurants aud places of amusement, enabling

people to pass into a building without creating

draught or noise, while the doors can easily be so

slung as to give a clear way for exit when needed.

' It is necessarily a somewhat expensive appliance,

yet its convenience is such that it seems wonderful

that it is not adopted in places of worship as well

as those of amusement ; but in ecclesiastical

matters we are an exceedingly conservative

people, and however much we may complain of

draught from the opening of a church door during

service time, and of the noise created by members

of the congregation arriving late, we prefer to put

up with these inconveniences rather than submit

to the introduction of a class of door such as was

never used in the Middle Ages.

( »ne of the finest exhibits at Olympia is that of

Messrs. Doulton and Co., Lambeth, in Rows

and P of the Annexe. They have taken a large

space, and have displayed their goods to great

advantage, separating them into two groups, one

devoted to high - class lavatories and baths,

amongst which a beautiful alabaster wash-hand

basin is particularly noticeable, such as is now in

demand for palatial hotels, while the other section

is devoted to an installation of fireplaces and

mantelpieces in glazed ware, much of it being the

well-known Carrara stoneware, hitherto used

almost entirely for external work. We are in-

clined to think that it is more suited for internal

decoration. A dull white chimney-piece intended

for a drawing-room is particularly noticeable,

though the brilliant blue of the introduced columns

is in somewhat harsh contrast to the rest. It is,

perhaps, in a little want of (juietude in colour

that Doulton's work occasionally fails, excellent

as it is in design and the technique of the manu-

facture.

Casement windows of various kinds are as

plentiful as showers in April ; but we do not re-

member having seen one combining so many
advantages as that shown by the Bexhill Case-

ment Window Co. at Stand "201, Row N. This

is the invention of Captain Davison, R.N., and

the main feature is its locking arrangements.

They are simple, effective, and easily renewed, if

noreiisary. The two sashes can be locked at

every point along the whole length of the frame,

and when so closed, under no conditions cin they

be opened from the outside. ( )n the other hand,

the opening from the inside is very easy. Simply

lift the catch, throw back the lever of the lock,

press outwards on the centre of the sash, when

the extreme sides traverse the runners and come

towards one another, leaving an opening space on

each side. This space can be regulated as re-

quired. It is stated to be cheaper than any

patent window now on the market, and will le

found cspeciaUy effective in hydros, hospitals,

and convalescent homes.

Messrs. James Latham, Ltd.,- Curtain-roaJ.

Stand 220, (i. Annexe, show a fine assortment of

various woods, including mahogany, oak, walnut,

teak and American whitewood. The specimens

are good ex,amples of quality and dryness,

features which have distinguished the firm for

nearly 100 years, it having been established before

1829." The finely-figured boards and planks are a

speciality of Messrs. Latham's, and the moulding

and oak "flooring are worth inspection.

The Telia Camera Co., Shaftesbury -avenue.

Stand 221, Row P, are the official photographers

to the exhibition, and by their courtesy we are

enabled to give our general view. The}- are

specialists in photography and reproduction tor

catalogue work.
, , , ,

The Baumann stand of sunblinds, screens, ami

roller-shutters (No. 220 in the Annexe), 03, Fins-

bury-pavement, E.C., should bo visited by every

architect and builder, as five minutes' inspection

will give a clearer idea tlian a column of descrip-

tion The blinds have the charm of novelty, and

would certainly add to the attractiveness of any

house to which they were fitted

Messrs. Walter Carson and Sons, Grove Workj,

Battersea, stand No. 230, Annexe, have a very

fine display of their various specialities, whicli

will appeal to the decorating and building trades.

Their pure decorative high-class liquid, so ex-

tensi^ely used, wiU interest all practical painters

and the trade generally, as it is scientihcally

mixed and incorporated by machinery. Ihrs

particular paint must not be confused with the

ordinary ready mixed paint. '•Japohte, the

white and ivory japan ; Muraline, the ' washable

water paint," in dry powder; \ itrolite, a paint

made in white and stone colour, prepared ready

for use—which is claimed to be far superior t.

genuine white-lead in colour, covering power,

and durability—and is especially adapted tor

interior and exterior decorative and horticultural

work of every description. Plastine, the im-

perishable putty, has stood the test of time, and

has proved itself to be far superior to ordinary

linseed-oil putty for general and horticultural

glazing on either wood or iron bars. The numerous

testimonials received by this eminent firm for the

Vitrolite and Plastine prove them to be without

doubt the finest productions for the work

mentioned. Samples of aU their specialities may

be obtained at their stand on the production ot

trade cards, or wiU be sent to anj^address on ap-

plication.

The Swansea Stone Block and Machine Co.,

wall space 233, Annexe, are agents for the Petty

John Hollow Concrete Block and other American

brickmaking machines. Besides selling the various

machines, they also supply ready-made blocks,

plinths, sills, steps, paving-stones, flues, &c.—in

fact all the stonework necessary to complete a

house. Their hollow concrete block m.ac.hmes

differ from others, in that they move the machine

and not the block, thus saving breakage and the

cost of a number of cumbersome and expensivecast-

iron pallets, with consequent reduction in the initial

outlay. There are no springs, cogs, or levers tu

.-et out ot order, or to get clogged up, and whilst

the machine is about the cheapest on the market,

it is one of the best and fastest. The face-plates

not being fastened to the machine in any way,

the design or shape of a block can be altered in a

couple of seconds. In villas recently erected

with the aid of the company's machines a saving

of .£.'>0 in each house has been effected on masonry

alone.

The gallery is occupied by exhibits which deal

ratlier with municiiial engineers' work than with

that of the architect. This sectionising has con-

siderable advantages, as it prevents the gallery

being crowded with people who are not interested

in such things, for instance, as large schemes for

sowa-'e disposal, and the many new materials top

road-making. The staUs are arranged m a series

of bays on the side nearest the hall and in ordinary

stands against the walls.

The first of these to call for notice here is Bay

No. 5. occupied by Messrs. R. O. Meyer Ltd.

Norfolk-street, for the display of the Strebel

boilers, now so largely and profitably used tor

hot-water and low-pressure steam-heating in

c.mnection with large buildings. They are

of the sectional type, with vertical sides and

rounded top and bottom, the gases generated

by the fuel which burns in the interior
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entering the sid. tl'iu« flgar the top, and
passing downwards so as to connect with the
chimney tak'n from the bottom, while the return
water entei^ at the bottom and passea up pipes
which alternate; with the gas flues, and so away to
the flow-pipe at the top. By this means the gases
cool as they descend, while the water heats as it

rises, and high eBiciency result-i, combined with a
low fl\ie temperature. A contiiiner is added if

steam-heating is required : but in any case these
boilers take up comparatively little room, both
in matter of floor-space and height. Unlike the
old type of boilers, they can be readily introduced
or removed for repair in confined spaces, and it is

generally advised that a battery of several boilers

should be employed in preference to one of
abnormal size.

In Bay Xo. 7 the Ames-Crosta .Sanitary Engi-
neering Co. make a speciality of their sprinkler
for filter-beds. It is of the ordinary type, which
t-onsists of four radiating arms carried by suspen-
sion rods, but has the advantage that there is a
cap .It the end of each arm which is removable,
and so admits of the introduction of a cleaning rod.

In Bays 20 and 21 there is a good display of

Australian hard woods, showing that thoy can be
used in many situations with advantages both of
appearance and economy over most others of
similar durability.

In RowB, Xo. 5, Mr. W. E. Farrer, Birmingham,
shows a method of sewage distribution invaluable
for small filters, which is managed by means of

long iron troughs supplied by a tip trough, into
which the etIUient pours from the septic tank.
The alternation is very simply worked, and
secures an even flow over the whole surface of

each of a pair of filters at fairly regular intervals.

At first sight it looks as if the action might be
stopped by frost, but this we are assured did not
happen in a single case during the severe winter
we have lately passed through.

The Cork Asphalt Co.. 95, Victoria-street,

show several examples of their goods in Stand 'JS,

some of which have been in use in the entrance
to York Station for ten years. There is some
doubt, however, whether the wear is not some-
what rough and uneven. The material seems to

be more suited for stair-treads and stable floors.

Messrs. G. Jennings and Co. have departed
from their usual class of goods, making a speciality

of a large revolving sprinkler in Stand 29.1.

A good many stones are shown on diflierent

stalls, but most of them are well-known, and call

for little comment here, perhaps the best ex-
hibition being that of Cornish granite, polished
and unpolished, b\- Messrs. J. Freeman, Sons, and
Co. in .Stand Xo. 30, much of it showing the large
horse's teeth or felspar crystals, so characteristic
of that part of England.

Messrs. Burn Bros., Blackfriars-road, have built

up a most complicated displayof iron pipes with
bends and connections in Stands Nos. ;iS and 39.

(Jf course, it is solely done for exhibition
ourposes, but it shows what can be accomplished
,vhen the workmanship is good. Perhaps one of

the most noticeable things on this stand is a
Dolleetion of exceedingly strong drain-plugs for
resisting hea\v water pressures.

The Patent Victoria Stone Co., Ltd.. Hamilton
House, have at Stand 21, Kow B, various
specimens of their stones and paving slabs. The
latter have stood the test of 39 years" traffic in

London—surely sufficient proof of efficiency

—

while their patent stone can be moulded and
carved to any design, and its durability i» equal
to granite.

Messrs. Wilraer it Sons (wall space 17S and 17<i)

have a comprehensive display of builders' iron-
mongery, chief of which we may mention their
patent " Bond " firegrates, and " Sine ( Jua Xon "

range, which ai-e sliown in action. \'arious high-
class wood and other mantels will also interest

the architect.

An exhibit which has proved of great interest
is that of the .Sanitai-y Appliances Syndicate,
Ltd,, Victoria -sheet, Stand 86, Row 1),

comprising Mr. Grundy's various patents in con-
nection with valves and- traps for closets. The
principal recommendations are silence in action,
.piickness in filling and discharging, efficiency,
ind durability. "The(Jnly" closet is supplied
complete ready for fixing in various qualities. It

has- no ball-valve, and the water seal is never
broken in discharge, thus rendering it proo^
against the slightest escape of foul or sewer gase
Other specialities of the company are:—"Thr
Only " air-passage valve, which is applicable fot

water-heating systems. '• The ( Inly " Hre-hydran
standpipe valve, by the use of which sluice-

valves or stop-cocks may be dispensed with.

"The Only" horizontal non-return or back-

pressure valve. This valve is specially designed

for fixing in the pipes, either for water authorities'

mains, those in connection with pumps, or house-

hold and other supplies. It is \ery sensitive, and
offers little or no obstruction to the forward flow,

but will not permit return flow. By the use of

this valve water-hammer or knocking is avoided

in steam traps. " The Only " upright non-return

or retaining valve. This valve when used for

pumps is more sensitive than any other on the

markets. It is also unequalled for rising water-

mains or household supply-pipes, and, like the

horizontal valve, has a full-way flow. We have
no hesitation in endorsing the opinion of sanitary

experts, who agree that the patents of the company
are based on commonsense principles.

Messrs. Hofler, Ltd., have an imposing display

at special position Xo. 17, where they show
HuHer's "liurato" flooring, for which they claim

qualities not to be obtained in any floor yet

ottered. The qualities which chiefly recommend
it are ;—Its cost, the expense incurred being very
little more than linoleum, in many instances less, as

it can be laid on rough and uneven sub-floors

which would not receive linoleum without
expensive preparation : but it has the advantage
over linoleum that there are no joints or cracks,

while its durability is practically that of granite.

It is fireproof, damp-proof, and its sanitary

qualifications are undeniable, as it affords no bed
or crevices for bacteria or vermin. It is warm to

the feet, can be waxed and brushed to a high
polish or swilled over daily with hose and water,

and it can be laid in any colour and in any
design. The st,and also includes examples of

Messrs. HiiBer's asphalted sheet-lead dampcourse,
high-class Austrian oak panelling and joinery
work, and some very fine examples of art metal-
work.
At Row B, Stand .57, Mr. B. T. Batsford, the

well-known architectural bookseller, has an
interesting display of technical books. This firm

is sufficiently well known by our readers xo need
only a passing reference.

iVIessrs. Elliott's Moulding and Joinery Co.,

Ltd., of Xewbury, have a special position (Row
Ct, Xo. 2.>!, where they exhibit the front entrance
to Xew York Lodge, Bourne End, in oak and
yellow pine, to the designs of Slessrs. Heath and
Sons, of 1.54, Crnmwell-road, S.W., forMr. G. A.
Kesler, of Xew Y'ork ; also part of the solid

Spanish mahogany billiard-roora panelling for

the same place
;

portion of Spanish-mahogany
dado for the Capital and Counties Bank, Weston-
super-Mare : hygienic door for hospitals, i:c.,

together with the usual range of sample pieces of

dado in French and Italian walnut, satinwood,
bird's-Cye maple, brown oak, teak, mahogan}-,
and walnut ; also mouldings in the same kinds of

wood, and a specimen piece of panelling as used
by Jlessrs. Elliott in the Masonic temple at the
Cafe Royal.

The Xostell Brick and Tile Co., Wakefield,
show, at Stand H7, Row H, examples of their

roofing tiles, both plain and ornamental ; blue
and brindle bricks, moulded and pressed ditto,

and copings, garden tiles, and ventilating bricks,

for all of which the company enjoys a reputation.

The Ratner Safe Company, Ltd., Moorgate-
sti'eet, show at Stand •i2. Row B, a large selection

of strong-rooTu doors, party-wall doors, their

patent twelve-corner bent steel safes, patent inter-

changeable key lock, and samples of their drill-

proi'f steel, model safe bodies, sections of various
parts of safes, safe stands, \-c. There is also on
view the R.itner safe which preservea its contents
intact at the great fire at the Finchley U.D.
Council oHii-es. The Ratner Patent Inter-

changeable Key Lock is a most important inven-

tion in safe locks. It is one to which thousands
of keys can be made, every one of which differs :

any one of these keys will /uc/ the lock, but only
the key which locked it will unlock it. The
advantages are that at any moment a safe or

strong-room can be locked up with a neir /,!;/, and
all other keys, including those that have at any
time been used, are rendered useless. The Ratner
Co. are at present making a safe deposit for the
Ocean .\ccident and Guarantee I'orporation at

Hull, which will contain about GOO safes, all of

which are being fitted with the Ratner Patent
Interchangeable Key Lock.

The Patent Adjustable Bath Co., Birmingham,
show at Stand 56, Row B, a working-man's
scullery, containing amongst other items an ad-

justable bath. These baths are made of unbreak-
' able lead-coated steel sheets, and very heavy

weights can be placed in them without injury, as

they fit flat on the floor, which consequently takes

all the weight. We understand that over 2,000

of these baths are on order at the present time.

Jlessrs. W. Walker and Sons, Ltd., Bunhill-row,

E.C., Stand 131, Row G, have a tine show of wood
mantelpieces in Adam, Louis XVI., Elizabethan,

Renaissance, and other styles. They are also

showing their •' Bunhill " fire, with which they

have been very successful. Their catalogue of

mantelpieces, ic, just published, is undoubtedly
the most comprehensive in the trade. I ine of the

best shows of wood mantels in London may be

seen at Bunhill-row.

Jlessrs. John Line and Sons, Ltd., Alfred-place,

W.C., have an interesting display at Stand 100,

Row F, of decorative and protective preparations,

notably various products of Jlessrs. Morris and
West, of t'hester. Foremost of these are
'• Rubberose," an effective damp-resisting priming
for use before papering, ''Zinthin," a new pro-

duct which effectively solves the problem of a

substitute for white-lead, and "Graphitum,"
which is a specially prepared paint containing in

itself the materials necessary to enable it to dry
uniformly and gradually. We hope on a future

occasion to describe Messrs. Morris and West's
specialities more fully.

.\mongst the many interesting exhibits one
cannot help being attracted to that of the Silicate

Paint Co., Charlton (Special Position, Stand 15,

Row C) . This takes the form of a full-sizedbungalow
decorated inside and outside with the company's
well-known washable water-paint "Duresco."
< (utside one sees a tiled roof, lined bricks, and a

good imitation of roughcast—all in Duresco. The
interior further exemplifies the capability and
beauty of the material. The walls show that

peculiar softness which Duresco alone possesses.

The frieze decorations lend additional charm to

the general effect. Some twenty panels decorated

entirely with Duresco are also exhibited, giving

such a wide range of colour schemes that no one

need be at a loss in making a selection to please

individual tastes. The decorations are carried out

by stencil work, and the cost of reproduction in a

practical way is within the reach of all.

The Patent Indented Steel Bar Co., Ltd., have
an effective exhibit in the Annexe, Stand 22S,

Row (i, of their special form of steel for the re-

inforcement of all kinds of concrete structures.

In the centre of the stand is a case containing

sixty photographs of large works carried out with

indented bars in all parts of the world. About a

dozen models are shown of factories, retaining-

walls, bridges, sewers, reservoirs, ic. The stand

is surmounted by an arch constructed of large

bars of indented steel, brilliantly illuminated by
electricitv.

The Lord Provost's Committee of Edinburgh
Town Council recommend that a beginning
should be made with the erection of the new build-

ings for the Municipal Art School in Lauriston on
April 29th. In view of the fact that the estimates

are lower than was expected, the committee agreed,

after conference with the architect, that some im-
provement should be made on the exterior of the

building, and that additional fireproof flooring

might be put in. The first section of the school is

to be completed by August of next year. '

The Great Central Railway Company proposes to

construct a line passing through Dudley. Accord-
ing to the railway engineer's scheme, it is proposed
to construct a line from the Great Central and
Midland R always passing through Hagley-road
along the western slope of the Rowley Hills, and
coming into Dudley on the high level at Queen'-*

Cross, afterwards passing across Russell's Hall
estate, through Lower Gorual to the Baggeridge
Colliery, where the line would divide, one portMii

going to Wolverhampton and the other to Bridg-

north and on to Craven Arms. Su^h a line would
open up a large industrial and agricultural area,

and shorten the distance to Craven -\rms from forty

to sixty miles, roughly speaking.

Extensive improvements at Buddon Station, on
the Dundee and Arbroath Railway, have now been
completed, and the station was inspected on Friday
by Major Pringle, of the Board of Trade, The im-
provemeuts include the lengthening and widening
of the north platform, while a new set of rails has
been laid dowu. An overhead bridge has been con-
structed, and a new signal cabiu opened.

A staging which was being constructed at the

works of Messrs. Cory and Son, coal factors,

Rochester, collapsed on Friday, and Alfred Sully,

clerk of works, who was standing underneath, was
so severely injured by the falling 'h'hr't^ that he died

in hospital on Saturday without regaining con-
sciousness. Several workmen were injured.
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ROYAL IXSTtTUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE eleventh meeting for the present session
of the Institute was lield on llondav even-

ing at 9. Conduit-street, \V., Mr. Edwin T. HhII,
vice-president, in the chair. The death was
announced of llr. (ieorge \V, Hamilton Gordon.
Fellow. Director of Public Works in Orange
River Colony, Bloemfontein.

HOTELS.

A paper on this subject, illustrated by a very
large number of plans of the largest and most
recent buildings, shown on the walls, and also as
lantern-slides, was rend by Mr. Staxi.ev Hami'.
The CuAiiiMAN. in introducing the lecturer, men-
tioned that he was the partner of their president,
Mr. T. K. CoUcutt, who, owing to his recent
severe illness, was now journeying in Spain to

recuperate, and much regretted his inability to be
present. Mr. Hamp, in introducing his subject,
showed how development in hotel construction
had gone hand-in-hand with improvements in
locomotion, and he put upon the screen illustra-

tions of some interesting old examples of inns
which still survive. Reference was made to the
inn signboards of olden daj-s, to the origin of some
of the signs, and to the accommodation and cha-
racteristics of the old inns as described in literature
of the period. Motorists, the author thinks, will
probably bring back to the inns on our rural high
roads much of the custom and prestige which they
lost through the disappearance of the stage coach.
Hotels used in the past for coaching and posting
purposes have more than sutJicient stall accom-
modation for present requirements, and it would
be a simple matter to adapt it for motor garage.
Discussing

MODERN" HOTELS,

which he divided into three classes—viz., resi-

dential hotels, commercial hotels, railway hotels—the author said that as regards design the usual
tawdry and showy character should be avoided,
and the building be designed with a simple archi-
tectural treatment. It should be, as far as
possible, fireproof, and should have one or more
fire-escape staircases arranged with escape exit at
each corridor. It should be so planned as to
minimise the staff as far .as possible. The main
entrance should be inviting : the rooms light, but
not too large. There should, if possible, be only
one entrance and exit for the staff.

THE USfAL ACCOMMODATION-

of the modern hotel might be stated to consist
of a lounge or winter-garden ; dining-rooms,
restaurant, coffee-room, with services adjoining

:

reading- and writing-room : small drawing-room
;

smoking- and billiard-room, with bar attached

:

ballroom, with reception-ruo.-n attached : olfice
and manager's room ; gentlemen's lavatorj- and
cloakroom : ladies' retiring and toilet rooms. In
the basement are situated the kitchen department
and offices ; the staff dining-rooms : servants'
hall. Often one or two private dining-rooms are
required. In the provinces a large hall for public
banquets and meetings is necessary, in which case
a. sep.arate service should be arranged with a
separate kitchen. In large hotels a barber's shop
is a useful adjunct. The author recommended
also for large hotels a bakery, and a dairv as well
if it can be afforded. The upper ffoors are
usually devoted to bedrooms, bathrooms, w.c.'s,
and service-rooms, of which there should be one on
each floor fitted with sinks, hot plates, &c., in direct
communication with the kitchen, and adjoining
which the service lifts to carry coals, A:c., should
be arranged. Ladies' and gentlemen's lavatories
should be away from each other, and cut off from
the main corridor by a ventilated lobby. The
dining-room, especially in large towns, should be
provided with an orchestra, and where a ballroom
is impossible the dining-room should have a
dancing-floor. Some of the rooms on the upper
Hoors should be arranged in suites, with sittin"-
toom, one or more bedrooms, with communicating
doors, small hall, from which should lead bath-
room and w.e. Communicating doors between
rooms should he double, sash-windows made
reversible so as to be cleaned from the inside, and
double windows fixed to windows facing main
thoroughfares. Heating coils should be placed
in all public rooms, stiircases. corridors, and
landing

; and fire-alarms and hydrants provided
in all public corridors. The author summed up
as follows the

ESSENTIAL FEATl UE< IN" PLANNING
a hotel: — ,'1: The maximum .amount of light
and air. [2) A simple and direct plan. (3j A

proper distribution of the working and managerial

parts of the hotel, and easy and direct-service

communication to the public and jirivate rooms.

(4) Centralisation of kitchen and offices. (•>)

Perfect sanitation. ((>: Adequate means of escape

in case of fire and panic. The author dealt with

these points in some detail, and touched upon
such matters as telephone service, "vacuum"
cleaning, ,V:c. On the subject of

VENTILATION-,

reference was made to the system in use at the

Jlidland Hotel. Manchester. Here, by means of

two fans revolving ISli times per minute, 2}
million cubic feet per hour of fresh air, cool in

summer and heated in winter, are introduced into

the building. The air is filtered through a screen

of special material, which has an area of 32(1

square feet exposed to the air inlet. This screen

extracts all the soot and chemicals, clearing the air

as it passes through, the largeness of the area of

the screen making the resistance to the fans as little

as possible. The air extraction and ventilation of

the guests' rooms should be absolutely separate

from the other portions of the buildings, and special

attention should be gi\-en to the extraction of air

and heat from the kitchens and such places,

especially if they are in the basement. As regards

I'IRE .VLAllMS,

the author considered the right course was to give

the alarm only to the officials and the staff. If a

universal alarm be given a serious panic might
easily arise, whereas the action of a well-trained

staff might avoid a serious outbreak in the event

of actual danger. One service-room on each floor

should be equipped with an indicator and an alarm
bell. On the face of the indicator would be

numerous little apertures of about lin. square,

each aperture representing a corridor on the

various floors. Therefore, should a fire break out

in the main corridor on the sixth floor, and the

alarm be given, the bell would ring in the serrice-

room on each floor, and upon every indicator

would appear a red disc in the aperture '

' main
corridor, floor 6th." Thus the staff on each floor

would know exactly in which corridor the fire had
broken out. The

INTEllNAL AllllANGEMENT OF KITCHEN .\ND OmCES

most concerns a hotel manager, and the architect

should, where possible, consult him if he is to

obtain satisfactory technical results. The kitchen

is the laboratory w*here the reputation of the hotel

is made or marred, and the kitchen staff should

be given ]>lent_v of light and ventilation ; the

ranges, grilles, ovens, and hot plates should be of

the best procurable, and plenty of utensils should

be at hand. The walls of kitchen, scullery, and
larders should be either white tiles or glazed

brickwork, and the floors of stone or granolithic

or terrazzo. With the application of electrically-

driven propelling-fans and tubes for the supply of

fresh air, and extracting-fans fixed at the top of

vent-tubes and vent-shafts, it is now recognised

that the most convenient position for the kitchen

is in the basement. The author dealt in detail

with the requirements and arrangements of the

various sections of the kitchen department, the

position of the service-rooms, ice and ice-making

department, sculleries, pantries, larders, various

stores, cellars, lifts, \-c. In conclusion, a list was
given of the fittings installed at the recently-

opened University Hotel.

Mr. .TotiN Si.ATEu. in proposing a vote of

thanks to Mr. Hamp for his able and practical

paper, said the lecturer had insisted on the

importance, from a managerial point of view, of

providing only one entnance and exit for the

staff : but, unfortunately, this could not be

adopted in the Jletropolis owing to the L.C.C.

regulations, and appeals to the Committee of that

body to modify the requirements in accordance

with the necessities of the case proved unavailing.

The regulations did not recognise that modern
hotel construction was absolutely fire-resisting,

and that the aim of hotel managers was to

minimise the risk of panic. The internal arrange-

ment of the kitchen department was to a great

extent governed by the limits of the site : it could

rarely be provided on the same level as the dining

hall, "but the modern tendency was to locate it in

the basement, and not, as was the case a few

years ago, on the top floor. The lavatory accom-

modation needed very careful consideration : the

w.c. and bathroom should be brought together,

one reason being that the warmth of the hot-

water pipes then caused a draught from the

corridor to the offices rather than 'ire if,sii

.

Mr. E. A. (.TiiixiNT., in seconding the motioUj

said he had experienced some of the difficulties

under which hotels were planned owing to the

stringent by-laws of the London County Council.

The most important department in a hotel was the

kitchen, for, after all, the chief man was the cook,

and next to him came the wine buyer.

Mr. William Woodwaud held that the

planning of a hotel demands as much skill,

thought, and knowledge as an)- building entrusted

to an architect. The enormous mat of detail

which had to be considered and mastered was
obvious, and no finn of architects were better able

to deal with the problems involved than Messrs.

CoUcutt and Hamp. lie should like to cite a few
points which had o(-curred to him during '.he er'ic-

tion of the Piccadilly Hotel. Simplicity of planning,

especially on the bedroom floors, was a first

essential in hotel-planning, and a second was
to secure ei'Ojiomy of pervice. There were one or

two hotels, in London which no manager could

make a financitd success, owing to the wastefulness

of the plan. .\S' for, the ventilating and heating,

that plight very prop^rlyibe delegated to an expert,

who would undertake, all the responsibility. In
the bedrooms the locks needed to be simple, yet

sepure, and a. great desideratum was a perfectl.V

soundproof partition. He had been,testing ? good
many inventions whjch qlajmed to provide ,tl|is

non-transmission of sound, and had at last found
one which flllf^lled the requirements, and was not

more than from 4 iin. to .iin. in thickness. Double
windows, .wliifh . allqwed facilities for cleaning,

were absolutely , essential in London. ,and every

lavatory service should have hot and cold water

supplies.

sir.. EiiNEST RuxTz also supported the vote of

thanks.
'.

' •

The Chaiuman sMd Mr. Hamp had brought one

of the most ,up;to-date problems before them in a
practical way, and ,his .paper would hereafter be p.

tex-tbook of reference
,
to . those contemplatipg

building hotels. ,, It,was one of the features of

that Institute .that njen read papers before it in

wlfich they gave away their scheme to tliose yfho

competed with them, Fire-alarms were iiiyalu-

able in a , hotel, on. account of ithe.sen^e ,of

security they, gave, and. a..go.od plan.wfts.to pai^t

on a lamp in each corridor the direction of the

exit. The installation of. the vacuum process .of

cleaning was an important point in fitting up an
hotel.

.'

The vote of thanks was caiTied by acclai)iation,

and was briefly ackno>»ledged bv Mr. Hamp.

DAXISH PICTURES IX THE CITV.

THE Corporation, of the City of London is to

be congratulated upon the excellent series

of picture exhibitions: which from time to time

have been held at the (iiiildhali. On the present

occasion they have succeeded in discovering a.

school of . painters whose existence has been

hitherto unknown in . England—for we have

scarcely recognised i that the Danes were an

artistic people, and it is an exhibition of Danish

pictures which was opened by the Lord Mayor
last Tuesday. The smaller works certainly ai-e

hardly up to the standard of the gems which'-orfe

is accustomed to find, in the London galleries,' but

some of the large canvases are of'the,vcry highest

rank. This is particularlv the case with the seji

pieces, one of which. Xo. !>. '-.Ippassionata,"

by Prot. I.auritz Tuxcn. is absolutely superb

—

finer than anything . of the sort which we
remember to have seen. Jlountainous waves

are rushing towards the spectator out of a

dark horizon covered by an equ.ally dark sky,

and as thev reach the shore and curl over, the

foam upon their crests is caught by the breeze and

blown hither and thither. The water is aetuaUy •

alive and boiling, while the picture has every

property of a great masterpiece—poetic inspira-

tion, and perfection of form and colouring, com-

bined with powerful yet not eccentric handling.

There are four other sea-scapes in the same

gallery of great merit, though they hardly come

up to the high standard set by this extraordinary

work. Xo 24, "The Vikings," by Thorolf

Pedersen, for instance, is another night scene,

with the first rays of the rising sun striking across

stormy water vn to the dark outlines of rudely

constructed boats. The contrast between the

deep shades in sky and water and the bright

light of the rising sim are extreme and

perhaps a trifle drimatic : but the work is one

which would attract attention wherever it was

exhibited. No. 39, "Cape Xorth. Iceland," by

C. Blache, displays the rugged outline of an in-

hospitable shore. It is a most lonely scene, in
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spite oE the few rollin; hove-to vessels, and the a great painter's skill in representing a rrowd of

wild ducks in the foreground which feel the

motion of the water less than man's creation. No.

45, "A Whaler Leaving Greenland in a Dis-

persing Se? Fog." by Carl Eismussen, is equally

fine and equally lonely. In this case there is snow
upon thfc mountains, while whales, of the kind

known as " fin-backs." are sporting round the

advancing sailing vessels. There is yet another

of this gro p of sea-pieces. No. 47, "Off the

theFairoe Islands," by C, F. Surenseh, in which

the bleak rocks are shown receding into the

distance, plane beyond plane, in wonderful

gradation and with an admirable sense of texture.

The cliffs are half-covered in cloud, while light

breaks through here and there, and, as in the

other pictures, the interest centres on a few rolling

These, however, are not the only great paint-

ings even in the principal gallery, though as they

are similar in subject and of unusual excellence,

we have picked then oat for first attention. No. 1,

" Adam and F,ve." by Julius Paulsen, which is

hung on the left-hand side of the entrance door,

is a piece of vividly contrasted colour and fine

posing. Eve appears as if she had just sprung

from Adam's side, and is standing in a half-

scomful attitude, with a bright light upon her,

against dark masses of forest undergrowth. The
style is fresh to English eyes, an! powerful.

No. 4, "The Heart of the Empire: a View of

London." by Niels M. Lund, is the work

of a Danish painter who obtiinei his art

education to a great extent in London. There

is a good sky : but on the whole he scarcely

gives a satisfactory impression of the great

city whic'i he attem;)ts to represent. No. 7,

'A Wounded L'oness in the It )man Arena,"

and No. HI. '-The Christian Martyr in the

Roman Areni." by V. Irminge, are both notice-

able for the way in which the tawny mirble

podium his bsei represented. There is n )t th^

brig'at white re Iwtive surtu; oE Tademi's Ureek

marble here, but ths soEt yellow of that oE

Sienna. T.ie first is otherwise not an entirely

pleasant picture, being somewhat over-realistic

;

but the second one is admirable in every way,

the girl's figure as she crouches in fear and shame

being an example of perfect p:>sing. while thi

skin looks like humin skin uoon alivin<boiy.

The largest picture shown is No. '2:!, "The Con-

spirators Ridin? from Finnerup after the 51 irder

of King Erie Glipping," by Utto Biche. There

is a considerable amojnt oE dramatic interest

in it, w'aile the horses ani men, with their

angry faces, are just su;h as would be

expevtei :
yet it fills short of being a

picture of the very first importance. Perhaps it

is too illustrative. No. 27. "In the Church-

yard," by Hans Nikolaj Hansen, though quite

small in comparison, is of a really higher type—
a woman lonely and sad being seated by the side

o a poor grave marked by a tiny cross oE wood

dtuck into a heap of earth. No. 29, " .Sammer

Evening at the Skiw," is little more than a piece

of stage scenery which might have made a good

painting had it not been for the introduction of

portraits, rich robes, and lavish jewelry ; but they

fail for lack of poetry and harmony both of pose

and colour. No. 66. "Count S. liaben Ludgen
when a Boy, " by P. S. Kroyer, is a well posed and

well-painted portrait, the fair-haired boy with

his white collar and black velvet suit being shown

standing before a dark blue background. Another

exceedingly pleasant picture is No. 71, "Girls

Carrying Lime," by Christian Ziartminn, in

light tone and elaborate tiny detail, though it repre-

sents nothing more than three laughing women
descending some stone steps towards the spec-

tator. No. 77, " Eece Agnus Dei.' by Baron

Arild Rosenkrantz. is a painting which, though

fine, might yet have been much greater. It may
have been restraint upon the painter's part

which made him hide the faces of the principal

figures ; but the effect would have been better had

at least one of these been shown. The face of

him who carries the feet is cerla'nly indicated,

but the eyes are hidden ; while those who sup-

port the held, one of whom half carries the weep-

ing mother, are entirely hidden. The pose,

however, is very fine and suggestive, while the

dull tones which predominate are relieved by the

red colour of the cloaks. No. 18, "The Com-
mittee of French Artists for the Exhibition in

Copenhagen in ISSS," by P. S. Kroyer, maybe
c impared with Professor Herkomer's group of

Burgomasters in the Royal Academy of 1903,

which in some respects it excels. The
grouping is better arranged and the faces are

better lighted, for the time chosen is that

of twilight when oil lamps have been pla;el

upon the table to assist the waning daylight, thus

illuminating all the faces of the group in different

tones. This is maniged with exceeding clever-

ness, while the whole arrangement is a natural

one. No. 8G, "The S.nithy at Homback," byNo. 8G

the same artist, is noticeable for the daring use of

pure chrome in the sparks which fly from the

anvil, while the remainder of the painting is

highly finished in deep tones.

Two architectural subjects. No. 133, "The
Temple of Ceres at Piestum," by Constantin

Hansen, and No. 187, " The Slarceilo Theatre at

Rome," by E.-nst Meyer, are bung in conjunction.

In the former, while the colouring is good, the

taper of the columns appears to be exaggerated,

miking the internal angle lo)k to be upm the

point of falling, while the latter, though an

excellent representation of the tone of old stone-

work, shows that the artist has little architectural

grasp of his powerful subject.

A series of portraits by Jens Juel, including

almost all from No. 193 to No. 213, show con-

sistent work upon the part of one who has

obviously been a popular po.traitist. The faces

are all made to stare straight out from the cinvas,

so that when any number of them, as in this case,

are collected together, the effect is somewhat un-

pleasant :
yet each painting by itselE is good, with

well-arranged drapery and executed with ex-

ceptional delicacy of touch, while an obvious

desire to flatter his subjects has not been carried

to excess. No. 20S, "Portrait of Frederick V.,

King of Denmark and Norway," by C. G. Pilo,

which is hung amongst this group, isoE a different

type entirely, with strong brush-touches, bringing

out the colouring of the lace and ribbons with

which the more wealthy men of the 13th-

century loved to deck themselves. No. 2i:i,

" An Evening Party at My Home," by
Uiggo .lohaoaen. is another picture which
deserves a gool deal of study by English artists

who may be called upon to represent happy
overy-day family groups. It has obviously been

painted for the love of its subject, and the

various people grouped about the room are

chatting pleasantly and perfectly contentedly in

the most natural manner possible. It is a real

evening party, and not a stiff "At Home,"
while the way in which the guests have ar-

ranged themselves, with the men against the

walls on one side, and the women round the tables

the other, is exactly what is found on most

CBITUARY.
The eudden death of Lieut. -Col. Fb.wk

Bari.ow OsnoRX, V.D , F.R.I.B.A., of Bennett's

Hill. Birmingham, occurred at the Union Club

in that city on Saturday last. The deceased

gentleman was engaged on Saturday upon pro-

fessional business, and went to the club for

luncheon. While in the dining-room he became

insensible, and died in an hour from paralysis

and heart failure. The body was subsequently

removed to his residence in Hagley-road. 5Ir.

Gsborn was born in Hagley-road in June, 1840,

and was therefore in his sixty-seventh year. He
served his articles first with the late Mr. Charles

Edge, of Birmingham, and afterwards with the

late Mr. S. S. Teulon, of London. Mr. Osborn

returned to Birmingham in 1861, and commenced
practice upon his own account, and some years

later took into partnership Mr. Alfred Reading,

a former pupil. The firm of (Jsborn and Reading

obtained numerous important commissions, as

well as successes in competitions. Among the

buildings for the design of which they were

responsible were the churches of St. Catherine,

Nechells; St. Cyprian, Hay Mills: St. Margaret's,

LadywoDd : and Norton, Cannock. They were

also the architects for the Conservative Club,

Temple-row : the Medical Institute, Edmund-
street ; Edgbaston Assembly Rooms and ^'estry

Hall, the market entrance in St. Martin's-Iane.

the Joint Stock Bank. New-street ; and the

Volunteer Headquarters in Thorp-street. 5Ir.

Osborn was for several years president of the

Birmingham Society of Architects. He became

an Associate of the R.I. B. A. in 1861, and a Fellow

eight years later. Mr. <)sbom was associated

with the late Sir. Allen Everitt in the establish-

ment of the Arch;rological Section of the Midland

Institute, and served as hon. secretary. The
deceased gentleman took a prominent part in

connection with the affairs of Edgbaston, and on

the morning of his death he had been in con-

sultation with the Vicar of St. Augustine's

Church respecting the plans for a new mission-

room in connection with which he was acting as

honorary architect. Mr. Osborn was a widower.

His only son is aii oflicer of the Oxfordshire Light

Infantry, now serving in India.

The death occurred last month of Monsieur

Ai'GisrE V.tx AsscHE, architect, of Ghent, an hon.

member of the Society of Architects. Members
who too'.c part in the Society's visit to Belgium

some years ago will recollect the personal kind-

ness he showed the visitors.

the moon and its reflection. No. '>>, "After

Rain," by Godfred Christensen, is a large land-

scape of a type often seen in English galleries,

though the bending reeds in the lake indicate the

power of the storm which has just passed

over them: while No. .'57, " Head of a Spanish

Girl," by P. S. Kroyer, is one of the best

of the few portraits. Another largo painting,

of a decorative type, is No. 46, "The Parable of

the Ten Virgins," by J. G. F. S.-hwarz, which

has been lent from the Church of Copenhagen.

The expression of dismay upon the faces of the

disappointed virgins is e«iggenited, particularly

when compared with the rapture of the wise

ones : but this only helps to tell the tale of the

parable in a most emphatic manner, easily to be

understood by the least learned of the people.

There is a really beautiful little architectural

study shown at the commencement of the second

gallery in No. 49, "Erechtheion at the Acropolis,"

by Joakim Skovgaard. The caryatid portico is

on the right, and the view is taken looking to-

wards the Propyho i and over the plains towards

the distant hills. Without over-elabjrating the

detail, the effect of sunlight on the marble of the

statuary is admirably rendered. In this room there

aretwo great modem historical pieces. No. .57, " The
Anointing of i^ueen Alexandra, at the Coronation

of King Elward VII.," and No. 72, "The
Coronation of His Slajesty the C^ar. Nicholas II., ' ' ^ '

of Russia," both by Professor Lauritz Tuxen. The tower of the parish church of Liton Bads, is

They are clever rather than pleasant examples of
; to be restored at an outlay of £3,090.

social occasions of this sort. The best small
lastpicture of the whole exhibition is the very

mentioned in the catalogue. No. 248, "Sunset,'

by Julius Paulsen, the sky .and lighting being

excellent : but it would have bean improved by
cutting aw.iy a good portion of the foreground, in

which no interest lies. Is it by design or accident,

one wonders, that the catalogue should commence
and end with one of Paulsen's works '.

Speakmg at Constantine. Cornwall, in advocacy

of apilicy of protection for the granite trade, Mr.

J. 0. Williams stated that the wages of the Cornish

granite workers were lower, whde the trade had
decreased. In 1384 the 663 workers in that district

dropped to 460 in 139-5, and to 391 m 1905. The
kerb trade was practioilly lost. Formerly they

exported 10,000 tons of kerbs from that district;

that trade was practically dead. Instead of export-

ing 10,000 tons of kerbs, 2,0M tons were imported

weekly into London from abroad.

A stained - glass window has been placed in

Worcester Cathedral, in memory of Sir Douglas

Galtou, the eminent sanitarian, who was buried at

Hadsor, a few miles from the city. The window is

in the north side of the choir. In the upper lights

are representations of the angels St. Michael, St.

Gabriel, St. R iphael, and St. Uriel, and in the lower

lights are representations of Jacob, Samuel, Elijah,

and Moses. Tne window, which was given by Lady
Gilton, was unveiled on Friday.

Arrangements have been completed for the work

ot restoring St. Peter's Collegiate Church, Wolver-

hampton, and the laying out ot the ground before

the west front, to be finished by June 13.

A substantial sum has been subscribed towards

the schemo for the restoration ot "Whitchurch"

—

the ancient parish church of Denbigh—and other

purposes which the church authorities have in

view, including the demolition of St. Hiliry's

Church. The cost ot restoring Whitchurch will be

about £2,000.

On Siturday the Bishop ot Chester dedicated the

new nave of Coppenhall parish church, which is one

of the finest modern ecclesiastical structures m
Cheshire. The new church was started over twenty

years ago. but lack ot funds prevented its com-

pletion. It has cost over £12,000.

The Bishop of Lichfield on Tuesday week dedi-

cated the two stained-glass windows which have

been placed in the south chapel of the parish church,

to perpetuate the memory of two benefactors-the

late Sir Thomas Fletcher Boughey, Bart., and his

wife, Annabella Lady Boughey. The subjects are

the Crucifixion and the Resurrection.
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ILLU8TRATI0NS.

:lVMOLT1I ABT galleries, MirSEUM, AND PUBLIC LIDR,\RY

—STUDIES OF ORN'AMESTAL TRBATMBST OF METAl'—AN

OLD DOORWAY.—HurSR AT iJ LIILDFORDf^SKETCHF.S IN

NORTH WALES.

»^^

©ur Hlustratinns.

I'LVMOITH ART GALLERIES, MVSEVM, AXD PUBLIC
LIHRAIIY : .SELECTED DESIGN".

The designs which we now illustrate are those re-

cently pla::ed first in the recent competition open to

Plymouth architects, and in which Mr. Henry T.

Hare, F.R.I.B.A., acted .as professional assessor

to the Corporation. The conditions required that

the buildings should be planned so as to be entirely

separate and distinct, but at the same time to

furm a complete architectural composition, and
it was also laid down that the entire frontage to

Ta\-istock-road should be practically filled in with

the proposed new buildings. An endeavour was
therefore made in this scheme to comply as far as

possible with the foregoing requirements. The
Corporation have, however, now considered it more
advisable to completely isolate the entire scheme
from the adjoining properties, in order to minim-
ise a.s far as possible any risk from fire. This
will consequently mean considerable revisions to

the drawings, both as regards the plans and eleva-

tions. The alterations suggested will probably
«ntail a reduction in the length of the museum
galleries, and art gallery over, and the squaring

up of the end wall of the general reading and
news-room, and reference-room above. It will

also now be possible to utilise these walls for

further light to the rooms in question. Advantage
will be taken of these reductions to further

elaborate the Tavistock-road elevation, which was
designed on very simple lines by reason of the

limited amount at disposal. It is proposed that the

general walling shall be executed in Plymouth or

loL-al limestone, and the cornices, columns, window
dressings, etc., in Portland stone. The buildings

will be of fireproof construction throughout. The
picture galleries, reference-room, and local collec-

tion-room are to be top-lighted, and treated with
segmental ceilings. The museum entrance-hall

is to be made an important feature of the scheme,

and will be carried up two stories in height, and
provided with a gallery on all four sides, thus
allowing a complete circuit to be made by the

public. This hall will again be top-lighted, and
treated with a segmental ceiling in fibrous plaster.

The architects are Jlessrs. Thornely and Rooke,
of The Crescent, Plymouth, and their estimate

for the work amounts to the sum of £25,01.5

—

•viz., £i:!,01.i for the library and £12,030 for the

museum and art gallery. It should be mentioned
that the library is the gift of Mr. Andrew Carnegie
to the town, and another £2,000 is available for

fittings. The museum will be built from funds
mainly supplied by public subscription.

XATIOX.iL MEDAL STIDIES Of OUXAMENTAL
TREAT-MEN'T OF METAL.

This double-page sheet of silver repousse work
includes examples of Frenfh and German crafts-

manship from the 1 4th to the 17th century.

X'nder each specimen shown is to be found on the

plate its designation. The reproduction was
made from a series of exceedingly good mono-

chrome studie.=i, for which Miss Miibol Jepson, of

Kedland, Bristol, was awarded a National Bronze

Medal by the Board of Education at the last

students' works competition.

.\X OLD DilOUWAY.

Our reproduction of this picturesque old doorway
is from a water-colour drawing by Mr. Robert J.

Haines.

lUU SE, WARWICK llEXrU, CUILDIORD.

The house shown in our illustration is in course of

erection on the Warwick Bench Estate, Guild-

ford, :iO0ft. above sea-level, having a pano-

ramic view of sixteen miles : the elevation of

the site has influenced the design. The outer

walls have a :iin. cavity, and the exterior is

lovered with cement roughcast and yellow beach

pebbles ; the chimneys and walls under verandahs

will be faced with red bricks from Sharpe's, of

Worplesdon. The builder is Mr. J. Baker, of

Bexhill-on-Sea and Southsea ; the contract price

is £2,070, exclusive of fences, gates, stables, and
lodge. The anhitectis Mr. W.J. Chambers, of

John-street, Adelphi, W.C.

SKETCHES FROM MOLD, I'LINTSHIRE.

These sketches were made by Mr. Edward
Cratney, of Willington-on-Tyne, while on a visit

to Mold, Flintshire—a district very little knDwn
to architectural draughtsmen, and full of inter-

esting subjects, iloid is situated about twelve

miles from Chester, and might be made a

convenient centre for a sketching tour. Within
a few miles" radius Plasteg is reached, with

a fine old house, built with great regularity

and simple grandeur in the year IGIO a.d.,

on the main road to Wrexham ; Llwyne-
gr)-n Hall is situate about a mile out of

Slold : tJwysaney Hall, about a mile and a

half from Mold, on the way to Xorthop ; Cifcian

Church, about eight miles from Mold, up in the

hills, with its beautifully carved roof, which is

said to have been brought from Basingwerk

Abbey on its dissolution ; St. Winifred's Church,

Holywell : Overton Church, Wrexham Church,

with its richly detailed tower ; Oresford Church,

Xerquis Church, with its old oak chair, pulpit,

and chests. All these and many old interesting

farmhouses can be found within the radius of

about twelve miles.

.1/oW Cltiin-h.—Stands on an eminence, and
forms a landmark to the surrounding country for

miles around, and is of the Irothic of the loth

century, with two exceptions—the tower 'about

1734 .l.n.) and the apse added by the late Sir

Gilbert Scott. The nave is extremely elegant,

consisting of nave and two aisles. The length

and grandeur of the nave and the breadth of the

large chancel arches suggest something more

worthy and finer than the late Sir Gilbert

Scott's apse. The pillars supporting the nave

arches are much to be admired for their

lightness, with their carved caps and their

beautifully-moulded bases. Between the spring-

ing of the nave arches is an angel holding

a shield, on which are either the arms

of the benefactors or instruments of the

Passion. The arms of the Stanleys, who long

ago possessed the manor, are very frequent.

At the eastern end of the north and south

aisles are three beautifully-carved niches, which

at onei time, no doubt, held figures ; but these

are now destroyed. It is a matter of regret that

two lou the south aisle are, unfortunately, almost

hidden by modern monuments. The exterior of

the north and south aisles is of the same design

and detail. The interior of the north aisle is

much more elaborate, with its beautifully beamed
and carved roof. The south aisle is in not so

good a state of preservation as the north, it being

more exposed to gales : the prevalent winds in this

part of the country being from the west or from a

westerly direction. Tbe stringcourse to the

parapet of north and south aisles and upper

part of nave consists of boldly-carved pro-

cessions of animals—unicorns, lions, oxen,

armadillos, bears, Arc. Over the font in the south

aisle is a beautiful example of ISth-century iron-

work. Remains of some of the fine oldwrought-iron

gates may be found in Gwernafield and Cilcian

churchyards, also (iwysaney Hall. There are

some very fine bits of old coloured glass still

remaining in some of the windows.

Ithiiil Hnll is about one mile from Mold, and

stands back from the road up to Cilcian. It was

built as latelv as 1S(J4, in the form of a Roman II.

ywthop r^vn-A.—Xorthop is situated about

three miles from Mold, on the main road to

Holywell : on the way, massed as it is, Llw\-negryn

Hall is passeii, standing back from the road a few
hundred yards. The tower illustrated makes a

prominent landmark against the skyline as seen

on entering the village.

CHIPS.
The restoration of North Soraercotea church, Lin-

colnshire, has now been practically completed, at a
cost of £2,000, and the dedication sermon was
preached on Thursday in last week by the Bishop of

Lincoln. The church, which is inainly of 14th-

century date, had been for some time in a very
dilapidated state. The ancient spire fell in the 17th

century, carrying with it part of the high-pitched
roof and walls, and these had been very indifferently

repaired. The roof has now been restored to its old

pitch.

The Colchester Town Council has decided to erect

a reproduction of Flatford Bridge, near Dedham,
immortalised by Constable, over the river Colne, in

connection with the extension of Colchester Castle

Park. Flatford Bridge is a picture3(|ue structure of

wood for foot passengers, and is situate close to the

mill in which Constable once lived.

At SI-. Mark's Church, Broomhall, Sheffield, a
new <!"oinmunion table, a frontal cheat, and a cross

were dedicated on Friday. The church is Decorated
in jtyle, and was built o7 years ago from plans by
the late Mr. W. IL Crosslauu, of London. The
table and frontal chest are of Eaglish oak, butt

iointed, with oaken pins. Messrs. Harry Hems and
Sons, of Exeter, carried out the new fittings.

Mr.W. H. Goodyear, of Brooklyn Museum, whose
investigations into the varieties in the measurements
of Meduival buildings, and the origin of (ireok

pattern ornament, have attracted worldwide atten-

tion, has been elected an honorary member of the

Koyal Academy of Fine Arts, Milan. Of the five

honorary members of that .\cademy, Mr. Goodyear
is the only one speaking English.

The town council of Crewe have increased the

salary of Mr. G. Eaton Shore, the borough engineer,

from £-!.50 to £400 per annum.

Thewhole of the steelwork of the Broad Exchange
building in New York, which ijtweuty-eight stories

high, and houses 8,000 brokers, bankers, and
corporation officers, was designed by a womau. In
addition to this she has designed the steelwork of

the Astoria half of the Waldorf Hotel. The White-
hall building is another giant of Lower Broadway,
and a score or more of other big structures she has

designed. She calls herself a "specialising archi-

tect."

At the Manchester Town Hall on Friday, Mr.
W. O. E. Meade-King, an inspector of the Loctl

Government Board, heard evidence in support of an
application by the corporation for sanction to borrow
money for the suoply of water for hydraulic pur-

poses. Mr. T. Hudson, deputy town clerk, ex-

plained the pi'oposaU, which were to erect a new
hydrauhc station in Water-strtet, at a cost of

£.30,0110. Mr. H. Price, the rity architect, described

the nature of the works to be undertaken.

The small triangular shaft belonging to the

District Railway, and abutting on the railings of

Wren's church of St. Nicholas, Cole Abbey, in

Queen Victoria-street, was recently advertised for

sale, &', owing to the electrification of the line, it is

unnecessary as a smoke exit. An effort was made
to secure it for the church, so as to create a sm ill

terrace garden next the street, similar to that in

front of the church of St. Andrew by the Wardrobe

in the same street. The company's lessor asked,

however, nearly £1,000 a )ear for the plot of

SUOtt.super, and it is now being budt over.

The parks committee of the Edinburgh Town
Council rec:)mtneiid the erection of a bridge over

the Water of Leith, giving access to Saughton Park

near the car terminus at Gorgie-road, at a probable

cost of £16,000.

Messrs. Hayward are building a njw pickle

factory in Montford-place, Kennnigton, S.E. The
present buildings cover only a portion of the site, the

proprietors having in view possible future exten-

sions. Six floors are provided, which give a total

area of 4l,4S0j|.ft. The architect is Mr. .\. W.
Tribe, M.S..\., of Clapham-road, S.W.

In the House of Commons on Monday night,

during the progress of votes in supply, a vote of

£2,100 for the monument to the late Marquess of

Salisbury in Westminster .\bbey was agreed to.

The memorial, which has been designed by Mr.
G. F. Bodley, R.A., will be placed in the opening

before Captain Montague's monument in the

entrance to the north-west tower, and was illus-

trated in the BuiLDixc. News for Jan. 4 last.

A new block of Council schools, which has been
erected in Derby-road, Gloucester, at a cost, exclu-

sive of furniture and fittings, of about £11,000, was
formally opened on Monday.
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Builbing Jlttttlligcnct.— »«

Leeds.—It is proposed to build a secondary
school in West Leeds, with extensive playing
fields attached. Accommodation will be provided
for 800 pupils, and in the playing fields will be
placed tennis courts, a cricket pitch, a football
ground, and a hockey field for girls. The school,
which is to be finished by August 1, is situated
at the Whingate tram terminus, Armley. There
will also be a geographical laboratory -the first

of its kind in England—and another innovation
will be the provision of flat roofs over two rooms,
upon which the pupils will be taught how to

.gauge rainfall, force of wind, \c., and between
the sloping roofs there will be two greenhouses,
where botany wiU be taught.

Naflsea, Glos.—For many ye.trs Xailsea Court
has been neglected ; it has lacked the close atten-
tion of a resident owner, and slowly, but surely,

it was falling to decay. Now, however, it is being
restored so thoroughly that when the work of the
-architect (ilr. Milverton Drakei and the builder
(Mr. R. F. Ridd) is completed, it will no doubt
present much of its former beauty of outline and
detail. The property has been acquired by Mr.
Charles E. Evans, of Cardiff, descendant of Jlajor
Nathanael Wade, who owned the Court in IC'JS.

In the work of restoration it has been found that
some portions of the buildings date as far back as
.the nth century.

Rhyl.—The formal ceremony of opening the
new Carnegie Library at Rhyl was performed on
Friday. The new building occupies the site of
the old police-station, and completes the town-hall
building. It has a frontage to Wellington-road
of 63ft. and to Queen-street of 'rlit. It is m
keeping with the town-hall building, having Pen-
maenmawr stone facing and Cefn stone quoins,
heads, sills, and strings. The free library is con-
fined to the ground 3oor, and comprises reading
and reference rooms, lending department, and
librarian's room and storeroom. The reading-
room measures 32ft. by -J 1ft., and the reference-
room is 30ft. by 24ft. The lending librarv is

fitted with shelves to hold 10,000 volumes, the
first floor of the new building consists of improve-
ments and an extension of the town-hall. The
whole of the building is now heated by low-
pressure hot-water apparatus and radiators. The
total cost of the improvements is approximately
£.5,000, the library portion having cost £3,000,
which was given by Mr. Carnegie. The con-
tractors were Messrs. Jones and Pritchard,
JV-bergele.

1 —
CHIPS.

At the last meeting of the Maidstone Corporation
A tender from Messrs. Dick, Kerr, and Co. was
accepted for the construction of the High-street to
Loose tramway, amounting to £32,430 lOs. Id,, and
application was ordered to be made for power to
borrow a total of £16,000 for the electricity works.

The Earl of Dudley has undertaken the work of
repairing the roof of (jreSit M'ltley parish church,
which adjoins his Worcestershire residence, Witley
Court.

Mr. W. R. Williams, who has just been appointed
Inspector-Creneral of Irrigation in Lower E-^ypt, is

in his 41st year, and was born m Chili, where his
father, Captain Williams, and his mother resided.
Subsequently, his parents returned to Fishguard,
where his mother still lives.

The Sunderland Board of Guardians have decided
to proceed forthwith with the erection of cottage
'homes for children in their workhouse grounds, at
an estimated expenditure of £12,8.30.

The largest of the several public parks at Ilford
has just been reopened, after havmg been enlarged
by the inclusion of about fifty acres of the adjacent
Valentines estate. The new portion of the park,
known as the American Gardens, and valued at

£10,000, was given to the town by Mr. Holcombe
Ingleby, in memory of his mother. It was from
these gardens that the famous vine at Hampton
Court was transplanted. The mansion in this

portion of the park was built m the time of t^ueen
Elizabeth, and was for some years the residence of
Archbishop Tillotson, whose favourite retreat in the
gardens is still known as the Bishop's Walk.

Considerable progress has been made with the
Queen Victoria Memorial School at Dunblane.
About 100 bricklayers, masons, and labourers are
employed, and parts of the walls of the main build-
ing are Oft. high. The house for the adjutant is

also far advanced. The laying out of the grounds
and the tracks for water supply and drainage are
also being proceeded with.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

EiiixiirKon .Society of Ordaineh Siuveyous.
—The ninth annual general meeting of the Society

of • Irdained Surveyors was held in Edinburgh on
Friday night, Mr. J. C. Hamilton presiding.

The report submitted showed the funds of the

society at the close of the financial year to be over
£440. The following othce-bearcrs were elected :

—

President, Mr. J. C. Hamilton : vice-president,

Mr. F. 11. Lightbody ; secretary, Mr. Thomas J.

S. Watson ; treasurer, Mr. D. G. Wallace, C.A. ;

and auditors, Messrs. Brewis and Rainie, C.A.

NoilTHERX AUCHITECTI'KAI. AssOt lATIOX. The
annual report for the forty-eighth session again
records the increased success of the association.

Seven members, 13 associates, and 1.5 students have
been elected, and the roll now stands as follows :

—
Eighty members, 84 associates, and 86 students,
a total of 2.50 ,as against 233 in all classes at this

time last year. The association is now the largest

society allied with the Royal Institute of British
.\rchitects. The deaths of Jlr. .1. W. Donald,
jV.R.I.B.A., of South Shields, aged 42, a member
of council from 1901 to 190.5, and of Mr. William
Hope, aged 44, are announced with regret. The
annual excursion of the Association was held
at Beverley on July 5, when the minster and
church of St. Mary were visited. During the
session, papers were read bv the president, Mr.
J. T. Cackett, Mr. G. A. T. "Middleton, V.P.S.A.,
A.R.I.B.A., of London. Mr. Harbottle Reed, of
Exeter, and Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A.,
of London.

The Royal Ixstitite or the Akc hitects of
luELAXi).—The usual monthly council meeting of
the Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland
was held at 20, Lincoln-place, Dublin, on the sth
inst. In the una\-oidable absence of the President,
Mr. A. E. Murray was moved to the chair. There
were also present Messrs. R. C. Orpen, J.

Holloway, C. A. Owen, G. P. Sheridan, F. G.
Hicks, F. Batchelor, and J. H. Webb, hon sec.

Letters from members of the Institute, with
reference to the action of local councils in con-
nection with the Labourers Acts were before the
council. The hon. sec. was instructed to write
giving an account of the action taken by the
council in the matter. The hon. sec. was instructed
to write to the sec. of the Unemployed Committee
of the Stonecutters' Union with reference to a
communication received from the committee,
regretting that any differences with regard to con-
ditions of contrart should interfere with the
execution of building work, and to express a hope
that any misunderstandings will be speedily
removed. It was decided to call a special council
meeting to consider the education scheme drawn
up by the Architectural Association of Ireland.

A new water scheme for Rockcliffe, on the Firth
of Sol way, has been completed. A reservoir con-
structed on the Mark-hill contains 120,000 gallons.
An auxiliaiy supply can be drawn from Aucheusheen
Burn.

Earl Fitzwilliam has offered to the Sheffield
Corporation some nineteen acres of land in a rapidly
growing suburb of the city for the purposes of a
public park.

After having been enlarged and improved at a
cost of over £6,0011, to meet the requirements of
the urban district of Blaydon, Ityton, and Whick-
ham, the Normans Ridmg Isolation Hospital,
near \\'nilaton, was formally opened on Monday by
the chairman of the Blaydon and District Joint
Hospital Board. The eiilargementi have been
carried out timler the direction of Mr. J. B. Reiiton,
surveyor to the Whickham Council.

.'V Local Government Board inquiry has been held
at Bexley, Kent, into the application of the urban
district council for sanction to borrow £1,617 for
electric-lighting extensions.

The resignation of the city engineer of Cape
Town, Mr. Cook, has been accepted by the city
council.

The late Mr. Henry Allen I'rotheroe, F.K.I.B A.,
aged fifty-eight, of the Promenade, Cheltenham,
tilos, left personalty amounting to £13,093.

In the case of application made on behalf of
Charles Henry Smith and Frederick Augustus Smith
^trading as H. and F. Smith), Xetherton, Worcester-
shire, builders and contractors, the order of dis-
charge has been suspended for two years, ending
February 10, 1009.

The late Mr. John William Taylor, senior, of
Snelthorpe House, Loughborough, Leicester, bell
founder, who designed " Great Paul " for St. Paul's
Cathedral, left personalty amounting to £74,614.

COMPETITIONS.
AUCHITECTIUAL EsSAY PkIZE I OR Cl.ERGV.

In connection with St. David's College, Lampeter,
and in the hope of encouraging the clergy who
take an interest in church architecture to put on
record the results of their studies, and of stimu-
lating others to work at the subjects, Mrs. Davies
Evans, of Highmead, Llanybyther, is offering a
prize of £10, open to any one in Holy Orders, for

the best essay en •' The Architectural and
Historical Features of not more than two
Churches " in the district in which he may be
working.

Failswortii. — Jlr. (Jeo. II. Willoughby,
F.R.I.B.A., of Manchester, has adjudicated on the

54 sets of competitive drawings submitted in con-
nection with this competition, and awarded the
first i^la::e in order of merit to the set of drawings
No. 18 "A"—the designs of M&ssrs. Ernest
Ogden and Percy C. Hoy, of Examiner Buildings,
Strutt-street, Manchester. The assessor's report

has been adopted by the district council, and the
design placed first in order of merit has been
accepted. The premiums offered were £20 and
£10 for the designs placed first and second in
order of merit respectivelj' : but on the recom-
mendation of the assessor the district council have
decided to award premiums of £10 each to the
under mentioned, namely:—Frank W. Mee, 32,

Victoria-street, Manchester, in respect of draw-
ings marked Xo. 26 " A "

; David Bird, Brazen-
nose-street, Manchester, in respect of drawings
marked No. 2 ; .Speir and Beaven, Borough
Chambers, Cardiff, in respect of drawings marked
No. 21. The whole of the drawings and the
assessor's report will be open for public inspection

during office hours from Thursday, the 11th
instant, to Monday, the 15th instant, both dates

inclusive.

SixDEiiLAXi).—The result in the two compe-
titions for Branch Libraries at Sunderland is

somewhat unique, inasmuch as Messrs. Davidson
and Cratney, architects, of 22, Fawcett-street,

Sunderland, and of Willington (iuay. near X'ew-
castle-on-Tyne, have won both the first and
second premiums in both these contests. The
sites are situate in Church-street, ^lonkwear-
mouth, and in A'illette-road. Mr. James T.
Cackett, F.R.I.B.A., Past - President of the
Northern Architectural Association, was the
professional assessor. There were forty-three

designs submitted. The competition was confined
to "local " architects. Some of the membei's of

the Sunderland Council, we hear, are calling in

question the local qualification of the firm which
has thus distinguished itself, and as to whether
Jlessrs. Davidson and Cratney rightly fulfil the

condition of local obligation the Council has
intimated its intention of making a careful

inquiry. On the other hand, if paying rates and
rent in Sunderland does not establish a right to

participate in a local competition, we do not know
what does. On the face of the result thus notably

accorded to the architects in question, it seems
very shortsighted and ungracious to raise such a
quibble as that referred to.

The X'ew Covxty Hall.—Supplemental notes

for addition to the conditions issued to competitors

for designs for the X'ew County Hall, London.
{n] Any further information required by com-
petitors must be applied for to the assessors, and
addressed to the County HaU, Spring tiardens,

London, S.W., in the form of separate questions,

on or before Wednesday, May 1, 1907, after

which date no further questions can be considered.

{Ii) Those questions which it is necessary to

answer will be replied to, and the information

supplied to all competitors ; such replies will then
form part of the conditions. {<) For the imme-
diate information of competitors, the scale for the

drawings for the preliminary competition has been
definitely decided by the Council to be 16ft. to an
inch ; and in view of the possibility of most of the

competitors having considerably advanced their

dasign, no alteration in the scale can now be made.

A new hippodrome, with accommodation for

4,000 persons, is shortly to be erected on a promient
site in Tooting for Mr. Walter Gibbons.

A new bridge-building company—viz., Messrs.

Orr, Watt, and Co., Ltd.—have acquired a site at

Carfin, near Motherwell, on which to lay down
extensive works for bridge building.

The Leake Rural District Council have instructed

Messrs. Sands and Walker, engineers, Nottingham,
to prepare a scheme for the drainage of Sutton
Bonington and Nonnanton-on-Soar.
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TO OORRESPOin>ENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opiniong of

our correspondent'!. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the BuiLoiwa
Nkws, Clement's House. Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W-C, and not to members of the stafE by name. Delay
in not infrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable
The Stband NEwaPAPBa Companv, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeaerver, London."
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 123. each, by post

12fl. 9d.) as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XIJX., Un., LXI., LXII., LXIV., IJCV., LXVI..
Lxvn., Lxvrn., lxix., lxxi., Lxxn., Lxxrn.,
LXXrV., LXXV., LXXVL, LXX\'TI., LXXIX.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXn., LXXXm., LXXXIV.,
LXXXV.. LXXXVI.. Lxxxvn., Lxxxvm.,
LXXXIX.. and XC. may still be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are out ot print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at

once, aa many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BotLoisa News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtamed from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or Gdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 Ga. Od. (or 3:ifr. 30c.) To India, £1 6a. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Oompetition and Oontract

Advertisements, Public CompaiiidS, and all official

advertisements is la. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for

four hnes.

The charge for AnctioRS, Land Salea and
Kiscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

nore than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

main entrance of the 3rd design as specified, we fully

considered the relative merits of the unsucre:^sful designs

and made due allowances accordingly. You should be

a little more careful before writing to complain that
" Anak " " does not keep to the size of the site." Hi^
plan is exactly the same size as yours. We have
measured both, and you are wr.ng.)

Corresportbcttcc.

COMPETITIONS (!).

To the Editor of the Buildino Nbw9.
' Silt,— For the open competition for the proposed

secondary school at Bishop Auckland for the

Durham County Council, no fewer than 177 seta

of designs were submitted. At a low estimate

each of these sets would cost on an average £tO

in their prepiration. meaning an outlay of £7,000

in the preparation of plans for a building which I

understand will cost about £14,000.

It this sort of thing goes on much longer, I

think the whole profession will soon be bankrupt.
—I am, ic,
Durham. Not a CoMrETiToii.

CEMENT TESTING.

Sitoations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for ** Situations
aoant " or " Situations Wanted " aod " Part-
nersliips." is Onb Shili.in'o yor Twekty-foub Wobos,
and Sixpence for every eight worda after. All Situation

Advertisements must be prepaid.

•»• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-paasa^, Strand,
W.C, fref of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra char^ of Sixpence is made. t,See

Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front pa?e, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Reieived.—D. E. Co.—F. and F.- J. H. C—D. L. and Co.
—R. K.—E-thibition.—L.—H. H. and F. —S-irveyoc —
H. T. and B. Cj.-U. U.-A. M. B.-U.-F. E. H.-
D. and F.-T.

L. H. H.-No.

T. J. P.—B.'yonJ our provincj.

riEritiLE.
—
"We might, if brief.

Motor.—We agree. Toe matter is now b;in? diacuiied
in the pige^ of our oth-^r pap;r. the K'l^i'sh M'fnirr,
and the outcome will probibly b; a series giving design*
and details of a motor vin for trade pucpojej such as
you desiderite.

W. H. Palmeb.—Rather behind the times, and there is a
Receiver ia possession.

Ct.M IS.—Write th? Sturtevan*: Engineering Cj., L';i.. 147,
Uueen Victoria-street. Taey mike a reilly reliable
article. Ask for their Citilogue, B 3}.

Uo.jF.—We do not know the pjople you nam?. We should
go for lightning condu_'tori t) Dixm and Corbitt and
H. S. Newall and Co., L'/i., 130, Stcani. Ttifir reputa-
tion and experience is second to none.

K. E. YoEK.—The Wire Wove Rooflng Co., 108, Q leen
\'ictoria-street, E.G.

Siu,—The letter which appeared in your last

issue from "A Would-Be High-Class Cement
Manufacturer" raises the important question

whether, in the effort to meet highly scientific

tests, cement manufacturers are not somewhat
losing sight of the requirements of the user,

particularly when it is taken in conjunction with
an article which appeared in your contemporary,

Eiigiiieeriii'i, of the same date, in which a paper

read by Mr. A. Butler Butler before the Institu-

tion ot Civil Engineers w.i3 commented on. Vour
own correspondent questions the value of the

well-known Le Chatelier test, while Mr. Butler

proved by a careful .series ot experiments that the

specific gravity test wasequally unreliable, particu-

larly as an indication of |iroper calcination, depend-

ing as it does on the age of cement, and the

opportunities afforded to it of absorbing water and
carbonic ai-id gas from the air. The user requires

above everything a sound cement, which will not

blow or expand after it has once set, and it still

seems as if both the Le Chatelier and the Faija

tests will detect this.

For experimental purposes it may be possible to

grind the residue ot a small sample, after sifting

on a 109 by 100 mesh, still further, until it

will pass the sieve, but this is obviously im-

practicable when dealing with cement in bulk.

These so-called coarse particles may, in reality,

still be exceedingly fine : but the fact that they

cause expansion may be a very important matter,

eveni in whit is otherwise a thoroughly good

cameut, though probably this is not so much be-

cause they are coarse, but because they have been

burnt to excessive hardness in a rotary kiln.

Whatever the reason, however, the fact remains

that expansion is the deadliest enemy to soundness

in cement. Anyone who has once suffered through

having the sockets burst off a .series of drain-pipes

is not likely to wish to repeat the experience.—

I

am, ic, " Archits^ct.

NEW CONDITION OF CONTRACT.

Sir,—I have been instructel to send you a copy

ot the enclosed letter which has been sent to the

hon. sec. of the Master Builders' Association,

Dublin.—lam, &c.,

J.oiES H. Webh, Hon. Sec.

" BUILDING NEWS" DSStSNIN'a CLUB.
W. W. H.—(We adhere to our criticism of yo ir scheaie.

Under motto of " Portcullis " we recogni.'*ei your care
in planning and failure in ex^erjil trdatm;n:. Your
compfeintj as the 1st and 3rd designs are not ju^tirtei
Ity facts, and though ic is correct to say thit no im-
mediate connection exists bstween the gallery stairj and

Th- Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland.

20, Lincoln-place. Dablin, llarch 26.

Dear Sir.-Mv Council nave re'eivel the circular letter

you have addressed to Memb;r.< of this Institute coverin?

a copv of the opinion your Association hat ob^*mei from

Mr. .lames H. Campbell, K.C.. on the revised ondltions

of contract recently adopted by this Institute. My Council

can only assume from the soni?whit intemperate lanfuage

in which Mr. Campbell expresses his opinion, and the

particular reference which he mikes to clause 13. piri-

Taph '2, of the revised conditions that he has not been

mide aware that that pirAgraph. so far from emaciat-

ing any new principle in building contracts, his been m
aU the printed conditions of contract in use by member)

of this Institute for the pist 10 years, and his hitherto

been acceptel without .juestion by building contractors^

Mr. Campbell's objection that the reteation of this

paragraph unchanged in the revised conditions prevents

recourse to litigation is not unnitural; but it is becauie

the powers vested in the architect under this paragraph

have been as a general rule exercised fairly an 1 reason iMy

b'tween all pirties. with the result thit litigitiin hn
been the exeeption rather than the rule through lut

Ireland, that my Council decided to retain the piragraph

in its present form, the more particularly a< the prin?ip!e

has been consistently approved by th" julioial Bench.

The conditions as revised contain m change in principle

from those they have supersedel. Such chinges as have

been made are for the moat part verbal corrections,
except where the Council have endeavoured to meet
certain grievances of which contractors had complained.—
I am^ \-c., James H. Wrimi, Hon. ,Sec.

To John" Good, Esq.,
Hon. Sec. Master Builders' Association, Dublin.

[Copy opinion of the Right Hon. James H. Campbell,
K.L.'., M.P., on Form of Contract adopted by the Royal
Institute of Architects of Ireland.]

In my opinion the scope and effect of the form of con-
tract adopted by the Irish architects is an outrage upon
justice and common-sense. The result of clause 13,

paragraph 2, would be to leave the builders at the mercy
of the architects upon every conceivable <iuestion. in-

cluding the most serious matters of difficult and com-
plicated law, except as to the quantities or prices of

deviations duly ordered. In fact, this contract would ou.st

altogether the jurisdiction of his Majesty's courts of law
ami place querists outside of the pale of the law save in the
very exceptional case in which they could prove fraud or

misconduct on the part of the architect. Querists should
resolutely decline to tender upon tlils form, and I feel

certain that public opinion will endorse their action. The
form adopted by the English architects, though .stringent

in many respects, still leaves to querists the opporttmity
for redress by arbitration or legal proceedings, and in this

respect is in striking contrast to the Irish form, which
would compel querists to submit to the decision of any
architect upon every conceivable question, no matter how
unreasonable or arbitrary that decision might be.

If querists were to submit to such proposal they would
place themselves in a position of servitude such as no
other community or interest would tolerate.

Jaues H Camcbhei..

3}, Upper Pembroke-street, February 23,

5nterc0mmutticatiait

QUESTION'S.

[l'223ii.]—Partnership. — A working architectural

assistant is desirous of entering into partnership with his

chief, taking half-prottts of a net income of £1,000 per

annum. What would this be worth, he paying half

expenses, and no other assistant being employed in his

place ,'—IsyuislTlvE.

ARCHJEOLOGICAI..
B,ITH AUCH.KOLOOIST.S AT TatNTON. The

members ot the Bath and District Branch ot the

Somersetshire Archreological and Natural HLstory

Society had an excursion to Taunton on Monday.
The party, which was accompanied by Mr.

Thomas S. Bush, the hon. secretary, first visited

the church ot St. .lames. The Rev. D. P. Alford

(president of the Taunton Field Club) had pro-

mised to give a history of the church and ancient

Priory of Taunton, but illness prevented his attend-

ance. He forwarded, however, the notes which

he had prepared, and these were read by Mr. Bush.

The visitors were conducted around the exterior

ot the church by Mr. H. le B. Gunner, the hon.

secretary of the restoration committee. The
visitors next went to the church of St. Mary
Magdalene, where they were received by the Vicar

(the Yen. Archdeacon Askwith), who gave a

history ot the church. Taunton Castle and the

museum ot the Somersetshire Archatological

Society were next visited. Mr. Charles Tite,

one of the hon. secretaries ot the society,

gave an account of the building. .Some of the

principal contents ot the museum were described

by Mr. H. St. George Gray, the curator and

assistant secretary ot the society. Mr. Tite

acted as conductor to the party.

The Presbyterian church hall and schools. Beech-

street, Kensington, Liverpool, have just lieen com-

pleted. The architect, Mr. H. Aspinall, of Liver-

pool, prepared the plans, the builders- being Messrs.

E. Burns and Sons, of Liverpool. The whole of the

stone has been sent from the quarriei of Monks

Park and St. Aldhelm Box Ground in Wiltshire,

belonging to the Bath Stone Firms, Ltd.

On Monday, March IS, the foundation-stone was

laid by Sir Marcus Samuel, Bart., of the new syna-

"ogue. Higher Broughton, Manchester, which Ls

being erected at a cost ot £6,000. The architect is

Mr. "DeUssa Joseph, F.K.I.B.A., London, and the

builders Messrs, Burgess and Gait, Manchester,

the supervising architects being Messrs. Telford,

Gunson, and Son, Manchester.

A large clock with Westminster chimes has just

been fixed in the parish church, Kothwell, North-

amptonshire, by Messrs. John Smith and Sons, Mid-

land Clock Works, Derby. The clock is fitted with

all the latest improvements, and has been made
generally to the designs of the late Lord Grimthorpe.

The same firm recently made a large clock and
chimes for Irthlingborough church, in the same
neighbourhood.

To-morrow, April 1.3, the Otley Council are open-

ing their new waterworks, a scheme costing close

upon £100,000.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Votes in SurrLV.—Some interesting details were

disclosed by the answers of Mr. L. Harcourt, the
First Commissioner of Works, to questions put to
him during the prof:;re9s of Votes in Supply on
Monday. In reply to Mr. Akers Douglas, Mr.
IJarcourt explained that the foundations of the new
buildings at the new entrance to the Mall were
finished, and the superstructure was now rising in

accordance with the original plans. If he should
require to get on more quickly with the work he
could draw on a lump sum of £2o.O00 in the Public
lluildings Expenses Fund. The vote for the Xational
' iallery marked an advance in a policy the Board of
AVorks had in the past been ver}' anxious to follow.
By the demolition of St. 1-Teorge's Barracks the
National Gallery would be rendered much safer, and
there would be space to extend it westwards for the
reception of many art additions. The vote would
pledge the Government to the removal of the
barracks, now a source of danger and a disfigure-
ment upon a space that would be available for
extension of the gallery. He had himself a plan for
the removal of the recruiting depot also, but he
would not go into that. The casting in bronze of
the statue " Physical Energy," by the late Mr. G. F.
Watts, R.A,, was being proceeded with. An implied
promise he made last year that the statue should be
erected on the bridge at the end of the Serpentine
could not possibly be carried out. He had some
doubt as to the scale of the statue as compared with
the bridge, and had drawings made to scale and
shown on the bridge. They were ludicrously out of
proportion, and after consulting Lord Plymouth and
others it was obvious that the statue could not be
placed there, apart from the heavy structural and
engineering expenditure involved. He thought he
would be able to find a very good site where the
statue would have a dignified and appropriate
position, near the end of the broad avenue from the
Serpentine to the Round Pond, Kensington Gardens.
The Stationery OHice Warehouse, in pursuance of a
policy similar to that applied to the Xational
(_iallery, would not be placed, as was originally
intended, at the back of the Tate Gallery. The land
there would be left for the possible extension of the
Tate <_Tallery, and the warehouse would be erected
in Eldon-street, Westminster. As to the arch
over Charles-street, the original design would
be carried out, except that in the statuary,
not shown in the original plans, some few detads
had been added after consultation with the architect.
There would be no departure from the original
design. In the work of restoring the panelling in

the ( irangery of Kensington Palace the Grmling
Gibbons carving would be dealt with most tenderly,
if touched at all. With regard to Holyrood Palace,
the necessary steps had been taken for the preserva-
tion of the ruins of the chapel ; but its restoration or
rebuilding was not a question with which he was
officially concerned, and the bequest left for that
purpose by Lord Leven had lapsed into the residue
of the estate.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

York Sewerah^e.—In a report which the York
Sewerage Committee will present to the city council
at their next meeting, an important extension of the
workatXaburn is proposed. The committee state that
experiments have for some time past been raade in

regard to the treatment of the sewage of the city,

and the purification of the effluent before its dis-

charge into the Ouse, consequent upon pressure
from the Local Gouernment Board and the West
Riding Rivers Board, urging the corporation to

provide a large area of land for the treatment of the
effluent after chemical precipitation. As the result,

the coriimiftee are satisfied that the bacteriological
treatment of the sewage is the better system to

adopt in preference to the precipitation proces?
hitherto in use. The experiments for the bacterial

treatment of the sewage have been in operation fnr

some time past, and have proved satisfactory : but
additional bank capacity is required to treat three
times the dry-weather How of the estimated quantity
of sewage per head per day from a population of,

say, 90,000. The city engineer has prepared a
scheme for carrying out the necessary works, and,
in addition to these, it will be necessary to provide
streaming filters for storm water. The estimated
cost of the additional works required is £49,190 ISs.,

and they recommend the adoption of the scheme to
the council, and also that application be made to

the Local Government Board for borrowing the
money. »-«^

—

On Saturday the new schools erected by the
Worcestershire County Council in Holt-road, Cake-
more, at a cost of about £o,000, were formally
opened.

• A committee of subscribers has secured for the
nation Mr. Holmau Hunt's picture of '*The Ship.**
The work, which has been purchased ou the occasion
qf the artist's eightieth birthday, has been accepted
for the Tate Gallery.

liEQAIi INTELLIGENCE.
Employitext unuer the Wokk:ien\s Comi'exsa-

Tiox Act. — At Southwark County - court on
Monday, Judge Willis, K.C., had before him the case

of "Besvvick V. Parsons,'* an application under the
Workmen's Compensation Act. The applicant, Mrs.
Harriet Jane Beswick, the widow of Patrick Bes-
wick, a paperhanger, claimed for herself and her
crippled daughter. On December ol last, Beswick
was employed by the respondent, a builder, of

AVaterloo-road, and was at work in the bar of the
Prince of Orange publichouse, Rotherhithe. Whilst
working on a rough scaffold erected by the respon-
dent, he fell and suffered injuries to his head, dying
on January 2. At the intjuest it was shown that
death was due to a clot on the brain, probably
arising from the accident. In the course of the
evidence for the applicant it was stated that the
scaffold was put up by the respondent's foreman and
a painter's labourer. It consisted of two pairs of

steps, with boards resting on a glass partition. A
man named Morgan, who was working with Bes-
wick at the time, stated that he took his orders from
and was paid by Mr. Beswick ; but the respondent's
foreman brought the paper to them, and told them
what they had to do. The respondent and his

general foreman also came to see how the work was
going on. Evidencv3 was given showing that it was
a custom for paperhangers to have and pay for

assistance, and they worked under the supervision
of the builder, or his foreman. For the defence,
Richard Bowler, the respondent's foreman painter,

on the work at the Prince of Orange, said Beswick
agreed to hang the paper at 7d. per piece all round,
and was provided with the paper by the witness.
The accident was not due to any fault of the scaffold.

The witness added that he was authorised to employ
Beswick. There was no contract in writing. Mr.
Hdl, for the respondent, contended that plaintiff

was not " employed" by Mr. Parsons. His Honour
came to the conclusion that Mr. Beswick was a
servant of the respondent, and made an order for the
payment of £oOO, three years' earnings at the rate
of £2 a week, the full amount possible. He also

directed that the £300 should be equally divided
between the widow and the crippled child, with
liberty to apply. In view of the importance of the
case, he also gave costs on the C scale.

A GuiLDFOitD ARBrTEATiox AwARD.—The result

of the recent arbitration proceedings before Sir John
Wolfe Barry, between the Guildford Corporation
and the Woking Water Company, was received in

Guildford on Monday. The subject of arbitration

was the price the corporation should pay for the
acquisition of the company's rights of supply and
supply mains in a portion of the extended borough
of Guildford. The company claimed £7^^,62*3, and
the corporation expert witnesses named £26,500 as

a fair price to be paid. The proceedings extended
over five days, and the arbitrator's award fixes

£46,900 as the amount to which the company are
entitled. The costs will be borne by the corporation.

t's'SiTCCES^FrL Claim Against Coxtractors.—
Arthur Lester, a well-known City police wrestler,

sued J. G. White and Co., Ltd., contractors, Cloak-
lane, E.G., in the City of London Court on Monday,
to recover £200 as compensation for personal injuries

suiTered by him. The plaintiff"'s case was that on
August 16 last he traversed on his motor cycle High-
street, Stoke Newington, where the defendants were
electrifying the tramway service for the London
County Council. There was a barricade across a
part of the road, but as he went along he was
tripped up by a rope, and fell into an open excava-
tion, his cycle falling on him. For many weeks he
was laid up, and his knee was seriously injured.
The defendants' case was that the road was blocked,
and that the plaintiff ought to have seen the four
red and other lights warning him of the fact. The
jury found for defendants, and costs were allowed.

Bridgend, South Wales, is at the present time in

a very prosperous state. There appears to be ample
employment at the works, docks, and collieries.

The Carnegie Library has just been finished from
the plans prepared by 3»Ir. T. J. Thomas, of
Bridgend. Thi* budders were Messrs. Price and
Morgan, and the whole of the stone came from the
Monks I'ark quarries of the Bath Stone Firms, Ltd.

Mr. H. R. Hooper held a Local Government
Board inquiry at Dringhouses, near York, on
Friday, into the application of the Bishopthorpe
Rural District t.'ouucil for sanction to borrow the
further sum of €SS7 for the purposes of sewerage
and sewage disposal for the parish of Dringhouses
Without.

M. Daranyi, Hungarian Minister of .\gricuUure.
has laid before the Chamber of Deputies a Bill

making iu provision of £12,000 annually for the
construction of workmen's dwellings.

The Suffolk Institute of Archn'ology has secured
a valuable door-knocker of the reign of Henry VIII.
The relic was found in some scrap-iron which was
sent from Flixton to Orwell Smelting Works, at
Ipswich, to be melted down.

O^ur (Dflftct ^Mt
The correspondence in the Timrs urging the

establishment in London of a Building Court, on
the lines of the Deans of tiuild Courts in Scotland,

is being continued. Mr. I'elissa Joseph points

out the very complex conditions of building in

London, urging that the foundation of such a
court would deprive the London County Council

and the local authorities of the administration of

the Acts affecting building and public health,

without any apparent advantage to building

owners. Further, the principle of a tribunal

of appeal for matters connected with building

has already been adopted by the Legislature,

both in the London Building Act of 1894 and
the Amendment Act of 190.5, so that where-

building owners are dissatisfied with the
decision of the London County Council in ad-

ministering these Acts they can, if they so choose,

take many of the points 'of difference to the

tribunal for decision. This^ ti'ibunal has secured

the confidence of all practising architects in

Ijondon. The drawback to its usefulness is that

the range of its powers as a couiit |(Ji^
reference is

somewhat limited. Power should i^e given to

enable the tribunal to adjudicate on points

between building owners and IbcSF borough
authorities upon questions undet';'''t'he Publii

Health Acts, and upon que3ti6!n^;''6£ light And
air.

_fi'.
'

.

The first number of the Hrrieir of Iiiter-

iiatinnnli^in (David Nuttj contains a.;Kfiy interest-

ing paper by Mr. J. W. Simpson,,^.Ii.I.B.A.,

on "the International Interests of'iArchitects.''

Also another by Mr. Jas Gibsoin' V.P.R.I.B.l^.;

on the proposed foundation b{ the " WOYld
Capitol" at the Hagus, and on. the resolution

arrived at bv the delegation, consisting of Sir.

Gibson, Mr." H. T. Hare, and Mr. Flockhart,

sent by the Institute to visit the Hague and report

on the project. That, resolution was in favoiu-

thereof. and the full ofEcial Report is promised in

the next issue of the Rcf'uu-.

The second part of the folio illustrating the

selection of designs for the Peace Palace at the

Hague has during the past week been issued .toi

subscribers. The work, when complete, will'

include the si.i premiated and forty other designs,

including the schemes of Messrs. Belcher, Hare,

GroU, Wills and Anderson, and Russell and
Cooper, all of London. We gave a notice of the

first part some little while since.
.

, The plates in the

present number are illustrative of designs by
il. A. JIarcel. of Paris, who took the second

prize ; Jlr. F. Wendt. of Charlottenburg, the third

prize man ; Prof. Otto Wagner, of Vienna, who
was accorded the fourth prize ; and the fifth prize

scheme by Messrs. Howard (t-reenley and Herbert

S. 01in,"of New York. We cannot profess to

admire any of these proposals, w-hich vary im-

mensely, and illustrate no leading idea such as

might enable us to form an adequate notion of the

principles, if any, which guided the jury in

allocating these premiums. Their choice seems

simply chaotic. That the work shown is capable and

clever no one would hesitate to allow, particularly,

for example, Mr. Wendt's plan, with its great

central hall covered by a cupola, or, as another

instance of skilful adroitness and fancy here

exemplified. Prof. Wagner's scheme shows u

strange mannerism and uniform diversity of dis-

jointed completeness tellingly delineated, with

enlarged details added for the investigation of

the curious. Messrs. T. C. and E. C. .Tack, of

Henrietta-street, Covent Garden, are the London
puljlishers.

S.i\iE uf the illustrations and descriptions of

the ISuilding Exhibition at ( )lympia are as really

remarkable as the M.C. at Bath found the fact

that Mr. Pickwick had not visited the t^ueen City

of the West before—we hope not for a similar

reason \ The noticeable exception is the Jimlir

(Irnphk-, whose issue of last Monday may well be

bought and preserved by visitors and exhibitors as

a rcallv excellent record of the show. The
illustrations are not works of imagination ;

but

strict accuracy is admirably seconded by the

artistic superiority which always marks the pages

of the Doilii lii-aphi,; and the descriptive matter

is intelligible and appropriate.

Interesting discoveries have been made during

the excavations at Haughmond Abbey, which

were begun on Monday, March 25, and are still

in progress, under the expert direction of Mr.

W. H. St. John Hope, assistant secretary of the
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SociL'ty of Antiquaries of I;ondon, and Jlr. H.
Brakspear, the architect entrusted with the

restoration of the tower of the Abhey Church
of Holy Cross, Shrewsbury. Last September Mr.

II. K. H. Southam, local secretary of the Society

of ^Vntiquaries of London, commenced the excava-

tions with the assistance of Mr. Brakspear, and
found that the existing plans of Haughmond,
especially those connected with the church, are

inaccurate. The whole plan of the magnificent

church will be exposed by the works in progress,

as well as various domestic othces and liuildings,

which have been below the surface for some
hundreds of years. The result of the excavations

will be carefully written and correct plans made,

and as much as possible of the foundations, i:c.,

will be permanently left for visitors to see. Mr.
Hugh Corbet^ of Sundorne Castle and Downton,
Shrewsbury, the owner of the Abbey, has

generously repaired all the old exposed build-

ings under the superintendence of his agent, Jlr.

Burges, and in future the most interesting parts

will be enclosed to prevent the constant acts of

vandalism which have threatened the destruction

of columns and figures. Ivy has been utterly

eradicated. Three columns have been exposed,

two being of fine workmanship. On Tuesday an
incised gravestone was traced, revealing the figure

of a woman of the family of Leighton, who was
buried in the church in 1.528.

Mk. E. Naaille describes the excavations of

the Egypt Exploration Fund at Deir el Bahari
now drawing towards their close. During this

campaign, with the assistance of Sir. Currelly,

Mr. Dennis, and Sir. Dalison, he has dug out the

oldest temple at Thebes, the sanctuary of

Jlentuhetep of the Xlth Dynasty, a King who
left a name in Egypt, and to whom special

honours were granted by his successors, as late as

Eameses II. of the XlXth Dynasty. In this

temple- the explorers first met with an open court

lined on both sides with a single colonnade :

further, they found remains of a hypostile hall

not yet completely excavated, but where they can

trace already 72 columns of the so-called protodoric

style, and bearing the name of Xeb-hepet-Ra
Mentuhetep. At the end of a sloping passage,

under the open court, is a chamber containing an
alabaster shrine, lOft. 6in. long, by 7ft. 4in.wide,

and Sft. 2in. high. This shrine or sanctuary was
empty except for a few black granite stones. In

front there was a heap of broken wooden figures,

fragments of furniture, and a quanity of cloth in

which must have been wrapped offerings, or

perhaps mummified animals, also a few small pieces

of bones : but there was no trace of a wooden or

stone coffin—no evidence of a burial.

Descrikei) as " the oldest inhabited house " in

the district, an historic mansion at Chislehurst, is

to come under the hammer in June. Unfortu-
nately fresh currency has been given to the

assertion, effectually disproved nine or ten 'years

ago, that the building is the Manor House,
whereas it does not nor did it ever belong to

the lord of the manor, who did not dwell in

Chislehurst. The title of manor house properly
l.ielongs to the place known as Sudbury, which
was pulled down about 1.50 years ago by the
Hon. Thomas Townshend. and was never rebuilt.

The house now in the market, formerly belonging
to the late Earl Sydney, is, however, an Eliza-

bethan building in beautiful grounds. There are
some fine oak panelling and good specimens of

chimneypieces. Over the fireplace in the entrance
hall is carved :

—
"Welcome by day : welcome by niffht

;

The smyle of a friend Ys a ray of Lyght

A VISIT was paid on Saturday by members of

the I,.ondon and Middlesex Archaeological Society
to St. Andrew Fndershaft, St. Mary Axe—

a

Tudor church which escaped the txreat Fire—for

the purpose of placing a wreath on the tomb of

of London topography, whose devoted labours

have given to his countrymen for all time a

unique record of ancient London."

A DEMONSTiiATiox On land and housing reform

is to be held at Drury-lane Theatre on Saturday

in next week. The Prime Minister will speak at

the luncheon which will precede the demonstration.

Delegates will be present from counties as far distant

as Cumberland, Westmorland, and N'orthumber-

land, and a keen interest is also being shown in

the demonstration throughout the home counties.

About a hundred Jlembers of Parliament have

announced their intention to attend. Among
recent additions to the general committee are

Earl Spencer, Lord Wimborne, Lord Brassey, Mr.

Ueorge Cadbury, and Sir William Kitson, M.P.

In calling the demonstration the committee say :

" The land question is at the root of our social

problems, and the housing of the people is a ques-

tion, not only of happiness, but even of life and
death to thousands of our countrymen."'

The octagonal building standing on Hampstead
Heath, near the railway station, which has for

more than seventy years been a prominent land-

mark, is being demolished by order of the Metro-

politan Water Board. The ponds on Hampstead
Heath were made about 1590, and were enlarged

at a 'ater date. They remained in the possession

of the Corporation of London until 1C92. when
they were leased by the Corporation to the Hamp-
stead Waterworks Company, which continued to

supply water from them until the middle of the

19th century. In 1833 the company constructed

a well near South End-road, which was sunk to a

depth of 320ft. to the main sand spring. Later

the bore was taken down to a total depth of

4.ilft., but the yield of 200,000 gallons a day was

not increased thereby. The octagonal building

now in course of demolition was erected to accom-

modate the engine used to pump the water up

from this well. Eventually the Hampstead Water-

works Company was taken over by the Xew
River Company. Since then the water from the

ponds has been used for road watering, by the

(jrreat X'orthern Railway Company for various

non-domestic purposes at King's Cross, and for

cleaning at the Cattle Market at Islington. The
engine was in 1.S70 removed from the building,

which has since been used as a residence for one

of the district turncocks.

A ruELiMiNAKV programme for the second

International Congress on School Hygiene has

just been issued. The congress, of which the

King is patron, is to be held at London University

during the first week in August under the presi-

dency of Sir Lauder Brunton. Delegates are to

attend from the United States, South Africa,

Canada, Austria, France, Denmark, Germany,

Finland, Greece, Holland, Italy, Sweden, Switzer-

land, and Japan. On Sunday. August i. special

services will be held, and on the ilonday there

will be a reception of the delegates, followed by

the president's inaugural address. Afterwards

sectional meetings will be held for the discussion

of various questions connected with the instruction

of teachers and children in hygiene. Garden

parties, entertainments, and excursions are to be

held later. It was determined at the first con-

gress held in Nuremberg in 1904 that the educa-

tional and hygienic movement going on in the

British Empire should be acknowledged by

holding the next meeting in London, and

probably the congress of 1910 will be held in

France.

The Hull city engineer has during the last

three years been "experimenting with various dust-

laying compositions on the rural roads of the city.

The most successful of these pro\ es to be oil gas

tar, which was laid last year on the Beverley-

road north of Endyke-lane, and was practically

quite effective for several weeks. The cost, he

savs, mav be taken from £ 10 to £.30 per mile of

' Joinery and Fiirni-

A. Romney Green.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
FiuuAV (To-DAv).—.Architectural Association. " West-

minster Cathedral," by J. A. Marshall.

7.30 p.m.
Saicudav (To-MOBltow).—Xorthem Architectural Asso-

ciation. Sunderland Meeting. Visits to

Wear Commissioners' oUicea. Police and
Fire-Station, and Empire Music-Hail.

Meet at Station. 3.11 p.m.
MosDAV.—Society of Aits. " Determents and Bleachin?

Agents." Cantor Lecture No. 1, by Pro-

fessor Herbert Jackson, .h p.m.

Tdesdav. — Sur\evors' Institution. Annual Dinner.

Whitehai; Rooms, Hotel Metropole.

7 p.m.
Society of Arts.

ture Miking," by
8 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. "The
Pyrmont Bridge," by Percy .VUan,

M'.Inst.O.E. ; "Swin? Bridge Uver the

River Avon at Bristol." by W. H. B.

Savile, -Vssoc.M.Inst.O.E. 8 p.m.
— Architectural Association. Discussion

Section. "Payments and Responsibili-

ties of Architects," by A. O. CoUard.
F.R.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

Society of Arts. " Aerial Navijation,"

by Major F. S. Baden-Powell. 8 p m.
Edinburgh Architectural .\ssociation.

Associates' Annual Business Meeting
8 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. Stu-

dents' Visit to the Works of the Brittsh

Oxygen Co., Ltd., Everton-street, .S.W.

Societv of Architects. " Legal Hindrances

to Modem Methods of Building Con-
struction," by Edgar C. Thrupp,
Am.Inst.C.E. Staple Inn Buildings

South, Holborn. 8 p.m.

FiuBiY.—Societv of Architects. Annual Dinner. De
keyser's Hotel, Embmkmcnt. E.C.

6.30 p.m.

Wkdnesuav.

Tju'Rsdav. -

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
CovKXTEY Buii.Di.vG Teade Waijes.—The arbi-

trator who recently sat at Coventry lo consider the

application of the painters and carpenters in the

city for an increase m their rate of pay and altera-

tion of the working rules has now sent in his award.

A slight modification of the working rules has been

made, but no advance in wages ha.% been awarded.

The same arbitrator is to sit next week to consider

an application from the labourers in the building

trade lor an increase of remuneration ;
whilst the

appointment of an arbitrator to decide upon a

similar application by the bricklayers of the city

and district has yet to be made.

John Stowe. compiler of the Annals of England i road 2-lft. wide, which, of course, is considerablj'

- - - greater than the cost of watering. But against

the extra cost must be set the constant immunity

from dust instead of immunity for only a short

time after the water-cart has passed :
also the

avoidance of the mud produced by watering. The

works committee have requested the city engineer

to extend the experiments with oil gas tar during

and of the Survey of London, on the occasion of

the 302nd anniversary of his death. A paper was
read by Jlr. Alien S. Walker, who expressed
regret that the tercentenary of Stowe's death

. passed without any public recognition, and said

that since his obsequies in IGO.t, his tomb suffered

nothing but desecration until its restoration in

1903. At the close of the paper. Sir E. Brabrook I
the coming summer.

(the hon. treasurer) , accompanied by Jlr. Charles I

»-^^~-

Welch the hon. secretarv; , and other prominent
| jjegg^^, jghn Aird and Co,

membei-s of the society, proceeded to the tomb
| ^gjjj have signed

builders of the Xile

contract with the Egyptian
and placed upon it a laurel wreath, to which was I Government for increasing the height of the dam
attached the following inscription :

—" A tribute
[ by 24ft. A sum of a million and a half sterling is

from the London and Jliddlesex Aichu'ological involved in connection with the work, which will be

Society to the memory of John Stowe, the father ' commenced immediately.

St. Margaret's Episcopal Church at Aberfeldy

was formally opened and dedicated by Bishop

Richardson on Saturday.

WhUst the ofBcial figures of the budding

inspector's office give the value of building carried

out at Montreal in 190o as somewhat over

.S,000,000dol., the annual report of the Builders'

Exchange reckons this as a merely nominal figure,

representing about 60 per cent, of actual value,

which it estimates at about l.o,000,000dol.

Mr. F. H. TuUoch, an inspector of the Local

Government Board, conducted an inquiry at Black-

pool on Friday into the corporation's unopposed

application for sanction to borrow £2,703 for private

street improvements, and £S,.)00 for the provision of

an additional plant for the corporation electricity

works.

The agreements on the terms arranged between the

promoters of the Birkenhead Welsh Water Mill and

the Holywell Rural District CouucJ were approved

and sealed and signed on Friday.

Mr. Nathaniel G. Foster, a retired architect,

formerly in extensive practice in Xew York, with

offices in the Broadway, has died from heart disease

at his home at Cranford, X.J. Mr. Foster was

born at West Hampton, Long Island, and was ,4

years old. Previous to his retirement from business,

about twenty years ago, he was active in real estate

operations.

The Treasury have promised a grant of £2.),000—

one-third of the estimated outlay—towards the pro-

posed harbour improvement works at Whitby.

Amongst the new buildings at Sutton, which have

given emplo3rment to a large number of men during

tlie past few months, is the Wesleyan church in

Cheam-road, Messrs. Gordon and Ciunton, of

London, being the architects, and Mr. C. Brightman,

of Watford, the contractors. The stone used is

Monk's Park stone from the quarries of the Bath

Stone Firms.

In the case of the application made on behalf of

.Tonas Mellor Jowett, Bramley, Leeds, builder and

contractor, the order of discharge has been suspended

for two years ending March 11, 1909. In that of

Joseph Gallon, St. Helen's, Lancashire, builder and

contractor, the bankrupt has been discharged.
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LATEST PRICES.
IRON.

Per ton. Per ton.
HoUed-Iron Joistf. Belgian £5 10 to £5 15
BoUed-Stwl Joint,". Engli«h 7 5 0,, 7 15
Wroughtr-Iron Oirder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Irnn. good Staffs 6 6 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do.. Welsh 6 IS „ 6 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 p „ 8 15
Beet SnedsMll 9 0%,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 2Ds. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £S Ids. to £9.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 10^. per ton.
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 2<.

eft. to 8ft,' long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge

,
_,,;• £13 10 ...£14

Best ditto 14 Q ... 14 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
0to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.

i 9/6 10,- 10 6 11- 11/3 12- 12,9 13 6 14 6 per cwt.
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Coliunns £8 10
Cast-Iron Stancliions 6 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 9 ."i

EoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

„ ,, ,. Galvanised. 9
Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17
Cut Floor Brads 10 10
Corrugated Iron, '24 gauge 15 5
Cast-iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter £3 2 6 to £6 7 6
4in.toBin. 6 0,, 650
Tin. to 24in. [all sizes) 5 7 6., 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 110s. Od. to 1178. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) i—
Gas-Tubes
Water-Tubes
Bteam-Tubes
Galvani.'Htd (+as-Tubes 55
Galvaniseil Water-Tubes 50
.Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45

to £8 10
8 10
9 10
7 10
9 10
4 17

10 IJ

67|p.c.

62} „
57}.,

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

to £23 10Spelter, Bilcsian £23
Lead Water Pipe, Town 2.S 7 6

,, „ „ Coimtry 24 2 6
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 17 6

„ „ ,, Country 24 12 6
Lsad Pipe, 'Tinned inside, Town 24 17 6

„ ,, „ ., Country 25 12 6
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and

outside Town 26 7 6

„ „ „ Country 27 2 r,

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 7 6

„ ,, Country .. '26 2 6
Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) Town 25 7 6

„ ,, „ ,, Country 2i 2 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15

Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 1 16
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 10 J

Tin, Strait* 182 15
Do., English Ingots 185 n
Pig Lead 21 5
Sheet Lead, Town 22 17

„ „ Country 23 12
Genuine White Lead 27 5
Beflned Red Lead 25
Sheet Zinc ,15

Old Lead, against account 18 16
Tin per cwt. 11
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 9

TIUBER.
Teak, Burmah perload£10 1)

~ "

9
3 12 6
5 10
2 10

4
4 2 6
3 5
3 5
4

2
2
4

6

15 5
116 10
107
181 5
185 10

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 to £45
Memel, or. pipe '2-20

,, 230
Memel, brack 190 „ 200

Bangkok .

Quebec Pine, yellow „ ...

„ Oak , ...

„ Kuch , ...

„ Elm „ ...

,, Ash , ...

Bantsic and Memel Oak „ ...

Kr
Ash, Quebec ,, ...

Birch, New Brunswick ... ,, ...

,, tiuebec
, , ...

Elm
Box, Turkey, per ton
Cedar, Cuba per ft. sup.
Jarrah planks per ft. cu.

2
7

7

2
Wainscot, Riga p. log .". 2 11
- - - -

to £22
„ 17 10

6 5

» 9

„ 5

» 8 W
„ 7

„ 6 10

„ 5 5

7 5
5

5
9
18

WOOD.
Bril.DIN-*; Wood. At per standard.

Deals: Sin. by llin. and 4in. by £ s. d. £ s. d.
9in. andllin 13 10 to 15

Deals: 3 by 9 13 „ 14
Battens : 2iin. by 7in. and 8in.,

and 3io. by Tin. and Hin 11

3

5 iR

6
6

1'20—12ft. by IJiD.

12
less than
in. & Sin.

less than best
„

to 10
„ 9 10

Battens : 2J by 6 and 3 by 6 10

Deals : seconds 1

Battens: seconds 10
2in. by 4in. and 2in. by 6in 9
'2io. by 4iin. and 2io. by 5in. ... 8 10

Foreign Sawn Boards—

lin. and l]in. by "in 10

fin 10
Fir timber : beat middling Danzig At per load of 50ft.

or Memel 4 10 to 5
Seconds 4 „ 4 10
Small timber (8in. to lOin.) 3 12 6 „ 3 15
Small timber (6in. to Sin. J 3 0,, 3 10
Swedish balks 2 10 ,, 3

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average) 4 „ 4 15

more than
battens.

JoL-JERs' Wood.

White Sea: first yellow deals. At per standard.
3in. byllin 24 to 2,1

Sin. by 9in 22 „ 23
Battens, 2Jin. and Sin. bv Tin. 16 10 ,, 18

Second yellow deals, 3 n. by iin... 18 10 „ 20
Sin by 9in.... 17 10 ,, 19

Battens, 2Jin. and Sin. by Tin. 13 10 „ 14 10
Third vellow deals, Sin. by llin.

and9in 13 10 .. 15
Battens, 25in. and Sin. by Tin. 110 ,, 12

Petersburg first yellow deals.
Sin. byllin 21
Do. 3in. by9in 18
Battens l:i 10

Second yellow deals, 3in. byllin. 16
Do. Sin. by9in 14 10
Battens 11

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin. 13
Do. 3in. by 9in 12 10
Battens 10

White Sea and Petersburg—

First white deals. Sin. bv llin. 14 10

„ Sin. by 9in. 13 10
Batten') It

Second white deals, 3in. by llin. 13 10

„ „ Sin. by 9in. 12 10

„ „ battens 10
Pitch pine : deals IS
Under 2in. thick extra 10

Yelbw Pine — Fii-st, regular sizes £U and <

Oddments 32
Seconds. re<rular sizes s:*

Yellow Pine odilmt'ots 28
Kauri Pine—FLinks per ft. cube.. 3

22 10
I'i 10
15
IT

16
12 10
14
14
11

15 10
14 10
12
14 10
13 10
11
21
1

Lath, Dautsic, p.f.

St. Petersburg 4

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard,
by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, let £21 15 to £35
„ 2nd IT 15 „ 23 10

3rd 11 5 „ 14
Canada Spruce, Ist 11 5 „ 16

„ 2ndand3ra 9 5 0,, 11

New Brunswick 8 15 „ m 15

Riga 8 0,, 900
St. Petersburg 8 0,, 17
Swedish 7 10 „ 2J 10
Finland 9 0,, 950
WhiteSea 10 10 fl „ 20 10
Battens, all sorts 6 0,, 13

Flooring Boards, per square of Iin. :

—

Istprcpared £0 14 to £1
2nd ditto 12 6 „ 16

Other qualities 4 6,, 14

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £5 10
Delivered on road waggons, Paddlngton
Depot „ ... 1 64

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot , ... 0.1 8i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station 10

Ditto, dehvered at Nine Elms Station ... „ ... 1 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed,

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 6i ... £0 1

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ...I 9 1

Ditto Nine Elms Depot... (

u .i i

Ditto Pimlico Wharf I

i

2 2i

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 8
Rough Stocks and

Grizzles 1 6
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10

Flettons 1 8
Pressed Wire Cats. 1 18
Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 1 3

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing .. 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Do. Bullnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks .. 3 14
Glazed Bricks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11
Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints ... '20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Stretchers,
and Header 12

Quoins, BuUnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers.. 15
Double Headers ... 14
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints ... 14

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed

per 1,000 alongside, in river.

delivered,
at railway station.

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs-

Large, per ft. cube 3 0,. 036
Small 2 6 „ 2 9

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5 6,, 060
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,

as inch 8},. 09.}
jin. do. do 7 ,, 8

Dry Mahogany — Honduras. Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as in^h .. 9,, 010

Selected, Figury, per ft. sup;r.
as inch 16.. 026

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch 10 ,, 10
Teak, per load IT ,, 22
American Whitewood Flanks, per

ft. cube... 4 „ 5

Prepared Flooring. &c.—

Iin. by Tin. yellow, pland and Pers^ii.ire.
shot 13 6 tu 17 6

Iin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched Oil ,, 18

IJin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 16 ,, 10

Iin. by Tin. white, planed ani
shot 12 „ 14 6

Iin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 12 6 ., 15

IJin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 15 ,, 16 6

2in. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or'V-jointed boards ... 11 ,, 13 6

Iin. by Tin. „ „ ... 14 „ 18

Jin. by Tin. white „ ... 10 „ 11 6
Iin. by Tin. „ „ ... 12 6 .. 15

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per siuare less than Tin.

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks perfootcube £0 2 4}
Uarlev Dale, ditto „ ... 2 ti

Red Corsfhill, ditto ; 2 2

Closebum Red Freestone, ditto ,, ... 1 lOj
Ancaster. ditto ,, ... 1 10
Greenshill. ditto 1 10
Chilmark, ditto iin truck at Nine Elms). ,, ... n i 9j
Beer, ditto 16
Hard York, ditto „ ... 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes „ ... 1 3

• AH F.O.R. London.

2 less than best.

Thames and Pit Sand 7

Thames Ballast 5
Best Portland Cement 27

Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19

s. d.

per yard, delivered.

6 „ ,.

per ton „
„ „

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Sloiirbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In.

Blue Portmadoc 20 x 10 .

... 16x 8
Blue Bangor ... 20 x 10.

...20x12.

First quality '20 x 10

„ „ ...20x12
... 16x 8.

Eureka unfading
green 20x10. ..15 17 6

„ ...20x12 ..18 7 6

„ ...18x10 ..13 5

„ ... 16x 8 ..10 5
Permanent green 20x10. ..11 12 6

„ 18x10 .. 9 12 6

„ „ ... 16 X 8.6 12 6

TILES.

£ s. d.

.12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.

.. 6 12 6 „ „ „

..13 2 6 „ „ „

..13 17 6 „ „ „

..13 „ ,. ..

..13 15 „ „ ,.

.750 ,

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per lOOO at rly. station

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 pei d.w. „ „
Broseley tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52

Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruab m red, brown, or brin-
dled do. vEiwards) 57

Ornamental do 60

Hip tiles 4

Vallev tiles 3

Red o"r Mottled Staffordshire
do. 'Peake's) 51

Ornamental do 51

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48

Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tile.s 4

Valley tiles 3
" Hartshill " brand plain s.

tiles, sand-faced 50 per 1000 atrly. statioi»

Pressed 47 6 ,, „ „
Ornamental do 50 „ „ „
Hip tiles 4 Operdoz. ,, „
Valley tiles 3 6 „ „ „

per 1000 „ „
6
per doz. „ „

6 per 1000 „ „

per doz. „ „
„ „ „

9 per 1000 „ „
6 ,. „ ,.

1 per doz. at rly. statioi*

8

per 1000 „ „
„ „ „

per doz. „ „
8 „ „ „
d.
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COLONIAL PREFEREXi'K, AS IT
AVOULI) AFFECT THE liriLlUNG
TRADES.

THE prominfnce which is being given at

the present moment to the question of

a preferential tariff between Great Britain

and her ever-sea t'olonies draws attention to

a matter which may well have an important
bearing upon the building industry. From
our point of view it is not a political question,

nor is it one as between the ( 'olonies and the
Motherland. We can give no opinion upon
these broad issues, but can only deal here
with smaller and more jiersonal ones.

Broadly, there are three classes of persons

connected with building in one form or other
whose interests are involved :—Those who
export, or are likely to export, raw or manu-
factured builders" wares, : those who import,

including almost every building contractor

who uses foreign materials : and those who
use or produce materials of which we have
little or no interchange with our Colonial

possessions. These last comprise mainly such
things as are used in solid walling—bricks

and stone in particular. England produces
enough of each of these for her own require-

ments, and, roughly speaking, so does every
colony. They would not be affected by the

imposition of a protective tariff. large or

small. We should still produce bricks, and
quarry stone, and build walls of either

material, at the same cost for raw material
and for labour as at the present moment.

These things may consequently be dis-

missed from consideration : but it is other-

wise with many other materials. Even with
regard to stone it is necessary to except slates,

which are ab-eady exported largely from the
quarries of Wales and Westmoreland ; and,
in Australia, the British slates have to meet
the competition of America. If the imposi-
tion of a tariff were cariied to a sufficient

extent to give what is known as a preference

to British goods, it would seem that British

quany owners, and, incidentally, the work-
men whom they employ, would benefit. In
South Africa the principal roofing materials

are galvanised iron and tiles. The former
is largely obtained from Germany, and the

latter from Marseilles, and an adjustment of

tariff rates would mean that English pro-
ducts would be used at least equally with
those of foreign countries, and it would be
the Englishman who would benefit.

Both these gi-eat I'olonies of Australia and
South Africa are importers rather than ex-
porters of building materials, and the ar-

rangement of mutually preferential rates

would do more good to us than to them. This
is particularly the case with manufactured
steel and cement, in both of which there is a
large amount of trade done with the United
States and Germany as well as with ourselves

at the present time, the Englishman being
only able to retain the market at all by a

superiority of fjuality. as he can very rarely
compete in the matter of price. Wherever
cost is the primary consideration, contracts

are lost to him now which under a preferential

tariff would be gained.

With regard to timber the positions are to

a large extent reversed, as England imports
it, and does not export. The question of the

moment is not of complete reform of our
scheme of tariffs, so that, as we do not imjjort

metal or slates from our (_\>lonies, we are not
called upon to impose a tariff upon these

articles in order to give a preference to our
own kith and kin. These we shall still be
left free to buy, so far as we are concerned,

in the cheapest market. AVith timber it will

be otherwise, for, although we obtain the

bulk of our supply of soft woods from the

Baltic and the United States, and of oak

from Austria, yet the claims of Australia and

I Canada might "well involve the imposition of

! a duty such as would force us to use Canadian
rod and white fir instead of Baltic deal, and
Australian jarrah instead of foreign oak and
mahogany. Already the excessive costs of

these woods above those which we are accus-

1
tomed to employ is insignificant. Jarrah, in

fact, is for many purjioses cheaper than other

hard woods, and (juite as good, while the

Canadian fir timber is so similar to that of

the Baltic, and so nearly level to it in price,

j

that it is often now substituted for it, nobody
being the wiser except the importer, who
presumably is able thus to increase instead

of diminish his profit. The effect of a

preferential duty upon these articles would
consequently be rather a change in specifi-

cation than a material increase in cost, unless

there was a desire for the sake of its beauty
of grain to use wainscot (/.f.. Baltic) or

Austrian oak. The fact of the cost of Con-
tinental oak being increased in order to give

a preference to I 'olonial hard woods would
operate in raising its value to that of the

English grown oak. or nearly so, and possibly

the employment of that of foreign gi'owth

would almost entirely cease. Doubtless there is

a great deal of this now used when linglish is

specified, and it might be found that the

supply of real British timber was insufficient

to meet the demand thus, as it were,

accidentally created. Incidentally, to6, the

imposition of u duty on foreign woods, de-

signed in the main to give preference to

those of our self-governing colonies, would
operate in favour of teak and greenheart also,

though these coEie from dependencies which
are at present making no clamour for pre-

ferential treatment.

Another importaiit effect of a protective

tariff against European timber would be the

transference of the cheap steam joinery

works, which now turn ont finished doors

and sashes in Sweden by the hundreds, either

to England or to (Amada : for if a preferential

duty were imposed upon the raw material

it would logically have to apply to the

manufactured article also, if not at first, at

any rate as soon as the Canadians erected

their own joinery mills. This might possibly

affect the speculating builder to a certain

extent, as it would increase the cost of his

joinery; but it is doubtful whether it would

have any serious effect upon the private

building owner who desires good work and a

good material, and is prepared to pay for

both.
Ixlass, though now almost all imported,

would not be affected, as it comes from

foreign lands and not from colonies ; nor

would lead, which, if not obtained from our

English mines, is brought here, almost

without exception, from Australia. Wo have

no need in either case to give a preference,

as there is no Colonial glass to prefer and no

alien lead to refuse. From the builder's

point of view, therefore, the only material

seriously affected is timber, being the only

one which, to any great extent, is imported

largely both from oui' Colonies and from

alien countries. All makers of English

manufactured goods connected with buildings

would have their prospects of a Colonial

market gi-eatly improved. Manufacturers of

stoves and ranges, ornamental tOes, mixed

paints and enamels, the multitudinous patent

plasters of the present day. and wall-papers

and coverings of all sorts now made in

England to a perfection unknown elsewhere,

but at present deprived to a certain extent of

their Colonial sale by cheaper foreign articles,

would gain considerably by a preferential

tariff in their favour.

E
DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS.

\'ERY architect acknowledges that the

The Archbishop of Canterbury will visit Llandaff

on Thursday, ,\ugust s, for the dedication of the

new buildings of St. Michael's College.

ittle things connected with a buildiiig

give him, on the whole, much more trouble

than the gi'eater ones. The general practice,

particularly in connection with such thmgs
as the minor fittings of doors and windows,

is to specify that they shall be siibject to the

architect's approval ; and the result of this is

is that in connection with each individual

building the contractor presents several

samples for examination and selection.

Thus, what is practically the same problem

has to be solved over and over again. The
wiser course is that followed by most men in

considerable practice, of making a careful

examination of such things during the early

part of their career, coming to a conclusion

about them as to which is the best under

certain well-recognised circumstances as,

j

for instance, for the sitting-room doors of a
gentleman's house or for the kitchen doors

thereof and then to specify the same on all

[
occasions subseiiuently until good cause arises

for a change. By this means a good article,

and one which has been tested on previous

works, is always secured without the constant

woiTy of a reselection, which is often a matter

of considerable difficulty. It is worth while

tj take the trouble ' of examining the

mechanism of various locks once, opening

the cases and seeing that all part.^ are well

made and subst intial : but to do this several

times a year is obviously more than most

architects can find time tor. It follows that

when the usual specification is employed, and

several locks are constantly being submitted

from which to select, the examinatioa

thereof is merely cursory. It is not as if

there were only a few types to choose from,

and a few manufacturers thereof, each of

whom produced a first-class article, as well

made internally as externally. Instead of

this the var\ationsareabsolutely innumerable,

and the workmanship varies from that of the-

highest class to the merely showy and th»

bail. Some architects put a prime- cost price

to the more important of these fittings, leaving

themselves free to select more widely perhaps

than when the builder submits samples.

This is in another respect also the more satis-

factory course, as it gives the coni ractor at

the outset a real idea as to what the expendi-

ture will be. To specify a <un, mortise lock

without any furttier indication of quality

leaves the conti-actor largely in the dark in

the matter of price, and naturally when it

comes to submitting samples he makes an

effort to obtain a more than fair margin of

profit. There used to be some doubt as to the

exactmeaning of the term " prime cost" ; but

this has been set at rest entirely by the recent

Act which prohibits illicit commissions of any

sort, the actual cost to the buUder having to

be declared by the manufacturer on his in-

voice, and as candidly announced by the

builder to his employer. Thus an architect,

naming a P.C. value, can \k sure of

obtaining it, and can give, it in the

specification, while if any circumstance should

arise which would render a change advisable,

he has no trouble in substituting a new

article for that which he has been accustomed

to use on previous occasions, a small adjust-

ment of the accounts alone being necessary

at the conclusion of the work under the

usual provision that the PC. sums are to be

used in whole or in part, at the architect's

discretion.

In (luite small things it is perhaps un-

necessary to take this precaution, as everyone

knows what is meant by a strong wrought-

iron butt hinge or a heavy brass bolt for a

door, though the prices of even these little

things vary considerably, and the word

"strong" may be very differently inter-

preted by the builder who wants to make an

excessive profit and the architect who
desires sound work. Directly one passo

away from such simple things as this, the
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opportunity of variation increases to a very
large extent. E\en butt-hinges may be of

many different qualities, and a little care is

necessary to see that the hinge and the pin
are of such materials as not to unduly wear
against one another. A biass hinge with a
steel pin is, for example, very liable to this

(lone once for all. I'pon the Continent the

knob-handle to which we are accustomed
hei-e is almost unknown, being replaeetl by a

levor-handlo, which is much more easy to

actuate and more readily attached, its only

possible disadvantage being that it may catch

the dresses of ladies passing in and out,

inequality of wiar unless fitted with double
|

though this does not seem to happen in

steel wa^here, whiih naturally increase the
cost considerably : while ball-beaiing butts
for heavy doors are more expensive still.

Rising-bvitts are, [lerhaps, not so often em-
ployed now as they were a few years ago,

though many architects like to use them
where there is the probability < if thick carpets

being placed upon the floors. As for gate
hinges and spring hinges, then- variations

are simplj- endless, particularly the latter,

ranging as they do from a simple spiral

spring designed to pull a door up to its jamb,
to expensive check-hinges with steel springs
working in oil in a chamber which has to be
recessed in the floor, such as are almost in-

variably employed for large swing doors.

These need selecting with a great deal of

care, and it is not always that an architect

possesses the mechanical knowledge which is

required to discriminate between the good
and the bad. Without this he should take
no risk, leaving the experimenting with new
forms to be made by others, while dealing
himself only with firms of high reputation

and long standing, whom he can trust to

supply only what is suitable for any particular

-occasion for theii' rejiutation's sake.

If there is so inuch opportunity for selection

in the matter of so simple a thing as a hinge,

much more is there with regard to locks.

There is all the difference in the world
between a common door-latch, which can be
picked with ease, and the handle of which is

warranted to come off within a twelvemonth,
and the really tirst-rate article containing
several levers : while there are many patent
descriptions, each of which is worthy of

attention before deciding upon the best

to use even under ordinary circumstances.
The size of the necessary mortise, the possi-

bility of utilising the same lock for right and
left-hand doors, and the size of the key,

are all matters which are worth looking into.

The most usually employed latches are of the
rim type, but these necessarily involve the
use of a \ery long key, which is an awkward
thing to cany in the pocket ; besides which, a
door so fitted can be easily forced, as the
attachment is ne\'or a very strong one. Most
people nowadays prefer to have quite a small
key to caiTv, and although the first of the
small key latches was of American make,
yet many others of a similar character are

now upon the market, there being little, as a
rule, to choosv- between them so far as qualitj'

is concerned. For ordinary use there is little

advantage to be gained by multiplying the

number of levers in a lock, for it is not, as a

rule, a great matter if that of a room-door
can be picked or opened with a skeleton key.
.Strength of construction, combined with easy
working, are the chief essentials, while there

is something to bo said for those wliicli are

actuated by weights instead of springs, as

they are not quite so liable to get out of

order. All the sami>, the spring lock and
latch are of almost universal adoption, and
there is really no dilticulty in obtaining a

new spring if one should break, though the
trouble in\ulved in taking a lock off for

repair is one which most householders object

to. As a rule, insutticient attention is

bestowed by architects ujion the make of the
door-handle. They select it with consider-
able care for its material and design, but
are content with the old screw and
spindle fastening, which is a constant
source of annoyance. This is not for lack of

good types in which the screw is dispensed
with, but simply from conservatism and dis-

inclination to be bothered by considering the
points of these new things, though, as has
already been said, this might very well be

actual use.

No door-fitting less perfectly does that

which it is intended to do than the bolt,

though none could be more effective than it

was in its original form, when it jiassed right

across a door and into a hole in the wall at

each side, which was suBicieutly deep to

receive the whole of it when the door was to

be opened. At the present day a bolt is

generally screwed like a rim lock to the

inner face of a door, while its socket is

similarly screwed to the faje of the door-

frame. It does not need the application of

much force to release these screws : but if the

bolt be shot into a socket bored out of the

solid wood of the frame or sunk into the floor,

its resistance is very greatly impro\ed. This

is a detail which is worth bearing in mind ;

but if the socket be made in the floor, means
must be taken to keep the dust out, else it

may very soon choke and need clearing, or

lead to the bolt being insufficiently shot by
anyone who may be careless or in a hurry.

I'ust-excluding sockets which are actuated

by a spring are quite easy to obtain for such
positions. It is worth remembering, too, that

a bolt can always be reached if there be a

glass panel in the external door, many front

doors being thus provided with a special con-

trivance for admitting a burglar's arm.
These remarks apply just as much to chains

as to bolts, for, though the noise made in

opening a door with a chain is generally

suliicient to draw attention to something
being wrong, there is no such noise if it is

reached through a glazed panel from which
the glass has been removed.
The long Espagnolette bolts, so commonly

used in the long casement windows of the

Continent, are not often employed in

England, for although it is a little more
trouble to actuate two or three small bolts

instead, they are much less liable to get out

of order. But the same principle has been
adopted in connection with the panic bolts

which are now almost invariably emploj-ed
on the exits from jilaces of amusement.
These have to be so constructed that, on a
rush being made to the door, the bolts

attached to both top and bottom fly open.

This can only be done by means of a long
vertical bolt which passes right up the whole
height of the door, and works on the

Espagnolette principle, while it is actuated

by a bar carried horizontally across the door
at such a height as to be hit by anyone who
might come rushing up ; but it may be
remarked here that it is <iuite useless to

apply a well-made bolt of this description to

a weakly-hung or improperly seasoned door,

as directly it falls from its hinges or warps,
the bolt ceases to fly into its proper place.

Tho oi)portunity for selection is quite as

great in the matter of window fittings as in

those for doors, and, as a rule, equally iu-

sutHrient attention is given to them. The
axle-pulley, for example, is generally speci-

fied somewhat vaguely, while nothing special

is said about the cords whatever. As with
hinges, so with pulleys : it is necessary to see

that tho working parts are of such materials
as wiU not wear badly against one another,
while most householdi.'rs are only too well
aware of the constant inconvenience which
arise.; from the use of a weak sashcord. A
hoUow-braided cord of the ordinary type has a
very short life when used to suspend a heavy
window, but solid cords are rather diflicult to

obtain, and are very rarely looked for or
insisted upon bv an architect when miking
his inspection. There are many good burglar-
proof sash-fasteners on the market, if only a
little trouble be taken to select or specify

them. It should be noted here, however, that

it is now illegal to permit a woman servant

to clean an upstairs window from the outside,

although few people seem to be aware of it,

and that consequently an inward opening

casement or sash is almost a necessity. These

need selecting with great care, as weak points

are to be found in almost all of the patent

an-angements for permitting sashes to be

cleaned from within, while inward opening

casements are extremely awkward when used

onnection with blinds of any description.

and the ditticulty of making them water-

tight is one which is well known to all con-

nected with building work. < >n the other

hand, an outward-opening casement cannot

possibly be cleaned from inside the room.

The problem presented here is one which at

present does not seem to have met with conir

plete solution. A fortune probably awaits

whoever eventually succeeds in solving it in

a really satisfactory manner, though se\eral

fortunes have already been thrown away
upon attempts, and many of them really good

attempts, at doing so.

ARCHITECTUKAL ASSUCIATIOX.

THE last meeting bat one for the present session

of the Architf ctural Association was held on

Friday evening; at the Royal Architectural

Museum, IS, Tiifton-street, Westminster, Mr.

Walter Cave, vice president, in the chair. Mr.

Tanner, hon. sec, announced that the annual

dinner would be held on Friday, May 3, at the

Georgian Hall, Gaiety Restaurant. The follow-

ing new members were elected :—Messrs. P. J.

Ad:ims, P. M. Andrews, H. M. Archibald. F. E.

Cannon, W. G. L. Cheriton, D. H. Fish, W. S.

Grice, F.B. Last, H. T. Lubbock, A. H.
Moberley, H. E. Moss, E. W. Mountford, H. R.

Peerless, A. T. Phillips, R. Phillips, C. K.

Reid, A. W. Robertson, A. L. X. Russell, R.

Walker, H. Skryne, D. Colville. and T. Swales.

Votes of thanks were passed, on the motion of

the Chairman, to Sir. Andrew Oliver for haying

arranged, named, and catalogued the Association's

collection of seals, and to Mr. Maurice B. Adams
for the collection of foreign architectural publica-

tions, used as illustrations of a recent lecture,

which he had presented to the library of the

Association.

WEST.MIXSTER CATHEDRAL.

Mr. J. A. Maushai.l, chief assistant to the late

Mr. John F. Bentley. read a paper on the new
Roman Catholic Cathedral at Westminster, illus-

trated by numerous plans, sections, and working

drawings, and by a model in wood to scale of thi-

completed building. In his introductory remarks

the author gave with singular felicity of language

some interesting details as to the inner working

of Mr. Bentley's office, and of the rigorous rule

which prevailed therein. Continuing, he sug-

gested tUiit all would agree in the wiah that the

design should have been allowed to remain after

Mr. Bentley's death just as it left the master's

hand, without the profaning touch of any pupil.

We cannot, liowever (continued Sir. Marshall i

forget that an unfinished building, in occupation,

is not quite the same thing as an unfinished

picture, or piece of sculpture ; existing contracts

have to be carried out. and the varied require-

ments of the occupants have to be met, although

we all realise that the peculiar impressof the work

carried out under the personal supervision

of the original architect can never be revived,

nor can it, in this instance, be emidated.

The lecturer proceeded to suggest in turn the

impressions that would be produced by the com-

pleted citthednil on the mind of a Mediaeval

cathedral builder, of a (hvek builder of the lOUi

centurv who had been engaged on St. JIark's.

Venice, and of a Roman builder of the days of

Diocletian, and showed how the peculiarities of

the plan would strike each of these visitors.

Turning to the original sketch plan made by Mr.

Bentley twelve years ago, Mr. JIarshall demon-

strated that it was based largely on that of St.

Mark, Venice ; it was, he thought, interesting,

though it lacked the homogeneity and the statical

completeness of the final plan. The more the

architect considered the matter, the less satisfied

he telt with the transcptal arrangements and the

crossing : the abutment for these parts in the east

was insutKcient, and the complications connected

with the exterior were not encouraging ;
then it
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was decided that the eastern tennination of the
church should not be used as a sanctuary, but as

a choir : it was also decided to limit the sacristies

to one side of the building, and to rely on the
aspiration of a single campanile rather than on
the conflicting efforts of two. In the revised
plan the sanctuary and the choir have changed
places, aisles have been introduced between the
sanctuary and the eastern chapels, thus improving
the abutment, but necessitating the abandonment
of the aspidal terminations of the transepts, in
order to pro\ide suitable approaches to the eastern
chapels. The architect resorted for internal effect

to another ideal, which invariably appeared in the
churches designed by him—i.e.. the unbroken

does not so exactly express the construction as do
some of the other parts ; for the massive walls of

the triforium are not supported on the arcades
that diride the chapels from the aisles, but on
segmental relieving arches, turned over these
arcades, between the counterforts, and concealed
in the pockets of the vaiilting. The skewbacks
are not cut into the piers, but are formed on
granite springers that project beyond. This ex-
pedient to reduce the span, and maintain the
piers intact, was most essential next the transepts,

where the triforium wall suddenly stops. In
view of this, and the complicated section of the
relieving arches—due to the difliculty of clearing
the vaulting of the chapels—you may perhaps

ontinuity of the nave arcades and vaulting across wonder why so favourable an opportunity for the
the transept openings without sacrificing the use of steel girders, that involve no thrust, and
cruciform plan. This unbroken rhythm or repeti- i occupy but little space, should have been neglected

;

tion of parts produced an iuipression of length and but the architect resolved not to introduce into
height that was most attractive. At Constjmti-
nople and Venice the supports were concentrated,
or limited to a few positions, where.a3 at West-
minster—in addition to the main supports

—

auxiliary piers and arches are introduced that
give a distinctive character to the design,
suggestive of a commingling of Eastern with
AVestern methods. Having alluded to the
influence that Byzantine, Romanesque, and
Renaissance detail had upon the design, Mr.
Marshall showed that

THE DOMIN.VTIXf. FACTOK THE PHOllLEM,

as worked out by the architect, has been a spacious
and uninterrupted nave, covered with domical
vaulting. The exceptional width of the space to

be covered called for exceptional height, if due
proportion of the interior was to be maintained.
Tlius, the dif}ic\ilties of support and abutment
were soon realised, and in selecting thependentive
dome of shallow concavity for the roofing, the
architect believed that the weight and the pressure
would be reduced to a minimum. By showing
the domes outside, not only wa« an extraneous
roof dispensed with, but full advantage of the
height was gained for the interior. In the dis-

position of the piers and abutments, with a view
not only to the sustentation of the pressure, but
to reserving as much space as possible for the
aisles, chapels, and galleries, a system has been
adopted not unlike that to be seen in most Gothic
cathedrals, where huge, yet narrow, counterforts
are projected at intervals, and stiffened by trans-
verse walls, arcading and vaulting : but while, in
a Gothic cathedral, these counterforts are gene-
rally most conspicuous features outside the build-
ing, at the \\'e3tminster Cathedral they are
practically limited to the interior, the spaces
between being entirely utilised. Confining at-
tention, for a time, to

THE X.\\E

of the cathedral, let iis more carefully examine
the counterforts and the vaulting they sustain.
I >nly in one instance is a main counterfort per-
mitted to retain its simple, unaffected character,
all the others being more or less influenced or
modified by the exigencies of the plan : thus,
two of them form the flank walls of the tran-
septs, where, on the east, they are further
strengthened, by the walls and vaulting of the
sanctuar,)-, so as to resist the cumulative pressure
of the nave vaulting. At the west end of the
nave, the corresponding abutment has been very
considerably affected in the upper part by the
retiring disposition of the western fai;ade—

a

concession to light and air claimants. ( )f the
secondary counterforts, those dividing the tran-
septs havealsoa distinct and complicated character,
while the others retain their simple form—ex-
cepting that next the campanile. The proportions
of each compartment of the nave are those of a
cube, up to the springing of the main arches

—

i30ft. from the floor. Another 30ft. 4in. and we
are at the springing of the domes : the total
internal height being 111ft., or about 10ft. higher
than the choir of Westminster Abbey. The ex-
treme projection of the counterforts is -ISft., but
fust above the chapel vaulting this jirojection is

suddenly reduced to 24ft.. at which it is main-
tained to a height of nearly 90ft. The divisions
between the chaiwls are but little more than
• flying buttresses, " tilled in with thin walls, so

the cathedral any ironwork as a support,
though he did not feel justified in objecting
to its use as a tie. The projections or but-
tresses between the lower windows of the
triforium or gallery have an artistic value,
though they serve no structural purpose. They
are apparently supported on the flat roofing of the
chapels, but they are really dependent on unseen
stone corbels that rest on the relieving arches. The
chapel arcades and vaulting are relieved of all

extraneous weight, and it has thus been possible
to make the arcades very slender, so gaining
extra space for the chapels. The galleries dis-

guise the apparent weakness of the construction
behind. The archways formed in the lower part
of the counterforts have been kept as small as

possible : but in the upper parts hollow spaces h.ave

been left to economise material. Tlie main
counterforts are 10ft. Gin. wide, and from these
at a height of 60ft. from the door spring the
traverse arches 6tt. 9in. wide that support the
pendentives and the domes. It was not considered
necessary to raise the main counterforts higher
than the le.an-to roof of the passage over the

triforium vaulting : but tlic secondary counter-
forts opposite the centres of the domes are
raised well above these roofs, and weighted
with turrets, the supporting arches .'ind walls

at this level being comparatively thin.

THE SlPrOKT or THE MAIN AllCHES.

HaWng now considered the main features of the
nave, regarding support and abutment, we will

go back to that stage of the work when the main
supporting arches had been turned, and tlie cen-
tring for these was still in position, there to remain
until the final weight had been imposed. On the
north and south sides, these main arches were
not turned until the lower secondaiy arches and
the brick filling over were finished, so that the
brickwork served as centring for that portion of

the main arch that passes through the waU : but
for the projecting portion, on which the pen-
dentives rest, it was necessary to provide thin

centring of wood. At the springing level of .all

the arches, and brick-barrel vaulting, rough stone

corbels were built in to support the centring,

the projections being afterwards worked off. The
spandrels of the main arches are filled in up to

the crown level with brickwork, set back HHin.
from the faces of the arch, to reserve a seating

for the concrete of the pendentives.

of the pendentive develops from a

formed, that incline up to the base of the dome,
and on these counterforts there are light sleeper
walls that support the flat roofing around. To
ventilate the cavities t^in. drain pipes were
inserted in the shell, and counterforts, com-
municating with the interior of the building.

X.IVE DOMES.

The circle developed by the pendentives is
00ft. in diameter : the base of the dome is-

corbelled over from this, so that the springing is

clearly defined, and a salient angle at the
junction of the two surfaces is thus avoided, for
the convenience of the mosaic work-rs of a future
generation. The thickness of the domes at the
springing is 3ft., which is gradually reduced to-

13in. at the crown. The curve of eciuilibrium is,

therefore, -well within the material. The domes
were turned on closely boarded centring, in a
series of superimposed rings of concrete averaging
4ft. in width. The concrete was not reinforced
in any way. The centring consisted of radiating
trusses supported from the ground, on uprights
90ft. in height, made of stout planking, bolted
together, so as to break joint, and cross-braced at
intervals. It was important to have the centring
perfectly rigid, to preserve the true curvature of
the loncrete until it had finally set. The-
independent external covering of the domes is

formed of Sin. artificial stone slabs, cast to the-
curve. They rest on radiating ribs 3in. deep, of
similar material, fixed on the concrete, and'
rebated to receive the slabs, thus leaving an air-
space of Jin. between the inner shell and the outer
covering. The top and bottom joints of the -slabs

are rebated. To form tlie outer covering, more
than liOO slabs were required for each dome. The
exposed surface is, therefore, an elaborate network
of jointing, and we cannot but feil that an oute:-

coating of homogeneous asphalt would have been
more impervious. By rebating the ribs for the
slabs, each radiating section of the covering is

kept in position independently of the rest. The
concrete flat roofing around the domes is covered
with asphalt that passes up the lower portion of
the dome to a height of about 4ft. tjin. under the
outer covering, where it is keyed into thf

concrete.

THE SAXCTlAliY.

The eastern portion of the cathedral, comprising
the sanctuary, the lateral chapels, and the choir,

presents a system of construction essentially

Byzantine, the luminous corona of the sanctuary
dome being raised aloft on v.iulting that seems to
be independent of direct support. This buoyancy
is due to the extensions that open out on all sides,

equal in span to the dome itself. The enclosing
walls of the sanctuary, on the north and south,
have very materially affected the design of the
eastern chapels. Originally, these chapels wen-
to have been enclosed by slender ai-cades, on
marble columns, corresponding with those of the
organ galleries adjoining; but, as in the ca.se of
the chapels of the nave, it was soon found that
these arcades would not be sufficient to sustain

the weight of the walls over ; so the columns wen-
changed into brick piers, and the two end bays of
the arcades were filled in, leaving only two bays
open in the middle and a couple of narrow door-

The surface
I

^^i'^ ^^ '^^'^^ ^'^^ ^°'" access to the aisles. ( »ver

mere point "'^ fiUed-in bays are built the solid portions of
- -

'
' the outer wall, against which the organs willbut this apparent weakness in the construction is , ,, , , j- l-i »u - v

obWated by the verv common method of building I

probably be placed, while over the two o],en bays

the lower portion Jf the arches and the penden-
i

'?>""" ^^^ ^'S^^F V'>^^'°" °* *? «"'" '^ontj'O'n?.

-
,.,.;,r.nf»l o,.„«»=- th,,, n ,-^„- the windows. Above the two lower windows a

relieving arch is turned that transmits the weight
of the upper part of the wall to tlit- solid portions

fives of brick, in horizontal courses ; thus, a con
tinuous joint is avoided by cutting the brick-

work to the required angle, and the top of

the brick corbelling forms a seating of con-

siderable area for the solid concrete backing.

The lower portion of the pendentive rises

to a height of 13ft. .above the springing: fi.xed

centring for this part was not necessary—the

accuracy of the curves being insured by the

application of movable templets. But, for the

boarded

at the sides.

THE (iALLERIES.

The organ galleries, like the g;illeries of the
nare. were left down until the main jiarts were
built. The concrete vaulting of these galleries,

and the western gallery of the navi , is not Jet

into the walls at the back, but supported on brick

and stone corbelling, so that the walls are notupper part of the pendentive, closely

centring was neces.sary, and to supjiort this, at
[

weakened : the concrete was. however, keyed to

the bottom, a projecting stone landing was built
|
the wall by projecting courses of brick, and the

in, on the top of the brick corbelling, the pro- columns supporting the vaulting of the organ

jection being afterwards worked off- To secure galleries are tied to the brick wall by giinmetal

j

bond for the concrete backing of this uppir part, , ties. The side galleries of the nave have no
I and to distribute the bearing, liin. stone landings

j

supporting wall at the back, excepting that next
as t<i form recesses for the altars. The enclosing ' are built in at interv.als, in the height, across the

|

the campanile, but the arcades that carry the
walls, with the brick vaulting over the galleries, ! angles formed by the enclosing spandrel w alls, vaulting are comparatively short : any resistance
and transepts, serve to stiffen the counter- ' Projecting courses of brick are also formed on

,
to any forward tendency is provided by the main

forts, and to increa.se the abutment : but the i these walls, to serve as a key for the concrete. To i piers. The vaulting of the crypt was also delayed
lower concrete vaulting of the aisles and chapels | limit the weight, the top pa of the pendentive

^
until the superstructure was finished. In no part

is not so important, in this respect, and its con- ' has no solid backing : it is. i fact, built as part
i
of the cathedral does the main structure depend

struction was deferred until the main parts of the I of a dome, having a shell 'if t. Cin. thickness : but on marble columns, and this arrangement wUl bt?

building were finished. This part of the design ' on this shell radiating counterforts or ribs are I appreciated by those who have exijerienced the
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iincortainty of gettina: laise uiarblc monoliths
delivered by a stipulated time.

• THE SAXCTIAUV HOME.

The eastern dome differs, in several respects,
from those o( the na\e. Unlike the latter, that
seem to rest on the Hat rooting of the church, the
dome of the sanctuary emerges gradually out of
the substructure—the"e\trados ofthe pendentives
forming a pyramidal series of offsets that follow
the plan of the dome. The reason for thus e.t-

posing the pendentives outside was to limit the
height of the supporting walls on the north .ind
south, so as to give greater elegance to the eastern
turrets. The vaults over the organ galleries are
also exposed. The abutment for the main sup-
porting arches of the sanctuary dome is i)rovided
by the staircase turrets on the east, and by the
transept piers on the west ; while for the ilome
itself abutment is provided on the north and
south by the vaults over the organ galleries, on
the west by the dome of the nave, and on the
east by buttresses built on the wide supporting
arch that forms part of the vaulting to the choir

:

these buttresses are stiffened by the outer wall of
a_ passage-way that passes through them. The
circle developed by the pendentives is .i2ft. in
diameter. On the closely boarded centring for
this dome, other centring had to be constructed
for the window openings, the reveals of which
represent a series of counterforts all round the
dome. Centring had also to be constructed for
the wall of the drum designed to disguise the
counterforts, and to protect the glazing from the
drainage of the dome.

THE CR"\ I'T .wit CHOIU.

The floor of the choir is some 13ft. above that
of the nave, so it was almost impossible to avoid
the formation of a cryi)t, only a very slight
e.'ccavation being necessary to get the required
height. The depth of this excavation was, how-
ever, limited to a level below which it was im-
possible to go by an existing platform of con-
crete, about 'Jft. thick, that extends over more
than half the site, and served as the foundation
for an earlier building. As the top surface of
this platform is practically the floor of the crypt,
the architect was anxious to dispense with foot-
ings around the apse, inside—a slight departure
from the Building Act that was graciously per-
mitted

; but on the outside footings were pro-
vided, though they were not a structural neces-
sity. The eastern termination of the cathedral
suggests the Romanesque or Lombardic style of
northern Italy : the crypt opening into the church,
with the retro-choir above, closely following .S.

Ambrogio's, Milan; the open colonnade under
the eaves : the timber roof over the vaulting, are
all familiar features. The huge buttresses, how-
•ever, give distinction, and resist the pressure of
41 vault having a span of 48ft. Up to nearly
half its height, this vault is a solid mass of
brickwork, roughly corbelled over to the curve,
4tnd faced with concrete. Above this level, the
vault is a concrete shell I8in. thick at the
bottom, and liin. at the crown. A retaining
wall of concrete is built on the haunches to
receive the sleeper walls, on which are placed
the principal trusses of the roof. The
buttresses of the apse rise to the height of the
retaining wall, and the two are connected by
massive concrete lintels, formed across the gallery,
behind the buttresses. The gallerv is covered
with concrete slabs, cast iii situ, that form a flat

around the timber roof. To prevent the arcades
of the gallery being pushed out by the expansion
of the concrete, the flat and the lintels were kept
clear of the brickwork, until the concrete had
thoroughly set : the joints were then made good.
The asphalte covering of the flat is turned up the
curb, and under the plate, the joint being covered
by the lead apron flashing of the eaves. The roof
is ventilated by drainpipes that pass through the
retaining wall to the gallery. All rainwater con-
ductors that are built into the brickwork are
formed of glazed and socketed earthenware pipes.
Two singularities in the construction seem to call
for explanation. Firstly : Why should the
vaulting in some cases bo entirely of concrete, and
in others, entirely of brick ;- Secondly : Whv
should some of the vaulting be protected by e.x-

traneous roofs, while in other places its surface is

fully exposed to the weather 'r Obviously, where
the shell of the vaulting is of a graduated thick-
ness, and curved on plan, concrete is the strongest
and most adaptable material to use ; the com-
plications of groin laulting are also most readily
cast in this m.aterial. So we hnd that forthe penden-
tives and the domes, for the vaulting of the choir

and chapels, for the more complicated vaulting of

the crypt, aisles, baptistery, and porches, concrete

has been used ; but for the vaulting of the tran-

septs and the corresponding vaulting of the triforia

brick is the material employed, in order that the

deep sothts of the brick-supporting arches in front

may appear as part of the vaulting behind and
the line of junction between the two should not

show, thus insuring a uniformity of .surface

texture until the unaffected dignity of the interior

is impaired by the .application of something more
assertive and restless. Respecting the contrariety

ofthe rooting, it will be evident that a timber
roof over the na\ c and sanctuary, even of low
pitch, would have been uncouth and harsh : such
a roof would also have been commonplace ;

whereas these parts of the building have now a

distinction not unpleasing and most interesting.

But there is a law of contrast as well as of

analogy : the limitations of this law are,

however, easily exceeded. At the Westminster
Cathedral the most striking instances of its

application are afforded by the campanile and
by the roofs and turrets of the transepts and
the choir. Structurally, it would have been quite

possible and more consistent to have exposed the
vaulting outside, throughout the building, and
we can imagine what the effect would be. The
rounded surfaces of the vaulting are, however,
not everywhere exposed, but are concealed in

places by extraneous roofs, suggestive of the forms
beneath. A piquancy and an interest are thus
imparted to the design : we may theorise about
discordant elements, but we are forced to acknow-
ledge the refining influence of the artist's skill.

When we consider the e.<cecution of this great
design—the way in which the various materials
have been put together— it will be admitted
that the extreme accuracy and neatness of the
work are in striking contrast to that spontaneity
and directness of purpose so evident m the
Christian architecture of by-gone times. The
extreme precision of the execution is certainly

expressive of Mr. Bentley's desire to soften down
the asperities of architectural design. Anything
harsh, uncouth, or " out of gear,'" as he termed
it, was always avoided : and if this ultra-care-

fulness sometimes led to a lack of vigour, or
directness, it cm truly be said that the mass of

his buildings was never frittered away, the dignity
of an unbroken roof or the surface of the walling
was left unimpaired, the fenestration was faultless,

the detail telling, yet refined. Some reference
will be e-tpected to

THE IXTEUXAL IlEr OliATIOX,

intended by the architect to form an essential part
of his conception, but which, unfortunately, he
did not live to see carried out, and scarcely
commenced. When Jlr. Bentley received instruc-
tions to design the cathedral, he had scarcely
been out of this country. He then felt it his duty
to see for himself those incrustations of marble
and mosaic so charmingly described by Paul the
Silentiary, and John Ruskin. He did not, however,
cross the Adriatic nor visit Sicily. He had
realised his powers, and was, therefore, in a
position to discriminate. He took with him a
small note-book, but, excepting lour plans of
chuiches, it came back empty. He had neither
time nor inclination for mechanical toil, that
would have dispelled the charm, as it did,

eventually, for Ruskin in Venice. The Itali:in

tour did not determine the style of the cathedral,
though it confirmed it. The first sketch plan,
made after the architect's return, suggests, in
parts. Sta. Sophia, Constantinople, though Mr.
Bentley never saw that building : the final plan
shows the influence of St. Mark's tempered by an
ideal he had made his own. Jlr. Bentley's sug-
gestions for the revetment of the interior show an
appreciation of the principles underlying the
application of marble and mosaic as exemplified at
Venice and at Ravenna : but the essential features
of his plan scarcely afford scope for a full develop-
ment of this type. The sub division, or multi-
plication of the piers, .ind the lack of unbroken
wall surfare on the ground floor demanded a
treatment on independent lines, that may,
perhaps, be best described as a compromise
between the Byzantine and the Renaissance.
Another marked divergence from the Byzantine
type— in an opposite direction—is seen in the
sparing use of columns for the gallery arcades,
resulting in a wide intereolumniation, again in
favour of the Renaissance. But if the piers and
walls do not present an ideal field for the applica-
tion of marble, this cannot be said of the floor
space, where f icilities arc afforded for a marble
pavement throughout the building. The value

of the marble paving in relation to the wall

lining can be seen in the Chapel of the Blessed

Sacrament, and in the two western chapels of the
nave. In the nave itself, a commencement of

Mr. Bentley's scheme for the paving has been
made by layihg the narthex and the strips or

borders between the piers and columns, .so that

these latter are spared the indignity of rising from
a platform of wood-block flooring. The marble
paving of the sanctuary, around the Baldacchino.

has just sa\ed this immense canopy from a

similar insult, though it can never compensate
for defects due to the lack of Sir. Bentley's

personal supervision. The same may be said

of the organ gallery screens, adjoining.

Unfortunately, while the painter can rectify

a weakness or a false note of colour by
a stroke of the brush, the designer in marble
is committed for ever to the first touch.

In the two western chapels of the nave Mr.
Bentley initiated the principle of framing the

variegated revetment with white marble only :

thus there is not Ihat confusion ol colour or work-
manship, nor that rampant effect of the strings,

cornices, and architraves that one so often sees

when the reverse method is adopted : in a word,
the effect is refined rather than bizarre. The
guiding influence of the architect is here strikingly

apparent throughout, and Mr. Symons, who m-ade

the cartoons for the mosaics from his own
sketches, has admirably followed the architect's

suggestions, without that self-effacement th.at

would have destroyed vitality. While not opposed
to tradition, the work is as unfettered in style as

the cathedral itself. If the general effect is

satisfactory, the barbarity of the technique may
be condoned. These subsidiary parts of the

cathedral may be regarded as experimental, in

view of the vast area awaiting decoration in the

nave. For this Mr. Bentley left no suggestions

—

excepting details for the marble work.

A vote of thanks to the lecturer was proposed
by Mr. H. H. Statham, who remarked that

Westminster Cathedral was not only an original

design, but showed honest construction on a grand
scale, every feature being structurally what it

professed to be, with no concealed ironwork to

give strength unseen. It displayed the essential

qualities of a Media'val building. As to the pro-
posed marble revetment of the interior, he was
inclined to wonder whether Mr. Bentley's cathe-

dral did not look better as it now stands, than it

did when the intended decorative scheme was
carried out.

Mr. ,T. E. Ne'v^ uEuitv seconded the vote of

thanks, which was supported by Jlr. Baixes, of

Messrs. Farmer and Brindley, and by Mr. Authcu
Keex, who remarked on the parallelism between
the cathedral and the modern JIedia?val church of

St. Bartholomew at Brighton, an edifice executed
in brickwork, and having an unbroken interior

140ft. high, the arcades being carried on piers

soft, in height.

The BisHoi" of Akixpet.a, the Right Rev. Dr.
JoHxsox, who had been treasurer to the Cathedra!
Building Fund from the inception of the scheme,
referred to the immense pains which Mr. Bentley
bestowed on the constructional problems involved
in the building of the cathedral, expressing
gratitude to Mr. JIarshall for the way in which
he had carried out Mr. Bentley's ideas. Their
great need now was funds for the completion
of this great undertaking.

Mr. Maushavl briefly replied to the vote of

thanks, which was carried with acclamation.

LEGAL HINDRANCES TO MODERN
METHODS OF BUILDING CON-
STRUCTION.*

LEGISLATION with reference to the con-
struction of buildings in this country has

been mainly directed to questions of stability,

sanitation, and tire risks. The present paper is

intended to direct attention to some points upon
which the law has hindered progress and un-
necessarily restricted freedom of design and
economical construction. The reduction of

general principles to specifications of materials

and dimensions is no easy matter if the results

are to be sutliciently precise to be generally
understood, and it is not surprising that there is

too much in existing building regulations about
old-fashioned methods of construction, and not
anough latitude for the introduction of new

• By Edi.ar C. Thrcit, A.M.Inst.C.E. Read before
the Society of Architects on April 17, 1907.
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r. i -'.hi'iij. The main idea of stability from the
(illi i:il point of view is conveyed by specifyin!» the
thicknesses of outside brick walls and partv walls.
The inside is left to be dealt with by the architect
j'ractically as he pleases : but the cross walls and
I'luui-s, and the methods by which they may be
i)onded or tied into the outside walls, are" not
properly taken into consideration as regards their
influence on the stability' of the outer walls. A
cross wall may or may not he a real stifiener loan
outer wall, according to the nature of the bond.
position of doorways, and other matters. A Hoor
also may be of very little or no value as a
stiffener to an outer wall, as, for instance, when
the joists run parallel to the outer wall, and also
when the joists rest on a wall-plate and carry
little or no load. Frictional resistance i.e.,

statical friction) plays an important part in the
stability of ordinary brick or masonry building',
the "tie" obtained by girders, joists, and roof
trusses being mainly or solely dependent upon
their own weights .and their loads. Recognising
this fact, it may be admitted broadly that the
•existing regulations as to thicknesses of brick
w.alls represent reasonable "average" require-
ments for safe work ; but the averaging is done
over such a wide range of conditions that it does
not represent the same margin of safety always.
In some cases the rules, as interpretea by sur-
veyors, show a very small margin of safety.
whilst in others the margin is extravagantly
large.

THICKNESS OF WALLS.

Brick buildings, if well designed to get the best
•stiffening effect from cross walls, chimneys,
girders. Arc., might often be made with thinner
<jut3ide walls than the regulations require, and
yet be stronger than others which comply with
the present rules. The matter becomes" much
more obvious in the case of modern structures
where steel frames and ferro-concrete tioors are
adopted. In such cases the existing London rules
MS to thickness of walls are simply absurd, and
yet they are enforced, and large extra expense is

incurred. .Sometimes the design is modified in
the direction of confining the steel frame to in-
•terior work and using it in conjunction with
-ordinary outside walls, but this does not secure
the full advantage of steel-frame construction,
-either in economy or stability. The thickness of
outside construction now recognised as sufficient
protection from the weather consists of slates or
Ciles laid on laths and a single lath-and-plaster
ceiling or stud partition. It cannot be denied
that this is practically satisfactory, although in
tigh-class buildings " roof - board"ing and felt-

sheeting are added. Slates and plaster do not
form so good a non-conductor of heat as a 9in.
•brick wall with plaster inside, which is the mini-
cnum allowed for outside walls, and it must there-
fore be admitted that the Hin. brick wall was not
adopted AS the minimum by reason of its warmth,
6ut only on the question of stability.

liOOFS AND TOP STOIUHS.

The official mind seems to have had a difficulty
in drawing the line between a roof and a top-
3tory wall, and arrived at the ludicrous rule that
-i slope of ;!in. in 10ft. constituted the difference.
The Act of 1894 altered this to a slope of 7-t , but
the absurdity remains. The corollary was that
JIansard roofs constructed of wood and mcluding
-two stories might be built in place of brick walla.
How the official mind reconciled this with the old
4-ule prohibiting the wood frames of windows
from being flush with the outside of the walls,
for fear of spreading fire to other buildings, will
probably never be known : but the result has been
a large crop of unsightly attics in London build-
ings, which might have been built stronger and
made more convenient and valuable without any
-exti-a expense, if a light steel frame structure
with vertical walls less than 9in. thick had been
adopted, and perhaps finished with a flat roof.
The two-roof stories must now be built in fire-

resisting materials throughout if the top floor is

over GOft. above the street. This rule is met by
ferro-concrete construction -tin. thick on a slope
<3f "•)

, but the buildings would be superior in
strength if the concrete work were to be built
vertical. Instead of insisting in all cases upon
iire-resisting materials for roofs of these tall

•buildings, a more effectual provision for safety in
•case of fire would be that two staircases should be
constructed from the top story down to the
second or third floor, where fire-escapes could be
used. In hotels and large blocks of flats and
offices this method would involve little or no in-
convenience in planning.

THE LnNlinX urlLlUNC. ACTS.

The London ISuilding Acts (.•Amendment) Act,
r.iO.'i, has added weight to the argimients for

amending the law as to thicknesses of walls in

steel fiame structures, without bringing any
relief. The Act was promoted by the late County
Council after the scare produced by some serious

fires. The main object is to enforce the pro^•ision

of easy access to the roots of buildings, or other

means of escape for use in case of fire. The pro-

moters' beneviilence does not extend to single

families, or even to two families who happen to

be wealthy enough to occupy houses of four or

more stories, such people may still be allowed to

roast : but if twenty persons who are not related

to one another arc to occupy a building they must
have a dormer window opening on to the roof and
something to prevent them slipping oft" the roof

when they get out of the window, or else a .Tack-

in-the-box trapdoor opening on to the top of the

roof. A little consideration will show that this

law is very much in favour of flat roofs, or roofs

with parapets, and very much against the

Hansard typ?, with a slope of 75', which has
enabled architects to economise considerably

in the construction of many buildings. The
effect of the operation of this Act will probably
be to materially increase the cost of buildings of

the class affected, unless some alteration is made
in the law as to thickness of walls, and the extra
burden of this cost will come upon the occupiers

to some extent. The top floors of business build-

ings are naturally the least remunerative, and it

is a serious matter if their cost is to be increased.

The cost of an extra story has at present to be
reckoned practically as the cost of a new lowest

story with walls thick enough to carry the

remainder of the building, and not as the cost of

a 9in.-w,all story. With steel frame construction

the difference between a top story and a lo'west

story is practically the cost of a few extra square

inches of metal in the stanchions. The difference

between ordinary and steel-frame construction is

from two-thirds of a penny per cubic foot of

building in favour of the steel frame in four-story

buildings, and may be considerably more than a

penny per cubic foot according to the nature of

the building. These figures do not take into

account any allowance for the value of extra floor-

space obtained in the steel frame structure, or for

the saving in ground rent during the time saved

in erection.

IIWELLIXOS rOK THE POOR.

(ine of the most difficult problems of the day Is

that of providing dwellings for the poorer classes,

and yet when any alteration of the Building Acts

is discussed the idea of making liuilding operations

cheaper by scientific attention to details is usually

overlooked, and the whole trend of proposed altera-

tions is towards increase of cost, following on more
stringent, or rather, more dictatorial, regulations.

The attempts of the London County Council to pro-

vide dwellings for the poor upon a self-supporting

basis have been a conspicuous failure on the whole.

Their tenements are either let to a class of tenants

superior to those for whom they were intended, or

they are not let at all, and the financial return is

perhaps too delicate a question to touch upon.

Why are these things so :- Every architect knows
that" it is much more difficult to plan convenient

dwellings, fitted with modem conveniences and
sanitary arrangements, upon a very small scale

than upon one where the size of the rooms is not

severely limited ; but is it generally recognised

that these pinched plans, applied to large blocks of

buildings under existing laws, result in structures

which have an excessively large factor of stability,

an excessively large waste of space by thick walls,

and consequently are unnecessarily costly ':

KlILKINO LAWS AXD PRIVATE ENTERPRISE.

It is the Building Laws that constitute one of

the chief hindrances to the in\estment of private

capital in dwellings for the poor. The Building

Trades Lnions might do much to solve the

problem by using their own funds and their own
unemployed labour to create house property of

the kind needed, a portion of which they might
perhaps hold permanently. It is not improbable

that financial help could be found from outside if

these unions would consent to work on a profit-

sharing basis when general business is slack, and.

beiring this in mind, it would be worth their

while to lend their influence towards amendments
of the law to render more economical construction

possible. The type of buildings to which these

observations chiefly apply are those haring two

or more tenants and two or more stories. t)ne of

the most promising efforts to solve the question

has been made Ijy theCamberwell Borough Council,
who have bought up old houses and rearranged
them for letting in tenements. There are
thousands of [irivately-owned small houses in

London, originally built for single tenants, which
are similarly treated, but it is onlj' a makeshift,
and there is not verj* much room for economy in

construction in double tenement houses : but
there is plenty of evidence of a demand for

specially-constructed double tenement houses in

several London districts. In the author's opinion
there is room for a very large economy in con-

struction of three-story houses containing from four

to six tenements with perfectly sound buildmg
construction, under new regulations, ani that these

might be designed either as detached blocks or

in terraces. Such buildings should be arranged
utilise every cubic foot of available space in the
roofs as bedrooms, cupboards, ire. The waste of

roof space in suburban buildings is simply absurd,

and having regard to the importance of providing

at least three bedrooms in a tenement occupied by
a workman's family, it is jireposterous that any
petty obstacle in the way of unnecessary building
regulations should prevent this being done, at the

trifling expense involved in adapting the roof as

attic bedrooms. Under Part I. of the first

schedule to the London Act of 1894, it is laid

down that 8iin. walls are limited to 2,5ft. in

height and liOft. in length to serve not more than
two stories. It is sti])ulated that no story shall be
more than Klft. high with walls of this thickness.

Presumably, therefore, it is recognised that upper
floors do, or may, add to the stability of the wall,

but there is no obligation to tie these walls to the

floors when they run parallel to the joists, and as a

matter of fact they are usually quite indepen-

dent, .and consequently there is abundant evidence

in existence of 8iin. walls standing safely without

horizontal staying for a height of two stories, or

ISft. to '20ft., but they would have a larger margin
of safety if they were stayed by a floor, and a still

larger margin if stayed by two floors. The defini-

tion of a cross wall in clause 1 1 practically ex-

cludes all the internal walls from recognition as

having any influence upon the stability of the

outside walls, and no notice is taken of the

buttress effect of chimney breasts, or as to whether

the area of openings is half the area of the wall

or only one-fourth of the area, .and whether these

openings cut into more or less than half the length

of the wall. This is all very loose and unscientific

treatment of a serious question.

{To be concluded.)

THE LAW OF UN-DERGROUND WATER.

AT the ordinary general meeting of the Sur-

veyors' Institution, held on Monday last at

12, Great George-street, a valuable paper on

"Water Rights and the Laws Affecting Them "

was reid by Mr. W. Vaux Graham (Associate) , who
had compiled it in collaboration with Mr. H. F.

Bidder (Barrister). The joint authors had in

view the desirability of tracing the extent to

which Parliament had, in private Bills, modified

the ordinary law with regard to underground

water and the reasons which had impelled this

action. To summarise the ordinary law:—An
owner of land was owner of everything beneath

it, including water lying or flowing or percolating

there, with the exception of water flowing in a

defined and known channel. But this only so long

.as the water was under his land. He had no right

to retain it there. As a consequence of this

ownership he might, by pumping, deprive his

neighbour of his underground water, the neigh-

bour having no remedy, except, perhaps, a right

to support. Lnderground water flowing in a

known and defined channel must be allowed to

pass unimpeded, the owner only abstracting a

quantity sufficient for his own use. The case of

"Bradford v. Ferrand" in 1902 dealt with the

"known and defined" channel, the plaintiffs

being owners on a stream, one spring of which

arose on the defendant's land. Defendant sank a

well, diminishing the flow of the stream, the inter-

cepted water being for the use of an urban district

council. .Tustice Farwell decided that the de-

defendant was within his rights, assuming that

the water flowed in a defined but unknown
channel. A right in underground water was

generally regarded as something too intan-

gible to be protected by rules of law : but

our knowledge of imderground conditions was
constantly improving, while the ever-increasing

demand for water rendered the existing anomalies

more and more burdensome. In a recent case,
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"English V. Metropolitan Water Board,"' the
plaintiff was the owner of property through which
ran a brook, rising from the chalk and passing
through the defendants' property before reaching
the plaintiffs'. Pumping by defendants lessened
the How of the brook by some IG.OOOgal. per day.
The well and boreholes were within 20 yards of

the brook, and lined to a considerable depth with
steel cylinders, so as to exclude subsoil water near
the surface. The Lord Chief Justice found, as a
fai't, that no water which had been in the brook-

did get into the well, but that the diminution
of water in the brook was due to the fall of the
level of xmderground water, or, in other words,
the withdrawal of support. He found that the
eiormous quantity of water was derived, not
from the surface water, but from a vast under-
ground body of water Howing through the fissures

of the chalk. There being, said the authors, an
inherent right in every landowner to take water
uadtrneath his land, which right gave power to

injure neighbours under the protection of the law,

me bounds of the injury were limited only by the

apparatus at the disposal of the landowner. In
most cases there was no inducement for him to

use his rights immoderately, or to obtain more
water than he had use for. The case of ' Chase-
more V. Richards" ilS.i9j was referred to, in

which the Local Board of Health of Croydon sank
a well within a quarter of a mile of one of the

springs of ithe AVandle, and pumped some half

million gallons a day for the supply of the town.
(Some of this would have otherwise reached the
river, and a mill-owner on the ri\er brought
an action ; but it was decided that the latter

had no right to the uninterrupted tlow of the
underground water on its way to the river, and
that the Board were within their rights. In
America an endeavour has been made to establish

a doctrine of " reasonable use '' by which a man
could take all the undergiound water he could get

for all reasonable purposes in connection with his

land, and the proper enjoyment : but these pur-
poses did not include the removing of the water
for use by others at a distance. The authors cited

many cases in which this doctrine of reasonable
>ise has been put forward in the United States.

The action of powerful pumps was next con-

sidered. There could be no doubt that the effect

of drawing upon water which had collected in the

strata below the level of any natural outlet was
serious, although it had been argued that, with an
inexhaustible supply to draw from, no injury
could ensue. But English's case, already quoted,

and many others, afforded evidence to the con-
trary, springs and wells in such cases being
affected, not only in the vicinity of the well, but
at considerable distances away. Protective pro-

visions had been insei ted in many private Acts of

Parliament, and tended to show the growth of

a feeling that, in conferring powers upon public

bodies or companies supplying water, protection

should be afforded to those whose water supply
was affected by extensive pumping, while private

owners had no legal right to retain the water
themselves, the power of the distributing body to

injure them was an abnormal one, derived

from Parliament itself, which, having created a
body to obtain and supply water, and laid upon
it the obligation to do so, might feel it incumbent
not to diminish the somces of that supply.

Examples of restrictive clauses in private water
Acts were cited, showing that existing rights had
in many cases been safeguarded against depreda-

tion by public companies. The case of the Sutton
district Waterworks Act was quoted at some
length, in which a railway company (L.B. and
S.C.R.) had such a well within a short distance of

the water company's well, with the object of

supplying water to their stations, sheds, hotels,

and other works and buildings along a consider-

able portion of their line, relying on the right of

a private owner to take such underground water

as he may reed for the purposes of his estate.

The irailway company's estate extends miles in

length, and the use they could make of the water
was altogether different from that which an

ordinary landowner would require, and although
this was never contemplated by Parliament, there

seemed to he nothing illegal in their action. A
Bill which the railway company were promoting
was opposed in Parliament on the ground that

they were making an oppressive use of their posi-

tion, and it having been conclusively shown by
experiments that the pumping by the railway
company directly interfered with the supjily of

the Sutton Water Co., the latter's Bill, prohibit-

ing any such interference, was passed, and the

railway company's well abandoned. Parliament

has thus gone a long way towards laying down
the principle that while practically no restriction

was laid by law on an ordinary landowner taking

underground water for his own purposes, the use

of water by a body created with peculiar facilities

for taking away large quantities, came under a

different category, and in such case the other

persons in a locality were entitled to protection.

A discussion followed, in whicli Messrs. A. R.

.Stenning, .1. Lucas, E. Eames, Bernard Lailey,

H. H. Smith, and T. .Jones took part.

"BlILDIXti NEWS" DESIGNING CLVB.

A HAMLET CHIKCH.

WE regret not to be able to show our readers

a better choice of designs in this I'om-

petiticm ; but we have made the best available,

with the following result; "Anak" is first,

" Harlequin " is second, the third place falling

to "Lion." Churchwork at the present time is

not receiving the same thoughtful attention as it

did thirty years ago, when more buildings of

this kind were being erected than now. Perhaps
the monopoly in this class of undertaking was not
so complete then as it is now, while official

architects are doing too much of the church work
of the day, and outsiders obtain very little chance
of employment. " Eminent speci.alists," so called,

get worked in on one plea or another, turning out
church designs with machine-like methods, ac-

companied by the modicum of individuality,

generally ornate, and by no means inexpensive,

when all the incidental dues are paid or provided
for.

"Anak,'' our premier contributor to-day at

any rate, has indeed given us a sturdy tower.

Perhaps too much tower for this church, and too

much turret for the tower. By 'this last remark
we mean that so marked a stair turret for so

simple a little village building such as this hardly
seems becoming. 'The very acute shaped arches

to the west and east windows we cannot admire,
neither do we like their traceries. The perspective

view greatly helps the scheme, and the section

tells in " Anak's " favour, as contrasted with those
given by his competitors. The plan conforms to

the conditions, but it docs not make a very
happily arrangi-d church. The eastern entrance
door is too exposed and badly managed, opening
right on to the steps leading to the sacrarium.

The vestry fire chimney is left out in the eleva-

tion. "Harlequin,'* in some respects, is quite
superior to, "Anak." His pulpit, by being
located thus, would be seen by more people
perhaps than if situate on the north side : but,

then, the lectern bemg in that position on the
north nullifies this criticism. Tiie approach to

the \estry is' better, and the general " hang" of

the plan seems more carefully considered. But
the clerestory windows and belfry lights are so

uncommonly ungainly and singularly devoid of

beauty that no excuse can he made for them

;

they do not happen to he even original. Besides

this, the scheme is not conceived in the spirit of

the country-side. The west end is the best pait

of the proposal, though the inverted arched or

shield-shaped tower window is too diverting

and too distracting, besides being so meaningless.
" Lion " is smug-looking, and. moreover, it is

impossible to say we like his plan. The porch looks
out of scale with the tower in the perspective,

and it ill-accords with the aisle fenestration. The
organ-chamber is perched up aloft somehow or

somewhere, but. judging from the section, there

is not much room really for any elevation what-
ever of that kind. We think if a w.c. must be
provided, it should not lead out of the vestry, as

here shown, with no ventilated lobbv.

The most Uothic-like design submitted in the
whole series we have pl.aced fourth. "White
Heather" is the author. We like his scheme
best of any architecturally considered. He fails

by being too evidently " as mad as a hatter " over
the passing silly fad of running his lines cross-

ways at all angles all over his drawings, and he
earriesthis follyto suchan extreme, inthc elevations

as well as in the plans, that he renders his work
confusing and in places simply ridiculous, with
no gain whatever. Apart from this draughtsman's
mannered delinquency, we could not recommend
his design, because it is too pretentious for a hamlet
chureh. with its tall clerestory and loftv-looking

choir, having the appearance of being a fragment
of a much bigger scheme quite out of harmony
with the little unpretentious church shown by his

plan. The vestry is too small ; the stairs down to

the choir vestry at the end of communicants' return

way would he most dangerous and awkward.
The w.c. and lavatory look very confined

and out of place in a church, thus incor-

porated with it. The pity of it is that
" White Heather " should not do better

and draw more reasonably. " Rookey," placed

fifth, sends the most countrified-looking scheme
of all the plans. His west end in the sketch,

indeed, is almost childlike in its simplicity, but his

design is not good, and he is working on wrong
lines. The result might be appropriate for stage

concoction, but not for a church buildmg. He
evidently knows nothing about church design or

its arrangement. Few things more ugly can be

found among the designs before us than the

wide spread out-of-scale lower-boarded lights

which disfigure his pimpingly small westeiri

tower. The uncouth ccmtrivance of the sanc-

tuary with the communicants' rail close up
to the altar, leaving no room for the priest,

suffii-es to illustrate his lack of even an elementary

acquaintance with practical requirements. The
two vestries are inconveniently disconnected,

leaving the boys in the choir-room entirely

without control. "Fergus" should have giveni

a perspective which might, if we judge rightly,

have told in his favour. The turret over the vestry

wall would serve for the sanctus bell, and if the-

detail had evinced a fuller knowledge of Medi;eval

charm, the author would have scored a much
higher place, in spite of the baldness of his out-

line drawings. As it is, the windows are veritably

commonplace and crude. The passage-ways be-

tween the seats are much too narrow, and yet

valuable space is wasted at the western end of the

building. There is no fireplace in the vestry,

which is treated as an octagonal-ended sort of

transept. The hanging screen over the chancel

entrance might have been made much more appro-

priate, instead of looking incongruous, as it does

now, though the notion is a good one. " Fuzzy
'^

sends a hard and mechanical sort of church, very
badly seated with outrageously long seats, ex-

tending the width of the nave, and only ap-

proached from the south aisle. Imagine their

awkwai-dness, and the difficulty of removing
a person in a fit or faint from a long
row of this kind, to say nothing of the

inconvenience generally in seating. The sacra-

rium is cramped, and the east window i.s

very ungainly and ill-considered. "Anchor""
has drawn parts of his work extremely well. The
tracery of the west window is admirably put in.

The general effect is restless, and the scheme is of

the pretty school—too much broken up and in-

consistent in itself. The sprawling ai-ches of the

chiu-ch are out of all character, and so is the-

arched girder-like erection spanning the entrance

of the chancel, to carry a rood, and supporting

figures. The priests' stalls face east, and are

located in pocket pens flanking the chancel steps,

and so come next the pulpit on one side and the-

lectern platform on the other, the pulpit and
lectern being treated as ambones. This combina-
tion might, with a little more study, have been
developed into a very befitting and effective-

arrangement. '
' Anchor '

' deserves ]>raise for the-

thought embodied in his scheme. "Lion,"th'e
author of the third design, it may be noted,

has something after the same idea in his.

plan, a trifle less encumbered, but not sc

structurally contrived. '
' Lot

"

' sends a lofty

church, very much over-towered, and witii.

big, Tudor-iike windows to the clerestory, not

well-proportioned, and very much out of scale.

The vestry projection takes too much the form oS

a transept, though the big lancet-arched doorway
in its west side shows what a diminutive affair it

really must be. The tower is the best part of.

his proposal. " Feather "" has shown what neat-

ness can do, and if the result fails to rise to a ^ery

high level, the author has, at any rate, given us-

a congruous scheme fairly well harmonious and
well-thought out. The four-centred arches of the

nave arcading are, accxirding to precedent, of the
" Late-and-Flat " mode, but the arcade looks very
thin. The hanging crucifix over the chancel

dwarf screen is not very nicely proportioned,

and looks out of scale with the rest of the work, and
the door to the organ-chamber ought not to have
been placed insidethe communion rails, as it is here.

"Aspirant" insures a shapeliness to his plan,

which certainly indicates a due recognition of

church needs, though the pulpit seems needlessly

large; and. we should have preferred the priests"

seats treated more as return-stalls, though such
points are relatively unimportant. It is the

general compactness and roominess which con-

stitute the makingofagood plan, it being provided
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that all other things are relatively in position.
The screen filling above tie-beam level is much
more appropriate than the one before alluded to.

The exterior o£ this church somehow looks better
in elevation than in perspective. Perhaps this is

due to the draughtsmanship. "Faith" has a
good and a plainer tower than the last ; but we do
not like the pew seating at the east end of the
south aisle. The sacrarium is of good shape.
The segmental arch over the porch does not har-
monise with the west window or agree with the
semicircular arcade within. " Xoric's " plan has
several good points : but the tower serves no use
internally, and the porch looks very insignificant.
The saddle-back tuwer by '• Xigel '" is countrified
and pleasing, with a capital sense of proportion.
The rest of the design is indifferent, however,
and the plan is unfinished and poor, "liuatre
Vois " gives attention to the circumstance of plan-
ning. His failure is architecturally concerned.
The remaining proposals are by '-Crocket,"
"Mold," •• Dick," "Xabob" ^utterly poor and
'•igly

1
^n<l " Smix," who ranks last.

The following formed the instructions to com-
petitors for this subject :—A Hamlet Church to
seat l.)0 people in the body of the building,
which is to consist of a nave and south aisle, with
organ cliamber on the N. side of the chancel.
The chancel is to be divided from the church by a
dwarf stone screen, .')ft. high above the nave floor,

there being four Gin. steps at the entrance to the
choir, with a suspended roof over, and no chancel
arch. The choir to be composed of eight men
and ten boys. Two priests' stalls to he provided.
The lectern to rise oli the dwarf stone screen wall,
and be used from the chancel. The pulpit is also
to form part of the screen wall, and be approached
irom the choir side. A return-way for the com-
municants to be contrived on the south side of
choir, and di^ided off from it by a wooden screen.
The clergy and choir vestry to be at end of south
aisle. Services will be conducted with full ritual

:

make provision accordingly. The east end of the
chancel to be square. Timber roof, thick walls,
traceried windows of simple character, massively
handled ; design to be suitable for a small stone
modern country church. 8ite to fall one in ten
from west tu east. The west end to have a 12ft.
wide space right across the church. 1ft. above the
nave, and the font is to occupy a central position
here. The south porch is to "enter at this level.
Xo west door is needed. Put broom, coal, and
heating-place on the north side, under organ-
chamber. Provide a bell-turret and square tower
of bold and low proportions over the nave at its
west end. Style left to the competitors. Plan,
two elevations, section, and view required. Scale
Sft. to the inch.

by absorbing carbonic acid from thr atmosphere,
gradually became carbonate, and thus the stone

was hardened and reconsolidated. The baryta
permeated through the stone, and its effect was
not to form merely an outside scab on the surface,

as had been suggested. This treatment was not
suited to stone which had been simply weathered
by water and carbonic acid : but the presence of

sulphate of lime in the decayed stone to the extent

of 'J per cent, was sufficient to render it applicable.

There wore advantages in associating with the

baryta a treatment with ceresin wax, which had
also been used alone, with apparent success so far,

in the case of some modern buildings. Ceresin
wax was also useful for mural paintings : besides

waterproofing the surface, it had the property of

reconstituting the ground and thus of enabling
repairing touches of colour to be put on.

THE COXSERVATIOX OF HISTORIC
BUILDIXU.S AXD FRESCOES.

AT the Koyal Institution on Friday evening
a lecture on this subject was delivered by

.Professor A. H. Church. Sir James Crichton-
Browne occupied the chair. Discussing the agents
which brought about the destruction of stonework
in towns. Professor Church, who illustrated his
topic -with numerous lantern views, said that
sulphuric acid must be given the first place,
though water, which acted as a carrier for the
sulphuric acid and as a solvent for the sulphates
formed, and also did damage by comlensing on
frescoes, could not be passed over. It had been
•calculated that the amount of sulphuric acid
poured out into the air of London amounted to
between half a million and one million tons
annually. Jlost of the sulphur in coal escaped,
when the coal was burnt, in the form of sulphuric
and sulphurous acids. Illuminating gas was a
minor source of sulphur, but the amount it con-
tained had trebled since October, 1905, when the
regulations restricting the amount of sulphur
allowable in London gas had been relaxed.
There was also sulphur in paraltin oil. The
effect of sulphuric acid in the atmosphere was
that the carbonate of lime of the stone was
converted into sulphate, the carbonic acid
•scaping. To treat stone which had decayed
through action of this kind with limewashl as
was sometimes done, was unsound in theorv
and ineffective in practice. It was preferable to
employ repeated coats of a 3 per cent, solution of
baryta, applied .as a fine spray, in cases where the
surface of the stone was very tender, and with a
rwe sj-ringe or a brush as it got stronger. The
baryta water was absorbed by the stone, and con-
.:erted the sulphate of lime formed by the action
3f the sulphuric acid into calcium hydrate ; this

THE BUILDIXCt TRADES EXHIBITIOX.

THE promise of success that was evident during
the first week of the Building Trades Exhibi-

tion at I ilympia has been more than fulfilled, and on
occasions it has been exceedingly diflicult to get

about the huge building on account of the crowds.

Of course, the exhibitor prefei-s not to have such a

number of visitors .as entered the exhibition on
Saturday last, when over 20,000 passed the turn-

stiles : but it pfoves the interest taken in the dis-

play not only by the architect, the surveyor, and
the builder, but by the foremen and workmen
themselves.

The Prince and Princess of Wales paid the

Exhibition a visit on Tuesday afternoon. Their
Royal Highnesses were conducted round the

Exhibition by Mr. H. G. Jlontgomery, and
were evidently keenly interested in all they saw,

)
.asking many questions of the exhibitors ^with

I

reference to the various appliances. They also

1
closely inspected the architectural drawings lent

by well-known architects, and exhibited in the

Annexe near to the BtiLnrxr, Xews Stand, and
afterwards ascended by Messrs. Waygood's lift to

the Gallery.

The Society of Municipal Engineers will visit

the Exhibition this (Friday) afternoon, when a

Conference of R Dad-makers and Road-users will

take place at 3 p.m., and several papers pre-

viously circulated will be discussed.

To-morrow is the closing day, and it is not im-

probable that many who will becoming to London
by the various excursions in cjnnection with the

Cup Final at the Crystal Palace will include a
visit to Olympia in their programme.
We continue our notices of the exhibits.

Stand No. 48, Row B, is occupied by Jlessrs.

A. W. Green and Co., showing a unique new
plaster and cement called " Maiblite." The par-

ticular quality of this plaster is that it is a pure

gypsum plaster 'manufactured under ilr. ^\'.

Brother's ]iatent . and can be papered, painted,

distempered, or enamelled upon within two hours

of its setting. It has a beautiful marble-like

surface, and can be used for external work as well

as for interior work. Its great strength has been

demonstrated at the Exhibition, where two sample
briquettes were jirepared at 11 a.m. and tested at

3 p.m. at Stand Xo. 16 by the .Vssociated Portland

Cement Manufacturers, Ltd.. the neat marblite

cement briquette breaking at G.'iOlb. to the square

inch tensUe. and the plaster marblite briquette

gauged ') of sand to 1 of marblite breakin^g at

2101b.. thus showing the wonderful strength of

the plaster.

Frazzi Fireproof Construction, Ltd., of

Essex Wharf, Duiward-street, Whitechapel, E.,

exhibits at the same stand a small building in

the Frazzi Terracotta Slabs. The construi tion '

illustrates most of the numerous applications of

the material to building work, whether for fire-

prooSng or building proper. The fireproof floors

are of various types, that used for the Piccadilly

Hotel, and here showh, being in lintel form, with

hollow terracotta slabs set on skewbacks, which
cover and protect the flanges of the steel joists.

Thirty-five thousand yards of this floor are being '

fixed at the Piccadilly Hotel. The Frazzi girder-

casing and stanchion-casing insure complete

protection of the steel against fire. The Frazzi

partitions have been used in a number of notable

buildings, such as the I'nion .lack Club, the

Royal Army Medical College, Charing Cross

Hospital, ice.

A new partition—"Brown's Brick Partition
"

is shown. It is offered in one and a half

inch, two and a quarter inch, three inch, and
four inch thicknesses, and is manufactured so

i

that it can be nailed into at any point, and I

will hold nails firmly. The omjiany makes a
speciality of cheap building work designed to

compete with corrugated iron buildings in price,

and yet to be permanent and artistic. It is worth
noting that the directors of the finn are also

directors of .lames Brown (London), Ltd., whose
ornamental bricks are well and long known to the

building trade.

The.Vutomatic Self-Folding Doors (Bay 20)form
one of the most novel and interesting exhibits.

They can be .adapted to any class of building, are

completely draught, dust, and noise proof, are

secure against panic, and are very economical, as,

not only is the price reasonable, but no extra

attendants are required to assist in the working.
Messrs. T. and K. McKenzie, Thatcher's-yard,

Moreton-terrace, Lupus-street. S.W., will be

pleased to give estimates for fixing.

Our notices last week were in many cases

curtailed for want of space, and this -n-as par-

ticularly the case with regard to Ripolin, whose
altar-like exhibit has been one of the most
admired stands in the hall. Kipolin's .salient

point is the smooth finish it gives to everything
treated with it, and this is lasting, and can be
washed, over and over again. Besides the gloss

paint the manufacturers have invented a flat paint,

which has a silk-like matt or flat surface specially

desirable for mural decoration. Ripolin can be
put to a >ariety of uses, and although it may be
possible to buy cheaper paints, these may in the

end be more expensive, while Ripolin is durable

and washable and requires no varnish.

At Bays22 and 23, Gallery, Messrs. Brookes, Ltd.

,

show various specimens of glazed Ijrick and tiles

manufactured at their new works, near Halifax.

They are of a high standard of quality and finish,

and the glazes are guaranteed to be hard,

durable, and leadless. They have also on Wew
several applications of their " Silex " hard Vork
stone, which has been used in many of the
Government buildings.

At St.and 109. Ron- F. the < Uiver Typewriter
Co., 75, Queen Victoria-street, have demonstrated
the practicability of their visible typewriter, and
have also rendered service to rxhibitorsand others

with their stenographic department.

Messrs. Pemberton, Arber, and Co., 1, Gray's
Inn Passage, whose name is well known in con-

nection with heating, lighting, and ventilation.

are showing in the Annexe a new door for public

buildings. Its chief novelty lies in the fact that

immediately a pers .n steps on the mat to enter

or leave the building the door automatically

opens and shuts, whilst its advantages are

many and apparent. The invention is only a
matter of a few weeks old, but the mechanism is

so simple and so easily adajited that Messrs.

Pemberton and Arber are prepared to negotiate

at once for instaDation.

.\n exhibit which shows the delightful effect

which can be produced by using broken colours

in brickwork is to be found at Stand 126. Row G.

—Messrs. C. H. Xorris, Ltd.. Erith. The exhibit

has been specially designed for the firm by Mr.
R. Frank .Atkinson. F.K I.B..\.. and represents

a pa^ilion or garden-house in the Georgian style.

Various specimens of the " C.ll.X." bricks are

also shown.
Messrs. Bratt. Colbran, and Co.. .Mortimer-

street wall sp:ice 170 , show their patent

"Heaped" fire in action. It is probably the

best and most up-to-date ojien fire that can be

obtained ; it has no front bars, is economical in

fuel, gives great heat into the room, and is so

constructed that very few ashes remain, and dirt

and dust are reduced to a minimum.' Some of the

mantel registers exhibited are very simple and
effective, and especially suitable for bedrooms and

offices.

Messrs. Samuel Elliott and Sons, Ltd., Cavers-

ham, Reading, have a fine display at Stand r28.

Row G, of joinery and mouldings, including a

handsome carved Austrian oak chimney-l>iece,

alcove, oak doors and overdoors, massive oak

stairs, also a pair of Spanish mahogany doors

for Gaddesdon JIanor, under Mr, Cole A. Adams.
architect, and a fine figured pitch-pine door, which

is worthy of inspection. The whole of the exhibit,

consisting of orders in h.ind. speaks well for the

high-class work executed by this firm. Messrs.

Efliott also have a great variety of mouldings for

all classes of work and in all kinds of wood.

They also show Elliott's patent " Perfect

.Simplex" Weather Bar for casements opening

inwards, for which fifteen medals and diplomas

have l>een awarded.
Adjoining the exhibit of Callendrite, the Harro-

gate Well Fireplace Co., Tunstall, have an
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interesting exhibit of thuir " Sepwell " and other

fireplaces. The advantages of the "Sepwell"
are that it is siinjile in construction, and is easily

and safely fixed, while the hearth and fire are on
the floor level, insuring perfect heat to the feet of

persons using the room. The fire at the same
time heats a bath boiler, and acts as a heat dis-

trihutor to other rooms. The fireplace is artistic,

and can be carried out to any special design.

THE LONDON BUILDING ACTS.

MR. BATSFOKD has issued a fourth edition

(price Cs. (id.) of that indispensable book
to all London architects, surveyors, builders, and
property owners, " The London Building Acts.""

Originally compiled by the late Professor Banister

Fletcher, it has been revised and brought up to

date by his sons.

Many parts have necessarily been rewritten.

The table of contents is greatly e.xtended, and the

index compiled afresh.

Nothing has ever been published corapaiable

with this textbook in its comprehensiveness and
accuracy, and its revisers are to be congratulated

on their able maintenance of its reputation.

OBITUARY.
Mr. J-\mes Clakke Hook. K.A., the veteran

painter of typical English seascapes and land-

scapes, died on Sunday at his home near Farn-
ham, aged 8S years. He became an Academy
student in IHliG, and commenced his long and
successful career by painting historical works,

for one of which, "The Finding of the

Body of Harold," he was awarded the Academy
Schools gold medal in 184.'). After some
dallying with Italian scenes he came under

the influence of the English Pre-Raphaelites,

and turned to his true field—that of landscape

and pictures of the coast and shore. One of

his greatest works was his " Luff, Boy I
" hung

in the Academy of 1859, and won enthusiastic

commendation from Ruskin. Mr. Hook, who was

a grandson of Adam Clarke, the BiVjlical com-
mentator, was elected an A.R.A. in 1850, and a

full Academician in 1860 ; only a few months ago

he was put upon the retired list. Both his sons,

Mr. Allan and Mr. Bryan Hook, are well-known

exhibitors at Burlington House.

The death occurred, at St. Albans, on Friday,

of Mr. William Swace, of 3, Verulam-street,

who, for about forty years, was connected with

the building trade in that city, taking over, in

association with his brother, the late Mr. John
Savage, who died on February 3, 1887, the busi-

ness carried on for some years previously by their

father, the late Mr. Daniel Savage. Among the

public buildings with the erection of which the

late Mr. William Savage was associated are the

St. Albans Tabernacle, the St. Albans Public

Swimming Baths (now the Salvation Army
Barracks), the City Police Station, and the Herts

County lluseum. Ho was also entrusted with

the carrying out of extensive alterations to the

St. Albans (iaswoiks, and had done various works

for the St. Albans City Council. A large number
of private residences in the locality were built by

him, and he was retained by the late Marquis of

Salisbury for the erection of waterworks and

residences on the Hatfield Estate. He was ~l

years of age.

Sir A. B. W. Kennedy (President of the Institu-

tion of Civil Engineers) will take the chair at the

Crystal Palace School of Practical Engineering to-

day (Friday) at noon, on the occasion of the annual

award of certificates.

At the last meeting of the Newcastle-on-Tyne
City Council, the recommendatiou of the city engi-

neer (Mr. C. R. S. Kirkpatrick) as to a modification

of the Ouseburn Valley culvert works was adopted.

It was decided to rescind the culvert contract by
paying the contractor 10 per cent, cii the unexpended
amount of the tender. The work already performed
will provide tipping for a great many years, and by
ending the contract with the culvert built to one-

third of its length, and the stream permanently
diverted into it, the city will save £12,500.

Messrs. George M. < 'allender and Co., Ltd., in

conjunction with Cork Asphalte, Ltd., took ad-

vantage of the Building Trades Exhibition to invite

their agents ttroughout the kingdom, to the number
of nearly 100, to dinner at the Holborn liestauraut

on Wednesday evening. Mr. George M. Callender

occupied the chair, and the pleasant evening spent

by everyone testitied to the good feeling existing

between the company and their staff.

COMPETITIONS.
Acton.—When the assessor's award was so un-

accountably made in the Acton Town Hall and
Municipal Buildings competition towards the

end of lUOii (see Biiluixo New'- for .Ian. 1.

1904), the result caused dissatisfaction at Mr.
MacVicar Anderson's choice, and this feeling

was freely and very generally expressed at

the time. The Council were consoled for

the miiment with the assurance that the pro-

tests then ounent were merely unmannered
ebullitions of passing discontent, which could

be easily lived down. This process of "living

down " has endured ever since, and another

climax in the proceedings was reached on Monday
last, when an injunction was granted in the High
Court of .lustice by Mr. .Justice .Sutton to the

Acton Ratepayers' Association, on the application

of Mr. Councillor Sjhultess Young, to prevent

the outgoing council of Acton from signing and
sealing a contract with Mr. W. O. Hunt, as the

architect, in regard to a modified project for erect-

ing public offices in the High-street at a cost of

£35,000. About a year ago the Local Govern-
ment Board refused to allow the original scheme,

as altered to tit the rerpiirements of the Council,

to be erected. Since then £2, 400 has been paid

by the district for architect's fees, besides the

quantity survej-or's charges on the same abortive

project. The matter seems now to have got into

a further inexplicable condition, and the late

election in the district was largely fought upon
this question. Some of the new Council, with a

want of foresight, seem determined to limit the

cost to £20,000 or even less, which is inade.^uate.

The inevitable muddle of some five years' duration,

starting with an unprecedented eiTor of judge-

ment, retlects no credit on anyone concerned, and
protest after jirotest has been naturally made by
the ratepayers against this almost endless waste
of time and loss of money.

DiKHAM.—The education committee has packed

up all the competition plans which were on public

view on Easter Monday and Tuesday, and it is

intended to return the designs as soon as the

assessor's award is announced, so that the com-
petitors can have no chance of seeing what has

been done, or of comparing thepremiatedschenes
with the unsuccessful ones for these schools. The
assessor can hardly be party to such a want of

consideration, to use no stronger term. The
invitations to view the plans were sent out

the day before Oood Friday, when most archi-

tects were away for the recess.

Eaulestowx.—The library competition, which
was an open one, has just been settled, when
design No. 16, on the recommendation of the

assessor, was adopted, the author being Mr. .1.

Myrtle Smith, A.R.I.B.A., of Trafalgar-square,

Chelsea. The plans will be open to view in the

town hall, Earlestown, froin the 22nd to the 27th

inst.

Meliiovkxe, Ai">t:'.alia.—The City < 'ouncil of

Melbourne, Australia, recently invited competi-

tive designs for the extension of the town-hall

buildings. Nineteen sets of drawings were
received, and a Board, consisting of professional

advisers and members of the council, was ap-

pointed to report upon the plans. At a meeting
of the council on March 4, the memorandum of

the Board was received. It was therein stated

that, after very careful consideration, the Board
had arrived at the unanimous decision to recom-
mend that the first prize of £300 be awarded to

the author of design No. 13. The report was
unanimously adopted, and the envelopes contain-

ing the competitors' names were then opened. It

was announicd that the first prize had been
awarded to Jlessrs. t^Jrainger, Kennedy, and
Little, National Trustees Buildings, 12:i, (Jueen-

street, Melbourne. It is anticipated that the cost

of the work will amount to £60, 000, .and that

operations will be commenced at an early date.

( If the winners of the first prize, Mr. .Tohn H.
(irainger, well known as the designer of Prince's

liridge. Melbourne, has successfully carried out
many largo structures in A'ictoria, and after

nearly a ten years' tenure, has resigned the

jiosition of chief Government architect. West
Australia, returning to Victoria to resume his

practice. Mr. (irainger is corresponding member
of the .Sooiete Centnale des Architectes Fran(,ais

of Paris. Messrs. Kennedy and Little are both
Fellows of the I\.V.I..\. 5Ir. Phili]i .\. Kennedy
is the author of many important buildings in

Bendigo, whilst he has just completed St.

Vincent's Hospital in Melbourne. Mr. John
Little has practised in Melbourne for 20 years.

Apart from his reputation as an architect, he has

been for many years the hon. secretary of the

Royal Victorian Institute of Architects, and is

lecturer in Building Construction at the Working
Men's College, ilelboume, and editor of, the

R.V.I.A. Joiti-nrtl of I'rocecdtiigs.

Rochdale.—Eleven sets of competitive plans

for the proposed new council school at Oakenrod
have been sent in to the Rochdale Education Com-
mittee.

.Stock Piiize.—The Council of the Society of

Arts offer, under the terms of the Stock Trust, a

gold medal, or a prize of £20, for competition

amongst the students of the schools of art of the-

United Kingdom, at the annual competition to be

held in 1908. The prize is offered for the best

original designs for an architectural decoration,,

to be carried out in painting, stucco, carving,

mosaic, or any other process. This architectural

decoration is to be for the side of a room or a hall,

a ceiling, the apse or side of the chancel of a
church, or any suitable part of the interior of a
building. The designs must be on imperial sheets.

Each set must consist at least of a coloured

drawing to scale of the whole design of decora-

tion, and two coloured drawings of details on-

separate imperial sheets. Mere patterns or

sketches of details, without the mouldings or

borders necessary to make up a complete decora-

tive scheme, will not be taken into consideration^

The designs must have been made between
April 1. l'J07, and March 31, 1908. The recipient

of a prize awarded under this trust in 1893 or

1897 cannot compete again. The designs are to

be submitted, with other school work, in the

usual manner, to the Board of Education, South
Kensington, in .-^pril, 1908. Each of the imperial

sheets, forming a set of competing designs, must
be marked, " In competition for the Stock Prize,"

in addition to being labelled or staged according

to the Regulations of the Board of Education.

SvxDEiu.AN'ii.—A new children's hospital is

the subject of a competition in Sunderland, and
questions are being raised as to whether architects

outside the borough should have been allowed to

compete : while it is stated that a mistake w.as

made in appointing a Newcastle architect as

assessor, and that some one from a distance ought
to have been elected as the referee. The
local papers object to Newcastle architects

taking otiices in Sunderland, so as to qualify

for local work, and contend that the two competi-

tions for branch libraries j ust settled form a case

in point of this practice. The writers contemplate

with horror the chance of architects coming freim

all parts of the country to rent cheap back rooms
in Sunderland on the oif-chance of gaining a foot-

ing in this favoured centre of architectural

achievement. The whole thing is too silly for

words, ,ind we can hardly imagine that the-

Library Committee will hesitate in confirming the

award of their assessor, Mr. Cackett, on any such

narrow-minded and, we think, illegal grounds.

Ratepayers clearly have the only legal lociix standi..

CHIPS.

During the past seven years there has been a
noteworthy increase in the building of self-con-

tained houses in Edinburgh, and a concurrent

decrease in the erection of tenements. The number
of plans for self-contained houses and villas passed

by the Dean of Guild Court for the city shows a

steady progress from 121 in 1900 to 315 in 1905, and
399 in 190S. while there has been a falling off of

about 25 per cent, in the number of tenements
sanctioned by the same court.

Memorial-stones were laid on Friday of a new
Primitive Methodist chapel in Coburg- street,.

Plymouth, to be built at a cost of £9,000.

The opening of the new library at Mill Hill,

School, which is Lord Winterstoke's centenary gift

to the school, will take place on May 14.

The borough council of Erith have resolved to

make formal applications to the London County
Council and the Woolwich Borough Council re-

spectively for their consent to the construction by
the Erith Council of tramways from Wickham-lane
to Knee-hill, Abbey Wood, authorised by the Erith.

Tramways snd Improvement Act, 1903.

The Southampton Harbour Board agreed on
Tuesday to the proposal to deepen the channel of-

Southampton Water, provided that satisfactory

financial arrangements are entered into with the

Lonilon and South-Western Railway Company,
owners of the docks, and other parties concerned.

The work, it is estimated, will entail an expenditure
i of i£50,00o.
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©ut Hhistratious.
1 AXXilN STUEET IIUE STATION, E.l:. If

The London County Council has just erected
this building. The totiil cost of the site of this

new station, including fees and costs, has been
about ti.i,037. The building has two frontages,

one in Cannon-street and one in (Jueen X'ictoria-

street. The drawings of the ncn- station were
comiiletcd in 190.5, and the estimate of Jlr.

W. E. Riley, F.H.I.B.A., the architect of the
Council, as to the cost of the building, was
£16,000. The Council's Works Committee,
undertook the work at this sum, and the erection
of the station has been carried out under the
direction of Mr. G. \V. Humphreys, theCounciTs
JIanager of Works. The Superintending .Vi-chi-

tect of the Council, from whose designs and
under whose supervision the building has been
constructed, prepared the following statement
for the opening ceremony, thus dealing
with • the features of the building. The
station embodies the result of the many years'
accumulated experience of the construction of fire-

brigade stations in London, and every known
device to insure a rapid turnout on the receipt of
an alarm has been adopted. The provisions are
as follows:— (1) Alarm bells are placed at the
Cannon-street and t J ueen \'ictoria-street entrances,
their- positions being distinguished by teiblets,

which are brightly illuminated at night. (2) In-
stantly the call is given electric bells ring and
electric lights show automatically throughout the
station, (o) The men at once slide into the
appliance room by means of the numerous
" sliding poles," so arranged as to land each man
as close as possible to his post of duty.

, 4) Simul-
taneously, the officer on watch having ascertained
the [locality of the fire, indicates to the men by
coloured lights on the ceiling the appliances that
are to turn out. [-5} The doors to the horse-stalls
have also been opened automatically, and the
trained horses have run into their places alongside
the appliances. The harness, already suspended,
descends upon the horses ; it is fastened together.
the doors spring open, and loud alarm bells on the
front of the station warn piissers-by that the appli-
ances are passing out. Thi- whole of the ground
floor is given up to the appliances, with the excep-
tion of the ' watch room. " This room is occupied
night and day, and is in direct electrical com-
munication with all ])art,s of the station. It

governs the appliance room on the one side and
the approach to the residential portion on the
other. The appliance room is paved with iron-
stone pa\ing, with panel of stable bricks, in front
of the appliances, and is heated by radiatoi-s. Six
sliding poles deliver from the upper Hoore into this
room. .Vbove the groimd Hoor the building is

divided into two blocks connected by bridges at
the various tloor levels. The first Hoor is given
up to the single men, wlio are thus always in the
closest possible pro.ximity to the appliances.
Each man haa a separate cubi Je, with window,

bed, and table. There is a hirge recreation room,

with space for a fuU-siz.j billiard-table, and a

mcssroom and scullery. The lavatory and bath-

ing arrangements are also on a complete scale.

The Second l-'loor. I'lie Uueen \'ictoria-street

block contains the remaining nine single men's
cubicles, heated by radiators, with lavatory, bath-

room, and w.c.'s complete, and has two sets of

slidingpoles in connection with tlie ajiplianco room.

Tire Cannim-strcet block provides accommodation
for the station officer and one set of firemen's

i|uarters, with two rooms, scullery, batli, and
w.c. -V small olfice for the station olhcer opens

off the landing. The Third Kloor. —The (^ueen

Victoria-street block provides two sets of ncarried

(]uarters, one of three rooms, with scullery, bath,

and w.c, and one of two rooms and offices. The
Cannon-sti-eet block also contains two sets of

married ipiarters. each with three rooms and
ollices. The Fourth t'ioor. —The(Jueen X'ictoria-

street block contains the washhouse and drying-

room, fitted with six drying horses, and a spare

bedroom. The t,'aimon- street block contains two
sets of three-room cpiarters. The Ntairciuie, which
is adapted externally for hook-ladder drill pra<:tice

continues u[) to tlie flat roof, whicli is planned asa
playground for children, and prott^cted by wire

guards. .V tlagstaff is erected on each front. The
hoist for storing and drying hose is in the corner

of the building on the west wall, and runs from
basement to roof. The basement extends over the

whole of the site, under the appliance room, and
the various stores, ,Vc., are accommodated here,

together with four drying horses, stokery, and
boilers for the heating apparatus. The old

vaults imder the pavement have been con-

verted into coal stores. The elevations

follow English architectural tradition, and
are carried out in Portland stone throughout.

The new station accommodates a start of one

station officer, twenty-two firemen, and four coach-

men, and is etpupped with a horsed Hre-engine, a

motor fire-engine, a hoi-sed fire-escape, a Magirus
long ladder, a manual fire-escape, and a hose-cart.

The motor tire-engine is of the latest pattern, and
it may be mentioned that there arc now five of

these appliances in the brig.ide. The horsed

escape consists of a .').')ft. escape, carried on a van

drawn by hoi-ses. There arc also carried on the

van a first-aid fire-appliance (a small cylinder,

which contains water, and an arrangement for

ejecting it by means of comiircs.sed airl which is

very useful for extinguishing a tire in it.-i initial

stages, and also some lengths of hose whicli can

be coupled on to a hydrant, and got to work, if

necessary, before the arri\al of the ste;un fire-

engine. The hoi-sed escapes of the present pattern

were introduced in 1897, when they took the place

of the old manual escapes, drawn or pushed by
hand, and they have fully justified their adoption.

The Magirus long ladder, which appliance has

only recently been introduced into the tire

brigade, consists of a ladder which can be (|uickly

extended by an automatic carbonic-acid arringe-

ment, or by hand, to a height of about .Soft., and

is mounted on a turn-table fixed to a carriage

drawn by horses. This appliance is chielly of use

at large conflagrations.

.lACOllEAX STAIUC.VSE. CMETUAM UO.sm'AI,, </

M.^NCHESTEK.

\Vi; have at various times published illustrations

and descriptions of the picturesque Chetham
Hospital in the centre of JIanchester. This

wiek we reproduce a drawing, by Jlr. W. -V.

Wildman, of the Staircase from the ground Hoor.

m'EEX VICTORIA MEMORHL SCHOOL. DIXHLAXE. I

of which the illustrations show the ground-floor

plan and perspective sketch. The upper iloors

provide ac<'ommodation for the headmaster,
assistant teachers, student teachers, as well as

six .school dormitories, having ablution wings
attached. The washhouse, laundry, boilerhouse,

&c., aie jilaccd in tilt? back basement. The build-

ing will be heated in the Keck patent circulator

system of low-pressure hot-water heating. The
adjutant's hotise of ten rooms and offi<-es is placed
ntiar the main entrance gate. The pioneer's block

will accouMuodatc the ciuartermastcr, instructors,

and engineer attacherl to the establishment, 'i'he

chapel, which rejilly will form the chief feature

of the memorial, is to be simple in detail, but is

dignified in design. The seating will bo for about
400 worshippers, including visitors. The decora-

tions of the chapel and its memorial windows and
tablets will be provided by sexeral of the Scottish

regiments. Large jjlay-sheds are to be included

in the scheme, as w(!ll as workshops for technical

education. The buildings, with the exception of

the chapel, which will be built of white stone, are

simply treated, but substantially constructed,

chiefly of brick harlcd with roughcast. The
scheme will probably take about two years to

fini.sh. Mr. .lohn Archibald Campbell, of

tilasgow, is the architect. Exclusive of the

chapel, the cost will be £.)0,000.

KXAMCl.ES or OLD lUOXWOKK AT THE TINE AKT
SOI'IETV'S EXHIHITIOX.

We give a plate of illustrations of e.xamples from
the important Exhibition of Mediavaland Renais-
sance Ironwork, now being held in the galleries

of the Fine -Vit Society in Bond-street. The
collection is of quite exceptional interest, contain-

ing, as it does, typical speciments of ( lormanic
ironwork from the l-!th century down to the 18th.

It has been accumulated during a period of about
thirty years, by llerr Ilauptmann F. (leiger, a

great lover of art and historical antifjuities, and a

resident in Bavaria, who has enjo^'ed exceptional

opportunities of acquisition from having lived in

the heart of the country which produces some of

the finest German ironwork. It is extremely in-

teresting to trace the gradual development of

form —in the specimens shown—from the earliest

Gothic periods, and to note the unquestionable
( Irientiil inlluences which helped to mould the

designs of the German craftsman. Whether these

infiuences were partly brought over from the c-a-st

by the Gothic tribes, who at successive period?^

invaded Western Europe, or whether they may be

traced to the intercourse between Southern
(iermany and \'enice and ISyzantium, is an in-

teresting (piestion : but the similarity between
some specimens of the present collection and the

same kind of thing which is found in India,

Arabia, and Spain is very significant. The < ierman
has always shown a love of detail, and at the same
time has evinced a capacity for grouping detail in

large forms and generalisations. This tendency
towards love of beautiful detail on the part of the

( Jerman c raftsman, although it did not always

produce such happy results in architecture, has

been very advantageous to his production of

ironwork designs, and has led him to achieve

results unlike those of any other people. Apart
from this, the tierman nation has built up its

existence upon the Christian ideals of family life

to an exceptional degree, and this fact is reflected

in its art hiindicrafts. There is something in

(_ierman ironwork which shows the desire of the

craftsman to beautify the home, and evidences his

impulse to decorate objects in the way in which

^he would have done for use in his own family.

The Geiger collection contains chiefly domestic

ironwork, and is therefore perhaps specially

being built for the Sons of Scottish sailors and chariicteristic of Germanic art, though ironwork

soldiei-s. The cost is provided by public sub- designs for churches and cathedrals in (Jermany

scription, and the school is intended as a memorial need not fear comparison with even tlic finest

to the soldiers of Scottish regiments killed productions of Spanish artists at Salamanca,

during the South African War. The site com- Burgos, Toledo, or Seville, or to those of Franco

prises about 4.j acres, and provides extensi.e in Paris, Rouen, Le Puy, or elsewhere. The
parade andplay-groimds. The land is magnicently Gothic Lock given as one of our illustrations is of

situated on the sloping Dunes of Kippcndavie, about the loth century, and probably belonged to

near l>unblane, Perthshire, in a central position, one of those large cottei-s which were much in use

and well known as one of the most bracing in Germany. Its delic;ite lace-like decoration is

districts in Scotland. The school will be conducted
,

characteristic of some of the tine work of this

I
somewhat on the lines of the Kukc of Vork

|

period. The hinges and handles are of the 1 6th

I
School and the Koyal Hibernian Militiry .School.

,

century, and also show the refined feeling for

i When the scheme is completed it will accom-
j

form to which we have rtferred. Amongst the

inodate 'iOO boys, who will receive a thorough
| immense variety of objects contained in the collec-

education and good training preparatory to 1 tion may I)e mentioned several cases of very beautiful

I entering the navy or army, ijn completion and door-handles, extremely varied in general design

' full e{iuipinent of the buildings, the school will and detail, al.so a great number of "ro.se" ba.ses,

be taken over and maintained by the Government ' and ( iothic and Kenais-sance plates for handles and

at the national expense. The departments at doorknobs. There are several complete sets of

i
present being erected are the main school blocks ironwork for doora and door-knockers of all dates,
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BviusEBC- Birmingham .

ACOEN HOfTEl
ArcMITECTJ . Bl^llMGHAM.

.

froiii Karly Gothic times through all pLfiiods down
to the Ijate Renaissance. Most of these are from

Southern tiermany, some of them from the

ncighlioiirhood of Ulm, Augshiirg, and other

towns in Uavaria. The grouped collections of

keys are of interest, and show great fertility of

design. Perhaps some of the most interesting

exhibits to the architect will he the hinges, whic h

have come from all parts of Southern (Jermany,

and are also very varied in size and design.

Kspecially to be noted are some of the very

delicate Early tlothic ones, which wore used for

cabinets and boxes. There are a few small

gratings of line workmanship which wer( pro-

bably doors of Aumbries (Sacramentsh;iuscr; ;

these are of about the middle of the 16th century.

IJolts and latches of all dates are also \cry

numerous, and there is a line bracket for an inn

sign from I'lm. The door-knockers, knobs, and

key-hole escutcheons are also well worth carefully

.studying: some of them are from the upper

Khine \' alley, the Swabian Jura, and the \alley

of the Neckar. Amongst these is a very

beautiful specimen, which probably belonged to

a monastery door, and has a figure of St.

Jlichael upon it. This is a reminiseonce of a

similar work in France, and it is instructive tn

compare the exhibition, as a whole, with thr

collections of French ironwork at Rouen and

elsewhere in France, and with the more frag-

mentary collections to be found in Italy, i 'nc

significant fact which asserts itself rather strongly,

if this be done, is the preference in (ierman work

for curvatures of a high order not easily resolvable,

and the deliberate rejection of the more common-
plai e curves and rectangular lines which are so

frequently over-prominent in French and still

more in Italian woi-k. This again probably

points to t Iriental inHuencu. Architects and those

interestc^d in the decorative handicrafts will

certainly tind the coUeition of unusual interest,

and it will rank among the most important of its

kind which has been e.\hibited in England.

" in ii.mNii NEWS DESiCXIXG CLl II : A IIAMI.KT

CHVKtll.

;Fou review of the designs and awards,

see page ') Ui.)

Plans have been prepared for the enlargement of

the Derbyshire Hospital for Women in Bridge-

street, Derby. The cost of the improvemeuts will

be about t!"_*,Uit'>. Messrs. Hunter and Woodhouse,
of Derby, are the architects.

The engineering building of McUill I'niversity,

Moutrcal, was completely destroyed by tiro the

other day, with a loss amounting to ,£l.')0,llllll. The
building was the gift of Sir William Macdonald,
and was one of the Hue-st .and best-eqtiipped

university buildings in the continent. ( *n Tuesday
a second tire occurred at the same university, and
resulted iu the destruction of the medical block, and
a loss of i;lllO,INIU.

The national memorial to the late Sir Hector
.Macdonald, at Dingwall, which takes the form of

a Scottish Baronial tower, 100ft. in height, will be
opened on Thur.-day, May 2'S, by the Marquess of

TuUibardinc, who tought with the decc{ised general

in the Sudan and ,South African campaigns.

The Earl of Warwick, the Deputy (irand Master
of the Masons of Kiigland and P. Prov. (Irand

Master of K-ses, will lay, with full Masonic ritual,

the chief corner-s'.one of the turret at the new west
front of Hereford Cathedral on May 14.

ACORX HOTEL, BIRMINGHAM. '

THE above hotel has been entirely rebuilt on

the site of one of the oldest hotels in the

Midland (Jounties, as it dates back as far- as the

Stuart period.

Mr. .\. M. Chance (the Chairman of Birming-

ham Licensing Committee), who, with his

colleagues, formally inspected the completed

buildings a week or two since, referred to the

hotel as being up to date, and remarked upon the

sanitary arrangements and system of tire-escapes.

The hotel affords accommodation for over 100

beds, besides numerous sitting-rooms, banqueting-

rooms, vVc.

The builder is Mr. Thomas Rowbothara, and

the architects are Messrs. Wood and Kendrick. of

Birmingham.
1 M I

The Hon. Wilham Sidney, Mayor of Chelsea,

bus opened the new public swimming - baths

which have been erected in Manor-road, Chelsea,

at a cost of lol,t)00. The baths are lor both men
and women.

The Uth-century astronomical clock iii the south

tower of ( Utery St. Mary church is about to be

replaced. It was recovered from a dustheap by Mr.

John James Hall, F.K.A.S., of Exeter, author of

"Large Pubhc Clocks: their Character and Re-

quirements."' For the past six months Mr. Hall

has been engaged, as a labour of love, in restoring

the clock to the church, and it now is in perfect

order.

The Great Central Railway is constructing new
juuctions with the recently acquired Lancashire,

Derbyshire, and East Cjast Railway at Duckmanton
and Beighton. At the former place a double-line

connection is being carried out.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

(iLAM.iiu I.NMin IK 111 Am iiiii-.i IS.—A siHriiil

general meetinfj of this Institute- was held un
Friday at ll.'j, St. Vincent-stieet, dhisgow. Jlr.

.lames M. JFonro, F.IM.U.A., president, in the
chair. The following were elected members of the
Institute :— Messrs. .lames Davidson, Aeadoni\'-
street, ( oatbridge ;, ( ieorge Simpson, T.'/l, St.

X'incent-street, (iUsgow; and .lohn Archibald
Wilson. 'J->, Bath-strec't, (Hasgow. The secretary
reported that the council had suggested the name
of Mr. Monro for the position of external
examiner to act along with the present examiners
at the forthcoming examinations of the Glasgow
.School of Architecture, in accordance with the
desire of the K.I.H..V. that an external examiner
should be appointed from this Institute. It was
also leported that the Council had written to the
Bristol .Society of Architects appro^'ing of a pro-

posal of that Society that presidents of all allied

societies should c of/irio be members of the
Council of the K.I.B..\. The president referred

to the liability of architects under the Workmen's
Compensation Act. IDOG, in the case of accidents
happening to clerks of works, architectural

pupils, ,^:c. .and he stated that the Royal Institute

had obtained an opinion from their legal advisers
on the subj-ct : but, as the opinion was not final,

the matter had been again referred to the
solicitors. The ]n'esident undertook to report the
result as soon as he heard it — The annual general
meeting was held on Tuesday, Jlr. .lames J[.

Monro, F.R.I.B..\.. president, in the chair. The
secretary submitted the thirty - ninth annual
report, which bore that the number on the
honorary roll is nmv se\en, and the number on
the ordinary roll seventy. The final arrange-
ments for the admission of the members of the
lilasgow Architectural Association as members of

the Institute are being completed, and the new
constitution will come into force next month.
The proposed new articles of association having
been finally adjusted with the Association, and
approved of by the R.I.B..\., have been
forwarded to the Board of Trade for examina-
tion and approval before submitting them to

the Institute for formal acceptance by special

resolution. The attention of the Council was
called to a i-ompetition issued by the Greenock
School Board, in whii-h the conditions were
found to be imsatisfactory, and in view of the
fact that some members of the Institute had com-
peted, the Council minuted that it deprorated
mcmbei's taking part in any competition in which
the conditions are not practically in conformity
with tht; suggestions drawn up by the Institute.

The Council suppurteil the proposal of the com-
mittee of the Glasgow .School of Architecture,

that the K.1.B.,\. should be asked to recognise

the work of the school !is exempting students
from the R. I. li. A. examinations. This proposal
was considered by the IM.B..V., who agreed to

accept llie diploma or sciii(jr cortiticate of the .School

of .Xrchitcituic as cscmiiting candidates from tin-

preliminary and iiitci-mi.-diale examinations; but
the Royal Institute did not si.-e its way to accept tlu-

class work executed in the school as enui\-alent to

the testimonies of study for the final examination.

The committee of the Schuol of Architecture have
now decitled tn meet the requirements of the

K.I.B..\. as to testiuiiinies of study by making
the corresi)onding class work executed in the

school etpial to these. The council for the ensuing
year was elected as follows :—Messrs. A. X.
Paterson, .John Kejipie, Horatio K. Ih-omhead.

T. L. Watson, James JI. Monro, .\lex. M'Gibbon.
A. Balfour, Chas. (lourlay. Thos. Ilaird. jr.,

George Bell. .Ylex. Skirving, Unbt. Miller, .lohn

B. Wilson, T. tl. .Vlicrciornbic, .1. J. Burnet,

and .las. A. Morris. The treasurer's accounts,

which were submitted and approved of, showed
that the funds were in a satisfactory position. .\

meeting of the newly-elected council foUnwed. at

which office-bearers tor the year were api)ointed

viz.: — President, Mr. .lames .M. Jlonro,

F.R.I.B..V. : vice-president, Mr. (ieorge Bell,

F.R.I.B..V. : auditor, Mr. Alex. Skirving,

F.R.I.B.xV. ; secretary and treasurer, Mr. C. 1.

MaeLean, writer, 11.'), St. Vincent-street.

JI.^xcHEsTEU Society or Auchitei is. — .\t the

meeting of this Society on Thursday niglit a lec-

ture on 'The .\rt of Garden Design in Italy
"

w.as read by Mr. II. Inigo Triggs. Jlr. Isaac

Taylor occupied the chair. Mr. Triggs is the

author of several books on the subject of his

lecture. A few years ago he was permitted to

make a survey of the \'atiean gardens—a work
which no one else had been allowed to do. Uis

lecture was illustrated by forty or fifty lantern

pictures of Italian gardens from the earliest times

to the present day. Mr. Triggs pointed out that

for centuries the architect was the designer of the

big gardens, and not the gardener. It was only,

he said, within the last three-(iuartersof a century

or so thiit the gardeners had fciken to garden
designing and had ousted the architect. This, in

till- lecturer's opinion, was rather to be regretted,

for the garden should be- in harmony with the

design of the hou.se to which it w;is attached.

Italian gardens were designed by men of eminence
in the an-hitrct's profession. These men knew
know the value of an enchanting prospect. The
Itjtlians meant by gardens something tpiite diifer-

ent from what Kuglish people meant by them.
The cultivation of Howers and trees was the

primary object with us : with them the garden
was an open-air continuation of the house itself,

quite independent of tiorieulture. .VU the same,

as all foreigners admitted. English gardens were
the finest gardens in the world. For one thing

the Italians could not produce a grassy lawn.

Mr. Triggs deprecated any attempt to combine
the Italian and the English styles of gardens, lie

had also a word to say in praise of the Italian

habit of keeping to one kind of tree for effect or

shade, and in dispraise of the Knglishman's love

for "a variety of foliage" obtained by planting

all sorts of trees near to one another.

NoHTIIEltN .\UCHITEC'rCllAL AsSOClATIllX.—The
members of this association held their first out-

door meeting uf the season on Saturday, .\bout
110 members travelled to Sunderland, where they
visited the Wear Commissioners' new othces, the

new police building and fire-station, and the new
Empire JIusic Hall.

SuEiTiELii Society or Aucmitects axi> Sck-
vevous.—The annual general meeting of this

society was held on Thursday evening in last

week in the Lecture Hall of the Literary and
Philosophical .Society, Leopold-street. Mr. E.

Holmes presided. The hon. treasurer's statement
of accounts and the report of the i-ouncil were
read. These showed that the financial position of

the society was satisfactory, and that there had
been a slight increase in the membership. The
report drew attention to the Model Cottage Exhi-
bition to be held this year at High Wincubank,
and the laying out of Fitzalan-square. a scheme
for the architectural treatment of which was
prepared by the council of the society and for

w'hich the city council had expressed its thanks.
Mr. .1. R. Truelove was awarded the prize of

il'y .')s. for measured drawings, subject to the usual
conditions. The ballot for othcers resulted as

follows :—President, Councillor W. C. Fcnton ;

vice-president, Mr. W. J. Hale; hon. treasurer,

Mr. F. Fowler ; hon. secretary, Mr. J. R.
WigfuU : i-ouncil, Messrs. C. B. Flockton, C.
(iibson; .1. B. Mitchell-Wichers, II. L. Paterson,
\. K. Turnell, A. F. Watson, W. G. Buck, C. F.
Innocent, and H. .1. Potter. At the conclusion
of the business meeting Messrs. A. \V. S. Cross
and G. Hubbard, of London, read short papers
dealing with "The Revision of the Charter nt the
Koyal In,stitute of British .Vrchitects." Their
addresses threw much light upon the proposals of

the Institute, which may have far-reac-hing effects

(m the profession in the future. The papers were
followed by a discussion in whii-h the feeling was
expressed that these proposals, the result of com-
promise, left the main subject, i.e., compulsory
Registration of Architects, much in the same
position as before, and that the supporters of this

mijasure should not relax their efforts until their

object was obtained.

A new infectious diseases hospital has been erected
at I 'aerau, Glamorganshire, the architect being Mr.
.lohn JI. .Tames, of Carditf. The sanitary arrange-
ments arc of the most approved form, and embrace
the " Boyle" system of uatural ventilatiou.

The new workhouse iulicmary, Whistou, is being
warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's
double- fronted patent Manchester stoves with de-
scending smoke -dues, the same being supplied by
Messrs. E. JI. .Shorlaud and Brother, of Manchester.

Mr. tieorge Bofi', of Park-street, Herts, builder
and contractor, died, after a short illuess, last week,
aged .') I. The business was established by his father,
who died eight years ago, when he was succeeded
by his sons, George (uow deceased) and his brother
Heury, who died IS mouths since. The firm have
done much work in Hertfordshire and Middlesex,
including at Park-street the new schools and alms-
houses and additions to Holy Trinity Church,
Frogmore.

Butlbiitg {nttlligtnct.

DoiudKii, BioiMsciUovE.—The Bishop of Wor-
cester has approved of the plans for a new church

at Dodford, in the parish of Bromsgrove, which
will present some uniusual features. It is to be

9oft. long, with a nave and chancel, but no aisles.

There is to be a south chancel-aisle, with an altar

for week-day services, and a south transept, with

seats for children. A saddleback tower, Gdft.

high, will stand at the end of this transept. (.)n

the south side of the nave will be a wooden
cloister leading from the tower to the main door

of the church. This cloister is to be utilised both

for processions and as a cycle storage. Between the

cloister and the church will be an open space oOft.

by 20ft., available for outdoor services, and an

outside pulpit, approached by the tower staircase,

will look down upon it. Other features will be a

west-end baptistery in the shape of an apse, and

a projecting minstrels' gallery over the clergy

vestry, which is to be on the north side of the

chancel.

EoKEMoNT. — On Tuesday Lord Balfour of

Burleigh laid the foundation-stone of a new
Presbyterian church, situated at the corner of

Seabank-road and Manor-road. The nave will

be toft. wide, and will have an arcade of five

arches on cither side separating it from the aisles,

to be used as jiassage-ways only. A double

transept will be provided on the south side of the

nave. I 'ver the main entrance vestibule a gallery

will accommodate i:i(l people. The total number
of sittings in nave, transept, gallery, and choir

will be il-JU. The hall will accommodate oOll

persons, and the five classrooms wn'll be separated

from the hall liy mo\ able screens. A large square

tower will be built at the corner of Seabank-road
and iManor-road. The Vmildings are designed in

the Perpendicular style. Messrs. Briggs, Wolsten-
holme, and Thornely, of Li\erpool, are the archi-

tects, and the builders are Messrs. (ieorge Parker

and Co.

CHIPS.
The extension of the corporation overhead electric

tramways at txreat Yarmouth to the village of

Caister, some two miles north, is nearly completed.

The Indian Government Forest Department have
arranged to supply the Eastern Bengal State Rail-

way with four thousand broad-gauge timber sleepei-s

{Ihpff fn-i-ttrp"^) tor purposes of trial. This timber
grows largely in botli Burma and the Audamans,
but it has not been used yet as a railway sleeper.

Should the trial prove a success, it will probably not

be without ertect on the present timber trade between
Australia and India.

The Liverpool Corporation have approved of the

construction of a main sewer from .\.lexandra-drive,

< >rrell, to Linacre-lane, and a new road from Moss-
lane, C^rrell, to Liuacre-lane. The total cost of the

works will be i;'.*,20-'). The new road will open up
communication with Fazakerley, Aintree, and
Walton, and give access from these districts to the

new North Docks.

The Local Government Board h:ts sanctioned the

borrowing of ,t2, 1(10 by the Bowland Rural District

Council for the purposes of carrying out a sewerage
scheme for the village of Waddiugtou, near
Chtheroe. The work is to be undertaken im-
mediately.

Mr. Joseph Dickinson, a well-known builder and
contractor, of Derby, died, after a long illness, at

Buxton on Monday night. He w,as Hfty-eight years

of age. He was a member of the town council, and
was also on the board of guardians. He was tor

mauy years connected with the Masonic brotherhood.

The new corporation waterworks for Otiey were
form.illy opened on Saturday. The reservoir,

which has been three years in course of construction,

is built .at Middletou on the hdls to the north of

Ilkley. Mr. John Waugh, ot Bradford, is the

engineer, and with him have been associated his sons,

Mr. G. B. and Mr. C. T. W'augh ; Mr. Win. Prest, ot

Bradford, was the resident engineer, and Mr. Wm.
Crabti-ee the clerk of works. The contractors for.

the reservoir were Messrs. H. Arnold and Son,

Doncaster. The cost has been 19.), 000.

The Council of the Surveyors' Institutiou have

accepted an iuvitation from the Scottish Committee
of the Institution to hold the next country meeting

at Glasgow on May L'o and -i. Visits are being

organised -to Edinburgh and to places of well-known
beauty in the neighbourhood ot the Clyde.

At the Roman Catholic church at Briudle, ou Low-

Sunday, the unveiling took place of the screen,

specially designed by Father C. Almond, O.S.B.,

and executed by C. Beyaert, of Bruges.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. AU communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communicntionp respecting illu^tratmns nr literary matter
should be addressed to the EUITOU of the BuiLDi.va
News, Clement's House, Clcraent's Inn Pa^sa^e, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other cnmmunioatious are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
The Strand Newspapek Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :— *' Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICB.
Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 1211. each, by post
128. 9d.^ as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX.. XLI., XLVI.,
xux., Lin.. LXi.. i^ii., Lx^\^. i.xv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., LX\'Tn:., lxix.. lxxi.. Lxxn., Lxxxn.,
LXXI^^, Lxxv., lxxvi.. lxxvii., lxxix.,
Lxxx., Lxxxi., LXxxn.. Lxxxni., Lxxxrv.,
LXXXV.. LXXXVI., LXXXVU.. Lxxxvin..
LXXXIX.. and XC. may still be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are oxit of print.

Most of tbe back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers reiiuirin? any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Builduto News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtamed from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free^ to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or tidols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. [ot 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

which he raises bristles, however, with ever-

recurring dithculties. When competitions are

open the result is pretty much of a scramble,

accompanied by this overwhelming waste of

money and loss of energy to which he alludes,

accompanied as well by a diminished » hance
in favour of the best design being chosen.

When the competitors are limited to a district

or township, no opportunity of winning work
is awarded to anyone outside the iharmed circle,

and complaints arise accordingly. When a
choice is made of a given number of more
or less specially suitable architects to compete, the

younger men complain and urge that they are

unfairly excluded by a privileged few.

Do what you may, some are sure to complain,
and the chief cause for lamentation just now is

due, no doubt, to the absence of work and the

slackness of the building trade all round. While
this is the case naturally a lai-ge number of archi-

tei'ts will be found ready to enter the lists at all

risks on the off-chance of procuring a job: but
every day it becomes more clear that limited com-
petitions are certainly growing in favour, so that

all but the leadmg men in London will be among
the tirst who must go to the wall, unless the

same rule of limiting the competitors to local

architects is adopted by building promoters in the

^letropolis. With small undertakings it is absurd
to have open contests at all, and it is absurd to

employ an architect from Yorkshire or even
Scotland to supervise a minor building, say,

somewhere in the suburbs of London or along
the south coast. Equally absurd for a London
man to go to the North ; but, as a rule, the
canny Scot is too exclusive to call in a Southerner,
and why should he r Your correspondent points

out the illogical infecundity of the particular
^ Northumberland open competition to which he
alludes. I do not deny what he says ; but what
is the alternative which he wovild proposer There
is the rub !—I am, ^:c., i.'nk in the Ra\k<.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

hne counting aa two, the minimum charge being 53. for
four hues.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (.except
Situation advertisements) is tid. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terras for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Vacant" or "Situations Wanted" and "Part-
nersllips," is Osr .Shh.! is<i f.^k T\vt^vty-F(.hir Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
Advertisements Jiitist be prepaid.

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. ^See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the ciirrent week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Re-.-eived.— J. A. C—H. and E.—B. and Co.. Ltd.—M.
—W. and Co.—J. H. B. and Co.—T. 6.—F. and G.—
Transom.—C. H. and P.—T. L.

Sre.-Yes.

T. T. H.—Not at present.

R. A. A.—We will bear it in mind.

Petrol.—Hardly of much use, we fancy, for that purpose

Aylksrlbv.— 1. It would probably be governed by the
custom of the district. 2. Yes.

Eastho.— Staeey and Co., OG, Lorrimore-road, S.E.,
supply a winch that would serve you and save labour.
Send for a circular.

H. H. L.—?«IacDowall, Steven, and Co., 4, t'pper Thames-
street, have there a model kitchen fitted up, at which
you can see some good examples uf carving tables for
hotels and restaurants.

Coritspoitlicncc.—•

—

COSIPETITIUX IXFECrXDlTIES.
To the Editor of the BriLDiso Naws.

Sir,—Your correspondent of the lithinst. may
not be far from the truth in his concluding and
pessimistic reflection that '

' the whole profession
will soon be bankrupt"! The entire question

RIDDRIE ESTATE C( )MPETITION— C'l >K-

PORATIOX OF GLASGOW.
SiK,—Does not this matter bid fair to add to

the long catalogue of unsatisfactory competitions ':

The corporation advertised for building schemes
for laying out the Riddrie Estate, and for designs

for three, four, and five roomed tenements thereon.

These were to be sent in on December I'J last,

but the time was e.xtended to January 12. This
extension was notified as late as Xovember '27.

when most competitors would have nearly or quite

finished. It is now past April 12, or more than
three months after the deferred delivery, and
nothing seems to be known or heard of any result.

It is generally understood that the Glasgow
Corporation officials are averse to this competition

—certainly they have not done much to give com-
petitors information, or to secure a satisfactory

issue.

The members of the corporation will do well to

look into this business, and bring it to as speedy

and just a conclusion as possible.—I am, kc,
CoMPETlTOli.

CEIIEXT TESTING.
Sir,—T quite agree with " Architect's "'

letter

in your last issue, "that the user requires, above
everything, a sound cement, and that, after it has

that once set, it must neitherblow nor expand, and
the Le Chatelier and Faija Test will detect such

unsoundness.'' but the former is often too severe,

especially on slow-setting cements when made
from heavily calcined clinker. In my fii-st letter

I had referred to the residue that might be left

on a 100 by 100 mesh sieve, which represents the

essence of the clinker—i.e., that most diBi;ult to

reduce to flour. The action of water on cement
is naturally much quicker on the flour than the

coarser particles, and the severity of Le Chatelier

test, which is completed in oO hours the same
time for a cement setting in five minutes cjr seven

houi-s), forces the chemical action of those coarser

particles, creating an expansion that does not take

place in a sound cement under natural circum-

stances, and which does not give any sign of

expansion with Faija warm-water test.

Le Chatelier is often too severe on slow-setting

cements of high tensile strain, and which have a

consistent rise in strength on sand test of some

200 per cent, between seven days and twelve

months, and which often show a greater expansion

when boiled in this instrument than quicker-

setting cements of lower tensile strain.

Both expert testers and cement manufacturers

are not always able to get the same results on two

testings of the same sample of cement with eeparato

mixings and separate boilings.

Also that sometimes a sample of cement tested

on a given day will show a certain expansion,

and if tried a few days later will show an increased

expansion, though usually age is supposed t»

give a decreasing one. Again, take a sample,

test for soundness by Le Chatelier : it gives,

say, 12mm. Aerate it by laying out in a timber

cooling shed, and after a week retest : it gives,

say, Gmni. Remove some of the cool cement
back to the sample room, where there is a constant

temperature of about fiO . Leave it a week and
test again : it shows as great, or greater, expansion

as when first tried.

The more we experiment with the Le Chatelier

test, the more surprises and contradictions are

opened out before us.

"Architect" might like to know that large

quantities of cement are manufactured with, say,

only ' per cent. resid\ie on a ion by 100 mesh
sieve : but, of course, it is somewhat more costly

to prepare. I am, \c.,

\ WoVI.I)-RE IIiOH-ClASS
CeMKNT JlANVFAfTl'ltEU.

LEQAL INTELLIQENCE.
A Cheshire Surveyor's Kemvneration.—Inthe

Chancery Division on Friday, Mr. Justice Warring-
ton heard a summons taken out by Lord Stamford
for the purpose of obtaining the opinion of the Court

as to the remuneration proposed to be paid by the

trustees to the surveyor of improvements on his

(^'heshire estates. On the death of the dowager-
countess in 1905, Lord Stamford succeeded as tenant

for life in possession of the Cheshire estate, which
comprised -1,.500 acres. The trustees proposed a

fixed salary for the surveyor ; but Lord Stamford
took the view that this was not proper, and they

then proposed paying a percentage on sums ex-

pended on improvements, varying according to the

amount spent. His Lordship said he did not think

he had any jurisdiction to settle the surveyor's re-

muneration ; but the Court being of opinion that

the arrangement made between the trustees and the

surveyor, as set forth in an affidavit of Dec. 1, 19' lo,

as to his duties and remuneration, was proper and
reasonable, there would be no order on the summons,
except that the costs of all parties should be paid

out of the funds in the hands of the trustees.

LivERi'OOL Architect's Fees.— .\t Liverpool

County-court on Friday, Joseph Henry M'Govern,
architect, 21, North John-street, sued James
Kershaw, furniture remover, 30 1, Kensington, for

£2 23. for the preparation ot plans. PiaintifY had

been paid for plans which provided for structural

alterations in defendant's property, and was promised

£3 3s. if the adjacent owner, Mr. Lewis Hill, con-

sented to the alterations. Mr. Hill did not do so .

but subsequently defendant was alleged to have

ordered fresh plans to be proceeded with, whether

Mr. Hill consented or not, and it was for these

amended plans that plaintiff now sued. He con-

tended that, according to a decision in the Chancery

Court, defendant could "go on" with the plans,

whether the adjoining owner consented or not.

The defence was that the second set of plans was
ordered subject to the consent of the adjacent

owner to their execution. "I have had trouble

with architects before." said the defendant, amid

laughter. Judgment for plaintiff for the amount

claimed.

What is a STEUCTDKKr—In the King's Bench

Division on Saturday, judgment was given by the

Lord Chief Justice, Mr. Justice I>arlnig, and Mr.

Justice PhiUimore in the appeal the King v. G. L.

Denman, Metropolitan Police magistrate (ex p-trt-

Palace Theatre Company). This appeal raised a

much-vexed question as to what constitutes a

"structure" under the London Building Act. A
rule had been obtained call uig upon Mr. Denmm,
the magistrate, to show cause why he should not

state a case raising points of law for the decision of

this Court. The facts were that outside the Palace

Theatre there had been erect«-d what was described

as a temporary structure, 13ft. high, and standing

out 3tt. from the building. It was used for I he

purpose of displaying advertisements tlirough a
transparent material, which was illuminated at night-

time from the inside. The magistrate convicted, on

the ground that it was a building or structure within

the meaning ot the London Building Act ot ISiJt,

and that, it being beyond the building line, the

appellants were liable to be fined. ( in the other

hand, it was said that it was not a building or

structure within the .\ct, bjing merely bolted to the

wall. The magistrate sent an affidavit to the effect

that no question of law was raised, and he decided

the case on the facts. The Lord Chief Justice said

he agreed with the magistrate that the question was
one of fact, and therefore his decision should stand.

The other judges concurred, and the rule was dis-

charged.
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The accommodation provided at T'niversity

College, London, for the Schools of Architecture

and of Engineering will be considerably extended

before the beginning of tht; next session in (October

by the additional space wliich becomes available

through .the removal of I'niversity College

School to Hampstead. Full courses for uni-

versity of London degrees in architecture and in

engineering are given at University College and
occupy three years. Students intending to enter

the college in • >ctober should pass the matricula-

tion examination in June or in September. The
Andrews scholarships are offered for competition

in May next. C'ne of these scholarships, value

£30, in science and mathematics, is tenable in the

school of engineering.

A SERIES of tests to determine the relative

strength of green tamarack and green Norway
pine timber has recently been made by the Forest

Service of the United States Department of Agri-

culture at the timber-testing laboratory at Purdue
University. Lafayette, Indiana. Nearly aU the

material tested grew in St. Louis County, Minne-
sota. Bending tests were made upon beams with

a span of 13ft. 6in., and ranging from 4in. by
loin, to Gin. by 12in. in cross-sections. These
tests prove the uniformly great sti'ength and stiff-

ness of green tamarack over Norway pine in

structural sizes. When oven-dry, tamarack
weighs 291b. per cubic foot, and Norway pine

about 241b. per cubic foot. Tamarack is of slower

growth than the pine. Bending tests on small

clear pieces indicate that strength decreases in

tamarack when the rate of growth is faster than

an inch in eight years, and in Norway pine when
the growth is faster than an inch in ten yeai-s.

Comparative tests on the seasoned timber of the

two species will be made later.

The Secretary for Scotland has appointed Mr.
-lames Caw, at present curator of the Scottish

National Portrait Galley, to hold the otlice also

of curator to the National Gallery ot Scotland.

3Ir. Caw, who is forty-three years of age, was
trained as an engineer, and was for a number of

years engaged in designing machinery : latterly

he studieii art in Glasgow and Edinburgh. He
was appointed curator of the National Portrait

(-iallery of Scotland in 1S95 in succession to the

late Mr. John Gray, and has held the office ever

since. He is the author of " The Scott Gallery
"'

(1893), and of numerous contributions to the

Dictionary of National Biography and to art

magazines. The Scottish Secretary has at the

same time appointed Mr. Richard Wood to be

secretary and accountant to the new National

Galleries Board. Mr. Wood was for many years

•chief assistant to Mr. Inglis, secretary to the now
defunct Board of Manufactures.

In a recent paper on dairy farm buildings. Dr.

S. S. Cameron, the chief veterinary officer of the

Victorian Department of Agriculture, states that

the transformation of the squalid and insanitary

•cowshed into a cleanly and convenient building is

a change demanded alike by sanitary and com-

mercial considerations. He points out that the

•dairy farmer is often loath to concede that these

two considerations are compatible. He then de-

scribes the principal featui-ers of a modem cow-

shed, emphasising the importance of smooth
internal wall surfaces, ventilation, light, drainage,

..Vc. Dairy farm buildings have been in \'ictoria

very much behind those found in this country

;

indeed, in recommending the platform stall tloors

and guttered gangways. Dr. Cameron states :

••Although this style of open drain or gutter is

seldom seen in A'ictoria, it is almost universally

adopted in byre.s and cowsheds in the British

Isles, European countries, and New Zealand, and

is found to be a much cleaner, more satisfactory,

and convenient drain than the ' three-brick,' or

sloping-side drain."

Me.SSKS. AUCKIIIAI.II CoXSTAKLK \N1> Co., IiTI).,

have issued t-.vo useful textbooks. The first is

" Agglutinants of all Kinds for all Purposes," by
H. C. Standage, in which will be found a capital

collection of formula' for cements and agglutin-

ants of all kinds. The price is six shillings. The
other is "Glues and CJelatines," by R. Livingston

Fernbach, which is a thoroughly practical treatise

on the testing and examination of glue and
gelatine. The price is 10s. lid. We heartily

second the author's hope that the day is not far

distant when glue and gelatine will be purchased

on specification, and a imiform system of tests

adopted. He writes for the United States, but

the need is great liere. Meanwhile his book will

to a very considerable extent protect the im-

initiated consumer.

To prevent th<' percolation of moisture through
concrete walls. Mr. .Tohn (J. von Hofe, of 122,

F.lm-street, Long Island City N.Y., has in-

vented a new t)-pe of hollow Ijuilding block and
a new form of wall construction—a veneer of

hollow blocks bonded to an air-spaced monolith
mass. The block is nan-ow, being adapted to be

used as an ornamental veneer for a continuous

concrete wall. A recess is moulded in the end of

ea('h block with a semicircular opening in the

rear wall, and when two blocks are placed end to

end, the adjacent recesses form a chamber, to

which access is provided at the rear through a

circular port formed by the two adjacent openings.

This chamber being larger than the port serves as

an undercut cavity or T-shaped lock. In con-

structing the wall the veneer blocks are set up in

courses which break joints in the usual manner,
and the concrete is poured in between them and a

temporary backing. The material Hows into the

undercut cavities, securely bonding the blocks

to the concrete wall. Eich block is formed with

air spaces, which register with similar spaces in

the courses above and below, so that ccntinuous

vertical air passages are formed throughout the

wall. Air passages are formed at the back of

each joint in the veneering, so that moisture seep-

ing through the joint will be arrested by the air

space. The invention can be applied to face brick,

terracotta, or cement blocks.

At the recent meeting of the Sand-Lime Brick
Association in Chicago, a paper was presented by
Mr. E. W. Lazell, Ph.D., giving the results of

tests of over one hundred samples of sand-lime

bricks from fifteen different factories. These tests

comprised :—Tranverse test (including modulus of

rupture I, compression test, absorption test, com-
pression after absorption (this latter test being

made on bricks saturated with water:. In the

samples of mixture submitted, the fineness of the

material was ^determined, and also its chemical

composition. The average modulus of rupture

obtained was 4-tGlb. The average compression

strengh in pounds per square inch was 2,922. The
average absorption was l.'rUi per cent. The
average compression strength in pounds per

square inch when the bricks were saturated with

water was 1,901, which shows a loss of 32'»8 per

cent, from their strength when dry. (Jnly five

lots met the full testing requirements of the

Bureau of Buildings of New York, showing that

a higher standard of manufacture is desirable.

Puops of concrete are being used in coal and
other mines in the United States successfully and
economically in the place of lumber. A great

deal of lumber is used in mines its supports in the

galleries' .and drifts, and the atmospheric con-

ditions in the mine interior make it necessary to

renew this wood frequently. With the props

made of cement, the first cost is the only one, for

once they are placed they are there for all time.

The <ement props are made at the mouth of the

mine, and being reinforced with metal they are

not nearly so bulky as those of wood, which is

often an important consideration. It is said that

their cost is half that of wood.

TuK Alphons Custodis Chimiiey Construction
Company of New York have taken the contract

to build the tallest chimney in the world— in fact,

the tallest structure of any sort save the Eiffel

Tower, the Washington Monument, and Phila-

delphia Town Hall—from the Boston and Montana
Consolidated Copper and Silver Mining Company
at Great Falls, Mont. The chimney will rise

.'lOOft. .above the top of the foundation, and will

have an internal diameter at the top of .50ft. The
chimney is designed so that an additional Ooft.

may be put on at any time in case additional

draught is desired. The point where the chinmey
is to be built is i.S'iHU. above the sea level, and
on account ot the exposed location and the strong

gales in Montana the chimney has been designed

to withstand a gale of 12.') miles an hour. The
total dead weight ot the chimmy is estimated at

17,000 tons. Four electric elevators will be
employed to carry up men and material. A brick-

yard will be built especially for the purpose of

manufacturing the required perforated radial

brick, and the entire brick plant will be run by
electrical power derived from the water falls of

the Missouri River. The Custodis Company
expects to finish the chimney, the contract price

for which, without foundation, is about £40,000
sterling, in about a year.

In the new Custom House in New Y'ork city

the large dome surmounting the interior rotunda

is constructed entirely of fireproof flat terracotta

tiles, and the total absence of any metal for sup-

porting this elliptical dome shows the great

cohesive jiower of flat tiles when laid in cement
mortar. The dome is 80ft. by 13.5ft. in size, and
supports on its summit a skylight of glass and
metal whose tot:il weight is 140 tons. The tiles

used for this purpose are 12in. in length, 6in. in

width, and about lin. in thickness. They are

laid on edge, and form a perfect cune. The
supporting walls of this rotunda are built of brick

up to the lower part of the dome. A massive flat

ring of steel is fitted on the top of this brickwork

and imbedded in it, and from this the dome
springs. The foundations of the dome are of solid,

fiat tiles cemented together on their edges, but

after a few courses an outer and inner shell is

formed. Nine layers of lin. flat tiles foi-m the

lower courses : but as the curvature of the dome is

reached, one course after another is omitted until

near the middle there are only three layers of tiles

for each shell, leaving an ojien space between .

them.

MEETINaS FOR THE ENSUINO 'WEEK.

Saicrd.w (To-murrow).—Edinburgh Aichitectural Asso-
ciation. Visit to Bantrour Village Asylum.
Train from Waverley Station, 2 p.m.

MosDAV.—Coal Smnke Abatement Society. Annual
Meeting at Haymarket Theatre. 3 p.m.

Surveyors' Institution, Discussion on
"The Improvement of our Woodlands."
4 p.m.
Roval Institute of British Architects.

,
•• Picture Galleries." by A. W. Weissman,
Architect, of Amsterdam. 8 p.m.
Society of Arts. *' Deter^rents and

Bleaching Agents." Cantor Lecture No.
•2, by Professor Herbert Jackson. 8 p.m.

TcESDAV.— Society of Arts. *' Social and Economic Con-
ditions in Australia," by the Hon. J. W.
Haokett. LL.D. 4.30 p.m.
Institution of Civil Eajineers. Dis-

cussion on " The PjTmont Bridge.

Sydney, N.S.W.," and""Ssring Bridge
Over the River Avon at Bristol." 8 p.m.

Wedsesdav.—Royal Sanitary Institute. Inspection and
Demonstration at the East London
Waterworks, Lea Bridge, Clapton. 3 p.m.

Society of Arts. " The Cultivation of

Indiarubber," by Herbert Wright, of

Ceylon. 8 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

Annual Business Meeting and Valedictory

Address by the President, Hippolyte J.

Blanc, R.S.A. 8 p.m.
TncBSDAV .—Institution of Mechanical Engineers. Presi-

dent's Address. 8 p.m.

Fridav (April 26).—Quantity Surveyors' Association.

Dinner, Criterion Restaurant. 6.3U for

7 p.m.
Institute of Sanitary Engineers. " Sani-

tarj' Liw," by Dr. J. Priestley. 7 p.m.
' Architectural Association. " Liverpool

Architecture." by F. W. Simon,
F.R.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

Saturdav (April 27.)—Northern Architectural Associa-

tion. Students' Sketching Visit to

Ovingham.

THE AECHITECTUEAL ASSOCLVTION.
Vl'HIL Mh- lIHOIXAKV GEXKR.iL MEETING at Nu. 1~,

TuJtoD -tr,-e', W.-Imin^ter, S.W.. at 1:.!** p-ni. PAl'ER l>> Mr.

F. W. SIMO.N, .in " Li'i-rpool .\rctiitecture." lUustrnted by Luntero

Vie..». Elc.tx>uoriim..'r.-
AI'RIL'JTth: FIRST SIMMER VISIT—to Rothamsted, near Har-

nenden. tliu seat of Sir C. Lawes.Witlewnmije, Bart.

The house "a* originally erected about I47II. i.dded torn the Jacobean

period, and again enlarged bv its present owner.
P.O. for as. 6d., for return far*, to be forwarded to the Secretary, at

1-S, Tufton-street, Westm nster, on or before the 2;ird ApriL Members
to meet on tlie platform at St. J'ancras Station at I.w p.m.. for the •i.Ili

train for Harpenden. 'Train leaies Harjwnden at G.rj, arriving at St,

Panoras ".'.ill.

HENRY TANNER, Junr.l „ -^
C. WOST.NEK SMITH, f

"" °^

THE SOCIETY OF AECHirECTS.
STAPLE INN BCILUINGS. HnLBoRN. W.C.

IKCHITECTLR.tL SCHllI.ARSHlP EXAMIX.VTION. MA\ Mb.
Entries close MAY 1st. Open to any person under IS years of ace.

Value £lo per annum for Three Ye Jrs. No entrance fee. Entry form

on application.

The Harbour Commissioners of Aberdeen con-

sidered on Monday proposals by their works

committee for obtaining a floating-dock, its site

to be off Pocra jetty, aud the utilisation ot the site

of the existing graviug dock for the erection of a

timber whart. The estimated cost of the various

works is £00,620. The floating- dock is ultimately

intended to be 4G2ft. long by 90tt. broad : but mean-
time it is proposed to proceed with the first section

of the dock, which is to be 308ft. in length.

Decision on the subject has been adjourned for a
month.

The foundation-stones of a Wesleyau ceutral-hall,

to cost £17,00(1, were laid at Chatham on Wednes-
day. The hall is to be built on the site of what was
to have been a theatre, the foundations for which
were once started.
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WAGES MOVEBTENTS.
The Lahoii: Makkkt in- March.—The monthly

memorandum on the state of the labour market
prepared by the Labour Department states
that employment on the whole continued good in
March, and in many trades as compared with
February showed an improvement, in addition to
the ordinary seasonal movements in the outdoor
trades. The increases in rates of wages reported in
March afTected over JOO.OOO workpeople, and the
aggregate weekly rise amounted to more than
£2o,000. In the 27o trade unions, with an aggre-
gate membership of 61S,I.')0, making returns, 22.058
(or 3-0 per cent.) were reported as unemployed at
the end of March, 1907. as compared with 3-;i per
cent, at the end of February, I;iil7. and .3-9 jjercent.
at the end of March, 1906. Dehnite results were
reported in the case of 30 disputes, new and old,
directly affecting 3,487 persons. Of these 30
disputes 12 were decked in favour of the work-
jeople, 11 in favour- of the employers, and seven
were compromised.

TIMBER'."
Teak, Burmah per load £10 10

"
" ' ...90

... 3 12

... 5 10

... 2 10

... 4

.. 4 2
... 3 5
.. 3 10
.. 4 2

LATEST PRICES.
IRON.

Per ton. Per ton.

£S 15
7 15
7 5
8 10

r.oUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to
RoUed-Stfel Joists. English 7 5 0,,
Wrousht-Iri in Girder Plates 7 0,,
Barlron. good Staffs 6 B „
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Kound, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 6 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
BestSnedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, forbondine, &c., £3 15s. to £9.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 IDs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.
eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge fw 10 ...£14 n

Best ditto 14 ... 14 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

to 7

96
8

10,-
9 10

10 6 11-
11

113
12
12-

13 14
12 9 13 6

Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 10 to
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „
Rolled-Iron Fencing "Wire 9 5 0,,
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,,

,, „ „ Galvanised. 9 0,,
Cast-iron ,Sa.sh Weights 4 17 „
Cut Floor Brads 10 10 ,,

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 10 „
Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter £3 2 6 to
4in.to6in 6 0,,
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,,

15 B.W.G.
14 6 per ewt.

Per ton.
£8 10
8 10
9 10
7 10
9 10
4 17

10 10

£6
6

nos. od. to 117s. ea.
70s. od. „ 753. Od.

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned
and bored joints, as. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall
Hot Blast, ditto

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) ;

—

Gas-Tubes e7ip.c.
Water-Tubes e»
Bteain-Tubes .*.!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 57t "t
Galvanised Gas-'Tubes 1.!!!!! 55
Galvanised Water-Tubes !!.!!!!.'!!!!!![!!!!!! 50 "
Galvanised Steam-Tubes ."!!!.!!.!!!!!!!."!.! 45 "

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

„ ,.
Per ton. Per ton.

Spelter, Silesian £23 to £23 10
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 10 „ —
„ „ „ Country 24 5 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 „
„ „ ,. Country 24 15 ,,

—
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 „

,, ,, ,. „ Country 25 15 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
ontside Town 26 10 „
„ „ „ „ Country 27 5 „ —

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 10 ,,

„ „ Country .. 26 5
,,

—
Lead Soil-pipe (5in. and 6in.
extra) Town 25 10 „ —
„ „ „ ,, Country 2i 5 „ —

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 5
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 116 „ 116 10
Copper. British Cake and Ingot... 10 J 10 „ 107 10
Tin, Straits 184 10 „ 18S
Do., EngUsh Ingots 18!i 10 „ 190
Pig Lead 21 3 „ _
Sheet Lead, To\vn 23 ,

„ „ Country 23 18 '„ —
Genuine White Lead 27 5 „
Refined Red Lead 25
Sheet Zinc 35

,,
—

Old Load, against account 19 „
Tin per cwt. 11 „ —
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 9 „ —

to £22
„ 17 10

„ 6 5
„ 9
,,6
„ 8 15

.,7
„ 6 10

.. 5 10
7 8
5
5

,. 9 5
., 18

„
3

„ 5 15
6
6

Bangkok
Quebec Pine, yellow

„ Oak
„ Birch
„ Elm
„ Ash

Dantsic and Memel Oak
Fir

Ash. tjuebec
Birch, New Brunswick ...

,, uuebec „ ... 2 7
Elm 4
Box, Turkey per ton 6
Cellar. Cuba per ft. sup.
Jurrah planks per ft. cu. 2
Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 10
Lath, Dantsic. p.f 4 o

St. Petersburg 4 Q

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by liin.
by llin. :—

Quebec, Pine, Ist £21 13
„ 2nd 17 15
„ 3rd 11 5

Canada Spruce, 1st 11 5
2nd and 3id 9 5

New Brunswick 8 15
Riga 8 5
St. Petersburg 8 5
Swedish 7 10
Finland 9
White Sea 10 10
Battens, all sorts 6

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 14
2nd ditto 12
Other qualities 4

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10

Prepared Flooring. &c.

—

lin. by 7;n. yellow, planed and Per square.

to £35
23 10
14
16
11
9 13
9 5

17
20 10
9 3

20 10
13

£1
16
14

.shot £0 13
lin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched o 14

IJin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched o 16

lin. by 7ui. white, planed and
shot 12

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched q 12

IJin. bv 7in. white, planed and
matched 15

Jin. by 7in. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ... 11

lin. by Tin. „ ,, ... 14
Jin. by 7in. white ,, ... 10
lin. by Tin. „ „, ... 12

6 to £0 17 6

18

10 0-

14 6

IS

16 6

13 6
18 O
It 6
13

Memel, cr. pipe 220
Uemel, brack 190

WOOD.
BriLDi.v.-. Wo»)D.

Deals: Sin. by llin. and 4in. by £ s. d.
9in. and llin 13 10

Deals: 3by9 13
Battens : 2Uq. by 7in. and Sin.,
and 3in. by 7in. and Sin 11

Battens ; 2| by 6 and 3 by 6 10

Deals: seconds 10
Battens: seconds 10

2in. by 4in. and *2in. by 6in. 9
Sin. by 4iin. and 2in. by oin. ... 8 10

Foreign Sawn Boards

—

lin. and l^in. by Tin 10

to £45
„ 230
„ 200

At per standard.

£ s. (

15 tl

14

„ 12
less than

7in. & 8in.
less than best

to 10
9 10

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per square less than 7in.

STONB.*
Red llan.saeld, in blocks per foot cube £ 2 4|
Darley Dale, ditto 02a
Red Corsehill, ditto !!.!!!!!"! „ !!! 2 2
Closebum Red Freestone, ditto „' ... 1 lOi
Ancaster, ditto

, ... 1 10
Greenshill. ditto !."!." „ !.[ 1 10
Chilmark, ditto ;in truck at Nine Elms). ,| !!! 1 9t
Beer, ditto q 1 G~
Hard York, ditto "'.'..'.'. ", !!] 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two sides,
random sizes „ ... 1 3

• AU F.O.R. L-jndon.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per toot cube £0 10

Delivered oh road waggons, Paddington
Depot 1 6§

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot 1 Sf
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station „ ... 1

Ditto, deUvered at Nine Elms Station ... „ ... 1 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 5J ... £0 1 7J

DeUvered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ...I

Ditto Nine Elms I>ep3t-..
(

Ditto Pimlico Wharf )

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 8 per 1,000 alongside, in river.
Rough Stocks and

2 1 2 2i

fin. 10
more than
battens.

Fir timber : best middling Danzig At per load of 50ft.
orMemel 4 10 to 5 (

Seconds 4 „ 4 10 (

Small timber '8in. to lOin.) : 3 12 6
Small timber ;6in. to Sin.) 3
Swedish balks 2 10

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average) 4

JoiKEBS' Wood.

5
4 10
3 15
3 10
3
4 13

White Sea : first yellow deals, Xt per standard.
Sin. by llin 24 to 23
Sin. by 9in 22 „ 23
Battens. 2iin. and Sin. by Tin. 16 10 „ 18

Second yellow'deals, riin.bv iin.... 18 10 „ 20
3inby9in... IT 10 „ 19

Battens. 21in. and .Sin. by Tin. 13 10 „ 14 10
Third yellow deals, Sin. by llin.

and9in 13 10 „ 15
Battens, 2Hn. and Sin. by 7in. 11 „ 12

Petersburg first yellow deals.
Sin. by llin 21 „ 22 10
Do. .Sin. by 9in 18 „ 19 10
Battens 13 10 ,, 13

Second yellow deals, 3in. by llin. 16 ,, 17
Do. Sin. by9in 14 10 „ 16
Battens 11 „ 12 10

Third yellow deals. Sin. by llin. 13 „ 14
Do. Sin. by9in 12 10 „ 14
Battens 10 ,, 11

White Sea and Petersburg

—

First white deals. Sin. by llin. 14 10

„ „ Sin. by 9in. 13 10
Battens 11

Second white deals, 3in. bv llin. 13 10

„ „ Sin. by 9in. 12 10

., ,, t>attens 10
Pitch pine : deals 18
Under 2in. thick e.xtra 10

Yell'^w Pine—First, tegular sizes £44
Oddments 32

Seconds, r«^ular sizes .3-3

Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube.. 3

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs

—

Large, per ft. cube 3
Small 2

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube,. 5
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,

as inch
2in: do. do

Dry Mahogany — Honduras, 'Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch ... 9

Selected, Figury, per ft. sup^r.
as inch 16

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super. a«inch 10
Teak. -per load 17
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft.cube. 4

8i

15 10
14 10
12
14 10
13 10
11
21

1

and over.

16

22

91
8

Grizzles
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10

Flettons 1 8
Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18
Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 1 3

Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing .. 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Do. Bullnose 4
Best St' turbridge
Fire Bricks 3 14
Glazed Bricks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11
Quoins. Bullnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, cham-
fered, Sqnint.s ... 20

Best Dippel Salt
Glazed Stretchers,
and Header 12

Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers.. 15
Double Headers
One Side and two
Ends, 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, cham-
fered. Squints ... 14

Second Uuality
White and
Dipped bait
Glazed 2

delivered,
at railway station.

11

less than be«t.

s. d.

per yard, delivered.Thames and Pit Sand
Thames Ballast 5
Best Portland Cement 27 per ton „
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 „ „

Exclusive of chaci^e for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 2T8. Od. per con at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ a. d.

Blue Portmadoc 20 X 10 ..12 12
.. 16x 8... 6 12

Blue Bangor ..20x10, .13 2 6
, 20X12..H 17 6

KrstquaUty 20x10. .13

„ 20x12 .13 15

„ „ ... 16x 8... 7 5

6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.
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Eureka unfiiding
greeQ 20x10.. .15 17 6per lOOOofliOOatr.ster.

,
20x15!. ..18 7 6 ,. „ „

„ „ ...18x10. .13 5 „
„ ... 16x 8 ..10 5 „ „ ,.

Permanent ^een 20x10-. .11 12 6 ., „ ,,

„ 18x10... 9 12 6 ,.

„ „ ... ll)« «... B 12 B „ „

TILES.
8. d.

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 at rly. station

Hip and Valley tiles » "perdu/. ., ,,

Broselev tiles 50 per 1000 ,,

Ornamental tiles 52 6
Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. ,, ,,

Ruabon red. tJrown. or brin-
dled do. Edwards.: 57 6 per 1000

^n-namental do 60 ,, „ ,.

Hip tiles 4 per doz
Valley tiles 3 „ ,. „
Eed or Mottled Staffordshire

do. (Peake'si 51 9 per 1000
Ornamental do 51 6 ,. ., ,.

Hip tiles 4 1 per doz. at rly. station

Valley tiles 8 8 „
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000
Ornamental tiles 50 ,, ,, „
Hip tiles 4 per doz
Valley tiles 3 8 „ „ „
" Hartshill " brand plain s. d.

tiles, sand-faced 50 per 1000 at rly. station
Pressed 47 6 ,, „
Ornamental do SO „ ., ,.

Hip tiles 4 per doz.
Valley tiles

OILS.
Rapeseed. English pale, per tun.. £32 15 to £33 5

Do., brown „ ... 31 „ 32
Cottonseed, reflned 26 10 „ 28 10

Olive, Spanish , ... 40 „ 40 10 C
Seal, pale , ... 22 „ 23
Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 47 „ 48
Do., Ceylon 43 „ 43 10

Do., Mauritius , ... 41 „ 42
Pahn, Lagoa , ... 35 10 „ 36
Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5
Sperm ... ,34 0,. 35 C
Lubricating U.8 per gal. £0 7 to £) 8 6
Petroleum, reflned „ ... 6J „ 6J
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 160
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 6 „ 10
Turpentine, American ...per tun 37 „ 37 5
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 1,, —
Baltic Oil ...028,, —
Turpentine „ ... 4 3,, —
Putty percwt. Q 7 6 „ —

VARNISHES, &0. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 ^

Pale Copal Oak 10

auperline I'ale Ela.stic Oak 12

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10 B

Supertiue Hard-drying Oak, for seats of churches 14

Fine Ela^<tie Carriage 12 B

Suiiertine Pale Elastic Carriage IB

Fine Pale Maple 1«

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18

Extra Pale French Oil 1 1

E-ffiihell putting Varnish 18

White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 12

Best .Japan Gold Size 10 B

Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain .. it

lirunswick Black 8
Berlin Black IB

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

aL ASS.
English Sheet Glass ; 15oz.

Fourths l^d. ...

Thirds 23d. ...

Fluted Sheet SJd. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate

21oz.

2.M. .

Sii. .

4id. .

26oz

:4l:'-

, 4Jd

21d.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass :

32oz. Net.

5l'- :;

aid. ,,

Jin.

2,id. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.
4d. ... 5]d.

iBin.

CHIPS.

The Society of Merchant Venturers have ap-

pointed Mr. A. W. S. Cross, M.A., F.K.I.B.A., of

London, as architect for the restoration oE the main
building of the Merchant Venturers' Technical

College in Unity-street, Bristol, gutted by fire a

few months since.

At a vestry meeting held at Tarvin, Cheshire, on
Thursday in last week, plans submitted by Mr. F. P.

Oakey for the restoration of the tower, north and
south aisles, and south porch of the parish church
at an estimated cost of .il,32il, were approved,

and it was decided to apply for a faculty to carry

out the works.

At Edmonton a church institute is to be erected

on land granted by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners
as a memorial to Charles Lamb, whose body rests in

the churchyard opposite. The cost will be £4,700,

of which £1,700 has been promised or received.

New premises for the Society for the Propagation

of the tiospel are about to be built at the corner of

Wood-street and Tufton-street, Westminster, nearly

opposite the Royal Architectural Museum. The
architect is Sir William Emerson, and the builder's

contract has b^eu let at £l',i,310.

Lord Lamington. Governor of Bombay, towards

the close of last month, laid the foundation-stone of

the new St. Peter's i hurch, at Mazagaon, a district

of the town and island, to replace the "Id church,

the site of which has been compulsorily acc^uired for

the Port Trust Railway.

The new waterworks pumping-station constructed

for the urban district council of Horsforth have just

been opened. The old works of supply were pur-

chased by the council from a private company in

1.N39, but proved so inadequate that water had to be

bought from the Yeadoii Waterworks C>., and
under the advice of Mr. E.J. Sdcxk, A.M.I.C.E.,

their consulting engineer, the council have now
tapped a fresh supply of water, and built works in

Scotland-lane, the total cost being .£1,100.

Cjleridge Parish Church, near Crediton, was
closed in December last, the chancel being in a

ruinous and dangerous condition. The Earl of

Portsmouth, who receives the rectorial tithes as lay

impropriator, is responsible for the repairs. The
nave, for which the parishioners are responsible, is

in excellent repair, but the chancel has been unsafe for

two years.

A window in the north aisle of St. Mary-le-Elms
Pariah Church, Ipswich, has been filled with stained

glass as a memorial to the late Mr. Walton Turner,

for fifty-five years churchwarden. In the centre is

the figure of Christ, and in the two sidelights the

Annunciation is depicted. Mr. J. N. Comper, of

West Norwood, was the architect.

At Monday's meeting of the Gloucestershire

County Council Mr. R. Phillips, the county sur-

veyor, tendered his resignation, on account of

increasing lameness, to take effect as from the end

of June. A committee was appointed to consider

what arrangements should be made. The chairman
of the council. Sir John Dorrington, suggested that

in view of Mr. Phillips's thirty-two years' efficient

service, and his remarkable skill as a bridge

engineer, he should be appointed consulting

engineer.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

London, S.W.-Countv Hall (R. Norman Shaw. R.A., and „„„,„„„„, o-m- »otW E Eiley F E I.B A , Assessors) £210 to each competitor ill final The Architect. L.C.C., County Hall, Spnng Gardens, 8.W „5.
Hadfield, Glossop- Elementary School (limited) J. Walkden. Howard Chambers, Glossop Nodate

Manchester -Institutional Church (Manchester Archta. only) J. 8. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A.. 5, Old Bond-Street, London, W do.

Lttoxeter-Remodellinij Smithrteld £20 F. S. Hawthorn, Clerk, Council Olhoes, Uttoxeter do.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Cireat Broughton— Primitive Methodist Church
St. IJavids—Laboratory and Workshop at County School

Sherburn Colliery—Additions to Primitive Methodist Church
Newport, Mon.— Foundry, King's Parade A. J. Fontaine

Pemberton-Weaving-Shed
Caimie—Gamekeeper's Cottage at Little Daugh
Cairnie—House at Mill of Botary
Ebchester— Four Houses
Huntly—Houee at Auchinbo
Huntly— Bam and Granary at Auchinbo
Dearbam-Additions to School - "•:

New Inn, Pontypool— School Monmouthshire Education Committee
Elland-AdditionalStorv to Norton Mill James Casson ...

Blaenavon-Additions to' Hillside School MonmouthshireEducatlon Committee
Huntly—Loose-Boxes and Men's Room at Westerton
Gartly—Repairing House and Barn at Buchain
Gaitly— Stable and Men's Room at Corrylair

Driffield—Alterations and Additions to Great Kendale
Buislem—Mortuary at the Town Yard Corporation

Brentor—E-xteroal Repairs to House, Bonnaford F'aim
.•••V'l'.i

Hereford-Cabinetmaking Factoiy Oreenlands, Ltd

Gaitly— Cait-t-hed at Corrylair
Caimie— Stable and Cart-Shed at Etn
Ehvnie— Rerooflng Shed at Milltown of Noth .•v;"i;"',i---'V
Pentre-Minister's House Nazareth C.M. Trustees

Coventry—Additions to Earlsdon School Corporation

I'lverston—Addition to F'aim Buildings
Litkeaid— Alterations to Wesleyan Chapel
Ebbw Vale-Salvation Aimv School, Bethiar-street

i'/,e"-';
Askam-in-Fumess- Meeting-Room Church of Christ

Tantobie— Repairs to Business Premises and Cottage Property •.

Hale-Stable and Steam Road-Roller Shed Ifrban District Council

Langlev Park-Tnentv-four Houses Consett Iron Co

Leeds- House and Shop James Urewery
Carhnghow— Eight Houses
Bainsley-Twelve Houses and Shops, Oak Mills Estate •; •

Baiosley— Forty Houses, Oak Mills Estate
Blackburn- Thirteen Houses, Brooklands-terrace •

Consett- House at Westwood 8. Harris

Burnley— Urinals in Manchester-road and Colne-road Corporation

Lambeth, S.E.—Additions to Call-over Office Guardians
West Stanley- Rep.airs to Teacher's Residence Durham County Councu
Perth-Enlargement of Southern District School School Board

The Rev. Mark Pattison, Riiskin Villa, Stokesley... Aprd
Hugh Thomas, Architect, 0, Victoria-place. Haverfordwest
J. W. F. Phillipson, Archt., 8, Grainger -street. Newcastle-on-Tyne

Hews and Rowlands, Architects, 21», High-street. Newport, Mon. ...

Richard Pennington, Library-street. Wlgan
The Gordon-Richmond Estates ottii'e. Huntly
The Ooi-don-Richmond Estates Office, Huntly
T. H. Murray. Architect. Consett
The Gordon-Richmond Estates Office, Huntly
The Gordon-Richmond Estates office, Huntly
Joseph Forster, Clerk, 13, Earl-street. Carhsle
H. J. Griggs. A.R.I.H. A.. Newport. Mon
Stott and Sons, Architects. 5, Cross-street, Manchester
C. Dauncey, County Council Offices, Newport. Mon
The i-fordon-Richmond Estates office, Huntly
The Gordon-Richmond Estates Office. Huntly
The Gordon-Richmond Estates Office. Huntly
Tennant and Collins, .\rchite(t3. Pontefract
The Borough Surveyor's tiffice, liueen-street. Burslem
Charles Cole, Architect, 50, High-street, E.xeter

Groomeand Bettington, Architects. King-street, Hereford —
The Gordon-Richmond Estates Office, Huntly
The Gordon-Richmond Estates Office, Huntly
The Gordon-Richmond Estates ( iffice. Huntly ••
W. 11. Morgan. M.S. A., Post Office Chambers, Pentre, Rhondda ...

G. and I. Steane, Architects, il. Little Park-atreet, Coventry

R. Benson, (iamswell, Lanes ••

John Sansom, F.R.I.H.A., Liskeard
Adjutint Dewey, 94, Pennant-street. Ebb« Vale
J. VV. Gruudy and Son, Aifhitects. Central Buildings, Ulverston ...

Geo. Thos. Wilson, .\rchitect. 22. llurham-roid, Blackhill

S. A. Pickering, Survejor, Hale
C. E. Oliver, Architect, General Offices, Consett .

Thomas Wiun and Sons, Avchicects, 84, Albion-street, Leeds

G. and J. .Mortimer, Coal Pit-lane. I'ariinghow, Batley
Tennant and Collins, Architects. Regent-street, Birnsiey

Tennant and Collins. Architects. Regent-street, Birnsley

John li. Thoraley. Arcniteet. Dirwen
T. 11. Murray, Architect, Consett. Durham... ^.... ......

G. H. I'ickles, A.M.I.CE.. Boroiisrh Engineer, Town Hall. Burnley

W. Thurnall, Clerk. Brook-street. Kenmngtoa-road, S.E
The Architect's office. Shire Hall. Durham
G. P. K. Young. Architect, 42, Tav-street. Perth

•20

20
20
20
20
20
2)
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
•2^

22
2;i

23
23
23
2J
23
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THE SOCIETY'S DINNER.

THE Society of Architects' annual dinner
has come to be an event of considcrablo

importance. It is jiractically the only
occasinu whon architects and the seneral
public come into close contact. By thi^

•exercise of a wise and generous hospitality

the Society has seized an opportunity of in-

fluence, which the Institute e(|ually had, but
failed to recognise. The result is that the
younger body is able to assemble a great
^thering, such as that which took place at

De Keyser's Hotel on Thiusday evening of

last week, with the Lord Mayor of London as

chief guest. Last year the similar gathering
was attended by a Cabinet minister, in the
person of Mr. Bryce, with the important
Tesult that a certain small instalment of

ilegistration was jirocured by a clause which
was subsequently introduced into an Irish

measure. On that occasion the function was
teld during conference week. This year,

whether by design or accident matters not,

an equally good choice of date was made, for

the Building Exhibition had not then closed,

and consequently a large number of pro-
vincial members were glad to take an
opportiu\ity of joining their confreres during
one of the evenings of what has now become
an almost essential visit to Loudon.

The public hears too little of architects and
architecture ; the Society at these annual
functions brings both itself and the archi-
tectui-al profession into public notice. Most
of us can remember how largely the Royal
Academy benefited by its hospitality in years
gone by under the Presidency of Sir Frederic
Leighton, aufl how the gift of speech which
he possessed was used with the greatest
dignity and success for the advancement of

the painter's art and its general recognition.

It requires a well- chosen life President to do
this work to the same full extent achieved
by Sir Frederic : but architecture at the
present time needs the stimulus as much as
painting did in his days, and if under its

rules the Society cannot elect a life President
—and even if they could do so it would be
most unlikely that they would find one who
would be Sii- Frederic's equal in this respect
—yet they are acting wisely in the interests
of architecture by organising these gatherings.
The annual or biennial change of Presi-

dent, whiL:h is customary at the Society as at
all other architectural bodies, while it has
the disadvantage of want of permanence,
does, on the other hand, create opportunities
for widening the scope of influence. This is

particularly the case with the Society of
Architects, whose Presidents have in the
past been selected from various parts of the
provinces quite as much as from London.
Two years since the principal guests at the
dinner were Lancashire notabilities, such as
the Lord Mayor of Liverpool ; previously

- Cornishmen had been greatly in evidence.
In this way the Society, and through the
Society the whole body of j>ractisiug archi-
tects, has been enabled to influence the public
widely. It is not so very long since archi-
tects were looked upon by many people as
being either dilettantes or men of much the
same standing as the builder. This is being
gradually changed, partly by other means,
but lai-gely by the way in which architects
are making themselves and their calling
known—by public dinners, as in the present
instance, and by provincial visits bei.. ; made
at regular intervals by the two principal
London bodies. Architects need social
contact, not only with themselves, but with

others. They require to impress ujion the

public the fact that they are of some im-
portance in the world, professional men and
men of business, yet at the same time

scientists and artists also. It is nut enough
for them to be considered as upon an ixiuality

with house and estate agents who add the

planning nf a house to their many other

callings. That they are more than this needs
emphasising strongly, and there is no better

way of making the true state of the case

ri'cognised than by means of the human
voice and human contact.

TIIK NEW GALLERY E.KHIBITIOX.

THE annual exhibition of paintings and
other artistic works at the New < Gallery

in Regent-street, which opened on Monday
last, is not characterised by the inclusion of

any painting of especial merit, but by a
general excellence which is perhaps superior

to the usual average. Unfortunately for the

spectator, the fashion seems to be growing of

glazing oil paintings, and the effect is most
unsatisfactory in cases when they are so

hung that more is seen of the reflection of

the skylights by which the rooms are lighted

than of the pictures themselves. This is a

little point which artists might very well

consider as a set-off against any loss of

brilliancy which their paintings may suffer

from whUe they are on exhibition.

Taken upon the whole, the sculpture work
is of a higher rank than the paintings, this

coinciding with a tendency which has b.een

visible for some years past for English
sculpture to improve, and for English paint-

ing to fall back from the high level which
reached its culminating point in the latter

part of the last century.

SCCT.PTURE.

The sculpture, as usual, occupies the central

hall, and so attracts attention first. The
largest piece of work, and the one which will

probably prove most popular, is No. 4S'2.

"Richard Neville, Earl of Warwick," by
Felix Joubert. It is an equesti-ian figiu-e in

plaster, fully coloui'ed and upon a heroic

scale, but much too life-like to be a perfect

work of art. It would be more jiroperly

placed in Baker-street than Regent-street.

No. 4.S4, "St. Michael," by Alfred Dniry,
.A..R.A., is very much finer, though, again,

it is plaster only, in this case coloured

to represent bronze. The figure of the

archangel is shown with wings which
entirely encase him, while he carries the scales

of justice in his hands. It lacks perhaps the
suggestion of majesty which the subject
demands, yet it is an exceedingly good
piece of posing. No. -17<3, " Gabriel," by
Pickford Marriott, also a representation of

one of the archangels, is utterly different in

treatment, and can only have been put in the

sculpture gallery because of the difficulty of

locating it elsewhere ; for it is in reality a

small picture in mother-of-pearl, ivory and
gesso, both delicate and rich, and certainly

one of the most beautiful things in the whole
exhibition. No. 477, " Man and his Burden,''

by the late E. Roscoe Mullins, purely alle-

gorical as it is, and unfortunatelj- in plaster

only, is one of those majestic efforts for which
its sculptor used to be famous. The man is

shown, half-rising, with a heavy load upon
his back, the whole pose and expression sug-
gesting that it is as much as he can possibly

Uft, yet that he is utterly determined to carry

it. Another allegorical group is No. 4S0,

" Nos Mystica, " b;>- Miss E. M. Moore, but
its treatment, instead of being powerful, is

crisp and fanciful. It is a gem of delicate

and most artistic fancy, but again in

plaster. Of the many sculptured busts three

demand particular attention, the best possibly

being an uncatalogued portrait of the Uueen
of Spain by Conrad Dressier. If it has a

fault, it is that the drapery is too closely

wi'apped around the shoulders, for although

the lines are beautiful, it has the appearance
of consisting of thin linen which has been
soaked in water ami then wrung out, in which
condition it would be rather unc.-omfortable to

wear. No. 4.S.i, "My Mother," by T. Mew-
burn Crook, is also a most excellent bust,

this time of an old lady, while " Madame
X," No.4.S(i, by John Tweed, hasa nobly posed
head. Two bronzes in low relief. No. 4!»;i,

"A Music Lesson," by Countess Feodora
(ileichen, and No. 49.5, " Benedictus (iui

Venit in Nomine Domini," by Miss E. M.
Rope, hung on either side of the entrance to

the North Gallery, are excellent examples of

this beautiful type of work. The first repre-

sents two tiny children, one of whom is just

touching the strings of a banjo, while the
other shows a group of children of all ages
waving and strewing palms upon the road.

Several cases of jewelry in the central hall

will doubtless prove attractive to lady visitors.

They consist for the most part of delicate

chainwork, glass, and enamels, but hardly
seem to be equal to what has been seen on
former occasions, except, perhaps, stand
No. 533, by Lucien Gaillanl, which contains

a number of haircombs and other ornaments
representing dragon-flies and flowers in horn
and similar translucent materials.

.\.UCU1TECTCE.VL T-VIXriNGS.

The paintings of an architectural cha-
racter are few, but of considerable excel-

lence. It is not often, for instance, that a
painter of the rank of Mr. J. S. Sargent,
K.A., indulges in an architectural study, as
he has done in No. 26s. It is a mere detail

of a recessed Renaissance balcony of Ionic
design ; but it is absolutely perfect, as well

worth study by architectural students as were
the pencil-and-colour drawings bj* Ru-skin,

which were exhibited to the public a short

while since. No. '22, "La Cite de Carcas-

sonne," by Mi-s. J. A. Dods-Withers, Ls

another fine painting in which architecture

dominates the composition ; the great castle,

with its towering central keep and bastion

walls, being silhouetted in dark outline

against the sky. No. 30, " Seanur, in

Burgundy," by H. Marshall, is unquestion-

ably French in light and colouring as well a-s

scene. There is the familiar white rock

escarpment above the river and bridge,

crowned by a row of white houses, above
which the tall cathedral towers. No. 134,
" The Gateway of St. John's College, Cam-
bridge," by ^V. Logsdail, is exceedingly

typical of its author, with its perfect detail

and rich harmonious tones of old .stonework ;

while No. 20\), "The Norman Castle," by
Sydney Lee, is a fine rendering of a creeper-

covered and ruined keep. It is doubtful

whether No. 33s, "Iron Bridge, Salop," by
George Phc enix, ought to have been exhibited.

Topographically it has interest, but the sub-

ject is one which it would be impossible to

make a satisfactory picture of.

SUBJECT ricruRE?.

Entirely conti-ary to what has been usual

for many years past, portraiture does not

predominate this year at the Now Gallery,

the greater number of important exhibits

being subject pictures. Prominence is given

at the outset to one by a well-known artist.

No. 1, " Jairus' Daughter," by Herbert
Schmalz, is a small picture as compared with

much that the Siime brush has produced ; but
it is a fine composition. There is an ecstatic

expression upon the face of the beautiful

dark girl, who is shown lising up with
clasped hands from the recumbent position

of death. No. 2, " Aa Outcast," by S. P.

Cockerell, is somewhat fanciful. Cupid is

shivering under the shelter of his wings
amidst the snow on the cold stone step of a
mansion, through the iron gates of which the
warm glow of firelight can be seen. No. 15,

"The Mayor and Inhabitants of Colchester

leaving the Town under a Flag of Truce during
the Siege, 1648," by H. Becker, is apparently
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the work ot a local man, i'or there is a

suggestion of portraiture ol Iccil celebrities

in some of the faces. It is a ] osr^yrful skctih,

but hardly worked out sutfic ent'y. No. ;;4,

" Lover and Lady," by John Duncan, is the
sort of thing that the ;i'Sthetic ladies of

the time when Sullivan wrote "Patience"
would have raved about. Modem taste

considers it insipid and washed out.

Xo. 31, " Hermia and Helena," by George
W. Joy, is a charming piece of fanciful

posing, colouring, and delicacy of treatment,

while it owes much to its adnm'ably-designed
fi'ame. The largest picture in the South
Eoom is Xo. -to, "The Admonition," by Sir

J. D. Linton. Like most of this artirt's

work, it is stiffly conventional, and a little

wanting in the poetry of art : but it is worth
a good deal of study. A bishop holding his

crook is declaiming at a shrinking man and
a remorse-stricken woman who have been
recently attended by jester and butler.

Behind the bishop is a monk, who is an
obvious lover of good living, and is taking
the matter in anything but a serious spirit

;

while the jester has put aside all his frivolity,

and looks the bishop straight in the face

in a most manly fashion. Xo. (il', "The
Embroidered Panel," by F. Markham Skip-

worth, is a delicate little gem of dainty fancy
and fine detail : while another tiny piece of

beautiful work is Xo. !•;•, "Diana," by J.

Shapland. Mr. W. Wontner submits a

tyjiical painting in Xo. lOO, " Haidee,"
with all his usual purity of colour, rich

dress, and beauty of form. Xo. 112, "An
Idyll of Theocritus, K^i ipiuyn ^iXt'oi/xst Koi or

^iXiovTx cii.A-a," by G. P. Jacomb-IIood, is

set in a circular frame, a treatment which is

exceedingly trying to mo.st paintings. When
used with discretion, as in this instance, it

can, however, help the composition gi'eatly.

It is a picture in which both power an i

delicacy are found in combination. Xo. ITJ,
" Vanity," by Stuart G. Davis, is an un-
usual illustration of its title. (Ine expects
to find a girl and a looking-glass. Instead.

the vain person in this case is a monkey,
which is decking itself in ribbons, while
two gills look on enjoying its antics.

L'nfortunately, one of them is seated in such
a manner that the knees pose awkwardly.
If this could be altered the picture coull be
converted into as fine an example of line as it

is of coloiu'. Xo. 18", "Ttie Omnipresent,"
by Baron Arild Rosenkrantz, which is hung
high up on the walls, has at first the appear-
ance of a mere sketch, but rapidly gi'owsupon
the imagination until it appeals as a great
poetic painting. Three figures are standing
upon a hiU - top with their backs to the

spectator, and are welcoming the dawn in

different ways. One is kneeling, one is

standing with head bent, and the third is erect

and with arms outstretched. Xo. IfKi,

"Songs of Araby," by S. Melton Fisher, is

particularly notable for the clever disposition

of the lighting ; but it fails in two respects.

A singer who knows her art must open her
mouth wide ; but the cavernous depths thus
exposed are not entirely satisfactory when
represented upon canvas. But more objection-

able is the low cutting of the dress, especially

as the light is made to shine directly upon
the opening. Xo. I'M, "After lliin in

IMancruvres Before AVar," by James I'rinsep

Beadle, vejjresents an artillery train upon a

muddy read—weary and mud-covered—show-
ing that war, however glorious it may be,

can also be exceedingly uncomfortable.
Xo. 2(11, "A Festival Dance," by ('harles

AV. Bartlett, is exceptional, and i>ossibly the
most notable picture hung in the Gallery this

year. It represents a mass of mc iving figures,

all aUve and laughing. Little more than
faces can be seen, with the blue blouses and
white caps ot the French peasants, making
up a mosaic of colour after the fashion of

Frank Brangwyu, but with the added charm
of active motion. The d.ancing is so real that
the onlooker feels inclined to join hands with

the hapjiy throEj.'. Xo. 2ii4, " I'uck," by
t'olliei' Siiiithers, is not entirely a satisfactory

representation of a popular subject. The
colouring, particularly in the wings, is

superbly rich, but the figure is awkwardly
posed. The motion is arrested, and with very

little swing about it. Xo. 1()2, " I'ncharted

Seas," by G. Wetherbee, and Xo. 21fi, " The
Siren .Shore," by C. AY. AA'yllie. are both re-

presentations of the same subject. In each

case an old-fashioned galley is being driven

on to the rocks to wnich they have been
enticed by a band of sirens : but the treat-

mer,t is fjuite different. In the first, the

vessel is still some distance off, and the sirens

are waving their arms and singing to drag it

to its doom, while the second picture shows
the vessel breaking up and the sirens

gambolling with joy in a swirl of tossing

water. Xo. 22.5. "The (ioose Girl," by AA''.

Lee Hankey. is an attractive picture, though
the artist has somewhat played to the gallery

by giving a high finish to the face alone and
throwing all else out of focus, as a photo-

grapher would say. Xo. 229, "Embarking
for Aranmore, Co. I)onegal." by AA'. H.
Bartlett, represents an everyday incident

which has a certain amount of humour in it.

A rowing boat, grounded on the sands, has
been tilted over to enable a cow to be got on
board, this being done in an elemenUxry way
by one man pulling at its head with a rope

and other peojile pushing it behind. Xo. 242,
" Sowing the Good Seed," by James Clark, is

unfortunately placed in a corner where few
people are likely to see it and recognise its

undoubted merits. The half-clad sower, with
his cloak driven by the wind, is scattering the

seed by hand, the suggestion of wind admir-
ably illustrating the points of the parable,

for obviously the seed will be scattered about,

and not all fall on the good ground. Xo. oil,
• Going to Market," by Tristram Ellis, is a

jileasing little water colour which is hung in

the gallery, representing market women being
rowed across the Dardanelles.

LAND- AXD SE.\-SCAPES.

The land- and sea-scapes hardly form an
important class. They are generally common-
place, and only a few call for special mention
here. Xo. 7. " Amsterdam," by Moffat
Lindner, is a twilight suggestion of a pic-

turesque scene in dim outline, brought into

relief by the lights of many lamps. Xo. 23,
" Hampstead Heath," by Montague Smyth,
is noticeable for a good sky and outline, and
Xo. 2s, "Crab Pots Adrift, Cornwall," by
John E. Eeid, shows a fine sense of line,

but is rendered harsh by the use of Chinese
white with too heavy a hand on the wave
crests. Xo. 49, "The Thames at AVest-

minster," by J. S. Hill, is a really sym-
pathetic rendering of the river as seen
looking eastward from above Lambeth
Bridjre, the tall mass of A'ictoria Tower rising

in light grey tones in the centre of the
picture. Xo. 71, " The End of Evening," by
i\Irs. K. (i. Hastings, otherwise insignificmt,

attracts by the clever way in which the light

is thrown on the sky. Xo. si,

' I'pon .1 river in a Greene raead,
Wherf:is sweetness evermore enow is.

AVith tiowers, white, blue, yellow, and red."

by J. AA'. Xorth, A.E.A., is a much greater

picture than any ot these, though it is not a

large one. It is a representation of a tangled
woodland and clear sky, the blue of which
harmonises most excellently with the many
different light-toned greens of the foliage,

while it is set in a deep and broad gold
frame, which is again in perfect harmony
with its colouring. Xo. S3, "Sutton Pool,

Plymouth," by B. F. Gribble. is an oil sketch

in which a powerful hand has been at work
upon a bold sky. There is mastery of hand-
ling here, in the complicated lines of masts,

sails, and rigging of the fishins; vessels.

Xo. S4, " Fishermen at Sea, " by Max Bohm,
an enormous canvas, is hardly a success.

There is just sufficient in the subject to

have warranted a picture of one-eighth

the size. As it is, it might be suitable for a
wall panel in the public hall of a seaside town,

but for scarcely any other puqiose. Xo. 101,
" A Sohtary Place Against the A\'ind and
Open Sky," by Ivystan Hetherington, is a

successful study in atmospheric effect, the

sun being shown half- shining through mist
over a broad and solitary waste. Xo. ION,

"The Lighthouse," by C. Xapier Hemy,
A.E.A., has been misnamed. There is a

lighthouse in it certainly, but it is quite

small, the interest centring in a rowing-
boat in the foreground, where a man is

scaling a fish, while the gulls whirl round
expecting a good meal. It is hardly so

great a painting as one expects from Mr.
Hemv. Xo. 124, " Ere Twilight Deepens
into Xight," by J. Herbert Snell, gives the

impression of an unusually rich sunset with

a glow of light on many clouds, reflected in

calm water. It is a somewh.at hackneyed
but popular subject. No. 129, "Lindisfame
—Twilight." by A\'. Dickson, might be made
a good painting, but the white moon is so

prominent that it is scarcely possible to take

the eyes off it. although it occupies an
insignificant portion of the canvas. No. 130,

"Among the SUent HQls," by J. Coutts

Michie, A.E.S.A., is a sad-looking picture,

created by skilful treatment out of very

little substance. Similar in subject, Xo. 133,
" Moorland," by Arnold Priestman, is

equally sad and lonely. An attempt has

been made to represent cumulous clouds,

and with more success than is usual,

for they are very difficult to paint satis-

factorily. Xo. 141, " Glen Ogle," by
Charles" E. Stewart, is courageous, owing
to the sharp contrast of bright light on

a snowclad hill with the shaded hoUow
along which a flock of sheep is being driven.

Xo. 142, "The Dignity of Autumn," by
Alfred East, A.E.A., would be passed over

here but that it is the work of a well-known
man. The trees are very ujiright. very ugly,

and very green. In Xo. l.JO, " The Findon
Down, Sussex," Mr. E. Thorne AA'aite has

fully caught the impression of distance and
clear atmosphere of the district. If not so

" arty " asMr. East's work, it is at any rate

much more satisfactory to most people.

Xo. 188, " Sylvia's Pool," by J. L. Pickering,

has been so hung that a deep shadow is cast

by the upper part of the frame upon a portion

of the picture, which is intrinsically necessary

to the composition—namely, the rich jiurple-

toned hills in the distance, without which the

whole is meaningless and dull.

Among the water-colours in the gallery,

attention may be drawn to Xo. 298, " Lowes-

toft Harbour," by Arthur G. Bell, with its

pleasing group of fishing vessels, and to the

series of pastel representations of skyscapes,

Xos. 347 to 351, by the Earl of AVemyss.

STILL LIFE.

There are several studies of still life on

view, all small, and each showing a love of

flowers and a power of representing them.

Xo. 14, "A^'hlte and Yellow Chrysanthe-

mums.'' by Mrs. E. C. Austen Brown, is

rather stronglv treated, and thus quite

dift'erent from" Xo. IIS, by Miss Maude
Angell, which represents a mass of specimen

blossoms of the same flower in all their rich

variety of gradation and tone. Another

flower" which is popular this year is the rose.

Xo. 92, "C4emmed by the Dews," by J.

FitzMarshall, shows a" bunch of Gloii-e de

I'ijon, perhaps the most difficult of all to

pamt in oils, with their delicate yellow colour.

The same artist, in Xo. loj, contributes a

group of simple cottage flowers, mostly holly-

hocks. Miss Grace H. Hastie exhibits a

bunch of wallflowers, Xo. 300, m wativ-

eolour, working with rather a heavy haml,

but weU representing the flowers. She do.s

better, perhaps, in Xo. 310, " J,apanese

Anemones," where delicacy of gradation

rather than velvety textui-e is needed ;
while
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Miss B. E. Hunter, in Xo. Wo, "The Nine-
teeth of April," spoils a good group of prim-
roses by introducing a few forget-me-nots.

PORTRAITS.

Though the portraits are not so numerous
as usual, they are distinguished by a very
high degree of excellence, particularly those
in the North Room, where several well-known
artists exhibit. The most prominent is thit
of the Eev. Eilmond Warre, D.D., C.B.,
M.y.U. (Xo. -Jll), by J. S. Sargent, E.A.,
which is hung at the end of the room. The
former Headmaster of Eton is shown in

a typical pose, familiar to all old boys
of the school. The likeness is a striking
one, and the painting a really noble compo-
sition, masterly alike in conception and
handling. Equally good, though different
in its treatment, is N'o. L'Ij, "Mrs. Harold
Harmsworth," by the same artist, with its

soft filmy chiffon half-hiding a rope of pearls,

^ijiother really great portrait is that of

Arthur J. Byle, Esq., by Richard Jack
(Xo. :22U}, painted with gi-eat force and
understanding of character. SimUar mastery
of his craft is shown bv Sir George Eeid,
R.S.A., in his portrait "(Xo. 235) of "The
Very Rev. I'rincip.il Robert II. Story. D.IL,
LL.D." : while Xo. 197, " Mrs. E. Hanbury,"'
by II. G. Riviere, has everj- appearance of
being a striking likeness. Professor II. Von
Ilerkomer, C.V.i^)., E.A.. is hardly up to his
usual standard in his portrait of l^ir

Richard Biddulph Martin, but the subject
was-apparently a difficult one to treat satis-

factorily. Mr. C. E. Halle exhibits two
I'ortraits—Xo. 127, "A Dance." and Xo. 131.
"Mrs. Ady"'—though he gives the first a
fanciful name and calU it a decorative
panel : the other is the better of the two.
The Hon. John Collier shows, in Xo. 123,

• Professor Arthui- Schuster, F.E.S.," that he

is a far better painter of portraits than of

artificially exaggerated and somewhat un-
pleas'ng subject paintings to which he gene-
rally devotes his attention.

DECORATIVE PAIXTIXGS.

The few decorative paintings are all worthy
of attention. This is usually the case, as

there is a more definite object in the painter's

mind when he is aiming at decorative effects

than when producing a mere wall picture.

Of these, Xo. 72, " Pax-Eii-ene," by Henry
Ryland, is executed in low tone, and owes
much to a good frame. It is hung in the

South Room. The principal work of this

character, however, is No. 2.5(), " King
Alfred T'onducts the Refortitication of London,
A. 11. ssii," by H. R. MQeham, which is in

the Central Hall. It is a small-scale design

for a large panel proposed for the Royal
Exchange, and ought to look better in its

final position and enlarged than it does

in the sketch. The king is shown seated

at a trestle table, among scaffolding, with a

plan before him and workmen standing

round. Xo. 207, "Commerce,"' by Miss
Evelyn AVatherston, which hangs in the

liallery, shows good arrangement of figures,

but that type of perspective which one so

frequently observes upon the stage.

NdXIATURE :.

The miniatures, so far as they are portraits,

are hardly of the rank which one would
expect to find. The best of these is No. 4.J2,

" Renee, " by Miss J. I>. Mathew.s, which
shows a child in fancy costume. Under this

head, however, some other small paintings

are included : as, for instance, the illumina-

tions on ivory, for which Miss Jessie Bayes
has become celebrated, and of which she

shows two— X"o. 42.S, "The Garden of Love,""

and'No. 430, "Casa Zioiosa," rich in colour

and applied gold. The butterflies which,
under the title of " Harbingers of Summer,"
X'o. 42SI, are exhibited by Sydney E. Wilson,
are most delicate and something more than
mere book-illustration studies, as they might
easily have become. X'o. 436, " Enti-ance to

a House in Normandy," by Miss F. A. De
Biden Footner, is notable for its extreme
minuteness. It has all the appearance of

being a very small photographic snapshot in

colour, being only about half the size of an
ordinary lantern-slide, full of life, and drawn
correctly to the tiniest detail.

BI* Hill' AUCKLAND SEC< iNDAEY
SCHOOL COMPETITION.

OVER five hundred architects applied for

and received the conditions of this

comjietition, no less than 177 designs being

eventually submitted. The aggregate value

of the time and money oxpendetl by the un-
successful competitors must thus have

reached several thousands of pounds—an
amount altogether out of proportion to the

cost of the building, especially as it is only

proposed to proceed with a part of the work
at present.

The accommodation to be provided con-

sisted of boys' and girls' schools, each for

2.')(l, with provision for extensions to about

4(10, and a science block (accessible separ;itely

from both boys' and gii-ls' schools}, com-
prising one elementary and two advanced

chemical and physical laboratories, lecture-

room, balance and preparation rooms, «.Vc.

( 'nlv the girls' school and the science block

are to be built at present, the boys' schoid

being shown on the plan in outline only.

The conditions stated that a stone building

of simple, dignified character was desired,

and that special consideration would be given
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"to those plans whicli placed the gi'eatest

number of class-rooms on the level of the hall.

The selected architect will be paid a com-
mission of o per cent., to include travellinj;

and all other expenses, premiums of £20 and
£10 pounds being paid to the authors of the

designs placed second and third respectively.

Notwithstanding that the number of de-

signs was so large, only a very few were
worthy of detailed consideration, the standard
of merit being far below the average.

Although the conditions were very clearly

tkawn up, no fewer than 01(5 questions wore
asked, many of them showing that their

authors had little or no practical knowledge
of school-planning.

Mr. E. E. liobson, of London, acted as

assessor, and awarded the premiums to the
following firms :

— First, Mr. Edwin F.

Reynolds, Birmingham : second, Messrs.

Clark and Moscrop, Darlington : third,

Messrs. Herbert T. Buckland and E. Tlay-

wood-Farmer, Birmingham.

DE.5IGX I'L-UED FIRST.

This is a very compact and well-balanced
scheme, consisting of a single straight

•corridor with the various <Iepartments

entered from it, the boys' and girls' schools

l)eing at either end, and the science block in

the centre. The disposition of the buildings

on the site is very good, ample light and
ventilation being obtained without cutting

up the playing-fields too much. The whole
•of the classrooms, with the exception of

three in the future extension, are situated on
the ground Hoor, and easily accessible from
the assembly-hall.

The lighting of the cloakroom by small
windows over the lavatory is bad, and the

plan will rp<iuire some rearrangement at this

point. The swing doors near the cloakroom
should be moved so as to cut off the cloak-
room from the hall, and doors should be jiro-

videil between the cloakrooms and lav.atories.

The classrooms are lighted principally

(rom the east and west, but four out of the

!

five in the future extension have north lights.

The science block is well arranged, and
equally convenient for both girls and boys.

This was a part of the scheme in which many
of the competitors failed. <Jross--ventilation

of the laboratories is provided by -ivindows

over the corridor. The assistant mistreoc^s'

room, dining-room, and kitihen av'e on the

first floor. No service entrance is provided to

the latter, although this is very necessary,

as it is objectionable for the kitchen staff and
tradesmen to have to use the fame entrance

and staircase as the children.

The elevations are well designed, and the
draughtsmanship shown is of a very high
order. It is satisfactory to see a scheme suc-

cessful in a school competition which com-
bines a first-class plan with a good archi-

tectui-al treatment, though the Board of

Edtication will probably have something to

say as to the number and size of the window-
panes. There is no doubt that this was easily

the best scheme submitted, and the promoters
are to be congratulated on having obtained
such an excellent design.

DESIGN PL.VCEII .-ECOXD.

The general arrangement of this school and
its jiosition on the site is very similar to that

of the selected design, though inferior to it in

detail, more esjiecially in the science block.

None of the laboratories are connected with
the preparation, balance, or store rooms, these

being on the other side of the main corridor.

Till' cloakrooms are rather cramjied, and the

changing-rooms should be accessible from the

corridor as well as the cloakrooms. The
latrines also should be more fully disconnected

from the rest of the building. The dining-

room, which is on the first floor, is badly
arranged. The tables should be placed at

right angles t^i the window wall, otherwise

h;ilf the scholar^ would be sitting with their

backs to the light. No communication is

provided between kitchen and dining-room
except by a small serving window, or via the

ground floor and two staircases. The hoad-

Design Placed Second.

teacher's room is well placed adjoining the

entrance and assembly-hal!.
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The lighting of the various rooms has been
cMvefuUy considered, all the classrooms, with
the exception of two in the future extension,
receiving direct sunlight during at least some
part of the day. The elevations appear to
have been somewhat humedly worked out

;

but the scheme, as a whole, is a very satis-
factory one, and would have produced" a very
suitable building. Unfortunately for it, how-
ever, the first one is just a little'better.

UESIGX TLACEl) THIRD.

Messrs. Buckland and Haywood-Farmer
subinitted a design in which "the boys' and
girls" schools are on very similar lines to the
plan with which they won the Barnsley
School Competition, where Mr. Ilobson was
also the assessor. Eeference to the block
plan will show that this scheme is hardly as
suitable for the site as the first or sec"ond

Desigx Placed Thikd.

premiated ones, taking up too much of the
frontage and leaving the playing-fields of
poor shape.

The whole of the classrooms, both in the
present buildings and m the extensions, are
on the gi-ound floor. This advantage, how-

decided by the authorities alone, the actual

position of the buildinsj and the grounds sur-

rounding it need the architect's most careful con-
sideration, especially with regard to protection

from fire breaking out in neighbouring buildings,

and to the provision of light best suited to pictures,

ilodern painters prefer the galiory-rooms lighted

from the ceiling. ( in the Continent, as a rule,

the gallery-buildings h,i\e two or even more
stories ; the pictures are in the upper rooms with
skj'lights ; the ground floor contains antiquities,

sculpture, i:c. The staircase leading to the up])er

story affords a splendid opportunity for decorative

treatment which would be out of place in the
rooms, as the works of art themselves form a
decoration which is better left to speak for itself.

A'isitors should be able to find their way with ease,

and not have to pass a second time through a
room. There should be one entrance only.

Dwellings are not desirable in museum buildings.

Night attendants should be pro\Tded to make a

circuit of the building at stated intervals. It is

desirable in buildings intended for temporary
exhibitions to make provision for the pictures to

be brought by lifts to the gallery-rooms. Well-
lighted rooms for restoring and copying ought not
to be omitted. Care should be taken to prevent
the obi'ects of art in a gallery suffering from dust,

humidity, or sudden changes of temperature

:

exterior walls, therefore, should be made double.
As regards heating, the best results are obtained
by a low-pressure hot-water apparatus. This can
be designed to meet all requirements, both as
regards the temperature of the rooms and their

ventilation. The air between the ceiling and the
roof must not be shut up, and openings should
be provided so that the air of the room can rise to

the glass roof, to he exhausted there by ven-
tilators. Gratings can be placed in the w«lls

near the floor, where fresh air is obtainable. The
rooms can he lighted fiom the ceiling or by a
window in a wall. Kooms lighted by the ceiling

are suitable for large paintings of the Italian

and Flemish schools : for those of the Dutch school
side light is preferred. The author discussed

the rules laid by JIagnus and Tiede for the

CEU-DiC LIGHTIXG OF GALLERY KOOMS,

and explained his own system of measurement in

order to find the right proportion of light space to

floor space and to get the best light possible. He
has found that a room is best if from 2oft. to -SOft.

wide. Walls ought not to exceed Lift, in height.

The opening in the ceiling is found to be best
ever, has only been attained by the provision when equal to half the floor surface of room. To
of a long length of corridor—a point in which

I

prevent the floor being lighted too much, the
" ' - - - - upper part of the roof should not to be glazed.

If the dark space round the ceiling opening is oH.
wide, only the roof openings opposite can light

the pictures, and the light from the openings at

the same side, which causes the annoying glimmer-
ing of the picture surfaces, is completely shut out.

In a room with side light 22ft. from the window
13 the limit where sutticient light can be obtained,

and in such a room there should be one window.
The glass line should be 7ft. from the floor, and
the window run up to the ceiling. Kooms with
side light should be 20ft. high, and their length
not exceed 22ft. A gallery room should have

the design compares very unfavourably with
the one placed first. (_)n the first floor are
the dining-hall and kitchen, a separate
service entrance being provided for the latter.

The science block is also can-ied up two
stories, the whole of the rooms, with these
exceptions being on the ground floor. The
arrangement of the buildings is one which
lends itself readily to architectural effect—an
o]>portunity of which the authors have taken
full advantage, their design being a very
clever one, and illustrated by a fine set o"f

drawings.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE twelfth ordinary meeting for the present
session of the Institute was held at 9,

Conduit-street, W., on Monday evening, Mr.
Leonard Stokes, vice-president, in the chair. The
hon. secretary, Mr. -Alexander Graham, F.S.A.,
announced the deaths of three members : Mr.
Frank Barlow Osbom, of Birmingham, Fellow

;

Mr. Richard Creese Harrison, Cannon-street,
E.C., Fellow; and Mr. John Wardle Donald,
South Shields, Associate.

O.IXLEKV miLniXG.

A paper on this subject, illustrated by several
plans and section of buildings planned and tarried
out by the lecturer, was read by Mr. A. W.
Weissmax, architect, of Amsterdam. In design-
ing a museum, the architect should keep in mind,
the author considered, that it is essential to his
success that the works of art for which the build-
ing is intended shall be perfectly safe in it and
can be shown to their best advantage. If the
architect's chief concern is for the exterior to
make a good first impression, the museum will be
a failure, as is the case with many Continental
galleries. Though the selection of a site is usuaUv

RESTRAIXT AXD REPOSE,

the walls be quiet in design and colour, and the

decoration be reduced to a minimum. The dado,

which should be 3ft. high, should have a panelling

of dark wood, left unpolished to prevent reflection

on the mouldings. Instead of the ordinary picture

rods under the cornice, a small moulding should

be placed along the wiill, into which hooks can be
screwed and removed at will, or the lowermost
moulding of the cornice may be so designed as to

support the pictures. The author gave some notes

on
IMl'ORTA-VT GALLERY BlILDISGS IX EIROI'E

—that at Brunswick, built from I8S3 to 1887 by
Mr. Sommer ; the gallery at Cassel (1871-1S77;,

by Mr. \'on Dehn Rothfelser, which stands un-

surpassed ; the Alte Museum at Berlin, built from
1825 to 1828 by Schinkel : the Kaiser Friedrich

Museum. Berlin, built by Herr Ernst von Ihne ;

the National Gallery, London, spoilt architec-

turaUy by its low elevation, its insignificant dome,

and its pepper-box turrets. Since the addition of

the new wings and the central octagonal hall, the

author considers the interior armngement of the

National Gallery one of the best to be seen, and
the lighting extremely well managed. Having
referred in more or less detail to Hertford House,
the palatial home of the Wallace collection ; the

Alte Pinakothek and the Neue Pinakothek at

Munich ; Semper's famous Dresden gallery and
the Hofmuseum at \'ienna : the galleries at
Brussels and Antwerp ; Mr. Cuypers' Ryks-
museum at Amsterdam, the author went on to
describe the gallery buildings he has himself
erected or designed.

THE CITY MlsElM AT AMSTERDAM

was built at a cost of .£1.5.000 from 1892 to 1895,
As there was no architectural style peculiar to the
19th century, the building had to be suggestoc*
more or less by the tine art of the time whenther
existed a style of interest in Holland. Thi,.

style he found in the Dutch Renaissance of the
beginning of the 17th century. But he did not
follow closely the examples set by former ages..
In designing the details he went his own way,
avoiding the copying of sculpture and of the-
curvature of mouldings from ancient examples.-
The central haU contains the principal staircase,
which has a skylight with glass of a warm
yellowish tone. Floors in the gallerj--rooins are
teak "parquet," the woodwork being oiled to
show the beiiutiful grain. Originally the walls of
the rooms were painted, hut now can\a3 in warm
tints, such as olive-green and deep red, has been
[jut on them. The author showed plans and gave
a description of a house, which included a gallery-
room, which he had erected for a gentleman
possessing a valuable collection of modern Dutch
and French pictures. Particulars were also given
of a scheme for rehousing with greater saftey the
masterpieces of Franz Hals, which are now-
exhibited in the ancient town-hall of Haarlem.

Sir L. ArMA-T.iDEMA, R.A. , propo.sed a vote
of thanks to the lecturer, remarking that he
differed in some respects from him, chiefly as to
the best mode of lighting picture galleries. In the
building of a museum or gallery there were too-

view-points to be considered—that of the architect
and that of the painter. The artist could not
tolerate a top light, however well it displayed the
interior of the building so illuminated, for it cast
unreal shadows, it gave both the works of paint-
ing and sculpture a false appearance, and one
unlike that of nature, which provides us with a
side light. He thought all would agree that
buildings designed to be used for the accommoda-
tion and display of pnctures should show them in
their best :ispect. The question of protection

from fire w;rs an important one, and one not often
studied from the right point—that of the safety of
the invaluable contents of a gallery. A tire-

resisting building of iron, brick, and iron was
built as a museum for the Province of Antwerp

;

unfortunately it did catch fire, the beautiful con-
tents were utterly consumed, but the wretched
structure remained. It was essential that no
custodian should dwell on museum premises.

Mr. Joiix D. Grace seconded the vote of

thanks, remarking that they were greatly indebted
to the author so for cleverly putting before them
the complicated problems of gaUerj' planning and
construction. A valuab'e hint was the suggestion

that all pictures coiddnotbe equally well seen in the

same scheme of lighting, and the difference in tone

between the paintings of the Italian and Flemish
schools and those of the Dutch school was well

emphasised : for the former, top lighting was
preferable ; tor the latter, with their minute
detail, a side hght should be proWded, and
each picture shoiUd be enclosed in a narrow
black frame so as to intensify the colour. When
the late Professor E. M. Barry built the extension

to the National Gallery in Trafalgar-square, he
provided polished-oak flooring, with- a narronr

band of white-marble paving next the walls ; but
within two yeara it was found imperative to

remove this dazzling white margin, as it was
reflected on the pictures in a uniform bright line,

and the oak flooring was continued to the skirting

with good results.

Sir AsTox Wehh, R.A.. thought that painters

were somewhat difficult to please, and that it

would bo well to collate the diverse opinions of

artists before designing a g;illery. Personally,

he believed that a top sidelight was the best for

the display of pictures. However large or small

a gallery was, there ought to be a way out
without traversing the whole of the rooms a
second time, which was productive of fatigue.

^Vs to the protection of galleries from tire and
theft, our Government now reahsed that care-

takers and their families sleeping in the attic of a
gallery were no protection ;ig;iinst an attack of
fire or burglary, and they now wisely relied oa
watchmen who patrolled the buildings, caretakers

being housed elsewhere : but in provincial

galleries custodians still slept on the premises—

a
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source of great risk. A good wijth for a giliery
in England was from 28ft. to :i2ft., a height of
•JOft. to 22ft., and half the roof and the upper
parts of the walls should be utilised for lighting.
The French were trying a vertical blind hanging
down the centre of the gallery, and in their

museums protection was given the paintings
from direct sunlight. The fewer obstructions
that had to be placed on the walls of a gallery the
better—there should be no pilasters nor project-
ing features, and the doors should be of w-ood,

reasonably polished, and koi)t perfectly plain.

As to tapestry as a background for paintings,
anyone who had been to Hardwick Hall and seen
the pictures set off against the old tapestry
collected by liess of Hardwick, and now toned
down to a dull uniformity, would agree that, so

used, it formed an admirable background surface.

Mr. H. H. SrATiuM held th;it a fatal mistiike

in some of the Trafalgar-square galleries was a

double-glazed roof, which made the atmosphere
very close. The great difficulty of fitting a wall
to suit every picture was overcome by the use of

gold frames, which harmonised every colour.

5Ir. Alikeu East, A.R.A., .said that, broadly
speaking, an architect did not e.\pect the occupant
of a house to possess either paintings, statuary,
or books — a proposition received with some
demur.

Mr. Reginalii T. Blomfield, A.R.A., held
that if a painter produced his work to be hung in

a gallery, it would be easy to arrange the lighting
of artists' houses ; but the majority of paintings
were not intended to be hung in galleries, but
were acquired for private collections. A gallery
was merely a concession to an insatiable desire for

education in art, which we should be much better
without.

The Chairman-, in putting the vote of thanks,
which was carried by acclamation, remarked that

square rooms were not the best forms for galleries,

and he suggested that he.'jagons or octagons would
be preferable forms for the display of paintings.

Mr. Weissmax briefly replied, explaining th.at,

in advocating a ''top light" for galleries, he
intended to recommend a lantern with glazed
sides and a darkened centre.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS' DINXER.

THE twenty-third annual dinner cf the Society
of Architects was held on Thursday evening

in last week at De Keyser's Royal Hotel, Victoria-

embankment, E.L'., and passed off most success-

fully. There was a very large attendance of

members and guests ; the speeches were brief,

brief and to the point, and were interspersed with
excellent vocal music. Mr. Albert E. Pridmore,
O.C, who is serving a second year of oBice as

President, occupied the chair. The company of

about a hundred and fifty included the Lord Mayor
(Sir W. P. Treloar) and Sheriffs (Alderman Crosby
and Mr. Dunnl, Lord Monkswell, Gapt. the Hon.
Fitzroy Hemphill (Deputy Chairman L.C.C.).
Sir H. Trueman Wood (secretary of the Society
of Arts), Sir Benjamin Stone, JI.P. (president

National Photographic Records Association), his

Honour Judge Rentoul, Mr. L. A. Atherlev-
Jones, K.C., M.P., Mr. J. S. Fletcher, M.P.,
Jlr. H. Greville Montgomery, M.P., Mr.
Alphajus C. Morton. M.P., Mr. Donald Maclean,
M.P., Mr. T. B. Silcock, M.P., Mr. Ueorge
Langridge (president Surveyors' Institution), Mr.
A. J. Gate (president (Quantity Surveyors' As-
sociation), Mr. F. Wallen, F.R.I.B.A. (presi-

dent District Surveyors' Association), Mr. J.

Potter Barber (president Association of Municipal
and County Engineers), Mr. E. Holmes (presi-

dent Sheffield Society of Architects and Sur-
veyors), Sir. E. O. Sachs (chairman British Fire
Prevention Committeei, Jlr. F. L. Dove (presi-

dent London M;ister Builders' .Vssociation;, j\lr.

William Robertson (master of the Carpenters'
Co.), Mr. Alfred R. .Smith (master of the Tylers'
and Bricklayers' Company), Mr. C. F. Parslow
(master of the Painters' Company), Mr. A. A.
Hudson (member of the Tribunal of Appeal),
Mr. U. L. Gommc (clerk, L.C.C.), Mr. W. E.
Kiley. F.R.I.B.A. (superintending architect,

L.C.C.), Mr. .lames Bell (town clerk. City
Corporation), Mr. Brook T. Kitchin (architect.

Local (Government Board), Jlr. A. C. Scovell
(chairman Jletropolitan Asylums Board), Mr.
J. B. Wild (chairman. City of London
Guardians), the JIayors of Bath, Chatham,
Chelsea, Holborn, Islington, Mansfield, and
Stoke Xewington : Mr. Deputy Wallace, Mr.
Walter W. Thomas (past-]ire.sident), Messrs.
G. A. T. Middleton and I!. Frank VaUance

(vice-presidents), Mr. Ellis Marsland (hon. secie-

lary), B. R. Tucker fhon. treasurer). Col. F.

.Seymour Leslie, R.E., and Jlessrs. A. \. Atkins,

E.' C. Beaumont. G. E. Bond, T. J. Byrne,

^\'\f^cott Deakm, H. V. Milnes - Emerson,
Cholton James. T. E. Lidiard James, C. H. Jlead,

D. Morgan, E. J. Sidgrove, W. A. Scott, Percy
B. Tubbs. J. H. White, W. Woodward, Oswald
C. Wylson, and C. McArthur Butler (secretary),

.tc.

The usual loyal toasts having been given from
the chair, and" heartily honoured, Mr. Deputy
Wallace proposed " The Houses of Parliament."
LordMoxKswELL, in a speech marked by much dry

humour, responded for the House of Lords, and
Mr. T. B. Silcock, M.P., for the House of

Commons, the latter making felicitous use of

architectural metaphors in his acknowledgment.
Judge Rentoil proposed the toast of " The Lo.?al

Authorities," remarking that he must first refer

to the Corporation, a body for whom he had the

greatest respect as his employers. He would say,

as he had said for many years past, and hoped to do
so for many years to come, that the present Lord
Mayor w.as one of the best they had ever had.

The best advice he could give to the London
County Council was to model itself on the Cor-

poration. The local authorities of the country did

their work admirablv, and received wonderfully
little in the way of thanks. Mr. Alderman and
Sheriff Ciiosiiv returned thanks for the Lord
Mayor, who had left to attend another function,

and Captain the Hon. Fixziiov Hemphill replied

in a breezy, witty speech for the County Council.

The latter observed that architects would have a

unique opportunity within the next fifty years

in regard to the rebuilding of Regent-street and
the erection of premises in Kingsway. He hoped
that the criticisms which had been levied on Mr.
Norman Shaw's magnificent design for the re-

construction of Regent-street liuadrant would not
be listened to. at all events by members of the

architectural profession ; they all knew the effect

of huge masses of stone and brick supported on
glass, and how hideous and hopeless the result was.

'rhis was not to be tolerated for the new London
that was about to rise around us. Another note-

worthy undertaking was the impending erection at

the south end of Westminster Bridge of the new
< 'ounty Hall. He trusted that the premiums and
commission would be gained in the open com-
petition by English architects, and that no false

notions of economy would prevent the new
London which was being constructed from being
the most beautiful city in the world. Certainly

the architects of this generation would have
an unexampled chance of setting their mark
on London. The JIayor of Bath, Mr.
SiiixEV W. Bi'sH, responded to the toast on
behalf of local authorities. He referred to the
natural beauties of Bath, and to the fact that the
buildings and conduits erected by the Romans for

the utilisation of the health-giving mineral springs
were still being used with little alteration. The
city had been fortunate in having had in the ISth
century a generous owner of I'rior Park in Ralph
Allen, who, with father and son named John
Wood, the architects, and their partner Baldwin,
had enriched Bath with many stately buildings.

The members of the Society were, he understood,
to pay a few days' visit to Bath in the course of

the sun\mer, and he extended to them a hearty
welcome.

The toast of the evening, '-The Society of

Architects, " was proposed by Jlr. L. A. Athekley-
JoxE^, K.C., M.P., who remarked that no pro-
fession was more worthy than that of architecture,

for it combined the useful and the beautiful. It

was the object of the Society of Architects to

endi'avour to secure sound and sanitary con-
struction in the interests of the gener.al public,

and to improve the status of the profession,

and with that aim in view the Society had
for many years promoted an .\rchitects' Regis-
tration Bill, lie deeply regretted that the
measure which they all had at heart had not
made the [jrogress they could have wished :

but this was due to no lack of energy or effort on
the part of hin\self and those who were assisting

in its promotion. Unfortunately, the days of

legislation by private, or, as he should say, un-
olHcial, members seemed to be over for the. time
being, and they iiad not been fortunate in the
ballot, and thus could not secure an early hearing
for the Bill. Ho urged the architects who were
desirous of passing the measure to be insistent in

lobbying, and to seek to influence public opinion
in favour of a Bill which would be of benetit, not
merely to the profession, but to the general com-

munity at large. They must piesson until success

was achieved. As to the new County Hall,

"conceived by the Wastrels," to which Captain

Hemphill had referred, he earnestly trusted that

the new Council would not be parsimonious in its

encouragement of architecture. Such a hall ought

to be worthy of the purpose for which it was to be

erected. He coupled with the toast the name of

their President. Mr. Pridmore.

The toast was received with great enthusiasm,

and the President was greeted with cheers and
musical honours.

In responding, the President remarked that

three and twenty years had passed since a small

body of architects banded themselves together for

the purpose of securing the passage through

Parliament of a Bill for the registration of

qualified members of the profession. That was

the beginning of the Society of Architects, which
now numbered some 900 members practising, not

only in the United Kingdom, but in all parts of the

British Empire. Only last year a branch was

organised for South Africa, where ex.amination

centres had beenfoundedat Cape Town, Johannes-

burg, and Maritzburg. The council of the Society

had under consideration at the present time a

comprehensive system of architectural education,

which would, he confidently believed, prove a

very great advantage to the bulk of architectural

students, more particularly to those who had not

the advantage of living in the Metropolis. As to

the Architects' Registration Bill, the Society

was determined to persist in their efforts until the

measure was placed upon the Statute Book. The
idea was to consolidate the entire profession, and
they believed that its registration would be as

much for the benefit of the building community
as for that of the architects' profession. As to

the reconstruction of Regent-street, art and
commerce seemed there to be at loggerheads

;

but he was confident that art would prevail,

and that the gloomy prognostications of those

engaged in commerce would not be realised.

In conclusion, he referred to the speech of the

Mayor of Bath, and announced that the Council

of the Society had arranged for a tour or five days'

excui-sion in the beautiful county of Somerset. A
most excellent programme had been arranged by
Mr. Herbert W. Matthews of Bath, and the mayor
of that city had generously offered to entertain

the members and their friends.

3Ir. U. A. T. MioiiLETOx, Vice-President, pro-

posed the toast of "The Visitors," coupling with

it the names of Sir Benjamin Stone, M.P., to

whose work as President of the National Photo-

graphic Records Association he referred in high

terms, and of Mr. A. A. Hudson, a member of

the Tribunal of Appeal. The toast suggested, he

remarked, the many-sided character of their work,

and that the architect was both an artist and a

professional man.
Both gentlemen responded, Mr. llinsox, ob-

serving that any standing the tribunal might have

in public opinion was due to the fact that its

decisions were chai-acterised by absolute and fear-

less impai-tiality. His own task had been rendered

the more easy because before he read for the legal

profession he was a pupil of the late Ewan
Christian, and practised for ten years on his own
account as an architect.

AX EXHIBITION OF ARCHITECTURAL
PHOTOGRAPHS.

i N exhibition of photographs, most of which

XJL are of an architectural chai-acter, is being

held at the present time at the office of the

Biitish Journiil of r/iotoi^riip/i;/, 21, Wellington-

street, Strand, being the work of members of the

National Photographic Record Association. The
greater number are submitted by Sir .L Benjamin
Stone, but only one- of these is equal to his

reputation. He sometimes fails a little in focus

or in camera tilt ; while in many instances he has

made his desire for topographic exactitude over-

ride his sense of artistic grouping, and some few
otherwise admirable photographs are spoilt by'

quite small defects. This is particularly the case

with X'o. 12, "In the Crj-pt, Canterbury Cathe-

dral," where the white spot formed by the notice

board in the centre of the picture is intensely

irritating, though it could easily have been toned

down. The one good example is No. 3, "Remains
of Ancient Chapel in the Crypt, Canterbury

Cathedral," which has aU the characteristics of

the highest class of architectural photography.

Jlr. F. R. Armytage shows a notable series of

X'orman doorways, with a fine appreciation of the

value of obtaining detail in the shadows and of
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the possibilities of platinotyjie priiitina; to obtain

a large range of gradation. Mv. H. W. Fincham
fails precisely in this, his otherwise interesting

series of ilUistrations of Essex and Middlesex
ihurches being in too low a lone, his negatives

leing too thin for good results to be obtained

from them in platinum.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF BRITISH
WOdDLAXD.S.

BEFURE the resiimption of the discussion on
Mr. Leslie Wood's paper at the ordinary

general meeting of the iiurveyors' Institution,

the President (in the chair) made a sympathetic
reference to the loss -which the Institution had
sustained by the death of Jlr. Albert Buck, of

Worcester, a past-president and a universally

respected membei of the profession. The discussion

of the paper was resumed by Jlr. E. Stafford

Howard, C.B., Commissioner of Woods and
Forests, who agreed that the need at the present

moment was not so much afforestation as the im-
provement of lands already planted. There were
hundreds of thousands of acres of woodland, the

produce of which might he very considerably de-

veloped and made more marketable by skilful

management. One could generally get a good
price for a good article, but the inferior

timber produced by some of the old woods
was worth very little. There was little doubt
that the greatest pest of the forester was
the rabbits, which, if left for the purposes of

sport, very soon made profitable forestry impos-

sible. In many cases he agreed that the only

course with old neglected woods was to make a

clean cut and start afresh. It was possible to

over-thin timber plantations, as was shown by a

table which the sjieaker quoted, giving the result

of reducing a number of trees over a given

acreage : S.3'27 trees per acre of a larch planta-

tion yielded in ten years a market value of l^s.

per hundred poles, while 1,S1S per acre only

averaged Ss. 4d. per hundred. Again, soil

which was not good enough to grow oak could

often be so improved by first planting it

with Scots fir that after a few years oak
would succeed perfectly. The beech woods of

the Chilterns were of course unique in having
the industry, which depended on their timber,

established in their midst, a system which would
be of immense advantage if it could be more
generally adopted. But even there rabbits were
the enemy. An owner could not grow rabbits

and timber together. It must not be forgotten

that the demand for any particular description

and size of timber was constantly changing, and
that it was not possible to alter the character of

one's woodlands suddenly to meet such a change.
In some cases bark, which formed a large propor-

tion of the profit of a woodland area, was now
practically unsaleable, and the demand for

hop-poles had varied considerably with new
systems of wiring. He had thought whether it

would be possible to establish pulping mills

in this country : but he was told on good
authority that it would be q\iite impossible

for any one district to keep a mill going
all the year round, and, of course, the cost

of carriage from any distance would destroy
all the profit ; but still he could not help thinking
that landowners, by co-operation, might establish

some such industry in order to make a fair profit

out of their woodlands.
Mr. A. Vernon Past-Piesidenl) said that while

the ornamental timber of England w.is probably
the best and the best managed in the world, there

was still something to be learned in the m mage-
ment of woodlands for profit. He had for many
years been associated with beech - growing in

Buckinghamshire, where the immense advantage
existed of having an inlustry established in

the very midst of the woodlands which consumed
the produce on the spot. If this were more
generally the case, timber could be made much
more profitable when relieved of the heavy cost

of cartage.

Dr. W. SomerviUe, M.A. (Associate), agreed
with Mr. Leslie Wood, that, while the methods
of the Continental school of forestry were not in

every case applicable to English soils and con-
ditions, there was much to be done in the way of

improvement in forest management. The diffi-

culty was that no one would adopt arrangements
which they had not previously seen tried. He
advocated ploughing derelict land and sowing,
and for this purpose one of the best of trees was
the black walnut, which soon grew large enough
to take care of itself, and which yielded valuable

timber. Then, again, owners should establish

nurseries of their own, rather than resorting to

nurserymen. If an estate was not large enough

to cany a private nursery, several owners might
well combine and so save expense. He had seen

almost as much damage done by pheasants and

woodpigeons, in the case of what should have

been self-sown oak, as by rabbits.

Mr. Munro Ferguson, ULl'., and Sir Hugh
Bcevor, Bart., having exprcss<'il their general

concurrence with Mr. Leslie Wood's views, Mr.

H. J. Elwes said that the comparison between

foreign and British methods of sylviculture, often

to the detriment of the latter, was not always a

fair one. The conditions differed so materially

that wh.it was suitable in one case was totally

unsuitable in the other, and it was useless to

theorise from the experience of German foresters

for the benefit of English woods. Too often

unsuitable trees were planted in soils and situa-

tions where they could not possibly succeed.

The best guide was a careful survey of the

neighbourhood, which would show an intending

planter what was likely to pay in his own case.

If planting were done carefully and reasonably,

he did not believe that any man would ever

regret the time, or, in moderation, the money
spent upon it.

Mr. F. H. Ci. Osmond Smith said that as an
old pupil of Mr. Leslie Woods, it gave him par-

ticular pleasure to take part in the discussion.

The adoption of the Continental system of high

woods was rendered ditficult in England by the

fact that most owners wanted cover for game.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

LiiiiiUiii Tiipugraiihicttl Record, vol. iv. (London :

10, Clifford's" Inn, E.C.)—The seventh arnual

report of the London Topographical Society and
some jiapers lead before that body has been issued

•as a cloth-bound volume containing numerous
illustrations. The address of Mr. Philip Norman.
Treasurer S. A., vice-president, gives a summary
of all that is known at present of the Roman wall

of London, and is accompanied by maps ami

reproductions of photographs and engravings. In

a paper on " Recent Demolitions in Blackheath."

Mr. (iilbert H. Lovegrove, member of Council,

describes the interesting mansion known as

Vanbrugh House, pulled down half a dozen years

since, and the adjoining Vanbrugh Castle, another

of Vanbrugh's brick houses, which is undergoing

great alterations : both are illustrated by plans

and photographs made by the author of the paper.

Mr. F. C;. Hilton Price contributes a very full

and interesting paper on the Old Signs of Cheap-

side and Poultry and the adjoining streets, with

numerous facsimiles of ISth'-century shop bills.

The series, of which this volume forms the fourth,

will be of great value and interest to all concerned

in the past history of the Metropolis.

SOUND-PROOF BUILDING PLATES.

THESE bricks or plates are made from a

mixture of gypsum, with sawdust, coke-

dust, or ashes. The following, according tc? the

liantechiDsche Zeitschrift. is another effective but

more expensive method. An acid or acid salt

from a second salt is mixed with the gypsum mass

by stirring ; the action of the acid forces out the

carbonic or hydrochloric acid from this second

salt, and these gases in escaping produce pores

in the plates. With careful work, the pores in

the mass may be distributed so evenly and in

such great number that the plates made from it

are very light, conduct sound badly, and can be

easily nailed. The same result, according to the

AUgtineuie C/r,iii/,ti-:-(liiiii/. may be obtained m
a much simpler manner by adding small quantities

of carbonates to the gypsum mass. These

carbonates and the gypsum suffer mutual deconr-

position, resulting in the liberation of carboiiic

acid. The g-as escapes slowly and steadUy. while

the gypsum sets and hardens, acquiring an entirely

porous texture without losing any of its durability.

Thus at the expense of very little material the

plates, while retaining their strength, become

lighter. The liicarbonates of the alkalies-

sodium carbonate or ammonium bicarbonate-

are the best salts to use for the purpose. Thi

effect mav be increased by adding sawdust, coke-

dust, or ashes. For example, 20 parts by weight

of sawdust may be mixed with 40 parts by weight

of gypsum, and 40 parts by weight of water, in

which 1 part by weight of sodium bicarbonate or

ammonium carbonate has been dissolved, added

to the mixture. The pulp is poured into moulds,

and can then be left to harden without further

attention.

A NEW :mortiser.

BUILDERS, cabinetmakers, and woodworkers

generally will appreciate a new machine

called Mason's Marvellous ilortiser. introduced

by the .Safety Tread Syndicate, of lo. Barb can.

It has many advantages. It will cut a true,

clean mortise 4Mn. deep in 10 seconds : core-

driving and boring is dispensed with. It cuts

parallel or taper mortises in a single cut, and

does accurate and rapid work in hard, soft, or

knotty wood. The work is done by means of a

chain", which can be removed, and another one

set working in less than a minute. Chains can

be had in all sizes from lin. up to lin. in depth.

This machine w:rs demonstrated to thousands of

persons .at the recent Building Trades E.xhibition,

and its advantages thoroughly appreciated. The

reputation of the firm introducing it is in itself a

sufficient recommendation. Their stair-treads are

constantly being fixed in buildings of import.ance.

and at the present time are being used in the new

MoriKiig rust offices, the extension to the General

Post Office, as well as in Kingsway, Aldwych, \c.,

and the different tube railways.

CHIPS.

A labourer, named Jamss William Arnold, re-

covered .1100 damages and costs at Wandsworth on
Monday against Messrs. Johnson and Co., builders,

under the Employers' Liability Act tor injuries

received iu a crane accident while in their service.

The foundation-stones of new buildings for the

Exmouth branch of the Y.M.C..\. were laid on

Friday. The site in Victona-road adjoins the

Baptist church. There are to be a reading-room,

parlour, committee-room, games-room, secretary's

room, and a gymnasium.

Mr. W. A. Ducat, Local Government Board

inspector, held a public inquiry on Friday at Kiikby

,

in respect of an application trom the Sefton Rural

District Council to borrow the sum of £4,000 for

improvements to highways in the townships of

Kirkby, Sefton, and West Derby Rural.

Messrs. ,T. B. Joyce and Co. have received in-

structions to make a new striking clock for Cowbit

Church, Spalding, and another for Harpswell

Church, Gainsborough. The same firm have this

week shipped a very large clock to New Zealand,

and have in hand two illuminated clocks for Salford

Corporation Tram Depot, Manchester.

A new Wesleyan church was recently opened at

St. Kevenie, Cornwall, in place of one destroyed

by tire. The building is Late Gothic in style. The
internal dimensions are Gift, by 3ift. The seating

is circular, and is arranged in tiers on the amphi-

theatre plan. There is a rostrum, at the rear of

which is the organ. There is seating accommoda-

tion for 244. The roof, which is partially opened,

is supported on arched and moulded timbers. The

cost has been £2,500. Messrs. J. Wdls and .'<ons,

of Derby, were the architects, and Mr. G. Bond, ol

Hayle, was the contractor.

At an important conference, presided over by the

Hon. Albau (iibbs, M.A., the president, held at the

London Institution, Finsbury -circus, of the board

of managers and the proprietors' committee, twc

building schemes were brought forward for con-

sideration, and one, by a considerable majority, was

selected tor presentation to the proprietors at a

general meetiug. This scheme, prepared by Messrs.

Figgis and Wilson, has for its object a rearrange-

ment of the existing building, with new theatre and

storehouse for 200,0110 books on modern lines, and

the utilisation of the remainder of the site for letting

on a building lease.

\ serious fire broke out early on Sunday morning

atthe Royal DoultonPotteries, the premises ofMessrs.

Doulton and Co. (Ltd.), at Albert Euibankment,

Lambeth, and some twenty engines were called up.

A building of four stories, used as a storage ware-

house for materials, and a hoiler-house were gutted,

while an adjoining building was injured. Ihe con-

tents were severely damaged by smoke and water.

The firm's own Hre-biigade did excellent work m
the early stages of the outbreak, and to these men
is principally due the confining of the fire to the

damaged premises.

The movement for providing cottage homes for

the aged workpeople of Northumberland pits wiU

presently be augmented by a group ol twelve

cottages now being built at Bedlington at the

expense of Miss Eiston, of Leyton Manor, York-

shire. The homes are situated alongside the main

road between Bedlington Station and Bedlington

town, and will be for woikmen who hive been

employed at the Bedlington Collieries. The cost

will l>e £;i,000. The contractors are Messrs. J.

tioulding and Sons, of Blyth, and the opening will

take place early in May.
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We regret to announce the doath of Mr.
Walteu WviiKow HdiiKUTsox, Iiitolv architect
to H.M. Ollice of Works, Parliaraent-sqiiaro,
Edinburgh, and a former Master of the Edinburgh
Merchant Company. For more than twenty
years 5Ir. Robertson, who died on Tuesday at the
age of Gl years, was principal architect under
H.M. Board of Works in Scotland, and although
he retired from that office three years ago owing
to a^ slight paralytic stroke, he did some pro-
fessional work since his retirement, and at the
time of his death was consulting architect to the
.Scottish Education Department. About the
end of October last he had another para-
lytic stroke, from which he never in any
large measure recovered. He resided a"t

Wardie Bank, Boswell-road, Trinity, where his
death took place. Mr. Robertson "received his
early professional training under the late Jlr.
Morham, city architect, Edinburgh, and after-
wards he had professional experience with the
firm of Messrs. Holden and Sons, Manchester.
His connection with H.JI. Office of Works dates
from 1871. In that year he became technical
assistant to the late Sir Douglas Ualton, who
then occupied a post that has since been
abolished—that of H.M. Director of W^orks.
Subsequently Mr. Robertson acted as assistant
to Sir John Taylor, one of the architects of
the Office of Works. While occupying these
posts his work was mainly in London. His
services and ability, however, were soon further
recognised by hi.s being appointed head of
H.M. Office of Works in Scotland. During his
tenure of this office he superintended many im-
portant (-Government buildings in different parts
of Scotland, including the erection of < Glasgow
General Post Office, (Glasgow Inland Revenue
Office, the Blackford Hill Observatory, Edin-
burgh: new Post Offices at Dundee, Inverness,
Perth, and other towns : the extension of the
Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh (then allied
the Industrial Museum) : and the extension and
alteration of the Register House, Edinburgh.
About the end of March, 1904, after he had had
a paralytic stroke, he gave up his post under the
Board of Works, and w.as succeeded by Mr. W.
T. (lldrieve, F.R.I.B.A. He was a member, and
at one time President of Edinburgh Architectural
Association, and in earlier years took a prominent
part in the work of the London Architectural
Assot-iation, of which he was vice-president in
187fi-77. In the work of some of the cor-
porate bodies in Edinburgh he took a con-
siderable interest. Joining the Merchant (^ompany
in 1H83, he i)assed successively through the
offices of assistant and treasurer, and in 1895
was appointed Master of the company, an office
which he filled with aceeptance for the" usual term
of two years. At the close of his term as Master
he w.as presented with his portrait in oil, which
has now a place on the walls of the offices of the
company in Hanover-street. He was at one time
K.W.M. of the Lodge of Edinburgh (St. Mary's
Chapel), \o. 1, which is one of the oldest lodo-es

•in the United Kingdom. Mr. Robertson is sur-
vived by a widosv, tour sons, and two daughters.
Of his sons, two are in Edinburgh—one of them
an advocate and the other an architect.

Alderm.ix Alkeiit Bi ck died Last Friday,
aged 78 years, at his residence, St. .fohn's,

Worcester, where he had been lying unconscious
for upwards of a fortnight, resulting upon a
•stroke. Mv. Buck had been for half a century
engaged in the business of a land agent and sur-
veyor, and for upwards of a quarter of a century
was a prominent figure in local public affairs.

Steps are in progress for the restoration of St.
Anne's Chapel, Exeter. The chapel dates from the
•early years of the l-5th century.

The opening of the new smallpox hospital at
Skym Coiner, under the direction of the Bromley
.and Beckenham Joint Hospital Bo.ard, took place
on Wednesday week. The hospital is erected in
grounds covering five acres, and accommodates 2;!

patients. The total cost has been £ 1 1 ,G8i.

A bronze tablet erected to the memory of John
Howard, the philanthropist, was recently unveileil
at Warrington by Mitjor Griffiths, the writer on
prison life. The .tablet is inset in the wall of the
shopfront of Messrs. Richardson, Bridge-street. It
was on this spot that John Howard lodged at a
silversmith's shop, which stood upon the site of the
present premises, while printing his work on prison
life in 1777. -Vt the foot of the tablet, ami in the
centre of a wreath of laurel, is a portrait of Howard.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

CUVSTAL PaLA( K .Stllool, ol Exf-i-VEEurxr,.

The lOord award of certificates at this school took
place on Friday by Sir Alexander Kennedy,
F.R.S. (president of the Institution of Civil

Engineers). The ex.aminers' reports stated that
in the first year's course (mechanical engineering)
the number of students who attended the lecture

examination on '' Steam and the Steam Engine
"

was II), and that out of 39 who were eligible for

examination 33 passed. The examiner of the
mechanical section of the school reported that tlie

students had turned out good work. The report

of the work done by the students in the civil

engineering section stated that several students
had shown very marked ability. The examiner
of the electrical section reported that he found
the work well maintained, and that the mei/hanit.-al

work was always a strong point at the Crystal
Palace. .Sir Alexander Kennedy, in the course of

an address to the students, said that the gi'eat

idea of this school was to concentrate all the
departments of engineering. There was a great
temptation to young men starting on an engineer-
ing career to make up their mind that there was
one particular department of engineering in which
they were definitely interested, and to neglect any
other part. If there was one thing that was
fatal to the probability of success of an engineer
in practical work, it was the idea that he should
specialise when he was verj- young. Nearly all the
men who were best known in the engineering pro-
fession were not working at the particular branch
at which they started, and he advised the
students of the school not to narrow their ideas
to one particular branch. The British engineer
owed his success to the fact that he did every-
thing that came to his hand, whether it was his

particular branch or not, and there was no doubt
that the best thing was for each student to
endeavour to become a thorough all-round man.
Mr. J. A. Botham, assistant manager to the
Crystal Palace Company, expressed the thanks
of the directors to the examiners, Mr. A. (_G. Fenn
and Mr. Charles V. Biggs. Mr. J. W. Wilson,
the Principal of the school, referred to a number
of old students who were holding first-class ap-
pointments in different parts of the world. The
reason, he said, why the students had done so
well was because they had a good all-round pre-
paration.

Devox axd Exeteu Auchitectcr.u, Society.
—The annual meeting of the members of this
sociotv was held at Torquay, the President, Mr.
Harbottle Reed, F.R.I.B.A.. of E.xeter. being in
the chair. The hon. secretary, Mr. Allan J.
Pinn, presented the report, which was of a very
satisfactory character. The hon. treasurer pre-
sented the balance-sheet. This and the report
were i^dopted. The book prize for measured
drawings was presented by M. G-. B. .Selleck, of
Plymouth. The retiring president, Mr. Harbottle
Reed, then delivered his address. A hearty vote
of thanks to the president for his services was
proposed by Mr. C. Cole, seconded by Mr. X. G.
Bridgman, and carried unanimously. Mr. Har-
bottle Reed, in felicitous terms, proposed Mr. M.
Alton Bazeley. of Plymouth, as president for the
ensuing year, seconded by Mr. 0. Cole and sup-
ported by Mr. B. P. Shires, and was carried.
Jlr. Bazeley, in returning thanks for the honour
conferred on him, .said he would endeavour
to keep up the dignity of thf chair and advance
the interests of the society as his predecessors had
done before him. Mr. 0. Railing, of Exeter,
was elected vice-president ; 3Ir. Allan .1. Pinn,
A.R.I.B.A., of Exeter, hon. secretary; Mr. S.
Dobell (Exeter) hon. treasurer: and Blessrs. J.
Crocker, F.R.I.B.A., J. Jerm-an, F.R.I.B.A.,
J. A. Lucas, A.R.I.B..-V. (Exeter), and O. B.
Peter, F.R.I.B.A. (Launceston) were elected to
fill vacancies on the council. The meeting was
followed by a luncheon, and later on the members
visited several buildings of public interest under
the able guidance of 3Ir. (

'. .Sewell -Vppleton, of
Tonjuay. These included St. John's Chuich. the
new Carnegie Library, Torre Abbey, and the
parish church at Paignton, where the vicar (Dr.
Rossi kindly ga\-o a short history of the church,
and pointed out the chief features of interest.

arrangement was known as the " villa or segre-
gate system," ditt'ering from the "pavilion or
block and corridor system," upon which system
most existing asylums were built. The annual
general meeting of the association was held in the
Geographical Society's Lecture Hall, National
Portrait Galleiy. (iueeu-street, on Wednesday
evening, Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc, U.S.A.,
President, in the chaii-. .Vfter the transaction of

formal business and the adoption of reports, an
address, illustrated by lantern views, was delivered

by the President on " Holyrood Palace—as it is."

The Society or AiicniTECTs.—For the position

of solicitor to this society there were a dozen
nominations, including Sir William Bull, M.P.
A ballot being taken among the members of the
council at their last meeting, Mr. Thomas Baines,
of Slessrs. Wetherfield, Son, and Baines, 1,

Gresham Buildings, Guildhall, E.C., was elected.

Society or AxTifiUAUiEs.—The annual meeting
of P ellows of the Society of Antiquaries was held,

on Tuesday afternoon, at the society's rooms,
Burlington House. Lord Avebury occupied the
chair, and delivered his annual address as

president. He said that the society was highly
prosperous. The decision to raise the dam at

Assuan by 20ft., from the point of view of art and
archieology, was most unfortunate. Among the
admirable series of monographs published by the
Trustees of the British Museum, one of the most
important this year was that on ' The Inscription

of Darius at Behistun." It would be remembered
that it was first copied and described by Sir H.
Rawlinson and enabled him to decipher the cunei-

form inscriptions. Some passages, however, had
remained doubtful, and the trustees, therefore,

commissioned ilr. King, assisted by Mr. Thomp-
son, to visit the locality and make a complete
collation of the inscription. He referred with
approval to the report of Lord Balcarres's Com-
mittee on Ancient Earthworks.

CHIPS.
The closing meeting for the present session of the

.Society of Architects will be held on Thursday
evening. May 16, at the hall. Staple Inn Buildmgs
South, Holborn, when a lecture on "Two Bene-
dictine Minsters," illustrated by over one hundred
lantern views, will be given by Mr. E. W. Harvey
Piper, hon. member.

At a meeting of the Sir W. H. Russell Memorial
Fund Committee on Wednesday, it was decided that
the memorial should take the form of a marble bust
over an inscribed tablet, to be placed in the crypt of

St. Paul's Cathedral.

Tne Hon. W. F. D. Smith, M.P., presided on
Wednesday over a meeting of leaseholders and
occupiers interested in the rebudding of the
Quadrant, Regent-street, at which a resolution of
protest against proceeding further with Mr. Norman
Shaw's plans as prepared for the Commissioners of
Woods and Forests was passed.

The Watford and Edgware RaUway Bill was
rejected by a committee ot the House ot Commons
on Wednesday.

On Thursday in last week, the main drainage
committee of the London County Council met to
consider the petition presented by the trustees of .St.

Paul's Cathedral against the construction of the
proposed sewer near the cathedral. After long dis-

cussion the petition and accompanying report of the
committee of four architects were referred to the
council's engineer and Sir Benjamin Baker for

further report.

The Auctioneers' Institute will holds its annual
general meeting on Thursday week, Maj 9, at 2.30,

at the Institute, 31, Russell-square. In the evening
the coming of age of the institute will be celebrated
by a banquet at the Hotel Cecil at (i.30 for 7 p.m.
The president, Mr. Henry D. Buckland, will occupy
the chair.

Eiiixiu-iuiH AurniTECTrRAi. Association-.—

A

party of about sixty members of this association
visited Bangour Village Asylum on Saturday-.
The party were met by Dr. ,Iohn Keay. Mr.
Hippolyte J. Blanc. R.s'.A., architect, who acted
as leader, explained the general arrangement of
the asylum, and. stated that this manner of

The most frequent cause of collapse among water-
tank-i is the corrosion of the hoops. This is a ilat

wrought-iron band, ^iu. to .{in. thick, which is

seldom painted, so that it becomes subject to

corrosion both from the outside and the inside.

Hoops should never be less than ^in. diameter, and
they should be made without welds and thoroughly
painted before and after erection.

It is claimed that the new process ot vulcanising
wood materially prolongs its life, and that its tensile

strength is increased by more than 2.5 per cent.,

while the weight is reduced by about one-fifth. It

is also claimed that the weight-resisting power is

increased from 3U per cent, to 40 per cent. The
process does away with all kilns and the necessity of

maintaining large plants, and will probably revolu-
tionise the lumber industry in the Southern I'nited

States.
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COMPETITIONS.
BoMKAY.—The n-tml'ay memorial of the recent

tour of the Prim-r and Princess of AVales in India

is to take the forai of a museum of the products

and industries, the art and archu-ology, and the

nittural history of Western India. The Uovern-
ment of Bombay have approved the proposal of a

special committee that the building for art and
archaology should first be taken in hand, other

portions of the scheme being postponed for a time.

The president of the Royal Institute of British

Architects is to be requested to select four gentle-

men of repute in the profession who woidd be

willing to submit designs at a premium of t'lOO

each, and a like amount is to be paid to the

authors of the two best designs prepared in India

and sent in eompetitively.

CHIPS.
At the Loudon Consistory Court a faculty

has been granted to the rector and church -

wardens of St. (_>]ave, Hart-street, authorising the
appropriation of a piece of the churchyard known
as the "Little ( *ld Churchyard " by the Corporation
of Loudon for the widening of Seething- lane, and
to sanction the applicatlou of the purchase-money
(£200) for the general expenses of the church.

The Bethnal Green Borough Council are about
to expend £6,01.3 for wood paving in Hackney and
Cambridge- roads. The council are taking measures
to acquire a site m Cambridge -road for new muni-
cipal offices, which are estimated to cost £30,700.
The buildings will include a council chamber, with
gallery, committee rooms, and otlices for the staffs

of the departments.

At a meeting of the vestry of the parish of
Lavenham, the rector, the Kev. A. G. Tweedie,
drew attention to the serious danger of fire that
existed through the present system of heating the
church. At his request a committee of practical

men was appointed to obtain information as to the
various systems of heating churches with a view to
removing the danger. Lavenham church is one of

the finest parish churches in the Eastern Counties,
and the loss occasioned by a fire would be irre-

parable. The length of the building is 156ft., and
its width GSft. ; the unfinished western tower rises

to a height of loSft., and is by far the noblest in

Suffolk.

The two Xottingharashire churches which were
recently destroyed by tire, due, it is supposed, to an
incendiary, are to be rebuilt ; but in the case of that
at Aunesley expert advice as to the safety of the
tower and foundations is tu be taken before the
work is entered upon. Towards the restoration of
the church at Kirkby-in-Ashtield a sum of about
£3,000 has been raised, and £o,462 has been received
from the insurance offices,

rhe directors of the Glasgow Harbour Tunnel
Company intimate that the tunnel will be closed to
traffic of all kinds on and after May 1 next. The
undertaking has not been paying its way. The
company was incorporated in IS.S'.' for the purpose
of constructing tunnels for vehicular and passenger
traffic under the harbour of Glasgow, and the
undertaking was opened for traffic in July, lS9-i.

The authorised capital, including loans, is £310,000,
All the ordinary shares and £112,000 of the prefer-
ence have been allotted and paid up.

The new Greaves School at Lancaster was opened
last week. The site was acquired in 1901 by the
school board for £2,n31, and plans were prepared
and submitted to the Education Department. These
were returned, however, as being too pretentious.
When the corporation took over the control of
education the school board plans were discarded,
and Mr. Mount, borough surveyor, prepared others,
which were accepted by the Education Department
without alteration. Accommodation is provided for
700 scholars, and the infants' department is to be
proceeded with later. The CDst of the building,
exclusive of the site, furnishing, and electric fittings,

has been £lfi,6o-3, and the whole cost will be about
£15,000.

A company has been registered, with a capital of
£6,000 in £20 shares, to carry on at I'ttoxeter the
business of a racecourse company in all its branches.
The preparation of the new racecourse has made
progress during the last few weeks in the hands of
the contractor, Mr. J. Preston. The ground has
been levelled and drained in places, and the Xorth
Staffordshire Railway Company have put in a siding.
Preparations are being made for the erection of a
grand stand and offices, and the work is bemg
pushed forward.

A new paris':-hall adjoining St. Matthew's Parish
Church, Sunderland-place, Xewcastle-on-Tyue,
was opened on Friday. It wdl cost with site £3,0 JO,

and accommodates 320 persons. Mr. Charles S.

Errington. A.K.I.B A., of Xewcastle, was the
architect, and the contractors were Messrs. Stephen
Easten, Ltd., of the same city.

Builbins Inttlligcnct.

Glasgow.—The Prince of Wales, who was

accompanieil Ijy the I'riniess. open(-'d, on Tuesday,

the two new portions of Glasgow University.

They occupy sites on opposite sides of a road,

have been designed by Jlr. James Jliller,

F.R.I.B.A., (ilasgow, and are in the Kenais-

sance style, freely treated. The larger building

is devoted to physiology, materia medica, forensic

medicine, and public health, and with the vary-

ing levels have bien turned to good account. It

consists of three main departments, for pliysio-

logy, materia medica and therapeutics, and
' forensic medicine and public health respectively,

j

each with its own lecture theatre, laboratories,

' library, and museum. The buildings are con-
' structed of a grey stone similar to that used in

I the main portion of the University. The cost has

I been about £100,000.—Gn Wednesday the Prince

I laid the foundation-stone of the Victoria Royal

i

Intinnary, which is being built at a cost of about
I £500,000. The plans for the scheme, which have

I also been prepared by Mr. James JliUer, architect,
' Glasgow, provide accommodation for GOO patients.

I

The distinctive feature is the great quadrangle,

which is a departure from more recent forms of
I infirmary design, ilr. Miller's plans show a

j

central block on the eastern e.xtremity of the site,

with wings to the north and south. Blocks pro-

ject to the east and west from the north wing,

and from the south wing there is a similar block

proiecting to the west, and forming the frontage

to Cathedral-square. There is a space of -iOOft.

between the projecting ward blocks, and these

two, with the central block, form a qviadrangle,

opening on Castle-street, of over 400ft. long, with

an average width of ISOft. The north .wing,

which has been begun, is 2S0ft. long, and consists

of six stories and basement. This block forms

the main surgical department. Twenty-three

wards for male and female patients are provided,

and above these are special female wards and

single wards. There are six operating theatres.

White sandstone will form the facing of the walls

of the whole of the buildings, which will be

fireproof throughout. The roofs of the main
buildings will be flat, finished with Val de Travers,

and surrounded with balustrading.

Great Pohtlanh - ^^tueet. W. — The Lord

Mavor on Saturday laid the foundation-stone of

the new St. James's Hall, which is being erected

in Great Portland-street at a cost of £100,000. to

replace the old concert-room in Piccadilly, which

has been demolished. The new building will

occupy the island site on which has stood the

disused church of St. Paid, and will cost £100,000.

The haU will comprise two levels—the area

seating 600 and the balcony seating oOO, making

a total of 1 , 100 seats. The orchestra and platform

at the end of the haU will accommodate full-sized

choirs and bands of instrumentalists, or an

audience of between 200 and 300. At each side

of the orchestra the organ will be built. The
orchestra is approached by two separate staircases,

quite distinct fi-om those leading to the hall itself.

Several retiring-rooms for artists, both men and

ladies, and for the chorus, with separate cloak-

rooms and lavatories, adjoin these staircases.

There will be a restaurant on the sub-ground floor.

The general offices for management and staff are

placed in the rear of the upper part of the build-

ing. The floor will have a ' rake," thus furnish-

ing every member of the audience with a view of

the platform. The external design is Classic,

carried out in Portland stone. The architects are

Messrs. Joseph and .Smithson, assisted by Mr. A.

Blomfield Jackson, and Messi-s. Perry Bros, are

the contractors.

XouwicH.—Memorial-stones of a group of

buildings to be added to the Octagon Unitarian

Chapel, as a memorial to the late Dr. James

Martineau, were laid on Saturday. The build-

ings are being erected in Colegate-street. on a site

immediately adjacent to that occupied by the

( Ictan-on Chapel, and are designed bv ilr. Howard
Chatfeild Clarke, F.R.I.B.A., of London. The

estimated cost of site and buildings is £7,000, and

£6,000 has already been subscribed. The first

floor will be reached by a staircase at either angle

of the building. < In this floor will be the lecture-

hall and schoolroom, capable of setiting :;i0

persons. It will be provided with a platform

which can be extended and used for small

dramatic performances. Behind the platform will

be three clas.sroom3, and facing Colegate other

classrooms. In the bay over the main entrance

will be provided a minister's room and library.

There will also be a young people's recreation-

room, and there will be means of communication
between the memorial-hall and chapel.

PETEitiiouoniii,—The new Baptist Chapel in
Park-road, replacing the one in (^ueen-street,

burned down on October 10, 190.5, together with
the Barrass Memorial Hall, which adjoined, was
opened last week. Messrs. Dottridge, Thompson,
and W^ford, of Leadenhall-street, London, are

the arclitects, and Mr. J. Cracknell took the
contract at £7,090. The new chapel is Late
Gothic I in style, and faced with red brick

and fretstone. The plan is that of a (Jreek

cross. Sittings are provided for 1,200 persons.

Two sepkirate entrances to the galleries from
Park-road are provided by a staircase of fire-

resisting material. The minister's vestry and
the deacons' vestry are in the rear of the build-

ing, under the choir gallery. A ladies' room is

situated on the first floor, accessible from thc-

church and the school-hall. The Barrass Memoria"
is designed with eleven classrooms opening im-

mediately out of the hall. The interior of the

church is treated in pitch-pine, with narrow-width
boarded ceilings, lobby screens and doorways, and
oak rostrum, and has circular seating on the

ground floor. The roof is earned on four main
columns only, thus minimising the loss of space,

light, or view. The entrance lobbies are paved
with mosaic floors, and the church and aisle floors

with oak. The floor of the church has a slope

towards the rostrum. The buildings are lighted

with electric light.

RoTii\\ ELL. The Bishop of Leicester dedicated

on the 4th inst. the reopened west end. new
clock, and four bells at Rothwell Parish Church,.

Xorthants, famous for the ossuary in its crypt.

The work is the fourth section of a scheme pro-

posed in 1894. The principal feature of the

restoration now accomplished is the opening up
of the western arch. This arch, which is of the

Early Decorated period—probably about 1.100—is

of four orders opening from the nave into the-

tower. The arch mouldings are fine, and the

capit.als, carved with beautiful natural foliage, are-

in an excellent state of preservation, hitherto

covered up with a lath and-plaster partition. In

the belfry, the old oak beams upon which the

bell-carriage rested have been replaced by a

modern iron frame with steel girders, in which

hangs the now completed octave of bells. There
are t wo new bells, two others have been recast,

and aU the remainder have undergone retuning

in addition to rehanging.

St. Aliians.—(In Monday last, the 22nd inst.,

the foundation-stone of the new buildings for the

gr>ammar school at St. Albans was laid bv the

Right Hon. T. F. Halsey. R.W.P.G., Master of

Hertfordshire, with full Stasonic honours. Nearly

two hnndred masons in craft clothing marched'

from the town-haU to the site of the buildings,

which are close to the old gateway of the

monastery and near the west front of the

cathedral. The school has been designed to

harmonise with the surrounding buildings, and

will be executed with flint facings and Anca>ter

stone dressing. The assembly haU, wliich is open

to the roof, will be in oak, with oak panelled

gallery, supported on carved oak brackets. Eight

classrooms will be provided, also lavatory, cloak

and changing room, and a covered playing shed.

The architect is Mr. PerciviilC.Blow. .V.R.I.B.A.,

of St. jVlbans, and the buUders Messrs. Ekins and

Co., Ltd., of Hertford.

Selhv AmiEv.—Tlie Abbey Church nave is to bo

reopened, after complete restoration, on Get. 1!),

just a year after the disastrous fire by which it

was o-utted. The work, under the supervision of

Mr. 'j. Gldrid Scott, of I^ondon, the architect,

will cost, according to the estimate. £.'>0,000 ia

all. and only £17,000 has now to be rai.sed. The
executive, the vicar, and wardens have been

Lirantcd a faculty by the York Consistory Court

to reinstiite the fabric and to build a new gable

to the north transept. The restoration of the

masonry has been a work of no sm.all ditBculty.

The Liversidge window is being replaced. The
central tower is being imderpinned. and the tower

arch to the east is being fiUed-in with a partition,

iH'hind which work will proceed in the choir ani
transepts after the nave has been reopened for

ser^nce.

South Xouwood. — A new Congregational

church, which is the first portion of a larger

scheme, was formally opened on Tuesday, 2-'ird

inst. The section of' the scheme already erected
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embraces church, vestries, i-i:., and the tower up
to parapet stage. Tlie facino;* are in red brick
dressings, Bath stone, and the roof tiled. The
internal joinery is of oak. Accommodation is

provided for about 63-5 persons, and the cDntrai't

amount was £4, '230, to which the cost of the upper
portion of tower has been added. The builders
are Mi.'ssrs. Walter Lawrence and Son, L'anal

Works, Waltham Cross, N. The architects are
Messrs. George Baines and Son, •), Clement's Inn,

tjtrand, London, W.C.

CHIPS.
Tile schools, WenJover, Bucks, are beings warmed

and ventilated by means of Shorland s patent
Manchester grates, the same being supplied by
Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

A new building is to be erected on the west side

of Oxford-road, near the Manchester t'uiversity,

for the Victoria Dantal Hospital of Manchester.
The outlay will be £1.'>,OUO.

Sir Offl?y Wakeman, Bart, at Shrewsbury Shire
Hall on Saturday, presided at a meeting in support
of the work that is being pushed forward of
restoring the tower of the historic abbey at Shrews-
bury. The abbey was founded in 1070 by Roger de
Montgomery. The Kev. B. Blaxland stated that
some i3,00U would be required for the work, and of

that £ l,o00 was in hand. A motion stating that the
restoration of the aucieut abbey church deserved the
hearty support of all classes in the county was
canied.

The corporation of Salford have decided to carry
out the work of painting the bridges under their

control by direct labour iu preference to giving out
the work to contractors.

The Columbian Fireproofing Co, have secured
through their agents, Messrs. Jas. A. Miller and
SomerviUe, of Glasgow, the contract for the entire
floors and roof of the new Mitchell library building
in that city. A gratifying feature of the wording
of this contract is the face that the tender was not
the lowest submitted, but that the system ottered
•anany advantages for the work.

The Boyle system of ventilation (natural) has
•been applied to the Congregitioaal church, Ipswich,
•under the directnn of Mr. Eiwin H. Coller, archi-
'tect, Ipswich.

The death is announced of Mr. A. H. Skipworth,
the architect of St. Etheldreda's Church, Fulham,
and many other buildings of considerable originality.

Tne corporation of Paisley are engaged in making
important extensions of the burgh waterworks.
Three additional tilter-beds and a new storage tank
are to be formed at Stavely. At present there are
11 filters in operation, each measuring Onft. byGOfc,
with a filtering area of .'i9,4O0sq.ft. Ttte quantity
of water passing through them is 5,l71,-oO gallons
per day. The new hlter-beds will have an additional
filtering area of li!,iO)svft and the new tank will

have a capacity of 3,2t.j,.SU gallons.

At Stockport an inquiry has been held into the
application of the corporation fur sanction to borrow
£25,000 for works of sewerage.

The Hornsey Town Council have adopted a
scheme, prepared by Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, the
'borough engineer, for the erection of 120 addi-
ttional workmen's dwellings at Highgate, upon land
secured from the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. The
.estimated capital expenditure for the erection of the
cottages, draining, fencing, and laying-out and
sewering the roaas is £.'H),G90, to which must be
added £o,700, the cost of the land, making a total

of £1.5,:390.

Tower Buddings, a conspicuous feature of Water-
side, Liverpool, since 1.S37, are being demolished to

make way for more modern premises. By the con-
sideration of the architect, Mr. Aubrey Thomas,
two of the sculptured heads adorning the windows
of the structure are being preserved—one the bust
of the late Mr. James Bunnell, accountant, and the
other that of the late Sir James Picton, the archi-
tect of the now fast- disappearing buildings.

Mr. John Hall, architect, Galashiels, has been
appointed architect and clerk of works for the new
Technical College for the South of Scotland, which
is about to be erected at Galashiels at a cost of
about £20,0011. Mr. Hall has been instructed to
proceed with the preparation of plans for the new
college with as little delay as possible, so as to

unable an immediate beginning to be made with
the work.

Mr. George Wade, the sculptor, has just bsen
commissioned to execute the first s"atue of the
Princess of Wales as a pendant to his statue of the
Prince of Wales, already unveiled at Hong Kong.

The foundation-stone of the Plodder-lane, Farn-
worth, first council school was laid last week. The
school is to accommodate 000 children, and will cost
about £7,500.

^[Engineering i^otcs.

ClIESTKil .4N1) HllLVHKAll E.\IIAVAV WlllENINl^
—A considerable amount of work has been going
on during the winter months for increasing

traffic facilities on the Chester and Holyhead sec-

tion of the L. and X.W. Railway. .Some years

since the line was widened from Chester to a

point a little short of Connah's Ijuay, and again

from a point on the east side of Holywell as far as

Abergele. The intermediate section, though un-

widened, was provided as between Flint and
B.agiUt with a length of up and down loop lines.

A new up platform and station buildings has been

put up at Bagillt, with a section of widened line

alongside, and this new section of the station will

be in use in a few weeks, and connections will

bring the widened lines eastward from Holywell,

through BagiUt, nearly to Flint. This will leave

ittle more than the short section between Flint

and Connah's linay to complete the entire length

from Chester to -Vbergele. The new station at

Shotton, near Connah's (j'lay, has also been
opened.

Xewcasti.e-ox-Tv\e.— In linking up the old

Blyth and Tyne railway system with the main
line of the North-Eastern Railway Company, a

contract has been placed by the company at

£1 4,500 with Messrs. R. Blackett and Son, of

Darlington, for the erection of a new passenger

station contiguous to the present main line station

at Manors, access to which will be provided from
Trafalgar-street. This new station will occupy
the site of the old Trafalgar goods station, which
is now being demolished, and will be built from
designs by Mr. Wm. Bell, of York, chief archi-

tect for the Xorth-Eistern Railway Company.
The main platform will have a length of 700ft.,

and an averge width of 25ft., whilst two i.sland

platforms will be 700ft. and .ofOft. in length, and
ooft. and 25ft. in width respectively. Direct com-
munication will be given with the existing Manors
station, and Messrs. Blacketts' contract includes

the provision of additional olKces on the Manors
station platform, and of an iron footbridge

connecting the two stations.

The late Mr. Charles Everard, ot Cawthorpe
House, C iwthorpe. Bourne, Lincolnshire, managing
director for the Peterborough district of Messrs.
Ellis and Everard, Ltd., and a director of the
Charnwood Granite Comoauy, Lti., of Loiceiter,

left £33,638.

X despatch from Lord Cromer, explaining the
reasons which have led the Eiyptia a Government,
after consultation with Sir W. Garstin and other
official experts, to decide on the raising of the
Assouan Dim by about 23ft. as the most efficient and
economic. method of increasing the water supply of
Ejypt, has been issued as a Parliamentary paper.
The report has been adopted by the Governmeut,
and the tender of Messrs. Aird and Son has been
accepted for carrying out the works.

The opsning of St. Christopher's Home for Waifs
and Stravs at Hunstanton took place on Tuesday
week. The building, which is situated on the main
road on the top of the town, has been built from
plans by Mr. H. G. Ibberaon, F.R.I.B.A., ot
London. Tne contractor was Mr. F. Southgite.

Prince Christian, who is president of the Royal
Infirmary at Windsor, presided ou M mday at a
meeting at Slough in support of a movement to erect
in its place, on auother site*, a modern hospital, to
be called the King Edward VII. Hospital. Sub-
scriptions amounting to £l,03J were announced at
the meeting.

The Prince of Wales, accompanied by the Princess,
will open the nev^ wards and theatre of Tottenham
Hospital on May 7.

The judges appointed by the Roads Improvement
Association to conduct the competitions for the best
means of treating roads with tar to render them
dustless have provisionally decided that the tests of
the tar-spreadmg machines shall begin on Wednes-
day, May 22, Tlie roads upon which it is proposed
to carry out the tests are in Middlesex, between
Hounslow and Staines, the Middlesex County
Council and Staines Rural District Council having
consented to give the necessary facilities. Seventeen
entries have been received—eight tar-spreading
machines and nine preparations for tar for road
purposes.

The new infectious diseases hospital at Peter-
head was formally opened on Friday by the Provost.
The new hospital is situated about half a mile from
the town, between Buchanhave and the river Ugie.
It comprises four blocks of buildings, and has cost

£4,000.

WATER STJPPLT AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Basin'ostoke.—Xew waterworks have just been
completed at Basingstoke, at a cost of nearly

£20,000. The scheme now completed was planned

bv Mr. F. R. Phipps, the borough engineer and
surveyor. The site of the new well and pumping
station was brought from Winchester (_'ollege, and
is a little to the west of Basingstoke Station, on
land quite isolated from dwellings ; whereas the old

well on the eastern side of the town, which had been

in use since ISiO, was near a jumVjer of old cottages.

The new well is 60ft. deep in the chalk, with 35

yards of headings at the bottom, and yields an ample
supply for the town and for the radway station,

which takes one-third of the total.

FoRTis Geeex, X.—By the permission of Mr.
William B. Bryan, chief engineer to the water
board, and president of the Junior Institution of

Engineers, members ot that institution recently paid

a visit to the Fortis lireen Reservoir Works, forming
part of the Staines Reservoir Communication Works.
This reservoir forms the terminal of the line of pump-
ing main for the supply of the Xew River district.

The water will be drawn from the River Thames at

Staines and after filtration will be pumped through
a 42in. diameter main to Cricklewood, a distance of

131 miles, and thence to the Fortis Green reservoir,

a further 3^ miles. The reservoir will have a

capacity of 10,000,000 gallons. The floor construc-

tion will be of concrete, the walls and piers of brick-

work, and the roof of brick arching, with concrete

filling to the spandrels, and covered with asphalte.

A line of 30in. diameter gravitation main will feed
the distributing mains of the Xew River district.

The reservoir has been designed by Mr. Joseph
Frauds.

TiisBT'RY.—At a recent meeting of the Tisbury
Rural District Council a report was received from
Mr. T. J. Moss Flower, A.M.LC.E., Bristol, the

consulting engineer to the council, on the water
supply schemes for Tisbury, Wardou"-, Arc. The
committee decided that the report be forwarded to

the Local Government Board, together with an ap-
plication to that board to send down an inspector to

confer with the engineer and the committee with a
view of supplying the necessary area with water
from the Lawn Springs.

Walton-on'-Tiiames.—S.r MelvUl Beachcroft
the chairman of the Metropolitan Water Board,
opened two reservoirs at Walton-on-Thames on
Saturday. The construction of these reservoirs was
begun ou the Apps Court Estate by the Southwark
ami Vaushall Water Company in 1001, aud the

work was in progress in June, 1901, when the

undertaking of the company was transferred to the

Metropolitan Water Board. Tne contract has been
carried out b}' Messrs. John Aird and Sons. The
works, which were designed and have been superin-

tended by Mr. ,J. W. R sstler, late engineer to the

company, and now deputy chief engineer to the

Board, have entailed the excavation of U- million

cubic yards of material, and have cost, approxi-
mately, £419,000. The western reservoir, named
" Kiiight," after Sir Henry Knight, has a capacity

of 4S0 million gallons and a water area of 51^ acres,

while the eastern reservoir, called '' Bessborough,*'

after Lord Bissbirough, has a capacity of 718

million gallons, aud a water area of 74 acres. The
intake by which additional water will be abstracted

from the river is completed. Permanent engine and
boiler bouses will be erected between the intake and
the Hurst-road, and the machinery for this station

will be capable of pumping 100 million gallons from
the river in each 24 hours for the supply of the

reservoirs. The aim of the Water Board is to give a

sufficient storage to render it practicable for every

gallon of water to pass through a sedimentary stage

before it is passed on to the tilter-beds. The water
in the two new reservoirs represent about one-eighth
of the total storage which the Board now possesses.

The Board is completing within a mde a third

reservoir, practically as larg? as the two new ones

just opened, aud a fourth is about to be constructed

in the Lee Valley of about three times the capacity.

When those two works are completed the Board will

have a storage of 12,000 million gallons, about the

same size as the capacity of the lake in Wales which
supplies Liverpool. Tne Board's area is 6,096 miles.

In 1905-6 the lucime of the Board ^revenue account)

was £2,778,181. and the expenditure (revenue

account) £2,757.770.
—*.^

The death took place on Thursday in last week, at

his residence, Elmire House, Warkworth, of Mr.
John Sordv iTreen, a well-known master buUder,
after a long illness, at the age of 47.

Following the suspension of the two Glasgow
timber merchants, the firm of James Donaldson and
Company, Leith, have applied for sequestration.

The iiabdities of the firm are estimated at £36,000.
There are preferential claims for the mills and
ground which will reduce the assets, and the liquid

assets are about £10,000. Trade creditors, outside

of the banks and accommodation bill creditors, are
involved to the extent of £10,000.
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STOKESAY C.ISTLE, SHIIOPSHIRE. ^ 'I l/'

•-^T.iKE CASTLE, commonly, though erroneously,
ill.J Stokesay ('astle, is one of t-he most perfect
xainples of a fortified English manor-house, as

distinguished from a castle. Beautifully situated
in a valley, at the base of richly -wooded hills, it

appeals as strongly to the imagination of the
artist as to the mind of the archa-ologist. Shortly
after the Xorman Conquest, after the revolt of
Edric Sylvaticus, a powerful .Saxon Thane whose
lands -were seized by the king, the Jlanor of Stoke
passed into the hands of Roger de Montgomery.
< In the death of Roger de Jlontgomery and his son
the estates were forfeited, and again fell to the
crown, there.after being held for the king by
Walter de Lac\-, who sublet it to a branch of the
Say family. It is due to this circumstance that
the name was changed from Stoke to Stokesay,
and although the latter name has been retained, the
family of Say only held the castle for a short
period, it again reverting to the De Lacys,
who were in possession for many generations.
When Walter de Lacy died in 1240, his grand-
•daughter received Stoke as part of her portion
oa her marriage with John de 'S'erdun.
John de Verdun died in 1274, and at that time
the feoffee of Stokesay was Reginald de tiray.
In 12S1 he sold the manor and lands to John de
Ludlow, in whose family it remained for many
generations. In 14S'Jit"was in the posses",ion of
.Sir Richard Ludlowe. Sir Richard died in that
year, and it beetime the property of his sou John,
who left two daughters, both married to sons of
.Sir Harry Vernon, of Haddon Hall, Derbyshire.
The youngest. .\nne, with her husband, Thomas
Vernon, resided at Stokesay. Leland, who visited
Shropshire at this time, has an interesting note
on Stokesay in his Itinerary, viz.:—"Aboot v.
miles owt of Ludlow, betwixt Ludlo and Bishop
Castle ; Stoke Say belonging some time to the
Ludlos, now to the Vernons, builded like a
I'astell—V miles owt of Ludlo." The son and
-grandson of Thomas Vernon lived at Stoke, and
in 1(307 the latter, who called himself LjrdPowys.
left his estates to his sister, the wife of Francis
Curzon, of Kedlestone, Derbyshire. Previous to
this, however, he had sold Stokesay to Sir George
and Sir Arthur JIaiawaring. In 1620 it was resold
to Dame Elizabeth Craven, the wife of a London
-Vlderman, and it long remained in the possession
of her descendants. It is now the property of
-Jlr. H. J. ,\lcroft. .\t the present day Stok'esav
is very complete, and there is nothing to show
that it has ever been built on a more extensive
scale. The building forms the western side of
an irregular-shaped court, surrounded by a wall
.and moat, and consists of the large hall with a
number of other rooms, having at the south
extremity a curious tower of polygon shape. This
tower is supposed to have been built bv Laurence
<le Ludlo between the years 12S4 and 1292, the
<ixact date being uncertain. The buildings
attached, however, are evidently of earlier origin.

and the dates given for these are— \'iz., 12 It)

for the hall, and 111.) being that of the

north tower, the earliest part of the manor.
Indeed, it would seem that this is part of the

original design, the building consisting of this

tower (originally carried to a finish in stone) with
the probable addition of some outhouses, the
whole being enclosed in a high battlemented wall

pierced with slits, and use^d for defensive
purposes. A fragment of this wall remains
standing against the east side of the south
tower. The timber terminal to the north
tower is of comparatively recent date. Access
is gained to the north tower by means of a
staircase of solid oak blocks at the end of the great
hall, and by this two small rooms are reached,
one of which has a tiled floor. Over these is the
room which forms the timber terminal of the
tower, and this, projecting over the solid masonry,
is supported Ipy brackets of wood resting on stone
corbels. In this room there is an original stone
fireplace, with the remains of a wooden hood over
it. The ground lloor of the tower is occupied by
a cellar, several feet below the level of the hall, to

which access is gained by a flight of steps, under
an arched opening. The walls here are very thick,

and, like the rooms above, it is lighted by narrow
windows, intended for defence. There are some
traces of painting on the walls of the projecting
portion of the cellar, but these are almost ob-
literated. The hall, built in 1240, is spacious,

with a heavy double collar-beam roof over, the
collar braces of which rest on stone corbels, having
an Early English moulding. The heating was
effected by means of a brazier, the hearth of which
still remains, (jpening off the south end of the
hall are two smaller rooms, with cellars below,
and outside of these is a light of steps lead-

ing up to the solar room, from which an
outside gangway of wood stretches to the
entrance of the south tower. This gangwaj'
was at one time inclosed by a timber erection,

but there now remain only the gable marks on
the wall. The walls of the Solar Room are

covered with an oak wainscot, which e.xtends

from floor to ceiling, and still retains traces of an
elaborate scheme of decoration in black, red, and
gold. The panelling is divided into bays by
means of pilasters, which have a raised strap

pattern worlced on the face. The chimneypiece
is beautifully carved in oak, and is divided into

compartments by grotesque figures, with masks in

two of the panels. The date of the woodwork is

16S3. The fireplace is in stone, being supported

underneath on heavy timbers. This leads to the

supposition that the room at one time had no
fireplace. Indeed, this portion may have formed
part of the great hall. The south tower {1292;

is divided into three stories, the lower one being

entered from the courtyard. The windows, which
are narrow, are placed obliquely in the wall to

prevent the shooting of arrows into the interior.

They are lancet-shaped, both single and double,

and have seats in the sills .and shutters inside.

The upper rooms were wainscoted, and divided

by wooden partitions ; but the wainscoting was
ail destroyed by fire in 1830. B^th the lower rooms
have large original stone fireplaces. A narrow
staircase in the thickness of the wall leads to the

present lead-covered roof. This roof was formerly

of conical shape, and covered with wooden shingles.

The battlemented parapet is pierced with loop-

hools, in many of which the fastenings and hinges

for shutters still exist. -Vt intervals, also, there

are holes, by means of which poles were inserted,

bearing a protective covering from arrows in time

of war. A circular double chimney rises above

the battlements on the east side and a lookout

turret on the north-west angle. The gatehouse,

which forms the only external entrance to the

court, dates from 1570. It is constructed of

timber, and consists of two stories, the upper pro-

jecting about ISin. over the lower. The principal

timbers are elaboratelj- worked with quaint

grotesque carving. On the left side of the court

is a well. 50ft. deep, lined with dressed stone,

which at one time was surmounted by a timber

covering. .Stokesay has withstood the stress of

many ages, has passed through troublous times, and
is likely to remain for long a treasured spot for all

lovers of the beautiful. D.ivio Uohektson.

lIo.tT-HOUSE, Xl'XEHAM /

This new boat-house is now in course of erection

in the park at Xuneham on site of »\\ boat-house,

and the design now illustrated was selected by
the Right Hon. L. Harcourt, M.P. Jlr. Stephen
Salter, F.R.I.B.A., of O.xford, is the architect.

The building gives accommodation for a launch,

two punts, gigs, iScc, with end and side gangway
i

in boathousc, and pulleys for slinging buats to

roof. There will be a large balcony towards the
river, where there is a large tea-room, besides a
kitchen and utiices. .\ copper-roofed ventilating

turret caps the roof. The walls are 14in. thii;k,

built of cement concrete, and rough-casted. The
roof is covered with green tiles, made specially

for the job. The site is a very beautiful one,

embowered in trees, and with sloping woodlands
and hills at rear. Part of the site being on the
old river-beil, the foundations have been rather a
difficult matter.

K cofXT:;v norsE. ^
The view with the plan illustrates a recent house
designed by Mr. J. E. Dixon-Spain, A.R.I. B..\.,

for a site in the country. The lavatory accommo-
dation is placed in conjunction with coat-and-hat
space, the latter providing storage for bicycles,

\'c. .\ suite of children's rooms is arranged on
the second floor, consisting of a large day nursery
with an open-air railed in balcony, night nursery,
nurse's bedroom, .Vc. The materials are local

stone to first-floor level, cement and brick above,
roofed with green slates. The entrance front is

the subject of the architect's perspective.

IXTERIOR Ol- E.<.ST END OF .V CHUKCIl. ''

This sketch, by Mr. J. Uarold Gibbons, is entirely

imaginative, and the author wishes it to be
accepted in this sense. CiTtainly the scheme is

poetical, and to some degree ideal, and we are not
surprisi.-d that the drawing should have been well

hung in the Royal Academy last summer.

ALL SAINTS CHVUCH, STRETI'ORI).

The enlargement of this church consists of a new
south aisle, with Lady chapel, two vestries, and a
south porch, and provides 290 additional sittings,

the cost being 11, 500. The sketch, exhibited at

the R..\. last year, was made before the work wa"
commenced, and a screen has since been plai'cd

enclosing the chapel. The reredos has also been
revised in design. A new oak reredos, sedilia,

and side panelling have also been erected in the
chancel, which was a private gift, in addition to

the cost of the enlargement of the church. Jlessrs.

John Gibbons and Son, of JIanchester, are the

architects.

KusixEss premises, i)oxc.\ste;:. ^
Mr. Per! V RoRixsox is the architect of these new
business premises at Doncaster, of which we have
no further description.

KAPTIST TABERNACLE, SHEPHERn's BVSH. "^

The building of a new chapel in Shepherd's Bush-
road, to take the place of the temporary building
which has been in use for some years, has been
commenced, the foundation-stones having been
laid on the 9th inst. The new building is

designed with a front of red brick and grey terra-

cotta, with north and south flanking towers, that

to the left being finished with an oak-shingled

spire. A school, with infants" room and class-

room in connection, is located in the basement,

and the tabernacle above, finished in plaster and
pitchpine, will provide accommodation for more
than 600 sittings, about one-third of which will

be arranged in a gallery running completely round

the interior. The church parlour is in rear of the

church, and minister's and deacons' vestries are

provided on the same level, with choir, vestry,

and small classroom above. There are two main
staircases to the gallery, and, in addition, an
emergency staircase is provided in the rear of the

building, with access from every part. The
entire building is of fireproof construction. Mr.
Percival W. Hawkins, .\.I{.I.B..V... is the archi-

tect, and Mr. C. Gray, of Shepherd's Bush and
Acton, the ontractor. The building is expected

to cost when complete about £4,500.

KAL.MOt'TH's NEW HOTEL. "^

h. NEW hotel, to be known as the Bay Hotel, is

to be erected by a private companv on the

Gyllj-ngdune Estate, at a cost of £10,000. The
hotel will occupy a prominent position facing the

sea. the site adjoining the grotto, and being
immediately in front of the proposed winter
gardens, 'the basement will be used for storage

and staff bedrooms, and the ground-Boor plan

comprises a large lounge hall, with writing
annexe, drawing-room, coffee-room, billiard-room,

smoke-room, and kitchen and offices. There will

be twenty rooms on the first and twenty-two
rooms on the second floor. The hotel will be
fitted with the electric light, and luxuriously

furnished. Building operations are expected to

commence in May or .lune, and to extend over
eighteen months. The architect is Mr. A. J.

Cornelius. Truro.
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BAPTIST TABEENACLE, SHEPHEED'S BUSH.—Percival W. Hattkiss, A.E.I.B.A.. Architect.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ouraelves regponsible fnr the opinions of

onr correspondents. AU communicatioiw should be

drawn up as bnefly a3 possible, a.^ there are many
claimants upon the apace allotted to corre-spondenta.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing and all

communications respecting illustrations or literarv matter

should be addressed to the EDITOR of the BriLDiso

Nrws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage. Strand,

W.C.. and not to members of the staff by name. Delay

is not infrequently otherwise caused. All dnwin^s and
other communications are sent at contributors' nsks, and

the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable

The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :
—" Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post

1*23. 9d.^ as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVT.,
XLIX., LTII.. LXI., LXn.. LXTV'.. I.XV., LXVI.,
Lxvn.. LX\'in.. Lxix.. lxxi., Lxxn., Lxxrn.,
LXXrV.. LXXV.. LXXVI., LXXVII., LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI.. LXXXn., LXXXm., LXXXTV.,
LXXXV.. LXXX\'I., Lxxxvn.. Lxxxvni..
LXXXIX., and XC. may still be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are. how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers requirin? any back

numbers to complete volume just ended should order at

once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding: the Bcildino News,
price '23., post free '2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,

Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERIIS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post freel to any part of the

United Kingrdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

United States, £1 6s. Od. (or edols. 30c. goldl. To France

or Belgium. £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. SOc.l To India. £1 6s. Od.

To anv of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

AD'VERTTSEIIENT CHARGES.

The charge for Competition and Contract
Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 58. for

four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Ijand Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except

Situatinn advertisements) is 6d. per Une of eight word-s

(the tirst line counting as twol, the minimum charge

being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than six insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant " or • Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships." is One Shilliso for T«-estv-foi-r Words.
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Situation

Advtrtisemenls must it prepaid,

',' Replies to advertisements can be received at the

ofBce, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,

W.C, free or' chfir'je. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. iSee

Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Publisher.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page

Advertisement-s and alterations in serial advertisements

must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure

insertion.

Receiveu.-G. andSon.—W. H. 8. and Son. —.7. A. and
Son.—J. A. and Son.—B. E. R.-J. T. P.-L. and L.-
M. and B.-R. S. S.—il., Co., Ltd.-T.—S. S., Ltd.-
G. and H.—Didcot.-F. P. E.-J.

T. S. Pe.itt.—No.

R. G. Gray.-Thanks; no spice.

FgOME.—Will see if you send.

Note.—It is not a material we cire to use. We have

always had good results with Cillendei-'s Bitumen damp-
course.

E. R. A.—The Bexhill casement window sash forms a

perfectly .safe and effective wind-screen, while yet

allowing free ventilation.

H. H. L.—With th? ordinary sun-blind there is always

that trouble. It is avoidel by the Baumiu Sun-blind,

sold by W. Bauman, 63. Finsbury-pavemeut.

Axo.—We know nothing of it. The " Bond" fireplace,

made by Wilmer and Sons, U, Bury-street,

answers your requirements,

the usual draught alon:

Kensixotox.—To exclude the damp when hanging piner,

vou will find good results from rubli;rose, supplied by

John L-ne and Sons, Alfred Pla-e, W.

Lift.—We should not pay that sum. You want no cisinj

with the very easily-worked noiseless htt mide by the

Lift and Hoist Co., of the Premier Ironworks, Oept-

ford. They will supply one to take IJcw;. complete

fur £16.

R. E. York.—The New Wire Wova RjoSog Co., C,

Holborn Viaduct. E.G.

P. G. and Ci..—" The CUvworker'a Hindbook," publishei

by Mr. B. T. Batsford, ;>!, H gh Holborn, will probably

give you whit you wjnt.

EC
Witil that you don't gel

theflior.

—•-•-•

—

COMPETITIi iX IXFECUNDITIE3.

To the Editor of the BriLDixo Kkws.

Siu,—In reply to '• One in the Ranks," I sub-

mit that the only alternative is that architects

should give their services only when a fair re-

muneration is paid for their labour. If building

owners choose to pay each competitor for his

work, well and good ; if not, let them select a man
on whose ability and integrity they can rely, and

they will in nine cases out of ten have no cause

to regret it.

Architects, by competing in this wholesale

fashion, where one in 177 can alone be successful,

hold themselves too cheap, and the natural

.sequence is that the public place too low a value

on their services. If the Durham County Council

were told that their competition had cost the

profession even uiir-fourt/i the amount of my
estimate, they would probably laugh at the idea :

yet I think you will admit my estimate was a very

fair one.

If the architectural profession is to have as high

a standing as the other professions, this competi-

tion system—at any rate, in its present form--

mustbe "knocked on the head." You don't

find anything of the kind in any other profession

—in fact, no other profession would submit to

such a system. If I am ill I do not invite a

number of doctors to submit competition schemes

for niv treatment for my consideration. If I am
in dirticulties I do not invite a number of lawyers

to submit competiti%-e schemes for getting me out

of my troubles. No. I go to a doctor or a solicitor

on whom I can confidently rely. And how has

this doctor or this lawyer obtained the position of

confidence he holds 'r Not by competition

certainly, but by ability and integrity shown in

previous cases. Why should it be otherwise with

us r The main plea of the profession in favour of

competitions is that they give the younger man a

chance which they might not otherwise obtain.

Does the young man of ability in other professions

have no chance ? My e.'sperience is that in all

professions ability K-fl assert itself : that the best

men must eventually "come out on top." and

that the public finds out where ability lies. I

admit that certain competitions hive brought to

the front with one bound certain architects who
have been hitherto unknown : but how few of

such have remained there I

Another phase of this question has often

occurred to me. Does this system tend to the

best man being chosen and the best building being

carried out ': I think in many cases it is far from

being the case. Planning and designing is, as

vou well know, only a portion of an architect's

"duties, and a clever designer is also very often a

verj' poor business man ; a clever designer has

also very often a very poor knowledge of building

materials, methods, and construction. Yet it is

the clever designer who wins competitions, and
who probably will eventually run his employers

into innumerable extras through stru.'tural defects

and general incompetence in other matters, and

will also have the accounts on completion in a

tangled mass of hopeless confusion.

Another point which it behoves competitors to

consider very seriously is this : Where do the

funds come from that allow them to compete

(most probably unsuccessfully) in one competition

after another ': They all cost money, and a con-

siderable amount of money in most cases. Tnless

the competitor has a private iniome. these funds

must come out of the income he derives from his

profession. Then what is the natural inference r

That his other clients have been charged at a rate

suSiciently remunerative to allow him to be able

to give his services.//- to some other person who
is not a client, and probably never will be. Is

this fair 'r Do you think the public are too slow

to reckon up these matters r I can well imagine

a client going to su;h an architect as I have

indicated and addressing him in a similar manner
to this :

" Seeing th»t you can well a(I)id to give

your services for nothing in one competition after

another, it is very evident thit it is the '> per

cent, fees that I and others of your clients have

paid you that enables you to do so :
.> per cent, is,

therefore, on the face of it, excessive, and any
further work therefore that you do for me must

be done at a reduced rate, say 4 per cent."

I should advise competing architects to keep

the fact that they are conipeting architects as fir

as possible from the knowledge of their regular

clients—unless such clients are well aware that

they are the happy possessors of independent

incomes, and merely compete by way of amuse-

ment—for they will certainly strongly object to

be " the Peters that are robbed to pay the Pauls."

I am, ice. XoT a Comvetitou.

THE VAX K.\XXEL REVOLVIXG DOOR

:

A CORRECTION.

Sill,—I notice in your kind reference to the

Van Kannel Revolving Door, your corre-

spondent makes the statement that this door has

not yet been brought into use in places of public

worship. Will you kindly correct this misstate-

ment, as the company have had two doors

installed for some time past in the Brompton

Oratory, and negotiations are pending with a

view of placing the revolving door in one of our

largest cathedrals ;- Thanking you again for your

kindly reference,—I am, l\:c..

Holmes Kixgstox,

Director Van Kannel Revolving Door Co.

Irttttvt0mmunicatiott.

Q r£STJOXS.

ri'2267 1—Drift.—A roof, covered with red Hat tiles,

laid on battens over felt, was finished last year. Tiles

were badly laid, the tails do not bite or he close ;
in tact,

the roof is full of louvre openings. Drift blew m, and on

li.iuefy'n" percolated through holes in the felt and

stained the bedroom ceilings. Bedding or plastering

inside between the battens is not permitted on this job.

Would anv reader kindly suggest a remedy.' Would
picking up from the outside with Hbry material have

prejudicial effects, cipillary or otherwise, if said louvres

were stopped in this fashion (—C.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

GovERX-MEXT BuiLDixiiS.— ill'. Laue-Fox asked

the Furst Commissioner ot Works on Tuesday what

Goverument departments were to be accommodated

in the new buildings m Whitehall ; and what was to

be the eventual use to which the old War (.Iffice in

Pall Mall was to be put. Mr. Kuuciman
:
The

Board of Education aud the Local Government

Board will be accommodated in the new public

offices as soon r.s they are ready for occupation. The

most westerly portion of the old War Office, X'os.

SO, 81, and S-', Pall Mall, is occupied by the Barrack

Construction Departmeut. The two houses adjoin-

ing, Xos. S3 and Si. will be occupied by the Office

of Woods pending the rebuilding of their offices m
Whitehall- place. All other houses have been sur-

rendered to the Office of Woods, and the eventual

use of these premises is a matter for that depart-

ment.

Xt the last meeting of the Walsall Education

Committee a long discussiou took place on a pro-

posal to terminate an agreement by which Mr.

H. H. McConnall is retained as school architect at a

salary of £1011 per annum. The resolution was

moved on the ground that Mr. McConnall had been

elected a member of the free library and art gallery

committee ot the town council. It was, however,

rejected by a large majority, and Mr. McCounaU s

services will be continued.

At Chatham on Wednesday in last week memorial-

stones were hud of a Central Wesleyan Hall, about

to be built at a cDst of £19,0.)J, of whick over

£10,000 IS in hand.

At a meeting of the Belfast Tramways and

Electricity Committee on M>uday, the suO-com-

mittee appointed to ciQSider the deiirabdity ot pur-

chasing ttte Cave Hill and Whitewell tramway

systeiu recommended the purchase of the entire

tramway for the sum of £50,000. This recommen-

dation was adopted, subject to confirmation by the

city council.

At Spalding on Monday, the opening took place

of the Kingston Cottage Homes, four new alms-

houses, which have beeu erected under the will of

the late Mr. Samuel King-iton, who be-jueathed the

sum of £2,000 for the purpose. The homes have

been buUt from plans by Mr. J. B. Corby, architect,

of .Stamford.

The sewage works at Fenton, North Staffs, which ,

have been at a standstill for some months, will now;

be comiileted by Messrs. Satders aud Torrance, ol

Stoke, who will take up the original contract.

The urban district councd ot Hucknall Huth-

waite have received the sanction ot the Local

Government Board to the borrowing of £1,'.IIS in

respect of the recent arbitratiou case between the

council and the Blaokwell and South Xormantou

Gas Co.

The new building by-laws framed by the Roch-

dale Corporation have now been returned with the

approval of the Local (ioverument Board. They

come into operation forthwith.
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LEGAL INTELLI&ENCE.
P-ivixii Arror.TioxjiEXTS axd Pleasure

<TEor.VDs.—Hei:xe Bay I'ijiax District Couxcil
V. Farley, Smith, Payne, axd Wood.—Iu the
Iving's Bench Division on April 13, judgment was
.lelivered by the Lord Chief Justice, Jlr. Justice
Darhng, and Mr. Justice PhiUimore in this case, one
stated by the justices for the county of Kent.
(In January 17, I'm i, the appellants resolved, with
respect to a street known as to its several portions as
Beacon-hill, Beacon-hill-parade, and The Lees re-
spectively, to execute therein private street works
as defined by the I'nvale Street Works Act, 1S92.
and their surveyor prepared a specification with
plans and sections, and an estimate and a provisional
apportionment. The respondents, as the owners of
]iremises abutting upon the said street, objected to
their proposals on the grounds that land, the pro-
perty of the said council and abutting on the street,

and used as recreation grounds, ought to be inserted
in the provisional apportionments, and further, that
the appellants, after the service of the notice, by
resoluliou amended the said provisional apportion-
ment by eliminating therefrom that part of the
street known as " Tbe Lees." It was contended on
tiehalf of the appellants that they were not owners
within the meaning of the Public Health Act. 187-5,

aud of the Private Street Works Act, 1S9.', of the
land on the north side of the street, the same being
devoted to the use of the public as recreation and
pleasure grounds, and incapable of being let at a
rack rent. The local magistrates were of opinion
that under sections i] and 10 of the Private Street
Works Act, IS92, the expenses of the private street
works should be apportioned against all the premises
fronting on the said new street called Beacon-hill and
Beacon-hill-parade, including the land belonging to
the appellants on the north side thereof, and directed
the provisional apportionment to be amended accord-
ingly, considering the case of " Clactou Local
Board V. Young and Son " (1895) an authority for
this opinion. This was now appealed against by the
urban couucil. Mr. Glen, K.C., for the appellants,
the urban district council, contended that " Clacton
Local Board v. Young and Sons," al'hough a pre-
cedent, was not au authority, as it dealt with
different questions. The land in this case was pur-
chased for the purposes of a public promenade, and
was not liable— "Great Eastern Railway v. Hackney
Board of Work;." He referred to "London County
Council V. Wandsworth Borough Council " (1903)
Mr. Langdon, K.C., for the respondents, contended
that sectiou 164 of the Public Health Act, IS7.o,

under which the district council had purchased the
land in question and made it into a pleasure ground,
was only an enabling Act. The council might adopt
the Public Health Act, 1S90, and under section 44
close this pleasure ground and let it for payment. He
quoted the cases of " Vestry of St. Mary, Islington
V. Cobbett " and "Hackney Corporation v. Lee
Conservancy Board" ^['Mi\ Mr. Glen, u reply,
said that where lands were purchased under statutory
powers they must be used in accordance with them.
•' Attomey-I.ieneral v. Sunderland Corporation"
and " Attorney- (ieneral v. Hanwell Urban District
Council" (1900 effectually disposed of this conten-
tion. The Lord Chief Ju-tice, in giving judgment,
said that m this case the Heme Bay Urban District
Council had excluded from the apportionment the
whole of the side of the street which belonged to
them and was used as a pleasure ground, and thus
put upon the owners on the other side the whole
cost of the private street works. He thought that
all the land must be included in the apportionment,
whether any one was chargeable or not in respect of
it, and for these reasons it was impossible to say that
this apportionment was good. The person who had
got to pay was entitled to know how much of the
expenses the local authority was going to bear. The
Act, looked at as a whole, could not be read properly
anless all the premises in the street were included ;

the apporticnment must include the premises as dis-
tinct from the people who had to pay. That dis-
posed of the appeal ; but as it had been argued before
them, he would give au opinion on the other point.
Mr. (ilen said that this property could not be called
on to pay anything. He did not think that had
been made out. This ground was purchased by the
appellants for the purpose of a public pleasure
ground. Mr. Glen said, on the authority of the
two cases cited, that the Attorney-General could
Testraiu them from dealing with the land in any
other way. The contention, in his opinion, failed.
The most that could be said was that, by reason of

I
the profts'ed objects of the purchase, the council
could not. as long as they held it. use it for any
•other purpose. He thought that the appeal should
be dismissed. The rest of the Court concurring, the
appeal was dismissed.

LioHT OccrrATioN for IxjrRED Workjie-v.—
Before his Honour Judge Thomas, in the Liverpool
County-court, on Friday, Messrs. J. W. Jones and
Company, builders and contractors, of Hallville-
road, Liverpool, applied for the termination of a
weekly payment under the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act of 19s. 9d. to Charles Fletcher, a joiner,
"who, while in their employ in March, last year,
sustained an injury to his right thumb, from which

a portion of bone had to be extracted. His Honour
was confronted with the '|uestion as to whether the
respondent had so far recovered the use of his

injured hand as to enable him to undertake light

eniplnyment, which was offered at the full rate of

wages of which the respondent had formerly been in

receipt— namely, t'l 19s. 6d. per week. Medical
testimony was put forward on behalf of the ap-
plicants to the effect that Fletcher could do light

employment, without which permanent disablement
wa* to be feared. As a result of a consultation it

was agreed that Fletcher would accept the light

work tentatively at his former rate of wages, the
weekly payments of lOs. 9d. to be resumed if neces-
sary pending a future application to the Court. His
honour gave effect to this agreement by reducing
the payment in the meanwhile to the nominal sum
of one penny per week.

PAVIXc; Afl'ORTIOXStEN'TS. — PORTS-MOI"in CilR-

POEATIOX V. Hall.—The point raised in this aotion,
heard on April Uj in the Chancery Division before
Mr. Justice Joyce, was whether where land has been
added, otherwise than by inirchase, to the width of
an old highwiiy, repairable by the inhabitants at

large, the owners of property abutting ou the road
so widened are liable for the expenses of making up
the road under section 1.50 of the Public Health .Vet,

187-5. Plaintiff's aeked for a declaration that they
were entitled to a charge upon certain lands and
premises abutting on Stubbington-avenue, Ports-
mouth, for a proportion of the expenses incurred by
the plaintiff's in sewering and making-up the said
street. Stubbington-avenue was originally a public
highway about JSft. to 30ft. wide. By an agree-
ment dated Xov. '29, 1883, and made between Mr.
Kirby, a barrister, as agent for Winchester College,
and the corporation of Portsmouth, it was agreed,
for the purpose of amicably settling the said
question, that as soon as any portion of the
estate abutting on the lane should be laid

out for building purposes, the college should
straighten and lay out the road along the
frontage of the portion of the estate so "laid

out as a road liitt. wide, to the intent that the
whole road should ultimately be formed into a

street or road of the uniform width of 40ft. From
time to time as houses were erected ou each side of

the road they were built so as to leave the carriage-
way aud footways of a uniform width of 4i'ft. The
widening and laying out of Stubbington-avenue
was completed in the year r.'ill, but it has never
been adopted by the council. It had recently been
made up under the powers of the Public Health Act,
and the plaintiff's sought to make the defendant,

who was the owner of lands and premises abutting
on the road, liable for an apportioned part of the

expenses of such making up. Mr. McMorran. K.C..
and Mr. J. d. Wood appeared for the plaintiff's, and
relied upon the authority of " Evans v. the Newport
I'rbari Sanitary .Vuthority." In that case, when a

street was formed by an old footpath, repairable by
the inhabitants at large, and strips of laud along-
side which had been recently added to widen it, it

was held that having regard to the terms of the

last clause of section l-')0 of the Act of 1S75, the

frontagers were chargeable with the expenses of

improving the whole street, and not merely of such

part of it as had been added to the ancient highway.
Mr. Younger, K.C., and Mr. S. H. Emanuel, for

the defendant, contended that if the corporation had
purchased the strips of added land for the purpose
of widening the road the defendant would not have
been liable for the expenses of making up under the

section. It was unjust that because the land had
practically been given by the college the plaintiffs

should be entitled to throw the expenses upon the

frontagers. Mr. Justice Joyce, in giving judgment,
said that if this case fell within the authority cited

the respondents were liable. The agreement of

1883 could not be held to be a purchase by the

corporation of the strips of land added to the road,

there being no consideration, and no conveyance to

the plaintiff's. In his Lordship's opinion the defence

could not iirevail, and the plaintiffs were entitled to

the declaration they claimed.

The BiTiLiiNT, LiXE ox Cey'stal Paia^e
Parade.—.\t the Surveyors' Institution, on Friday,

Mr. A. A. Hudson presided over the tribunal of

appeal under the Loudon Building Act to consider

further the case of the " South-Eastern and
I'hatham Railways Managing Committee and others

V. the London County Council," in the matter of

the general line of buildings at the Crystal Palace

parade. Last year the railway companies let a

piece of land at their station at the Crystal Palace

parade, on which a coal office was erected, and they

were served with a summons to pull down the

building, as it contravened the general building line

laid down by the superintending architect of the

Comity Council, Mr. W. E. Riley. The railway

companies appealed to the tribunal to set aside the

certificate on the ground that the building was
erected for railway purjioses. and that under section

31 of the London Building Act the certificate did

not affect them. The tribunal upheld the appeal,

but stated a case for the Divisional Court. The
London County Council went to the High Court,

who held that the question of what was a building

for railway purposes was a matter for the Court
and not for the tribunal, and the cose was accord-

ingly remitted to the tribunal for further hearing.

Mr. Bethune, for the County Council, asked now
that the appeal of the railway companies vhould be

dismissed with costs. Mr. Mellor, on behalf of the

appellants, said the summons against them was still

pending, and, without going into the merits of the

case, he merely wished to say he reserved all his

rights, and should contend before the magistrate that

although the building line was laid down, it did not

affect them. The tribunal formally dismissed the

appeal with costs, which were agreed upon at 2-5

guineas. Mr. Tagg, the town clerk of Camberwell,

asked for costs ; but the president pointed out that

under their rules no costs could be allowed to the

borough council, who were not bound to appeal.

Layixo Ui'T New Steeet Without Saxptiox.—
Mr. C. Foulkes, a builder, was summoned at the

N'orth London Court, on Tuesday, at the instance of

the LondonCounty Couucil, forunlawfully beginning

to lay out a new street at Carysfort-road, Stoke

Xewington, without having first obtained the

.sanction of the London County Council. Mr.
Chilvers prosecuted, and Mr. Xeely defended.

Twelve years ago the defendant purchased some
vacant land, and commenced to build upon it. He
was summoned by the London County Conned for

commencing a new street, and was convicted. The
defendant then abandoned his plans ; but, sub-

mitting that he could build as he pleased on en-

closed land, put up four warehouses- two on each

side of a 10ft. way. He had previously made ap-

plication to be allowed to build this way, but was

refused. He, however, continued to build after

giving notice, and hence this summons. Mr. Xeely

contended that his client had not contravened the

law. He had the land, and must dosomething with

it : and if he built warehouses within a fence it was

no offence if properly constructed, ilr. Chilvers

said that at the point in question there was a kerb-

ing. and the road was shaped. The defendant

replied that he did not do this, and it was not done

with his sanction. The local authority did it. Jfr.

Cubitt, a surveyor, said there was a gateway

entrance to the new street in question ;
but the

defendant said he would close this up. Mr. Ford-

ham sa d there had been a contravention of the law,

and the defendant must pay £-5 fine and £3 33. costs,

but he would state a case with pleasure on a point

of law.

What is a Xuisaxce '?—Stvhp axd Wtfe t.

Bywater axd Soxs.—This action, heard on Tues-

day in King's Bench before Mr. Justice Ridley and

a special jury, raised the question as to what con-

stitutes a nuisance, aud was brought by Mr. and

Mrs. Stump, as loint lessees of Fischer's Hotel,

Bond-street. The plaintiffs claimed an injunction

and damages against Messrs. Bywater and Sons

(Ltd.), builders and contractors. The defendanta

denied liabilitv. The plaintiffs' case was that m
July last year the defendants began to make altera-

tions in the shop premises situated below the plain-

tiffs' hotel, their workmen beginning work at

half-past six m the morning. In consequence of

the hammering, the deafening noise, and vibration

a number of the people left, and other customers

ceased to come. The business, therefore, suffered.

The |ury gave a verdict for the plaintiffs for £7 "s. Gd.

Judgment, with High Court costs, was entered, a

stay of execution being refused.

At Upper Higham Church, R 3chester, on Wednes-

day, was unveiled a window to the memory of the

late Rev. William Spicer Wood, D.D., for 22 >ear3

incumbent. The centre light depicts Christ appear-

ing to His disciples when He uttered the words,

• Feed My lambs.'' On one side is represented the

Apostle St. John ministering, and on the other St.

Peter healing.

The memorial-stone of a new place of worship in

Eister-road for the Primitive Methodists >« Leitti

was laid on Saturday by Provost Mackie. The hall

will accommodate 3-50 people, and will cost 11,100.

At a later date a church and hallkeeper's house wiU

I be built on an adjoining site.

The C-iqioration of Chatham discussed at their

last meeting a report from their borough suryeyor,

in which he set forth the advantage of wood-

paving over macadam for the High-street. It

was resolved to pave the whole of the main street

with creosoted yellow deal, and to apply to the

Local Government Board for sanction to borrow

the money to carry it out.

The Yardley Rural District Council on Tuesday

instructed their surveyor to prepare plans and

specifications for the provision of additional filters at

Cole Hall sewage-disposal works at an approximate

cost of £14,000. The total cost of the works at

present carried out has been £14,879.

The Carpenters' Company aimounce that, in

connection with an examination to be held in June,

a series of lectures is about to be delivered at the

ball. The first will be given on Thursday in next

I
week, May 2.
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Pbopessor F. J[. Sntpsox, as we mentioned
last week in this column, will fortunately soon
now have much more suitable and commodious
classroom accommodation for the Architectural
School at I'niversity College, <iower-street, on
the completion presently of the new school
buildings at Hampstead. Uc is evidently keenly
alive to the desirability of raisins "^^ standard
for students entering the profession, and with this

end the Senate of London University last year
passed a scheme, obliging their architectural
students to prepare for the Bachelor of Arts degree,
the end being to enable the pupils to continue
their general studies at least up to the inter-

mediate examination standard of the T"ni\ersity.

Without such a foundation of general knowle«lge,
it is well-nigh impossible for the students to

understand the work set during the second and
third-class coui-se in the classes in Engineering,
Hygiene, \-c., in the laboratories of the college.

The usual standard of a boy's general culture on
leaving school leaves much to be desired, and one
of the chief ditficulties in the .\rchitectural School
is that the students will not continue their general
studies. The above scheme will, we hope, over-

come that disadvantage : hut it must bs remem-
bered that there is also a limit to the work possible
even by an enthusiastic architectural student.

DvRiXG the excavations on the site of the old
Blue Coat School, Xewgate-street, for the new
Greneral Post office buildings, interesting dis-

coveries have been made. The workmen have
come upon a number of vaults and subterranean
passages, and >"orman and tiothic arches, evi-

dently the remains of buildings that stood on the
ground before the Blue Coat School was built. A
fine section of the lloman Wall has been un-
earthed. It extends from Aldersgate-street across
the site of the new General Post Office, towards
the t Ud Bailey, and has a frontage of inft. Gin.

by Sft. 9in. Several of the tiles of which the wall
is built are to be preserved in the British Museum
collection. llany old bronze coins and tokens
and also an old gold piece have been found,
together with a number of leaden coffins, some of
which date back to 1600.

The Rev. H. A. Moore, the rector of Bewdley,
writes that the chancel of Camden Church,
Camberwell, destroyed by fire a fortnight since,

was built for the Rev. Daniel Moore, afterwards
Prebendary of St. PauFs, with the help, and
under the artistic guidance, of his personal friend
John Ruskin. In a private letter to Mr. Jloore
Mr. Ruskin says:— ''1 think the designs fault-

less and exceedingly beautiful. The appearance
of redundant ornament is caused almost entirely

—

and very dexterously—by the two carved columns
which are seen so prominently in the interior
view. It would be easy to leave them uncarved,
though I think a great pity : but the whole effect

would then be perfectly simple. I congratulate
you on the design exceedingly."

The annual meeting of the members of the
National Art Collections Fund was held yesterday
(Thursday) at the rooms of the Society of Anti-
quaries, I5urlington House. It was reported that
the fund h.is recently received from two of its

membei-s a large panel of whale's bone of the
Carlovingian period, carved in relief, with l\ing

David dictating his Psalms—an object of excep-
tional rarity. The panel w;»s found about ISt.'i,

during the demolition of an old house in Iloxton,

traditionally assuciated with the name of Thomas
Cromwell, and supposed to have been used at a
later period as a meeting-place for Huguenots and
.Tews. The same subject, treated in an almost
identical manner, occurs upon a smaller ivory

panel in the Louvre, which probably dates from
the nth century. The panel has been presented
by the Fimd to the trustees of the British Museum
for exhibition in the British and Media'val
Department.

Tn K strength of oast iron has recently been the

subject of a discussion by the Birmingham .Asso-

ciation of Jlechanical Engineers. To some
engineers all cast iron is .alike ; but, as 3Ir. F. J.

Cook, who introduced the subject, showed, those
who are brought much into contact with foundry
work know that the strength, hardness, and
ability of cj\st iron to resist corrosion vary enor-

mously. Much depends upon the conditions

attending the casting, and in particular upon the

rate of cooling after running the molten metal.

It is a matter of common knowledge that cast

iron can be made exceedingly hard and strong by
casting it in an iron mould, the iron of which

acts as a chill. The rate of cooling, and hence

also the hardness and strength of a casting is

greatly influenced by the shape and thickness

of the" metiil, and in general a heavy casting is

weaker than a fairly small one run from the same

metal. The amount of carbon present in the iron

is of importance, and especiaUy so the form in

which it exists, whether combined or in the

separated (graphitic) form. The latter iron is the

softer and easier to work. Silicon up to about

2 per cent, has a marked effect on iron, increasing

the strength. Sulphur tends to make iron hard

but brittle by increasing the combined carbon.

Manganese has a somewhat similar effect.

Either too high or too low a casting tempera-

ture leads to weak castings, whatever the .luality

of the iron used.

Is support of his earlier experiments, showing
that the presence of carbonic acid is essential to

the ordinary rusting of iron. Dr. (t. T. Moody
has devised a simple experiment to demonstrate

that when iron is in contact with water, which is

allowed to absorb carbon dioxide and oxygen
from the air, the metal first dissolves to form
ferrous bicarbonate, and is then subsequently

oxidised and precipitated as hydrated ferric oxide

(iron rust). If the iron is in the form of nails

standing vertically with heads uppermost in a

vessel of water, the rust collects only on the heads

of the nails, and if these are covered by a piece of

hardened filter-paper which allows of diffusion,

then the rust settles on the upper surface of the

paper. The other parts of the nails remain
bright, and there is no general corrosion of the

surfaces of the metal. It is evident from this

experiment that the metal first dissolves in water,

and that the oxidation occurs in the upper layers

of the ferrous bicarbonate solution, so that the

precipitated hydroxide slowly settles on any
underlying surface.

The twenty-third annual convention of the

International Association of Master House
Painters and Decorators of the United States and
Canada wa^ held in Boston, Mass., on February
12 to 15, the sessions bringing together a large

representation of the members of that trade from
the States and Canada. The convention, which
was marked by much enthusiasm, transacted a

great deal of important business for the good of

the master painters of the North American Con-
tinent. Among the things accomplished were the
appointment of a committee to obtain a national

law requiring the honest labelling of paint

materials : the appointment of a committee to

esUiblish a system of grading varnishes for the

purpose of specification by architects : the en-
couragement of work by the committee on pro-

tection in the purchase of painters' supplies ; and
an endorsement of the Citizens' Industrial Associa-
tion in its campaign for the open shop. Special

attention was given to the subject of the open
shop, the sentiment of the convention being
strongly in favour of tiiis policy. The officers

elected for the new year were as follows :—Presi-
dent, Stewart N. Hughes, of Toronto ; vice-presi-

dent, Charles E. Van Sickles, of New .Tersey :

secretary and treasurer, William E. Wall, Somer-
ville, JIass. : chief organiser, Charles M. Coons,
of East Orange, N.J.

The Italian Government proposes to undertake
the excavation of Herculaneura at the national cost.

The enlarged and completed church of St.

Michael, Claughton, Birkenhead, has just been
dedicated.

On Saturday the men employed at Messi-s. East-
wood and Co.'s bricktield at Rainham, Kent,
received notice that the liainham works are to be
shut down, this step having been taken m con-
sequence of the acute depression in the Kent brick
industry. The notice affects some employees at the
firm's Halstow works, and will throw 2.')0 men and
boys out of employment.

The peal of bells at Egloshayle Church, near
Wadebridgo, was rededicated by the Bishop of
Truro on the 17th iiist. It now consists of eight
bells ; the tenor has been recast, and two trebles
added, and the whole peal has been rehung.
Messrs. Taylor and Co., of Loughborough, have
carried out the works.

Sir Charles Skelton opened on .''aturday the
Methodist New Connexion Chapel, in Shearbridge-
road, Bradford. The building takes the place of
the one opposite the technical college in Horton-
road, which was sold to the corporation and con-
verted into a school of ait.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Ff.iiiAv (To-i.\iT.— tiuantity Surveyors" A^S'iciiition.

Dinner, Criterion Restaurant. 0.30 for

T p.m.
Institute of Sanitary Eaeineers. *' Sani-

tary Liw,'* by Dr. J. Priestley. 7 p.m.
.-irehiteotural Association. " Liverpool

Architecture," by F. W. Simon.
F.R.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

Satcbday (To-morbv>w). — Architectural .\s^ocidtion.

Visit to Rotharasted, near Huxpenden,
the seat of SirC. Lewis Wittewronge,
Bart. Train from St. Pancras, 2.10 p.m.
Northern Architectural Association.

Students' Sketching Visit to Ovin^ham.
MoXDAY.—Society of Arts. " Detera-ents and Bleachina:

Agents." Cantor Lecture No. 3, by Pro-
fessor Herbert Jackson. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.— Society of Arts. "Lustre Pottery," by
William Barton. 8 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. Annual
Meeting of Corporate Members only.

8 p.m.
Wedsesdav.—Soeiety of Arts. "The Defence of the

Sea Coast from Erosion," by A. E.
M.I.C.E. 8 p.m.

TnuESDAY.—Society of Ai-ts. "The Applicability t

India of Italian Methods of Utilir~
Silt." bv Sir Charles E. Buck, K.C.i
LL.D. l.SO p.m.

Feidav (May 3].— Arr-hitectural Association. Annual
Dinner, Georgian Hall, Gaiety
Restaurant, Strand. 7 for 7.30 p.m.

Saturday (May 4).—Edinburgh .Architectural Associa-
tion. Morning Visit to W. lurner and
Sons' Stone Dressing Works.

?e of the I
E. Carey, 1

ibility to
I

Utilising 1
K.C.S.L, '.

THE SOCIETY OF AECHirECTS.
STAPLE INN' BCILDINGS. HULBoaN, W.C-

ARCHITECTCRAL SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION, .MAY 911,.

Entries close .MAY 1st. Oneu to any person under IS years ol iMjr.

Value £111 Iter annum for Three Y'eirs. No entrance fee. Eatry forni

on a[)piication.

Crabe ©tbjs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Norwich.—A concilation board has been formed

in the building trade, consisting of an equal number

of representatives of the employers and the several

branches of operatives. Mr. John Hum, a master

builder, has been unanimously elected chairman,

while Mr. Geo. Brown, representing the bricklayers,

has been appointed vice-chairman. Mr. J. H.
Hatch was next elected employers' secretary, and

Mr. G. E. Beckwith operatives' secretary. Efforts

have been recently made to agree upon a code of

working rules, and although some points of agree-

ment had been arrived at, there were two points

upon which agreement was lacking. These points

were the four-mile radius and the employment of

non-society men. With regard to the former, the

original suggestions were four mdes on the part of

the men, and two miles on the part of the em-
ployers. The latter now suggested as a compromise

that the distance should be three mdes. The em -

ployers' representatives have accepted the four-

mde radius, and the operatives' representatives

have withdrawn their opposition iu the case of the

other disputed point—viz., the rule as to non-society

men. The code, which includes working hours aud

wages, is to remain in force for four years from

March 1 last ; three months notice to he given on

either side of a proposal to terminate the agreement.

The urban district council of Tonbridge have

resolved to apply to the Local Govermuent Boar."

for power to borrow £3,.i00 for a dust destructor,

and £2,700 for filter-beds— a total of £6,'2U0.

A number of Midland colliery proprietors are in-

teresting themselves in a project for the making o;

a deep-water dock near Boston, for the purpose ot

coal shipments on a large scale. The site mos'.

ftivoured is practicallv in ttie Wash, where it is con-

sidered the coast can be sufficiently dredged to permit

vessels up to 3,000 tons to enter.

The Local Government Board have given their

sanction to the borrowing by the Chiswick Urbau
Council of their contribution towards the enlarge-

ment of the Acton and Chiswick Polytechnic in

Bath-road, Bedford Talk. The extension scheme is

being promoted by the Middlesex County Council,

and the cost is estimated at £',i,000.

Cxood progress is being made with the reconstruc-

tion of the railwav bridge in High-street, Tunbridge

Wells, aud the lengthened and widened structure?

wU! be reopened next month. The bridge was
built in ls:jll, and a year or two ago the structure.

which was inadequate to modem highway require-

ments, showed symptons of weakening. After

much negotiation the corporation agreed to pay

£10.000 towards a vastly-improved bridge.

Mr. ,Tohn S. Ehind, sculptor, Belford-road, Edin-

burgh, has completed the full-sized model iu clay

of the bronze statue of the late gueen Victoria,

which is to be erected at the foot of Leith Walk
In height, 7ft. Gin., the statue will stand on

pedestal 10ft. 6in. high.
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LATEST PRICES.
«>

IRON.
Per to

RoUed-Tron Joists, Bel^an £5 10
RolIeJ-Steel Joi-its, Enslish 7 5
Wroijght-Iron Girder Platea 7
Bar Iran, good Staff:^ 6 6
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh 5 15

Per ton.
£5 15
7 15
7 5
8 10

20
6 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 209. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £3 1.53. to £9.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 2-2 to 21.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £13 10 ...£14

Best ditto 14 ... 14 10

Wire Nails {Points de Paris)—
Oto7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
9,6 10- 10/6 11/- Its 12- 12/9 13/6 14 6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10
EoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 9 5 0,, 9 10
RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 710

„ „ ,. Oalvanised. 9 0,, 9 10
Cast-iron Sa-sh Weights 4 17 „ 4 17
Cut Floiir Brads 10 10 „ 10 10
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 10 „ —
Cast-iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter £5 2 6 to £6 7 6
4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
"in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 703. Od. „ 753. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b ^lua 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes e7Jp.c.
Water-Tubes 6-2l „
Steam-Tubes 57} „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60 ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,,

OTHER META-LS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.
Spelter. Silesian £28 to £2 J 10
Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 10 „ —

,, „ „ Country 24 5 ,,
—

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 „ —
Country 24 15 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 25 0,, —
,. „ .. ,, Country 25 15 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 23 10 „ —
M ,< H „ Country 27 .5 0,, —

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 10 „ —
.t ., Country .. 26 5 0,, —

Lead Soil-pipe (5in. and 6in.

extra) Town 25 10 ,, —
Country 2i 5 ,, —

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 5
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 116 „ 116 10
Copper. British Cake and Ingot... 108 5 „ 109 5
Tin, Straits 18-i 5 „ 185 15
Do., English Ingots 189 n „ 189 10
Fig Lead 21 13 9 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 23 „ —
„ ,, Country 23 IS „ —

Genuine White Lead 27 5 „ —
Reflned Red Lead 25 ,, —
Sheet Zinc ,15 „ —
Old Lead, against account 19
Tin per cwt. 11
Cut Kails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand} 11 9

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 1)

" '
... 9
.. 3 12 6

... 5 10

... 2 10

... 4

... 4 2
,.. 3 5
.. 3 10
.. 4 2
.. 2 7

to
Bangkok

Quebec Pine, yellow
„ Oak
„ Birch
„ Elm .

„ Ash
Dant^c and Memel Oak
Fir

Ash. Quebec
Birch, New Brunswick ...

Uuebec „ ... 2 7
Ehn 4
Box. Turkey per ton 6
Cedar. Cuba per ft. sup.
Jarrah planks per ft. cu. 2
Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 10
Lath, Dant?ic. p.f 4

St. Petersburg 4 Q

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft,
by 11m. :

—

Quebec. Pine, Ist £21 15
2nd 17 15
3rd 11 5

Canada Spruce, 1st 11 5
„ 2nd and^ 9 5

New Brunswick 8 15
Ri^ 8 3
St. Petersburg 8 5
.Swedish 7 10
Finland 9 o
White Sea 10 10
Battens, all sorts 6

£22
17 10
6 5
9
6
8 15
7

6 10
3 10
7 5

to
„
„
..

„
„
„
„
„
„

3
9

18

5 15
6
6

3

3

'. by IJin.

£35
23 10
14
16
11
9 15
9 5

17
2J 10
9 5

20 10
13

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

1st prepared £0 14 to £1
2nd ditto 12 6 „ 16
Other qualities 4 6,, 14

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £.37 10 to £45
Memel, cr. pipe '220 ,, 230

Memel, brack 190 „ 200

•WOOD.
Brii.niso Wood. At per standard.

Deals : 3m. by Ilia, and 4in. by £ s. d. £ b. d.
9in. andllin. 13 10 to 15

Deals: 3hy9 13 „ 14
Battens: 2iin. by 7in. and 8in.,

and 3ia. by 7in. andSin 11 ,, 12
Battens : 2^ by 6 and 3 by 10 lesf than

7in. ic Sin.
Deals : seconds 10 lessthanbest
Battens; seconds 10 „ „

2in. by 4in. and 2in. by 6in 9 to 10
2in. by 4Jin. and 2in. by 5in. ... 8 10 „ 9 10

Foreign Sawn Boards

—

lin. and l^in. by 7ia 10 more than
battens.

Jin 10
Fir timber : best middling Danzig At per load of 50ft.

or Memel ; 4 10 to 5
Seconds 4 „ 4 10
Small timber (Sin. to lOin.) 3 12 6 „ 3 15
Small timber '6in. to Sin.) 3 ,, 3 10
Swedish balks 2 10 ,, 3

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average) 4 ,, 4 15

JoisERs' Wood.

White Sea : first yellow deals, At per standard.
.3in. byllin 24 to 25
Sin. by 9in 22 „ 23
Battens, 2^in. and Sin. by 7in. 16 10 ,, 18

Second yellow deals, Sin. by lin... 18 10 ,, 20
3inbv9in. .. 17 10 „ 19

Battens, 2}in. and 3in. by 7in. 13 10 „ 14 10
Third yellow deals, Sin. by Uin.

and9in 13 10 „ 15
Battens, 2Hn. and :lin. by 7in. 110 ,, 12

Petersburg first yellow deals,
3in.bvllin 21 „ 22 10
Dii. .3in. by Sin 18 „ 19 40
Battens 13 10 „ 15

Secund vellow deals, 3in. by llin. 16 ,, 17
Do. '3in. by9in 14 10 „ 16
Battens .. 11 „ 12 10

Third yellow deals, Sin. by llin. 13 „ 14
Do. Sin. by 9m 12 10 „ 14
Battens 10 „ U

White Sea and Petersburg-

First white deals, Sin. bv llin. 14 10 „ 15 10

„ Sin. by 9in. 13 10 „ 14 10

Battens 11 „ 12

Second white deals, .3in. bv llin. 13 10 „ 14 10

„ „ 3in. by 9in. 12 10 „ 13 10
battens 10 „ 11

Pitch Bine : deals 18 „ 21
Under 2in. thick extra 10 „ 10

Yell-^w Pine—Fii-st, regular sizes £44 and over.

Oddments 32 „
Seconds, regular sizes 33 „

Yellow Pine oddments 23
KauriPine—Planks per ft. cube.. 3 6 to 5

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs

—

Large, per ft. cube 3 ,. 3 6
Small 2 6 „ 2 9

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5 6,, 060
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,
asinch 8J „ 9}
Jin. do. do 7 „ 8

Dry Mahogany— Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch ,. . 9 ,, 10

Selected, Figury, per ft. super.
asinch... 16,, 026

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

suner. asinch 10 „ 10
Teak, per load 17 „ 22

American Whitewood Planks, per
ft. cube 4 0,, 030

Prepared Flooring. &c.

—

lin. bv 7in. yellow, planed and Per square.

shot £0 13 6 to £5 17 6

lin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 14 „ 18

IJin. by 7in. vellow, planed and
matched ..'. 16 „ 10

lin. by 7iu. white, planed and
shot 12 „ 14 6

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
notched 12 6 „ 15

liin. by 7in. white, planed and
maU;hed 15 „ 16 «

|in. by 7in. yellow, matched and
beaded or"V-jointed boards ... 110 „ 13 6

lin. by7in. „ 14 „ 18

Jin. bv7in. white „ ... 10 „ 11 6

lin. b'y7in. „ „ ... 12 6 „ 13

tiin. at 6d. to 9d. per siuare less than 7in.

STONE.*
Bed Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £ 2 4J
Darley Dale, ditto „ ... <l x »
Red CorsehiU. ditto ... 2 2

Closeburn Red Freestone, ditto , ... 1 lOJ

Anca.ster. ditto 1 W
Greenshill. ditto 110
Chilmark, ditto in tract at Nine Elms). „ ... 1 9i
Beer, ditto ., ... 1 6
Hard York, ditto 2 10

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,

random sizes per foot sop. 2 8

Ditto . ditto Sin. slabs eawo two sides,

random sizes ,,...013
• All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £3 1

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot „ ... 1

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot 1

Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station „ ... 1

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... 1

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 SJ ... £0

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... r

Ditto Nine Elms Depot .. I

Ditto Pimlico Wharf /

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 8 per 1,000 alongside, in river.

Rough Stocks and

2 1

si

2 2i

Grizzles 1 6
Picked Stocks for

Facings 2 10
Flettons 1 8
Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18
Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 1 3

Rod Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Kareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Do. Bullnose 4
Beat Stourbridge

Fire Bricks 3 14

Glazed Bkicks.
Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11
Quoins, BuUnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Stretchers,

and Header 12
Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers.. 15
Double Headers ... 11
One Side and two
Ends, 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, Cha m-
I'ered, .Sjuints ... 14

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2

delivered.

at railway station.

less than best.

8. d.

Thames and Pit Sand 7 per yard, delivered.

Thames Ballast 5 6 „ „
Best Portland Cement 27 per ton
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 „ „

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 273. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc 20 x 10 . .12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at c.stn.

16x 8 .. 6 12 6 „ „ I.

Blue Bangor ...'20x10.13 2 6
20x12. .13 17 6

13
13 15

First quality '20 x 10
...'20x12.

„ „ ... 16x 8

Eureka unfading
...'20x10.

... 20x12
',', ','• ...18x10

16x 8

Permanent green 20 x 10

„ „ ...18x10
16 « 8

green .15 17 6perl000ofl'200atr.5ter.

.18 7 6

.13 3 ,. „ ,•

.10 5

.11 12 6

. 9 12 6 „ „ .,

. 6 12 6 „ .. ..

TILES.
- B.

Plain red roofing tiles 42

Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50

Ornamental tiles 32
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruabon red. brown, or brin-
dled do. Edwardsj 57

Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4
Vallev tiles 3
Red or Mottled Staffordshire

do. Peake's 51

Ornamental do 54

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
•* Rosemary " brand plain

tiles .-. 48
Ornamental tiles SO

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
'* Hartshill ' brand plain s.

tiles, sand-faced 50

Pressed 47

Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4
Vallev tiles 3

per 1000 at rly. station

7 perdoz. ,, „
per 1000 „ „

6
per doz. „ „

6 per 1000 „ „

per doz. „ „

9 per 1000 „ ,.

6
1 per doz. at rly. station

8

per 1000 „ „

per doz. „ „
8 „ „
d.
per 1000 at riv. statioa

6 „ „ „
„ „ „

per doz.
6 ., ., „
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OILS.
; FOR

Rapepeed, Euglish pale, per tuD..
Do., brown „ ...

Cottonseed, refined „ ...

Olive, Spanish „ ...

Seal, pale „ ...

Cocoanut, Coch^ ,, ...

Do., Ceylon „ ...

Do., Mauritius „ ...

Palm, Lagos , ...

Oleine „ ...

Sperm ...

Lubricating U.S. per gal.
Petroleum, reftned ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel „ ...

Turpentine. American ...per tun
linseed Oil per gal.
Baltic Oil „ ...

Turoentine „ ...

Putty percwt.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Vamiah £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10 C
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10 6
Superfine Hard-diying Oak, for seats of churches )4
Fine Elastic Carriage 12 6
Supertine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil 110
Eggshell Flatting Varnish IS
"White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 12 o

fSS to fas 5
.•u ..

.•)2

2t; 10 „ 28
JO „ 40 10
£i „ 24
45 10 „ 4(! n
11 „ 41 10
41 „ 42
35 10 „ 36
17 5 „ m 5
S4 .. 35
£3 7 to £) 8 B

6] >. !.;

1 6 „ 1 6
19 « ., 1

37 „ 37 6 c

2 n ,.
—

2 s
4 aj„
7 6 „ —

Best Japan Gold Size .

Best Black Japan
Oak and Mahogany Stain..
Brunswick Black
Berlin Black
Knotting..

10

la
11

8
IG
10

French and Brush Polish lo

GLASS.
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz.
Fourths Ifd. ... 2}a. ...

Thirds 2ad. ... 3|d. ...

Fluted Sheet SJd. ... JJd. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : Jin.

2id.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass :

26oz.

It
4Jd.

32oz. Net.
4}d. „

ald. „
"
Jin.

2}d. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.
4d. ... ojd.

The new waterworks! in the Walshaw Dean
Valley for the Halifax Corporati"U will be opened
in the autumn. Messrs. C. H. Hill and Sons, of
Manchester, designed the three reservoirs, the
aggregate holding capacity of which is set down at
fi3O,OnC,OU0 gallons, to supply an extra two and a
half millions daily when finished. Some .£oOO,000
will have been spent on the undertaking.

Olivers'
Seasoned

Hardwoods,
4PPLT TO- •

WM. OLIVEB & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunhiU Row, LONDON, E.G.

TENDERS.
•»• Correspondenl i would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it aids to the value of the information

.

BiinsTwrion.—For the erection and campletion of the
Weatburv Press, Kings-road. Brentwood, Essex, for Mr.
E. French. Mr. Hugo R. Bird. St. Thomas' Gate, Brent-
wood, Essex, architect and surveyor :

—
Taylor Bros.. London £1^7
.Tarvis. F. W., Brentwool 470
Dix. E . Brentwood ... ... 46i
Burtwell, F. W., Brentwoid* ... 402

-* Accepted.

Brighton-.—For the erection of a det=iched house in

Dyke-road, Brighton, for Mr, W. F. Koigbt. Messrs.
Overton and Scott, Brighton, and Public Hall, Uckfield,
architects :

—
Packham Sons, and Palmar ... £1,405
Brown. W..andSoii3 ...- ... 1.331
Penfold. H. J I.?t47

Lewer, A. E 1.200
Simmonds Bro5 1,198
Kerridge. G. P 1.175
Chilton. A . l.no
Cruttenden, A., Brighton (accspte;!) 1,025

Chipprniiam.—Fur laving water-mains in Gasson's-
lane, for the rural district council :

—
Phipps (accepted).

CiiitKLAOE.—For rebuilding a cottage in Church -street,

for Mr. H. Stephens. Messrs. Drew ani Sons, M.S. A.,
Regent-circus, Swindin, architects :

—
Tydeman Bros., Swindon (accepted) £187 10

Crosssess.—For the suoply and erection of hvdca'ilic
filth-heists and gear for the new sandpit and nereening-
chamber at the Crossness outiall works, in connection
with the Southern Oatfall Sewei enlargement, for the
London County Council :

—
Eist Ferry-road Engineering Works
Co..Millwan

Cochrane. J., Barrhead, nr. Glasgow
Asbton, Frost, and Co., Blac'tburn
Thames Ironworks, Shipbuilding, &
Eagioeering Co., Greenwich-

* Accepted.

£1.471
1.4 iO

£2,703
2,619
2.607

2.595
2,365

2,283

FARis<iooy.—For the erection of a shop and dwelling-

house in the Corn Market, for Messrs. "White Brother-i.

Messrs. Drew and Sons, M.S. A., Regent-cir.^us, Swinija,
architects:—

Cadel Bros., Faringdon (ac^eptedl £5D0
(Four tenders received.)

Faris-odon-.—For alterations. &c.. at th? Volunteer
Inn. fnr Messrs. Wadley and Co. Messr-*. Drew aai
Sons. M.S.A.. Regent-circus, Swindon, architects :

—
Chick. Carden, and Co., Ltd.,

Hifjhworth (accepted) ... ... £187 1)
i^Four tenders received.)

Fleetville. St. Albas's. — For building a county
elementary school for 420 children at Fleetville. for the
Hertfordshire Countv Council Education Committee :

—
Vail and Shaw, St. Alban's ... £5,311 18 10

(Accepted. County surveyor's estimate, £5,500.)

Kf.ssis'gton, W.—For the erection of stabling. &l'., for

Messrs. Slaters, Ltd. Mr. Richard J. L:)vell, 46, Qujen
Victoria-street, E.C., architec; :

—
PeiryandCo
Roffey and Co.
Wisdom Bros
MinterandCo.
Roome and Co
Spencer, Santo, &: Co., Kensington*

^ Accepted.

LvDGERsUALL.—For the erection of a sessions-hall, for

the standing joint committer of the Wilts County CjunsiL
Mr. A. Dryland, A.M.I.C.E., county surveyor:-

McManus, J., Hammersmith-road,
London

Boulton and Paul, Queen Victoria-
street

Priest, J., anl Son, Bristol
Billet and Mus^elwhite
Wort and Way, Salisbury
Ash, H., Devizes
Humphreys, Ltd., Knightsbridge ...

Tarrant, W. J. C, Swindon
(irace, G.. and Sons, Clatford
Burton. F., Durrington
Chick, Garden, and (!'o., Highworth
Chi vers. W. E., and Sjns. Devizes ..

Eiwards, J., and Son, Hungerforl
Bell, S., Andover (accepted)
Harbrow, W., South Bermondsey*

^ Part only.

L'lN'DON".—For providing and fixing two bailers at th^
Central School of Arts and Crafts and Diy Training-

College. Holborn, for the London County Council :

—
Davey. Paxman. & Co.. Colchester £2,188
Thames Ironworks, Shipbuilding,
and Engineerinsr Co., Greenwich

J. I. Thoruycroft A: Co., Woodston,
Southampton

D. Adamson and Co., Dukinfield ...

Tinkers, Ltd.. Daisy Field B^Uer
Works. Hyde

Oldham Boiler Works C"* , Oldham
Clayton, Son, and Co., City Boiler
Works, L;eds (accepted)

£471

417
440
4.33 14 3

393 2 U
.389 n

371 ft

338 1 ft

.i57

355
349
.341 14 6
307 14 6

233 18 4
219

2,163

2,031
1,976

1,851

1,822 11

1,331

{Continue'-! onPuge XVIII.)

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

H. \. Huxtable, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, 'Weymouth .. July cOWeymouth— Desie US for Pavilion .. lOCgs
London, S.W.— County Hall (R. Norman Shaw, K.A., and
W. E. Eiley, F.R.T.B.A., Assessors) £210 to each competitor in final The Architect. L.C.C., County H.-xlI, Spring Gardens, S.W Aug. 27

Hadfleld, Glossop- Elementary School (limited) , T. Walkden, Howard Chambers, Olossop Nodate
Manchester— Institutional Church /Manchester Archts. only) .1. s. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A.. 5, Old Bnnd-street, London, W do.
Ttto.xeter— Hemudellins Smithfleld £20 F. S. Hawthorn. Clerk. Council offices. Uttoxeter do.
Bethnal Green, X.E.-Municipal Offices (Assessor) £100, £50 E. Einch, A.M.I.CE., Boro' En?., Town Hall, Bethnal tireen, X.E. do.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Bt. Pancras, N.W.—Working Cla.'is Dwellings, Brantome-place Borough Council
Drogheda— BuildiD<r on Curry's Hill Very Rev. .John Gurry
Deri- Twenty-lour Houses Cambrian Building Ciub
HuDgerferd- Schoolroom and Church Renovation Primitive Methodi.-t Trust Estate
Ebbw A'ale- Congregational Chapel at Tredegnr-road
Coventiy— Extension of Electricity Works, Sandy-lane Electric Light Committee
Bromley, Kent—Cookery Range at Raglan-road Centre Education Committee
Bacup— School for St. John's Chuich
Cheltenham- Convertintr Manihester-street Sub-Station Electricity Department
Cwmdare— Rebuilding Gobiath Welsh Calv. Melh. Chapel
Alphingtoii — Infants' School (I'iO placesl Devon Education Authority
Walker—Twelve Cottages. M.^del ('"It.iir.' E.\hibition Site Housing of the Poor Committee
Workington—Enlarging Kitch'usut Intirmai^
Carlinghow— Sunday-Schools to St. Juhu's Church
Port Tewfick, Suez — House for Officers and Barracks for Men Coastguard Administration
Scarva— Orange Hall
Bromley. Kent— I'anelling in New Municipal Buildings
Merthyr— Rebuilding Penydarren Tavern
Ystrad Rhondda— Alteiation.s to Premises, William-street Conservative Club Trustees
Staunton-on-Wye— Repairing Charity Buildings Jarvis's Charity Trustees
Treorky— Alterations (o ('onservative Club
Merthyr—Rebuilding Penidarren Tavern
Bramley— Extensions to Engineering 'Works
Wareham- Almshouses Streche's Charity Trustees
Handsworth— Manual Workshop at Birchfield-road Schools ... Education Committee
Clonmel-Two Consumptive Hospitals at Asylum Management Committee
Poolbep. liublin— Lifeboat House Royal National Llleboat Institution
Mapheia, <'o. Lierry— tiHices and Stores
Eastbourne— Shelter on Royall'arade Pleasure Grounds Committee
Carrigaloe-Villa Right Hon. Lord Barrymore
Buckie— Additicns to Premises, East Church-street
Admiialty Extension (Block IV.— Superstructure) H.M. Commissioners of Works
Walsoken- Enlargement of Norwich-road School Norfolk Education Committee
Killamey— Manse
Bull—Warehouse
Eootscray, Kent- Council School Education Comiaittee

Joseph and Smithem, Architects, 83, Queen-street, Cheapside, E.C.

F. H. Tallan, M.R.I..\., Architect, IDS, West-street, Drogheda
D. M. Da vies. Architect, '24, Cardiff-road, Caerphilly
Rev. H. M. Hull, The Minse, Hungerford
Fred. Bradshaw, 74. Eureka-place, Ebbw Vale. Mon.
J. E. Swindlehurst. City Engineer, St. Mary's Hall, Coventry, .._

R. W. Wentworth Hartop, Secretary, Widmore-road. Bromley, Kent
Radclilte and Chadwick, Aichitects, 78, King-street, Manchester ...

iT. S. Pickering, Borough Survevor, Cheltenham
T. Roderick, Architect'; .Vshbrook House, Clifton-street, Aberdare ..

The Architect, I. Richmond-road. E.Keter
The Citv Propertv Survevor's Department, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Oliver and Dodgs'hun, Fi'.R.I.B.A., Carlisle
Walter Hanstock and Son, Architects, Batley, Vork-s

The Headquarters, Bab el Louk, Sharia El Kassed, Cairo
S. Wilson Recide, Architect, Margaret-s lu-ire. Xewry, Ii-eland

R. Frank Atkinson, F.R.I. B. A., 8, SackviUe-street, W
C. M. Davie.s, Architect, High-street, Merthyr, Wales
W. D. Morgan, M.S.A.. Post Otlioe Chambers, Pentre
Richard James, Clerk, Board Room, Staunton-on-Wye
J. Rees. Architect, Treorky, Wales
C. M. Davies, ,\r<hitect. High-street, Merthyr
John -\. Webster, Architect, 2, Basinghall-square, Leeds
G. ('lavell Filliter. North-street, Wareham, Dorset -

J. P. Osborne, Architect, t'S, Colmore-row, Birmingham
J. F. Fuller. Architect, 1711, Great Brunswick-street, DubUn
W. T. Douglas, 15, ^ictoria-street, Westminster, S.W
W. J. Robinson, C.E., 7, East-wall, Londonderry
A. Ernest Prescott, Borough Survevor, Town Hall, Eistbourne
W. H. Hill and Son. Architects, 28. South Mall, Cork, Ireland
T. 1). Robertson, Architect, Keith, Scotland
The s.?cietiirv, H.M. office of Works. Storev's Gate, S.W
T. M. Kerridge, .\rchitect. Club Chambers. Old Market, Wisbech ..

Robert Walker and Son, Architects, 17, South Mall, Cork, Ireland ..

Ernest Whitlock, Architect, 20, Scale-lane, Hull
F. W. Crook, Secretary, Caxton House, Westminster, S.W

April 27
„ 27

.. 27

1. 27

„ 27

..
"27

.. 27

,. 27

„ 29
„ -xt

„ 29
„ 29
„ 29
„ 29
„ 30
„ 30
„ 30
„ 30

„ 30
„ 30
„ 30
„ 30

30
1

!
1
1

1
1

1

2
3
3
3
3
»

May
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. SCIENCE IN AECHITECTUEE.
ACONTROA'EESY has i-aged around the

question whether architecture was an
art or a jirofession. Looking back upon it

niiw, it seems to have been an entirely futile

tliscussion, neither jiarty recognising that, as
practised at the present day. it is both the
one and the other, and quite as much a science

.13 either. It is, we all admit, an art, and the
most ancient of all the arts—the great con-
structive art which people of all times and all

nations are lompelled to practise, and in which
they illustrate their history in a mo~t per-
manent and entirely legible manner. As now
practisetl, it is a profession by following which
a certain number of persons earn their liveli-

hood. It IS the profession of advising those
who are ignorant thereof upon all matters

J
connected with the erection of buildings,
from the preparation of sketch plans to the
settlements of accounts and determination of

legal disputes. As a constructive art, and
not a pure art, it is based upon certain solid

knowledge which we are accustomed to call

science. As a profession, too, it includes this

same knowledge upon which alone proper
I>rofessional advice can be based. Thus it is

as much a science as either art or profession,

for the science underlies it. and without the
science ofstable building architecture becomes
an impossibility, just as human beauty and
human dres* are impossible without the
skeleton which they cover. Architecture,
too, as an art may be comely or unsatis-
factory, just as can the human covering of

the skeleton ; but all the same it depends upon
that skeleton, though it is not the skeleton
itself. Not so very long ago—though long
enough for us of the present day to have for-

gotten when—the builders of the skeletons,

that is, those whom we now call engineers,
became separated from the architects,

that is the scientists and the artists, under
the stress of the modern tendency towards
specialisation. They drifted apart from one
another, both losing quite as much as they
gained in the process. The great structures
of the engineers—we frequently even call

them skeletons—may be designated as
cretaceous, having their bones upon the out-
side and in view of m11 ; and like the
cretaceous creatures of the sea thev are
generally ungainly. It is the architect's

duty, it may be said, to cover these bones,
and to give them that external beauty which
they lack in themselves; but the perfect
architect is one who combines the power
of forming the skeleton in a theoretically
.^asifactory way with that of clothing it in an
artistically beautiful manner. The archi-
tect may be, and should be, an artist : but he
should be a scientist as well. This is often
forgotten by those who spell the art of archi-
tecture with a capital A : but when they do
>o they only point to the fact that they have
themselves been only half-trained in theii'

calling, and it this be from lack of scientific

ability they should never have taken it up.
Every thinking man admits that an archi-

tect, while being an artist, mu.st also be
something more. It is his business to plan a
convenient and sh'ucturally sound building
as well as a beautiful one, and he must there-
fore be a thorough master of planning and
perfectly conversant with building con-
struction and materials. There are amongst
us, however, a considerable number of men
wh 1, while admitting all this, say that
nevertheless the artistic temperament is

so entirely different from the scientific and
the mathematical, that construction which

is based upon calculations is outside his

province. In other words, they are either too

lazy to acquire the necessary acquaintance

with mathematics and statics to make
themselves masters of their craft, or else

they are unbt to be architects, having
capacity only for the lighter and less

responsible arts of painting and mural
decoration. There is in reality no more
reason why a man possessed of artistic

instincts sho\ild not also understand the

statical laws upon which the whole structure

of his business depends than that he should
be incapable of conversing in a foreign

language or of comprehending a well-

written specification. This, at any rate,

must have been tho view fciken by the
workers of former times, for. involved as are
the mechanical problems in modern structures

into which metal is introduced to a largo
extent, they are in reality scarcely more
ditficult of solution than those which the
builders of former days encountered when
they employed only masonry and timber,
concrete and brick. The problems connected
with the vaulting of the basilica of Maxen-
tius, or with the domes of the Pantheon or
Sta. Sophia, are quite as abstruse in their

way, particularly when considered in com-
jiarison with the state of mathematical
acquirements in those periods of the world's
history when they were erected, as are the
great railway bridges of modern times : yet
these problems were faced and solved, not by
a separate body of civil engineers -trained

calculators whose business had nothing to do
with architectural art—but, so far as- we
know, by the architects themselves, who had
to give the buildings life and beauty of form
besides. Even now. with all our boasted
ingenuity, we do not erect vaults and domes
of any greater magnitude or any greater
perfection of construction. So, too, and
]ierhaps much more so, was it in the Middle
Ages, when the Gothic vaults, raised high
above the pavement of a lofty building,

were constructed upon a framework of ribs,

so designed as to concentrate the thrusts

upon definite points. The parapet and roof

loads were employed to counteract the out-
ward tendency of the resultant thrust, and
then this was met by the great flying buttress,

accurately placed, as we now recognise,

with perfect scientific knowledge. Then the
pinnacle on the outer buttiess and its various
offsets or weatherings, all built long before

the vaultings were erected, and with perfect

foresight, were jilaced exactly where science

demanded them. This can hardly have been
the work of a separate mind from that of the

general designer of the building, for these
vaults, buttresses, and pinnacles form sxa

iategral part of the design. Later on, as the
problem changed and more ribs were intro-

duced, so it was met with equal scii-ntific

exactitude, until, in the fan-pendant vault

and the hammer-beam roof, we find indica-

tions of a thorough recognition of the
principle which we now know as that of the
cantilever bndge, not exposed in bare outline

as by the engineers of the present day, but
treated with perfect artistic sense and fitness.

The design and the calculations went hand in

hand, and were evidently the work of a
perfect architect who was scientist and artist

in one. Less than this is hardly architecture :

it is merely plan-di-awing and the making of

pictures.

It may be objected to this contention that

an architect should be a scientist as well ; that

under modern conditions there would thus
be more to learn than any one brain could

could master. If this be the case—though
it is hard to .admit it, as members of other
professions, such as the medical, are able to

grasp many widely divergent subjects, and
consequently architects should be able to do
the same—yet if it ba admitted that there are

some men who cinnot do so much as this,

then the right thin 2 to do is to combine with
others who can—to follow, in fact, the

American custom, and form partnerships in

which architect, engineer, and, ps^rhaps .sur-

\eyor each takes his share. If all cannot bo
done by one man. then these divei-gent

branches of an architect's business are be.st

controlled by a combination of men, who in

perfect friendship and harmony work together,
producing thus almost as homogeneous a
result as one man would do who combined
all the necessary iiualities within himself.

THE ACADEMY .SCULPTURE AXI)
I'lCTURES.—I.

THE Royal Academy contaias this year
many good pictures, a few—there are

never many—of great e.xcellence, and a
collection of sculptureil works such as has
not been seen for many years, none perhaps
standing out as undoubtedly superior to the
others, but all well worthy of their position.

There is the greatest possible variety of
treatment ; but the level of attainment is

undoubtedly high, and indicative of a very
distinct advance, of which there have been
steadily increasing signs for some time ])ast.

It is to the sculpture, therefore, that
primary attention is due, and the nioro
particularly as it is an art which is more
closely allied to architecture than any other.

The place of honour in the Central Hall has
been given to a model for a bronze statue of

the late Marquess of Salisbury (Xo. 1(>!»4), by
George Frampton, R.A. The figure is .seated,

dressed in (rarter robes, and has all the
power and dignity of the great statesman
and scientist who controlled England's
destiny for so long. Rightly, it is a repre-
sentation of an aged man, with slightly

bowed head, who feels the weight of years
and responsibility alike. It is worthy of the
position that it occupies. Mr. Frampton's
other work, a model of a bronze statue
to be erected in Liverpool to the memorv
of the late Canon Major Lester (No.
1(J8!»), is also monumental in its scale,

the severe lines of modern clerical costumo
being treated with masterlj- skill. Two re-

presentations of Indian potentate-s, by W.
Robert ( 'olton, A.R.A., executed in bronze,
will doubtless attract much attention. The
smaller of these (No. 1GG3) shows Sir

Sheshadri .Syes, late Dewan of Mysore, in a
dignified attitude, with the right hand slightly

outstretched, as if he were speaking in a
public assembly with restraint of gesture and
utterance; while No. KJTl illustrates the late

Maharaja of Mysore in state robes, and with
his hands folded on the hilt of his sword.
Both are striking portraits, executed with a

iine sense of line, and yet much delicacy of

det;iil so introduced as to enrich without dis-

tracting from the general effect. Another
Indian figure (No. li>i)2), a statue in marble,
of Mahar.ija Sir Digbijai Singh, K.C.S.I., of

lialrampur, by W. Goscombe John, A.R.A.,
is by comparison, stiff and commonplace.
The last important statue in this room is that

of Lieut. Col. McCarty O'Leary (ICST}, by
Alfred Drury, A.R.A. , which is to bo erected

as a war memorial at Warrington. It is un-
questionably a jriece of work of great merit

;

the powerful soldierlike figure, dressed in

active service costume, being shown in full

action, with field-glass in one hand and rille

in the other.

Of the other works in the I'entral Hall,

Mr. E. Whitney Smith's " Drinking
Fountain," No. IGlil. is the most delicately

beautiful, with its fanciful base of seaweed,

and it^ group of large shells surrounding a
rock, on which a nude figure stands, holding
the hull of an ancient galleon in her out-

stretched arms; and No. 1074, "Amor
Victor," by Gilbert Hayes, is a fine eques-
trian relief.

The lecture-room is just as full of good
things as is the central-hall, though they are

mostly to a smaller scale. Prominent among
them .are two memorials. No. 1S31, by Fred
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AV. I'onieroy, A.E.A., >h..\vs the luto Bish.'p
Kidding in bmnze, kneeling and with his
head raised, his likeness to the late Archhishoj]
Temple being very noticeable. If the figure,
which is destined to find a resting-place in the
south ti'ansppt of Southwell Jlinster, has a
fault it is that it gives too much the im-
pression of a living figure, with its intensity
of expression and perfect detailing of every
line upon the face and hands. This cannot
be said of the memorial to the late liishop

EUicott (No. 1S42), by William S. Frith,
which is to be erected in (jloueester Cathe-
dral. In this case the figure is obviously
that of a dead man, shown with hands
clasped in the usual lecumbent position upon
an altar tomb, which would have been all

the better if it had been designed by an
architect who knew his detail instead of a
sculptor who seems to have learnt his archi-
tecture by a study of German W(jod car\ ing
of the (to an English mind) unsatisfactory
Xiiremberg type.

"Motherhooi" (Xo. IVOG), by Thomas
Brock, K.A., is a half-size model of a portion
of the National Memorial to (iueen ^'lctoria,

entirely perfect in inspiration, posing, and
execution. Its title well describes it—the

mother, seated on a pedestal, having a baby
in her arms, and other children round her.

No. 1837, "The Klfs Music," by Ander.s
Olsen, a nude figure poised upon one foot

and dancing, is delightful when viewed from
in front— quite awkward when seen from the

side ; while " Mors Janua Vitas'' by Alfred
Gilbert. E.A., just behind it, ought to be
exhibited in two pieces, for the full-size

half-figures of man and wife are out of all

proportion to the delicately- enriched pedestal

on which they rest. In some respects

Bertram Mackennal's "Diana Wounded"
(No. 1841) is the finest thing on view, for it

is a piece of pure statuary, owing everything
to pose and perfect representation of a beauti-

ful human form, and nothing to the telling

of a tale or undue ornament.
Besides these, two very fine reliefs. No.

1725, "Andromeda," by Benjamin Clemens,
and No. 17oS, '

' The Spirit of Ivy," by David
B. Brown, are quite notable stvidies of the

nude, so similar in treatment as to appear
almost as if they were the work of the same
hand; but theie are several other studies, in

low relief, of almost equal beauty—notice-

ably No. 17SN, " (Jrpheus," executed in

marble by Ilamo Thornycroft, B.A., the lion

and lioness, entranced by the music, being

most doUcately rendered.

The statuettes and portrait busts arc all

extremely good, that of the (iuecn of Spain,

transferred hero from the New Gallery by
command of the King, being quite equal to

the others. We noticed it last week. Best

of all these, however, is the posthumous
portrait of the late Lady Isobel Wilson, by
George Frami)ton, R.A., the tiny medallion

portrait, No. 17S(i, by Florence M. l!im-

mington, immediately beneath it, being
also undeniable. The smaller bronzes are

difficult to discriminate between, all are so

excellent ; but most full of life and interest is

No. 1803, "Riding Off"—an incident in a

polo match.
There is also a little coloured work in this

room, of which No, 1701, "The A'irgin

Enthroned," by Frederick ^larriott, stands

out as supreme. It is a panel executed in

mother-of-pearl and gesso, alike rich and
delicate, a little piece of work of the greatest

beauty, such as should appeal to all lovers of

decorative art.

THE MOIU; rKO.MlXE.Vr I'.UXTIXC.:.

Among the few paintings which rank as the

pictures of the year there is one, and only

one, which, to our thinking, is pre-eminent
for loveliness, worthy to rank with the works
of the great mastei'S of the immediate past.

This is " The I'carls of Aphrodite " (No. .J92),

by Herbert.!. Draper, whoso inclusion among
the A,R.A.'s should not be much longer

delayed. A])hrodite stands, half-nude, a

most beautiful and graceful figure, against
a background of rock and deep-blue sea,

holding a rope of pearls, while other
figures, nude and semi-nude, some fairest

of the fair and others woolly - headed
negresses, surround her admiringly, one
reaching down to take even more pearls

from the hand of a dark - skinned diver.

For subtle delicacy of tone, poetic inspiration,

and perfect finish, this picture is entirely

remarkable—a work of the very highest

rank.

So, too, in their different way, are the

three sea pieces, Nos. KKj, ;!2.s, and :;32, hy
C. Napier Ilomy, A. 11 A. Their great charm
lies in their unconventionality and truth—the

swirl and rhythmic motion of the fast-follow-

ing waves, and the rich and varied colouring

indicative of deep water. In neither of them
is there a prominent object or a tale to tell.

They are pure sea and skyscapes, with focus

centred in a few guUs or a piece of wreckage,
and a few vessels tossing on the horizon.

Ilung between two of these is a portrait of

Mrs. .\rchibald Longman (No. 331), the

finest work by John S. Sargent, R.A. It is

hardly equal, however, to his great portrait

of Dr. AVarre, which hangs in the New
Gallery : but what is lost in strength and
dignity is to a great extent made up for by
highly sympathetic treatment of a beautiful

subject, ajiparently executed with great

rapidity.

Another remarkable portrait is that of Mrs.

Eatan Tata (No. 397), by J. J. Shannon,
A.E.A., the dark-skinned handsome lady in

her Indian dress, with its gold embroidery
and sequins, being shown standing against an
exceedingly dark background.
The jdace of honour opposite the entrance

has been given to "An Island Festival"

(No. 405), by Charles Sims. It is a beautiful

jumble of nude figures and seagulls, with

two Ionic columns crossing the painting on
the left. The eye is attracted by a scarlet

cloak, which one of the figures is waving in

the centre, and the colour harmony is most
delightful ; but of meaning in it all there

seems to be none. Yet it is umloubtedly
one of the great paintings of the year.

Another very prominent work is "The
Maid" (No. 358), by Frank Craig, illus-

trating a charge of knights, led by Jean
d'Arc, against men-at-arms and bowmen
entrenched behind a narrow rivulet. The
onslaught of the crowd of armed horsemen
appears to be irresistible ; but the !Maid herself

looks frightened as she is borne on with the

throng. The picture is one which marks its

author as a master of his craft. It is a scene

of battle, rich in colouring and instinct with
life.

No. 280, "How the Devil, disguised as a
Vagrant Troubadour, having been enter-

tained by some Charitable Nuns, Sang to

them a Song of Love," by F. Cadogan
Cowper, is not merely a clever piece of

illustration and characterisation, but a won-
derful representation of a rich colour back-
ground a stained-glass window. Its beauty
lies in the colo\ir scheme thus produced,

rendering it a remarkable painting—whose
interest to most will, all the same, lie in the

expressions of the faces.

"Jason and Medea" (No. 243), by J. W.
Waterhouse, .V.E..V., is an example of pure
and delicate colouring; and appreciation of

(ircek forms which will appeal to the culti-

vated tastes of classic scholars.

A great painting, too, though a small one,

is " iCldorado " (No. 212), by E. ,1. Gregory,

R.A. a representation of a gi'ey-bearded,

unhelnieted figure, otherwise in full armour.

The face is that of a brave and keen old man
who has passed through much trouble in his

life, and, knowing that his time has come,

is rejoicing thereat.

The finest animal-painting is unquestion-

ably No. IHS, " Midday," by II. AV. B. Davis,

R.A., though it represents only a homely

group—two Highland cattle (one white, one
brown) and two young calves ; but the
animals are painted to perfection—real living
beasts.

It is quite a pleasure to be able to include
the portrait of the King (No. 161), by
Arthui' S. Cope, A.R.A., among the really
great pictures of the year, for he has often
been indifferently treated on former occasions.

This time there is no doubt upon the matter
at all. The likeness is excellent, and the
painting all that could possibly be desired.

Mr. Bernard F. Gribble exhibits two paint-
ings, hung opposite to one another in Gallery
L. which deserve and wQl receive unusual
recognition. No. 20, " Our Golden Argosies,"
and No. 53, " The Prisoner." The latter is

the finer work, and looks to be a sequel to one
which was exhibited last year. A fight has
taken place on the deck of an old-time war-
vessel : a kneeling giid is kissing the hand of

one who looks to be the captain, while a power-
ful man in the background is being bound
with ropes. There is a most courageous treat-

ment of line in the arrangement of the cordage,
quite characteristic of this artist's work.

Sigismund Goetze exhibits another of his

great allegorical pictures in No. 771),

"Greatest of These." He covers, as usual,
much canvas, and tells his tale so that all can
read it. The happ}- mother suckling her
child, greater by far in her realisation of

woman's destiny than the nun, the suffra-

gist, and the musician who surround her. It

is a powerful painting, but not entirely a
pleasing one.

No. 810, "Roses of Youth," by Henrietta
Rae, is, on the other hand, not great, but
entirely delightful. It is a study of a nude
seated figure, rose-wreathed, and suirounded
with roses, doves, and oleander blossoms,

most delicate and harmonious.
"Moonlit Bay" (No. 759), by Julius

Olsson, deserves to rank with Mr. Hemy's
work as a seascape of wonderful charm, and the
best pure landscape of this year is probably
No. 765, " Dulas Valley," by J. Auuionier.

ARCHITECTURE AT
ACADEMY.

THE
—I.

ROYAL

HISTORY is .still, we suppose, in the
making, even though there seems but

little progress at the moment, so far as archi-

tectural development goes, if we are to judge

from the choice displayed by the hanging
committee at the Royal Academy this year,

with Mr. T. Graham Jackson, R.A., as

hanger-in-chief. A considerable amount of

space is devoted, as illustrative thereof, to

several schemes submitted in the abortive

competition twelve months ago for the Peace

Palace at the Hague. The absence of the

chosen design, perhaps, could not be avoided,

but without it the unpremiated proposals to

which so much prominence is accorded at

Burlington House can only claim, at best,

the merit of comparative interest, andalthough

we do not pretend for a moment to assume

that the most admii-able design was selected,

very little satisfaction is, after all, afforded

by "arranging a few of the permissible pro-

posals in this haphazard way, even presumably

for the edification of the public. Amongst
architects the competition has been regardedas

an unutterable failure ; we do not, therefore,

propose to review any of the schemes thus

brought together. No good end would be

served bv doing so. Mr. John Belcher,

A.K.A., "occupies the post of honour in the'

midst of these designs with a large empty-look-

ing sheet (1510), giving a longitudinal section

of his very original, if somewhat disapjioint-

ing, proposal. Another fi-ame (1501) includes

some further outline elevations of the grand

staircase of his plan ; but they are so emi-

nently fragmentary that it is hardly possible to

form anyadequate notion therefrom of what the

late President of the Institute proposed to do

in solving Dr. Carnegie's grandiose scheme.
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Mr. II. T. Hare shows the exterior view of

hi? cai)al>le conception (lol'l) ; but its success

is, perhaps, hardly so convincing on further

acquaintance, while the discord of the ultra

-

maiine blue of the sky of his drawing is so

unreilentingly disturbing in comparison with

the sober, gi'eonish, and perhaps more natural

^ky depicted in the adjacent design (1 jl^j),

by Messrs. E. O. I'age and J. W. Halley,

that a peaceful study of either of them is made
well-nigh out of the question. Both schemes
have masterly domes, and in other respects

serve to detract from each other. Messrs.

"Wills, Anderson, and ('otmaushow their design

'by a bii'd"s-eye, which is an impossible point

of view in the Netherland Hats, and one at

•best little suited to the contour of this pro-

jwsal, which suft'ers much in consequence.

Mr. Stanley ]>. Adshead's (149G) design pos-

sesses much dignified merit without undue
pretension, and Mr. Alfred W. S. Cross shows
one of the most successful drawings in the

gallery {\'j2o) in illustration of his notable

design, which, however, was shelved by the

jury in jireference for (149.5) the exceed-

ingly restless and over-detailed scheme
by Mr. Jan F. GroU, accorded recognition by
the jury; indeed, his facade (1495) was so

much, in favour that it had a good chance
at one time, we understand, of a much
higher place than it obtained eventually.

As it is, this scheme will be illustrated in the

< ifficial Memorial \'olume. Mr. A. J. Clifford

Jiwan and Mr. John C. Carter also show
•designs on the line from the same contest, but
.neither are likely to add thereby to their

reputation, or enhance the interest of the

-gallery.

The Birmingham CouncQ House Extension
Competition furnishes some unsuccessful
designs for the present assemblage ; but
emphasis and interest in this case are fur-

nished by the inclusion of the accepted
design (lljjl) by Messrs. H. \. Ashley and
W. Newman, which we have already illus-

trated. The other competitors represented

are Messrs. Henry T. Hare (16.38), A. 'jilbey

Latham (IGJo), Treadwell and Martin (pre-

miated) (1(549), and ManseU and Dixon (IGoO),

and C. E. Mallows and A. "SV. S. Cross.

The chief exhibitor this year is Sir Aston
Webb, E.A. A large detail of the central

entrance in Cromwell-road to the 'N'ictoria

and Albert Museum (1627) makes unques-
tionably a very notable and handsome piece

of architectnre, even if we are bound to

acknowledge it remains somewhat dis-

appointing and unconvincing in the re-

dundancy of its detail. Perhaps this feeling

may prove only transitory, and we hope
it may be so : but we are aware that
this opinion is shared by a large number
of capable and sympathetic critics, who judge
»Sir Aston's skill appreciatively. Admirable
as this geometrical detail undoubtedly is, the
effect produced by an examination of the work
in progress is but httle modified by a study
of this drawing. Sir Aston 'Webb and E.
Ingress Bell, as joint architects of the Bir-
mingham I'niversity, have overcome the
technical excluding rule in regard to com-
bination works offered for exhibition by
members and outsiders, and which rule has
been the occasion of much trouble in the
past at Burhngton House. We have heard
in da3"s gone by many tales concerning the
rows consequent upon this obsolete rule.

Anyhow, Messrs. Sir Aston AVebb and Ingi-ess

Bell exhibit unchallenged on equal terms
again this year, showing two frames (1619
and 1626' in illustiution of the l"ni\"ersity

Buildings at Birmingham, dominated by
an ItaUan Gothic-looking campanile rising
inthe midst of radiating pavilions, the plan
assuming a semicircle totally unlike any of

om' historic universities. The main entrance
block is handsome enough, and boldly treated
mth big square angle piers of brickwork
flanking a big arched opening fUled in as a
window, and having below a dwarfed screen
pierced by portals, more, perhaps, as an inci-

dent in the facade than as a leading con-

stituent part, affording a reason to the whole
as an essential feature of dominating im-
portance. A larger plan of the buildings

might have hampered the small-scale eleva-

tions ; but the present one is too small to

permit of much information being obtained

from it.

Mr. T. Graham Jackson, li.A., is the

architect of the new Speech-room at Eugbj-,

to bo erected in memory of Archbishop

Temple (1461). Whatever the merits of this

quaint llutch-like building, it will be in

strong contrast with Butterfield's work at

Rugby, which some will reckon an advan-
tage. The plan is cruciform, with a pictu-

resque turret over the colonnaded verandah
forming the porch, and flanking the tower

are shaped dormers above the eaves, where
the roof is hipped back in an odd way to

accommodate the turret. It is doubtful how
this will look as seen fi-oni the Hank of the

building. This is the best exhibit of this

architect, who shows four other subjects.

The most pretentious of them is an interior

of a new chapel for Hertford College, Oxford

(1 J.J6), with richly-canopied stalls and Horid

fenestration to the sides of the interior

in contrast with a boldly handled east

end, and a poor altar-piece eminently out

of keeping with the rest (1.5.J6), while the

pictorial treatment of the painted glass

above in big panes seems incongruous to a

degree. The new Mission Church of St.

Augustine at Aldershot (l.j.3-'3-l.J.51) has a

timber-built arcade with arched braces and
dormers carried up into the aisle roof.

Externally these look countrified and
charming, but within the eff'ect is by no
means so good. The framing, forming a

sort of hanging screen filling at the

entrance to the structural chancel, is un-
gainly, and above is a sanctus turret

somewhat of the stable type. A baiTel

plastered ceiling tends to relieve the interior

of its otherwise barn-like appearance. Mr.
T. G. Jackson"s other drawing shows the

enlargement of Aldershot Chui-ch, retaining

the old squaie tciwer (1.357). A vestry is to

be formed at the west end of the north

aisle, and the whole thing looks picturesque

and unusual, even though the additions are

somewhat out of key with the reposeful

remnants of past vernacular work still stand-

ing to tell their tale.

Mr. G. F. Bodley, E.A., ever master of

ecclesiastical design, retains his pre-eminence

by two works this year. " The Interior of the

English L'hurch at Florence'' (1575) and
St. ('had's Church in red stone at Burton-
on-Trcnt (1572). The last has a barrel-

vaulted roof and rich screens of delicate

refinement. The church at Florence is

beautifully deeorated, and carefully drawn in

colour, rendereil, perhaps, in too defined a

wav, judged as a sample of colour draughts-

manship.
Mr. Beginald Blomfield, A.E.A., is repre-

sented by an autograph line perspective of

the United t'niversitv Club just finishing in

Suffolk-street, i';dl Mall (U'TO). The simple

dignity of unassuming reserve here displayed

by the architect has been noted in remarking
upon this addition to the club architecture of

Ijondon on previous occasions, and it is just

one of those buildings which grow upon one

on fui'ther acquaintance. The freedom of

the drawing must be acknowledged, though,

possibly it hardly does the wurk itself justice;

anyhow, it intentionally leaves something to

the imagination, which at least is an advan-

tage. Mr. Blomtield's second picture is

drawn in thick lines, by ilr. J. 15. Fulton,

showing a Tudor - like mansion called

••"Wyphurst. " Cranleigh (1464), being ex-

tensive additions to a timber built house,

which with the new work makes a harmonious
whole skilfully grouped round a quad.

Mr. John Belcher, A.E. A., has for his most
telling exhibit this year the fai;ade to the

principal entrance in the Usbridge-road to

the Franco-British Exhibition, 19().s. The
tendency of making such a building assume
a theatrical character has been cleverly

avoided, and the composition is both original

and dignified, ;ill thinness of effect being
guarded against by the big, wide, and niched
returns to the piers of the portal openings.

The surmounting part of the facade evinces

study, and it is a solid, if somewhat playful,

rendering of a fine architectural feature

(1511).

Messrs. Ih'iiest George and Yeates have had
to be contented with one drawing this year.

The subject is a villa at Antibes (1462) with
wide eaves and pantile roofs, covering

stucco-faced walling done in a charac-

teristic way, charmingly drawn, showing
the water beyond. Mr. Mountford e.x-

bibits his famous Town-hall at Lancaster,

as seen from I )aulton-square (1534), designed

in a dignified Classic mode, of which he
is so adept a master. The same architect

shows, in conjunction with Mr. E. A. Grim-
ing, the new Northern Assurance Company's
offices, now lieing built at the end of Moor-
gate-street in Lothbury (1 16:i). This will

make a brave addition to the architecture of

the heart of the Citj- in a most conspicuous

position close to the Bank of England. It

will make a boldly handled front, colon-

naded in the centre over an arcade.

The attic is made a great feature of, with
pedimented pavilions emphasising the ends of

the facade. Professor Beresford Pits canieshis

atticup in such anundue fashion over the block

of insurance offices which he has in hand in

Euston-square (1500) that he imparts the

nature of a tower to his building out of all

harmony with Ionic proportions. Why the

return front should have a pediment and the

main elevation bo broken up in the restless

manner here adopted, is by no means clear, and
we are left wondering whatthis clever Professor

will do next, he always seems so uncertain.

Sir Brumwell Thomas does not do his Belfast

i

City Hall justice by the drawing (1512) here

seen. The pediment looks so crowded and
unhappy, and the cupola hardly appears to be

in good drawing. Both the last named are

skied, and balance each other in that way.
We should have been glad to see the Belfast

building more worthily represented. Mr.
Paul Waterhouse, M.A., has a perspective on

I

the line (H'S7) of his handsome offices for the

I

Eoyal National Pension Fund for Nurses

I now being built in Buckingham - street.

Strand, close to the York Gateway,

and overlooking the Thames Embankment.
Another important block of buildings is an
American scheme for Selfridge's, in <)x ford-

street (162.S), of which ^Ir. E. Frank
Atkinson and Messrs. Buinham and Co.,

of Chicago, are the joint architects. This

seemingly will be a vast emporium, and it is

here shown by a tremendous perspective of

i small interest or merit. An open balcony

up amongst the smoke, along the whole
facade, is treated with an awning, like a winter

garden, but it is placed too far up to make the

street traffic any attraction. The same archi-

tect shows Messrs. Waring's (1618) as origin-

ally intended to bo built, and that is a work
of much more architectural merit and origin-

ality. Wo have now to conclude, though many
drawings of importance remain to bo noted.

We must direct attention to two remarkable
water-colours, though their subjects archi-

tecturally are of no consequence. Business

premises, Lincoln's-inn Fields (1579), by
Mr. Eustace C. Frere, is a wonderful ivory

study in blacks and greys, and his St. John's

House, <iuoen"s-square, is a delightful draw-
ing (1580). We say nothing of the design.

There are only 2i»7 "drawings in this gallery

this year, which is about 30 below the average

number.

In the King's Bench Division on Tae=day, before

Mr. .Tustice Channell, Mr. H. O. Thompson,
solicitor, was awarded . £oO damages and costs

against Mr. Francis Pilbrow, a builder, for libel.
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iTlIE AKCIJITEfl'I'IiAL ASSuCIATK.lX.

THE clos'ng mpetini; for the present session of

the Architei^tural Association was held on
Friday evenini; at the Hoval Architectural
Museum, 18, Tufton-street. Westminster, Mr.
Walter Cave, F.R.I.B.A., vice-president, in the
chair.

Mr. C. WoNTxER Smitti, hon. secretary, an-
nounced that the annvial dinner would he held on
the following Friday (to-night) at the Ueorgian
Uall, Gaiety Restaurant, at 7.50 p.m.

ELECTIO.V OF OFFICERS.

The Chairma.n' said the scrutineers' report gave
the results as follow of the election of officers for

the session 1907-S :—President, tWrilter Cave:
vico-Piesidents, tArthur Keen and tllenry
Tanner, jun. Council (IS nominations, 9 seats) :

tU. S. Balfour C-'IIO cotes), 'E. (iuy Dawher (2S91,

JA. Necdham Wilson (271), •Louis .\mbler (2H0J,

*F. Dare Clapham (245). "W. Curtis (ireen

(241), 'E. W. M. Wonnacolt rJSOi. M.S.Gibson
(229), and .Sir A. Brumwell Thomas (ISS). Hon.
Treasurer, *Henvy T. Hare; Editor of .Irehitn-

tural Asmaation Journal^ Baxter (ireig ; Hon.
Librarian, *Edwin Gunn; Hon. Secretaries. *C.
Wontner Smith and T Maurice E. Webb. Other
officers—Hon. .Solicitor, 'W. H. Jamieson ; Hon.
Assistant Librarians, *Percy May and T. W.
Watkins. [An asterisk (*) denotes re-election, a
dagger (t) change of office.]

On the motion of the Chaiuman, a vote of

thanks was passed to the scrutineers, Messrs. W.
Baird, J. W. Uonnington, P. .T. Turner. C. W.
Beaumont, and W. A. Jeckells, for their services.

The Chairman also proposed that hearty votes of

thanks be accorded to the two retiring members
of council (Messrs. Arnold Mitchell and .Tohn

Murray), to the visitors to the School of Design,

and to the professional Press.

LIVERPOOL Ai;tniTE!_Tr;;E.

A paper on this subject, illustrated by numerous
working drawings and photographs hung on
screens and the walls of the meeting-room and by
many lantern-slides, was read by Jlr. F;;an'k W.
Simon, F.K.LB.A., of Liverpool. The lecturer

explained that as he proposed to deal with modern
buildings, the work of living architects, he should

refrain from all criticism, although, as will be seen

below, the undertaking was not quite kept in its

integrity. Liverpool cannot, he remarked, boast

of any buildings of great antiquity, though it is

celebrating this year the 700th anniversary of the

granting of its city Charter. Little seems to have

come of this early encouragement, and 2.>0 years

ago Liverpool was .still little more than a village

on the banks of the Mersey. Vet now Liverpool

has its architectural tradition. The town-hall is

the oldest public building in Liverpool. It was
erected in 173(5 from designs by John Wood, of

Bath. The interior was destroyed by fire in 179.T,

and was reconstructed, and the dome was added

at the same time. The reception-rooms, which
occupy the entire first floor, forma very line suite

treated in the Adams style, perhaps a little later,

and they still contain the furniture of the period.

Then we have
ST. oeokge's hall,

which has been described as the finest building in

the world— at any rate, Liverpool people like to

think it so. As a matter of fact, this remark is

attributed to Mr. Norman Shaw. As you all

Icnow, it was erected from designs by Elmes.

between the years 1838 and l.S')4. Harvey
Lonsdale Elmes was only twenty-four years old

when he was awarded the first jiri'iuium in the

competition which was hel'd for this building, and

we, the present generation of architects, con-

gratulate ourselves that, though so young, ho was

entrusted with this important work. Tliis noble

building was completed after Elmes' untimely

death by C. K. t'ockerell. At the back, or rather

to the west front, of St. (ienrge's Hall, the

corporation have recently laid out what they are

pleased to call a "garden," with terraces, walls,

piers, and railings. It is a sad specimen of

municipal bungling. Mr. CockereU also designed

the Bank of England in Castle-street, a building

of much dignity and leiincd detail, combined

with great vigour and originality. The Classical

tradition crc attd by St. George's Hall was con-

tinued in the designs of the Picton Keading-room

or Rotunda, erected in ISGO from the designs of

51r. Thomas Allom : the Walk-or Art Gallery, in

1874, from the designs of Jlessrs. Cornelius

Sherlock and 11. H. Yale: then the Brown
Library and Museum ; and, finally, the Technical

Schools and Museum extension by Mr. E. W.

Mountford. The Municipal liuildings in Ilale-

street, which were opened in 18(57, were designed
by John Weightman, and completed by ilr.

Robson. The (iovernment (itHces, in Victoria-

street, is a simple building with its detail care-

fully thought out. Opposite this is the Post-office,

a picturesque design in the French Renaissance
style, by Sir Henry Tanner. Behind the town-
hall are

THE EXCH.tXOE lUILDIS'GS,

enclosing a large space which goes by the name
of "The Flags." The Exchange Buildings were
designed by Henry Thomas Wyatt, the founda-
tion-stone being laid in 1881. The I'niversity is

an important work, designed by the late 3L".

Alfred Waterhouse, R.A., and another important
building which belongs to older Liverpool is the

Custom House. Now I come to a group of

buildings on which I will dwell, perhaps, a little

longer. I will mention first

THE HEAD OFFICES OF THE WHITE STAR STEAMSHIP
COMPAXV.

Vou will readily recognise Mr. Norman Shaw
as the author of this building. It reminds one at

once of his design for New Scotland Vard. Like
it, the two lower stories are faced with grani*e,

and the upper stories are treated in brick, with
stone bands and dressings. Mr. J. Francis Doyle,
of Liverpool, was associated with Mr. Shaw in the

designing and construction of this building. The
design arrests one's attention by reason of its

boldness and its able detail. Will it be hereisy if

I throw a doubt upon this treatment of a lofty

city building ;- The charm of great gables and
ample roofs is convincing in the tine old tithe-

barns of England, and the long, low cloth halls of

Flanders : but are they right when applied to a
lofty city building r Vet the genius of Norman
.Shaw should surely he a sufficient guide in the

matter. Another of Mr. Shaw's works is

parr's h.vxk',

in Castle-street, carried out in conjunction with
Messrs. Willinck and Thicknesse, which, with
its simple and beautifully-proportioned fenestra-

tion, comes as a delightful re ief from the
surrounding work, where every story has a fresh

;H6^/'and every window a fresh type of embellish-

ment. Here, again, the lower stories are in

granite, and the upper walls are faced with
marble, with grey bands. This is an experiment,
and we have yet to see how marble stands in a

Liverpool climate. The window dressings and
cornice are in terracotta. My next subject is the

head office of

THE UOYAL IXSFRAN'CE COMPAXV',

the work of Mr. J. Francis Doyle. I think we
may saj' that Mr. Shaw's influence is apparent in

the design of this building. It was the wish of

the directors that the large general office, which
occupies the full width of the building on the
ground floor, should be unobstructed by columns,
and Mr. Doyle devised a very clever form of con-
striiction to achieve this and to get rid of the
deep girders which would have l>een necessary
for a span of .50ft. in order tn carry the great
weight of the corridor walls and double chimney
shafts of the upper floors. The steel construction

IS (piite independent of the walls. The steel

stanchions rise from the sub-basement to the wall

head. <>n the third floor they are connected by
arched steel girders, 3!ft. apart, and from these
girders the first- and second-floor tie beams .are

suspended. These girders are hidden in the
thickness of the double chimney-breasts, and each
chimney-stack weighs over 020 tons. Mr. Doyle
is to be congratulated on this able and novel solu-

tion of a very ditHcult problem, and also on the
production of one of the finest buildings in

Liverpool. The lower story is faced with
granite : the remainder of the walls are faced
with Portland stone. The sculptured work was
executed by C. J. Allen, of Liverpool. The
board room is panelled in walnut, and from the
ceiling are suspended some tine old Dutch
candelabra. Mr. Doyle is also responsible for

the Bank of Liverpool, Jloss-street branch, and
the North and South Wales Bank, Bold-street
blanch. I now come to the largest building
recently erected in Liverpool— namely, the new

MERSEY DOCK AXO HARIIOIR llOAKI) OFFICES'".

The dock board controls and regulates the
Mersey port, with its enormous traffic and its

acres of docks, and the traffic which enters and
leaves the port of Liverpool equals in tonnage
that of London, and may possibly soon exceed it.

With the growth of the port it was found
necessary to centralise and provide more accommo-
dation for the ever-increasing staff, and so the-

dock board determined to erect a building ample
and spacious, a visible expression of its powers'

and influence. We may congratulate Messrs.

Briggs and Wolstenholme, Mr. F. B. Hobbs, and
Mr. Arnold Thorneley on the fine building they
have designed and carried to a successful com-
pletion. This building has only I'ust been com-
pleted, and is not yet opened. It occupies the
southern portion of one of the finest building sites

in Liverpool—namely, the site of the old St.

George's Dock, and it faces the landing stage and
the river. The total cost has been about £300,000,.

and the architects tell me that they have per-
suaded the directors of the Dock Board to agree
that £.i,000 be added to the contract to cover all

extras, and that there shall be no remeasurement
whatever. I think in this they have shownr
almost as much skill in their diplomacy as in th&
architecture.

COLOXIAL house',

the headquarters of the Elder Dempster Steam-
ship Company, is another important building by
Messrs. Briggs, Wolstenholme. Hobbs. and
Thorneley. The plan is a simple and effective

solution of a problem which must occur from time
to time. The exterior is faced with Cefn stone,

and has a baie of red polished granite. The shafts

of the large columns on the upper floor are also irt

red granite. The new Blue Coat Hospital^ or

school is another work by the same firm of archi-

tects. It is an old charity foundation for resident

poor bovs. and so lies rather outside the usual-

type of school buildings. The school chapel i»

particularly interesting. To Mr. W. D. CariJe T
am indebted for some photographs of the Lan-
cashire and Vorkshire Bank in Castle-street.

Unfortunately, its quaint and picturesque detail is

rapidly being lost under an accumulation of dust"

and dirt. The next building is

THE NEW COTTOX EXCHANGE,'

by Messrs. Matear and Simon. The problem we
had to solve was to provide a large, spacious,

well lighted and ventilated exchange room, with
numerous telephone boxes, cable rooms, post

office, and telegraph office, smoke and reading-

room for the members of the Association, board-

room, secretary's suite, bank and clearing house,

arbitration andappeal rooms, and as many offices to-

let as possible. This building stands on an island

site, 3.ioft. long by 14.5ft. wide, and the main front

faces south-west. It is essential that a cotton

office or sale-room should face north, north-west,

or north-east, as a steady sunless light is required

in order to judge accurately the nature and value

of the cotton staple. We took advantage of this

requirement, and placed our sale-rooms and offices,

to let to the back—namely, north-west and north-

east— and brought the exchange-hall right to the

front, and so found ourselves m the happy posi-

tion of having to idesign a facade untrammelled

by the usual window requirements. The plan

generally is laid out at 10ft. centres, both lati-

tudinally and longitudinally. This greatly

facilitated the setting out, and provided a module
for the whole building, and has helped in a great

measure to secure a unity of scale and effect.

The clear area in the centre between the columns

measures 103ft. long by 73ft. wide, the longer

side being ei|ual to the diameter of the square of

the shorter side. It may interest some of the

vounger students to know that this proportion is

that of many of the Italian Patios, and that it

provides a constant ratio between the two sides,

making a sub-division into equal spaces easy.

Portland stone is used both externally and intern-

ally, the columns in the great hall aie monoliths

of Royal Pearl Norwegian granite with blue Beige

marble caps and bases, and these columns form an
integral part of the structure. The walls of the

entrance porches are lined with Italian mazzano,,

and this material is used also for the large door

architraves and the chimney pieces. The north-

west elevation is constructed entirely in steel

encased with cast iron. This form of construction

was adopted in order to reduce the divisions

between the windows to a minimum, for it is a

great drawback in a cotton sale room to have
broad shadows cast upon the cotton samples which

1 Illustrated in the Bcildiso News for August 21, 1900.

• See lUustr.ition in Bciluis-i; Nkws for March 18. inoi.

3 Illustrated by plans and perspective in our is-^ue for
June 13, 1002.

* See double-page plate in our number for May 30, 1902.

^ Vide perspectives and interior of chapel in our issues

for -August 2, 1901. Rnd June 26 and July 17, 1903.

' Illustrateil in the Bcildisij Xews for Jan. 5, 1906.
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are spread out for inspection on the counters below
the windows. The wall panellins and doors in

the big hull are in mahogan}'. The smoke and
reading rooms are in walnut, and the board room
and ante-room in oak. The chimney-piecr in the

board room is in mazzano. This building, cost-

ing over ,£200,000, and carried in some cases .Kift.

deeji into the solid rock, was erected, complelud,
opened, and fully occupied in eighteen months,
and that the contraclois, the Waring White
Building Company, gained a bonus of I'L'.riOO.

Whether we shall get any commission on this

.l"J,500 still remains to be seen.

SOME CHVItCHES.

Before closing, may I refer very bristly to a
few works of ecclesiastical and domestic cha-

racter r Foremost is the new' cathedral. It has

still to be built: but the architect. Mr. tJilbert

Scott, has kindly lent me a few drawings. .St.

Agnes' Church is by the late (ieorge Edmund
Street. The charming vicarage was designed by
Jlr. Norman Shaw. (Juite near to .St. Agnes"
Church is the church of St. Clare, a very beautiful

work by Mr. Leonard Stokes. Then we have the

important church on Mossly Hill, which is such a

conspicuous landmark as one approaches Liverpool

by the London and North-Western Kailway. It

is by Messrs. Austen and Paley. Messrs. Austen
and Paley are also responsible lor the parish

church at Waterloo. Mr. Percy S.-ott Worthing-
ton has built a church hall in the I'Uet-road,

which is a charming piece of work, and to Jlr.

W. D. Cariie I am obliged for the loan of tlie

drawings for his interesting design in brick of the

Swedish Church, in which he has so cleverly

expressed the Scandinavian nationality. With

THE DOMESTIC AltC HITECTVRE OF LIVEUi'OOL

and its neighbourhood it is hardly possible to deal

in this paper. I have photographs of an
interesting house at Hoylake by Messrs. Woolfall
and Eccles. Dawpool. Mr. Ismay"s bouse, by
Mr. Norman Shaw, is well-known to you, and
possibly also the house on Bidston Hill, designed
for Mr. Hudson by Jlessrs. Grayson and Ould,

reminiscent of Little Moreton Hall and other fine

old half-timber houses in Cheshire. Finally I

must not forget to mention the industrial village

of Port Sunlight.

A vote of thanks to the lecturer was proposed by
Mr. E. tivY D.4WI1EK, ex-president, seconded by
Mr. W. CiiiTis tiuEEN, and supported by Jlessrs.

H. H. Statham, W. Wonn'acott, Loiis Amulek,
Akthiu Keen, and the Ch.^iuman, and was
carried by acclammation. Mr. Simox briefly

replied. •-^
.APPOINTMENTS (>F rN(irALIFIET>

ARCHITECTS.
i Nt'MBER of aix-hitects practising in Dublin

j\. and the provinces of Ireland in connection
with the erection of houses under the Labourers
Acts have addressed a letter to the Local Ciovern-

ment Board of Ireland complaining of the nature
of many of the appointments of " so-called archi-

tects " now being made in many parts of'Ireland

in connection with schemes under the Act.

" When the Bill was before the House of

Commons," the memoi-ialists point out, '' a clause

wivs proposed by the then Chief Secretary, Mr.
Bryce, and pt.ssed without any opposition, adopt-

ing the principle that persons appointed to fulfil

the responsible duties of architects for the carrying
out of work to the value of four millions sterling

of public money should be possessed of at least

some qualification, experience, and fitness. Later,

when the Board came to define this clause in more
detailed fashion the same principle was adhered
to. Since then, unfortunately, the spirit of

this legislation has been more honoured in

the breach than in the observance, and qualified

arcliitci'ts are thereby placed under a serious

disadvantage. Prior to the passing of the

recent Act matters were bad enough : but

since then the evil has been enormously increased,

because every unqualified person appointed by
district councils whose appointment is sanctioned
by the Board now receives in that sanction what
is practically a tiovernment diploma. As to the

character of too many of these appointments it is

superfluous for us to enlarge upon here, as the

Board must have much material for information
at hand ; but we lespectfully submit that, as the

evil result of laxity in the interpretation of this

most proper and necessary clause is not confined

' Illustratei in our issues of Mav 2(*, June 12 and *2t!,

and July 3, 1903.

A

to work done under the Acts, but automatically

extends to every department of architectural and

engineering practice, the Board should rigidly

adhere to the spirit as well as the letter of the

safeguarding clause, and we, with confidence,

appeal to them to exercise the powers which the

new Act has conferred upon them."
Th(' memorial provides a strong argument for

Architects' Statutory Registration as the only

means by which it can be insured that the body
of practising architects shall in the course of a

few ye.irs include only those who have passed a

qualifying examination.

LEGAL HINDRANCES To JIt)I)ERN
METHODS OF BflLHINt; CON-
STRUCTION.'

{('oiic/iidtii from piigc 545,)

SriU'RllAN" IIIILDIN'OS.

L.VRGE number of buildings are erected in the

suburbs in which the ,'iOf'. depth is adopted

to Iceep within the single brick wall limit, but the

back main wall is cut through by a door to give

access to "back adtlition," and also for a wide

bay window to the chief back room, the two open-

ings together extending over two-thirds of the

length of the wall. Bay windows alone are per-

mitted to cut out three-fifths of the length of a

wall. A much better plan could often be designed

with a depth of more than 30ft., dispensing with

the back .addition and bay window, and cutting

away a smaller proportion of the length of the

main back wall. Now, as to limiting the number
of stories of a single brick wall house to two. it

will be clear that when the openings are limited

to half the length of the wall it will be stronger

than with openings of two-thirds of its length.

Also that if it is properly tied to the floors it will

have greater stability th.an if not tied. With
regard to the ability of .sjin. walls to support two
upper floors, it may be noted that in interior

work they are frequently used to support three

or four floors, and 4Mn. walls are used to support

two or three floors. The chief difference between

these and outside walls is the possible thrust of

roof members and wind pressure, both of which
concern the lateral stability of the external walls.

It will be obvious that the horizontal thrusts of

rafters can be completely taken up by proper ties—

for instance, by using one wall-plate to serve the

attic floor joists and as pole-plate to the roof

rafters, and by inserting special ties on the sides

where the joists are parallel to the wall.

1 ERUO-COXCItETE COXSTKl'CTIOX.

No special effort is made in ordinary practice to

tie floors to walls ; but much improvement is

possible in this respect, and also in the adoption

of suitable lintels in place of arches over openings.

The author suggests the use of ferro-concrete

lintels faced with stucco or artificial stone, and
ferro-concrete bars for wall plates and bonding

purposes in a manner which has not so far as he

is aware) been hitherto adopted. ( lid-fashioned

bond timbers were intended to serve a good pur-

pose ; but their liability to rot and tD be damaged
by fire has put them out of use. Their purposes,

however, can be far better served by ferro-concrete

bars, moulded in rectangular boxes, and allowed

to set for a month before erection. These bars

could be conveniently handled in straight lengths

of 10ft. or more. They can be made L-shape for

use at corners of buildings, and T-shape for

bonding outside and cross walls together. The
bonds may extend to the full thickness of the

wall, and be finished with artificial stone string-

courses on the outside. In ciisea where the floor

joists run parallel to the wall the *erro-concrete

bond can be bolted to one or two joists at the

middle of their span, and'enable the stiffening

power of the floor boarding to Ije adequately com-

municated to the wall. Where fire-resisting

floors are used the bond will form a good abutment

on the wall, and can be properly bolted to the two

nearest parallel steel joists or ferro-concrete beams.

Prior to 1.S94 a floor up to 'i.ift. span between two

external walls was admitted as a stay, and the

restriction as to length of wail of a given thick-

ness was inoperative. This provision would rarely

have effect because buildings usually have some

internal partition wall between. The concession

is now withdrawn, although it would have been

wiser to extend its scope to include cases where

floors are well tied together right through the

building, either in one span or more.

I

• By ED.iAR C. TiiRcrp, A.M.Inst.C.E.

the Society of Architects on Apnl IT, 1907.

Bead before

AltCHES A SOITHCE 01' TliOUDLE.

A fruitful source of trouble in brick buildings

is the use of aiches over windows and doors. It

is equivalent tj the insertion of a numV)pr of

wedges into a material which is cot lemarkable

for its cohesive stiength. Arde* aie built fre-

quently with totally inadequate abutments, and
theio is nothing in the Building Acts to indicate

the proper piojortions of abutn.enls. The in-

sutlicient provision to take up the thrust of arches

and roof rafters leads to the development of cracks

in thousands of instances, and if these disintegra-

ting lorces were to be effectually eliminated, as

they can be, the strength of the average suburban
house would be very largely increased, and
thinner walls would suftice for buildings of more
than two stories. The solution as regards arches

is to use flat lintels of wood, stone or concrete in

short lengths, and ferro-concrete or steel in longer

lengths. Ilip roofs are peculiarly liable to we.iken

a building, because the attic floor or ceiling

joists cannot act as ties in two directions. Text-

books explain how to put in angle braces and
dragon ties, but they are rarely adojited, and,

indeed, they are not suflicient to deal with

the strains which occur at the corners of build-

ings, with a proper factor of safety. Ties of a

more extended nature are recpiired, but the internal

arrangement of buildings varies too inurb to lay

down a simple rule for general adojjtion. The
factor of safety at the corners of hip roofs is often

so small that cracks are certain to occur sooner or

later in Ilin. walls, as the strained materials grow
"fatigued." Scientific planning of ties will

effectually prevent such troubles. If high pitched

roofs are adopted and utilised to the fullest extent

for attic rooms, the use of hip roofs will be more
rare and gable ends will be more generally

adopted for semi-detached houses and blocks of

tenements. No building in London over >Oft.

high is allowed to have S'.in. walls enclosing the

top story, and in view of the risks of ordinary

briik walls falling in case of serious fire, it is no
doubt wise to insist on some extra stability at

great heights to com)iensate for the flexibility of

the lower .lOft. of wall. In a steel-frame structure

the frame will do all that is necessary in that

direction, but in other cases the judicious use of

ferro-concrete bond courses and lintels will make
,an Ssin. wall safer than a l.'iin. wall without

them.
STEEL-FK.\ME COXSTIU'CTIOX.

The principle of the brick-wall rules has been

given away in favour of steel frames or cast-iron

columns to suit the requirements ot shop-fronts,

and this loophole completely disposes of any
possible sound or plausible argument against the

extendid use of steel-frame construction and

thinner outer walls for buildings for other pur-

poses than shops. The margin of stability of

some shop buildings, particularly at corners, is

remarkably small in many cases, and it gains

nothing by the insistence upon thick walls over-

head. A continuance of the steel-frame structure

upwards with thinner walls would secure greater

stability. .V really scientific Building Act would

not contain much detail about dimensions ot

brickwork, but would lay down tables of loads

upon unit areas of materials which iinist not bo

exceeded, loads upon unit areas of floors that

must be provided for, and minimum factors of

safetv which must be adhered to in Jl parts of

the structure not particularly specified.

SIOOESTEI) AMEXKMEXTS TO THE LONDON
lUILmNG ACTS.

About three years ago the Royal Institute of

British Architects prepared a set of suggested

amendments to the I>ondon Building Acts, dialing

with stecl-ftame structures, and they were drawn

up upon a more scientific basis than the bulk of

the existing .\cts, but they proposed that the

enclosing walls of the top JHft. of the building

should not be less than .SUn. thick, ar.d the

remainder 13in. with SUn. for the window backs,

and that where stone" facing is adopted these

thicknesses should be increased by 4in. It is not

easy to ste why any distinction should be made

between the top -Oft- and the remainder of the

building as regards thickness of walls, as the

increase below, adds to the weight and the cost

without improving the stability. I f people liked

to adopt 13in. for the sake of warmth, they could

do so. but it should not be made compulsory.

The Institute did not appear to contemplate any
new departure in brickwoik except u-sing cement

throughout, and they wisely refrained from advo-

cating American sky-scrapers. There is much
commendable matter in the existing Acts to guard
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njainat excessive heights and to secure adc'iuate

light and air. but it is too rigid and not all suund
principle. For example, what advantage is it to

anyone to insist on the back of a building being
cut off by a diagonal line on a slope of G~k\ when
the building happens to face nortli, and there is

no other building within oOft. of its back wall r

The slope does not bring any sunshine to a

neighbour or help him to breathe.

CLIXKER fOXCUETE 111 ILDIXfiS.

A description has been published recently ot

some blocks of workmen's dwellings erected in

Liverpool to the designs of the city engineer, Sir.

J. A. Brodie, M.Inst.C.E. These buildings are

three stories high, and built entirely of clinker

concrete slabs, made in sizes up to 16ft. by lift.

The outer walls and party-walls are 14in. thick

throughout, with steel reinforcement strips in both

directions, so that no are;is equal to a square yard
are left without reinforcement. Mr. Brodie wished

originally to make these slabs only "in. thick,

but the authorities failed to support him, and
consequently the buildings were far more costly

than they need have been. The interior walls

were made of similar slabs 6in. and -lin. thick.

and up to 16ft. by lift. Mr. Brodie informs the

author that the cost of making these large slabs

7in. thick is under 3s. per square yard, exclusive

of subsequent handling. This is under ISs. Ud.

per cubic yard. The reinforcement is put in

chiefly to facilitate handling without damage, and
is not relied upon to support loads, although it

does, no doubt, stiffen the structure. The economy
of using these large blocks of concrete (weighing

frbm 4 to 10 tons) depends upon the total amount
of work to be done being sufficient to justify the

provision of powerful plant to erect them. In

large blocks of buildings or long rows of small

ones, there would be a great saving over brick-

work ; but for a few small cottages it would not

pay, and in such cases 'Jin. brickwork with ferro-

concrete bond courses will be hard to beat. In

tall steel-frame buildings big slabs of concrete

could lie used without any serious difficulty, and
the rapidity of erection would astonish most

people.

TIME AXIl LAKOlll SAVED.

City building operations in the future will

probably be conspicuous by the smaller proportion

of manual labour upon the scaffolding as com-

pared with present methods. A further saving

of time will be secured by the more rapid drying

of thin walls roadj for plastering and derorating.

In some provincial towns in England and .>! jtland,

large blocks of shops and oltiees have been built

with ferro-concrete walls only 4in. and Gin. thick,

but the cost of such walls is found to be equi\-alent

to 13in. brickwork, and. therefore, the economy
only comes in where they replace brick walls

ISin. thick or more. London is at present pre-

vented from realising any such economy. In

advocating the use of concrete for outside walls to

a body of architects, the author is well aware that

the question of its appearance will be prominent

in their minds. Plain concrete, either in slabs or

cast in situ, will never give general satisfaction. A
finish of reasonably uniform texture is necessary.

Plain stucco has been accepted very largely in the

past, and may be adopted again more largely

than ati present. Roughcast stucco is a very

.suitable finish for concrete walls, and is cheap

and pleasing in appearance when not used over

too large an area. X face of terracotta glazed

tiles or artificial stone can be adopted for thin

concrete walls without any difliculty, by making
the facing with dovetailed projections to tie into

the concrete. This kind of construction need not

be entirely put together on the building. Ft is

quite feasible to construc't large slabs of concrete

with ornamental facings properly set in the

builders' yard, and to bring them to the building

as required, with the faces protei-ted by wooden
shutters. For rapid building this course seems

very desirable. The size of the slabs will be

determined by the facilities for handling by
cranes. All these methods ot treatment are

.suitable for walls (Jin. thick and upwai-ds. Steel

rod reinforcement will be usually desirable, but

not always necessary.

THE I'SE or MASOXUV.

For the highest class of buildings the anhitect

will never be persuaded to entirely alimdon
masonry, and there is no reason why he should,

but its use will naturally involve walls more than

<iin. thick. A wall i)in. thick can obviously be

built in solid ashlar, but it is not actually neces-

sary to have more than a facing of ashlar with

stretchers Sin. thick, and headers 4jin. thick,

grooved to form a slight dovetail key to a cement
concrete backing with steel bar reinforcements.

This can be carried out on the slab system, and
will bo less liable to the penetration of damp
through the wall than plain ashlar. It is not a

new thing to make concrete blocks with stone

facings. The system has been adopted for im-
portant engineering works, notably at Dover
Harbour, where small granite facings have been
put on large concrete blocks, and kept to set hard
before depositing in the work. The same thing

has been done in other places where the severest

battering by waves occurs, and that fact should

be remembered, if the use in aichitectural work is

criticised as a weak '
' veneer " of masonry.

Hollow walls should be permitted under conditions

such as are recognised in America and Ciermany,

to secure greater stability and warmth with a re-

duced weight of material if it is properly designed.

I'ARTV WALLS.

The rights of adjoining owners as to party-

walls might with advantage be made to include

provisions that when a building owner gives

notice to .an adjoining owner of his intention to

pull down a party-wali, either owner should be

entitled to require that the wall shall be rebuilt

as two thin external walls in steel frames or ferro-

concrete, and thus dispose of the possibility of a

repetition of the trouble, and also allow the

adjoining owner's building to be restored to its

normal habitable condition far more rapidly than
is possible under present methods. In this con-

nection the use of rolled steel joist grills in the

foundations is desirable as a base to carry either

wall with joists projecting under the other, and
is preferable to the lop-sided brick footings which
are now permitted. One way of providing for

the approval of new methods of construction

would be by authorisiog the Local Government
Board to accept new designs upon the written

advice of architects and engineers, to the effect

that such designs are equivalent in quality of

materials and stability to designs made in

accordance with existing regulations. The Local
Government Board" could refer any case to a

Tribunal ot Appeal. When the new designs or

specifications of new materials have been
accepted, copies should be deposited in an office,

accessible to the public under registered numbers.
Applications to any local authority for the
approv.al of plans of new buildings which contain

features based upon registered designs, should be
accompanied by a certificate from an architect or

engineer, stating the numbers of those registered

designs and the nature of the features adopted.

The district surveyors could be authorised to pass
plans coming to them with such certificates or to

require them to go before the ti-ibunal of appeal
and be registered if approved. The gradual
accumulation of registered designs would afford

valuable records of matters which have been
thoroughly discussed by competent persons, and
save a large amount of time which might be
wasted in the preparation of impassable plans.

It would also afford the best possible data for the
periodical revision of the standard regul.ations,

which ought to take place every tive years. The
editors of technical journals and others could be
relied upon to publish copies of important regis-

tered plans, and digests or reference indexes to

these plans, and thus render valuable services to

professional men by keeping them posted up in

"Registered Building Precedents." Procedure
on these lines should act in favour of steady,
sound progress, and keep in check the jerry-
builder. A great deal is heard nowadays about
standardisation in industrial matters : but
standardisation may lead to stagnation, and act as

a hindrance to scientific progress, and it certainly
has done so in the buildini;- trade, both by pre-

venting the adoption of new methods and by
preventing persons from deriving the full advan-
tage of scientific attention to details.

i;EXEl!AL llEroMMEXllATIOXS.

To summarise the foregoing remarks in the
shape of general recommendations, the author
advocates:—

1. The adojition of the suggestions of the
Institute as to stCLl-frame structures, subject to

thinner walls being permitted as stated, and some
minor modifications.

2. The admission of complete ferro-concrete
thin -wall structures of equal strength to approved
brick-wall rules.

3. The admission of an extra 10ft. story in
Siin. brickwork on ton of walls ot the dimensions

stated in the present Acts for walls of restricted

length, but applied to unlimited lengths, provided

that due regard is paid to ties in flooi-s, cross

walls and roofs, and the use of ferro-concrete bond
courses, wall-plates, and lintels.

4. Facilities for abolishing party-walls and
substituting two thinner walls in steel frame or

ferro-concrete construction.

.1. Facilities for getting new designs and
methods of construction approved from time to

time by a competent tribunal and placed on
record for public information.

This summary does not complete the whole

gubject : but the author hopes it will serve as a

atisfactory basis for discussion.

STATIONS.

-

R. OwEX Allsop.

-VIII.P OW E R
By

THE arrangement ot the Dudley-road, Birming-
ham, sub-station will be further elucidated

bv the cross-section of the building given here-

with. The plan published in the Bvildinc; News
ot April 5 last, should be referred to, and a long

section, which we can give later, will completely

illustrate the requirements of planning of an up-

to-date sub-station—an electrical depot where the

high-tension current receives from a central

power-house is transformed, converted, and
otherwise controlled to suit the supply for public

use. The section shows the two L.T. cable

trenches or channels, and the one for the H.T.
cables. Adjoining the H.T. channel is an air-

wav or tunnel. Into this is discharged air from

the duplicate blowers indicated on the plan

already given, with the object of keeping down
the temperature of the transformers which are
" b.anked " over the air-way and supported by
suitable steel joists bearing on the air-way
walls. Approximately on the centre axis of

the building is indicated the range of large

rotary - converters bedded on solid concrete

foundations, each machine of 300 K.W. capacity.

The section also shows the brick pillar founda-

tions for the main steel stanchions carrying

approximately two-thirds of the load of the battery

floor and battery cells. .Steadied by the main
stanchions are others carrying girders whereon i?

carried the track on which runs the overhead

crane : and in view ot our previous remarks on

the economy ot small spans, the simplicity and

inexpensiveness of this device for lifting the

rotaries should be noted. Had there been no

columns, probably there would have been an

expensive traveller the full width of the building.

As it is, the device consists of a single girder

carried at either end by short lengths of steel

joist with suitable journals for the track wheels.

The chain operating the .gear and the tiaversing

block is indicated in the drawing. On the top of

the yokes for the rotaries are strong eyes for the

chain hook.

The switch-gear is arranged on galleries, con-

structed of solid steel and concrete. The L.T.

gear is over the L.T. cables, and the H.T. over

the transformer side of the station. The steel

construction supporting the fireproof battery room
floor is shown. The cells indicated are those of

the Electrical Power Storage Co., Ltd., and the

battery room has loux'red lantern and gable

windows for ventilation and carrying off the

heavy fumes given off during charging.

Tlie general arrangement of this sub-station

should "be studied by the aid of the plan and

section, when it will be seen to consist of a base-

ment, machine-room, g.allery, and battery-room.

The main idea underlying Sir. Chattock's design

is the complete separation of the low and high

tension apparatus and cables. The plan, broadlv

considered, shows the machine-room to consist of

(1) a row of transformers, ^2) a row of converters,

and 1 3) a row of boosters and balancers. The
electric cm-rent may be said to flow in at one side

of the building at high tension and out at the other

side at a low pressure, and a fair comparison may-

be made to the flow of water through a divergent

cone, the building representing the cone, and the

high velocity at the entrance of the cone the high

electrical potential. Evidently this arrangement

prevents any disorderly mixing of high and low

tension cables, machines, and switches. In actual

practice the Callendor H.T. cables bring in a

supply on the right-hand side ot the building as

represented in the sectional drawing, and take out

the altered current on the left-hand side. The high

pressure of the current is immediately reducedby the

transformers, shown ranged over the air-duct, and

all control of the high-pressure supply is by the
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switi'h-gear overhead. The transformed current
is led to the right-hand side of the rotary : the
drawing indicates the three slip-ring connections
for this three-phase H.T.A.C. From the com-
mutator indicated left of the rotary yoking-piece
emerges L.T. direct current, controlled by the
switch-gear overhead. This current reiiuires in

cases to be balanced or strengthened as to pressure,
and this is effected by the balancers and boosters
indicated over the L.F. cable trench. The use of
the storage battery is for steadying the voltage of
supply and for supplying energy during the light-
load period—midnight to 6 a.m.

The structural requirements of such a sub-
station building are complete fireproofing through-
out, solidity of foundationsforwalls and machines,
and substantial and enduring construction. A
sub-station may serve a considerable district,

embracing a large number of businesses employ-
ing electrical driving for their machines. Arc. :

hence any failure in the supply would cause
seriou.s loss. In an electrical sub-station an
enormous amount of power—relative to the
dimension of the building—may be concentrated.
The ultimate capacity of the station we have
illustrated is 3,700kw. This is a large amoimt
of energy to issue from a building covering so
small an area. The amount works out at con-
siderably over IH.P. to the superficial foot,

taking the avaiiible area—i.e., internal dimen-
sions.

The Birmingham sub-stations completed and
arranged for are live in number, equipped as
under :

—

Initial capacity. Ultimate capacity.

1 eook.w l.oOOk.w.
2 1,200 „ 3,700 „
3 900 2,100 .,

•« 1,200 „ 3,700 „
5 900 , 2,100 „

The description given of the Camden-street
station may be taken as applying to all, the equip-

ment being identical in design, though necessarily

somewhat varied in arrangement and capacity to

suit the sites. We have remarked that the

development of the sub-station makes a good deal

of purely architect's work in the electrical light-

ing and power supply undertakings. The re-

quirement of planning is a knowledge of the

business operations conducted in such a building.

These necessarily varj' to a considerable extent.

The example given is one that deals with
lighting, power, and traction as a medium
or agent between a three - phase generation

and direct-current low-tension distribution. The
type is pecviliarly municipal. It is the best and
most advanced of its kind, and shows how to

arrange for a storage battery, which we do not

find in every sub-station. It is economically set

out as to groimd area, only a narrow frontage

being required ; while in the cable-tunnels abut-

ting on the street the cables can be run in an
orderly manner on one flank, and the outgoing
feedei-s, i.c.. run out on the other flank, sub-

pavement chambers being provided if required,

and the solid Callender system of cable-laying

commenced direct from these : or, if more con-

venient, can be "
' pulled through

'

' pipes to a

suitable street vault and then commence on the

solid system. The Birmingham station illustrated

has the advantage of ample light by windows all

roimd. In less favourable situations, only the

street frontage ™ould be available for windows,
when if no batteries were required the arrange-

ment could include top-lighting by lanterns or

skylights. It will be noticed in the plans given

that only the rotary converters require solid

foundations, the balancers, boosters, transformers,

^•c., being carried on stT")ng fireproof floors, so

that if proWsion is made for rotariee on the solid

earth, it would be possible to instal accumulators

at a low level and raise the balancers, A;c.. the

battery-room having special ventilating shafts or

areas, and with perhaps a motor-driven ventilating

fan. .V rotary is undoubtedly better on a solid
foundation, as, to place it una floor over a void,
might be to add a sounding-box to a machine that,
under certain circumstances, already emits a
rather piercing, sonorous note.

There is a little detail in planning a building of
any kind where heavy jjaits of machinery are
installed that seems frequently to escape attention.
AVe are reminded of this by observing that thu
track of the small overhead crane in the Birming-
ham sub-station runs, as it should do, right ovei-
the office .and lavatory apartnn nts shown on the
plan, and that between the ollice and lavatory is a
section of solid floor. I Ibviously, the sooner the
load required to be taken into the building can be
picked up the better. Inasmuch as the crane
track comes to an end at the end wall of the
building, and, for practical working purposes,
somewhat shoi-t of this, in some way or another
the weight to be handled has to be got from the
carrier's trolley through the main doorway, and
this process may be accompanied by more or less
heavy dumping on the lloor immediately inside
the building. No doubt the best arrangement
is such that the trolley can be taken through the
doors and the crane "directly pick up the goods
from the trolley platform. In any case, much risk of
damage would accompany any weight and lifting
process whatever, if this small part of the engine-
hou.se is excavated and floored. It should thi-re-

fore be solid for a space of some superficial yards.
The other alternative is to leave a "dock," so
that a lorry could run right into this at basement
level, and the traveller pick up its load from this
level. In many sites this would be highly con-
venient. The matter seems insignificant —it is, as
a fact, just the reverse; and the question of
handling heavy pieces of machinery should be
borne in mind from the first sketch-plan of a pro-
jposed station. Otherwise, much time is lost and
extra expense entailed in moving about heavy
weights, either in the process of installing fresh

!
generating-units, or when it is rei|uired to get rid

j

of and supersede any old plant. In a large
station, adjoining a railway, a waggon could be
run into the dock direct, and so unloaded direct.
The size of the largest parts of machines— solid/

flywheels, generator- yokes, bedplates, &c., shouldi
be determined before the goods-entrance doonvay.^
A:c.. is arranged. As a rule, in a station having,

t

say, an end switchboard, Xo. 1 generating-unit
will be put down next the switches, and so
on, avoiding lifting over the first installed

machines ; but on taking out any of the earlier
plant, say of Xo. 1 unit, the load must be
lifted clear of the other installed engines and
generators, and the most convenient route
being usually down the central way of the
engine-house, it will add to expedition if at the
end of this a lorry is standing within the buildin;^

ready to receive the load. As a matter of fact,

this arrangement comes about naturally in many
buildings, the engine-house appearing as of two
parts—one high-level, the driving floor : and the
other the basement, or true engine-house floor.

This unobstructed low-level space becomes useful
for fitters when new plant is being ere<'ted and
also foi' the handling of parts. (Jur contention is

that when the whole of the units for which the
building ha.s been designed ar- laid down, there
should still be the solid floor or dock ior dealing
with machinery parts for replacement, A:c.

If we imagine a building comjiletcly excavated
for a basement of 10ft. or so, and this finished
with a general bed of concrete, we have an idea

of a power-station engine-house ready for the
laying down of the generating-plant, Broadly,
then, the process of installing this copsists i»
puttmg down block after block of concrete or
other suitable material in regular series and
adding decks, as drinng-lloors, at about ground
level, between the engine-blocks, arranging such
spaces as may remain unoccupied by the engini;

and generator foundations for cables, \c., in.

accordance' with the scheme of the engineers.

THE (OTTAtJE KXllIBITIiiX
WALKElt, XE\\X'.:V.STLE.

AT

THE entries for the cottage exhibition, which
is to be held at Walker-on-Tyne, under the

auspices of the ifational Housing Reform Asso-
ciation, are now completed, and by the middle or
end of .luly it is anticipated that about sixty
cottages will be erected on the Exhibition estate

at Walker.
The site of the exhibition is on the main road

to Xorth Shields, and is within a few minutes'
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walk of the North-Eastorn liuilway SUition ;'t

Walker Gate. The anliitects competing include

Blessrs. Potts and Son (.Siinjerland! , J. C Maxwell
(Newcastle), Harvey and JlrKewan (Birming-

ham;. Watt-Taskcr (North Shields), Clayton
Green (Sunderland), Drydeii (Newcastle), Stanley

Barrett (London), Hurry liarnes (West Hartle-

pool,, llr. George Clark, of Ilaltwhistlo, is

entering fourteen cottage*. The builders include

Messrs. l''r.anklin (.lesmond . I'.iaithwaite (1 loaton),

Duncan JlcLean (North Shields), Jvohortson

(lleaton), Southwell (Newcastle), Grant (Whitley
Bav), (-'lemonts, and others.

The cottiges entered by the Newcastle Cor-
poration win prove a valuable addition to the

exhibition. The City Co\mcil approved these

several weeks ago, and the Local Government
Itoard have now granted their ]iormission. Worli-
men and others are already writing to the
.secretary asking for particulars as to the purchase
or tenancy of the cottages, and this before the
foundations are laid.

Actuil building operations will s'art on Monday

ne.\t. and a special endeavour will be made to open
the E.\hibition at the beginning of the last week
in July, ready for Bank Holiday visitors.

(JUANTITIKS.—VII.
A Det.\chei) Residesce Me.vsvked axd Billed.

By the Author of "Estimating," &c.*

TAKIXn (UT.

Cl>MMENCE the taking off, and write the

name of the work as follows :—

•

ESTIMATE.

Erecting and completing a detached residence

at Chelsea for A.B.
Date. Architect's name.

Address.

WLTII Ma. A. (hlEEX.

This last is necessary when you are taking off

with another surveyor.

• All rights reser%'p<l by the author.—Specification com-
meac?d on p. 5y of No. 2711.

Turn to the specification which commences

with preliminary, and make a note. See pre-

liminarv, page — . This note will be carried to

the abstract, and then those items whu-h will

require to be priced will be carried direct to the

Bill under Preliminary.

Carefully compare the drawings, plans, sections,

elevations," and see that thev agree, and that you

understand them ; go through the specification,

and where the dimensions are not figured on the

drawings, measure and put them on so that they

may agree in the several trades.

Take the enlarged drawings Nos. 1 and 2 given

here. These have been figured in, and an outline

drawing is also given, showing how the exca\-ation

is taken, and each block on this plan is numbered.

EXCAVATOU.

Take the following notes :
—

All e.xcavations are taken net, and no allowance

has been made for battering.

Allow for all strutting to sides of excavations

and trenches.
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SCCTlOfN AB
The foundations must be kept free from water

throughout the contract.

The contractor is to take up and remove all

old drains, cesspits, or cesspools found on the

site, and fill in solid with concrete, and to clear

away all trees and shrubs.

The contractor must take out and remove any
old walls, footings, concrete, &c., that come in

the way of the work.
Measure the excavating to building in the order

/•I

I I I I

l-i

lb

II

numbered on the outline drawing. The figures
Ili^. and 1ft. lin. represent the projections of
footings and concrete : each footing projects 2", in.

on each side beyond the wall, and the concrete
6in. on each side beyond the bottom footimr:
this gives, say, llin. for the yin. wall, and loin,
for the Hin. wall made up as under :

—
21 2i

2i
G

1 oi

10}

Commence the measurement of excavating

;

take block number 1 and measure from the larger
drawings: on waste

—

i.e., to the right of descrip-

tion, carry the lengths, kc, and add together.

t. in. ft. in.

8 8 Excavate and cart 16 6
2 9 away. 1 1

1 2 Block So. 1 1 1

59 11

I 18 8

XoTE.—This dimension is the length phis
1ft. lin. at each end for the projection of footings

and concrete : 1ft. '2in. is the depth from ground
line to top of concrete.

39 5
23 2
1 2

1137 3

.il 5
11 10
1 2

133 11

1

Excav. and carl

(as before)
No. 2

a.b.

37 3
1 1

1 1

23
1

1

1

1

39 5 25 2

ditto

No. 3

29
1

1

.3

1

1

^'ou will note that the projection for footings,

kc, on the backline of this dimension was taken

in Xo. 2. Xo. 4 will only require digging for

trenches, the scullery, coals, and w.e. being paved
with Gin. of cement concrete rendered on top, and
there will have to be liin. of the top soil removed
and 6in. of hard rubbish filled in and rammed.

6 2 E.tc. 6iD. deep to top soil

ti •;

40 1 Scullery
8

Less trenches taken after 1 10

li 2
ti 2 Ditto coals and we.
3 (i

33 11
ti 4 7

5 5
3 U

6 5
11 8

1 10
S 6

6 2

ft. in.

t;
•>

a 6

8 2
1 2

4 4
4 7

11

40 1

18 8

18 3

Fill in hard dry rubbish, and well ram
to above

Ditto

D.D.

Excavating taken in excess to bock,
part of scullery.

Add

Exc. and cart to larder.

4

5

9
11

8

1

5

6
11

5

deduct I 1 deduct 1 1

4 7 4 4

The Din walls do not require to go so low an

the 14in.

12 6
2 6
1 2

8 10

2 10

U 23

Exc. and cart to lava'.ory and w.c.

No. ti.

10 1

1 1

1 1

Ditto to stnall bay window No. 7, taken
as a square dimension.

7

11 deduct
11

3 It
1 1

2 10
8 10

Ditto to L.H. b.iy.

No. 8.

10 3 3 9
n II
11

4 8
12 1 deduct 1 1

12 n
11

3 7

TKEVCHE.'i.

Take the run of walls as the run of trench, and
concrete commence on left-hand behind front

wall, and measure from C <o D,
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tt. in.

121 7

;i 4
1 6

33 6
2 «
1 9

t>08

AM

Ezc. and cart to trenches of I4in.

CtoD .tfi ts

Etc K 19 5
itchen R.H. fi 3

Larder 11 3
9 3
2 3

Library 12 8
•i (I

12 3
Dining 2 9

2
3

6
9

Total length of 14in. walls 121 7

Ditto to 9in. outside walls

depth
2 6

D.D. 9

less

3
11 9
8 9
13

19 9 33 6

These three walls round the coals, w.c. kc,
liavinj^ no excavation taken, will require to be
1ft. 9iri. deep, made up as follows :—Onn course

less footings, ijin. less concrete than the 14in.

walls, the bottom of the trenches of the 14in.

walls being '2ft. uin. below the ground line.

Exc. and cart to internal 9in. walls
beyond that taken

67 6
•2 fi

6

3S 3
2 (>

I

1

Ditto to larder and bay windows ,S2 9
12
10 9
12

ANCUORAGE OF SIXtiEI! BUILDING
TOWER, NEW YORK.

"Tr^HE methods specially designed for anchoring
M the 4o-8tory Singer building to its founda-

tion are interesting. The New ^'ork building
laws require that the stability of structures be

figured upon the assumption of a wind-pressure of

:i01b. per scpiare foot. A wind such as this would
in reality be a hurricane sufficient to overturn the

ordinary Pullman sleei>er, and winds in the locality

have never been known to exceed a pressure of

101b. per scpiare foot.

The Singer tower is 6oft. square and Ol'Jft.

high above the curb. Allowing for this excessive

and improbable wind pressure of iiolb. per square

foot, a force of 3:i0 tons (theore'ically) would he

exerted by the wind on any single face. The
tower weighs l.S,.'i6.5 tons, and this is amply suffi-

cient to resist the overturning moment of the

wind. But the limitations imposed by the archi-

tectural treatment of the building resulted in a

wind-bracing system of such design that 10 of the

'ACi columns supporting the tower showed an up-
lift—that is. the dead weight carried by them is

less than the upward pull exerted on them by the

wind-bracing systems : thus, in one case, the dead
load on the column is *J"11 tons and the up-lift

ISO tons : therefore, this column, and the other

nine like it, had to be anchored down to the
caisson to resist an up-lift of 200 tons.

This was done by embedding several lengths of

great eye-bars in the mass of concrete forming
the caissons, rcarhing down to bed rock. These
eye-burs are embedded to a depth of .lOft. below

the level of the basement floor. These bars were
held together by pins about Gin. in diameter and
their top lengths titled imder each column with a

cast-steel saddle, to which were fastened the

lower ends of the sets of four bolts projecting
upward out of the concrete.

The steel grillage was perforated to allow the
anchorage bolts to pass upwards to be attached to

the columns proper. This, according to the
Kji(liii': rliiii ll'oi-il, has never been done before.

The special bolts, saddles, eye-bars, pins, \c..

were designed by Ernest Flagg, the architect of

the building, and installed by the Foundation
Company, being buried in their concrete piers

during the regular process of constructing the

foundations.

THE (;LYNN VIVIAN HOME ( IF REST
FtiR THE BLIND. CASWELL, NEAR
SWANSEA.

THIS building is now in coui-se of erection, all

principal rooms facing south and on one
floor, opening on to verandah. The roofs are to

be covered with red tiles, and the walls to be
roughcast. The architect is Jlr. Glendinning
Moxham, F.U.I.B.A., Swansea.

THE LAW OF BIILDING, ENGINEERING
AND SHIPBriLDIN(; CONTRACTS.

MESSRS. SWF.ET AND MAXWELL have
I.ublished the third edition ot Mr. Alfred

A. Hudson's well-known bouk, the need for

which is entirely due—apart from the demand
for former editions—to the considerable changes
in the law since the publication of the second
edition.

Naturally extensive revisions have been need-

ful. Tho text has been largelv increased, and

many important decisions not hitheto reported

are incorporated.

Indispensable to every architect and builder.

the volume is a perfect monument of wide
research and careful observation.

The new police buildings which have been erected

in Piddock-road, Smethwick, by the Staffordshire

County Council, were opened on Friday. Mr. J. P.
Osborne, of Birmingham, is the architect.

The Local Government Board have just issued a
provisional order embodying their decision on the
question of the proposed extension of the boundaries
of the city of Norwich ou the northern side. The
added areas adjoin and give a more regular outline

to tlie civic boundary ou the northern and north-
eastern limit. The total area conceded is o'J.'! acres,

of which I'll) acres are in the parish of Sprowston,
and 167inCattou, with a present population of 2,126

and a rateable value of £4,750.

The town council of Hanley have adopted plans
by Mr. .\. Scrivener of that town, for a new council

chamber, estimated to cost £2,.i00.

Mr. A. J. Abbot, of Totnes, has been appointed
building surveyor to the Yeovil I'rban District

CouncU.

The Grangemouth and Greenock Dockyard Co
have contracted to build a large floating crane

pontoon for Messrs. Harland and Wolff, ship-

builders, Belfast. The structure will measure 1.50ft.

by Sift, by Lift. On the pontoon an electric crane
capable of lifting 1.30 tons to a height of l.iOft. will

be erected and supplied by the Benrather Maschinen-
fabrik Actiengesellschaft, Beurath.

A resident in Newport, Mon., who desires to

remain unknown, has offered to build and endow f

set of almshouses, to be erected on a beautiful site

adjoining the Belle Vue Park. Plans for these have
been submitted to, and approved by, the corporatiou

works committee.
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UBITUAKY.
The funeral of Mr. Geoiige Hodsox, M.I.C.E.,

F.U.S., F.S.I., the eminent chnl engineer, water-
works and sewage works speoiulist. and mining
r-ngineer, and head of the Srm of George and
F. W. Hodson, of Loiighboroush and West-
minster, took place at Loughborough on Jlonday
afternoon, in the presence of a large gathering
from all parts of the country. The deceased, who
died from consumption on April 25 at Regent
House, Loughborough, aged Hi years, was a
native of .Statfordshire, and w.as educated at

Wolverhampton. He was a member of the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers and the Association of

JIunicipal and ('ounties Engineers, a Fellow of

the Sanitary Institute, the (ieological Society,

:ind the Association of Water Engineers. He
designed water :ind sewage works for more than

I

sixty towns and districts in the country, and was
' consulting engineer to the Duke of Portland,

Lord Savile, the late Hon. JIark Eolle, the Mid-
land Railway C'ompiiny, and Leeds, Leicester,

Nottingham. Stockport, and other coiporations.

We have also to record the decease, in his

"nth year, of, Mr. Chakles E.imeu Kemte, of

28. Nottingham-place, W., and Old Place, Lind-
field, "Sussex, the well-known artist in stained

glass. Mr. Kempe, who succumbed on Monday,
at his London residence to an attack of pneumonia,
was the youngest son of the late Nathaniel Kemp,
of Uvingdean, .Sussex, his mother being a daughter
of Sir John Earner, at one time Lord ilayor of

London. He was educated at Rugby and at

Pembroke College, Oxford. His artistic bent
found an opening in decorative and memorial
work, both ecclesiastical and domestic, and he
became widely known for his works in painted
glass, in which a German influence was often
apparent. He was a clever draughtsman, and pos-

sessed scholarly tastes. His residence at Lindfield
was a lith-centuvy ironmaster's house, restored

and developed into a mansion of unique
charm, the Elizabethan spirit being retained in

both house and gardens. Mr. Ivempe's family
were very prominent in Sussex a centviry since.

Kemp Town in Brighton was originated by a
member of the family, and ilr. Nathaniel Kemp,
father of the late ilr. C. E. Kempe who added a
final " e to his name) , was a companion of King
{4eorge IV. when Prince of Wales, and to some
extent was responsible for the existence of the
Royal residence at Brighton and the famous
Royal pavilion, ilr. Kempe was an honorary
Fellow of Pembroke College, Oxford, where
examples of his work are to be seen in the chapel.
A memorial service is to be held to-day {Friday;
at eleven, at St. Mary Magdalene's, Munster-
square, and the funeral takes place to-morrow at

0\nngde<an, Brighton, at 12.30.

We regret to hear of the death, at the age of

fifty-seven, of Mr. Patkick Doyle, R.H.A., C.E.,
]>roprietor and editor of Indian Engiueeroiff during
the past twenty years, and by whose energy and
wide knowledge the reputation of that professional
journal has, to a large extent, been built up.

Educated at Maynooth and at Madras C.E.
College, he was for some stormy years in the
employ of Madras Public Works Department,
where his inspection and control and criticism of

the schemes in progress did not tend to smooth
relations with the higher officials, and afterwards
for two years, 1S7S-'J, held the appointment of

chief superintendent of the Publi, proceeding
thence to liueensland, where he successfully held
several official appointments. Thence he removed
to Hong Kong, and returned to India in lsS3 to

act as district board engineer in the Bellari and
Godavari districts of Madras presidency. Finally
he founded the ioumal which afforded a channel
for "nis energies until his decease. Mr. Doyle
was a voluminous writer on mathematical questions

affecting water supply, mining, and other branches
of civil engineering.

At Tuesday's meeting of the Loudon County
Council it was resolved, after a long debate, by 69
to 41 votes, to rescind a decision of February last

referring to the works committee the construction
of a portion of the Northern low -level sewer
between Stepney and Trafalgar-square, and to

invite tenders for the execution of the work. The
work is estimated to coat i'297,000.

At Walthamstow an inquiry has been held on
behalf of the Local Government Board respecting
an application by the urban district councd to
borrow £2,031 for widening tmd improving Forest-
road at Chestnuts Farm, and £1,400 for works of
pnvate street improvement.

PROFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

Bl'ILl)El;s' ClEIIKn' r.ENKV<.I.ENT Ix-^TITrXIOX.

—The twenty-ninth annual dinner of this Institu-

tion was held at the Holborn Restaurant on
Tuesday week, under the presidency of Mr.
W. F." Wallis, of JIaidstone. Mr. H. W.
Parker submitted the toast of "The Builders and
Building Industries," and Mr. F. Higgs re-

sponded. The toast of "Success to the Builders'

Clerks' Benevolent Institution" was proposed by
the chairman. Their Institution, he said, was
established in ISIJG, and, was, therefore, forty

years old. It was founded in a very small way,
and had had a steady and continuoiis growth ever

since. In 180S the first relief was granted, two
pensioners receiving 112 los. each. In 18,S(; the

number of pensioners had risen to fourteen, and
the amount expended to £300 : in 1S9C there

were twenty pensioners at a cost of £400 : and
last year the number of pensions rose to thirty-

one, and the expenditure to £708. The money
was spent in giving pensions of £30 to clerks and
others who had served their employers in the

building trade, while a number of widows
received pensions of £24 each. Since the estab-

lishment of the Institutiim fifty-six pensioners

had been elected, and some had been in receipt of

their pensions for upwards of thirty years.

During the evening a subscription-list of

£306 12s. 6d. was announced.

EnixHVRr.H ARCHiTECxruAi. Association.—At
the annual general meeting held on April 24, the

following office bearers were elected for the

session 1907-1908 :—President, Mr. Hippolvte ,T.

Blane, R.S.A. Past-president, Mr. H. O^ Tar-

bolton, F.R.I.B.A. Vice-presidents, Mr. W. T.

Oldrieve, F.S.I., F.R.I.B.A., and Mr. John
M'Intyre. Hon. secretary, Mr. Colin B. Cow;nie.

Hon. Treasurer, Mr. W. Glassford Walker, R.A.
Hon. librarian, Mr. John Watson, F.R.I.B.A.

Hon. assistant Hbrarian, Jlr. .Jas. A. Arnott.

Messrs. Alfred Greig A. Hunter Crawford,

F.R.I.B.A.,andVictorD.Horsburgh, F.R.I.B.A..

were appointed members of the committee of

management. The prizes in students' design com-
petitions were awarded as follows :—Desii;n for a

bank : (I'l Mr. 1). U. Kinross, prize of £5 .Js. : (2;

Mr. T. Linton, £1 Is. Design for a porch: (1)

5Ir. S. G. FoUett, £3 3s. ; (2) Mr. W. S. Walker
Todd. £1 Is. Design for a board-room : (1; Mi-.

A. W. Graham Brown, £3 3s.
; (2) Mr. T. J.

Beveridge, £1 Is.

(ilAXTITY SlllVEVORs' ASSOCIATION. The
(Quantity Surveyors' Association held its annual

dinner on Friday evening last at the Criterion

Restaurant. Piccadilly, the chair being occupied

by the President, Mr. "A. J. Gate. "The Quantity

Surveyors' Association
'

' was proposed by Mr.

A. A. Hudson. He threw out the suggestion that

architects, who are often designers with little

knowledge of business, should be more closely

associated with their surveyors, and rely upon

them more fuUy than they do now : while he

thought that the Association might do good work

by devising a really equitable form of building

contract which provided fur payment upon

quantities.—The President, in his response,

remarked that the Association had not been

started by a number of visionary young
men, but by old - established quantity sur-

veyors who "thoroughly knew their business.

They had had a good deal of trouble at the

outset, due largely to the existence of the

Surveyors' Institution, which, so far as could

be gathered from what he said, was looked

upon bv him and his Association as of being too

heterogeneous and inclusive a character. He
complained of the treatment meted out to the

members of the Association who had recently

called a special meeting of the .Surveyoi-s' Insti-

tution, in that meeting having been so organised

that the Press were excluded, and that no reports

of what occurred were ever made public. He
stated that one of the main objects of the .\ssocia-

tion was to guarantee the accuracy of quantities.

He believed that in doing this they were working

not only for the benefit of surveyors, but for that

of architects and builders also. Ue did not think

that the time had yet arrived for producing a

new form of contract. This could not be done

until the builders asked for it. and for his own
part he considered that in most respects the

present form was satisfactory.—The to,-ut of

" The Architects " was proposed by Jlr. W. K.

Hood, vice-president, and responded to by Mr.

A. W. S. Cross, who suggested that the

Association should draw up a uniform system of

quantity taking: that of "The Contractors"
wiLS proposed by Mr. H. T. A. Chidgey, and
responded to by Mr. F. L. Dove, President of
the London Ma.ster Builders' -Association : and
that of " The Visitors" was proposed by Mr. W.
Lawrance. ex-president, and responded to by Mr.
J. Howard Colls.

Butlbmg Itttclligtnct

r>EXENiiEX. Kent. — Princess Christian on
Tuesday inaugurated the completed portion of

the new sanatorium erected at Benenden by the
National Association for the Establishment and
ilaintenance of Workers Suffering from Tuber-
culosis. The sanatori\im, which is situated about
six miles from Cranbrook Station, stands abont
2.'iOtt. above sea-level and faces south. When
completed it will consist of four main sections—
a central block of two stories, accommodating:
68 patients, of whom 20 are in single rooms,

and the remainder in double-bedded rooms, a
number of pavilions holding ten patients each,

an administration block and dinir.g-hall, and a
laundry and electric light block. The main
building, which is being erected from the designs

of Mr. A. W. West, is constructi/d of steel

framing, the space between the girders and
stanchions being filled in with " Frazzi," cement
roughcast on the outside and plastered on the
insidf. This construction has the advantage of

being warm in winter and cool in summer : it is

fireproof, and it is economical, the total cost for

the accommodation of 200 patients at Benenden
being £20.000, or £100 per bed, a figure which
is stated to be much lower than has yet been
reached in the case of any other building of the
same kind.

Bristol.—To the general hospital at Bristol a
new isolation block and a nurses' home have just

been added. The isolation block consists of two
parts joined by a narrow, cross-ventilated neck.

The south portion is devoted to accommodation for

the patients, and the northern part to that for

nurses. The building contains two iloors. The
nurses' home fronting Guinea-street is being
extended upon the site of three old houses recently

demolished. The extension will provide H
additional nurses' bedrooms, four new bathrooms,

lecture-room 38ft. by 29ft., classroom, lounge^
and improved sitting-room accommodation.

Manchester.—.Vt Tuesday's meeting of the

Manchester Infirmary Board, it was stated that

the progress at the new Royal Infirmary is suf-

ticent to justify the confident belief that the actual

building will be completed by July in next year,

the date originally arranged for. Roughly speak-

ing, one half of the new hospital is now i-oofed-in

and water-tight, and the windows to some extent

are fixed. A large amount of plastering has also-

been done, and the woodwork in the nurses' home
is well advanced. The rate of progress at the

work hiis been increased latelj-, and the pajTnents

to the contractor have gone up to £17,o00per
month. It is likely that the speeding up of the

wcjrk will further increase the amount to £20,000

a month.

SoiTHAMi'ToN. — The foundation stone of the

Clock House Corporation Depot, at Southampton,

was laid on Thursday in last week by the Mayor.

At the rear of the premises stables are to be erected

for the accommodation of the horses required for

the Western district of the borough. There will

be stabling for thirty horses, including two loose

boxes, harness-room, coppers for fix)d, vV:c. ; a cart

shed to accommodate forty carts of various kinds

;

a mess-room, with cooking stove, for the work-

men : a store for fodder, with chaff-cutting^

machinery and bagging-room : a steam roller shed,

with pit weighbridge, and a storage yard. Spaco

is left for a caretaker's house and office. The new
stables have a blue brick base to prevent injury

bv material, the remainder of the building being-

of red bricks, with Portland stone dressing. The
contract for carrying out the present scheme is

£2.342, and the tender of Sir. Vt. R. Long has

been accepted. The work will be carried out from

plans by Mr. J. A. Crowther. A.M.I.C.E.,

borough engineer.

The urban district council of Hendoo have
received the sanction of the Local (iovemment
Board to the borrowing of £993 for sewerage works,

also £2,0:'.i for street improvements at Goldcr's

Green.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves respnnsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All cninmunications should be
drawn up as bnefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It ifl particularly requested that all drawing and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bpildiso
News. Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Edit^^r will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable
The SxaAN'o Newspaper Cumpasv, Liuited.

Telegraphic Address :—"Timeserver, London.*'
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
12s. 9d.) as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXTX., XLT., XLVI.,
xux., un., Lxi.. Lxn.. Lxrv., i.xv.. lxvi..
liXvn., LX\Tn.. Lxrx., lxxi.. lxxh., lxxth.,
LXXrV'., LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVn., LXXIX..
T.XXX.. LXXXI., Lxxxn., Lxxxin., Lxxxrv.,
liXXXV.. LXXX\'I., Lxxxvn.. LXXXVin.,
T.XXXIX.. and XC. may stUl be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had sing-ly. Subscribers requiring any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Boildiso News,
price 23., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtamed from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free^ to any part of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium. £1 63. Od. (or 3;ifr. 30c.) To India. £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, 'the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eif?ht words, the first

line cniinting as two, the minimum charge being 58. for

four Ime^i.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and
miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the tirst line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for aeries of

more than six insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

exhibition-roim 80ft. Ion? by 25Ft. wide, anl lift, to the

top of sprin^in-j of ceiling. L'g-htin^ to be by side top

li^jhts in the form of lantern ur oth-^rivi*?, th-; c^ilin? in

planter t-> be arohitecturaUv tr^a'-pd. An entranc3-hiU,
HmiU offica abmt 12ft. square, baside^ an attendint's

little room with cloak and umbrella spice. Upstairs ia

front there is tn be a smiU gallery for bliek-aai-whtte

exhibitions and top3?r^.Dhical cnllec-ioa^. Tal^ nam
raav be abjut 25ft. by 18it.. and hive vertical window..

A tall parapit may hi emoloyel rouid the gallery

externally to i?ive increisel hei^h;. A clo:'i-to»er of

uaarabitiou* character miyb? iatrodu^ii to give im-
portanr-e to th^ buildin^. All four facides of the b lild-

ia? will b? open to view on an un^ncumberei level site

near the sea. H-illow walU ext.TaaUy. a^ the p:)«tioa

is an exoo«ed one. The entrance froat fa?e3 the east,

and there will be a small f >recourt with lawn, enclo^ei

by pists and chains. The entranc^e itself, without a

projecting pirch. unles; in the !form of a colonnade!

verandah, is to b3 well adapted to iU seaside require-

ments. Tlie material to b? snap flint and red salt-

fflazed brick, with Portland stone spirin^ly used. The
style to b? appropriate rather than palatial. Roofs tiled,

made in iron and cm ^rete construction. S;ale 8ft. to the

incU. T.V1 elevations, vieff sketch, two p\an^ ani one
se.'tion. Heatlnj to be by low - pressure tubes in

trenches towards centra' area of roooi*. not by radiation

in galleries. T^e heatia^-cha-nber in basement, with

coal-place, w.c- for attendant, ani servici - room.
Drawings due Saturday, June 1.

Drawis'iis
" Mold,"

Recsived.—
and ' Noric.

' Nabob,'

Coi:itsp0itlicncc.—. >

»

BISHOP AUCKLA.XD SEL'OXDAKY
SOHOOLS.

Situations and Partnerships.

The ch.ir^e for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant" nr "Situations Wanted" and "Part-
nerships," is On'P, Shuj.iso F<m T'.vES'TY-FOlTR Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Situation

Advertisements must be prepaid.

•, Replies to advertisements can be received at the

office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,

W.C, free of charije. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. iHee

Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front pa?e, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Publiiiher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than ,3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertiseraenta and altenitions in serial advertisements

must rciich the office by Tuesday morning to secure

insertion.

EErEivED.-L. and Co.—D. and D.—B. L. Co. Ltd.—
N. of E. S. 1". Co., Ltd.—P. K.-Civij.-E. and O.-
M. M. L.—T.—S. S. 8.—R and M.

W. W. T.-No.

E. S. H.\8Ris.—Too fu'il up.

D. T. S.—Will see soon if you 9?nd.

P.—They are very difficult pe.iple to get money of

!

Mf.ri.is.—Coke breeze clinker ashes are cheap, and very

satisfactory for the purpose. You can get them grade 1

and washed of C. Clokes' Breeze, Ltd., either at Bow oi

Leeds.

O.T. B.—Brimsdown white-lead maybe relied on. We
quite agree with you about the adulteration of many
other samples.

EECTOit.—We do not reoommeni you to employ the firm

named.

E. F. F.—For colour you will not beat Carson's

"Japolite." It is a very flne white.

E. S. roNTis.i.—The advertisement shall not appsar
again, if we can help it. But it is rather ditii 'uU to

watch these people. We, however, strongly advi.*e you
and all others to have nothing to do with aiy employ-
ment registries that answer alvertisirs in our pipir, or

by means of tishing advertisements for suppisel situi-

tions vacant, elicit applications, and then solicit fe?^ in

advance, p^r-'entages of salary, &c., on the promise to

obtain or endeavour to obtain appointments.

'BUILDLMO NEWS" DESIGNINa CLUB.

EI iHTlI I.I3T O.' Bl'BJECTS.

To the Editor of the Buildimo News.

Sir,—The result of ths competition for the

above achoils is a greit (ii3appointm"nt to those

interested in edu;.ition. Tae only ni's'jn ifitre

for an open omoetitioa—which results in so

mu^h waste of tinn anl money— is that it miy bs

the means of discovering a mini that cm produce

a design, not simply architecturally pleasing, but

which is something better in its adaptibility to

purpose than has been done before. It isditfieult

to believe that among the 177 designs sent in,

there was not one which showed more originality,

and which gave evidence of

grasp of educational requirements than the first

premiated design.

The plan which you publish of this design

shows that it repeats in an aggravated form one

of the worst features of modern school-planning.

Everything has been sacrificed so that the plan

may be strikingly synmetrical. Remove the

objectionable feature and the whole scheme is

utterly destroyed. The feature referred to is the

assembl" and examination hall. Its length is

nearly three times its breadth. Sift, by SOft., and
if the classrooms on each side had been better pro-

portioned, and had they provided the exact

number of sohool places stipulated, the hall would
have been I'ift. longer. As it is, its proportions

are more suited to a skittle alley or shooting

gallery than an assembly-hall in which scholars

are to be addressed. How can a speaker be in

sympathetic touch with scholars over 80ft. away
The classrooms and hall being united makes the

hall of no service when the classrooms are being
used, and vice vers.i.

No section of the school can be addressed or

examined when the remainder are being taught

in the classrooms. The whole school must be
assembled or none. Therefore, for the greatest

portion of the time the hall is nothing more than

a wide pissageway to the classrooms—an immense
waste of public money.
There is another regrettable feature in the

scheme. When the school is enlarged to accom-
modate 400 scholars, there will then be ten class-

rooms for .30 scholars each ^the maximum size)

and only four for '21 each—should be 'lr>. It is

an acknowledged fact that classes rarely fill their

rooms, though sometimes a class is very large

and overflows and partly fills another room. It

is therefor found desirable to have one or two
classrooms of smaller dimensions, either to take a

small class or to receive the overflow of some
class larger than 31). To have 10 classrooms out

of U all of the largest size accentuates this

waste.

The position chosen for the latrines seems very
inappropriate for a secondary s;hool where young
ladies are taught. They ought to be able to

reach these conveniences without being seen, and
under cover, and not be obliged to cross I'iOft. in

the open, especially in wet weather.

The girls having to pass the front of the boys'

hool and the Science block to reach their school

premiated design the published block plan does

not show.
You have pointed out several minor defects,

such as insufficient lighting of the cloakroom and

lavatory, the need of separate entrance and proper

conveniences for the servants and tradespeople,

and that most of the to-be-added classrooms have

a northern aspect, to which might be added the

undesirability of hiving to enter the girls" or

boys" school at n'.l to reach the Science block.

There could be union without this necessity.

But these and other architectural defects might

be remedied if the design as a whole were capable

of amendment, which is more than doubtful. The
arrangement of the S.;ience block is good, if the

lighting is equally so. It is impossible to j udge

from the published plans.

What a lottery competitions are, whether there

be an assessor or not '. Without an assessor a

committee, not fully understanding the plans,

may reject the best design. With ai assessor

the decision is determined by his individual taste

and preconceived opinions. The uncertainty of a

wise decision is about equal in either case. There

will be no satisfactory solution of this competition

difficulty until a small advisory committee, con-

sisting of not more than five or less than three

members representing different schools of archi-

tecture is appointed by the R.I.B.A., and the

fee charged should not be a prohibitive one.

As it is, competitors guided only by printed

instructions cannot know what is likely to be the

determiaing factor in the decision. It may be

cost, it may be architectural appearance, it may
be good planning, or the disposition of the build-

ing on the site. A design may be rejected

because some minor detail is not strictly in

accordance with the instructions, or, as in this case,

departure from the conditions may not disqualify.

The instructions said that the hall was not to be

larger in the first instance than l,.500ft.sup. ; that

is Oft. per scholar for •2-50 scholars, but that com-

petitors were to show how it could be enlarged for

400 scholars. The first premiated design gives an

assembly hall having an area of no i less than

more"thorou^h
' 2.-''50ft.', being 1.50 more than for 400 scholars .at

' Claul;," 'Ohe,'

6ft. per head, and the second premiated shows a

hall hiving only l,1.54sup.ft. ! (These figures

are taken from the published plans.) The plan

placed first provides 246 places for scholars, instead

of 2-)0 as stipulated. But if these designs, not-

withstanding all their defects, were so much
better than all that remained as to warrant

waiving strict adherence to the instructions,

what a reflection upon the ability of those

members of the architectural profession who com-
peted!—I am, &c., E!)rc.\.TioxisT.

itttcitommunicatian:.

Q VESTIOXS.

[r2268.]—Purlin.—Could one of your readers explain

how to calculate the sectional area of a timber purlin

correc:ly .' It cannot be considered as being either upiigh',

or flat, and these seem to be the only positions to which
the ordinary formuUi? are applicable.—Svcoest.

[l-22i3!>.]—Discoloured Matchboard.—A match-
boarded, whitened ceiling, which i^ bjcomina: gradually

discoloured by fumes from a heating apparatus or from
gas-burners, "shows distinctly, by much Ughter hues, the

position of the joists above. Why is this .' Everyone has

noticed the same dilferen?e of colour in every cjiling,

which has become partially blu'iened; bat I have never

heard an explanation of the causes produoin; this result.

May I ask your readers to enlighten my ign oranca '— F. S.

JiEPLIES.

[122or.J — Drift.— If objection to plastering with

Portland or other cement, how would slag-wool do for

packing ' It used to b; advertised in these pages by two
London firms ; but I suppose they have ceised to make,

as I have not seen their annoua:;ement lately. Bit in the
" Directory " pige you will find the address of a firm in

Stirlingshire which, I believe, supplies on very favourable

terms.-Reoent's Park.

tl2267.]—Drifc.—Except that the root was neither

battened or felceJ, I was met with almost the same
dilHcultv a few years since; but cured it entirely by
nailing thin WUlesden papjr to the underside of the

rafters. With a little care, this can be mmaged so as to

convey any moisture which may penetrate to the outside

of the walls. It is not likely to be much Taere must
have been something verv wrong with the felt or its

laving for any remedv to be needed at all. Packing the

til"es from the outside would be attended with the danger
of levering them upwards, while the picking would very

likely dry and fall out in hot weather. Pointing would
be satisfactory, in one sense, but most unsightly and very

expensive, as compared with the application of WiUesden
paper internally.-M.

H.—A small Memorial ^Vrt Gallery, for Eist Coast i „.-, „i,o f , Vg ^erv undesirable
painters at Soutbwold. The scheme is entirely sub- appears also lo oe very unucsiraoic.

_

jective. The accommodation is to comprise an I How the boys rea 'h their school in the second
Mr. E. W. MountforJ has taken into partnership

his late chief assistant, Mr. F. Dare CUpbam.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
J^AILSWORTH LIBRARV : SELECTED DEStGS. — FEMBRUKE

COLLEGE CHAPEL, OXFORD.—DESIGN FOR A WRuiGHT IROS
ALTAR. — HOL'SE AT STORRTNGTON". — COUNTY POLICE-
STATION, COLWYN BAV.—<iRAllMAR SCHOOL, ST. ALBANS.
—JIOL'SE AT ToEvL'AV.—THE C.LYNS VIVIAN HOME OF BEST
FOR THE BLIND.

Our Illustrations.

FAILSWOIiTH NEW PIKLIC LI1!K.\KV. ^
This plate illustrates the chosen design for the
library at Failsworth. Messrs. Hogden and Hoy,
•of Manchester, are the architects. Mr. G. H.
Willoughby, F.R.I.B.A.. also of Manchester,
was the assessor. He speaks very highly of the
-design in his report, and he advocates a contrast

j-ather than attempting to "match" the old

buildings adjacent. The work will be proceeded
•n-ith on the lines advocated and in accordance
•n'ith the selected design.

PEMKKOKE COLLEGE CHAPEL, CAMUEIUGE. V

This building has a special interest, being con-

sidered to be probably the first architectural work
carried out by Sir Christopher Wren, who com-
pleted it in 1664 at a cost of £.5,000. The
exterior is eminently picturesque, and tho-

roughly characteristic. The pediment with the

hexagonal cupola above gives distinction to

a simple and well-proportioned outline. The
interior of the chapel is certainly interest-

ing and suitably arranged. Its woodwork is

particularly satisfactory, the oak panelling being
decoratively treated with cartouche and festoons,

enrichments carved by tirinling Gibbons. The
organ case of later date was put up in 1707 and
deserves note, a line e.xample of its kind. The
lectern, too, is somewhat exceptional with its bold
hexagonal base and revolving took rest. The
plastering was done by Italians, the ceiling being
distinctly good. The late Mr. Geo. Gilbert Scott

added the chancel in a manner well in harmony
with Sir Christopher Wren's design. The scale

drawings, given herewith in full illustrations of

the chapel, include some larger details of the

stalls and lectern in a separate street. They are

by Mr. W. H. MacLucas. of Edinburgh, who won
the Royal Institution Travelling Studentship.

NATIONAL SILVER MEDAL DESIGN" lOK A WKOtHHT
IltOX .ILTAU.

This is a very uncommon subject, and wrought-
iron altars are very unusual. In England such a

•treatment of an altar is probably unknown—at

least, we do not remember ha\'ing seen one. Jlr.

Albert Halliday, of Bradford, last summer won a

-National Silver Jledal with the example which we
illustrate to-day, with its repousse crucifix panel

in the reredos. Seven sconces for lights form
part of the design, and they are structurally pro-

vided. Their position, from a point of ritual,

might term the subject for controversy among
those versed in such matters. An inn sign with

brass letters, by Mr. Halliday, forms part of the

same sheet.
•

,•

HOISE, TORUIN'GTO.V.

This is the illustration of the entrance front of a

house proposed to be built at Storrington, Sussex.

The walls to be roughcast, the roof being thatched.

The woodwork generally proposed to be of

teak, which would bo oiled. The perspective was
drawn by Mr. K. G. Elwes, and coloured by the

architect, Mr. K. A. Briggs, F.K.I.B..\'., of

Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C.

XEW COf.VfY POLICE STATION' AN"I> MAGISTKATEs'

lilAltTEllS, COLWYN" HAV. k'

These buildings, now in course of erection by the

Denbighshire County Council to meet the rei|uirc-

ments of their .standing joint committee in the

rising and popular seaside resort of Colwyn Bay,
are from tlie designs and under the supervision

of their county architect and surveyor, 5Ir.

Walter D. Wiles, and comprise on the lower

Hoor charge-oHiie, search-room, mess-room, male
and female cell accommodation, with airing court

attached on the upper floor : court-room size .58ft.

by 3.5ft., with fittings of Austrian oak; magis-
trates' retiring-roDm, with the walls pinelled in

Austrian oak, ante - rooms, solicitors' rooms,

witnesses' rooms, lavatories, &c. Attached to the

building are an inspector's residence and cubicles

for single constables : detached from the main
block are the weights and measures offices. The
building is built of local limestone, with red

Helsby sandstone dressings : all the floors are con-

structed of reinforced concrete, the roofs covered

with green slates, and the building heated on the

low-pressure hot-water system. Mes^?i-3. John
Mayers and Son, of Chester, are the general con-

tractors. Tlie cell fittings are by Messrs. Charles

Smith and Sons, of Birmingham ; the heating by
Messrs. Dilworth and Carr, of Preston : the iron-

work and asphalte flats by Jlessrs. Homan and
Rodgers. of Jlanchester. Mr. Thomas Dawson is

the clerk of works.

ST. ALB.IN'S GKAMMAlt SCHOOL. '

Last week we gave a reference to this building,

when the foundation stone was laid with JIasonic

honoui-s. To-dav we print a view and plan of the

buildings. Mr."Percival C. Blow, A.R.LB.A.,
of St. Albans, is the architect.

CHIPS.

The late Mr. William (urliug .\nderson, aged 7.5,

of Chaseley, Crystal Palace Park-road, Sydenham,
chairman of Hilton, .\nderson. Brooks, and Co.,

cement manufacturers, until 1900, and since then
joint vice-chairman of the .\ssociated Portland

Cement Manufacturers, left personalty amounting
to £137,023.

The Prince of Wales, accompanied by the Princess

of Wales, laid on .Saturday the foundation-stone of

the new premises to be erected for the .Society for the

Propagation of the (iospel in Foreign Parts, situated

in Tufton-street, Westminster. The building will

be of light-toned red bricks and Portland stone

dressings, with its base in Cornish granite. The
architectural design is a free treatment of the Tudor
style. Ou the ground floor will be the general

offices of the society. The secretaries' rooms, the

boardroom, and chapel are to be on the first floor,

while the offices of the various departments and the

library will occupy the remaining floors. The archi-

tect is Sir William Emerson.

A. meeting of the creditors of Donaldson and Co.,

Leith, was held at Edinburgh on Monday. The
statement showed a deficiency of £J1,411. The
assets amount to £8,935,

At Monday's meeting of the Rugby Board of

Guardians, the building committee reported that

the total cost of erecting and furnishing the new
infirmary was t;5,377. Tne work should have been
completed within twenty weeks of its commence-
ment under a jienalty of £10 for each week's delay

;

but whereas it should have been finished at the

beginning of last July, the contractor did not com-
plete it till the end of Xovemt)er, and the com-
mittee recommended that penalties be enforced to

the extent of £50, trecause all the delay was not the

fault of the contractor. It was pointed out that the

board had to pay a clerk of works £2 lOs. a week
for twenty-three extra weeks, and after some dis-

cussion it was decided to deduct £100.

The Boyle system of ventilation (natural! has been

applied to Moorfields School, Bristol. The architect,

Mr. John Mackay, Bristol, has reported that the

system has proved highly successful, and i- giving

the greatest satisfaction. He also states that he

considers this a very successful example of the

etficiency of a natural system of ventilation when
correctly applied, as the air in the halls, classrooms,

Arc, is at all times kept pure and sweet, and there

are no draughts.

Al.ical ilovernment Board inquiry has been held

at Richmond, Surrey, upon the application of the

sewerage board to bjrrow £iJ,-50a for the purpose

of sewerage extension.

COMPETITIONS.
ACTOX Ml MrlPAl. Bl II.llINOS SlItEME. Mr.

H. S. Schultess- Young, M.A., chairman, has
advised the Acton 1 listrict Council that there is

no legal obligation on their part to pay the archi-

tect for the proposed new municipal buildings a

single penny for anything proposed by the old

council, and not under seal. To formulate a

scheme on the £IS,000 basis, which will effect a

saving of £17,000 on the scheme suggested by
their predecessors in otlice, the council will hold

a sjiecial meeting, prior to which the clerk and
surveyor are to report in detail on the extent of

the negotiations up to date, and also the office

accommodation at present possessed.

GoiiTox. ilANTuF.sTEK.—Regarding the new
school to be erected on the Thornwood Avenue site

at Gorton to accommodate 1,000 children, the

Education Committee announce that the assessor

for the competitive plans had awarded the tiret

prize to Mr. Percy D. Lodge, Manchester ; second

prize to Mr. Ernest Woodhouse, F.K.I.B.A.,
Manchester; and third to Messrs. C. K. and T.
Mayor, of Manchester. It has been decided to

appoint Mr. Lodge, of Cooper-street. Jlanchester,

as the architect.

Rof HDALE.—The buildings and sites sub-com-
mittee of the Rochdale Education Committee
recommend the adoption of the plans of Messrs.

Sykes and Evans for the new school at Oakenrod,
and that €10 each be awarded to 5Ir. Jesse Hors-
fall, of Slanchester, and Messrs. Smith and Cross,

of Rochdale. Eleven sots of competitive plans

were sent in. They are on exhibition to-day, to-

morrow, and on Monday at the Education
Uffi jes, Baillie-street, Rochdale.

The old tower of St. Saviour's Parish Church,
Ringley, Manchester, being about lOn yards away
from the new church erected at a later date, stands

in a very good position for a clock, being seen on
all four sides from the houses on a higher level

surrounding the old tower. The vicar, wardens,

and committee, having decided to have a clock fixed

in the tower, have placed the order for the same
with Messrs. W. Potts and Sons, clock manu-
facturers, of Leeds and Xeivcastle, who are making
one with four external illuminated dials and striking

the hours, from the designs and plans of the late

Lord (irimthorpe, which will be fixed at an early

date, aud will be a great boon to the village and an
improvement to the tower.

The Corporation of Lancaster propose to hold next

year an exhibition of " old Lancaster " at the Storey

Institute, and the town clerk will be glad to hear at

his office of pictures, prints, and other articles suit-

able for exhibition.

Mr. J. Arnold, the manager of the Salford

Corporation Sewage Works, has resigned that

position.

At Monday's meeting of the Thames Conservancy

Board, the Lower River Committee reported that a

letter had been received from the London and
Thames Haven Oil Wharf C).. asking perml^siou to

carry out various works at their premises at Thames
Haven for the purpose of forming deep-water

accommodation for loading and unloading goods

and for passenger traffic. Ttie committee reccim-

mended, and it was agreed, that permission should be

given to the company to construct two jetties con-

nected bv a gangway Oi lit. long, the upper jetty

l.OSOft. long, and carrying three warehou'es, and

the lower jetty l,7«0ft. long, and fitted with

transport sheds throughout its length : to embank
the existing triangular recess on a frontage '>f about

000ft. ; and to make a cutting through the river wall

to form entrances to a barge ba*in and dry dock

which they propose to excavate within the limits of

their own property.

The Hon. Mrs. Mostyn will hold an exhibition

and sale of her water-colour drawings of English

cathedrals and sketches in the London parks, in aid

of the restoration of tiloucester Cathedral, from

May I") to JO. The Bishop ot Gloucester will open

the exhibition, which will hi held at the Ryder

Gallery, 47, .lUbemarle-stroet, at noon on Monday
I next.

On Saturday the Bishop of London consecrated

the new chancel of St. .lames's, Clapton. Extensive

alterations and improvements have been carried out

at a cost of about £.5,000, from plans by Mr. W. D.

Cir'e. F.S..\. The nave and transepts have been

entirely reseatetl with open seats, the old cumbrous

,

arrangement, which blocked the centre of the church

1
having been swept away and replaced by a broad

aisle. Clergy and choir vestries have been built,

and the church lighted with electric light. The new
' chancel has been enriched by many gifts, notably a
' brass and aluminium altar-cross and pair of altar

light and choir stalls of carred oak, all designed by

I the architect.
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UOII.SE AT TO.EQUAY. AVaymouth and Jonxsox, Architcrt^.

HOUSE AT TORQUAY.

THE house has beendesigned for a small family,

the boudoir, living-room, and meals recess

being one apartment subdivided by curtains into

separate apartments as needed. The boudoir and

living-room are entered fron'. hall : the moals reciss

has serving door underneath the stairs shut off from

hall by a curtain : easy access from and proximity

to the kitchen is thus obtained. The latter apart-

ment has a sink provided in a recess, and an

ordinary Ure-grate and recess for gas-stove ; the

larder is entered from kitchen ; there is no scullery,

but a cellar is provided in basement, with coal-

house and servant's w.c. On the first floor are

three best bedrooms and a bathroom entered off

the iTiain landing. The servant's bedroom is

arranged so as to be as far as possible screened

from the main landing by the interposition of a

small box-room ; while the be5t w.c. is to be

screened by means of a curtain, and will have by

means of windows something in the natiue of

cross ventilation. The main staircase will be

lighted from a north top light as shown. It will

be seen that, although the best rooms are of good

size, the plan has' been reduced to very small

proportions. Jlessrs. 'Waymouth and Johnson

re the architects.

HOLYROOD CHAPEL AXI>
RESTORATION.

AT a meeting on April 24 of the Edinburgh

Architectural Association, held in the

Cleographical Society's Lecture - hall in the

National Portrait tiallery, a description of the

architectural features and other points of interest

in connection with Holyrood Chapel was given

by Jlr. Hippolyte J. Bianc, R.S.A., President

of the Association. Before proceeding with the

lecture, Mr. Blanc referred to the death of Mr.

\V. W. Robertson, formerly of H.SL Ofhce of

Works, and a recent president of the .\ssociation.

Perhaps no more complete or concise monograph
of Holyrood Chapel and Palace had appeared,

said Jlr. Blanc, than that from Mr. Robertson's

pen, printed in the T/'^w^fff^iy/z'-'of the Association.

,Mr. Blanc's address was illustrated by a series of

limelight views from photographs taken and pre-

pared by himself. A resume of the history of

tlie ihapel having been given, the present con-

dition of the chapel was illustrated in detail, and.

explaining the architectural characteristics of

Scottish abbeys and cathedrals, the president

showed plans of two English .abbeys—Hayles, in

(iloucester, and Halesowen, in Worcester

—

which he believed were somewhat similar to

what Holyrood was. Beginning with the oldest

part of the chapel, the Norman door, lie proceeded

south, and illustrated several bays of the cloister,

and afterwards showed south-eastern and northern

views of the edifice. Photographs of sonic old

prints of the chapel were next shown, and then

details of the tower and of siveral of the bays in

the north aisle. (Jther views included photo-

graphs of the interior, sections of the north aisle

as seen from the gallery at the west end, and the

south wall of the nave, which is 4ft. Gin. thick.

In connection with the south wall of the navi-,

Mr. Blanc showed the deviation from the straight

line which occurred when the roof gave way in

17()S. That deviation is about 14in., and w.as

caused by the fall of the mass of masonry which

formed "the roof. Mr. Blanc explained the

changes of architectural style expressed in the

south aisle, and traced the change from the semi-

circular to the pointed arch. Reproductions were

given of a drawing by Kemp, the architect of the

Scott Monument, showing a suggested restoration,

of the interior of the abbey, and of a print of

about 1087, showing the chapel fitted up as a.

chapel for the Knights of the Thistle. While

not entering into any questions connected with the

proposed restorationot the chapel, Mr. Blanc said

that if any restoration were undertaken strict care

ought to be taken to leave the existing features

undisturbed. On the motion of Mr. ,1. T. Aitken,

seconded by Mr. Thomas Ross, and supported by

Professor Cooper, Mr. Blanc was accorded a vote

of thanks.

The new organ installed in Saltburn parish

church was dedicated and opened on Friday. The

instrument has cost about £1,000, the builders bemg
Messrs. Harrison and Harrison, of Durham.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London County -

Council the Housing of the Working Classes Com-
mittee drew atteatioa to clearances ot property to be

effected in Islington, St. Pancras, Southwark, and
Stepney. In Islington 27 houses m Swanley-street;

are about to be demolished. The displacement of

about 210 persons of the working class is involved,

and it is proposed to utilise the site for the purpose

of extending the Agricultural Hall. In Southwark,

in Larcom-street, south of New Kent-road, IS-

houses, containing 04 rooms, and displacing 15o

people, have been demolished, the site having been

acquired by the Bank ot England for the erection cf

a record office.
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Mil. T. E. Colli ITT, P.R.I. B. A., writes to the
Times cordially endorsing Mr. .Tohn W. Simpson's
recent suggestion for the establishment of a
Court of iJuilding for London. The subject
is, Mr. CoUcutt says, of the gravest importance
to all owners of property. The diliiculties, con-
tradictions, and ambiguities of the various
Building Acts, with their numerous by-laws,
schedules, and regulations, are. perhaps, most
patent to architects, who have in this matter to

evolve order from chaos, and their task is ren-
dered extremely difficult by the present machinery
for carrying out the administration of the law.
The retrospective character of the Amending
London Building Act of 1905 will have a far-

reaching effect on all existing buildings, and will

entail the expenditure of many thousands of

pounds, for which no return can be hoped, either

in increased public safety or structural improve-
ment. Its administration is likely to lead to

grave differences of opinion between architects,

property owners, and the London County Council,
and consequent legal expenditure by all parties ;

and the advocacy of the establishment of a Court
of Building for London is an attempt to deal
with this complicated problem in a businesslike
manner. The Council of the Royal Institute of

British Architects are, Mr. Collcutt announces,
in cordial sympathy with the principle of the
scheme so ably put forward by Mr. Simpson, and
they have appointed a special coaimitteeto inquire
into the subject, to gather together information
bearing upon it, and, if possible, to suggest the
main principles governing the constitution of

such a court, in the hope that their labours will

be of service to the whole community. When the
council of the Royal Institute have considered
their committee's report they will lay their

.suggestions before the public.

A coMi>itEHExsi\E Tchanging of the pictures in
the National Gallery is being carried out by Sir
Charles Holroyd, the new director. Hitherto the
works of the 17th-century artistes of the Dutch
and Flemish schools have been hung in the same
room, but thev will now be separated. The works
of Rubens are now hung in chronological order,
together with those of ^'andy^k, Jordaens,
Gonzales, Coques, and other of his Flemish con-
temporaries in Room XIII., which, till recently,
contained the works of Canaletto and other
painters of the Late Italian school. On account
of its huge dimensions the great Charles I., by
Vandyck, still remains in its old place in the
centre of the end wall of the large gallerv. The
Dutch pictures have also been reai-ranged in the
two next galleries, the screens being remo\-ed,
and each master's works are, as far as possible,

hung together. The next step Sir C. Holroyd
has in view is to similarly rearrange the Venetian
and Milanese rooms, and in so doing the schools
of Verona and of Venice Mill for the first time be
separated. The long-needed extension of the
gallery, as foreshadowed a fortnight ago by the
First Commissioner of Works, is about to be com-
menced. The ground is clear, and the plans have
been prepared. Ultimately the Xational Gallery
will be almost doubled in size, and additional
rooms will be added to the adjoining Xational
Portrait Gallery.

The Irish International E.\hibition in Herbert
Park, Dublin, formally opened on Wednesday, is

housed in a building of unusual form, designed
by Messrs. .T. Kayo Parry and Koss, of Dublin.
On plan it is an octagon with four radiating
limbs of equal length, the central hub being
crowned by a dome, also octagonal in shape, and
l.iOft. in height. The style is Renaissance.
The worl; has been carried out in galvanised iron
and wood, painted to represent stonework, by
Messrs. Humphries, Limited. In the hi.storical

section of the exhibition there is a valuable diaphiy,

including Napoleonic relies and articles of Old
Irish silver and glass. The art gallery contains
many of the world's most famous pictures, and
some of the greatest modern painters are worthily
represented. Amongst the coUertion are to be
seen Lady Butler's " Roll Call," which has been
lent by the King, and several canvases sent by
the Prince of Wales, Borissoff's "A Cemetery."
lent by the Tsar of Russia, and examples of the
works of (.'orot, Detaille, Millet, Rosa Bonheur,
Poynter. Whistler, Jlillais, and Luke Fildes.
In the machinery hall there is an exhibition of
machinery, principally manufactured in England,
and of Irish-built railway carriages and engines.

The Canadian pavilion, which is another imposing
structure, is one of the principal features of the

exhibition. It has been specially constructed for

the Canadian Government with the idea of showing
the varied products of the Dominion. Near it

are situated the hall erected by the French
Government to exhibit purely French manu-
factures, an It.alian section, a .lapanese hall, and
another in which exhibits will be shown from
Xew Zealand. There are many other .structures

scattered over the grounds, including one for

Irish industries ; and provision has been made for

the amusement of visitors.

Aurn.i:oLor,isTS will be glad to learn that the

work of exploring the site of St. Augustine's

Abbey at Canterbury has again been taken in

hand. The foundation walls of some vestries or

sacristies adjoining the infirmary chapel have

been unearthed, and other remains uncovered.

But the chief interest has centred on the Chapter

House, where a number of " honorary navvies
"

from the college have been toiling industriously

in conveying away the accumulated lUbris and
digging up the soil. It is hoped that the Chapter

House may be cleared out before long, and that

the tombs ot the eight abbots whose bodies were

interred within the walls of this edifice may be

located. The trustees have some money at their

command, and an effort will be made to complete

the excavations during the summer, and then to

pass over the property to the college authorities.

Mr. J. C. WAUiinto is the author of a handy
little handbook just issued at Gd. net, on "Pic-
torial and Landscape Photography," dealing with
apparatus, choice of subjects, view points,

development, and methods ot printing as well as

the making of exhibition pictures. He has done
some uncommonly goodarchitecturalphotographs,

and so is well versed in that branch of camera
work, though the booklet does not deal specially

with the subject. As a capable artist Mr. War-
burg may be taken as an efficient guide ; and
certainly as a practical photographer, even in the

midst of so many, bis advice may be depended on
as devoid of ulterior ends. The book forms one
of the " Focus " series of manuals. It is rather
well illustrated, and the information is well

arranged with diagrams in the te.^t.

Mu. Hauiiv Hems, of E.^eter, like many other

taxpayers, has had cause for dissatisfaction with
the Inland Revenue authorities as to his assess-

ment for Income-tax. The statement prepared
on his behalf b^" an Exoter accountant having
been rejected, BIr. Hems declined to pay, and an
execution for £b8 Hs. was levied. A state ot

semi-aiege was maintained on the premises ; but
eventually the bailiffs broke in through the

library window, and an inventory was taken, a
bailiff being left in charge. On Monday the

goods were offered by auction, and i'Uli was
speedily realised for the first nine lots, including
£2 -.>s. bid for a life-sized plaster figure of St.

Matthew, the tax-gatherer : £1 for the old stocks

from Heavitree Churchyard (affording accom-
modation for three malefactors) ; and £1 10s. for

the Ten Commandments upon two tables of stone

—one broken. The catalogue of sale is amusing
reading, and bears evidence of having been eonr-

piled by the passive resistor himself—a role in

which we never expi>cted to find figuring so

staunch a Conservative and Churchman as the

owner of Fair Park, Exeter.

Messks. CiiAs. (Titii-iix AND Co., Ltd., havc
published a third edition, revised and enlarsred, of
" Painting and Decorating," by Walter J. Pearce
(I'is. (Id.) Mr. Pearce's long experience at the

Manchester Technical School for House Painting

has stood him in good stead, and the reputation of

his book was well established by its two former
editions. We confess in this edition we should
have liked to have seen more .about the "new
materials and ideas" which, as Mr. Pearce quite

truly says, "have become common to the trade

during the past few years "
: but Mr. Pearce is

naturally cautious, and probably not unwarrant-
ably so. Still, those who know the strides made
by some of the great colour-making firms during
the past five years, would have been glad of a

little more about it. -Vinid all the exhibits at the

recent Building Exhibition, we think most visitors

must have been struik by the excellent show
made, and the satisfactory advance made and
enterin-ise evinced—more so, perhaps, than in

most of the allied trades.

Mu. Dawkixs, the director of the British

School at Athens, has made further finds on the

site of the sanctuarv of Athena Chalkioikos,

in .Sparta, the discovery of which was announced
some three weeks since. The identification of the

building is proved by the discovery of three

stamped roof tiles bearing the name of the goddess,

and the point is made still clearer by bronze nails

and fragments of the bronze plating which was
attached to the walls. Ten bronze statuettes have

been found, varying from :iin. to .5in., and all

either archaic or of good period. The finest is a

beautiful figure from the middle of the 5th

century in the highest preservation. It is Sin.

high, and represents a trumpeter. A tith-century

archaic statuette of Hermes wears a tight dress

decorated with a pattern of rings, representing

chain-mail. Ijther statuettes, mostly archaic,

represent an Athena, a man with a wreath.

Aphrodite armed, a negress. a hoi>e, a lion, and
a bull. Eight bronze bells have also been found
bearing votive inscriptions to Athena, and two
archaic inscriptions, one short, but the other pre-

serving fifty-two lines in good preservation, and
dealing with athletic victories. Fragments of two
capitals show that the temple was in the Doric

style. Work on this site has now reached a point

at which Mr. Dawkins thinks it best to suspend it

for the present season. Operations will proceed,

however, on the site of the Agora and of the

temple of Artemis Orthia, which was discovered

last year.

An interesting presentation of a silver tea and
coffee service was made on April 30 to Jlr. Charles

E. Whitehead, one of the managing directors of

Messrs. C. C. Dunkerley and Co., Ltd., Man-
chester, in recognition of his connection of half a

centurj' with the fnrm. In a short address pre-

ceding the ceremony, which was made in the

presence of the other directors and the assembled
staff, the chairman of the company, Jlr. William
Warburton, referred in terms of warm eulogy to

Mr. Whitehead's services, and a suitable ac-

knowledgment was afterwards made by the

recipient. The tray, forming part of the service,

bore the following inscription:— "Presented to

Charles Edward Whitehead by his fellow

directors, shareholders, and the staff of C. C.

Dunkerley and Co., Ijtd., in commemoration of

50 years' service with the firm, and as a token of

high esteem and regard. April 27. 1857—April

27. 1907."

The new building in Thirty-Xinth-street, X'ew
York, which forms the headquarters of the allied

engineering societies domiciled in that city, has

just been opened by Mr. Andrew Carnegie, who
provided the money for its construction. The
building, the largest engineering centre of its

kind in the world, is built of limestone and
brick, and of a uniform cream tint. The lower

part is devoted to auditoriums, the middle section

to offices, and the upper stories to a library. The
main auditorium seats 1,000 persons, and there

are seven lecture-rooms. Each of the three

founder societies — the American Institute of

Mining Engineers, the American Institute of

Electriral Engineers, and the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers—occupies a floor cf the

building laid out in accordance with its own plans.

The seventh and eighth floors have been reserved

for the associate societies which have engineering

or some branch of science as their principal object.

Among these are the Society of X'aval .Vrchiteets

and Marine Engineers, the Society of Heating and
^'entilating Engineers, the Xational Electric

Light Association, the Society of Chemical

Engineers, the Xew York Electrical Engineers,

the Association of Edison lUuminatingCompanies,
and the American Street and Inter-urban Railway
Association. Adjoining the building at the rear,

and situate on Fortieth-street, is the Engineers'

Club, also a new structure, which has yet to be

dedicated. In both cases the cost of the sites has

been met by the engineers. In all the two struc-

tures, including equipment outlays met by the

engineering bodies concerned, have cost £500,000.

An adjudication in bankruptcy has been made iir

th« case of James Frederick Carruthers Bell, John-
street, Bedford-row, W.C., architect.

The Lord Mayor and Sheriff of X'ewcastle,

accompanied by the aldermen, magistrates, and
councillors of the city, attended service at St.

Andrew's Church on Sunday morning, when the

new sta,lls, which have just been completed by Mr.
Ralph Hedley, from the designs and under the super-

vision of Messrs. Fenwicke, Watson, and Curry,

were dedicated. The stalls have been designed in the

Perpeudicular style, and harmonise with the chancel

screen and pulpit which have recently been added

to the church.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
In- ee MErcALF axd Gp.eik.—A sittins was held

on Friday before Mr. Kegistrar Brougham, lor the
pubhc exaniinatioa of Heury Metcalf and Thomas
Keeve Oreig, described as architects and surveyors,
of 11, Serjeant's Inn, Fleet-street, against whom a
receiving order was made on February G last, aud
who were afterwards adjudged bankrupts. The
debtors' statement of affairs showed gross liabilities
to the amount of £li>S,647 l(is. 7d., of which
.t;j3,22j I6i. 7d. was expected to rank, and no
assets. The Official Keceiver reports that the
liabilities to fully and partly secured creditors com-
prise £141,921 Us. .id. for moaev advanced, interest,
and law costs. The debtors state that they began
business, in partnership, in 1890, with a jiint capital
of £.500, and practised as Metcalf and (ireig at
Serjeant's Inn, Fleet-street, down to the date of the
receiving order. They also state that they, in or
about 1S92, having several clients desirous of invest-
ing money, decided to acijuire lands, design flats,
aud have them built under contracts. When the
Hits were erected they raised money on mortgage
and repaid the persons who had financed the budd-
ing operations. In November, 1904, owing, they
alleged, to depreciation in the value of properties,
they found themselves in flnancial difficulties, and
72 petitions in bankruptcy were afterwards tiled
against them. They consiiUed their credit irs, but a
proposed arrangement fell through, and the matter
cims into bankruptcy. The debtors attributed their
failure entirely to depreciation in the value of their
properties. The deficiency account discloses a loss
of £Sj,2S9 in cDnnection with Moscow-court, Bays-
water, and £71,3SS through depreciation in the value
of other pro]ierties as now estimated for realisation.
The examination was adjourned to give the trustee
further time for investigating the debtors' affairs.
Mr. U. \V. Chapman attended as Official Receiver.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
I'l'.invv ^rM-hA\ ]. -.Vr<bitet>tural Assmi iti'iii. Annuil

Dinner. Oeursian Hall, liaiet.v

liestaurant. Strand. 7 for 7.30 p.m.
S.vTiRDAV (To-siiiuii.nv).— E'linburtjh Ardiitec^uril Ai-

sociation. Morning Vmt to \V. furuer
and Sons' Stune Dre.ssinp Works.

Mo.s'DAV.— Surveyors' Institution : Junior Branch.
Annual Meeting. 15 13 p m. ; "The Ca.se
of the British Inland Waterways," by
O. T. Loban. 7.1.'>ii.m.

.Society of Engineer.-). '* Waterworks
Construction in America,' by E. Uomttey
Matthews, of Bndlin;;ton. 7.:iO p.m.
Royal Institute of British .\rchitects.

Annual General Meeting. 8 p.m.
Wed.vesd.vv.—Surveyors' Institution: Junior Branch.

Annual iJinner at Alexandra Hall,
Trocadero Restaurant. 7 p.m.
Society of Arts. " The Production of

Coke and its Application in Domestic
Fires," by Paul Schlicht. rt p.m.

TiiiRsDAV.— Dinner of the Artists' Lieneral Benevolen".
Fund, Whitehall Rooms.

Sati iiuAv (Mav llj.—EJinliurgh Architectural Associa-
tion. A'isit to the Peel, Clovenfords.

'THE AECHITIvi 'TrRAL ASSOCIATION.X M^V lHh: SECOND M MMEK VISlT-to House*, Av., at
rtiiilehur-l. unJrr tli- ^'uul.im-e of Mr. E. J. Muv. Iiy tram li-a»ioi;
Ciionon-stn-cl 2 p.m., n'turiii « to Caonon->treet i,19 p.m.

I'.O. for return r*ilwiy fare, to l.i- st-nt t.. tin' Scire-lJirv, «t IH,
Tulion- street, Wi-iim mti-r, on or lu'fure May itli. I'jtrly liaiii(,->i to 'ij.

LATEST PRICES.
IRON.

Per ton. Per ton.
R Jlled-Irnn Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15
RoUed-Stcfl Joists, English 7 5 0,, 7 15
Wroiight-lrnn (iirder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 ,, 20

Do., Welsh 6 15 „ 6 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Best Sned-shill 9 0., 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 20.s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, forbondin?, &c., £? 15s. to £:),

Builders* Hoop Iron, galvanised, £11 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron—
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 2«.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusiTe Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £n 10 ... £11 n

Best ditto 11 ... 1110

Wire Nails (Points de Paria)—
0to7 8 9 10 11 12
9 6 10 - 10 6 11 - 113 12-

HE.SRY TAN.VER. Junr. 1 „„_ .
C. VVOST.XER SMITH. (

Hon &ec)i.

CHIPS.
A huge hotel is to be built on a site adjoining

Waterloo .Station at an estimated cost of £350,000.

Mr. William Taylor, surveyor, inspector of
nuisances, and waterworks engineer to the Tenby
Corporation, an appointment which he has held
since October, 1904, has sent in his resignation to
the council.

The sewerage scheme for Southend-on-Sei, pro-
posed by Mr. R. (i. Strachan, and estimated to cost
£100,030, has been rejected by the House of Lords
Select Committee. Strong opposition was put for-
ward by the London Corporation, the Essex County
Council, and other bodies, mainly on the ground
that the sewage would be discharged into the sea in
it I crude state.

Miss Helen Mary Xorton, widow of the late Mr.
John Xorton, F.R.I.B..\., died on Monday last, at
Sulhampstead Rectory, near Reading, in her 74th
year.

A Wesleyan chapel has been built at Xewton-
«pon-Riwcliffe, near Pickering, at a cost of £700.
It accommodates 10 j adults, with a schoolroom for
about 40 children.

At Heanton Puuchardon Parish Church a new
reredos, constructed by Messrs. Harry Hems and
Sons, of Exeter, was dedicated last week.

The urban district council of Broadstairs have
sealed an agreement with the Margate Corporation
to take a supply of water from Margate instead of
proceeding with the scheme of obtaining water
from Eastry at an estimated cost of £60,1100, for
which purpose a Bill has already been promoted in
Parliament.

At a meeting of the Law Society held on Friday
last, April 20, Mr. J. S. Rubinstein moved a reso-
lution bearing on the urgent need of bringing to an
end the experimental trial in the County of London
of the system of compulsory registration of title.
The resolution was carried unanimously.

The Bishop of Lincoln dedicated on Thursday in
last week a nev,- chapel for the theological college of
his diocese at the Bishop's Hostel, Lincoln. The
chapel, which is the gift of the warden of the hostel.
Canon Du Buisson, has been designed by Mr. Temple
Moore in the Decorated style, and ha) accommoda-
tmn for 40 students.

Mr. Thomas W. Collard, aged seventy, of
.Sittmgbourne, surveyor to the Milton Rural D.s-
triet Council for many years, committed suicide on
Friday evening by shooting himsjlt in the head
with a revolver.

A Parliamentary Committee "of the House of
I ommons has passed the proposal of the London
County Council for the electrification of the tram-
ways between Vauxhall Bridge, Cimberwell, and
Xorwood, with short spir connections and street
widening?. The cost ot new works is estimated at
1204,100, and of widenings and improvements
£iS,720.

The total sales for the week at Tokenhouse Yard
amountsd to £10J,793, as compared with £99,-2S0in

'

the cirresponding week of last year.

THE SOCIETY OP ARCIIIIECTS.
STAPLE 1X\ Dt ILniXGS. IIIII.IIOR.V. W.C.

(MUIIXVRV .MEEnXc;, .\UV mill. 1'\FER Ipv m.-. e. w.
I1AK\EV PIPER, on "Two Benejicline .Minuter.,"' iUuitrated by
l.mtern ?li(le«. Ltdie^ are imiteil.

^rabc i5cbjs.

"WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Xewry.—The sett-makers who were in the em-

ployment of the United Xewry Granite Comp'any
still remain out on strike for increased pay. Mr. W.
E. Arnold, the secretary of the company, states that
the com])any cannot accede to the men's demand for
an advance of 2*. per ton.

Pateley BraoiiE.—The slackness in the building
trade is having its effect upon Pateley Bridge, where
the stone trade is the chief industry. For the past
two years many of the quarrymen have not worked
half their time, and now the largest firm in the
district has issued a notice that work will be
reduced to four days a week. The railway rates have
much to do with these unfavourable conditions, and
the local firms, by reason of the increased carriage,

cannot compete so successfully with places better
situated.

PoTTEii-s' Strike.—.\ conference between the
manufacturers and the representatives of the
sanitary pressers of the Potteries, who are on strike,

took place on Tuesday, and it was afterwards
announced that the mam question in dispute had
been settled. Another conference will be held to-

day (Friday}, when the other matters will be gone
into, and it is likely that a settlement of the strike

will then be arrived at.

A new Congregational church was opened on
Friday at Brierley lireen, about a mile fromChinley
Station. The old building is to be used as a Sunday
school. The cost of the new church is £,S';IO. The
building seats 200.

The Chepstow workhouse infirmary is being
warmed and ventilated by means of .Shorland's

patent Manchester grates, the same l>eing supplied

by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between W.
Randolph and J, B. Holt, architects, Manchester,
under the style of Randolph and Holt, has been
dissolved ; as has also that between W. H. Harrison
and M. S. Ward, architects and surveyors, Victoria-

street, Westminster, .S.W., under the style of

Harrison and Ward.

The death took place on April 2o at his residence

at Rhiwderyn of Mr. Togarmah Ree^, M.Inst.C.E.,
one of the best-known water-engineers m Ssutb
Wales, at the age of 02.

On Sunday, the Bishop of Truro dedicated the new i

communion table at Talland parish church. The
table and panelling of carved oak, and in harmony
with the tine old l)ench-ends, were constructed by
Miss Pinwdl, Plymouth, under the direction of Mr.
Edmund Seddmg, architect, of the same town.

At Ipswich on Wednesday week the new Congre-
gational Church of St. John's, which has been built

ill I'owper-street, on land adjoining the original

structure in .Spring-road, by the generosity of Mr.
W. Pipe, town councillor and builder, was opened,

j

The architect was Mr. E. H. CoUer.
|

Mr. T. H. .\. Hayward, surveyor to theBatterfea
borough, has received a substantial addition to his

salary, and his maximum has been raised by an
additional £100. 1

13 II 15 B.W.O.
12 9 13 6 11 6 percwt.

Per ton. Per ton

.

Cast-iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 9 S „ 9 10
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

„ „ „ Galvanised. 9 0,, 9 10
Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17 „ 4 17
Cut Floor Brads 10 10 „ 10 13
Corrugated Iron, 21 gauge 15 10 „ —
Cast-Iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter £1 2 6 to £6 7 6
4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 2iin. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. par ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od. to 1178. 63.
Hot Blast, ditto 703. Od. „ 75j. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittinjs—Discount off Standard
j

Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :—

Gas-Tubes 67}p.c.
Water-Tubes 621 „
Steam-Tubes 67} ,,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes SO „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

OTHER METAIiS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.
Spelter, Silesian £2j to £23 10
Lead Water Pipe, Town 2^15 „ —
„ „ ,. Country 21 10 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe. Town 21 5 „ —
Ct)untry 25 „ —

Lead Pipe, 'Tinned inside. Town 23 5 ,,
—

„ „ ,. „ Country 2j „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 23 15 ,,

—
„ „ „ „ Country 27 10 „ —

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 15 „ —
„ „ Country .. 26 10 ,,

—
Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) ..Town 25 15 „ —
„ „ „ Country 2i 10 „ —

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ IS S
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 1 18 „ 114 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... Ill „ 11.'

Tin, Straits 193 „ 193 10
Do., EngUsh Ingots ,. 19S 10 „ 19j
Pig Lead 21 13 9 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 23 5 „ —
„ ,, Country 21 „ —

Genuine White Lead 27 5 „ —
Redned Red Lead 25 „ —
Sheet Zinc .tS „ —
Old Lead, against account 19 3 9,, —
Tin per cwt. 11 „ —
Cut Xatls (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 9 „ —

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmab per load £10 13 to

„ Bangkok ... 9 „
Quebec Pine, yellow 3 12 6 „

„ Oak , ... 5 10 Q „
„ Birch 2 10 „
„ Elm 4 „
„ Ash „ ... 4 2 6,,

Dantsic and Memel Oak 3 5 0,,
Fir „ ... 3 10 „

Ash. QuelHW 4 2 6 „
Birch, New Brunswick... ,. ... 2 7 6 ,,

„ Uuebec 2 7 S „
Elm 4 „
Box. Turkey per ton 6 0,,
i>lar. Cuba per ft. sup. 1,,
Jarrih planks per ft. cu. 2 6,,
Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 1) „
Lath, Dantaic. p.f 4 0,,

St. Petersburg 4 0,,
Deals, per St. Fetenbnis Stwdard, 123—12tC.

by 11m. :
—

ftuebec. Pine, l»t «2I 15 to £15
„ 2nd 17 15 „ 23 10

„ 3rd 11 5 „ 14
Canada 8pruc«. 1st 11 5 „ 16

'2nd and 3rd 9 5 0,, 11

New Brmmwick 8 15 „ HIS
Riga 8 5 0,. 95
St. Petersburg 8 5 0,, 17
Swedish 7 10 „ 20 10
Finland 9 0,, 95
White Sea 10 10 « „ 20 10
Battens, all soita 6 0,, 13

£22
17 10
6 S
9
5
8 15
7

6 10

S 10
7 S
S
S

18

3
5 15
6
6

by liin.
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Flooring Boards, per aqiiare of lin. :

—

lat prepared £0 14
2nd ditto 12
Other qualities 4

Staves, per standard M ;

—

U.S., pipe £.17 10
Merael, cr. pipe 220

Memel. brack 190

"WOOD.
BulLDis'o "Wood.

Deals: Sin. by llin. and 4in. by
Oin. and llin

Deals: 3by9
Batten.*? : 2"iin. by Tin. and 8in.,

and Sin. by Tin. and 8in
Battens : 2J by ti and 3 by 6

£1
16
14

£4S

200

At per standard.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

13 10 to li5

13 „ 14

Deals: seconds
Battens : seconds

2in. by 4in. and 2in. by 6in, ..

2iD, by 4Jin. and 2in. by oin.

Foreign Sawn Boards

—

lin. and l^in, by Tin

II

10

1

10
(1

8 10

iin.

„ 12
less than

Tin. & Sin.

less than best
„

to 10
„ 9 10

more than
battens.

10
At per load of 50ft.

to S
4 10
3 1.5

3 10
3
4 15

Fir timber : best middling Danzig
or Memel 4 10

Seconds 4
Small timber (Sin. to loin.) 3 12 6
Small timber ;6in. to Sin.) 3
Swedish balks 2 10

Pitch-pine timber ^30ft. average) 4

Joiners' Wood.

White Sea : first yellow deals, At per standard.
3in. byllin 24 to 25
3in. by 9in 22 „ 23
Battens, 2}in. and Sin. by Tin. 16 10 „ 18

Second yellow deals, Sin. by lin... 18 10 „ 20

„ „ Sin by 9in.-.. IT ID „ 19
Battens, 2iin. and Sin. by Tin. 13 10 „ 14 10

Third vellow deals, 3in. by llin.

and9in 13 10
Battens, 2.}in. and .'iin. by Tin. 110

Petersburg tirst yellow deals,
Sin. bv llin 21
Do. 3in. by9in 18
Battens 13 10

8econdvellowdeals,3in. byllin. 16
Do. 3in. by9in 14 10
Battens 11

Third yellow deals, sin. by llin. 13
Do. Sin. by9in 12 10
Battens 10

White Sea and Petersburg

—

15
12

•22 10
19 10
15
17

16
12 10
14
14
11

First white deals. Sin. bv llin. 14 10

„ Sin. by 9in. 13 10
Battens 11

Second white deals, .'iin. bv llin. 13 10

„ „ sin. by 9in. 12 10
battens 10

Pitch pine : deals 18
Under 2in. thick extra 10

14 10
12
14 10
13 10
11
21
1

Yell-^w Pine—Fii-st, regular sizes £44
Oddments .32

Seconds, regular sizes 33
Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube.. 3

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs

—

Large, per ft. cube 3
Small 2 6

Wainscot Oak Lo^s, per ft. cube.. 5 6
Dry Wainscot Oatk, per ft. sup.,

as inch 8i
^in. do. do T

D17 Mahogany — Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch ... 9

Selected, Figury, per ft. super,
as inch 16

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch 10
Teak, per load 17
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube 4

Prepared Flooring, &c.

—

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
shot £0 13

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 14

liin. by Tin. vellow, planed and
matched ..'. 16

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
shot 12

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 12 6

liin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 15

Jin. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded orV-jointed boards ... 11

lin. bv Tin. „ „ ... 14

jin. by Tin. white 10

lin. by Tin. ,, „ ... 12 6

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per square less than Tin.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto

Red Corsehill. ditto

Closeburn Red Freestone, ditto

Ancaster. ditto , ...

Oreenshill, ditto „ ...

Chilmark, ditto ^in truck at Nine Elms). „ ...

Beer, ditto , ...

Hard York, ditto

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup.

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs saWn two sides,

random sizes ,, ...

• All F.O.R. London.

9}
8

Per square.
6 to £D 17

18

1

14

15

16

IS
18
U

U 15

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £0 1

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot , ... :

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot 1

Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station 1

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... „ ... 1

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—

Brown
Whit Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0

Delivered on road waggons \

"WTiite.

Base Bed.

1 5J ... £0 1 TJ

at Paddington Depot
Ditto Nine Elms Depot..
Ditto Pimlico Wharf

I

i"
2 1 2 2J

ns

delivered,

at railway station.

BBICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 8 per 1,000 alongside, in river.

Rough Stocks and
Grizzles 16 „ „ „

Picked Stocks for

Facings 2 10
Flettons 18
Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 IS
Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 13

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Do. BuUnose 4

Best Sti turbridge

Fire Bricks 3 14
Glazed Bricks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11
Quoins, BuUnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays. Cha m-
fered. Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Stretchers,

and Header 12
Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers.. 15
Double Headers ...14
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, Cha m-
fered. Squints ... 14

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2

s. d.

Thames and Pit Sand T per yard, delivered.
Thames Ballast 5 6 „ „
Best I'ortland Cement 2T per ton „
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 „ „

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27s. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ 8. d.

Blue Portmadoc 20 x 10. . .12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.

... 16x 8 .. 6 12 6 „ „ „
Blue Bangor ... 20x10. .13 2 6 „ „ „

,
20x1-2.. .13 IT 6 „ „ „

Firstquality 20x10. ..13

„ „ ... 20x12 ..13 15 -

,, ,, ... 16x 8... 7 b

Eureka unfading
green '20x10. ..15 IT

„ „ ... 20x12. ..18 T

„ ...18x10. .13 5

„ ... 16x 8 ..10 5

Permanent green "20x10. ..11 12

„ „ ... 18x10... 9 12

16x 8.. 6 12

less than best.

„ „ „
„ „ „

6per 1000 of 1'200 at r.ster.

6

„ „ „

TILES.

2 H
2 .1

2 2
1 lOi
1 10

1 10
1

1

2

Plain red roofing tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Brn.seley tiles

Ornani.'ntal tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Riiabm red, brown, or brin-
dled do. Elwards)

Oroamentiil do
Hip tdes
Vallev tiles

Red or Mottled Staffordshire
Jo. I'.-ake's)

OinamentJil do
Hip tiles

Valley tiles
'* Rosemary " brand plain

tiles

Ornamental tiles

Hip tiles

Valley tiles
" Hartshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced
Presseil

Ornamental do
Hip tiles

Vallev tiles

a.

per 1000 at rly. station
T per di>z. „ „
per 1000 „ „

6 ,, ,, „
per doz. „ „

6 per 1000 „ „
,, „ „

per Qoz. „ „

9 per 1000 „
6 „
1 per doz, at rly. station
8

per lODO ,, „
„ „ „

per doz. ,, „
8 „ „ „
a.
per 1000 at rly. station

6 „ „ „

per doz.
6

62
,

6 ,

13
s
SI

,

to £33
„ 32

„ 28

„ 40 10

„ 26

» 46

„ 41 10

„ 42

„ 36

„ 19

„ 35
£)to

Per gallon

.

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £32 10

Do., brown SI

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 26 5

Olive, Spanish 40
Seal, pale „ ... '25

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 45 10

Do., Ceylon „ ... 41

Do., Mauritius ,, ... 41

Palm, Lagos „ ... 35 10

Oleine „ ... IT 5
Sperm ... 34
Lubricating U.S. per gal. £1 7

Petroleum, refined , ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Do., Archangel , ... 19

linseed Oil per gal. 2
Baltic Oil „ ... 2
Turpentine , ... 4

Putty percwt. 7

VARNISHES, &o.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Supertine nard-<liying Oak, forseataof churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage ; 12

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Diu-able Copal 18
Extra Pale Fiench Oil 1 1

Eggshell Flatting Varnish 18

White Copal Enamel 1 4

Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10

Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10

French and Brush PoUsh 10

QLASS.
English Sheet Glass : 15nz. 21oz.

Fourths 13d. ... 2H.
Thirds 23d. ... SJd.

Fluted Sheet SJd. ... 4Jd.
Hartley's English Rolled Plate : Jin.

5

8 K

6;
6 O

2Jd.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass :

26oz. 32oz. Net.
Sid. ... 4id. „
4d. ... 6d.

4Jd. ... 5id. „
3 ifiin. |in.

... 2id. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.
4d. ... Did.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established 1S.'5S.)

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KING "WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Megiitered Trade Mark,

POLOIMASPHIILTE
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

ACID-RESISTING ASPH.A.LTE.
WHITE SILICA PA\'TNG.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Telephone No. 6319 Avenue.

I. H. LASCELLES & Co., Ltd.

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TELEPHONE No. 1365.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINGS.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
APPLY TO-

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunhiU Roiw, LONDON, E.C

TENDERS.
Aii'LEV.— For new machinery at the waterworks, for

the urban district council ;
—

Brittiin and Co., Cbeiterton ... £4S0
(.\ccepted.)

BiDEFoRD.—For laying on the council's water supply to

the fields used for the Devon County show, for the urban

district council ;
—

Meredith, J., Bideford{ac5epted)... ,S110

{Coy.tiituei on Page XVI.)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Pontypiidd-Y M.C.A. Bnildinir 'Assessor) £2S. £10, £5 r;. W, Rankin. ISronheiilnif. Chuvch-nlace. Penartli. Glam July 1

TV,t,l^r 5^"!?°' £5 &n''"!l -x- iv ;; '""f" H. A. Huxtablc, Town Clfik, Municipal Olfices, Weymouth 30Lf^ndon, S.W.-Oonnfy Hall iR. Norman Shaw, R.A., and

TrT« ^j ^'1"' l-'-B-IB.A.. Asspssorsl £810 to each competitor in flnal The Architect. L.C.C. runnty Hall. Spring Gardens, S.W Aug. 27HadtieldGlossor--Elementary School a.m.tod) .T. Walkden, Howard Chamhcrs. Glos4p..^ No^temnchester-rnstitiihonal Chiiroh Slanchester Archts. only) T. S. (iibson. K.H T.H.A.. .i. <ild Bond-street. Tendon, W do.
T ttoxeter-I,c„,,i,lcll,Ti^^ ^miH.t el,l £20 F. S. Hawthorn. Hcrk. Coimcil Offices. Tttoxetcr do.
Bethnal Green. N.t.-Municipal (llhces (Assessor) £100, £50 E. Kinch. A.M.I.i'K.. Boro' En?., Town Hall, Bethnal (Jreen, X.E. do.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
I.ancaster—Villa for Private Patients at Lunatic Asvlum Visitin? Committee H. Aspinall, Architect, Prudential Buildinirs, Dale-street, Liverpool May 4
5IileEnd, Colchester-Additions to Tubswick Farmhouse F.state Committee Herbert Goodyear, Borough Eni?ineer, Town Hall, Colchester 4
St. Ives-Repairs to Eleven Cottages at Halestown Mrs. Jemima .Tenkyn Vivian Thomas, Solicitor, Penzance ... . „ 4
Tviveton Park—New School West Ridins Education Committee... J. Vickers-Edwards, County Architect, Countv Hall, WakeHeld „ +
SvKehouse-Xew School West Riding Education Committee.'.. J. Vickers-Kdwards, Countv Architect. Countv Hall, Wakefield „ 4
Kawmarsh-Improvements at Ashwood-road School West Ridmg Education Committee... J. Vickcra-Edwarda. County Architect, County Hall, WakeHeld 4
Dartmouth-Repairs to Rose Bank Cottage Town Council T. W. .Tovce, llonni'.-li Surveyor, Vict<.ria Chambera, Dartmouth ... „ 4
Daitraouth- Shelter. Manor Gardens Town Council T. W. Jovce. Horouijh Surveyor, Victoria Chambers, Dartmouth 4
3Iilford Haven -Three Houses Captain J. Kilhv A. S. Chiing. Architect, 14, Waterloo-road, Milford Haven 4
Craificefnparc-^fstry Independent Chapel Committee J. Conk Reea. Architect, Neath 4
Askwith—New School West Riding Education Committee... J. Vickers-Edwards, Cou nty Architect, County Hall, WakeHeld 4
Anston-Xew School .. West Riding Education Committee... J. Vickers-Kdwards. County Architect. County Hall, Wakefield 4
1 aythorne-Xew School West Riding Education Committee .. J. Vickei-a-Edwards. Countv Architect, County Hall, WakeHeld „ 4
Leigh. Lanes- Receiving Wards at Workhouse Guardians J. C. Prestwich, Architect, Bradshaw OHte, l^igh. Lanes 4
Pentre—Shop and Premises _ Tohn Edwards .... J. Rees, .\rchitect, Pentre 5
Merthyr% ale- Chapel .'. Methodist Connection William Dowdeswell, Architect, Tieharris 6
Dubhn—E.^tfnsiun of General Offices, Amiens-street Great Northern (Ireland) Ry. Co W. H. Mills, Engineer-in-Chief, Amiens-street, Dublin „ 6
Portadown-Extensinn of Post-Oflice Booms Great Northern Ireland) Ry. Co W. H. Mills. Engineer-in-Chief. Amien.-street, Dublin „ 6
Mountain Afh-Cookery School • Education Committee W. H, Williams, Architect. Town Hall, Mountain Ash 6
.\berchirder. Elgin-House and Shop John Auchanachie R. B. Pratt, .\rchitect. Bank Buildings. Elsrin ,. 6
Bamsley—Three Warehouses. Peel-street P. A. Hinchclitte. ,\.R.I.B.A., 14, Regent-street, Bamslev 8
St. Nicholas. Cardiff-Cottage C. H. Kempthorne. Architect, Albert'cham hers, Cardiff '. „ 6
Dundee— Branch Library at Strathmartine-road Town Council '. James Thomson, citv Architect, 91, Commercial-street, Dundee „ 6
Leeds- Twelve Back-to-hack Houses in Harehills-lane T. H. Axe Thomas Winn and Sons, Architects, 84, Albion-street, Leeds „ 6
Hgin-House and Shop John Auchanchie R. B. Pratt, .Vrchitect, Town and Countv Bank Buildings, Elgin ... „ 6
Withiel—Alterations to .School Cornwall Education Committee B. C. Andrew, Architect, Biddicks-court, St. Austell, CornwaU 7
Crange-over-Sands—Addition.s. &c., to Hartlands S. Hart Jackson John Stalker. M.S. A., Architect. Kendal, 7
Macclesfield- Store and Fitters' Shop at Gasworks Gas Committee J. Newbigging, Engineer, Town Hall. Macclesfield , 7
Luckett—Improvements at School Cornwall Education Committee B. C. Andrew. .ViTliitect, Biddicks-court, St. Austell _ 7
Hahfax—Cafe and Three Shops W. Clement Williams. .Architect, 29, Southgate, Halifax 7
Exeter—House en Streatham Hall Estate Samuel Ward E. H. Haihottle and Son, Architects, County Chambers, Exeter „ 8
Pluscaiden- Restoration Works after fire at StoneyHeld John Wittet, Architect, Elgin „ 8
Cranlirook— Chimney Shaft and Repairs at Workhouse Guardians 0. Pavne. Surveyor, Cranbrook „ 8
Upper Manl.een. Elgin- Cottage John Wittet, Architect, Elgin 8
Lyminge—Weighbridge at Workhouse Elham Tnion Guardians R. Lonergan, Clerk, 11. Cheriton-place, Folkestone „ 9
<"o!eraine—Courthouse Londonderry County Council The ('ountv Surveyo r's Office, Countv Court House, LondoDderry ... „ 9
Little Brouffhton—Loose Boxes at Hill Farm Herbert J.'Watson, Cocke rmouth Castle, Cockermouth „ 9
Keighley—Workshop in Goulbourne-street The Secretarv, Ironworks Society, Keighley „ 9
Troedyrluw-Three Houses J. Llewell>-n" Smith, M.S..4., Aberdare „ 10
Foulsham—Enlargement of School Norfolk Education Committee Morgan A; Buckingham, .Architects, 1, Upper King-street, Norwich ,, 10
Blacklimn— New Department to Council School Education Committee Cheers and Smith. 24, Richmond-terrace, Blackburn 11
Manchester— Baths and Washhouses. Victoria-street Corporation The City Architect, Town Hall. Manchester „ 13
Avonmouth-Engineand Boiler House, Royal Edward Dock .. Bristol Docks Committee W. W. Squire. Engineer, Cumberland Basin. Bristol „ 13
Wolveihamrton—Extension to Electric-Lighting Station Electricity Committee G. Green, Borough Engin eer. Town Hall, Wolverhampton 13
Bodmin— Residence, Priory-avenue A. C. Pomery William J. Jenkins, Architect, Bodmin „ 13
Haworth— Police-Station West Riding Standing Committee ... J. Vickers-Kdwards, County Architect, County Hall, Wakefield 13
Harden— Police-station West Riding Standing Committee ... J. Vickers-Edwards. County -Architect. County Hall, Wakefield „ 13
Footscray- School (300 places) Kent Education Committee The County Architect, 8H, West-street, Maidstone „ W
East Preston—Alterations to Workhouse .- Guardians Harold M. Potter. Architect, 41, Warwick-street, Worthing „ 13
Knaresborouffh-Additions to Court-House West Riding Standing Committee ... J. Vickers- Edwards, County Architect, County Hall, Wakefield 13

Highfield— School Durham County Council Liddle &: Browne. Prudential Buildings, Mosley-st., Newcastle-on-T. ,, 14
Bangor. Ireland—Organ Chamber at First Presbyterian Church Young and Mackenzie, Alclits.. Scottish Piov. Buildings. Belfast 14

Birtley— School Durham (iounty Council J. W. Rounthwaite, 13, Musley-street, XewcasUe-on-Tyue 14

Yardley- School, Chmch-road Worcestershire Education Committee Arthur Harrison. Architect. 119. Colmon?-row, Birmingham „ 14

Weymouth— Bakery and Stabling Comick Bros S. .Jackson. M.S. A., Bridge Chambers, Weymouth , 14

Llandoven-— Residence J. F. de Rees Arthur S. Williams. Architect. Llandilo, Wales „ 14
Cranbrook—.\lterations at Police-Station Standing Joint Committee The County .-Vrchitect, Hii, W cek-street, Maidstone 14

Devonport—Converting Quarters for Nursing Sisters War Department £an"y Measures, F.K.I. b.A., War office, S.W , 15
Chilsworthy—Enlargement of Wesleyan Chapel A. Gilbert, \'oganott, Holsworthv 16
Raphne— Parochial 'House ;..'. E. J. Tove, Architect, 20, Great James-street, Ix>ndonderry 17

Hamilton- Batferv House Lanark County Council W. L. Douglas, C.E.. District Engineer, District Olfices, Hamilton „ 22
Tooting—Hall at Church-lane Home Guardians C. A. Sharp, .\.R.LB.A., 11, Old liueen-street, S.W 23

I loagh— Presbyterian Church Committee D. W. R. Taggart, .\rchitect, 2. Wellington -place, Belfast 24

Eiddulph Moor— Council Schools Staffordshire Education Committee... Graham Baltour, Director of E<Iucation, County ofiices. Stafford 25
Wokingham—Cookerv Centre Berkshire Education Committee The Secretary, Education Conimitte-'. The Forbury, Heading 31

Abingdon— Manual Instruction and Cookery Centre Berkshire Education Committee The Secretary, Education Coinmittte, The Forbury, Keailin; 31

Ipswiih—Additions and Alterations to Hospital Committee H. I'ercv .\dams, F R.I.H..\.. '.», W obuin-place, W.C 31

Ba^worth- Six Cottases Desford Coal Co The Secretary, Desford Colliery, Bagworth, Leicester Nodate
Hull -Alterations to Premises, Neptune-street British Marble and Slate Syndicate... Melville Lenhmn, .Vrchitect, 21, Bond-atreet, Savile-atreet, Hull ... do.

Denbigh— Grand Stand :3,C00 to 4.0 places) The Hon. Seiretary. Finance Committee, Denbigh do.

Peasedown St. John—Hundred Workmen's Cottages Dunkerton Collieries The liunkerton Ciillieries, Peaaedown St. John, near Bath do.

Levenshulme-St. Mark's Church, Barlow-road Charles T. Taylor, A.R.LB.A.. It'. Clegg-street, Oldham do.

Bradford- Malt Kiln and .Vlterations at Brewery Waller and Son Joseph D. Wood. .Vrchitect, 3, Newhall-stteet, Birmingham do.

ChestertieM- New Nurses' Home W. Cecil Jackson. M.S.A., 29, KnifeMuith liate. Chesttrlleld do.

Hexham— Restoration, \c., of Slaley Church ._. .V. B. I'lummer, F.R.I.B.A., Diocesan .Vrchitect, Newcastle-on-Tyne do.

ELECTBICAL PLANT.
Pembroke. Ireland—Plant Urban District Council J. C. Manley, Clerk. T.>wn Hall. Bafi's Bridue. Pembroke, Ireland May 4

Eccles-Cutting Trenches and Laying Cables Electricitv Committee H. W. Angus. Electrial Ensinetr. Cawdor--ireet, Patricroft H

.\ntwerp—Electric Lift Municipal Authorities M. le Bourgmestre de la Ville, Hotel de \ ille. Antwerp 6

East Ham—Wu-ing and Fittings for Carnegie Librarv Town Council W. C. Ullmann, M.I. M.E.. Xel»on-str.xt, East Ham 7

London— Electric Fan ? .". Islington Lighting Committee The Borough Elec Eng., .V), Eden-grove, llolloway, N , »

Huddeisfield—Locomotive Crane, Grab, and Traverser Corporation ; The Borouuh Engineer, 1, Pecl-.-tre..!, lludderaHeld „ 8
Stretford-l'Iant Urban District Council T. L. Millci. M.l.C.E ., 19, Bra/ennose-street. Manchester „ 10

<iravesend- Plant Electricitv Committee C. F. Mclnnes. A.M.I.E.E., Borough Elec. Enir.. (iravesend 10

St. Pancras. N.W.—Arc Lamp Carbons (One Year) Borough Council The Electricitv Dep,»rtmen! ottlces. Pratt-sl .. l aniden Town. N.W. „ 13

Bristol— Arc Lamps '. Electrical Committee H. Faraday Proitor. City Elec. Eng., Templeback, Bristol „ 20

Callan, Ireland— Electric Lighting Plant Town Commissioners Michael Kerwick. Town Cler<, Callan June 3

London, S.W.—Plant County Council The Clerk, County Hall, Spring ijardens, S.W U

ENGINEERING.
Londonderrv—Water Supplv No. 1 Rural District Council M. -V. Robinson, C.E., P.ichmond- street. Londonderry SUy 1

Kixkcaldv-Feed Pump ....'. Corporation O. F. Francis. Buriih Klectncal fjiginwr. Swansea 4

Glasi-ow-Footlrid-e over Railway at Bellfield-street Corporation A. W. .Myles, Town Clerk, City chambers, l.lasgow 4

Todmorden-iias-Ln-ines ... . J. A. Heap. Botoueh Engineer, Town Hall, loamordcn , «

Portsmouth—Ventilating Council Chamber .-. Town Council C. W. Bevis, F.R.I.B.A., Klm-grove Chmbrs., Eun-grove. Southaea „ 6

Newlvn—Harbour Improvements Fier and Harbour Commisaionen H. H. Pezzack, Clerk, PubUc Buldings, I'cn/juice ... „ B

Portsmouth—Boiler Education Committee The Principal, re<-hnical Institute, Aruode l-street, PorKmontb 7

Petersfield—Waterworks KuralDistrict Oundl Harry W. faylor, Eng.. St. Nicholas Chaml>er». Newci»Ue-on-fyne „ 8
Valletta, Malta— Boiler and Engine The Keceiver-General and Director of Contracts. Valletta 10

Mallow—Waterworks Buial District Council W. H. Hill and Sons, South Mall, Cork 10

Wareham—Tunnel (200 yulds long) The Dorset Cement Co.,WarehBin , U
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ENGINEERlNG-conimuftf.
Hampton— Rpfu'e Dpstiuctur. Hanworth-road I'rban District Council Sidney H. Chambers. Surveyor, Pubiic Offices, Hampton, Middlesex May 14
Llandilo-Taljbf-nt—Wat'>rworks Swansea Rural District Council T. Trevor 'WiUiaras. Engineer, Kirkcaldy 15
rarrigDarar— Siphon and Fountains Cork Rural District Council John Cotter, Clerk. Board-room, Workhouse, Cork „ is
India Otfice. 8.W.— Suction Dredfjer Secretary of State for India The Director-General of Stores. India Office, Whitehall. S.W. „ 21
Rosehearty— Extf nsion of Harbour Harbour Commissioners James Barron, M.I.C.E., Central Chambers, Union-street, Aberdeen ., 21
Dunedjn, New Zealand— Gas Plant Corporation Thos. Cole. A.M.I.C.E., 11, Victoria-street. Westminster June 19
Arthur's Pass. New Zpaland—Tunnel (5 miles) New Zealand Midland Railway The High Commissioner, 13, Victoria-st., Westminster, S.W July 1
Buinley— Widenine Watt-street Bridge Rural District Council S. Edmonson, Surveyor, 18. Xicholas-btreet, Burnley Nodate
London, S.W.- nil Tank Waggon London Fire Brigade The Clerk. County Hall, Spring-gardens, S.W do.

FENCING AND WALLS.
Littleborough, lanes—River-Wall at Sewage Works Urban District Council George H. Wild, Clerk and Surveyor, Littleborough, Lanes May 4
Salisbury— Boundary Walls at Deyizes-road Cemetery Geo. F. Henbest, Clerk to the Burial Board, .53, Canal, Salisbury ... Nodate

FURNITUKE AND FITTINGS.
Wigan— Furniture and Librarv Fittings Girls' HiifhSeh'tol John W. Home, Secretary, Education Offices, Wigan May 4
Leyton— Leytonstone Branch Library Urban District Council William Jacques, A.R.I.B.A.. 2, Fen-court, Fenchurch-street, E.G. ,. 7
Lincoln— School Furniture Lindsey Education Committee The Secretary, 286, High-street, Lincoln Ko date

PAINTING.
Wejmouth—Eagga^'e Warehouse at Pier Town Council The Borough Surveyor, Clarence Buildings, Melcombe Regis May 4
Portsmouth-Council Chamber, Town Hall C. W. Bevis, F.R.I.B.A., Elm-grove Chambers, Elm-groTe, Southsea „ '

,6
Todmorden—Sourhall Joint Smallpox Hospital The Borough Surveyor's Office, Todmorden ^^ 'tj

Chertsey— Infirmary at Workhouse Guardians H. E. Paine, Clerk. SO; Guildford-street, Chertsey ,, tj

Saltash—Royal Albert Bridge ^ Great Western Railway Co G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, W.
^ 7

Workington" -Central Stores, Jane-street Industrial and Provident Society W. G. S-ott and Co., Architects, Park-lane. Workington „ 7
Bury—Municipal Offices, Bank-alreet Corporation A. W. Bradley, A.M.I. C.E., Boro. Eng., Bank-street, Bury, Lancg „ 8
Buinley— Union <iffices Guardians J. 6. Horn, Clerk, Union Offices, Burnley

^, 9
Nottingham- Public Lamps Lighting Committee Arthur Brown, M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Guildhall, Nottingham ... ., i>

Pershore—Workhouse Intirmary Guardian** A. E. Baker, Clerk, Union Offices, Workhouse, Pershore „ 10
Wakefield— Infectious Diseases" Hospital Corporation The Town Clerk's Office, Town Hall, Waketield

^ H
York—Various Schools Education Committee The Secretary, Etlucation Offices, Clitford-street. York ,, I.3
Bury St. Edmunds— Schools West Sulfolk Education Committee .. A. A. Hunt, Building Inspector, 5, Crown-street, Bury St. Edmunds ,. 21
Chapel-le-Frith— Decorating Wesleyan Chapel J. Fuzzard, Hayfield-road, Chapel-en-le-Frith No date

KOADS AND STREETS.
Boltcn-cn-Dearne—In:provements on Main Road Urban District Council J. L. Hawksworth, Clerk, Station-road, Boulton-on-Deame, Yorks Mav
Sutton Bridge—Road Material Urban District Council Leopold C. Harvey, Clerk, Holbeach '

Sbildon, Durham— Road Works Urban District Council J. T. Proud. Clerk, Council Offices, Shildon, Durham
]l

Manchester— Asphalt Paving Corporation The Surveyor. Town Hall, West Didsbury ][[[[[

"

Dartmouth—WideniDg Main Roads at Week Hill Town Council T. W. Joyce, Borough Surveyor, Victoria Chambers, Dartmouth. 7. ','.

Darton—Asphalting at Barugh School West Riding Education Committee... J. Vickers-Edwards. County Architect, (Jo unty Hall, Wakefield
Jarrow— Various Streets Urban Sanitary Authority J. Petree, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Jarrow
Cleethorpes— Road Works Urban District Council Egbert Rushton, C.E., Engineer, Council House, Cleethorpes, Lines
New Barnet- Road Works Urban District Council H. \ork, A.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Station-road, New Bamet
Broughton-Road Stones Hawarden Rural District Council Wm. Newton, District Surveyor, Drury, Buckley, Chester ..........'.

Stockport— Street Works Highways Committee J. Atkinson, A.M.I.CE., Borough Surveyor, Stockport
[

Hampstead, W.— Paving Finchley-road Borough Council O. E. Winter, A.M.I.C E.. Town Hail, Hampstead, N.W
Croydon- Road Tarring Rural District Council Ernest John Gowen, Clerk, Town Hall, Croydon
Leeds— Street Works Highways Committee The City Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings, Leeds '...'....'.

Highleadon and Hartpury— Road Henry J. Weaver, Civil Engineer, Northgate Mansions, Gloucester
Harpenden— Keibing Hertfordshire County Council Urban A. Smith, County Surveyor, Hatfield
Rawtenstall—Improvement Works Corporation J. Johnson, Borough Surveyor, Muni'ipal Offices, RawtenstaU

7

8
9
9
9
9
11
13
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T0NK8, Li
General, Art, Electrical, and

Ecclesiastical Metal Workers.

TRADE

ly

MARK.Teleokams :-" BRASS, BIRIIIXGHASI."

Works and Showrooms MOSELEY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
Shou^rooms— 12, Farringdon Avenue, London, E.C., Cape Tov/n, and Sydney.

THE

"AUTO"
(TONKS* PATENT).

FOR ALL PUBLIC

BUILDINGS.

Projection of Work-'

ing Parts Reduced
to a Minimum.

The Boi containing Action can

easily be fitted to the Stile.

The Shoots are automatically locked ,'

j

in their released position, thus pre- I

|

venting any ch.ance of the doors being % l-

jammed half-way open.

C^ £3 ^

«L

AUTOMATIC
RELEASING

PANIC
BOLT\

CANNOT BE

OPENED FROM
OUTSIDE.

Certain Exit.

MFftSURFMg'MTS RPQU'^'^n

One Bolt and Two Cross Aims.
(as Illiistiatiiin).

T3629. Per Set.

Iron 30-
Brass, wiih Gunmetal

Working Paits 52-
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THE annual report of the R.I.I!. A. Council,

whiiji was submitted to and adopted at

the tieueral Meeting on Monday last, is

mainly imlicative of the want of cohesion

which exists in the governing body. We
were almost taying governing "bodies," for

included therein are separate rejjorts from
€ach of the standing committees, and in more
than one instance the same matter is thus

dealt with twice. Were the organisation

«uch as it should be, the Council would bo

able to make its own report and to include

therein the recommendations of the com-
mittees, without needing that special reports

from them should also bo submitted to the

general body of the members. For some
time past we have contended that these

committees should not have a separate

and independent existence, but should be
appointed by the Council, principally, if not

.eutu'ely, from amongst its own members.
This is a change which it would be easy to

make at the present time, when the charter

and by-laws are under x'evision, and the

jnatter is Um important to the well-being of

the Institute to be allowed to remain without
serious consideration. An augmentation of

the number of members of the Council would,

of course, be necessary, but the addeil facility

of dealing with the business would be great,

as committee reports would be issued in full

detail to thi- members of Council before they

met, and could be moved officially by the
chairman of the committee, seriated and dis-

cussed just in the same way as are committee

examination after passing the intermediate.

-V certain proportion of wastage must
naturally be expected, young men often

finding that some other calling is preferable

to them than that which they first select.

This, however, generally occurs while they

are in the class of "probationers." Once a

young man has taken his intermediate exam.,

he is almost sure to become a practising

architect, whether he eventually passes the

final or not. anil in this way a large number
of half-framed men are allowed to enter the

profession, the great majority of whom are

(^uite capable oi becoming fully trained. In

each Annual Report the Council regrets that

students are content with a semi-qualitii-ation,

and yet as systematically they reject the only

means of correction—that of insistence upon
passing the fiuE.l test before practice is

permitted.

Many architects will be glad to hear that

the Institute Council has protested against

the appointment of the official architect at

the Ijondon County Council in the dtial

capacity of assessor in the competition for the

new County Hall and joint architect to the

building. There is. however, some reason on

this occasion for an unusual course being

taken. Mr. Riley's appointment as one of

the assessors is justified by his intimate

acquaintance with the requirements of the

Council, and as a guarantee to competitors

that the plans will be judged with regard to

the way in which they fulfil these. His
appointment as joint architect also has its

justification, and is in some respects of advan-
tage to the younger men. In throwing a

bxulding like this open to the competition of all

architects throughout the world, the County
I'auncil might very well have thought that

if they bound themselves to carry out the

selected design and to employ its author as

their sole professional adviser in the matter,

they would have been making a leap in the

dark. The successful man might be a

foreigner unacquainted with English methods

scandal that in many of the districts appoint-

ments should not have been made to till up
the vacancies as they have oi-curred of late.

To have asked that there should be no
further delay would have been a wise and
possibly a sufficient stop at the ])resent

moment, for while there is something to be
said in favour of appointment of an architect

of standing, there is also a good deal to bo
jiut in thi' balance on the other side. If

gentlemen who have another large bu.siness

to attend to are appointed, it stands to reason

that they cannot give a sufficient anioimt of

their time to the jierformanco of the onerous
duties of a publi<' appointment such as this.

Nothing less than a man's whole time is

recjuired in the larger and more busy dis-

tricts, and if non-appointment to vacancies

is a scandal on the one side, so is the non-
fultilment of duties an equal scandal upon
the other, or even their fulfilment by proxy
when the priiu ipal is himself too busy to do
his work properly.

It is to be noticed that a slight amount of

friction appears to have arisi'u between the

R.I.B..V. examiners and the Hoard of -Vrchi-

tectural Education with regard to the nature

of the examination papers. Surely it is going

somewhat far for this Board to interfere

The R.I.B.A. exams are now well established,

and the examiners have learnt their business

by many years of experience such as the

Board of Education cannot yet possess. To
use a colloquialism, it rather looks as if the

wrong part of the dog is attempting to do the

wagging—the amateurs and dilettantes trj'-

ing to teach those who understand fully what
they are about.

There is one other point to which we should

like to call attention hero. It is noticeable

that the accounts are signed by the hon.

auditors, and are merely stated to have been
pnpii)-.'! by the chartered accountants, who
have been employed to look into them as

exports. This may be an exact statement

of the case ; yet, upon the face of it, it looks

i-eports at municipal council meetings. If with them and with the regulations which it

of construction, and even out of sympathy as if the amateurs ought not to take the re-

this were done there would be no necessity

for the appointment by the Council of special
i

mine <r committi I'S to the large extent which
now seems customary. The regular com-
mittees could deal with almost everything

;

and, in fact, the routine would be to I'efer every
matter, except such as concerned general
policy or was of immediate urgency, to a
committee's consideration. It would thus
follow that Council meetings might be held
in jiublic. to, we think, the great gain of the
m.embers generally, and the avoidance of

much present friction. It is evident that
each of the standing committees now works
independently, so that the Institute is

governed by several bodies, an i not by
one ; and it is wonderful that matters are not
in greater confusion than is the case, rather
than that things are not dealt with in quite
sc business-like a way as many would desire.

The fault does not lie with the members of

CormcU mdividually or collectively, but with
the system.
Taking the report as it stands, it is

giatifying to notice that there is a large
sui-plus of revenue over expenditure this

year, amounting to as much as £1.43.5, and
that it has consequently been possible to
increase the amount of invested capital.

This is doubtless the right policy to pursue,
with a view to eventually erecting a per-
manent home : but at the same time, when
the surplus is so large, it is perhaps reason-
able to ask that a certain proportion of it

would be necssary to insist should be com
pUed with; or he might be a mere boy just

out of his articles, utterly inexperienced and
quite incapable of satisfactorily carrying out

so important a work. To name the joint

architect in advance is much sounder policy,

we would suggest, than to run the risk of

having to appoint him afterwards, and none
better could be selected as adviser upon tech-

nical points than the official who already has

the confidence of the L.C.t'.

Architects will also be grat<_^ful to the

Council for taking counsel's opinion as to the

operation of the new Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act, which is to come into force on
July 1 next, so far as it affects the relation-

ship between architects and their various

employees, such as their assistants, pupils,

and clerks of works : while it is indicative of

a wide appreciation of the possible bearing

of this Act that they are also asking how it

affects the position of architects as themselves

workmen employed by building owners. It

is to be hoped that those have been consulted

who have at least more than a pas-sing

acquaintance with building matters, so t'uat

the opinion may be looked upon as a reliable

statement of the law. At any rate, some
guidance is necessary in this matter, which
is of the greatest importance to everyone

who employs help in the office, just as much
as in the house or shop. Early publication

of the opinion will greatly enhance its value,

so that it mav enable overv architect to con-
shoidd be expended for the advancement of

i

sider his own personal position in this matter,
architecture by, for instance, increasing the

j
and. if necessary, to insure against his

value of the students' prizes, or instituting a liabilities before the Act comes into force,

good architectural scholarship tenable at the There may not, perhaps, be quite the same
A.A., or one of the numerous architectural

j

unanimity of opinion as to the wisdom, of

colleges which are now coming into existence, approaching the Building Act t.'ommittee of
It is evident, too, that some inducement is the L.C.C. with a view to the future appoint-
needed to bring the younger men to recognise ment of practising architects to the position
the importance of proceeding to the final of district surveyors. It is undoubtedly a

sponsibility for accuracy of figures which

they themselves have not properly gone into

in every detail : but that such responsibility

should devolve upon the professional account-

ants, whose signatures should be appended to

the accounts. It is they who have actually

prepared the statement, and it is they who
should vouch for it? correctness.

THE ACADEMY PICIUKES.—II.

THIS year's is what is called a " good
Academy," and it consequently follows

that, although we noticed last week tho.se

pictures which appealed to us as prominently
the best, there still remain a Largo number
which are worthy of at least passing notice.

These we intend to deal with now in cata-

logue sequence. There are, perhaps, hardly

so many portraits as usual, which is advant-
ageous from the sightseer's point of view,

for such ha-e little interest except to the

persons who are intimately concerned. In
course of time the case will be different, for

their anti^iuarian value will bo high, as

showing the costumes, and to a certain

extent the customs, of the time when they

were painted. The first of these to attract

attention is No. 1, "The Hon. Mrs. Lionel

Walrond," by Sir Luke Tildes, E..V. .She is

shown in evening dress with a considerable

display of flowers and pearls, though the

artist has evidently been compelled to give

way to the sitter by permitting her to place

her hanil in an awkward position in order to

display the rings upon her fingers. The sea

pictures, as already mentioned last week, are

this year particularly good : and No. 1 5,
" Boole Harbour ; Early Morning." by
E. King, is no exception to this rule, being

a solidly satisfactory picture, with the smoke
fix)m a steamer carried across the sky so as

to relieve its monotony in quite a clever
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fashion. No. i;(i, "Early Morning on the
Clyde," by I'atrick Downie, also a sea-piece,

is to be noted for the transparency of the
water. No. 27, " Landing of the rilgi-im

Fathers," by C. M. I'adday, is one of those
historical pictures which are invariably
favourites. As a painting, it is a blue-and-
white harmony, emphasised by the sombrely-
gowned and austere men just landed on an
inhospitable, snow-covered shore. Xo. 32,

"Lady Milbanke," by Mark Milbanke,
is a well-posed and graceful portrait. No.
.'J!), " Lesbia and Her Sparrow," by Sir. E. J.

I'oyuter, is one of the small and most
delicately painted gems which the President
has of recent yeai-s preferred to contribute
rather than anything of a larger character.

There arc two or three such by him in the
gallery this year ; but beautiful as they are,

they are hardly of sufficient importance con-
sidering the artistic rank of their painter.

He has done much greater things in the past,

and ought to uphold his honour by doing as

well, now that he has reached the summit of

his ambition, as he did in his earlier days.
He fhould also be careful to at least glance at

a spaiTow before painting one. Had he done
so he would hardly have missed the character-
istic cream-coloured bars upon the wings

!

As it is, many visitors are likely to pass his

work by in favour, for instance, of a homely
cottage interior like No. 44, "A Visit from
the Neighbour," by Bernard de Hoog, where
the mother, rocking the cradle while her
neighbour chats with her, presents a scene
with which everyone must perforce sym-
pathise. No. 4o, "Inverlair," by G. O.
Eeid, is a type of picture of which there are
many on view, and in almost every instance
the work is well done. A river scene is

depicted when the water is at flood and where
it passes as a rapid amidst rocks. Though
skied, there is a certain amount of interest,

too, in No. .")9, " Fisher Girls," by M. L.
Iiucas. To all who have travelled in the
western parts of France, such girls as these,

witli their stiff white caps standing out like

haloes round their heads and long gold
earrings hanging down to their shoulders,
are well known. No. (il, by John Scott, is

another simple cottage scene, though its

title, "The AVitch," is hardly well chosen,
and does not represent it. A goose has
apparently flown in at the door and lighted

upon a bowl of milk on the floor which it has
upset, while a woman, rising from a table, is

throwing a spoon at it. The artist's atten-
tion might bo called here to the cambered
wood lintel over the fireplace, which is of

such a form as it would be hardly practicable

to cut. No. (34,

Ye valleys low, where the mild whispers use
Of shades and wanton winds and gushing breaks.

—Milton.

by James Quinn, is a delicate green har-
monious landscape, the scene being a
wooded valley, cleverly treated to give

the effect of gradually increasing dis-

tance. No G9, " Mrs. A. S. Cope," by A. S.

Cope, A. Pi. A., is one of a series of portraits

by the same artist whoso painting of the

King we have already noticed. He has \ery
properly devoted as muchskill to this portrait

of his wife; but every work which he exhibits

is of value.

In Gallery No. II., the first painting to

.attract is No. 74, " Convalescent," by F. (i.

Swaish. owing to its fanciful and unconven-
tional treatment. A little child, lying in

bed, is being pulled into a sitting posture by
a number of fairies with butterfly wings,
who are using a rope of primroses for the

purpose. No. .So, "At their Moorings," by
S. A. Forbes, A.R.A., is a rich purple har-
mony, rejiresenting a number of fishing

vessels close against the shore ; while next to

it hangs No. S(j, " Mrs. W. "W. Ashley," by
H. von Herkomer, E.A., a largo portrait in

a very pale tone, apparently executed with
no other purpose than that of illustrating a

rope of pearls. The works of Mr. "\V. L.

AN'ylUe, E.A. Elect., are this year all small.

He is able thus to show more than usual ; but
the loss is greater than the gain, as none of

them are of sufficient importance to stand out

against the pre-eminent paintings as his

representation of Trafalgar did two years ago.

Such, for instance, are No. il7, "Spithead,"

and No. ll(i, "International Courtesies:

Portsmouth," both busy pictures represent-

ing many small craft and a few war vessels.

They are bright scenes of rippling water, but
not paintings of the first rank. No. 102,

"The Ferry on the Loch," by J. Farquhar-
son, A.E.A., is too highly finished to be
entirely satisfactory from a modern stand-

point, though it remains a good picture,

partly on account of a curious effect obtained

by showing the sun half-shining through the

mist. The motive of the painting is found
in a flock of sheep being driven on to a

feiTv-boat. No. 107, "Sir Donald Currie,

G.C.M.G., LL.I).," by W. AV. Ouless, E.A.,

may be picked out as one of several good
portraits by a painter who has rarely given
himself to any other class of work. ^VU

of them are similarly characterised by power
of catching the expression of the face and
masterly treatment of colour gradations.

No. 122, "^'anity," by F. C. Cowper, shows
a girl and mirror, thus treating the subject

in quite its usual manner. (.>n the other

hand, it is one of the few decorative paintings

in this year's Academy, made so by the stiff

arrangement and the courageous gold-

brocaded dress and purple sky background.
A veteran Academician, Mr. Briton Eiviere,

shows, in No. 137, "Portrait of an Elderly
Gentleman," a Handy-Dinmont terrier sitting

on a stone step. The subject is a simple one,

and the picture small, but otherwise quite

such as one would expect.

In Gallery No. HI. we find two peaceful

river scenes, with heath-clad hills behind, in

No. 1J7, "A Welsh Eiver," and No. 182, " A
Shallow Stream at Eventide," by B. AV.

Leader, E.A., again just such things as their

artist obtained his reputation for many years
ago, but now to a smaller scale than then ;

and almost the same might be said of No.
lofS, "A Highland Eavine : Glen Affric,"

and No. 102, "St. Mary's Falls, Glen Caii-

nich," by J. MacAA'hirter, E.A. In this way
the groat artists of the past are losing their

hold upon the public, allowing younger or
less known men to show more prominent
paintings than they. Much more attractive,

for Example, is No. l(i(S, " A Susse.'t Stream,"
by H. A'. La Thangue, A.E.A., and perhaps
more clever also, with no sky showing, and
yet a fine sk}- suggested by its reflection in

the water, while the interest centres in a b .y

who is fishing with a net held in his hand,
the class of fish which he expects to catch
being suggested by the glass bottles on the
bank. No. 172, "Ceylon Leopards,'' by
J. M. Swan, E.A., is one of the few paintings
of wild animals this year. They are shown
lying down among.st the jungle flowers, then-

spotted skin and tawny colour rendering
them half-invisible. The drawing seems to

be correct, and yet there is something wrong,
probably in the colouring, for the distant

portions appear to be upon the same ])lane as

the nearer. No. li)!l, "Old Durham," by
Alfred East, A.E.A., may be cited as an
oxainplo of what a groat painter can do, who
is given to mannerism, when he keeps it

in subjection. The \iow is the familiar

one from across the rixer, and is itself

a well - arranged green colour scheme,
the few vertical lines of tree trunks intro-

duced upon the left helping and not manlng
it, while the colour is relieved and life is

given to the composition by the introduction

of a procession of monks carrying a cross in

the foreground. There is some iloubt about
whether No. 207. "Tristram and Isolde,"

by E. li. Leighton, ought not to have been
referred to last week as one of the really

great paintings of the year. It is certainly a

very fine composition. The figures are

arranged under the awning of a barge,

where Tristram harps and Isolde listens,

much skill being shown in the general dis-

position of the lines and in the arrangement
of the rich curtains and other drapery, while

the colouring and finish leave nothing what-
ever to be desired. The title of No. 218,

"The King's Daughters," by A. A. Dixon,
refers to the subsidiary and not to the

principal figures in the painting, for the

foreground is occupied by a group of peasant
women gathering turnips in a field, the

high-born dames and their attendants passing

along a road on the other side of the fence,

thus bringing into sharp contrast the lot of

the women who toil and the women who play.

No. 219, "Cromwell," by A. G. Gow, E.A.,

is another painting of undoubtedly high

rank, which ought to engrave and sell well.

Cromwell is himself shown standing just

outside the door of the Parliament House,
the key of which is being turned, while

soldiers carry away the mace, and drive a

group of expostulating members down the

steps in front of them. No. 224, "Adversity,"

by H. Swanwiek, on the other hand, is in-

sufficient in its subject, and much more
suited to illustrate a Christmas annual,

when it migtit be given half-a-dozen different

titles. A girl is plodding along a snow-
covered lane, while snow-flakes fall around
her. No. 231, "The Pilchard Season," by
I>. Farquharson, A.E.A., represents a
numlier of boats landing their fish in a
Cornish bay, and is a scene of varied colour

to which a considerable amount of finish

has been given. No. 232, " Phyllis and
Demophoon," by J. AV. AVaterhouse, E.A.,

is almost equal to No. 243, "Jason and
Medea," by the same hand, to which we
drew attention last week, but less simple in

its lines, the half-nude form being perfect in

its pose and colour, but the woman, caught
in the cleft tree, somewhat awkward. No.
242, "The Duet: AVindsor Castle from the

Eton Fields," by David Murray, E.A., is not

well named. It is in reality a wide open
landscape, the picnic-part_y on the river bank
being merely introduced for the purpose of

giving it a title. This, one would hardly

have thought, would have been necessary,

considering the high rank of its artist, even

though it is cpite a different class of land-

scape to that which we have been accustomed

to see from him. No. 248, "The Admoni-
tion," by Henry AA^oods, E.A., one of the last

pictures in this gallery, has a certain amount
of humour about it. The scene is laid out-

side a church in Italy, where there are the

usual stands of fruit and vegetable sellers.

A priest is seated talking to a girl, and talk-

ing to her very seriously, while she is

listening with a pouting expression upon
her face, as if she suffered it, but not
altogether gladly.

In Gallery No. IV., No. 2.5(>, "A Chalk

Pit on the Sussex Downs," by Sir E. A.
AV.aterlow, E.A., and No. 258, "O'er the

Hills and Far Away," by H. J. Bell, have
apparently been transposed in hanging, for

the one upon the line is insipid and too even

in tone, while that which is skied is rich and
good, with rugged hills in the foreground

toning away into distant blue. The comic

element is prominent in No. 261, "Funny
Chaps," by A. AVardle, a number of pigs and
a couple of terriers being separated by the

low wall of the sty. The dogs are barking

and the pigs are staring, each class of animal

evidently having a very low opinion of th&

other, while a lady looks on equally amused
at all of them.

' No. 203, "Portrait of a
Lady," by AA'. AVontner, is a much more
reposeful painting than the same artist's

work at the New Gallery, this being due to

the broad sweep of the velvet dress, the rich

brocade round the bodice and the gold of the

Japanese screen behind being treated in a
subdued and highly artistic spirit. No. 262,

"Arriving Home," by E. AV. Allan, is a

pretty painting of smacks coming into
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harbour, while flocks of gulls are whirl-
ing round them. A prominent position has
been given to Xo. 266, " Funeral of King
Charles I., 8t. George's Chapel, Windsor,"
by Ernest Crofts, R.A., the quotation from
Wood's " Athen;i(> Oxoniensis," which is given
in the catalogue, well expressing it. The
clerg^•man stands outside the western door of

the chapel waiting for the coffin to be brought

crouching round the rabbits which they are

releasing from their snares. The grouping
hero is well arrangeil, and the colouring too ;

but the faces are somewhat expressionless.

This ma)' be true to what one would expect
from the l-iiiglish peasant, but artistically

something more is needed. No. 376, " Diana
Vernon." by J. Charlton, is a good painting,

to which a fancv title has been given—

a

apparently as an excuse for the gi'oup of dogs
and pony.

W^

in. It would make a good companion picture handsome red-jacketed girl being introduced
to No. '219, already mentioned, illustrating,

as they do, one the commencement and the
other the end of the great Civil War.
No. 270, "The Lizard," by the Hon. Duff
Tollemache, is a tine stormy seapiece,

emphasised by the masts of a distant
wreck still standing out of the water, with
the canvas not yet all torn from them.
No. 274, "Death the Awakener," by F. M.
r.ennett, is a picture which may be best con-
-idered as an illustration in oils to some tale.

A carousing party of four is shown in the
great yard of an old country inn, richly
dressed themselves, and with a table before
them spread with fruit and wine. Through
:iu archway, however, there is seen a pro-
' ''-;sion of monks carrying a coffin, and one
' 'f the revellers, apparently remorse-stricken,
is rising from his seat and is looking out
wards through the gate with his hand up to
his face, while one of the ladies clutches at

him. No. 276, " Mrs. Ibberson-Prout,'' by
Hal Hurst, and No. 2S7, "Jessie, Daughter
of Wm. Spiller," by ( Iswald Moser, are two
fine full-length portraits which have been
paii'ed upon the wall, the former showing a
light dross and much lace, while the latter

exhibits a dark dress before a background
which consists of a large Japanese umbrella.
No. 291), "A Flemish Peasant," by AV.

Langle}-, another good painting, shows an
old man mending his stockings, while his
feet are thrust into sabots. He is seated in

the barest of bare cottages, with a wooden
box bed behind him. No. 297, "Thomas
Ilolford, J.l'., D.L.," by W. W. Oiiless,

R.A., and No. .-Jill, ".Mrs. B. W. EUis," by
Sir L. Fildes, R.A,, are also paired portraits,

placed on either side of the doorway : the
first notable for its power and evident truth
to character, and the other for its charming
delicacy of treatment. No. 312, "Shores
of Mediterranean : the Afterglow,'' by J.

MacWhirter, E.A., would in most hands be
a failure, for a number of dark trees stand
out against a sky of extraordinary tone. It
is necessary to draw back to the further side
of the room to see it properly, when a
stereoscopic effect is produced, and the
greatness of the painting stands revealed.
The small gallery. No. X., contains some

of the greatest paintings of the year, and is

altogether exceptional, as most of the other
exhibits are also worthy of more than passing
notice. Such, for instance, is No. 32.5,

"The AVTiite Hounds," by Maud Earl. The
hounds arc wolves, tierce and hungiy, prowl-
ing along on snow-clad ground under bare
fir-trees. No. 326, "Dawn Among the
Mountains," by O. yV. Appeiiey, is another
remarkably tine painting—an alpine view
with snow-clad hUls and misty hollows.
No. 33(t, " I'laymates," by F. O. Salisbury, -

is also a good painting showing a group oi

three happy children, in a pleasing yellow
tone. r)n the other hand. No. 341, "Love
Leavins; Psyche," by H. Speed, hardly

AECIIITECTFEK AT THE ROYAI.
ACADEMY.—II.

E by no means exhausted the most
attractive subjects displayed at the

Royal Academy in our initial notice last

week. A feature in the gallery, not before
noted, is a series of capital interior per-
spectives, both of Ecclesiastical and Domestic
designs, and parlicularly the latter, which are
of more than ordinary merit, both in design
as well as draughtmanship.

Following the order of the catalogue, we
will group these house halls and decorative
treatments together. No. 146.3 shows the
Dining-room of Normanby Park, Lincoln-
shire, by Mr. Walter H. Urierley, handled in

a quiet Classic manner, with befitting reserve.

Messrs. Oliver, Leeson, and Wood show a much
larger scheme for the Hall of a House in

Northumberland (146(iJ, having a columned
gallery on the side and end, wainscoted
throughout, and finished by a very
handsome plaster arched ceiling of eleg'ant

design. The Entrance-Hall and Stairaise,

Eetlhill (146S), is in a Jacobean mode,
nicely done by Mr. Spencer W. Grant. Close
by Mr. Christian Eliot shows a somewhat
ponderous, but highly capable, drawing of

the l»ining-room, Cheswardine Hall, Salop
[,1471), the same designer figuring at the
other end of the gallery with another at-

tractive piece of decorative construction in

the pretty Billiard Eoom, Byrkley, Staffs

(1637), on which he is to be congratulated.
The same approval is due to Mr. Temple
Muir for a schcjiarly delineation of a Georgian
Dining-room (1491)}, which is worthy of

attention. Mr. Frank L. Pearson's Interiors

in Wardour-street for Messrs. Novello are

excellent (lo42-lo44), detailed after the style

of some of our best city halls—handsome
without too much ornateiiess, and eminently
attractive as well as suitable. This is no
mere passing praise. Mr. Thomas Johnson
is also a skilful and qualified designer of work
of this class, and although his exhibits do not
appear to be more than suggestive schemes,
they are none the less admirable. "The
Inner Hall" (1560) and the softly-tinted
" Interior " (l(i.56) are both above the average.

The former is the more dignitied, treating in

browns an apartment of lofty scale, having
galleries. ^Ir. Clyde Young sends two
internal studies from the New 'War tUfiee

—viz., the Grand Staircase (1.573) and
the Loggia (15S2), s{>iritedly delineated

in sepia. These modest sketches do not

compare in any way with the highly
ornate and masterly water-colour which
distinguishes the name of Mr. Percival T.

Ilildesley under the title of "A Hall in the

Style of the Spanish Eenaissancc " hard by,

almost sensuous to repletion (1(>07). The
justifies its position amongst such good work pretty gallery under the deep arch at the

as there is in this gallery. It is highly end of this interior gives it scale, and the

affected in its character, and by no means florid sumptuousness is well sustained,

equal to what this artist used to do
j

making an eminently exhibition subject

a few years since. No. 353, " Mrs. J. ! no doubt very attractive to painters. The
Bagot and Son," by J. J. Shannon, A.R.A., ! same contributor shows an elevational draw-
is a striking portrait, the likeness between ing of the same subject (1604). Mr. Arnold
mother and son, particularly about the eyes,

being well brought out. Generally the
portrait groups are better than the single
figures, and certainly it is the case in this

instance. No. 365, "Snared,'' by S. A

Mitchell is doing an e.xcellent piece of educa-

tional building at Hampstead, where the

Great Hall of the ,University College School

does him no small credit (^1()09). The refined

scheme bv Mr. H. Davis Eichter for a

Forbes, A.E.A., illustrates a group of Dining-room, Lansdown Park, is entirely in

poachers, with their lurcher and lantein, keeping with the best of Bath precedents,

gi-acoful in detail, and free of extravagancies
from I'Art Nouveau (1()29). The longwindow
in Mr. W. II. Atkin BeiTy's Ilining-room at

Ilailsham is old-fashioned looking, suggesting
an open view over the Sussex Weald. The
arched brick tireplace is, perhaps, a note of

innovation (1635).

Turning brietly to the church interiors

before referred to, wo find no more
exquisite drawing in the gallery than
the elaboi-ated colour exhibited by Mr.
.\rchibald Dunn, of his design (1567) for

the Eoman Catholic Cathedral at West-
minster, prepared for Cardinal \'aughan. We
gave a photolithograph of a line study of this

same scheme in the Bt'iLDixi; News for April

6, 1906. The present sj-inpathetic perspective

is from the pencil of Mr. Tom Eooke, remind-
ing one of the glamour and aerial effect so

characteristic of the late Sir AVyke Bayliss, so

jiootical and appreciative of the mystery of

(lothic richness. In contrast to this study is

a crude colour scheme submitted by Mr. W.
Henry Jewitt (154S) in the primary com-
petition for Liverpool Cathedral. Why this

should have been thus favoured by so

prominent a position isbeyond comprehension,
while so many excellent and more up-to-date
contributions were crowded out for lack of

space. Mr. John T. Loe, on the other hand,
errs if anything on the side of slightness in

his unpretentious sketch of tho Interior of .St.

Margaret's, Eastney (1482), and there is

perhaps a trifle too much sterility of

reserve in the Sanctuary of St. Mary's,
Holly Place, Hampstead, with its foreign

look, b)- Messrs. Collinson and Cock (1546),

though their work is very effective of its

kind. The Church at Port Sunlight, by
Messrs. Wm. and Segar I )wen, is entirely

overwrought and restless in effect, sug-
gesting little concern for money outlay,

and not much sympathy with ecclesiastical

dignity (1574). Aery different in ideal, and
yet still marked by a degree of originality

and sense uf florid fancy, is the exhibit repre-

senting the Sanctuary Fittings and Screens,

by Messrs. John Douglas and Minshull (15S7),

for the Eoman Catholic church at Latchford,

here well hung as an attractive det;»il. Mr.
W. D. Carcie has not been so fortunate, seeing

that his larger view of the sumptuous Ad-
ditions I'roposed to the Church at Elveden
(1543) takes its place on the -skyline,

rather, perhajjs, a somewhat harsh handUng
for such delicate elaborateness, which, by
the way, seems out of harmony with the

somewhat bald adjacent tower, which, in

the absence of a plan, appears to be
detached. .Ul Saints' Church and \'icarage

at Tooting Graveney, by Mr. Temple Moore,

is seen in a somewhat hotly-tinted study

(1491), and we prefer his line drawing (1537)

of the New Choir and Transepts, Eccleshali

Parish Church, a work of pure Medi;e\al

correctness. This architect's third exhibit

is a view of New Chancel, Kirkley-in-Clevo-

land (1693). Mr. J. E. Dixon-Spain shows

a proposed quaint Mountainside Little

Church in Cumberland (1526) in a crisp,

bright water-colour. The wild, big scribble

of a drawing depicting a "Study for a

Church " (1552), consjiicuously hung in

a post of honour, by Mr. Maurice

Pocock, no doubt is marked by architectural

ability, though devoid of any striking

originality, save in regard to the barefacei

audacity displayed by sending in such a crude,

ungainly essay of draughtsmanship, which is

as misleading" as it is unworkmanlike, and

yet the attempt is attended by prominence

and tho preference of success—the same

remark applying to (1539) a Country Hou?e
design, balancing the last on the same
wall, bv the same artist, whose architectural

.ability when more under control wo are

quite prepared to recognise. Messrs. Oliver,

Lee-son and Wood send a Church Tow^er

at Itulwich, of good proportion, and now in

course of building (1533).

We have a note of approval for Mr. E. A.
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Brigjj's Interior of a Proposetl Church at
iSunbury C'omiuon, Mirlrllesox (l.)!Mi). marked
by a sense of btnc^s ami a toiiuh of orijriiialit v.

The New Chaiiel of the MirfieUl College.

Leeds (U5.);;), by tho late Mr. A. lli^ury

Skipworth, is shown by three elevations, and
we hope tho < 'ommunity will b<3 abli' to carry
out this verj' charmingly designed piece of

ecclesiastical work. Like all that Mr.
8kipworth did, it is as refined as it is tasteful

and scholarly. The Church could ill afford to

lose such an architect. The Church of All
tjaints, Berkliampstead, by Messrs. C. IL
and X. A. Eew, is shown by an unambitious
drawing nervously executed (1()(!2) ; but the

<:onical-roofed western towers are not lacking
in boldness, and the general effect, if un-
English, is by no means failing in dignity of

contoiu'. The Reredos for St. John's, New
Brunswick (1041), by Messrs. 1'. Bacon and
Bros., is an admirable triptych tilled with a

rich painting, square in outline and excellent in

detail. St. Ililda's, I'rofton Park, by Messrs.
(freenaway and Newbeny (Ij.JS), has a

very odd tower and no plan, but the whole
thing looks interesting and well considered.

The heavy colom-ing of ,\L-. Macdonald tiill's

Study for a Chancel (loli.'J) militates against

its effectiveness. The Courtyard and Gate-
house, by Mr. John C. Carter

,

14l)9\ for the
Monastery on Caldy Island, is part of a most
interesting series of buildings in an Early,
<|uiet Normanesque quaint style, almost
foreign in manner, and eminently elementary
in idea, without hood-moulds and finishings.

"The Clark Memorial at Eggbuckland Church,
Devon," by Mr. T. Rogers Ivitsell (loOu),

takes the form of screens, and we see there is a

proposal also to put up Screens in the I'hurcb

of St. Margaret- at-Clitfe, near I<over, by
Mr. C. B. Hutchinson (lo95). Mr. rferald

Horsley has added an Altar-piece (1-1T6) in

the hideous Classic church of St. Peter's,

Hammersmith, and he has done the work in

a massive way, very suitable, and of good
detail. The mural scheme over the reredos

adds much to the drawing ; but it stands

very little chance of being executed, un-
fortunately.

The President of the Roval Institute of

British Arcbitects, Mr. T. 'E. (_'ollcutt, in

conjuuction with Mr. S. Ilamp, exhibits a

big scheme (loM) suggesting Street Bridges
across the Thames. The imaginary site for

this particular one appears to be tho precise

spot now occupied by the Ilungerford bridge

of the South- Eastern Railway, and facing

the end of Northumberland-avenue. In the

centre of this shup-furnished or bazaar bridge

an open belvedere colonnade is provided,

from whence views of the river may be
obtained. The buildings generally on the

bridge are kept low so as not to needlessly

obstruct the vista of the great Metropolitan
waterway, and a series of domed turrets, so

to speak, break th» Olouotony of the bridge

skyline. The very- practical and obvious

objections to these side colonnades of this

l)ridge as a rendezvous for the demi-monde is

very much more real than the artistic minds
of the proposers of this attractive scheme
.seem to have realised.

THE A.A. DINNF.R.

THE completion of the sixtieth session of the

Architectuial Association was celeljiatcd on
Friday evening by the anniial dinner licUl at the

Georgian Hall, in the Gaiety Kestaurant, .Strand.

There was a large attendance of inembors and
fricmls. The toast list w.is short, the spoeches

brief, and by a tacit understanding no allusion

was permitted to be made this year to the Building

Debt. The programme was agreeably diversified

by songs admirably rendered liy J[i^s Edith
Serpell and Mr. W. V. l.ungbein ; clever and
amusing sketches by Jlr. Ban-lay (.iammon
(by permission of Messrs. Jlaskelyne and
Uevant) ; a recitation, telling in Cockney
dialect the woes of a jea!'>us lover and
working gasfitter, by Mr. C. \Vontner-Smith,
and part songs by the A.A. Choral Society.

The one regrettable feature of the evening was

the ah>ience of the President, Mr. U. S. Balfour,

F. IM.B..\., who had not yet sutJiriently re-

covered from his long and serious illness to be

able to stand the exi-itement of the evening. The
chair was ably filled by the President-elect, 3Ir.

Walter Cave, and among those present were Sir

.\!<ton Webb, K X., past-President, ilr. E. A.

Abbey, K.A., Mr. G. Frarapton, K.A., Mr..

.Vlfred Eist, A.K.A.. Mr Leonard Stokes (past

President , Mr. H. Greville Montgomery, M.P.,

Mr. W. J. LoL-ke, Secretary R.I.B.A..' Messrs.

E. T. Hall. H. Stannus, F. Hooper. J. I). Crace,

H. P. (i. Maule. Rattias Davison. Stanley Hamp,
.\. H. Hodge. John Murray, W. A. Pite, J. S.

(ribson, L. -\mbler. H. Hubbard. A. H. Kyan
Tenison, Curtis Green, A. W. Moore. F. Dare

Clapham. S. Leaning, W. G. B. Lewis. Alan
Potter, T. Frank Green, H. A. Douglass,

Arthur Keen, W. Wonnacott, H. Tanner,

jun.. C. Wontner .Smith, Maurice E. Webb,
E. Harding Payne, G. H. Lovegrove, D. G.

Driver (Secretary), &c. The "Dinner Party

Instructions " was compiled with much ingenuity

to bear a general resemblance to a Dangerous
Structures Xotit-e from a L.C.C. district, sur-

veyor, and evoked not a little amusement. After

the toast of "The King" had been honoured,

the Chairman called upon Jlr. Driver, the

secretary, to read the following letter from the

President:

—

5Iv Dkar Cave.— Tt i-* with many feelings of deep
resjret that I timl myself unable to be present to-niarht.

I returned last Monday from the South-west of

England, intent on making my reappearance after my
hm^ and dangerous illness. But. alas ! my doctors

emphatically and absolutely forbid me from undertaking
tlie strain of presiding at the dinner, nor will they
sanction ray public appearance among my many friends
who will be assembled at the festive gathering to-night.

This harsh verdict is. I need not say. a keen disappoint-

ment to me. I am deprived thereby of the opportunity
of expressing my very sincere regret that I ha\e been
unable, almost from the commencement of the session, to

undertake the duties which devolve upon the President
for the time being, and that the culminating honour
which practically brings ray active career in the executive
body to a close should have coincided so unfortunately
with many months of sutfering, and found me incipaci-
tated from the pleasant enioyment of activities and
laudable aspuations to which I iiad lookeil forward.
To-night I hoped to have found a suitable opportunity

of expressing my thanks for all the innumerable kind
and sympathetic messages and letters which I have
received, and further, for the acknowledgment (with nro-
found gratitude! of my indebtedness to the two Vice-
Presidents who fulfilled so zealously and admirably the
duties which should hive fallen to my lot.

I feel that the circumstances of the case may render
pardonable the personal nature of this letter ; but you
must allow me, as President of the Architectural Associa-
tion, to offer you, as my successor-elect to the chair, the
truest and most hearty welcome, and the good wishes of
all the members, for your term of olKce.

Very sincerely yours,
^Signed) R. S. BAtrora.

Walter Cave, E*!.

The letter was received with sympathetic
rammurs.

Jlr. AHrnca Kehn proposed the toast of

"The Institute." remarking that the relation

between the K.I.B..\. and the Association had
ever been cordial and intimate. With the growth
of the schools it was increasingly necessary that

tho Association should have the recognition and
help of the Institute. That had been un-
grudgingly shown for many years past in a very
practical form by a grant of £100 a year towards
their educational scheme, and they were very
thankful for it. With the toast he coupled the
name of their past-t'rtisijent, Mr. Leonard Stokes,
now vice-l*resident of the Institute.

Mr. .SriiKEs, wh'j was received with prolonged
and hearty cheers, in a few genial sentences re-

sponded, remarking that the Association was also

a help to the Institute in supplying it with a
recruiting ground for fre.-h members. The future
of the profession was largely in the hands of tho
Association and of those who conducted its schools
and classes. In these excellent training work
was being carried on, and a high-class body of
well-educated young men were being prepared for
their future work in the profession.

To Mr. W. J. LoiKK was entrusted the toast

of the evening, "Success and Prosperity to the
i
Association." and he began by deploring the

! absence of Mr. K. S. Balfour, lie e.vpected that
their Chairman, in responding, would unfold a
brilliant record of continued progress. As for him-
self, he dared not ventiu'e on a consideration of

the .Vssociatiim's present position, for he was no^
sufficiently well acquainted with the details of

their atVuirs : but rumours of these things filtered

through like a eurrent of warm air to the cooler

regions at 9. Conduit-street, and ho felt sure that

the Institution was the better tor the warmth

thereby imparted to the atmosphere. In fact, he
held that the greater the difference of tone

between the two bodies, the better was it for

architecture. The Arthitectural Association was
a league of youth and of enthusiasm, red-hot

in the courage of half-formed opiniims. Its

aims were entirely different from those which
the Charter and Mr. Keen had so genially

defined. The Association was a genial and con-

fraternal body, free from the responsibility of high
affairs of State, with a policy of mutual help and
encouragement. He could not help contrasting

the privilege of those who followed the sister arts

of Architecture —Sculpture and Painting—whose
technique could be taught in schools, and whose
knowledge could be tested by examinations, with

the unhappy lot of those who followed the art of

Literature —the novelist, author, and playwright

—

who had to pursue their studies in seilusion, and
produce their art for the unintelligent criticism of

maiden aunts and ineffectual sweethearts. With
the toast he coupled the name of the Chairman,
their President-elect.

In acknowledging the toast, the Cii.iiumax, who
was received with musical honours and cheers,

said Mr. Locke had well put before them what
ought to be the aim of the Association, and they
would do well if they carried out a tithe of what
he had suggested. The Association now numbered
1,761 members, an increase of one hundred on
last year. This gi-owth was highly satisfactory,

and he hoped it would still go on. Vitality was
the leading note of the Association. The educa-

tional side was very important, as they had been
reminded : but the social side had its uses, and
this had also been developing during the last

twelve months. They had recently established a

very successful Athletic Club, to which he in\-ited

further recruits. It comprised no less than eight

sections ; of these the rifies numbered over SO

members, that for hockey 40—they had won 70

per cent, of their matches ; that for Rugby foot-

ball )iO—they had won about half the matches

played ; that for swimming 60, and they were
only waiting for warmer weather to gain further

numbers ; the cricket section had been in a difli-

cult position, but they hoped soon tij report that

they had a ground ; the rowing club was more in

want of members than any other section : and
the -Association team had done fairly well last

season. Passing to another side of their work, he
was glad to be able to report that the spring visits

had been very interesting, and had been well

attended, and a good programme had been mapped
out for the summer visits. He trusted that during

the coming year the Association would fulfilsjme

of the good wishes that had been expressed.

The remaining toasts were "The Visitors, "pro-

posed by Mr. Henkv T.axneii, Jan., Hon. Secre-

tary, and acknowledged by Mr. Ahuev, R..A..,

and "Our energetic and tactful Secretary," pro-

posed by Mr. R.irri.Ks Davisox, and didy

.acknowledged by Mr. Dkiveu.

RdYAL IXSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE annual general meeting of the Institute

was held on Jlond.iy evening at 9, Conduit-

street, W., Mr. Henry T. Hare, vice-president,

in the chair. The report of the Council for the

past year was submitted, and after some dis-

cussion was adopted. It states that the present

subscribing membership is 2,162, against 1,972

last year, consisting of S62 Fellows lagainst 749 a

twelve-month since'i, 1.2.54 Associates (against

1,177), the Hon. Associates. 46, remaining as

before. The results of the examinations had been

as follows:— Preliminary examination: 450

admitted, 124 exempted, 326 examined, 221

passed, 10.") relegated. Intermeduite examination :

309 admitted, 9 exempted. 300 examined, 141

passed, l.V.i relegated. Final and spe.-ial ex-

aminations: 202 admitted, 202 examined, 111

passed, 91 relegated. The total number of candi-

dates was 961. The number of probationers now
stands at 2,707, and of students at S79. The
Council again regret that so large a number of

students remain on the list without proceeding to

the final examination. It having been considered

that the silver medals awarded by the Institute

for the essay and the measured drawings were out

of date, the reverse still bearing the title " In-

stitute of British Architects," the Council

approached Jlr. George Frampton. R..\., with a
view to his making a new design. Mr. Frampton
has generously responded by presenting the Insti-

tute with a charming design for the obverse, and
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has superintended the striking of the dies, the
reverse now, acconline; to his suggestion, bearing
the Institute seal. Mr. Frank Dirksee, K.A.,
has accepted the commission for a portrait of Jlr.

John Belcher, A.R.A., past-presiilent. With
reference to the County Hall Competition, the

Council stated:—"The London County Council
drew up the conditions on the lines indicated in

the original suggestions of the Institute Council
referred to in the last annual report ; but several

important modifications were made, and the

details embodied in the conditions which were
finally issued were not submitted to the Institute

Council. In these original suggestions the

Institute Council did not contemplate the inter-

national character of the competition : but, acting

on the advice of the competitions committee,

refrained from making any representations on the

subject when the intention of the London County
Council became known. The Institute Council

were not consulted in any way as to the selection

of the eight architects invited to take part in the

final stage of the competition. At the suggestion

of the Institute the London County Council has

extended the whole time r£(iuired for the pre-

paration of drawings to nins months, of which
six are to be devoted to the preliminary stage.

The Institute Council have also addressed a com-
munication to the London County Council pro-

testing against an appointment of their oflicial

architect in the dual capacity of assessor in the

competition and joint architect to the building."

On April 22 a deputation from the Institute

Council laid before the Building Act Committee
of the London County Council their views as to

the status of district surveyors, urging a return to

the practice of appointing practising architects of

established reputation. Counsers opinion has been
taken as to the operation of the Compensation Act

- between :1; architects and clerks of works,

_ architects and assistants, (3) architects and
pupils, '4 building owners and architects. Their
opinion will be published shortly. The Council

reported that the International Congress of

Architects was financially successful, and that

the executive committee have a balance of nearly
MO in hand for the printing of the volume of

/isaidii,.'.-. This will be issued shortly to

mbers of the Congress. As to the Registra-

;i ([uestion, it was stated that the Special

1 'joimittee had been entrusted with the prepara-

tion of a revised charter and of a Bill to

Parliament for submission to the general body
of members, and that they were now in the midst

of their labours. The resolutions as to com-
petitions passed on January 7 last are enumerated,

the points being that public bodies should be

discouraged from instituting limited competitions
f'lr public buildings iis an injustice to young and
unknown architects : that the cu.stom of jienalising

non-competing architects by retaining their depo-si t

slioukl be abolished, and that assessors should be
recommended to refrain from expressions of doubt
as to the relative merits of designs jilaced in the
awards. In conclusion, the Council report the
rontinued financial pro.sperity of the Institute,
and point to the balance of £1,13.') ICs. 9d. of
income over expenditure, due in great measure
tcj the increase in membership. The sum of
£3,000 has been invested this year, thus bringing
up the invested capital of the Institute to £21,000.

W.4II Memorlvl. WARRrxGTos : Lieut.-Col.
McCaety O'Leary.

Alfred Drctrt, A.K.A., Snr'.ptor.

.SCULPTDRE AT THE EOYAL ACADEMY.

FAST week we specially referred in detail to

J some of the more notable exhibits of

sculpture, which this year are much above the-

average of merit at the Royal Academy. In out
Double Number last January we illustrated Mr.
Alfred Drury's two chief works, now at Burling-
ton House—viz., "Knowledge" and "Inspira-
tion," from the Victoria and Albert Museum at

South Kensington. To-day we give his third

exhibit—viz., the first-rate statue of I,ieut.-Col.

JlcCarty 0'l>eary, from the War Memorial,
Warrington. It stands in a prominent position

in the Central Hall at the Koyal Academy. We
also give a photograph of Bishop Eliicott's

recumbent tomb, to be erected in Gloucester
Cathedral, from the capable hands of Mr. \Villiain,

S. Frith, the well-known sculptor.

THORXWOOD AA'ENXTE SCHOOL 0011-
PETITIOX, (iORTON, STOCKPORT.

[rlloM A I.OCAI, COKRESI'ONDENT.]

i X interesting competition has just been con-

U.\^ eluded in one of the industrial districts

between Stockport and Manchester, for the Educa-
tion Committee of the Gorton District Council.

.\dditional school accommodation was required for

1.000 children, 600 in a mixed school for junior
and senior boys and girls, and 100 in an infants'

school, to be erected later on.

Cookery and manual instruction rooms were
also asked for. The site was an oblong, about
160ft. by 330ft., bounded by roa.is along its

length parallel to each other, and by Thomwood-
avenue at the east end, forming a sharp angle

with them. An exceptional feature of the site,

which influenced a'l the block plans, is a sewer

SCULPIUKE il THE EuY.AL AOAUK.MY ; .MEMOiUAi. iU iilE LAIE Bi>HuP ElLItiXr, GUjUCESTER
C.\TIIEDBAL. WiLLi.vM r?. Fkith, Scnlpiur.
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which runs diagonally across the site parallel to

the avenue, about 80ft. from the west end. which
was not to be built over. This evidently gave
competitors some trouble and spoilt several plans.

Eight competitors were invited, each received
a premium, and an assessor was appointed, whoso
award has been accepted, lie placed the design
submitted jointly by Messrs. P. U. Lodge and
A. K. Dixon first, Mr. Percy Woodhouse second,
and the two by Messrs. Mayor third, in order of

merit.

The design placed first probably owes its position

to the simplicity of the plan of the mixed school,

which is due to five of the classrooms being
placed in a row. and a straight corridor at each
end of the central hall extending to the entrances.

The central halls are oblong, of a convenient pro-
portion, .'jift. by L':ift., for the mixed school on
two iloors, with side windows along one frontage,
and (iOft. by 20ft. liin., with top-light tor the

infants' school. The weak points are : very much
cut-up playgrounds, partly due to the sewer
mentioned above ; and right-hand light in one of

the classrooms in oi'der to obtain uniformity in

the main elevation. It is probable that in carrying
out the building this classroom will be turned
roimd so as to obtain left-hand light. Another
point is that several of the classrooms open out of

the corridors beyond the folding doors opening
into the central hall—an unavoidable defect when
the latter is side-lighted. The elevations are

simple and effective, and will no doubt look well

when erected, if some of the arches, which are
drawn only half a brick deep, are made deeoer.
The authors have subdivided the window openi igs

into extremely small panes—a large amount of

light is required in a school ; the education com-
mittee may therefore substitute larger ones. The
elevations will be greatly improved by the altera-

tion. In the infants' school, by grouping the
classrooms and cloakrooms round all four sides of

the central hall, a very compact plan is obtained.

The plan placed second has been worked out on
entirely different lines to the one just described.

The two schools form one oblong block, half of

which is one story in height, and the other two.

It follows that the playgrounds are exceptionally

square and well proportioned, a point which has
probably earned the second place. The plan has,

however, some weak points. The central halls are

nearly square—aproportionnotvery suitable for the

effective working of the school, and there are no
less than eight entrances—two more than were
asked for. The elevations are very well designed,

each of the two schools having a projecting wing
at each end finished with a gable. The design
placed first is more cut up with small features,

and lacks the repose of the one under discussion.

Messrs. Mayor, who are placed third, show
several classrooms with right-hand light and
playgrounds very much cut up.

Mr. A. T. (rrecnwood has placed his two school

buildings askew to the side roads ; his playgrounds
are less cut up than in several other designs, but

it is doubtful whether buildings so grouped would
look well if erected. They are illustrated by a

clever perspective washed in with black and grey
lines.

Mr. F. \V. Mee has attempted to group six

classrooms round a central hall, lighted by side

windows along one frontage, and has submitted a
clever plan ; but the corridors and entrances have
necessarily too many bends. Mr. Mee's centr.il

hall, 40ft. by liOft., is scarcely a suitable proportion

for school purposes. The elevations show a clover

fenestration, quite different from that of any other

design exhibited. The windows are long and
narrow, in groups of five, the central ones under
one lintel or arch.

The plan submitted by Mr. Holt is an ex-

tremely clever one, and one wonders why it should

not have been placed among the selected three.

The two schools form an L-shaped block and are

extremely compact, the classrooms are grouped
round the central halls : the lavatories are distinct

from the cloakrooms—a most desirable detail ; but

the entrances for junior and senior scholars are

not conveniently planned, as in the design placed

first. The elevations are extremely clever, well

proportioned and effectively drawn : windows with

square heads and semicircular arches are well

grouped and contrasted.

Messrs. Andrews and Butterworth arranged
their buildings on the ground in three rows with
intervening playgrounds, which are consequently
of suitable shape, but this grouping of the build-

ings is quite unsuited to the site. The mixed
school is in front, the cookery and manual in-

struction rooms on one level are in the centre, and

the infants' school is at the back. The plan of

the latter is seriously affected by the sewer cross-

ing the site ; it is stejiped back six times to avoid

it. The rooms are consequently irregularly

grouped, and the central hall has side windows
along one half of one side.

'I'he block plan is somewhat similar to that

of King's Norton Schools; but the conditions in

this case are quite different. Consequently, a

grouping of the buildings which is very suitable

there is faulty on the tJorton site.

Messrs. Shaw and Towles were not very dan-

gerous competitors. They have also arranged

their buildings in three parallel rows : but by
|)laeing the cookery and manual instruction rooms

at the west end of the site, they have avoided

difficulties with the sewer. On one of their plans

there are steps between the cloak- and the class-

rooms—a feature no assessor could overlook. In

the elevations they have subdivided some of the

window openings into as many as 42 small panes.

DILAPIDATIONS.*

IT will be well to commence the stud)- of our

subject with a statement of what dilapidations

really are. The simplest but most comprehensive
definition of the term that I have been able to

discover is that given by an old ruthority, David
< ribbons, who says : "Dilapidations may be defined

as the act or default of one party having a right

to use a tenement to the injury of another having
a right to the same tenement." Another old writer

defines it as follows :
—"The committing of any

spoil or destruction in houses, land, »S:c., by
tenants to the damage of the heir or of him
in reversion or remainder." The dilapida-

tions with which surveyors most usually have
to deal are confined to house property,

and it is to this branch of the question

that I propose to confine my remarks to-day.

Dilapidations usually arise owing to breach of the

repairing covenants contained in the lease or other
instrument under which the property is held.

These covenants are by no means universal in

their form, and generally vary with every indi-

vidual document, though they are usually identi-

cal in each instance in the case of large estates.

It would be a great convenience and save much
dispute if some standard clauses could be formu-
lated, and be of universal application. Indeed,
attempts have been made in this direction, notably
in the case of an Act of Parliament, S and 9 \'ic.

c. 124, in which it was laid down, that if the lease

was expressly stated to be made under that Act,
certain expressions were to mean more than
actually expressed. Thus:— "And to repair"
means and must be so construed, "And also will

during the said term well and sufficiently repair,

maintain, pave, empty, cleanse, amend, and keep
the said demised premises with the appurtenances
in good and substantial repair, together with all

chimneypieces, windows, doors, fastenings, water-
closets, cisterns, ji.artitions, fixed presses, shelves,

pipes, pumps, poles, rails, locks and keys, and all

other fixtures and things which at any time
during the said term shall be erected and made
when, where, and so often as need shall be."
Again:— " And to paint outside every
year" means and must be construed, " And also

that the said lessee, his executors, administrator,
and assigns will in every year in the said
term paint all the outside woodwork and ironwork
belonging to the said premises with two coats of
proper oil colours in a workmanlike manner."
And again:—"And to paint and paper inside
every year " means and must be so
construed, " And also that the said lessee, his
executors, administrators, and assigns will in
every .... year paint the inside wood, iron, and
other works now or usually painted with two coats
of proper oil colours in a workmanlike manner,
and also repapcr with paper of a i]uality as at
present such jmrts of the premises as are now
jiapercd. and also wash, stop, whiten, or colour
such parts of the said premises as are now
plastered." Whatever wo may think of the
details of the clauses, they are anyhow
admirable examples of abbreviation. AVould
that, in taking-ott' quantities we could save
time and writing so effectually. I am not
aware, however, that this Act is very largely
tiiken advantage of— at all events, I have not yet
met with a case myself. I have often thought
that it would be a distinct advantage, on the score

• Paper read by Mr. H. T. A. CiiiDoitv, at an ordinary
general meeting of the Quantity Sorreyors' Association
on April 26, l;«07.

of precision of meaning and greater technical

ai-curacy, if lawyers in drawing up leases would
obtain their repairing clauses from some com-
petent surveyor, instead of, as too often appears

to be the case, copying in these clauses from some
old lea^e used as a model in which vague ex-

pressions and indefinite and general terms are

used, in many respects quite out of date. We
now arrive, I think, at the point where it might
be desirable to consider who are the proper

persons to be employed in preparing schedules of

dilapidations. I have no hesitation in stating

that, in my opinion, the best possible indi\-idual

to discharge this duty is a quantity surveyor,

though I regret to find it is far too often the

practice for an auctioneer or house agent to he

employed for the purpose. But when we re-

member the fact that the one man of all others

who knows most about a building in every part,

both of its construction and decoration, is the

quantity surveyor, it surely is no extravagant

claim to maintain that he is the man best

qualified to speak as to its state of repair. He,

above all people, should know best where to look

for weak points. His knowledge of the value of

workmanship and matei-ials should enable him to

form the best possible opinion of the cost of

executing the necessary repairs and the value o!

the deterioration caused to the building by the

neglect to execute such repairs. Without in-

fringing the canons of good taste or trespassing

too far in the region of self-advertisement, we
ought to use eveiy legitimate means of making it

known that we are the people to whom this work
should preferably be entrusted. Let us now
assume that the client has done his duty and

handed over his interests to the care of a

duly qualified quantity surveyor, and proceed to

consider briefly how the work ought to be done.

Instructions having been received to prepare a

schedule, the first thing is to obtain the lease or

counterpart, and make a careful study of the

repairing clauses, both specific and general, there-

in contained. I have always found it advan-

tageous to copy out these clauses on a separate

sheet of paper,' giving the folios and particular

lines in the document from which the extract is

made. This not only saves the trouble of hunt-

ing up the clauses each time they are referred to,

but en.ables me to return the document at once

into the custody of the solicitor or other person

entitled to take charge of it. It is a good thing,

too. if a plan and dimensions are found in the

lease to keep a small tracing of this as well, so

that certainty as to the extent of the property and

an instant recognition of any changes in its

appearance can be arrived at on inspection of the

site. The repairing clauses should be carefully

studied with the object of employing in the

schedule as far as possible the actual terms used

in the coxenants of the lease or other document

under which the claim is made. Unless this

course is adojied, one is liable to use terms which

a shrewd opponent could reasonably call in

question as being not included in the covenants of

the lease. For instance, when the word " renew _"

is employed by the surveyor, but "repair" is

the word used in the covenants, it is often con-

tended that an unreasonable requirement is being

made, and I have known judges to sympathise

with this view. After all,' the same result can

easily be attained by judiciously employing the

covenant word in conjunction with others, for

example, " repair with new material " is usually

accepted as quite an allowable term. It is always

very desirable to write to the occupier of the

premises you are about to survey, and give him
reasonable notice of the day and hour you

propose to attend. This is important, as

otherwise you may find the occupier away

from home, or some portion of the pre-

mises not at liberty for your inspection.

Having gained admittance and commenced
your schedule, and the course which it is

advisable to follow is to attach your valuation of

the work required to be done to each item as you

proceed. One must necessarily be in better

position to form a j udgment of the value of work

when that work is actually in front of one. It

will, too, take less time to do it then, and even if

the valuation in the end should not be required,

yet the advantage of estimating on the spot is

worth the risk. 'The quantity surveyor's ordinary

work is of so very detailed a nature that it seems

almost superfluous to remark that taking a^

schedule of dilapidations must be done in a very

thorough and painstaking manner. Everything

must be examined, and the more methodically

this is done the less the liability to overlook
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things. I have found it a good plan to have a
iei;iilar order in which to make the notes.

Beginning, say, with coiling centre flower and
cornice, then walls and skirting, then floors, fire-

place, chimneypiece and hearth, then dooi'S and
windows, after which any sundiies peculiar to the
room you happen to be in. Each room must, uf
course, be separately noted and scheduled. The
staircase and passages and the plumbing and
sanitary work usually complete the interior. Then
the outside claims attention. Begin with the
roof and all its accessories, roof covering, tlash-

;
ings. filletings, chimney-stacks, pots, parapets,
gutters, and down pipes, i;c. Go on to the front
and back and note as to areas, pavings, fences,
fence walls, and drams. Finally a good com-
jirehensive general clause to cover anything
which may have escaped .attention, or m.ay be
disclusid in the course of executing the other
scheduled repairs. Having prepared the schedule
and delivered it to the solicitor for service, or
h iving served it yourself, as the case may be,

iriving the usual three months' notice in which
t" carry out the work, nothing now remains
1 lit to await the result. In some instances
this will mean the appointment of a surveyor
'II the other side by whom your work will be
iiticised and minimised as far as he is able to do

- i. You will be called upon to meet him and
:'i>tify your demands, which you will easily be
li !e to do if you have adhered carefully to the

t. rms of the lease. If it should be the end of the
trim and a monetary payment has been demanded
a tug of war over prices will doubtless ensue. If,

liowever, your prices were attached as you went
along, taking the particulars : and, of course, if

they are reasonable in their nature, you will again
have no difficulty in defending your opinions and
either convincing your opponent or the umpire if

one should be appointed. In other cases tenants
will simply ignore the schedule, and at the
expiration of the notice you will find on going
over the premises that nothing has been done.
This is a case which will probably result in
litigation, and here again the value of the fore-
going hints will be apparent. The painstaking
surveyor, who is sure of his facts, makes the best
witness, and gives himself the best chance of
coming safely through the ordeal of cross-
examination. I shall never forget an instance
which occurred in a case of dilapidations which
came under my notice. It had found its way
into Court before one of the Masters. The
witness, a surveyor now I think deceased , was
asked in cross-examination what was the value of
the property, assuming it to be in good repair.

After giving his opinion, he was next asked what
would be its value if the present schedule of
dilapidations was not complied with. His reply
was "About the same!" The question was
repeated to give him every chance, but he angrily
replied again, "About the same." At the
conclusion of his evidence, counsel for the defence
claimed he had no case to answer. The plaintiff's

surveyor had admitted the dilapidations were of
so trifling a nature as not to affect the value of
the property, and the JIaster aciiuiosced and
advised the plaintiffs to come to terms with
defendants, as he would give judgment against
them. This seemed to me an instance in which
a man had hurriedly inspected the premises, had
not given due consideration to the facts, and
was thus easily upset in Court. I In the other
hand, I met witli an instance in which the .Tudge
gave judgment for the full amovmt of the sur-
veyor's estimate, with costs, and went out of his
way to compliment him upon the moderation and
care he had shown in the preparation of the sche-
dule and the giving of his evidence. These re-
marks naturally lead me to speak of the spirit in
which we should approach this branch of our
work. We have to remember that the system of
leasehold tenure which obtains in this "country
gives great power to the freeholder or superior
landlord—power which is, unfortunately, some-
times very harshly exercised. There is. therefore,
all the more reason why the surveyor should
approach his task in a calm and judicial spirit,

fully determined to uphold and maintain the just
rights of his employer, but equally determined not
to be the minister of injustice to the tenant. If
our work is done in this manner we need have no
fear of the results of an appeal either to a Court
of Law or to an arbitrator. There is another side
of the subject of dilapidations which does not
meet with the attention which it should, and
which often in the end leads to considerable loss

and detriment to the parties concerned. It occurs
in connection with leasehold property. Buyers,

often with the most cursory examination of the

covenants of the lease they are about to purchase,

take upon themselves obligations of an extremely
onerous character, and find when too late the mis-

take they have made in assuming responsibilities

which ought to have been discharged by their

predecessors. Before completing the purchase
they should have instructed a surveyor to prepare

a schedule of dilapidations on their behalf based
upon the covenants of the lease with a proper
valuation of the cost of the necessary repairs. In
many instances this would materially affect the

price they are about to give, and in any event they

would be bargaining with their eyes open. I com-
mend this to your careful notice as a course to be

recommended asoccasion should offer. May I in con-

clusion make the follewingremarkstothoseaboutto
prepare a schedule of dila|iidations between land-

lord and tenant ': Remember in all your claims

that you cannot ask for the premises to be made
superior to the original construction. You must
make allowance for fair wear and tear. Re-
member that fixtures left on the premises at the

end of a term, and a new lease granted, become
part of the frsehold, unless specially reserved to

the lessee in the new lease. Remember if you
are called upon to act as an umpire you need not,

and you ought not to, give any reasons for any
decision you may make. It has been decided

that damages in an action for non-repair are not

the amount which it will cost to put the premises
into repair, but the amount by which the market-
able value of the reversion is depreciated. Re-
member that an under-lessee cannot be sued by
the freeholder for breach of covenant. He is

liable to his superior landlord, who. in turn, is

liable to the freeholder. And as a last general

recommendation be precise both in the schedule

you prepare, and the evidence you give in support

of it. A witness giving evidence in a case as io
the value of certain repairs stated that the

premises before the work was done were in " the

last stage of dilapidation "—sonorous and impres-
sive no doubt, but not precise. This witness had
to hurry away as soon as his evidence was com-
pleted. The surveyor on the other side was
calleil, and saw his chance. Asked in cross-

examination whether he agreed with the previous

professional witness, as to the former state of the

property, he replied :
" that depends upon what he

meant," and being called upon to explain,

answered that " there are two kinds of dilapida-

tion—structural and decorative. If he meant
the former I disagi-ee. if the latter I agree." The
whole value of the previous evidence was thus

destroyed with material effect upon the final

decision of the case.

Mr. W. R. Hood, F.S.I.. in proposing a vote of

thanks to Mr. Chidgey, said : I should like to thank
Jlr. Chidgey very heartily for the paper he has

given us on the subject of "dilapidations." It is

not a long paper, and, as he said at the beginning,

it was only intended more or less to introduce the

subject : therefore I shall not merely attempt any
criticism upon the points he has raised, but 1 shall

also endeavour to introduce one or two other

points which he has to a certain extent over-

looked. As he mentioned the question of " fair

wear and tear excepted," I hoped he would have

enlarged upon that, and that he would have given

us his opinion as to what "fair wear and tear
"

might be. It is very elastic, and I have heard it

argued in various ways all more or less unsatis-

factory. As regards the definition of repairs in

the schedule being sometimes drawn up by a

solicitor, I have just had a case which shows the

f*lacy of that course very clearly. There w.as a

sOTediile drawn up very tersely by a solicitor, in

which the terms were subject to a very wide

definition. For instance, it was s,aid in it that

the joinery work was to be left as new The case

was brought before the Court, and the judge in

giving his decision said that from the evidence of

the surveyors it had evidently been left as new,

inasmuch as the work wjis very bad when the

place was originally built ; and that it was left

very bad: and he gave judgment for the

defendant. As to a quantity surveyor being

particularly qualified to be a dilapidation surveyor

I entirely agree. No other person could possibly

be better qualified ; his theoretical training as well

as his practical experience essentially qualifies

him for such a position : and it would have be^n

interesting to hear Jlr. Chidgey enlarge upon that

too. For some yeai-s past— this is rather aside

issue, for it does not bear directly upon dilapida-

tions—I have thought of tiie work we liave missed

in not being appointed assessors of damages in-

curred by fires. I trust the Quantity Surveyors"

Association will pursue that subject as far as

possible, and introduce it wherever this may
suitably be done ; for undoubtedly a quantity
surveyor could assess fire damages far better than
an auctioneer, and the majority of fire assessors I

come in contact with in assessing fire damages are

auctioneers. Another question not touched upon
in the paper was the payment of dilapidations

surveyors' fees. Now it is a most iniquitous

system that we have to some extent drifted into of

a dilapidation surveyor being paid his fees on the
completion of, or perhaps before, sometimes rather
before than after the completion of the work,
and we all know that they are not even
demandable before the case goes into court.

If the case is one that has to be taken into court
then the judgment given against the lessee

carries with it the payment of the survejor's

fees, and I fight against it myself very strongly,

and have advised my clients nearly every time I

had an opportunity of doing so not to pay the

dilapidation surveyor's fees : otherwise we do not
get the free and conscientious carrying out of the
covenants of the lease. With these remarks I

would conclude by saying that I for one thank
Mr. Chidgey very heartily for the useful paper he
has given us.

Mr. H. ,1. Camp formally seconded the vote of

thanks.

Mr. R. .1. Tollit : Jlr. Hood raised the question
as to the " fair wear and tear " clause, and I was
glad of this, for it was one I myself wanted to

ask Mr. Chidgey. In provincial practice in the

ordinary house-letting leases we get this "fair
wear and tear" clause very often subjected to

discussion between ourselves and our solicitors as

to what exactly the clause means. If then Mr.
Chidgey would enlighten us upon this point, I

myself, and perhaps others, would be very glad.

Another point I wanted to raise was this : in the

ordinary letting of a house the landlord agi^ees to

keep the construction of the house in good repair,

and the tenant agrees to keep the inside— is there

any rule or law which says what is the con-

structional part of the house and what is the

other Of course, the outline of the construction

is obvious to anybody, but when it come to a

thing like drainage, as, for instance, the ordinary

house connection with the sewer: if that drain

stops, for instance, in the sink gully, to go into

particulars, is that a structural repair for the

landlord, or a tenant's repair r Is it inside the

house, being part of the sink, or in the con-

struction of the house, as being part of the

drain ':

Mr. C. W. Ball, who supported the vote of

thanks, said several queries occurred to him as

the paper was being read, of which he had made
note. As to the question of drainage he was very

much in agreement with 3Ir. Tollitt. That is

always a very diBioult question with him when
he has to survey for dilapidations. t)ne docs not

like to adopt the stringent course of having the

drains uncovered, and, indeed, that may seem to

be quite unnecessary. Yet at the same time

if the house is an old one, and there

have been no new drains for many year.'',

it will be jjrobably found that they were badly

laid, because at the time they were laid there w.as

not ver\' much supervision : they are not laid on
concrete beds, and the joints are probably made in

clay ; and there is always the chance that the

drainage will fail at any moment almost. In his

opinion no system of testing is altogether satis-

factory. He would also be glad to hear from Mr.
Chidgey whether these terms are synonjTnous

—

"good repair " " habitable repair." and " tenant-

able repair," and whether the term " tenantable

repair" will cover papering and distempering.

Recently, in making a survey for dilapidations,

he had found the basement floor entirely rotten,

having been affected by dry-rot caused by the

want of air under the floor -there were no air

bricks, therefore the floor became rotten. In that

case would it be considered in accordance with the

terms of the lease if the tenant, when giving up

the premises, were to take up the wooden floor

and put down a cement floor in its placer If a

wooden floor were put down again, of course, in a

short time that would rot away too. Another

(|uestion is whether a surveyor in valuing for

dilapidations is supposed to have an appraiser's

license. That is an important )K>int that had often

been mentioned to him—wo arc not auctioneers,

and not valuers in that sense. And if we have

not an appraiser's license, could a client refuse to

pay our fee in consequence—that is, if he refused

should we have a claim against him in a court of

law :- He quite agreed with Mr. Chidgey in hia
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remarks as to the drawing up of a lease, that the

repairing clauses can be very much better done

by a surveyor than a solicitor, for it is very

seldom that a solicitor can understand the techni-

calities of it. Therefore I agree it is very much
better for a surveyor to draw up the clauses and
then leave a solicitor just to put it into form. He
thought the idea of holding our meeting before

the dinner a capital one, and he hoped facilities

would be afforded to the members whereby they

might be enabled to meet very much oftencr.

The Chairman : Before putting the vote to the

meeting, 1 would like to make one or two
remarks ; at any rate, 1 will raise one other point

for Sir. Chidgey to answer distinctly, for I want
this paper and discussion, when published, to be

of value, not only to those members present, but

to those not present. The point has perhaps been

raised in the questions as to "good repair,"

'habitable repair," and " tenantable repair":

and as to whether at the end of a lease there must
be paper and paint, i.c., in the house of the value

of that existing at the beginning. Well, would
it not be better if Jlr. Chidgey gave advice not

exactly in accordance with that statement, for no

one can tell at the end of a 21 years' lease what
was the value of paper or paint on walls when the

lease was started. \\'hen dilapidations have to be

considered, you cannot tell what the paper at

commencement of lease was. Will he not tell us

that the law requires that you shall put such

paper or paint on the walls as will place the

premises in such condition as they might reason-

ably be expected to be in by an incoming tenant

at the ordinary rental of such property in the

neighbourhood where it happens to be. I hope

Mr. Chidgey will make that perfectly clear,

because it is one of the greatest stumblingblocks

to younger men.
The vote of thanks was then carried by

acclamation.

Mr. Chidgey : Mr. President and Gentlemen,

I am extremely obliged to you for this vote of

thanks. I will try to answer the various questions

that have been raised by Mr. Hood and others.

Wliat constitutes "fair wear and tear " is always

a bone of contention : no one is able to decide

exactly what it is. The best answer I can give

is that we should approach this question in a

reasonable, fair-minded spirit, and not expect to

liave a new house at the end of a long lease. A
certain amount of wear and tear to premises

cannot be avoided : and if it is the consequence of

ordinary usage of the premises, I do not think you
can ask tenants to replace work used in that

way. The question of the payment of surveyor's

fees has been another bone of contention. A
tenant is not liable for the payment of a

surveyor's fees unless and until the matter

comes into Court, then the surveyor's fees

are regarded as fees for going to view, in which
case they can be charged as against the defendant

if the case goes against him. Another ijentleman,

Mr. ToUit. asked what a tenant and landlord

•would be liable for under an agreement, where

the landlord is supposed to do stiuctural repaii'S

and the tenant inside repaii-s. The one is re-

sponsible for repairs to the fabric and the other

for the decorations— i.e., for papering, jiainting.

whitewashing, kis. The question of drains is

somewhat more difficult ; it all depends upon

where plumbing en Is and drainage begins. The
waste from the sink, I should say, is rather

plumbing than drainage : therefore, if the waste

from the sink is stopped, it would necessarily be

by an act of default on the part of the tenant,

and should be cleared by him. It is fnir to

assume in the case of an ordinary long aj.'ree-

ment that landlord's responsibility is retained for

the whole of the outside drainage until it reaches

the house. Mr. Ball took the question of drains

a little further, and referred to the inspection of

drains at the end of a long lease, as, for instance.

',19 years. Jly answer to that is : You cannot

expect a modern up-to-date house, complete in all

respects, at the end of il9 years. A house can

only be placed in such repair as corresponds with

its original condition. I do not think anyone
could legally reciuire a tenant to take up drains

and relay them in the modern scientific style. As
long as the drains are doing their work as drains.

I do not think the tenant should be called upon
to relay them, unless he has so obviously neglected

them that there is nothing else to be done.

^Vnother point raised was whether "good
repair," "habitable repair," and "tenantable
repair" all had the same meaning. ''Habit-
able repair

'

' and ' ' tenantable repair " are

almost the same—at any rate, I cannot see

that there is much distinction between them.

But "good repair" depends entirely upon

the opinion of the person asking for good

repair, for what one man considers good repair

the other may not. I think the remark nrade by

the chairman is a very good guide. In regard to

this—that the paint and paper and general repairs

should be suitable to a house let at the rent

generallv obtained in the neighbourhood. In

all these matters you must have due regard

to the position of the house and to the

class of tenant likely to occupy it. As to

whether "tenantable repair" covers papering

and distempering, I think without doubt it

does, for a place would not be in a tenantable

repair unless papered or distempered. Dry-rot in

the Hoor of the basement is a much-disputed

question. I think this comes under the general

covenants of the lease. If you allow the door to

get drv-rot, vou are not keeping it in the con-

dition" it should be kept. As to whether the

wood floor might be replaced by a cement floor,

that -would be purelv a matter of agreement be-

tween the parties. 'As to whether the appraiser's

license is necessary, it has been held not to be

necessary in the case of preparing schedules of

dilapidations, except as a means of recovering fees

from a client. The possession or non-possession

of an appraiser's license does not affect the

validity of your schedule of dilapidations as such :

but ivithout it you cannot recover your fees legally

if they are disputed.

The Chairman : It is like having a legal docu-

ment unstamped.
Mr. Chidgey : Yes, you take the risks. 1 would

again express thanks for the merciful criticism to

which my paper has been subjected.

.\ vote" of thanks to Mr. A. J. Gate for pre-

siding was proposed and carried by acclamation,

and acknowledged bv the Chairman.

OBITUARY.
The death is announced cf ilr. David .Tevkixs,

F.K.I.B.A., M.S.A.. of Abbot's Hill. Llandilo,

('armarthenshire. The deceased architect had an

extensive school and general practice, and became

an Associate of the Institute by examination in

ISSS, taking up his Fellowship six years later.

Since ISS.i he had been a member of the Society

of Architects, and actively promoted its interests,

and the cause of Registration in South Wales.

His son, Mr. William D. Jenkins, one of the

Society of Architects' Gold Medallists, is architect

to the Education Committee of Carmarthen.

Mr. William Hewsox Lees, A.R.I.B.A., dis-

trict surveyor for Holborn, East Strand, and part

of St. Pancras. died at his residence, 'M, Mecklen-
burgh-square, W.C, on Tuesday, aged 63 years.

Mr. Lees was one of the senior Associates of the

Institute, having been elected forty-two years

ago. He was formerly assistant to the late Mr.
F. W. Porter, of Russell-square, had been a Metro-

politan district surveyor since ISSo, and had held

liis present appointment, in succession to Mr.
Porter, since November, 1901.

extension of St.

been laid. The
edifice, and will cost

The foundation-stone of the

Dyfrig's Church, Cardiii", has

extension will complete the

between £1,000 and £3,000.

The new Roman Catholic Church of St. Boniface

at Mitcham was solemnly opened on Thursday, the

ISth ult. The architect, Mr. Benedict Williamson^

has given up ihurch bailding for the priesthood.

The church is on the lines of the early Roman
basilicas, and is of modest cost and pretensions.

( Mily live bays are as yet completed, acccmuiodating

400 ; but when the whole design is realised with its

sanctuary and apse, TOO worshippers will tind place

witliiu its walls.

The Clydchank Water Trustees are about to begin

the new works for which they have obtained legisla-

tive authority. Two reservoirs are to be constructed

one at Barncrooks and the other on the Fingland

Burn, near Caldai^nan. Tenders are being con-

sidered for the first named, the cost of which will

he from £:iO,000 to t'tO,000, and work on which is

to begin in May. This reservoir is to holl 400,OilO.OilO

"allous. -V trunk main will be laid thence along

tile Stockiemuir road to the filters at Cochno, a

length of IS miles.

Recent develo)iments at Pencoed and Heolycyw
havin^ made it imperative to provide water schemes

for both places, the councils of both parishes are

considering a loint scheme. Pencoed's source of

supply will be Cwmrhydymilwyr, while Heolycyw's

supply will be derived from Llechyclawdd.

Butlbtng tnttlligcncc.

Beth.v.vl Greex.—The first block of model

dwellings to be brought into being by the bequest

of upwards of a million sterling left by the late

Mr. William Sutton, the well-known carrier, of

Golden-lane, will shortly be ready for occupation.

This initial block is to be erected on a site recently

acquired in James-street, Bethnal Green, and the

architects are Messrs. Joseph and Smithem,

(Jueen-street, Cheapside. The dwellings are to

consist of three sections, each of which will be

five stories high. The sections will be lOtt.

apart, and in the intervening space there are to

be beds for flowers and shrubs. The buildings

will consist of 160 tenements—viz., Jl one-room

dwe'Jings, 66 containing two rooms, 66 containing

three rooms, and four in which the accommoda-

titin will be four rooms.

Bristol.—The new college premises in con-

nection with the Moravian Mission
_

at 2'1,

Gotham Xew-road, were opened on Saturday.

The main building of the college was erected

about forty years ago, and is a four-story build-

ing with a quiet front in the Renaissance style.

A new wing, comprising four rooms, and a

students' staircase, has just been added.^ The
architects are Messrs. La Trobe and Weston,

F.R.I.B.A The cost has been about £600.

GosioKTH.—The new Presbyterian Church at

Gosforth was recently opened. The church is

designed in a simple treatment of Early English,

with no elaboration, but depending on the outline

ana proportions for effect". The site is at the

corner of High-street and West-avenue, and the

buildings adjoin the existing hall. The church is

planned with nave and transepts, apse for choir

and organ-chamber at west end, and vestibule,

with cloakrooms, at the east end. A session room

and minister's vestrv with other offices are placed

at the we.st end of the church adjoining the old

haU. The church will seat about 450, including

choir. The floors are of solid redwood blocks,

laid herringbone pattern on concrete, with pitch

pine in the passages, and laid by Jlessrs. Roger

Lowe and Co.. Farnworth. The church has an

open-timber roof with hammer-beam principals,

and is lined internally with pitch-pine cleading.

The span of the nave is 41ft., length 61ft., and

height to collar of roof 32ft. The total length of

the church internally is Sift., and the transepts

are •24ft. wide. The walls are of rubble stone,

faced with hammer-dressed snecked work, and

having chiselled stone di^essings. All the interior

woodwork is in pitch pine except the pulpit, which

is in Austrian wainscot oak. Messrs. Badenoch

and Bruce, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, are the archi-

tects, and ilr. Geo. H. Mauchlcn was the con-

tractor.

Hasiuuy Hill, Hales Owex.—Viscountess
Cobham laid on May 1 the memorial stone of the

new church of St. Margaret, which is being

erected on Hasburv Hill, in the parish of Hales

Owen. The site -was the gift of Viscount Cob-

ham. The plan of the building provides for a

nave, aisles, chancel, side chapel, organ chamber,

narthex, porches, and choir and clergy vestries.

Five arches on each side of the nave open into

the aisles, and at the west end a wide arch

connects the nave with the narthex, against the

west end of which the font will be placed, exactly

opposite the altar at the east end. The internal

length of the church is 116ft. Sin., and the width

48ft., and the external dimensions are 126ft. 6in.

and 67ft., -while the distance from the floor to the

top of the cross on the bell turret is 57ft. The

structure is being built almost entirely of brick,

stone being sparingly used in the window heads

and sills, gable copings, and pillars. It has been

desii;ned by Jlessrs. Cutts, of London, and the

contract, w"hich is for £3,730, exclusive of fittings,

is being carried out by Mr. W. Hopkins, of Bir-

mingham,
Ipswich.—The Girls' Public Day School Trust

have removed the Ipswich high school from the-

premises in Northgate-street, formerly used as the

School of Art. to a large building in Westerfield-

road, overlooking the public hall. The new home

of the school was till lately the house occupied by

the late Mr. Walton Turner, and has been altered

for its new purpose under the direction of Sir. J.

Osbornq Smith, F.R.I.B.A.. of Westminster. A
gymnasium and assembly-hall has been added,

and accommodation is provided in all for 200

pupils. The builders were Messrs. J. BenUey

and Sons, of Waltham Abbey.

VixcEXT-SQi-AKE, S.W.—TheDuchess of Albany
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laid the foundation-stone of a new hospital for

infants on Thursday in last week at Vincent-
square, Westminster. The hospital was founded
four years ago hy the late Mrs. Robert Mond in

Denning-road. Hanip.stead, where accommodation
was provided for 'JO infants. Her husband, Jlr.

Robert Mond, has offered to erect the present new
and larger hospital in Vincent-square. West-
minster, at a cost of £30,000 as a memorial to his

wife. The new hospital, of which Messrs. Read
and Macdonald arc the architects, will have ac-

commodation for .j.i cots, will be provided with a

lecture theatre, and with laboratories for scientific

research. It will be fireproof, and every nurse
will have a separate bedroom. The new buildin£2r

will be completed in (Jctober, when the transfer

from the premises at Hampstead will take place.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opmiona of

our correspondents. All comraunicatinna should be

drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communicatiims respecting illusti-ations or Uterarv matter

should be addrc.is<»d to the EDITOK of the Britoiso
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passa?e, Strand,

W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay

is not infrequently otherwise caused. .\11 drawings and
other comnumications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will m.t imdertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable

The Stkan'd Xewspapeb Compasv, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :— *' Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holboni.

CHIPS.
The tirst of the new Wesleyan churches to be

built at Blackpool in couuection with the Twentieth
Century Extension Scheme was opened last week.
The church, which is situated at North .Shore, is in

the Late Decorated style, and is the largest chapel in

Blackpool. Its erection has cost £li>,000.

The R.I.B..\. Special Examination to be held at

.lohanuesburg next November will take place under
the auspices of the Transvaal Institute of .-Vrchitects.

The following members have been appointed by the
Transvaal Institute as a committee to conduct the
examination : — Messrs. "W. Leek, F.R.I.B.A.,
Herbert Baker, F.R.LB.A., and U. A. H. Dickson,
F.R.I. B. A., chairman.

A new institute for the deaf and dum^ of Roch-
dale and district is being built by the mayor
(Alderman .Tones, J. P.) on a site in Church-lane,
opposite to the new extension of the technical

school. Messrs. S. Butterworth and Duncan are
the architects, and Messrs. \V. A. Peters and Sons,
also of Rochdale, the builders.

Lady St. Levan laid last week the foundation-
stone of the church of St. Thomas the Apostle, to

be built at North Keyham. The site, which is

14"Jft. by .ioft., and has been given by Lord St.

Levan, is at the corner of Renown-street and Royal
Navy-avenue, When completed, the church wdl
consist of a nave, north and south aisles, with tower
at the south-west corner, and stalls for a large
choir, organ chamber, clergy and clioir vestries,

classroom, and heating chamber, and the building
will be m the Perpendicular style. It is proposed
to proceed at once with the tirst portiou of the
scheme, which will consist of nave aud aisles and
porch, and will give seating accommodation for .520.

Major J. Stewart, R.E., Local Government Board
inspector, has held an inquiry at Brownhills into an
application by the urban district council for sanction
to a loan of £:S,0 '0 for the construction of sewage
disposal works. Mr. T. H. Stanley (clerk to the
council) stated that the population of the district in

lilOl was now about 1^1,000, and in assessable value
1:37. '230. The portion drained w.as about 4,000
acres, and the area affected by the proposed scheme
was about 000 acres, ilr. Raikes, engineer, ex-
plained that the scheme was to do away with the
pollution of the stream, which at present arose
through the inadequacy of the existing pumping
jtiant to raise the whole of the sewage to the sewage
iarm.

An irrigation scheme that has been under the
construction of the Department of Works of New
South Wale? for some years—viz., damming the
waters of the Murrumbidgee, so as to render
practicable the irijgation of a vast tract of western
country, promises now to be realised in the near
future. A dam is to be bu It to a height of 200ft.,

at a cost of £S10,000 : a main canal, l.')2 miles in
length, will cost £'340,934 ; and mam distributory
aud lateral channelhng will bring up the cost to
about a million and a half.

ttn Sunday, the 21st uU., the opening services

took place at St. Thomas's new parish-hall,
Ardwick, which has been erected at a total cost of
nearly £2,11111. The architects were Messrs. Royle
and Bennett, Manchester, and the builders Messrs.
Burgess and Gilt, also of Manchester.

A new wing and extensions to Glasgow Samaritan
Hospital for Women were opened last week by
Lady Blythswood. The new works, which have
cost over £12,000, contains four wards, each with
accommodation for ten beds, and four smaller
wards for three or two beds each. The extended
hospital now contains accommodation for NO beds.

The (termin Portland cement industry seems i to
have recovered to a great extent from the period of
depression under which it was suffering two years
ago. Fifteen new cement works are now being
erected, aud on the completion of these schemes the
annual output will be increased by 1,000,000 barrels.

Many of the existing companies have paid very good
dividends for the past year, and the various cement
syndicates are again in evidence.

NO'nCE.

Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price l'2s. each, by post

12s. Od.") as onlv a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
xi,TX., Lni., Lxi., Lxn., Lxn-., i.xv., LX-n.,
LX\TT., LX\Tn.. LXIX., LXXI., LXXII., LXXm.,
LXXrV'.. LXXV.. LXXVI., LXX\TI., LXXIX.,
Lxxx.. Lxxxi., i.xxxn., Lxxxm., lxxxiv.,
LXXXV.. LXXXVI., LXXX\^I., LXXX\TII.,
LXXXIX., and XO. may still be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at

once, as many of them soon rim out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for bindinsr the Bcildixo News,
price '28., post free 'is. 4d.. can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, L«:)ndon, W.C.

"BlILUIMi .NEWS" LlESK.NIXU CLIH.

Dhawisos Eeceiveii.—"Nick." " Anak." "Nabob,"
"Noric," "Mold." "Claude," "O.H.E.," "Primrose,"
"Tramp." "White Heather." "Lot." "Fuzzy,"
"Lion," "Qui Vive," "Hooky," "Croxted," "Bracken
le Dale," " Eros," and "Plinth."

F. H. White. iThe "service room" will be small, and
in the basement. It is to suppls space for brooms, &c.,

and a sink.)

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

United States. £1 6s. Od. lor 6dols. 30c. gold . To France

or Belgium. £1 6s. Od. (or mh. Mc.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

To anv of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, 'the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od. .

AD'V'EBTISESIENT CH.iROES.

The charge for Competition and Contract
Advertisements, Public Companies, and all otficial

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 53. for

four Imes.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements lexcept

Situation a'lvertiseraents) is 6d. per line of eight words

(the first line counting as twoi, the minimum charge

being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than six insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge fr.r advertisements for ** Situations
Vacant "or " Situations 'Wanted " aul " Part-
nerships." is One Shilliso for Twestv-eol-b Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU SUiuuion

Aiiu-n.i^fm"i!s muM be pr-'paid,

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at the

office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,

W.C, frte of charci-. If to l)e forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. iSee

Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and

special and other positions, can l)e obtained on application

to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week mast reach the

office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page

Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements

must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure

insertion.

Rec FivEo.-J. K. and Co.—H. and G.—D. and Co., Ltd.

—H. B. and E , Ltd.— .\. J. T.—K. and Co.. Ltd.—
J. C. A.-Fred. .1.—Elska.-D. D. and J.—M. M. A.—
E. and D.-.V, Ltd.

Sepia.—Yes.

S. H. L.—We think you can claim.

Rest.—The item ought to be allowed.

Western.— It is not a stone we care to U5e ouraslves

externally.
'

F. W. H.-.I. and H. Patteson, Oxford-street. Min-
cbester, are the people for the work you wan:.

Lai SDiiv.-Try U. and J. Tallis, L'd.. Clydebin'j. We
j

have seen little of th= work of ch= u'.hjr arm yoi)

I

mention.

D. S.-Jabez Thompson and Son. Northwich, do some

very good sundials. Write them lor Iheir iUu<trat.d

sheet."

L. L. D.—Wright SntclifTe, and Son, Halifax, will supply

the laboratory fittings.

Elk.—See our "Directory" pile, unljr "L^i.Ud
Itlazing.'*

P. H. H.—We do not know whether the earth-closet

people you name <till supply. We should try Donkin'a

.«ep irating-closeU. iSee "Directory " p»ge, under
" hearth l.'losets"

F. R. F.—We can suggest no other means than the usual

—that is, advertising.

E. J. ScAiPE.— Designs for cemetery chapeU were given

on pp. i'Jl and :oj, last vol., and in many previou-

I

issue?.

Coritsp0ni:itncc.

THE NEW (_'(irXTV CtJUNCTL HALL.

To the Editor of the Buildino Nbws.

Sill,—So rarely does such an occision arise as

that afforded by the new County Council Hall of

erecting an architectural monument of the first

importance, that the very magnitude of the under-

faking and the far-reaching effects it must

produce on the future of the county, should, we
feel, prompt those in authority to do the fullest

justice to this magnificent ojiportunity by securing

for the inhabitants of London a noble architec-

tural conception in every way worthy of their

ii'sthetic and civic aspirations.

These considerations have induced us to seek

the hospitality of your columns in order to draw

the attention "of the public to the steps already

taken by the responsible authority—the London
County' Council—as we firmly believe they are

not those best calculated to secure the desired

result.

The County CounL-il having acquired a fine site,

has promoted a public competition for the best

design, and we are of opinion that there is a

bona fide desire on the CounciEs part to obtain

the best possible building. \Ve therefore cannot

but profoundly regret that it has been so badly

advised as to draw up conditions for the conduct

of this competition, and for the control of the

erection of the building which render it extremely

unlikelv that the finest possible design will ever

be submitted, and if submitted that it will ever

be chosen, and even if chosen that it will ever be

properly carried out.

The competition is divided into two stages.

The first is open to all British and foreign

architects, and their designs will be adjudicated

upon by Mr. K. Norman Shaw, R.A.. and Mr.

W. E. Riley. F.R.I.li..A., the two assessors ap-

pointed by' the Council for the purpose. Fro.-n

among the designs submitted a selection of the

best will be mide, whose authors will be required

to compete a second time in the company of eight

additional architerts specially ihvittd by the

Council to enter the competition at this juncture.

This will constitute the second stage, and the

judging of the final designs will be undertaken by

a jury or committee of three assessors consisting

of the two gentlemen previously mentioned, and a

third who will be duly ap])ointed.

The principle of a 'jury of assessors is a sound

and commendable one, and we are glad that the

Council has adopted it. It, however, appears to

us that if the services of three assessors are

necessary in order to make a wise final choice

from a limited number of designs, the need for

their combined judgment becomes increasingly

imperative in the first stage of the competition.

We consider this a matter of the utmost import-

ance, us the success of the competition entirely

depend.-! on the greatest care being bestowed on

I

the selection of designs in the initial st.ige.

' The council also intends to associate its super-

intending arcjiitect with the successful competitor

in superintending the erection of. the selected

design, and will invest him with discretionary

powers to control the successful architect in all

reallv import!int and viul matters, and thus place

him 'in a position of authority over the actual

architect.

This arrangement tends to destroy the real

architect's enthusiasm and initiative, damages his

self-respect, and reduces him to the level of a

sub-ollicial of the Council under the control of the

superintending architect. In effect it merely adils

another sub-department—the County Hall de-

partment- to the large number of those already

administeied by the superintending arcliitect, with

the >iic"essful architect as chief assistant.

We may be permitted to doubt if any large

numbt^r of pi'ominent architects—leaders of the

profession— will be eager to compete for such a

position, or whether it would be possible for any

one of them to produce his best work under such

conditions.

If, however, the Council intends that its super-

1 intending architect shall not exercise such powers.
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but shrtU be joint arclutoi-t with equal authority,

a system of dual lontrol would be adopted whiuh
would be injurious to the building and subversive

of the public interest.

Apart from these considerations, it is contrary

to the rules of the Kiyal Institute of British

Architects governing professional conduct that

any one man should occupy the two positions of

joint assessor and joint architect in any compe-

tition, however limited his powers may be, and

we are at a loss to understand how the superin-

tending architect (as a member of the Institute)

could have allowed himself to be placed in this

delicate and invidious position, or permitted his

Council to suppose that any members of the

Institute could be expected to compete.

To insure the receipt of designs from promi-

nent men, the Council specially invited eight

architects to compete, seven of whom are members
of the Institute. These gentlemen were selected

before the Council issued its conditions, and pre-

sumably did not foresee their present dilemma.

Did space permit, we might enlarge on the ir-

relevance of the arguments used by the chairman

of the Establishment Committee in support of the

dual-control system. The instances he cited of

two well-known buildings are really illustrative of

its disastrous effects.

We may, however, state briefly that these con-

ditions arc such as must be resented by profes-

sional men, and as in consequence the best archi-

tects are not likely to compote while they remain

unrevised, success of this vast enterprise is far

from certain.

We consider that on public grounds the Council

must revise the conditions so far as they affect the

judging of the designs and the control of the

ereotion of the building. We would, therefore,

suggest that another independent architect familiar

with schemes of this unusual magnitude be im-

mediately appointed as a third assessor, so that

absolutely the best possible designs may be selected

in the first stage of the competition, and that after

the final choice of a design is made the council

should strictly limit its superintending archi-

tect's duties to that of general professional adviser,

in which cipacity his rare administrative experi-

ence will have ample scope. He will, moreover,

be in the most favourable position for safeguarding

the interests of the Council, and assuring himself

that all its requirements have been duly met.

—

We are, ^:c. ;
—

llembers of Council Royal Institute of British

Architects :
—
J. (t. S. Gihsox, vice-President,

A. W. S. Citoss, M.A.,
C. E. Mallows,
H. V. Laxchesteu.

Presidsnts of Allied Societies :
—

J. Donald Mills, Dundee,
HAUiioTrLE Reed, Exeter,

James M. Monroe, Glasgow,

J. H. WooDuoi'sE, Manchester,

,1. T. Cackett, Newcastle,

W. Dv.MocK PiiATT, Nottingham,
AuTHUii Pollard, York.

Metropolitan Members of R.I.B.A. :
—

G.HlHHARD.F.S.A.
E. A. RUKARDS
W. G. Wilson
A. W. MoOKE
E. S. Ayi.ing

WiXTON Newman
A. W. Wilis
.1. Andkuson
A. E. Mlmhv, M.A.

FF.R.I.U.A.

AA.R.I.B.A.

and w.c. for thi; head mistress (not master, as

shown on the published plans) was to have been

adjacent. Is this done ':

There is no need to add how disgusted the

competitors must feel at such a result.—1 am, &c.,

DlSGVSTEIl.

Sir,—The letter of "Educationist" in your

issue of Jlay 3 contains the first criticism of any

re;il value upon secondarv-school planning which

has recently appeared. Both in this, the Bishop

Auckland, and the Barnsley High School compe-

titions, the efforts of the newspaper critics appear

to have been directed not towards the general

principles which should govern secondary school

planning, as developed by head masters and mis-

tresses and educational authorities throughout the

country, but rather in the direction of captious

criticism of minor points of detail, generally from

an elementary-school standpoint. The design

placed first, for the Bishop Auckland .School has

rather generally been commended ; that for the

Barnsley High School almost entirely condemned.
Vet the fii-st is unsuited to secondary-school pur-

poses, while the second will, I feel sure, in

i/eiicrnl prutrlpk, be approved by most authorities

upon modem secondary-school planning.

I do not feel that the assessor should be saddled

with the responsibility for the unsatisfactory (r)

result in either case : no one can question his

knowledge of the subject, and the inference to be

drawn is that he made himself acquainted with the

views of the committees as to the type of plan they

required, and assessed the competition accord-

ingly : but [ do feel that when professional papers

publish criticisms upon designs submitted in com-
petition they should obtain as their critic an
architect with an intimate, practical, and up-to-

date knowledge of the subject under consideration ;

as ' Educationist " says in his letter*, " the result

of the competition for the above schools (Bishop

.Auckland) is a great disappointment to those

interested in education." Yet the following are

some of the published criticisms upon the design

in question :

—

"None of the other plans were comparable
with it."

" It is satisfactory to see a scheme successful in

a school competition which combines a first-class

plan with a good architectural treatment," and
yet as "Educationist" points out, "The class-

rooms and hall being united makes the hall of no
service when the classrooms are being used, and
vice-versa."

"No section of the school can be addressed or

examined when the remainder are being taught
in the classrooms."

" The whole school must be assembled or none.
Therefore far the greatest portion of the time, the

hall is nothing more than a wide passage way to

the classrooms."

Such' divergent opinions seem to indicate a

want of knowledge somewhere, and from a fairly

wide acquaintance with persons interested in

school-planning, I should say the want of know-
ledge is not with " Educationist."— I am, ic,

A Believer in Competent Criticism.

BISHOP AUCKLAND SECONDARY
SCHOOL.

Sir,— .A.s an unsuccessful competitor in the

above, may I endorae the remarks of " Educa-

tionist "
r ' After having spent a considerable

amount of labour and money in working out

schemes governed by the conditions, it is f.ir

from encouraging to see. from the first premiated

design, that the said conditions might have baen

ignored as regards the number of places in the

small classrooms and likewise the assambly-hall

(both mist important factors in the planning .

Might I also point out one or two minor defects ':

The- coal for the mistresses' rooms has also to

come to the main entrance with the butcher's and
baker's boys. The [ilacing of the assistant mis-

tresses' room on the first floor, when their work is

chiefly on the ground floor, does not matter, as it

had to he put " s:>:iinv.'nrj." Agiin, the lavatory

intercommunication.

£EFLI£S.

[12268.)—Purlin.—Send 6s. 6d. to Jotin Wilson.

Urmston, Manchester, for his combined " Building Con-

struction," 1905. or else his •' Mensuration" and " Arith-

metic," separate, at about Is. post free. You will ft
much useful information given in a concise manner-e.?.,

common rafters not to be more than 8ft. bearings. This

determines number of purlins, and a strut to be placeil

immediatelv under each purlm. Maximum span for kins-

post truss is .loft. For queen-post truss it would be 4.)ft.

as a limit. Purlins ; C = distance in feet that purlins are

apart-
^

D = Vl^ X U X 10 . B =^D

A new parish church is about to be built at
Llanhilleth, Mon. The architect is Mr. E. A.
Johnson, of .Vbergavenny.

Mr. William Stringtellow, A.M.I.C.E., M.R.S.I.,
who has been surveyor to the Ashbourne I'rbau
District Council for over four years, was on Wed-
nesday week unanimously appointed surveyor to the
Thame L'rban District Couucil. i ixon, in succession
to Mr. Ileury Howland, who has accepted an
appointment in Canada, and who a day or two
earlier was presented with a purse of gold, accom-
panied by an address contai.iing the names of over
seventy subscribers, residents in Thame,

At the advan;ed age of SS years, Mr. William
Briggs, a retired builder and early pioneer of
Toroutn, passed away on Friday, .\pril 12, in that
city. Deceased w.-is a native of Hull, and emigrated
to Toronto nearly <>5 years ago. Twenty-five years
ago Mr. Briggs retired from active business, but had
baea well up to three years since, when he was
knocked down by a street car, from the effects of

which accident he never fully recovered.

The memorial-stone of the new home for the
Scottish Engineers' and Shipbuilders' Institute,

which is at present being erected in Glasgow at a

cost of between £2),000 and £10,000, was laid by
the Duke of .Vrgyll on Saturday.

The death is announced of Mr. K. O. Harris,
architect, vice-president of the .Vrchitectural Asso-
ciation 80 far back as lS').")-ii, during Col. R, W.
Elis'a first year of office as president.

yv X U X 10 . B

Find depth of purlin when L = 10, C = 7—

D = VU-""^ '^ I'O = VJ.OOU X 1-0 = 914in

B =— D = 9-14 X A = 5-48in
lU

9-14 X -iL :

10

rhis may be Mn. by o.Mn. Note.— '7 means that square

root has to be extracted twice— i.e., the square root of

7,000 is taken, and then the square root of the result

again. Thus V7,000 = 83-66, 78366 = 9-Uin., &c.. 6;c.

—Regent's Park.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Hetsham Harbour.—A Select Committee of the

House of Lords have passed the preamble of the

Midland Railway Bill so far as Clauses 12 and 13 are

concerned relating to the improvement of Heysham
Harbour on the Morecambe coast. Clause 12

authorises the construction of two jetties or break-

waters at Heysham. The larger of the jetties, both

of which are extensions of the existing embank-
ment or seawalls, is to be carried seawards a dis-

tance of 450 yards, and the second one a distance of

265 yards. The jetties are required to protect the

harbour from sdt. By Clause 13, powers are taken

to dredge, deepen, and remove any rocks, banks,

sand, mud, or shingle within or adjoining the

harbour works, and to make and maintain wharves,

quays, railway sidings, shops, buildmgs, grain-tips,

and machinery. The estimated expenditure on the

works proposed under these two clauses is £90,000.

Advertisement Regulations Bill. — The
measure was discussed on Tuesday by the Standing

Committee of the House of Commons. The Bdl

will give local authorities power to make by-laws

for the regulation of advertisements—a power

already possessed by many large cities by virtue of

private .Vets of Parliament. It provides for the

regulation and control of hoardings exceeding

12ft. in height ; for preventing their erection in

such a way as to affect injuriously the amenities of

a public park, pleasuie promenade, or the natural

beauty of the landscape ; and for preventing

advertising on trees orpr-vate property, without the

consent of the owner. Mr. T. W. Russell moved to

amend the first sub-section, with the object of

including all hoardings. This was carried by IS to

15. On the motion of Mr. Herbert Samuel, the

committee struck out the sub- section enabling local

authorities to prevent the exhibition of advertise-

ments on private property, without the consent of

the owner or occupier.

CHIPS.

At Portsmouth a proposal by the corporation to

borrow £12,000 for street improvements will be the

subject of an inquiry before an inspector from the

Local Government Board to be held to-day (Friday).

The "Boyle " system of ventilation (natural) has

been applied to the assembly hall of the Layer-

thorpe Club, York, under the direction of Mr. W.
H. Brown, architect, York.

The infectious hospital, Falkirk, is being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's patent Man-
chester stoves with descending smoke flues, the same

being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland aud

Brother, of Manchester.

At the last meeting of the Liverpool City Council

a recommendation by the water committee to jiay

Mr. Parry, the water engineer, £1,000 for his extra

services m the construction of the works required

for the second instivlment of water from 'Lake

Yyrnwy, and the laying of the pipe Une to Wallasey,

was withdrawn.

The Duchess of .\lbany laid the memorial -stone

of the Infants' Hospital, Vincent-square, West-

minster, S.W., ou Thursday week. The elevation

of the building is ot red facings, with Portland

stone dressings. Messrs. Read aud Macdonald are

the architects, and Messrs. Patman and Fothering-

ham, Ltd., are the budders.

Messrs. Kaye, Parry, and Ross, of Dublin, the

consulting architects of the Irish International Ex-

hibition opened in that city last week, write that

the buildings are faced externally with fibrous

plaster on similar lines to the Paris, St. Louis, and

Glasgow Exhibitions, and that upwards ot £100,000

has been expended on these buildings and grounds.
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IxrElilOU OF THE EN'GLISH CHUKCH AT rLOIlENCE.'

I
Last week we specially directed attention to this

! -excellent example oj English Ecclesiastical build-
ing from the capable design of Mr. G. F. Bodley,
R.A., and shown as that famous chinch archi-
itect's chief exhibit this year at the Royal
Academy. To-day we publish a reproduction of

i;he water-colour drawing alluded to. The shafts
•of the arcades aie of polished marble, and the
architectural treatment throughout is reserved
«nd simple in detail, evidently so conceived as a
setting for the rich decorative scheme adopted,
which pervades the whole interior, realising sui.'-

cessfuUy a harmony of mural richness, both in

tone and scale of roLiur, modelled after
British ideals, in contradistinction with Florentine
tradition.

COXKWELL GKAXGE. /
The above house is now approaching completion,
and is built of old stone from the estate, with the
•dressed stone from the Corshani (Quarrying Com-
pany. The roof is covered with old stone tiles.

The builders are Messrs. Walker and Slater, of
Derby, and the clerk of works is Mr. James
Powell. The house is some ten miles out of Bath,
and occupies a beautiful position overlooking the
River Avon. The architect is Mr. E. Uuy
Dawber, and our illustration is from the drawing
exhibited at the Royal Academy.

VXITED VXIVEKSITV CLUK, PALL MALL, S.W. J
This building, which -we illustrate from the
•architect's Royal .\cademy drawing, is situated
at the corner of Suffolk-street, Pall Mall. The
fa(;ade3 are faced with Portland stone, with green
jnarble monolith columns to the entrance and
Westmoreland green slates to roofs. The building
is entirely of tire-resisting construction. The

_ general contractors were Messrs. HoUoway Bros.,
Ltd., London. The enriched plaster ceilings ami
internal carving are by Messrs. Geo. .lackson and
•Sons, the electric lighting by Mr. A. Sclater, and
the lifts by Messrs. Waygood. The clerk of
woirks was Jlr. W. B. Downs. Owmg to the
contracted nature of the site and the necessity
•of providing ample accommodation in the club-
xooms, it was found necessary to abandon the
spectacular staircase usual in club-houses of the
last century, and to confine this stairs and
fntrance-hall to comparatively modest dimen-
sions. The club-house contains, in tht- basement,
kitchen and all otUces and cellars ; on the ground
floor, smoking-room (west), reading-room (south:,

entrance hall, main and back stairs, and lava-
tories : on the first floor, cofi'ee-room, main and
back stairs, lavatories, kc. : on the second floor,

library, smoking library, billiard-room, card-

room, secondary main stairs and back .•^taira,

lavatories, *:c. ; on the third floor, billiard-room,

card-room, three members' bedrooms, bathrooms,

lavatories, ic, and secondary main and back

stairs ; on the fourth floor, seven members' bed-

rooms, steward's room, and boys' bedroom, bath-

room, &c., and secondary main and back stairs.

A passenger lift runs up to third lloor ; a double

service lift from basement to fourth floor, with

service-rooms on every floor, and double service

lifts from basement to dining-rooms on first floor.

The whole of the work has been carried out from
the designs, and under the superintendence, of

Mr. Reginald Blomheld, A.R.A., of New-court,
Temple.

THE OUEAT HALL, LNIVERSITV COLLEGE SCHOOL.^

The panelling in this hall is entirely in oak,

and is being executed by Messrs. Dove Bros.,

of Islington. The plaster ceiling, by Messrs.

Martyn, of Cheltenham, is richly modelled, and
will be finished in white. The architect is Mr.
Arnold -Mitchell, of 17, Hanover-S(|uare, W. Wo
published from the iRoyal Academy the view of

this school in the Biilhing News, May 12, lOO.i,

with plans ; and tlie general drawings were given

in the Bi'ildixg News at the time of the com-
petition a short time previously.

SICETTY (HflUH HALL. V

This building, designed by Mr. Glendinning
Moxham, F.R.I.B.A., has been erected in the

village of Sketty, near Swansea, built of native

stone, with roughcast outside. The roofs are

covered with red Bridgwater tiles.

PROPOSED HOUSE AT THEVDON HOIS, ESSEX. 1/

This little house is about to be built in one of the

most beautifully-wooded parts of The}'don Bois.

The walls will" be roughcasted throughout, the

porch carried out in rough Kentish ragstone, and
the roof covered with old tiles. The hall and
dining-room are to be panelled in oak, and the

ceiling joists of these apartments will show.

Leaded lights and metal easements are to be used

throughout. All the furniture will be of beaten

copper. The object of the design has been to

harmonise with the rural surroundings, and to

form a quiet, comfortable home. The cost of the

house complete is i'0^2'), and the architect is

Mr. Herbert Clai-ke, jun., High-street, Chelms-
ford, Essex.

house XT Dl'.X.MOW, ESSEX. ^
This house is designed to be executed in rough-

cast, with stone window-dressings, and roofed

with green slates. All external woodwork painted

green. Internally the plaster is finished with a

wood float, and distempered. Joinery through-

out is to be of red deal, painted. Mr. Stanley A
Tuffs, of Forest Gate, is the architect.

COMPETITIONS.
BiNGALow Desii;n.—Ten sets of designs have

been received by the Council of the Society of

Architects in this competition. The first prize,

value t'?j 3s., presented by Mr. Edgar M. Leest,

.l.P.. of Devonport, has been awarded to " John
Bull" (Mr. C. U. Hudson, 1'2, Almeida-street,

N.), and the Council has awarded an additional

prize, value tl Is., to " leis " (Mr. H. W. Smith,
lii), I'lanfation - road, Oxfm-dj. The designs

will be exhibited during May. in conjunction with

the travelling studentship drawings. Mr. Leest

has intimated his intention of offering through
tho Society a similar prize next session, the

subject for which will be announced in due
course.

GoiiTox.—In the competition for the Thorn-
wood-avenue Schools, thi; result of which was
ann'iunced last week, Mr. Percy D. Lodge, of

JIanchester, the author of the accepted design,

wishes us to associate with his name that of Mr.
Albert \u. Dixon, St. James's-square, Manchester,
as joint architect. The assessor was Mr. Charles
Hadfield. F.R.I.B.A., of ShelHeld. On page
lit" n«^ we publish a review of all the designls

submitted.

KixGsTowx.—Tho urban di.strict council of

Kingstown, County L>ublin, invite competitive

drawings for houses which it is their intention to

build in Kingstown for the housing of the very
poor. The drawings will be submitted to a pro-

fessional assessor, and the architect whose plan
is considered to bi, thi,' best and to comply with
the particulars of the competition, will bo paid a
premium of £101). A second prize of £20 will

also be jjaid, on the advice of the assessor. The
selected plans are to become the sole property of

the council, and no further remuneration will be
paid to the architect should the council decide to

carry out the works themselves. If noneofthedraw-
inij-s are considered by the assessor to comply with the
conditions of the competition, the premiums will

not be awarded. Plans of the sites, with sections

and particulars of the classes of buildings desired,

and of the condition of the competitions, can be

obtained from the town clerk on payment of Is.

each set. Each plan and estimate is to he sub-

mitted under a motto or other device. The plans

will be received in the olliie of Mr. M. A.
Manning, town clerk, town hall. Kingstown, by
10 a.m. on July 1.

The JIayor of Bath has opened a new church which
has been erected at Shakespere-avenue, Wells-road,

Bath, under the auspices of the Bath X'mted
Methodist Free Church. The building has been
erected at a cost of £2,-500.

The new steel crane that has been set up on the

South Quay, Great Yarmouth, for the Port and
Haven Commissioners, at a total cost approaching

12,000, was officially tested and p.assed last week. It

is of the ]ib type, lifting 2.i tons, and was constructed

by Messrs. Cowans, .Stieldon, and Co., of Carlisle.

The consulting engineers were Messrs. Coode, .Son,

and Matthews, locally represented by Mr. F. Hill.

The annual report of the Waterworks Committee
of the Manchester Corporation, adopted at their

meeting on Friday, states that the contract for con-

structing a new reservoir at Heatnu I'ark will shortly

be entered into. The purchase of the land and
e.asements required for the aqueduct from Little

Hulton to Denton is proceeding, with the view of

commencing the laying of a third line of pipes as

early as possible.

The first of a number of secondary schools which

are being erected by the E^sex I'^tiucation Committee
was opened at Braintree last week. The school

has cost £10,000 to build, and will accommodate
140 scholars. Similar schools are lieing built at

Brentwood, Chelmsford, and Colchester, and a sum
of £14,-)fi0 is being spent on tho enlargement of

Palmer's College, Grays.

The Marquis of Ailesbury has presented to the

Marlborough Grammar School .iii specimens of

,

timber grown on the Savernake Estate, principally

in Savernake Forest. The specimens are mounted,
and are rendered additionally valuable for educa-

tional, purposes by the fact that in each case the

fohage of the tree has been preserved and attached

in a permanent form.

CHIPS.
The Preesall Frban District Council recently

decided that in their advertisement for a new sur-

veyor to succeed Mr. E. Whitwell, who has just

resigned, the salary of £7.S per annum hitherto paid

should be reduced to tfi.j, and that as the work is now
much more important than formerly, it should be a
condition that the surveyor appointed (unlike his pre-

decessor) should devote his whole tune to thecouncil's

work. Notwithstanding these conditions, and the

fact that the salary is only 2 is. a week, there are over

;wi applicants for the post.

Formal notification of the provisional order

sanctioning the scheme for the eijuation of cor-

poration waterworks loans was received in Bradford

on Friday. It is claimed that this rearrangement

effects a saving of £20,000 a year in interest to the

city.

It has been decided by the harbour commissioners

of Xewlyn, West Cornwall, to proceed with the

works of extension and improvement for which they

obtained powers last session. The north pier is to

be widened for the whole of its narrow part SOOft.,

and in addition there is to be a new quay .iOOft. long

for the fish traffic. New fish packing sheds and

oftices at the market are included lu the scheme, and

a new road is to be made. Mr. W. T. Douglass, of

Victoria-street, Westminster, is the engineer for the

scheme, and in order to carry it out the harbour

commissioners have obtained power to borrow

£20,000.

Important improvements at the Taunton Station

of the ilreat Western Railway have been resolved

upon, and will hi commenced in the autumn. The
scheme which has been adopted provides for the

construction of a loop line on the Howbarton side

of the station, allowing fast trains which do not stop

to proceed on their journeys without running through

the station.

A Local GovetTiment Board inquiry was held

on Thursday last at Richmond, Surrey, into an

application from the town council for leave to borrow

the sum of £3,ooO for providing a recreation-

ground.

The Lancashire Education Committee are about

to erect a school at Lamberhead-green at a cost of

£6,2-2-%
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BOUK.S KECEIVED.
Three fresh volumes in Bell's Cathedral and

Abbey Series have just been published. Uni-
formly bound, furnished with a ground plan, and
copiousl}' illustrated from photographs, these little

monographs will be found invaluable by those
visiting the edifices described, and useful and
up-to-date works of reference by those not so

fortunate as to have the leisure for a personal
survey. The late Rev. Thomas Perkins, rector

of Turnworth, who was the author of several

works in this series, and whose death was
recorded a fortnight since, had just completed
before his short, fatal illness the description and
history of the Benedictine Nunnery t'hurch,
known as Jtomxii/ .l/ihi/, the first of the works
before us. The author acknowledges his in-

debtedness to the recently published " Records of

Romsey Abbey," by Rev. U. C. D. Liveing, the
Vicar of Hyde ; but evidences of original research
are to be seen in the little work before us, which
is entirely illustrated from photographs by 3Ir.

Perkins. The other volumes just issued in
this series deal with two of the "Welsh Cathedrals.
That on Llin,,l,if\s, penned by ilr. E. C. Morgan
Willmott, A.R.I.B.A., who describes the archi-
tectural features in great detail, and speaks (o:i

iiini.ie of the extensive works of restoration and
retitting carried out by the late John Prichard
and J. P. Seddon. The work is illustrated by
numerous photographs, some reproductions of old
prints showing the deplorable condition into
which the building had fallen sixty years ago
(including the "Italian Temple"' built within
the nave ruins, from designs by John Wood, of
Bath, in 1736), and by spirited "drawings by Mr.
Gerald C. Horsley of Early English capitals in the
nave. The remaining volume deals with Banpor,
and is the work of Mr. P. B. Ironside-Bax, to
whose pen is also due St. Asuph in this series,

issued some time since. The history of Bangor
has been difficult to elucidate, owing to the
scarcity of documents in general. The list of
occupants of the see contains many famous
names. The cathedral, which is mean and in-
significant in appearance, and possesses no

monuments of interest, was greatlj' neglected in

the 18th century, and the restorations of the

early years of the 19th century were effected with

profound ignorance of the value of the old work.

How the building was repaired, strengthened,

and partially rebuilt by Sir Gilbert Scott is

lucidly set forth in the little handbook before us.

CHIPS.

The reopening of St. Patrick's Roman Catholic

Church, Walton-le-Dale, was celebrated last week.

The interior of the church has been adorned. The
altar, which has C05t €IUO, is from the designs of

Mr. Peter Paul Pugin, and consists of three panels

surmounted by fretted pinnacles, the centre one

being 24ft. high.

The deepening and improvement of the dock
alongside Slaughden (juoy, at Aldeburgh, is going

on apace, and will atYora needful addition to the

accommodation provided for yachting visitors.

The town council of Edinburgh have passed an
estimate of £84,000 for proposed tramway extensions

next year, including t.17,000 for street widenings.

Owing to the quantity of water required for the

military camp at Bovington, near Wool, in Dorset-

shire, which could not be obtained from ordinary

wells, it was decided to bore an artesian tube well,

which has recently been completed. The chalk

formation was struck at 2S0ft. from the surface

level, and the boring was completed, being still in

the upper chalk, at a depth of 72iJft. The supply

by pumping will provide more than double the

requirements of the camp. The work has been

carried out by Messrs. Le Grand and Sutchff, of

London, who have also supplied the deep-well

pump, which reaches a depth of 140ft. X Hornsby
oil-engine furnishes the power for working.

Tonbridge and district will this year be the venue
of the annual meetings of the Kent Arch;eoIogical

Society, to be held on July 9 and 10. Excursions

to Penshurst Castle and Hayham Abljey, amongst
other places, are to be arranged.

The Local (Jovernment Board have approved the

expenditure by the Wallasey I'rban District Council

of £11,.500 in dredging at Xew Brighton and the

erection of ferries workshops at Seacombe.

The Blackpool borough surveyor is preparing
plans and a report on a proposal by the corporation

to complete the widening of the promenade between
the North Pier and Hotel Metropole. It is the only
stretch—a distance of fewer than 200 yards—which
was not widened during the drastic improvements
of 190.3, when the new promenades and sea defence
wall were opened, after having cost £300,000.

A new Bible Christian chapel was opened at

Bridgrule, near Holsworthy, last week. The chapel

is Gothic in style, and has seating accommodation for

140 persons. The woodwork is all of pitchpine,

with lead-light windows and tinted glass. There are

also a schoolroom, preacher's vestrv, carriage house,

stable, and other accommodation. The cost has b^jen

£630. Mr. S. Parsons, of Holsworthy, was the
architect and builder.

The Xormanton and District Joint Isolation

Hospital was opened the other day. It has cost

£1.5,000, in addition to £1,700 paid for the site of

nine acres. It contains 40 beds, and the architect

is Mr. W. H. Feamley.

Further extensions are being made to the Ormakirk
Grammar School, at a total cost of £2,4.50. The
school, when completed, will accommodate 223

students in nine classrooms, and is also provided with

central hall, library, cookery, art room, laboratory,

lecture-room, and manual classroom. The architect

is Mr. Frank Kimmington, May Buildings, Xorth
.John-street, l>iverpool, and the contract is being

carried out by Mr. Jas. NVhittle, of Moor-street,

I irmskirk.

The Monmouthshire County Council have just

replaced the picturesque suspension bridge crossing

the river L'sk at Kemeys, on the main road between
At)ergavenny and Xewport, by a new one, consist-

ing of two arched steel ribs, from which are sus-

pended the croas girders carrying the roadway,
except those near the abutments, which are carried

on the top of the arched rib3. The ribs are hinged at

the springing, the distance between the centres of

the pins being 143ft, with ariseof 21ft. at the centre

to the underside of the rib. The ribs su^ fixed at a-

distance of 2sft. 3in. apart from centre to centre,

giving a clear width between of 2-)ft., made up of a
centre roadway 19ft. wide, and two footpaths 3ft.

wide each. Mr. John J. Webster, M.I.C.E., of

Westminster, was the engineer, and Mr, (.xeorge

Palmer, of Xeath, Glam., the contractor.
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PBOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

BitisTDi. SociKTV (ir Akchitects. — At the
annual gsmeral meeting of this society the annual
report -fras read and adopted, and the council and
officers for the ouminij session were elected as
follows:—President, H. Dare Bryan, i\R.I.B.A.

:

vice-presidents, W. L. liernard, I'.R.l.B.A., and
(J. H. Oatley, F.K.F.B.A. ; hon. sec, Richard
('. James, F.R.I.B.A.

; hon. treasurer, \V. L.
Bernard, F.K.I.B.A. ; council members, G. C.
Awdry, F.R.I.B.A.. M. A. LJreen, A.K.I.B.A.,
•I. H. La Trobe, F.R.I.B.A., W. S. Skinnpi-,
Frank Wills, F.R.T.B.A., and J. Foster Wood,
A.R.I.B.A. : associate members of council, G.C.
Lawrence, -V.R.I.B.A., and T. IL Weston,
F.R.LB.A.

IxsTiTiTioN- or Civil ExiiiXEEUs.—At the
annual general meeting of the Institution of
Civil Engineers, the result of the ballot for the
election of oificers was declared as follows :

—
President, Sir William Matthews ; vice-presidents,
Mr. W. K. Galbraith, Sir E. Leader Williams,
3Ir. J. C. Inglis, and Mr. V,. H. Hill ; other
members of council, Mr. J. A. F. Aspinall
(Liverpool), Mr. J. Benton, CLE. (India), Mr.
B. H. Blyth (Edinburgh), Mr. C. A. Brereton,
Mr. R. Elliott-Cooper, Colonel R. E. B. Cromp-
ton, CB.. Mr. J. Davis (Svdney, N.S.W.). Dr.
<;. F. Deacon, Dr. F. Elgar, Mr. M. Fitz-
maurice, C.M.G., Mr. R. A. Hadfield (Sheffield),

Dr. C. A. Harrison (Xcwcastle-on-Tyne). Mr. J.

Hobson (Montreal, Canada\ Mr. W. Hunter,
Mr. G. R. Jebb (Birmingham!, Mr. J. H. Johns
(Johannesburg, Transvaal), Sir William Thomas
Lewis, Bart, (.\berdare). Sir George T. Li%'esey,

Mr. A. G. Lyster (Liverpool). Mr. A. Ross, Jlr.

J. H. Ryan (DubJin), Mr. A. Siemens, Mr. J.
Strain (tilasgowi. Professor W. C. T'nwin, Mr.
^y. B. Worthington (Derby), and Mr. A. F.
Yarrow. The Council have made the toUowing
awards for papers read and discussed before the
institution during the past session:—.\ Telford
gold medal to Mr. Dugald Clerk, a Watt gold
medal to Jlr. .lames Tayler Milton, a George
Stephenson gold medal to Mr. <ieorge Andrew
Hobson, Telford premiums to Messrs. Charles
Frewen Jenkin, William Archer Porter Tait
(Edinburgh), Alexander Pelham Trotter, and
Moses Ivellow (Pcnrhyndeudraeth;.

Scottish Reoistekkd Plcmbehs.—The annual
meeting of the district council for Edinburgh .and
East of S,.'Otland of the National Registration of
Plumbers was held in the Plumbers' Library. St.

.Vndrew-square, Edinburgh, on Friday night. Pro-
fessor C. Hunter Stewart, the president, in the
chair. The annual report, which was submitted by
the secretary, Mr. .lames Marchbank. S.S.C.was
adopted. Mr. J. K. Pater-son, of the Heriot-Watt
Advisory Committee, submitted the annual rei)ort

on the plumbing classes held in that institution.
During the past session, he said, there were 15!)

students at the [iractical and theoretical classes.

The attendance was creditable. The committee
had e-xamined the work e.xecuted in the pra<:tical

class, and they expressed to the [irincipal and
the lecturer their high ajipreciation of the excel-
lent work the students had done in lead working,
pipe bunding, and jointing, showing a decided
improvement as comjiared with former years.

3Ir. Paterson expressed regret at the proposal by
the town council to withdraw the annual grant
from the Heriot-W'att College. This would
mean a serious loss to the teclinical classes

amounting to f 1,000 a year. Only £20 of this

amount was used for art classes, therefore the
grant was practically all used for technical

instruction.

The Royal Ixstitite or the AitciiiTEcrs or
Ikel.ind.—The monthly council meeting of the
above was held on the Gth inst., at 'JO, Lincoln-
place, Dublin. The chair was occupied by W.
M. Mitchell, President. The minutes having
been read of special meetings on the Uth and
i9th ult., and of the ordinary meeting on the Slh
ditto, it was decided to draw up a statement of

the views of the council on the question of public
olliials taking private architectural work, and to

forward .same to the Institution of Civil Engineers.
Ireland. Mr. Ashlin was appointed assessor of

the prize drawings for a " Country Hotel." Mr.
Ashlin presented a draft for revised conditions of
competitions suitable to Ireland. The Institute

of Architects of New .South Wales wrote drawing
attention to the newly-established entrance ex-
amination held by that Institute, which is equal
in standard to the intermediate of the Royal
Institute of British Architects.

The Society or Auchitects' Visit to Bath.

—Arrangements are in hand for members and

students of the Society and their friends to visit

Bath from June IS to" 17 prox., inclusive. The
party will include ladies. The following is an

outline of the itinerary :

—

TiiiBSDAV, .TrsE 13.—Leave Paddinjton 9 a.m.. break-

ing the journey at Chippenham. I'or drive to Bowood. the

seat of the Marquis of Lansdowne. Picnic in the fcrrounds

and proceed to Lacoik Abbey and Monks Park (Corsham),

wlieie the Uirectois of the Hath Stone Finns, Ltd.. will

entertain the party to tea and conduct them over the

quarries. Continue drive to Bath, ariivin^ about 7.30

p.m.
FuiD.w, JiwE 14.—Inspe'tion of Pump-Room, Baths,

&c., ami tour of city generally (by brake), concluding
with reception by the Mayor and memjiersof the Cor-
poration. *-3 ''^J *^^-^

S VTCKDAV, JcN-E 1.5.—All day drive to Weston Birt, the

residence of Captain Holford, vi;; Badminton, the seat of

the Duke of Beaufort.
Sc.sDAV, JcsK li).— Service at Bath .\bbey and other

places of worship. Drives to Fairlei^h Cascle and
Orchardleigh Park or other places of interest.

Monday, Jcne 17.—Visit to Glastonbury and Wells,
retumio? to Bath in the evening for public dinner, at
which the Mayor and others will be the guests of the
Society.
TcKSDAV, JfNE 18.—Return to London, possibly break-

ing the journey at some place of interest.

A detailed programme, giving full particulars of

cost, Jii'C., will shortly be issued, and in the mean-
time members and others are asked to keep these

dates free of any other engagements. It will

greatly facilitate matters if those who anticipate

being able to take part in the visit wiU kindly

inform the secretaries at as early a date as

possible.

CHIPS.
Among the summer visits arranged by the Council

of the Architectural Association is a particularly

interesting week-end to Birmingham, June *JS—
July 1, under the guidance of Messrs. C. E.
Batemau, W. H. Bidlake, and Mr. J. L. Ball, the
president of the Birmingham A. A.

The Bishop of Bath and Wells unveiled on
Tuesday a memorial reredos in Burrington Church.
Perpendicular in style, aud constructed of Caen
stone, the central portion is devoted to a representa-
tion of the Last Supper—a copy of the picture by
Leonardo da Vinci. The reredos is the work of
Messrs. Harry Hems and .Sons, of Exeter.

Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sons, Ltd., Leeds and
Newcastle-on-Tyne, have received instructions to
erect a new illuminated turret clock from the design
of the late Lord Grimthorpe, at the Harold Club,
Low Moor, Bradford, as a memorial to the late Lord
Cranbrook.

An adjudication in bankruptcy has been made in
the case of S.imuel Davies, of Frodsham, architect
and surveyor.

A new church, dedicated to St. Thomas the
Apostle, is to be built at North Keyham, Devonport,
aud it will take the place of the iron chapel of the
(.rood Shepherd. The foundation-stone was laid on
Saturday week by Lady St. Leven. The new church
will be l4Jft. loug aud (iOft. wide. 1 1 is hoped that
side-aisles may subiequently be added.

Kjferring to the notice last week on p. G30, it

should, of cjurse, UavR been said that Mrs. Helen
Mary Xoitou, not " Miss " Helen Norton, had died
in her seventy-fourth year. We are indebted to Mr.
Harold Norton lor pointing out the more than
usually stupid printer's blunder.

A well-known Toronto architect, Mr. David
Roberts, died on April 10, aged 01 years. He had
designed a large number of buildings lu and near that
city, including the palatial residence of the late

!
George llooderham ou Bloor-street. Mr. Roberts

I
was UQinarried, and took no part in public life.

{

Mr. Frank Wilkinson, who has lor the last four
years been an assistant iii the Rochdale borough
surveyor's otlice, was on Wednesday appointed
deputy surveyor and ougmeer to the Wimbledon
B trough Council. There were about two hundred
applicants for the post.

The town clerk of Wrexham has received the
resignation of Mr. V\'. SiUery, who has held the
posit:oii of borough electrical engineer since the
underiaking was launched in I'.IOO. Mr. Sillery has
been appointed to a similar post at Partick, near
Glasgow.

Messrs. Parnall aud Sons, Ltd., of 4, Narrow
Wiue-street, the premier shoplitters of the West,
have just issued a new brasswork catalogue showing
various htmeiits used by drapers and other shop-
keepers, which will be found useful to all who have
the Htting-up of shops under cousideratiou. Messrs.
Parnall have made a specialty of high-class deco-
rating, aud will prepare jilans and estimates for com-
plete alterations in any part of the kingdom. Their
latest novelty IS the " Springfast," fully explained
iu the new catalogue, which we recommend all

interested to send for.

LEOAI. INTELLIQENOE.
Weonolv Desceibed Slates.—At the Ystrad

Police-court, on Monday week, before the Stipend-

iary and other magistrates, the Newport Builders'

Supply Co., Ltd., of Newport, were proceeded
against by the Oakeley Slate (Quarries Co., Ltd., of

Portmadoc, for a breach of the Merchandise Marks
Act in applying a false trade description to slates

which, it was alleged, were supplied by them to

Mr. E. J. Davies, builder, of Treherbert. Mr.
John Sankey, barrister, appeared for the com-
plainants, and Mr. Albert Parsons, barrister, for the

defendants. Mr. .Sankey, in opening, stated that

this was a prosecution under the Merchandise Marks
.\ct against the Newport Builders' Supply Co.,

Ltd. , for having supplied and invoiced slates to Mr,
E. J. Davies, of Treherbert, which were described

as " Cakeley's Old Vein Blue Medium Slates," but
which had, in fact, not been supplied from the quarries

of that company. Mr. E. J. Davies, budder, 'Treher-

bert, stated that on December 10, 190(5, Mr. Jones,

a traveller in the emploj* of the S'ewport Builders'

Supply Co., Ltd., called on him at his works and
solicited an order for slates, and informed him that

he required an order for about SCO slates to make up
a truckload which he had booked for another local

builder. Davies gave him an order for SOO Oakeley'a
Old Vein Blue Medium slates, '24 by 1 1, and agreed
the price at .i!12 per thousand, less 2| per cent.,

delivered at Treherbert, and the confirmation note

was handed him by Jones. In due course the

invoice note was received by him from the Newport
Builders' Supply Co. for 800 Portmadoc slates.

Davies immediately returned the same to Newport,
stating that he declined to accept Portmadoc slates

aud insisted on having what he had ordered

—

namely, Oakeley's Old Vein Blue Medium slates,

and as the result an invoice was sent to him for

"SOO '20 by 14 Oakeley's Old Vein Blue Medium
Slates " carriage paid to Treherbert. When the

truck arrived at Treherbert he discovered the

slates were not as ordered, and communicated
with Messrs. Oakeley to inquire whether they
had sent any slates from their quarry to Treherbert,

and subseijuently ascertained that they had not done
so. Mr. Sankey read correspondence which had
passed between the parties, in which the Newport
Builders' Supply Co., Ltd., admitted the offence,

but stated that it was the act of a subordmate clerk

who was an unauthorised agent of the company,
and the companj^ offered to pay a tine of 40s. and
tender an apology ; but Messrs. Oakeley demanded
the payment ot a fine of £2.5 to a local hospital,

and an apology to be inserted in a number of trade

journals, to which the Newport Company would
not assent. Arthur George Edwards, manager of

the Oakeley Slate Quarries Co., Ltd., Portmadoc,
stated that the proceedings had been instituted by
the company in order to protect their interests. The
Newport company had never been supplied by
Messrs. ( )akeley with slates from their quarry. Mr.
H. P. Davies, the managing director of the defendant
company, stated that as manager he was quite

innocent of the matter, aud that the act complained
of had been committed without his knowledge by
Mr. '1'. R. Jones, the tii-m's agent, and that as

soon as he (Mr. Davies) discovered the matter
he severely reprimanded Jones and the corre-

spondence clerk (Hughes) for their conduct.

T. R. Jones, a traveller for the defendant
company, admitting having taken the order, aud
stated that he had instructed the correspondence

clerk (Hughes) to alter the invoice and describe the

slates as Oakeley's. He realised now that he had
made a great mistake. Thomas Hughes, the order

clerk employed by the Newport Company, admitted
that he had thoughtlessly acted on a suggestion from
Jones, and had altered the iuvoice aud also the

ledger without any instructions from his manager.
A long legal argument ensued on the questiou of

authority, it being contended that as the defendants*

manager was innocent of the matter the defendant
company were not criminally responsible for the un-
authorised act of a servant. The Stipendiary

announced that the Bench having carefully con-

sidered the matter, they had come to the conclusion

that the case had been made out, and that it had
been proved that Hughes, the order clerk, and
Jones, the traveller, had authority to deal with the

matters of the invoices, and that as they were so

authorised the plea of innocence which had been set

up on behalf of the manager could not avail, and
they imposed a fine of £5 aud costs on the defendant
company.

A Missing Bankritt Bviliiee.—The Official

Receiver of Birmingham (Mr. A. S. Cully) had
before him on Friday the case of a bankrupt named
George Henry Jones, builder, of Autrobus-road,
Handsworth, who has been missing since Feb. 2o

last. To a meeting of his creditors Mr. Cully ex-

plained that a statement had been prepared showing
the assets, aud liabihties, as far as they could be
gathered from the books and papers of the debtor.

The unsecured creditors represented ,£2,.5.')l>, and
creditors fully secured £4,14.). The securities are

valued at £4,870, and there is a surplus of £72.5.

Debtor was adjudicated a bankrupt, aud a trustee,

assisted by a committee, was appointed.
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Mks. S. a. Baiixett cut, on Thuraday in last

week, the first sod on a portion of the land, com-
prising between 60 and 70 acres, whii'h has been
leased by the Hampstead Garden Suburb Trust to

an association known as the Hampstead Tenants,

Ltd., for the erection thereon of cottages, to be
let at from 6s. to 15s. per week. This portion of

the estate is close to the Finchley-road, and not

far from the Golder's Green terminus of the

Hampstead, Euston, and Charing Cross Tube
Railway. It is part of the estate of .'520 acres

I belonging to Eton College, which has recently
' come into the market. .Vnother SO acres has,

through Mrs. Barnetfs influence, been purchased
by subscription for the enlargement of Hampstead
Heath. Over the whole of the garden suburb
there will be no more than eight houses to the

acre, on the average, the company being bound
by Act of Parliament in this respect. These will

line the roads, and the suburb will be dotted with
small ojien spaces. A largo area of the estate

will be devoted to woi'kmen's cottages ; but other

parts will give sites for houses of a rental varying

from £50 to £100, while in the near neighbour-
hood of the Heath and one or two other choice

spots large houses may be expected. The proposal

of the Hampstead Tenants, Ltd., is to distribute

the surplus rents, after paying 5 per cent, to the

shareholders, amongst the company's tenants, not

in c-ish, but in shares of the company. Thus the

company tends to become a mutual undertaking,

and every tenant has a gradually growing incentive

to improve the company's property. The Hamp-
stead Tenants, Ltd.. hope to cover 70 acres of the

garden suburb with cottages of varying sizes

<:iccupied by tenants and partners. Mr. Raymond
Unwin is the architect to the trust.

With reference to the subsidence which the

committee of eminent architects have found to be
going on at St. Paul's Cathedral, Sir Aston Webb,
R.A., Mr. T. E. Collcutt, Mr. .Tohn Belcher,

A.R.A., and Jlr. M. E. Macartney, who consti-

tute the expert committee, are unanimously of

opinion that steps should be taken as early as

possible to strengthen the foundations, and they
propose shortly to present a report on the subject

to the Dean and Chapter. The committee, it is

understood, are considering several schemes,
which tliey will probably refer to in their report.

The most effectual way to insure the future safety

of the Cathedral would be to carry the whole of

the foundations into the London day. This
scheme would necessitate, it is estimated, an ex-

penditure of at least half a million sterling.

Another proposal is to rest the existing founda-
tions on a bed of concrete. The outlay in this

case would be something like £100,000. A third
scheme provides for the strengthening of only
those parts of the foundations which have already
given way. The Dean and Chapter will doubtless

refer the report to the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners after they have considered it. Whatever
course is adopted a public appeal for funds will be
absolutely necessary.

The agreement has just been signed by which
the Central Young Men's Christian Association
obtains a 99 years' lease of the island site, with
an area of _'8,l'2tft., bounded by Tottenham
Court-road, Great Russell-street, Bedford-avenue,
and Caroline-street at a ground rent of £5,000
per annum. Mr. Rowland Plumbe, F.R.LB.A.,
has been appointed the architect of the new
building, the "Sir George Williams Memorial,"
to be erected on this site to replace the associa-
tion's present headquarters at Exeter Hall,
recently sold for 125,000. The building will

contain accommodation for a business college, a
swimming-bath, and a large gymnasium, sur-
rounded by a running track in the basement;.
On the upper floors there will be about 300 small
bedrooms, to be let to young men. A row of

shops on the Tottenham Court-road frontage—all

of which have been let already—and some oBices

on Great Russell-street will pay the whole of the
ground-rent. The building will cost £225,000.
About £75,000 is already in sight, and the work
of raising the £150,000 still needed will be
commenced immediately.

The impossibility of refusing building warrants
where the proposed works comply with the by-
laws, and yet are certain to impair the amenities
of the district, often disturbs the peace of mind of
those serving on building committees, and their
Scottish equivalent, guild courts : but it is not
easy to suggest a practicable remedy which i

could not occasionally bo tyranically, or at any
rate arbitrarily, used. An instance of the diffi-

culty of rejecting plans for ugly structures came
before the Edinburgh Lord Dean of Guild at the

last session of that court. The North British

Railway Co. applied for warrant to erect a water

tank at Jlargarct's ^\'orks, Mcadowbank. Lord
Dean of (iuild Wilson asked if it were not possible

to get another site for the tank. It would be a

most desirable thing if it could be placed in a less

conspicuous position. The representative of the

railway company replied that no other site was
available at that jilace. The Lord Dean of tiuild

said if that were so, then warrant would have to

be granted. The Court had no power to refuse it,

but the tank would look a very hideous thing

facing the public road. The tank, it appeared,

will be about 90ft. in length, and will stand about

15ft. or ISft. above the pavement.

The gas committee of the Manchester Corpora-
tion are asking for £:!00,000 to spend in the course

of the next three years to improve and extend

their gas producing and storage powers, and on
Friday they put their case before ilajor James
Stewart, of the Local Government Board, in the

Lord Mayor's Parlour of the town hall. It is

proposed to spend £102,000 on meters and stoves,

£54,000 on mains and services, and the rest on the

Gaythorn and i3radford-road works. The demand
for gas for lighting, heating, and power purposes

is increasing at such a rate that the committee
regard the extension of the producing and storage

plants as absolutely necessary. They propose

putting up at the Bradford - road works a

10, 000, 000c. ft. holder, bringing up the total

holding capacity of the ilanchester gasworks to

:5i,500,000c.ft. : and by completing the retort-

house at Gaythorn the committee will add
2,250,000 to tt.eir manufacturing power, which at

present is 25, 000,000c. ft. per day. Mr. J. ti.

Newbigging. chief engineer to the gas depart-

ment, gave evidence in support of the application.

Before the Society of Arts on Thursday in last

week. Sir Edward Buck read a paper on "The
Applicability to India of the Italian Method of

I'tilising Silt." Sir Charles Elliott presided.

Silt is utilised in Italy, not only to benefit agri-

culture, but to raise the level of several thousand

square miles of unhealthy and comparatively un-

fertile land, so as to render it unfavourable to

the breeding of the mosquito and the consequent

spread of malaria. In the last 42 years there has

been an expenditure of £9,000,000 in Italy on the

work. Sir Edward Buck held that there were

sufficient grounds for a thorough inquiry as to the

advisability of adopting the system in India on a

large scale". The chairman said that the average

cost per hectare in four cases mentioned by Sir E.

Buck was 567f., corresponding to £9, or 135

rupees per acre. Assuming that the outlay was

borne by the Government, as it would be in the

case of canal construction, would such expendi-

ture be remunerative r In the case of canals it

was generally considered that the capital cost

should not exceed 50 or 60 rupees per acre, if the

canal was to be commercially successful. The
interest on 50 rupees at 4 percent, was two rupees,

and the cost of unkeep was about the same figure.

The ryot would hardly ever be able to pay more

than "four rupees per acre. If the basis of the

Italian scheme were adopted, he would have to

pay five or six rupees, besides upkeep—an almost

prohibitive figure.

-^-^
A Local Government Board inquiry is to be held

at Bristol to-day (Friday) into an application by the

city council for sanction to borrow £24,0S0 for street

improvements, and £2,800 for sewerage.

The Local Government Board have called on the

Annan district committee to proceed with a com-
prehensive water scheme for the whole district. A
project has been drafted by Mr. Barbour, C.E.,

Dumfries, which will cost £44,000. A committee

has been appointed to examine a number of edterna-

tive schemes.

Mr. William Thomson, engineer and manager of

the Kendal Corporation gas and water departments,

has been appointed engineer to the liamsgate

Corporation gas and water undertakings, in succes-

sion to Mr. T. \. Ritson, who recently resigned to

take up the positioa of manager to the Pelaw Main
ColUeries Co.

The directors of the Hare Spinning Co., Tod-
morden, are giving out some of the contracts for the

mill, which is to contain 84,000 mule spindles.

Messrs. E. Taylor and Co., Ltd., of Littleborough,

have secured the contract for the main structure,

and Mr. .J. J. Smithies, of Rochdale, has secured

that for the rolled steelwork. I

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSX7INQ 'W^EEK.
S AT u Hit AY tT'.'-MMUR'iw:. — .\rchitectural Association.

Viflit to Houses at Chi^lehurst. Traiu
frora C;iDnon-stri?et. '2 p.m.

Kdinburgli Architectural Aseociation.
Visit to the Peel, Clovenfords. Train
from Waverley Station. '2.17 p.m.

Monday.— Surveyors' Institution. "The Prevention of
Corruption Act, 190G," by Maurice L.
Gwyer. 8 p.m.
rolytechnic Oil and Varnish Society.

Business meeting, 12, Langham-place, W.
8 p.m.

Wrdsesdav.— Society of Arts. *' Trypanosomiasis, or
Sleeping Sickness," by IJr. H. G. W. S.
Macleod. fe p.m.

TurRBDAY.—Society of Architects. "Two Benedictine
Minsters" (illustrated by lantern slides;.

by E. W. Harvey Piper. Staple Inn
Buildings, South, Holbom. 8 p.m.

Satcruay (May 17).—A.A. Camera Club. Three days'
excursion to Lincoln and district.

^HE SOCIETY OF AECHirECTS.
X STAPLE INX BUILDINGS, HOLHORN. W.C.
IHUMN.MIV MEETING, MAY 16th. PAPER l>v Mr. E. W.

1I\UVEV PiPEK. on "Two Bt-ncdictine Minstere," illustrated by
Liiiti-rn >lidcs. Ludirs arc invited.

€xu^t d^cbjs.

WAOES MOVEMENTS.
Hawick.—The operative masons of Hawick came

out on strike on Monday in conuection with a pro-
posed reduction of wages of from 8id. to 8d. per
hour. The questions of walking- time to jobs in

the country and lodgings there are also a matter of

dispute.

LivEriroOL Plumbers' Steike. — A strike of

plumbers has taken place in Liverpool, the men
ceasing work on Friday. The dispute is confijied

to Liverpool : but it is thought that if a settlement
ia not arrived at, it may extend to other places.

Several hundred men are involved. Mr. Bertram
B. Moss, secretary of the Liverpool Master Builders'
Association, states that six months ago that asso-
ciation gave the operative plumViers notice, in

accordance with the rules, for a reduction of wages
and alteration of the working hours for the winter
months. The operatives replied with a counter-notice
for an increase in wages and alteration of several rules.

Considerablecorrespondence has taken place, and joint

meetings have been held with a view to coming to

a settlement. Several offers have been made by the
employers with a view to trying to arrive at a
settlement, two of the ofVers being (1) to submit the
whole question to arbitration; (*2) that the employers
should withdraw their notice, and the operatives
should withdraw their counter- notice and continue
on the old rules. Both these offers have been
absolutely refused.

LATEST PRICES.—•-»

—

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled-Iron Joista, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15

Rolled-SteelJoista, Engli.sh 7 5 0,, 7 15

Wrougbt-Iron Girder Platea 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 B „ 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do.. WeUh ,'. 6 15 „ 6 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Beat Sned-shill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10a., Tees 20a. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 l.^s. to £9.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 lOs. per ton.

QalTanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20 No. 2-2 to 2«.

eft. to 8tt. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gsuge £13 10 ... £14
Best ditto 14 ... 14 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

0to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.O.
9 6 10/- 10'6 11- 113 1-2- 1-2 9 13 6 14 6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 9 5 0,, 9 10

RoUed-Stcel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

,, ,, „ Oalvanised. 9 0,, 9 10

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17 „ 4 17

Cut Floor Brads 10 10 „ 10 10

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 10 „ —
Cast-iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter £J 2 6 to £6 7 6

4in.to6in 6 „ 6 5

7in. to •21in. (all sizes) B 7 6 „ 6
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, Ss. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Bla-st, LilleshaU llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 703. Od. „ 753. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes 67Jp.<:.
Wiiter-Tubes 6'2i „
Steam-Tubes 57j „
Galvanised Oas-Tubeg 85 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes U „
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OTHER METAIiS.

Spelter, Bilera'a.-? fn; s .

Lead Water Pipe, Town 2.t 2 ti

, C'luntry 2.1 17 «
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 12 6
„ „ ., Country 2-1 7 tj

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 21 12 6
,f „ ,. „ Country 25 7 tj

Lead Pipe, Tinned Ln±>ide and
outside Town 26 2 6
I .. „ „ Country Hi 17 U

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 2 6
Country .. 25 17 6

Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and Sin.
extra) Town 25 2 6

Country 25 17 t;

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. ca^ks.
Per ton. Per ton.

to £20 10

White Sea and Petersburg-

First white deals, 3in. bv llin. £14 10

„ „ 3in. by 9in. 13 10
Battens 11

Second white deals, .'iin. bv llin. 13 10
Sin. bv flin. 12 10
battens 10

Pitch pine ; deals 18
Under 2in. thick e.vtra 10

£15 10
14 10
12
14 10
13 10
11
21
1

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15
Copper Sheet.**, sheathing and rods 120 ,

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 114
Tin, Straiti 1!I2

Do., English Ingota 1!W
Pig Lead 21 2 «
Sheet Lead, Town 22 12 6

„ Country 23 7 t!

Oenuine White Lead 27 10
Refined Red Lead 25
Sheet Zinc 35
Old Lead, against account 1.^ 12 (1

Tin per cwt. 11
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 9

15 5
120 10
lis
192 10
198 10

TIUBEB.
Teak, Bunnah per load £10 10

" • 10
1 12
I 10

Bangkok
Quebec Pine, yellow

„ Oak
„ Birch „ ... 2
„ Elm

, „. i
„ Ash 4 2

Dant^c and Memel Oak „ ... 3 5
Fir 3 10

A^h. Quebec 4 2
Birch, New Brunswick ... ,, ... 2 7

,, Uuebec 2 7
Elm „ 4
Box, Turkey per ton 6
Cedar. Cuba per ft. sup.
Jarrah planks per ft. cu. 2
Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 10
Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4

St. Petersburg 4

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard,
by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £21 15
„ 2nd 17 15

3rd 11 5
Canada Spruce. 1st 11 5

,, 2nd and 3rd 9 .S

New Brunswick 8 15
Riga 8 5
St. Petersburg 8 5
Swedish 7 10
Finland 9 o
White Sea 10 10
Battens, all sorts 6

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :^-

Ist prepared £0 14
2nd ditto 12
Other qualities 4

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £.17 10
Memel. cr. pipe 220

Hemel, brack 190

WOOD.
BnLDlSG Wood.

Deals : Sin. by llin. and 4in. by £
9in. and llin 13

Deals: 3 by 9 i3
Battens : 2.^in. by 7in. and Sin.,
and 3in. by 7in. and Sin 11

Battens: 2J by 6 and 3 by 6

Deals : seconds 1
Battens: seconds

2in. by 4in. and 2in. by 6in 9
2in. by 4Jin. and 2in. by Sin. ... 8

Foreign Sawn Boards—
lin. and IJin. by 7in

Jin 1
Fir timber : best middling Danzig

or Memel... 4
Seconds 4
Smalt timber Sin. to lOin.) 3
Small timber (jin. to 8in.) 3
Swedish balks 2

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average) 4

Joiners* Wood.

White Sea : first yellow deals,
Sin. by llin 24
Sin. by 9in 22
B.attens, 2Jin. and 3in. bv 7in. Iti 10

Second yellow deals. Sin. by iin... 18 10
3inby9in. .. 17 10

Biittens, 2iin. and Sin. by 7in. 13 10
Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin.

amlivin 13 10
Bitttens, 2Jin. and .'tin. bv 7in. 110

Petersburg first yellow deals,
3in. by llin 21
Do. ;iin. by 9in 18
Battens 13 10

Second yellow deals. Sin. by llin. 16
Do. Sin.by9in 14 lo
Battens 11 o

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin. 13
iio. Sin. by9in 12 10
Battens 10 o

s

120—12ft. by IJin.

>£22
17 10
6 5
9
5
8 1.1

7

6 10
5 10
7 5
S
5
9 5
18

3
5 15
6
6

Yellow Pine—Fii-st, regular sixes 44
Oddments 32

Seconds, regular sizes 33
Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube.. 3>6 to

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs—
Iiarjre, per ft. cube
Small

Wain.scot Oak Logs, per ft. cube..
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,
as inch
Jin. do. do

Dry Mahogany — Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch ...

Selected, Figury, per ft. super,
as inch

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch 10
Teak, per load .. 17
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube

Prepared Flooring, &c.—

and (

Double Stretchers £15
Double Headers ... 14

One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, C h a m-
fered. Squints ... 14

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2

,
delivered

at railway station.

9

1 6

4

2>

9.}

8

lin. by 7;n. yellow, planed and Per square.

to £35
23 10
14
16
11

9 15
9 S

17
20 10
9 3

20 10
13

shot £0 13
lin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 14

IJin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched IS

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
shot 12

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 12 6

l^in. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 15

|in. bv Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ... 11

lin. by Tin. ,, „ ... 14
Jin. by Tin. white 10
lin. by Tin. „ „ ... 12 9

Bin. at 6d, to 9d. per square less than Tin.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0
Darley Dale, ditto ... (j

Red Corsehill. ditto „
"'.

o
Closebum Red Freestone, ditto

, ...

Ancaster. ditto „ ... o

£D IT 6

18

1

14 6

15

16 6

IS
18
11

15

e

6

Greenshill, ditto
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at Nine Elms) .

,','
."

Beer, ditto

Hard York, ditto „
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes . per foot sup.

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,
random sizes

2 4
d 4

2 2
2
1 10
1 10
1 9}
1 6
2 10

„ less than best.

d.

per yard, delivered.
6

per ton ,,

Thames and Pit Sand T

Thames Ballast 5
Best Portland Cement 28
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 2Ts. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc 20x10 ..12 12 6 per 1000 of 1300 at r.stn.

... IBx 8.6 12 6
Blue Bangor ... 20xl0...13 2

,
20x12. .13 17

First quality 20x10. .13

... 20x12 ..13 15

,
16x 8... 7

Eureka unfading
green 20x10. ..15 17

,
20x12. .18

„ ...18x10.. 13 5
10 5
11 12 6
9 12 6
6 12 6

6
6 >•

„
„ „ „

eper lOODof 1200atr.5ter.
6

... Idx 8
Permanent green 21 x 10

„ „ ...18x10

„ ... 16x 8

TILES.

£10
16
14

£45
2.30

2C0 C

At iier standard.

8. d. £ s. d.
10 to 15

„ 14

„ 12
less than

Tin. & Sin.
less than best

„
to 10
„ 9 10

10 more than
battens.

\t per load of 50ft.

10 to 6

12 6
U

10 C

4 10
3 IS
3 10
3
4 15

At per standard.
to 25

23
18
20
19

IS
12

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £3

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot „ ... 1 6J

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot ,, ... 1 8|
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton

Station „ ... 1
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... „ ... 1 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 6J ... £0 17+

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... I - „

Plain red roofing tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Broseley tiles

Omamentil tiles

Hip and Valley tiles

Ruab »n red. brown, or brin-
dled do. ; Edwards)

Ornamental do -

Hip tiles

Vallev tiles

Red o"r Mottled Staffordshire
do. ,Peake's)

Ornamental do
Hip tiles

Valley tiles
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles

Ornamental tiles

Hip tiles

Valley tiles
" Hart^hill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced
Pressed
Ornamental do
Hip tiles

Vallev lies

a.
per 1000 at rly. station

T per doz. „ ,,

per 1000 „ „
6
per doz. „ ,,

6 per 1000 „ „

per doz. „ „

9 per 1000 „ „
6 ,. „
1 per doz. at rly. station
8 „ „ „

per 1000 „ „
„

per doz. „ ,,

8 „
d.

per 1000 at rly. station

6 » » >>

„ „ „
per doz.

6

OILS.
1 Q Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £32 10

Ditto Nine Elms Depot.
Ditto Pimlico Wharf...

2 2J

BRICKS.

to £33
,,

3>

^J 28

,, 40 10
26

^, 46

„ 41 10

„ 42
36
19 5

^, 33
to £) 8 6

^, 6i

„ 1 6

,, 1 V

Hard Stocks £1 8 per 1,000 alongside, in river.
Rough Stocks and

22 10
19 10
15
17
16
12 10
14
14
11

Grizzles 1 6
Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10

Flettons 18
Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18
Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 13

Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Fjii-ing... 5

Best Blue Pressed
SUffordshire 3 15

Do. Bullnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks 3 14
Oi-AZF:r> Bf:I'-KS.

Best White and
Ivorv Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11
Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazetl Stretchers,

and Header 12
Quoins. Bullnose,
and Flats . : :

delivered,
at railway station.

Do., brown „ ... 31

Cottonseed, refined 26 5
Olive, Spanish , ... 40
Seal, pale „ ... 25
Cocoanut, Cochin , ... 45 10
Do., Ceylon „ ... 41
Do., Mauritius 41
Palm, Lagos 35 10
Oleine „ ... 17 5
Sperm „ ... 34
Lubricating U.S per gal. £0 7
Petroleum, refined „ ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Do., Archangel 19
Linseed Oil per gal. 2
Baltic Oil „ ... 2

Turpentine ... 4 3] „ —
Putty per cwt. 7 6,, —

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8 -

Pale Copal Oak 10 S
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 f^

Fine E-xtra Hard Church Oak 10 <

Superfine Hard-diying Oak, for seats of churches i4 i'

Fine Elastic Carriage 12 i-

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16 i'

Fine Pale Maple 16 >

Finest Pale Durable Copal 18 >'

Extra Pale Fr< nch Oil 1 1 '

EL-iTshellFlittinff Varnish 18
White CoDal Enamel 1 4
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Uo Id Size 10
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mah o^ny Stain 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

QLASS.
21oz. 26oz. 32oz. Net.

24d. ... Sid. ... 4id. „
38d. ... 4d. ... 5d. „

4id. ... 4Jd. ... SJd. .,

: Jin. 3/i6in. iin.

2id.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass :

English Sheet Glass : 15oz.
Fourths l^d. ...

Thirds 2ad. ...

Fluted Sheet 3td. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate

The Hants Education Committee adopted at their

last meeting a recommtndition to expend an esti-

mated sum of .ilOjSJO for repairs and alteratioas to

ariuus scnools.

.. 2Jd. ... sd.

'White. Tinte<!.

4d. ... SJd.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Horley—Hnu^p • Olonrnse." Horlev-row. Horlev May 15
Pontypndd—Y.M.C.A. Building (Assessor! £25. £10. £5 fi. W. Rankin. Bronheuloir. Church-nlace. IVnarth. Glam July 1Kmsstown—Houses for Very Poor (Assessor) £100. £-20 M. A. Mannins. Town Cl^rk. T..wn Hall. Kinsstown. Ireland „ 1
"WeTinouth-Desisns for Pavilion lOOgs H. A. Huxtable, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Wevmouth „ 30
London, S.W.—Cmmfr Hall (B. Norman Shaw, R.A., and
W. E. Eiley. F.E.I. B.A.. Assei^sors! £210 to each competitor ifl final The Architect. L.C.C.. Tountv Hall. Spring Gardens, S.W Au?. 27

Hadfield. Glossop-Elementary School (limited) .T. Wnlkden. Howard Chambers. Oloswp... Nodate
Manchester—Institjitional Church i Manchester Archts. only) T. s. Uibson. F.K I.B..\.. 5, Old Bond-street. London, W do
T'ttoxeter— Bem.xlellins- SmithfieM £20 F. S. Hawthorn. Clerk. Council OfBoes. Uttoxeter ... do.
Bethnal Green. X.E.-Municipal Offices (Assessor) £100, £50 E. Finch, A.M.I.CE., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Bethnal Green, X.E. do.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Blackburn— Xew Department to Council School Education Committee Cheers and Smith. 24. Richmond-terrace, Blackburn May 11
Sheffield—Alterations to Xo. S Block at Workhouse Hospital A. E. Booker. Clerk, fnion i ittices. Westbar, ShelHeld U
Manchester—Baths and "Washhouses. Victoria-street Corporation The City Architect, Town Hall. Manchester „ 13
Haworth—Polic^Station West Eidin? Standin? Committee ... J. Vickers-Edward.«. County Architect. County Hall, Wakefleld 13
.A.vonmouth— Engine and Boiler House, Royal Edward Dock... Bristol Docks Committee W. "W. Squire. Engineer. Cumberland Basin. Bristol 13
South Shields—Six Pairs of Cottage Homes Guardians Smith and Chapman. AA.R.I.E.A.. i;7. Kinii-street. South Shields... „ 13
"Wolverhampton—Extension to Electric-Lighting Station Electricity Committee G. Green. Borough Engineer, Town Hall, WolverhamptoM „ 13
Bodmin—Eesidence, Priory-avenue A. C. Pomery William J. Jenkins. Architect. Bodmin 13
Harden—Police-station West Elding Standing Committee ... J. Vickers-Edwards. County .Vrchitect. County Hall, Wakefleld , 13
Morley—Secondary and Technical School Governors „. W. E. Putman, .Architect, Town Hall. Morley „ 13
Footscray—School\300 places! Kent Education Committee The County .\rchitect. titi. West-street. Maids'tone „ 13
Worsboi-ough—Two Houses. Mount Vemon-road A.Swift Arthur Whitaker, Architect, Woi>iborough Bridge. Barasley , 13
East Preston—Alterations to Workhouse Guardians Harold M. Potter, .Architect, 41, Warwick-street, Worthing! „ 13
Bargoed— Parish Hall Vicar and Churchwardens Geo. Kenshole. .Architect, Station-road. Bargoed , 13
Knanesborough-Additions to Court-House West Riding Standing Committee ... J. Vickers-Edwards. County .Architect. County Hall. Wakefield ...... „ 13
West Harton. S. Shields— Receiving Home near Workhouse ... Guardians Smith and Chapman. .AA.K.I.B..A.. 67. King-street, South .Shields... „ 13
Hightield— School Durham County Cotmcil Liddle \- Browne. Prudential Buildings, Moslev-st.,Xewcistle-on-T. „ 14
Scotby—Additions to The Beeches J.R.Burnett H. H. Hodgkinson. .Architect. 64, Lowther-str'eet. Carlisle 14
Bangor, Ireland—Organ Chamber at First Presbyterian Church Young and Mackenzie, -Archts., Scottish Pro v. Buildings. Belfast... „ 14
Birtley— School „ Durham County Council J. W. Itounthwaite, 13, Mosley-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne 14
Yardley— School, Church-road Worcestershire Education .Committee Arthur Harrison. Architect, IC!>. Colmore-njw. Birmingham „ 14
Craghead—Alterations to School Durham County Council The Education Committee's Architect. Shire Hall. Durham ,, 14
-Abergwynti— English Pi^sbyterian Chapel '. A. Lloyd Tfiomas, Arx^hitect, Chutch-street Chambers, Pontypridd „ 14
Wej-mouth-Bakery and Stabling Comick Bros S. Jackson, M.S. .A., Bridge Chambers. Weymouth ,, 14
Egremont—Shop and House, Main-street Harry Lewthwaite N. Kitchin, -Architect, Woodend House, Bigrigg, ^ia Camforth 14
Llandoverv-- Residence J. F. de Rees Arthur S. Williams. .Architect. Llandilo. Wales 14
Usworth—Alterations to School Durham County Council The Education Committee's -Architect. Shire Hall, Durham 14
Knottingley—Wesleyan Sunday Schools A. E. Lambert. Architect, 22, Park-row, Xottingham 14
Darwen— Extensions to St. Cuthbert's Church Vicar and Churchwardens C. H. Woods. -Architect. Albert Chambers, Darwen 14
Cranbrook—Alterations at Police-Station Standing Joint Committee The Countv .Architect, 86, Week-street. Maidstone 14
Ynysddu—Ten Houses Greenfield Building Club W. A. GritiSths, .Architect, PontUanfraith, Mon 14
Devonport—Converting Quarters for Nursing Sisters War Department ^ Harrv B. Measures, F.R.I. B..A., War office. S.W. 15
Bamsley—Two Shops, Sheffield-road J. Butler Emest W. Dyson, Architect, 10. Regent-street, Barnsley 15
Dinas Cross—Bungalow Thomas James. Glanteg, Dinas Cross „ 15
Walthamstow— Additions to Engine-House, Ferry-laiie ......... Metropolitan Water Board The Engineer of Eastern District, hee Bridge, Clapton 15
Manchester—Ward Pavihon at Monsall Hospital' Sanitary Committee The City .Architect. Town Hall. Manchester 15
Dunvant—Ten Houses Gorlant Building Club Rowlands, Price, and Griffiths, 15. Somerset-place, Swansea 15
Chilsworthv—Enlargement of Wesleyan Cliapei -A. Gilbert. Voganott, Holsworthy .. „ 16
Great Varriiouth—Dressing-Rooms, Recreation Giiiymi ......... Town Council J. W. Cockrill. .A.R.I.B.A., Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Gt. Yarmouth „ 16
Newark—Bambv-road School Education Committee G. H. Grocock. Architect, Bedford „ 16
Bettws-y-Coed—Completion of Church Tower Austin and Paley, .Architects. Castle Park. Lancaster :... „ 16
Godalming—Municipal Buildings Corporation J. H. Norris. Borough Surveyor. Bridge-street. Godalming 16
Raphoe—Parochial House !!!!".!. !!!!!!!]!!'.!..! E- J- Toye. -Architect, •20, Great James-street, Londonderry 17

Greenlaw—Reconstructing House Property "!!!!!!!!!"!""!! I*- and J. Stormonth Darling. KeLso 17

Dodworth—Three Houses, Keresforth-road ." ..'. Crawshaw and Wilkinson. .Architects, 13, Regent-street, Bamsley 17

ITverston-House. Kilners Park .!!"!!!!!! Dean J. Brundrit Settle and Brunditt, Architects. T'lverston 18

Olasgow—.Alterations to Belvidere Hospital . ". ... Corporation A. W. Myles, Town Clerk, City Chamber^. (ilLsgow
, 18

Londonderry—House and Shop ; J. P. M'Giath, Architect, Commercial Buildings l.indonderry 18

Workingtori-Additions to Buildings, keilv-street W. Massev W. G. Scott and Co., -Architects, 3, I'ark-lane. Workington „ 20

Withinaton—Receiving Wards at Workhoti.se Chorlton Union Guardians Charles Clege and Son. Architects, 21, Spring-ganlens, Manchester „ 21

Bardolph Fen— United Methodist Free Church Trustees W. J. Christopher, Mount Pleasant. Downham Market 22

Hamilton- BatteiT House ... ..
".'.'"

... Lanark County Council W. L. Douglas. C.E., District Engineer, District offices, Hamilton „ 22

West Heath -Infectious Diseases Hospital Joint Hospital Board Alfred Price and Sons, Architects, Elworth. Sandbach 22

-Aberfan-Sixtv-Two Houses Vnvs-v-gored Building Club T. Edmund Bees, -Architect, Gemant. Merthyr Tydfll 22

Tooting—Hallat Church-lane Home"".".'
'."". Guardians C. -A. Sharp, -A. R.I. B..A., 11, Old Queen-street, 8.W 23

Hull— .Additions to Williamson-street School Education Committee Joseph H. Hirst. City .Architect. Town Hall. Hull 23

South Kensington—Ciffice 4: Workshops at Imperial Institute H.M. Commissioners of Works J. B. Westcott, H.M. OtBce of Works, storey's Gate, S.W „ 24

Wetheral—.Attendants House at Sewage Disposal Works . Carlisle Rural District Council Joseph (irah»m. Engineer, Bank-street. CarUMe 24

Doagh-Presbyterian Church Committee D. W. R. faggart. Architect, -J, Wellington-place, Belfast it

Stanwix—Attendant's House at Sewage Disposal Works . Carlisle Rural District Coimcil Joseph Graham. Engineer, Bank-street, Carbsle _ 24

Biddulph Moor— Council Schools Staffordshire Education Committee .. Graham Balfour. Director of Education, I ounty Offices, otiiford 25

Great Yarmouth-Completing St. James's'Church"!"'.".'!!;!!." Olley and Uawarl. -Architects. Queen-street. Great V.<nnou»h .... „ -a

Peckham Eye. S.E.—Stores Buildings Metropolitan Asylums Board T.W. -Aldwinckle .V Son, Anhts., Denman-st.. Ljndou Bndae,&.E. „ 28

Wokingham—Cookery Centre ' Berkshire Education Committee The Secretary. Education Committee. The Forbary, Reading „ 31

Ipswich-Additions and Alterations'to Hospital'.'."!!. i!!!!!!!!!!.'.'." Committee H. Percy .Adams, FBI. B.A.. '28. Wobum-place, W.C. „ 31

Abingdon-Manual Instruction and Cookery Centre ... Berk.^hire Education Committee The Secretary. E.lucation eoramittcc. The torl)ur>-. Keidiog 31

Peimybridge-Semi-Detached Villas Mrs. Edward Dickinson J. W. Grundy and Son. .Architects. rcntr.il Buildings. L lver.<ton „ 31

East Hsley—School (100 places) Berkshire Education Committee The Secretary. Education Committee. The iorbury. Beading 31

Matlock—Betort-Hou.se . .. !!! District Gas Co Thomas Brown, Engineer, Ga.sworks. Matlock June 1

Runcorn—School" Balfour-road Administrative Sub-Committee John Lightburn, Clerk, Education i Mtices, Town Hall. Runcorn U
Levenshulme-St. Mark's Churchi'SBarlow-road!:!!!'!:!!!!!!!!!!!:! Charles T. Taylor, -A.R.I.B.A.. 10. Clegg-street. Oldham Nodate

Bradford-Malt Kiln and -Alterations at Brewery WaUer and Son Joseph D. W ood. Architect, 3, Newhall-stiee., Birminghain do.

Chesterfield-New Nurses' Home W. Cecil Jackson. M.S.A.. '.>•.'. Knuesmith Gate, (hesterljeld
.

do.

Hexham-Restoration. ic, of Shiley Church"!.. ". "."
!

A. B. Plummer, y.E.I.B.A^piocesan Architect. Newcastle-on-Tyne do.

Bedford—Additions to Swan Hotel H. Browning Thoa. Thurlow, Architect, High Wycombe, Bucks do.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
HuU-Two Electric Water-level Indicators Corporation

.?; ''.^^^.T"'
^''*.' "'*,''« n"^,^'; ^,Sl!?'i''w"*'"'

^"" ^'^
}1

Westminster.S.W.—Electric Installation at Technical InsUtute London County CouncU The thief Engineer. Countv HaU. spnng Gartens, s.w 14

Bristol-Arc Lamps . . Electrical Committee H. Faraday 1'ro.tor. City Elec. Eng. Templeback, Bnatol -^

Hamilton-Generator ! !!.!..!!!!!!!!.!!!...!! T. Munro. County Clerk. County Offices Hamilton 22

Goole-Electricitv Station . . Urban District Council James Wilbam Johnson, t Urk, Council Offices, Ooole ,, 31

Callan, IreUnd-ElectricLigiiarig Plant ' ' Town Commissioners Michael Kerwick, Town Clerii. Callan ^ June 3

London, S.W.—Plant County Council The Clerk, County Hall, Sspring Gardens, S.W U

ENGINEERING.
Cheltenham-Extension of Eefuse Destructor Corporation J. S. Pickering, Borough Surveyor. Cheltenham Miy U
Waieham-Tunnel (-iOO yards long) The Dorset Cement Co., Wareham

.
•••••"

}}
Baddiffe-Bacteria Beds ,. Urban District Council W. L. BothweU. Engineer, Council Offices. Radchffe. 11

Acton, W.—Pumping Plant j .. Urban District Council Sir .A. Binnie. 9, Great George-street. Westminster, S.W 13

Glasgow-BoUer . ... . !

!""' - - . „....,„ .r i,.i. . .„ ,
h.-^K..,, lii-.,^- i<

Hampton—Refuse Destructor, Hanwor^-road ...

London, E.C.—Brake Gear »-«=w *—™.. .. , — _. .. .,. „ •: % ,r j ., ,. ^
Boston. Lines— Piling Biver Bank Holland Countv Council L. Starkie, District Road surve.vor. lower-ruad, skirbeck „ 15

Llandilo-TiUvbont-^Vaterworks ..
" Swansea Rural" District Council T. Trevor WiUiams. Engineer. Kirkcaldy 15

Carrignavar-^Siphon and Fountains . Cork Rural District Council John Cotter, Clerk, Board-room. Workhouse, Cork „ 16

Kdlarnev-BoUer at District Lunatic Asylnm The Resident -Meaical Sup-nntcndent. Killarney ... 17

MerthyrTydttl-Tube on River Bed Farms Management Committee T. F. Harvey, liirou.-h Enjineer's • i.h ?e. Merthyr T/dfll... li

Huddersfleld-Heatim} Arrangements at Sanatorium Corporation The Town Clerk. Tova Uill. Uuiiersleld .... .... ... 13

Dundee—Bell and AcSylene Buoy Harbour Trustees J. Hannay Thompson, M.I.C.t., Hirbjur Engineer, Dunl»
, 20

Urban District Council Sir -A. Binnie. 9, Great George-street. Westminster, B.w 13

Corporation A. W. Mylcs, Town Clerk, tity i hiiabers, Glasgow 14

Vrban District Council Sidney U. Ch.ambers. Surveyor. I'ubiic Offi!^es, M»mpU)n,Midlle3ei ., 14

!!!!!!!!! East Indian Railway Co C. W. Voung, Secretary, Nicholas-lane, E.C. „ 15
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ENGINEERING-
India (iflice. S.W.-Sii.tiun lirPilaer Pecretarv of Rtate for India
St. Agnep. Comwall-Wat»r Main 'i miles) Truro Hiiral Dislrict Council .. ..

London, E.C—Goods Eni;ines and Tenders East Indian liailway Co
Goole—Eetort Repairs at Gasworks Urban District Council
Cardiff—Boiler Guardians
Witham—Borehole Work frban District Council
Rosehearty—Extension of Harbour Harbour Commissioners
Matlock- Eetort Bench Malock and District Gas Co
Heaton Park, Manchester— ReserToir Waterworks Committee
Dunedin, New Zealand—Gas Plant Corporation
Arthur's Pass. New Zealand—Tunnel (5 miles) New Zealand Midland Railway..
Buinley-Wideninff Watt-street Bridge Rural District Council
London, S.W.-dil Tank Waspon London Fire Brigade
South Africa— laundry Machinery Plant

continued,

The Director-General of Stores, India Office, Whitehall, S.W May 21

F. Truscott, Cierk, 7. Pydar-street, Truro 21

C. W. Younff, Secretary, Nicholas-lane, E.C „ 82
T. E. Franklin. Engineer. Gasworks, Dovle-street. Goole , 22
S. W. Allen, M.I.M.E., Uueen'B Chambers, Cardiff „ 2»
W. P. Perkins, Surveyor, Witbam 24
.Tames Barron, M.I.C.E., Central Chambers, I'nion-street, Aberdeen „ 24

Thomas Brown, Engineer, Gaswoiks, Matlock ... June 1

G. H. Hill and Sons, C.E.'s, Albert Chambers. Manchester „ 10

..... Thos. Cole, A.M.I.C.E., 11, Victoria-street, Westminster , 19

The High Commissioner, 13, Victoria-street, Westminster July 1
'.'..'.'. B. Edmonson, Surveyor, 18, Nicholas-street, Burnley Nodate
..... The Clerk, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W do.

Nicholas and Reynolds, 2 and 4, Old Queen-st., Westminster, S.W. do.

FTTRNITUKE AND FITTINGS.
Fraserbureh—Alterations to Shopfront Reid and McRobbie, Architects, Saltoun Chambers, Fraserburgh ... May 1

Batley—Chairs to Free Library '.."."."*.!!'.!! '..'. Walter Hanstock and Son, Architects, Batley ,, 13
Gorton— Furniture for St. Francis Roman Catholic School Education Committee W. A. Clegg, Sec retary, Gorton, Lanes , 14

„ , ^ ,, PAINTING.
Wakefleld—Infectious Diseases Hospital Corporation
Newcastle-on-Tyne-City Hospital for Infectious Diseases Sanitary Committee
Colchester— Cemetery, Mersea-road Cemetery Committee
Heswall- Joint Hospital Hospital Committee
York-Various Schools Education Committee
Higbgate.N. -Archway London County Council
Crook—Four Schools Durham County Education Committee
Deptford, S.E.— Creek Bridge London County Council
Prestwich— County Asylum
Eamsbottom- Schools .'!!!!!!!!!!!!'"" Lancashire Eduration Committee ...

Greenwich, S.E.—Footway Tunnel London Ccumty Council
Draycott-Isolation Hospital Shardlow Hospital Committee
Battersea. S.W.—Albert Suspension Bridge London County Council

,

Shooters' Hill—Furze Lodge, Shrewsbury-lane Woolwich Union Guardians
Poole -Workhouse Guardians
Sutton- Downs .School Metropolitan Asylums Board
Chester-Ie-.Street—Schools Education Comniittee
Newcastle-on-Tyne-St. James's Park
Coventry— Renovating Old Grammar School
Weardale— Schools '.... Durham Education'Committee..!
Bury St. Edmunds-Schools West Suffolk Education Committee...

The Town Clerk's OflBce, Town Hall, Wakefield May 11

The City Property Surveyor's liept.. Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne ,, 11

Herbert Goodyear, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Colchester ,, 13

The .\rchitect. Brougham-terrace, Liverpool IS
The Secretary, Education Offices, CUtford-street, Y'ork ,, 13

Maurice Fitzmaurice, C.M.G., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W. „ 14

S. A. Meddick, 11, Bellevue, Crook, R.S.O.. Durham „ 14

Maurice Fitzmaurice, C.M.G., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W. „ 14

The Chairman, Committee of Visitors, County Asylum, Prestwich .. „ 14

Wm. Dilworth, Clerk, Market-place, Rarasbottom „ 14
Maurice Fitzmaurice, C.M.G., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W. „ 14

J. W. Newbold, Clerk, Becket-street, Derby „ 14
Maurice Fitzmaurice, C.M.G., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W. ,, 14

T. Cutter, Clerk, aO, Rectory-place, Woolwich „ 15
P. E. L. Budge, Clerk, i:«i. High-street, Poole ,, 15

W. Hatch M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., Eng.-in-Chief, Embankment, E.C. „ 15
T. Harker, District Clerk, Cone House, Chester-le-Street, Durham .. ,, 18
J. Watt, St. James s Park, Newcastle 18
Herbert W. Chattawav, Architect, Trinity Churchyard, Coventry... ,, '20

S. A. Meddick, 11, Be'lle-vue, Crook, R.S.O., Durham „ 21

A. A. Hunt, Building Inspector, 5, Crown-street, Bury St, Edmunds „ 21

ROADS AND STREETS.
Higbleadon and Hartpury— Road Henry J. Weaver, Civil Engineer, Northgate Mansions, Gloucester May 11
Blackburn—Street Works Highways Committee W. Stubbs, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Municipal Offices, Blackburn „ 13
Harpenden— Kerbing Hertfordshire County Council Urban A. Smiti, County Surveyor, Hattield „ 13
Colne, Lanes—Street Works Corporation The Borough Surveyor, Colne, Lanes 13
Eawtenstall-Improvement Works Corporation J. Johnson, Borough Surveyor, Municipal Offices, Rawtenstall , 13
Cleadon, South Shields—Roads Guardians Smith & Chapman, AA. R.I. B.A.,Jt.Archts.,ti7,King-st,South Shields „ 13
Riehton- Street Works Urban District Council The Surveyor, 4, Church-street, Hishton , 14
Morley—lioad Forming Buttery and Birds, Architects, Uuecn-street, Morley , 14
London, E.C— Paving Works City Corporation The Engineer to the Corporation. Guildhall, E.C J4
Hoddesdon- Street Works Urban District Council W. H. Flood, Survevor, High-street, Hoddesdon, Herts 14
Willesden, N.W.— Roadmaking Works Urban District Council 0. Claude Robs-on. M.I.C.E., Dyne-road, Kilbum, N.W „ 14
Bromley, Kent—Tar Macadam Corporation Fred. H. Norman, Town Clerk. Bromley, Kent , 14
Wood Green, N.—New Road Vigers and Co , 1, Fiederick's-place, Old Jewry, E.C 15
Guildford—Making-up Laundry-road 'Town Council C. G. Mason, C.E., Borough Surveyor, Guildford ,, 15
Barrow-in-Furness -Constructing Thorneliffe-road Corporation The Borough Engineer, Town Hall, iJarrow-in-Fumess , 15
Burnley— Paving Streets Corporation Peregrine Thomas, Town Clerk, Burnley „ lt>

CARSON'S
SPECIALITIES

-OBT.VINABLE FROM ALL BUILDERS' MERCHANTS.)

UMURALINE,
The Best Washable Water Paint.

JAPOLITE.
The Perfect White Japan.

VITROLITE.
The new Liquid White Paint for General

Decorative and Horticultural Work.

MAY 'WE SEND YOU A FREE SAMPLE OF ANY OF THE ABOVE, TOGETHER WITH COLOUR CHARTS?

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
Grove Works, Lombard Road, Battersea, S.W.

Tclepliones, ]',.\TTERSE.\ fiO ami Km). T.l. .VMicss: •C.VKSdXS, I.dXDOX.
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ARCIUTECT.S AND TME 'VVORKMENS
COMPENSATION ACI.

CIOUNSEL'S opinion as to how the Work-
' men's Compensation Act affects archi-

tects, which we print in full elsewhere,
should be read with e.xtreme care by every
man in practice. The Institute has done
remarkably good service to the profession by
}ilacing a series of clear questions before Mr.
Ruegg, the K.C. whom they consulted, and
he is equally to bo congratulated upon the
definite and clear way in which he has stated

his reading of the law. Ilis advice that
there should be a definite printed contract

drawn up at the time of appointment of a
clerk of works is particularly valuable, as,

although it seems perfectly reasonable that
liability in case of disablement of such an
"flicer should lie with the building owner
i.ither than the architect, yet there is

\ idently an opening for doubt, as he is

inployed by the architect and receives his

-alary from him, and not from the building
"wner direct. A contract form such as is

-.ijigested would make the matter absolutely

!'ar ; but would it not be advisable to go a
little farther, and make the building owner
;i party to this contract 1' If this is not done,
and the architect neglects to tell the building
wner of the liabOity which he is incurring

when a clerk of works is appointed- -as he
very well might do—there seems to be another
]iitfall in front of the architect if an accident
-hould occur—namely, that of being called
ti > book by his employer for negligence in

not informing hinx of the true state of the
casf. Architects, therefore, who employ
clerks of the works in future would do well
to at any rate tell their clients hoTe the
matter stands, and advise them to insure
against the risk, which is by no means a
slight one, of accident to a clerk of works—

a

man who is constantly engageil in hazardous
employment. It might be a very serious

;

matter if a man receiving good wages were
to be disabled for life when engaged in

supervising the erection of a building for

an owner whose means were small.
i

Mr. Ruegg has very properly brought into

prominence the extraordinary section of the
Act which provides that while for minor

j

injuries there is no compensation payable, if 1

they be due to serious and wilful misconduct
of the injured person, yet that if this same
misconduct result in a really serious injury
or death, compensation then becomes pay-
able. If a clerk of works, for instance,

drinks more than wisely, and consequently
trips over an obstacle and sprains his ankle,

^

no liability for the injury arises : but if when I

in the same state of intoxication he I

' liberately does a wrong act and in conse-
lence falls from a height so as to injure his

.-pine, and becomes permanently disabled, the
building owner is immediately liable to pay
;m half his salary for the remainder of his
le ! A point which is not made (juite clear

;< whether a clerk of works can be considered
o be enj;aged upon manual labour, AVe
hould hardly think this to be the case, as he
I'ervisos and does not himself work: and

: der such circumstances no liability for

1 try arises if he is paid a larger salary
.in i'lJ.jd a year. It is by no means an un-

;

lumon thing for such a man to be paid £.j
;

week, this being, perhaps, the usual salary
\

• manded by a clerk of works of any stand-
• g. A further enlightenment from counsel

is to whether such a salary puts the clerk
if works outside the Act would be very i

valuable.
i

The statement that an architect is liable for

damage to his assistants so long as they are

receiving less than HiM a year, and are not

engaged in manual labour, was expected by
all who had any acquaintance witli the Act,

and points to the necessity of all architects

insuring every member of their staff. As
the .Vet is to come into force on July 1, this

should not bo delayed any longer, especially

as iriost offices are now piepared to receive

applications dated forward as for the time of

commencement of legal liability. The only
exception is in the case of articled pupils who
are receiving no salary, for, as compensation
deiiends upon earnings, if there are no
earnings there can be no compensation. On
the other hand, a large number of pupils
receive a small sum, if only by way of pocket-
money. This creates a liability immediately,
and although monetarily it may not be
great, yet it is, as a rule, worth insuring
against, as life- long injury means life-long

responsibilitv upon the jiart of the employer.
Some of the insurance companies, we notice,

are quoting rates for apprentices, taking their

gross earnings as equivalent to £<!(> a year.

Possibly there is some doubt, therefore,

whether Mr. Ruegg is correct in his reading

of the Act in this particular, and caution

suggests insurance until it is definitely

settled.

A EORHOLIDAY RAMBLE
WIIIT.SUXTIIiE.

OE all the Bank holidays, that which comes
at Whitsuntide is the one which is most

used for short architectural rambles, sketch-

book in hand. Easter is generally too earlj-

and too cold, Christmas is out of the

question, and when the August Bank holiday

( comes the summer holiday is commonly
included. At Whitsuntide the weather is

ideal, unless, in<leed, it be wet, and the

period of holiday is just sufficient to induce a

young architect to run away from his office

for a few days, while those who live in the

North of England have generally a free week
at this time of the year. If it is possible to

combine a little architectural and arch;eo-

logical study with a visit to a watfring-place

so much the better. Eortunately, England
is so full of jrood work that this can gi'iierally

be dom- in company with other people whose
knowledge of architecture is of the slightest.

Even thev wiU admit at the conclusion of a

holiday that a great deal of interest has been

added to it by there being definite objects for

the walks taken, and by one of their number
being able, as a matter of course, to tell the

history of the buildings visited from the

architectural indications thereon, even

although he drop away occasionally from the

rest, and settle down to a sketch. Almost
all the seaside places within easy reach of

I>ondon have their individual interest. I'p >n

the present occasion we sliall consider

Worthing by way of example. In itself it is

nothing else than a modern seaside town,

though its name, ending as it does with

"in?,"" suggests a very early Saxon settle-

ment. It lies amidst a number of .similarly-

named places Goring, Sompting. Tarring.

»nd Steyning, most of which are still mere

villages" and all occurring in low-lyin^r land,

either that between the South Downs and

the shore, or in a valley of thi' Downs
themselves. One of these. Sompting, con-

tains a well-known Saxon church lying back

from the high-road, and half-hidden amongst

the trees. Though altered much in later

times, the original Saxon tower still rera.iins,

and is always visited by any archn-ologi.sts

who mav find themselves" in the neighbour-

hood, for it is the only example in England

of a Mjuare low^r with a pyramid roof set

anglejtise, so as to leave gables showmg on

all four faces. To anyone who is intere^te<l

in old churches, there is a good deal more that

is worthv of notice here, besides the Saxon

details, for not only has the church been

added to and altered, but one of the additions,
a chapel on the north side of the nave, has
been pulled down, though ample indications
remain of its having been erected in the Hth
century. That it was not an aisle is clear,

because of the piscina upon the wall be-
tween it and the nave, which showsthat there
was an altar close by ; but there may be a
little doubt as to exactly how it was entered
from the church.
The old church at Tarring is of much later

date and less interest ; but there are some
buildings near by, now used as schools,

which contain Hth-century windows, and
other details of that period. As examples of

the 1 lecorated style are somewhat rare,

especially on a small scale like this, the few

IJEtKKTT's CoTT.^OK*, T.tUllIXO.

minutes spent in walking out to this village
from the centre of Worthing may be very
well employed, particularly as clo>e by there
is the front of a timber cottage of somewhat
the same period which makes a picturesque
sketch (see illustration). There seems to

have been more of this than is now existing,

the gable haiing probably been paired by
another similar to it, the recessed space be-
tween being clearly indicated. The barge-
board is one of those richly- cusped examples
which are becoming more and more rare, such
as are to be found in the Eastern counties,

perhaps, more than in the Southern, and
generally of the loth rather than 1 Ith

w
century : while the roofs are covered with

rough stone slabs, and not with slates, com
paratively mo.lem tiles having been intro-

ductxl into the valley, in all probability to

cure a defective junction.

Behind Worthing, but still easily within

walking distance, there are remains of a

far earlier periol in the great fortifiel rings,

known a-; Ci<bury- and Cbanctonbury, lying

upon the fop of the 1 lowns. It will b«' noticed

that the termination •' ing " of the lowland

towns is now altereil to that of "bury"' in

the high-lands, indie iting a different origin

for the place name. This is, in fact, the ca-e.

for these great rings are the work oi the

original occupiers of this island, andari^ oven

ascribed by Mr. Hubbard, in his book upon
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' J lowpuuilsaiul Cuttloways." totho Xyolithic
]ieriod. They are admirably jdacod so as
to command a pass whuh rlius from near
AV'ortbing iKioss the Downs to the weald of
Sussex, Cisbury overlooking the sea-coast,
while ( 'hanctonbury is perched upon the
summit of an almost perpendicular escarp-
ment which falls ])recipitately down to the
weald upon the north, the rin<;s or forts being
themselves about four miles apart, and
serving to jn-otect a deep hollow in the hills,

where the cattle of the early dwellei-s upjn
the open moorlands of Kngl'and co\ild have
been allowed to graze iu impuuitv. The
fortilications, particularly at Cisbury, are
stupendous in their extent, especially when
we recognise that these great earthworks,
with their ditches and mouniis. were the
works of people who possessed no iron imple-
ments. It is thought by many that some of
the pits within Cisburj' ring were quarries
from which flints wore obtained for making
the implements of those early days. Ordinary
flint an-ow-heads have been found eveix
recently upon the ground ; but most of these
hollows have all the appearance of being the
dwellings of the defenders—some of them, as
^Ir. Hubbard points out in his book, exactly in
the positions where guard houses would be
placed. The puzzle with many, and for a
long time, was how the inhabitants of such
places were able to' obtain water, as no
springs- are to bo found upon the chalk hills ;

but this ditHculty was overcome in an
exceedingly ingenious manner by the con-
struction of what are known as dewpouds,
one of which still remains quite perfect on the
north side of Cisbury ; while there are two
•others to east and west of the Chanctonbury
encampment, one of the latter being even
now quite 4 ft. deep with water. They do
not owe their supply to springs or to rain,

but entirely to the dew, which, owing to their
construction, condenses upon them during
the night. They are made with a clay puddle
bottom overlyinga stratum of straw, whiehacts
as a heat insulator. To anyone who is in the
least degree an antiquarian, as all architects
are more or less, and to most other people
besides, these old fortifications are of extreme
interest, particularly the works at t'hancton-
bury with the tumuli of the ancient warriors
iiist outside the eastern entrance, and the
ranges of guard houses from outworks to

ring to enable warning of an attack to be
conveyed from point to point, as each is

within call of the next. The ring itself is

much smaller than that at Ci?.bury, and is

now covered with a wood, the falling leaves
from the trees of which form a thick carpet.

By tossing this up and penetrating it, a
rough surface is reached which consists to a
considerable e.xtent of bmken liiman roof

and wall tiles, showing that the jjlace, though
originally used by much earlier people, was
also occupied by their lioman conquerors.

Just as 'Woi'thing thus presents much that
is of interest to the architect and antiquarian,
so do Brighton and most of our other soasiile

resorts—Dover, Folkestone, aii<l Heine liay,

for example. The enthusiast who \isits these
places for something more than bathing and
strolling ahmg the ])romenado should provide
himself with a small-scale Ordnance maj) of

the locality, a good guide book, and a
sketching block. lie will not regi'et making
these additions to an ordinary holiday outfit.

rilE ROCHDALE SCH( )OLS COMPETITION.

[lUOM A LOCAL ( OHUESl'OXDKN'T. J

TilE EiUication Comniittee of the County
Horoii.;h of Rochdale have just exhibited a

number of comi)ttition designs for new schools

to be erected on an extremely diflicult site, with
a frontage of 'iiS.ift. to a main lOid and a depth
of about l.iOft. Alon^ portion of the back
there is a frontage to a small street, which
some of the competitors found veiy useful.

The main road was at one end no less tlinn

23ft. above the site, and at the other about

lift. Thi' conditions were therefore entirely

out of the common, and the task of working out

a good plan evidently tested the skill of oven most

experienced architects. The sharply-contrasted

levils caused many dilKc\dties, and inclined

slopes applied in a variety of ways were features

of nearly all the designs—in fact, only a few
provided staircases.

.V limited number of architects were invited to

compete, and as they were only allowed ten days

to work out their "plans, owing to the urgent

requirements of the Hoard of I'Mucation, the

work was rendered doubly dithcult. There was
also tlie further complication that a larger number
of classrooms were required on the first door than

on the door below, as well as a larger central hall

for the ujiper school than for the lower one.

In spite of all these unusual features and the

lai.k of time, a good number of plans were sub-

mitted : the three premiated ones were certainly

superior to the others. I5y not leepuring per-

spectives and only a linnted number of elevations,

the committee considerably reduced the number
of drawings competitors had to submit.

A school accommodating 1,050 children was
required—4.i0 infants on the ground floor and a

mixed school for GOO boys and girls above, in

classrooms seating fifty each. As a commence-
ment, only eleven classrooms are to be built, four

on the ground floor and seven above. The central

hall and cloakrooms were to be capable of increase,

so as to ultimately accommodate the full nimiber

of I'hildten. A cookery and a manual instruction

room, the latter with a classroom attached, were
also asked for.

Messrs. Sykes and Evans were placed first.

Their plans are the only ones in which every

detail had been thoroughly worked out, and,

considering the very limited time allowed, the

Education Committee must he considered fortu-

nate to have obtained so euiinently satisfactory a
plan.

In several other designs the children descend
by inclined ways and staircases from the street to

the playground, then enter the school and ascend
to the Hist floor. Messrs. Sykes and EvAns make
the first floor level with the street, place the

building "JOft. back, and throw two bridges across

from the street to the boys' and girls' entrances
at opposite ends of the building. The infants

have an intdined way down to the playground
and enter the building from the back, or they can
approach it from the small street. By placing
the cookery and manuil instruction rooms on the
ground floor, additional space is gained for class-

rooms above. There are imlined ways .-ift. wide
instead of staircases from the mixed school on
the first floor to the playgrounds, and separate
entrances from the playground to the cookery and
manual instruction rooms—well-thought-out con-
veniences. The classrooms for future extension
are at either end on two floors, and doorways can
be formed into them without interfering or alter-

ing any position of the first erected building, an
important i>oint which many other competitors
have failed to work out. Hy placing the building
jiarallel and near to the main road, the chief por-
tion of the site is loft open for playgrounds. The
conditions suggested that in designim; the build-
ing flat roofs, gables, and other elaborate and
expensive roofing sbculd be avoided. This in-

structioa has been closely adhered to : the roofs

are extremely simple in the design placed first,

and the elevations, which are to be faced with
Accrington brick and terracotta, are also plain
and inexpensive ; but they will no doubt express
their purpose when built. Owinp; to the fall of
the site, the elevation above the footpath will be
that of a one-story building in appearance.

The competitor placed second was Mr. ,Iesse

Ilorsfidl. His plan is somewhat oimilar in con-
ception to the one just described : but he has not
worked out the detail with the same care. He
has placed the building in front, and provided
good playsrotmds, which are reached froui the
road by a flight of steps for the boys, and an in-

cline for girls and infants. The boys and gbls,
having descended to the playground level, ha\c
then to .ascend to the first floor, which in the first

prennated plan is ajiproached by two bridires. It

is not evident from tiie plans how doorways are to

be formed in some of the future classrooms without
viry considerable structcual alterations. The ele-

vations are very effoftive. with more complication
of roofing than the Education Committee desire.

lleissrs. Smith and Cross are also premiated
competitors, with a design on the same lines as
those already mentioned. They also take the
childieu down to the lower level of the playground

and then up again inside the building. (Jn the

first floor they have a central hall, .50ft. by ^Gft.,

with a corridor extending right and left, from
which five classrooms open, with three additional

ones at each end for future extension. In all the

three designs mentioned, the central halls face

the street (north) and the classrooms south, except

those at the ends of the halls, which, of course,

have to face north. Slessrs. Smith and Cross

have also avoided all complication of roofing, and
have sent inexpensive, well-proportioned eleva-

tions.

Mr. Willoughby, F.R.T.B.A., is not often

among the unpremiated competitors : on this

occasion, however, his plans are not quite what
the Education Committee required. He has placed

his buildings at the back of the site, too near an
adjacent mill : and he has planned the whole of

the classrooms for future erection on the first

floor whenever they are built the roofs over the

rooms to be erected first woidd have to be taken

down. In the premiated plans, the additions

could be erected without interfering with the

other work. On the ground floor there is a

corridor, 210ft. long, with rooms on both sides,

which would be lighted throughout by borrowed
lights when the extensions indicated would be
carried out. A good feature is the provision of

two entrances and cloakroom for inf.ants.

Mr. J. Townend has spoilt his plan by too large

a centr,al hall. 81ft. by 32ft., and by placing the

building in the centre of the site, thus breaking
up the playgrounds. The elevations are rather

crude.

ilessrs. Butterworth and Puncan have a very
original and ingenious plan. The low-lying

playground is reached by two inclined ways.
I'rom the ends of the central halh two parallel

corridors extend right and left, with a classroom

20ft. 6in. wide between them. The central halls

are rather large. The one on the first floor is

G2ft. by liBft., and one below 62ft. by 2Sl't. The
difference in width is utilised to extend one of the

corridors right across the building, from which
the cookery, manual instruction, and boys' and
girls' cloakrooms open. Over these rooms are

placed the additional classrooms required on the

upper floor. The elevations are more ornate and
broken up than desired, with a number of small

gables which handicap the design. The plans

show a building; 90ft. in depth, the width of three

rooms and two corridors. Many other designs are

about (j2ft. across ; the difference rather cramps
the playgrounds.

Messrs. 'W'oodhouse, Corbett. and Dean have
placed their building across the site from front lo

back in the centre, and show two inclined ways
down to the playground. • 'n tin- ground floor a

marching corridor UOft. by Tift, is ^hown instead

of a central hall, from which another corridor

extends nearly 90ft. long, with ro:>ms on both
i

sides, repeated on the first floor, which has a
central hall with outside windows, which would,

however, be blocked up by proposed extension I

classrooms. It would then only be lighted, as I

shown on the section, by two semi-circular]

gable windows. The roofing is extremely simple,

and the elevations are studiously inexpensive.

The estimate is at the rate of threepence per cube
J

foot below the ground floor, and sevenpencol

above it.

IMessrs. Mangnall and Littlewood have designed!

the building I-shape. with the central-haU in thel

centre, and two rows of classrooms, one facing!

north and the other south. They have shownl
bridges across from the street into the first-floor!

mixed school, which has the appearance of a ono-l

story building, whilst from the playground thel

building is two floors in height. The elevationsl

are well designed, but have a n\imber of gablesi

and a variety of roof's, which the Committee wasl

anxious to avoid. Several other designs are out-T

classed. From a careful study of the drawing8,|

there can be no doubt of the superiority of tb^

one placed first.

WALL.\SEY GIRLS' IHGH SCHOOL AXTJ
BOYS' GRAMMAR SCHOOL COMPETIf
TIOXS.

ACOl'PLE of interesting competitions havj

recently been organised by the Wallasejf

Education Committee, one being for a higS

school for girls, and the other for a boya

grammar school. The result of the former waj

announced in Slarch last ; but, as the san

twenty architects had been selected to compete iS

the grammar school one also, it was considercf

advisable not to exhibit the designs until hot
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had been eettlej. The linal decision liuving now-
been made, all the designs were on view at the
Education l_)ffires. Liscard, on Tuesday hist. Jlr.
.'. Wreghitt Connon. of Leeds, was the assessor
in both cases.

GIULs' HIGH SCHOOL COMl'KTITIOX.

Accommodation had to be provided for :!00 girls,
the necessary rooms comprising an assembly-hall,
sixth-form room for 20 scholars, five classrooms
for 2.5 each, four classrooms for 30 each, a kinder-
garten room for 30, a room for advanced art
teaching, elementary science and chemistry-
laboratory to accommodate 30, cookery-room for
20, music and piano practice-room, din'ing-hall to
-at 40, teachers'-rooms. library, Arc, together
with the usual cloakrooms and offices. The total
cust of the buildings and playgrounds was not to
exceed fO.OOO. Five designs were mentioned by
the jissessor, who placed them as follows :— (1)
.\ppleyard and (iuiggin, Liverpool

; {2] T.
:Mellard Reade and Son. I,iverpool : (3) Joseph
Holt. Jlanchester; (4) Deacon and Horsburgh,
Liverpool

: (.i) L. J. Hughes, Liverpool.
Design placed first : This is a most compact and

economical scheme, a feature of the plan being the
remarkably small amount of corridor, especially
as compared with the successful plans in recent
school competitions. Considerable difference of
opinion e.xists as to whether the hall should be
isolated or serve as a passageway to the classrooms.
In this case the amount placed at the disposal of
the competitors w.as only £30 per head, and no
doubt it was owing to this that all the designs
exhibited showed the classrooms entered direct
from the hall. The site was an oblong in shape,
with a roadway on the south-east side only.
While this plan showed the site levelled up, most
of the other competitors adapted their plans more
or less to the fall in the ground. The plan as a
whole is very simple and direct, the rooms all
being conveniently placed and well lighted. The
steps in corridor adjoining cloakroom are objec-
tionable, and the corridor itself should be widened
to .sft. The position of the dining-room windows,
which are just above the roof of the latrines, is
hardly an ideal one. i Juite a number of com-
petitors made this mistake. The elevations were
very plainly treated, and did not appear to have
had so much consideration as the plans. Alto-
gether there is nothing strikingly original about
the scheme ; but it adapts itself well to the site,
and should produce a satisfactory building.
Design placed second : This scheme is more on

the lines of an elementary school than a secondary
one, and, while the plan is balanced in outline",
internally the arrangements are somewhat un-
satisfactory, much valuable space being occupied
by needlessly large stores and staff conveniences.
The aspe t and lighting of the classrooms is ex-
cellent. The elevations are commonplace, and
not helped at all by a very poor perspective.
Design placed third : The general arrangement

of this design is a good one : but the plan has too
many breaks and projections, which in execution
would result in considerable over-shadowing of
the chissroom windows. The laboratory, with its
preparation and storerooms, is on the ground Hoor,
and has been placed at the front of the building,
thus taking up much of the valuable south-east
light which might have been utilised to better
advantage for the classrooms.

Design placed first: This design consists of a
centre block, with the eliussrooms, head-master's
room, and library grouped around the assembly-
hall, and two wings connected by covered corridors
and containing the gymnasium, cloakrooms,
changing - rooms, lecture - room, laboratories,
manual instruction room, &c. The plan is

practically the same as the one with which this
firm were successful in the (!ooIe competition
{published in our issue of -March S), where llr.

Connon was also the assessor. In the present
scheme, the side wings have been simplified, and
the plan as a whole is much improved. It is not,
however, altogether suitable for this site, as six of
the twelve classrooms face duo north. The
cloakrooms are weU ventilated, and the latrines
are thoroughly disconnected from the rest of the
building. The changing-rooms might with
advantage be enlarged, and borrowed lights
should be provided in the lobby behind the head-
master's room,
laboratories, a

Brumwell Th.mias. Paul Waterhouse, M.A.
(Ixon., Kdmund Wimperis, and Ralph Selden
Womnm.
Twenty-nine of these names are on the " house

list ' of the outgoing Council, and the remaining
one- that of Mr. ]\I. H. Adams— is supported by
Sir R. liowand Andei^on, Sir W. B. Rich-
mond, R.A., Sir Thomas Drew, P.R.H.A, Sir
•lohn Taylor, K.C.B., and Mr. (i. F. Bodley,
IC.A., Messrs. A. W. S. Cross, W. Flockhart,
Krnest George, J. S. Gib<on, .1. A. Gotch,
i:. A. Griming, C. E. .Mallows, F. W. Mountford,
E. Newton, W. A. Pite, A. N. I'rentice,
G. H. Fellowes IVynne. Members of Council

:

Messrs. W. E. Riley, Rowland Phmibe, W. M.
Fawcett, Cole .\. Adams, !'. .M. Simpson, P. M.
Tree, K. .M. Bruce Vaughan, and E. Swinfen
Harris. l''or the four seats as A.ssociate-
Members of Council there are nine nominations
— viz., Henry .Vrthnr Crouch. Ken.sington

The lecture-room adjoins the two !
•'ammell, William Curtis (ireen, Sydney Kyffin

desirable feature, and one which i

Gieenslade, Charles Edward Hutchinson, Stanley
several of the competitors have overlooked. Th'
lighting of the staircases is not particularly good,
but no doubt this, with other minor points, will
be improved in preparing the working drawings.
The elevations show a simple Classical treatment,
with a liberal use of stone quoins and pilasters.
The design is illustrated by a fine bold set of
drawings, which include an interesting per-
spective.

Design placed second : In this scheme all the
rooms are arranged in a single block, thus forming
a totally different type of plan to the one placed
first, to which in some respects it is superior,
notably in the aspect of the classrooms, none of
which are lighted from the north. The author's
aim has e\idently been to keep the culjical

contents as small as possible, the roofs being of a
flat pitch, and the ceilings of cloakrooms, teachers'
rooms, i:c., kept low. The amount allowed
(£13,000) was none too large : but this design
looked more like being done for the money than
any of the others exhibited.

Design placed third : Mr. M. Honan sent in
two complete sets of plans, the only difference
between them being that in one scheme the stair-

case acted as a disconnecting corridor between the I
seen that every scat is to be contested, the nomi

main building and the cloakrooms, cookery-rooms,
;

nations being as follows :

—

itc. while in the other case it was in the main
block. The staircases were not very well arranged '

,

""" '^''''•>'^" committee.

in either scheme : otherwise the plan was a very
\

Fellows—Ten
simple and straightforward one. with quiet and ;

John JIacvicar

. Stanley
Hinge Hamp, John Humphreys.! ones, B..\.fiOnd.,
Frank Lishman, and Herbert Winkler Willg.
For the nine seats as representatives of Allied
Societies there are twelve nominations ,-Hippo-
lyte Jean Wane, R.S.A. (Edinburgh Architec-
tural Association,, Henry l):ire Bryan (Bristol
Society of Architects), Harry Sutton Chorley,
Jl.A.O.xon. (Leeds and Vorks Architectural
Society). William Carter I'enton (ShelHeld Society
of Architects and Surveyors), .lohn Francis
Groves (Cardiff and South Wales Architects'
Society), Edmund Kirby (Liverpool Architectural
Society), John Donald Mills i Dundee Institute of
Architects), William Mansfield Mitchell, R.H.A.
(Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland),
.lames Jlilne Monro (Glasgow Institute of Archi-
tects), Paul Ogden (Manchester Society of Archi-
tects), Arthur Benjamin Plummer (Xortheril
Architectural Association), and Howard Henry
Thomson (I^icestcr and Leicestershire Society of
Architects). The representative of the Architec-
tural Association (London) will, as has invariably
been the case, be its President, Mr. Walter Cave.
A gieat responsibility rests on the members of

the independent Standing Committees. It will be

well-proportioned elevations, the drawings being
well got up, and including a clever perspective by
Mr. Rattles Davison.

«0\S GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

This is to be a rather larger school than the
girls' one, being for 340 pupils, in addition to a
future extension consisting of two or more class-
rooms. Although the site was a large and open
one, competitors were only allowed to use one
particular part of it for t'h« buildings, the re-
mainder being laid out as cricket and football
grounds. The accommodation to be provid<-d
included an assembly-hall, which was to bo suit-
able for elementary art teaching, four classrooms
for2.'> scholars each single desks , four cla-ssrooms
for ,30 (single desks), and four classrooms for 3ip

(double desks : advanced art-room, chemical
laboratory for 30, with balance, prepantion, and
store-rooms

: physical, laboratory, with prepara-
tion ancl store-rooms ; lecture-room for 30, manual
instruction room for 30, gymnasium and dressing-
room, dining-hall to seat 30, teachers' rooms,
library. elo;ikrooms, lavatories. \-c. The total
M)8t was not to exceed £40 per head, or a total
)f £13.000.
Mr. Connon's award was : 1, Willink and

rhicknesse, Liverpool ; 2, Richard Holt, Liver-
lool: 3. M. Honan. Liveri)Ool : 4. Applevard and
iuiggin, Liverpool ; i, A. F. McGregor Milligan.
jverpool

; 6, Joseph Holt, ilanchester.

THE R.l.B.A. ELECTIONS.
"^HE elections for the Council and Committees

for the session 1907-8 are attracting less interest

this year than on some recent occasions, the ques-
tion of Registration not being made a test one, as

the subject is under consideration liy a special

committee. For the office of President the only
nomination is the present occupant of the chair,

Mr. Thomas E. CoUcutt, and all will unite in the
hope that his health may soon be sulHciently re-

established to enable him to fulfil all the great
responsibilities attaching to the high position

without inconvenience. There is no contest for

the vice-presidencies this year, the only nomina-
tions being the present holders of this position,

Messrs. J. S. Gibson, Edwin T. Hall. H. T.
j

Hare, and Leonard Stokes. Mr. Alexander
j

Graham, F.S.A., is to bo again asked to
i

serve as honorary secretary, and no better

choice could be made. For the ei^'htcen scats

of Fellows on the Council there are no
fewer than thirty candidates, namely :—ilessrs.

ilaurice Bingham Adams, Robert Shekle-
ton Balfour, William Henr\- Atkin lierry, I

R«gin.ald Blomfield, A.R.A., JLA.O.ton.. F.S.A.,
.Tohn .lames Burnet, A. R.S.A. Glasgow ,

William Dou;;las Caripo. jr..\.Cant.ab., F.S.A..

Alfred William Stevens Cross. M..\.Cant«lp..

Edward Guy Dawber, William Flockhart,

William Adam Fors\-th, Ernest Georgt;, j«ist

vice-president. John Alfreil Gotch. F.S.A.
(Kettering', Edward Augustus (iruning. past

vice-president, treorgc Hubbard. F.S..\., .Vrthur

Rutherford .Temmett, Henry Vaughan Lanches-

ter, Edwin Ijindscer Lutyens. Charles Edward
Mallows. Temple Moore. Ernest Xcwton.
William Alfred Pite, Andrew N'oblc Prentice,

• Jeorge Halford Fellowes Prynne, Halsey Rilph
Ricardo, John William Simpson, .lohn Slater,

B.A.Lond., past vice-president, Sir Alfred I

seats, sixteen nominations :

—

Anderson, F.R.S.E., Robert
Shekleton Balfour, John James Burnet, A.R.IS.A.,
AVilliam Douglas Cariie. JI. A. Cantab., F.S.A.

.

Edward fhiy Dawber, William Flockhart, William
Adam Forsyth, Krnest ( leorge, James Sivcwright
Gibson, Henry Thomas Hare, Professor William
Richard Lethaby, Edward .Schroder Prior.
M.A.Cantab., F.S.A., Edwin .VUred Uickards,
John William Simpson, Paul Waterhouse,
M.A.Oxon., and William Gilmour Wilson.
Associates—Six scats, nine nominations .—.lohn
Anderson, Arthur T'homas Boltun, Thomas
Davison, Sidney Kyllin l^recnslade, .Stanley

Hinge Hamp, 'rhomas <-ieoffry Lucas, Walter
John Tapper, Septimus Warwick, and Edgar
Wood.

I.ITEr. VTlIlE STAXmXci lOMMITrKK.

Fellows-Ten seats, twenty nominations :

—

John Bilscm, F..S.A., .Alfred William .Stephens

I

Cross, JL.V.Cantab., Henri I'avarger. l'.S..\.,

[William Adam Forsyth, .lohn .\"- ' ' ' h.

F.S..\.. Fnincis Hooper, .\rthnr LI

i son, Edward Schroder Prior, ' ..

j

F.S.A., George Halford Fellowia Prynno
1 Halsey Ralph Ricardo, H.>rt>»rt Vrnnid .^atohell.

Professor Frederick Mi»'

Professor Kavenscroft i

Phene Spiers, F.S..\., Hci^,, ~ -. ..... ..;.,

-Vndrcw 'J'homas Taylor. (_hir!es Harrison
Townsend. i'aul Waterhouse. M..V.nxon.. and
Percy Scott Worlhington. M..\."xon. Associ-
ates—Six seats, ten nominations: — Frederick
Chatlerton. William Curtis (ireen, John
Humphreys Jones, B..\.l.ond.. Funk Lishman.
Herbert I'iissmore, (_'har!e3 Edward .Suyer,

Arthur James Stratton. pK:njamin Walker.
William Henry Ward, JI.A.Cantab., and Percy
Leslie Waterhouse, .JI.A.Cantab.

l';:V'TIiE STVXKIX'. COMMITTF.K.

Fellows- Ten se.its, fifteen nominations:—
William Henry .Vtkin Berry. Max Clarke, Alfred
William Stephens Cross, 31.A.Cantab., Arthur
Crow, Ernest Flint. (Jeorge Hublard, F.S A..
.Vlexander Henry Kersey, Jos<.'| h Doiinlass
Mathews. .lohn Mumiy, Sydney Perks, Charles
Keillv, Herbert .Vmold Satchell, -Vllred Saxon
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SneU. Thoma* Hen-y Wiit^cn. :ijii William
Henry White. Associates— Si.t seats, eight
nominations :—EdwarJ (.Jreenop. Edwin Richard
Hewitt, Hert-ert Hardwicke Lansstcn. Hoiatio
Porter. M..V.L'anbib.. Thomas Edward Price.
Angtistus William Tanner, William Charles
Waymouth. and Robert Stark Wilkinson.

SCIE>'CE STAXI>!>r, C'IMMnTEE.

Fellows—Ten seats, eighteen nominations :

—

Harry Percy Adams. Thomas William Ald-
winckle, 3Iax Clarke. William Edward Vernon
Crompton. Bernard Di-ks<^e. William Punn,
Ernest Flint, Arthur John tiale. Matt. Garbutt.
Frederic Hammond, Francis Hooper, (ieorge
Homblower. Charles Stanley .Peach, Sydnev
Perk?. William Pywell, Herbert Doncan
Searles-Wood. Alfred Saxon Snell. and Lewis
Solomon. Associates— Six seats, seven nomina-
tions :—Robert John Angel, Edmund John
Bennett. Henry William Burrows, F.G.S..
Edwin Richard Hewitt, William Jacques,
Ernest William Malfas Wonnacolt, and Ernest
Alexander Yount;.
The result of the elections will be declared

during the business meeting to be held on
Monday. June 10.

4'"'!t. I'V -y-'lit. .iri_i •ill., ini n nis a .-apai ;ty

of J-j.ObO.ilOO gallons. The piers are :>-4ft.

diameter, and 21 'lift, in height, and are placed

JJft. apart centre to centre. The concrete used
was Portland cement concrete. <j to 1 . The
author then described a covered reservoir at

Rockford, U.S..-\. The reservoir measures
l-56-o6(t. bv 66-26ft. : the roof only is of rein-

Thi^ sum, it is eabmitted "ny the sv.bcommif.et^.

represents a heavy toll on sales and mortgages,

especially as the U'f m^ofnn fees only represent a

portion of the additional expense that the system
occasions. The whole of the fees went in

salaries and othce expenses. The cost of the new
Registry < 'flice amounting to £26.5,000 has been
paid for separately out of public money. It has

foTcedconcrete. the remainder ofthe reservoir being 1 been open to owners of property in any part of

in ordinary concrete. The roof is a ribbed arch :
j

the Kingdom to voluntarily register their property.

the ribs incre-ase in liepth from crown to haunches,
and are 7ft. apart. The reservoir is constructed

in 7 to 1 concrete, and the cost was lS..i06iIol.

He then proceeded to describe a low buttress dam
at Theresa, U.S.A., which was carried out in

reinforced concrete, being a new departure in

dam construction. It was designed by Messrs.

Ambursan and Sayles. of Watertown, X.Y. It

is I20ft. long bv lift. high, and has a foundation

and it has also been open to every person who has.

under compulsion, obtained a "possessory title."

to apply to register his title as " absolute." As
a matter of fact, however, the whole of the titles

registered as "absolute" during the years
1904-.5-6 were respectively S-i. 71 and 49. It is

thus shown conclusively that if left to themselves

owners will not register, and it raises the question

as to how far the Government is justified in

on^the solid rock. It consists of a concrete slope
|
forcing a system on owners which they have

supported by concrete buttresses, the former
being Bin. and the latter 12in. in thickness, the

buttresses being placed 6ft. apart centre to centre.

The whole is reinforced by fin. Thacher steel

rods and expanded metal. The buttresses and

decided is detrimental to their interests. In con-

clusion the subcommittee recommended : • • That
in view of the fact that the system of compulsorj-

registration of title has now been tried as an
experiment in the County of London for over

toe are of Portland cement concrete, 9 to 1, and eight years and has been found to add greatly to

WATERWCiRKS LN' AMERICA.

AT a meeting of the Society of Engineers, held
at the Ro\-al United Service Institution.

Whitehall, on Monday evening. May 6, 1907,
Mr. ,T. W. Wilson, Vice-President in the chair,

a paper was read on • Waterworks Constructions
in America," bv Mr. Ernest R. Matthews,
Assoc.M.Inst. C.E., F.R.S.E., Borough Engineer
of Bridlington, of which the following is an
abstract ;

—

The author stated that he had been in com-
munication with several American engineers
respecting the design and construction of reser-

voirs, liams, and other waterworks constructions
in that conntrr, and that he had received
from them much valuable information which
formed the basis of his paper. He first

gave a detailed description of the covering,
'

in and improvement of the Xatick, U.S..\.,
reservoir. Those works were designed bv Mr.
F. L. Fuller, C.E., Boston, U.S.A. Previous to

the works being carried out the reservoir was an
open one. and w^is a source of continual expense
for cleansing. At the time of the cc.vering-in its

dimensions were as follows :—At top, 217ft. bv
21-2ft. : at b.jttom, l.>9-8ft. by 154-3ft. : area
covered in !4.7;30sq.ft. : capacity before covering,
with a maximimi depth of water of 17'22ft..

4.340,000 gallons : with the same high water it is

now 4,280,000 gallons. In 1902 it was covered
in by groined elliptical arches in concrete at a
cost of 9-50 dollars per cubic yard. There are
169 piers, spaced lo-2ft. apart centre to centie.

The elliptical arches have a span of 13ft. 6in.,

and a rise of 2ft. 9in.. the thickness at the crown
being 6in. The concrete used was 7 to 1, com-
posed of 1 part cement, 2§ parts sand, and 4l
parts scTeened giaveL The floor of the reservoir

is covered with 4in. of concrete. The load on the

piers is IS tons to 19 tons to the square foot at

the bottom. The total cost was t5.S94 9s.

The author then submitted a tabulated statement
relating to the construction of groined arches in

connection with reservoiis and filters in America,
which had been prepared bv Mr. Leonard
Metcalf. C.E.. of Boston. U.S!a. The author
then dcsciibcd a small covered reservoir at

Franklin. U..S.A., also designed by Jlr. Fuller.

The reservoir is circular, 46ft. in diameter, allow-

ing a depth of water of 20ft.. and having a
capacit*- of 24.8.600 gallons. The wall is 3-.5ft.

thick at the bottom, 2-.5ft. at the top, and 2-2ft.

high. This reservoir is built in concrete composed
of 1 part cement, 2 parts clean sharp sand, and
4^ parts screened gravel. The roof is lOin. thick

at the springing and 8in. thick at the centre, and
has a rise of 4 -eft. To resist the thrust of the
roof a .«1e«l land. Hjin. wide and lin. thick, was
inserted near the lop of the concrete wall. The
bottom of the reservoir consists of 6in. of cement
concrete. An electrical indicator shows at the
pumping station the height of water in re ervoir.

The author then described a covere'l reservoir at

Louisville, U.S.A. This, he said, was a good
example of a modem American reservoir con-
structed throughout in reinforced concrete. The
roof is of the groined arch type, the arches being
approximately 19ft. span and 3-Sft. rise, the
thickness of concrete at the crown being 6 in.,

and above piers 3ft. The reservoir measures

each buttress is bolted down to the rock by Ijiu.

bolts. 3ft. in length. The author finally described

a special high-pressure fire-service main which
has been laid in the City of Providence. U.S.A.,
the leading features of which are the design of the

the difficulty, expense, delay, and risk of property

dealings in London, the council do endorse the

view that the order applying compulsory regis-

tration to the County of London should be forth-

with revoked so as to leave it optional for everyone

joints, the method of securing the pipes where I to register or not. as he deems best in his own
laid on the curve, and the method of securing the ' interest." Further, copies of the report will

branch pipes.

THE LA^"T) TRANSFER ALT, 1897.

I

be forwarded to the Prime Minister, Members of

Parliament, the London County Council, the

I
City Corporation, and other bodies.

THE report of a subcommittee of the Law and
General Purposes Committee of the Ken- jgj- reIXFliRCEMENT OF CONCRETE."

sington Borough Council has just been presented,

deaUng with the working of the Land Transfer 'T^HE subject of ccncrete reinforcement has

Act in London. The report has been approved JL haidly teen carried so far in Eng'and as in

by the committee and adopted by the council. ,
the United States, largely on account of our

The subcommittee state that they have considered restrictive legislation : hence the remark in the

the observations of the Law Society on the report preface of the book now before us, that it appeals

of the Registrar of the Land Registry as to the ' chiefly to those architects and engineers whose
working of the system of compulsorv" registration • work in this mateiial is inteimittent, and does not

of title that has. as an experiment, been on trial warrant the steady employment of a concrete

in the Countj- of London since Jan. 1, 1899. It engineer, applies particularly to Engbsh practice,

is pointed out that the Land Transfer Act, 1897. The work of all English architects and engineers

empowered the Privy Council to select one county 1 ia this material is intermittent, while few
in England in which the registration of title to I of them possess suflicient scientific training to

land imder the Land Transfer Act, 187.5, was to be enable them to understand even the simple

made compulsory, and the County of London was diagrams contaiced in the book in question,

selected. The question was ctuefuUy considered
i

That they should do so is, however, taken for

by the late Vestry of Kensington, and on Dec. 1. granted in the States, and, written upon that

1897, a report was adopted enumerating the ', basis, the work is of very considerable \-alue, for

serious objections that existed to the system being ; in reality everything is explained with extrem:-

tried as an experiment in London, and resolutions ' clearness. The method of computation adopted is

were adopted stating n that, having regard to I one which is not always put forward in the books

the vast number of properties which would be I of specialists, but is undoubtedly the right one.

affected, and the immense value, c-omplexitv, and It consists in maldng the design on the basis of

importance of the interests involved, the Conntv the maximum allowable superimposed loads am
of London is not a suitable county for the first ; the bending moments induced thereby. Itisthu^

trial of the doubtful experiment of compulsory
j

possible to assign definite values to the maximum
registration, and b disapproving of registration

j

stress in each material, and to make sure that each

of title being made compulsory in the Countv of I is taking the amount of stress desired, under the

fjondon. Similar view^ wer** ptt^t*»c««^ a t-owt- mnHitirms of mavimnTn efliciencv. without ex-

i

London. Similar views were expressed a year
later by the great majority of the vestries.'dis-

trict boards, and other public bodies who were
c-cnsultcd by the London County Council. Not-
withstanding the striking preponderance of
opinion expressed by the bodies whose views had

conditions of maximum efficiency, without ex-

ceeding the safe limits prescribed in any case.

The other method is that of making the com-

putations on the basis of ultimate resistance and

then using a factor of safety. This, though

perfectly applicable to structures of a single

been invited, the London County Coimcil, in material, is not always so to a combination such

F'ebruary, 1S9S, adopted a resolution in favour as of steel and concrete, as the neutral axis of a

of the trial of the system in the Countv- of compound beam of different materials is never in

London, on the understinding that it would be the same place for any two given conditions of

introduced progressively, so as to give the Council load. It is thus impossible to say, by this

an opportunity of estimating the value of the method of designing, what are the actual streses

work as it proceeded, and of watching generally either in the steel or the top suiface of the

the progress of the Act. The Act came into
operation on Jan. 1, 1899. The experience since
gaine-d proves conclusively, the subcommittee now
report, that the predictions embodied in the

concrete, unles the design is recomputed with

regard to the new position of the neutral axis

under the allowable loading. The author says: ,

It may be mentioned here that formulas of the I

report of the Kensington Vestrv- as to the system nature seem to be in especial favour with the
|

being a haimful and unworkable one have been manufacturers of various patented tars. By tte i

borne out to the letter. The system has come introduction of certain factors or other means, it I

under n-view in the Law Courts, and the judges is possible to make the design appear to requiieJ

have in the following cases been impelled to dwell more steel than is at all necessary, while the &etl

on the imperfections, complications, and dangers that the concrete at the top surface of beams arl

of the system :
" Capital and Counties Bank v. slabs is stressed in compression far beyond lbJ

Rhodes 1903,'" " Altomey-lieneral v. Odeli accepted working value is completely supprc^ssad,|

(1905-6," and "Marshall v! Robertson '1905 ." since the actual working stresses are seldom in-fl

The retnms of the titles registered for the first i vesligated by the users of these formulas or tables.

seven years a899 to 1905 give the following tlie unit strefses prescribed by the building codej

record of the titles registered: Possessory,
i
of New York City have been adopted as a stand"

89.147 : qualified, 9 : absolute, 401 : and good ; ,. .„ " ^, „ . , T^T^Zm
leasehold 3,962. The registration fees obtalnS '

^^ j«'^ff.;?^,^„"/,^c^.r ^^^'t^^^'^l
dunng these seven years amounted to 1288,928.

i :.'g:a:i n»r?' Hall-comt, Ladaate-im. London. Ite-'
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throughout, and these are contained in an appendix.

It would be a good thing if we had in use in

England a code devised upon similaily scientific

lines.

TWO BEXEDICTLN'E 31IXSTERS.

T"^NDER this title a lecture descriptive of,

l_ and comparing the Cathedral Churches of

• iloucester* and Xorwich.t was given before the

Society of Architects at their hall. Staple Inn
Buildings. South, last Thursday evening,

by Mr. E. W. Harvey Piper, Hon. Member.
The address was illustrated by about one hundred
and twenty lantern slides. The President, Mr.
A. E. Pridmore, F.S.I., occupied the chair.

Each of the Minsters dealt with is situated, the

author pointed out, near a narrow but navigable

river, in a quaint old city redo'.ent with memories
of the historic past, and each building is note-

worthy as an example of Norman and Perpen-
dicular architecture of great richness and beauty.

In both cases, the oldest portions of the existing

fabrics, the choirs and transepts and their eastern

chapels, were built during the last decade of the

nth century, in the reign of William Rufus. In
both cases the choirs retain the original Xorman
cores, but recased, veneered, and remodelled in

the Perpendicular style, and each choir has been
covered in by a grand Heme vault of stone.

At Gloucester and at Xorwich alike, popular
tradition, and also the guide books, ascribe to the

founders the building of the cathedral naves : but

in each case it is easy to observe that, although
the foundations to plinth level probably date from
the days of Rufus. all we see of the superstructure

of either nave was in progress during the reign

of Henry the First.

The lecturer here threw upon the lantern

screen plans of Xorwich and of Gloucester drawn
to the same scale. They differ, he lemarked.
widely from those of most of our other great

churches, and are alike in retaining their Xorman
outline less altered than does any other English
fabric.

An initial distinction between the two plans
which instantly arrests attention is the jKisitii.n

of the cloisters. -At Xorwich this square enclosure
follows the usual rule, as at Westminster, Win-
chester, and Durham, and is placed on the south
side of the nave, ojien to the sunshine, and pro-
tected by the lofty walls of the nave and south
transept from the north and east winds. At
Gloucester, for some obscure reason, the cloisters

were, as at Canterbury and Chester and other
exceptional plans, built on the north side of the
nave.
Turning now to the churches themselves, we

notice that both X'orwich and Gloucester are
jilanned in a manner derived from that famous
resort of pilgrims, the now ruined Church of St.

Martin at Tours, a plan usual in Xormandy, but
only adopted elsewhere in this country at

Tewkesbury and Leominster, although traces of

its influence are apparent in some features of

Canterbury. luich of the cathedral plans shown
on the screen has a continuous processional path
round the choir, and the eastern end, instead of

having the customary English square face, is

rounded at Glou^'ester and semioctagonal at Xor-
wich. The transepts ineithercaseare short, narrow,

' The following ilIa^tr.itioDS of Gloucester have recently
appeared in our pi3e*:—Plin of precincts (by late Rev.
Mackenzie E. C. »Vabot;', De.-. 2(). 1S79; soul h porch to
nave \Pu?in driwioss. b/ Eisrard Garratt , Sept. 1 and
Oct. 6, lyoo: plan and walk of cloisters Pugin drawings,
by -\. J. r>ann. o; 01ouc«>ter . Au;. 16, IS^^d; drawings
from south, showioar south porch, south transept, and
central tjw^r ,E- H. Pinker). Mitch 8. 1S95; view from
south-east ',by Gerald S. Salomons".. Ang. 21, liOo : from
north-east by A. J. Dann , Auj. 9, 1:5*5; sketch from
north '.Pedro de Vesra , June 12, 13c.5 : north wall of
cloii^tersanllavatory .Xationildniwinffri, by A. J. l>ann ,

Nov. 9. 1^94 ; s -uth walk of cloisters > Pusia drawing, by
James XIcLachUn . Feb. 22. 1901; triforiam ia nortii
transept, screen and lectern in north transept, south
ambulatory of choir, and recess for tiwels (C. E. Mal-
lows , Aue. 16. lS.a5 ; shrin? of Eiward II. *irawinff bv
J. McLaiilan". Feb. 1, 19C1 ; altar cr^s-. .^ng. 1-2. ISS;':

altar tomb to Bishop C. J. EUii-ott. by William S. Frith,
of Chel?ea now bein^ shown at the Royal Academy, and
destined for the south ambulatory of choj , May loins:. ;

Oriental candlestick of early 12th century, formerly in
Abbey Church, and now in South Kensington Mu-eum
(National drawing, br .John J. Brownswood . March 4.

1888; pastoral staff "now in Gloucester Mu-eum. A. J.
Dunn\ Au». 16, 1^»3.

' At Xorwich the "Water Gat? at Pnll« Ferry was illus-
trated from Charles Eiile's drawing in the Bi-ildi.s..
News for May IS. ItSi ; the interior of the east wall of
the cloisters looking to north towartis the Pnor"s door-
way was shown from a crayon drawing by Miss Ethel
Buckingham in our issue for Jan. 26. 1S^4 ; the tower and
spire rising above the trees in the Close ^by Philip E.
Masey) on March 2. Ib94 ; interior choir, looking west,
Aug. 13, 1860, and again on December 5, 1S90.

and aisleless, and their thick walls, of the Xorman
days, are covered in by Perpendicular vaults.

From the eastern face of each transept projects

an apsidal chapel, while, alike at Xorwich and at

Gloucester, another pair of chapels juts out

tangentially from the north-eastern and south-

eastern angles of the choir ambulatory, these

tangential chapels being polygonal at Gloucester

and segments of two overlapping circles at

Xorwich. The east end of the choir in each case

foi-merly terminated in a short apsidal Xorman
chapel : but this was, in both instances, afterwards

rebuilt on a greatly-enlarged scale and to a

rectangular plan.

The interest of each church is greatly enhanced
by the recasings in the Perpendicular style with
which the original Xorman masonry has been
veneered. Frequent and disastrous fires resulted in

both churches in the substitution of stone vaults for

all the early timber roofs, while the urgent

demands for better lighting, especially at the

crossing, in the presbytery, and at the extreme
! west end. necessitated the enlargement .ind recon-

struction of all the windows.
The two cathedrals are nearly equal in area.

' That of Xorwich covers :U,!<00sq.ft, and ranks

fourteenth in size among English minsters, being
' a little smaller than St. Albans, and a trifle larger

than Worcester. Gloucester is less spacious : it

. stands nineteenth in dimensions, between Chester
1 and Exeter, with a superficial area of 30.600sq.ft.

The proportions of the two minsters are very

different. Xorwich has an immensely long and

[

narrow nave : at Gloucester the nave is compara-
tively short and broad. The same relative pro-

i portions are followed in the choirs, which, in

either instance, is much more lofty and far better

lighted than the nave. In each cathedral a portion

of the roof vaulting is of unrivalled magnificence

:

but this splendour is confined to the nave at
' Xorwich and to the choir at Gloucester.

I
Xorwich is stately, but painfully plain in out-

j
line and treatment : it has always lacked any
pi-ofecting porch, and lost its Chapter-house and

I
Lady-chapel in the middle of the 16th centurj-.

Gloucester, on the other hand, is one of our most

I
beiiutiful edifices, and is picturesquely broken in

outline, while it possesses a unique interest in that

it is the birthplace of the essentially English style

I

known as Perpendictilar.

Both fabrics contain little work of the 13tb

century ; each has a scarcely altered Late Xorman
nave, vaulted during Henry the Third's reign at

Gloucester, and in the days of Edwaid the Fourth

at Xorwich. Over the rough Xorman masonry
' core of the choir a revetment of Perpendicular

stonework has in each case been thrown, massive

;
at Xorwich, sumptuous at Gloucester, while the

transepts, almost untouched Xorman at Xorwich,

are encased in the later style a t Gloucester.

It is well to emphasise the fact that both

Gloucester and Xorwich, like Canterbury, Win-
chester, Durham. Ely, St. Albans. Peterborough.

Worcester, Chester." and Rochester Cathedrals,

and the Abbeys of Westminster and Tewkesbury,

wereoriginallythechurches attached to monasteries

of the Benedictine order, served by monks who
dwelt in the adjoining buildings, sepaiatcd by the

cloisters from the churches.

These monks were habited in loose black gowns,

with broad sleeves and cowls : they dined together
' in a refectory built on the first floor of the

j
monastery, beyond the side of ti.e cloister further

from the nave of the church : slept in cubicles in

a long dormitory, which ran at right angles to

this dlning-hall.'and on the same level behind the

east cloister walk. In the centre of this east w.-Uk

a vestibule led to a rectangular chapter house,

parallel with the south transept, and in this house
' the business meetings of the community were

held.

The monks spent most of their days in the

cloister wjilks. writing and copying illuminated

manuscripts in little wooden studies shut off

: in one of the stone walks : heic. too, they taught
i the novices : they washed in the open lavatory,
' which we can still see, at one angle of a walk
' adioining the stone staircase to the refectorj-.

These cloisters al Xorwich and at Gloucester

are the most spacious and the most beautiful ever

constructed in England.

Vne other peculiarity of a Benedictine Church

is well shown in each instance, as it is at West-

mmster : the choir stalls, instcid of being con-

fined to the presbytery, extend under the crossing

into the structural nave, and the r. turn scats are

enclosed by a stone screen on which once stood

the rood, now replaced in each case by an organ-

case of the Restoration era.

The present choir and transepts at Gloucester
were begun by Abbot Serlo in lOSS, only eight
years before Bishop Herbert de Losinga com-
menced building similar portions of his church at
Xorwich : but whereas the East Anglian edifice
was from the first intended for a cathedral, and
occupied a new site, the see being transferred
from a smaller town : at Gloucester, the story of
St. Peter's Abbey goes back four centuries
earlier, to the joint monastery for monks and
nuns founded in 6S1 by King i Isric : but it

remained only an abbey until 1-540, when Henry
VIII., having disbanded the monks, converted it

into the cathedral church of one of his new
bishoprics.

One other point of similarity in the history of
the two cathedrals is th.at both suffered grievously
during the Commimweath, the desecration of
X'orwich being pathetically told by the saintly

Joseph Hall, then Bishop, in his • Hard Measure.
"

'

The author proceeded to show and give running
commentaries on parallel features in the two
cathedrals, alternately taking up the thread of

either story, as a novelist depicts the woes and
adventures of hero and heroine.

A general view of Gloucester from the Severn
side, stowing the magni6cent cathedral tower as

the dominating feature of the landscape, was
followed by two illustrations of the spire and choir
of Xorwich as seen across the Wensum at Pull's

Ferry, with the 14th Centurj- low water-gate of

the monastery in the foreground.
The most picturesque aspe<t of X'orwich, that

over Life's Green from E.S.E., gave the oppor-
tunity for a few words on the construction of the
present stone spire, which had three predecessors

of timber, each in turn struck by lightning and
destroyed, and on the works of vaulting in stone,

all due to fires, carried out successively over the
nave, the choir and transepts, by Bishops Lyhart,
Goldwell, and Xix.
A bird's-eye view of Gloucester from a similar

standpoint followed, and it was evident how
greatly this minster excels its East Anglian sister

in dignity of mass, variety of contour, and charm
of detail. In the foreground at Gloucester is

the grand Lady-chapel, the finest in England,
made cruciform by the piojection of little two-
storied transepts to north and south. From this

aspect the eye is led up from the flat leaded roof

of the south choir aisle, to the great choir clere-

story, and the broad and lofty transept, and so

upward to the most majestic tower in England,
rising in two grand stages to a richly-turreted

and battlemented summit of open masonry,

delicate as petrified lace, the whole mass being

admirable in its balance and proportions.

Following these genei-al views, fresh plans of

Xorwich and of Gloucester were shown in succes-

sion, the salient constructional developments,

their builders, and the approximate dates being

rapidly sketched.

The all-important part which Gloucester played

in the histoiy of the architectural development of

the Later English Gothic was dilated upon.

While in France the Currilinear work of the

fouiteenth centurv' gradually changed into a

florid type of Flamboyant, its vigour losing it-

self and' running to seed in wiry, flimelike curves,

here in England, thanks to the lead given at

Gloucester, the style gr'.ilually became more
formal, more dignified and tame, more clearly

subdued by the constraint of vertical and

horizontal lines. Here, in the south transept of

Gloucester, the outlay being met by'lhe offerings

of pilgrims to the shrine of that meanest of all

monarchical martyrs. Edward the Second, we
witness the birth of the style nicknamed Perpen-

dicular. Here we trace its evolution in the form

of a veil of ajipliquc woik in masonry added

successively to the wall-surfaces of the choii and

the north transept of this great mitred abbey

church. The inexplicable fiu't, the imsolved

chronological problem, was that here the new
fashion lay dormant for more than a generation.

like a bulb during a chilly May, and it was not

until half a century later that it w.is t.a"Kcn up at

Edington and at \Vin< hester, and then spread in

a sudden blaze of splendour all over England.

Xearer views -of the east-end of Xorwich were

then shown, the second one exhibiting the bt-auti-

ful l.ith-century arches formerly leading from

the presbytery into Bishop .Suffield's Lady-chapel,

destroyed in l-iT.'l by 1' — ' - i-r.. r. The flying

buttresses supporting restory windows

of Bishop Percy, and 1 , . well's stone vault

to the apse itself rest on lofty piers, the outward

thrust whereof is checked by large statues of the

•Discioies. The utilisation of the Twelve Ap-jetles
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as niakewoights was a thing to bi; depruiitud.
Another aspect of Norwich not often seen is from
the north-east, the lofty choir and spire forming a
backfjround to a view aero.ss the palace gardens,
with Bishop Reynolds's private chapel, and the
ivy-clad remains of the guest-hall immediately to
the right.

Bird's-eye perspective? from adjoining church
towers of the west fronts of the two cathedrals,
that of (Gloucester from the truncated spire of St.

Xicholas. that of Norwich from St. George's
steeple, Tombland, showed that the poorest aspect
in both minsters is that from the west. The west-
end of Norwich fails to attract from inanition
and want of go. and also from the foolish restora-
tion of between thirty and forty years since by
which the picturesque Elizabethan cupolas,
familiar to the lecturer from childhood, and to all

from Garland's and Britton's Views, were replaced
by " Eirly English" pinnacles, and modern
"Norman" was substituted for fragments of
l.ith-century masonry. The morr recent removal
by some timid surveyor of the pair of pinnacles
flanking the gable has only made the nakedness
of the front more evident. The west front of
tiloueester is more ambitious, and is pirt of

Abbot Jlorwent's reconstruction of the two
western bays of the nave in 14:i0, but architec-
turally it was a dismal failure. It is ruined as a
composition by continuous bands of transoms
across the ui)pi!r part of the great windows, and
bj' the harsh lines of the flat gable which show
behind the piorceJ parapet. The open buttresses

of the chief muUions. just recently crowned with
little figures of saints, of insufficient scale for the
position, are remarkable rather than pleasing, and
the only redeeming features of the Gloucester
facade are the square angle turrets, which consort
well with the pinnacles of the central tower. To
the left is the beiutiful, if bepatched, 13th-century
front of the Deanery, formerly the Abbot's
Lodging, in which many royal and other visitors

of high degree have been entertained.

The imposing south side of Gloucester nave and
the liold south porch, the most satisfactory feature
of llorwent's rebuilding works, were nc.vt seen,

the likeness of the porch to the similar and
slightly earlier similar feature by Chillenden at

Canterbury being pointed out. In both cases the

statues destroyed by Puritans have been replaced
with indifferent modern figures, Redforn being
responsible for those at Gloucester, any one of

which, it was suggested, would have needed a
King's command to secure admission to the current

Academy exhibition.

A photograph of the pierced buttres^ei, the

beautiful Decorated windows and Norman
walling of the south nave aisle at Gloucsstor, led

to the narration of how, owing to the weight of

the stone vault thrown over the nave by the

monks under Abbot llenry Foliot in 1212, the
south wall steadily bulged outwards, until, in

lolS, the then Abbot, Thokey, realised that active

measures must be taken to obviate collapse of the

structure. The present open buttresses were built

up against the Norman ones, tho old stone groming
was taken off the aisle and replaced by a pointed

v.iult carried by quadripartite ribs ; and for the

semicircular windows wore substituted new ones

with pointed heads and flowing trac 'ry, the whole
of the fenestration, within and without, and the

vaulting ribs being covered with a profusion of the

ball flower ornament, just at that tim? so papvilar

in the West of England.

Reverting to Norwich, the (iatehouse built by
Sir Thomas Ei-pingham in 1110. was followed by
a glace at the nave and spire from the south-west,

and the story was told of the riots, fire, daseciMtion,

and bloodshed of 1272, duj to the (piarrcl as to

Tombland fair tolls between the monks and citizens,

fanaedbytheaggressiveniiasuresadapted by " that

accursed prior, William de Brumham." The
beautiful but much restored gatehouse of St,

Etheldred. biiiU by the m mksine.^piation of their

share in the disturbances, was ne.vt viewed, and the

scene shifted back to Gloucester, >vhere the south

and north sides of the choir aisles were in turn seen.

It was observed that, unlike Norwich, (rloucester

has imder the choir and its chapels an Eirly Nor-
man crypt, exactly the same in area as the ground
plan, and on the first fli>orag,iin, over the vaulted

north and south choir ambulatories, on either side

of the choir, is a.spacious and lofty triforium. also

vaulted in stone, approached by good stone stair-

cases, and connected across the east window by
the so-called "Whispering Gallery," a corridor

3ft. wide and (ift. in height. E.Ktcrnally this

passago-way forms a marked feature from the

south-east and north-east, as it is carried in front

of the chapebi forming the eastern terminations of

the choir aisles :' in its constniction the 14th-

cent\iry builders re-used Norman worked masonry,

their economical habits proving a snare and a

stumblingblock to ill - read successors to the

members of the Pickwick flub. At the south-

east angle the lecturer pointed cut that there was

in view a study in the development of Mediaeval

fenestration -S'orman, Early English. Early

Decorated, showing ball-flower ornament, and

formal Eate Perpendicular—all comprised at one

glance.

Passing still further north in the circuit of

Gloucester, the audience stood in I'itt-street,

looking on the gaimt arcade of the Infirmary,

cleansed by Sir Gilbert Scott, seven-and-thirty

years ago,"of the picturesque lUth-century bay
windows and walling with which they had been

filled in, and left as perfect, as neat, and as un-

romantic as a cemetery mason could ha\'e desired.

It was curious that at six Benedictine cathedral

monasteries, this of Gloucester, and those of

Norwich, Canterbury, Winchester, Ely, and
Peterborough, only an arcade remains of the

infirniary in which the monks were nursed after

blood-letting, and during sickness and throughout
extreme old age. Here the work was of very

Early Decorated character, with grouped shafts,

and narrow bands of continuous foliage in the

capitals, and wide moulded arches. Through the

openings are gained finely-framed views of Abbot
Seabrooke's superb central tower. A curious

feature about this Mid-Fifteenth-Century steeple

is that the two stringcourses and the cornice pro-

ject so much more than the vertical lines of

buttresses and muUions that most draughtsmen
unduly emphasise these horizontal lines. As a

consequence, nearly aU engravings and oil and
water-colours are inaccurately limned when com-
pared with actual ph'Jtographs.

Once more the magic carpet was invoked to

convey the spectators back to Norwich, where the

long line of the grey leaded nave-roof was seen

rising beyond the ruins of th^ refectory, while to

the right rose the bold south transept, with the

tower and spire immediately behind. Next came
a bird's-eye view across the cloister garth towards
the spire at the north-east angle, and the author
raised the point whether the cloister garth of

Norwich or Gloucester is the most beautiful in

England. Certainly they have no near rival else-

where, either in spaciousness, in picturcsqueness, or

in serenity. In both cases the cloisters replaced

earlier ones of timber on stone plinths, probably
destroyed by fire, and were several generations in

course of construction. Norwich was by far the
slowest in reconstruction : for. whereas Gloucester
cloisters were in progress during sixty years,

from 13-52 until 1412, during the reign of four
abbots, those at Norwich were a-building during
135 years—having been begun half a century
earlier in 1297. ami not being finished till twelve
years after Gloucester in 1130 -while eleven
bishops in turn, wore the mitre, including such
prelates as Walpole, Silmon. Percy, Spenser,
Courtenay, and Alnwick. Durmg all this long
jjerioi the original plan and dimensions of the
b.iys of eiicli walk were maintained ; buf it is easy
to trace a gradual progression in the fashion of

the fenestration, from east to south by west to the
north side—that next the cathedral, and the last

to be reconstructed. Tne audience wore asked to

glance in passing up to the bewildering piling-up
of windows in the lofty nave wall, two sets of

triforia. and two of clerestories, rising over each
other, tier upon tier—all tears, like Niobc. it w.is

suggested in an aside—broken into here and there
hv later efforts to secure bettor lighting for the
interior.

The comoarison with the complicited fenes-

tration of Norwich elucidated the simple plan of
Gloucester. Here the effect of a peep across the
cloisters to south-east suffered from the uniformity
of the tracery, as well as from the lower and
simpler character of the walling bbhind : but the
tower whicli here replaced the spire of the East
.\nglian minster was assuredly a grander finish

to the ctKji d'fi-li. The garth at Gloucester was
for centuries after the Reformation, and was even
when the lecturer first visited it, a howling
wilderness, and was tr.aditionally said to have
been the kitchen garden of the monks, a legend
which the author disbelieved. Thirty j-ears ago
it was laia out as the Desinery Garden, and the
public had now a grievance in that its beauties
lould only be inspected from two or three
distant viewpoints, as the tracery of the cloister

walks was filled with the obscure glazing
facetiously known as cathedral glass, with here

and there stained glass as hideous as it was

misplaced. Another modern grievance was that

on the lecturer's visit this spring he found that

the trees and shrubs planted about thirty years

ago have now grown so luxuriously that it is im-

practicable, even before the leaves are burst, to

obtain a clear and unobstructed view across the

garth. A 1.5th-century gargoyle at the north-east

angle of the cloisters represents a bearded man
grasping a rainwater pipe, suggesting to the

fanciful the xVngel of Peace bearing away the

Cannon that has devastated so many homes.

Some detailed views of the cloister fenestration

were followed by interior views in the walks. At

Norwich a drawing by Ethel Buckingham was

reproduced, looking up the east walk towards the

well-known Prior's Doorway, which was directly

afterwards shown at close quarters from a photo-

graph. At Gloucester, the illustrations included

the caryls in the south walk, where the monks
studied in seclusion in little recesses like sentinels'

boxes : and the famous lavatorium and its cistern,

the finest of all those of monastic times remaining

to our days. The much more modest loth-century

lavatory "at the north-west angle of Norwich

cloisters followed, and a visit was paid to the

Chapter House at Gloucester, the oldest fabric of

its class, and part of the original foundation by

Abbot Serlo. The eastern bay is obviously Late.

As a matter of fact, it was pulled down and re-

built in 1460 by Abbot Richard Hanley, to whom
we also owe the present Lady-chapel. Over the

Norman bays is a lofty barrel-vault, carried by

ribs rising "from recessed columns, and along the

walls is the usual Norman arcading dado in marble,

resting on a continuous stone bench, whereon the

monks sat in chapter. The flooring is so much
belowthis levelthat the monks of short stature must

have suffered grave discomfort during lengthened

sittings, and curiously enough the stone bench

along the inner side of the cloister walks is just

as inconveniently low, to the detriment of tall

men. On the north and south wall surfaces of

the Chapter - house, some l.ith - century black

lettering has recently been renewed in startling

and unseemly vividness.

(To be continued.')

THE WORKMEN'S
ACT: COUNSEL'S

ARCHITECTS AND
COMPENSATION
OPINION.

AS stated in the annual report of the Council

of the Royal Institute of British Architects,

questions regarding the Workmen's Compensation

Act on various points in which architects are

likelv to be affected have been submitted by the

Council to Mr. Alfred Henry Ruegg, K.C. The

learned counsel has given his opinion as follows :

—

oriNioy.

The following questions have been subniitted to

me under the Workmen's Compensation Act,

190G :
—

1. Under the Act will the client or building

owner be responsible or actionable for accident

or damage that mav happen to the clerk of

works (ff . if paid directly by him, or (Ai if paid

by the architect, the latter being in this case

virtually the agent for the client

:

I am of opinion that the client or building

owner will be responsible or actionable for accident

or damage that mav happen to the clerk of the

works, whether he be paid directly by the client

or building owner, or by the architect as agent

for the client or buildiiig owner. If employed

and paid directly by the building owner, no ques-

tion can arise. "He" is clearly the servant of the

building owner.
If piid bv the architect—as I understand, he is

generally selected by the architect and conforms

to his orders—care must be taken to make it quite

clear that the architect is only the agent of the

building owner.
To this end I should advise that a small printed

form should be drawn up and adopted by the

architects of the Institute to the effect that they

engage "A. B." as clerk of the works on the

buildings as agent for and on behalf of

" C. D..'' the building owner. The form should

.also contain a clause that "A. B." agrees to serve

the building owner for the. consideration set forth,

and to obey the orders and directions given by the

architect on behalf of the building owner.

1 understand that in all cases the money comes

from the building owner, and is nevar paid by the

architect out of his commission.
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J. Is the architect liable for damage or accident

that may happen to his assistant when em-
ployed either in his office or superintending

works of buildings in progress ':

1 am of opinion that the architect is liable for

damage or accident that may happen to his

assistant either when employed in his office or

when superintending works of buildings in

progress.

The assistant, whether himself an architei-t or

not, is, I understand, a permanent servant of the

architect, employed and paid by him, and under

his sole CiintroL

In each of the above eases it is necessary that

the accident should arise out of and in the course

of the employment, and that it should not ^except

where the injury results in death or serious and

permanent disablement be attributabh- to the

serious and wilful misconduct of the injured

person himself. ^Section l.;

It is also necessary (except where the employ-

ment can be described as manual labour) that the

remuneration should not exceed £''250 a year.

(Section 13.)

3. What is the position occupied by architects

under the Workmen's Compensation Act,

19116, with respect to their pupils, articled to

them by indenture in the form used by the

Royal Institute of British Architects ':

I am of opinion that a pupil so articled is a

workman within the meaning of the .U-t : and

that the architect to whom he is bound is his

employer, and consequently liable as hereafter

stated' to pay compensation to the pupil or his

dependants in case of injury or death arising

from accident happening in the course of his em-

ployment and arising out of his employment.

The relation of master and servant, or employer

and workman, arises out of a contract of service.

Apart from the express covenant in the articles

of pupilage, a contract of apprenticeship is a con-

tract of service, and of itself establishes the rela-

tion of master and servant.

An apprentice receiving no salary is in my
opinion not entitled to weekly compensation under

the 1st schedule (1) (4 of the Act, for the com-

pensation is based upon the "earnings," and

cannot exceed .)0 per cent, of such earnings. In

case of death also, when no salary has been paid,

I think no compensation becomes payable, for the

claim of the dependants must be founded upon
dependency, either total or partial, on the deceased

workman's "earnings" at the time of the death

—schedule 1 'I'l [a). Where a small salary is paid

by the architect, I think the pupil would be en-

titled to receive as weekly compensation a sum not

exceeding 'lO per cent, of whatever such salary,

when computed into weekly payments, amounts to.

If the injury results in death, and the pupil

who is receiving a salary leaves dependants wholly

dependent on his earnings at the time of death,

the dependants would become entitled to a sum
equal to the earnings of the pupil for the three

years preceding the death, if he has been so long

employed, with a minimum of £1.50. If the pupil

had not been employed for three years, then the

sum would be l.i6 times his average weekly earn-

ings during the period of his actual employment
as a wage-earning workman.

In case of death, where the dependants are not

wholly dependent, such a sum, not exceeding the

above amounts, as an arbitrator might think

reasonable.

I must point out that if thepupilis underilyears

of age at the date of the injury, and his average

earnings are less than Jiis. a week, Jie may be

.iwarded 100 per cent., instead of -50 per cent, of

such earnings, in case of incapacity, but not in

any case exceeding 10s. a week—Schedule 1 (I)

lAj (<}—and where, in such a case, the amount of

compensation is reviewed after 12 months, the

compensation may be increased to oO per cent, of

the weekly earnings which the workman would
probably have been earning at the time of the

review, if he had not been injured—Schedule 1

(16).

I

4. What is the liability ;if any of the building

owner towards the archite;.t employed by
him '?

I am of opinion that (except in the unusual case

of an architect in the permanent employment of a

person, or public body, who has contracted to

I

serve such person or public body, and to perform

his duties under their control, and who receives

less than £2.')0 a yean the architect is not a

servant or workman of thebuildingowner, andsuch
building owner incurs no liabilitv to him under

the Workmen's Compensation Act. I'.iuO. The
architect who undertakes to superintend building

operations for a commission does not enter into

the service of the building owner, or contract to

serve him. He is in law a contractor, and, so

long as he carries out the terms of the contiact, is

quite independent of any control on the part of

any building owner.

THE PREVENTION' OF CORRUPTIOX
ACT, 190C.

4 V.\U"ABLE paper on the new .Vet, espe-

j\, cially as it affects surveyors, architects, and

the kindred professions, was read at the ordinary

general meeting of the Surveyors' Institution on

Mondav last by Mr. JIauriee L. Gwyer barrister .

The Act was, in the opinion of the author of the

paper, not so much a syn^iton, as some had

pronounced it, of the decadence of commercial

morality, as an evidence of its virility, and a

sign that the community was thoroughly alive to

the mischief at which it aimed, and was deter-

mined to lender it innocuous. Those who had

expected a crop of prosecutions as a first result of

its passing, were no doubt disappointed, as up to

the present there had been only one petty case :

but it must be remembered that the operation of

the Act was wisely safeguarded by the necessity

of obtaining the permission of the.\ttorney-General

to initiate proceedings, and with that safeguard it

was not likely that the new law would lead to any

vtrv great increase of legal business. The Act

could hardly be described as one to abolish seci-et

commissions, for such commissions had never

been recognised by the law, which had always

dealt severely with them when they came to

light. The difficulty has been that the penalties

were insignificant, and this the Act had

removed. To some people it had no doubt come

as a surprise that, in carrying on what they

had always regarded a^ common practice, they

had, with their eves shut, brought themselves

within the net of the law. A bribe which is

openly a bribe is as easy to recognise_ now as

ever it was, and those who always considered it

dishonest were not likely to be affected ;
but

where a secret profit or commission w.as proved, it

would be no defence to plead that it was hallowed

by custom or usage. The Act provided, in

substance, that any agent who accepted, from any

other person than his principal, any inducement or

reward for doing or refraining from doing his

principal's business, was liable to indictment and

severe penalties. As Mr. Uwyer briefly put it, in

the course of his reply to the discussion On his

paper, an agent must "not be paid by two people

for doing the same business, while he is acting for

one of them. The law has always regarded the

agent as standing in a ficluciary relation to his

principal, .and in using the word "agent" he

used it in the broadest sense—anyone who had

confidence reposed in him by another, on whose

behalf he was acting. An agent so employed

must not make any profit or obtain any advantage

out of his employment, from anybody except the

person who employed him, unless that person was

aware of the protit, and acquiesced in it. The

person who induced the agent to take a gift for

the purpose of gaining something from the

principal was equally guilty with the agent him-

self. This was clearly Uiddown by the late Lord

Bawen in the case of ""Boston 1 )eei> Sea Fishing Co.

V. -VnseU." Ifaprincipalemplovedanagenttomake

apurchasefor him, the agent must accountto himfor

any discount or allowance he may receive in the

course of the transaction. It might be that had the

principal dealt direct he would have received no

in order to make their action criminal, must act

" corruptly," and this word was defined by Lord
Blackbuni as doing a thing " with the object and

intention which the Legislature plainly means to

forbid," which seemed to indicatethat an inadver-

tent breach of the law was not enough to make an
action "corrupt." It seemed to imply, in the

present -Vet. something of the nature of disloyalty

on the part of the agent, or inducement to dis-

loyalty by a third person. In the case of

" Hippisley v. Knee," auctioneers were sued for

trade discounts allowed by printers whom they

employed in connection with the sale of their

principal's goods. The juincipal had agreed to

jiay commission and out-of-pocket expenses. The
auctioneers relied on an alleged trade custom,

which was rejected by the Court, which, how-

ever, imputed no fraud, and found that the selling

of the goods and the employment of the printers

were separable duties. It was the word "cor-

ruptly" which now made the difference in the

I,aw, and until that had been defined by the

Courts in connection with this Act itself, it would

be unwise for agents to depend for protection on

the vagueness of the expression. In the case of

estate agents and surveyors who are employed,

among other duties, to' effect fire insurances,

everj'one knew that the ollices were accustomed

to give a commission on the introduction of

business ; but this could not be considered corrupt

practice, unless the principal had agreed with the

agent to effect the insurance for a specified

rew.ard. If the principal's attention was drawn

to the fact that the agent also represented the

insurance othee, there could lie no secrecy and no

cause for complaint. A surveyor or architect or

auctioneer) who had a certain amount of litho-

graphy done for his client, if he employed the

iithosrapher on behalf of his client, so as to make
the client resposible for his bill, ought, the author

thought, to account for any discounts received.

But, if he employe.l his own lithographer or

printer who, as was very usual, allowed him a

discount for cash, while he had to wait for his

remuneration, perhaps for months, he thought no

possible exception could be taken to such a dis-

count, which really represented interest paid to

the surveyor for the use of his money. This had

been approved by Mr. .lustiee A. L. Smith, in the

case of " London School Board v. Northcroft,"

as a " usual and proper " way of doing business.

Another question arose : Was an architect who

took his own quantities entitled to ask' contractors

to allow 2J per cent, tor quantities In making out

their tenders r The Lustom. though perhaps not

coriupt within the meaning of the Act, was, at

all events, undesirable, because, Mr. Gwyer said,

the architect was paid by someone else beside the

employer, thus making an indirect profit in the

coarse" of his employment. Xo allowance by the

quantity surveyor to the architect could be justi-

fied on 'general" principles apart from the Act, and

he could not imagine that the practice was a

general one, although he w;is assured that it

existed. It was clearly unjustifiable if the em-

ployer thought he was paying the quantity sur-

veyor's proper fee, and no mention of the division

was made to him. The division of fees between

surveyors ami solicitors was a similar ease, which.

like that of surveyors and architecU accepting

percentages from builders or contractors, was so

obviously wrong that it need only be mentioned

to be dismissed. In conclusion, he believed that

the honest h.ad nothing to fear from the .\ct.

while with the dishonest, the fact of. the criminal

jienaltv ought to act .as a deterrent, and the

ineasu"re should tend to a general raising of the

standard of commercial morality.
hich Jlessrs,

. 4U I A discussion followed, m
discount at all : but that was no reason why the ^ ^^^^ jj^^in. H. Lovegrove. E. .1. Burr, F. U
agent should put it into his pocket when he was

f.^j^^p,.,. jj yf 1>. TheoVwld. H. T. .steward

already remunerated for what he had done. It „ i-\nson and W. U. Uood took part,

had been sought to justify the practice on the • •

"round that it was the usual custom : but the late

Lord Russell of Killowen said that if it were a

comm.in practice, it was the more re.i4on for

stampin<' it out. Hitherto it had been quite

possible "to deal effectively with the agent, who

could be dismissed or made to account ;
but it was

not until now that the third party could 1«

punished, except in cases of actual fraud. Of

coune, if the principal knew, and acquiesied in,

the iiistom, he had no ground of complaint
:
but.

on the other hand, the agent could not p.ead

custom as his justification, unless, perhaps, in the

case where the principal had not fixed any

remuneration, but knew that the agent would be

paid bv himself and the other party as in the case

of some insurances. But the Act in the first

place stated that the agent and the third party,

alhambi;a the.ytre.

DrRIN'G the last six months this well-known

theatre has lieen undergoing partial recon-

struction and complete and elaborate redeeora-

tion. In adddition to being wholly redecorated.

an entirely new installation of seats with arms

has been made, whilst the rake on the sight-line

from the rear of the amphitheatre has been so

treated as to afford an unobstructed \new from

any position. Tre approach to this part of the

theatre is now made by two much-inproved en-

trances and staircases, both having t>een entirely

rebuilt in accordance with the specifications of the

Loniion County Council. The old entrance which

previously led "to the balcony has bc-en completely
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demolished, nnd an entirely ntw and nuich-nccdod
intiance-hall and staircase, the latter leading to

the arcLided annexe which opens directly on to the
balcony tier, have been created.

The front of the grand circle has been con-
siderably lowered, and the altitude ot the risers

of each ruw of seats readjusted, thus greatly im-
proving the view of the stage, as well as en-
liancing to a high degree the acoustic properties
of this prominent part of the house.
A most valuable addition to the Alhambra's

new entrances (from Leiccsti'r-squarc) affords

greatly increased facilities for access to the

fa\iteuil3 from both Leiccster-scjuare and Charing
Cross-road, and the equiomcnt of a new vestibule

and a commodious toilet-saloon and retiring-

room at the former entrance must stand dis-

tinctly in the fore-front of the innovations.

In style, the decorations, from the great dome
over the auditorium to the Hoor level, are in the

main, Moorish or Saracenic, and are e.'cecuted

with a scholarly deliberation in the choice of

colour from models in the historic structure at

(iranada, which was begun by Mohammed the
First in the 13th century, and continued by many
successive monarchs. The niarblc employed is

chiefly Languedoc, Grandanki, and alabaster

:

whilst the cream-and-blue lustre tiles which pre-

dominate in the grand entrance, the vestibule.

and the bux-oSice are English made, and accurate

copies of the veritable plaques brought home by
Mr. Alfred -Moul, the chairman and managing
director of the Alhambra Company, from the old

Alcazar in Spain. The entire work has been
carried out under the super\ision of Mr. W. M.
Brutton, the Alhambra Company's ai-chitect.

CHIPS.
At the entrance to the grounds in which stand the

Tuius of Eievaulx Abbey, in Xorth Hiding, the Earl

of Feversham is having erected a new church. The
new building occupies the site of a former eleemosy-
nary chapel of the abbey, and some of the jambs of

the original structure, as welt as a portion of the old

walls, are being utilised. The church will be ready
for consecration early in July.

A meeting of the church restoration committee
was held at Blotield, Norfolk, last week, to CDnsider

a report from Mr. W. D. Ciriie, F.8.A , as to the

works re^^uired in th3 church. Mr. Caroa reported

that the touadatiom of the aisle walU were rotten,

and that they had been thrust oat by the miserable

roof built over the nave during the last restoration.

Two schemes were sugs-sted. C jusideratioa of the

proposals was postponed.

A sub-committee of the markets c:)mmittee of

Edinburgh town couucil had under consideration, on
Monday, the work in connection witb the new
•markets and slaughterhouses at trorgie. Estimates

for the preliminary operations in the levelling of

the ground, amouutiog to -about £1,000, were
accepted some tim? ago. and the work will now
he begun without delay. It is to be completed by
the end of October, when the contracts for the

erection of the buildings will be placed iu hand.

The Local Government Board has approved the

scheme of laying-out a new burial ground for the

Alcester Parish Council, prepared by Mr. T. P.

Baylis, civil eagin'^er, Droitwich, and M-. F. F.

Baylis, architect, RedJitcb : and the work is to

proceed at once.

The new South Eistern Hospital, erected to the

plans of Messrs. T. \V. Aldwinckle and Sons, archi-

tects, London, has beeu ventilated on the Boyle
natural system, this system having beeu successfully

employed iu the old hospital.

Mr. B. T. Batsford will publish in a few days a

new and enlarged edition of Mr. Thomas H.
Mawson's " The Art and Craft of Garden Miking,*'

the last edition of which w<is issued iu 1001. The
present edition will contain numerous fresh illus-

trations and schemes of gardens.

The constitution of an International Commission
of Inquiry into Reinforced Concrete is aunouaeeil.

The Commission is to be presided over bv M.
ConsidC-re, late Inspector-Geueral of Public Works
in France. Professor F. Sotiiile, D. rector of the

Testing Station of the Ziirich Polytechnic, and
Privy-Councillor Germelmann, of the Ministry of

Public Works, Berlin, are to act as vice-chairmen.

The drawings by students of the Hoyal Institute

of British .\rchitects, for which prizes and scholar-

ships have been awarded in the competitions for

1006-7, have been scut in the usual way to the care

of the Edinburgh Architectural Association, and are
now on exhibition in the Koyal Scottish Museum,
They are iitted up on screens at the entrance to the
Great Hall, and will remain on view till the end of

next week, and will be despatched to Dundee on
Monday, the 20th.

Builbtng intelligence.—> > *

—

Ci..\i'TON.—A somewhat extensive and unusual

work of nasonry restoration is now being pro-

ceeded with in the north of London. Clapton

Park Congregational Chipel, in Lower Clapton-

road, was built nearly forty years ago by a ilan-

chester and London architect, long since deceased.

It is commonly known in the neighbourhood as

"the round chapel." though it is not round, but

merely has one end built on a semicircular plan.

The architectural details were o! Portland, and
have remained in good condition : but, unfortu-

nately, the outside facing was executed in a soft,

whitish stone, much like dunch, from a quarry

in Surrey, and this has decayed all over to a depth

of from h.aU an inch to an inch or more. Flakes

of decayed stone and quantities of powder could

be brought down from any part of the surface by
the slightest touch The whole ot this perishing

ashlar is now being removed, block by block, and
it is being replaced by sawn Ancaster stone, from
(iin. to rjin. thick, bedded in cement. Messrs.

L. H. and R. Roberts, of Rheidol-terrace,

Islington, are the builders, and the architects

are Messrs. Ciibitt and Manchip, of Broad Street

Buildings, E.C.

Eauslfielii. — Princess Christian laid the

foundation-stone of the new parish hall, St.

Andrew's, Earlsfield, S.W., on Saturday list.

The building will face Waynflete-street, (Tarratt-

lane, and adjoins the vicarage grounds. The
hall, which is 80ft. by 38ft., will seat about

oOO persons. Two classrooms are provided at

platform level, and over these is a room (with a

separate entrance to accommodate about 1-50

persons. A kitchen, cloakrooms, and stores are

provided in half-basement under classrooms.

The buildings are to cost a little over £3,000.

The architect is Mr. Frederick E. Halford.

London, and tlie contractors are Messrs. W.
.lohnson and Co., Ltd., Wandsworth Common,
S.W.

PETEKiioiinroH C-iTiiEiiHA!..—Tiie final steps

were taken on .Saturday in the great work of re-

storing and underpinning the cathedral of Peter-

borough, which has occupied five-and-twenty

the architect, Mr. .lohn L. Pearson, R.A., the

years and has cost 1100,000. During that period

contractor, Mr. .lohn Thompson, of Peterborough,
and the accomplished clerk of works, Mr. J. T.
Irxine, have in turn passed away, and also the

Dean, Dr. Perowne afterwards Bishop of

Worcester^ many of the Chapter, and the Bi-hop.

The closing executive acts of the restoration

committee on Saturday were to order that the

works remaining to be done to the western face of

the north transept and tlie western face of the
south transept, including the glazing of the clere-

story and the triforium wind,)ws, at a cost of

£.).'!o, be proceeded with, and also that the groin-

ing of the north-eastern aisle and the north tran-

sept be repaired at a cost of £12. The treasurer's

statement was submitted, and showed that the
sum of £ 1.52 was still required to be raised to meet
the cost of these works.

Pi.vMoirii.—Xew Wesleyan schools are about
to be built in Siltash-street. from the designs of

Messi-s. Thornely and Kooke, of Plymouth. The
building is of two stories. Gn the ground floor

there is an infants' room. 40ft. by 26ft. ; men's
classroom, 26ft. by Uft. ; and a smaller class-

room lift, by 10ft. There is a lecture-room
extending over the whole ot the front portion on
the first floor 10ft. by 27tt.. and a classroom
2,)ft. by lift, at the back of the lecture-room,

which is also adjoined by a ladies' cloakroom and
ante-room. The new addition will be connected
to the existing school premises by a fireproof

corridor and sfaircise The exterior designs are

of English Renaissance executed in Portland
cement. The cost will be about £2,82j. Messrs.
Pearn Bros, arc the contractors.

Slovcii.—Owing to the expansion of their

business as manufacturers of rolling stock

supplies. Messrs. G. D. Peters and Co. recently

purchased the t»otha Ironworks, and to provide
further accommodation extensive additions have
just been completed from the drawings, and under
the supervision, of Jlessrs. L'je and Farr, archi-

tects, of Slough ,and Reading. The new shops
are on one floor, and give an additional area of

lO.OOOs'i.ft. The large shop ^l.oOft. by 80ft.) has a

saw-tooth roof, and the glazing thereto extends
over l5,loC>ft. super. The principal elevation has

a frontage of 260ft., jiarallel to and facing the

(ricat Western Iviiln-ay. Picked stock faings

are used with blue brick sills, strings, bands,

copings and cornices, and red brick arches. Mr.

H. D. Bowyer was the contractor.

Si s'liEULANi).—The new general offices and

premises erected in Green-street for the Sunder-

land Equitable Industrial .Society. Ltd., have been

opened. Externally the building is designed and

detailed in the English Renaissance style, being

constructed in red brickwork, with buff terracotta

for dressings. The main entrance to the olKce

staircase is through an Ionic porch, with coupled

columns, above which is a tower surmounted by a

lead-covered dome. The staircase is in terrazzo,

with marble dado, coping, and skirting. On the

first floor is the entrance to the general office, on

the right of which is the check-room, and to the

left the board-room and waiting-room. The
general office is treated with mahogany-panelled

dado, fibrous-plaster Ionic column pilasters .and

entablature, the fittings baing in mahogany. The
whole of the constructive work, fitting, and fur-

nishing have been carried out by the Society's

Building Department to plans designed by Messrs.

W. and T. R. Jlilburn, of Sunderland, who have

supervised the whole of the work.

dFngineering #ates.

Glasgow.—The Caledonian Railway Co. have

commenced on a further important extension of

their line in Glasgow, which is estimated to cost

about £SO,000, and occupy in the process of con-

struction about eighteen months. The scheme is

the doubling ot the present line from Eglinton-

street Station to Gashetfaulds Station—a distance

of some 600 jards—so as to make allowance for

the growing traffic to and from the Central

Station. Eglinton-street Station is to be widened

and improved, and Gushetfaalds Station has been

closed permanently. The undertaking also in-

volves the demolition of a number ot shops and
dwelling-houses, the construction of further

tunnels or covered ways and bridges, and the re-

construction ot other bridges already in use.

At a meetiug ot Liddesdale D.strict Committee,

on Friday, plans were adopted for a new girder

bridge over the river Liddle to connect the Eagush
and Scottish sides at Kershopefoot. The cost of this

new Border bridge wUl be about £SO0.

The Bishop of Winchester on Saturday dedicated

St. Paul's Church, Cambetley. The total cost of

the budding, which is in the IGth century style of

architecture, is £-o,S0:1, exclusive of the tower,

which is not yet erected.

The completion of the new west front of Hereford

Cathedral was brought within measurable distance

on Tuesday, when the corner-stone ot the south-

west turret was laid with Masonic ritual by the E irl

ot Warwick. The reconstruction of the west front

of the cathedral has been in progress since 1001, and
all that now remains to be couioleted is the west

front of the south aisle. The west fcout of the north

aisle, with the addition of a massive turret and
carved medallion, was finished seventeen months
ago. The western front of the south aisle is in

course of erection, and the Freemasons and the

Provincial lirand Lodge of Herefordshire have

undertaken to provide lor the construction of the

south-west turret, by which it will be flanked. The
architect for all the works is Mr. J. Oldrid Scott,

F.S.A.

At Tuesday's meeting of the Ilkley I'rban Dis-

trict C )uncil, estimates were approved amounting
to £3,000 for the furnishing ot tlie new Town-hall
buildings. They will have cost when completed,

and including the land, nearly £24,000.

Siguor Boni wdl lecture in the exauiinatiin

schools, Oxford, to-day (Friday) at 5.45. on recent

archaeological excavations in Rome,

The Bishop of Bristol visited Stapleton Parish

Church the other afternoon in connection with

the celebration of the jubilee of the church, which
'

was consecrated in April, 1857. The church, with

the exception of the chancel, was built by the late

Bishop Monk, and the chancel was built by the late

Sir Greville Smyth, The jubilee has been celebrated

by the gifts of marble altar steps and pavement m
the chancel, a new reredos ^cost £-500), a carved oak

holy table, new floor of oak blocks throughout the

nave, and Axmiuster carpet seating throughout the

pews.

An appeal is being made for several hundred
pounds for the repairs of and underpinning ot one

ot the twin towers of the fine collegiate church ot

Ottery St. Mary.
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S.VXCXr.UtY FITTIXliS, ST. M.\Rv's It.c. CHIRCH, 1/

L.ITCHIORD, CHESHIKE.

These fittings comprise a screen to the side
chapel (with a corresponding one on the north
side,, servers' seats, and sedilia, which have
recently been placed in the chancel and sanctuary
of this church. They are of English oak. The
canopy of the sedilia has an inscription, decorated
in colour, and also carries the Papal and Episcopal
arms, carved and emblazoned, and a panel bearing
the initials of the parents whose memory, by an
act of filial piety, the donor has thus desired to
perpetuate. Mr. R. Bridgeman. of Liclifield,
has carried out the -work, from the designs of
Messrs. Douglas and Minshull, Chester. The
illustration is from their drawing in the Royal
Academy.

THE OltCHAKD IAZ:M, liUOADW.W, ATOItcESTERSHIKE.\;

This most typical example of the old Cotswold
farmhouse has been added to and adapted to
modern requirements for the Lidy JIaiid Bowes-
Lyon. The old house has been retained as the
hall and reception-rooms, .and a kitchen wing, with
•servants' hall. Arc, has been added at the side.
The old barn at the rear has been con\-erted into a
music-room, 44ft. long by '24ft. wide, with bed-
rooms over. The floor lias been constructed of
oak principals and beams showing in the music-
room. This room has a raised dais at one end,
and a feature has been made of the large open
fireplace. The additions have been carried out in
the same style as the old work ; old facing stone
and old stone roofing slates have been used where
practicable. The space between the music-room
wing and the new kitchen wing has been joined
into a paved court, and the rest of the garden has
been laid out to the architect's design. A coach-
house and stable, with accommodation for five
.horses, have been erected in the grounds. The
•drawing is in this year's Ri:jyal Academy exhibi-
tion, and is the work of Mr. And. N. Prentice,
F.R.I.B.A. The contractors were Messrs. Espley
and Co., Evesham, and Mr. D. Campbell was the
clerk of works.

ALL S.UXTS Cni-RCH AXU VIIAUAGE, TOOTIXt
filiAVEXEY, S.W.

We have already given a view of the interior of
this notable suburban church (Biildixg News,
May IS, I'JDG), and to-day wo illustrate Mr.
Temple Moore's Uoyal Academy drawing, allowing
the vicarage which adjoins the church, itself also
seen in the water-colour perspective. We have
no particulars of the work, however, which is

carried out in red brick and stone.

</
UOVAI. XATIOXAL I'KXSIOX ICXI) lOU XIUSK
XEW 111 n.DIXCi, IHCKIXGHAM STREET, STRAXI).

We reproduce to-day Mr. Watorhouse's Royal
Academy drawing of these new oflices now
m progress of building at the bottom of

/) that of the London Law Courts) must be regarded
as one of the greatest works of the last century.
In spite of the mi.vture of Egyptian, Assyrian.
and Classic styles, and the impurity of detail, the
vast scale of this building renders it one of the
most impressive modem buildings in Europe. It
was commenced by I'oelaert in ISOG, and com-
pleted 1 7 years later, after his death, at a total
cost of over two millions sterling. The interior of
the central hall, with its magnificent marble
staircases, its colossal columns and arches, the
whole crowned by a huge dome, cannot fail to
make a never-to-be-forgotten impression on the
mind of the architecturil student.

AUXOLI) S. Cdxstahle.

ROYAL NATIONAL ?CNSION FUND FOR NURSES

C»OIM0 rLOC* ^.Ml

XEW -/CHOIK AXU TRAXSEI'TS, XLL SAIXTs' CII

ECCI.ESH.iLL.

Mr. 'rEMPLE Moure's second drawing, also
photolithographed herewith, shows these well-
conceived additions designed in a pure Early
English style, well adapted to contemporary
church usage, and planned in accordance with
ecclesiastical reiiuirements. The materials are
local coursed rubble stone and dressed quoins. A
crypt open from the churchyard extends under
the choir and transepts.

Buckingham - street, overlooking the Thames
Embanlcment Gardens. We likewise give
copies of the two principal plans, showing
the ingenious contrivance of the premises,
which has a central well staircase, and capitU
well-lit suites of otfices, Board Room, and com-
mittee rooms. The architect being out of town has
prevented us from being able to give any additional

particulars of the work by way of further

description of O'lr illustration, in which Inigo
tTones's famous ^'ork (iate stairs is seen to the
front of the picture. This site of the Pension
Fund Oflices covers the ar^'a of several old houses,

in one of which the late William Burges, A.R.A.,
had offices for many years.

THE TAI-AIS DE Jl •TKE, MRr-'.EUS. <

SrTrATEr> on a plateau overlooking the town,
visible from all points, this mighty edifice (occu-

THE Rl l; ILAMAXDE, llRfCKS.

Or the street architecture of Bruges, the Rue
Elamande, though not exhibiting that quaintness
and grotcs(|uene8s of gable treatment which is
to be found elsewhere, shows some interest-
ing varieties of treatment. It is one of the
main streets and runs into the (Jrand Place,
which is chiefly celebrated for its belfry, which
rises out_ of the centre of tlie facadi? of the
" Ilalles," a picturesque rectangular building of
brick completed in 1.56.5. The belfry's carillon is
world-famed (and guaranteed to keoji you awake
the whole of your first night in Bruges). It is

said the poet Longfellow lay awake purposely
listcning with " wild delight '' to the bells. To
the sketc her Bruges will come up to his highest
expectations as being one of the most artistic old-
world towns in X. Europe. The many gabled
buildings of various design and colour rising from
the sides of canals " group most harmoniously,
and form fascinating studies for watcr-coloiir
sketching.'' Arxolu S. Constable.

HOI SE .\T LI.MI-SIIELIl, SfRKEV. '

The site has a frontage of 112ft., and is 360ft. in
depth. The ground level is very irregular, and
advantage of this has been taken by forming a
terrace round two sides of the house, 'which is set
back about imift. from the road. The ground falls
considerably from south to north, and as there is

another house on the property to the south, this
aspect is consequently undesirable for the living-
rooms. There are very extensive and beautiful
views to the east, north, and west. 'I'he billiard-
room was planned so that if it were not built it

would not affect the rest of the house, in which
case a garden entrance would have been formed at
the end of the corridor. The local authorities do
not allow the rainwater from the roofs to be
conveyed into the sewer, and this water is collected
in a well, and from there pumped into the
scullery and into tanks on the second floor.

The materials are local bricks, the exterior walls
being roughcasted. The roofs are covered with
dark red sand-faced Ashford tiles. The whole of
the ground tloor except kitchen ollices is laid with
wood blocks. The verandah, balcony, vestibule,
lavatory, A:c., are paved with red tiies. and the
walls of lavatories, bathrooms, pantry, and
scullery arc lined with Emdeca. The woodwork
in gable is oi oak. and the hall ceiling has oak
joists showing 2in. below the plaster. The
interior treatment is kept simple with deep
friezes and plain coved ceilings, and the dining-
room has a wood panelled dado. The casements
throughout are of wrought iron with gunmetal
fittings. The contractor is Mr. Charles iJay, of
I'Meniiridge, Kent, and the cost of the buildings
works out at about Tjd. per foot. Mr. Ewart IJ.

Walker, .I.K.I.B.A., of Gray's Inn Chambers.
E.C., is the architect.

Lord Dartmouth on Saturday laid the founds-
tioD-stoue of St. Hilda's Church, Crofton Park,
S.E. The parish was formed in 19(X), and a ball
was erected at that time. In I'.i05 the crypt of the
new church was built, at a c^st of i;i,stni. *fhe
architects are Messrs ttreeiiaway and Xewberry, of
(jueen Anne's irate, and the cost of the ]iermaDeDt
church 19 estimated at £T,oi)i), of which gome i:!,000
is in band.

A L'>cal I iovernment Board inquiry was held on
Fndiiy at King's Heath Institute tiefore Mr. A. W.
Brightmore. D.Sc., M.IC.E., with regard to the
application of th& King's Norton and Northtield
f'rban Uistrict Councd for sanction to borrow the
sum of £.'>,0.")0 for the purpose of widening the Dog-
pool -lane Bridge, Ten Acres, and the bridge m
Woodbridge-road, Moseley, which crosses the
railway.

The organ in the parish church of .St. Margaret's,
Ipswich, was re)pened last week after rebuilding

. _ by Mr. J. J. BiuQs, of Bram'.ey, Leeds, at a cost of
pying an area equal in extent to almost double : over £SOD.
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COMPETITIONS.
Bramhali,.—The competitive design by Jlessrs.

John Gibbons and Sons, architects. Manchester,
ha« been accepted by the committee for >St.

Jlichael and All Angels' new church at Bramhali,
to seat JJOO persons.

LoxDox CorxTY Hall.—The London County
Council received on Tuesd.ay a report from the
Establishment Committee on the new county hall
scheme. The committee understood that the
cofferdam would take approximately six months
to construct, and that it was anticipated that the
work could be commenced in June, 1908. By
.January, 190;i, the site would be rendered less
liable to flooding, and the work of excavating for
and con.structing the concrete raft and retaining
•wall could proceed. It was anticipated that this
work would be completed in approximately twelve
months— i.e., January, 1910—the superstructure
commenced and the whole building completed in
six years—i.e., by January, 1916. After the
design had been selected, it was hoped that
arrangements could be made whereby parts of the
building could be completed and occupied, and by
this means enable the council to give up bv
degrees the existing office accommodation. A't
the present time it was impossible to fix an
approximate date by which the building would
be ready for occupation, but efforts would be
made to have some portion of the building ready
about Midsummer, 1913. The cost (€1.700,0001
was, of course, a preliminary estimate, as until
the borings had been made to ascertain the nature
of the ground, and until the requirements of the
Thames Conseriancy as regards temporary work
were obtained, it was impossible to fix dates.

Wallasey.—The following is the result of
the Wallasey Grammar School competition cost
£i:i,6U0i :— 1, Messrs. Willink and Thicknesse,
Liverpool

; 2, Richard Holt : 3, M. Honan. We
gave the result of the Wallasey Girls' Secondary
School some weeks ago. The" designs for both
these competitions have been on view this week,
and they are reviewed on p. 678 nutf.

^

Wasiiixotox,D.C. : an'oi-her Peace Palace.—
Secretary Root has announced the names of eight
architects who will be invited to furnish designs
for the "Pan-American Palace of Peace." or,°as
it is officially called, the Bureau of .Vmerican
Republics Building. The architects are all resi-
dents of the United States. This •• Pan-.\merican
Palace of Peace" will be located in Van Ness
Park in Washington, and will cost £I.)0,000,
which Jlr. Andrew Carnegie promised as a Xew
Year's gift. The competition for the plans will
close on June 15, and the award will probably be
made by July 1.

CHIPS.
The peal of six bells in the granite-built tower of

the parish church of WidJicome-in-the-Moor ("the
Cathedral of Dartmoor ") have ju3t been rehung by
Mr. Aggett, of Chagtord. The tower is one of" the
finest in Devonshire, being 132ft. in herght to the
top of the pinnacles.

At the last Edmburgh Dean of Guild Court, a
warrant was granted to the governors of ( ieorge
Heriot's Trust for the erection of mechanical and
electrical engineering laboratories at the Henot-
Watt College, Chamber-street, on the site of the
brewery behmd the college. The extension scheme
will cost between £s,000 and £9,000.

At the last meeting of the town council of Hemel
Hempstead, the borough surveyor (Mr. W. R.
Locke) said in a few days no fewer than 60 houses
would be in course of con.=truction. This was the
largest number he could remember at one period.

A new municipal school is about to be built by the
Manchester Education Committee in Gity-road,
Hulme. at a cost of £17,830. It will accommodate
al^put 1,200 scholars, and the cost per head will be
1.13 1.5s. lid., or excluding the costi of supervision
and removal of the gas and water-mains, £12 13i. 2d.

" In the building trade you have to ' sub

'

morning, noon, and night ; they will even come
lor a shilling in the morning before breakfast."
So remarked a debtor in the Xewcastle-on-Tyne
Bankruptcy Court the other day.

There was opened at Birtley on Monday a group
of eight cottages, known as the " L'harles Porkins
Memorial Cottages," as a token of appreciation of
the character of the late head of the Birtly Iron Co
The cottages are on the Xorth-road, to the south of
Biitley, and they have been erected by public sub-
scriptions from the working men of Birtley, at a
cost of £l,ollO. Mr. Lancelot Jobling. of Birtley
wasthe contractor, and Messrs. Oswald and Sons
of Xewcastle, were the architects.

'

PROFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

The .VrcnoxEnus' Institi te. — The annual
general meeting of the Auctioneers' Institute was
held on Thursday in last week at Russell-square,
Jlr. H. D. Buckland, the president, in the chair.
In mu\ing the adoption of the report, Mr. Buck-
land said that the members now numbered about
1,823. The council had compiled a scale of
pi-ofcssional charges, which would shortly be
considered in general meeting. The present year
would mark the coining of age of the institute,

and the event would be celebrated by a reunion
in London during the third week in July. The
retiring members of the council were re-elected
fwith the exception of Mr. F. J. Terry Horsey
and Mr. Appleton, who did not seek re-election).

They were Mr. D. T. Alexander, Mr. James
Boyton, L.C.C, Mr. A. W. Brackett, Mr.
Robert Buckell, Sir R. J. JlcConnell, 'Mr. W.
Roland Peck, Mr. W. Bennett Rogers, and Mr.
W. Weatherhead. Mr. Peck moved a resolution
that the council should take certain stsps with a
view to the repression of "rigged" sales of
furniture usually held in houses specially rented
for a few days for the purpose. After a long
discussion the proposal was rejected, chiefly on
the ground that the only real remedy would be
legislation. The twenty-first annual dinner took
place at the Hotel Cecil in the evening, over 400
guests being present. The president was sup-
ported by Mr. Justice Grantham. Mr. Justice
Walton, Lord treorge Pratt, Sir Albert Rollit,
Mr. F. E. Smith, M.P., Mr. J. F. Mason, M.P.,
Jlr. G. Langridge (president of the Sur\-eyors'
Institute), Jlr. A. W. Brackett (president of the
Estate Agents" Institute), Jlr. W. B. Peat
(president of the Institute of Chartered Account-
ants), Jlr. G. L. Gomme (clerk to the London
County Council I, Jlr. Alderman and Sheriiif

Crosby, and others.

BiKMIXGHAM IXSTITITE O!' SaXITARY Ex-
OLVEEUS.—A meeting has been held at the
Exchange Restaurant, Stephenson - place, Bir-
mingharn, for the purpose of discussing the
desirability of forming a Birmingham centre of
the Institute of Sanitary Engineers. Mr. X. W.
Hoskins, London, occupied the chair. It was
decided to form a Birmingham centre, which it

is proposed should include the counties of War-
wick, Worcester, Stafford, and Shropshire. Ur.
R. A. Lyster. medical officer of health for Hands-
worth, was unanimously ele:;ted first president of
the centre, and it was decided to appoint a work-
ing committee to arrange for an inaugural meetin"-
to be held shortly. Sessional meetings will be
held during the winter months, and visits to
places of interest to sanitary engineers will be
arranged during the summer monfhs. Jlr. E. J.
Harber,' of Acock's Green, was elected local hon.
secretary.

COXFEIIEXCE OF MiDLAXll SaXITAR Y IXSPECTORS.—(Jn Saturday afternoon the quarterly meeting of
the Jlidland centre of the Sanitary Inspectors'
Association was held at Uldbury,' JIv. J. G.
Cowderoy, of Kidderminster, presiding over a
large attendance of members and representatives
of the local authorities in the Black Country and
Jlidland districts. The proceedings commenced
with a meeting of the Jlidland Centre Council,
which was followed by a conference. It was
decided to recommend the formation of a defence
fund in connection with cases of litigation.
Several new Parliamentary Bills were discussed
and referred to the central executive council. A
paper was read by Jliss L. Woodfield. health
missioner for Oldbiiry, upon " < •bservations by a
Health Jlissionor." Jliss Woodfield dealt with
the insanitary condition of the slums and the im-
portance of educating the people in such matters,
and also the advisability of more open spaces in
large towns.

Enixiuiioii .VucHiTKcTi-RAL .VssorLiTiox.—On
Saturday the members of the above association
visited The Peel, Selkirkshire, the seat of Jlr.
William R. Ovens. In the unavoidable absence
of the architect (.Mr. John Kinross, U.S.A.) in
Rome, Mr. I). JI. Kinro.ss acted as leader. The
president, Jlr. Hippolyte J. Blanc, R.S.A.. was
among those present.

tii.Asiiow IxsTiTi'TE OF AuciiiTErTs.—An ex-
traordinary general meeting of this institute was
held on Friday at 11.3, St. Vincjnt-street, Glas-
gow. Mi\ tieorge Bell, vice-president, in the
chair. The resolution adopting the new articles

of association of the institute, which have been
framed in order that the members of the Glasgow

.\rchitectur.''-l Association may be admitted as

members of the institute, was unanimously passed.

The secretary reported that the president (Jlr.

James M. Jlonro) and Jlr. Barclay had been
elected representatives from the institute on the

governing body of the Glasgow School of Art for

three years from -Vug. 1 next. It w;is agreed to

renew the prizes annually allowed to architectural

students in the School of Art and the Technical
College.

Glasgow Architectv'kalCkai'tsmex's Society.

—The eleventh report of this society states that

under the presidency of Mr. George Herbertson
the past session has been one of the most success-

ful in their annals. During the session ten new
members have been admitted, the membership
now being 132. Ten ordinary meetings were held
during the session, at which papers of practical

value were read and discussed, and two works in

progress were visited.

X'oRTHERX Architec:pcral Associatiox.—The
members of this association visited on Saturday
afternoon Fenham Hall and the Convent of the

Sacred Heart. Some forty members assembled,
and were conducted over the buildings by Jlr.

Leonard Stokes, of London, the ai-chitect for the

additions now being made. The party were
afterwards entertained to tea on the invitation of

the Lady Superior. Among those present were
Jlr. A. B. Plummer (president) and Jlr. C. S.

Errington (hon. sec.)

LEaAL INTELLIGENCE.
YorxG Architects' Failure.—" Building specu-

lations at the Cleveleys Cottage Exhibition, which
turned out disastrously," was the explanation
offered at the Preston Bankruptcy Court on Friday
for the failure of Dickinson and Kirkham, archi-

tects, civil engineers, and valuers, of Jlawdsley-
street, Bolton, and Cleveleys, near Fleetwood. The
liabilities were £1,275, and the deficiency £712.
Kirkham is only 22 and Dickinson 25, and they
drew £2 a week each from the business. Dickinson
said he had not lived extravagantly ; he paid 23s. at

home, and spent 353. a week besides. Anyone could
spend 35s. a week easily.

Builders' Failure.—A meeting was held at the
London Bankruptcy Court on Mjuday of creditors

of Peter and Andrew Mac-4.11um, builders. Tooting.
.V statement of affairs was lodged showing total

liabilities £32, 119, of which £11,935 were expected
to rauk, and an estimated surplus in assets of

£1,813. Mr. Bourner was nominated as trustee to

wind up the estate in bankruptcy.

EjirLOVERS'LlABILlTY-.—HoOLIILiX V. GRIFFITnS.
—The points raised m this case, an appeal heard in

the King's Bench Divisional Court last week,
before Mr. .Justice Phillimore and Mr. Justice Bray,
was whether an employer was liable in damages for

negligence because he did not employ sufficient fore-

men or sub- foremen to prevent a workman who had
taken too much to drink from taking such a course
that an accident resulted and another workman was
inj ured. The plamtiff, a workman named Hoolihau,
appealed from a decision of .Judge Lumley Smith,
sittmgiu the City of London Court, who had entered
judgment for the defendant. The plaintiff was one
of a gaug of men who were employed by the defend-
ants, a firm of contractors, in the course of the elec-

trification of the tramway system in the north of

London. A man named Sullivan was said to have
been drinkmg and to have, in consequence, over-

balanced himself while striking a chisel which the
plaintiff held with the tougs. with the result that his

1 lib. sledge hammer glanced against the plaintiff's

head and inflicted injury. The Court held that the
matter was one of fact, and that, the Learned Judge
having decided it, they could not interfere. They
therefore dismissed the appeal with costs.

The free library at Willesden Green has just been
enlarged and reopened. The architect was Mr.
-\. H. Murray Itust, of Willesden, and the contractors

were Messrs. J.W. Drake and Co. The extension

contains a reference library 50ft. by 25ft., which
can be utilised as a lecture-hall se.atiug 210 persons.

The sanatorium which has been erected at Barras-
ford under the auspices of the Xewcastle aud Xorth-
umberland Branch of the Xational Association for

the Prevention of Consumption and other Forms of

Tuberculosis, was formally opened on Saturday
afternoon by Lord .\rmstrong. The architect is Mr.
Dotchin.

Jlr. George Jennings has tendered to the Rother-
ham Corporation his resignation as borough sur-
veyor, a position which he has occupied since the
incorporation of KDtherham in the year 1871. The
salary attached to the office is £323 per year. Mr.
Jennings is also the waterworks engineer of the
corporation, which position he has likewise resigned.
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TO CORKESPONDEN'TS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our conespondenta. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.

]

It is particularly requested that all dramn^s and all
communications respecting illustnitions or literary matter
Bhould be addressed to the EDITDR nf the Bimi.diso
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passase, Stiand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff bv name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-otBee Orders to be made payable
The Straxd Newspaper Compani', Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London."
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price l'2s. each, by post
12s. 9d.) as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXTX., XLT , XI.\T
XLIX., Lm., LXI., LXn., LXIV., I.XV., LXVl'
Lxvn., Lxvni., lxix., lxxi., lxxii., Lxxm
LXXI\-„ LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII., LXXIX

,LXXX., LXXXI., Lxxxn.. Lxxxm., Lxxxrv.
LXXXV.. LXXXVI., LXXXVII,, LXXXVIII.,
LXXXIX.. and XC. may still be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.
Most of the back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers requirin;? any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BniLoiNa Nitws,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION'.
One Pound per annum (post freel to any part of the

Cnited Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova .Scotia, and the
United States, £1 8s. Od. (or Bdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or .3:«r. 30c.l To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 63. Od.

The

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES,
charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official
advertisements is Is. per line of Eisht w.)rds, the fli'at
line counting as two, the minimum charge being oa. for
lour lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the Urst line counting as twoi, the minimum charge
being 4s. BJ. tor 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on appUcation
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Vacant " ( r •• Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nersmps." is Osz Shili.iso for Tivestv-pour Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All SUaation
Aiive7iiS''meiits must be prepaid.

*•* Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-r.assage, Strand,
W.C.,/ IV* nf charfte. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence ia made. iSee
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Eates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on appUcation
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Coi*itsp0iti:icnce,—**

—

THE NEW cmXTV H.VLL.

To the Editor of the Buildino News.

Sat, -The letter ;ind document in the last issue
ot your paper, signeil by a minority of the
Council K.I.B..V. and the" allied so-ieties, gives
the impression that the whole of the architectural
jirofession is considerably aggrieved at the con-
ditions of the coni|)etitinn, and, further, that the
chosen architect will be nierelv a suliurdinate in
the hands of the L.C.C. architect. To the public
the letter is most misleading, and stands sorely in
need of correction. As regards the conditions of
the competition, the.se have been discussed for
many months by the L.C.C. and the R.I.B.A.,
approved and accepted by not only the general
comi>etittiis, but by al.s<i the architects specially
invited to take part in the competition (none of
the signatories to the protest are in this category).
Only tour members of the It. I. B..\. Council out
of a total of thirty-eight and seven presidents of
allied societies out of a total of eighteen have
signed the protest, leaving a great majority of the
R.I.B..\., which contains many names better
known than the objectors, as con'ent with the
conduct of the competition.

As to llr. Riley's position as joint or con-
sulting architect, according to the Instructions, it

relates only to "internal economy, conslruction,
and stability." Surely the chosen architect must
have someone to consult with regard to such
matters of administration, and who better will
have this knowledge than the L.C.C.'s own
architect;- Uo the gentlemen signing the protest
pretend to have the same intimate knowledge ot
the working of the offices as Mr. Riley :- As to
the suggestion that such an arrangement is going
to prevent a fine architectural building being
erected, the best answer to this is the appomt-
ment of Mr. Shaw as one assessor and an
additional assessor chosen by the competitors
themselves.

Further, the eminent men who have accepted
the invitation to compete is sufficient evidence
that the profession .as a whole is satistied with an
.arrangement that undoubtedly aims at a noble
building worthv of it purpose.

I shall bo glad if you will publish this letter to
remove any false impression the public may have
on the subject,—I am, Arc,

Thom.vs A. Pule, Assoc. R.I.B.A.
10, dray's Inn-square, W.C".

CEMENT-TESTING.
SiK,—Your correspondent. ".^ Would - be

High-Class Cement Manufacturer." quotes some
peculiar results obtained on exposing cement under
different temperatures and conditions, and testing
for expansion by L(! Chatelior's apparatus.
My experience is, that a well-manufactured,

finely-ground leinent showing, on testing im-
mediately after grinding an cx])ansion of 6mms.
or less, will give a gradual decrease on being
aerated. On the other hand, an indifferent
cement, testing at, say, 20mms., when freshly
ground may, on exposure to the air for several
days, show an expansion of 2.i or :!Omins, ; but on
relesting after longer periods of exposure will

indicate a steady decrease.

The Le Chatelier apparatus in its present form
is certainly not a perfect instrument, and may
give irregular results : but I certainly think that
in the main these irregularities and changes re-

ferred to are dui> to unequal composition of the
cement, and also to coarae grinding of both the
raw material and the finished cement.

.•\ny sample which is not really well manu-
factured or well ground may, through the uncertain
distribution of the good and bad particles, yield
irregularities.—I am, A:c.,

\ Ckmkxt Chemist o:- Many Ve.^ks' E.M'Eihexce.

Received.—J. W. V.—P. and Co., Ltd.—B. R. Co., Ltd.—D. andS.—C. and P.-H.-Ciau?er.—T. T. R.—J.—
E. and M.—S., Ltd. -J. B. and Co.-A. A.—Sur-
veyor.— (i. S.

t>. RiiHARiis.—Yes.

T. R. Map. :is.—Thanks, no space.

R. R. M.—.Send, and we will see.

SpEKO.—It is not a tirm we recL>mmen 1.

T. L. M.—We should prefer to entrust the work to E. H.
Shorland and Bro , of Drake-street. We know nothing
of the other people.

Ppci.—See our ."Directory'
Conductors."

BISHOP ArCKLAXD SCHOOL.
Sr.;,—I have read this correspondence with

interest. " Educationist " says, respecting " the
lottery of competition "

; without " an asses.sor the
committee may reject the best design. With an
assessor the decision is determined by his pre-
conceived opinions."
Uo you not think. Sir that this emphasises the

opinion s.i often expres.sed in your columns bv
Mr. Hoffman Wood and others, that the (juantitV

surveyor is the proper person to assist a competi-
tion committee r Let the committee select the
design they like best, and let the quantity sur-
veyor advise them as to its practicability and cost,

— I am, itc,

Darlington. H. T. X.

page under " Lightning

H. H. H.—The "Durato" flooring is made by Hofler,
Ltd., 26.1, .Soho-square. It is jointless and vermin-
proof, and for purposes named far preferable to the
material vou name.

'Directory" pige uader " Arehi-BcREEv.— See our
tectural Sculptors

GREESR....M.—Frank T. Verity. 7. Sackville-stree!, W., or
Ernest Kuntz. Brook House, Walbrook, E.C.

In the House of C -mmons on Monday the London
Cjunty Council (Tramways and luip.ovemjnts) Bill
was considered aud ordered for third reading.

Great progress has been made with the budding
oi the new museum m (.Jueen-street, Peterborough"
and the builimg will soon be ready (or opening.

°

HE srXDERL.\XI) LTBR.VRIE3
COMFETITIdX.

Silt,—Having seen notices in your paper
respecting this competition, and the unusual fact

of one firm being plaecd first and second for each
building, it is only fair to the other compotitoi-s

to draw attention to the facts of the case.

Fii-stly, the conditions of the competition clearly

stated that the drawings " must be to Jin. scale."

The successful competitors, who sent in, I believe,

si-x sets, sent in drawings to Mn. scsile. The sets

were thus eltarly diiliiicl'we m b:uig by Ihr onr

I
author.

Secondly, they of course looked more imposing
drawings, four times the size of the other sets.

Thirdly, the assessor, instead of disqualifying

them for breaking the conditions, and thus gaining
an unfair advantage over the other competitors,

showed his appreciation ot their " industry " by
placing them first and second, and in addition

added msult to injury by stating in his report

that the other competitors had '

' shirked
'

' detail.—
lam. ire, Oh-ekveu.

ARCHITECT.S AX'I) THE IRISH LOCAL
GOVERNMEXT BOARU.

Slit,— I have been instructed by my Council to

send you the enclosed correspondence which has
jiassed between my Council .and the Local
(iovcrnment Board with reference to the appoint-
ment of architects to supervise the erection of
labourers' cottages under the Labourers (Ireland;

Act. I'JOli.

Since the date of the last litter it has been
stated by the ('hief Secretary in th' House of

Commons that ' many highly qualified architects

had applied. to rural district councils for employ-
ment at less than the maximum fee fixed by the
Board."

5Iy Council have had an exhaustive search made
through all available newspaper reports of ap-
plications for posts as architects under the

regulations of the Local (rovernment lioard, and
have failed to find that any member of this Insti-

tute, which numbers amongst its members most
of the pr.ictising architects of standing throughout
Ireland, have applied " at less th m the maximum
fee fixed by the Board."
Further than that, my Council wishes to point

out that many, if not most, ot the applicant are

totally unqualified to act as architects, several of

those appointed by the district coimcils having
even been objected to by the Ixical (iovemment
Board as unfit under the exceedingly wide
qualifications in the regulations under the Act,

while in other cases the competition for the post

proved abortive, there being only one applicant.

The inevitable result of fixing such very low

fees is to render it impossible for an architect of

any standing to apply for such employment, and
con3cc|uently interior men arc appointed, with

results highly detrimental to the public interest.

— I .am, \c., J.^MEs H. Weiiu, Hon. Sec.

The Royal Institute of the .\rchitects ot Ireland,

'20, Lincoln-place, Dublin, May 'K

Royal Institute of Architeeta of Ireland.
'20, Lincoln-place, Dublin. Sept. 27, IWtJ.

Sip.,—In the absence of our honorary .^'•r.'t iry. R. C.
Orpen. I beg to state that the C luncil of th- _U »val Insti-

tute of Architect* of Ireland hive had un ler their con-
sid'-r^tion the proposals of the LiOil <f ivernmen? Board
with regard to persons who Ihall be deemctl e.i/iblefor

employnienl as an-hitects. A: ., under these A''ti. toother
wiih the remuneration they are to re-eive, and to sahmit
a li.-t of the ameodmentA to same which they consider it

would be advisable to make.
They are of opinion that the minimum fee of 2} per

cent, should only applv t<t exceptional c*se«. where, for

instance, a large number of cottages are built in close

proximity to each other.

Atthouirh ihe Council have not receive<I any invitation

from the Local Government Board t«> submit their vi.»r,s

on this subject, they have beenguen to nndeistani that

an expression of their opinion thereon will not be un-
acceptable to the Board.—I am. Sir. your obedient servant,

WiLi.iAX >I. Mix. iiri.t.. PreflidenC.

To the Secretary, Local (iovemment B.>ard.

Custom Hoiue. Dublin.

SrOOKSTRD AXKN'DllENr-'.

Claa«e t9. Section 1.— i-i) Associates of the Institute of
Civil Engineers M Ireland are nit qnalidei to practise
asengineeis.

(^ Council is of opinion that a diploma or degree
as described with two years' experience on works is not
sufficient qualification, and suggests that the para-
graph should read ' and have three years' experience
in an architect's orti'e."

/ That paragraph ('/) be omitted, as eligible
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assistant county surveyors t-an be employed under
paragraph ;

/
"..

(^) That the period of training in paragraph (*} be
extended to five vears.

Clause 49. -That "shall" be substituted for "mav" in
the first line of clause 49 after the wctrds "district
council." and that the words "as already defined " be
inserted after " competent person."

Clause 49.— (6! That payment under paragraph (') be by
a sliding scale with a maximum of o per cent, and a
minimum of 2\ per cent., depending on circumstances,
with expenses in addition.

Local Government Board, Dublin, Sept. 29, 1906.
Sir,—I am directed by theXoeal Government Board for

Ireland to acknowledge" the receipt of your letter of the
27th inst., relative to the Draft Rules prepared for the
purposes of the I^abourers (Ireland Act, 19t.(>: and I am
to state that the suggestions made by your Council will
receive the consideration of the Board before the final
revision of the rules.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A. R. B.utLAS, Secretary.
To William Mitchell, Esq.. President. Royal Institute of

Architects uf Ireland, 20, Lincoln-place, Dublin.

The Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland,
20, Lincoln-place, Dublin, Feb. 26. 1907.

Sir,—I am instructed by my Council to ask if it would
be convenient for your Board to receive a deputation from
ray Council in order to submit a statement dealing with
the fees of architects employed under the Labourers
(Ireland) Act, 3906.-1 am. Sir. your obedient servant,

James H. Wkhb. Hon. Sec.
To the Secretary. Local Gov ernment Board for Ireland,

Custom House Dublin.

Labourers' Department, Local Government Board,
Dublin, Feb. 2S, 19i.)7.

Sir,— I am directed by the Local Government Board for
Ii-eland to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
26th inst.. and to state, in reply, that they do not think
that any useful purpose would be served by their receiving
a deputation from the Council of the Royal Institute of
Architects of Ireland, regarding the remuneration of
architects employed under the Labourers Acts, as the
matter was very fully considered by the Board before
prescribing the scile of fees laid down in their order of
Nov. 1 last.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

M. O'Sl'i.livan. Assistant ;3ecretarv.

To James H. "Webb, Esq., Hon. Sec. Royal Institut'e of

Architects of Ireland.

The Royal Institute of Architects of Ireland,
20, Lincoln-place, Dublin, March 2t>. 1907.

Slit,— I am directed by the Council of theTioyal Institute
of Architects of Ireland to acknowledge the rtceipt of
your letter of Feb. 2W conveying the unwillingness of your
Board to receive a deputation in reference to the remunera-
tion of architects employed under the Labourers Acts on
the ground that the matter has already received very full
consideration at its hands.
My Council regrets that the Institute, as representing

the architectural profession in Ireland, should not have
been othcially consulted before rules and regulations
vitally atl'ecting the interests of architects were passed.

It conceives that in fixing a scale of remuneration that
would have inauced aichitects of experience and reputa-
tion to undertake the work the interests of the public
would have been better safeguarded.

1. My Council desires me to point out that, in its

opinion, the maximum rate of remuneration allowed
under Clause 51 of the Rules and Regulations issued by
your Board under order of Nov. 1, 1906-viz., a commis-
sion of 2^ per cent, upon the cost of the executed work is,

except in the case of comparatively large schemes,
entirely inadequate, having regard to the multifarious and
responsible duties re*iuired of the architect under this

clause, and compares unfavourably with the scale of fees

payable to clerks of councils, medical officers of health,
and solicitors employed under this Act.

2. The fl.xing of such a fee as a maximum may con-
ceivably inflict great hardship on architects in certain
circumstances. As, for example, m a case where a rural
council does not adopt the stereotyped drawings and
specification supplied by the Board, but obtains the con-
sent of your Board under Clause Ml to the adoption of

special designs and specification prepared by its own
architect for a scheme comprising perhaps only a very few
cottages. Even for such a scheme the rural council would
have no power to pay a higher rate of commission than

2^ per cent., although that commission was obviously
never intended to cover the cost t f special designs or
drawings. In such a case, ton, the charge for copies of

the drawings and specitiration to the persons tendering
could not exceed the os. per copy prescribed in Clause 3S,

notwithstanding that they would have to be specially

prepared at a cost greatly exceeding that sura.

3. In cases of alteration or addition to existing cottages,

contemplated under Clause 15, no ^caIe of fees has been
fixed tor the necessary surveys of the buildings nor for the

special drawings and specitication which would then be
required. It must be evident that the maximum com-
mission of 2} per cent, would not be authcient to cover
such services.

A. The duties of the architect or engineer, as described

in Clause 51, might with advantage be more cleai'ly

defined.

(") " For marking plots on Ordnance Survey Map.
Clause IS requires that the maps shall be carefully

cheeked and coiTccted so as to accurately show the

positions of existing roads, lanes, fences and build-

ings,"' in relation to plots proixjsed to be acquired,

but no fee is mentioned for this work, which may in-

volve a considerable amount of survey work.
{(') The commission in intended to cover " the pre-

paration of all maps, plans, and specification that may
be required.''

Tlie number of copies to be supplied for the fee should
be fixed, and additional copies should be paid for in pro-
portion to the labour involvcii in each case. My Council
would lay special stress upon this point, as it is not clear

by whom the copies of the plans and specification referred

to in Clause yS are to be prepared.
5. No allowance has been fixed in respect of works in-

cluded in a scheme proposed by a rural council, but sub-

sequently abandoned. As your Board is aware, allowances
forrejected cottages have been almost universally granted
hitherto, the usual rate being 255. per cottage.

6. No allowances are permitted to cover cash paid
travelling expenses including hire, although in many
cases, where the area included within a i^cheme is large,

the amount of these expenses is very considerable.
7. My Council deprecates most stronglythe power given

to rural councils under sub-section (1^ of clause 51 to
invite tenders from architects and engineers with the
object of inducing them, under the stress of competiticn,
to undertake the duties required under the Act fur a bulk
sum. This course is already being very generally adopted
by the rural councils throughout the country, but my
Council considers that it is neither in the interest of the
public nor just to the honourable profession of architecture
that it should be allowed to continue.

Even under the former r-'i'mr, when fees were paid
which gave reasonable remuneration to riualified architects,

there were occasional instances, probably not unknown
to your Board, of faulty design and of careless or ignorant
supervision, due to the employment of incompetent or
unreliable persons, with results disastrous to the rate-
payers ; but how much greater are these evils liable to
become when the fees have been so reduced by the action
of your Board as to make it impossible for architects of
reputation to accept them '

To sum up : My Council would ask your Board to
reconsider the scale of remuneration of architects under
these Acts in the following particulars—viz. :

—

{1 1 To fix a basis of remuneration for all survey work
involved in checking and revising the Ordnance Survey
maps.

(2) To fix the commission in all cases nf alterations
and additions to cottages at 5 per cent, on the cost of the
executed work, and to allow an adequate fee in addition
for the surveys of existing buildings.

\JA) To fix a "*"*'« "^ij commission of 2} per cent, in the
case of all cottages erected from the drawings and specifi-
cations supplied by the Board, where the cost of the
executed work in any one scheme is not less than
£6,000.

To fix the remuneration for smaller schemes on a sliding
scale with a maximum of 5 per cent, for small groups of
cottages erected from special drawings and specification
prepared by the architect to the rural council, and in-
volving an expenditure of less than £1,000.

(4) To fix the allowance for cottages included in a
scheme but subsequently rejected.

(51 To allow cash paid travelling expenses, including
car hire.

(tj'i To fix the number of copies of drawings and speci-
fication to be included in the percentage commission, and
to arrange a basis of charge for the additional copies
required.

1,7) To delete sub-jection (I) Clause 51 from the Rules
and Regulations under this Act.

Ha\ ing regard to the facts that my Council have now
placed before you, I am directed to ask if your Board will
Kindly reconsider the decision conveyed in your letter of
Feb. 28.

The Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland,
20, Lincoln-place. AprU H, 1907.

Sir,—I am instructed by my Council to ask if you
received my letter of ilarch 26, 1007, as I have not
received a reply.—Yours faithfully,

James H. "Webb, Hon. Sec.
To the Secretary, Labourers' Department.

Local Government Board, Custom House, Ireland.

Labourers' Department, Local Government Board,
Dublin, April 10. 1907.

Sir'.—The Local Government Board for Ireland have
had before them your letter of the 26th ultimo, with
reference to the remuneration payable to architects under
the provisions of the rules and regulations issued in
pursuance of the Labourers (Ireland) Act, 1906 ; and, in
reply, the Board desire to state that they have very care-
fully considered the views put forward by you on behalf
of the Council of the Royal Institute of Architects of
Ireland, but they are not prepared to re-open the matter.
In the circumstances no advantge could at present

arise from the Board receiving a dejiutation on the sub-
ject as requested.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

M. O'SfLj.ivAS, Assistant Secretary.

To James H. Webb. Es i.. Hon. Sec, Royal In*»titute of
the Architects of Ireland, 21, Clare-street, Dublin.

Jnttrcommuutcation.

[1'2270.]—Jam Factories.—What firms of engineers
are there who supply the necessary plans for jam
factories .'—Jam.

[12271.1—Joinery.—Will one of your experienced
contributors kinilly irive me a few ficures showing the
comparative cost tlabour and material) of preparing a
piece of joinery -say a flight of .stairs—in be^t yellow deal
and Oregon pine .'—Okk>.os.

fl2'J"2.] Repairing Drain. — Drain from seven
hotises belnn^ini? to A is c.iniiected to drain for four
houses beloneinf? to H. and from point of eonner-tion up to
public road all the drain is on IVs land, and his become
blocked. Will some reailcr kindly show whose is the
legal duty to clear the drain .' —T.

ri227.'i,l -Local Authority and Damages.—

A

local authority wish to cro>a private pleasure grounds
attached to valuable residential property in an "urb.in
area," and will have insjicction-ehamb-.*rs and access to
line of sewer, empowered by section 16 of the Public
Health Act of 187.5, but will have to pay compensation.
Could any of your readers kindly give me particulars of
any similar cases where an award for damage has been
made, or any information that would assist me in the
matter as to the measure of damages .'— I'Roi'EKrv
OWSKII.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Caediff,—AUerman Mildon, chairman of the

Public Works Committee of Cardiff City Corpora-

tion, has laid a memorial stone at the new pumping
station of the Cardiff Western District Sewer Works.
The station comprises an engine-room lO.ilt. by
40ft., a boiler-house 64ft. by oOft., with workshops,

offices, and stores, and a brick circular chimney-
stack, with a .Ht. internal diameter flue, and l-'.ift.

in height. The buildings are faced internally ancl

externally with buff brick, relieved with red brick

bands and arches. The pumping plant consists of

four sets of Messrs. Summers and Scott's three-

crank compound direct-acting steam-engines.

Dekwext V.1LLEY Wateewoeks.—Messrs. <Jrson,

Wright, and Co., of South Wigston, Leicester, have
secured the contract for the Whatstandwell to

Belper section of the Derwent aqueduct, part of

the works in connection with the Ambergate covered

reservoir scheme. The undertaking is to serve a
district of West Derbyshire, and the scheme com-
prises, iii addition' to a large covered reservoir, a
quarter of a mile of tunnel, one and a half miles of

cut and cover work, two and a third miles of 40in.

pipelaying, and one and a third miles of 29in. pipe-

laying. The reservoir will occupy an area of some-
thing like seven acres at the back of Chadwick Xick,

between Ambergate and Brich, and will have a
capacity of 30 million gallons. The scheme will

occupy several years in execution.

Hereford.—Mr. W. A. Ducat, Local Govern-
ment Board inspector, held an inquiry at the Town-
hall, Hereford, on Thursday, the '.ith inst., with

reference to the application of the Hereford City

Council for sanction to borrow the sum of £8-50, for

purposes of water supply for the Westfields district

of the citv. Amongst those present were the Deputy-
Mayor (Mr. E. C. Gurney), Messrs. .T. K. Syinonds
(chairman of waterworks committee^ J. Carless

(town clerk), R. C. Moore (medical officer of health

for the city of Hereford), Johu Parker (city sur-

veyor), S. Protheroe (sanitary inspector), and Dr.
Herbert Jones (medical officer of health for the

Hereford Rural District Council). The town clerk

gave evidence to the effect that Westtields contained

26 acres ; there were 73 houses there, with a popula-

tion of 347 inhabitants. The rateable value of the

district is £.i37 Lis. Mr. John Parker (city surveyor

and waterwo'ks engineer) stated that the district of

Westtields had, during the past five or six years,

suffered serious inconvenience owing to the un-
satisfactory quantity and quality of the water.

Paisley Waterworks E.xtexsiox.—The first sod

in connection with the extension of Paisley Water-
woeks at Staneley high-level has been ceremoniously

cut. The first of the Paisley reservoirs was con-

structed in 1S3S, and since that period extensive

additions have been made to the waterworks in

order to cope with the demand caused by the growth
of the town. Recently the Water Commissioners

recognised that the available filtering capacity was
not sulfioient, and in order that this defect might be

remedied they decided on further extensions. These

consist of the formation of three additional filter-

beds, each measuring 90ft. by tiOft., and the erection

of a new clear -water tank 13iift. in diameter and
37ft. deep, with a holding capacity of 3,24 >,S14gal.

The rate of filtration with the eleven beds at present

in use is equivalent to a depth of Mft. of water per

day, or 7in. per hour, and the additional beds will

have the effect of reducing this rate to lift, per day,

or .'jtin. per hour. The work will occupy about

eighteen months, and will cost about .£14,000.

Ro^HFORD.—Sanction for a loan of £ 1,000 has

recently been granted to the Rocht'ord Rural Dis-

trict Council tor the purpose of constructing two

reservoirs and other works in connection with the

water supply. The construction, of cement con-

crete, is half in the ground and half out. The walls

are l-'ft. in height by lift, thick at the base, and the

floors are ISin. thick. The roof consists of concreta

arches between 12in. by Gin. steel girders, which

are supported by 2o columns in each reservoir.

Access is obtained by means of locked manhole

covers and iron ladders. The reservoirs will be

supplied from the existing pumping mains, and a.

float and electi-ic indicator will be provided and

connected to the engine-room for the Benfleet

reservoir. The capacity of each reservoir is 1.50,600

gallons, and the pumps are driven by 7«B.H.P. oil-
|

engines in duplicate, capable of raising 6,000 gallons i

an hour against a ii.ift. head. The work is being 1

carried out under the supervision of Mr. H. T.

Sidvrell, the council's engineer and surveyor.

SiiEFFiELB. —The corporation have confirmed an
recommendation to let to Messrs. Logan andj.-

Hemingway, of Sheffield and Xottinghara, at

£11,046, the contract for the construction of six
|

settling tanks, 24 contact beds and feed conduits,

forming the first part of the new scheme of dealing

with the sewage of Sheffield. The scheme, which

has been prepared and is being carried out by Mr,

Charles F. Wike, M.I.C.E., city engineer, Sheffield:

is estimated to cost about £300,000.
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At the London County Council School of
Building. Ferndale-road, Brixton, !S.W., a course
of six illustrated lectures on the Architecture of
London lAncient and Jlodern) will be given on
Thursday evenings at 7.30, by Prof. Beresford
Pite, F.R.I.B.A. Students and friends will be
admitted free to these lectures. The subjects
are :—May '23, Westminster and the Alibev.
May 30, iledia-val London: The Temple Church,
St. Bartholomew's. Smith6eld, Southwark Cathe-
dral, land the Tower, .fune 6, The Renaissance
Churches of London, by Wren and his successors.
.Tune l:i, Classical London : Somerset House,
Waterloo Bridge, the National Gallery. Euston
Station, Are. .lime 20. The Gothic Revival:
Houses of Parliament, Law Courts, Modern
Churches. .Tune 27. Recent I)e\-eIopmonts, (jueen
Anne Movement, Original Style and Reaction,
Buildings now in Progress.

The Society of British Sculptors have just
prepared a list of "Regulations for Sculptural
Competitions " to be issued to public authorities
and others likely to promote such competitions,
advising the promoters of every competition to
appoint one or more sculptors of established
reputation as assessors, and offers its services as
honorary advisers in the task of selection for the
post, and it suggests conditions under which com-
petitions, whether open, selected, or limited,
should be conducted. The circular concludes
with an interesting note which reads: "From
past history, the fact of competitors themselves
being the adjudicators having proved satisfactory,
it is deemed advisable that, when practicable,
they themseh'es should vote the awards."

The new Rjom of Greek and Roman Life in
I
the British Museum was opened to the public on

I Tuesday, but is still in course of completion, and
the arrangement of some of the cases containing

[

objects in metal continues in jirogress. The new
Guide to the department will be ready in about a
month, and will contain a detailed description of
the new room, which is now bein? prepared under
the supervision of Dr. Cecil Smith. As the
galleries dealing with pottery, sculpture, and
terracotta figures—the last being the next allotted
for revision—are being kept intact, it follows that
the new room illustrative of the public and private
life of the Classic peoples is very largelv con-
cerned with metal manufactures." The kitchen
department is a revelation of the modernity of
culinary utensils among the inhabitants of
Imperial Rome. The surgical cutlery, the shop-
keepei-s' scales, and the fountain "jets of the
Hellenistic period are of special interest, and
among them there an- some of recent acquisition,
which have not yet been published.

A coxFEitENCE of representatives of the authori-
ties interested in the subject of the purification of
the estuary of the Thames, called by the Port of
London Sanitary Committee of the Corporation of
the City, was held on Tuesday at the Guildhall.
Mr. H. S. Hove, chairman of the committee, pre-

j

sided. The following resolution :
•• That in the

opinion of this conference the present system of
discharging sewage into the Thames estiiary and
elsewhere is dangerous to public health and "detri-

i

mental to an improved food supply ; that legisla-
I

tion should be initiated by the Local Government
Board at as early a date as possible to deal
effectively with the matter ; and that in the
meantime the Corporation and other authorities
possessing statutory powers should continue to
urge upon the various bodies concerned the
desirability of adopting some system of sewage
purification." w^s unanimously adopted on the

i
motion of Mr. W. H. Williarnson, seconded by
Mr. T. Gildney. After a long discussion it was
decided to send the resolution to the Local Govern-
ment Board and to the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries.

j

At the openingof the Royal Canadian Academy's
exhibition in Montreal on April 1. it was an-
nounced in a telegram from the Hon. Sydney

[

Fisher that the Government had seen its way clear
to arrange for the establishment of an advisory
council of art, on whose advice the minister of
public works, on behalf of the Government, will
make an expenditure for art purposes. It is

,

understood that this is to bs a permanent com- i

mission. The president of the Academy, Mr.
George .V. Reid. intimated that some of the duties
of this council would be the supervision of the
national collection of art, the decorating of public

I

buildings, the erection of public monuments, and
the purchase of works of art by the Government.

Thk rejiort of Callender's Cable and Con-
struction I'ompany, Ltd., for the twelve months
ended December :U last, published yesterday,
makes good showing, thanks in no small degree
to the energy of Mr. T. (I. Cal lender, the active

managing director, who has lately returned from
India, where his exertions have secured a lucrative
business. 1 >uring the latter months of the year
the sales of the company's cables and other
manufactures were restrir'ted, owing to the high
price of copper and the uncertainty regarding
ing legislation affecting electrical sup|ily causing
prospective customers to adopt a waiting policy :

but, notwith-standing this, the net jirofit for the
year, after allowing for debenture interest and
depreciation, amounted to l")4,100. or £2,300
more than in the previous year. The dividend
and bonus are the same as a year ago, and make
the total distribution 1-i per cent., but the amount
carried forward is .£17,SO0 higher, at .f5e,700.
The directors are able to report a prosperous state
iif affairs as regards the company's foreign and
colonial business, and Canada, to which the
company has just recently turned its attention, is

stated to hold out excellent prospects. The Board
is also of opinion that the supply of electrical

power over large areas will before long require
large quantities of underground mains, so that,

despite the uncertainty of the copper situation,

the position of the company is matter for con-
gratulation to all concerned.

LATEST PRICES.

Per ton.
£S IS
7 15
7 S

8 10

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Saturday (To-morrhw). — A.A. Caraer.i Club. Three

davs' excursion to Lincoln and di-*triff.

Junior Institution of En-^ni -er-*. ^*i^*it

to Scientific In-^trument Works of Messrs.
W. F. Stanley and Co. and the Stanley
Tei^hnical Trade Sch'jols at South Xor-
wood. at .3 p.m.

TcESDAV.—Edinburgh Architectural AssociatioD. As-
sociates' visit to *^tas»ow.

Thcbsdav.—L.C.C. School of Building. Ferndale-road
Brixton. Si.x Lectures on •• The Archi-
tecture of London." No. I. " \Ve-»t-

rainster and the .\bbey." by Prof. Beres-
ford Pite. F.K I.B.A. T.aop.m.
Surveyors' Institution. Meeting at

Glasgow.
I'niDAV.—Surveyors' Institution. Meeting at (iUsgow.
Satcrdav (Mav 251.—Edinburgh Architectural .\ssocia-

tion. Visit to ]}.ilkeith I'alac; and
Chapel.

THEARCmTECTUR.VL ASSOCIATION.
JLNElsl: TUIRt) M MSIER VISIT-I.i E:i-IUr.n-t.'ii.l. un.lrr

tlK' cui iin.v of Mr. H. K. Math.-w^. Tlu- foIl...vin:: ..la.r, mil )ir

vi^it.'.l; Sackville I'ljlle.'.- 'M J..aie.tic iircliitr-.^turp ..n.l St. Mar-
S.iri-t's Convent G. K strci-t. R A. The party ...il tr.i.el b.v the
lA" I'.m. train fn.m [.niiil.in Untile ; returniok by tlie ".2 Iraitt,

arrivis^ at Victor a Statii.n at .i.".''.

I' O. for 4«. f..r return rail.i-«v fare and t*a. to I* "ent In the
Se.retarr. at Is. Tiin'jn--treet. We..lm nst.-r. on ..r ^tftntv Uay 2Stti.

HENK^ TV.WN'ER, June. I „ „ «...
t. IVUXTXEK S.\1ITH. |

"°° °"'-

IRON.
Pit ton.

Rolled-Iron Joista, Belgian £5 10 to

RoUed-Steel Joist.s. Enirlish 7 5 0,,
Wrought-Iron Hirdcr Plates 7 0,,
Bar Iron, good Staffs 8 6 0,,
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „

Do.. Welsh 6 15 „
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,,
Best Snedshill 9 0,,

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders* Hoop Iron, forbondinff, &c., £3 15s. to £9.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £11 to £l.i lai. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 21.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £ia 10 ... £11

20
6 17

8 IS
9 10

Best ditto

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12

9/G 10,- 10 '6 11- 113 li-

lt

13 14 15
12 9 13 (i 11 «

Per ton.

to

11 10

B.W.O.
per cwt.

Per ton.

£8 10 A
8 10
9 in
7 10
9 10
4 17

10 ID

Caat-Iron Columns £6 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 8 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 5
RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

„ „ ,, Galvanised. 9
Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17

Cut Floor Brads 10 10
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 10 „ —
Caat-Iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter £« 2 6 to £6 7 6
4in.to6in (• „ 6 5
7in. to 24in. {all sizes) 6 7 6,, 800
[Coated with composition. 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

And bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Crak 0tks.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
The Laboik Market i.v .Viril.—The memoran-

dum on the state of the labour market lu April,

prepared by the Labour Department, states that

employment on the whole coutinued good in .\pril.

There was a general improvement in the metal .and

engineering trades, and a seasonal improvement in

the building trades. The changes in rates of wages
reported in April resulted in a net weekly rise of !

over .£'.2,0)1). in the 27-! trade-unions, with an
^

aggregate membership of (>1;',.'>1*1, makmg returns,

'JO.olO ^or :;:; per cent.) were reported as un-
employed at the end of April. 1907, as compared
with 3 (i per cent, at the end of March, l'J07, and
S-7 per cent, at the end of April, lllOi.

Pig Iron—
Cold Blast, Lilleshall

Hot Blast, ditto

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings-
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes .-.

Water-Tubes
Steam-Tubes
Galvanised Gas-Tubes
Galvanised Water-Tubes

.

Per ton.
llOs. Od. to 117». 63.

703. Od. .. 75s. Od.

-Discount off Standard

67ip.O.

62} „
671 „

A special meeting of the Royal Institute of British

Arcnitects will be held on Tuesday week, the Jsth

inst., at S p.m., to consider the conditions anri in-

structions issued by the London I'ounty Council

governing the competition for a new county-hall

(and any replies to competitors forming part of

auch conditions) : and, further, to consider any
^ction taken by the Institute Ciuncd with refer-

nce to the initiation, c>ndu:t, couditions, and
nstructions of the competition.

The death is announced of Mr. Harrison Hodgson,
O.K., of Workington, who carried out many im-

portant railway and engineering contracts in .S)uth

Africa and Sjuth Americi.

The partnership hitherto sub-isting between R. C.

Foster and S. ,T. Dicksee, cantraotors. Kugbv. War-
wickshire, and Manresa-road, Chelsea, London,

S.W., under the style of Foster and Dicksee, has

been dissolved.

55
60 „

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per toa. Per ton.

Spelter, Silesia- £26 5 u to £26 10

Lead Water Pipe, Town 2.3 7 6 „ —
„ „ „ Country 24 2 « „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 23 17 6 „ —
„ „ „ Country 24 12 t! „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 24 17 6 „ —
„ ., .. ,. Country 25 12 6 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside ana
outside Town 25 7 6 „ —
„ „ „ >, Country 27 2 6 „ —

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 7 6 „ —
„ „ Country... 20 2 6 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) -Town 2i 7 6 ..
—

„ „ ,, ,, Country 2r> 2 6,, —
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 S n

Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 12) „ 12>) 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... Ill „ 112 U

Tin, Straits lill 10 „ 193

Do., English Ingots 19.^ " „ 195 10

Pig Lead 21 5 „ -
Sheet Lead, Town 24 17 i> „ —

„ „ Country 23 12 ti „ —
Genuine White Leaa 27 1 > „ —
Refined Red Lead 25 „ —
Sheet Zinc 35 „ —
Old Lead, against account Is 1'. 3 „ —
Tin .. per cwt. 11 ,,

—
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 9 „ —

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 n

,. Bangkok ... V 5

Quebec Pine, yellow „ ... < 2

„ Oak 5

„ Birch 2 IJ

„ Elm , ... 4

„ Ash 4 o

Oantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 3 5

Fir „ ... 3 13

Ash. Wuebec , ... 4 2
Bin-h, New Brun.swick 2 7

Wuebec ... 2 7
Elm 4

n".T. Turkey per ton 6
Cedar. Cuba per ft. sup.
Jarrah planks per ft. ca. 2

Wainscot, Riga p. log... 2 1)

Ltth. Dantsic. p.f 4

to £2> 10

.. 17 10
„• 7 5
„ 9
„ 6
„ 9 J

„ 6 10

„ 5 15
7 6
5
6
9
18

s

.3

5 15
6
«St. Pettmburg 4

Deals, per St. Feterabuig SUndard, 120—12ft. by liin.

by llin. :-
Qaebec, Pine. 1st £21 to £36

„ 2nd 17 „ as 10

„ 3rd II „ 13 10
Canada Spruce. 1st II 10 „ 16 10

2nd and 3rd 9 10 „ 111)
New Brunswick 8 10 „ 9
Riga 8 10 „ 9 5
St. Petersburg 8 i „ 17
Swi-dish 7 10 „ ») 10
Finlind 9 0,, 9110
White Sea 10 13 „ 80 15
Battens, all aorti 6 0,, >.?.
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FlooriDg Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 14 a to £1
2nd ditto 12 9 „ 16
Other qualities 4 !> „ OHO

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £Sn 10 t3 £45
Memel, cr. pipe 220 „ 2.30 C

Mimel. brack 190 „ 200

WO OB.
BuiLDlsr. Wood. At per standard.

Deals: 3in. by llin. and 4in. by £ s. d. £ f*. d.

9in. and Uin 1.3 10 to 15

Deals: 3by9 13 „ 14

Battens: 2.iin. by Tin. and 8in.,

and 3io. bv Tin. and 8in 11

Battens : 2J by 6 and 3 by 6 10

Deals; seconds 10
Battens: seconds 10 „ ,,

2in. by 4in. and 2in. by Bin 9 to 10

2in. by 4Jin. and 2in. by oin. ... 8 10 „ 9 10

Foreign Sawn Boards

—

lin. and l^in. by Tin 10

„ 12
less than

Tin. ic Bin.

less than best

more than
battens.

10
At per load of 50ft.

4 10 to 5
„ 4 10

3 15
3 10
3
4 15

25
23
18
20
19

3in

Fir timber: best middling Danzig
or jMemel

Seconds 4

Small timber (Sin. to lOin.) 3 12
Small timber '6in. to Sin.) 3
Swedish balks 2 10

Pitch-pine timber ^30ft. average) 4

Joiners' "Wood.

White Sea : first yellow deals, At per standard.
3in. byllin 24 "" "

Sin. by 9in 22
Battens, 2Jin. and 3in. by Tin. lt> 10

Second yellow deals. Sin. by lin... 18 10

3inbv9in. .. IT 10

Battens, 2.i,in. and 3iu. by Jin. 13 10

Third yellow" deals, 3in. by llin.

and9in 13 10

Battens, 2Sin. and 3in. by Tin. 110
Petersburg first yellow deals,

Sin. byllin 21

Do. Sin. by9in 18
Battens 13 10

Becondyellowdeals, Sin. byllin. 16

Do. 3in. by9in 14 10

Battens 11

Third yellow deals. Sin. by llin. 13

Do. Sin. by 9m 12 10

Battens 10

White Sea and Petersburg—

First white deals. Sin. bv llin. £14 10

„ „ 3in. by 9in. 13 10

Battens 11

Second white deals. Sin. by llin. 13 10

„ Sin. by Oin. 12 10

battens 10

Pitch pine : deals 18
Under 2in. thick extra 10

3

Bitb Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £

)

Delivered on road waggons, Faddington
Depot °

Ditto ditto Nine Elmi Depot „ ...

Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton

Station - ^
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... „ ...

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

Brown
Whit Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the

quarry per foot cube £0
Delivered on road waggons \

at Faddington Depot ... I
q

Ditto Nine Elms Depot,., i " '"

Ditto Pimlico Wharf '

White.
Base Bed.

1 5J ... £0 1 7i

2 1 2 2J

22 10
19 10
15
17
16
12 10
14

3 15
4

, £15 10

, 14 10

, 12

, 14 10

, 13 10

, 11

, 21

, 1

and over.

6 to 5

6
6

8}
7

9}
8

10

Yellow Pine—First, regular sizes 44

Oddmtnts 32
Seconds, rejjular sizes 33

Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube..

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs-
Large, per ft. cube 3
Small 2

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5

Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,

as inch
Jin. do. do

Dry Mahogany— Honduraa, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch ... 9

Selected, Figury, per ft. sup.T.

asinch 16 „ 2 6

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, asinch 10 „ 10
Teak,perload 17 ,, 22

American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube 4 „ 5

Prepared Flooring. &c.

—

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and Per square.

shot £0 13 6 to £) IT 6

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 14 „ 18

llin. bv Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 18 „ 10

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
Bhol 12 „ 116

lin. by Tin*, white, planed and
matched 12 6 „ 15

llin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 15 ,, lo 6

Jin. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ...

lin. by Tin. ,, „
Jin. by Tin. white ,.

lin. by Tin. „ „
Oin. at Gd. to 9d. per square less than Tm.

STONE.*
Bed Mansfield, in blocks perfootcube £0 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto ... " \ *

Bed Corsehill, ditto „ • 2 2

Closebum Ked Freestone, ditto „ ... 2

Ancaster. ditto 1 10

(Ireenshill, ditto i, ... 110
Chihnark, ditto {in truck at Nine Elms). „ ... 1 yj

Beer, ditto 1 6

Hard York, ditto 2 10

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,

random sizes per foot sup. 2 8
Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes it ... 1 3

• All F.O.R. London.

Hard Stocks £1
Rough Stocks and

Grizzles 16
Picked Stocks for

Facings 2 10

Flettons 18
Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18

Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 13

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing ,. 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire

Do. Bullnose
Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks.. 3 14

Glazkd Bricks.
Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11

Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19

Double Headers ... 16

One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt

Glazed Stretchers,

and Header 12

Quoins. Bullnose,

and Flats V
Double Stretchers £15
Double Headers ... 14

One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints .. 11

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2

BRICKS.
per 1,000 alongside, in river.

delivered,

at railway station.

£32
31 10
31
40
25
45 10
41
41
35 10
17 5
34
£) 7

1 6
19
2
2
4
7

£33 11
32 10

31 10

40 10
26
46
41 n
42
36
19 5
35
£)

1

1

OlliS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun..

Do., brown m ...

Cottonseed, refined *, ...

OUve, Spanish
Seal, pale > •••

Cocoanut, Cochin
Do., Ceylon
Do., Mauritius „ ...

PaUn, Lagos —
Oleine » •••

Sperm •> -•

Lubricating U.S per gal.

Petroleum, refined ,, ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel

Do., Archangel
Linseed OU per gal.

Baltic OU „ ...

Txirpentine .. •
Putty per cwt.

VARNISHES, &c
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8

Pale Copal Oak ]<>

Superfine Pale Elastic Oak y
Fine E.-stra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12

Superfine Pule Elastic Carriage lb

Fine Pale Maple J^
Finest Pale Durable Copal 1»

Extra Pale French Oil 11
EpusheU Flitting Varnish 18

White Copal Enamel 1 4

Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size 113

Best Black Japan "lb
Oak and Mahogany Stain 9

Brunswick Black " =

Berlin Black ••
J^

Knotting °
J"

French and Brush Polish 10

OI.ASS.
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz.

Fourths IJd. ... 2id. ...

Thirds 2iJd. ... SJd. ...

Fluted Sheet SJd. ... 4Jd. ...

Hartley's English Rolled Plate : Jin

2Jd

6i
6 U

Per gallon.

6
6

l>

O

6

o

o

d-;livered

at railway station.

less than beat.

8. d.

per yard, delivered.Thames and Pit Sand 7

Thames Ballast 5

Best Portland Cement .. 28 per ton „
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 ., „

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6i. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in s:icks 2rs. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

26oz.

. SJd.

. 4'i.

,
4jd.

. ^'iGin,

. ... 2Jd.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass : White,
4d.

32oz. Net.
4Jd. „
•id.

5id. „
iin.

3d.

Tinted.
. 5id.

The death is announced of Mr. E. Dodd (formerly

ot Crumlin) at Erith, near London. Mr. Dodd was

a brother of Mr. Thomas Dodd, Navigation Hotel,

Crumlin. The two brothers were associated with

Mr. T. W. Kennard ia building the Crumlin Viaduct

in 1853.

By the death of Mr. Ilobert Myles, builder and

contractor, Bridport- street, Liverpool, there has

been removed cue who for nearly half a century

has been connected with the development of the city.

The deceased, who resided at the Anchorage, Broad-

green-road, Roby, had been in business for that long

period, and executed some of the most important

building contracts in the district. He was for some

years a member of the Huytou and Roby District

Council. Deceased, who was 68 years of age,

leaves a widow and four sons and daughters.

The city council of Cardiff decided on Monday to-

build a fire-station in Westgate-street at an estimiited

cost of ,£ 14,000.

SLATES.
In. In.

Blue Portmadoc 20 x 10 .

... liix 8 .

Blue Bangor ...20x10..
20x12.

First quality 20 x 10 .

,
20x12."
16x 8 .

Eureka unfading
green 20x10..

„ ...20x12.
18x10.

!, „ •. l<ix 8 ,

Permanent green 2 ) x 10 .

...18x10,
16« 8 ,

£ s.

12 12
6 12
13 2
13 17

13
13 15
'

b

15 17
18 7
13 5

10 5
11 12

. 9 12

. 6 12

d.

6 per 1000 ot 1200 at r.stn.

„ „ ..

„ „ „
„ „ „

6per lOOJot 1200 at r.ster.

6 ,» If »i

„

6 „ „ ,,

PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established 1838.)

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.C.

n^gntered Trade Mark,

TILES.

11 , 13

n 14 , , 18

10 , 11

12 9 , , 15

Pliin red roofln? tiles 4"2

Hip and Valley tiles ;*

Bn)sck'y tiles oJ

Ornam -ntal tiles 52

Hip and Valley tiles .. 4
Ruab 'H red. brown, or brin-

dled do. (tllwards) 57

Oruamental do 60
Hiptde^ 4

Valley tileii 3

Ued or Mottled Staffordshire

do. Teake'si 51

Ornamental do 51

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
" Kosemary " brand plain

tiles 48
Ornamental tilea 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
" HttftsliiU " brand plain s.

tileM, wind-faced 50
Pre.^etl 47

Ornamental do 50

Hip tilew ".. 4

,
Valley iles 3

per 1000 at rly. station
7 per doz. „ „
per lOJO „

6 „ „
per doz. „ „

6 per 1000 „ „
,. „

per doz. „ „
>, „

9 per 1000 „
ti

1 per doz. at rly. station

tt

per 1000 ,, .,

per doz. „ ,,

8 » .1

d.
per 1000 at rly. station

6 „ „ ,.

„ „ „
per doz.

POLOiCEHy flSPHULTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-RESISTLN-G ASrH.\LTE.

WHITE SILICA. P.WING.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Teletoone No. 6319 Avenue.

W.H,LASCELLEUCo.,Ltd.
121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G. ,

TELEPHONE No. 1365.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANE, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINGS.

CHURCH BENCHES &^ULPITS.

EST1M.4TES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.
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AECHITECTS AXD CLIENTS.
HE old Chinese saying, "Seek little

things while you are young, and when
ynu are old great things will be brought to

ymi," IS one which applies with particular
iMrce to the practising architect. In his
earlier days he has indeed to seek little things
in order that he may earn a livelihood, and
if he be a man of moderate ability, who
attends to his clients' interests, always keep-
ing up a high standard of professional con-
duct before him, circumstances will change
:i> he gets older until he no longer has to

•-C'k, but is sought himself. Cei-tainly there
arc some to whom the change never comes.
This is by no means always for lack of archi-
tectural ability : more frequently it happens
because they are what are known as poor
business men, or, even more likely, such as
have not the cajjacity of retaining a clhuii'l.-

<ini'e it is secured. In other words, there is

-"lucthing wrong with the way in which thev
il il with theu' clients. We are not speaking
for the moment of grave faults of character,
such as untruthfulness or insobriety, which
wou-'d ruin a man's career in any walk of
life, but of lesser mannerisms and the giving
way to certain temptations which are peculiar
to the architectural profession, besides lack
of that tact and judgment which goes so far
in influencing others. It is true that there
are clients mi'/ clients, and that, conse-
quently, each one requires treating in a
somewhat different way from all the rest

;

but in one respect it may be taken for
granted that they are alike—they expect
the architect they employ to look after their
interest as much from a monetary as from an
artistic point of view. However much the
ordinary layman may in his careless moments
consider an architect to be a mere producer
of pretty ilrawings, yet as soon as he takes
up the 2)osition of a building owner he looks to
his architect for protection from the wiles of
the "wicked builder'"—for it may be re-
marked that every builder is wicked "from the
building owner's point of view.
Above all thiiigs, a client expects a

maximum of accommodation at a minimum
of cost, and he generally starts off with the
idea that extnis are things which ought never
to occur. Xaturally, the experienced build-
ing owner knows very differently from this

:

but it is generally the novice in building
matters who becomes the young architect's
first client. The temptation immediately
wises not to say anything about in-
idental expenses, which he knows wiU
lave to be incurred, when putting his
irst estimate before his client. Say that a
?oung architect receives a letter somewhat in
he following terms : "I have been thinking
tor some little time that I sh(iuld like to build
nyself a house. I desire to know what

[

me ought to cost, and if I really decide I
i

ihall put it into your hands to carry out for
I

16"—this being quite typical of the initiatory
tep taken by many clients. In such a case
he beginner is likely to answer by submitting
sketch and an estimate based upon cubic
ontent ; but it is a foolish thing to do,
lecause, without first seeing the site, he
annot plan a satisfactory house, and may
ery well frighten a client away by suggest-
ig something utterly unsuitable. It is also :

X)lish because of the extreme approximation
I

E the estimate, which probably represents

,

othing more than the actual cost of the
uilding itself . His wiser cour-e is to inform
is client quite candidly that a very gi-eat
sal indeed will depend upon the way in

which he wishes the house to i)e finished :

while if he knows something of the way in

which his prospective client lives, as is

pi'obably the case, he might supplement this

by gi\ing a very fair idea of what a midillc-

class dwelling ought to cost per room, saying
at the same time that this would be reduced
by bringing the construction and elaboration

of the design down to the level of the work
of the speculative builder: while at the same
time a little additional expenditure would
result in the production of .something
of a more satisfactory nature. He should
further add that there would be the
architect's and quantity surveyor's fees

to ))ay. as well as their travelling expenses,
and the salary of a clerk of works, if such b3
needed : while a little more money would need
to be provided as against contingencies, and
for laying out the grounds, irrespective of

the cost of the land itself. With this informa-
tion before him, the client would really bo in

a position to count the cost, as he obviously
wishes to do, and when eventually he is

faced with these various additional expenses
he finds that the total is still within his

expectation, and not beyond it, as so often
happens if nothing has been said in advance
about contingencies (which is only another
word for extras, though it sounds much
better), quantity surveyor, clerk of works,
and garden. By keeping these little things
in the background a client may, perhaps, be
secured at the outset who otherwise would be
lost, though it is more likely that the result

will merely be that of reducing the size of

the house : but in the end that client gained
may pro\e to be several clients lost, as

one who finds himself involved in an expendi-
ture of more capital than he possesses, forcing

him to borrow on the security of his house,
will not be likely to influence his friends

to go to the same architect. Possibly nothing
will be said at the time, the chent re-

maining still a courteous friend, but yet

his influence wUl be negative. Absolute
candour in business matters is, in fact, the
essence of success in architecture, as in all

other walks of life. Thus a perfectly definite

preliminary understanding, carefully adhered
to, is infinitely better than vagueness : while
nothing can be worse than the springing
of unexpected expenses upon a client.

The same candour with regard to money
matters should be maintained throughout the

whole progress of the work—at any rate, in

matters of importance ; but the client ought
not to be bothered about little things such as

would be covereil by the provisional sum
for contingencies which it is in the architect's

discretion to deal with. It is thoroughly bad
policy to fidget a client about non-essentials

:

but at the same time any extra of large

amount ought to be communicated to him,
such as would be involved, for instance, by
the discovery of an old well or other faulty

ground where a sound foundation had been
anticipated, which would necessitate costly

digging and concrete work to put right. On
the whole, it is more often the client than
the architect who is a fidget, and it requires

a considerable amount of tact to deal with
such a one successfully, retaining control of

the work and the position of a man who deals

fairly by both parties to the contract while sus-

taining the client's interest. One of the mi>st

troublesome of all clients is ho who is con-
stantly pottering about during the jirogress

of the building, interfering here and there, dis-

satisfied with work and materials which are

quite up to the iiuality specified, and as fre-

quently suggesting alterations and improve-
ments. With such a client, and a builder

who is inilinod to take orders from him, it is

necessary to take up a somewhat firm

attitude, exjilaming to both that the archi-

tect alone has the right to order variations.

If this is not done, the complication which
ensues at the settlement of accounts on com-
pletion is extreme, for however much the
architect iniv desire to put in force the con-

dition that no variations can b' permitted
without a written order from himself, it is

dillicult to substantiate the position in the
face of work at which the architect has
connived having been done to the order of his

l)rincipal. Unquestionably the right course
is to inform the client of the full meaning of
this clause directly he begins to interfere,

and at the same time to toll the buihler that
if he accepts the client's orders without
written confirmation from the architect, he
must do so at his own risk. It not in-

frequently happens that the client is a man
of consequence in his district, and one whom
the builder does not like to refuse ; but all

the same, the jiosition imdor the contract
must be maintained. ( 'lients of this nature
have rarely much idea of the cost of the
alterations which they think would be
desirable, and in every instance it is well to

obtain an additional estimate for each change
required, and to submit this to the client for

confirmation bi'fore a definite order is given,

pointing out from time to time what the
total of such extras, due to the client's own
initiative, amounts to. Unless this pre-
caution be taken the architect is almost
certain to be met at the conclusion of the
work with some such remark as, "I under-
stood from you that the total cost would not
exceed £ ," and to the client's thinking it

is not a suflicient answer to point out that the
excess is due to his own fidgetiness, unless he
has been fulh' apprised dui-ing the progi-ess

of the work as to what was taking place iu

this respect.

There is one other matter upon which
candour is essential, if disputes upon comple-
tion are to be avoided, and that is with regard
to the architect's own fees and charges. It is

I'arely possible, particularly for the young
man, to open negotiations by sending a copy
of the Institutes "Scale of Charges " to the
client. Still, it is essential to arrive at a
definite understanding by letter, both as to

what the amount is to be and .as to the dates
of payment, it being best to settle these at

the outset instead of Itjaving everything to

the last, when the client's purse may possibly
be empty and the architect have to wait a
long time for his due. Eew clients will

object to pay half the architect's fees at the

time of signing the contract, half of the re-

mainder on completion, and the balance,

including out-of-])ocket ex])en3es, on final

settlement of the accounts. Some f''W archi-

tects draw their percentage each time they
issue a ceitificate to the builder : but there

are clients who object to this, saying tliat it

is a temptation to the architect to give the

builder a certificate before it is really due if

he be himself in temporary ne^ of money, so

that the other suggestion is the better one to

adopt, except jiossibly in very large work,
when it may be (juite essential to draw
more frequently. In largo public works
Secured by means of open competition by
young men without capital, it may even

be requisite to obtain a small sum in

advance, in order to avoid borrowing so as

to meet the expenses of office rent and
assistance during what to the architect is

the most costly time,—that in which the

drawings are being prepared ; but these are

exceptional cases, and hardly need to be

dealt with here, except to point out that

public bodies are quite different from private

clients, inasmuch as the architect must
necessarily be himself placed under contnct,

the terras" of which should be exceedingly

carefully considered befon? it is -signed, as it

is almost impossible to obtain any variation of

them afterwards.

THE Ai'ADEMV PICTURES.—HI.

THE first paintings to attract attention in

( f.illery N o. VI. are two portraits of Indian
nilers. Xo. '{•>'i. "The Rijah of Panne," and
\o. o'.''>. "The Rajah of Raygush," both by
H. A. Olivier. The first of these is a mere
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boy in his early teens, while the other is an
old white-bearded man. Both are excel-
lently painted, and make highly picturesque
figures in the richly jewelled turbans, bro-
caded tunics, and many necklaces. Architects,
however, will jirobably be more interested in

Xo. 41fS, "George Hubbard, Esq.," by
Shirley Slocomb», though the powerful face

of one of the Institute's principal advocates
of Registration is hardly rendered so forcibly

as one would have liked it to have been.
Xo. 4:3S, " Looking Seaward," by L. Watts.'

is a dccoratively treated ]iicturo in glowing
colour—a girl holding a basket under her
arm. The value of the picture lies in the
brilliantly contrasting colours of her clothes,

and the bright sky background. Xo. 4-1.),

"Mariigo de Convf nance," by the lion.

John Collier, was passed over last week in

spite of its considerable merits, owing to a
certain want of artistic grouping. As in many
former years the artist prefers to be exactly
true to the unpleasant side of life. In this

case the poor girl, who is being driven to a

marriage which she utterly detests, is kneel-
ing down and sobbing, in her dressing
gown, beside a bed on which her bridal robe
is spread, whDe her mother stands against

the fireplace at the side, with a hard expres-
sion on her face, and evidently using mock-
ing and unsympathetic words. It is perhaps
a common enough tale in the higher ranks of

society, but not the sort of thing which one
wants to display to the vulgar gaze : for it is

somewhat sordid in spite of the rank or wealth
of the actors. Xo. 4.5o, " The Day of Sedge-
moor," b3'E. Bundy, shows a wounded man,
upon whom women are attending in a hayloft,

where he lies upon his back. A picture like

this appeals to our sympathy in quite

another manner from that last mentioned,
and shiiws woman in a very different light.

Xo. 4()7, " Mrs. B. W. Meyerstein," by G.
A. Story, A.E.A.. is a welcome example of a

veteran artist's work. He does not often

attempt ])ortraiture, but in doing so has suc-
ceeded well, particularly in the rendering of

the black and white lace and the satin dress.

There are two little sculpture groups in

this gallery which we omitted to mention
when dealing with the sculpture last week,
owing to their not being placed where are

most of the other works of similar character.

Both are exquisite examples of statuettes.

One, Xo. 1N4.3, "Guinevere's Bedeeming,"
by W. Eeynolds-Stephens, in bronze, ivory,

and enamels, is a tingle standing figure nf

great nobility ; while the other, Xo. 1n44,

"The Earth and the Elements," by Bertram
Mackennal, is possibly even superior to it,

and has been purchased by the nation under
the Chantrey Bequest. It is the woi-k of the

same Australian sculptor as is the large

statue of " I liana " to which we referred in

eulogistic terms in last week's issue.

In Gallery Xo. \ll.—another of the
smaller ones- attention is first attracted to

No. 47(i, " Ballei-ina," by S. Melton Fisher,

though it is more French in style than
English. It is a large painting of a ballet-

girl dancing on tip-toe beneath Chinese
lanterns. There is much fi-eedom of motiun
displayed in the figure, but the position is

not perhaps the most graceful that a dancer
can take up. Xo. 40li, "Trimming the

Sidelights," by A. J. Black, though just a
representation of an everyday scene upon a

sailing vessel, will appeal to all seafarers.

There are two exceedingly pleasant family
gi-oups in this room : Xo. 4S.'i. • Mrs. Fielding

and Children," bv Hal Hurst, and Xo. .j(li>,

' Mrs. L. Phillips and Children," by A. T.

X''osvclI; while Xo. JOT, "Doris: Daughter
of 1\. Kenuard, Esq.," by 1!. Peacock, is

one of the cleverest portraits of the year.

The child, who cannot be calloil a beauty,
with her link hair and torn
shown crouching down
underwood. No. o20,

T. C. Gotch, does not

great painting by very much. A procession

of children is shown as they dance in

stately measure along a road, some carrying

Chinese lanterns on bamboo rods, and others

playing cymbals and castcmts. All are

moving in perfect time and rhythm to the

music. No. .5'_'.>, " Old December's Bareness
Everywhere," by J. B. Knight, is a roughly
executed scene of a faimyard of quite

ordinary charactei', while Xo. o.'i4, "A
Woodland .Symphony," by C. E. Perugini,

shows a lieautiful girl looking over the back
of a garden chair and framed around with
rhododendron leaves.

The extreme beauty of "The Pearls of

Aphrodite " to which we referred at length

last week makes the other paintings in Gallery

A'lII. appear somewhat insignificant, yet

many of them are really good. Xo. 550, " A
liittle Sleep," by F. S. Eastman, dccoratively

treated, shows a mother carrying a slei^ping

baby, a bronze dish behind the mother's

head being so arranged as to form a halo

round it, while Chinese pots holding chrys-

anthemus stand on either side. No. 554,
" Margaret and Chris'ian, Daughters of D. C.

Guthrie, Esq.," by A. L. Swynnerton, is a
failure as a portrait, but a great success as a

colour scheme. The artist seems to have little

sense of gi'ouping or grace. Xo. 502, "The
First Easter Morn," by J. D. Penrose, would
have;been the better for a similar mastery of

colour. This is really the only thing lack-

ing, the artist having taken full poetic

license with his subject, showing the women
outside the tomb, the broad, flat stone rolled

awav, and the angel standing within amidst
a Hood of light. No. 5(iS, "Awful Hills,

whose Sides of Strength are Belted Round
with all the Zones," by E. T. Compton,
represents an Alpine scene of snow-clad
peaks and glaciers as seen from one of the

topmost. It is a study in varied tones of

blue, with much transparency, giving a good
idea of such a piece of scenery as it is not
everybody's lot to see. X'^o. 574, "Dis-
turbed," by A. Wardle, is the second paint-
ing of leopards in this year's Academy, and
is perhaps somewhat better than the other
one. The animal on this occasion is shown
devouring a pheasant, and turning round
with a snarl when interrupted. Xo. 591,

"The l'..ittle of Turentchen. April IS, 19U4,"
by Moses Maimon, is a really tine concep-
tion. A troop of fur-capped warriors is

dashing forward, led by its band, o\er the
snow-covered ground. Artists seem to have
been slow to wake up to the opjiortunities of

the Russo-Japanese War for pictorial repre-
sentation ; but there must have been plenty
of incidents in it, such as this one, which
were capable of good treatment. Archi-
tectural subjects are extremelj- rare this

year, and only one of them is really good.
Even that, Xo. (iOo, " Early Morning at the
(Jroek Theatre, Taormina, Sicily,'' by W.
Logsdail, has been pictorially treated, the
general impression of the scene, with Mount
Etna in the distance, being given rather than
architectural detail.

Gallery X'o. IX., generally known as thi

formed of an altar tomb. The woman has
her head bent, but the children are looking

forward at the spectator. Xo. 715, "Benares,'"

by A. Goodwin, is an architectural outline,

indicating the great piled-up mass of build-

ings which rise above the Ganges, but dimly
only. It is a painting of a sombre tone. Xo.
722, " Roses," by Ethel Woods, is one of the

few representations of still life, entirely re-

markable for the crisp handling of the petals

without undue precision.

In l^ialler}- Xo. X. an extraordinary picture

occurs, about which there will probably be a

good deal of talk, forXo. 760, "Such is Life,"

by Byam Shaw, is a scene in a pantomime,
with columbine and harlequin kissing one
another, while the clown and pantaloon look

on and laugh and the policeman stands

stolidlj' behind. Xo. 706, " (breads," by
A. L. Swynnerton, is an attempt at a big

thing; but the figures are harshly outUned
and the treatment crude, except for a decora-

tive panel to be placed high above the eye in

some gi-eat building. Xo. 775, " The AVork-

room," by T. B. Kennington, is an entirely

pleasant jiainting made out of a most homely
subject, a number of giiOs being shown
engaged in dressmaking, working at 2"'lain

deal tables and sitting upon wooden forms.

Xo. 7n9, "The Awakening of Galatea," by
Herbert Schmalz, is characteristic of the

artist, well finished and highly imaginative.

Probably no other living man could have
indicated so well that the statue was about

to come to life, the hair assuming a golden

colour, a slight rose tint replacing the dead-

white of the marble, and the uplifted hand
and arm having the muscles just relaxed,

and living instead of being made of stone.

This sculjttor is shown kneeling and clasp-

ing the feet of the statue, overwhelmed by
the success of his great effort. Xo. 783,

"The Last Stand," by T. Blinks, is an
animal painting, which is highly reminiscent

of Landseer's well-known "At Buy," the

stag in this case taking refuge upon a rock

on the margin of the sea, and facing the

yelping hounds with its antlers bent. No. 801

,

The see may ebbe and ilowen more or lesse.

The welkne hath might to sh; ne, reyne or ha vie.

by Anna Alma - Tadoma, is an eccentrio

picture of a jiearly sky and nothing else,

exiept a small dimly outlined church tower

near the bottom.

The last Gallery, Xo. XL, contains a
notable picture, Xo. 820, "Joan of Arc,"

by T. P.. Wirgman, which ought to be

purchased so as eventually to hang beside Mr.

Craig's of the same heroine in action. Hero

she is shown as a girl of courage, standing

in her .armour, and holding her sword iu

one hand and the /hnrs-dt-li/s banner in

the other. Xo. 825, " A Tile Off," b^
A. A. Strutt is a hunting picture, the "tile"

being a top hat, the owner of which is dis-

mounting to recover it from amidst a Hock of

sheep, while he allows the hounds to dis-
i

.appear in the distance. Xo. MISO, " Am-

i

bushed," by W. B. Wollen, is another of

em room," is always an interesting one to ! those pictures which could be reproduced in

clothing, bein^

amongst leaves and
' (ioldvn Youth," by
miss being a really

wander round. The pictures may be in-
significant in scale, but they are all delight-
ful, and would of themselves form a quite
satisfactory exhibition. It is only possible
hero to pick out ([iiite a few of them for

sjiecial notice, such as the portrait, " Iloria
"

(Xo. 1)14), by Frank Dicksee, R..V., with its

deep blue background and wide frame, so

colour as an illustration to a story.
_
A

j

small body of Georgian cavalry is turning (

a corner in a lane, when suddenly the!

spurts of smoke from the underwoodji

on either side indicate that they have

been caught. The dragoons are thrown intOf

disorder, and the bugler falls. Xo. 853,]

"Betty, Daughter of A. F. Pease, Esq., "-b:

f

arranged as to make the picture stand out
]

Mary "Ij. Waller, is worth mentioning as thi

from the wall, and Xo, (i4S. "Peacemaking," portrait of a bright and happy girl, and No
by Laura Abna-Tadeuia, which is placed in

|

,S(;0, " The Steps of St. Michele," by H;

the principal position. The subject and
i
Fisher, is also a cheerful picture, represent

treatment alike justify special mention, the
i

ing a steep hill in sunnj- Italy. Xo. 87"

painting having much of the technique of the
artist'sdistinguished father, though tliesubject
is quite a homely one nf mother and child. Xo,
(>40, " For I'-ver and Ever. -Vmen," by M. S.

Lucjs, is another stiiking little picture, three
children and an old woman beint; shown

The Passing of Arthur,"by A. e'. Mitchell

is a picture of some importance. The dyinj

man is being laid down in a boat by aj

attendant clothed in chain armour, whil

coroneted girls band over him. There

much rich colour in the dresses, and
kneeling on cushions Lcfore a background ' excellent sense of line is displayed.
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WATEH COLOrKS.

Tlu^ Water-Colour ronm contain^ what is

practically an intlepemlent exhibition of
itself, in which the level of excellence is

generally higher than that of the oil colours.
particularly the landscapes and studies of
still life, to which this medium is particularly
suited. ThusXo. sm;. " .Sand 1 lunes and the
Shore,'' by Oswald Garside, is a peculiarly
transparent rendering of a difficult scene";
and Xu. ;i,)7, "Brier Roses," by L. Havis,
although the figures of two ladies and a child
are introduced beside a liver bank, is a
delightful eti'ort at flower-paintiuEr- The
President has several exhibits in this room,
where they appjar to better advanUige than
do his works in the larger galleries, the best
of these being Xo. tKKi," The Poetic Hour."'
There are also many exceedinsly delightful
portraits here, those by Marv Gow, Xo. 9aT,
•Miss G. Il.."and Xo. 1(111. "The Halt,"
the latter representing children resting in
the mid.st of playing soldiers, being life-sized
studies in which very littlec )l(iiiris used. P. A.
Haig's portraits, X'6. !»(;9, -Airs. H. Ilirnson,"
and X'^o. 9i)2 " Mrs. J. P Kei 1," are also life

size, and well worthy of their position. (If

the architectural studies. X'o. 9 jj " West-
minster, ' by C Dixon, is the largest. b;inga
fine view oif the Houses of Parliament iu a
brown tone, taken from the site of the new
County Hall. Xo. 97-1. ••Liberty and
Fraternity," by A. W. Rimington. in spite of
its title, is a rich study of architectural
decoration, the scene being the interior of a
church, displaying a brilliantly coloured
reredos across which there rises the smoke
from burning church furuiture. RO hen-
burg is quite as popular as usual amongst the
water cnlourists. In X'o. 9si;, "TheRoler
Bogen," Elias Bancroft aiimrably catches

which illustrates a couple of leopards. It is

a copper etching, and full of playful
movement.

VISIT (IF THE STRVEYilKS' INSTITU-
TldX To (JLASliOW.

OX Thursday and to-day, 2'icd and 24th inst.,

a number of the members and council of
the Surveyors" Institution met at (ilas^jow for
the double purpose nf transHcting business and
further promoting the cordial relations between
the English and the Scottish members.

Arriving on Wednesday night, the members
were received on Thursday morning in the large
hall of the Windsor Hotel bv the Honourable
the Lord Provost {W. Kilsla'nd, LL.Il.), who
delivered an address of welcome. The morning
was devoted to the reading and di^cussion of
p\pers, and the afternoon to visits to vaiinus
works and places of interest in the city and
neighbourhood. The members dined together at
the Windsor Hotel, several distinguished guests
being presjnt. To-day excursions are arranged
to Stirling, the Trossachs, Loch Katrine and
Loch Lomond, and to Edinburgh.

the tone of the red town : but it is a" pity that _ _^ _, „ ^
in X'o. U.S. "Iter Herterick Brunnen, the old system were in process of adoption.
Rothenburg," by R. Phene Spiers, the introduction of Italian rye gra^s about W:
main lines should have b3en ruled, for '

it gives this beautiful old .square an air
of formality which in reality it does not
possess. Professor yoa Herkomer R.A.,
has chosen to punt an illustration of
homely Italian life in X^o. 9ili, " A Beggar
of Valencia," and has .-<ucoeeilel admirably,
for he is perhaps the most versatil of all
modern artists. The old mm is shown
asleep in the angle-seat of a doorway.
Another very fine drawing is X'o. lOlL',

"After the "Battle of I'ailiphaugh," bv
Thomas Sjott. half battle-scene, half land"
scape, the scattered and flying horsemen
being shown hurrying along" the banks of a
streamlet between mist-covered mountains.
No. 11(19, -St. Riquier," by C. J. Watson,
is a successful attempt to represent the rich

j

Flamboyant tracery of a great French
I

cathedral in a few 'bold touches. It is well
worth study bv all

THE POSITIOX Ol' SCOTr:SH Ar;:iICl'LTCRE.

In discussing this subject, Profesisor Wallace, of
Edinburgh University, said that it was well to
consider the comparative features of the industry
in Scotland and in (ireat Britain as a whole;
and before going further it w.as well to note
the fact that, whereas during the last thirty
yeai-s of the n neteenth century the area
of land under cultivation in Britain had
decreased by some two and a half million acres,

there was a concunent increase of some four
and a half million acres of permanent pistnre.

All round, the position of Scotland misjht be
regarded as faiily steady and more sa'istajtorv

than that of the whole country. While the
ordinary English four-course system hi I [troved

almost a failure, the standard rotations of Scotland
had proved their utility, and, as a result of

e.^tended knowledge, still further departures from
" "" The

SI had
given a great impetus to agriculture, and the use
of nitrate of soda increasad its value as a fodder

crop ; but the free use of this fertiliser was not
always satisfactory, especially in the case of hay
for horses. Among minor crops in Scotland,

1

cabbage and mangolds have largely increased of

late years, owing to the higher standard of feeding

given to pedigree stoc'^. The wide-spread in-

crease of Anbury, or " finger-and-toe, " in the
turnip crops had proved serious, encouraged,
probably, by the excessive use of concentrated acid

manures, the absence of lime dressing on the land
(owing largely to thefact that the building industry

being checked, many limekilns were closed) and
the diflicultyof applying th"! spent lime from gas-

works. Jlany other chemical preventives had been
applied with varying success, and up to the

present no certain remedy had been found. Slag
phosphate had also produced very remarkable
results in many degenerated pastures. With
resird to animals, except the pi^;, which was

cows at unnatural ho irs, at which it was impos-
sible for them to yield milk of normal <piality.
Thf situation would probably be improved if it

were prohibited to keep cows within the city
boundaries, and if the Board of .\f^iculture
regulations provided that the cows should be kept
during the full period of their usefulness. As
against the unsatisfactory condition of the town
milk-production might be set the good results
achieved by the milk-record societies, which were
doing much by co-operation among breeders and
dairy farmers to raise the standard of the stock
and increase their productiveness.

THE SMALL L.tNDOWXEIiS

governed by special conditions, all varieties of

architectural draughts-
J
farm livestock had increased in numbers during

men who desire to give an impression of
richness without excess of detail.

There are a considerable numbjr of minia-
tures as usual in this room, most of them
being of unquestionable merit. Those which
struck us as being most perfect in theii-

technique were X'o. 1154. "Portrait of a
Lady," and X'o. II55, ''Henry Tollemache,
Esq.," both by W. E.eritt, executed to
rather a Large scale and in a brown tone :

while it was pleasant t) recognise in Xo.
llli-j an exceedingly hajipy likeness of the
d Tighter of a well-known architect, Mr. J. S.

son. by F. II. Michael. Another beauti-
miniature of excessively high finish is

X'o. P2.52, " Constance," by A. Praga, which
shows a sleeping form bsside running water,
while the portrait of - General " Bjoth, by
M. L. Gjreenwood. X'o. 1247, will be recog-
nised by most, the strong, enthusiastic face
being admirably portrayed.

There is not much in the Black and Wuite
room which is above the average, and, in

the last fifty years. While there had been a
decrease of three millions of sheej) in the whole
country, the number in Scotland had risen by a

quarter of a million. The main causes for the

decline in the numbers of the world's Hocks, which
had been general of late, were the low price of

wool, the growing preference for beet instead of

mutton, the increased tendency to kill sheep young
especially in Xew Zealand—and the li.ibility to

(scorLANI)) HILL.

A paper on the above-named Bill was read by
Mr. .lames Mather (Fellow,, who called attention
to the fact, that although the proposals at present
put forward applied to Scotland alone, it was
almost inevitable that if they became law north
of the Border, the same principles should be held
to apply to England and Wales. The avowed
object of the Bill was to arrest rural depopulation,
first by amending the Crofters .Acts and extend-
insT them to the whole country, secondly by
affording facilities for the acquisition of" new
sma'l holdinffs. The Crofters Acts were to be
apidiel to all holdings, whatever their area,
where the rent was under i'jO per annum. ,and to
all, whatever the rent, where the area did not
exceed fifty acres. The apparent .advantage to the
landholder were : Fixity of tenure, except for
bi each of certain statutory conditions: fair rent,
as fixed by the Land C^urt ; risrht to renounce
the holding on giving one year's notice to the
landlord ; compensation foe all permanent im-
provements made by himself and his family, so
far as they were suitable to the holding, and the
risjht to assign or bequeath his interest in the hold-
ing. On the other hand, he would forfeit his
tenancy if he f.iiled to pay his rent ; if he assigned
his right to any unauthorised person : if he per-
sisted in miscropping after due warning, or
allowed buildings to fall into disrepair; if he
sublet without consent, or violated reasonable
conditions: it he became bankrui>t : if he inter-

fered with his landlord's just rights to quarry,
hunt, or cut timber : or if he did not reside on
the holding and cultivate it by himself or his
family. The landholder was not to receive from the
landlord any help towards buildings, fences, drain-
age or water supply, and. if he died, his eldest son
or heir could claim the tenancy, in spite of the rest

of the family, whom he might turn out. In the
greater pai-t of Scotland, as in England, the land-
lord and tenant were now practically free to make
their own birgiins : but this the Bill proposes to

abolish, substituting lixity of tenure and judicial

rents on all small holdings. To explain why it

was necessary and just that the law should be
different in the Highlands and the Lowlands, it

WIS only necessary to remember that the Crofters

.\ct of isSi) was founded on the particular local

circumstances of a very peculiar district. The
holdings affected were not equipped or kept in

repair by the landlord, whereas the system in the

g. eater part of Scotland leiemt/el that m Eng-
land. 'The Secretary for Scotland, in introducing

the 1.SS6 Act, claimed that it was founded on the

historical and local circumstances of a peculiar

district unlike the rest of the kingdom, the im-
provements and the very houses being made by
the crofters themselves : but now the Solicitor-

General claimed that, as that Act had worked
well, it should be applied to Lowland holdings 113

well as "all the essential conditions are the

same"— a statement which the author characterised

as quite contrary to fact. But it w:is on that

alone that one of the fundamental princiides of

the Bill was basel. In the Highlands the crofter

had sunk his money in the holding, and could

internal parasites of sheep kept long on the same not easily recover it on leaving : but there was no

Land. Scotland possessed imporfcmt breeds of
I
such system in the Lowlands, nor had any

sheep of its own, especially the Highland Black-
I

agit.ation for change arisen, and the system

face, the Cheviot, and the "Border Leicester. The of qu.isi dual ownership did not exist. The
author preceeded to show how carefully the best < new Bill proposed to inllict upon the Ljwlands,

native strains had been improved, both in wool
j

iiolnii c/./i.s, a >ystem of land tenine which

and mutton, by the careful admixture of breeds was neither desired nor desirable. I'nder its

introduced fmrn time to time from England and
elsewhere during recent years. Turning to ihe

subject of dairying, the author found much to

complain of in the system conducted within the

city boundaries of large centres of population,

such as Elinburgh and Glasgow. The cows were
imported non-pedigree animals, fed for the butcher

while milking, and eventually sold at a loss onihe
original priie. But this wasteful system of kiU-

the goose with the gulden egg was not the
e L •> ' > ,,

, — " . ^" .""
I

*".^ '"'^ ii,^j^^ » ,..v ^--.v.^.. ..^^ ..„. ...^

lact, It ^s tiardly worth entering except for only abuse. The demand for warm milk. i:ni-

Xo. 1379, "Play,'' by Herbert Dicksee I versal in Elinburgh, necessitated the milking of

provisions, if an individual coveted a piece of

land fer a holding, and failed to come to terms

with the owner, he might ajiply to the Com-
missioner of Sm.all. Holdings, and in due course

the Land Court might grant his application and
fix the rent. He woidd then, as a landowner,

fence, drain, erect buildings, \c., the Agricultural

Commissioners helping him if they saw fit, by
either a gift or a loan of money. Land might not

be taken from a farm less than loO acres in extent,

nor might garden ground or policies be taken

;

but bevond that there was no restriclicn on the
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cutting up of an estate or farm in any way tliu

Land Court might see fit. This would make the
position of a farmer of over l.'iO aeres very
insecure, for he might at any time find his farm
80 cut up that it would lie unprolitablo and
unsuitable for him. It was true that there was a
provision for compensation, to be fixed by the Land
Court, in cases where the estate or the tenant
suffered damage : but the amount was to be deter-

mined by the Court, and not by .arbitration. The
Bill was. he beUe\ed fand in this belief ho was
supported by some of those best qualified to speak
for agriculture in Scotland an e.vpensive. doubtful,
and irretrievable experiment. Its object was to

do a little good : but, it it were to become law, its

inevitable result would be to do a great wrong.

—

A paper was also read by Dr. I'avid Murray, on
"The Valuation Roll in Scotland and the Pro-
posal to Enter Land Values T'pon It," whiih
dealt at length with the provisions of the new
measure for ta.\ing site values in burghs.

TWU BEXEDICTIXE MINSTEKS
GLOUCESTER AXD NORWICH.'^

[Coiichidfd ft-om }>(tgr 682.)

HAVIN'G completed a per.ambulation of the

cathedrals, the lecturer devoted the second
portion of his address to the interiors. Enter-
ing Norwich by the west door, he claimed
that the nave was one of the longest and
the most impressive in England, its effect

being only surpassed by the totally diverse

nave of Westminster Abbey. Of fourteen narrow
liut lofty bays, with a wide triforium and
clerestory on either side resting on stone vaulted

aisles, it shows massive treatment of fully-

developed Norman of the days of Henry the First.

The huge piers gain some of their effect, as do
ihose in the naves of Ely and Peterborough, from
the fact that the inner faces are alternately semi-
circular and divided into a triplet of shafts. Over
the openings to the aisles we glance into the

cavernous depth of the triforium on our left, of

equal span .and height with the arcade below,

resembling in spaciousness those of Ely, Peter-

borough, St, Alban's, and Southwell, but infinitely

finer in treatment than any of these. When a

lad, the lecturer used to hear the verger boast

that a waggon and four horses could be driven

round the triforium, so wide and well paved is it,

and he then wondered how they got the team up
to its floor, and what was found there worthy the

cartage. (Glancing up to the shallow clerestory,

the merest tyro in architectural history realised

that what at first seemed a harmonious com-
position is of two widely-separated periods. On
the walls built between 1110 and 1120 is poised

a magnificent groined lierne vault, erected in

141)5-70 by order of Bishop AValter Lyhart, For
this stone roof, the finest in the country, we are

indebted to the disastrous fire of HG:i, when the

wooden spire was struck by lightning. The vault

is separated by a wide gulf from that by Beaufort
over Winchester nave, and is immeasurably
superior to Chillenden's roof over the nave of

Canterbury ; it is noble in conception and exe-

cution, refined and yet lavish in detail.

Turning now to Gloucester, we open the west

portal, and ask if two contemporary naves could

be more unlike than those of Norwich and of

Gloucester r They were both in progress at the

same time : but the broad piers andigreat triforia

of Norwich are here replaced by lofty cylinders of

masonry, rising clear from the pa\'ing to a height

of over 30ft., with plain capitals suggesting those

of the Doric order, and carrying an arcade, with

a narrow, but rich, double zig-zag ornament.
Above this tall arcade is a meagre Late Norman
triforum and clerestory, and over these again was
thrown in r242 a quadripartite vault of the

Chichester type. The monks themselves, imder
Abbot Henry FoUiot, we are told by Frouccster,

laboured at the roof, considering they could do it

better than skilled, but less pious, worlcmen. The
result does more credit to their courage than to

their ai-chitectonic knowledge or technical skill—
indeeil, their revaulting is almost revolting in its

effect. The need for tlie vault was urgent because
the flat wooden ceiling, which probably resembled
those of Peterborough, Waltham, and St. Albans,
had been consumed in one of the numerous fires

with which tiloucester Abbey was atllicted.

Glancing a.;ain at the chimney -like columns, we
recollect that they are but shams : instead of

hi ing solid, they arc mere i.asing^ wf mas«jnry

around masses of loose com-rete and rubble.

This was their salvation a century and a half ago.

when the ignorant and conceited Kent, self-styled

an architect, .actually proposed to flute them, .so

;is to reduce their girth, but was dissuaded on

learning the real construction.

When were these cylinders built ;' .\nd where
w.as found their model ;

They subvei't the ordinary opinion that the

nave, like the choir, is the work of Kufus's

friend. Abbot Serlo, for no such Doric capitals,

no such voussoirs to the arcade, can be paralleled

.elsewliere of that period. The treatment of the

masonry is absolutely diverse from that of the

core embedded in the walls and arcades of the

choir, and it isevident that at the time of the dedica-

tion of Serlo's church in 11)0 only the eastern

limb, the transepts, and a bay or so of the nave

existed. Similar columns and abaci to these exist

only on the Western Marches, at Tewkesbury,
Malvern, and Perahore,

Here a slide of the interior of Tewkesbury
.Vbbey church, looking east, was cast on the

screen, and it was apparent that while there is a

great resemblance to Gloucester, the soflits of the

arcade and the treatment of the aisle are plainer.

This nave, which was revaulted in the loth

century, was consecrated in 1121, Somewhat
similar caps and abaci were to be seen in the nave

of Southwell, built in 1120. Two other views

showed the north nave arcades of Gloucester and
Tewkesbury looking in the same direction, east,

and seemed to the author to establish the point

that they were contempor.ary and influenced each

other. At Tewkesbury the same details were
visible as at Gloucester, but executed in a ruder

and plainer fashion, and with less available funds

In the nave of Norwich the feature that awakens
most curiosity in the minds of laymen is the pair

of enormous twisted or rather channelled columns
on either side at the second bay west of the

• A lecture delivpred before the Society of Architects on
&lay It), by E. W. Harvey Pu'er, Hoa. Member.

organ screen. A like but less noticeable pair is

embedded in the eastern wall of the choir screen.

Each pillar is of great girth, and is ornamented
with spiral channelling cut deeply into the surface.

Somewhat similar fluted columns are to be seen in

Ralph Flambard's na^'e at X)urham. built between
1100 and 1129. and smaller ones ,at Waltham
Abbey and Lindisfarne, and stamp the date of the

nave in the days of Henry the First as effectually

as do the lofty shafts at Gloucester. On the south

side of Norwich nave the two aisle bays west of the

channelled pillar were converted into a chantry

by Bishop Nix. lo36, who invested the piers and
soflit of the Norman arcade with stonework of

Tudor character, and set up an altar, of which
only the reredos, despoiled of its statues, remains.

The fan tracery above each bay is nearly two
centuries later than the similar work in Gloucester

cloistei-s. To light his chantry the better. Nix cut

,away the 12th-century arcading below the tri-

forium in the two bays of the south wall of the

nave opposite, and inserted huge windows of his

own day. Nix, indeed, comes down in history as

an infamous, simoniacal, and persecuting prelate ;

but contemporary liistorians probably painted his

character the blai-ker because he had the audacity

to side with the Pope against that godly defender

of the faith, Henry the Eighth.

Successive illustrations of the south nave aisles

of Norwich and tiloucester were exhibited, the

former tame and ordinary, the latter showing
Abbot Thokey's daring and successful recon-

struction of the 12th-century vault. Crossing the

nave of I Jloucester by the screen, the north aisle,

which retains its Norman vault, was seen in either

direction, from east and from west, and on its

north wall were successively examined in detail.

Abbot Froucester's grand processional doorway
into the west cloister walk ; .lohn Fbixman's
dignified monument to Mrs. Sarah Jlorley,

attended in her ascent heavenward by a well-

grouped bevy of angels, and the ipi lint .Jacobean

tomb to Alderman Thomas Jlachen, his portly

spouse, and their symmetrically disposed do^en
kneeling sons and daughters in a bas-relief, the
whole an excellent illustration of the costumes of

i';i.->.

Returning to Norwich, the nave was seen, look-

ing westwards, and it was noted that, unlike

(Uoucester, it retains its Late Norman work
throughout. The whole space over the western

doorway of 1120, and a stone beam of the Hth
century, is filled by a huge nine-li<rht Perpen-
dicular window of the Westminster Ilall pattern.

Erected by Bishop Alnwick in 14:16, it was filled

by Hedgeland nearly sixty years ago with the

strangest medley of stained glass ever passed by

a c'lmplaisant mfiu'rial committe . In one

hotchpotch are jumbled together fee le cop es of

half a dozen paintings by men as diver-e as

Raft'aelle, Le Brun, and Benjamin West. This

travesty on stained glass server as a memorial of

good Bishop EJward Stanley, the Evangelical

preacher and ornithologist, father of the more dis-

tinguished Dean of Westminster,

A similar pair of illustrations of the nave of

Gloucester looking west, showed the results of

Abbot Morwenfs reconstruction of the two

western bays, c. 142.5-:!0. The work is of a

poverty-stricken type of Perpendicular, and fitly

matches with Foliot's home-made vault over the

eastern portion of the nave. The nine-light

west window is uncommonly like that of Norwich,

and like it is filled with stained glass to a Mid-

\'ictorian Bishop, Dr. Monk. It is by Wailes, is

seven years later than Norwich, and does not

offend the canons of good taste in glass so out-

rageously. The Rector of Dursley, the Rev.

Canon Bartleet. has a tale to tell of this window.

T'nder the canon's guidance some old dames from

his parish visited Gloucester. In the cloisters

Jlr. Bartleet explained to the members of his

mothers' meeting how the Benedictine monks
once lived there, studied in the caryls, washed at

the lavatory, dined in the refectory, and slept in

the dormitory, or betimes, perchance, in the

church. At" the close of the inspection one old

lad>' lingered long, and cordially shaking her

rector's hand, told him how she appreciated all he

had told them about the monks more than the

other villagers, " Because you see, sir, my old

mother washed for them monks," The canon

was taken aback, because, although his informant's

mother might have suffered ablutions oft and sore

vicariously for the Benedictines, they had been

disbanded for three and a half centuries, and the

daughter had neither the reputation nor appearance

of being a tricentenarian. Further questioning

showed that the "monks" for whom the old

dame's mother washed comprised the family of

the first Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, to

whose memory this window was erected.

The glory of Norwich is the lierne vaulting over

the nave. The intersections of the moulded ribs

are covered bj stone bosses, 328 in number,

carved in rather coarse and archaic fashion with

incidents from the Old and New Testaments,

with here and there Bishop AValter Lyhart's

rebus, a hart lying in the water : they are richly

coloured and gilded. Several examples of these

bosses were shown, including representations of

the JIagi. the Last Sapper, Peter Released from

Prison, and Satan Securing the Soul of Herod,

the last scene depicted in the customary mediaeval

manner as a befurred, horned, and tailed satyr

drawing a small naked figure from between the

bearded lips of the dying and bedridden king.

l)nce more the glories of Gloucester held the

field, and the .audience were invited to inspect one

of the most brilliantly lighted and most stately

choirs in England. Looking eastward from the

entrance under the organ screen, all the stone

panelling seen to right and left beyond the stalls

was observed to be but skin-deep ornamentation,

a casing over a core of Norman masonry, glimpses

of the inner fabric, the oldest part of the minster

above ground, being revealed in the round arches of

ground floor and triforium. These wide semi-

circular arches, two stories in height, were draped,

but not hidden, by a veil of delicate ma?onvy inopen

muUions and transoms forming a panelling to each

bay. Elegance, harmony, and grace characterise

the encasement, executed by Abbot Staunton and

his successor Horton during the fifty years' reign

of Edward III,, an expenditure easily defrayed

bv the gifts of pilgrims at the tomb of that King's

father. The vaulting overhead, although not up

to the Norwich standard, is light and effective,

but attention is held by the glowing illumination

provided bv the enormous east window, the

largest in Great Britain. Its width of 3Sft. is,

indeed, a little greater than that of the choir it-

self, for in order to enframe this wealth of glass

the north and south walls of the last bay of

arcading in the presbytery were taken down
and rebuilt so as to slope outwards at the

east end towards the aisles, the inner face

of the sill being
cave. It still contains

stained glass : of the

thus slightly con-

much of its original

forty-nine full-length

figures, -thirty-seven are absolutely genuinely

attired in the costume of the early days of

Edward the Third : of the eighteen armorial

shields, thirteen bear the identical coats of arms

worn by those who fought on the field of Cressy.

Thus re; rds, costume, heraldry, treatment of
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glazing are independent witnesses that the
window was completed between i:i4.S and 13o0.

T 'nfortunately, the colour of the glass is to the
lecturer not attractive, being largely dingy white
and yellowisb-green. If you go outside you will

find that the tracery heads and raspings so
prominent in the upper part of the window are
only applied on the inner soffits, and ai-e not
repeated on the external surface : the same
economy in cusping is evident in the great west
window of the nave.
The stalls to the left or north are the oldest,

the work of Abbot Staunton : those to the south
were constructed by the next Abbot, Horton. In
the foreground, in front of Scotfs reredos. the
oaken etligy and altar tomb of Robert Curthose
have recently been replaced on the original site.

As we stand here a dissolving view passes
before the mental eye. All the applii|uc work
dissolves from the walls, and squat piers and
round arches equally divide the space to

right and left, and before us is a similar low
arcade, though which we see the light of a
ri>Hnd-headed eastern window in the short apse
and the chapel beyond, as at St. P.artholomew"s
Smithfield, and St. John's in the White Tower,

youthful Bishop Percy, who, appointed to the see

an inexperienced priest of two-und-twenty, died at

the age of .j'l. Tlie roof tlien was of timber, and
was replaced a century and a ([uarter later by the

present stone vault, in which (roldwoll has per-

petuated his memory by arranging that every
boss should represent a shallow gilded bowl as a
rebus on his name. Tlio next \-ie\v is taken from
the ledge of the central triforium bay in this apse,

looking westward and upward along the whole
length of Lyhart's nave vault to the west window.
On the nearer and eastern tower arch can be
traced the outlines of the earlier timber roof over
the choir, which was waggon-shaped and much
lower than the present vault. Below the wide
triforia on either side can be seen (ioldwell's

Perpendicularisation of the presbytery ar(.'ade.

The guide-books dilate on the " wonderful engi-

neering ingenuity (Joldwell displayed in support-
ing the upper walls" while he removed and
rebuilt the arcade. The author, therefore,

examined the work closely on his last visit

to Norwich, and found that all tlie prelate's

ingenuity consisted in scraping the Norman wall

to a depth of 2in. to 2iin., and applying to it a
veneer of thin slabs of richlv-carved stone. Even

i'he roof-vaulting is lowered, barrel shaped, and i

so careful and original a writer as Francis Bond
plastered and painted; rude oak benches and a I

spi^^s of this as ••one of tho.se marvellous pieces

^tonebenchingnextthe walls replace all the fitting;

aid to the left is a clumsy wooden pulpit. It is

-Vugust, 110(1, and even this massive-walled frag-
ment of a church is well lighted. In the choir
itself are seated the hot-tempered Red-haired
•^ing and his nobles, clad in short-sleeved tunics,
aurl over them fur-lined cloaks, with pointed shoes
'id gloves : nearby are armed huntsmen, while
: hissed in the transept limbs of the short abbey
I arch are

of rngineering of which the Itedia.-val architects

were so fond," but the lecturer could see notliing

beyond the powers of a Max am Ende to devise or

a Brunei to execute. Below to the left, in a bay
of the south arcade, is Goldwell's tomb, built in

his lifetime, and the only Mediii'val monument
at Norwich showing an effigy. The figure is. as

Bloxham pointed out a generation since, a uni(iue

example of a pre-Keformation Bishop wearing a

processional cope. The mantling and helin onthe three-score monks from the ad-
i

<- --^^. ^ — _.,

iaing monastery of St. Peter and others !

the cornice are exceptionally vigorous, and <lwarf

: v.mi neighbouring houses, and not a few ' t'"' coat oi arms below.

>-'4jlar clergy, with the Abbot Serlo, his I Returning to (xloucester, a nearly contemporary
\-rMx: treasurer, and other officials. The pulpit tomb with "effigy is seen in the choir — that
beiore us is occupied by a stranger. Abbot FiUda erected bv the last Abbot Parker to house the
of (Shrewsbury, who jireaches a scathing sermon
in which he predicts the end of a covetous, unjust,
and pleasm-e-lovmg monarch in a district far to
the south-east, where two other members of the
blood- royal have already met violent deaths.
The prophecy is so pointed and unmistakable that _
courtiers and monks alike wince as they look upon historical exactitude,
the haughty king's countenance. Afterwards
Abbot Serlo, who has a genuine affection for his
rough monarch, begs William to take warning,
and. at .my rate, not proceed on his hunting
expedition. How the king angrily brushes aside
his mentor, how he rides off to the New Forest,
where Walter Tyrrel's bow, drasTi at a venture,
lays him low, and how his corpse is buried under
Winchester Cathedral tower, which forthwith
collapses—all these we recall as schoolboy's
history as the vision fades.

The unsatisfactory and inadequate ireredos at
Gloucester, designed by Sir Gilbert Scott, and
executed by Redfern five-and-thirty years ago,
and the Early Kith-century four-stalled sedilia,

elaborate but stitf in treatment, were seen,
and a return was made to Norwich. From
Lyhart's organ screen, is a bird's-eye view to
E,N,E., over the choir, presbytery, and apse, with
a glance at the iinaltered w'ork" of the days of
Eufus in the north transept. We are still west
of the crossing, and beyond the massive clustered
piers carrying the tower and spire, we see the
veneering applied by Bishop Goldwell to the
lower arcade of the Norman presbytery. To
Goldwell we also owe the heavy lierne vault over-
head. The apse itself is Norman, but the openings
into the Lady-chapel are Early English, while the
clerestory above is the work of Bishop Percy in

themiddleof the fifteenth century. A clamber up are the altar rail

the narrow and ill-lighted tower staircase brings Laud when Dean.
us to the lantern stage, looking on the Norman
arcading and circular portholes of the passage
roimd the interior of the steeple. From this

dust of King (Jsric, by whom the abbey was
founded in 6S1. The tomb was long regarded as

a mere cenotaph : but twenty years ago it was
opened by the present scholarly Dean. Dr. Spencc
Jones, when it proved to contain human bones in

a leaden coffin. Parker was no stickler for

The 7th-century monarch

j

is represented, with a charming indifterence to

anachronism, in Tudor regal costume—crown,
tunic, mantle, collar, and shoes, the latter

resting on a Lion of England. <-ln his breast is

the model of a 16th-century church. The treat-

ment of the tomb and its cornice and bratticing is

far superior to that of Goldwell at Norwich some
20 years earlier. Next was seen the 13th-century

oak figure of Robert Curthose, son of William
the Conqueror, which, with the 14th altar tomb
on which it rests, has lately been brought from
the Boteler Chajiel to a space immediately in front

of the altar in the choir. During the Common-
wealth troubles this effigy was broken in pieces

by the soldiers ; but the fragments were jireserved

by Sir Humphrey Tracey and replaced in the

north-east chapel soon after the restoration of

Charles II. The sculptor was no genius, and
evidently found the carving of the hands beyond
his skill : they are more like the flippers of a seal.

Passing through a wide and richly-grained ante-

chamber, we find ourselves in the largest, loftiest,

widest, and most splendid Lady-chapel in England.

It was built at the very end of the I "ith century

—between 1477 and i4!iy- by Abbots Hanley
and Farley. The richly-groined roof is of the

same type as that over the choir, and the

nine-light east window contains a medley of

ancient glass. Before the beautif'il reredos

put up by Archliishop

.\long the panelled walls.

which above the dado level are almost unbroken
window-surfaces, are several interesting .lacobean

and Georgian monuments. Turning back, we sec

point, steps and shaky ladders took the lecturer to that over the vestibule is a small ante-chapel
the topmost lucerne light in the spire, where I separated by an open screen, and approached from
b»yond and abovi< the closely massed houses and the triforia, right and left, by the famous

irches of the old city stretches on everv Whispering (iallery. We retrace our steps to the

. ie a broad tableland of sparsely inhabited
j

altar steps of the choir, and looking westward see

• 'untry. wide segments of grey sea rimming I a fine six-light window in the west wall—the
the horizon at two points lo east and north-

|

greater height of the choir over the nave allowing
1 th-west : but of this landscape no slides were I this to be pierced so as to derive light through the

tiinable. Descending again to the floor level
j

tower. This western window, with which the

look up into the central tower, revealing a vergers of Gloucester love to astonish non-
iiious foreshortened effect of arcading, and of

\

architectural visitors, suffered in the very Last

If wooden panelling of the belfry floor, I'JOft.
j

outburst of Puritanical iconoclasm in i;npland
above the legs of the camera. Thenext iUustra- I —in IGSO, when the Jledi.eval stained glass it

tion w.as of the beautiful Flamboyant clerestory I contained was 8m:ished. on the ground that it

windows in the apse, executed about 1300 for the ! represented the Trinity :

A \iew of Norwich choir from a like stand-
jioint shows the much tamer character of the
architecture. It displays also the new bishop's
throne, designed by "

the late Mr. J. L.
Pearson, and executed by Cornish and (iaymer.
recently substituted for an awful example of
an " ISth-cenfury Gothic " throne, now justly
relegated to the Consistory Court, The choir-
stalls both at Norwich and Gloucester each pro-
vide sixty-two seats ; the number of the inmates
in the monasteries. In both cathedrals there are
good examples of l.'ith-century carving in oak.
Two misereres were shown from Norwich—

a

lion biting a knight, to whose rescue a maid
comes and attacks the animal from behind : and
the fumiliar story of the farmer's wife chasing the
fox which has stolen her fat goose, a collie join-
ing in the pursuit, while a pig takes advantage
of the occasion, and helps itself from an over-
turned pot. The examples selected of Gloucester
misereres, which are carved the reverse way, so
as to be viewed from the ledge and not from the
back as at Norwich and elsewhere, were four:
a mermaid with her outstretched arms supporting
a pair of dolphins, Samscn being shorn of his
locks by Delilah, the Three Shepherds listening
to the celestial choir, and the ascent heavenward*
on eagles' wings of -Vlexander the King. The
last miserere mentioned was long a puzzle to those
who sought to unra\-rl its story : but it illustrates
a childish legend told by the Greek writer known
as Pseudo-Callisthencs, of the Ind century of the
Christian era. Alexander, having arrived at the
end of the world, essayed to visit heaven, and
ordered two eagles to be captured and kept
without food for three days. < in the third day
they were harnessed to a wooden yoke, with in the
midst a basket in which the King sat. He was
armed with two spears, each two cubits long,
th • points whereof were baited with horses' liver.

When he wished his winged steeds to ,'isoend he
held above and before them the spears ; and
when, owing to the exceeding coldness, it was his
royal pleasure to descend, the points of spears
were lowered.

Another visit was jiaid to < Jloucester to inspect
the details of Thokey's Eirly 14th-century work
in the south transept .and the adjoining aisle of
the nave, and a bird's-eye view was taken across
the transepts to the north, the suspended vaulting
across the tower arches to north and south being
shown in detjiil and demonstrated to have no
structural or mechanical value. The very Early
character of the Perpendicular work in the soutli

transept, the rounded sections of the vaulting
ribs, and the absence of bosses at the inter-

sections were pointed out. In the north transept
it was seen that thp treatment is more .advanced.

A somewhat similar view across th'' transepts at

Norwich from south to north, also taken at the
triforium level, revealed plain and scarcely altered

Late Uth-century ma.sonry, although the vaulting
is the latest work of the kind in the cathedral,

having been added by Bishop Nix about l.iSO.

Two monuments of I'Jth-century Norwich pre-

lates in the transepts were seen in detail—the

Stated marble figure of Dr. Bathurst, a dull,

dignified bishop who died in the year of (jueen
Victoria's accession, and is represented by the
latest .and one of the poorest of Chantrey's works.
This is placed agsiinst the eist wall ..f the south
transept, while in the centre of the north transept

is James Forsyth's altar tomb t" the last Bishop,

Dr. Pelham, in which the contra.-^t between the

white marble <fiigy and the streaky alab.ister tomb
is somewhat too vivid. Ketuming again to the

north transept of Gloucester, the variety and
superior beauty and scenic elfect of this cathedral

were at once apparent, the views selected for

illustration including a peep to north-west across

the nave, a glance into the apsidal < hiipel of St.

Paul, with its richly-canopied Perpendicular

reredos and Late windows set in Norman walliog,

the 13th-century Reliquary, described in B'lnnor's

illustrated pamphlet of 17^'' as the " punishment
cells for monks." and at a later period regarded
as a Lavatorium ; and the curious little 14th-

centiiry pilgrims' lectern at th'- entrance to the

north ambulatory. In the ambulatory itself th?

chief object of interest is the elaborate monument
of Edward II., with its ornate tabernacle work,
set oft by (ontra.«t with the dwarf Norman pier

on either side. The profile of the face was
shown to have a great likeness to the efUgy

by William Torcl of the murdered King's
grandfather Henry III., to that of his son
Edwar'l III., both in the Confessor's Chipel at

Westminster -VWjey, to that of his grandson
Edward the Black Prime at Canterbury, and to
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those of his great grandsons, Richard 11., shown
hy carved iigure and Haxey's painting, at West-
minster, and Henry IV. at t',»nterbury. Crossing
the choir of 'lloucester to the south ambulatory,
the great and unique cope chest, shaped like a

legless grand piano, w.as seen, it being pointed out
that Mr. Frith's .altar tomb, with effigy of the
late Bishop EUirott now on view in the Octagon
Room at Burlington House; will stand against
the choir wall in the bay west of this armoire ;

a glance w.as given into St. Philip's Chapel, and
the stone staircase was ascended to view the
spacious and well paved and light triforia, with
tlieir peculiar tlying buttresses employed within
as vaulting ribs.

Reverting again to Xorwich, the choir ambula-
tories wei-e visited. A charming and unpaiaileled

feature is the bridge crossing the north aisle,

formerly leading to a relii|uary chapel long since

destroyed. A circular tunet contains the stair-

case by which the priest gained access to the
bridge from whicli he hung the Eastern or

Sepulchre light. The garishly decorated \'esical

.Tesus Chapel projecting to the north-east having
been visited, the choir was crossed to the so\ith

ambulatory, ridicule being poured on the tradition

beloved of Xorwich vergers that the "Wicked
M." tracery in the windows over the entrances to

these ambulatories from the transepts was devised
by worshipiiers of the Blessed \'irgin to evade the
iconoclastii' designs of the Reformers. After an
inspection of St. Luke's Chapel at the south-east
angle, a glance at the fine Hth-century font with its

sculptured panels of the Seven Sacraments,
a visit to the Hth-century Uauchon Chapel, now
the Consistory Court, .and peeps athwart the
north transept from the south choir aisle and
up the steps across the apse to X.E., the
survey of Xorwich closed with a view of the
ancient episcopal throne, in which the Bishop,
who stood in the ambulatory of the apse with
his face to the Ijady-chapel, obviously occupied
the westward position while celebrating m.iss.

A curious detail at this east end is that the pair
of 13th-century arches in the centre, formerly
opening into the Lady-chapcl, and which are
ornamented with the dog-tooth, the only example
of its use in Xorwich, rest upon jambs and a
central pillar of Late l.>th-Ccntury workmanship.

evidencing underpinning works of the days of

Goldwell.

The final slides were of a feature at Gloucester
not paralleled in Xorwich, the spacious and
many-chapelled crypt ; here, the entrance from
the south nave aisle, the steps as seen from
below, and the altar slab and piscina in the
south-east chapel were the points selected for

illustration.

In conclusion the lecturer, who had spoken
throughout without memoranda, said : We have
spent a long evening in inspecting and comparing
two of the most picturesque and historically

interesting of our great Benedictine churches,
edifices in regard to which the hackneved lines

from
priate :

•II I'enseroso " are peculiarly .appro-

Let my due feet never fail

'lo walk the stuJious cloi:*tei's pa!e,
Au'l love the liijh embowid roof.

With antiiiue pillars massy proof;
And storied windows, richly dtg^ht,

<'a.stiD? a dim. religious light.
There let the pealin? or^au blow
To the full-voic'd choir below.
In service hiu'h and anthem clear.

As may, with svveetnes^ to mine ear
Dissolve me into ecstasies,

.\nd briny all heaven before mine eyes

!

XEW TOWX HALL, AUCKLAXD,
XEW ZEAL.VXD.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Auckland City
Council was held on JIarch I'J to consider

a rejiort on the designs for the proposed new
town-hall.

The arbitrators, Jlr. W. E. Bush (citv engi-
neer), Mr. U. ('. Kent, and Mr. P. (iakden,
architects, of Melbourne, and Mr. E. Mahony and
Mr. H. .M, Watt, architects, of Auckland, re-

ported that they had imanimously agreed in their

selection of the three best designs as follows :
—

First Design marked XXVn.
Second Design marked V.
Third Design marked XV'II.

i)f these XXVII. is fronouncedly the best m its fulfil-

ment of the several reiuireoients and conditions of
the competition, in general planning, and in character of
bjth external and internal design.

Before the names of the competitors were un-

saaled it was resolved, on the motion of the

Mayor : ''That our arbitiators being satisfied that

X^o. '27 complies with the conditions laid down for

the competitive designs called for, it be awarded the

first prize of £400. that Xo. o be awarded the

second prize of .£200, and Xo. 17 the third prize

of £100, subject to the conditions being complied I

with."
The designers of Xo. 27 are Jlessrs. J. J. and

E. .1. Clark, architects. 30-3, Collins-street, Mel-

bourne. Mr. J. J. Clark was architect of the

Brisbane Town Hall, tendered for at £Gi.000 : new
public office, Brisbane, £120,000 : Waverley Town
Hall. Svdnev : and Orange Town Hall, Xew South

j

Wales." With Mr. E. J. Clark", Jlr. .T. J. Clark

was architect for the Fremantle Town Hall

additions : won second prize for the Melbourne
Hospital. £7"i,000 : first prize for Women's Hos-

pital, Melbourne, £.)3.000 ; and Xational Mutual

Buildings, Ballarat, £17.000. Mr. ,T. J. Clark

was also architect for the City Baths. Melbourne,;

£ IS, 000; Xewcastle Hospital New South Wales,

£6,."i00 ; Maitland Hospital, Xew South Wales,!

£10,000, \-c. The firm winning second prize isj

William and Herbert Black, Camberwell, Mel
bourne. The former is Fellow of the Royal

Institute of British Architects, and Associate o:

the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects. Mr
H. Bliick is Associate of the Royal Institute o

British. Messrs. Clegg and Miller, architects, o

Ballarat. Victoria, secured the third prize.

DESi:;uTiox 01' the ritorosED iiriLiuN'o. A

The style adopted by Messi-s. Clark is ModerJ
Classic. At the apex formed by the junction ci

(Jueen and Orey-streets. the building is proposell

to be surmounted by a fine striking tower, ISfl

square, and rising" 70ft. abcve the roof of tl

edifice. The architects have treated the corner :

an ellipse, the cornice of the building bein

<'ari'ied by four striking columns, some 22ft. )

height. This columnar treatment will form
fe;»tuie of the building, for it will be extended a

round the Oueen-street frontage in the form

pilasters. The municipal portion of the buildii

is divided from the portion set apart for the t^

public halls by a line portico, supported '

columns, and extending the width of the footpat

This portico will also form the Queen-strt
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entrance to the public halls, another entrance
being provided in Grey-street. The roof of the
portico forms a balcony, access to which is

obtained from a conservatory lounge dividing the
municipal block and the hall block on the first

Hoor. The whole of the (Jueen-street elevation,
and a small portion of that of Grey-street, near
the Queen-street corner, is proposed bv the
architects to be built in Oamaru stone, and the
remainder of the tirey-street frontage in brick-
work lendered in cement. The actual material,
however, in which the building will be constructed
will depend on the decision of the Council, who
will take into consideration the c^'^tion of cost.

The principal front and mai
Uueen-street, and the fa'.l of

from Queen-street to Grey-sti
story, forming a lower grot
street. The great hall is in
that escape doors are direct
level. The acute angle of
giving a fine position for a
chains protect the awk«ari
pathways. The entrance to

18 made in Queen-street, bu<
the elevation looking down the street, which
would have made it dilficult of approach and
more exposed to weather. The stairs at the
comer give access to all offices, and to central
vestibules on all floors, with a lift for immediate
intercommunication between ail offices. The
nature of the ground will require foundations to
be carried down to the rock, which will be done
by concrete piers, arched over to carry the walls,
a continuous foundation being quite unnecessary,
except for the tower. It has been found neces-

itiances are to

ground across

makes another
floor to Grey-

s lower story, so

the Grey-street
' site is cut ofT.

-ue, and posts and
intersection of the
le municipal offices

not in the centre of

sary, in order to give accommodation on the
ground floor for the princijial town-hall offices

and public halls, to utilise the whole of the site,

but the upper floors to Grey-stieet will not require

to be built until farther accommodation is wanted
for the engineer's, waterworks, and electrical

departments.
The great hall ground floor seats 1,700 persons,

the balcony y.'iii. and the gallery :J50 : total

3,000, exclusive of staging for chorus of .'iOD and
orchestra of -lO. Tlie orchestra platform slides

under the choir lift to give more space for

dancing, making a total length of 132ft. clear.

In the lesser hall, on the ground floor, there is

seating accommodation for .i70, and in the

gallery for 230 and on the stage for l.iO.

The council chamber is shown fitted up with

accommodation for 31, with a desk to each
ccuncillor, but there is ample room for more.

The mayor and town clerk have direct access from
their offices. The mayor's rooms are situated

centrally, so that on public occasions they are - n

mile with the halls and main entrance.

TOWN- WAYS AND CuLXTKY ClSTi UIS.

MEASIllINfi WOKK.

THE young architect trained, examined, and
passed in London may be pardoned if in a

little while he thinks himself qualified to go any-
where and do anything. And the votaries of

architecture-made-easy, if they could get their

way, would level the hills and fill up the valleys,

and make straight paths for his feet all over the

country. Things, however, have not quite come

to this dead level yet, and everybody with the
making of an artist in him hopes they never will.

Gre.it iiritain, in its different provinces, still has
different charactei's and expressions ; and few
people realise, perhaps, how much these depend
on seemingly small variations connected with local

modes of building.

.Suppose, for instance, our Lont'on student
begins a work in Yorkshire—say in a town oi the
Wcjt Hiding. He may have only one contractor
to deal with, or he may have half a dozen or
more : for the old practice ha.« not died out here
yet, by which separate trades had separate con-
tracts. Our archite.'t may have to 6U[>crintend an
excavator, a drainer, and a concrctor— a brick-
layer, a mason, a cirpenter and joiner, a slater, a
plasterer, a pluml>er and gla/ier, and a painter—
without speaking of heating engineers, clectric.tl

engineers, and finishers and titters of other kindi.
Many of these people do their work in a different

way. and measure it on a different system from
the Metropolitan one. The bricklayer, possibly,

may have heard of the London "rod" of 272
superuclal feet of walling. one-and-a-haU bricks
thick : but this is not how he likes to measure it,

or U< yrk-e it when it is measured for him. Xor
does the mason prefer his masfjnry to appear in the
bill as one item of so many hundreds or thousands
of cube feet of stone, with supplementary items of
hundred or thousand superficial feet of beds and
joints, plain face, sunk face, circular plain face,

moulded face, and the like. He can understand
this : but, espccialiy in small buildings, he would
rither have the work mc:tsured so that he ran
tr.ice it all bit by bit. Much the same may be
said of the carpenter. Ue will not thank the
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LONDON.
EXCAVATOR, CONCRETE, AND DRAINS.

Yards cube : Di?. wheel, and remove (state depth).
,, ,. Ditto ditto to trenches Lstate depth).
,, ,, stone lime and pit ballast conciele.

„ super : Cement and pit ballast concrete tjin. thick.
I'e^t run: 4in. stoneware drains and di^gin^ and tilling in.

., „ Ditto on 6in. cement concrete and ditto ditto.

BRICKLAYER.
Eods super, of reduced stock brickwork in mortar.

„ ,. Extra only in cement.
Feet super, of picked stock facing and pointing.

„ ,, Facing as specified and pointing.

„ „ Segmental a.xed arches in red rubbers (extra only over stock brickwork
in mortar).

„ „ Semicircular gauged arches in Lawrence's rubbers set and pointed in putty.

"WEST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE.

EXCAVATUR, CO^X•RETOR, AND DRAINER.

Yards cube : Dig, wheel, and remove from site (large surfaces .

„ ,, Ditto ditto ditto (wall trenches].

„ „ Cement concrete under walls and piers '6 to 1).

Ditto ditto tJin. thick and levelled.

4in. stoneware drains, and dig and fill in.

Ditto on 6in. cement concrete and ditto.

„ super.
Yards run

BRICKLAYER.

MASON.
Toot super. ; Hard Yorkshire stone in 4in. sawn landings,

>'oot cube : Stone as specified in block.

i'oot super. ' Labour of all kinds measured separately, in addition to the cube stone.

CAHPENTER AND JOINER.
" Bept Memel
Per foot cube

Riga, or Dantzig, thoroughly seasoned and free from defects.'

In plates, lintels or sleepers.

„ ,, Framed in joists.

„ ,, Ditto in roofs and partitions.

,, ., Ditto ditto and wrought two sides.

,, ,, Ditto ditto and wrought three sides.

,, ,, In proper rebated and chamfered door frames.
,, ,, Ditto ditto ditto circular heads.

Ter square : 1] best yellow batten floor, grooved and tongued.
Per foot super. : Doors and framings (to descriptions).

SLATER.

Allow in the price for all square angles to walla and to door and window jambs.

Recesses in the walls are not deducted. The brickwork in flue is not deducted ; nor

that replaced by steps, landings, or a.shlar.

Yards cube : Good common brick walling in l-2in. walls or thicker ones.

Yards super, of ditto ditto ditto ditto in 14in. walls.

Yards super, of ditto ditto ditto ditto in Oin. walls.

Yards super. : Extra value over common brickwork to picked facings of ordinary local

bricks, including pointing.

Yards super. : Extra value over common brickwork to Accrington seini-pla'*tic brick

facing and pointing, well bonded with the coramun brick behind it.

Feet super. ; Extra over common brickwork to plastic brick camber arches, as

sketched, including cutting to facing.

Feet run of moulded Accrington brick string, 3in. deep.

No. external mitres to ditto, purpose made.
No. internal ditto ditto ditto

MASON.

It is usual to specifv the quarries for both Y orkshire and other stone, and to measure it

in scantlings, describing all the labour on each. Sketches of the masonry details are

much used in bills of quantities, with sizes figured.

.Squares super. Best Portmardoc slating, free from sulphur spots and all defects. I
Yards super

Ladies slates, laid to 2^in. lap with copper nails. All cuttings
allowed for in the quantity.

Yards super.
Yards run

PLASTERER.
Yards super. : Render, float and set.

., „ Ditto ditto and twice distemper.

,, „ Lath plaster float and set partitions.

,, ,, Ditto ditto and ditto ceilings.

Feet super. : Render, float and set in narrow widths.

„ „ Lath lay float and set in ditto.

Yards suner. : Render and roughcast on brick, with Dorking lime and pebbles.

CARPENTER AND JOINER.
" Selected Baltic redwood of the best quality." Incl ude all nailing, screwing, spHdng,

mortising, rebating, and the like.

Y'ards super, of Oin. by '2m. floor joists and fixing. 1ft. apart.

,, ,, oMn. by 2in. ditto ditto ditto

Feet run of 4.i in. by 3in. lap-jointed joist plates and nailing.

„ ,,
" 5hn. by 3in., wrought and chamfered ditto

Yards super. 4 Tin. by IJin. best red flooring boards, dressed one side, thicknessed,

grooved, and tongued, well nailed with two nails to every joist, and the joints neatly

levelled off.

Yards super, of 3iin. by 2lin. spars and fixing 14J frcm centre to centre in roof, well

spiked to all bearing timbers.

Yards super, of Sin. framed stud partitions, including 5 by 3 bends, sills, and braces,

and 3 by 2 studs, 1ft. apart.

Feet super. : '2in. framed 5-panel doors (to description).

SLATER.
" Thick " Bett)rys-y-Coed slating. The laths of best heart red fir. The
copper nails to weigh 12lb. per thousand. The slater to have a 4in.

lap, and the whole to' be pointed lath and spar with haired mortar.

IMtto ditto bedded solid with haired mortar on to boards.

Red Staffordshire ridge, bedded in and cement on boards.

Yards run of bedding slating solid on 14in. walls.

PL.iSTERER.

The lime to be the best white Derbyshire and Weldon wood, run not less than Ave weeks

before being used. The sand to be sharp and clean.

Yards super, of 3-coat plastering to walls.

„ ,, 3-coat ceilings and stooths.

,, ,, 3-coat wall plastering with gauged mortar.

Feet run of reveals to windows in Parian on a ground of Portland.

,, Ditto ditto 2ft. in girth, with mouldings as sketched.

surveyor who " measures carpentry universally by
the foot cube," as our price-books direct him to

do. He would rather see it taken in all its dif-

ferent scantlings, and with all sorts of odd labour

on one or another of them : not merely the

mortising and tenoning, but the chamfering ,ind

stopping, and shaping, and manv other less

ordinary items. Of each scantling he likes to be

told in the quantities if it is "dressed " (meaning

planed) or not dressed. He calls common rafters

" spars," iis people do in the North, and instead

of measuring them by the foot run, he measures

the area they cover when laid, perhaps, a foot

apart. This appears in a bill of quantities as so

many " yards super of spars (say) 'ih by 3, l.'iin.

from centre to centre." The same principles

more or less run through the other trades, and of

course apply to joists and quaitsrings.

It may be convenient if we set out in parallel

columns a few items which commonly appear in a

London bill of measured work ami in a West
Hiding one. But we must premise that London
ways are growing more familiar than they used to

b>', at least to the l.argrr provincial builders, and

that local ways vary considerably in different

parts of Yorkshire.

We need not pursue the parallel into the smaller

trades, which, as they contain more manufactun'rs'

goods, are necessarily more alike in all parts of

the kingdom. But, leaving Yorkshire, we may
turn for a moment to the ways of describing and
measuring builders' work which prevail in

t'heshiro and along the north coast of Wales.

Digging is measured by the cube yard, much as it

is in London. Drains are measured by the yard

run, not by the foot, and the bends, junctions,

and taper-pieces counted. Brickwork appears in

a form neither familiar in London nor in York-
shire: it is all reduced to "brick length," or

nine inches thick, and then brought into super-

ficial yards. "Setting fair" to internal faces is

extra (in square yards), and so is red-brick facing.

Arches, if made radiating and so burnt, are

measured in feet super. , over the f,ace and soffit

usually. Axed arches in common brick are dealt

with in the same way. In this district the con-

cretor and tiler often go together, their work to

the Uoors being measured in superficial yards.

Mason's work is taken in scantlings, with dimen-

sions ill feet, explained by sketches. Of course

the quarries are named, excepting those for the

"hard York " stone. As to this, the Cheshire

builders seem as helpless as the London ones,

and as much at the mercy of combined quarry-

owners. The carpenter is often allowed to

use "clean, straight, spruce timber" for house

roofs ; the external joinery being of " best

quality red deal," and the internal joiner}-

frequently of (Quebec yellow pine. King-post

:ind other common forms of truss are sometimes
numbered with sizes given, but this is only for

labour, hoisting, and fixing. The cube timber is

given, most likely in a separate amount. Wall-
plates, purlins, and similar items are taken by the

foot run. Spars, joists, and quarterings go by
the square yard, the sizes of the timbers and
their distance apart being stated. Casements and
sashes are put into square feet, as in London, and
so are doors, framings, and screens. In staircases

the separate flights are numbered : as, for example,
" No. 6 flights of \o. S straight steps, 'ift. lOin.

long, and llin. wide from nosing to nosing, with

inch treads and rounded nosing and bed-mould
under, and ^in, risers housed into and including

llin. by IUm. moulded wall-string, and llin. by
•2in. moulded outer string : the whole well glued

and blocked, .and supported on and including
strong fniined carriages, iVc, complete."

Slating in this district is measured by the yard
super., with a deep lap, and "all well bedded and
pointed in lime-and-liair mortar,'' The double

oaves-courses and the cuttings to valleys and
irregular edges appear as separate items, taken by
the foot run. Plastering in large surf.aces goes

by the yard super., and in small ones by the foot

super, or foot run, as in the south of England.

The urban district council of Cromer have decided

to appoint a resident surveyor to give his whole
time to their service, at £U"iO a year.

THE DISCOVERIES AT HEXHAIM ABBEY

THE annual meeting of the Durham and
Northumberland Archaeological and Archi-

tectural Association was held last week at

Durham, the Eev. Canon Ureenwell presiding.

Mr. C. C. Hodges described the recent dis-

coveries made in the course of excavation at

Hexham Abbey. In January last they found on

the site a moiind of earth .sft. above the floor

level, covered with grass, and a considerable por-

tion of the south and west walls. They found a

great many things, including a number of Roman
stones : in fact, they found more Roman stones

—

larger in size and better sculptured—than were dis-

covered all last summer on the Corbridge site.

They found the floor of the church over the greater

portion of the area of the nave. This floor was

made of square stones, closely jointed, lSin.ito22in.

square, and 6in. thick, smooth on the surface and
rouLih on the sides. Below the floor-level they

foimd the foundations of the nave, 101ft. long.

They found Saxon foundations at the west end.

The'church of St. Wilfrid must have had a great

central tower. He spoke of the stone-built

graves, and stones found in the crypt, and said

the church of 674 had without doubt been erected

from stones from the Roman station about three

miles to the east of it. A number of plans and

sketches showing the character of the work now
being carried out at the Abbey were exhibited, as

well as photographs.

PERSIAN CERAMICS.

4 N exhibition of the faience of Persia and the

j\. Nearer East has recently been opened in

the tiallery of the Burlington Fine Arts Club,

17, Savile-row. W., it being 22 years since a

similar collection has been seen by an English

public. Since then there have been further finds,

but little more has been discovered respecting

them, as historical documents are almost entirely

wanting, and a systematic research has never been

properly undertaken, owing partly, perhaps, to
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the fact that some eight or nine years ago the
French Government obtained from Persia the sole

right of archrt'ological exploration in that coiinti-y.

Dependence has, therefore, had to he placed on
the (Oriental nomad, who is usually the purveyoi
of these relics, and as his tendency is only to tell

the truth if nothing else will serve his purpose,
even the district wheie the finds were discovered is

not always ascertainable. At one time all such work
as is now on exhibition was classed as Persian,
bui this is now known to be inaccurate, and the
arrangement of the various schools in separate
cases in the gallery displays their distinctions in a

convincing manner. They have been labelled
respectively as Ancient Syrian. Ancient and
Later Persian, Kutaliian, D.amascene, and
Khodian. The early Persian work shows signs
'if irides:^ent decay of the glaze when it has been
I'jng buried in the earth, and is noticeable for the
use of the human figure, as, for instance, in a tile

which seems to be a copy of the Christian repre-
sentation of the Flight into Egypt—a woman
with a halo round her head being shown seated
on a horned ass which a man is leading. The
later Persian wares are of a very different aspect,

and much richer in their colour, deep-toned
primaries being mainly used. It is scarcely a
faience, but more properly an artifici.al porcelain.
The Kutahiaii ware is based upon a system of
design which is highly suggestive of the modern
wall-paper. The forms are generally good, and
the potting shows all the skill of long
generations of trained ciaftsmen. The colour
is in most cases a greyish blue, with darker

itlines. This ware must have come into
vistence some time during the 1.5th century.

The Damascus ware exhibits patterns true to

nature, mostly based upon the vine and poppy.
The experience of recent years seems to show that
little of this ware now remains in the East, for

its decoi'ative beauties are obvious and universally
appreciated, and it commands a high price in the
European market. Up to the present the mystery
of the place of origin of the Khodian ware is

unsolved, the term being only used because it has
the merit of being well imderstood, though it is

probably inaccurate in its description. The colours
are varied. In many cases white patterns are
applied upon a rich background, the designs being
delightfully conventional. The collection, though
not a large one, is of the utmost interest to all

lovers of ceramics, an d is rendered comprehensible
to even those who kn ow little of faience work by
the excellent way in which the catalogue has been
prepared.

The correspondent at Jerusalem of the /.' rii,

('ointm fcia/e di( Ltfimt reports that an Imperial
firman has been issued for the construction of a new
palace for the Governor and other officials in that
city. The co^t of the works is estmiated at '.H'1,000

piastres [about £.s,460).

The will has been proved of the late ilr. James
Lonsden, aged liO, of Avondale-road, Hillsborough,
Sheffield, builder and cantractor, with net personalty
.f43,(10S.

In view of complaints which hare been made as
to the present water supply of Cowbridge, the
Glamorgan C lunty Council has retained the services
of Messrs. Kirby, .Sin, and Brown, water engineers,
of Newport and Westmmster, for the preparation
of a new scheme.

The directors of the Stockport Ring Spinning
Company have decided to build a new doubling
mill on a site adjoining their ring spinning mills.

The Company have a new mill with 7-,000 spindles
almost ready for starting. The Broadstone Spinning
Company, Reddish, are erectiiisr another new mill,

and a mill is being built on AVarth Meadow, near
Vernon Park. In addition Messrs. Kershaw, L°ese,
and Co., of the India Mdls, have put up weaving-
sheds during the past twelve months. Xot only is

the cotton trade booming, but other trades of
Stockport are also advaucmg. Several new engineer-
ing works have been started, and there is a prospect
of still further industrial expansion in the near
future.

The clock committee of South Luffenham church,
near Stamford, have placed the order for the new
dock with Messrs. Wm. Potts and .Son, clock manu-
facturers, Leeds and Xewcastle-on-Tyne, which is

now in progress, and will b^ completed b}- au early
date. They are also making a large illuminated
clock for Castleford Market, for Mr. Claude
Leatham, near Wakeheld.

The additions to the Victoria Hospital, Blackpool,
are being warmed and ventilated by means of Shor-
land's patent Manchester stoves, with descending
smoke Hues, and patent Manchester grates, the
same being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and
Brother, of Manchester.

OBITLAKV.
TiiE death of Sir Benjamin Uakku, K.C.B.,

K.C.M.G., F.K.S., removes from our midst one of

the foremost members of the engineering profession
at the age of i^O years. Sir Benjamin Baker, who
was the son of the late Benjamin Baker of Carlow,
died suddenly on Sunday from syncope at his

Thames-side residence, Bowden- green. Pang-
bourne. His best known works are the Forth
Bridge, completed in 1.S9U, in the design of which
he was associated with the late .Sir .John Fowler,
and the great dam across the Xile at Assouan,
which is about to be raised so as to double the
storage of witer. He also acted as engineer for

the reconstruction of the roof of Charing t.^ross

Station and tor the recent extensions of the City
and South London Railway and other electric

tubes. In lSU.i-6 he served as president of the
Institution of Civil Engineers, and the following
year was elected an Hon. Associate of the Koyal
Institute of British .Vrchitects. A portrait nf Sir
Benjamin Baker appeared in our issue of July V-i

last.

Mu. Geouoe Savmieus, F.R.1.B..\., died on
Tuesday at his residence. Thames Bank Villa,

Chiswick JIall, after a very short illness. Mr.
Saunders, who joined the Institute as an Associate
in l.s.'ifi. becoming a Fellow in ISijy was in his

78th year. He built the parish hall of St. Nicholas
at Chiswick, and various schools for the late

School Board and present Education Committee of

that district.

CJflPS.

The naming of the engines built by ^fessrs.

Saxon and Co. at the new cotton mdls of the I^ccles

Spinning and Manufacturing Company, Limited, at
Patncroft, took place on Saturdav. The mills have
a frontage to the Bridgwater Canal. The plant
includes 1,000 Northrop looms and 40,000 ring
spindles, and the mill will find employment for 350
hands.

An extensive renovation scheme is proceeding at
St. Anne's Church, Siston, under the direction of
Mr. J. E. Rawlins, of Siston Court. The cost will

be £.>0;i, and the work comprises the provision of an
organ-chamber and reconstruction of the old organ,
a new three-light east window, depicting the
Ascension .and the patron saint of the church (St.

Anne) : oak panelling in the nave, a new floor with
wood blocks, chair seating in place of the old-
fashioned pews, and general decoration.

The rural district council of Tonbridge having
applied to the Local Government Board for sanction
to borrow the sum of i''i,.'i00 for the sewerage work
for Hadlow and t-Tolden Green, a Locjil Govern-
ment Board inquiry was held at the schools on
May 1.) under Mr. "p. M. Crosthwaite, M.LC.E.

Chester Consistory Court sanctioned last week
two important church improvement schemes. One
was the restoration at a cost of over £2,000 of the
fine old church of St. Andrew's, Tarvin, whose
magnificent tower is a familiar landmark in the
Vale of Cheshire. The chancellor described this

edifice as a fine specimen of Perpendicular archi-

tecture. The other scheme was for extensive
alterations, costing £1,0J0, at Holy Trinity, Gee
Cross, near Stockport.

The foundation-stone of the new church of All

Saints', lliglitield, Keighley, which is to be a chapel-
of-ease to the parish church, has been laid. The
intention is to erect the chancel, vestiies, transepts,

and a portion of the nave at a cost which may
ultimately reach £3..'iO0. Towards this amount
£3,000 has been raised. The style "ill be Perpen-
dicular, and the seating accommodation is for

about 'iM worshippers.

The new bridge which has been erected over the
canal in Fnzelej'-street, Birmingham, upon a
)irinciple adopted lor the first time in the city, was
recently tested, in the presence of the city sur-

veyor (Mr. M. t;. Stilgoe), the county surveyor of

Shropshire > .Mr. .\. T. Davis), the borough surveyor

ot Aston -Mr. Robertson), and others. The bridge

consists of a single concrete arch, with a :!4lt. span,

reinforced witli steel bars. The test applied was
the passage to and fro of a boiler weighing '12 tons,

and drawn by an engine weighing 20 tons. \
compression ot* ;,Vnd of au inch was registered, and
there was no permanent set. The teat was regarded
as satisfactory.

A sub-committee of the Lord Provost's Committee
of Edinburgh Town Council have recommended
that a reception be held on the occasion of the visit

to Edinburgh of members of the British Archi-
tectural .\ssociatinn on July 4. The reception will

be held in the City Chambers.

St. Augustine's Church, .Shaw-street, Liverpool,
|

was reopened on Sunday, after painting and
decoration carried out by Messrs. Jelley and Co.,

ecclesiastical decorators, of that city.
i

Btiilbing Inttlligtnct.

Emxiu Kon.—A new building has just been
finished at the corner of Princes-street and St.

.\ndrew-strcet. from designs by Jlr. .lohn .lames
Burnet, A.li.S..\., architect, Glasgow, as business
premises for Messrs. K. \V. Forsyth. The
whole of the constructive details are of steel

upright and transverse beams embedded in con-
crete. The demolition of the Douglas Hotel, the
chief house en the site, w.as begun in June of last

year, the actual building operations were not
commenced until .September, and now the
premises, which have cost between £30,000 and
£40,000, are completed and open for business.
The elevation to both thoroughfares shows a
building six stories in height, and there is a
basement carried Lift, below the street level.

The design divides itself into four parts—a high
base rising through three stories to a height of
43ft. : above, embracing two stories, the main
order, with Renaissance Ionic columns, sujiport-

ing a stone cornice and open balustrade : and a
small upper story for workrooms, with recessed
windows and balcony. The angle tower which
knits the two jiortions of the building together
rises to a height of 120ft.

I.\ci>;a"(iHATEi> Cm iti n BriLiiixii Soiietv.—
The Archbishop of Canterbury presided at the
annual general court of the Incorporated Church
Building Society, hold at the Church House,
Westminster, on May 10. In the annual report
it was stated that the receipts under the item
Diocesan and District Committees were again
more than those of the previous year, and that an
increasing number of diocesan societies recognised
the advantages of contributing a <iuota of their

receipts to the central fund ol the society, which
was the parent of all diocesan church building
societies. The mission buildings fund showed an
increase, but reference was made to the little

support given to this branch of the work. The
report also referred to the fact that 'the society

had been instrumental in aiding the erection of
J,o07 additiunal new churches, and in assisting in

rebuilding, enlarging, or otherwise improving the
accommodation in G,477 other churches or conse-
crated chapels of ease. The actual amount of

money entrusted to the society and used in

making grants towards the objects named has
reached £017,701. The committee reports a
further increase in the number and amount of the
funds held on trust by the society for the repair

of churches. The number is now 402, and the
amount £104.759 Consols, besides £12,410 invested

in other securities.

Raiii.ett.—By the erection of a now nave in

R.adlett parish church, dedicated on May 10, the
accommodation has been nearly doubled. The
nave, however, only marks the completion of part

of the scheme, as a chancel, organ-chamber, and
vestries are in course of construction. The work
of constructing the nave, which is on the south

side of the orii;inal building, has been in progress

since July. The architect has loUowcda type of

Early Gothic in harmony with the idd building.

The facing is entirely of Hint, with Con-ham
Ilo>vn Piathstone dressings. The roof is con-

structed of pitohpine. left clean and unstained.

Three stained-glass windows that were inserted in

the south wal' of the old chunh as a iqemorial in

LSSo. have been re-leaded and arranged together

to form one large window at the west end ot the

new nave. Me.ssrs. J. (J. SiOtt and Sons, of

Dean's-yard, Westminster, London, are the

architects, >Ir. .\. ^^. Breeds, of i>2, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, and l.'aillett, is the surveyor, and Messrs.

Bowman and .Sons, of Stamfonl. the contractors

The contract fur the now nave, by which accom-
modation is added for 210 people, was £2,741,

exclusive of architect's feci, and the tender for the

chancel is £'.>,309 1 Is. Sd.

The works committee of the town council of

Edinburgh re.ommcnd the erection of a pulilic

washhouse, containing twenty stalls, in Paul-street,

and thencceptance of tenders for the workamonnting
to £5,191.

The Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge I'niversity

announces that two lectures will be given by
('->mmendatore Boni, in the Sedgwick Museum

—

1 on Monday. >fay 27, at .'> p.m., on " The Forum
at Rome "

: ;2} on Tuesday, Slay 28. at lo.:;o a.m.,

on "Trajan's Column." The lectures will be
delivered in English, and will be illustrated by
lantern slides. The admission to botli lectures will

be free.
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COMPETITIONS.
XeW CnillJHES .VXD JI.VNSES lo:! THE UxiTE!)

FuEE PuEsiiYTEiUAX CuiitrH.—The .issessois

entrusted with the duty of assessing the p'ans sent
in in the competition for designs for proposed
church and man-io b;iildinga in connection with
the T nited Free Church have issued their awards
as follows:— For ( 'hurches : 1, "St. Andrew."
Jlessrs. Greig, Fairbairn, and Maeniven, Edin-
hurgh; 2, " Osjian," Air. Ale.xander Cjllen,
Hamilton: 3, ••Unity," Jlessi-s. .1. W. and J.

Laird, til.asgow. For Manses: I. •Unity."
Messrs. J. W. and J. Laird, (Uasgow:' •_',

"tlisian," Mr. Alexander Cullen, Hamilton: '-i,

"Tigh a' Slinisteir," Messrs. Clarke and Bell,

(rlasgow. The assessors father ro:ommend'!d for
honourable mention designs by the following
(arranged alphabetically) :— For Church Build-
ings: ••Anon," Messrs. Robert J. Walker and
Thomas Rams,ay, CJlasgow :

•• Catherthume,"
Mr. 1). Wishart Galloway, Brech'n :

' Emer-
gency," Mr. Hnvid \V. Robertson, Eiinburgh:
'•Loco Citato." Mr. W. Carruthers Laidlaw,
Edinburgh ; Star (device" , Messrs. Clarke and
Bell, Glasgow. For Manxes: '•Comfort" (red

letter, Mr. Charles Davidson, Paisley; "Com-
fort" (black letter), Mr. H. Fo.xall, Cirlisle:

"Gael," Messrs. Robert J. Walker and Thomas
Ramsay, Glasgow; '•St. Andrew," Messrs.
Greig, Fairbairn. and Ma-;niven, Eiinburgh:
••.Simple Order," Mr. Victor D. Horsburgh,
Eiinburgh: Re.! SmI (device), Messrs. John C.

T. Murray and ,1. A. Minty, Westminster

:

"Whin," Mr. W. Stephen Gibson. Wishaw.

Ross.vLL, L.ixcs.—A homesteads and small

holdings exhibition is to be held at Rjssall, and
prizes are offered for plans and specifications

showing homestead, incluiing dwelling-house

and outbuildings, and also how to lav out a three-

acre plot to the best advantage. The cottage is

to contain not less th-in three bedrooms, and to be

built in accordance with th^ by-laws of the Fleet-

wood Urban District Council.

W.VKEFIELD.—The designs of Jlessrs. Oliver

and Dodgshun, of C.irlislc and Leeds, have been

selected, in competition, by the trustees on the

advice of the asse.ssor, for rebuilding the Silco.ates

Scho'jl, near Wakefield, which was burnt down
three years ago. The new building will cost

upwards of £9,0D0, and the work is to be pro-

ceeded with at once.

Gl.\si;()w : THE R:»d::ie B;ii.;5;x". S hsme —
At the last meeting of tha towu coiin'.;il of

GlasiTJw approval was given to the recom-
mendations of the coiimittee dialing wiih the

corporation's proposed building schem? at R'ddrie.

to allot premiums for plans to the following

architects:— First (i;7.>), Mr. J. B. Brodie. HI.
West (ieorge-street : second (£>0). M . .John F.

Fairweather. Hj. Wellington-street ; third 'CiVi,

Mr. Richard Henderson, IKi, Hope-street,

Glasgow. In accordance with the terms of the

H-ompetition. these desi.-ns will, on payment of

the premiums, b^com': the property of the corpora-

tion. Mr. A. B. Jlicdonald, the city engineer

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

The Society <>: .Vu- iiite -ts.-Tlie seventh

ordinary meeting of the Sjciety for the session

inUij-7 " was held at Staple ' Inn Buildings,

Holborn. W.C. on Thursday, May 1«, Mr.

.\lbert E. Pridmore, President, in the chair. The
following candidates were elected by ballot:—

,

As members : John Walter Aldiss, 8, Cross-

street. Preston : Thomas Henry Bowell. 4,

,.Market-place, Leicester : William John Tozer

'Carder, '.'I, Lockyer-street, Plymouth: Isaiah

Herbert Hulme, II. Arthur-street, Neath :

Xorman King Jackson, Epworth House, Temple-
street, SIdmouth : Algernon .Sidney R. Ley, (3),

Bishopsgate-street Without, E.C. ; John Herbert

Pearson, 58, Moorgate-street, E.C. ; Arthur
Hollis Kandell, 1, Tregarne-terrace, St. .Austell:

Ernest Sidney R.ithen. Archite-fs Department,

Glamorgan C.C.. Xcath ; Noel Dennis Sheffield.

U and li, Finsbury- square, E.G.: Allen

Wilson. 37, Steytler's Buildings. Lovedav-stree',

Johannesburg : and Wilfred Tr-ivers Wire, 29,

Great George street, Westminster, S.W. As
students : Collings William Brown, Corner of

Cornelia-street and Beelaerts-street, TroyviUe,

.lohannesburg : and William Gordon Parkin,

P.lX Box 2:i'<S, Johannssburg. The president

then presented the prizes won in the Bungalow
Design Competition to Mr. C. H. Hudson
("John Bull"), placed first, and to Mr. H. W.
Smith (•'Isis' ), placed second, and announced
that the travelling studentship for 1907 had been

awarded by the council to the author of the design

imder the motto "Mac." and that the design

marked '•Celer" had secuied ••Honourable

Mention," in view of which he would give a

special prize of the value of £3 3s. to the author.

The president opened the se.ileJ envelopes marked
'• JIac " and '•(-'eler" and ann'>iinced the result

as follows:—"Mac." Mr. J. Drummond Mur-
doch. 1, Comiston-place, Edinburgh, and "Celer,"

Mr. Hubert S ivage, 2:3. Cranley Gardens, Muswell
Hill. N. The president then called upon Mr.
E. W. Harvey Piper, hon. member, who gave an
address on •Two Benedictine Minsters." illus-

trating his rem irks by means of a large number of

lantern slides. Mr G. Gard Pye (past vice-

president) moved a hearty vote of tnanks to

Mr. Piper, which, having been seconded by Mr.
G. A. T. iliddleton, A.U.I. B.A , vice-president,

an! ^upported by the piesident, was carried with
acclamation.

M.vxcHEsrEX Soc-iErv o? A:;'_'mTECTS.—.At the

annual general meeting of the members of this

society, held on May 9, the following officers and
members of coun.-il were elected: —Piesident:

Paul Ogden, F.K.l.B.A. Vice-presidents: El-
ward Hewitt. F. li. t.B.A., and P. S. Worthing-
ton, M.A., B'.R.I.B.A. H)n. secretary and
treasurer: Isaac Taylor. F.R.LB.A. Assistant

hon. secretary: Gerald Sinville, A.R.I.B.A.
.Members of council: — Fellows: W. S. Beau-
mont. A.R.[.B.A. A. E. Coibett. A.R.I.B.A.,
A. E. Dixon, A.l;.(.B.A., John Elv, F.R.LB.A.,
\V. C. Hardistv, F.R.LB.A., C. K. JIayor,

was the assessor. A hundred and eighteen sets ,^p, j3_^ j,,
-

,^^._ jj F.R.I.B..^., P.P.
of plans were submitted. Mr. M .cdonall says : !

, ,^^^.|^^. ^.R.LB.A.. and Edgar Wood,
' No. 9 provides G12 houses, and the measurers

report that the cost of each class of house would

be : Three apartments, £27o ; four apartments,

£3:iJ : five apartments, £3)9; or an average of

Gt^fild. per squaie foot of floorage area. This

design is one of outstanding merit, the block plan

being well laid out to suit the contour of the

Oaklev,
F.R.LB.A. As-ociates: Godfrey CoUes. J. H.
Gibbons, A.R.I.B.A., and John Swarbrick,
A.R.I.B.A.

MfXIl'IT.VI. .lX:i CofXTV EXGIXEEltis AT BeL-
ri'ST.— .\ meeting of members of the Incorporated
Association of Municipal and County Engineers

j,round. No. 4") provides .'>i2 houses, and the
i

was commenced in Belfast on Friday last. The
measurers report that the cost of ea'h class of

|

members of the association assembled at the city-

house would be: Three apartments, £310: four i
hall, and were received by the Lord Mayor (Eirl

apartments, £31.); five apartments, £112 ; or an
i

Shaftesbury). The party then inspected the new
average of G')-2Sd. per square foot of floorage i

city-hall, built from d.-signs by Sir A. Brumwell

area. This design has also a good block plan, i
Thomas, under tlie guidmce of Jlr. H. A. Cutler,

' M. I.e. E., city surveyor. An inspection was also

made of the .sewage pumping station, where Mr.
Cutler explained the arrangements which had been
made by the corporation for bacteriological

' purification. Later in the afternoon, the Green-
castle pumping st;Uion was visited, where the

electrically-driven pumps now being installed

were inspected. The niiinbers of the asso.;iation

subsequently left by train for Lisburn, where
' they viewei the sewage drainigi wj.-ks in coarse

.if onstruction for the drainage of tne district.

In the evening the membsrs of the association

proceeded to Newcastle, and on Siturday. papers

we ;e read by Mr. Henry A. Cutler, M.I.C.E.,

though not of equal merit to No. 9. No. 2) pro-

vides .501 houses, and the measurers report that

the cost of each class of house would be : Tlireo

apartments, £300: four apartments, £3)0; five

apartments, £410; or an average of 67^3;1J. per

square foot of Hoorage area. This design has a

good block plan, but the cost of the houses, in

proportion to the fl lorage area, is higher than

either No. 9 or No. 4), and the plans of the

houses are not quite so satisfactory. The eleva-

tions are fairly go^d. The front will in each of

the three designs is intended to be of brick, rough-

ca,st': the roof of No. 9 lo be covered with tiles

and Nos. 4.5 and 25 with slates."a-^ city engineer, Belfast, on ••S>wage Pumping

St. David's College, Lampeter, is to be enlarged !

f'*''°'"
""'i Machinery," and Mr. J W. Lee-

at an estimated cost of £25,000, and a new chapel 1

body, county surveyor Co. Tyrone, on County

will be erected at an outlay of £7,000. Road Jliintenanco in L'lster."

(i^nginctrmg i^atcs.

Br.iKEXHEAii.—Anew dock has just been begun

on a site lying between the Vittoria Wharf and

the boundary wall of the Jlersey Dock estate.

The contractor is Jlr. John Scott, of Darlington,

represented by Mr. J. W. Twinberrow. The
Jlersey Docks" Board is represented on the works

by Mr". R. Bush. M.I.C.E. The work comprises

the construction of a dock with concrete walls and

an entrance 100ft. wide, having a depth of 3Sft.

from sill to coping. The noith wall will have a

length of 1.413ft.. the south wall 1.447ft., and

the width of the dock will be 330ft. Single-

story, one-span sheds, 100ft. wide, will be elected

along the north and south quays, having three

partitioning walls and continuous steel doors.

The walls are carried on piles, and are of concrete

with granite copings : the thickness at the base is

ISft. Gin., stepping to 8ft. Cin. at the top. The
passage will be provided with a swing bridge.

CHIPS.

The corner-stone of a new turret at the west front

of Hereford Cathedral was laid last week by Eirl

Warwick, with full Masonic honours. The mallet

used was that with which Kinj Charles 11. laid the

foutidition-stone of St. Paul's Cithedral, aud
which was presented to the Lodge of Antiquity by
Sir Cbristopher Wren. The work now in hand will

cost about £i,SOO. A medallion representing St.

Ethelbert will be presented by Mrs. Woodhouse, of

BurghiU Court, in memory of her father, who was
Deputy Grand Mister of Lancashire.

Mr. Bell, the borough surveyor of Swansea, has

prepared a report on a proposal to construct a cliff

railway ui) Mount Pie isant for the development of

the town- hill estate of the c irporation. The average

gradient is 1 m 9Si, and he considers the only

practical method of working a tramway with such

severe gradients would hi by haulage by means of

cable. He estimates the cost of the tramway,
including cable conduit, cable, machinery buildings,

and six cars, at £10,01.5. Ha estimates the cost of

road widening necessary a'. £12,09;'.

Th? interior of the tower of Casterton Church,

near Kirkhy Lonsdale. Yoik', is being put in good

repair, and the order for a new clock with C uubridge

chimes has been given to M^fssrs. .John Smith and
Sons, Midland Clock Works, Derby.

Tenders will be received up to June 27 by the

Commissioners of Woods and Forests, for building

lea-es in Piccadilly an 1 Jermyn-stree'.

The Smith Art G ill.>ry, Brighouse, was openod

on Wednesday by the Duchess of Argyll, who was
accompanied "bv the Duke of Argj^U. The gallery

has taken the form of an extension of the Victcria

Free Library and Museum premises, and comprises

four rooms for pic'ures and a Urge museum (the

latter on the fir=.t ttinr. The architect is Mr. K. F.

Rogerson, of Brighause.

It is announced that the Dean and Chapter of

Caateibury fiud their cathedral iu need of further

extensive repair: £14,000 has just b^en expended
under the direction of Mr. W. D. C iice upon the

central tower and some other parts of the structure,

but the repair of the north-west aud south-west

towers and the renewal of the south transept gable

and the pinnacles of the nave will cost nearly £1S,0D0

more.

.Vt the last sitting of the Glasgow D;an of Guild

Court 2S new linings were applied for, of a total

valuation of £19,81.5.

The new bridge spanning th^ Siu'h-Eistern .and

Chatham Riilway iu the High-street, Tunhndge
Wells, which has been erected at a cost ot £15,000,

towards which the town contributed £10,0)0, was
opened by the mayor on Friday. Mr. P. C. Tempest,

M.I.C.E., chief engineer to the South-Eistern

Railway C impanv, designed the bridge, which is

.50ft. in" width. The kerb ng. paving, and roadway
surfaces have been carried out by the corporation,

under Mr. W. H. Maxwell, the borough engineer,

the contractors for the wood paving being the .\cmo

Flooring aud Paving Co., Ltd., and for the in sitic

P'lving at the Vale-road end, the Stuart's Grano-

lithic Co. The steelwork, which has a total weight

of 41,1 tons, has been executed by the Widnes Iron

Foundry Co.

Mr. E. L^tbbiidge, ot29. Elm-road, Mannamead,
Plymouth, architect, sustained a rather serious

accident lu the Old-road, Laira, on Saturday after-

noon. Accompanied by his daushter, Mr. Lethbridge

started for a cycle ride. In Old Laira-road, as his

daughter endeavoured to pass another cyclist, Mr.

Lethbridge's machine collided with the back wheel

of her cycle, with the result that both were thrown.

Mr. Lethbridge sustained a fractured right ankle ;

his daughter escaped with a cut knee and bruised

arm.
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DESKiSS FOR LABOURERS* COTTAGES, IHELAXU.

(©ur Hlustratiotts.

LOGGIA, WAR OFIKE, WHITEHALL. I'

The loggia is placed in the centre of Horse
Guards-avenue front. There are three carriage-
ways, each S'ft. i;in. wide. The height is about
'inft., and the vaulted ceiling is supported on
Doric, columns in pairs. It is carried out entirely

m^-^

HoiiSE GlAUDS AvEXt'E.

in Portland stone, and was executed by the con-
tractors, Jlessrs. Foster and Dicksee, who worked
the whole of the stone at their Chelsea vard.
The drawing illustrated to-day is at the Royal
Academy. Jlr. Clyde Young is the architect.

LODGE EXTIIAXCE. llltOOKLAXDWOOD HOUSE, V
IIALTIMIIRE, V.^^..1.

This sketch is shown at the Royal Academy this

year. Tho work consists of a pair of lodges and
entrance gate and screens, designed by Mr. T. H.
Mawson, Hon. Associate R.I.B.A., acting in con-
iunction with Jlr. l):in Gibson, of Windermere,
as architects. The e.iecution is now completed
for Mrs. H. Carroll Brown, for whom Mr. Mawson
has carried out an e.xtensive garden scheme.

TOWER, ST. BAHXABAS, DL-LWICH. >/

The Church of St. Barnabas, Dulwich, was built

about twelve years ago, and is now being com-
pleted by the erection of the tower shown on the
drawing illustrated, the foundation-stone having
been laid on the 11th inst. by the Right Hon. Sir
-\. C. Lyall. The tower communicates with the
church by a lofty arch, the lower portion forms
the baptistery, an oik screen separating it from
the church, and over this is the ringers' gallery,
the structure being designed to carry a peal of

bells. The work is being executed from the
designs, and under the superintendence, of the

architects for the church—Jlessrs. Oliver, Leeson,

and Wood, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, the materials

used being red bricks with red stone dressings.

The original of our photolithograpVi is now at the

Royal Academy.

CHIUCH, Ct MIlERLAXli. •'

The drawing which is here illustrated is a line

rendering of the water-colour hung by Mr. J. E.

Dixon Spain, A.R.I.B.A., in the Architectuial

Room at the Royal Academy, representing a

mountain-side little church for a parish in

Cumberland. Local stone and Westmoreland
slates will be used in the construction.

fire-station block contains engine-house, with
stable accommodation for three horses, and watch-
room. Firemen's quarters are jirovided on the

first and second doors. The library building
consists of lending library to accommodate l.'),000

books, newsroom for fourteen newspajier readers

:ind thirty at tables, a magazine-room for twenty
readers, children's room for an equal number, and
the i-equisito staff accommodation. The eleva-

tions are in brick and buff terracotta, and the

contract has been let for €7,401). The architects

are Messrs. Dixon and Potter, of Manchester,

nOl'SE AT WITLEY, SfKllEV. If

The house at Witley, in .Surrey, has been designed
for Mr. Arnold E. Williams. The drawing
given to-day of the courtyard is at the
Royal Academy. The site is in a clearing

made in the pine woodson the " Hog's Back " on
the highest point of the ridge, with a formal
garden laid out by Jliss .Tekyll. Owing to the
exposed position of the house, it has been planned
with an internal courtyard ; the roofs project
sufficiently over the courtyard to form a covered
way all round leading to the entrance of the
house. The overhanging roofs round the court-

yard are supported by heavy old oak posts and
lintels, taken from barns and old buildings. The
brickwork used in the construction of the house
comes from local brickfields, and is of a very dark
red brown varying to purple, with flare ends
occasionally showing in the headers : the whole
is pointed in a dark brown mortar, with the joints

set back about half an inch. The tiling to roof

and tile-hanging is .also local, and old tiles b^n,"
unobtainable, they have been toned down with

solution. All valleys have been curved to cor

spend with other old work in the neighbourh
old oak lintels have been frequently used

form the projection to eaves of gables

r2in., sand-faced tiles have been use

south terrace is paved with I'iin. by l'2'u

tiles, with old millstones let in to form a

The sotJits of all eaves are in plaster, and i

against tile corbels. Steel casements in \

muUions have been used throughout the 1

The house is entered through a vestibule ii

sitting-hall with a semicircular oriel, with Frei.-.-

windows. leading into the terrace. The dining

and drawing-rooms open off the hall on either side.

The kitchen and offices are in the east wing of the

house, from which access is gained to the front

door through the pantry, thus enabling

the servants to answer the front door with-

out going through the sitting - hall. The
west wing is occupied by a stuily, billiard-

room, and men's lavatorj-. The principal stair-

case is in oak. and leads from the hall to the first

floor, in which there are three large bedrooms
opening on a verandah, a dressing-room, two

bathrooms, a wardrobe-room, a small bedroom,

blanket-stores, i:c. There are two large servants'

bedrooms over kitchen premises reached by means
of a separate service stairs. On the second floor

there are three bedrooms, boxroom. and a stair to

the look-out, which was one of the special

requiTements. Messrs. Forbes and Tate are the

architects.

cauxegie lih::aiiv, baxgou, xoiith wales. ^

This building was also the subject of a competi-

tion in the spring of last year, and is now neating

completion. The special requirements of a joint

librarian and committee-room, and public cloak-

rooms on the ground floor, influenced the interior

disposition of the various rooms. The lending

library has accommodation for l.i.OOO volumes.

The reading and magazine rooms seat fifty-six

readers, and the former is provided with wall

slopes for newspapers: there is also a small

reference-room. The elevations are of brick

with Stanclitt'e stone dressings, and the roofs are

covered with Welsh slates. The contract, ex-

clusive of fittings and furniture, is t'2,9()S. The
architects are Messrs. Dixon and Potter, of Man-
chester.

UEKDISH baths, LIBItAItV, AXI> TIKE STATIOX. l/

This building, illustrated from the architect's

Royal Academy view, was the subject of an open

competition in the summer of last year. It has been

sinct, somew^hat enlarged, and is at present in

course of erection in Gorton-road. Reddish, for

the corporation of Stockport. The baths building

contains a swimming-bath with pond 7.5ft. by

25ft.. with dressing-boxes and gallery for spec-

tators, five slipper-baths, pay office. laundry,

boiler-house, and requisite conveniences. The

ruiZE DESICiX.S FOa LAIlOruEIls C0TTACE.5.

The Local Government Board for Ireland recently
offered j)rizes for labourers' cottages adapted to the
particular needs of the Irish labourer and planned
in accord.ance with the most lecont ideas pre-
vailing in connection with the carrying out of the
Housing Problem. To-day we illustrate the three
premiated schemes. The cost was strictly limited to

€130 per dwelling. Mr. Sydney Moss won the
first prize, Mr. .1. Roseman Burn the second
prize, and Jlr. T. M. Deane. of Dublin, was
placed third. The drawings given have been
supplied us by the Local (ioveriiment Board, and
each sheet contains various items of information,
with full dimensions and (qualifying notes, which
render the illustrations very complete. The
available scope within the restricted means inci-

dental to cost is naturally extremely limited as to

picturesque treatment. All three are excellent

and on the whole Mr. Manley Deane's
•>n'>vw>' ^n "•- ' cottage, externallv.

is being felt in

ent emigration
the owners of
as thought that

^ reached, when there

:3, representing a rental

are over 6,000 bouses

occurred in October last,

,m Church, Norfolk, was
>us., \ *' -uing, has proved a blessing

-.^.disguise. ^ igedone, for which an insurance
company was liaoie, amounted to €270. This was
paid, and in addition the directors provided copper
wire conductor?. The work has been esecuteu by
Messrs. Cornish and (iaymer. As the work was in

progress the vicar and churchwardens found that

other reparations were needed in order to preserve

the fine tower of this historic church. The pinnacles
have been rebuilt, a new roof to the tower provided,

the bells rehung in new frames, and various im-
provements have been earned out in the chancel.

Xew works of water supply for Croydon Corpora-
tion have been carried out at Stroud llreen, near
Waddon. The undertaking has been executed under
the direction o( .Mr. Walker, formerly borough sur-

veyor and now cousulting engineer to the corpora-

tion. The tenders accepted were ; —Messrs. Docwra.
sinking well ; Messrs. .Summers and Scott, of

Gloucester, machinery, €8,S:I0: Messrs. Smith and
Sous, Xoiwood, foundations, £2,101); Messrs.

Everitt and Son, Crojdoii, superstructure, £'),0.>2 ;

Messrs. Sands and Sjn. iroiifounders" work, £1,041.

Altogether, an expenditure of £.5S,O03 has been
incurred.

The memorial of .sir Hector Maconald at Ding-
wall, Ross-shire, is to be opened on Thursday next.

May 23, by I.o-a Tullibardinp. The memorial takes

the form of a tower m the Scottish Baronial style

100ft. in height and li.'nift. above the sea level. It

forms a con9j)icuou3 landmark, while the view from
the topmost balcony embraces half a dozen of the

northern counties. The memorial, which was
designed by Mr. J. Sandtord Kay, architect,

liiasgow, was selected from over ItH) competitive

plana.

Mr. A. W. Brightmore, M.LC.E., held an inquiry

at Kinijsbury. Tamworth, last week, with reference

to the application of the Taiiiworth Hural District

Council for sanction to borrow £2,.5i») for the

purpose of seweiage and sewage disposal tor the

parish. < ippositiou to the scheme was offered by
farmers, who urged that it was unnecessary. Dr.

Bostock HiU, on behalf of the Warwickshire County
Council, supported the proposal, and sad the

sanitary condition of the village was very unsatis-

factory from a modern hygienic point of view.

The late Mr. Samuel Davies, of Ackers-street,

Manchester, retired builder and contractor, left per-

sonalty amounting to £4,'io.i.

The Droitwich Rural District Council has approved
the preliminary report submitted by the engineer,

Mr. T. P. Biylis. of Droitwich, for ihe drainage of

Fe'mhill Heath, and have instructed him to proceed

with preparation of the scheme.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondente. All cnmrauuications should be
drawn up as briefly as pos^ble. as there are many
claunants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all
communications respectin? illu<tritions or literarv matter
should be addressed to the EDITiiK of the Bimldiso
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage. Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the statf bv name Delay
is not mfrequently otherwise caused. All drawinss and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to
The Strand Newspapee Comp.»sv, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London."
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Boond copies of 'Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
l'2s. 9d.\ as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI XL\'7
XLIX., Un., LXI., LXIL, LXI\-., I.XV., LX-Vt'',
Lx^Tr., Lxvin., lxix., lxxi.. lxxii., lxxhi.,
Lxxrv-., lxxv., lxxvi., lxxvii., lxxix.,
Lxxx.. ijcxxi., Lxxxn., Lxxxm., lxxxiv
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII.. LXXXVTn.,
LXXXIX.. and XC. may still be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.
Mo.st of the back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring anv back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the bciLDiKfi News,
price 2s.. post free 2s. 4d., can "be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIGN.
One Pound per annum (post freel to anv part of the

Dnited Kingdom
; for the United States, JEl 6s. Od. (or

6dols. 30c. goldl. To France or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or
33fr.30c.) To India, £1 63. Od. To anv of the Australian
Colonies or New Zealand, to the Cape', the 'West Indies,
or Natal, £1 68. Od.

\.' Tlie special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 81. = oJoIs 2rc.
for 12 months, and IDs. lod. = 2dols. 64c. six months.

The

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES,
charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all otficial
advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first
line coimting as two, the mnimum charge being os. for
four hues.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade .Advertisements except
iMtuatii.n advertisement") is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two;, the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 10 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascerUined on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Vacant" or "Situations 'Wanted" and "Part-
nerships," is OxE Seiilli.so forTive.vtv-foite 'Words,
OJid Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
AiiiftrliSf:m':iits iiutst be prepaid.

*•* Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,
vv.C, tree Of chaiye. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. iSee
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
oflace not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Covi'tspfoiiticncc.—**-•

—

OAKEXRKD SCHOOL COlIPEriTlDN'.

To the Hditor of the Building Nbw8.
Silt,—We consider the report o( your corre-

spondent on this competition very misleading, and
v,-e shiiU be obliged if you "will correct the
following misstatements -which concern ourselves.

1. No classiKcation as to second and third
places was mtde by the committee: but Mr.
Horsfall and ourselves were each awarded a
premium of tlO.

J. We do not ••Take the children down to the
loNver level of the playground, :ind then up again
inside the building," but enter the first lloor
from the street level as in the accepted design.—
We are, Arc, SMrrii .vnd Cmi'ss.
Town Hall Chambers, South P.irade,

Rochdale, lliy 22.

CEJIENT-TESTIXU.
Silt,—Your correspondent. ' A Cement Chemist

of Many Years' Experience," writing in your
last week's issue, endeavours to explain aw.iy the
variations of Le Chatelier test. It would be
interesting to have his comments of the varyin"
results of a sample of cement sent to fourdiffeVen't
experts in London by a ilidland cement manu-
facturer, the results of which have been placed at
my disposal, .i 2Ulb. sample of cement was
taken from a bin at several different times during
the emptying of same, and thn sample, afte"
being thoroughly mi.\-ed up, was divide! into •four
tins which were hermetically sealed and sent to
four London cement-testers" of '' many years'
experience." They were asked to fill Le Chatelier
moulds on a certain day and boil on the following,
it being pointed out to them that it wa^ a chec°k
sample, and should be c.irried out under the same
conditions. The results were as follows : —First
expert showed lijmm. expansion ; second
ri'Tomm. : third 10-125mm. : fourth l-:)7,5mm.
The first expert app.arently only made one test,
the second two. and the "third "and fourth four
tests, of which I give the average—the difference
between the highest and lowest reiding being
I'omm. Consequently, according to one expert,
this sample would have been a well-manufactured,
finely-ground cement, showing, on testing when
fresh, an expans on of even less than tiium. :

while, on the other hand, another expert who
obtained UJmm. expansion wouM call it an indif-
ferent cement. Xow, as all these four experts
operate in London, and there' is no doubt that the
four samples of cement travelled there in the same
post-big. would your cDrrespondent explain the
great difference:- -Arc the climatic infiuences so
varied in the neishbouring streets in Westminster
to account for this r— I am. I'irc.,

.A Wot'Lll-llE HlGlI-Cl..lSS'

Cement M.ixii acti'iiek.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A TiMiiKK MEnrinxT's Fall.—The trustee in

the bankruptcy of Robert Duuderdale Cocksedge,
timber merchant, of IJevoushire-squaie, E.C, and
Cardiff, made at the ( iuildhall on Friday a tucctssful
application to Sir .lohn Bell for the delivery up by
the Commissioner of the City Police of some
jewellery, circular notes, and bankers' passbooks
which were seized by the police at the time I 'ock-
sedge was arrested oil a charge of removing property
to the value of i;i;)() with intent to defraud his
creditors. Cockfedge was subsequently sentenced
to twelve months' imprisonment.

Maxholks in Street Pavements.—Attoiixey-
Gexeralv. AsniiY.-Before Mr. Justice Joyce on
May 2, the .Xttorriey-Geueial, at the relation of the
Staines Crban District Council, applied for an
injunction to lestrain the defendant from breaking
up the footway of one of the streets in their district
for the purpose of constructing a manhole in a drain
connecting the defendanfs house, Xo. SO, High-
street, Staines, with the street sewer. The point
for the decision of the Court was whether, after the
communication between his drains and the sewer of
the Iccal authority had been made under section 21
of the Public Health .\ct, IS?.'), the defendant was
entitled to construct in the footway between his
house and the road in which the sewer ran an
inspection chamber, whith was required by the
regulations of the district council, and for that
purpose to break up the footway. The relators
contended that the proper situation for the inspec-
tion chamber was in the courtyard at the back of
the house, and that the defendant had no right to
break up the footway for the purpose or con-
structing it. The defendant admitted that he was
not entitled to have a movable cover to the inspec-
tion chamber if made m the footway, but was
willing to have it permanently covered by flogstoiiea
like the rest of the pavement in front of his house.
Mr. Justice Joyce, in giving judgment, said that
the only rights which the defendant had were his
right of properly in the subsoil of the street
(subject to the rights of the local authority^ and bis
right under section 21 of the Act to cause his drain
to empty into the sewer. For the purpose of
exercising his rights under section 21 he was
entitled, if necessary, to have the surface of the
street broken up. The evidence showed that it was
desirable to have an inspection chamber. But there
was nothing in section 21 reterri;:g to inspection
chambers. His Lordship thought, therefore, that
the defendant had no right to break up the footway
for the purpose of constructing such a work ; an
injunction must accordingly be granted.

Received.—P. and J., L'd.— .i. H. L—R. and G.—'W.
—Elevator.—T. R. R.—La Source.— Wing Floor.—H.—
H. and H.— G. B. and Co.-.\. Co.. Ltd.—Lisbonite.—
G. G. H.-M. and Co., L'.d.-B. and P.

V.-Tes.

R. J. J.— Send, and we will see.

A. H. M.—There was no competition.

Reu.—'We cannot debate opinions. 'We think the remarks
were fair and pertinent.

X.H. M—The Fire-Resis tin? doors mide bv the British
Luxfer Prism Syndicate are what you want.

T. L. J.—You can. in our opinion, get the rolled steel
joists better and cheaper, and nearer you, of C. C.
liunkerley and Co., Ltd., Store- street, Manchester, than
of the people you nami.

' T. P.—The Calnion Asbestos Slate is an inexpsnsive
easily fixed partition Uning, aui particularly suitable
tor bungalows.

T. A. A.—VTf think you would g t it at J. M. Xewton's,
21, Charles-strvet, Hatlon Garden. He stocks orna-
mental window glass of aU Jeseri ptions.

O.L. .\vibott.—'We know nothing of the American
Correspondence College " you name. Our opinion is,

you would do much betwr to study here under one of
Che recognised coaches who advertise in our own pi»es
such as Mr. Middleton or Mr. Xeill.

<- = -•

Intcrcammuniratioit.

QCESTIUyS.
[12274.1—Clerks of 'Works Association.-Can

any reider give me the address of the s.-creury to the
Clerks of Works Associ ition .'—C. S.

[1227.5 ]—Jam Factories —'What firms of engineers
are there who supply the necessary plant pans, fictin'^s.

&c.) for jam factories 1 My nuery last week was wrongly
worded. -J.vM.

'

JIEPLIES.

[12271.1 — Joinery. — " Laxton's Builder's Pricj
Book," 49. annual, gives mueh-e.g.. Staircases, lin.
deal wt. and mded. treads and risers, gliiel, blocked and
bracketed per foot super. L. and M. ls~ O^d.. liin. do. do.
Is. tfd.liin. do. do. Is. 5d. K.xtra if for carriages ;U..

1} yel. deal do. do. Is. 9d., do. mitred to cur string and
dovetailed to balusters Is. lid., do. to winders circular
one end '^s. 2d., two ends 2s. 4d., do. feath,^ tongue joinrs
l|d.. do. if picked deal 21., H wt. yel. deal tread,*, lin.
rCsers, and stron? c^rriagen &c.'. Is. 8J.—Kn.Esr^s P.vrk.

[12272. 1—Repairing Drain —Probably B : but con-
.sult respectjible solicitor or building surveyor.—Re-, ent's
Park.

The Institute of Arch.iology of Liverpool Uni-
versity has arranged an expedition into Asia Minor
to explore the sites of Hittite monument-, and to

make excavations among some ruins near one of the
ancient trade routes, where several Hittite inscnp-
tions have recently been found. The party started Prayer, which bad hitherto hung on the old wall,
from rail-head at .\ngora on May 11, and expect to 'had since been placed by the rector at the west end
cross the Taurus mountains about the end of the of the church. < lutside the provisions of the faculty
month.

I
also there had been laid down a mosaic pavement in

AriORTIOXlIEXTS FOIt STREET Keiairs.—Mr. de
Grey has given his final decision at the South-
western Court in a case that has involved two
and a half years' costly litigation. Mr. .V. C.
Ballard, a large owner of projwrty, residing at ' lak-
dale-road, Streatham, was the defendant, being
summoned by the Wandswortli Borough Council,
who sought to obtain payment of i:2'i'J 7s., the ap-
portioned expenses for the repair of Fallsbrook-
road, Streatham, of which he was part owner. Mr.
de Grey had made an order for payment on a prior
apportionment

: the defendant appealed against the
decision, and the Court above allowed it, holding the
apportionment to be irregular, as the amount claimed
contained items charged in respect to adminislrilion.
A new apportionment was made, and it was under
this that the money was sought to be recovered.
The contention raied in the interests of the
defendant was that the work done to the road far
exceeded reasonable repairs: that if bad been con-
structed as a new street, and that the cost should
have been anjiortioned accordingly. It was pointed
out that under the system of repair the (

' juucil could
come on the defendant periodically for Contnbuticns,
whereas by adopting the place as a new street they
would, after the first expenditure, maintain it in-
definitely. A number of pr<ifessional men were
called to give expert opinion for the defendant.
Mr. de Grey held that what was done was necessary
works of repair. The C nincil had not exceeded their
duty, and be made an order for payment of the
amount claimed, with i 10 IDs. costs. Defendants'
counsel pressed for a case for the consideration of
the superior Court, and the msgistrate, while ex-
tremely reluctant to accede t > the request unless
compelled, deferred his final decision on the point
till a later day.

.\.I.TERATION-S TO A f'HfB'-n WlTIIOtT A FArri.TT.
—At the I'sworth Parish Church, the Chancellor
of the niocese -of Durham recently heard an ap-
plication by the rector for a faculty' authorising the
making of certain alterations to the fittings and
ornaments in I sworth Church, and to confirm other
alterations which have been maile without a faculty.
Mr. Hudson said that in Ii'Ol a fa:ulty was obtained
for alterations to the church, and these involved the
removal of the east wail. The tablets containing
the Ten Commandments, the Creed, and the Lord's
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the chancel, and a rail had been added to the pulpit
stair. A confirmatory faculty for these works was
now required. Sanction was also asked for a new
reredos which would have painted upon it a
figure, the painting of the figures of the Four
Evangelists on four panels of the pulpit, and
the placing of a memorial tablet on the wall.
The Chancellor, in giving his decision, said that
three things had been done in that church without
a faculty. He confirmed the faculty for the mosaic
pavement and for the pulpit rail. With regard to
the tablets, they must be removed to the east end of
the church again as a matter of law, and the faculty
would go for that. There was no objection to the
marble memorial tablet, and the facultv would go
lor that. The Chancellor said he had seen the pro-
posed reredos, and the paintmg commenced, and,
having to decide between the vestry and 12»
parishioners, he decided that it would not be for the
benefit of the parish that that reredos should be put
up at a cost of ,10 as a gift under a faculty which
could not be removed for generations. He could
not help thinking it was not worthy of the church,
and he declined the application. He did not think
the pulpit would ba improved by the suggested
figures, and he decided against the paintings of the
panels. The Chancellor gave all the costs of the
inquiry against the rector.

LOXDOX COUXTY CorXCIL V. ilETEOPOLITAX
Railway Compaxy and Others.—This case came
before a Divisional Court of King's Bench on
May 14 on the appeal of the London County
Council from a decision of the Tribunal of Appeal.
In this case the Jletropniitan Railway Company and
others appealed to the Tribunal of Appeal under the
provisions of the London Building Act (1S94' against
the certificate of the superintending architecfas to
the general line of buildings as to ceitain portions of
the Euston-road. Marylebone, and last August the
Tribunal allowed the appeal, varying the line of the
superintending architect, and directed that the
London County Council should pay the costs of
the appellants, which amounted in the aggregate
to £110, and it was against this order as to costs
that the London County Council now appealed.
Mr. Avory, K.C., on behalf of the appellants, s.aid

they appeared before the Tribunal under Section
181 of the London Building Act to support the
decision of the superintending architect, they having i

no power to oppose his certificate if they" did not '

own property affected by the line of buildings he
!

had laid down. The Tribunal of Appeal had power
!

to hear counsel of parties interested, and parties '

interested personally, and to make any such order
;

as they thought fit, and the costs ot any of the
parties to the appeal were in the discretion of the
Tribunal, including the costs of the Council. The
question was, What did the words " mcludini; the
costs of Councd " mean r His contention was that
they meant the costs of the Council incurred by the
Council under section LSI in supporting the decision
of the superintending architect. The Councd only
appeared by order of the statute to prevent injustice
being done, and to produce records in their offices
for the assistance of the Tribunal. They were not
in any way parties to the appeal in the sense that
they could be made liable for the costs of it. If they
were to be held liable for the costs of the appeal,
they would not run the risk of appearing to support
the certificate of the superintending architect. It
was a very serious matter to the Council. Mr.
McMorran, K.C., on behalf of the respondents, said
that counsel appeared for the (.'ouncil on the appeal,
called evidence, and argued the case before the
Tribunal from the begiiiuing to the end. Their
lordships held that the Tribunal had power to do as
they had done, and dismissed the appeal with costs.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &o.

Xewi'Oet, I.W.— Messrs. (iairet and Haysom,
East-street. Southampton, have just completed a
mural monument, to be erected in the parish church,
Newport, Isle of Wight, to the memory of the late

Archdeacon Haigh. The design, carried out in

Hopton Wood stone, is in the Italian Renaissance
style, and consists of base and plinth, on which rest

pilasters and pediment, having bronze enrichments.
The centre panel is occupied by a medallion of the
venerable archdeacon, in bronze. The work has
beed designed by Mr. Percy (_;. Stone, F.S.A.,
F.R.LB.A.

Reconstructed at a cost of .tJS.j, an organ (built
by Messrs. Heard and Son, of Truro) was opened
on Friday at St. Stephen's Church, Launceston.

An inspector from the Local Government Board
has held an inquiry at Luton into the apphcation of

j

the corporation to borrow £17,000 for the extension
of their electricity station.

In consequence of the development of the Tyseley
district, the Birmingham Corporation < Jas Depart-
ment is about to enlage the e.tisting mains in
Coventry-road, between the river Cole and Kuig's-

: road, and to replace the existing Sin. main in the
last-mentioned road by one of I'2in. diameter. The

]

cost is estimated at £l,:iOO. The department has
also decided to continue at an estimated cost ot
£0,000, the 30in. trunk main from Coventry-road to
Warwick-road.

The spring raeetiug of the Bristol and Ciloucsster-
shire Archivological Society has been fixed for
Tuesday next. May ^S, at Xorthleach. The pro-
gramme includes visits to the church of St. Mary,
bhepton Sollars, where members will be received by
the Rev. C. I'ugh, and the church at Xorthleach,
where they will be received by the Rev. R. C. S.

|Jones. Mr. T. Llverbury wdl conduct the members
around the town of X'orthleach. and at Chedworth
Villa an address will be given by Mr. W. St. Clair
Baddeley. I

CHIPS.
Mr. Alfred Bradley Rooke, architect, of 11, <;reat

James-street, Bedford-row, W.C, died on Sunday
last of pneumonia, at his residence, s, Alexandra-
grove, Xorth Finchley, in his fiOth year.

At Christ Church, Isle of Dogs, an outlying part
of I'oplar, a much-needed work of church restora-
tion has been completed. Built fifty years ago, the
church was sadly out of reiiair and ill-fitted. The
work of renovation had to include the refounding
of the sinking foundations, relightmir, reseating,

and reglazing of the whole church. There are also
a new clergy vestry and a pulpit ot carved and
gilded oak on a stone base, and three bells, cast by
Messrs. Mears and Stainbank, have been added to
the peal, which has been rehung.

Mr. J. H. Bolam, of Bristol, has been appointed
chief electrical engineer to the borough ot Wey-
mouth.

On May 1 j a new pier was opened at Tollesbury.
on the Essex coast, in connection with the light rail-

way which connects this distii^t with the Cireat
Eastern main line at Kelvedon. The railway has
been extended for a distance of H miles beyond the
original terminus to a new station at the shore end
of the pier. The latter is a timber and earthwork
construction 1,770ft. in length by Oft. wide, a pier-
head, .^Oft. long by ISft. in width, being built at the
extreme end. Ten feet of water is available at low-

spring tides at the end of the pier, and steps have
also been arranged 22 yards and .500 yards from the
station, where .ift. ancl Sft. of water respectively are
obtained at high tide. The work has beeu canied
out by the Great Eastern Hallway Company, to
meet the requirements of yachtsmen and anglers.

The foundation-stone of a church hall and insti-

tute has beeu laid at Edmonton by Lady St. Helier.
It is proposed to associate the institute with the
name of Charles Lamb, who resided in the little

recessed cottage in Church-street, and who lies

buried with his sister Mary in the churchyard
opposite. The style will be Late Perpendicular.
The front, windows, .and doorways will be in Stam-
ford freestone. The site, value £100, has been
given by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. The
building is planned to include thirteen rooms besides
the large hall, in which literarv, social, and recrea-
tive work will be carried on. The cost will be about
£4,700.

The foundation-stone of the chancel. Guild
chapel, and vestries of the ne.v Church of the
Ascension, Victoria Docks, was laid on Ascension
Day. The architect is Mr. Cutts, of Soutliampton,
and the cost of the first section of the church has
been £5,100.

The Chelsea Borough Council have invited six
architects" to submit a sketch and an estimate tor
building the proposed workmen's dwellings on a
site given by Lord Cadogan.

The six daughters ot the late Mr. Hammerton, of
Stockwell, who was for some years a churchwarden,
have presented to the parish of St. Andrew. Stock-
well, a memorial hall and institute, fitted up with
library, classroom'*, and billiard-room, lat a cost of
£7,oOO. Mr. E. W. Mouiitford designed the
ineiuorial, and Messrs. Rice, of Stockwell, have beeu
the builders.

New almshouses are being erected at East Meon,
Hants, for which local stone is being used, with
dressings, copings, \-c., in Chelynch Bed Doulting
Stone and IVirtliind stone steps from the Ham-Hill
tjiiarries. The architects are Mr. W. Bncknall and
Mr. .1. X. Comper, and the budder is Mr. Walter
liead, of West Meon.

The new mission church ot St. Augustine is being
built at North Town, .Vldershot, the materials used
being red brick and Doulting stone dressings from
the Chelynch bed. The interior arcading is of wood,
with Portland stone bases to the wood cilumiis ; also
Portland stone steps from the Ham-Hill tjuarries.
The architect is Mr. T. G. Jackson, and the drawings
were recentlv exhibited in the Ivoyal Academy. The
builders are Messrs. Martin, Wells and Co., ;Udershot.

The equestrian statue of the late Duke of Cam-
bridge, which is to be erected in Whitehall opposite
the new War Clffice, and will be unveiled on .Tune 14,
has just been cast. The pedestal is of Dartmoor
grey gianite, the weight of which is 4) tons. It is

being supplied by Messrs. Pethick Brothers.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Sheffield Water Supply.—The corporation of
Sheffield have just completed the extensive water
scheme in the Little Don Valley at a cost of
£011,000. There are two Sheffield reservoirs, the
Langsett and the I'nderbank. The Langsett reser-

voir has an area of 120 acres, a drainage area of

5.'J0.3 acres, and a capacity of 1,400 million gallons.

The extreme depth is about 100ft. The surface area
constitutes a lake \^ miles in extent. The length of
the embankment on the Upper I\Iidhope side is

1,-JOOtt., the width at the base 700ft., and at the top
36ft, Along the top has been constructed a road,
replacing the old one leading from Langsett to

Upper Jlidhope. The Uiiderbank reservoir, when
filled, will be wholly used for compensation water.
The embankment is 1,600ft. long, 3o0ft. wide at the
base, and 3_'ft. at the top road level. The capacity
of this reservoir is G.iO million gallons.

The War Office is about to spend £2.5,000 for the
provision of stabling accommodation for the Scots
Greys on Salisbury Plain.

The town council of Saltash, Cornwall, have
j
instructed the works committee to employ an
architect to prepare plans for reconstructing the
guildhall, also plans and estimates for a new
guildhall.

An application is being made to the Local
Government Board by the Grimsby Corporation
for a loan of £3,o50 for extending the electricity

undertaking. The new machinery will include one
.500kw. dynamo direct coupled to a high speed
steam engine, together with switchboard panel and
a Tirrell voltage regulator. The extension has been
designed and will be carried out by the borough
electrical engineer, Mr. W. A. Vignoles.

At the Xorwich Consistory Court a faculty has
been granted to the vicar and churchwardens of

Holt, Xorfolk. empowering them to repair the
tower and walls, to remove a gallery therein, to
build a stair turret to the tower and new vestries

to the north side of the chancel, and to place new
roots in the nave and aisles. Mr. H. J. Green, of
X'orwich, is the architect, and the work is estimated
to cost £3,000. The greater part of the church is

of the Perpendicular period, but the tower is Late
13th century in style ; the church was burned out
in the great fire of May Day, 170S, which destroyed
most of the town.

The Poplar and Stepn ey Sick Asylum Boai'd have
instructed their architect (Mr. W. Clarkson) to com-
plete the contract drawings and specifications for

the additional accom modation for the nurses at once_

In the application made on behalf of Abraham
Ward Porter, Capworth-street, Leytoii, N.E., cou-
tractor, the order of discharge has been suspended
for three years, ending April 19, 1910.

The corporation of Bradford have decided to pro-
ceed with the construction of the tramway extension
from Little Hortou to Wibsey, vi;i Brownroyd Hill-

road, in accordance with the plans and specifications

of the city surveyor, at an estimated cost of £12,000
for permanent way and £1.300 for electric cables.

The Cwmbrula Independent Chapel has been
ventilated on the Boyle Natural System, under
the direction of Mr. W. David, architect, Swansea.

Further serious defects have been discovered in

Winchester Cathedral, particularly in the south
transept, and the tower is now being examined. The
enormous cost of restoration already incurred must
be considerably increased.

The sauitorium for the treatment of consumptive
cases in Galashiels is now ready for occupation. The
sauitorium occupies a site in a small pine wood on
the southern slope of Meigle Hill, overlooking the
town, with a coinmauding view of the Tweed valley,

with the Eildons and Cheviots in the distance.

The new ordnance works for the manufacture of
gun-mountings for warships which are being erected
by Sir William Arroll and Co., the contractors, at

Scotstoun, Glasgow, cover an area of 20 acres, and
include two workshops, each with a length of 67*5ft.,

a collective width ot 134ft , and a height of (13ft..

The roof is carried on cross girders at 2'Jft. centres;

resting nponcolums with deep foundations, and the
roofing is of the ridge-and- furrow type, supported
in the ridge, and covered with glass.

The question of building corporation cottages at
Cheetham has been discussed at a meeting of the
Manchester Corporation Sanitary Committee, and
it has .been agreed to prepare a scheme for the
erection of dwellings on a site in Boyle-street, close

to the tiueen's-road tram shed.

A Carnegie free library is about to be erected at

Skipton, at a cost of £3,000, adjoining the Jubilee
Science and Art Schools, erected in 1887. The new
building will contain on the ground fioor a reading-
room, on the first fioor a lending-library, reference-
library, and a ladies' -room, and on the top floor a
museum.
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The Shoreham Bimj^alow Owners' Association
have taken coimsi-rs oiiinion as to their status as
tenants, with the result that they have been
advised that, upon the authority of a decision of
the House of Lords, they cannot be interfered with
so long as they pay the rent agieed upon, and
observe the rules laid down by the landlord for the
mutual protection of himself and the owners.
Each member of the association has pledged not
to negotiate with anyone in respect of the
particular plot in which their respective bungalows
are erected, except through the association. The
chairman, llr. Bernard Godfrey, has stated that
negotiations have been opened in three different
quarters, with a view to acquiring some freehold
land on another part of the .south coast to which,
if necessary, the bungalow owners may, as a last
resource, migrate. Some, indeed, have already
decided to remove.

Recext tests of the hardwoods of Western
Australia have, says an exchange, revealed the
extraordinary properties of yate, believed to be
the strongest of all known woods. Its average
tensile strength is 24,000Ib. to the equare inch,
tqu?.lling that of cast iron. JIany specimens are
much stronger, and one was tested" up to 1 7^ tons
to the square inch, which is equal to the tensile
strength of wrought iron. The sawn timber of
yate is probably the strongest in the world. The
tree grows to a maximum height of 100ft., and
has sometimes a diameter of 2ft. ijin., or even 3ft.

Ix his report on the trade of Palestine for IflOG.

the Acting British ( 'onsul at Jerusalem (Mr. F. G.
Freeman) states that in consequence of the con-
tinuous influx of Jewish immigrants from Russia
and elsewhere, the importation of building
materials, such as iron and steel girders for
roofing, corrugated iron sheets, tiles, planks, and
cement, is increasing considerably. A verv
marked change is coming o\-er .leriisalem and
other towns through the substitution of girders
and tiles for the time-honoured domed roofing.
There is thus, says the consul, an opening of
which German, French, and Belgian exporters
have not been slow to avail themselves,
and it ought to be worth the while of
British exporters and steamship companies to
arrange freights on the same scale as those
obtaining between Hamburg or Antwerp and
Jaffa. Gas-engines for motive power, with
anthracite nut coal as fuel, have been imported
into Palestine during the past year with successful
results. The principal advantage that producer-
gas has over steam is economy in both' fuel and
water, and as Jerusalem, like other towns in
Palestine, depends on rain for its water-supply,
the gas-engine is obviously desirable.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satcrdav (To-morrow).— Kiiinburffh Architectural Asso-

ciation. Visit to T>alkeith Palacf; and
Chapel. Train from Waverley Station.
2.35 p.m.

Monday.—Royal Institute of Briti-sh Architects. Pro-
visional Report of the .Joint Reinforced
Concrete Committee, to be presented by
Sir Henry Tanner. I.S.l ). 8 p.m.

TcESDAY.— Society of .-Xrts. "SheflieM Plate and Electro-
Plate." by Sherard Cowper Coles, b p.m.
Arrtutectural Association of Ireland.

Valedictory Address, by the I'resident,

15, South Krederick-Iane, Dublin. 8 p.m.

Whdsesdav.—Society of .\rts. *' Irriiration Colonies m
India," by I^. Robertson, F.C.S. H p.m.

TiurRsDAV.—L.C.C. School of Building, Femdale-road,
Brixton. .Six Lectures on " The Archi-
tecture of London." Xo. 2, " Mediii'val
London," by Prof. Beresford Pite,
F.R.I.B..\. 7.S0 p.m.

Satcruav (Jcne 1).—London Architectural .\980ctation.
Visit to Kast Grinstead. Train from
lAjndon Bridge at 1.40 p.m.

LATEST PRICES.
«

>

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.
EXHIBITION nr TRAVELLING STl UENTSHIP DRAW.

I.NGS ..lSta|.leInnBuil<lm:Is HoI!j..rn. W.C- MAV 'JTtli t.i JI'NE Nt
inclusive, frnm Hi a.m. tii » p.m. .A<imis§ion flee im jireseQlation i.f

>i»itin-c.irJ.

Two stained-glass chancel windows, repre-enting
the Xativity and .\scension of Christ, and a brass
tablet have been erected in Framtield Parish Church,
Sussex, in memory of the Rev. C. Mackenzie
Steuart, M..\., a former vicar.

A Local Government Board inquiry into an
application by the South Shields Town Council for
sanction to borrow the sum of £:J,4.30 for the pur-
chase of a site at Cieadou, on which to erect an
infec'ious diseases ho.^pital, was held on Thursday
and Friday last in the town-hall. South Shields, and
was adjourned untd to-day jFriday). Mr. S. K.
Burgess, borough surveyor, said the total cost of the
building would work out at something under £300
per bed.

The timber yard of Messrs. Haughton and Co.,
Kyrls (iuay, Cork, was the scene of a destructive
Sre on Wednesday afternoon, and caused damage
to the estimated amount of £30,000. The machinery
shop and yard, with their contents, were destroyed.

Major J. Stewart. R.E., has held a Local (iovem-
ment Board inquiry at the Audit House, South-
ampton, relative to the application by the town
council for the legislation ot an excess expenditure
of £3,.500 already incurred on the municipal housing
scheme, and for excusal from the obligation to
provide further housing accommodation forsevent)'-
one persons. A second inquiry was held by Major
Stewart the following day as to an application by
the town council to borrow il.ii.iO for works of
street improvement and sewerage in Winchester-

|

road and Ice House-hill, and £17,000 for purposes
of the electric-hght undertakmg.

The Lathom and Burscough Council Otficea are
being warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's
patent Manchester grates, the same l)eing supplied
by Messrs. E" "" " " - - - --

Chester.

CHIPS.
» The demand for an eight hours' day by the

building trades in Berlin has culminated in a lock-

out, which began on Sunday, i In .Saturday the

men were paid off, and were informed by the

employers that their services would not be required

this week. About ')0,000 workmen have been locked

out, and another .'>o,000 men in auxiliary braughes
will be stopped from working. The conflict is

expected to be long and stubborn.

A new park at Stirchley, l'2i acres in extent,

which has been acquired by the King's Norton and
Xorthfield District Council, was opened to the

public on Friday. The council has spent close upon
t'3,000 m the purchase of the land and laying it out.

Entrance to the park is gaiued from Frankliu-road.

The (treat Xorthern Railway Company contem-
plates an extensive enlargement of its Peterborough
station.

The new infectious diseases hospital, which has

been erected for the burgh of Musselburgh at Esk-
grove, was opened on Friday. It has cost £6,fi00 in

addition to the site of -U acres, for which another

£1,000 was given. Mr. George Langdale, the burgh
surveyor, is the architect.

The Central Council of Church Bellringers is

collecting information from all parts of the

countrj' as to belfries and bells. For the present it

has coutined its imiuiries to " rings '' of eight

bells and upwards. One important point is, the

council state, often neglected by architects. A
bell gives out its note when moutli upwards, and the

sound exit from the belfry should be so adjusted

that the bell's note shall be directed towards the

sky.

A pamphlet, "Hints on Fire Protection," has

been prepared iu order that London householders

may be made aware of the principal points to lie

remembered as regards c) prevention of fire . (i",

how to act in the event of tire : and / 1 what to do
in cases of injury by lire. It is the lirst publication

of the kind to be issued officially, and it is believed

that it will tend to diminish the loss of life and
damage to property caused by outbreaks of fire. The
pamphlet has been prepared by Captain Hamilton.

R.X., Chief Ot'ncer of the Loudon Fire Bngade, and
can be purchased through any bookseller.

On Saturday, the foundation-stone of Bedford

Grammar School Chapel was laid by Lord St. John,

Lord Lieutenant of the county.

The amount expended on the Elan supply scheme
by the water committer of the Birmingham Cor-

poration up to March 31, 1907, was £.i,7Ji!,710.

The plans for the town and fire hall for Vermilion,

.Vlberta, Canada, again came up for considera-

tion at the meeting on April J-), and it was finally

moved by Councilors Stephens Brown that F.. F.

Souder's plan for the building be accepted, and that

he be instructed to prepare specifications and
drawings.

A City Beautiful Conference is to be held in the

town hall, Liverpool, this year, on the 27th and iSth

of next month. The subjects to be discussed are

(1) "The Planning of Cities, I'rbanand Suburban."
(_') "The Beautifying of Cities." ,3; "Garden
Cities." Three or four short papers will be read on
each of these topics.

.\ Yorkshire firm have secured nine or ten acres

of land at Whitworth for the purpose of erecting a

large woollen, bleaching, dyeing, A:c., works. It

will be near the Thor Mill, which is nearing com

n.

to

„
„
„

Per ton.
£5 15
7 15
7 5
8 10

„
„

20
5 17

„
„

8 15
B 10

IBON.
Per ton.

RoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10
Rolled-Steel .Joists, Eniflish 7 5
Wrought-Irnn i-rirder Plates 7
Barlriin. tfcioiiSfatfs 6 5
Do., Lowmour, Flat, Rooad, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh 6 15
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8
Best Snedshill 9 0,.

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, forbondinif, 4c., £3 1.5s. tJi £!>.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £U to £15 10s. per ton.

Oalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20,

eft, to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.
gauge £13 10

Best ditto H
Wire Jfaila (Points de Paris)

—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 11 15 B.W.O.
9 6 10/- 10 6 11- 11.3 12- 129 13 3 U« pet cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Cast-iron Colunuu £6 10 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10
Rolled-lron Fencing Wire 9 5 0,, 9 10
Eolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

, Oalvanised. 9 0,, 9 10
Caat-Iron Sa-sh Weights 4 17 „ 4 17
Cut Floor Brads 10 10 „ 10 10
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 10 ,,

—
Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £3 2 6 to £6 7 8
4in.tfi6in 6 0,, 650
Tin. to 24Ln. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. od. per ton estra ; turned

and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

No. 22 to 24.

Per too.
... £U
... 14 10

Pig Iron-
Cold Blast, Lilleshall

Hot Blast, ditto

Per ton.
110s. Od. to 1171. M.
70s. Od. „ 75a. Od.

Discount oS StandardWrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes 67|p.c.
Water-Tubes 62*

Steam-Tubes 67,
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55
Galvanised Water-'Tubeii 60
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 46

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. caslu.

Per ton. Pet ton.

to £26 10Spelter, Silesia-. £26
Lead Water Pipe, Town 2.) 7

Country 24 2
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 2.3 17

Country 24 12
Lead Pipe, "Tinned inside. Town 24 17

,. ,, Country 23 12

Lead Pipe, Turned inside ana
outside Town 26 7

„ ,, „ „ Country 27 2
Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 7

„ ,, Country .. 26 2
Lead Soil-pipe (5in. and 6tn.

extra) Town 2S 7

, Country 26 2
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rod4 12)
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... Ill

Tin, Straits 192 10

Do., English Ingota 195 o
Pig Lead 21 6
Sheet Lead, Tomti 22 17

„ „ Country : 23 12
Genuine White I.iead 27 15
Beflned Red Lead 25
Sheet Zinc 85
Old Lead, against account IH 17

Tin per cirt. 11

Cut Kails (per cwt. bftaja, ordinary
brand) 11

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah pet load £10 15

15 5
120 10
ir-.'

I9:i

195 10

Bangkok „ ... »
Quebec Pine, yellow 4 2

„ Oak „ ... 8

„ Birch 2 12

„ Elm , ... « 2
„ A^ , ... 4 5

Dantxic and Memel Oak „ ... .3 5
Fir .3 15

Ash. IJuebec 4 2
Bin^h, New Bruiuwick ... „ ...

„ Uuebec , ...

Elm
B'lX. Turkey per ton
I'e-lar. Cuba per ft. sup.
Jarrah planks per ft. cu.

Wainvot. Rig* p. log
lAth, Dantj*ic. p.f

St. Petersburg 4

per St. Petersburg Slandud, ISO—12ft

2
2 7
4

«

2
2 10
4

to £22 10

„ 17 10

• " *
„ 9

„ 5
..9 5

,. 1 IJ

„ e 10

„ S IS
7 6

i
9

,. 18

5

H. Shorlaud and Brother,"of "Man- i pletion. Large blocks of cottages will also be

;
erected close to the works for the workpeople.

Deals
by llin. :

—
Quebec. Fine, Lit £21

2nd 17
.3Td II

Canada Sprue*, tat 11 10
ZndandStd 9 10

New Brunswick 9
Riga 9 5

St . PetembaiJ 8 5
Sw-Hlish 7 10
Finland 9
White Se» 10 15
Bat'.ens, all Mrti 6

by liin.

to £.35

23 10

13 10

16 10
11 10

9 5
9 5

17
2i) 10
9 n

80 10
13
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Flooring Boards, per square of Iin. :

—

1st prepared £0 14
2nd ditto 12
Other qualities 4

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10
Memel, cr. pipe 220

£1
16
14

Memel, brack 190

to £45
230
200

WOOD.
Bl'ILDISG Woo

Deals: Sin. by llin. and 4in. by £ s. d.

At per standard.

£ a. d
to 15
„ 14

12

9in. and llin 13 10
Deals: 3by9 13
Battens : 2iia. by 7in. and Sin.,

and Bin. by Tin. and 8in 11
Battens : 2J by 6 and 3 by 6 10 less than

"in. & Sin.
Deals : seconds 10 lessthanbest
Battens : seconds 10 ,, „

2in. by 4in. and 2in. by Bin 9 to 10
2in. by 4Jin. and 2in. by 5in. ... 8 10 ,, 9 10

Forei^ Sawn Boards

—

Iin. and IJin. by Tin 10 more than
battens.

iin 10
Fir timber : best middling Danzig .\t per load of 50ft.

or Memel 4 10 to 5
Seconds 4 „ 4 10 o
Small timber I'f in. to loin.) 3 12 U „ 3 15
Small timber ijin. to Sin.) 3 „ 3 10
Swedish balks 2 10 „ 3

Pitch-pine timber ^30ft. average) 4 0,, 4150
Joiners' "Wood.

White Sea : first yellow deals. At per standard.
3in. byllin 24 to 25
3in. by 9in 22 „ 23
Battens, 2Mn. and 3in. by Tin. 16 10 ,, 13

Second yellow deals. Sin. by Iin... IS 10 ,, 20
„ ,, 3inby9in. .. IT 10 ,, 19
Battens, 2]in. and Sin. by Tin. 13 10 ,, 14 10

Third yellow' deals, Sin. by llin.

andOin 13 10 „ 15
Battens, 9.Un. and Sin. by Tin. 110 ,, 12

Petersburg first yellow deals.
Sin. bv llin 21 „ 22 10
Do. 3in. by9in 18 „ 19 10
Battens 13 10 „ 15

Sec<.>nd yellow deals, 3in. by llin. 16 ,, 17
Do. Sin. by9in 14 10 „ 16
Battens 11 „ 12 10

Third yellow deals. Sin. by llin. 13 „ 14 o
Do. Sin. by9in 12 10 „ 14
Battens 10 „ 11

6 to

„ £15 10

„ 14 10
„ 12

„ 14 10

„ 13 10

„ 11

„ 21

„ 1

and over.

White Sea and Petersburg-

First white deals, Sin. bv llin. £14 10
„ „ 3in. by 9in. 13 10

Battens 11
Second white deals. Sin. by llin. 13 10

„ „ .'iin. by 9in. 12 10
,, ,. battens 10

Pitch pine : deals 18
Under 2in. thick e.xtra ... 10

Yelhw Pine—Fii-st, regular sizes 44
Oddments 32

Seconds, regular sizes 33
Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube,. 3

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs-
Large, per ft. cube 3 0,. 036
Small 2 6 „ 2 9

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5 6,, 060
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,
asinch SJ „ 9.}

3in. do. do 7 „ 8
Dry Mahogany — Honduras, Ta-

basco, per ft. super, as inch ... 9,, 010
Selected, Figury, per ft. super,
asinch 16,, 026

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

surer, asinch 10 ,, 10
Teak, per load 17 „ 22
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube 4 ,, 5

Prepared Flooring, &c.—
Iin. by 7m. yellow, planed and Per square.
.shot £0 13 6 to £) 17 6

Iin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 11 ,, 18

liin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 16 ,, 10

Iin. by "in. white, planed and
shot 12 „ 14 6

Iin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 12 6 ,, 15

IJin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 15 ,, 16 6

Jin. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ... 11 ,, 13 6

Iin. by Tin. „ „ ... 11 „ 18
Sin. by Tin. white 10 „ 11 6
Iin, by Tin. „ „ ... 12 9 „ 15

6in. at 6d. to dd. per 8(]uare less than Tin.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks.. per foot cube £ 2 4

Darley Dale, ditto „ ... u a 4
Red Corsehni. ditto 2 2

2

1 lu
1 10
1 9V
16
2 10

Closeburn Red Freestone, ditto
Anoaster. ditto
Greenshill, ditto

, ...

Chihnark, ditto t.in truck at jfine Elms). „ !..

Beer, ditto

Hard York, ditto '„,

Ditto ditto 6in . sawn both aides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup.

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,
random sizes ,, ...

• AU F.O.R. London.

2 8

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £

)

1

Delivered on road waggons, Faddington
Depot „ ... 1 6j

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot „ ... 1 8J
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton

Station 10
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... „ ... 1 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—

White.
Base Bed.

1 5i ... £0 1 71

2 1 2 2J

6

„ delivered.

,, at railway station.

Brown
Whit Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0

DeUvered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... I

Ditto Nine Elms Depot...
(

Ditto Pimlico Wharf /

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 8 per 1,000 alongside, in river.
Rough Stocks and
Grizzles 1

Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10

Flettons 1 8
Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18
Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 1 3

Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing .. 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Do. Bullnose 4

Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks 3 14
Glazkd Bricks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11

Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19

Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Stretchers,

and Header 12
Quoins. Bullnose,
and Flat.s '

'

Double Stretchers £15
Double He.iders ... It
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, Chara-
fered. Squints ... 14

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2

,
dilivere.1

at r.iihv.iy station.

less than best.

s. d.

Thames and Pit Sand 7 per yard, delivered.
Thames! BiUa.'it 5 6 „ „
Best Portland Cement 28 per ton „
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 „ „

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6i. per yard, delivered.
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 2T3. Od. per ton at riy. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s. d.

Blue Portmidoc20xl0 ..12 12 6per lOOOof 1200at r.stn.

Blue Bangor
16 X 8 .. 6 12

..20xlO..13 2

..20x12 ..13 17

Firstquality 20x10 ..13

20x12 ..13 15

.,
16x 8... 7 5

Eureka unfading
green 20x10. ..15 IT

20x12 ..18 T

„ „ ...18x10 ..13 5

„ ... 16x 8 ..10 5

Permanent green 2D X 10... 11 12
18x10... 9 12 D

„ 16 X 8 .. 6 12 6

TILES.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broselcy tiles 50
Ornsm 'ntal tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruab m reil, brown, or brin-
dled do. (Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 63
Hip tiles 4

Vallev tiles 3
Red or Mottled Staffordshire
do. (Peake's) 51

Ornaracntildo SI
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
•* Rosemary '• brand plain

tiles 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tUes 3
" Hartshill " brand plain s.

tiles, sand-faced 50
Pressed 47
Ornamental do. 50
Hip tiles 4

Vallev ilea 3

•> >, „
,

„ „
„ „

6perlOODofl200atr.!
6

„ „
.. .. ,

6 .. ,. ,

per 1000 at rly. station
7 per doz. „ ,,

per lOJO „ „
6 „ „
per doz. „ „

6 p.'r lODO

per doz. ,, „
.. .. ..

9 per 1000 „ „
6 ,. „ ,.

1 per doz. at rly. station
8 „ „ „

per 1000 ,,

per doz. „ ,,

8 „
d.

U per lODO at rly. station
6 „ „ „

„ „ „
per doz.

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £33 to £-34

Do., brown 31 n „ 3J 10

Cottonseed, refined 31 „ 32 10

Olive, Spanish „ ... 40 „ 40 10

Seal, pale „ ... Hi „ 26

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 4'; „ 47

Do., Ceylon 41 „ 41 10

Do., Mauritius 41 „ 42 O
Pahn, Lagos 33 „ 34

Oleine 17 5 „ 19 5

Sperm ... 34 „ 35

Lubricating U.S per gal. 7 0,. 086
Petroleum, refined 6},, 6J
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 160
Do., Archangel ... 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 4) „ —
Baltic OQ 2 9 „ —
Turpentine „ ... 4 2] „ —
Putty percwt. 7 6,, —

VARNISHES, &o. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal O.ik 10 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak 12 B
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Hard-di-ying Oak, for seats of churches 14

Fine Elastic Carriage... 12 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16

Finest Pale Doi-able Copal 18

Extra Pale French Oil 110
Ifegshell Flitting Varnish IS

White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper.- 12

Best Japan Gold Size 10 6
Best Black Japan 16

Oak and Mahogany Stain O
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black IS

Knotting 10

French and Brush Polish 10

QL ASS.
English Sheet Glass : ISoz. 21oz.

Fourths IJd. ... 2ld. ...

Thirds 2id. ... SJd. ...

Fluted Sheet SJd. ... 4id. ...

Hartley's EngUsh Rolled Plate : Jin.

2Jd.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass :

Zfioz 32oz. Net.
Sid. ... 4Jd. „
41. ... sd

4id. ... Sid „
'< ,in. Jin.

... 2Vd. ... 3d.

White. Tinted.
Id. ... Did.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
APPLY TO-

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunhiU Row, LONDON, E.G.

TENDERS.
*,* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving-

the addressees of the parties tendering—at any I'ate, of thi

accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the information.

Abinmdon.—For the erection of a new wing at Culhani
Dlocessan Training College, for the Trustees. Mr. J. G. T.
West, M.S. A., The Knowl, Abingdon, architect

:

SmiUbone. Streatlev £1,1do
Brasher, Wallingford 1.420

Thatcher. Abiagdon 1.319

Organ Bro-J.. O.Kfori I,'2:i0

Kingeriee and Sons, Oxford ... 1,267

Buckle, Abingdon i^ac^eptei) ... 1,215

Ar.iSGDON.—For the erection of a new shop and premise?
in Stert-street. Abingdun, for the master and governor*
of Christ's Hospital. Mr. J. G. T. West, M.lS.A., The
Knowl, Abinjdon, architect ;

—
Barratt, Abiogdon
Thatcher, Abingdon
Organ Bros., O.'cford

Wooldridge, Oxford
Kingerlee and Sons, Oxford ..

Cox, Abingdon
Ricbetts, Abingdon
Buckle, Abingdon
KanddU, Abingdon
Wheeler, Abingdon (ac^ipted)

£1,256
1,19?

1,095 u
l,08j
1,081
1,077

1,031
951
95 J

9JJ

Betusal Green, E.—For the erection of new ware-
houses, for Messrs. Allen and Hanbury, Ltd. Mr. P. K.
Allen, Tunbridge WelH, architect. Mr. S. Cecil Addison^
29, Bironstield-roid, S:. Mirgarets-on-Thim^s, sur-
veyor:— A. B. C.

McCormickandSon £5.854 ... £i,435 ... £9,3t9

Treasure and Sjq ...

Djve Br)3., Ltd.
Liwrance, E., and Sons .

Wood, F. an 1 F. J. ..

Jarvis, .1., and Sjns ..

Perryand Cj
Che.-tsum, J., and S^ns
Greenwood, .J.. Ltd. ..

Grover, J., and Son*
A. -Contract No. 1. B

• Accepted.

Crvnbrook.—For erecting a chimney shaft and repaira

to cookhouse ani other buildings at the workhouse, for
the guardians. Mr. C. Pavne, surveyor;—

Bowles. E. J.. '. £350

5.762 . . 3,3J2 .. 9,124

5,842 . . 3,216 .. 9.08>
5.562 . . 3.Z81 .. 8.8 IS

5,5;i . . 3,3J2 .. 8.820
5,510 . . 3,2JJ .. 8.740

5,611 . . 2,9JJ .. 8,631
5,5JJ . . 3,021 .. 8,613

5,276 . . 2,817 .. 8.123

5,2 8 . . 2,811 .. 8,072

jucraet Vo. 2. C. —Totals.

Barden and Head tJOJ

Divis and L;aney 5.*9

Startoa, A. C. 53J
Smith. H. J., and Son 412
Kendon,D.G.,Goudhurstac.'eptei) '67S

{Cjntinu?d on paj2 XX.}
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™^:p!^^:?TITUTK'S IJKPORT ONKKIN FORCED CONCRETE.
'

J I'eiD and scientific, the report upon re-J-J iiiforced concrete, which was presentedto ami adopted by the general meeting ofthe
..I.L.xV. on ^ronday last, marks a newdeparture on the part of that body. ThI.locun.en

,
in fact, is not so much a reportas a statenient of what an engineer would^onsider to be elementary principles, set foSh

these nothmg but agreement can be expressed, and if we ve^nture to m.ake a fewremarks by way of criticism, it is only wfththe ob,,ect of pointing out that thesis nohnahty at present m the method of dealin°with so newly introduced a material thaiopinions are likely to differ upon sweinpoint|, and that the views which may beconsidered correct now must always beleUwith a consciousness that they miy haye toundergo revision at no distant date^

isM twil"* 1*^' ''I'°'-'- ^'^'- '"Stance, it

c.laceanVf>; fv,

'
''"•T^

"^ 'he material inplace and the thorough punning of the con-Crete to insure solidity and freedom from voids

taTn'i:trc''-'"^T"'"^°°' '^-^ *1^^ "-tb
I taken into con.i unction with the statementmade subsc^juently that all shak 1 and

i ""ftn'^r^r^'^'- J'-workextx^uteJ

the case b,';;^
7^^^'' ^ '°T'=' ^''-^tement of

^faat^l ft;,f ,

^^' recently been demon-shated that much sounder work is obtainableby making the reinforced slabs on a yibratin.^

o Sinuraft'"- '^^\ '"^^."b-tion doesti
TmI rotf

' ""''=^1 netting has commenced.llu=, proviso IS extremely important and

ZL^Z l}%
^'"-""'"^ Punning"*;f the

will do b!
^f.'t IS contmued too long, it

therefo,e Zl'"''""'^. -"^ «°°'^- Vibrafion,

.tht .ml
' ""'^™ cireumstances, i^•ight, and punning, under other circilm-

a rerort'su'b""- .??^^'"^ '' '^ neces"ai-yTna lepoit such as this, wh ch appears at atime when most architects know veiT Httle

dehnte 't'lte^'^-'r*- '? ^'^^^ eSi g^'

tt ° el H, ;'';
-r"^

*° ""' ^ ''t aU, upon
thn^ I • ^"' ^^^'^ IS "^n example ofthings having moxed so fast that betweenthe preparation and issue of the reportthough ^-ery little time has elansed thepnuciple of vibration before ^ttfiXs beenintroduced and become established."

is the stT' V^"- 'l^^^
"'-^^^'-^ of a report

ance abot.t wv^'"*"" 'T-^'-'^
t° «re reJist-

and it mnl^^'t f
"'^"'^ "^'^^ '^ now known,

thes r.C-e^f
'''!" ''' 'authoritative that

.)ob,t f^ concretes, from a hre-resistin"

Ser TT; "f "^°!?"^ "'^''^'^ coke-bree"e:<.inaers, or slag form the ag^ne^ato and thai

SuS^'K 7'\^ -Jt^i -tCei
and n.n fi, i^*""-',

''°- ^^'""^ in "oor slabs,

note -^ a'ff^f*
'^^'""'^•. -^°°t'^^'- '"l'°'-tan

that.iV,"", '''^''-" '* t'l^'t which states

n order?"
"' ^'^''"'^ ''^ '^^^''^l "^ splaved

nd tt t ;h/rr'i;''„'PK''"'"^'
'^^ unJer heat,

j

in the f,In, * i^"*"
''•? "•''"IS of connection '

I" b,- I™ ''5,
^°°'® "'''™PS. tent-up rods,

I

'eamti'nd .ht '"f"V '° ^ ^"-''^ -I'^s oi

ides' whi,-h ''° "PP*"" " tompressional

^orti'inrteV thT'
usuaUy' injured.'

heorv re^ h;.» f ' ^^o™sponds with what^^oiy requires for the resistance of shearing

^^TnZ^"^\l -^"mmendable feature is the

srarpte-d'tThnx^T^^'^^^p-^-
tand.ar/U I-

"..> me i.ntish Engmeering

^mS'td steTtt' i'f "t- r^i^'^
Pitv thit in

} } 's. we think, rathernn tl.at mch-pcund units should have

l>een ado],ted throughout instead of foot-ton
units, with which architects aiv more
tamihar. The smaUer units necessitate morecomplex calculations, running into verv hi-h
fagures, and there is no material error' madeby using the larger units, with their greater
simphhcation. This is. perhaps, ca"ryin.i
agreement with the standard speciticMtions atutle too far, unless it be thought desiral,lo to

';'°H^'™/""'J- "^ t.'"s respect between the

arehitect
°"°'"""'

''"'^ *''^* °*' ^"^^

staged ''frf"''^°fr°
*I^\«trength of steel, it is

stated that welding should in general boforbidden and. if necess=iry, .shoukl only beallowed at pomts where the metal is least
stressed, and then only with the pec^
sanction of the architect or engmeer

strC"', >" t'^?,''-iS-'- This is noSe toostiong, and It would almost have been better
to have definitely forbidden welding luider
all circumstances. Unfortunatelv, aivhitectshave been very slow to take to heart the
esson of the Charing Cress roof disaster in
this respect. They stUl commonly belie\e
for instance, that in an open steel roof it is
l^rmissible to use rod members in tension,w ith their welded and forked ends. They area conservative folk are architects, and it maybe some time before they recognise that steel
cannot be successfully treated in the sameway as ^vrought iron; but it is a les^nwhich must be learnt, and, apt as they are to
introduce welding without thought, thepower of giving sanction to it should bewithdrawn from them where it would in\olveany serious risk, as it might do in a re-
inforced structure.

The^ notes upon the aggregate are also suchas to dispel many an illusion to which archi-
tects chng with extraordinary persistence.
lUey have been so accustomed to specify acoarse a^ggregate for foundation work t'hatnaany ot them still fail to recognise that
the aggregate must be crushed ex-tremely hue where reinforcement is intro-duced particularly in floor slabs. V°-ain it
is doubtful whether the report goes 'nSite farenough in stating that the maximum limitmust always be such that the a-xn'e-nitc can
pass the reinforcing bars, and b?tS theseand the centering. Certainly it must ; but it
IS far better if, at least, two pieces of maxi-mum aggregate can do this, if there is to beproper binding between 2)article and particleThe m.iximum size, it is said in the report'
IS usually .^n The word - usually "

is' nn-
fortunate, and ought to be withdrawn. InAmerica most engineers keep their maximum
downtoji.n. If this be ,lone and there bealways an inch space at least between rodsand centering, there is ample opportunity for
proper binding, particularly if the particles
be shaken into place on a vibrating tiiblo
whichobtains the maximumadhesion possible
botli between aggi-egate and leinforcing rodsand between the several particles of the
aggregate, combin,.d witii an almost perfect
absen.e ot voids. In any case, however, it is
necessary to apply a certain surplus of mortar
beyond what is necessary to fill the intei-stices
of the aggi-egate, and the 10 per cent, of
excess named is prol)ablv sutfici.-nt for the
pui-i)ose. A little confusion exists hero it
I'eing stab'd that the i)roportions of .ement

J

sand, and aggrogi.te should be sp.cified in

V ',
"'{.'' \f f*""*

""^ "'"'•""' o' cement
added should be determine.! by weight
Purely there is no necessity t.>" introd''u. e

I

conHicting units m this way. Th.^ adoption
ot a starndanl concrete in the proportions of
1 cement, 2 sand, 4 hanl stone,' or other
aggiegate. would be very useful, and it is
apparently becoming customary. .-lu, h an
aggi-eg;ite. it is stated, shoild have an
average crushing strength of 2.40(ilb persquare inch on a test cube of not less than
4iii. each way. or a cylinder of 4in. diameterand iin. m length.
Messrs \y. C Unwin and W. D,u,n are to

bo coiigratiUate.1 ujwn the appendices which

they contribute to the report, though it isperhaps doubtful whether they are entirelyresponsible for the notes on m'ethods o ,al^c lat on which as already said, deal with

'^'fu'^-'f'
?"'-^- ^ "ttle more clearnessmight be desirable on one or two poinS^Lere

It IS foi instance, stated that the allowable

us"'h.1m:i "Pr
'^"T-"^'-

^"^^'i than Susu.i.lj employed may be taken at half tho

r ^ni e at''"'' ""'it "V'
^^^^in-r wouUrecognise at once that the words " yieldpoint meant elastic limit, but most arch -

^LTT 'w'^P '; ^\' conclusion that theymeant breaking load, which is quite adifteren thing. The examples of.apmoxi-
niate calculations, too, .iinple as they'i^e^n
fact, won d appear extremely formidable temany architects, and all the more so from theintroduction of inch lb. units and thei highnumerical ;a ues, and from the vary n^

tT^on^* •
^'^'"^

"''P'-^«°"'-^ the distance ,^fthe outside compressional edge from thoneutral axis. tL final statement i?' MrC nwin s Appendix I. on the resistance of flatslabs supported on all edges and uniformly
loaded to the eflect that if'-Uach's formulT «used the reinforcing rods should be per-
I>ondicular to the diagonals of tho rectangle
IS an exceedingly important one from a

right, then the ordinary system of reinforcing
floor slabs with reds which pass directly from
side to side and end to end is wrong, andought to give place te diagonal rodding. but
that there IS doubt upon the point is obviousby the statement made in Mr. Dunn's Appen-dix 11. that the reinforcement should beplaced parallel to the ends and sides.

THE LONDON Cor-.VTY lUir
competition.

'

OEVER.VI, unusual incidents occurred at

v^n I ^'T"",'
"se'ing of the R.I.li.A.,

held last Tuesday evening, which ha<l been
called on the demand of several members of
thetouncil and others to consider the cn-
ditions of the London County Hall < 'ompoti-
tion. It is not often, for 'instance, that a
1 resident is heard to rebuke one of his A'ice-
i residents for using what ho considers to be
intemperate language, nor is it usual for
another of the ^•ice-P^e3idents to have to
defend action which ho has taken in an
important matter. Neither is it a common
thing for a member who holds an imp<jrtant
pubhc apiiointiaent to have to meet and
rebut what almost amounts to a personal
attack. Although the notice convening the
meeting had .spoken of tho conditions in
general terms, it was well undorstoo<l
betoro it commenced that tho principal
objection to bo raised was upon tho dual
appointment of tho architect of the L i

(

'

as asse*<or and as joint architect with the
sucessful compotitor. It was contended on
tho part of the objectors, I0.I by .Mr. J. .S
Oribson, that howe\er compotent Mr. RiJe-

j

might bo to hold the dual office, such an
appointment was bad in general policy, and
that It might, and prob.iljly would, lead to
the similar appointment .>f much leas -om-
petent borough surveyors in similar comiwti-
tions

;
ami as a matter of course the n«t«ri-

oils case of Livenwol Cathedral was cited
over and over again. On tho other hand. Mr
y>- \Noniward, Profos.sor I'ite, Mr. 11. f
Hare, and other speakers p.iinted out that
this proposed « ounty Hall wa.- a very excep-
tional building ; that Mr. Riley was r.«lly
to occupy tho position of the . lionfs mouth-
piece, havmg discretionary power only insuch matters 33 a client usuaUv keeps in
his own hands: that his appointment wasWeU known to all competitors many months
ago. an,l has now been genenilly accepted bvthem .and that the ca.se is entlrelv .Ulferrm't
from that of Liverpool <-ath..lrai, when, tho
as.^«or was appointed joint architwt. not
before, but after the competition had been
won by a young and hitherto unknown man.
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Towards tho end of the evening Mr. Biley
spoke himself, makiiij; a very well put and
forcible demand for coTisideration at the
hands of his brother architocts, whose oause,
ho pointed out, he had again and again
fought single-handed before the committees
of the County Council, while when he re-

quu'ed support himself he rarely obtained it.

His position, he said, had been thrust upon
him, and while it would have been possibl6

to have withdrawn from it with ili<;nity, as
he would have liked to have done, at

the outset, if the Institute had moved in

the matter then : it would be very different

now.
Mr. John Slater and the President lifted

the debate at its conclusion from the level of

an acrimonious discussion, to which at one
time it seemed to be descending, up to that
of a dignified exposition of the Institute's

position. The motion which had been pro-
posed was of an exceedingly drastic character,

being worded to yi/'(>/r'7<.'Y ail members of the
Institute submitting designs unless the con-
ditions were modified. This, it was pointed
out, was reducing the Institute to the lowe.st

grade of trade - unionism by interfering

with the liberty of the individual. It

would also stultify the Council of the
Institute as being in direct opposition

to much correspondence which had been
taking place. As Mr. Collcutt said, if

this were done, the great iniluence which the

Institute now possessed with the L.l'.C. and
with the Government would be largely

undermined. Further than this, the ap-
pointment of Mr. Eiley as an assessor was
essential, as he had intimate knowledge of

the internal working of the many depart-

ments of the L.C.C. ; while his further

appointment to act in conjunction with the

successful architect was a guarantee to all

the less known and younger competitors

that thej' would be appointed, if successful,

to carry out the work, and have therein the

benefit of tho experience of an older man
to help them. Eventually the motion was
lost by .JO votes to 29.

THE .SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS'
TRAVELLING STUDENTSHIP.

THE designs submitted in competition for

the Travelling Studentship of the

Society of Architects have been on view at

the Society's offices, Staple Inn Buildings,

Ilolborn. The subject was thus described in

the circular issued to students:—
A Church, desisned to meet the reiiuirements of the

Church of England service, and with the nbjcct of ffivin?

the maximum seatin* accommndation possible in a build-

ing to coat £5,000. The estimate of cost to be based on
the cubical contents, measured from the bottom of foot-

ings to half-way up the roof. The dimensions and total

to be stated, with the price per cubic foot.

The method of estimating the seating accommodation,
and the materials proposed to be used, to be noted on the

di'awings.

Twenty-five sets have been submitted,

some of which are entirely extravagant,

while others exhibit utter ignorance of

church planning and want of knowledge of

even tho elements of architectural design

;

but tho majority arr good- just such as one

would expect young men at the present day

to produce who have been well trained in

their profession, and quite equal to most of

what is seen in open competitions. Tho
.Studentship, which is of the value of i'L'.J and
carries with it the silver medal of the Society,

has l)een awarded to ^Ir. J. 1 '. Murdoch, of

Edinburgh, who submitted a design under
the motto "Mac.'' This gentleman will

consequentl}- bo callol upon to make a

sketching tour of not less than tliree weeks'

duration during the coming siunmcr. .V

sccond prize of i'o '>-., given by the President,

^Ir. A. E. i'ridmore, has been awarded to

"Celer" (Mr. 11. Savage).

The scheme submitted by "Mac" is

chiefly noticeable for its artistically coloured

Ijerspective, and the thorough knowledge dis-

played of the jdanning of a modern small
church. The narthex entrance, though clever

and useful, is somewhat extravagant, and a
return way is contrived on one side only,

while the transepts are seated to face inwards
north and south, and not eastwards, as is

generallj- now infisted upon. The use of a
polygonal chancel in so small a church is

tmwise : it is expensive to erect, and cramps
the clergy during service.

"Celer" submits a powerful scheme of

Romanesque ch^iracter, with light pointed

tracery in the windows. The plan is an
excellent one, with good return-ways for

communicants and passage aisles, while the

font is properly placed in a screened recess

at the west end. The organ is well arranged,

too, for the emission of sound, and the only
mistake made seems to be that of having
wrongly named tho chapel, which ought to

be arranged for morning communicants, and
not merely seated for children

.

" Ferma in I'osta" submits a heavily-

coloured set of drawings, showing a (piaint

Romanesiiuc treatment of the exterior in

rubble stonework and brick. Double return

ways are obtainable if the morning chapel on
one side be used. The nave is entirely open,

with no aisles or aisle passage-ways, while

the west end is cleverly treated, the font

being placed in a recess, which is somewhat
insufficient, however, to enable the god-
parents to stand round it during the

baptismal service without interfering with
entrance from tho main doorway.
The most brilliant design is undoubtedly

that submitted by " Omnis Vincit Labor";
but it is utterly extravagant, and could
hardlj'be erected for much less than £112,000.

It is displayed by a good drawing, but is

really a large and not a small church, with
most beautiful Flamboyant tracery in the

windows, and to price the richest portions at

od. per foot ctibe is an absurdity.

"Ijight" submits a jileasing elevation in a

late Gothic stylo, but spoils his plan with the

large porches, which include staircases to a
western gallery—a feature which is rarely

introduced now into the Church of England,
owing to the dilliculty of supervision.

"Work on, Hope on," shows even less

knowledge of the Church of England ritual,

placing the seats for his choir round the apse
behind the communion-table, and providing

no return ways for his communicants, while
the organ is placed where it would never be
heard, and no prop3r vestries are pro\ided.

" Cusp'' submits hardly drawn elevations

of an Early English character, and wastes
space in bi-i p.issages, giving dead ends to the
aisles, and no return wavs.

The, faults of these plans are those which
are most noticeable generally ; but a certain

.amount of originality is displayed by "Nil
Desporandum," who submits a powerful
Jiyzantine design, with its vestries at the

east end, the choir reaching their places by
doors on either side of the communion-table.
Tho plan is in many respects good and
original ; but tho transepts are wrongl}-
seated, and have galleries above them,
reached by narrow winding sairj—a fatal

mistake, as has already been pointed
out —while the heavy piers sejiarating nave
and aisles obstruct tho view from a large
number of the seats. The choir is brought
forward and placed under tho central tower
at the crossing. This is admirable for sound,
but it would bo dillicult for the preacher to

be seen or even heard in tho transepts.

Tho remaining designs, oven though some
of them have good points, really need no
special mention.

after another which will effect a household
economy by its adoption, either in the matter
of service and labour or in the utilisation of
otherwise waste products. It is possible irk

firegrates and cooking ranges to effect both
these economies simultaneously, and to com-
bine with them an economy in first cost also.

The devices for doing this which are now
upon the market are very many. So far as-

ordinary fireplaces are concerned the first

step in advance was made when the Pridgen-
Teale fireback was introduced, now many
years ago, and by the attention which was
drawn to the subject in the various smoke-
prevention exhibitions which have been held
since from time to time. The general idea,

has been that of so constructing the fire as to-

cause perfect combustion of the fuel, thus-

utilising for heiting purposes both the waste
gases and the solid smoke. The utilisation

of the heat for warming incoming air, although
not often adopted on account of its expense,

was shortly afterwards successfully achieved
in what at the time was known as the Galton
Grate, and in many of the forms of hospital

grates which are still in use. Then followed
many different contrivances for economising
fuel, most of them bised upon the idea of a.

solid hearth. Grates constructed on this

principle, however, were found to choke with
ashes and become dull. They are not often seea

/y////////J^/////////^//A

SOME MODERN STOVES AND RANGES.

''r^IlEUI-; is an unquestionable tendencj* at
-L the present day to reduce expenditure,
and this is being refiected in the building
industries by the production of one apparatus

Fig. 1.

now; but have developed into "well-fires,"

" heaped -fires," and many others which rest

upon either a sunk or a raised hearth having

an ash-pan beneath. In almost every case the

projecting back is used, and sometimes pro-

jecting sides also, these being so arranged

that the fire is narrower .at back than front,

so as to radiate the heat into the room. If

there is to be perfect combustion, however, it

is necessary to fill up the rather sharp a-igle

between the bottom grating and the fire-

back with a block or pillow of some sort,

preferably of fireclay, as is done in the

modern Venetian grate, as shown at A in

Fig. 1. Lime-buriiers know perfectly wall

that some such contrivance is necessary, and

always introduce it into flara-kiln, as other-

wise a dead corner results, and the lime 13

imperfectly burnt- Sometimes householders

overcome the difficulty by introducing a

movable piece of firebrick into this position,

but not many of them understand the reason,

for doing so. If anthracite coal is to be:

burned, it is better to replace the block by a

grating of curved bars so as to admit a largf[

supply of air into the midst of the fire

Throtighout tho greater part of England thu

hard coal is practically unknown ; but ther

are other districts in which it is itsed to th-

exclusion of all other, while even in Londo;

there are some householders who prefer t

tise it in spite of its additional cost,

no more sure way of curing

chimney than that of burning a

''oal.
^

The introduction of a back block of ^
nature described has been adopted also m tj

Glow Portable cookingranges, combined witl|

roof block, which radiates the heat downwar;

Ln such a way as to create perfect combustiv

There i
j

a smoki
smokeles |

^!,
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of all the coal prn.luL-ts, the fuel being
arraoged on a hearth gratiug of entirely

unusual shape, so as to economise the depth
of coal while obtaining a large fire area, as
shown in Fig. 2. There are other ranges,

doubtless, which do the same sort of thing
when needed by means of a hinged bottom,
the object in all cases being the same,
namely, to obtain the greatest amount of

heat with the least expenditure of fuel, and

Fio. 2.

to utilise it for cooking and boiling purposes
to the utmost, so that it is comparatively cool

gas only which eventually passes up the fine.

It is naturally essential \n all forms of range
that every part should be accessible for

cleaning ; but this is a difficulty which is

overcome with great ease by all manu-
facturers of repute.

Another sitting-room contrivance which is

likely to become popidar on account of its

economy, particularly in flats and small
houses where the sitting-rooms are placed
back to back, is that of a revolving fire

pivoted in the centi'a of the wall which can

Kitche.

OcaUefy

who would enjoy playing with it, seeing

the fire appear and disappear, and calling

out to one another in excitement as the
changes took place. Whatever releasing and
swinging arrangement is adopted it should,

therefore, be such as to be under control of

adults only, else deplorable accidents might
result.

A somewhat noticeable feature in the
recent Building Trades Exhibition was a
series of exhibits by different firms of

appliances for the secondary utilisation of

heat developed from an ordinary firegrate.

This was generally done by the introiluction

of boilers of various forms and conveyance
therefrom of water in small ball-pipes to heat
radiators or towel-racks in other parts of the
house. This is obviously a legitimate thing
to do, for although the boiler must be small,
it was generally possible in this way to at

least heat one radiator, say, in a hall or

much-used bedroom and a towel-rack placed
in a linen cupboard, thereby adding much to

the comfort of a house. This can be done
much more effectually from a kitchen-range,
though it requires a really large boiler to

supply a series of radiators in addition to the
usual baths and sinks. There is this also to

to bear in mind : that where the water is

constantly changing, on account of its being
drawn off for household use, there is constant
deposit of fur. This does not take place

where the only waste of water occurs through
exceedingly slow evaporation, for once all

the lime in the water has been deposited,

this action necessarilj' ceases until further
water is added. There are some boilers made
from which the incrustation is easily re-

moved ; but in many of the commoner kinds
it causes a great amount of trouble, and even
occasionally leads to burning out.

Another combination arrangement is one
now being much employed in artisans" dwel-
lings, by means of which ,a copper is heated

from a small range fitted into a 2 ft. sLn.

opening in a kitchen, it being generally

further contrived to supply a bath also. As
the range is in one room and the scullery in

another, a rather special arrangement is

necessary. The house has, in fact, to be

built to fit the range, as the range cannot be

introduced into any existing house. Fig. .'i

shows two ways in which this can be done
when the Lanco combination is being used.

Fio. 3.

Je used, say, for the dining-i-oom until dinner
JOmmences and the room is warm, then
;umed away from the back of the carver
luring the dinner hour-, so as to face towards
he di'awing-room, which is then heated
•eady to be entered immediately after dinner.
There are certain difficulties connecte<l with
his arrangement, but they are not insur-
Qountable, and the advantages are consider-
ble where great economy has to be exercised,
chile it is always possible to light a fire on
ach side of the revolving partition, and so
eat both rooms simultaneously, if so desiied.

movable apparatus such as this might, for

sample, be a great temptation to children,

ROYAL IXSTITrTE OF BRITISU
ARCHITECTS.

AJIEETIXG of the Ivoyal Institute of British

Architeits was held on Monday evening at

9, Conduit-street, W., the President, Mr. T. E.

CoLLCi TT, in the chair. Mr. A. tJiaham. F.S.A.,

Hon. Secretary, announced the dectiise of the

following members :—Messrs. David .Tenkins, W.
Hewson Lees, Ueorge Saunders, and W. Wybrow
Robert.ion, Fellows : and Benjamin Baker, Hon.

Associate.

I'KOVISIOX.II, REPOKT OX r.EIXFORCEI) COXCBETE.

Siu Hexrv Taxxek, I.S.O.. chairman of the

committee appointed to consider the question of

the use of Reinforced Concrete, submitted the

provisional report which has been drawn up. The
committee consisted of Sir Henry Tanner and

Messrs. T. Walmisley. William Dunn, Max
Clarke, and H. D. Searles-Wood (who acted

as hon. secretary}. Fellows, representin? the

Institute: Messrs'. T. II. Watson and E. Dm
Drury, FF.R.I.B..V. : representing the District

Survevors" Association : Messrs. Benjamin I.

Greenwood and Frank May, J.l'. . representing

the Institute of Buildei-s : Messrs. .\. K. Collins

and.I. W; Cocktill, MM.I.C.E. : representing the

Municipal ^ind County Engineers' Association :

Colonel C. B. Mavne," R.E. vice-chairman .ind

Major E. M. Paul,' R.E. : re))resenting the War
Office: Mr. C. E. Colson, M.I.C.E. : representing

the Admiralty : Professor W. Cawthome I'nwin,

F.R.S. ivice-chaiiman;. Mr. Charles F. Marsh.

M.I.C.E.. M.Am.Soc.C.E., and Colonel F.

Winn, RE.
Sir Hexkv Tanxeu. in submitting the report,

explained that the committee was formed in

I '(.tuber, l:)iiri, the reference being " To draw up
rules for the guidance of architects in the use of
reinforced concrete." Hitherto there had not
been in this country any authoritative pronounce-
ment on the necessary regulations to be observed
in steel cimstruclion ; ,ind this h.ad in many ways
prevented the employment of reinforced concrete,
such employment being practically prohibited for
complete buildings under the oidinaiy building
rules and regulations : indi'cd, it was only those
bodies who were free from these restrictions

—

such as railway and dock companies—who had
been able to avail themselves of so economical
;ind space saving a method of construction. Other
countries Iiad been more lenient, and inconseq\ience
those countries were far in advance of England,
both as to general knowledge of tlu' mnterial and
skill in its use. However, he hoped that, if the
meeting adopted the rules which had been pre-
pared, this country might not for loner occupy the
backward position that it now did. It was found
desirable to form subcommittees for the considera-
tion of special branches of the subject. These
were three in number: (1) Fire Resistance. Mr.
T. H. Watson, chairman ; f'2) Materials, Col.
-Mayne, R.E., chairman ; ':)) Formula', Professor
Unwin, chairman. These committees had to

consider an enormous mass of literature, including
the regulations in force in other countries, and
also to tabidate innumerable experiments, and
investigate many theories, writings, and reports of
discussions. Messrs. Cubitt kindly put at the
disposal of the committee seventeen beams, plain
and reinforced, for testing to destruction, the
direction of the tests being undertiken by Pro-
fessor I'nwin. These were the only tests made
under the supervision of the committee, it being
found that the available reiords of all kinds of
accurately t.abulated tests by various public autho-
rities, technical colleges, and other bodies had
largely removed the material from the unknown,
and that what was required was rather a reasoned
theory based on the recorded experiments than on
a further series of experiments by the committee,
the latter, indeed, being beyond the means at

command. There were still various disputed
points which must be settled by further experi-
ment, such as the width of llange in T-beams

:

but to them the report drew attention without
laying down definite rules. The aim of the com-
mittee had been the production of a good working
guide, the laying down of the necessary condi-
tions and settling safe rules for a proper disposi-

tion of the parts. Hitherto every specialist in this

country had made his own rules, perhaps more or
less approximately accurate : but the margin of

safety had been occasionally cut too 6ne. It should
not be enough that a structure bore its working
load without apparent distress, because a/pecially
well-made lloor must stand loads far beyond the
average without breaking down : but he h.ad to

provide such a margin of safety as would co\'er

ordinary inattention or ordinary defects of work-
manship. The ditficulty had been to determine
the merits of rival systems, each specialist natu-
rally regarding his own systecu as the best ; but
the report and rides now published would enable

an accurate judgment to be arrived at by the

architect himself, if he had the requisite know-
ledge, or with the aid of a consulting engineer if

he preferred it. The rules proposed were by no
means revolutionary, and the same printiples were
being adopted abroad, but with some variation of

detail. They could be adopted as the basis upon
which tenders might be obtained, and so insure

that these should be prepared on equal terms

;

and he hoped they would be of considerable

service in placing building construction of this

type upon a recognised footing, and would serve

to explode the idea that then' was anything of an
occult nature connected with the necessary rahu-
lations. For some fifty years past—viz.. fnm
the date of Wilkinson's patent in 18SI, the atten-

tion of many men had bfren directed to improving

the theoiv and .adding to the practice of building

in concrete reinforced in various nf.ys, and it

could not be said that the present state of know-
ledge is dill' to the effects of any one man.
Special skill was. of course, needed, owing to the

limited practice, but in the preparation of the

report a preference for any feature which w:i3

claimed as patent had been avoided : therefore

special forms of bar or peculiar arrangements
were not referred to. and the committee had con-

fined themselves to the laying down of principles

for all kinds of structures reinforced with

ordinary bars. He made no claim on behalf of

the report that it was fina', but simply a reason-

able guide in the present state of knowledge. In
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conclusion. Sir Henry formally moved the adoption

of the report, and that copies, with explanatorj*

letters, be sent to the Local Government Board
and the London County Council.

THE REPORT.

The committee arrived at the following; con-

clusions:

—

j

1. Reinforced concrete is used so much in i

building and engineering constniction that a !

general agreement on the essential requiremunts cff
^

good work is desirable.

The proposals which foUow are intended to

embody these essentials, and to apply generally to

all systems of reinforcement.

Good workmanship and materials are essential

in reinforced concrete. With these and good
design structures of this kind appear to be trust-

worthy. It is essential that the workmen
employed should be skilled in this class of

construction.

Very careful superintendence is required during
the execution of the woi'k in regard to

—

[a] The quality, testing, and mixing of the

materials.

(fi)
The sizes and positions of the reinforce-

ments.
(r) The construction and removal of centering.

{(i) The laying of the material in place and the

thorough punning of the concrete to ensure

solidity and freedom from voids.

If the metal skeleton is properly coated with
cement, and the concrete is solid and free from
voids, there is no reason to fear decay of the

reinforcement in concrete of stone, gravel, cinder,

coke-breeze, .Sec., made with clean fresh water.

2. The by-laws regulating building in this

country require external walls to be in brick, or
i

stone, or concrete of certain specified thicknesses.

In some places it is in the power of the local

authorities to permit a reduced thickness of con-

1

Crete when it is strengthened by metal : in other

districts no such power has been retained. We
j

are of opinion that all by-laws should be so altered
j

as to expressly include reinforced concrete amongst

'

the recognised forms of construction.

A section should be added to the by-laws
declaring that when it is desired to erect buildings

in reinforced concrete complete drawings, showing
all details of construction and the sizes and
positions of reinforcing bars, a specification of the

materials to be used and proportions of tlie con-

crete, and the necessary calculations of strength

based on the rules contained in this report, signed

by the person or persons responsible for the

design and execution of the work, shall be lodged

with the liical authority.

3. Fire Resistance.— (a) Floors, walls, and
other constructions in steel and concrete formed
of incombustible materials prevent the spread of

fire in varying degrees according to the composi-

tion of the concrete, the thickness of the parts,

and the amount of cover given to the metal.

('/) Experiment and actual experience of fires

show that concrete in which limestone is used for

the aggregate is disintegrated, crumbles and loses

coherence when subjected to verj- fierce fires, and
that coiicretes of gravel or sandstones also suffer,

but in a rather less degree.-" The metal rein- i

forcement in such cases generally retains the mass
in position, but the strength of the part is so

much diminished that it must be renewed.

Concrete in which coke-bi'eeze, cinders, or

slag form the aggregate is only superficially

injured, does not lose its strength, and in general

may be repaired. Concrete of broken brick

suffers more than cinder concrete, and less than
gravel or stone concrete.

{(•) The material to be used in any given case

should be governed by the amount of tire resistance

required !is well as by the cheapness of, or the

facility of procuring, the aggregate.

{'/) Rigidly attiichod web members, loose

stirrups, bcnt-up rods, or similar means of

connecting the metal in the lower or tension sides

of beams or floor slabs (which sides suffer most
injury in case of fire) with the upper or com-
pressed sides of beams or slabs not usually injured,

are very desirable.

(') l"or main beams a co%-ering of liin. to '2in.

of concrete over the metal reinforcement appears
from experience in actual tires to afford ample
protection to the structural parts. In floor slabs

the cover required may be reduced to lin.

All angles should be rounded or spla)-ed to

prevent spalling off under lieat.

(/; More perfect protection to the structure is

' The smaller the aggregate the less the injury.

required under very high temperature, and in the

most severe conditions it is desirable to cover the
concrete structure with fire-resisting plastering

which may be easily renewed.
Columns may be covered with coke-breeze

concrete, terracotta, or other fire-resisting facing.

1. Ciiii-iit.—Only Portland cement complying
with the requirements of the specification adopted
by the British Engineering Standards Committee
should be employed : in general the slow-setting

quality should be used. Every lot of cement
delivered should be tested, and in addition the

tests for soundness and time of setting, which can
be made without expensive apparatus, should be

applied frequently during construction.

The cement should be delivered on the work in

bags or barrels bearing the maker's name and the

weight of the cement contained.

5. Siiiiti.—The sand should he composed of

hard grains of various sizes up to particles which
pass a |in. square mesh, but of which at least

'a per cent, should pass Jin. square mesh. Fine
sand .alone is not so suitable, but the finer the

sand the greater is the quantity of cement required

for equal strength of mortar. It should be clean

and free from ligneous, organic, or earthy matter.

The value of a sand cannot always be j udged from
its appearance, and tests of the mortar prepared
with the cement and the sand proposed should
always be made. Washing sand does not always
improve it, as the finer particles which may be of

value to the compactness and solidity of the

mortar are carried away in the process.

6. Aggyijdtf.—The aggregate, consisting of

gravel, hard stone, or other suitable material,

should be clean and angular, varied in size as

much as possible between the limits of size allowed
for the work. In all cases material which passes

a sieve of a [in. square mesh should be reckoned
as sand. The maximum allowable size is usually

|in. The maximum limit must always be such
that the aggregate can pass between the rein-

forcing bars and between these .and the centring.

The sand should be separated from the gravel

or broken stone by screening before the materials

are measured.
7. rrt'yyrkions of thv Coiicri'fc.—In all cases the

proportions of the cement, sand, and aggregate
should be separately specified in volumes.

As the strength and durability of reinforced

concrete structures depend mostly on the concrete

being properly proportioned, it is desirable that

in all important cases tests should be made as

described herein with the actual materials that

will be used in the work before the detailed

designs for the work are prepared.

In no case should less dry cement be added to

the sand when dry than will suBice to fill its

interstices, but subject to that the proportions of

the sand and cement should be settled with refer-

ence to the strength required, and the volume of

mortar produced by the admixture of sand and
cement in the proportion arranged should be
ascertained.*

The interstices in the aggregate should be
measured and at least sulficient mortar allowed
to each volume of aggregate to fill the interstices

and leave at least 10 per cent, surplus.

For ordinary work a proportion of one part of

cement to two parts sand will be found to give a

strong, practically watertight mortar, but where
special watortightness or strength is required the
proportion of cement must be increased.

T/ir ftmottiit of irw.'ii f added to the aggregate
should be determined on the work by weight.

The weight of a cubic foot of cement for the pur-
pose of proportioning the amount of cement to be
added may be taken at Odlb.

S. Tlir iiielnl used should be steel having the

following qualities :
—

(rt) An ultimate strength of not less than
60,0001b. per square inch.

(A) An elastic limit of not less than .'jO percent.,

or more than GO per cent, of the ultimate.

[A An elongation of not less than 22 per cent,

in the lengths .stated below.

[d] It must stand bending cold ISO' to a

diameter of the thickness of pieces tested without

fracture on outside of bent portion.

• For eouvenience on small works the following flirures

may be taken as :i ^lide, anil are probably approximitely
correct for medium ailicious sand :

—
Parts Cement. Parts Sand. Parts Mortar.

1 -h }
= 1-20

1 H- a = 1-50

1 + IJ = 1-30

1 + 2 = 2-3.-1

I + 2! = 2-70

I + 3 = 300

In the case of round bars the elongation should

not be less than 22 penent. measured on a gauge-

length of eight diameters. In the case of bars

over lin. in diameter the elongation may be

measured on a gauge-length of four diameters,

and should then be not less than 27 per cent.

For other sectional material the tensile and

elongation tests should be those prescribed in the

British Standard Specification for Structural

Steel.

Before use in the work the metal must be clean

and free from scah- or loose rust. It should not

be oiled or painted, but a wash of thick Portland

cement grout is desirable.

Welding should in general be forbidden : it it

is found necessary, it should be at points where

the metal is least stressed, and it should never be

allowed without the special sanction of the architect

or engineer responsible for the design.

The reinforcement ought to be placed and kept

exactly in the positions marked on the drawings,

and, apart from any consideration of fire resist-

ance, ought not to be nearer the surface of the

concrete at any point than lin. in beams and jin.

in floor slabs or other thin structures.

9. Mixiiiii : (h'lttrul.—In all cases the concrete

should be mixed in small batches and in accurate

proportions, and should be laid as rapidly as

possible.

Hand-mixing.—When the materials are mixed

by hand they are to be turned over and thoroughly

mixed on a clean platform until the colour of the

cement is unifonnly distributed over the aggre-

gate.

Mwhiiie- mixing. — Whenever practicable the

concrete should be mixed by machinery.

10. Lulling.—The thickness of loose concrete

thai is to be punned should not exceed Sin. before

punning, especially in the vicinity of the rein-

forcing metal. Special care is to be taken to

ensure perfect contact between the concrete and

the reinforcement, and the punning to be con-

tinued till the concrete is thoroughly consolidated.

Each section of concreting should be as far as

possible completed in one operation : when this is

impracticable, and work has to be recommenced

on a recently laid surface, it is necessary to wet

the surface : and where it has hardened it must

be hacked off, swept clean, and covered with

cement grout. Work should not be carried on

when the temperature is below 34° Fahr. The
concrete when laid should be protected from the

action of frost, and shielded against too rapid

drying from exposure to the sun's rays or winds,

and kept well wetted. All shaking and jarring

must be avoided. The efliciency of the structure

depends chiefly on the care with which the laying

is done.
7r«fc/-.—The amount of water to he added

depends on the temper.ature at tlietime of mixing,

the materials, and the state of these, and othtr

factors, and no recommendation has therefore

been made. Sea-water should not be used.

11. Ceiitruiii Of Cnsing.—The centring must be

of such ilimensions, and so constructed, as to

remain rigid and unyielding during the laying

and punning of the' concrete. It must be so

arranged as to permit of easing and removal

without jarring the concrete. Provision should

be made' wherever practicable for splaying or

rounding the angles of the concrete. Timber

when used for centring may be advantageously

limewashed before the concrete is dejiosited.

12. Strikinif of Centres. — The time during

which the centres should remain up depends on

various circumstances, such as the dimensions or

thickness of the parts of the work, the amount of

water used in mixing, the state of the weather

during laying and setting. \-c.. .and must be left

to the jud'gment of the person responsible for the

work. The casing for columns, for the sides of

beams and for the sofiit^ of floor slabs not more

than 4ft. spnn. must not be removed under eight.,

days. Soflits of beams and of floors of greater
'

span should remain up tor at least fourteen days,

and for large span arches for at least twenty-

eight days. The centring of floors in buildings

which are not loaded for some time after the

removal of same may be removed in a short time

:

the centring for structures which are to be used as

soon '.as completed must remain in place much
longer. If frost occurs during setting, the time

should be increased by the auralion of frost.

13. Irsting.—Before the detailed designs for an

important work are prepared, and during the

execution of such a work, test pieces of concrete (^

should be made from the cement, sand, and

aggregate to be used in the work, mixed in the
^

proportions specified. These pieces should be
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either cubes of not less than 4in. each way, or
cylinders not less than 4in. diameter, and of a
length not less than the diameter. They should
he prepared in moulds, and punned as descrihed
for the work. Xot less than four cubes or
cylinders should be used for each test, which
should be made twenty-eight days after mould-
ing. The pieces should be tested by compression,
the load being slowly and uniformh- applied.
The average of the results should be taken as the
strength of the concrete for tlie purposes <.f

calculation, and in the case of concrete made in
liroportions of one cement, two sand, four hard
stone, the strength should not be less than
J, -1001b. per square inch.
Loading teats on the structure itself should not

be made until at least two months have elapsed
since the laying of the concrete. The test load
should not exceed one and a half times the
accidental load. Consideration must also be given
to the action of the adjoining parts of the
structure in cases of partial loading In no case
-hould any test load be allowed which would
'
.luse the stress in any part of the reinforcement

t" exceed two-thirds of that at which the steel
ri'iiches its elastic limit.

METHODS OF C.lLtVLATIOX.

DATA.

/. wi A. - In designing any structure there must
'!" taken into account : {n) The weight of the
structure. il>] Any other permanent "load, such
a^ flooring, plaster, kc. (, i The accidental load.

' In some eases also an allowance for vibration
end shock.

' If all probable distributions of the load, that is
t i be assumed in calculation which will cause the
greatest straining action.

.1) The weight of the concrete and the steel
structure may be taken at 1.501b. per cubic foot.

[S; In structures subjected to very varying
loads and more or less vibration and shock, as", for
instance, the floors of public halls, factories, or
workshops, the allowance for shock may be taken
equal to half the accidental load. In structures
subjected to considerable vibration and shock,
such as floors carrying machinery, the roofs of
vaults under passage-ways and courtyards, the
allowmce for shock may be taken equal to the
accidental load.

['•'I In the case of columns or piers in buildings,
which support three or more floors, the load at
different levels may be estimated in this way.
For the part of the roof or top floor supported,
the full accidental load assumed for the floor and
roof is to be taken. For the next floor below the
top floor 10 per cent, less than the accidental load
assumed for that floor. For the next floor 20
]ier cent, less, and so on to the floor at which the
reduction amounts to 50 per cent, of the assumed
load on the floor. For all lower floors the
accidental load on the columns may be taken at
'lO per rent, of the loads assumed in calculating
those floors.

such slabs the reinforcing rods should bo perpen-
dicular to the diagonals of the rectangle.
Mr. Dunn, in a second appendix, illustrated by

diagrams, made a comp.irison of the results given
by various rules for tlie strength of flat rertangular
slabs supjiorted on all edges and uniformly loaded,
the theories of Professors tirashof, Kankine, and
Bach being worked out.

In another apjiendix Mr. Dunn dealt with the

value of
g-^ (the coefficients of the elasticity of

steel and of concrete).

^

In the recommendations of the Prussian .... v.^ w,.,^.^, lk.

tiovernment and various other foreign rules, the
[

to their full cap:

value of ~ for concrete of the kind usually em-
ployed, of hard stone or gravel mixed 1 : 2 : 4, is
put at !.). In reality. Air. Dunn pointed outj it
varies with the age of the concrete, the propor-
tions and nature of the materials, the stress at
which it is taken, \-c. As determined from tests
of full-sized columns of concrete, with longitudinal
reinforcement only and without transver.se bind- ' «. .ii • i -nu c , ,,^ """ "'' "-

" 4 or 1 : 3 : 6 it varied from ' U

data of calculation appended to tlie report, and
which, on aci-ount of the demands on our space,
are not reproduced in our summary above. In
the case of thi; formula f.jr an eccentrically loaded
column the section modulus was thus given u.s

one-fourth the proper calculated section, and a
typographical error of equal magnitude appeared
in the equation for the column of circular section
with reinforcing bjirs arranged in a circle, where
in the section modulus "

,',,
•' was printed in place

of " }." Mr. F.tchells thought, too, that no margin
should have been allowed, in section :! of the data

to loads, for warehouse floors not loaded
_ icity, for it was possible when

prues were fluctuating that merchants might keep
back entire cargoes with a view to influence the
market, and so an unanticipated load would be
borne by the warehouse floor.

Mr. H. D. Seaiu.ks-Wood said these alleged
inaccuracies in the equations would be carefully
examined, and if Mr. Etchells' suggestions were
confirmed, would be amended in the report as

loads to l;i to

concrete of 1

the

about 12 at workingloads to'26 or 4H ^Hit^;,
. ^f^l^: ;;:,::^^n^^ ^"S I'i

loads. This factor ^
the position of the neutial axis in beams, and it is
found that while a variation between 10 and 1.3

makes no very great diiference in the result, a
value of l.'j fixes the position of that iixis nearest
to the position found by experiment in singly
reinforced beams. In fact, the formula given
herein for the position of the neutral axis with

g' = 15 gives a result which agrees well with'ob-

serv^d values in beam tests. It does not, how-
ever, agree so well with the tests on columns : it

gives too great an importance to the metal rein-
forcements, which becomes mor

s employed to determine ;

correct the eciuations. In his expcricmco ho had
' never known a warehouse of many stories to be
loaded to its full capacity on every floor, and he
did not think it was likely to occur in actual
practice, lie urged the importance of thoroughly
covering all ironwork with cement, so as to avert
the possibility of rusting.

Mi.ioi: K. M. Pail, U.K., heartily con-
gratulated tho Institute on having brought this
matter so speedily to a conclnsion, which would
bo of extreme value to all wIkj utilised ferro-
concrete construction. The War I )ep.irtment
would undoubtedly make largo use of reinforced
concrete in the future. How far it could be

ih- r.^.,.^t. t f

re noticeable when applied in the construction of fortifications couldthe percentage of reinforcement is considerable.
But these tests were made on columns with longi-
tudinal reinforcement only and without transverse
binding, which latter adds greatly to the strength.
We have no satisfactory determination of the

I letails and formuU-e were given in the report
of the calculations for the spans, bending
moments and stresses for beams, when simply
supported at the ends, where continuous over
several spans, and where fixed at each end. The
committee stated that it does not appear that there
are either satisfactory theories or trustworthy ex-
periments from which the strength of rectangular
slabs supported or fixed on all four edges can be
determined.

In a similar way formubc were quoted for
columns or pieces subjected to thrust. The rein-
forcement of columns should in general, the com-
mittee considered, amount to at least OvS per cent.
of the gross cross-section. The liability to bend-
ing of the longitudinal reinforcing bars greatly
weakens the column, and should be pre\-ented by
steel binding bars. Some theoretical considerations
would indicate that cross binding is required at
points not further apart than twenty-four times
the least lateral dimension of the reinforcing rods.
But experiment shows that still closer cross bind-
ing, or better, spiral binding, greatly increases
the strength of the column.
To the rejiort four appendices were added, con-

tributed by Professor Unwin and Mr. Dunn. In
the first of these. Professor Unwin elucidated
Professor Bach's theory of the resistance of flat
slabs supported on all edges and uniformly loaded;
such a table, if square, fractures along a diagonal,
and the greatest stress, as was demonstrated, is,

therefore, on the diagonal section. It is the same,
apparently, with rectangular slabs, although the
evidence is not. Professor Unwin holds, quite so

increase in strength due to the transverse rein-
forcement, whether in single bindings or a con-
tinuous spiral. In no case should the working
loads exceed -,^0 of the resistance to crushing as
determined on cubes.

In another appendix Professor Unwin dealt
with the moment of inertia of sections of re-
inforced concrete.

Mr. John Slatek, B.A., seconded the adoption
of the report, remarking that it was desirable
that any new system of building construction
should be investigated and reported upon by an
absolutel}' unbiassed, independent, and practical
body of experts, representing architects, engineers,
and builders. Architects' clients were naturally
inclined to fight shy of new and untried inventions,
and architects themselves preferred to wait until
the results were well established by experience
and time, and thus there was a great risk that
improved and cheapened processes were neglected.
That such investigations should be independently
conducted was especially desirable in the interests
of inventors themselves, who were a jealous and
sanguine class of men, prone to accuse one another

not yet be estimated : but the iJoyal Ailillery now
pos,iessod valuable information on the subject.
In Jamaica reinforced concrete would be largely
employed for rebuilding, and the engineers and
surveyors of that colony would lie heartily grate-
ful to the Institute for preparing this report.
-Vnyono with this report in his hand could arrive
at a decision as to the merits or otherwise of anv
patented system.
Mr. .MArr (jakiutt thought that the risk that

water might percolate into reinforced concrete
structures, and so set up rust in the imbedded
iron, and the con8e<iuent bursting and scaling off
of the concrete, should be carefully considered by
architects. He feared this danger of destruction
of the adhesion between the iron and concrete
owing to rusting was a very grave one. He was
not convinced that ferro-concrete could be made
proof against the admission of water, and the
rejjort ought to have pointed out and emphasised
this risk.

Jlr. C. F. Mausii replied that experience had
shown that imbedded metal did not rust in

concrete. It was advisable in his iipinion to coat
tho iron before imbedding it with grout, applying
the grouting fluid with a whitewash brush. As
the iron was protected from the air when inc:iscd

in concrete, rust could not progress. A slight

degree of rusting was beneficial, as it provided
of having stolen their thunder, and prone also to more friction and adhesion than did plain smrKjth
magnify the strong points and to minimise th^

defects in their own patented systems. The pub-
lication of sudi an authoritative report as that
which had been presented would do much to

advance the use of this novel method of construc-
tion. He would endorse the recommendation of

the committee that existing by-laws of the L.C.C.
and other authorities ought to be so modified as

to allow of the employment of ferro-concrete
systems of construction as freely as possible. Ho
urged the importance of extreme care in the
manipulation of reinforced concrete. In conclu-
sion, he proposed a very hearty vote of thanks to

the committee for the immense trouble they had
taken in the preparation of this valuable report.

Mr. E. F. ExtiiELLs seconded the vote of

thanks to the committee for prei>aring so exceed-
ingly useful a report. Its great point was tho
recommendation to admit for use all patented
methods of ferro-concrete construction on an equal
footii-g, except the patented modes of calculation.

He deprecated the admission of cokebreeze in the
list of materials to be employed as aggregates, .as

he regarded it as extremely unreliable. With the

aid of blackboard diagrams he demonstrated that

several mistakes, apparently mere printers' errors,
clear, and he arrives at the conclusion that in I had crept into the formul;e published in the

bars. His ex|ieriencc was that plain round bars
with fissile ends were the be-it for embedding
in concrete : but the anxiety of inventors to secure

fresh patents led them t) ! vi^e the use "f

deformed b,ara of all imagin.il'Ie shapes. Un-
doubtedly, great care was n>xe?.sury in the con-
struction of reinforced concrete, but it was
ecjually essential in all methods of steel oonatrtic-

tion. The two great requirements in both classes

of construction weru careful sujiervision and the

employment of only skilled workmen.

Mr. K. T. Hai.i. asked if the committ<-e had
taken into consideration the d.inger due to tho
sudden cooling of heated surfacoi by water play-

ing upon them during fires. This had in several

rases resulted in the collapse of tho material, the

facing of concrete being split off, and the whole
substance shattered. He had, when in Spiin.

seen large reservoirs of reinforced concrete in

which huge fissures developed, causing grave
leakages of water. In concrete work the per-

sonal e<)uation of a single careless workman
counted for much, and he held that the employ-
ment only of trustworthy men was of even greater
imjHjrtance than skilled supervision of work in

progress.

Mr. J. J. Burnet, R.S.A., U!a«gow, hoped
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that this report would not he accepted as a text-

book by those contemplating the use of reinforced
concrete.

Sir. DvNX replied that the report was an
admirable one, carefully prejjared by admitted
experts, and would undoubtedly be relied upon
by those using ferro-concrete. Hitherto, archi-

tects had been in the hands of patentees, who
came to them with wonderful tales : but now
professional men would be able to compai-e their

statements with those given in the report, which
embodied the conclusions arrived at by the French
and Prussian ( Jovernments. The name of Pro-
fessor Unwin was of world-wide reputation, as

were also those of Mr. Mai-sh and Sir Henry
Tanner, and those who rejected a report prepared
under such auspices would incur a grave responsi-
bility.

Mr. BuuNET regretted that he had appeared to

throw doubt on the value of the report, and on the
eminence of those who had draughted it : but he
objected to the non-ai-tistic character of the
material, and. with all deference to the committee,
he did not think the Institute should accept the

responsibility of its issue. (Loud murmurs of

dissent.)

Sir Henry Taxnek, in replying upon the dis-

cussion, said he had himself employed reinforced

ccncrete on three public works, one of which was
a somewhat large undertaking. As to its economy
in use, there could be no question. One work in

reinforced concrete was costing 2d. per foot

without any finishings, and such a price could
not be touched in any other material. He knew
of the reservoirs in Spain of which itr.

Hall had spoken, and he did not think their

failure had any importance for us whatever.
(Mr. Hall ; There was an English engineer.)

Yes, he knew that was so ; but the whole work
was badl}- done, and he did not wonder that an
accident happened. As to Mr. IJurnet's con-

tention, there was, of course, not much art about
the use of concrete : but where it was necessary

to save money on a contract, it was undoubtedly
the right material to employ, and architects must
be prepared to use it. Clients would insist upon
the utilisation of so economical a method of con-

struction. An architect might, if he chose,

employ an engineer to design reinforced concrete

construction ; but, after all, the tinal responsi-

bility rested on his own .shoulders. He must add
that he had very great faith in the new material.

The PitEsiDEXT then formally put to the meeting
the adoption of the provisional report, subject to

emendation of any typographical errors, and a

vote of thanks to the committee, both of which
were carried by acclamation. He said he could

not agree with Mr. Burnet's views. The stone

face of a building was more or less a veneer, and
it did not matter whether the backing-up was of

brick or of concrete, and certainly if concrete

])roved the cheaper material and of equal or

superior strength, architects would have to employ
it. He did not think that ferro-coniu-ete would
effect as great a revolution in building as ste.am

had made in shipping : but he did not doubt if it

did, architects would achieve as satisfactory

results in the new material as naval engineers

had effected in steam vessels.

The (>in. deduction in the last

Gin. excavating already taken as

section.

7

item is for the

shown in the

Exc. and cart away to chimney-
breasts.

Dinioi'-room 5 ."i

This
well.

dimension is twiced for drawing-room as

Exc. and cart a.b. to kitchen do.8
1

6
6

1

and Oiu. of concrete . 1

eacli tide ;
—
S

This projection is only shown 14in. on the

drawin it should be 18in.

Exc. and cart .b. to library

4 11

1 1

1 1

Level and ram to bottoms
of all excavations.

1

Measure, fill in, and ram to outside walls.

Take the lengths of 14in. walls.

Fill in and ram over outside foot-

ings of Hin. walls, and deduct
from Excavate and cart away
(averagedl.

Do. to outside 9in. walls.

11

These dimensions have been squared for easy

reference.

35 3 1

, It) 2

Do. to larder and bay windows/
4 6
4
3 6
3 6
5 9II 14

I
I 35 3

Now measure the concrete, the width and depth

of which is shown in the section.

Concrete to 14in. walls, see speci-
ticatioD for description.

121 T
1

3 6
1 6

038 4

136 3
2 fi

1

34D 7

52
1 n

9
69 2

Do. to 9m. walls.

Do. to 4}in. walls.

33
35

QUAXTITIES.—VIII.
A Detached Resujexce Measvued and Billed.

By tlie Author of " Estimating," &c.*

TAKING OIT : EXfAV.U'Oll.

THE last article left off with excavating and
carting to 9in. walls of larder and bay

window.
Although the liin. of cement concrete of site

might be strong enough to carry the i-brick walls,

it will be better to take i)in. of concrete. The .'v-

hrii'k wall will have footings of 9in. and concrete

Gin. wider on eitherside. Now take j-brick walls

commencing from the left-hand side.

ft. in.

52 9

!

'
l

Exc. and cirt to trenches for cone,

for ]-bnc'{ walls.

9 9 Dining 14

10 6 Scullery 8
Coals 6

19 3 Kitchen 8

Larder 4

Lav., &c. 8
Ditto 4

The first dimension of concrete is for the l-tin.

walls, as taken in article No. A'll. for trenches, and
detailed on the waste. The concrete to 9in. walls

is .also shown in Article No VII., and consists of

the last three items taken.

Do. to chy. brsts, dining, and
draw. room.

Do. kitchen.

Do. library.

You will note that the projection for footings.

&c., of front of chimney-breasts is taken with the

wall, so that all these last dimensions include are

the widths of chimney-breasts plus the projections

on them for footings and concrete.

Now take the concrete to site.

•2ft. Gir. less than a rectangle. Por the width,

take 4ft. Oin. plus 4Mn. : 'J footings deducted off

area and deduct llin. as to 9in. footings and
concrete.

6in. of cement cone.

52 9

* All rights reserved by the author.—Sp«;iflcation com-
menced on p. 58 of No'. 2711. ur,iund pUn and section

see ;Cy. Vll. p. 6!4.

To site. Nil.
(Dining Room).
tSee section for dimen ions.

Le!i8 footings, &c. 11

4
11

1 3

1 3 12 9

18
11

Dj. to biy.
4

4J

17 1

10
1 9

4 4S
11

8 3
2 G

12
16

Do. drawin^-rnom.
Less C 6

5
17

11

11

D.D.
16 1

Chy. brsts. 5 6
4}
4|

6 3

The fender-wall is built on the Gin. of cement-

concrete.

Add
10 9

8 8
93 2

6iu. of cone. a.b. (Kitchen\

Less 6
10

10
1

1 4 8 8 10 9

This is less 2 footings carried up to take plate

on Hin. walls = 4Vin. and llin. of concrete and

footings to 9in. walls.

;
Do. recess.

I 10 4 3

3 2 li 17
2 8

There is 4ft. Sin. less llin. of footings, &c., to

9in. w.all and Sin. concrete, kc, to 4Mn. w.all.

D.p.
Chy. brst.

This chimney breast should be at least ISin.

and the hearth 2ft. The fender wall under hearth

is laid on the Gin. of concrete, the footings^ of

chimney breast go higher than the 9in wall, being

to ISin. -wall.

(
Add.

I

6in. of cone, to scullery. These
52 are in the clear of the walls only.

Do. coals.

8
6 6

« oi
4 7

R
3

2 6
5

2 n

Openings.

2 n Do. larder.

2 9 less 11 4 less 8 4 B

8 1 4i 1 3 11 1 7

13 2 9 1 7 2 11

3 Do. lav. and w c. I^H

2 9 less 44 4

16 6 8

1

1

3

m
16 1 Do. hall

t; 9 less 4 8 less 8 IT 8

108 7 11 13 11 1 7
—

13 6 9 1 7 16 1

12 5 Do. 9 12 9

7 2 1 10 4

89
7 2 12 5

8 9 Do. library

10 9 12 less 11 10

94 4 1 i

8 n10 9 1 3

Do. bay
5 2 7 3

2 ,1 less 1 10 less 7

3 3i

IVa 5 2 2 5

5 Coy. brst.

:

I 1 3 9 Add.

;{ j?ul in cone, to fender walls.

1 Do. to kitchen chimney.

Slake a note on a slip kept for notes, " inspect

the site .and see nature of soil and whether there

is turf to remove "
; if there is, take a dimension of

extra only for removing turf over ordinar_y ex-

cavating, "a superficial measurtment of the site as

first given.

Note whether there is anything on site to clear.

Of course it is better "to inspect it before;

starting any measurements, and note anything to,

be done, and the present level of surface, and.!

while there, note any adjoining buildings, find

Take lOiin. off each end of bay for projection I the level of sewer (this can b

of footings and concrete and average length at ' authorities).

had from the local'
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217 10

I)Iiaixa(;e.

Add^
Exc. and c. to 2 manholes or in-

spection chambers.

outside of walls
projections of footings
and concrete.

4

I 11

I 11

2 6
6

3 (>

11

11

3 () 5 4

Take the depth as lift. Gin. in clear, and add
footings and concrete Gin. Take the concrete
solid so as to form a bed for the half-pipes, vtc

62 3

Concrete of cement &c., ab. 6in.
thick.

One brick {I B.) in cement to
manholes. 4

9
2 6

12

11 B. footings in cement

i)3J

1?

2 ti

2

Eenderin? in cement (Rend, in c.)
to inside lensth 2 li

1
'la

j width 2

4 6
twice 2

no
Cement cone, to bottom and
benching up half-pipes.

Galvanised east-iron covers and
frames and setting, includin;»
tallow or other approved seal.

Ventilating pipes to follow.

Glazed earthenware gullies and
iron grids. (See specification.

)

Do. with long dished top and
grating with approved grease
ti'ay.

4in- drain pipe (D.P.i laid on Bin.
I cement cone, &c. (see specifica-

j

tion), and include all diffging
and carting to an average depth

I

of left-hand flank to manhole.

J

2^ 9
I I

In manhole 9

I

, 24 6

This depth must be arrived at bv adding depth
at front fence, and the commencing one of say
•2lt. Gin. at L.H. flank. Presume that at fence to
be Oft. These added together and divided by
two give an average depth of 4ft. 3in.

4
I Easy bends (2 to each curve\ e-xtra

only (E.G.)

1

1

9

Bend to connect to the gully (E.O.)

I
Connection to manhole and make

I

good.

4in. D.P., &c., a.b. to 3 branches
I

L.H. of wing bldg. 2

I
a
4

i 7
As the branches have to fall from the bottom of

the gulley to the pipe 4ft., the line is, of course,
longer than the one shown on plan. A foot should

uowea

9

in each branch.

6in. D.r., S:c.

6in. junction, E.O.1

1 Ditto double E.O.

3 4in. bends, E.O.

3 Ditto to connect to gullies (E.O.),
&c.

11

3

6in. D.P., ice, between manholes.
10 9

Connection to manholes and make
good.

4 ^0 4in. D.r., ..Vrc., branch from w.c.

Easy bend, E.O.1

1 Bend from w.c, E.G.
1 6in. junction, E.O.

9

1

4in. D.P., &;., from R.W.P. next
w.c.

Bend, E.O.

1 Ditto ditto i

1 6in. junction ditto

9 4in. D.P., &c., a.b. next larder.

Bend, E.(_>.

Ditto ditto

6in. junction ditto

4in. D.P., iVe., a.b. lavatory.

Bend, E.O.

Ditto ditto.

6in. Junction ditto.

4in. D.P., iic, a.b. (w.c.)

Bend, E.O.

Ditto ditto.

6in. Junction ditto.

4in. D.P., 4.C., a.b. next last.

Bend, E.O.

Ditto ditto.

6in. Junction E.O.

Most of tliese last items might have been added
or dotted on the first item, hut would not be clear
then to a beginner.

t;3 Oin. D.P., Arc. a.b. from manhole
to front on K.H. 4

M
62

Do. from the sewer to the last item.

This dimension must be filled in when the dis-

tance from main sewer is obtained.

Connection to manhole, Arc. m.g.

Easy bendi, E.O.

4in. D.P., &c., a.b. in front of
house.

Bends, E.O.

4in. D.P., &c., a.b.

Bends, E.O.

6in. double junction, E O.

6iD. D.r.. \-c.. a.b. from last
branch to main iJin.

6in. to bends, E.O.

6;n. junction, K.O.

Open road and footpath, con-
nect to main sewer and pay the
fees demanded, and any nei'e.-^sary

watching, lighting, and fencing
round, and make good after to
the satisfaction of the authorities

1

3

;
IS

2

6

2

1

IS

1

1

1

'
1

Intercepting'-trap,

mica liap-valve.
up-pipe, and

VEXTILATIXO-ni'ES OMIXrEl) EAIiLIKU.

-iin. cast - iron socketed pipe,
caulked at joiats.

27in. swan ne?k.

Ditto loin.

Wrot.-iron i^W.I.) stay and fixing'

to roof and making^ t;oud.

Extracting-cowl, and fixing to top
of pipe.

Short branche-f of -lin. D.P., in-
cluding- bends and rjun^cLiuns
and all dig. and e^rt.

Ditto to tup end of drains and
including junction bend and dig-

and ciFt.

3 27

1

2

81

3 1

3 1

2

1

I.\.

w
POWER-STATIONS

By R. OvvEX Allsop.

E give on next page the long section of the

Dudley-ro:'.d, Birmingham, sub-station to

complete the set of drawings of a building repre-

sentative of its class. The rotary-converters show
on side elevation on their concrete foundation
block, and two of the booster feeders on elevation.

The drawing should bo studied with the descrip-

tion and other illustrations gi^'en in the lk"ii.i»i\<;

Xkws of April 5 and May :!.

Slany power-houses arc practically combined
central stations and sub-stations. It would seem
best to recognise this and keep the businesses

distinct—that is to say, to avoid mixing up
generating machinery with current-controlling

machinery. If this principle is not followed we
produce the involved engine-houses too often seen

in existing stations. The result is that sooner or

later something is disturbed or altered. Same
weeks back we noticed in a power-station a heavy
rotary that would shortly have to be moved to

maki' wav for a new generating set. If it

noted, there will be the concrete block to break
down, the deck-Moor to alter, the cables and many
etceteras to make good. Inasmuch as this was in
a large engine-house iiaving a great area left un-
occupied for extensions, it is dilHcult to under-
stand that the future could mit liave been mure
clearly foreseen, and the certain extra expense
been avoided. The best engine-house is that
containing generating units in unbroken series—
that is, witho\it acco:sory machines (coni'orning
current variation and control) put down here and
there between the main generators, anywhere and
anyhow, as one may freiiueutly see. The more
straightforward and orderlv the arrangement of
generators, tlie better can the cables be arranged.
The only machines having any business in the
engine-house beyond the engines and generators
should—we cannot but think -be the exciting
sets, if such be re(iuircd. I'uro sub-station work
should be recognised as such, and the necessary
machinery, if it cannot be separately housed, at
least grouped.

It is evidently economical in many ways (o
include a sub-station in the central power-house,
if there is an adjoining consumers" area to le
supplied. (Iround space may be thus saved, or
an odd corner usefully occupied, building work
economised, and management and supervision
saved in the daily running of the works. If a
t^-amway passes the power-station, or terminates
at the power-stalion, and the generation is high-
tension idternating current, we generally find
some sub-station work going on in the main
generating-station. Should the accessory electrical
machines be housed with the engines, the proper
place is naturally towards the switchboard ; and
a good many stations have this part of the engine-
house so occupied, including portions of the space
under the switch - galleries. The generators
deliver, so to speak, to the main bus-bars : and,
therefore, within reason, the nearer the current-
controlling machines and devices are put to the
bus-bars, the more natural the arrangement. It
can be set down as a first principle that the space
under and about the switches should be occupied
with electrical gear only, a remark occ;isioned by
the recollection of seeing recently—in a relatively
new station— this space occupied with feed-pumps,
condensers, steam-pipes, kc. evidently a bad
arrangement.

The boldest course with accessory machines in
central generating stations is, we think, to house
in a separate apartment conveniently close to the
main bus-bars. Supposing an independent elec-

trical house, such as we have tentatively discussed,
the sub-station machines would be arranged in
this : but presuming that engineers are wedded to
thi' plan of combined engines and generators in
the same engine-house, we could keep this house
for generation solely, and provide a distinct

apartment where transformers, rotaries, or motor-
generators, balancers, \-c., could be installed.

Convenience of supervision must to a great
extent, however, govern these mittcrs: and we
call to mind a station where the main-generators,
motor-generators, and switchboard on one floor

level seems to facilitate this. But the raised

gallery switchboard appears to be an accepted
principle, and we find few examples of switch-
gear oi>erated in the engine-house at the driving-
floor level. It seems fairly established that the
space un<ler the raised switcht>oard gallery is well
booked for the future as resjiects alternate current
generating stations for either the cubicles con-
taining the high-tension switches, or for trans-

formers, or both. Matters adjust themselves to

some extent : a station for transmission purpoies
solely will need no sub-station machlnerj" ; while
under a low-tension switchb lard gallery more
space is available, and in such places there is

more likelihood of current-ontrolling machinery
being required for the purposes of, say, traction

supply in districts closely adjoining the station

and for three-wire bilincing.

-V general review of the development oi switch-
board practice— in so far as concerns its general
construction and ignoring the electric.al details of

the switch-board designer— will be instructive on
the ix>int under consideration. The switchboard
las been described as the " heart " of the electrical

generating station. This does not seem a very
happy simile. A comparison to the hr.iui would

were only a matter of moving the machine, no perhaps bo bettor, the cables and feeders, ic.
' ^ "' " '"^ being likened to main an 1 subordinate nerves and

possibly sub-station '• boards "'
to important nerve

centres. To the bus-bars or m,iin-bars—copper
conductors as a rule horizontally disposed at a safe

height alxjvc the attendants— is led the whole of

the energy generated in the engine-house. There

great expense or inconvenience would result. The
difficulty arises from the presence of a mass of

concrete foundation that will be useless for the

new machinery, and besides this there is the

disturbance in the cablework, connected to the
obstructive machine. In the instance above
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may be one set of bus-bars, two sets or more, and
those suited to continuous current generators, and
for high tension alternating single, two or three

phase, special bus-bars for synchronising alter-

nators before paralleling into the main conductors,

iSrc. Great developments have been made in

switchboard planning and construction. From
the main bus-bars the current is distributed to

the outgoing feeders, Arc. The switching ar-

rangements must allow of the coupling up or

disconnection of any of the generating units

in the engine-house. Fittings must be provided

for pressure and volume-recording, \'c., for

checking efficient working, indicating defects,

regulating fluctuations in demand and supply

—

the whole an elaborate affair often deputed to

specialist designers and manufacturing firms. In

early electrical generating stations the " flat-

board " type (if switch-gear was employed. The
medley of cables at the back of the board and the

many bare metal connections rendered such con-

struction suitable only for low electrical pressures.

The danger of such arrangements is \ery real,

as would be shown by a list of the fatalities on

such switchboards in the earlier days of electrical

undertakings. Tnder this system, the board of

slate or marble stands some distance from a wall,

and has on the face the instruments, and at the

back a rather more than less disorderly arrange-

ment of I'ablcs. From this rudimentary type the

switch-gear has been rapidly developed to the

present elaborate arrangements suited to the

modern high-pressure of generation. In a sense,

the flat-board type— of a very different character

—remains for low-tension D.C. work : but for

alternate current high-tension control the system
of cellular and cubicle construction—that to archi-

tects may be roughly likened to the old-fashioned

stone and brick bins of a wine-cellar— is

settling down to something resembling a standard

of practice in this country. The main principle

is the separation of live metal of opposite polarity

by the interposition of substantial division walls

and shelves. This includes at times the inclosing

of the b>is-bars and of the actual switch contacts.

These latter for the heavy work called for in

modern jiractice are motor-driven or operated by
some suitable power, so that a large generator

may be switched in or out by a small lever a few
inches long, this putting in motion the operating-

gear. One of the best high-tension switch

galleries we ha\-e seen we recently inspected at

the Cardiff municipal tramways generating-

station. An addition has been built out from the

engine-house on the long side of the building on

the wall opposite to the boiler-house. Its general

effect of spacious roominess, simplicity of plan,

and directness of access gives an idea of great

safety and convenience. Modern requirements

demand the complete separation of the D.C. and
A.C. switchboard. Hence, as we have seen at

I'irmingham, two galleries are required. These
may butt on to each other ; but at the Cardiff

station mentioned the D.C. gallery is at one end of

the engine-house. In some older stations we hnd
D.C. and A.C. ciu-rent controls on one board.

The A.C. switch-contacts may be arranged
overhead, on a second or third gallery : but
the tendency seems in favour of placing these

underneath the actual switchboard gallery on the

first gallery level above the engine-house driving
floor. Jlodern requirements seem in favour of

the high-level switchboard platform or gallery.

A fine example of a board on the engine-house
floor level is that at the power-station of the
Kensington and Xotting Hill Company at

Shepherd's Bush. The cubicles behind the
board are entered from iron doors ranged along
the workshop, which runs parallel to the engine-
house. The excellent effect of a white marble
switchboard may here be seen, and it seems to

..hiiw uii the fittings better than a black board.
For superimposed gallerica first-class examples are
those at Greenwich and Lot's-road. Another
example of a good D.C. board practically level
with the engine-house deck floor may be seen at

the municipal st.ition at Fast ll.im.

The constructional re>iuirements of switch-
board work are generally a steel framing with a
fireproof floor, which maybe covered with ^arious
footholds, and the glass-tile insulating floor of the
St. Pancras Ironworks Co., Ltd., should be
mentioned.

NEW EN'tiLISH ART CLUB.
'piIK thirty -eighth exhibition of the New
JL English Art Club at the galleries in Dering
^'ard opened on Jlonday last. In several in-
stances, somewhat isolated unfortunately, a fairly
high order of merit is obtained. Several works
have been included in the exhibition which
suggest a total lack of rudimentary knowledge
on the part of their creators. A certain weird-
ness of style is perfectly legitimate ; for, after
all, no hard and fast rule exists, and as long as the
ultimate goal is reached, the end obtained and the
means employed are of little moment. But when
weirdness is coupled with deplorable technique,
the practice of art under these conditions can

serve no useful purpose. Still, the exhibiticn is

certainly worth a visit, for the sake of the few
really good things on view. Xo. 1, a dry-point

portrait, by Clement Game, shows considerable

merit, and an ease and facility of touch that is

quite refreshing. Perhaps the title should have
read "Head of a JIan," as the portrait seems to

depict one of mature years. No. i, "Woman
Asleep," by Francis Dodd, a black ci-ayon,

is very good, and full of expression and life:

unfortunately, the expression is somewhat
coarse and gross. Nos. 20, 21, and '22,

although obviously only colour sketches, are

somewhat affectedly bold. They are the work
of John S. Sargent. K.A., the subjects being

taken from the Mediterranean Coast. Xo. 26,

" Hills of Galilee," by the same artist, although

similar so far as rapidity of execution is con-

cerned, breathes a different atmosphere, and is

not without a subtle beauty. X'os. 19 and 2.),

and further along Xos. 59, 60, 61, and 6:!, are all

jjencil portraits, by A. E. John, and betray a

lamentable lack of knowledge of the very elements

of portraiture. X'o. 30, " An Oriental X'ase," by
Sir William Eden, Bart., shows careful study and
a commendable harmony in colour. Xo. 4'), " The
Tannery," by Sydney Lee, is worthy of attention,

and is reposeful and quiet. Xos. .'>S and 62 are

exceedingly pleasing portraits by Mrs. Helen
Bedford, Xo. 62 being especially .attractive, and
full of childish grace and sweetness of expression.

X'o. 6.), "J;ed Ruin," by C. J. Holmes, with a

towering mountain of a most unpleasant shade of

blue in the background, can only be regarded .as

a catastrophe in colour. X'o. 71, " c'hcstnut

Trees," by Fairlie Harmar, is a pleasing study of

light and shade, but is unfortunate in technique.

X'o. 66, "Carnations," by Gerald Chowne, is

worthy of attention. Xo. 74, "A Balustrade,",'

by John S. Sargent, R.A., is a fine study of light

and shade : but Xo. 86, " Still AVaters," by
Sydney Lee. is an elusive subject in a hyper-

p.athetic setting, and Xo. 14-1, "A Portrait

Sketch," is very promising, and, with the excep-

tion of some weakness about the lines of the neck,

shows real merit.

Mr. W. Bevan, F.IM.B.A., has changed his office

address from 90, Parliament Chambers, Great Smith-
street, Westminster, to 2, ijld Queen-street.

-U the town-hall, Wisbech, on Wednesday week,

Mr. A. (i. Drury, Local Government Board
inspector, held an mquiry into an application from
the town councd for sanction to borrow £.3,000 for

the repair of the quays on the River X'ene.

I
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LAMP FROM THE DUuMO, PISA.

LAMP FROM THE DUOMO, PISA.

MR. PERCY THOMAS, of Leigh. ha.s sent
U3 this line drawing of the famous sanctuary

lamp hanging in the centre of this great church.
It isof Vicenzo Posenti, and is generally known
as Galileo's Lamp, because it is supposed to have
suggested to him the movement of the pendulum.
The whole thing is of exquisite design, with
beautifully modelled figures introduced deco-
ratively midst connecting parts of good construc-
tional form, and the lamp in its contour presents
charming lines.

The enlargement of the pavilion end of the pier at
Hunstanton is now all but completed. Some JOft.
have been added, which will enable a continuous
promenade to be mxde alongside and around the
pavilion.- The work has been carried out by Messrs.
Dye and Allen, of Lynn.

The most elevated electric railway in Germany
was opined last week. The railway connects the
line from Gerardmer to the summit of the Schlucht
pass with Munster. This extension is 6J miles m
length, and is partly a rack railway and partly
ordmary track. The section furnished with toothed
gear is nearly li miles long. The summit is

•l,333tt. above the sea level, and the line has cost
£67,500.

I OBITXTARY. -—• —
We regret to recortl the death on the 26th inst.,

at Bournemouth, of Mr. Robekt Ixon.\M Clakk,
J. P., of <;ien Caladh, Kyles of Bute. N.B.. and
."i9, Portland-place, London, in his sixty-second
year. The deceased gentleman, who was buried
at Kensal Green Cemetery on \Vednesday, was the
chief of the well-known firm of Robert Ingham
Clark and Co.. Ltd.. of C, St. Helen's-place, E.C.,
and West Ham Abbey, varnish and japan manu-
facturers. His energy, which initiated the de-
velopment of this undertaking to its present

leading position, was only equalled by the kindli-

ness of heart and wide culture which had
endeared him to all who knew him.

COMPETITIONS.
CASTLEroiiii.—The Ciovernors of the Castleford

Secondary School have considered the thirty-eight
competitive sets of plans for the new secondary
schools at Castleford, which are to cost not moie
than £12,0(10. The assessor, Jlr.W. H. Brierley.
F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., of Vork, gave the first pre-
mium to design Xo. .iB and the second to design
No. 20. After a lengthy consideration of the
respective plans, the governors decided to adopt
the design and plans Xo. 20. The scaled enve-
lopes were then opened, and it was found that the
authors of Xo. :!G design were Jlessrs. Itobinson
and Jones, of Leeds, and the author of Xo. 20
was Mr. W. S. Braithwaite, of Leeds. Why the
governors have gone against the assessor's award,
in the face of their own conditions, is not clear.
Clause V.I of the conditions pledges them to em-
ploy the first premiated architect to carry out the
work, " unless there is some valid reason." So
far there appears no valid reason. We have seen
the designs and are obtaining infoiination, and
shall have more to say next week.

Haihiki.d.—The competition organised by the
( Hossop Education Committee for a school at Had-
field has been decided as follows :— (1) Messrs.
Ogden and Hoy, Manchester: (2) Mr. G. H.
Willoughby, Manchester.

S.iiiETV iij AudiiTEfTs.—For the Travelling
Studentship Competition (I'.iOT twentv-three sets
of designs were received, and the Council has
awarded the first place to "Mac" and honour-
able mention to -'Celer," who receives a special
prize from the president, Mr. Albert E. Pridmore.
The names and addresses of the successful com-
petitors are : (1) Travelling Studentshii, f2Sand
silver medal

, Mr. J. Iirumni.md Murdoch, I,

Comiston-place, Edinburgh : 2 honourable men-
tion president's prize', Jlr. Hubert .Savage, 23.
Cranley-gardens, Muswell Hill, X. These designs,
and also those submitted in the •Bungalow"
Competition, have been on view during the week
at the society's premises, and will be shown sub-
sequently at Devonport and other centres.

The late Mr. Daniel Jennings, agad SI, of
Meadow Bank, Curthwaite, ^Vidton, Cam)>erland,
retired engineer and surveyor, left personalty
amo'mting to t.'S,o3S.

The Middlesex County Council has appointe<I a

deputation to wait on the President of the Board of

Trade to urge the necessity for widening Brentford
High-street, and that the (iovemment bo a^ked to

make a contribution towards the cost of the widen-
ing, which is estimated, ifdonethoroughout, at over
half a million.

CHIPS.

St. Aldhelm's Church, Bedminster, Bristol, was
consecrated by the Bishop of Bristol on Saturday
afternoon. The cost has been £1,900.

The committee of the Backworth Workmen's
Institute have commenced the work of rebuilding
and enlarging the institute hall. The rebuilding
w.as rendered necessary by the shrinkage of the
foundations of one of the side walls. Mr. Laverack,
of North Shields, is carrying out the work.

A special Synod of the Diocese of Glasgow and
Galloway was held on Friday m the Masonic Hall,
Great Western-road, Glasgow, to consider the
report of the committee appointed to negotiate with
the vestry of St. Mary's Church, with a view to the
raising of that church to the status of a cathedral.
The scheme was, after some discussion, adopted.

The Wick Harbour trustees have obtained powers
to enlarge and improve the harbour, and plans have
been sanctioned by the Board of Trade. The
trustees have made an application to the Public
Works Loan Commissioners (or a loan of i70,000,
which sum, with a Treasury grant of aJO.Oik), will
meet *he proposed expenditure. Mr. James Barroc
Aberdeen, engineer to the trustees, prepared tbb
plans. A start will be made with the work as soon
as the contracts can be let.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been held
at Newport, Mon., into the application of the
corporation for permission to borrow i'20,000 for
building a higher elementary school on the site of
the present Stow Hill Council SchO'jI, and £20,090
(in addition to 1'20,000 already authoruvd by
Parliament; (or the building ni a technical institute

in Clarence-place, and £30,000 (or electric Ughting
purposes.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held in

the Harrogate Municipal Offices on Tuesday, betore
Major C. E. Norton, for sanction to borrow i'100,000
for the completion o( the Roundhills reservoir and
other works authorised by the Harrogate Water
Act, 1901 ; and a further sum of itji;,,500 for purposes
o( sewerage and sewage dispos.U.

N^ew business premises in the High-street of
Exeter, exactly opposite the (iuildball, have just
been rebuilt (rom plans by Mr. M. V. Treleaven, of
Nottingham. T'pon the front is a niche containing
a statue o( the tirst Bishop o( Exeter, Leofnc
10-'>u-72, holding in one hand a model o( his church,
and in the othei a crozier. The statue and the
other wood-carving on the front of the budding are
the work of Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of

Exeter.
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PBOFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

AUCIIITECTVKAL A.-.jol.I.\TUI.N OI luELAXII. The
concluding general meeting of the present session

of the above society was held at the rooms of the
Association, 15, South Frederirk-lane, Dublin, on
Tuesday evening, the president, Mr. Joseph Hollo-
way, in tlie chair. The result of the ballot for

offices for the ensuing session was:—President,
K. M. Butler, F.R.I.B.A. ; vice-presidents, Edwin
Bradbury, 5I.R.I.A.I., and Lucius O'f'allaghan,
il.R.I.A.I. : committee, J. H. Webb, Harry
AUberry, A.R.I.B.A., X. G. Leask, P. L.
Dickinson, G. F. Beckett, F. 6. Hicks.
F.K.I.B.A., A. G. C. Millar, J. HoUoway, and
J. A. Geoghegan : hon. treasui-er, F. Hayes

;

hon. secretaries, R. Donnelly and C. H. Mitchell

;

hon. librarian and registrar, G. G. Lynes

;

hon. auditors, C. L. Harrison and L. du P.
Millar. The reports of the Cla5S of Design
and visits to buildings were next read, and
showed that the last year's standard had
been fully maintained. The prize-winnei-s were
announced as follows :—The A. A. Travelling
Studentship, P. J. Munden : the Royal Institute
Prize for a design for a country hotel, won by
C. G. Ramsay : the President's Prize, P. J.
Munden : the Downes Bronze Jledal for sketches,
H. T. O'Rouike : the Vice-President's Prize,
C. Keefe ; the class of design, P. J. Munden.
.iVn announcement as to the annual excursion, to
be held in .Shakespeare's country from July 9
to 13, was made by Mr. E. Bradbury. The
president then read his valedictory address. The
president-elect was moved to the second chair.
Votes of thanks to the president and other
officers followed.

At the parish church of St. .Vndrew, Ashburton,
on May L'3, the Bishop of Crediton dedicated the
new pulpit of Devonshire oak. It is octagonal on
plan and Perpendicular in style : it contains five
panels, from which stand out statues of St. .\ndrew
and the Evangelists carved in the round. The
pulpit has been executed in the studios of Messrs.
Harry Hems and Sons at Exeter. At the time of
the general renovation in 1SS3, Mr. Hems made all

the new carved oak screens, stalls, and seating
generally now in the church from the late Mr. G. E.
Street's designs.

The Weston-super-Mire Pier Company propose
to facilitate steamei-s coming alongside their new
landing stage by dredging a channel about '2, 000ft.
seawards. The excavation will be between Tit. and
8ft. deep in the vimnity of the pier, and will
gradually get less until it ceases. The width will
be 'iOOft. by the pier and lOlft. the rest of the
distance. Some 18,000 tons of mud will be dredged
up to carry out this plan, and periodical dredging
will be needed to keep the passage from silting up.

At the Darlington Town Hall, on Friday, Mr.
M. K. Xorth, M.Inst.C.E , held an inquiry into an
application tor power to bjrrow £,',ij00 for the
purpose of extending the west csmetery.

The St. Austell Rural Council decided on Friday
to construct a reservoir of :2O0,000 gxllons capacity
and service pipes in connection with the Bugle
water scheme, at an estimated expenditure of
£1,000.

Canon Clement Smith unveiled at the Xewport
I.W., parish church on Saturday a mural monu-
ment erected by the people of the Isle of Wight to the
memory of the late Archdeacon Henry Haigh, who
was Archdeacon of the Isle of Wight for 20 years,
and formerly vicar of Xewport. The monument
consists of a base and plinth in Hopton Wood stone,
on which rest moulded pilastiis and pediment, with
bronze enrichments Italian Keuaissance in style.

The centre panel is occupied by a portrait medallion
of the late archdeacon, and the inscription under-
neath is *' Faithful in duty, wise in counsel, a
steadfast friend.'* The m^^nuraent was designed
by Mr. Percv G. Stone, F.S.A., F.U.I.B..A.., and
was executed by Messrs. Garret and Haysom, of
.Southampton.

Mr. Elgar Dudley, F.S I.. Local Government
Board inspector, held an incpiiry at O.-mskirk on
Friday into an application hy the council for sanc-
tion to borrow the sum of 11, l.'iO for the purpose of
payment of cimpens;ition to owuers and for other
purposes in c mncction with the proposed demoli-
tion of obstructive buildings situate in .Vigbton-
street and in ourts olf that street, Chapel-street,
and Moor-street, Ormskirk : and t'2J> for the con-
struction of a new street between Mtll-street and
Ruft'-lane, (Irmskirk.

The partnership hitherto subjisting between J. D.
Mould, S. J. Mould, and A. I'.irntt, architects, iVc,
Bury, Lancashire, Jtmchester, and tiueen Victoria-
street, London, E.G., under the style of Moulds and
Pon'itt, has been dissolved.

TO CORBESPONBENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing and all

communications respecting illustrations or Uterarv matter
should be addres-sed to "the EDITOR of the Buildiso
News, Clement's House. Clement's Inn Pas.sa?e, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All drawing and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be Liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

The Stban'd Newspapeb Companv, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :
—" Timeserver, London.**

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be orderei early (price l'2s. each, by post
l'2s. 9d.1, as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLtT.,
XLIX., IHI., LXI., LXn., LXI^'.. LXV., LXVL,
LX^^I., LX\'Tn:., lxix., lxxi., Lxxn., Lxxm.,
LXXrV'., LXXV., LXXVI.. Lxxvn., Lxxrx.,
Lxxx., Lxxxi.. Lxxxn.. Lxxxm., Lxxxrv.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII., LXXX\-III.,
LXXXrX., and XC. may still be obtained at the same
price ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back
numbers to complete volume just ended should order at
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for bindin* the Bcildiso News,
price '2s., post free '2s. 4d., can be obt^imed from any
Newsagent, or from the publisher. Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, Loudon, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free^ to anv part of the

tinited Kingdom ; for the tTnitsd States, £1 63. Od. (or

tJdols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium. £1 6s. 01. (or

«fr.30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od. To any of the -Australian
Colonies or New Zealand, to the Cipe, the West Indies,

or Natal, £1 63. Od.

'
,
* The .special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 81. = olols.27c.

for 12 months, and 10s. lOJ. = 2dols. 61c. sLx months.

AD'VERTISEMENT CHAKGE3.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per hue of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being os. for
four Imes.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as twoi, the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on appUcation
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements fur '* Situations

Vacant " or " Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships,** is OXE SlllLLISO FOR TwEN-TV-FOOR WoRDS,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
AUviiiiiaemifiits must bt prepaid.

•»• RepUes to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand,
W.C, fr^-^ ft chnr't*'. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of '* Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and altenitions in serial advertisements
must reach the otlice by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Re. EivED.—Chas. W. and Co., Ltd.—L. D. T.—.Alpha.—
O.—Brickburner.—Xomin.—J. and A.— S. S.. Ltd.—
P. E. M.—F. F. J. -Inspector. -R. R.—Too Previous.
—H. H. and Son.-C. T.

rillLll- Fri.LER.—No.

1). R. R.—Send, and we will see.

RiciiABD HcGo.—Thanks ; we cannot spare the space.

Sriio.—We cannot insert replies to letters in other
joai-nals.

Tank.—The best thing would be to line it with Callen-
drite, supplied by Oeo. M. Callender and Co., Ltd., 25,
Victoria-street, S. W.

I). T. L—Hobbs, Hirt. and Co., certainly. The other
firm you mention is a hick number nowadiys.

L. L—Very objectionable, we agr;e. Try the Silent
closets mide by the Sanitiry Appliaices tjyodicate, 63,
\'ictoria-street, S.W.

OvvsRR.—See our " Director; "' pa3e under "Cloth an I

Baize."

By his will the late Alderman George Baldwin
Woodruff, ,7. P., first Miyor of Hove, who died at
Nice on February lo last, left £10,003 for the com-
pletion of the tower and the west porch of the new
parish church of All Saints, Hove.

—•-•-•

—

THE ELEMENT OF COST IX
CtJMPEriTIOXS.

To the Editor of the Buildino Nkws.

Sir.—The letter of " H. T. N." in your issue

of May 17 is pregnant with many lessons. I
venture to think, as he does, that the assistance

of the quantity surveyor in the decisions arrived
at by assessors in competitions is of very con-
siderable use.

For many years past some of the leading
architects have occasionally asked me to assist

them as to the cost of cirrying out the several

designs submitted in competition which they have
bsen called in to adjudicate. Of course, it is not
for me to say how these gentlemen finally arrived
at their awards : but having regard to some re-

marks made to me by the late Mr. Cieorge Edmund
Street, R..\., at any rate he was guided somewhat
as follows : — viz., by '«) the merit of the planning
and general utility of the building ; (/(; the art or

architectural merits of the case ; {<) last, but not
least, the probable cost of carrying out the work.

I well remember Mr. Street much regretting on
one occasion that a most beautifully designed
building architecturally was entirely out of the
competition on account of the hopeless and almost
impossible plan submitted, and the prohibitive

cost of carrying the same out.—I am, tcQ.,

James Gandv.
22, Essex-street, Strand, W.C.

DESIGN' FOR LABOURERS' COTTAGES,
IRELAXD.

S;r,—In the selected designs which you publish
in your issue of the 21th instant, 1 notice the
absence of sink and copper in all three plans. Are
not these considered necessary in Ireland ': If

not, I should be glad to learn what is done with
dirty dishes and clothes.—1 am, Arc,

A Competitor.

Intcrc0mmttnicati0n:.

HEFLIES.
ri2273.]—Local Authority and Damages.— A^

a rule, urbin couacili are fairly liberal in dealing with
owners in tbe way referred lo by "Property O^ner."
Every case stinis by itself, ani "Property Owner " will

do well to obtain professional advice as to the injury by
damage, trespass, s?verance, aud other matteri. Taese
cases are usually tried before arbitrators, ani therefore
published pirticulars are not easy to refer to. In a recent
Cise that came before my notice prjfessionally ab^at £1 a
yard was awarded, most of the work being tuonelled. If

ihe council mike no offer it is pra?cicaUy certiia that
they will have to bsar the costs of the reference.—W.
Hu:-Fji-\N- Woao, Leeis.

[12274.]—Clerks of "Works Association.—You
will find this at Carpenters' Hall, Throgmorcon-avenue,
E.C. Xame of Sec. 1 do not know.—Ke'.ent's P.\kk.

[12275.]—Jam Factories.—Joseph Baker and Sons.
Ltd., 58, City-road, E.C. : F. Fouche, 62. London Wall,
E.C. ; L. Lumley and Co., Ltd., 1, America-SLiuare,
Minories, E.C—Regent's Pakk.

112275.J—Jam Factories.—Vou will find either of
the following firms will supply you with the necessary
pans, tittings, A::., ani they are very reliable. Messrs.
vVm. Brieriey, L*-il , Rochdale, or K. Collier, Duke-street,
Rochdale.—Moos.

A scheme for the thorough restoration of the

ancient church of Kuiveton has been set on foot.

It is stated that £1,000 will be required.

At the town-hall, Wolverbamotou, ou Friday,

Mr. Edgar Dudley, Local Government Board
inspector, held an iu'.|uiry with regard to an applica-

tion of the corporation for sanction to borrow fO.oo.o

for the purpose of improving Worcester-street and
Great Brickkiln-street. The town clerk (Mr. Horatio
Brevitt) explained that, from a sanitary point of

view, it was desirable some of the property should
be cleared away. The total area proj)03ed to be

'

acquired was 'J,995 square yards, and the cost

would be £9/231, the average price per yard being
£3 2j. lOd. Mr. G. Green, the borough engineer,

gave evidence iu support of the proposals.

Mr. H. Shelford Bidwell, M.LC.E., one of the

inspectors under the Local Government Board,
conducted an inquiry at West Hartlepool on Friday
regarding the api)lication of the town council for

sanction to borrow a further sum of .£"2,4J6 in con-
nection with the construction of the seawall and
esplanade between West Hartlepool and Seatoa
Carew.

The parish church of St. Andrews, Fifeshire, is to

be restored at a cost of £21,;i00, nearly the whole of

which has been already subicribed.

1
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CONTEITTS.•
The Institute's Report on Reinforced Concrete
The London County Hall Competition
The Society of Architects' Travelling Studentship
oome Modern Stoves and Kan^es
Royal Institute of British Architects
"Quantities.—Vni
Power-stations.—IX.
New English Art Club .'.'.' .'." ','. '". '"

I.amp from the Duomo, Pisa
Obituary '

Competitions ,[[ [[[ [[[ [[[ [\\
'"
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Correspondence
[[[
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Intercommunication
[[] ]" []
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I News Directory

Our Illustrations
Building Intellisence ... '.] "* '",

[[] ["
Johnson Technical School. Durham ,..'

IjegallntelUsence
ParUamentaiy Xotes ... ],[ \"

"' "' '" *"

Water Supply and Sanitary Matters ..
OurOfficeTable "
Meetings for the Ensuing Week
Latest Prices
Tenders ... "[

]][
''] "*

"] '"

List of Competitions Open ...' ...' ... .."

List of Tenders Open ,', ,,',

. 74.1
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744

, 744
, 745
. 748
. 749
750
751
7.11

, 751
752
752
752
xi,

753
753
77.3

773
773
774
774
774

£2,000 in four days. We givo u few .sketches
from the 1007 exhibition, held at the Albert Hall
the other day. The garden seats came from
" Southampton De%-eIoped Industrie.^," the carved
cabinet designed by Jlr. Arthur .1. Heady from
Ascot, Bucks, and the dressing-table also came
from the Southampton centre.

MIorOSEU XEW r.K.\MM.tR SCHOOL,
SELECTED I)E.SION'.

W.VLL.iSEV : /

ILLUSTRATIONS.
THE DISI.VG ROOM, LASSDuU V lARK.—LiMBETH MU.VICIPAL
BCILDIST.S.—.lOHKSTO.V TECHNICAL SCHOOL, BUBHAM.—
IN-TERIOR, ST. SA^'IOUR'S CHURCH, SCNBURV COMMON.—
home arts sketches. — proposed xew grammar
sc:hool, wallabev : selected design-.—lamp in the
ouomo, pisa.

This school is designed to take the jilaco of an
old and insufficient building for a school founded
in the 17th century. The assombly-hall is placed
in the centre, with all the cla.ssrooms, present and
future, round it on two floors ; and on the ground
floor, towards the front, the headmaster's room,
library, and otlice, and the a.ssistant master's
room. I In the ground floor, near the extremities,
are the tw.i boys' entrances, and beyond them the
noisy departments of woodworking and gym-
nastics. The cloakrooms .are placed in the block
connecting the wings and the cenlial building,
and the wings on the flrst floor are occupied by
science-room, art-room, and dining-rooms. The
estimated cost of the building is t;i:i..)70, and the
number of boys to be provided for is :!lo. Messrs.
Willink and'Thicknesse, of Liverpool, are the
architects, and their design was placed first in the
recent competition as reported by us on p. 679
aiiii; when the premiated plans were reviewed
by us.

©ur Hlustratiuns.

IIIXIXO ROOM, L.\.NSDO\VN- PAIIK. t/

The panelling of this apartment is in English
•walnut, wax-polished ; the floor is of oak covered
with a deep-blue carpet. The plaster ceiling and
frieze are in toned ivory : the electroliers are of
old brass. The carving and plaster work has been
richly modelled in the style of Grinling (Gibbons.
The work has been designed and detailed by J[r.
H. Davis Kichter, whose drawing is hung on the
line at the Royal .-Vcademy.

LAMHETH Mf.VICIl'.^L MflLIUXGS. ,

This entrance bay is in the centre of the Briston-
hill elevation, and forms the entrance to the town
•clerk's department. The materials used are
Portland stone and narrow red facing bricks,
tive courses to the foot. The roof is covered witli
Buttermere green slates. The illustration is
taken from a drawing hung in the Royal
Academy this year. The architects are Messrs.
Septimus Warwick, A.R.I.B.A., and Herbert
Hall, A.R.I.B.A., of South-square, Uray's Inn,
W.(_'. We illustrated the competition drawings
for this work on May 19. 190-5, and other designs
were given at the same,time.

JOHXSTOX TECHNICAL SCHOOL, DfRHAM. y
(For description and plan see page 773.)

CHURCH, SUXEVRV COMMON". ^

Mr. R. O. Roberts, town clerk, Carnarvou. has
been appointed Crown Agent for North Wale?, m
succession to the late Mr. Job Bowen, surveyor.
The post is worth from t'.JOO to £6011 annually. •

At Bridlington, on Friday, Mr. H. Shelford Bid-
well, representing the Local Government Board,
held an inquiry into the application of Bridlington
Town Council for sanction to borrow £.3,547 and
£55.5 for purposes of the Victoria sea defences and
the Victoria-terrace footpath, which were formally
opened by the Lord Mayor of London in 190G. The
moneys required were stated to be in respect of
extra work necessary above the estimate, unusual
difficulties having occurred in laying the founda-
tions of the walls on account of springs and the
glacial deposit.

The Cilasgow Institute of Architects unanim-iusly
agreed on Friday tn confer honorary membership of
the institute upon Principal Macalister, of Glasgow
L'niversitj-.

The name of Mr. Robert Pattison, builder and
contractor, Kuskington, has been placed on the
commission of the peace for the Kesteven division
of Lincolnshire.

At the last meeting of the St. Helens Health
Committee the town clerk reported that the Local
Government Board had sanctioned the borrowing of
£4S,O0li in connection with the Parr and Sutton
sewerage scheme, and the sum of £750. the amount
overspent on the Robins -lane sewer. The chairman
said the corporation had already practically approved
of the plans : but as it was over five years since the
levels were taken, it would be necessar}- for the
borough surveyor to go over the levels again before
the plans and specifications were got out and
tenders a^ked for. This course was agreed to.

I BuilMttg jInttlUgcnce.—*-•-•

—

.Ei)iN-Kiur;ii.—At the last dean of guild court,
plans were passed for the new Municipal Art
Schools at the Cattle JIarket, Lauriston. Mr.
•I. -M. Dick Peddie is the architect, and it is esti-
mated that the buildings will cost £40..S00. The
site of the school is the north part of the market,
and the building will be in the form of a parallelo-
gram, measuring 370ft. by I'JiJft. There will be
an access from Lauriston-streot and another from
Lady Lawson-streot. There will be two internal
courts, separated by the centre clock, which will
contain the main sfairr:ise. and all the buildings
surrounding these courts will be two stories high,
e.x<opting the west wing, wliich will be one story
high. Uver the main entrance there will be on
the first floor a hall OOft. by 30ft. The building
will bo treated in the simplest manner possible.
The hewn work will be of n-d stone, and the rest
of the wall surfaces of rubble from Hailes (Quarry.

PiiiTox.—The new Wesleyan church at Pirton,
near Hitchin, was opened on Wednesday, .May 29.
The building consists of a church 13ft. long by
-'7ft. wide, seating J'20 adults. The church has
three arches at puliiit end. on columns, the central
arch opening into the choir, with a traceried
window in gable, and the two side arches opening
into two vestries, which are shut off from the
church and choir by swivel partitions, but can be
thrown into it for extra accr>mmodation when
required. The seating and roof timbers are of
pitch-pine. Sejiarate porches lead to the vestries.
A bold narthex projects in front of church with
wide doors, and a five-light traoeriod window in
g.ible above, flanked by two bold angle buttresses.
Low-pressure hot water, heating, and ventilation
on modern principles are provided. The exterior
is faced with red bricks, with s ind-taced terracotta
dressings; lead lights with rich-coloured glass in
the windows. The works have been carried out
under contract at £97-2 10s., from the design and
under the su]>erintendence of Slessrs. George
Baines and Son, architects, 5, Clement's Inn,
Strand, London.

This illustration shows the interior of a church, „ o u , tt
•designs for which have been prepared to be built

Heston Schools, Hounslow, have been ventilated

at Sunbury. The chapel at the east of the chancel. °" '.''^
'l^,"^'^?" V^'r™'

Sy-^teni, under the

together with sacristy and choir vestry, have
directionot Mr. Lancelot Lang, architect. Hounslow,

already been erected. The church will be faced "^^^ memorial to Canon T. Major Lsster, erected

outside with red bricks and stone dre-ssino-s in St. John's i hardens, Liveroool. was unveiled on
inside the walls and ceiling will be plastered.

" A Saturday afternoon by Lord Darby, who referred to

teak dado will be carried completelv round the
'^*''°°

^t ,u S P'"'"° '^'•°P"= i^"?<"-- }^^
.i,„_„v, Ti,„ „ -

I-
i^i.-ic,, luu.iu Lut; Tuonument 13 the work of Mr. (reorge J. Irampton.church. There IS seating accommodation in the r..^ ^nd represenU Mr. L.ster m clerical robeschurch for about two hundred people. There will with a lost child m his arms. In a corresponding

De a gallery at the west end of the church, in position to this statue is one to the late Jfonsignor
which the organ will be placed. The work has Xugent, who was to the Catholic poor of Liverpool
been designed by ilr. R. A. Briggs, F.R.I.B.A., what Canon Lester was to those of the Protestant
of Xorfolk-street, Strand. The drawing from I

faith.

which the illustration is taken is hung in the , On Saturdav Mr. W. Baldwvn Yates, barrister-
Koyal Academy Exhibition, and was coloured by i at-law, held an inquiry at the town-hall, Ilfrac imbe.

CHIPS.
Mr. J. \V. Brown, MInst.l .K., of West Hartle-

pool, has been appointed by Judge O'Connor, K.C.,
to carry out works of sewage at Witton Park, the
rural district council having foiled to comply with
the order of the Durham County Council, requiring
sewage works to be constructed to prevent the
pollution of the river Wear.

Messrs. Pinchin, Johnson, and Co. will shortly
remove their London offices to more convenient
premises near to those in Billiter-atreet. It is

intended to keep a stock of Minerva " paint.
" ."^atinette," and their other specialities, so that
urgent orders can be despatched direct from their
I ity office, instead of from the works at Stratford.

The Matterdale new schools are being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorlaud's patent .Man-
chester grates, the same being supplied by Messrs.
K. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

The St. Pdncras Ironwork C,i.. L'd., 171, St.

Panc;as-roaJ, London, X.W., hav obtained a Gold
.Medal for their patent steam waggm exhibited at the
Xew Zealand International F.ihibition,< hristchurcb.
They are at present very busy in this department.

At their last meeting the Belfait <i'iiiritity .Sur-

veyors' Society decided to reduce their fees for
warehouse work from 1 ^ to 1 per cent.

The new po3t-oflf\ce at Conway, which wisopenel
for business on Sunday, is situated in Itaugor-road,
and its gable is only separated by a pa5s.age from

I

the town-wall. It has a fa<. ide of artificial stone,
! and has accommodation for postal, telegraph, and

I

telephone business. Mr. T. 3. FarringtOD, L'.an-
dudno, is the architect.

the architect.

SKETCHES .tXI) IXDfSTRIESI-ROM THE HOME ART:

EXHIBITION.

The annual report of this progressive society 1

shows a continued advance not only in the exten-
sion of classes and new branches "throughout the
country, but the practical good done in the dis- i

tricts wherein some of the original centres were ilr- John Belcher, A.R.A.. who has been this

founded has been demonstrated bv the improve-
I

y^" chosen to receive the Gold Medal of the Koyal
ment of the conditions of the people and that '

Institute of British Architects, will publish in a few

this has been the case is now an accepted fact. I

^'^y.^- through Mr. B. T.

Especially is this the case in Ireland and out-of-

relative to the proposed purchase of the pier and
harbour by the urban district council. "The pro-
posed purchase was opposed by some of the rate-

payers. The owners of the undertaking asked . j - ^ -

1

-

£01, '2.50 for the harbour and £1,1^7 for additional i

'^ to be earned out by the corporation at an esU-

lands. After a good deal of barter, the vendors I
™»ted cost of £11, 1'.l^l.

\ scheme for the laying-out of Fit/,alan-8quare,

Sheffield, put forwanl by the Sheffield Society of
.\rchitects and Surve.vors. and approv»Mi, with
modifications, by the city surveyor, Sir. C. F. Wike,

have accepted £40,000 for the harbour and £3,7-50

for the lands.

entitled

Batsford, a small bx)k.
' Essentials in Architecture : an Analysis

^be wc- ",i,-=f_;,t„ „!. 4.\

'

-V" I .." ' of the Principles and (.Jualities to be looked for in

'TaZP aJ
where the pursuit of an art or

jjuiiji^ ..
' Being intended for all interested inMustry adds largely to the interest of the worker s

|
a^t, it is designed on popular rather than te.-hnical

, (
^appreciably to his annual profits. The i lines, and is illustrated by iiianv fine examples of ! for which have been prepared by Mr. C£cil Wilson

sale of the 190G exhibition amounted to about I architectural art.
'

', Cardiff.

The annual meeting of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers was held on Friday, when the annual
rep,irt and statement of accounts were presented
ond adopted. The officers for the year 19n7-S were
elected as follows : -President, Lord Kelvin : vice-
presidents, Colonel H. C. L. Holden, Professor
Gisbert Kapp, Mr. F. Gill, and Mr. C. P. Sparks.

An inquiry has been held at Dinns Powis into the
application of the parish council for permission to
borrow £1,500 in order to erect a parish hall, plans
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JOHXSTOX TECHXICAL SCHOOL,
DURHAM.

THIS Academy drawing illustrates an existing

building, with suggested additions. Owing to

the limitations of the site and the rapid fall of the

ground to the river, it has only been possible to

extend the school by additions at each end of the
present building. The proposed extensions will

give classroom accommodation for 290 children,

lecture-room or assembly-hall to accommodate
300. in addition to library, physical and ehcmic.il

laboratories, cookerv-room, sixth-form room, two
teachers' rooms, lavatories, and cloakrooms.
Advantage has been taken of the fall of the
gi'ound to provide a gymnasium, with dressing
and cloak-rooms, mnder new school portion, and
manual instruction and storage-room under the

assembly-hall. The materials to be used are red
brick to elevation facing street, with roughcast to

upper story, the whole of the river front, except
to hall, being roughcasted in keeping with the
majority of the adjoining buildings, and the roofs

covered with red tiles. The architects for both
the present buildings and the additions are Jlessrs.

Oliver, Leeson, and Wood, of Xewcastle-on-
Tyne. »-^
At St. James's Church, Hollowell, Xorthampton,an

oak pulpit, given in memory of the late Kev. W. R.
Burgess, for thirty years vicar, has been dedicated.
The pulpit is the work of Messrs Jones and Willis,
and is in keeping with the oak pews and other wood-
work in the church.

A storage reservoir for the water supply of Brad-
ford is in course of construction in Upper Xedder-
dale. It is to be supplemented bv two others, and
its total cost will be i'4U0,00ii, the'whole expenditure
on the waterworks scheme having been estimated at
£l,.')O0,000. Mr. James Watson, the waterworks
engineer, designed the scheme, Mr. E. S. Barlow is

the resident engineer, and Mr. W. A. Best is the
contractor.

LEOAL INTELLIGENCE.
DiSEEGiRDixc, BriLDiX'^ Bv - Laws.—At the

Southampton Borough Police-court, on Frid:»y,

John Smith, of the .\venue, was summoned by the

corporation on three informations, laid under section

21 of the local by-laws with respect to new streets

and buildings, made on Sept. 25, 1901. Defendant
was charged with erecting three new buildings, the

external walls of which were more than 'iOft. in

length, the same not being l^Jiu. thick l)elow the

topmost stories, and SJin. thick for the rest of their

height. Mr. J. L. Foote, building inspector, said a

block plan was sent in by defendant to the CDuncil

containing a reference to a deposited plan, but only

the block plan had been received. The building

was not in accordance with the by-laws. Defendant
contended that the walls were twenty times as

strong as the by-laws demanded, but admitted that

the internal arrangements of the house were not

strictly in accordance with the plan he sent in. and
that he began building when the plan was dis-

approved. Mr. Burrough Hill testified to the

strength of the wall, and Mr. J. B. t'olson, sur-

veyor, of Winchester, said he considered the by-

laws had been complied with in this case. The
Bench decided to convict. A fine of £ > *a3 imposed

in one case, the others being adjourned, and
defendant was ordered to pay the costs 1 1 s. 'id.

The foundation-stone laying of the Church Insti-

tute took place at Highfield, near Southampton, on

Wednesday week. The building will c^st t'.'.T-iO.

and is being erected from plans by Mr. F. A. iiai-

teridge. of Southampton. The contractor is Mr.

Dver.
H. M. Consul at Rosario (Mr. H. M. Mallet

reports that there is at the present time a good

demand in his district for steel supports for buildings,

bar iron, wire for fencing purposes, Portland

cement. lumber, paints, varnishes and pamt oils,

and galvanised iron for roofing.

The new library opened last week at Mill Hill

School has been built at a cost of ii.iOO. The
architects were Messrs. Collcutt andHamp.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
School Ac ommokation. - Mr. C:>urthope asked

the President of the Board of K Jucation on Wednes-
day whether it was proposed to revise the recognised

accommodation of provided schools in the same way
and on the same scale ai that of non-provided
schools. Mr. McKenna : I must refer the hon.

member to the answer given by my right hon. pre-

decessor on November 7 last, in which he stated that

the aim of the Board of Kduc;ition was to secure for

each child in a public elementary school ten square

feet of floor space. In the case of new schools or

enlargements, their practice now is always to insist

on this: and, as regard* existing schools, they

endeavour to bring about the same state of things.

But some regard has to be paid to the heavy burden
that would be placed upon the rates by any suilden

demand for so large an increase of school provision

as would be entailed by a universal application of a

I Oft. scale.

The erection of the firtt generating station of the

Kent Electric Power Co., situated by the side of

the Jledway at Frindsbury, near Kochester, hu
recently been completed, and the company is now
engaged on the distribution work in liochcstcr and
Chatham, and in converting the old single-phase

system to three-phase. Messrs. U. L. Addenbrooke
and A. A. Campbell Swinton are the consulting

engineers.

The plans of a proposed aeoondarr school for girls

at Lancaster have been passed, and in order to

enat>le the Lancaster Corporation to obtain the

sanction of the Local ijovemroent Board to borrow
lli;,ll I for the purchase of land and the erection of

the school the county council wiU undertake to

guarantee any deficiency on the Id. rate. The
scho'-'l will accommodate J'il girl.". The ounty
architect has also prepared plans for the erection of

a new school at Trawden at a cost of i;',.'"S.

Mr. Frederick WilUsm Duthie Manuelle. aged ."SO,

of liueen's Gate, S.W., (jracechurch-street, E.C.,

and of Gaenuev, left estate in the United Kingdom
valued at .£116,429.
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WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITABT
MATTERS.

Haewich.—The town council are carrying out
a complete scheme for the sewerage and sewajre
disposal fur Upper Dovercourt. and a loan of £1,S00
has been obtained for this purpose. The purification
works will ti'eat 20,000 gallons a Jay, and the storm
filters are capable cf dealing with 40,000 gallons a
day. There is one septic tank of I,*'.0Oc.ft. capacity
and four aerating bacterial filters with overflow,
grit, circulating, dosing, and cleansing chambers,
the working of the whole installation being com-
pletely automatic. The works have been designed
by Mr. H. H. Packer, of Dovercourt.

CHIPS.
The rural district council of Ampthill have

adopted a water-supply scheme, at an estimated
cost of £12,500, to supply Woburn, Woburn Sands,
and Aspley Guise. The water will be derived from
a well at Birchmoor Farm, on the property of the
Duke of Bedford, and it is proposed to construct the
reservoir on Bow Brickhill Heath, at an elevation
which will command by gravitation the whole
district.

Tlie Bishop of Exeter will lay the foundation-
stone of the new chancel at Christ Church,
Ellacombe, Torquay, on Wednesday next. There
is about £1,900 in hand or promised. The esti-

mated expenditure is £3,400, and a local tender in

;£2,ro7 for a portion of the work has been accepted.

A new Wilts and Dorset Bank is being erected at
Bridgwater, the materials used being granite facings
up to sill level, and Doulting stone, from the
Chelynch beds of the Ham-hill and Doulting
quarries, above this. The inside and back walls are
of brick. The architect is Mr. Sillej', of London,
and the builder is Mr. Pollard, of Bridgwater.

The hall and Sunday-school in Beech-street,
Liverpool, erected in connection with the Fairfield
Presbyterian Church, was opened on Saturday. It

is built in the tiothic style, from the plans of Mr.
Herbert Aspinall, of Liverpool. The main feature
is a hall 70ft. by 40ft., seatmg500 persons, but there
are in addition twelve classrooms, fitted with sliding

partitions. The cost has been £4,000.

Un the farm of Mr. D. Cook, Sewell, Dunstable,
some interesting discoveries have recently been made
near a spot from time immemorial known as the
" Maiden Bower." Excavations have revealed a
quantity of Roman pottery, chiefly large and small
urns, and red glazed bawl of Samian ware stamped
" Primani. M." The excavations are being con-
tinued.

For some months past .St. Peter's Church,
Wolverhampton, has been undergoing renovation.
The ancient tower has long been in a dilapidated
condition, but is now being restored. An open
space on the western side of the church is being
made into an ornamental g.aiden. The total cost of
the two schemes will amount to about £:'), oOO. On
the west side of the tower a niche exists about half-
way up : it is intended to place there a statue of the
patron saint.

An addition has been made to HolyTrinity Church,
Cowes, by the placing in the tower of a peal of
aight bells, which were dedicated on Sunday by the
Bishop ot Southampton. The bells were cast by
Messrs. Mears and Stainbank, of Whitechapel, and
weigh 4Gcwt. A belfry has been erected, and a
chiming apparatus provided.

At their last meeting the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board adopted a recommendation of the

works committee to permanently close tlie river

entrance to the Coburg Dock at Liverpool by con-
structing a masonry dam across it, at an estimated
cost of £3,.S00.

The new Connecticut-avenue Bridge at Washing-
ton, D.C., the largest yet constructed in reinforced

concrete in the world, is about to be opened.

The will of Mrs. Margaret Ismay, widiw of Mr.
T. H. Ismay, founder of the White Star line of

steamers, makes provision for the carrying out of

her undertaking to provide thft principal window at

the chancel end of the Liverpool Cathedral as a
memorial of her late husband.

Mr. A. S. Black, assistant electrical engineer of

Southport, has been appointed acting manager of

the electricity department at a salary of €:iOO a year.

The contract for Messrs. Harland and WollT's
Engineering Works at Southampton Ilnck^ has
been let to the Waring- White Building Company, of
London. The price exceeds £30,00(t. The buildings
will be commenced forthwith.

The death is announced of Mr. Herbert Lees,
consulting master of the Carlisle .School ot Art, and
a native of Hanley. He was Master of Carlisle

School of Art from l.siii until ISOS, when he retired,

and was appointed consulting master. Mr. L3e3,
who was in his 77th year, is survived by his wife and
a grown-up famdy.

Our O^fRct Cabk.

CnosDV Hai.l, in Bishopsgate-slreet, one of

the most famous historical edifices in the Cit" of

lyondon, has recently been sold by the freeholder.

Alderman Sir Ilorat'o Davies. Whether it will

continue to be used as a restaurant or demolished
is not yet known. Should the latter course be

decided upon by the purchiiser, wide-spread

regret will be felt, and an effort is being made to

induce the City Corporation to step in and
prevent such an irremediable historic and archi-

tectural loss. The hall was originally built

by .\lderman Sir John Crosby in 14G6 on ground
leased from the adjacent convent of .St. Helena.
Richard, I>uke of Gloucester, purchased it from
his widow, and it became a palace in name as well

as re.ality. It was in 14S3, in the council chamber
of Crosby Hall, that the Crown was offered to

Ivichard by the Mayor and a deputation of

citizens. Crosby Hall immediately afterwards

became the official residence of the Chief Magis-
trates of the City. Sir Thomas More was another
distinguished occupant of Crosby Hall. The old

hall escaped the Great Fire of London, and
became in turn a conventicle, a warehouse, and a

restaurant. A fine specimen of Roman tesselated

pavement of the probable date a.d. 27.o was found
in making the foundations for a new wing, and
h.as been inserted in one of the walls. .Sir Horatio
Davies has, it is understood, reserved to himself

the right of retaining and removing anything of

antiquarian and archaeological value which he
may wish to possess.

A coiusE of four lectures, entitled ''Building
Methods in Nature's Workshop," will be given
at the London County Council School of Building,
Fivndale-road. Brixton, by Mr. Alan E. Munby,
JI..\., .V.R.I.B.A., on Monday evenings at eight,

commencing on June !. Students and friends

will be admitted free to these lectures. Lecture I.,

to begin next Monday, will deal with the earth's

early history : cooling and contraction ; weather-
ing and decay ; Nature's building hand—water,
ice. and their work. In Lecture II., to be de-
livered on Jund 10, Mr. Munby will treat upon
the building of stones, and Nature's guide to the
quarrymen. In Lecture III., on June 17, the
lecturer will speak upon the structure, classifica-

tion, and occurrence of stones, and in the last

lecture, on June 24, the topics will be Nature's
store of metals, and the growth of metals and their
microscopic structure. The lectures will be illus-

trated by lantern-slides, and by the lantern
microscope and experiments.

Messks. Giles, Goigh, axd Trollope, archi-
tects, of 2S, Craven-street, Charing Cross, write
to the Press with reference to the statement made
by Mr. Bums in the House of Commons on
May 13, that the cost of the Hammersmith
Workhouse and Infirmary was £33.o per bed :

—

"Such a -statement without qualification is mis-
leading, unfair to the guardians, and calls for a
public explanation. This cost of £335 per bed is

calculated on the present accommodation for 75S
inmates, but with administrative buildings,
kitchen, laundries, kc. for 1,450 inmates. The
necessary blocks for the additional 698 inmates
will cost £80 per bed, and when these are erected
the cost of the Hammersmith Workhouse and
Infirmary will be £183 per bed."

Maxv_ an owner, when confronted with his
architect's final certificate, including the extras,
must have felt, says the A,ii-ricaii Arc)iitf,i.\\kc
vowing ho would never pay it, because the archi-
tect •' must have been crazy when he signed it,"
and recently one such owner has produced this
very plea in the New York Supremo Court.
When the ".\n>onia,'' at Broadway and Seventy-
Ihird-street was built a few years ago, the assignee
ot the contractor had finally to proceed against
the building's owners, suing' for 90,ooodol. The
result of prolonged litigation was that the creditor
recently secured judgment in the Court of Appeals
in the sum of 73,000dol. The owners now seek
to have this verdict set aside and the case re-
opened because, as they allege, thev have recently
learned that the architect of the building, Mr.
Paul E. DuBoy, is now and has for some years
been confined in an asylum for the insane'near
Paris, and it is their belief that he was insane
when, in 1903. he signed the final certificate, and
hence that that instrument can never have been
legally validated.

Sn-Aur's GiiAXOLiTnic, Ltd., Glengall-road,
Millwall, have just at the right time republished

in a well-produced booklet our articles which
appeared Aug. 10 to .Sept. 21, 1906, on "Ferro-
concrete at the R.E. Electricity Schools,

Chatham." Readers who have their attention

recalled to the subject by the Institute report

and discussion last Monday will do well to

obtain a copy of this booklet.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satcrdav (To-morrow^.—London Architectural Associa-

tion. Visit to East Ctrinstead. Train from
London Bridge at 1.40 p.m.

MoNPAV.—L.C.C. School of Building, Ferndale-road.
Brixton, S.W. Four Lectures on " Build-
ing Methods in Nature's Workshop," bv
Alan E. Munby, M. 4.., A.R.I.B..^.-^
No. 1. 8 p.m.

Thursday.—L.C.C. School of Building, Femdale-road
Brixton. Six Lectures ou " The Archi-
tecture of London." No. y, "The Re-
naissance Churches of London," by Prof.
Beresford Pite, F.R.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

Satcrday tJcsE 8).—Edinbur^'h Architectural Associa-
tion. Visit to Parish Church, Bothwell
Castle, and Ijennoxlove, Haddington.

THE ARCHITECTURAX ASSOCIATION.
.llNE:inl toMl. : EXHlBlTIOXof A.A. PRIZE DR.\WIN*.<

:ind SCHOOL r.f DESIGN WORK, from ID a m. to 6 |>.ra.,S:tlor.i:.>

.

4 p.ni-'. at W Tufton-slreet, Westminster.
ILNE Itth: FOURTH SIMMER VISIT—to the new Town Hall,

BroniWy, Kent, by kinil permUsion uf the Architect, Mr, R. Frank
.4Ikins;>n. The jiarty will travel Jrom Charing (ros* by the2..T5 p.m.
train for North Bromley, retuioing by the 6 p.m. train, which arriM-s
at C.innon-s.treet at 6.21.

P.O. liir U. 6(1. for return ruilivay fare, to be sent to the Secretit; ,

on or before June 13th,
C. WOXTXER SMITH \ „^„ c,.
MAURICE E. WEBB j

"o^ »^'

^

HE SOCIETY OF AECHITECTS.
ST.\PLE INN BUILDIXOS, HOLBoRN. W C.

VISIT to BATH. .lUXE l;ith to l^lh. liHiT. Opentumembtrs.ini
friends, l.ailies Jire speciallv invited- Programmes m:iv he obtaini' i

from the SECRETARY. Tel. l&oi Holborn. Tel. "Crypt, Londoi,.
'

T

LATEST PRICES.—>«

—

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £3 10 to £5 15

RoUed-SteelJoists. English 7 5 0,, T 15

Wrought^Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar lion, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £8 15s. to £9.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 10 ...£14

Best ditto MOO ... 1410

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
9 6 10,- 10 6 11'- 11,3 12,'- 12,9 13,6 14,6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10

Cast-iron Stanciions 6 10 „ 8 10

BoUed-Iron Fencing 'Wire 9 5 0,, 9 10

RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

„ „ „ Galvanised. 9 0,, 9 10

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17 „ 4 17

Cut Floor Brads 10 10 „ 10 10

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 10 „ —
Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7 6
4in.to6in 6 0,, 630
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

and bored jointa, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, LilleshaU llOs. Od. to 1179. 63.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes 67Jp.o.
Wat*r-Tubes 624 ..

Ste.^m-Tubes 57i „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,,

OTHER METAIiS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Spelter. Silesia-J £26 3 to £26 10

Lead WMer Pipe, Town 23 10 6 „ —
„ „ „ Country 24 5 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 „ —
,, „ Country 24 15 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside, Town 25 0,, —
„ „ „ ,, Country 25 15 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 10 „ —
„ „ „ „ Country 27 5 „ —

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 10 ,,
—

„ „ Country... 26 o u , „
—
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Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) Town €25 10

„ ., „ „ Country 26 5
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 125
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... Ill
Tin, Straits 192
Do., English Ingots 192 10
Pig Lead 21 15
Sheet Lead, Toirn 23

„ „ Country 23 15
Genuine White Lead 27 15
Refined Red Lead 25
Sheet Zinc 35
Old Lead, against account 19
Tin per cwt. 11
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 9

TIMBEB.
Teak, Biu-mah per load £10 15
„ Bangk.ik „ ... 9 5

Quebec Pine, yellow ,, ... 4 2 6
„ Oak 5
„ Birch 2 12 8
„ Elm 4 2 6
„ Ash „ ... 4 5

Dantdc and Memel Oak „ ... 3 5
Fir , ... 3 15

Ash, Quebec 4 2 6
Birch, New Brunswick... ,, ... 2 7 6

Quebec , ... 2 7 5
Elm 4
Bo.\, Turkey per ton 6
Cedar, Cuba" per ft. sup. 4
Jarrah planks per ft. cu. 2 6
Wain.^cot, Riga p. log 2 10
Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4

St. Petersburg 4

15 5

120 10
112
192 10
19:i

to £22 10

„ 17 10

II 7 5
..9
.,6
„ 9 5

.. 7 10

„ 6 10

.. 5 15
7 5

5 15
6
6

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin.
by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £21 to £35
„ 2nd 17 „ 23 10

3rd 11 „ 13 10
Canada Spruce, 1st 1110 „ 16 10

„ ^nd and 3rd 9 10 „ 1110
New Brunswick 9 0,, 950
Riga 8 10 I, 9
St. Petersburg 8 5 0,, 17
Swedish 7 10 „ 20 10
Finland 9 0,, 9 10
WhiteSea 10 15 „ 20 10
Battens, all sorts 6 0,, 13

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 14 3 to £1
2nd ditto 12 9 „ IS
Other qualities 4 9,, 14

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 to £45
Memel, cr. pipe 220 0,, 230

Hemel, braok 190 ,, 200

WOOD.
BfiLDisG "Wood.

Deals: 3in. by lUn. and 4in. by
9in. and llin

,

Deals: 3 by 9
Battens : 2.Jin. by 7in. and 8in.,
and 3in. by 7in. and Sin

Battens : 2J by 6 and 3 by 6

Deals : seconds
Battens : seconds

2in. by 4in. and 2in. by 6in. ,

2in. by 4Jin. and 2Lq. by 5ia.

Foreign Sawn Boards—
lin. and IJin. by 7in

At per standard.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

13 10 to 15
13 „ 14

11 „ 12
10 less than

7in. & Sin.

10 less than best
10 „

9 to 10
8 10 „ 9 10

.iin.
Fir timber : best middling Danzig

or Memel 4 10
Seconds 4 o
Small timber (Sin. to lOin.) 3 12
Small timber (6in. to Sin.J S
Swedish balks 2 10

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average) 4

Joiners' Wood.
White Sea: first yellow deals,

3in. by llin 24
3in. by 9in 22
Battens, 2Jin. and 3in. by Tin. 16

Second yellow deals, 3in. by lin. .. 18
I, ,, 3inbv9in. .. 17
Battens, 2.Hn. and ,3in. by 7in. 13

Third yellow' deals, 3in. by llin.
and 9in 13

Battens, 2Mn. and 3in. by Tin. 11
Petersburg iii-st yellow deals,

3in. bvllin 21
Do. 3in. by 9in 18
Battens 13

Sec"ndyellowdeals,3in.byllin. 16
Do. 3in. by9in 14
Battens 11

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin. 13
Do. 3in. by9in 12
Battens 10

White Sea and Petersburg-

First white deals, 3in. bv llin. £14
II II 3in. by 9in. Vt

Battens 11
Second white deals. Sin. by llin. 13

„ „ Sin. by 9in. 12

II „ battens 10
Pitch pine : deals 18
Under 2in. thick e.\tra

YeU'w Pine—First, regular sizes 41
Oddments 32

Seconds, regular sizes S3
Tellow Pine oddments 23
Eanii Pine—Planks per ft. cube..

10 more than
battens.

10
At per load of 50ft.

to 5
4 10
3 15

3 10

3
4 15

.•Vt per standard.
to 25

23
18
20
19
14 10

10 15
12

II 22 10

,1 19 10

10 „ 15

II 17
10 I. IS

,. 12 10

„ 14
10 ,1 1*

„ 11

10 ,, £15 10

10 „ 14 10

,1 12
10 1, 14 10
10 1, 13 10

,. 11

1 21
10 1. 1

and over.

,,

II-

3 6 to 5

9

1 6

10

4

£0 3 6
2 9
6

ni
B

1

2 6

22

5

Per square.
'

ti to £0 17 6

„ 18

10
14 6

15

16 ti

13 6
18
U 6
15

15

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs-
Large, per ft. cube £0 3
Small 2 6

Wain.toot Oak Lor-s, per ft. cube.. 5 6
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. 8up.,

as inch Hj
jin. do. do 7

Dry Mabograny — HondurHs, Ta-
bascii, per ft. super, as inch ...

Selected, Figury, per ft. super.
as ineh

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, as inch
Teak, per load 17
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube...

Prepared Flooring. Sec.—
lin. by "in. yeflow, planed and

f*hot £0 13
lin. by lin. yellow, planed and
matched 14

Ijin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 16

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
shot 12

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 12

Ijin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched

|in. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boiirds ... U ,,

lin. by Tin. ., ,, ... It ,,

|in. by Tin. white ,, ... 10 ,,

lin. by Tin. „ ,, ... 12 9 ,,

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per si]uare less than 7in.

STONE.*
Red MansSeld. in blocks ...per foot cube £0
Dartey Dale, ditto ,, ,.,

Red Corsehill. ditto
^ ...

Closebum Red Freestone, ditto
, ...

Ancaster, ditto ,, ...

Greenshill, ditto „ ...

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at JTine Elms) . „ ...

Beer, ditto „ ...

Hard York, ditto „ ... Q
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot aup.

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two aides,

random sizes „ ...

• AU F.O.R. London.
Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £0
Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot ., ... 1 6J

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot , ... 1 81
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station ,, ... 1

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... „ ... 1 6
Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 52 ... £0 1 TJ

Lielivered on road waggons ,

at Paddington Depot ... i

Ditto Nine Elms Depot,..
(

Ditto Pimlico Wharf /

BBICKS.
HardStocks £1 T per 1.000 alongside, in river

2 4

2 4

2 2
2
1 10
1 10
1 9i
J 6
2 10

2 8

1 3

1

2 1 2 2i

Rough Stocks and
Grizzles 1

Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 6

Flettons 1 8
Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18
Blue Brindled Wire

Cut.< 1 3

Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing... 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Do. Bullno.se 4
Best Stourbridge

Fire Bricks 3 14
Glazed Bkh;ks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11
Uuoins. BuUnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19

Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints ... 20

Best Dippe.l Salt

Glazed Stretchers,

and Header 12
Quoins. BuUnose,
and Flats It

Double Stretchers.. 15
Double Header* ... 14

One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, Cha m-
fered, Squintfi ... 14

Second Quality
White and
Di pped Salt
Glazed 2

6

delivered,

at railway station.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s.

Blue Portmadoc 20x10. .12 12
16x 8 .. « 12

Blue Bangor ... 20x10. .13 2

,
20x12. .13 17

Firstquality 20x10. .13

20x12 ..13 15
16x 8... 7 b

Eureka unfading
green 20x10. ..15 17

20x12. .18 7
18x10. .13 5

... l«x H .10 5
Permanent green 20x10-. .11 12

„ „ ... 18x10... 9 12

I, „ ... 16x 8 ,. 8 12

6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.sta.

8 II .1

„ „

8 per 1000 of 1200 at r

6

8

TILES.
d.

per 1000 at rly. statioa
7 per doz. „ „
per 1000

6
per doz. ,, „

6 per 1000 „ „
„ ,1 ,1

per do2. „ „
„ ,1 I,

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Brciwl-y tiles 50
Ornamental tiles 52
Hip and Valley tiles 4
Ruubon red. brown, or brin-
dled do. Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3
Red or Mottled Staffordshire
do. (Peake's) 51 9 per 1000 „ „

Ornamental do 54 6 „ ., „
Hiptiles 4 1 per doz. at rly. station
Valley tiles 3 8 „ „ „
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, „
Hiptiles 4 per doz
Valley tiles 3 8 „ „
" HartshiU " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,, „
Pressed 47 6 „
Ornamental do 50
Hiptiles 4

Valley iles 3
per doz.

«

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £33 10

Do., brown „ ... 3110
Cottonseed, refined 31

Olive, .Siianish 40
Seal, pale „ ... 25
Cocoanut. Cochin „ ... 46
Do., Ceylon , ... 40
Do.. Mauritius „ ... 41

Palm, lAgos „ ... 3.3

Oleine „ ... 17 5
Sperm „ ... 34
Lubricating U.8 pet gal. 7

Petroleum, refined ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 1 6
Do., Archangel 19 « ..

Linseed Oil per gal. 2 4J „ —
Baltic oa 2 10 „ —
Turpentine 4 1] „ —
Putty per cwt. 7 6,, —

VAKNISHES, &0. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish „ £0 8

,

I

I

I

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

8Ji

to «3i 10

„ 32 10

„ 32 10

I, 40 10

„ 26

„ 47

„ 40 10

„ 42

„ 84

„ 19 5

I. 35

SI
« u

Pale Copal Oak 10 8
Superline I'ale Elastic Oak 12 6
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10

Superfine Ilarxl-<lr>ingOak,ror9eataofchui<!hea 14

Fine Elastic Carnaire 12 6
Hupei-ttne Pule Elastic Carriago 18

Fine I'ale Maple 16

Fin-st Pale Diimble Copal 18
Extra Pal.- French Oil 110
Ei:vi.hell n»ttinif Varnish 018
White l't>p:il Enamel 14
Extni Pale Paper 12

Best Jipaniiold Size : 10 6
Best HIack Japan OW
Oak and Mahr.gaoy titain »
Brunswick Black •. 8
Berlin Black 18

Knotting . 10

French and Brush FuUah . 10

GLASS.
Bntrlish Sheet Class : 15oi. 2lol. S8o«.. 82ol. Net.

Fourths IJd. ... 2}d. ... 3Jd. ••• «Ji- ..

Thirds 2Jd. ... .IJd. ... 44. ... 8<1.

Fluted Sheet 3»d. • 4J<1- • '•H- •• 'I'l- "
Hartleys English Rolled Plate : iin. ' i.in. Jin.

2id. ... 2H- •
3d.

Figured Oxford Balled Oceanic OUm : White. Tinted.

delivereil

at railway station.

leas than beat.

a. d.

Thames and Pit Sand 7 pet yard, delivered.

Thames BiUas! 5 6 „
Best Portland Cement 28 per ton

Best Ground Blue Li.as Lime 19 ,. ,,
;

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 27«. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

The three lights of the south transept window in

Christ Churoh, Catton, Norwich, hare been lillcJ

witli stained glass as n memorial to the late Mr.

P. E. Sewell. The work was earned out by the

Norwich Ulass Co.

The meeting which 'v 1 to be held in

E'Jintiurj»h dutin- th- : the (ieneral

As-sembly to m.ake repr. ti favour of the

carrj'ing' out of the bequest ul ti.*.* late Lord Leven

and Melville to restore Holyrood Chapel, will not

now take place. The money left by Uie late earl

baa all been redistributed, so that the bequest as

such does not now exist.

The sale of the church of .St. Pefer-le-Poor in

iild liroad-street, E.C., will fake plar» "n .luly 2 at

the Mart, Totenhouse Yard. The ^:' 'the

most valuable in the City of Londi i be

interesting to note what the EccV "n-

mis.'uoners receive lor it. The old churcti -A >t.

Peter-le-Poor has a frontage of i.ift. and an area of

4,200ft
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PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established 183S.)

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.G.

R^giiterrd Trade Mark.

mim ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing
ACID-RESISTrN'O ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PA^riNG.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Teleimkinb No. 6319 Avrnl'E.

W.H.LASCELLES&Co.,Ltd,
121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TELEPHONE No. 1365.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINGS.

CHUROH BENCHES & PULPITS.
ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
APPLY To-

wn. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunhUl Row, LONDON, E.G.

TENDERS.
•«• CoiTespondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering— at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information.

BoDMiK.—For erection of a private residence in Priory-
avenue, Bodmin, for Mr. A. C. Pomery. Mr. William J.

Jenkins. Bodmin, architect :

—

Dorrent, E., Tiutagel £2,391 4

Trehane, S., Liskeard 1,700

Bennett, W. E., 1.685

Shelley and Sons 1,523

Ham, C 1,460

Brown and Son (accepted) 1,135
Rest of Bodmm.

CiiARD.—For ten cottages, Perry-street, for BIr. C. E.
Small, Perry-street, Chard. Messrs. Symes and Mad^e,
Chard, architects. Uuantities by the architects :

Munford, T. ...

Perkins, J
Hallet, G
Relleen and Griffiths

Spillerand Son
Bazleyand Smith
Bishop and Son
Harris and Woolcott
Bryer, C. jun
Parsons Bros, and Dun^iter, Chard

' Accepted.
Ebbw Vale.—For work re*iuired in widening Libanus-

road and the approach road to Sunny Bunk houses and
Mount Pleasant-road, for the Ebbw \'ale Urbiin District

Council. Mr. T. J. Thomas, town surveyor :
—

Newman, J., &: Co., Chepstow, Mon. £113 17

Davies, U'.. and Co., Riverside,

Beaufort
Miles, W., Mount Pleasant-road,
Ebbw Vale

Monks, .1., and Co., Cruralin, Mon.
Ebbw Valley Building Co. . Victoria,

Mon
Davies. S. T., and Son, Ebbw Vale
Evans and Murray. Dowhiia
Vaughan, D. J., Tredegar, Mon.*

"Accepted.
Eoisnnniii.—For the erection of a public waahhouse at

Paul-street for the corporation. Accepted tenders:—
Engineer work :

—
Hardie, G., and Sons

Mison work :
—

Robb, Alexander
Joiner work :

—
Calder, ^Uexander

Steel work :
—

Hardie and Munro
Plumber work: —

Knox, P , and Sons
Plaster work :

—
M'Liughlan, J. A

Slater work :
—

Anderson, W., and Son
Olazier work :

—
CunDinghame and Co.

£2,921 il 6
lf,571

2,534 IS l>

2,299
2,280
2,250
2,213 u ll

2,211 IS

2,170
2,1U u

I

211

207 17

205 u

185 19
175 Hi ;t

173 )5 7

171 1 li

£2,178

1,731

427

271

243

193

IIG

20

Total, £5,191

Felin-newvdd.-For iron and steel work for the iron
bridge to be erected across the River Rheidol at Felin-
newydd, Cwmrheidol, for the Aberystwyth Rural District
Council :

—

Drew-Bear, Perks, and Co £133 5
Lambourne and Co 123
Thompson, O.. and Co 112 10
Williams, T., and Son^ 85
Keay, E. C. and J., Birmingham^... ti7

'Accepted.

FooTscRAv.—For the erection of a public elementary
school at Ijongland"!, Footscray, to »co immolate 310
scholars, for the Kent Eiucition Committee. Mr.
Wilfrid H. liobinson, architect to the committee, Caxton
House, Westminster, S.W. :

—
Lanr. H. G., Chislehurst £5,85D
TjoasliyA: Salmon, Lewisbara. S.E. 5,05)
Parmenter. W.,Braintree. Ei^ex ... 4.815
Foster, F. .Sc G., Norwood Junction.
S.E 4.o6i

Base. S., and Son. Croydon 4,51S
Webster, F., and Son, Peckhim
Rye, S.E 4.i25

Lonsdale, J., Swanlev Junction ... 4.394
Lowe, J. H.. Chislehiirst 4.3*1
Moss, S. E., & Co., Southend, E^sex 4.36>
Podger. J., & Sons, Bromlev, Kent 4,35)
Tong, A. E., Grave^ead ..*. ... 4,3^5
Len-. T. D..Deptford, S.E 4.321
Andrews, J. D., Beckenham ... 4,303
Pollock. W.. Eltham 4.253
Blay. W. F.. Dartford 4,217
Knight, T..Sidcup 4 200
Crossley, T., iV Son. Bromley, Kent 4.170
Everitt, G. E.. Croydon 4.115
Gunning. G.H.. and Sons, Erith ... 4,135
Davison. J., West Mailing 4,122
Seager. L . Sittinsboume ... .. 4,104
Parsons. J., 93, Waterloo-rd , S.E. 4,077
Hyde. W. H.. and Co., Norwood

Junction, S.E 4,063
Wallis. G. E.. and Son>\ Maidstone 4.033
Cook, K , and Sons, Ltd., Crawley,
Sussex 3.965

Skinner, C. E., Chatham (accepted) 3,822

Forest Gate, E.—For additions to U.M.F. church.
Field-road. Messrs. Geo. Baines and Son, 5, Clement's
Inn, Strand, W.C.. architects:-

Wordley. E, W £1,465 8 10
Carter, H. J 1,438
North, C 1.385
Hosking. G. J.. 1.329
Sands and Burley 1,250
Battley Sons and Holness (accepted) 1,192

Fi-i.iiAM.—For alterations at St. Clement's Parish Hall,
Fulham Palace-road, S.W. Messrs. Monson and Sin^:,
FF.R.I.B.A.. Acton Vale. W.. and at 22, Buckingham-
street, Adelph'. W.C, architects: —

Adamson and Sons. Putney, S.W. £3,333
Prttman and Fotheringham, Theo-
balds-roid, W.C 2.821

Johnson, C, Hammersmith 2.6.S5
Christie, J., Shepherd's Bush ... 2 613
Howell, J.. Putney. S.W. 2.620
Bendon. Ltd., Hammersmith ... 2,505
Bulled and Co., Cmydon 2.497
Blackburn, W., Chiswlck 2.3)0
Godson and Son*, Kilburn, W. ... 2,3)0
Southern Building Co., Clapham-

road, S.W. ... '^.175

Sims, J., Fulham, S.W. (accepted) 1,983

Gravesesd.—For the supply of cables and the execution
of street works, for the town council ;

—
Western Electric Co." £3.4i9 17 6

" Recommended for acceptance.

HERErnitn.—For the erection of stihles and out-
buildings at the Mansion House, Widemirsh-street,
Hereford. Mr. Herbert Skyrme, 138, Widemarsh-street,
Hereford, architect :

—
Wilks, E. W., Hereford £31»

Hii.i..— Foralterations and additions to the Williamson-
street School, for the EduL-ation Committee, ilr Joseph
H. Uirst, Town Hall. Hull, city architect :

—
Jackson. <i.. and Sons, Witham ... £4,469 7
Aruott, n. T.. Walker-street ... 4,315 13
HuIUteneral Huilders. Lickwood-st. 4.312 2 3
Panton. O. H., Anlaby-road ... 4,300
Houlton, G.. and Sons, Biker-street 4,210
Smgleton, F.. Witham 4,170
Harper, M., IJrunswick-avenue ... 4,134
Goatee, T., Brunswick-avenue'' ... 4,125

- Aci-_-pted. All of Hull.

It.misstku. — For building an extension to the Rose
Mills, for the Chard Lace Co. Messrs. Symes and Madge,
Chard, architects and surveyors. Quantities by archi-
tects;-

Bishop, T £75)
Cooml>5s. W 693 12
Par^inns Bros, and Dun-^ter 637 10
Sptller, II. J., an-l Sin 570
Relleen and Gritlitlis 55)
Layzell, J 510 10
Poole, A., Ilmia!}ter (accepted) ... 537

LoNoos. E.G.—For rebuilding 85. Hatton Garden, for
Mr. G. Blizard. Messrs. Joseph and Smithem, archi-
tects :

—
Patman and Fotheringham ... £2,600
S.'necal and Co. 2.565
Hudson Bro-^ ... 2,519
Shepherd. W 2,487
Smith, W. (accepted) 2,433

LiNDov, E.C.—For alterations and improvements at
37. Beech-street, Barbican, for Messrs. Ingram, Perkins,
and Co. Messrs. Joseph and Smithem, architects :

—
Mason and Co £1,415
Sobey, T 1,'229

Harrison and Spooner 1,131
Senecal and Co. 1,090
Liscelles and Co. accepted) ... 1,027

Okehami'tos.—For wideaing Statioa-road, for the
town council:—

Mudge, J., Okehampton (accepted.)

Stokk Nevvisoton', N.—For wiring and fitting for
electric light the town hall :

—
Appliances and General Engineer-

ins Co. £238 (1

Pinchins and Walton 193
Strode and Co 197

Pullan, C 195
Gifkin;*, A. v., and Co 179
Weston, u., ana Sons 179
Tilley Bros 163
Golding, J. H 139 IS n

Miskin and Rice 159
Soloveitchik, B HO
Ashaore, A. R., and Co 120
Fryer, W. J., and Co.* 119

* Recommendei for ac:eptance.

WestHrath.—For erection of an infectious diseases
hospital at West Heath, near Consleton, for the Consle-
ton and District Joint Hospital Board. Messrs. Alfred
Price and Son, E! worth, .Sandbaeh, architects :—

Pickstock i- Royle, Holmes Chapel £8,196
Stringer, J., Sandbaeh 7,960
Jackson, S., Ltd.. Smallwood ... 7,667 ItJ

Matthews. F.. Nantwich 7,498
Worrall, W.. Congleton 7,^.10

Worrall. J., Congleton 7.133 G 9
Cnoke, T. and E.. Congletou ... 6 976
Birchall Bros., Middlewich* ... 6,820

• Accepted.

Westminster. S.W.—For works at Victoria Chapel
fU.M F. Church). Messrs. G, Baines and Son, 5, Clements
Inn, Strand, W.C., architects :

—
Decoration and repairs :

—

.

Clarke, R £429 10
Sands and Burlev :09 10
Battley, Son, and Holness .'iS!

Roberts, J.= 323 10

Heatin? :

—

Wonfner, Smith, Gray, and C '.

' Accepted.
P8 13

WiNTiiORi'R.—For the construction of certain sewers
and sewage-disposal works in the parish of Winthorpe, for

the Newark Rural District Council. Mr. R. Oakden,
A.M.I.C.E., 27, Winchilsea-ayenue, Newark, surveyor ;

—

Barrv, H. H., Nottingham £223
Bennett. H , Mansfield 216
Smart, T., Nottingham 208 11 3
Holme and Son, Leicester 189 3
Hill, W. H., Skegness 183
Keetch and Wainer, Nottingham 182
Ward and Tetley, Sheffield 174
Brown and f^on, Ne wark 174
Baines, C.Newark 160
Smith, W., Newark (accepted) ... 157

ToOTiso, S.W.—For erection of a hall at the Tooting
Home, Church-lane, for the Guardians of Wandsworth
Union ;

—

.Tewel, R. A., Wandsworth £3.116 n
Page and Co., Heme Hill 3,053

Hallett, J. W., Tooting 3,049

Martin, Wells, and Co., Vauxhall 2,995

Higgs and Hill, South Lambeth ... 2,984

Myall and Upson, DfOld 2,980

Patraan A; Fotheringham, Islington 2.973

Drake, J. and W., Hammersmith .. 2.967

Minter, F. G., Putney - 2,963

Chadwe'l Heath Joinery Co., Chad-
well Heath 2,950

Smith. J., and Son, South Norwood 2,915

Lawrence, W., and Son, Walthara
Cro.ss 2,941

Lawrance E., and Sons. City-road... 2,940

Holloway, T.. Wimbledon ComTlon 2,860

Higgs, F. and H. F., Heme Hill ... 2,8.53

Nightingale, B. E., Albert Embank-
ment 2,85'.>

Hollingsworth, H. H., Peckham ... 2,81v<

Courtney & Fairbairn, Camberwell 2,847

Croplev Bros., Epsom 2.817

Tucker, E. B., Battersea 2,828

Eaton, F., Upper Tooting 2,828

Streather, E., South Croydon ... 2.834

Llmplough, L. F., Notting Hill ... 2,781

Leather, A., Wandsworth 2,772

Foster, F. & G., Norwood Junction 2,762

Johnson and Co., Wandsworth
Common ' ... 2,760

Walhs and Sons, Maidstone ... 2,734

Moss and Co., Southend-on-Sea ... 2,725

Cook and Sons, Crawlev 2,712

Garrett and Son, Balham Hill ... 2,696

Barker. J., and Co., Kensington ... 2,687

Spencer-Santo, Kensington 2,635

PasterHeld and English, Streatham 2,399

Wall. E., Lower Tooting 2,390

Hvde and Co.. Norwood Junction... 2,370

Fitch and Cox, EnlielJ (accepted)... 2,514

HARTHAM PARK]
B0?( GROUND.

The best and most reliable Bath Stone procurable.

All genuine Hartham Park branded %yith our registered

Trade Mark.

TO BE OBT.A.INED ONLY OF

MARSH, SON, & GIBBS, ltd,
ftuarry Owners and Stone Merchants.

CHIEF OFFICES-
Great Western Chambers, Bath.

LONDON OFFICES-
108, Great Western Road, Paddingrton, W.
Worked Stone a Speciality. Prices on applicatioiu
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THE R.I.B.A. EXAMINATIONS
SOMH HINTS TO CANDIDATES.

THE Preliminary and Intermediate ex-
|

amination of the R.I.B.A. will com-
mence on Monday next, while the Final
examination takes place a fortnight later.

A few items of advice may consequently be

of some value ' at this moment, for

although, doubtless, several of the candi-

dates are old examination hands, having
entered for many such tests, either at

school or in jiolytechnics, yet there must
always be a few novices. In some respects,

too, these Institute examinations differ

from those held by iiublic educational
bodies, or by masters of private schools. To
begin with, the element of competition is

absent, only a certain "pass" standard
having to be attained, but it must be
reached in every subject. The examiners,
on the whole, desire to pass rather than to

reject the candidates, and. above all, their

intention is to be just. They use a certain
amount of discrimination, neither reject-

ing the slow man who can do but few
questions in a given time, and yet is

accurate withal, nor the one who hurries
through and com|)letes every question that
is asked, yet. owina: to his haste, makes a

\v)iicli ih:' candidate l\-els mii\' llial 1il- can

answer correctly, one algebraical, and one
geometrical question. From the wording
of the regulations, it is obvious that a i>=33

in the subject cannot be obtained un.-ess

these three questions be answered witli

approximate correctness. They should be

done tirst. and, if possible, the working
should be gone over to insure correctness.

Any spare time that may be left may then
be given to other questions, in all cases

selecting those that are easiest, so that

whatever work is done is as accurate as the

candidate's knowledge will i)ermit. In this

way, the utmost is made of such knowledge,
and any questions which have to be

omitted for want of time are oidy such as

that individual candidate would have
found difficulty in answering.

In essay writing, also, a good deal

depends upon making a wise selection from
amongst the alternative subjects which are

set, yet the essays are not judged by the

examiners so much on the score of know-
ledge or opinions expressed, as upon their

literary merit, correct English, hand-
writing, and punctuation. Oi"derliness \

also counts for much, and goes a long way '

in the production of a satisfactory short

essay. The time allowance—only one hour
—is such as to preclude a lengthy disserta-

tion. All that can be done is to arrange
the selected subject into three divisions :

Introduction, development, and conclusion.

It is very rare to find one which cannot be

treated in this way ; but, naturally, most
time must be given to development. Each
of the sections may very well have a
separate paragraph devoted to it. Five
minutes at least out of the hour should be
given to mental consideration as to thefew stui)id blunders. Of the two, they ^^.^.. .^ ...^..,„. ,.^ ....

probably prefer the slow and careful man;
j m'rthod of"treat"iiien7rand Th^essTy should

yet It IS obvious that no examiner can give ! then be written somewhat rapidly in soft
a candidate marks for a question which he 1

does not attempt. It follows that the candi-
\

date should always bear the time allowance
in his mind whilst working his palmers. If

there is :> clock in front of him, h? should
glance at it occasionally ; if not. he should
take his watch off its chain and place it

on his desk before he begins. This, done
quietly, is one of those little things which
assists a nervous man to gain confidence
and self-possession. So, it will be said, is

thorough preparation ; but even this can be
carried too far. A man of excitable
temperament is particularly liable to
study right up to the last moment, giving
his brain no rest, but entering the ex-
amination in a fidgety condition. It is

much better to stop work several days be-
fore the examination is held, and to rest in
tranquillity during, at any rate, the Satur-
day and Sundav. spending the time, pre-
ferably, in nniet but congenial company,
such ?.s will distract the thoughts from the
comitig ordeal.

On the morning of the examination,
ample time should "be given to reach the
Medical Hall on the Embankment, where
it is held. Xothing flurries and upsets a
lad more than to arrive almost too late to
take his seat. On the other hand, it is

somewhat nervous work to wait about in
the antrtoom too long. A spare five
minutes, however, can do nobody any
harm, and may do good. On entering the
room, and taking the seat allotted to him.
the wise and experienced candidate first

reads the regulations at the top of his
i^aper, to note the time allowed, and the
lumber of questions which he is expected
1 answer. In the mathematics paper of
lie Preliminary examination, for instance,
andidates are usually asked to attempt at
-ast one question in each of the three

jiencil, with the lines wide apart, not more
than twenty minutes being given to this.

Ten minutes more may be devoted to read-

ing it through and correcting in any way
desired, while the next twenty minutes
should be given to copying it in ink in

clear handwriting between the pencil lines.

If time permits, the pencil work may
finally be removed with soft rubber, and a

fair co25y alone sent up for examination,
well expressed, and perfectly punctuated :

but the rough jiencil draft may be left if

desired^

It frequently happens in the papers on
geography and history that several sub-

sidiary questions are included in one. If

such a combined question be selected, its

various sections ought to be answered in

the order in which they are set : otherwise

the risk is run of accidentally omitting
something which the candidate knows the

answer to perfectly well. There are other
questions wliich admit of tabulated
answers, and these should be used when-

I

ever possible. This sort of thing greatly

I assists tlie examiner, and both saves the

I
time of tlie candidate and prevents the pos-

' sibility of his making accidental omissions.

,
Take, for example, the fourth question in

I

the subject of geography at the examina-
, tion held last June: . "Point out as

I

accurately as possible the position of each
I of the following places, and mention one
I fact of historical or commercial interest

connpctt (1 with each : Utrecht, Strasburg.
' I'rague. 'ieneva. Florence, Worms. Ant-

i

werp. Dresden, Copenhagen. St. Peters-

burs. " Three columns would be used in

i answering' this, the first being headefl,
" Xaine of place"; the second. "Posi-
tion '

; and the third. " Fact of interest."

Thi- hint upon the value of tabulation is

one which 5II candidates may well take to

b St fur (..xeiiiptiuii lu br sicuivd by sub-

mitting a few drawings together with the
form of application. It is, of course, too

late for this to be done on the present occa-
sion, and those who intend to sit for the
examination in these subjects would do
well to remember that it is not sufficient

to merely give the answers, say, in the
geometry and perspective papers, but that
the method of working should be clearly

shown, either in tine or dotted lines, while
the actual solution is indicat;-d by bold
strokes. A few words of description may
often be added with advantage. A paper
consisting of several questions, which has
to be worked upon a large sheet of drawing-
paper, should be carefully arranged so that
the answers do not overlap one another, or
the sheet look confused. The best thing to

do is to rule a strong pencil line round
each answer after it has been completed, so
as to cut it off from the rest.

The necessity for showing the working
applies also to the papers upon mathe-
matics and mechanics, but the rough work-
ing should be kept to one side of the page,
the actual solution being carefully
arranged in sequential algebraic stages,
so that the examiners can follow the
reasoning with ease.

Many of the above remarks apply quite
as much to the Intermediate examination
as to the Preliminary, particularly those
relating to orderliness, including tabula-
separation of answers from one another,
tion whenever it is possible, and proper
Xaturally, a higher standard of draughts-
manship is required. Little niggardly
sketches are absr)lutely valueless, and so
are amateurish scratches. If a sketch is

asked for, it should Ije done to a large
scale and with ?. somewhat coarsely-pointed
pencil, the strokes being firm and definite,

and of even thickness throughout. The T
and set-squares may be used, although this
is somewhat difficult wh.Mi the' answers
hav?to be written in books, and it is mnch
better, on the whole, for those who are able
to do so to work in freehand entirely. Per-
spective or isometric views are very seldom
asked for, and otherwise are not required,
though the really expert draughtsman may
use them if he prefers to do so, and will

gain credit thereby. Clear reasoning and
sequential arrangement will go far to

secure success in the subject of the<iretical

construction, especially if combincfl with
an avoidance of questions which ))rescnt

features of difficulty. These should be
noted with care, lioth in this and other
subjects, because they are sure to be re-

ferred to when the candidate goes up for
the oral portion of the examination.
Points of doubt and difficulty should,
therefore, be looked up meanwhile.
This Oral examination is often greatly

dreaded by the young and nervous candi-
date, but there is no nee<I ff>r fear. He
passes round a large r<xim. going from table

to table, at each of whi'-'i ~>'- '< -f the
examiners, who takes .•- -ob-

ject. They are men of ' 1. ter,

and will consequently give ditferent recep-

tions to those who go before them, but all

are imbued with the desire to assist the
npr\-ous man, and t" gef r,nt of him what

ranches of the subject. arithmetic,
I
heart, -whether they ar? sitting for the

ilgebra. and Euclid. Such a regulation as
•his should be noted, and the questions
should be carefully read through at once,
a small dot or mark being made in pencil
against at least one arith^metical question

Preliminary. Intermediate, or Final. Its

adoption will often lead to securing a con-

siderable accession of marks.
So far as the drawing subjects in the

Preliminary are concerned, it is always

he knows, rather tli

ignorant lie is. t

'

him how
ill- Tat ion

It

rap
1.. -lion

are the chief esvnti ii^

is not often that the e\

for the unwary, but > o

asked siiould be considere<l for an instant
Ijefore it i? answererl. It has Ijet-n known,
for instance, for an examiner to commence
with the appan-ntly innocent remark: "I
suppose you would bed this stone
horizontally." while he points to one of

th ' candidate's drawings which shows an
undercut stringcourse, or some other

featnre where the stone should be eflge-

bedded. Candidates should remember that

their Testimonies of Studr, as well as their
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already marked answers, ar? in the liands

of the examiners when the Oral examina-
tion takes jjlace, and should be prepared
to elucidate doubtful points upon either.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION ANNUAL C0:MPETITI0NS.

THE competition for the prizes annually
offered by the Architectural Associa-

tion has been meagre this year. The com-
petitors are few. and, except in raie

instances, the drawings are not up to the

accustomed standard. It looks, in fact, rs

if the prizes are being competed for

amongst a small circle of students who
know one another's capabilities so well

that the element of comjjetition is

destroyed. The great benetit of a prize is

that of causing emulation amongst those

who enter for it, and this benetit is, to a

large extent, lost if the possible competitors
know very well beforehand which of them
is likely to succeed. Those who think they

stand no chance do not enter at all. and the

others only do so in a more or less half-

hearted spirit—the best man because he
thinks it is an easy task to win. and the

otliers on account of the foregone hopeless-

ness of the contest. Something of this

sort must be taking place at the Archi-
tectural Association at the present time,

else we should not tind that the most
IJopular comjjetition produces only seven

entries, and none of the others more than
two. This is in striking contrast with the

result of the Society of Architects Com-
petition for their Travelling Studentship,
which we commented on last week.
Though limited to its class of students,

which at present numbers less than 200,

there were twenty-three designs sub-

mitted, and the standard of the best

of these was certainly equal to that

reached by the young men of the A. A., in

spite of the advantages which these latter

possess in being attTched to a regular

school,

A..4. MEDAL.

The Silver Medal of the Associatiiin and
the sum of ten guineas, offered for the best

design for a museum and art gallery for a

small country town, has been very justly

won by C. W. Clark, whose drawings are

submitted under the motto " I'en." The
plan is direct, and of architectural

character. The rooms are arranged on one

floor only, and are almost exclusively top-

lighted. The entrance is in the centre of

tlie narrow frontage of an oblong, through a

vestibule having a counter for cloaks on one

side and for catalogues on the other. Thi-

vestibule gives admission to a squai'e hall,

through which the sculpture gallery is

reached in front, while the museum and
art gallery are entered by doors to riglit

and left respectively. The rooms com-

municate with one another in regular

series, very much as do those of the Royal
Academy, the plan of which has been some-

what closely followed. An exceedingly good

point is the arrangement of the goods

entrance and packing-rooms at the back,

the latter being so placed as to have access

from both the museum aiid art gallery de-

l)artments, while (he caretaker's house is

also located in the rear, and conmletely

cut off from the public portion of the build-

ing by the packing-room. Elevationally,

the treatment is meagre, wanting biith in

originality and sense of proportion, while

the dome is too low, and is crowned by an
insigniticant lantern.

The best draughtsmanship is exhibited in

the little sculptured figures upon the de-

tailed drawing. Unquestionably, this is

the best design received, but it is not equ.il

to what one would expect for one of the

principal prizes at the A. A., and only

justifies an award being made on account

of the mastery shown fif the proper method
of planning a public building.

" Foil " also sends a plan which,
generally speaking, is on good lines, but it

is spoilt by giving the best positions in the

front to the packing-room and caretaker's
house, and by an ill-lit and unskilfully-

planned staircase to the director's room.
He also suggests some good statuary on the

detailed drawing, but the elevation 's

florid, with the wings of unduly high pro-

portion, this being caused to some e.xtent by
breaking his entablature unnecessax'ily.

" Ravenna " sends the most pretentious

design of an.y. His building would be
costly to erect, but at the same time has
considerable nobility of conception and
picturesqueness of outline. The style is

Byzantine, with large use of circular work.
It is a pity that the plans ai'e not equal,

from the practical point of view, to the

elevation and the general grasp of how an
important building should be treated. The
rooms are scattered, the picture galleries

bi'ing separated from one another by others

devoted to museum purposes and by stair-

cases. It may be questioned, by the way,
whether three iirincipal staircases are

essential to a building of these dimensions.
The details lack courage and scale.

" I/addie's " power of design is greater

than his knowledge of architecture and his

cajiacity as a draughtsman. He promises
Wfll, but is not likely to fulfil the promise
without some years of further application.
Want of skill, or else want of practice, in

planning is evidenced by the arrangement
of the front rooms.

" Fluctuat nee Submergitur " submits a

compact plan of two floors, the museum
being placed upon the ground-floor, and the

])icture galleries upstairs, while the pack-
ing rooms, the principal one of which is

practically without light, are placed in the

basement. No caretaker's house is pro-

vided, but only an insufficient and badly-
placed couple of rooms for his use. The
elevation is held together by a good cornice,

but the centre portion is weak, the
entablature being broken to admit of the
introduction of a window, while a single

column only occurs on each side of the
centre line. The colonnade should at least

be tetrastylar, with coupled columns at the
corners.

" Baldassare's " plan lacks skill and
grasp of Iiis subject. His vestibule wcjuld

be poorly lighted in spite of the four
windows round the dome, and his st.iir-

cases are cramped. Tlie elevation lacks
inspiration, though it is architectually
correct ; but the section shows the dome of

sudi excessive thickness as to suggest an
entire want of knowledge of the construc-

tion of such a feature.

"Dome" has tried a subject which is

entirely beyond him.

UNION" company's PRIZE.

Only two sets of drawings have ben sub-
mitted for the prize of £20 offered by the
Architectural Union Company. The result
is not for a moment in doubt, for the set

submitted by T. \. Lodge, under the motto
" Cradle," is unquestionably the better of

the two, and equal in all respects to the
high standard whicli ought to be reached.
He sends measured drawings and a perspec-
tive view of tile Banqueting House, White-
hall, erected from the designs of Inigo
.Tones in l(i20 a.d. The drawings are
executed in black ink, and exhibit ex-
tremely iiainstaking and scuuul draughts-
manship, all the details being shown in an
even and not too coarse line. The elevation
in particular is a fine piece of work, and
well wortli close study on the wart of all

ardiiicctural students who can get to see it

before the exhibition closes, to-morrow
ni^rht.

" Silhouette" sends a distinctlv inferior

set of drawings, in brown ink and pencil,

of Brewer's Hall, Addle-street, and 44,

Great Ormond-street. Neither subject has.

been well selected, the first being over-

florid, and second poverty-stricken, while
tlie drawings are blurred wherever the de-

tail is close. This is always likely to

haiipen if brown ink is used.

BANISTER FLETCHER BURSARY.

Harold W. Brittan is the only applicant

this year for the Banister Fletcher

Bui'sary, and, consequently, it has been

very rightly withheld, his measured draw-
ings of St. Stephen's Church, Walbrook,
being quite a second rate set. There are

indications here and there that he could do
thoroughly good work if he tried, but that

he was aware that he was going to have a

walk-over, and- so prepared his drawings
hurriedly, as if he was saying to himself

all the time, " That will do well enough ;

I cannot be bothered to do more." He
evidently needs a good deal of practice in

the drawing of freehand curves.

The winner of the Bursary in 1902 (A. E.

Richardson) has, owing to illness, been per-

mitted to hold back the drawings which,
under the conditions of the iirize, have to

be submitted in justification of its award.
He now exhibits a set of careful drawings
of St. Benet's Church, Raul's Wharf, but

only the perspective is of conspicuous

merit. It is a pencil drawing of the

interior, admirably painstaking and
sound.

A. A. TRAVELLING STUDENTSHIP.

Another set of drawings of St. Benet's

Church is included amongst those with
which Brvan Watson wins the A. A.

Travelling Studentship of the value of £25
and a medal. They form a better and
bolder set than those by Mr. Richardson.

They are done in pencil and colour, and in-

clude an admirable sheet of details

executed in a decided line, and with a

freely flowing hand. These drawings are

supplemented by a few sketchy designs

executed in the schools, and some sketches,

the best of these being a painstaking per-

spective view in pencil of one of the corners

of the Palais de'Justice at Brussels.

W. W. J. Calthrop runs the winner some
what close, sending better designs, but com-
paratively indifferent measured drawings,

which are more sketchy than w^orkmanlike.

He has confused them. "too. to a large extent,

filling one sheet with full-sized details,

taken apparently at random from Thaxted
Church, in Essex, and the Carmelinghi

Palace, Venice. The outlines cross and le-

cross one another in most confusing

fashion, and suggest that the draughts-

man was hard up for the few pence with

which to purchase another sheet of paper.

His best drawing is a coloured view of

part of the South transept of Christchurch

Priorv, but the window is unquestionably

out of perspective.

SCHOOL OF DESIGN WORK.

In addition to the drawings submitted

for the various prizes, there is a small

exhibition of work which has been done

both in the Advanced and Elementary
Schools of Design. The work is here

decidedly commendable, particularly that

of the younger men, amongst whom are

several of obvious promise. Attention is

first drawn to the design for a double stair-

case prepared by A. H. Brownrigg in the

advanced school, with its delicately

coloured enrichments, and to the artistic-

ally-drawn scheme for the laying out of a

small garden by C. R. Davis. There are

several designs exhibited for a village club,

the most interesting, perhaps, being that of

E. F. Ferry, as showing . how his plans

developed as time went on, resulting,

eventually, in a distinctly pleasing build-

ing. Another subject which was set was a
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again comes promiiifiitly tu the front wiili

an L-shaped plan for a group of comfort-
able little houses, which would be exceed-

ingly picturesque wirli their red-brick
ground-floor and plastered upper portion
covered w-ith red tiles, if erected i'.s

intended, amidst green surroundings.
W. W. J. Calthrop shows a scheme which

is scarcely less skilful, though it is son:e-

what marred bv the introduction of <a tall

chimney at the end. His drawings an-
attractive at first sight, but. unfortunately,
are difficult to read, brilliant in colour, but
sketchy in the e.\treme.

The most popular subject in tlie

Elementary Class apisears to have been the
doorway to a London house, for which
many sketches are shown, almost all < f

tliem suggestive of th? work of the 18th
('entury. We cannot commend this selec-

tion of a period by young students, yet
several of them have produced quite satis-

factory doorways, particularly E. A. K.
Kahbala and A. J. Hazlegrove. the latter

ilisplaying refinement, tine sense of propor-
tion, and good figure drawing. An
entrance-lodge to a country house has also

])roved to be a popular subject. G. G. Wor-
niim submits a distinctly attractive set

of drawings for ?. half-timbered cottage, in

heavy colour. He should, however, pay a
good deal more attention to his plans, and
avoid winders, even in a cottage staircase.

He should remember that it occasionally
becomes necessary to carry a coffin down
cottage stairs, or heavy furniture up them,

AX INEFFECTUAL PROTEST.

IT is announced that Messrs. J. S. Gib-
son. A. W. S. Cress, C. E. Mallows, and

H. V. Laiicliester have resigned their seats
on the Council of the R.I.B.A. for the
remainder of the session.

It is to be presumed that this is a sequel
to the General ^Meeting upon the County
Hall Competition, held last Tuesday wetk.
But it is significant that these four gentle-
men, one of whom is a vice-nresident. are
the representatives of the Registrationists
upon the Council, and one is left in doubt
accordingly, whether th?ir present resigna-
tion is due to disagreement with the
majority on a question of large jjolicy, or to

a mere temporary matter. In either case,

it is not well-timed. All of them are likely

to be re-elected upon the Council for next
year, and, in fact, in ilr. Gibson's case, this

is a foregone ccpiiclusion. (jwing to only four
nominations having been made for the four
vice-presidencies. If they had thought tit

to resign sufficiently early, they could have
placed the reasons for their doing so befi^iv

the members, and have thus enabled them
to exercise a discriminating vote at the
election. This, we venture to think, would
have been the right course to have adopte>L
whatever be th,' reason for their retirement.
Instead of this, they have waited until the
ballot-papers have not only been issued, but
even until the last day for their return has
passed, before making their resignation
public. To resign upon a question of

policy, and appeal U2)on that resignation
to the votes of the general body is a compre-
hensible course. To resign at a moment
wheii the votes have been already cast seems
childish.

Th?re is a lack of generalshin somewhere,
and a lack of prom))titude and of decision.
' onibined occasionally with a lack of judge-
ment also. This was shown last vc?.k iiv

the unnecessarily strong language in which
•lie rtrsolution regarding the County Hall
I onipetition was drawn up. It f")iL'd to
irry the meeting with it. largely on
n-count of its uncompromising wording.
At the end of the meeting, also, when Mr.
Gibson was invited by "the President to
withdraw his motion, he showed want- of

cicciMun. Above all llungs. a leader iiiu^t

lead. He must be prepared to act at a
moment's notice, and he must never let the

proper time for action pass by. It is bad
to be premature, but it is v.orse to be so

cautious as to miss opportu:::tios.

ACTON MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS,

THE Council at .4ctnn have deterinined on n

eonipetilioii for new iiuinieipHl offices, at

a cost of £1(^,(1(111; but the preei.se detail.s for

the choice of coni;)etitors have not yet been
settled. We gather, however, tliat all archi-
tects in independent practice for over seven
years will be allowed to su'iniit designs.

From what wo can understand, according to

the surveyor's es'.imates and amount of

accommodation required. £18,0(10 is not
enough to provide what is expected.

After all the unfortunate cost and delay
caused by the miserable failure of the
original competition, it is to be hoped that
the Council will understand the elementary
conditions which must in the end govern nil

building undertakings, and that the nro-
moters must he prepared to pay for the
accommodation which they ask architects to
provide. To put it plainly, it is no use fixing
limits which will cost .£2-1.000. and then in-

vite arcliitects to prepare designs at a cost
of £18.000. This, however, aiipears to be
what it is proposed to do. The question of
an assessor does not seem to have been con-
sidered, and remembering the sorry ex-
perience in the original competition, wlieu
Mr. MacVicar Anderson, on the nomination
of the President of llie R.I.B..\.. acted in

this capacity, it must be confessed that un-
certainty is increased. How can the Insti-

tute with good grace insist upon the appoint-
ment of an assessor, after all that has
happened? The Acton Council, it would
seem, intend to repudiate Mr. Hunt's chiims
for remuneration on behalf of the second set

of plans which he prepared, at the instance
of the late Council, for a modified scheme, to
cost £.35.000. and which plans tlie Council
have entirely a'jandoned. Mr. Hunt has been
paid £2,400 for the plans of the original
scheme evolved out of the coninetilion
designs (after adapting the buildings to the
disposition adopted by all the other com-
petitors), and it is urged that this charge
should suffice. Further, it is stated that the
Council is not prepared to nay an additional
fee of £875 for the subsequent plans of a

£35,000 building. The chairman pointed out.

at the Council's last meeting, tliat the Local
Government Board would certainly sur-

charge the members if they did anything of

the kind, and that legally not one penny was
due to Mr. Hunt. In the end, it was resolved
to write to Mr. Hunt to the effect that the
Council do not see their way to make any
payment, or to entertain any account ; but
if the Council should see their way to make
use of his plans, he would hear further.

From tile first we have condemned the in-

iustice of the original award. But to

abandon that, and plunge into certain fresh

complications of a different, but equally em-
barrassing, sort, without clearing the

ground first, seems to us a doubtful method,
and one which will only once again disap

point competitors, and needlessly cost tli-

district monev.

CASTLEFORD 'SECONDARY SCHOOL
COMPETITION.

THE West Riding of "Vorkshire i.s rapidlv

gaining an unenviablj reputation for

unsatisfactory competitions. Th • latest of

this nature is the on? for a secondary school

at Castleford. the designs for which were
exhibited last week. Mr. Walter H.
Brierlev. F.S.A.. F.R.I.B.A.. of York, who
has had a large experiene? of school work,
acted as assessor, and the result was an-

nounced as follows:— Placed first. Messrs.

Percv Ro'-inson "u' W .i'Hn- .''-los of

Leeds : and second, Mr. W. S. Braithwaite,

also of. Leeds. It appears, however, that thj

design now placed second is not th.- on?
originally put in that position hy Mr.
Brierlev. but was nut thTe und?r pr?ssur?

from the West Riding County Council, hy
whom the plans havs to be approved. The

coiinly iiiiuirils !v\\ Miov.- \va= to urge the
Castleford authorities to adopt Mr. Braith-
waite's design, giving as an inducement an
undertaking to put every facility in the way
of the plans passing the various authorities
with as little delay as possit>le. the infer-
ence, of course, being that if they did not
adopt this design considera'd? delay would
ensue. As the matter is very urgent, the
Castleford people, appear to be inclined to
fall in with the county council's wishes,
though it is only fair to state that they seem
to have done their best to conduct the com-
petition on fair lines, an<I are only selling
aside the assessor's awn-d under strong
pressure from the superior authority. How-
ever, as yet no definite decision has been
arrived at, and it is to 'v? ho;)ed' that they
will make a firm stand, and carry out
Messrs. Robinson and Jones's fine scheme.

It is always an obiectionable course to set
aside an assessor's award ; but in this case it

is doubly .so, as an inspection of the ulans
which we publish today will show that the
design placed firs' hy the assessor is in-

finitely sii;ierior to the second one. .Another
point, though not perhaiis a very inqiortant
one, is that the Governors should, in ad-
dition to paying the second premium, pay
an eiiual anioimt (£25) to the author of the
scheme originally placed second by Mr,
Brierley. The sit? is a very fine one, being
large and open, and fairly level, with a
frontage to Hcaldficldroad of over four
hundred and fifty feet. The school is to
accommodate thre" hundred students, one
hundred and eighty being girls and one hun-
dred and twenty boys. The rooms to be pro-
vided were : an assembly hall, two lecture
rooms, suitable for use as classrooms; i?n
classrooms, including one for a mining class
(Castleford is situated in the midst of a
colliery district); one for drawing, and one
for teaching commercial subiects ; chemical
laboratory for twenty-five students; physical
and mechanical la'niratory for thirty;
science lecture room for fortv; elementary
art room for thirty ; advanced art room for
twenty-five; domestic .scienc? room (cooking
and laundry work) ; dining-room to seat

fifty ; manual instruction workslum for

twenty ; four teachers' rooms, library and
committee room, gymnasium, swimming bath,
with a pool not less than .50ft. by 20ft. ; fives

court, cloakrooms and changing rooms, lava-

tories, bicycle room.5, and caretaker's cot-
tage. Th? whole of this accommodation had
to be provided for £12,000, which includes
architect's commission, and everything neces-
sarv for the comnletiim and eouiimient of

the buildings. It will be noticed that, in

addition to the swimming bath, there wer •

an exeeptionallv large number of ** special
"*

rooms reouired, so that the sum allou<.d

scarcely seems an adequate one,

DESIGN PLACED FIRST.

This is an extremely clever anil well-

balanced plan. and. on the whole, fulfils the
reijuirements stated in the coiiflitions of
ciimpetition better than niiy otlr>r scheme
submittal. The attention naid to the aspect

of the classrooms, and the general con-

venience and accessi^ililv of 'h? various de-

partments, together wi'h th? v<Ty small

amount of corridor, hav? undoubtedly
largely influeiicd the award. The authors'

aim has evidently '-een to prmluce a scheme
which could be carried out for th? sum
stated ill the conditions, and although thin

perhaus. is hardly possible, th? design in

certainly the most economical on^ 'cbmitted.

and. at ih^ same lim". nrovid'* r thoroughly

good school, in which it is harl to suggest

anv improvements beyond a few minor ones.

The position of th? cloakrooms and
changing looms is no* an ideal one. no
attenint being made to disconnect them from
the rest of the' school ; while the lavatory

basins, shown in th? cloakrooms, are con-

trarv to th- regulations o.' th? Board of

Education. Th" cleaner's room is not well

placed, being formed by taking a comer out

of the boys' changing-room. one end of which
would be dark in consequence. Another
slieht improvement might b" effected bv
doing awav with 'he Iot>by behind the head-

te'achcr's rooms, which is practically wasted

space, as the classrooms and library could

quite well b<! entered direct from the hall.
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The swimming bath, manual workshop, and
gvmnasium are in a separate block at the

rear, access to which is gained by covered
ways for boys and girls. -Vo dressing-rooms

are shown in connection with the bath, un-

less the small squares on plan—which scale

2ft. by 18in.—are intended for this purpose.

Some W.c. and urinal accommodation should
also he Provided. The gymnasium is

a long way from the changing-rooms. and
it would be better if a separate one could be
provided for it. Still, this was not insisted

upon by the conditions, and the amount at

tlie disposal of competitors was so limited

that it was not possible to providi rawe
rooms than were asked for, liowcver desir-

able they might be.

On the first floor are the chemical and
physical laboratories, with the science lecture

room conveniently iilaced between them, the

advanced and elementary art rooms, domestic
science room, and the dining-room. The
kitchen in connection with the latter is a

poorly-arranged room, while no pantry,
larder, or scullery is shown. The advanced
art room would be improved if the windows
were ijlaced in the long side of it, and the

cross light omitted.
Externally, also, a simple and economical

treatment has been adopted, relieved by
several interesting bits of detail, and the
school should look well in execution. With
the exception of the minor lioints mentioned
above, the design is an exceedingly able one,

and it would be a great injustice to Messrs.
Kobinson and Jones if it should be discarded
in favour of the second design.

We note that in their statement, Messrs.
Robinson and Jones cubed their building at

474,221ft. ; which, at 6d. per foot, amounts
to £11,855, a sum within the Governors' limit

of £12,000. AVe believe the assessor cubed
their design at 458.1-35ft.. and No. 20 at

627,905ft., showing a difference of 169,770rt.

in favour of Messrs. Robinson and Jones's
design. In his statement accompanying
Design No. 20, Mr. Braithwaite cubes his

building at 530,525ft., or a cost at 5d. per
foot of .£11,434; or, including equipment and
architect's commission, of £13,034. i

DESIGN Pl.VCF.D .SF.COND. 1

•
This plan is on somewhat similar lines to

the first premiafed ones, though not so well
arranged in detail. The most .striking dif-

ference is in the length of corridor, this ])lan

having no less than double the length shown
on Messrs. Robinson and Jones's design.
Many of the rooms are far too large, and the
question of cost has evidentlv not been so

carefully considered as in the first design, in

which the desire for economy was carried to
excess in places. Perhaps Mr. Braithwaite
realised the impossibility of giving the ac-

commodation required for the sum provided,
though this is no reason why he sliould have
made the floor area of many of the rooms so

much in excess of the Board of Education's
requirements. As in the first design, the
bath, gvmnasium, etc., are placed in a sepa-
rate block at the rear, and connected with
the main building by covered corridors ; but
in this plan the ends of the enclosed court
are occupied by buildings in such a position
that there would be no through current of

air, and the ventilation of the classrooms
would, in consequence, suffer considerablv.
Of the twelve classrooms, four have a north-
west aspect, while only five are placed on
the south-east front, which is the most de-
sirable position, as compared with eight in
the first design. In twi> of the classrooms
the scholars would have right-hand light,

though this could be obviated by rearranging
the desks and windows.
One of the best parts of the plan is the

bath and gymnasium block, which is so
arranged that the bath can be used by one
sex while the gymnasium is being used by
the other. The dining-hall and gymnasium
can be approached under cover, cither from
the boys' or the girls' side of the building.
In th" "Replies to Queries" it was stated
that the ordinary cloak and changing rooms
miglit be used in connection with the gym-
nasium also. Changing rooms, however, are
provided to accommodate one hundred and
sixty, though nothing like this luimber could
u.se the gymnasium at one tin)'. Owing to
the fact that the school is to be used for

evening clas.ses, the plan has been so

arranged that the rooms required for this

purpose can be entered direct from the
corridor, thus permitting economy in arti-

ficial light, as the rooms can be used with-

out the hall being lighted or opened in th

evenings. The cloakrooms are well dis-

connected from the remainder of the school,

the plan in this respect being superior to the

first premiated one. The lavatories, how-
ever, should adjoin and have access to the

changing-rooms. The planning of the vesti-

bules and staircases seem rather wasteful.

On the first floor the laboratories and
lecture-room are well arranged, but the floor

area of the physical laboratory is 60ft., and
of the chemical laboratory 149ft.. in excess

of the Board of Education's requirements.

The advanced art room, also, is 72ft. longer

than necessary ; while the elementary art

room is lighted almost directly from the

south—a serv serious drawback.

THE QUANTITY SURVEYORS'
ASSOCIATION.

THE annual general meeting of the mem-
bers of this Association was held at the

Holborn Restaurant on Fridav. May 31. the

President, Mr. A. J. Gate, F.S.I.', in the

chair.

The President read the Council's report

upon the work done during the preceding
year, as follows :

—

' The Association is to be congratulated

upon a steady increase of membership. Since

our last annual meeting many new members
have been elected, whilst we have lost four

by resignation and three by death. It has
been necessary during the past year, as in

former years, to reject many applicants for

admission as members, as their qualifications

are not such as meet with the approval of

your Council ; in fact, were we to elect som ?

of those self-styled quantity surveyors who
apply for membership, the very object for

which this Association was formed would be
defeated. As may be seen from the balance-
sheet, which has been in the hands of the
members for some time, the financial situa-

tion, for so young an Association, can only be
regarded as satisfactory. Since the issue of

the balance-sheet, a certain sura of money
has been set aside for investment. A small
sum has also been transferred to a benevo-
lent fund, and to this fund your Council will
always be glad to receive donations. Our
examinations were again held at King's Col-
lege, by kind pei-mission of the Governors,
in April last. In the direct final, or the
professional examination, the following can-
didates satisfied the examiner: Messrs. R. A.
Churchward and W. Morris Evans. In the
preliminary examination, held at Leeds,
(|ualifying for admission as students, one can-
didate only sat, and failed to satisfv the
examiner. In the examination for admission
of members held last. year in Pretoria, one
candidate, Mr. H. A. Adams, in the office of
the Chief Quantity Surveyor for the Trans-
vaal, passed. The Council notes with regret
the comparatively elementary knowledge of
• taking off ' and ' jjricing ' some of the
candidates display, and take this opportunity
to remind intending candidates tliut in these
two subjects, which are regarded as
• typical.' a very high percentage of marks is
recpiired. Your Council wishes to express
the thanks of the Association to those mem-
bers who kindly undertook the duties of
examiners, and "also to those who acted as
nuiderators. The thanks of the Association
are also due to the authorities of King's Col-
lege for kindly granting us the use of tlieir
rooms in w hich to hold the examination. The
Council would again remind members that
a register of assistants (not necessarily mem-
bers or students of the Association) seeking
employment has been opened, and has
already proved of some considerable service.
It is hoped that this register will be used
as far as i)racticab!e by members who
require assistance. Those assistants who
wish their names enrolled on this register
must be recommended by a member of the
Association. The Committee on Professional
Practice has devoted .several meetings to the
consideration of the Prevention of Corrup-

tion Act, 1906, and its effect upon the rela-

tions in some eases existing between the

architect and the quantity surveyor. Some
of our members having made inquiries on

the question, the committee has been in com-

munication with the Council of the Royal

Institute of British Architects, and has taken

the opinion of an eminent K.C. It is hoped
shortly to issue a circular to members on this

point. Your Council has w ithin the past year

again been approached by the Transvaal

Society of Quantity Surveyors w ith a view to

their affiliation with us. Under our bye-laws

no provision at present exists for the affilia-

tion with any society. The Council, how-
ever, having " considered the question, ex-

pressed its w illingness to call a general meet-

ing of members, with a view to obtain the

necessary powers, making the condition that

the bye-laws of any affiliated society, and any
amendment thereto, should be subject to our

Council's approval, and that the bye-laws

providing for the admission of members
should be more stringent. These conditions

proving unacceptable to their Council, the

matter has been allowed to drop. In view,

however, of the number of applications for

admission as members which we receive from
South Africa, and the Council feeling that

these applications could be better dealt with

by a committee on the spot, a small com-

mittee of this association for South .\frica

has been appointed, with Mr. A. T. Babbs,
of Capetown, as honorary secretary. Your
Council notes with satisfaction, from the cor-

respondence it has received, that the scale

of charges which the Association issued last

year has met with some considerable accept-

ance, and is likely to prove of inestimable

use to our members in the future. Y'our

Council noted also that, under the Labourers
(Ireland) Act passed last year, the appoint-

ment of a surveyor in connection with any
buildings ereetecl under this Act is subject

to the approval of the Irish Local Govern-
ment Board. In view of the probability of

more stringent control being in the future

exercised over the expenditure of local

authorities than has been the case in the

liast, including those matters which imme-
diately concern the quantity surveyor—i.e.,

the cost of public buildings and the settle-

ment of builders' accounts—your Council
considers the present a favourable oppor-

tunity to approach the English Local
Government Board on the subject. Some
correspondence has already taken place be-

tween your Council and the Local Govern-
ment Board on the question of the employ-
ment of quantity surveyors on public build-

ings, and your Council hopes that the result

will be of benefit not only to tlie members
of this Association, but to the jjrofession

generally. The scrutineers report that the

following have been elected members of

Council for the ensuing year, in addition to

Messrs. Lawrance and Gate, who are, under
our articles, life-members :—London mem-
bers : T. J. Carless. H. T. A. Chidgey, S.

Cliatfeild Clarke, F.S.I., H. W. Crickmay,
R. L. Curtis, junior. R. C. Gleed, F.S.I.,

W. R. Wood, F.S.I., and Henry Riley. Pro-
vincial members : Messrs. H. Curtis-Card,
F.S.I., S. W. Doyle, A. Harris, F.S.I., W.
Hotfman Wood."

Mr. R. G. Bare congratulated the Associa-
tion upon it« satisfactory financial position,

and also upon its increase of membership.
In his opinion, the affiliation with kindred
associations, both in South Africa and other

Jiarts of the world, would mean greater
strength for the London Association. At the

same time, hosvever, the Council were acting
wisely in insisting upon the bye-laws of any
professional society contemjilating affiliation

being subject to its approval. After express-

ing his regret that the Council had been de

prived of the services of a valued memlK-r
(Mr. Walter Barber) during the i)a.st year
owing to ill-health, from which he has no\\

recovered, Mr. Bare formally moved the

adoption of the report and balance-sheet.
The balance-sheet having been subjected toj

some criticism by Mr. H. J. Cam]) (to which
the President replied), Mr. J. RookwoodI
seconded the motion for the adoption of the

report, which was carried.
[

Votes of thanks to the auditors and'

scrutineers having been carried, Mr. H. T.
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A. Chiclgey iii'ivt-il, ami Mr. A (i. (.'ro--!

secondetl. " That the best thanks of the Asso-
ciation be given to Mr. Gate for his services
as President during the past year." which
was carried by acclamation.
The President briefly replied, and the

meeting terminated.
.\t a Council meeting subsequently held,

Mr. W. R. Hood. F.S.I., was elected' Presi-
dent for the ensuing year, and Missrs.
Arnold Harris, J. P., F.S.I. (Birmingham),
and Mr. H. T. .V. Chidgey (London) were
elected vice-presidents.

would appear that this good iiuiility has
been put in the balance by the council, to-

gether with its slightly extra cost, and that

has influenced their decision.

.f th<-

THE SCOTTISH NATIONAL EXHIBI-
TION, 1908.

THE council of the Scottish National Ex-
hibition, to be held in Edinburgh in

1908, have received the report of their
assessor, Mr. J. J. Burnet. A.R.S.A.,
F.R.I.B.A., of Glasgow, on the competitive
plans for the exhibition buildings, which is

as follows :

—

1. John A. Campbell. F.R.I.B.A.. 124. St.

Vincent-street, Gla.sgow.
2. Walker and Ramsay. 123. Wellington-

street, Glasgow.
3. T. Duncan Rhind, A. R. I.E. A., 28, Rut-

land-street, Edinburgh.

The council had issued a very concise set
of conditions to the competitors, and offer-

ing the following premiums :— 1st, £100
;

2nd. £100; and 3rd, £75. The accommoda-
tion to be provided was for an industrial
hall of lOO.OOOsq.ft.. including one restau-
rant and one tearoom ; a machinerv hall of
20,000sc|.ft. ; a concert hall to seat 2.000
jjersons : an art gallery of 1 .500 lineal feet of
wall space, so arranged as to be easily ex-
tended to 2.000 lineal feet ; and a winter
garden of .3.000sq.ft. ; the cost being limited
to £20.000, with a margin of 10 per cent,
over. The conditions stated that " the
designs will be submitted to Mr. J. J.

Burnet, A.R.S.A., F.R.I. B.A.. who will

advise the committee in their selection, and
unless some insuperable obstacl? prevents
(of which the executive council, with the
advice of its assessor, shall be the sole

judge), the author of the design he places
first will b2 appointed architect for the
buildings." The council have resolved to

award the premiums in conformity with the
.issessor's award, but to accept the plans of

Messrs. Walker and Ramsay—those placed
second by the assessor—and to appoint that

firm the architects for the exhibition.

-ACCEPTED DESIGN'.

Messrs. Walker and Ramsav place the
main buildinos of the exhibition on the

north-east section of the ground, as sug-

gested by the conditions of competition.
The industrial and machinery halls form one
building with a central entrance from Bal-

greenroad ; towards the ground this build-

ing is planned with two wings (one of which
IS the machinerv hall), and forms three

sides of a quad, the fourth side being com-
pleted with the concert hall, with covered

ways connecting it to the ends of the wings.

Externally, the appearance of the buildings

depends more on general grouping than

detail, and a good effect is attained towards

the grounds by placing the concert hall (cir-

cular in shape) in the centre, with its flat-

domed roof, and carrving up imposing and
loftv towers at the internal angles of the

wings. The art gallery is a detached build-

ing occupying a central position on the

north-west boundary. It comprises sev?n

galleries, and is simply treated externally,

its principal feature being the central en-

trance with dome over.

The laying-out of the grounds has been
well considered, ample space around band-
stands being provided, and the walks aro

direct to the various points. Ample provi-

sion is made for sports and amusements,
and these are grouped together at the north-

west corner of the site, and well away from
the main buildings.

MR. Campbell's desigx.

This design, placed first by the assessor,

is excellent, and architecturally is superior
to that accepted by the council, though it

The general disposition of the buildings is

verv similar to that of the accepted buil'ling.

witli the exception that the niacliinery hall

is detached from the main buildings, aixl

occupies a position in the grounds to balance
that of the art gallery, but on the north
boundary, and conveniently situated for the

service road. The industrial hall is ap-

proached through spacious circular-headed

doorway, flanked by wellproportioir.d
towers into a lofty entrance hall with semi-

circular glass roof carried the full depth of

the building, and from which, right and left,

are approached the several avenues or aisles

of the hall proper. The concert hall is rec-

tangular in shape, and connected to indus-

trial hall V)y covered open corridor, and is

not so well planned as that of the accepted

design. The fine art gallery is a well-

arranged block, with entrance hall for sculp-

ture being a special feature.

design pl.\ced third.

In this design, by Mr. T. Duncan Rhind,
the main entrance is placed in the extreme
north-west angle of site, and is emphasised
by a lofty dome—the doorway is deeply re-

cessed and flanked by square towers, also

with dome roofs. The main industrial hall

being arranged along north and west boun-

dary in two sections, at right angles to one
another, forming a square open court, in

which the bandstand is placed, the concert

hall and art gallery being placed on west

side of court, and at an angle to same to

screen it from the winds.

other designs.

There are many other designs of merit,

and several possess many good featur-s. and
were more entitled to tlie third place than

that chosen bv the assessor, such as Nos.

22, 19, 26, 17, "and 23.

IMBC
<lc-

' BUILDING NEWS ' DESIGNING
CLUB.

.\ PoPrL.\R tea-hocse.

THE accompanying illustrations show the

four best designs chosen in this com-

petition for a fa(;ade of a Popular Tea-HousL'

in a street. At t!i.- end of this commentary

will be found the conditions issued as the

basis of the contest. -Tramp" is first,

"Anak" ranks second, "Lion" comes

third, and " Nabob " fourth ; and a very

creditable quartette they make, as the repro-

ductions at once make clear. Whether they

constitute models to b- copied is another

matter ; but, anyhow, either of them would

be a relief to the monotony of almost any

modern street, and at least the drawings

demonstrate thought, industry, and no little

ingenuity. The provision of a balcony was

a point of considerable importance in favour

of -Trami)," as in summer-time many

people taking tea—and especially country

visitors—find enjoyment in watching passers-

by in the street 'while they are obtaining

refreshment. The half - timbered style

lends itself to this arrangement, and in

the contrivance of the front the author has

kept his parts generally well within the

width of his frontage.' allowing for the

rain-water pipes and ends of the b' .

though the verge of the roof tdes •

extend more than shown, and it i~ •

obvious how the roof water would reach the

head of the stackpipes unless there is a jaw

box in lead forming a sort of pocket h-himl

the frontage timbers at this point ; and that

would be a bad arrangement.

The shopfront is more the sort of styh

that our instructions suggested, and the post-

impart an old-fashioned quaintness, while

tlie olain fascia beam would alfow of th-

nan.e of the premises being made plain. Th
breadth of its effect is enhanced by th? omis

sion of the lettering, no doubt. Whether the

local building regulations would .lUow the

builder to carry out the elevation is another

matter, and wo doubt consent being given ;

but as we did not put a note to this effect

in the conditions, it cannot rul? out this or

anv other proposal. The oversailing at the

tup riHglit pass the live Ihw-. us part

roof.

The lead-faced oriels and the gutter above
ill

'• Aiiak's " elcviilioii « . lik" very much,
and the design has iiierils peculiarly its own,
though the shopfront is more ordinary,

and, therefore, more likely to commend
itself to u shopkeeper. The lop raiiR

of paiied lights is a qucHtionablc
'• vice, supposed to impart an artiHtic

touch, and sonietihics the arruiigemeiit may
give an additional horizontal line where
apparent strcnglh is needed ; lint as a rule. If

plate glass is stipulated for, it is belter lo

use It for the whole height, and trust to

other things than the contrivance of the

glazing for const ruclional effect.

"Lion " sets his dormers somewhat too far

back, so that from below they would hardly

be seen ; and his section does not inform us

how the oversailing first floor I'.bove the two-

storied shop is to be carried. The wood
cornice, "painted green," would be bett<'r

white. The Dutch shatters are not original,

of coiirs" ; but thi-y alwavs look well, and on
white roughcast work give an opportunity
for the exercise of a toucli of colour.

"Bracken le Dale" sends a Rturdy
Georgian, solid-looking building in brick,

with good big joists, concealed by a copper-

plated fascia, which has struiturally a thin

eflect, however, considering the massive part
above. The stackpipes slop short, seeking
refuge behind the piers somewhere inside th--

building. There is no cornice over the iihop,

I

and th" lights abov the transome are paned
out. The metal facing of the fascia alluded
to is not the reason why we snvak of a thin

effect. It is the shallow depth of the fa.scia

itself, and the wall-piers coming down on to

I

its haunches.
" Croxted " runs u;) his timberwork to the

top of the mezzanine, and then upwards goes
in for solid brickwork. The result is not
suitefl for the jiurpose. and hioks more like

a workshop, and the proportions are not
I pretty. " Rookey " is toy like and uneijual.

I

The ijrojecting mezzanine has a pent roof

I over, wiin wicie eaves, which wciuld 1k' popu-
; lar, no doubt, with the ladies, giving
a good amount of quarry glazing, with

i the quadrant oriel dixlgecl into the

middle ; but architecturally the efTect in

trivial for "Rookey," who ought to do
better than this.

' The twin gable of

"Nabob's" scheme is not very fetching, and

j

the absence of a coping would leave rain

I stains all the chances for '• '
•'

cement rendering. The iron

ing is a gooil notion, but '

]
should occur below it. As drawn, the down-
pipes look as if they merely p«»»"d ihroMgh

the quarter round trough. Tl.

drawn as if they were built n

and we cannot follow t!r"

j

ticularlv the oriel bay.
I ing looks ingenious, but

read by passers in the street, f*pfi.ii*li> the

word "Popular." The ruled ininting of the

brick-filling gives a m
'

'
I or

revolving shutter hxik !

T. - . .. - .

ini'

thr-

selves. IS by no means e»sy

:

naturally want lo know •otp

why we ho*c reh
secondary plac.^.

TTiplete his • "
his dftni

I gutt-r -

liiese wiiulow* .*o imn-b it-*

,lr,..* "Whit" H-i-th-r
'

The vlii!^iivd oifck

pr»'ttv in Itself, is

" Fuzzy " give.s us a gabled timber front

and a big. maiwiv-" stone-built archway ''r

the entrance, having a timber a:

balcony above, not well adapted t.

}
This design has so much though* uu: .>-

wonder at some of its incongrjitiss. The
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rainwater heads arc so immense that they
look to be drawn to twice the scale of the

rest. ' Eros " comes next among the better

class of i)lans. though he nears the verge of

the commonplace. The shorffront, with

square, well-shaped pilasters and arched

woodwork, looks refined ; but .such finished

small detail ill befits the duty of bearing with

equanimity the balder timber framed work

above, which forms the facade with the coved

oriels and over-projecting gable. The two

parts are out of sympathy, and the large

ends are droopingly" ugly. "Claude" draws

in a scratchy "manner, with poor effect. His

blind gable serves no purpose, and looks

pinched over a design wherein horizontal

lines are so emohatically insisted on. The
spindled-framed "plate-glass front to the shop

is very meagre and poor, and yet, with it all,

" Claude " suggests an artistic sense in

design, even though his drawing shows

scarcely any attention to constructive detail.

The second-class designs are headed by

"Norie,"' with a big segmental arch in stone

to the shopfront which, anyway, is,

as a sample of building, sound and

solid - looking. Ths whole elevation is

in harmony, and tiles form a mural

decoration "between the top and mezza-

nine range of windows. "Primrose
"

sends a fairly good timbered front and big

solid niers flanking the shop sensibly ; but wa
cannot give him a higher place, his treat-

ment is so all-over looking and devoid of

breadth. " Xick " has a balcony on the top

floor and three gables, with a large oriel in

the middle. His outline drawing is careful,

and shopfront looks ouaint. "Lot" projects

an iron balcony 6ft. 6in. into the .street just

above the shop-cornice level, and so forms a

pent to the shop and a fitting opportunity

for "larks " with the passers-by on the part

of ill-behaved tea-take"rs in this "popular"
tea-shop. "Qui Vive" arches his shop, in-

cluding th-2 mezzanine floor. The first-floor

fenestration has elaborated balconettes in

wrought metal, and dormei-s front the

mansard roof. " Ohe " is one of the most
original, with a good idea or two, but he has

not carried success with his plastered fa(,'ade,

as his parts are so wanting in congruity and
niceness of detail. The other designs are by
"Mold" and "Plinth."

These were the instructions referred to at

starting :—A Popular Tea House, facade with

a frontag- of 28ft. wide, to be drawn to ^in.

scale, and to have a section of the front set

out by the side of th? elevation. The ground
floor is to be occupied by an arched or lintel

spanned shopfront, forming the approach to

the refreshment divan, of whicli no plan is

asked for. The ground floor in the front

block is to be 12ft. high, with a mezzanine
floor over 8ft. Oin. liin-h from floor to cjiling,

and to be used as tea-rooms reached from tlie

divan below. The first and second floors to

be 8ft. 6in. high, but the second or top floor

may be jiartly in the roof. On these floors

the" proprietor will live. The kitchen for the

business is to be at the rear. The frontis-

piece of the building forms the sul>iect of

this competition. The height of next build-

ings is of no consequence. The front must be

entirely self-contained. The style and mate-

rial left to designers, but room for the name,
'• The Ponular Tea House," is to be pro-

vided, and tea and coffee retailed by the

pound over the counter will be sold in the

front-shop part of the premises, and an old-

fashioned look is desired rather than an
elaborated nondescript-looking restaurant

type of treatment. The house entrance will

be from behind, and need not concern the

competitiors for this contest. Therj would
be no objection to recessing the shop window
somewhat, and it might be possible to treat

the shoi) and mezzanine floor together. The
roof is to show from the street. The front

may have a gable or a pediment, or neither,

and have dormers and a narapet instead.

Sectional plans may be indicated in outline
on the front, but are not to be drawn so as to

interfere with the effect of the elevation,
which must be carefully completed, and the
rainwater pips or pipes are to show.

A new hotel, to b? known as "The Sta?."
has just been completed at Lvndluii"t. Jlr.

Britten, of th,it town, is the builder.

THE STORV OF THE ARGVLE
LODGING.'

When the Earl of Sterling died, he owned
a residence in Stirling afterwards called
"The Argvle Lodging." The volume before
us embodies th" story of all the changes in

the proprietorship of this building, of which
Sir Anthony Alexander was the architect,
and which has been pronounced one of the
finest examples of seventeenth century
Scottish Domestic architecture.

ilr. James Ronald, the author, who died
last year, was a most capable archaeologist,
and the present volume was one of the many
fruits of patient and intelligent industry.
It is a most interesting monograph, and is

made more so by the numerous excellent
photographs and sketches, the latter contri-
buted bv Mr. Walter Bain.

OBITUARY.
The death took place, on Jlav 28, at Bonn-

on-Rhine, after six months' illness, of Sir
Dietrich Brandis, K.C.I.E.. F.R.S.,
LL.D.Edin., at the age of 8.3. The son of a
professor of philosophy in Bonn University,
he was educated in the Universities of
Copenhagen, Gottingen, and Bonn, and at
the last University he became, in 1849. lec-

turer on botany, a post which he held till

ISoG, when he entered the India Forest De-
partment. He was appointed superinten-
dent of the forests of Pegu, and five years
later of the forests of Burma. In 1861 he
became Inspector-General of the Forests of
India, a post which he held until his retire-
ment from the service in 188-3. In 1887 h?
became director of the practical course of
forestry on the Continent in connection with
Coopers Hill, holding this appointment till

189G. Mr. Brandis was knighted in 1887,
having been created a CLE. in 1878. He
was the author of many works on forestry,
including the article on " teak " in the "En-
cyclopaedia Britanniea."

CHIPS.

The council of the Royal Institute of British
Areliitects. at the request of the organising com-
mittee of the f.,etcliworth Housing Exhibition to
nominate a judge for the exhibition, have nomi-
nated Mr. E. Guy Dawber, F.R.I.B.A.

Msesrs. Robert Boyle and Son. ventilating
engineers, London and Glasgow, have supplied
a number of their latest patent " Air-Pump

"

ventilators for the new White Star liner
"Adriatic," the largest vessel afloat.

Messrs. Pinehin. Johnson, and Co,, Ltd.. in-
foini us that the lease of their new premises has
now been signed, the address being 26 and 27.
Bcvi.< Marks, E.G. They intend to name the
building " Minerva House."

Til? title of the well-known firm of plate and
sheet gla-1 meiohant:; in Chailes-.stieet, Halton-
garden, has been changed to John M. Newt.i!i
and Sons. Ltd.. but we understand there will be
no change in the management of the business.

Tuesday last was the centenary of Linlithgow
Cross Well, and in honour of the occasion the
structinu was decorated with bunting. The pre-
sent well, standing on a site at the Cress, wa->
erected in 1S07, and is believed to be an exact
facsimile of the original, except that the
carvings are more finished, the proportions of
the figures were symmetrical, and the general
grouping more harmonious. In its present foir.
it was planned, and its sculptures excouted. by
Robert Gray, an Edinburgh artist, who had only
one hand.

At Kow-strcet Poli-e-c3urt. on Tuesday, Mr,
Sherwin White, on behalf of the Loii.bn County
Council, applied to Mr. Mai-sham to appoint
a surveyor under the Land; Clause; Consoli-
dation Act to make an independent valuation
of certain land near the Sav.iy corner. Victoria
Embankment, which is rct]nired by the Council
ff r their new tram subway. He m'entioned that
Mr. Albert Lewis Guy had previously acted in
a similar capa;;ity, and the magistrate agreed
to the appointment of that gentleman.

The naitnership heretofore subsisting between
E, E, Scrivener, A, Scrivener, and W. S. Yates.
Slielton Staffordshire, architects, etc., under the
style of R, .Scrivener and Sons, has been dis-
solved so far as regards E. E. Scrivener.

• The Slorv nt' the Argyle Liiflging. Bv the late JisiEs
Ronald. Stirling : Eneas Mackay. 7s. 6d.

PBOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

The R.I.B.A. Visit to Edinbi roh.—For
the visit which is to be made to Edinburgh
next month by the Royal Institute of British

Architects, at tlii invitation of the Edin-

burgh Architectural Association, a pro-

gramme has just been prepared. The first

function will be an evening reception given to

the Institute by the Lord Provost and
Magistrates of Edinburgh in the City

Chamber on Thursday, July 4. The arrange-

ments for Friday tlie 5th and Saturday the

6th are as follows :—Friday, July 5

—

9.30 a.m. : Visit to Edinburgh Castle, under
guidance of Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc. R.S.A.,
President E.A.A. 11. ,30 a.m. : Visit to St.

Giles' Cathedral, under guidance of Mr.
Thos. Ross. F. S.A.Scot., and to Parliament
Hall, under guidance of Mr. W. T. Oldrieve,

F.S.I., H.M. Principal Architect in Scot-

land. 1 p.m. to 1.45 p.m. : Luncheon at the

Carlton Hotel, North Bridge - street.

2.15 p.m. : Visit to Holyrood Palace and
Chapel, under guidance of Mr. W. T. Old-
rieve, F.S.I. 4.15 p.m.: Visit to the Edin-
burgh Architectural Association's Exhibition
of Drawings and Photographs in the Royal
Scottish Academy, National Gallery. After-

noon tea will be served in the Academy.
7. .30 p.m. : R.I.B.A. Annua! Dinner in the
Caledonian Station Hotel, Princes-street.

Saturday, July 6—Visit to Roslin Chapel and
Roslin Castle, under guidance of Mr. Thos.
Ross, F.S.A.ocot. Informal visit to George
Heriot's Hospital School, Lauriston—con-

ductor, Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc. R.S.A.

GI.OVCE.STERSHIRE ArCH1TECTVR-\L AsSO-
CI.^TION.—Tile ordinary meeting of this asso-

ciation was held on Tiiursday evening.
May 30, in the Municipal Schools, Glou-
cester, Mr. F. W. Waller (president) in the

chair. After the election of new members.
Mr. Edmund J. Cullis (member) read his

paper on reinforced concrete, with special re-

ference to the Hennebique system. Mr. Cullis

referred to the early beginnings of this

system of construction, and dealt with the

design and carrying out of various works

—

floors and beams (instancing those at Derby-
road Schools, Gloucester, J. F. Trew, archi-

tect), bridges, i-eservoirs, columns, piles, etc.,

and the results of tests. The paper was
illustrated by a number of slides showing
works in construction, with the timber-
framing and shuttering erected, and the steel-

Avork in position, ready for the concrete, and
the same works after completion. Among
these were the Stanford Bridge, Worcester,
of 98Jft. span, erected by Hobrough and
Company, of Gloucester, and tested with a

65-ton moving load : other bridges at Hull,
Liverpool, Bournemouth, etc. ; a two-million

gallon reservoir at Luton ; pile work on the

rhames, and at Parkeston and Waterford

;

and the Bridge Street Station of the N.E.
Railway at Newcastle, the walls, floors, and
roofs all being of ferroconcrete, some of

the pillars carrying over 1.100 tons each. In
further illustration, samples of concrete and
steel used and :: number of photographs
were shown, and also the head of a pile

after 1..300 blows with a 30cwt, monkey, but
not showing any fracture of the material.
The thanks of the meeting were accorded to

Mr. Cullis, on the proposition of thi
president.

Mrxicip.^L .^ND CorxTY Engineers'
Assori.\TiON.—Mr. J. Patten Barber,
borough engineer at Islington. London, pre-
sided on Friday at Colwyn Bay at the annual
conference of tiie Incorporated Association of

Municipal and County Engineers. A paper
was read by Mr. R. Green (Birmingham) on
" The New Sewerage and Sea Outfall Works
of Colwyn Bay." The new works were com-
menced in July, 1903, from a scheme pre-
pared by Mr. Green. Under the old condi-
tions the sewage was conveyed by branch
sewers- to three distinct outfalls, through
which it was discharged into the bay con-
tinuously at all states of the tide, thus" divid-
ing the whole district into three large drain-
age areas. In order to avoid the flooding
previously experienced, and to relieve the
congestion which existed in certain parts of
the district. Mr. Green divided the district
into fifteen drainage areas, the sewage from
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uiiieh cli^L'hr.rgvfl inti.' Th ii '^. Mi.-iin Mit,^i'-

ocpting sewer at twelve distinct points,

spread over its entiro length, and was con-
veyed to the pump w.-Il from wh.ich it war.

pumped into a covered reservoir. All the
sewage, whether dilut.'d or not, is screened
before reaching the sea. I'apc-rs w'?r-' also

read by Mr. William Jones and Mr. Tudnian
(Colwyn Bay), and Mr. I'arrington (Llan-
dudno).

Norfolk .\nd Xorv.ich Arch.eologic.\l
Society.—The amuial meeting of thi-

n^embers of this society was luUl at tho
Guildhall, Norwich, on Thursday in last

week. General W. E. G. L. Bulwer, C.3.
(president) was in the chair. The annual
report referred to the restoration which has
been commenced of the church of St. Mary
Coslany, Norwich. The discovery of four
original Sa.\on windows in the tower is of
very great interest. The parish church of

Glandford, which had for many years been
in ruins, has, during the past year, by the
munificence of Sir Alfred Jodrell, Bart.,
been i-eopened for worship. AVhile deploring
the necessity for the removal of a portion of
the face of the Castle Mound at Norwich,
for the erection of an addition to th_' Sliire-

hall, examination of the section of the mound
thus laid bare reveals the fact that a smaller
proportion is artificial than has hith.-rto been
generally supposed. E.xamiuation was made
on the site of a Roman villa at Grimston, and
many relics of tiie Roman occupation were
found. Dr. Bensby ga%e particulars of the
discovery of Neolithic flint implements at
Crown Foint, Norwich, one being described
as unsurpassed by any chipped axe ever
found in Norfolk.

On Thursday in last week, Mr. F. H. Tul-
loch, M.I.C.E.. an inspector under the Local
Goxernnieiit Board, lield a public inquirv into
tlie application ot the Norton Rural District
Council for sanction to borrow the sum of £1.629
foi- the purpose of providing a water supply for
Rillington, includinp the carrying out of works
in the township of Thorpe Bassett.

At Friday's meeting of the town council of
Bridlington, it was reported that the total net
cost of the St. John-street widening improve-
ment up to the present has been is.oOl I83., the
gross total being £14.626.

The church of St. Nicholas, Plumstead, was so
badly damaged in the recent Woolwich Arsenal
explosion that the congregation are now faced
with the task of repairing it. It is Estimated that
the Cf-st of making good the damage will come to
£7,000. towards which sum the Government has
promised a grant in aid of £133 and the Bishop
of Southwark has agreed to give .£2.000.

The Norwich Consistory Court has issued a
faculty for a bra.s3 tablet to be placed in Great
Yannouth Church hi memory of Sarah Martin
(1791—1843), dressmaker, and a pioneer in prison
reform.

The second visit of the season in connection
with St. Paul's Kcclesiological Society was made
on Saturday io Harlington and Cranford
churches. Middlesex, under the guidance of Mr.
Thomas Garratt. A.R.I. B.A. .\bout thirty mem-
bers went from London to Harlington Church,
where a paper describing the chief feature;; of
the edifice was read by the rector ithe Rev. H.
Wilson), followed by an account by Mr. Garratt.
The members afterwards walked to Cranford
Church (two miles distant!, and Mr. Garratt
read a paper describing the history and other
features of interest of the church, supplemented
by a further account by the rector (the Rev.
J. F. V. Lee).

Mr. George Dunbar Malam. of Bingley. who
was manager and engineer at the Bingley gas-
works from 1375 to 1900. died on Friday, sud-
deidy, at the age of 80 years.

Messrs. Wahis and Sons, of Maidstone, have
secured the contract for rebuilding Rcchestcr
Bridge Station. Strood. which was destroyed by
fire about three years ago. The contract price
is .tl.SOO. The fonntlations have already been
put in by Messrs. Rigby.

The London County Council Trainwavs and
Improvements Bill, which has passed throngh
all stages in the House of Commons, was read
a second time in the House of Lords on Wednes-
day.

It is ofBciallv announced that Messrs. J. S.

Gibson. A. W. "S. Cros-s. C. E. Mallows, and H.
V. I.anchester have resigned their seats on the
R.I.B.A. Council for the remainder of the Ses-
sion.

COMPETITIONS.
ACTON JIl'MCIPAL BlIlDI.NOS.—A letter

fiotn Mr. W. G. Hunt, architect, of Vicnr-
age-gate, Kensington, expressing dis,ippoint-

ment at the abandonment of the i;35,0U0

rchemo for municipal buildings, was con-
fidered by the Acton District Council on
Thursday week. The chairman, Mr. H. S.

Sohultess-Young, reported upon an inter-

view with Jlr. Hunt, who said it was hardly
fair that he should be penalised over the
matter, having simply carried out the
council's instructions. Acc(H:ling to the re-

cognised scale, he was entitl "d to £875, re-

presenting 2i per cent, on ilHo.dOl). Replying
to a question, the chairman said that th.'

council were not legally bound to pay Mr.
Hunt a penny. Councillors Pv-at and Page
considered he had been adequately paid
already, and Councillor Dunsmore said he
understood they had jiaid Mr. Hunt up to

date £2,100. Councillor Parkinson suggested
the payment of .£100. Th.^ Chairman : \Vhen
I saw Mr. Hunt 1 suggested 100 guineas, but
he did not agree. Eventually ihi council
decided to intorm Mr. Hunt that they did
not at present see their way to make any
payment. The surveyor's report on the pro-

posed new council offices at £18,000 was
afterw;ards considered, and it was agreed that
architects of not less than seven years'

standing should bo asked to send in designs,
premiums of 100, 50, and 2o guineas to be
awarded to the three selected by an assessor.

Having taken out the cubical contents of the
proposed new municipal buildings, tht sur-

veyor to the district council (Mr. W. J.

Ebbetts) reports that at a penny per foot the

cost would be £2,120. He thinks that the
building eould be erected in a substantial,

but plain, manner for clevcupeiKc per foot,

£23,400, and says that at a siiiUing the cost

would be £25,C0O. The council have already
decided that the cost shall not exceed
£18,000.

Bristol.—The education committee of the
City Council have appointed Mr. H Dare
Bryan, of Bristol, as architect of the new
council school in Stackpool-road, Merrywood,
Bedminster. The building, which is planned
to accommodate 500 children, in two depart-
ments, will cost £6,000, and will ha-e a

central hall, 28ft. by 84ft., surrounded by
other rooms. Flanking each ot the largest

sides of the hall will be three classrooms.
At one end of the block is to be a row of

five rooms, four for classes, and the middle
one for teachers ; while at the Merrywood-
iX)ad end the ground-plan shows separate
cloakrooms for girls and boys. The design
was selected under motto, in comiietition
with twenty-one others, and the education
committee made a new departure by securing
the assistance of a prolessional architect,

Mr. W. L. Bernard, as assessor. The com-
mittee discussed the question if reinforced
concrete could be suitably adopted for con-

struction. That led to another in(|uiry

—

Is there anything in the local Acts or by-

laws preventing the erection of a school in

reinforced cone reie? The City Engineer was
asked tiicit question, and his reply was thai

the sanitary committee liatl dclermtned to

consider each application for the use of thi>

materia! on its merits. The committee cam -

to the conclusion to postpone the consider!'

tion of th-e application of this method of

building, and to carry out the work in brick-

work.

EDl.NBtRr.H.— In the comp'lition for th

Scottish National Exhibition LH !! buil I

ings, the ass:-ssor. Mr. J. J. Burn -t,

A.R.S.A.. F. R.I.B.A.. awarded the three

premiums of £100, £100, and 1:75 as follows:

I. John A. Campbell. F.R.I.B.A.. 134. St.

Vincent-street, Glasgow ; 2. Walker an I

Ramsav. 12.1. Weliingtonstreet, C!!

T Duncan Khind. A.R.I.B.A.. 2.^

street. Edinburgh. The conditii.;

that •• unless some insuperable obstacle pr.'-

sented itself." the aithor of the design

place/1 first would be appointed architect fir

the building. The eouneil, however, while

awarding the premiums as r- - "I
the assessor, have resolved

authors of the design placed -

architects. We review th° designs on anoiher

page.

HtK>Vi-li:ni'cil\ r. Sr.s>:i;.\.

—

Am the result

of a competition for new Wesleyaii church
and Sunday-schools at Hurstpierpoint, the
plans and de-iigns by Messrs. Garside and
Pennington, arihitects, of Pontefract and
Castleford. have been adopted. The design
is in a Late Gothic style, and is proposed
to be carried out in red hand-mad.' bricks,

with terracotta dressings and handmade
tiles. A special feature of the plan is the
economical arrr.ngenient for future school
extension. The <'liurcli is to accommodate
300, and Sunday-school over 200.

Ck.v.mlington.—At Friday's meeting of

the Northumberland Education Committee,
the selection and general purposes sub-

committee reported that they had considered
the arrnngemcnls to be made for iditaining

competitive plans for the proposed nev.-

council school at Cramlington Village, and
the general instrnctiuns and conditions upon
whidi plans shall be invited. Thi'y recom-
mended:—(1) That the competition be limited

to architects practising in the county of

Northumberland and the city of Newcastle-
upon-Tyne. (2) That prizes for plans be
offered as follows:— First, the appointment
as architect in connection with the erection

of the school at a fee of .") p -r cut. on th •

total cost of the work, plus £1 10s. per cent,

for quantities to be prepared by n quantity

surveyor approved bv the education com-
mittee; second, £30;" third. £20. (.3) That
Mr. R. J. Lee.son, of the firm oT Mesurs.

Oliver, Leesoii, and Wood, architects, New-
eastle-upon Tyne, be invited to act as

assessor, and to advise the commit; -e as to

the plans, at a fee of 25 guineas. (4) That
the entire cost of the erection of the school,

including outbuildings and asphi'lting of

playgrounds, do not exceed .£12 p r schi; d

place, and should the successful lompiit.i

fail to obtain a tender for the v.liole of tli •

work from a substantial contractor within

5 per cent, of his estimate: the education

committee to reserve the right to abandcui

the selected plans and employ another archi-

tect to carry out the work, without making
any payni'nt to such successful competitor.

Aiid (5) that such general instriK-tions and

conditions in regard to the competition as

may be deemed necessary. «ft"r conference

with the assessor, be 1
'

The Mayor of Morpeth
posal to invite compelin. ,

that if this were adopted, as th

Newcastle kept tilings to theni-

architects in Northumberland should uul>

be invited. The chairman was afraid, if th y

limited the plans to Xorthumtierland aiirl

left out Newacstle, thev would only get a

limited number of architects to compete.

The recomnfendntions were ^eventually

agreed to.

RoKRR, Si'Nl>KRLAND.— In connection with

the proposed nev. Pre«bvt'Tian church tn

Side ClilT-road. Roker, ^

become known. The !
i;iid 52 sets of drawing- ^

all parts of th- I'ountrv. 1

Mr. Willi.:" W,I1,,. . .
r

London.
,,f ti; r

suDject gootl conjiuierHiioii. ill. \\ iill.i*.
'

awarded th" fir^t premium to Mes-rs.
- Dick. Ncne8«ile. and the

W. and T. R. MUburn.

SHmRTI.AXDS.— 1

.1. . .1. . .,1 ... I. I

ii.-iil^> liiu. ,->ii..i.;. L'':..lij;i, W.t..

Mil.

II. .'•,

The BOTemon of the Magnus Tnist. at
«. t -. ., -.--.,.,...; (r ... \; I. r,i, 111 ( .TT

lor an increase vi oti scholars uu ;h^- present

number.
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Caxterbuhy Cathkdral.—About three
years since it became known that some
portions of the great central tower of

Canterbury Cathedral were in a serious state

of decay, and the work of reparation is now
|

approaching completion. The Dean of Can-
terbury (Dr. Henry Wace), in his first-

appeal for subscriptions, stated that a sum
of £14.000 at least would be required to pi"e-

serve the tower and to effect other works
of restoration. As the work progressed, how-
ever, under the supervision of Mr. W. D.
Caroe. it has been found that oth3r portions
of the cathedral are equally in need of

repair, insomuch that additional funds will

be needed for th-3 follow ing works :—Re-
newal of ihe south transept gable. £477 5s. ;

removal of the pinnacles of the nave,

£2,654 2s. ; reparation of the north-west
tower. £9.362 19s. ; reparation of the south-

west tower. £5."228 10s. ; making a total of

£17.722 Itis. Up to the present time the four

faces of the tower have been repaired, and
three of the Bell Harry pinnacles, wliilst one
pinnacle remains to be treated. The amount
subscribed and promised will be sufficient to

defray the cost of the original scheme, with
the exception of the south transept gable
and the nave pinnacles. It has been pro-

posed by the architect to treat the stones

which are decayed on the surface, but do not
need replacement, by the process which iia-i

been tried by Professor Church (of the Uni-
versity of London), with seme modifications

suggested by Professor Jackson (of the same
university), at Westminster Abbey and the

Houses of Parliament, v hich consists of

spraying the stones with a solution of baryta.

Dundee.—The technical institute com-
mittee have finally approved of the plans for

the erection, at a cost of £45.000, of a new
technical institute for Dundee. The style

adopted is a Classic Renaissance, the facade
being divided into three bays. Under the

centre bay is the main entrance and vesti-

bule, leading to the inner hall, from which
runs the main stair. To the right and left

of the main entrance ar? the library and
examination hall, directors' room, and
offices. On the first floor are the board-room
and four lecture-rooms, and the second floor

is occupied by the art department. The art

department contains an art hall, with two
painting annexes, lecture-room, and class-

rooms for architecture, design, and life

classes. The architect is Mr. James H. Lang-
lands, of Dundee, whose design was selected

in a competition limited to local professional

men.

KiNG.s\vot)D. Bristol.—The Handel Coss
ham Memorial Hospital, on Lodge - hill.

Bristol, was formally opened on Saturday.
It is in the style of the Late English Renais-

sance. A conspicuous feature of the build-

ing is the octagonal tower, containing the

high-level water tanks, and terminating in

a belfry and clock chamber. The exterior is

of freestone, and there is a dome of copper,

with a secondary cupola bearing the gilt

vane. Th- clock has four 6ft. dials and a

set of fullton''d Westminster chimes. The
main building is of local Pennant stone, while

the main features are worked in Box Ground
freestone. All the wards are connected with

a spiral staircase just outside, which leads

to the roof, and may be utilised as a fire

escape. Mr. l-'. Bligh Bond was the archi-

tect, and the builders were Mr. A. J.

Beaven and Messrs. W. Cowlin and Sons.

.£."0.000 has b"en spent in the building and
furnishing of the hospital.

Liverpool.—The important site at the

Pier-head, provided by the filling-in of St.

George's Dock, is being covered with lofty

buildings. One of these plots on the soutli

side is already ocupied by the Dock Board
Offices; th" middle is being reserved for the

still-hoped for Custom House and baths

;

and on tli- third section, on the north side,

new headquarters are to be found for the

Royal LivT Society. The price of th.^ land

for th'> last-named building was £70.000, and
the estimated cost of erection is between
£250,000 and £.300,000. A free treatment of

the English Renaissance lias been adopted.

Rectangular in shape, the building will

occupy about an acre and a quarter in area,

with a frontage to Water-street of 290ft..

and to the river of 173ft. The height of

the building, as approved by the city council,

is to be 14brt., measured from the pavement
to the top of the main cornice ; while two
towers, at the west and east ends, will rise

to a height of 290ft. Constructed of steel

girders, faced with qrey Scottish granite,

the structure will be divided into ten stories.

The stonework alone measures 200,000 cubic

feet, representing a weight of 15,000 tons.

It is expected that the Royal Liver Society

will require about a quarter of the total

accommodation for its own use, commencing
with the fourth story. The remainder of

the space will be let in suites of offices to

suit tenants. The architect is Mr. W.
Aubrey Thomas, of Liverpool, who also de-

signed the Tow er Buildings, close by.

NORTHr.MURIAN COUNCIL SCHOOLS.—At
the last meeting of the Northumberland Edu-
cation Committee a report was presented by
the chairman of the school buildings sub-

committee of what has been done by the

committee since it came into existence.

They have acquired 21 sites for new schools,

five on lease, one by deed of gift, and one
given in exchange for an old site ; and 14

have been purchased outright. The total

number of yards secured was 69,174, and
the total cost has been £13,251 12s. 3d., and
to this £1,000 must be added for legal

charges. They have built new schools at

Choppington Guide Post, Earsdon, Murton,
Shiremoor, Hauxley, Radcliffe, Mason Din-

nington and North Sunderland, and tem-
porary schools at Whitley South, Wester-
hope, Newbiggin and Corbridge, at a total

cost of £19,018. New schools are being
built at Westerhope, Newbiggin. Ashington
South, Gosforth, xlepscott, Melkridge, and
Wansbeck House. This will bring the total

cost up to £39,977. Repairs have cost the

committee £6,867 ; improvements, £4,865

;

and new schools £39.977 ; and the new school

at Ashington, £14,500. making a total of

£66.209.

NoRMANTON, LEEDS. — The Carnegie
public library, which has been erected at

Normanton. at a cost of upwards of £2.000,
was formally opened on Wednesday week.
'I'he library, which has been built to designs
by County Alderman Hartley (surveyor to

the Normanton Urban District Council), is

in the Late Tudor stvle. and is of red brick
with stone dressings, and roofed with West-
nuu-eland slates. The frontage is 80ft. in

length, with a depth of G5ft. . being all one
floor. The library is approached directly
from the Castleford-road. and is surrounded
by gardens. The vestibule hall is utilised as
a IctuliMg library, with accommodation for
Ki.Ollll volumes, and adjoining are a general
reading-room, ladies' reading-room, refer-

ence department, and librarian's room. At
the rear, with a separate entrance, is the
juveniles' department.

Over Peover.—The churchyard cross at

Over Peover, near Knutsford, has been i-e-

stored in memory of the late Sir Philip
Mainwaring. The old cross was destroyed
many years ago. and a new shaft and head
of lift, in height, have been erected on the
old base, which, with its steps, has been
most carefully reset on new foundations. The
shaft is octagonal, and is in a single length
of Portland stone ; the head, of the same
stone, has an open cano|)y, with a gabled
roof, under whicli the figures of our Lord on
the Cro.ss, St. Mary, and St. John stand out
against the sky, without any stone back-
ground. The whole work has been carried
out by Messrs. Farmer and Brindley, from
designs l)y Mr. H. S. Rogers, of 7, Dean's-
yard. Westminster. It was dedicated on
June 5. when the Archdeacon of Chester
preached a sermon.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
The Settled L\xd Act. 1882.—Lord Lecon-

fiei.d's .Settlfd Est.\tes.—In this action, de-

cided by Mr. Justice Kekewich, on May 29. it

was held that money expended in the construc-

tion and erection of an ent;ine-house on a settled

estate for the engines winch were used tor the

purpose of the electric ligUting of the mansion

uouse. could not be paid out of capital moneys
as being an improvement authorised by Sec-

tion 25 of the Settled Land Act, 1882 (45 and 46

Vict., c. 33).

Metc.\lf and Greig.—An adjourned sitting

was held on Mav 30 for the public examination

of Mr. Henry Metcalf and ivlr. Thomas Reeve
Ureig. described as architects and surveyors, of

11. Serjeants' Inn, Fleet -street, whose statement

of aft'airs showed liabilities amounting to

i;93.225 16s. 7d. and no assets. The bankrupt.-.,

ill addition to having acted as architects and
surveyors, had caused flats to be built on lands

whicli they had acquired, and attributed

their insolvency to depreciation in the value of

their properties. Tlie examination was con-

cluded.

In Re R. H. Tebb.—A sitting for the public

examination of Mr. R. Haden Tebb. of Clarges-

street. Piccadilly, architect, surveyor, and buyer

and seller of properties and estates, was held on

Tuesday before Mr. Registrar Linklater. Mr.

Tebb was adjudged bankrupt on April 12 last,

his gross liabilities being estimated at

i:i56,715 15s. 2d., his ranking liabilities being

estimated at ^65,114. Is. 9d.. and assets at

i'7".6"t 6s. 7d.. a surplus being thus shown sub-

ject to realisation. Mr. Registrar Linklater

ordered the examination to be concluded.

Extensive additions to the Droitwich Brine
Baths erected by the late Mr. John Corbett
have just been completed, and these were for-
mally declared open on Saturday afternoon by
Lord Coventry. Additional baths and dressing-
rooms for ladies form a new wing, and waiting-
rooms have also betn provided.

CHIPS.
A receiving order has been made in the case

of John Gordon Smart, described in the re-

ceiving order as Gordon Smart. Regent's Park-

terrace. N.W., architect's clerk.

During the Orlando Gibbons Commemoration
Festival, held at Westminster Abbey on Wed-
nesday evening, a bust, in black marble, of the

great musician, executed by Mr. A. G. Walker,
in replica of the well-known bust in Canterbury
Cathedral, was unveiled in the north choir

aisle. The bust is placed near the monument,
of Purcell. Blow, and Croft. Gibbons wa^
organist of the Abbey from 1623 till his death

on June 5. 1625. at Canterbury.

A new Presbyterian church in Harehills-

avenue, Potter Newton. Leeds, was opened on
Friday. It is Early English in style, cost £5.000,

and seats 500 persons.

At the meeting on Tuesday of the city council

of Bath, the special committee appointed to con-

sider the bill of cost of Messrs. Silccck and Reay,
architects, in connection with plans for the

rejected Carnegie free library, recommended
the council to pay the sum of ii2\i 15s.. Messrs.

Silccck and Reay having agreed to reduce their

account by £125. An amendment was moved by
Mr. Preston King that the amount be reduced

to one hundred guineas, but on being appealed

to by several members, he withdrew it, and the

recommendation was passed,

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Barrow into the application of the

corporation for sanction to borrow £26,500 for

their gas undertaking,

Mr, H. G, Crothall, the surveyor to the

education connuittee of the Middlesex County
Council, has received an adaiticn of £2C0 per

annum to his salary.

The parish church of St, Catherine. Milford
Haven, is to be consecrated and reopened en
Tuesday next by the Bishop of St. Davids. Ihc
church, which dates back to the beginning of

last century, is Italian in character. The vauli-

ing of the nave and aisles is very fine, and ha ;

the appearance of a cathedral in miniature.
The work recently done consists of the entire

restoration, including a new roof, extension of

the nave and aisles by two bays, a chancel 40ft.

long. Lady-chapel, organ-chamber, and clergy
and choir vestries. The cost of the work has
been over £5,000.

An exhibition of an extensive and representa-
tive collection of rubbings of mediaeval brasses
was opened, in connection with the Newcastle
Handicrafts Conqiany. in the Academy of Arts,

Blackett-street. Newcastle-on-Tyne. on Friday.
A paper'on " Monumental Brasses " was read by
Mr. R. G. Hatton. Mr. J. L. Lovibond presided.

At the Worcestershire Quarter Sessions, on
Monday, Fred Chippendale (27), timber mer-
chant,was convicted of obtaining credit beyond
£20 without informing his creditors that he was
an undischarged bankrupt, at Redditch.
Prisoner was sentenced to three months' hard
labour.
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ILLUSTEATIOXS.
<:aAWLKV GRASCE, BUCKS.

—

THREE COTTAGES, BEST BANK,

LANCASTER.—BOZEDOWN HOUSE, WHITCHURCH, OXON.—

•

NO. III. WOODSTOCK STREET, W.—U.P. CHURCH, COLD-

STREAM, N.B.—DESIGNS FOR A POPULAR TEA - HOUSE

JA9ADE.

(dm j-lltistratians«

CK.WVLEV ORANGE, BUCKS. '^

ilr. Henry Tanner, junior, A. R.I. B. A., is the

architect "of this adcUtion of a new wing to

an old Elizabethan house, the residence of

ilr. J. I. Boswell. The bricks used are spe-

cially made small red bricks, with local stone

dressings. York stone terrace, and tiled roof.

The ballroom and anteroom are panelled in

Austrian oak, fumed and wax-polished. The
floor is also of oak. and the ceiling plaster

with oak beams. The contractor was Mr. S.

Foster, of Kempston, Bedford, and the oak
work was done by Messrs. Samu-jl Elliott and
Sons, Reading. The drawings are on view at

the Royal Academy.

THREE COTTAGES, HEST BANK, LANCASTER.'

The three cottages now being exhibited at

ihe Royal Academy were designed by
Thomas H. Mawson, the garden-designer, of

Windermere and London. The cottages are

for members of Mr. Mawson's own family,

and are being erected at the quiet seaside

Tillage and bathing resort of Hest Bank,
situated on the shores of Morecambe Bay,
some four miles from Lancaster. The pros-

pect from the houses extends over the whole
sweep of the bay, described by Wordsworth
as "the majestic plain that the sea has left,"

and bounded by the Lakeland mountains and
crags. The buildings are to be erected in

local brick, roughcasted, with oak framing
interspersed at places, with Westmoreland
slate hanging on the upper story, and slated

roofs to accord—a ciui?t?r effect being
sought, to harmonise with tlie older erections

in tlie quaint, old-fashioned village.

BOZEDOWN HOUSE, WHITCHrUCH, 0.\ON.»

Bozedown House was destroyed by fire a few
vears ago. Of the original building, which
was only some thirty or forty years old. prac-

tically nothing was left except the kitchen
wing and the siabl'^s. Our illustration repre-

sents the reconstruction which has recently

been effected by Mr. Paul Waterhouse for

Mr. Charles H. Palmer, the present owner. I

While making use of som--' of the old founda-
'

tions, Mr. Waterhouse has largely altered the
;

plan, and entirely departed from the style
,

of the earlier structure. A Renaissance
[

treatment has been adopted, the main fea;

ture of which is a Doric pilaster motive run-

ning round a great part of the ground-floor
stage, and blended with an arcade at each
end of the south front. A continuation of

ihe columnar theme is hinted at in the Ionic

pilasters of the main projections : but the !

severity of the design is allowed gradually
to lapse into unconventional oval curves at

the coping of the gables. Bath stone has
been used throughout for the dressings, and
the bricks, which are of a bright red, gain '

considerable softness of tunc from the inter-

mingling of grey brick diaper patterns. The
hall and main staircase are finished in oak,
the former having, instead of the usual balus-
trade, openwork panels, carved by Messrs.
Martyn. The drawing-room has a free
• Adam " treatment, carried out by Messrs.
Geo. Jackson and Sons, and there is in the
windows of the staircase and hall some
armorial glass. Messrs. Wheeler Brothers,
of Reading, are the general contractors, and
Mr. W. Stroud the clerk of works. The site,

which is on an elevated plateau on the north
side of the Thames, commands exceptionally
beautiful views of the Reading valley and the
woods of Berkshire. Our illustration is taken
from the drawing at the Royal Academy.

NEW WEST VNITED FREE CHIRCH, ^
COLDSTRKA.M.

This church is seated for 520 in nave, tran-
septs, and a small gallery over the entrance.
The principal doorway is in the south gable,
facing the street, and the staircase to the
gallery is in the tower, which is 65ft. high.
The entrance-porch and vestibules are so
arranged that no direct draught can enter
the church, the heating of which will be by
low-pressure hot-water apparatus, designed
to serve the church and liall separately, or
the two combined. In addition to the iisual

vestries, etc., the schoolroom of the old
church has been enlarged, and accommo-
dates upwards of 200, and is connected to the
church by an ample crush-space and pass-
ages. The building is in Uoddiftgton stone,
and is covered with Buttermere slates,
which are also used for the louvres of the
belfry-stage. To commemorate the muiiifi-

cenee of Mrs. Black, of Lanton, at whose
sole cost the church has been erected, the
congregation has inserted in the large south
window a fine design in stained glass, by
Messrs. Percy Bacon and Brothers, of Lon-
don, and the same firm have filled the large
west window with a memorial for the Car-
michael family, who have long been con-
nected with the church. The remainder of
the windov.s are filled with leaded glazing of
a very reserved design. The roof is of heavy
hammer-beam principals, with simple board-
ing in the panels formed by the principals.
A large arch behind the pulpit opens into
tin; organ-chamber, in which an instrument
is to be (greeted. The church hall is so
arranged with folding partitions that the
managers' room may be added to it or shut
oft at will ; and a church kitclieii adjoins it,

for the better working of those semi-social
functions so necessary to modern church-
work. Tile hall, which was commenced first,

was built by Messrs. W. Smith and Sons,
masons, slaters, and plasterers ; M'.-ssrs. J.

and A. Gray, joiners ; Mrs. A. Ford,
plumber; Mr. A. Hogarth, painter—all of

Coldstream; and the contractors for thj
church were Mr. A. Douglas. Ambl , mason;
Messrs. A. Inglis and Sons, Hawick, joiners;
Mrs. A. Ford. Coldstream, plumber; Messrs.
W. Smith and Sons, Coldstream, slaters and
]>lasterers ; and Mr. A. Hogarth, Coldstream,
painter and glazier. The total cost, ex-
clusive of the stained glass, bell, and organ,
is about £4,275. The whole of the works
have been completed under the superintend-
ence of Mr. George Reavell. junior,
A.R.I.B.A., of Alnwick and Morpeth. The
drawing is on view at the Royal Academy.

No. HI. WOODSTOCK STliEET, W. '

Messrs. Treadwell and ^lartin are the architects

of this building, and the drawing U on view at

the Royal Academy.

" KVILDIXG news" DESinXIXG (LIM: A I'oI'fLAl/

TEA-HOVsE FACAUE.

(For description and awards see p. 74.'>.l

The death is announced ot '

Jarrad. R.X.. the expert who was re

in by the I.lanelly Harbour Board t m

a scheme of harbour improvement. .Souic vcars

aco Mr. Jarrad was engaged by Sir Arthur
.Stepney to report on the best way to impri>ve

tlie navigatory channel of Llanelly. and recently

he was requested by the harbour authority and
the Bank of England to make another survey.

He prepared a second report, which has been
adopted.

Cnginttiing 0nits.

Ayr Aii.D Brig.—The work of the preser
vation of the fabric of Ayr Auld Brig lia»

been begun. A gang of masons, under tht
superintendence of a representative of Mr.
W. S. Wilson, C.E., Glasgow, engineer ol

the works, were at the end of last week
engaged erecting scaffolding at, and pointing,
the south arch with cement. This is pre
liniinary to the more important operations
of grouting with cement, and securing the
foundations. The temporary bridge, which
is a timber structure, about two-tnirds the
height of the Auld Brig, near which it crosses
the river, has been completed this week.

CHIPS.
The R.I.B.A. Council liave appointed Messrs

T. W. Cutler and .J. Osborne Smith to repre
sent the institute on the General Committee ol

Second International Congress on .School
Hyf!iene, to be held in London from
the 5th to the 10th August next. The
President R.I.B.A.. Mr. T. E. Collcutt,
will preside over the section devoted
to School Buildings and their Equipment, and
Sir .\ston Webb. R..A.. is to open a discussion
on the Lighting and Ventilating of Classrooms.

Mr. Jonathan Andrews, builder and eon^
tractor, of Mount-street. W.. died on Thunwlay
in last week at his residence. Tavistock Villa,
Harrow-rnad. College Park. X.W., aped 73 years.

Lord Winter.stoke opened, on Friday, at
Bristol, the Broad Plain Settlement House. To
the three blocks of buildings utilised in the reli-

gious and philanthrophi: efforts of those who
labour with the warden, the Broad Plain House,
the Girl.-,' (Tub House, and the club hou.vs in
Kilkenny and .Anvil streets, there has been
added another building—the .Settlement House.
Mr. F. H. Oatley. of Bristol, has acted as archi-
tect for the alterations to tlie 17lh Century
mansion in which the .Settlement is boused.

The new Congregational Church of St. George,
Thornton Hough, built at the cost of Mr. W. H.
Lever. M.P., was formally opened for W'jr.^hip

on May 30. The church is built of Runcorn
stone, and is Norman in style. It U cruciform,
and lias at the cro.'-sing a bread central tower.
The internal fittings are executed in English
oak. and the pulpit, font, and Conimunion-tal>!
are ot .Sloreton stone. There is a pla;-i<^r b.ir:

vault, and the building is roofed with Vorkshi
flags. Mr. .1. L. .Simpson was the architect, and
Messrs. Smith Br-jthers, Limited, were the con-
tracior.5.

A re-opening ser^ices took place on Thur,-.day
in last week at the King-street Congregational
Church. Yarmouth, after re-^Jt -oration and in-

ternal re-arrangements. During the ser>-i?e me-
morial brasses were unveiled in meinorv of two
well-known town-^men. the late \V. i'algrave
Brown and Robert Nudd.

In the case of the anpli.-atiin on behalf of
Edwin Rirharl Thorpe. Orpington. Kent,
builder, contraciar. and nnderiaker. the order
of discharge lias been suspended three Tcara.

ending .\pril 30. 1910.

The Dean and Chapter are ab.iut to determine
by means of a practical test the safety of St.

Paul':' Cathedral. Metal discs arc to be pUicd
in tile pillars in the crypt and elsewhere, and
later by accurate measurement it will be poA-

sible to settle definitely whether or not the
building is stable.

The work cf removing .St. Pc!^

Mosley-street. Manchester, is n-'W

pleted. In a few weeks the hoarding'- -... ... ie-

inovcd. and the site will become an open space.

By an agreenieni dated April S. 1906. the
Bishop and trustees agreed to sell St. Peter's

Church and «»it«*
'* and ib*^ land* attached

thereto." to (I.
'

'

'
'

1

for street wi«i' n

space. It was . - I

pay £20.000 lor the ive Bimple of St. Peter's

Chur-h and its site, "including Ihe vaults an J

the lands attached or belonging thereto." but
exclusive of certain " monuments. omament6,
fittings, furniture, and other articles."

Application is to be made by the Leeds City
Coimcil to the l/ocal Government Board for

sanction to borrow i;4.000 for the erection of

two blocks of tenements in Marsh-lane. The
plans have been prepared by Mr. W. T. Lanca-
shire, the city engineer of Leeds.

Consideration is being given to a scheme for

the constmction of a new science and art school

at Paignton, the estimated cost of which is

£1.400.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold oui-selves responsible lor the opinions of
our correspondents. All cummunications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimant:^ upon the space allotted to correspondents/

It is particularly requested that all d^a^nngs and all

communications re.-»pectinff illu--ti-atiiins or litemiy matter
should be addressed to the EDITOK of the Blili'In.;
News, Clement's House. Clement's Iim Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to nu^rabers r)f the stafl" by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for. or be liable fur,

unsought contributinns.

Che»iues and Pust-ottice Orders to be made payable to
The Strand Newsi'aper Compasy, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—*' Time-server. London."
Telephone No. 1C33 Holborn.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price l'2s. each, by post
Vis. 9d.' , as onlv a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of V<.Is. XXXIX., XLL, XLVL,
XLIX., LIII., LXL. LXII.. LXn'.. LXV., LXVI.
LXVIL, LXVIIL. LXIX.. LXXL. LXXU.. LXXIIL,
LXXrV'., LXXV.. LXXVI., LXXVU.. TJSXIX..
LXXX.. LXXXI.. LXXXII., LXXXIII.. LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII., LXXXVIU.,
LXXXIX., and XC. may still be obtained at the
same price : all the other bound volumes are out of print.
Most of the back numbers of former volumes are^ how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back
numbers to complete' volume just ended, shoSd orderat
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Bl'ilding News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage. Straad, London, W.C.

TER3IS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Poimd per annum fpost free to any part uf the

T'nited Kingdom : for the Cnited State-;, £1 6s. Od. (or

tidols. 30c. ffold . Ti> Fiunce or Belgium. £1 tis. Od. or
;i;ifr. 30c.

.

" To India. £1 6s. Od. To any of the Australian
Colonies or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West Indies,
or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

'o" The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d. =^ odols. 27c.

for 12 months, and 10s. lOd. = 2dols. 64c. six months.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge f<ir Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all utticial

advertisements is Is. pti line of Kiy'ht Words, the tii-st

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for

foiu: lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Tradts Advertisements except
Situation advertisements is 6d. jut line of Eight words
,the tii*st line counting as two , the minimum chai*ge

being 4s. 6d. for 10 words. Special terms for series of

more than sLv insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for ad\ertisem"nts fur "Situations
Vacant" or "Situations "Wanted" and •* Part-
nerslxips," i^ One StiiLi-rsG i-'oi: T\\ kntv-f»hi: W«>Kns.
and Sixpence for ever}- eight words after. J',' Situa:iuH

AdL^ert'tstiii'Tits must b-: pr.po'd.

^,* Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clt^mt-nt's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C.,/>' '-r '/<•!.;/ . If t<i b»_- torwarded under cover to

advertiser an «-xtra charge of Si.\peuce is made. .See

Notice at head of '*Situ;itir)ns."

Rates for Trade Advertisement'* on front jmis-^, and
special and otht r positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements fnr the cmrent week nmst reach the
office not later than '.i p ni. on Thui^sday. Front-page
Advertisements and altciiiiinns in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received.—R. H. O.—V. and M.. Ltd.— B. H. and Co.—
T. T.—Wido.—B. L. S.-D. and T.-L. L. and T.—S.

—Trowel.- X.—Uno.—G. and IL- B. and F.-S. Bros.

—G. S. and Co., Ltd.

Fban'k.—Yes.

D. L. L.—Not worth trying.

H. H. M.—Thanks ; no space to spare.

Oil.—We think he can claim it as an extra.

Jl'd.—We cannot express an opinion <.n the slender facts

you submit. Ask a good local .luautity surveyor.

Patestke.—Much obliged '. Our advt. pages are open to

you at the usual charges.

North.—As good a tiim in your district as you can go to

is Messrs. A. Peters and Son, Cros^tleld, Rochdale.
They made some really good fittings for the Liverpool

Cotton Exchange.

I). R. J.—Have you tried the "Congo" Rooting made by
the Barrett Manufacturing Co., Spencer House, South
Place, E.C. .' It is acid-proof.

ser\e also as a lodge. Both are to have a living-

room, kitchen (Uft. by 12ft.. or of that area), a

parlour (144ft. super.\ a scullery, coalplace, pantp.'.

and W.C, with small eodosed yard. Upstairs there

must be three bedrooms. The entrances must be
at the ends of the block commanding the entrance
carriageways, and a porch for both is desirable.

The standing for motors, located between these lodges,

is intended for visitors' use, and must be 32ft. long
inside by 18ft. deep, and its openings must face the
park, inside of which the building will stand, its outer
elevation flanking right on to the public road, though
for effect's sake this frontage may be set back 15ft.,

with curved walls beyond the outside piers of the

tlankintr gateways. This loft, will be thrown into the

public thornushfare. Tlie cottages should line with
the centre building, or nearly so, on the road side. The
gates are to be of wrought iron, with stone piers lift,

apart. One gate only need be drawn, and each pair of

gates to measure loft, in the clear. The entire width
of the site, without counting the sweep of the curved
walls beyond the outside gate piers, is to be not more
than 140ft. from out to out. The site is level, and the
frontage to road faces N.E. Sufficient plans to illus-

trate the design, the style of which is left to com-
petitors. A sketch view is desirable. Scale. 8ft. to the
inch. The block plan may be 16ft. to the inch, if space
so dictates.

Comsponlfcna

ROCHDALE SCHOOL COMPETITION.

Tn t/ic FJifor of the BiiLDiXG News.

Sir,—On May 17, you publishsd a review
of the designs of the recent Rochdale School
Competition, sent by the writer, and on the
24tli a letter of complaint was [jublished from
Messrs. Smiili and Cross, competitors, of

Rochdale, stating that the review was "' mis-
leading "

; that there was no classification

of the premiated designs, and that the en-
trance from the street to the first floor of

school was th2 sam2 as in the accepted
design.

The thrj? premiatod designs wer.? placed
on a separate screen, the first on the right,

Mr. Horsfall's in the centre, and Messrs.
Smith and Cross's on the left. It was con-
veyed to mc that this was not an accidental
disposition, but represented the views of
those responsible for the competition. There
were no .second and third premiums. Two
designs were awarded ecjual amounts, but
opinions conveyed to me whilst examining
the designs were reproduced in the wording
of my review.

I have sketches before me of the
approaches of both the first premiated
design and of Messrs. Smith and Cross'.s

—

thev are by no means alike. Messrs. Smith
and Cross's may be described as an inter-
mediate variety.—I am, etc..

Your Loc.\l Correspoxdent.

•'BLILDINO XE'WS" DESIGNING CLUB.

EUJUTH LIST OF srn.'ErTS AND LAST OK 1906-'" .SESSION.

E.—A picturesijue pair of lodges, with a motor garage in

between them, and a pair ot entrance gates beyond the

cottages. All connected into one continuous group of

erections. One cottage is for the garOener «nd the

other for the resident chautl'eur. Each house will

The Gra33 Mcniirial Club at Barton Hill.
Bristol, was opene;l on Saturday. Ii lia.T been
erected by membeis of the Society of Friends,
and adjoins the adult srliools in Salisbury-street.
The plans were prepared bv Messrs. ilolbrow
and t)aten. arcliitect.5. of Clare-street. Bristol,
and the contract for the building was entrusted
to Messrs. R. Wilkins and Son. of the same city.

Mr. William Hoisfall. who died at his resi-
dence in Shaw-lane. Headingley. on Sunday, at
the age of 80. was a prominent Leeds engiiieer
whose name will be known to posterity as the
inventor of improved furnaces for the destruc-
tion of town refuse, into which lie introduced a
forced steam draught, and a method of destroy-
ing all harmful gases arising from the burning
material.

The death has taken place of Mr. Martin
Stone, a well-known builder and contractor, of
.•Vltrincliam. He was entrusted with the erec-
tion of a great number of public buildings, and
among other undertakings carried out by him
were the Altrinoham Town Hall, .\ltrincham
Market Hall. Bowdon Wesleyan Chapel, and
the Altrincham Conservative (I'lub.

At the annual general meeting of the Royal
Society of British Artists. Mr. Alfred East.
A.R.A.. was re-elected president. Mr. Boot vice-
president, and Mr. Watt Cafe hon. secretary:
Mr. Walter Fowler was elected treasurer, and
Messrs. J. Finnemore and W. M. Palin auditors-
Mr. W. Edward Kilcy, F.IM.B.A.. and Mr!
Hodgson Liddell members of council. Mr.
Thomas Brook, R.A.. was elected an honorary
member. The president has presented to the
Society a presidential badge specially designed
by Mr. George Frampton. R.A.

The death is announced of Mr. Edward
Masscy. one of the directors of Goddard.
Massev. and Warner.

Jttttttommutticatt0it.

Q U£STIOXS.
ri2276.] — BRITTANI', NORMANDY, AND TOU-

RAINE.—May I ask the advice of an architect who has

visited Brittany. Normandy, and Touraine to kindly

inform me whether, in taking a cycling tour through the

following towns, I might advantageously turn aside to

other places of interest - .^ /'ii- to inspect bits of archi-

tectural interest, without unduly interfering with the

proposed route, and also any buildings uf particular im-
portance which one may possibly overlook in a %i9it to

the towns named— viz., from Cherbourg to Valognes,

Carentan. Bayeux, Caen, Trouville, Rouen. Havre, Paris,

and thence. < i,i the Loire valley, to St. ilalo ;—Cyclist,

A.E.I.B.A.

CHIPS.

An influential meeting for the purpose of

raising a fund to establish a memorial to the

late Professor Pelliam was held on Tuesday
afternoon in the hall of Brasenose College,

Oxford. It was desired that the great services

rendered by the late President of Trinity Col-

lege, Oxford, to the study of ancient history

and archaeology be commemorated by the estab-

lishment of a studentship at the British School

of Rome, which owes its existence to his un-

tiring efforts.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between
E. G. Law and W. J. Marrott. architects and
surveyors. Cannon-street. London. E.C. under
the style of Ernest Law and Marrott. has been
dissolved : as iias also that hitherto existing

between J. B. Colson. F. R. Farrow, and >' C.

H. S'isbett. architects and surveyors. Win-
chester and London, under the style of Colson,

Farrow, and Nisbett.

Mr. Hall Smith, a surveyor at Swaffham, has
been appointed to a similar position under the

Sheringham Urban District Council.

The death is announced of Mr. Robert Henry
White, engineer to the Leeds and Liverpool

Canal Company.

Mr. A. Scott. M.Inst.C.E.. who had the con-

trol and carrying out of the new harbour and
dock works at Gibraltar for the Admiralty, has

been appointed Engineer-in-Chief and Technic.il

Adviser to the Chilian Government for Harbour
Works, and will leave shortly for Chile.

In the Convocation to be held in the Shel-

donian Theatre. Oxford, on Wednesday. June 26.

at eleven o'clock, it will be proposed to confer

the degree of D.C.L.. honoris catisa. upon Mr.
George Frederick Bodley. R..\.. F.R.I.B. A., and
also upon Professor Hubert von Herkouier,
C.V.O., R.A., and other distinguished person-

ages.

New works of sewerage and sewage disposal

were opened at Greetland on the 27tli ult. They
have been carried out at a cost of £4.000. and
serve a population of 4,500. The contractors

were Messrs. Drinkwater and Schofield, of

Greetland. Mr. A. Nelson, of Sowerby Bridge,

acted as clerk of works under the engineers,

Messrs. Berrington. Son. and Martin, of West-
minster and Wolverhampton.

Mr. J. R. Davison has been appointed high-

ways surveyor to the Cckfield Rural District

Council.

The urban district council of Waltliamstow
have reduced their application to the Local
Government Board for a loan to £17.349 to

be expended on extensions to the electricity

works. Sanclion to borrow £26.293 was lately

refused, the amount being considered to be ex-

cessive by the Board. The extension of electric-

lighting "mains to Highams Park is still under
consideration.

At a dinner given on Monday night in the
old Council Chamber of the Guildhall by the
Bridge House Estates Committee of the Cily

Corporation. Mr. Deputy Algar. the chairman,
announced that the widening of Blackfriars

Bridge, for which the tender of Sir W. Arrol
and Co. was recently accepted at £203,000. and
which was designed by the late Sir Benjamin
Baker, would be completed under the super-

vision of a former partner with Sir Benjamin.
Mr. Basil Mott. The question as to what should
be done with Soutbwark Bridge had also been
referred to the Bridge House Estates Com-
mittee, who would shortly carry up to the Cor-
poration a report stating what, in their judg-
ment, should be done—probably to rebuild the
bridge. The work could certainly not be done
at a cost of less than £500,000 ; but he believed
that, including the approaches, the cost would
be nearer £750.000.

Mr. W. H. Alliban. district road surveyor
under the city of Birmingham, has been ap-

pointed district surveyor to the Derbyshire
County Council, and will take up his residence

at Chesterfield r
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
liiE N.\TiONAi. Tri-st.—The Earl of Onrslow.

iiiiiLC in Monday as Chairman of Coniinittecs
t ill,' House of Lords, had before him the Bill

i incorporate and confer powers upon the
.,ri..nal Trust for Places of Historic Interest

Xntural Beauty. The trust is to be cstab-

-l.ril "for the purpose of promotinf; the perma-
'm preservation, for the benefit of the nation,

I lands and tenements (including building.^) of

:imy or historic interest, and. as regards
iiuU. for the preservation (::.o far as pra-'tic-

lili I of their natural aspect, features, and
iiiiiial and plant life. ' The membership of the
iii-t in which is to be vested the property of

ii- existing association, is to be divided into

I. Unary, life, honorary, and local correspond-
iL- iiiemhers. Mr. H. R. Cripps, Parliamentary
i;,iit, who presented the Bill, stated that the

jffect of the measure as it now stood was that

he trust would not be able to make any charge
'or admission to property held by it over which
;here were commonable rights. Lord Onslow
lassed the Bill, but ordered it to await report

intil the clause dealing with the making of by-

aws had been finally settled.

CHIPS.

Mr. Alfred Octavius Hemming, the well-

known ecclesiastical decorator and staiiied-glass

artist, died on Monday at St. Agnes. Rickmans-
worth, aged 64 years. One of his works was
the decoration of the chapter-house of Canter-
bury Cathedral, carried out ten years ago.

*A bronze mural medallion tablet to the
memory of the late Field-Marshal Sir Henry
Xorman (1826-1904) was unveiled on Wednesday
in the crypt of St. Paul's Cathedral by Lord
Roberts. The tablet has been placed in the
Nelson Chamber.

Mr. Henry Adams. M.I.C.E.. M.I.M.E.. F.S.I.

.

F.R.S.I.. etc.. was on Wednesday elected
:hairnian of the Board of Examiners of the
Royal Sanitary Institute.

A new police-station is in course of erection
t Maidstone, from plans by Messrs. Rv.ck and
Smith, of that town. Messrs. Wallis and Sons,
Iso of Maidstone, are the contractors.

The tramway committee of the Edinburgh
L'orporation have recommended that Sir
.\lexander Kennedy be given a permanent ap-
i)ointment as consuUing engineer to the tram-
ways committee, at a salary of .£200 per
annum, on the same terms as these on which he
loids a similar apointment under the electricity

department.

The Rede Lecture will be delivered to-morrow
Saturday*, in the Senate House. Cambridge,
by Sir Aston Webb. R.A.. subject. "The Art of
" rchitecture. and the Training Required to
ractise It."

The city council of Birmingham on Tuesday
lecided to purchase a plot of freehold property
t the corner of Legge-lane and Albion-street,
jontaining 1.514 square yards, for £4.250, as
he site of a new fire-station to protect the
jewelry district of the city. It is proposed to
sxpend about £9.000 on the buildings.

The "Journal of the Pr.cceedings of the Devon
nd Exeter Architectural Society." whose pro-
ince is Devon and Cornwall, with Exeter as a
:entre. has just been issued for the year, and
;ontains a concise resume of the work for the
last twelve months. The society has now fifty-

.wo members, fourteen associate members, and
-wenty-eight associates, making a total of

linety-four.

An inquiry has been held at Upton-on-Severn
nto the application of the rural district council
or sanction to borrow £4.000 for the purposes
>f sewage disposal for Kempsey Village.

An inquiry iias been held at Harrogate, before
Major C. P^ Norton, an inspector of the Lccal
(Sovernmenl Board, into the application of the
own council for sanction to borrow £100,000 fcr
the completion of the Roundhill reservoir, and
Use £36.500 for purposes of sewerage and
sewage disposal.

Mr. W. A, Ducat, Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry in the council
ihamber at Whitley Bay on Tuesday in refer-

^mce to an application by the Whitley and Monk-
keaton Urban District Council for sanction to
'.borrow £1,550 for works in connection with the
xiension of the Marine Promenade at Whitley

The St, Helens Education Authority have
•'.en new schols in course of construction, be-
-ides extensions to the Cowley Middle Schools.
The latest school to be decided on is a new one
>t Cowley, for which the Local Government
Board have sanctioned the borrowing of
£13,526.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

New Water Supply fok Aberdeen.—The
question of a new or additional water supply for

tliQ city of Aberdeen was brought up at a meet-

ing of the town council on Thursday, in a

minute of the Water Committee, who recom-

mended that, before prcceeding with any
scheme, the council should, in addition to the
report already received from Mr. H. Hawksley.
obtain further advice. The committee accord-

inglv recoiiunended that Sir Alexander R.

Binnic. M.I.e'.E., and Mr. G. R. Strachan.
M.I.C.K.. along with Dr. A. C. Houston. Direc-

tor of Water kxaminations to the Metropolitan
Water Board, he asked to report upon the sub-

ject. Mr. Stewart moved as an amendment that

these gentlemen be not asked until the reports

by Mr. Hawksley and Mr. Franklin had been
submitted to the council. In the course of the

discussion, it was mentioned that Mr. Hawksley
himself had concurred in this proposal by the

water committee, and had suggested the gentle-

men named as those who should be asked to re-

port on the new or additional scheme. The
Water Committee's report was adopted by
20 to 2.

Prestoxpans Water Supply.—At a meeting
of East Lothian County Council, in Haddington,
on Monday, it was reported that the Preston-

pans Water Trust had in view the extension of

the time for the repayment of their water
scheme loan to a period of sixty years. The
engineers reported that the filters had been
satisfactorily tested. The works at the west

embankment of the Lammer Lech were reported

to be proceeding satisfactorily, and the water in

the loch was gradually increasing, there being

at present over lift, of water in the reservoir. .

Stanley and West Hallam. Derbyshire.—
On the 25th ult, the Hon, Mrs, Newdegate-New-
degate opened the new waterworks, which
supply a populati.5n of 2,000, The water is sup-

plied by the Mapperley Colliery Co., and
pumped into a covered reservoir holding 90,000

gallons, from which it is distributed through

5h miles of service mains, varying from 6in. to

Sin. in diameter. The amount borrowed for the

works is £4.600. Mr. G. F. Tomlinson, of Derby,
was the general contractor, and the engineers

to the scheme were the Messrs. Elliott and
Brown

-

A dav-school is to be erected at Leek in con-

nection with the Congregational church. The
new school will take the place of an existing

one in Union-street, and will have accommoda-
tion for 200 girls and 100 infants. The architect

for the work is Mr. Reginald T. Longden. of

Burslem and Leek, who is alscr the architect for

the new Congregational church and schools at

Wolstanton. Stoke-on-Trent.

At Monday's meeting of the Wednesbury
Town Council, a recommendation of the general

purposes committee that a scheme be appro ,ed

for the provision of a generating plant for the

electricity undertaking, and that application be

made for sanction to a loan of £8.C03 to defray

the cost, was unanimously adopted.

It was reported to the town committee of

Cheltenham on Monday that the Lccal Govern-

ment Board refused to extend the period from
fifteen to thirty years for the repayment^ of a

loan for concrete "sewer. In consequence of this,

concrete was abandoned, and the tender of

£5.817 4s. for a pipe sewer was accepted. It was
understood that the Local Government Board
would grant a period of thirty years in the case

of a brick or pipe sewer, but not for concrete.

The decision to lay down a pipe sewer will effect

a saving of £670.

The death took place on Sunday after-

noon of Mr. John James Isaac Smyth,
decorator, of West Hartlepool. Mr. Smyth was

a past vice-president of the National Association

of House Painters.

Owing to the growth of the town of Hove, and

increase in population. St. John's Church has

recently been considerably enlarged, and a new
parish-room has been erected in connection with

same. The walls are of Bargate stone, with

Doulting stone dressings for the windows, door-

ways, etc.. from the Chelynch beds of our

quarries. The architects are Messrs. Rogers.

Bone, and Coles, of London, and the builders

who carried out the work Messrs. G. Lynn and

Sons. Brighton.

The Aberdeen Town Council received on Mon-
dav a statement of the cost of the recent altera-

tions on the municipal buildings, amounting to

£5.205; and. on the recommendation of the

Finance Committee, it was resolved by a large

majority to allow the city architect (Mr. Rust)

an honorarium of £250 for his services in con-

nection with the various plans prepared by him
previous to the selected designs.

Our Office ZMt
A WKCKKND visit is being arranged by the

Arcliitectiiral .-Yssooiation, tu Birmingham.
It is prui)os'?d to travel by the 4.4.5 p.m.
train Irom Ensloii. on l''riday, June 28, re-

turning from Birmingham on tha following

Monday morning by the 8.40 a.m. train,

which reaches Euston at 10.40 a.m. Th'^ fol

lowing outliii'.' programme has been
drafted;—Saturday morning; New Univer-
sity Buildings, by Sir Aston Webb. R.A..
and Mr. Ingress Bell ; and houses by Mr.
W. II. Bidlake and Mr. J. L. Ball (president

of the Birmingham A. A.). Saturday after-

noon : Aston Hall. Saturday evening

;

Supper at the Midland Hotel. Birmingham,
by kind invitation of the Birmingluun A..\.

Sunday ; Drive to Maxtoke Castle and
Priory Ruins (viii Castle Bromwich. passing
the Hall) ; Coleshill, lunch ; drive to

Hampton in Arden, cottages, and old church,
repairs, etc., by Nesfield ; Solihull Chnrch.
and return to Birmingham.

Mr. C. H. Read, the secretary nf the
Society of Antiquaries, forwards to the
Press a report received from Mr. Somers
Clarke, F.S.A.. late surveyor to tli-' Dean
and Chapter of St. Paul's, the society's re-

presentative in Egypt, showing that the
Eoyptian Government has decided to expend
the sum of £00.000 in surveying and record-

ing the archaeological and other antiquities

which will be submerged by the raising of the

dam at Assouan by 23ft. above the present
level. An archieological survey is to be
taken in hand by the tjovernment. no effort

being spared to render this as complete and
thorough as possible. In this survey will be
included all temple and town sites, ceme-
teries, and all other indications of ancient
civilisation. Plans of these will be prepared
to a large scale. Copies will be made of all

inscriptions, whether on walls or rocks, be-

ginning with those which will be first sub-

merged. The ancient cemeteries will be ex-

cavated, and everything will be recorded.

The temples and other ancient buildings that

can possibly be affected by the increased
level of the water in the reservoir will be
under-pinned, fortified, and at the same time
measured and drawn. The result of all in-

vestigations will be published to the world.

The sustentation of the temples will be un-

dertaken by the Department of .Vntiquities,

under M, Maspero. The rest of the work is

placed in charge of Captain Lyons. R,E,

" The Nature of the Changes Involved in

the Production and Setting of Plaster of

Paris " was the subject of a paper read by
Mr. W. A, Davis, on Monday night, before

the Society of Chemical Industry, The
earlv experiments of Lavoisier, and the more
recent observations of Le Chatelier and
van't Hoff. were referred to, and the lec-

turer urged that the first change involved

in the dehydration of gvpsum is the forma-

tion of a new orthorhombic form of the dihy-

drate, which by loss of water subsequently

gives rise to the half-hydrate, this substance

being the ess.'iitial constituent of ordinary

plaster of Paris. The so-called soluble anhy-

drite is produced from gypsum, not directly

as supposed by van't Hoff. but as a product

of the further dehydration of the half-

hydrate. The conditions under which this

change occurs, and the manner in which it

may be reversed, were dealt with in detail.

It was also shown that the interpretation of

these reactions by former investigators are

invalidated by incorrect assumptions, the

problem being much more complicated than

hitherto supposed. In the setting of plaster

of Paris gypsum is not immediately regene-

rated, but the second form of the dihydrate

referred to above is first produced, and this

subsequently changes into gypsum. The
change accordingly takes place in two

stages, the passage from the half-hydrate

to the orthorhombic dihydrate being attended

by contraction, whilst the transformation

iiito the ordinary monoatomie dihydrate

(gypsum) is accompanied by expansion. It

was further demonstrated that anhydrous,

hemihvdrated. and dihydrated calcium sul-

phate is. in each condition of hydration, cap-

able of existing in two crystalline forms
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wliich iirobaljly differ fnnii i.ml' anotlit-r in

their state of molecular aggregation. These
results, ^hich have an important practical
bearing, weri' attained bv a combination of
the methods of physical cfiemistry with those
of crystallography.

While there is ceriainly no better cover-
ing than a good asphalte for concrete roofs,
it is amazing to witness the not infrequent
failures due to the ignorance of those em-
ployed on the job of the simple but jieces-
sary precautions to be taken. We have
seen, for instance, an otherwise perfectly-

laid roof burst up, thanks to the expansion
of wood screeds left in. The Seyssel and
Metallic Lava Asphalte Company, 42,
Poultry, E.C., have issued a handy little

booklet of instruction on the preparation of
concrete roofs for asphalte, which is well
worth sending for. They will shortly issue
another on the equally important subject of
asphalte as applied to damp-proof courses,
and buildings below ground where water
pressure is concerned. If that is as prac-
tical and up-to-date as the brochure before
VIS, it will be equally apiireciatcd.

The Denstone College Sanatorium. Abbots
Bromley, is being warmed and ventilated by
means of Shorland's double-fronted patent Man-
chester Stoves with descending smoke-flues.
Manchester gates, exhaust roof and special
inlet ventilators, the same being supplied by
JJessrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester.

Mr. W. R. Wilson, the assistant gas manager
at Colne, Lanes, has been appointed manager of
the gas and water works at Kendal at a com-
mencing salary of £200.

Mr. James Campbell, of Cardiff, has secured
an appointment on the Indian State Railways at

a salary of £700 per annum.

At the meeting on Monday of tlie Society of
Chemical Industry a paper was read contributed
by Messrs. Davis and Klein on " The Analysis cf
White Lead." Considerable errors, it was
shown, are likely to occur in the exami-
nation of white lead ground in oil,

owing to the fact that it is impossible to
extract the oil completely. This residual oil,

which amounts to about 0.3 per cent., increases
very appreciably the values obtained for carbon
dioxide and water, the error in the former esti-

mation amounting to nearly 1 per cent. More-
over, tills oil slowdy undergoes a change in com-
position, so that the same sample of white lead
gives different results at different times. The
authors in determining carbon dioxide decom-
pose the white lead with nitric acid, and employ
a gravimetric method of direct weighing for
control purposes, and a volumetric process for
rapid working.

A Local Govern men I Board inquiry was held
in Leeds yesterday (Thursday), for sanction to

borrow £4.972 for purposes of street improve-
ment, £72.707 for tiie purposes of Kirkgate
Market, and the wholesale meat market, and
£31.000 for purposes of the improvement scheme
under Part I. of the Housing of the Working
Classes Act, 1890, relating to the Quarry Hill

imhcalthy area.

Ou the reconunendation of the Asylum Visit-

ing Committee, the Hampshire County Council
have unanimously adopted a scheme of sewage
disposal at Fareham I,unalic Asvhim. prepared
by Mr. G. Midgeley Taylor. MT.C.E., F.C.S..

wliicli had the approval of the count.v surveyor
and the medical superintendent.

At Rudland. the Primitive Methodist chapel
was reopened last week after renovation and
improvements, carried out by Mr. G. Mansfield,

of York, from plans by Mr. II. Breckon, of the

same city.

At Friday's meeting of the Stourbridge Board
of Guardians, the building couuuittee presented
a report respecting the cost of the new work-
house. The total "expenditure was £102,427.

At the last meeting of the .Speldhurst Parish
Council. Mr. J. Rickards Davison, road sur-

vevor, of Taunton, was appointed surveyor of

highways in succession to Mr. Vater. resigned.

Messrs. J. B. Joyce and Co.. Whitchurch,
Salop, have again been favoured with an order
for a very large quarter clock with four dials

for one of the Colonial Governments, wliicli will

contain all the best and most modern improve-
ments, and have a pendulum weighing 3c»t.
Among other orders this firm have on hand, are
quarter clocks for Ireland and Shrewsbury,
striking clocks for Lincolnshire (2). Yorkshire.
and one for I.adv Northwick, Tenbury, and
large drum clocks for Colwyn Bay new station.'

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTJINO WEEK.
Satcruav (To-morrow).—Edinburgh Arohitec-tural Asso-

ciatioQ. Visit to Parish Church, Bothwell
fastle, and I^ennoxlove, Haddington.
Train from Waverley Station 1.45 p.m.

MosuAV.—Royal Institute of British Architects. Business

meeting : Annual Elections. H p.m.

L.C.C. School of Building, Ferndale-

road, Brixton, S.W. Four Lectures on
"Building Jlethode in Nature's Work-
shop," bv Alan E. Munby, M.A.,
A.R.I.B.A.—Xo. 2. 8 p.m.

Thlksdav.—L.C.C. School of Building, Eemdale-road,
Brixton. Si.x Lectures on " The Archi-

tecture of London." No. 4, "Classical

London," by Prof. Beresford rite,

F.R.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.
Society of Architects. Visit to Bath.

Fau>AV.—Society of Architects. Visit to Bath. Tour of

City and Mayor's Reception.

Satlrdav (Jisi'- 15';.—Societ>' of Architects. Visit to

Bath. All-Day IJrive to Weston-Birt.
Architectural Association. Visit to the

New Town Hall, Bromley, Kent. Train

from Charing Cross :^.d5 p.m.
Northern Architectural Association.

Visit to South Shields.

THE AECHITECTUE.U. ASSOCIATION.
.IL NKI.'.lh; For RTU SIMMER \lslT—t<nhenfVv Town Hall,

Bioinlev, Kent, by kind prmiission of the Architect, Mr. R. Frank
.Atkin?^n. The jiarti will tr.i\el from Charing (.'ros5 by the 2.55 p.m.

train for North broniley, returning by the G p.m. train, which arrives

at Cannon-street at t'l.^T.

P.O. for Is. Oil, fi>r return railway fare, U) be sent to the Secretary,

on or before .lune l;ith.

.ItXK J-th-JlLV 1st: WEEK-EXD VISIT to BIRMINGHAM
anil neighbouvhotid. Full pitrlicuhirs may be obtained on application

to the Secretary, at Is, Tnhon-street, Westminster.
C. WONTNER SMITH I

MAURICE E. WEBB J
Hon Sees.

THE SOCIETY OF AECHITECTS.
STAPLE IXX BUILDINGS, HOLBIIRN, W.C.

VISIT to BATH, .lUXE 13th to Isth, 19117. Open to members and
friends. Ladies are specially invited. Programmes may be obtained

from the SECRETARY. Tel. 1852 Holborn. Tel. "Crypt, London."

CALLEXDER'.S CABLE AND CONSTRUC-
TION CO.—The 11th annual general meeting of

the shareholders in the Callender's Cable and
Construction Co., Ltd., was held on May 30. at

Hamilton House. Victoria Embankment, E.C.

Mr. Henry Drake (chairman of the company)
presiding, said that when he addressed the
shareholders last year he stated that the ac-

counts and balance-sheet were the most pro-

sperous that had ever been presented, but he
was happy to slate that the accounts now sub-
mitted showed an advance even on tlie accounts
of the previous year, amounting in all to about
£2,000. Nearly every item showed an increase.

—Mr. T. 0. Callender, the managing director,

said the year had been a very satisfactory one;
but, none the less, it had been an exceedingly
trying one to the management and tlie

directors. They had had great difficulties in
maintaining their position, for various causes.
No money was available for new enterprises.
The proposed legislation with regard to electric

suppl.y. both in London and elsewhere, had con-
siderably reduced the disposition of electric

undertakers to extend or to go into new enter-
prises. On the top of that they had the diffi-

culty with regard to the price of copper. In
the early part of the year copper varied in value
from about £80 per ton. but at the end of July
last it began to rise, and continued to do so,

until it reached £115 per ton. They could
imagine that it was not a bed of roses to the
directors to carrv on a business or to secure
contracts when the main article in which they
were dealing had risen no less than £30. or
nearly 50 per cent. In spite of all that, they
liad not done badly. The English trade had
been poor, the cables that had been used had
been for the extension of existing networks
rather than for new contracts; but there were
so many networks now in existence, that the
necessary extension of existing networks
amounted to a not insignificant sum in itself.

In order, however, to fill up the gap made by
the want of natural increase in the new
electrical supply companies and stations, they
had devoted their attention very largely to
foreign work, and in doing so', they had
endeavoured to liold their own up to now in a
most effective manner. He had just recently
returned from a lengthy voyage in India and
Burniah; his brother, and the assistant
manager, Mr. James Callender, had been for
some time in Canada; one of their managers
had recently returned from a long trip in
South America; and another manager had, on
many occasions, recently visited nearly all parts
of the Continent, with a view of introducing
and extending their operations. Not onlv that'
but their manager in India was leaving in a
few days for China and Japan. Therefore,
there were few parts of the world where cables
were Hkely to be used in which this company
was not properly represented, and represented
in a satisfactory maT^ner. (Hear, hear,)

Wherever they were doing work, business was
extending, anil this was especially the case in

India, where they had a very fine business open-

ing up. and where he hoped they would be a
power in the land for many years. With regard

to their own works at Erith, they had kept

them in first-class order. The amount they had
spent on maintenance was a little less than last

year; but since then they had maintained in

even a better condition than they had ever

done before. Witii regard to the coming year,

it was. of course, impossible for anyone to

prophesy ; but he could only say that they were
doing everything they could to keep their busi-

ness up to the high state of efficiency which it

had been in in the past. The difficulty with which
they had to deal was the uncertainty of the

position, for wdiile copper stood at £115 per
ton, and the normal price should be about £80,
consumers of copper would not enter into con-

tracts; they would delay doing so. in the hope
that copper would reach a lower level.

Although the present was the 11th year of the
existence of the company, it was really the 25th
yeai' of tlie operation of the business. The
original shareholders received 325 per cent, on
their money during the 25 years, and the
shareholders in the company had received 157

per cent, during the 11 years that the company
had been at work.

LATEST PRICES.
IKON,

Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15

Rolled-Steel Joists, English 7 5 0,, 7150
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Rotmd, or
Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh B 15 „ 6 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs, 8 0,, 8 15
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £3 15s. to £9.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton. .

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £13 10 ... £14
Best ditto 14 ... 14 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

0to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.'W.G.
9/6 10/- 10/6 11/- 11/3 12- 12 9 13 6 14 6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Cohmins £6 10 to £8 10

Cast-iron Stanciions 6 10 „ 8 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing liVire 9 5 0,, 9 in

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

Galvanised. 9 0,, 9 10

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17 „ 4 17

Cut Floor Brads 10 10 „ 10 10

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 10 „ —
Cast-iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7 Q
4in.to6in 6 0,, 650
7in. to 'itin. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall llOs. Od, to 117s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 70s, Od, „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes 67Jp.c.

Wnter-Tubes 62J „
Steam-Tubes 57J „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 ,,

Galvanised "Water-Tubes 50 ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,,

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Spelter, Silesiav £20 to £'26 10

Lead Water Pipe, Town 23 17 6 „ —
„ „ „ Country '24 12 6 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '24 7 6 „ —
„ ,, ,, Country 25 2 6 „ — '

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 25 7 6 „
—

„ „ ,, „ Country 26 2 6 „ —
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 26 17 6 „ —
, „ Country 27 12 6 „ —

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 25 17 6 „ —
,, ,, Country... 26 12 6 ,,

—
Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) Town 25 17 6 „ —
„ „ „ „ Country 26 12 6 „ —

Lead Shot, in •2«'lb. bags 15 „ 15 5
Copperiiheets, sheathing ar.d rods 120 „ I'JO 10

Copper, Bi-iUsh Cake and Ingot... Ill „ 112

Tin, Straits 1;I2 „ 192 10

Do., i;nglish Ingoto 192 10 „ 193
Pig Lead 2115 „ — -

Sheet Lead, Town 23 7 6 „ —
„ „ Country 24 2 6 „

"

—

Genuine 'White Lead 27 15 „ — '

Refined Red Lead 25 „ —
Sheet Zinc 35 „ —
Old Lead, against accoimt 10 7 6 „ —
Tin per cwt. 11 „ —
Cut Nails (per cwt, basis, ordinary
brand) 11 9 „ —
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I £22 10
17 10
7 5
9
5
9 a
7 10
6 10
5 IS
7 5
5
5
9 5
18

3
5 IS
6
8

TIUBEB.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 15

,, Bangkok „ ... 9 5
Quebec Pine, yellow ,, ... 4 2 6

„ Oak „ ... 5
„ Birch

, ... 2 12 6
.. Elm 4 2
., Ash „ ... 4 5

Dantaic and Memel Oak „ ... 3 5
Fir 3 15

\>h. Quebec „ ... 4 2 6
Birch, New Brunswick... „ ... 2 7 6

Quebec „ ... 2 7
Elm 4
I'.i'x, Turkey per ton 6
idar. Cuba per ft. sup.

J itrah planks per ft. cu. 2
Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 10
Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4 o

St. Petersburg 4 o

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12(t. by IJin.
by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, Ist £21 to £35
„ 2nd 17

3rd 11
Canada Spruce, Ist 11 10

2nd and 3rd 9 10
New Brunswick 9
Ri?a 8 10
St. Petersburg 8 5
Swedish 7 10
Finland 9
WbiteSea 10 15
Battens, all sorts 6

Flooring Boards, per square of lln. :—

1st prepared £0 11 3 to £1
2nd ditto 12 9 „ 16
Other qualitiea 4 9,, 14

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S.. pipe £37 10 to £45
Memel, cr. pipe 220 0,, 2.30

Memel, brack 190 ,, 200

, 23 10

, 13 10

, 16 10

„ 11 10

, 9 5

, 9
, 17

, 20 10

, 9 10
, 20 10

, 13

WOOD.
BfiLDis'rt Wood. At per standard.

Deals : 3in. by llin. and 4in. by £ s. d. £ s. d.
9in. and llin 13 10 to 15

Deals: 3by9 13 „ 14
Battens : 2Mn. by 7in. and 8in.,
and 3in; by Tin. and Sin 11 „ 12

Battens
: 2J by 6 and 3 by 6 10 less than

7in. & Sin.
Peals : seconds 10 lessthanbest
Btttens : seconds 10 ,, ,,

-'in. by 4in. and 2in. by 6in 9 to 10
Lin. by 4]in. and 2in. by oin. ... 8 10 „ 9 10

Fi ireign Sawn Boards

—

lin. and IJin. by Tin 10 more than
battens.

iin 10
Fir tirnher : best middling Danzig At per load of 50tt

orMemel 4 10
Seconds 4
Small timber Sin.tolOin.) 3 12 6
Small timber 6in. to Sin.) 3
"wedish balks 2 10

Pitch-pine timber i30ft. average) 4

to

JoiN'EEs' Wood.
White Sea : first yellow deals,

3in. by llin
3in. by 9in
Battens, 2Hn. and 3in. bv Tin.

Second yellow deals, Sin. by iin...

3inbv9in...
Battens, 2iin. and 3io. by Tin.

Third yellow deals, Sin. by llin.
and 9in

Battens, 2}in. and Sin. bv Tin.
Petersburg first yellow deals.

Sin. bvllin
Do. Sin. by Sin
Battens

Sec. .nd yellow deals, 3in. by llin.
Do. Sin. by 9in
Battens ..','.'.''.

Third yellow deals, 3in. by liin.
Do. 3in. byOin
Battens

White Sea and Petersburg-

First white deals, 3in. by ;iin.

M ., Sin. by 9in.
Battens

Second white deals, Sin. by iiin!

>f „ Sin. by 9in.
" „ battens

Pitch pine: deals
Trnder2in. thick extra

xell->w Pine—First, regular sizes
Oddments

Seconds, regular sizes
Yellow Pine oddments
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube..

Danzig and Stettin Oik Logs—
Larje, per ft. cube
Small

24
22
16 10
18 10
IT 10
13 10

At per standard
to 25

„ 23

„ 18

„ 20

„ 19

„ 14 10

13 10
11

15
12

21
18
13 10
16
14 10
11
13
12 10
10

14 10
13 10
11
13 10
12 10
10
15

10
41
32
.33

28
3

22 10
19 10

15
IT

16
12 10
14
14

11

„ IS 10

,, 14 10

„ 12

„ 14 10

„ 13 10

„ 11

„ 21

,, I

and over.

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube..
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,
as inch

^in. do. do !!!!..."!!

Dry Mahogany— Honduras, T^
basco, per ft. super, as inch

. .

Selected, Figury, per ft.* sup^r.
^^aainch
Dry Walnut. American, per ft.
super, asinch

Teak, per load ........' 17
American Whitewood Planks, per

tt. cube

8}
7

10

4

22

3 6
2 9
6

9}
8

1

2 6

, 13 6
, , 18
, 11 6

9 , 15

Prepared Flooring, &c.

—

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and Per square.
shot £0 13 6 to £0 17 6

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched OHO „ 18

IJin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 18 ,, 10

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
shot 12 „ 1« 6

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 12 6 ,, 15

IJin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 15 ,, 16 6

Jin. by Tin. yelUnv, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ... 11

lin. by Tin. ,, „ ... q 14
Jin. by Tin. white „ ... 10
lin, by Tin. ., ,, ... O 12

6in. at 6d. to Od. per siuare less than Tin.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto

^^ ... a 4
Red Corsehill, ditto

,, ... 2 2
Closeburn Red Freestone, ditto ,

„" 2
Ancaster. ditto ....'. ^^ .,, 1 10
Greenshill, ditto "

,, "„ 1 10
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at Nine Elms). „ .*.'."

1 9i
Beer, ditto ^^ ... 1 6
Hard York, ditto ^^ _., 2 10
Ditto ditto tiin. sawn bo^ sides, landiiiga,
randura sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two sides,
random sizes ,,013

•All F.O.R. London"
Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stationa

per foot cube £0 10
Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot „ ... 16*

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot 1 8J
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station ^, ... 1

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station .. „ ... 1 6
Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—

Brown
"

Whit Bed.
Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... f

Ditto Nine Elms Depot... 1

Ditto Pimlico Wharf '

BRICKS.

White.
Base Bed.

1 61 ... £0 IJi

2 1 2 2J

Hard Stocks £l
Rough Stocks and

Grizzles 1

Picked Stocks for

per 1,000 alongside, in river.

6

Facings 2 6
Flettons 1 8
Pressed Wire Cats. 1 18
Blue Brio died Wire
Cuts 1 3

Red Wire Cuts 1 14 n
Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing .. 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire , . 3 15

Do. BuUnose 4
Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks 3 14
Glazed Bbicks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11

Quoins. BuUnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers . .

.

16 n
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, Cham-
fered. Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Stretchers,
and Header ... 12

Quoins. BuUnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers.. 15 n n
Double Headers ... 14
One Side and two
Ends l.-i

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints ... 14

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2

delivered,

at railway station.

,
delivered

, at railway station.

8. d.
less than best.

Thames and Pit Sand T per vard, delivered.
Thames Ballast 5 6
Best Portland Cement 28 per ton ,,

Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 ,, „
Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 2T9. Od. per ton at riy. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc 2l) x lo .12 12 6 per 1000ofl200atr.stn.
,. ... 16 X 8 . 6 12 tf „ „ „

Blue Bangor ...20x10. .13 2 6 ,, ,, „
20x12 .13 17 6 „ ,, ,,

First quaUty 20x10 .13 „ „ ,,

20x12 .13 15 U „ „ ,,

... 16x 8 . 7 „ „ ,,

Eureka unfading
green 20x10. .15 17 6perl0O0ofl200atr.3tn.

...20x12 .18 7 6 „ „ „
18x10 .13 5 It I, II

... Itfx 8 .10 S ,1

Permanent green 20 x lo. .11 12 6 •1 II II

18x10. . 9 12 6 II 1 1

16 x 8. . 6 Vi 6 II 1, 1,

TILES.
s. d.

Plain red roofing tdeg 42 per 1000 at rly. atatiOQ
Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. „ „
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 ,, „
Ornamental tiles 52 6 „ „ „
Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. ,, „
Ruabon red. brown, or brin-
dled do. Edwards) 57 6 per 1000 ,, ,,

Ornamental do 60 „ „ ^]

Hiptile^ 4 per doz. „ ,|

Valley tiles 3 0,, ,, „
Red or Mottled Staffordshire
do. iPeake's) 51 9 per 1000 ,, „

Ornamental do 54 6 ,. „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 1 per doz. at rly. station
Valley tUes 3 8 „ ,, „" Rosemary '* brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 ,, „
Ornamental tiles 50 „ „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. „ ,!

Valley tiles 3 8 „ „ „
*' Hartshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced 50 per 1000 ,, „
Pressed 47
Ornamental do 50
Hip tiles 4
Valley iles 3

OILS,
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £33 10
Do., brown ,, ...

Cottonseed, refined „ ...

Olive, Spanish „ ...

Seal, pale „ ...

Cocoanut, Cochin ,, ...

Do., Ceylon „ ...

Do., Mauritius „ ...

Palm, Lagos , ...

Oleine , ...

Sperm „ ...

Lubricating U.8 per gaL
Petroleum, refined ,, ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel „ ...

Linseed Oil per gal.
Baltic OU

, ...

Turpentine „ ...

Putty per cwt.

VARNISHES, &c. Per gaUoo.
Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal Oak 10 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Oak ....'....... 12 fi

Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seats of churches U
Fine EUastic Carrisige 12 6
Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale French Oil '!.!!!!.. 110
Eggshell Flitting Varnish 18
White Copal Enamel '. 14
Extra Pale Paper '...'.'.'.'...'. 12
Best Japan Gold Size 10 6

II

per doz.
6

II

£33 10 to £.34 10
31 10 ,1 32 10
31 10

II 32 10
40 II 41
25

II 26
4t> .1 47
40 ,1 40 10
41 „ 42
33 1. »( n
17 5 ;; 19 6
34 „ 33 G

7 .. 8 6
ei .1 81

1 6 ,1 1 6
19 6 .1 1

2 3*11
2 10 „ —
4 0» „
7 B ..

—

Best Black Japan o 16
Oak and ^lahogany Stain , o 9
Brunswick Black q g
Berlin Black *,

o 16
Knotting q lo
French and Brush Polish "

o 10

QI.ASS.
English Sheet Glass : ISoz. 21oz.
Fourths l}d. ... 2}d. ...

Thirds 23d. ... 3id. ...

Fluted Sheet 3Jd. ... 4td. ...

Hartleys English RoUed Plate : Jin.

2Jd.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass :

2601. 32oz. Net.
31d. ... 4M. „
4d. ... Sd.

4id. ... 51d. „
' lein. Jin.

... 2Jd. ... 3d.

White. Tinted
4d. ... SJd.

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
.VPPLY TO—

WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, BiinhUl Row, LONDON, E.G.

TENDERS.
•»• CoiTespondenta wr.uM in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information.

Bi-.\. KHKATii, Staffs. — For erectioa of Primitive
Methodist chap 1. Cx-ksheds. Mr. Wm. F. Edwards, 1,

Xewhall-street, Birmingham, and Blackheath, architect

:

Bridgewater, J., Cradley Heath ... £1,002
(Accepted.)

Blaken'bv.—For alteiations and additions to council
school, for the Gloucestershire Education Committee. ^It.
R. S. Phillips Shire Hall. Gloucest^-r. architect. Quan-
tities by Messrs. Vale and King^ford, St. Aldate-atreet,
Gloucester :

—
Coleman, J
Byard, J..and Sons
Simmonds. J. .„

Cooke. A. S
Saunders and Sons
Jones, W.
Wall and Hook
Freece. E.
Drew. W. F
Walters, E.. and Son
Orchard and Peer
WooUev, H.. and Son
Gritfiths, T

, Collins and Godfrey, Tewkesbury?
• Accepted.

{Continuei on /wy? XX.)

El,913 10
1,850
1,830
1.825 4 6
1.790 15 6
1.725
1.725
1,720
1,690
1.669
1.658 10
1.635
1.626 10
1,5*4
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Borstal— Lakin Memorial rnrc'h at Parish Church £3 d«. ... The Hon. Secretary. Borstal Vicarage. Rochester
Heswall- School (.WO Blaccsi J. H. Giunfly. Clerk, U.D.C. Offices. Hovlake
1 ttoxeter-Eemoilellio? Smithfleld f'jo F. S. Hawthorn. Clerk, Council Offices, Uttoxeter
Pontypridd—Y.M.C. A. Building (Asseseorl £25, £10, £5 G. W. Kankin, Bronheulo?, Church -ulace, Penarth, Glam
Kingstown-Houses lor Very Poor (Asse-osor) £100, £20 M. A. Manning. Town Clerk. Tiiwti Hall. Kingstown, Ireland
Kilkenny- Carnegie Lilirarv !£1,8C0 limit) K. O'fonnell. Town Clerk. City Hall. Kilkenny
Manchester- Institutional Church (Manchester Archta, only) J. S. Oihson, F.EJ.B.A.. 5. Old Bond-street, W. .

Weymouth— Designs for Pavilion r. lOOgs H, A. Huxtable, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Weymouth
London, S.W.-County Hall (R. Norman Shaw, E.A., and
W. E. Rilev. I'.R.I.B.A., Assessors) £210 to each competitor in final The Architect, L.C.C., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W

Sannegardsviken, Sweden -Uuay and Wharf Gotebnrgs Stads, Byggaradskontor, Marten Krakowkatan 5.

.„ ^ Gothenburg
Bethnal Green, N.E.-Municipal Offices (Assessor) £100, £50 E. Finch, A.M.I.CE., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Fethnal Green, X.E.

June 15

„ l.T

24
1
1

2

July

Aug. 27

Sept. 2
No date

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Barry—Hospital. Wyndham-street
Khanka— Lunatic Asylum
Thome— Primitive Methodist Church
Stainland— Fireproof Mill
Alfriston—Elementary School
Terrington St. Clement-Shop and House
Stockport—Engine-House
Tonyrefail-Fifty-four Houses on Capel Estate
Seacombe Ferry—Repairing Hydraulic Tower & Engine-House
Pentre—County Court OlBces
Levenshulme— Rebuilding Pack Horse Hotel, Stockport-road
Mortlake, S.W.— Electricity Works Extension
Euncom— Schools, Balfour-road
Chelmsford- Post Office
Swanage—Wesley Centenary Hall and School
Isleworth—Works at Grosvenor House and Dundee House
Middlesex—Alterations to Classrooms at Feltham School
Troedyrhiw—Twenty-Eight Houses
Pontefract—Additions to Central Cafe
Gendros— Alterations to School
Leeds—Tenement Buildings
Gilfach Fargoed— School
Penydarren—Adding Chancel and Vestries to Parish Church ..

Waunarlwvdd—Additions to School „
Old Trafford— School, Stretford-road
Pengam-School
Narborough—Isolation Hospital at Asylum
Llansamlct—Alterations to Peniel-green School
Fraserburgh—Houses, King Edward-street
Maindy, near Cowbridge—Forming Playground at School
Aber-BarL'oed— Additions to Smiths' Arms
Creigian— Residence, Stables, and Cottage
Tonypandy— Rebuilding Cross Keys Hotel

BUILDINGS.
Urban District Council J. C. Pardoe, Surveyor, 160, Holton-road, Barry, Wales
Ministry of Public Works, Cairo The Commercial Intelhgence Branch, 73, Basinghall-street, E.G. ...

G. Smithson, A.R.I.B.A., la. Bond-street, Leeds
B. Taylor and Sons C. F. Hor.-fall .and Son, Architects, Lord-street Chambers, HaUfax
East Sussex Education Committee ... F. J. Wood, County Surveyor, (^'ounty Hall, Lewes

Walker and Walker, Architects. Wisbech
Halliday and Co - E. C. Mills. Engineer. 40, Victoria Buildings, Manchester
Ehondda Tonyrefail Building Club... Rhys S. Griffiths, M.S. A., Tonypandy, Rhondda
Wallasey Urban District Council W. H. Travers, Engineer, Public Offices, Egremont, Cheshire

W. ri. Morgan, Architect, Post Office Chambers, Pentre
Watson, Woodhead, and Wagstaffe... N. Hartley Hacking, Architect, 50, Blackfriars, Manchester
Barnes I'rhan District Council G. Biuce Tumes, A.M.I.CE.. Surveyor, High-st., Mortlake, S.W...
Administrative Sub-Committee John Lightbum, Clerk, Education Offices, Town Hall, Runcorn ...

H.M. Commissioners of Woiks The Secietary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
W. T, Chinchen and Son, Architects, Wimbome

Brentford Union Guardians William Stevens, Clerk, Union Offices, Isleworth,W
London County Council G. L. Gomme, Clerk, County Hall, Sprmg Gardens, S.W
Olantatf Building Club Trustees T. E. Rees, Architect. Gemant. Merthyr Tydfil ....

Geo. Hemmant Garsideand Pennington, Architects. Pontefract
Glamoigan County Cr uncil .. W. E. E. AlUn, lieputy Clerk, Wcstgate-street, Cardiff
Unhealthy Areas Committee W. T. Lancashire, CityErgineer. Municipal Buildings, Leeds
Glamorgan County Countil W. E. R. Allen, Deputv Clerk. Westgate-street, Cardiff

E. M. BiuceVaughan.'F.R.I.B.A., Cardiff
Glamorgan County Council W. E. R. Allen, Deputy Clerk, Westgate-street, Cardiff

lEducatiun Authority F. Mee, F.R.I.B.A., 32, Victoria-street, Manchester
Glamorgan County Council AV. K. R. Allen, Deputy Clerk, Westgate-street, Cardiff
Visiting Committee Everard, Son, and Pick, Architects, ti, Millstone-lane, Leicester
Glamorgan County Council W. E. E. Allen, Deputy Clerk, Westgate-street, Cardiff

W. S. F. Wilson. Architect, Broad-street, Fraserburgh. N.B
Glamorgan County Council W. E. E. Alien, Deputy Cleik, Westgate-street, Carditf
D. F. Pritcharil Geo. Kfntlicle, Architect, Station-road, Bargoed, Wales
J. S. Davies Evans, Williams, \- Evans, Architects, P.O. Chambers, Pontypridd
Crosswells Cardiff Brewery Co James T. Jenlins, Architect, Forth. Rhundda
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IRE iUGHi Jt) VUTE AT THE
IXSTITUTE.

'Sir. H. W. Wills raised a question of a

iar-ieaching chaiacier at last Monday's
meeting of the R.LB.A. bj- his motion
" That a clause be inserted in the revisetl

by-laws empowering the taking of a poll on
any professional question on the signed
requisition of twenty-tive members of the
Institute." If there is one thing which an
Englishman likes better than the privilege
of grumbling, it is the privilege of voting,
and, at first sight, at any rate, it seems
only reasonable that the members of an im-
portant institution like the R.LB.A.
should have the right of expressing their
opinion upon all matters of importance.
Many people tliink that the great flaw- in
the British Constitution is the absence of
satisfactory means of discovering the deti-

jiite opinion of the electorate of the
country upon any one important matter.
If a measure passes the House of Commons,
and is thrown out by the Lords, the only
way to tind out whether it is imperatively
desired is to bold a general election, wheii
that one question is immediately obscured
by the raising of several others, and a
fresh House of Commons is then returned
which may or may not represent tlie

people's voice upon the question most im-
mediately at issue. To a certain extent, the
-ame sort of thing applies at the Institute.
Certainly it is not the nation's affairs
which are determined there; but yet they
are of importance enough to the members
of a great profession. But the Institute is
ruled by a Council, and this Council is fre-
quently elected upon other grounds than
ithose of the profession's politics. There
have occasionally been times when the elec-
tion has been taken upon a definite issue

;

but these have been extremely rare. Be-
sides this, it takes place at definite periods,
and not necesarily when important matters
are of the greatest urgency. Doubtless the
Council consider each thing, as it arises, on
its merits, so far as they are able to do so

;

out it can rarely be said that their views
are representative of those of their con-
stituents.

At the present time, there exists
machinery for taking a poll of the
members upon any resolution which has
lieen passed at a general or special meeting,
affecting the property or management of
the Institute or any professional question.
But it IS essential that the resolution shall
have oeen passed by a majoritv of at least
two-thirds of those present and having a
right to vote thereon before a poll mav'be
claimed. It has happened upon several oc-
casions that members have very much de-
sired to tak? a poll, but have been pro-
hibited because the motion on which it
v.-.nild have been based has been negatived,
or has been passed by a less majority
than two-thiids—which has the same effect
as negation. This is what happened a fort-
night ago with regard to the Countv Hall
Competition, and althoush it was a matter
upon which, in our opinion, a jmII would
lianllyJiave been justified, it may vet serve
as an immediate illustration of "tlie point.n may well be argued that the reasonable-
ness of demanding a poll of the whole Insti-
tute does n.it necessarilv depend upon the
exact wording of a resolution : for this is
«hat It comes to. A resolution propoundedm one way may be passed, while if it had
oeen jM-opnunded in the opposite sense it
would have been rejected

; yet the principle

involved would in either case be the sam^'.

SSo worded that it obtained sanction, a poll

could now be claimed, while it would be

barred under By-Law 62 if it had been
worded in the opposite sense. An anomaly
such as this obviously needs correction. If

the power of referring important questions
to a plebiscite be admitted in principle, as
it is under the present by-laws, it should
obviously be op?iative without a restric-

tion sucli as this, which acts occasionally
in an unexpected way.

Some safeguards must be provided
against improper use of the poll by a clique
bent upon the mere obstruction of business.
Jlr. Wills's proposal is to insist upon the
requisition for it being signed by no less

than twenty-five members. He makes no
distinction between Fellows and Associates,
and here we think he is right, as the two
classes are iiuu-e and more nearly approxi-
mating to eacii other as time goes on, and
must eventually, if not immediately, be
merged into one. At present the document
need only be signed by six ; but then they
must all belong to the class of Fellows. He
makes a mistake, however, when asking
that on such a requisition being made a
poll should be taken on any question,
whether it had previously been submitted
to discussion or not. The limitation under
the present i)y-laws of the right to demand
a poll to questions which have been clis-

cussed at a general meeting is a right one,
and ought to be maintained. There are
many things which need ample discussion
for their proper elucidation, and the
printing in full of such a discussion
is a most valuable guide to those at
a distance who may be suddenly called
upon to vote on perhaps a momentous
matter. Public discussion, such as is

now requisite, after due notice thereof
has been given, prevents questions
being suddenly sprung upon the Institute
without warning. If it were not retained.
it would be possible for a small party, who
desireil to s]5ring a surprise, to secretly pre-
pare the ground, and have circulars
jirinted in advance, so as to place their
views, as an er-parte statement, before the
membors immediately the ballot-papers
w;eie issued, and before any who held oppo-
site opinions had time to formulate or ex-
IJiess them. The object of a poll is to decide
important matters after they have been
fully discussed, and not to rush the views of
a few into undue prominence. Speaking
generally. Mr. AVills is to be applauded for
having brought the matter forward, and
provided that sufTicieiit safeguards be ap-
jjlied, there is no reason wliy the by-laws
should not be amended as he suggests.

It came out on Monday evening that the
proportion of I-ondon and provincial
members of the Institute is about equal,
and the view was expressed that frequently
these two moieties into which the Institute
may be divided are in sharp conflict upon
matters of great importance ; with the re-
sult that the London view invariably ob-
tains the better hearing and a prepondera-
ting vote, owing to the difficulty which pro-
vincial men experience in attending meet-
ings held in the Metropolis. The President
endeavoured to minimise tlie importance of
this, saying that it was no great hardship
for anyone to come to London once or twice
a year fir the purpose of recording his
vote upon a matter of urgency ; but even in
a thin meeting, attended by "but few other
lliaii Londoners, this met with distinct dis-
approval. If the President were himself a
pocr, struggling man. he would probably
tliink It no little thing to have to go to
Edinburgh or to Dublin for the purpose of
voting. -Anything which rouses greater
interest in the proceedings at headquarters
amongst those at a distance must be a bene-
fit to the Institute as a whole, and nothing
can more surely do this than the power of

Voting wiien occasion really demands a
poll.

'

Another point which was made at the
inee;ing, though it was hardly pressed so

thoroughly as it might have been, was that
of the unwisdom of permitting a poll unless
there be a tolerable equality of votes

upon the matter at issue when it is

brougiit up in the Institute room. In this

respect the present by-laws arc grievously
at fault. They only permit a poll to be
taken when a motion has been carried by a
two-thirds majority ! This is a fairly con-

clusive vote, and such as sliould more pro-

jierly exclude than necessitate an ajipeal to

the general membership. It would be more
reasonable to permit it to be claimed upon
any professional question after discussion
at a general meeting when the majority
either in favour or against the motion did
not exceed two-thirds of those present ami
entitled to vote: the wording being thus
left very much as it is at present, and it

being borne in mind that "entitled to

vote" is a very different thing from
" voting." •o^
ESSEXTIALS IX ARCHITECTURE.

Lacy Garbett's "Principles of Design,"
issued in Weale's series more than a
generation ago, may have been long con-
sidered by some as out of date; but no one
could revert to his pages without obtaining
many suggestions and much useful reading.
Xot a few of our best arcliitects who studied
this almost forgotten little book during
the last half of the nineteenth century were
considerably influenced by the author's
genius, though possibly the younger
generation now might deem his
"principles" somewhat old-fashioned in
their ethical aims and methods of expres-
sion, though they are, in the main, still as
true as ever. The "true principles" cf
Pugin. also, have only too soon been lost

sight of, while Ruskin, perhaps, even
hardly holds his place so fully in the read-
ings of the pupils of to-day as might have
been expected. As to whether Mr. Belcher's
charmingly-written and, to us. convincing
pages in this only too slight but delightful
handbook in design* will hold their own
as they deserve to do in the next generation
must remain for the future to tell

—

fashions change so quickly, and changes
succeed each other so unrelentingly. Suf-
ficient now to know that so capable .m
architect and so accomplished a writer as
Mr. Belcher has, in the niidsl of a busy
practice, made time to indite a guide more
adapted to the needs of to-day. not only
with a view of enabling the public anil
cultured classes to at least in some degree
reasonably estimate the triumphs of
historic architectural art apart -from the
trammels of archseology, but to judge of
contemporary buildings more intelligently,
and with due regard to arcliitecture as a
living art. Beyond this wholesome aim,
by which the late President of the Institute
tells us he has been actuated, there is like-
wise the healthful influence wliich his essay
cannot fail, even more suridy perhaps, to
exercise on the professional reader, either
old or elementary. We particularly wel-
come the timely impressions thus to b-e in-
sured for the advantage of the youthful
student midst nil the busy curricula of
"day and evening schools," which,
though so hel]iful and sij necessary, are
liable to obscure, by the multiplicity of
their detail, the few dominating principles
which Mr. Belcher has so graphically, as
well as consistently, abstracted for lead-
ing prominence. We can recommend his
biiok with unqualified confidence, and bear
testimony to the freshness and succinct-

• Essentials in Archit«^nr.? : an Analysis nf the Prin-
cipled and (Jualitie^ ti be looked for in Building. Bj
JoH.v BtLi-iiES, A.E.A. London : B. T. Batsfori 19C7.
Ne! 59.
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ntss of its literary attainment, while the

author .adds the r.dditiimal weight of a

long, brilliant, practical career, and in

this Mr. Belcher supplies a want which
necessarily was lacking in the influence of

Lacy Garbett, and shall we say also in

that of no less a man than Uuskiu? Grim-
thorpe, on the other hand, spoiled his

masterful theories by th? deplorable exhibi-

know the difhculties of individual cases

wherein the architect v,-as denied a free

hand. AVith Lord Grimthorpe, we know
that he had the unfettered range of a
thoroughgoing autocrat, with the power of

the purse-strings, and unqualified re-

sources. He at least never had to build
a newspaper premises in Fleet-street, or

put up a big trading emporium in the

To abreviate such compactness would only

mutilate its incisiveness, while to isolate

conclusions apart from their context might
incur a false impression. We will, there-

fore, content ourselves by merely recapitu-

lating the main lines adopted as the

chief factors of the argument, these

being of necessitj-, " Truth and Beauty."
always rnd ever to be the great principles.

h

CROWHUrtCiT I'LACE, SURREY.

lion which his attempts in buiklini;

demonstrated. We need not pursue this

inquiry further by bringing into review

some of yiv. Belcher's own executed works

by way of testing the application of his

own principles to his own buildings. That,

perhaps, would be a graceless task, and,

moreover, somewhat unfair, for none can

liistoric way to Tyburn now known as
Oxford-street.

Mr. Belcher's book must not be spoiled
by short extracts here. Its very com-
pendiousness, so grateful to the busy
reader, and so acceptable to the sym-
pathetic reviewer, precludes such a

handling in a brief notice of this nature.

Then follow "Qualities," which come ol

"Strength." •'Vitality," "Restraint,'!
" Retinement," " Repose," with the aci

companying characteristics of " (irace,

"Brfadth," and "Scale." "The Factors I

dwelt upon are " Proportion," " Light anl

Shade," "Colour," "Solids and Voids,!

,with their concomitants, " Balance ailj
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Symniftry. " Fciurthly, as essential con-

stituents, come ' Materials," such as

Stone."' " Wood. " " Metals," brick and
clay productions with th^ rest. " Glazed
Faience," with all its risks and artistic

dangers, dots not appear to be noticed,
though East Basliani Hall is quoted as a
good example of the right use of terracotta.
We certainly know no better English
example, and entirely agree with tl;e

author, who is right, too, in urging th.at

soft rubber bricks do not niak." good
quoins, :is the harder material ought bj-

preference to enclose the softer, and not
the other way about, as in the Robson and
Stevenson Board schools, clever as th?y
v.'ere, and in many ways so admirable,
during the " seventies." Steel framed
instruction is fittingly described, and
'ome terrible examples are illustrated. This
style of building makes a problem y:t to

be artistically solved, and clearly the
Americans who invented the process have
thereby attained possibilities of altitude
which make an artistic solution well-nigh
impossible in their "sky-scrapers," of
which the " Full.-r " building, Xew York,
is only an example. ^Ir. Belcher illustratts

and describes the pixicess, while as another
"awful example," ho shows a "modern
shop," standing on plate glass, with a
terror of a corner turret above, and over-
sailing balconies only rendering confusioii
more confounded. Tlie book is full of good
"ancient" specimens in illustration
! f the principles enunciated, and
liuildings are shown with this end
from Italy, France, and England, but
these are entirely what may be classi-

tied as "old work" (except the Houses of

Parliament), and thus the popular reader
will miss the gain of being shown some
lielpful contemporary buildings, in ex-
emplification of the dictum set out in tli'-

preface whereby the uninitiated might
reasonably have been led to presume that
he would be shciwn by recent evidence how
to recognise and distinguish the varying
elements of beauty in a mansion, a church,
or a cottage, not to mention our public and
municipal buildings—to know vhij this is

admirable, and that detestable ; to separate
the good from the b-id. That the volume
will help the thoughtful reader to rightly
initiate his studies we do not hesitate to
affirm, but even though the choice might
have involved responsibility, and even,
perhaps, have appeared somewhat in-
vidious, still it would h?.ve added much lo

.
the real value of the book to have had such
typical contemporary illustrations. The
old examples given are representative
and convincing enough in their wav.
and also they are well and thought-
fully chosen. Still. as "ancient"
specimens, they cannot really serve as
modern exponents of the principles evoh'eii
under contemporary conditions. We quite
understand the difficulty, but it should
have been fairly faced, and the whole ques-
tion involved in Mr. Belcher's book de-
served to have been more fully developed
and worked out to a conclusion. By way
of enabling our readers to see the styla of
illustration adopted, we give two of them,
Tlie first is Honington Hall, AVarwick-
shire

; the second. Crowhurst Tlace.
Surrey. They differ entirely in style, but

;
they are equally charming, and thoroughly
English.

CHURCH DECORATION.
Architects and the clergv are often at a

lo.ss to find capable firms able to carry out the
work of decoraiion in churches and other
public buildings, and the restoration of the

The decoration of churches and public
buildings in large towns is often obscured bv
the dirt and dust deposited by the atmo-
sphere, the acids in which attack the painted

work and render redtcoration necessary at

considerable expense, whereas an occasional
cleaning and restoration at a comparatively
snnill cost enables the work to be niaintaitied
for many years. This can generally be
effected without undue interference with the
usual services.

Here is whjre the economical and artistic
resourcis of specialists really used to the
v.ork come in. From our own experi-nce of
nearly fifty years, ne should have no hesita-
tion in availing ourselves, in such circum-
stances, of the aid of a firm lik Messrs.
Campbell. Smith, and Co., of 2.i, Newman-
street, W. in .some sixty churches we have
noted the progress and completion of their
work, which is always satisfactory, and
g.^nerally completed without interruption of
the use of the building.
When one rememDers , the horrors in

• church decoration ''
still perpetrated by the

local ••artist," it is worth bearing in mind
that money can be saved, and the best effects
secured, wliether the job is mere tinting and
harmony of colour, or a really ornate scheme
of general decoration, by entrusting the work
to a firm such as that we have mentioned.

QUANTITIES.— IX.

A Det.icheu Residexce Me.^svred .\xd Billed,

T.iKixG 07:

2

By the Author of " Estimating," &c.»

: DRAIN".\0E (coil/iniirti).

FroWde and fix >- iunctinn-s with
outlets on top and brin;? up a
pipe from them within a feot of
the surface, and provide patent
stoppers. The position of ttie

cleansing eyes will have to be

I

marked on the wall.

I
Allow for te^tinsr the whole of the
drainage by hydraulic pressure

I

or other approved system, and
j

make good any defects.

j

. i The excavation for gas and other
I

I

small pipes will be taken when
the pipes are measured.

Turn to the specification and see that all items
have been taken, marking an upright line through
each item so that when completed the line is one
long one,

HRICKL.lVEIt,

Make a note, "See specification for description

of materials."

The above note will be taken to the abstract

hereafter, and then the description taken in full

to head the Bricklayer's bill.

Commence the measuring of brickwork with the

Hin. walls, refer to the run of those alrciidy

taken in the Excavator for run of trenches and
concrete and enter.

IJ B. wall in mortar (top of foot-
ings to top of plate under ground
floor joists.

2} B. footings to same.

1^ B. add wall '.from ground floor
plate to top of first floor plate).

1^21 7

9
91 2

9
91 2

121 7
11

2/r 2 «
9

23 B. footings to chimney-lreasts,
dining- and drawing - rooms.
These are the return ends only,
the front is taken with wall.

9 14
t>2 14

1 B. chimneybreasts.

2^ B. footings to library ditto.

1 B. chimney-breast.

D.D.

J B. want R.H. of stairs.

1| B. opeDing for stoves.

18

* All rights reserved by the author.—Specification com-
menced on p. 58 of Xo. 2714. For ground plan and section

see No. VH. p. 614.

The above is twiceJ for stove opening to draw-
ing-ioom and dining-room.

(i

9

1} B. ditto library.

i P. opeBing- forgl&zeH duor fx^ fif

(:rawinf(-ruoca.

1 B. ditto to inner rtJrtJL

These descriptions of where the ofienings, i:c.,

are taken are given in full that a ))upi) may read
clearly. Of courte, when experiunceil, he can
shorten them.

5 j B. to outer rereal vl Utcben
3 window.

13

1 B. ditto to inner tlittr>.

20

The next windows in llin. walls are to lava-
tory and w.c. on R.H. Hank.
The D.D. for deduction continues nntil (here

are additions (./•//).

Some surveyors take with the deductions of
brickwork all others to the openings »s they
occur, such a.s fmiiii/x,/j/ii.':ln iiu/, ice. »nd add all

other work, so as to keep them tofitthiT for
identification. This makes a lot mure work for
the assistant who abstiaele. If the room is named
and the floor, there should not be aay difficalty

in a small work. Where there is a large or
intricate building, the openings and roons may
be numbered, commencing frotu left flank and
going round the back, a copy of drawing and
specification being retained by the surviyor.

} B. wiadows to lavatory aad v.r.2/ 3 6
2

14

2 3 10
2 9

21 1

6 9
11

74 3

1 B. inner reveal.

I

1] B. opecMig to bay in library.

You will note this is taVen on the shortest Iin*"

of the splay, as the brickwork is wasted in cutting
it to rough splay.

1

4

6
1

_°1

2
4

3
4

4

8
3
6

5
8 10 '

8
11

6

—

6

44

i B. hall window.

1 B. inner reveaL

i B. entrance door.

I B. inner reveaJ.

1] B. opening tobay, dinuMC-i

93 6

:

Now take the I B. walls as collected in Exca-
vator.

Add.

13 B. footings to I B. vaOs as
scullery, &c.

33 6

I

16 9
1st footing I] B.
2Dd do. 2 R.

m
If

This footing can be taken .'iin. high by Ibe 2
footings laid out, or added together = \i\ B.

33 6
I

IB. wall to top vl ptutc Kae
6 I

ground tl->ur.

; 16 9
,

33 6
I

Ditto op to top of plate tbat
11 3 fti«t floor joist.'^

376 11

5
2 I

5 4
2 9

DJ).

I B. window to scnllery-

20

29 4

This dimension is twice for the w.c. window.

2 9
2 '

3 1

2 9 '

I B. opening for C03I4.

Ditto.

Omit the where there are no inches, Ian
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sure to keep the figures in their proper places and
putting the dot.

i B. opemng scullery entranoe.7

3
21

27 6

33 9

7 4

3 9

67 6
6

Ditto.

li^ B. footings to internal 1 B.
walls.

On the section the fjotings are shown brought
up to take the plate. Take this addition with the
deeper walls farther on.

1 B. wall to top of plate from
footings.

67 6
6

33 9

The plate is measured in to pay for bedding it

on wall.

1 B. wall up to top of plate under
tirst floor.

3J B. footings to kitchen chimney-
breast.

1 6
9

67 6
11

742 6

2}/ 2 3
1

2 3

5 6
10 9

59 2

2/ 7
3

1

1

42

2/ 7
3

42

4
4 6

18

35 3
6

35 3
6

8 9
10 6

5
1 9

5 4

2 tj

12 6
6

2 8

2 B. chimnev-breast.

1 B. doors to dining and drawing-
I rooms.

Ditto kitchen and library.

2 B. to kitchen chimney opening.

Add.

Ij B. footinss to 1 B. wall of
larder and bay windows.

1 B. up to top of plate under
ground floor.

Ditto to larder above same.
10 4 9

91 10
I

6 4

10 6 8 9

D.D.
i B. window outer leTeal.

Ditto inner ditto.

13 4

1

12 6
11 6

7

3 9

7 1

Add.

1] B. footings to bay window of
library.

6 3 3 6
3 6
S 6

12 6

7 4
4 6

33

2/ 7

2
28

2 7 4

1 B. wall up.

DP.
i h. window.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

16
6

8

AdiL

li B. footings to bay window of
dining-room.

This^dimension is a little short of the length
for excavating, measured on the outer line.

16
3 3

' 1 B. up to top of sill.

6
52 2 9

The projections of plinth, ice. will be measured
with facings.

nK5T^ fLOOC.

lO^STfiSi?

53 IB. footing to 5 B. walls

3 cement.

i
13 9

14
'

6
8
8
1

4
8
4

53
11 9

622 9

53

i B. wall in cement.

10 6
1 6

12
3

11 9

These walls would leave off at the top of plate.

1 I DP.
12 i B. wall ail last ilesser height at

3 3 w.c , A:c.)

7
8 3

6 6
2 6

39

57 9

32 6

17 9

8
4

U !>

8 6

Ditto folding doors to dining-

room, &c.

} B. doors to coals and w.c.

Ditto scul'.ery to kitchen.

doors, but really should be a little more to allow

for jamb linings.

t; 6 \ B larder door.

— 16 3

6 6
6

32

Ditto doors of lavatory and w.c

(J KIR.'iT rvooK.

.\M_

5
10 6

57

Ij B. wall in mortar.

9 Flank 2 !>

Front a 9

i 6

Take the 1 B. walls separately, ;>s they ncu of

varying height.

.% 9
I

IB. flank wall I..H. "up" (i.e..

12 6 to the top of it;.

439 5

1} B. chimney breuts to front and
back bedrooms.

r>

4}

4}
2 6
1 2

5 2
pp.
Ij B. opening for stove.

5 2
12 6

129 2

These deductions are usually made the sizes of

2 c
3 6

15 6
10 6

Add .

I U. back wall.
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5/ 1
n e
II 9

102

•2?

^

li

3 6

6
4 3 I

53 10

Ditto to gable over same

\ n, ffindows.

Ditto.

This is measured to the top of plate of eeilins-

joists, then (see section) the base is averaged by

the height.

,

Add.

45 9 I IB. wall round wing.

K) «
, 430 5 2 6
'

11 D
8 ft

22 9

45

This l:i9t wall was taken from the middle ot

window of bedroom at back, where the base of

fiuble terminated.
="

I
DD.

3
2

Ditto gable back end.

Ditto back part of wing as shown
in section, L.H. of gable just

b taken.

1 B. wall front angle of stairs

R.H., shown on front elev. above
the 10.6 taken first item of first

floor.

5
3

15

$ K. window, so: all ted

S 4

3 1)

20

Ditto.

4
I 9

10

Ditto to w.c.

4 4
a 6

10

Ditto,

5
3

13

Ditto ball.'.

5 4
• 3

20

Ditto.

5
' 3

15

Ditto passrge.

;
5 *

1 3 9

Ditto.

1 W 11
' 10

1

209

.\d.».

1 h. wix'l round stair?

11
u 5
S B

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS: THE ANNUAL ELEC-
TIONS.

At the annual business meeting of the

Institute, held on Monday evening, the Presi-

dent, Mr. Thomas E. CoUcutt in the chair,

the scrutineers reported that the results of

the elections for Officers, Council, and
Standing Committees, were as follows :

—

The Couxcil.—President : Thomas Edward
Collcutt. Vice-presidents : James Sivewright

Gibson, Edwin Thomas Hall, Henry Thomas
Hare, Leonard Stokes. Hon. Secretary : Alex-

ander Graham, F.S.A. Members of Council;

ReRinakl Blonifield. A.R.A., M.A.Oxon, F.S.A. i

Jolm James Burnet, A.K.S.A. (Glasgow);
Alfred William Stevens Cross, M.A.Cantab.:
Edward Guy Dawber ; William Flockhart;
Ernest George; John .\lfred Gotch, F.S.A.

(Kettering); Edward Augustus Gruning; Henry
V'aughton Laneliester ; Edwin Landseer
Lutycns; Charles Edward Mallows; Ernest New-
ton; William Alfred Pite ; Andrew Noble Pren-
tice; Ilalscy Ralph *Kicardo; John William
^Simpson; John Slater. B.A.Lond. ; Paul
Waterhouse. M.A.Oxon. Associate Members of

Council: Henry .\rthur Crouch; William
Curtis *Green; Sidney Kyfiin Greenslade:
Stanley Hinge *Hanip. Representatives of

.Mlied Societies: Hippolyte Jean *Blanc, R.S..\.

(Edinburgh Architectural Association); Henry
Dare *Bryan (Bristol Society of Architects)

;

Harry Sutton Cborley, M.A.tixon (Leeds ami
Vorkshiro Architectural Society) : John Francis
^Groves (Cardiff, South Wales, and Monnioiilh.

shire .\rchitects' Society): Edmund Kirby
(Liverpool Architectural Society); William
Manshcld Mitchell. R.H.A. (Royal Institute of

the Architects of Ireland): .lames Milne Monro
•;Glasgow Institute of .Architects): Paul *Ogdcn
(Manchester Society of -Architecls) ; Arthur
Benjamin *Plummer (Xortlicrn Architectural
Association). Representative of the Architec-

tural Association (London); Waller *Cave.

ST.\N"DIXG COMMITTEES.

Fellows : Robert Shekleton.\rt

John James *Burnet
Balfour

:

A.R.S.A. : Edward Guy

Dawber; Ernest George; James Sivewr.ghf

Gibson: Henry Thomas Hare: Professor W dham

Richard Le' labv; Edward Schrcder Prior,

M.A.t:antab. F.S.A.: John Wilham Snnpson;,

Paul Waterhouse, M.A.Oxon. Associate. :
JoU^

Anderson: Arthur Thomas Bolton; 'Ihona^

Raffles Davison: Sidney Kylhn Greensladft:

Thomas Geoffry *Lucas; Edgar '\\ocd. Litep.

T -RE.iFellows : Alfred William Stevens (:ros

M.A.Cantab; John Alfred *Goch, KS.A.,

Edward Schroder Prior, M.A.Cantab. l.S.A.«

Halsev Ralph Ricardo :
Protessor Fiede «^

Moore" Simpson; Protessor Ravensciott El»ey

Smith: Richard Phene Spiers. I. S..A.: Hugft

Stannus. A.R.C.A. ; Charles Harrison rownsend,

Paul Waterhouse, M.A.Oxon. .\ssoeiates.

William Curtis *Green; John Humphreys

*Joiies. B.A.Lond; Herbert *Passinore :
.\rthut

James *Stratton: William Henry Uart

M.A.Cantab.: Percy Leshe \\ aterhouse^

M.A.Cantab. Practice. - l-ejows: W dhara

Henry Atkin Berry: Max Clarke; Altrefl

Williim Stevens *Cross, M..\. CY^tab^: Georje

Hubbard. F.S.A.; Joseph Douglass Mathews.

Svdnev Perks: Herbert Arnold batchell ;
Altiea

Saxon Snell; Thomas Henry Watson: William

Henry White. Associates: EclwardGreenop;

Edwiii Richard Hewitt; Herbert HardiiCKe

Langston: Horatio *Porter. M-A-L^ntabj,

Thomas Edward Pryce : Augustus W dham

Tanner Science. — Fellows: Harry I ercy

*\danis; Thomas William Aldwinekle: M«
Clarke: William Dunn; Matt GarbiUt: Irancis

Hooper: Chailes Stanley Peach; Herbert

Duncan Searles-Wood ; Alfred Saxon t>nell.

Lewis Solomon. Associates: Robert John AngJ,

M.Inst.C.E.: Edmund John Bennett: Henry

William Burrows, F.G.S. :
Edwin Richa .1

Hewitt: Ernest William Malpas *\\ onnaootl

.

Ernest .Alexander Young. ...

The Hon. Auditors are Messrs. Henry fimp

Burke *Downing (F.) and Arthur William

*Sheppard (A.)
* New Members.

On the motion of Mr. Herbert W. WillSj_it

was resolved •• That it be a recommendar

to the Council to insert a clause in

Revised By-laws empowering the taking

poll on anv professional question on W^
signed reciu'isition of twenty-five members'W

the Institute."

The following twenty-five candidates wen^l

elected to membership :—As Fellows (20): t'lH

Dudley Black. Central Chambei", South (.astie-j

street; Liverpool, and " Springside, ^^^™»1
road. Waterloo, near Liverpool: Albert ino""''

Butler. Cradlev Heath : Sidney Burgoyne tau>

field. 17. Bedtord-row. W.C. and 48. Haim t<>n

gardens. St. John's Wood, N.W.: PI" C

Houghton Chatwin, 128. Colmore-row. t^i^

Thornbv, Lordswocd-road. Harborne, Birmin,
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ham; Percy Heylyn Currey. Market-place and
Little Heaton. Derby: Frank Brooklioi!;e
Dunkerley. 17. St. Ann's-square. Mancliester.
and Graythwaite, Hale. Cheshire: Xicholas
Fitzsinions. 13. Lombard-street. Belfast, and
Greenisland. co. Antrim; David Theodore Fyfe.
4, Grays Inn-square. W.C. : Leslie William
Green. 71. Strand. W.C. and £0. Maida-vale.
W. ; John Hartree. Eigne Croft. Herefo.d

:

Hugh Taylor Decimus Hedley. Sunnysiue
Chambers, and 4. The Grove. Sunderland

;

William Murthwait How. 6. Bloomsbury-cquare.
W.C. and Chesham ; Philip Mainwarine Jolm-
ston. 21. De Crespienv-park. Dcnmark-hill. S.E.

;

Walter Scott-Deakin. 12\. Pride-hill, and 25.
Berwick-road. Shrewsburv ; Willie Swinton
Skinner. Edinburgh Chambers. 16. Baldwin-
street, and 6. Chesterfield-road. Bristol; William
Stewart. Newlyn House. 4 and 5. Aldgate, E.C.
and Ecclesbourne. The Avenue. Grove Park.
Wanstead. Essex; Henry Tanner, jun.. Carlton
Chambers. 12. Regent-street. S.W.. and Bos-
combe. Beckenham ; John Alick Thomas.
60. Haymarket. S.W.. and The Croft. Worcester
Park; Herbert Tooley. Council Offices. Queen's-
1-oad. Buckhurst-hill. and The Fairsteal. Roe-
buck-lane, Buekiiurst-hill: and Robert Magill
Young. B.A.. 7; Donegall-square West, and
Rathvarna. Antrim-road. Belfast. As Associates
(oj

:
Thomas Charles Agutter. New Xaval

Works. Shotley. near Ipswich: Samuel Charles
Brittingham. Public Works Department. Mel-
bourne. Victoria. Australia; Walter Hcoker.
2, Broad-street-place. E.C. and 82. Elgin-
crescent. Hollan;! Park. W. ; Kenneth Guccoitc
Rea. 515. New York Life Building. Montreal,
.Canada; and Stanley John Wearing. S. Mill-
stone-lane, and 4, "Upper Tiehborne-Street.
Leicester.

ST. MARGARET- S CHURCH, EASTNEV.
[with LITHOfiR.\PHIC ILLUSm.lTIOXS.

J

The portion of the church already com-
pleted, and shown in the drawing exhibited in
this year's Royal Academy, consists of :i

ehaneel of three bays, .34ft. long by 20ft. wide
and 43ft. high, with an ambulatory oft. wide
screened on each side in the arches of the
arcades, and continuing round the east end
behind the altar. The ehaneel is lighted by

a lancet window in each of the bays north
and south. Beyond the ambulatory on the
north ar^ vestries, with the organ projecting
into the chancel overhead, and on the south
a ehapel 28ft. 6in. long, bv 14ft. wide ano
2nft. high. The reredos, 29ft. high by 13ft.

bin. wide, is recessed for an altar Oft. long,
curved at th_- back over the rctaole, and
domed af the top over the subject of " The
Majesty. " The surround of the reredos,
with its flanking piers for standard lights, is

plated with sheets of brass riveted on. the
border and blocks of the same having acan-
thus and scroll ornament in low relief. The
retable is of white marble, with narrow ver-

tical panels of pale green marble, carrying
a plain brass cross, the two altar lights being
placed on the altar itself, and the seven
sanctuary lamps suspended from the roof in

two horizontal tiers. The subject of "The
Majesty." in the reredos. is treated in tem-
pera, thus ;- The figure of Christ crowned,
and with orb and sceptre, robed all in

white, IS seated on a throne of gold, beneath
which arches the rainbow. The figure of

Christ has the feet resting on the globe, r.nd

from out of this run downwards in winding
course, through a field or ground of vine

ornament, the four rivers of Paradise. At
the lour corners of the throne stand the em-
blems of the Four Evangelists, forming in

general outline beliind the figure of Christ a
large vesica of intense red. Somewhat lower
than "The Majesty. " sit in two tiers the four-

and-twenty elders, whilst above them is a
group of minstrel angels, their wings reach-

ing into the domed top of the reredos. At
the very apex of the dome is "The Dove,"
with rays descending therefrom. The altar

is to be of the same material as the reredos.

but lacquered in silver grey. The altar rails

are in oak, with the emblems of the Evan-
gelists reponssed in metal. The lectern is

in brass, with the following emblems on the

four cardinal sides, namely, the Pelican,
with the nails and scourge, the Dove with the

lily and the lamp, the Fish with the anchor
and the ship, and the Lion w ith the crown and

the palm. The nave, 85ft, long by 35(t. wide,
and 43ft, high, is subdivided into five bays by
stone arches springing from the Hoor across
the nave. The roof following thii curve of
these cross-arches is divided into 18 panels in
each bay, the lowor three panels througbont
being filled with winged and veste<l figures o{
the hierarchy of Heaven, the first bay of the
roof being shown over the chancel arch in the
view of the interior with an important cross
in metal suspended beneath. The clerestory
consists of seven lights in each bay, the three
centre lights being glazed and surrounded by
an arch also springing from the nave floor
with subsidiary arches beneath opening into
the aisles, the latter be.ng lighted by lancet
windows in each bay. Beneath the clere-

story is a frieze with verses in Latin from the
Te Deum. .4t the west end is a baptistery in

the centre, connected by a lobby on each
side with the north and south porches nt
the ends of the aisles. Two bays of the nave
are now being built over the temporary
church, with two bays of the nave
aisles on each side. The portion of the
temporary church beneath the permanent
nave will be removed as each new section i^

built. The church externally is built of red
brick with stone dressings, and plastered in-

ternally also with stone dressings. The in-

cumbent is the Rev. W. A. King King, the
church being built bv Mr. Henry Jones, of
Southsea, from the designs of Mr, John T.
Lee, 1".K.I.B..\.. of CJreac James - .street,

Bedford-row. There will be accommodation
for 8fKt adults when the church is completed.

THE TRAINING OF ARCHITECTS.
The Rede Lecture was delivered in the
Senate Hou.se at Cambridge on Saturday
morning by Sir Aston Webb. R.A. His s\>^
ject was ' The Art of .-Vrchi lecture and the
Training Required to Practise It." The lec-

turer pointed out that architeetnre. though
the mother of the fine arts, was ret the most
neglected. To bo satisfying, arehitectare
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must Ije tilt; iiiclig'Jiiuin expression of the
people ; and there «as a present desire to

discard arolireological methods, and ^tun
again with simple forms, thus following the
example of painting and seulpture. Italian
architects from the fourteenth to the six-

teenth centuries were largely painters, sculp-
tors, and poets, as well as arcliitects. Inigo
Jones and Wren, in England, introduced 'lie

Italian influence. A more elaborate system
^f training was required now than formerly,
owing to the fact that our traditions hail

been lost, and that buildings, both in their
construction and arrangement, were more
ccraplicated than formerly. The present
means of meeting these requirements were
the Royal Academy Schools, the inducements
to study held out by the Royal Institute of
British Architects, lectures and classes at the
University of London, Kings and University
Colleges, the London County Council, the
Polytechnics, the excellent architectural
schools in many of the provincial cities and
towns, and the school and classes of the
Aichitectural Association. In France, the
State, the Academy, and the' architects had
combined to produce on? great scheme in
connection with the Ecola des Beaux Arts, in
which painters, sculptors, and architects all

worked together, with the Prix de Rome as
their final goal. The modern training of fn
architect must include school and practical
Work ; but before ihis he should have had a
good general education, if possible at a
public school and university. The lecturer,
in conclusion, urged the desirabilitv that an
understanding should be come to as to the
part each of the agencies mentioned should
play in the training of an architect. The
cause was a great one. for. with literature.
Ltrchiteoture was the most permanent record
of a nation's life. For some years now a
inslling of the dry bones of architecture had
l>(en heard, and a demand had arisen for a
thorough reconsideration of our system, ir
want of system, in the training of archi-
tects. The lecturer regarded it as of the
greatest moment that there should be a con-
It rence or otherwise to determine the part
which each of the educational bodies con-
cerned were to play in the training of t.n

architect, and he believed the great uni-
versities could do much to help them.

The Abattoirs Connnittee of the City Council
of Hull decided on Friday to recommend the
council to approve of the plans and estimates
for a public abattoir, and to apply to the Local
Government Board for permission to borrow the
sum of £44,556 for its erection.

Alternative plans for the Carnegie Free
Library at Garston have been referred back for
a month by the libraries committee for de-
tailed estimates, and some suggested modifica-
tions of the preponderance of stone in one of the
elevations.

Engineers have been in Hawiok during the
past week in connection with a proposed new
railway scheme. It is tlie intention to form a nev.-
line from .Sheffield through Yorkshire to the
North of Englaiul and proceeding from New-
castle to Hawick, and thence to Glasgow.

At the last meeting of the Tamworth Rural
District Council, the award of the umpire (Mr.
Wainwright) in I lie recent arbitration proceed-
ings between the council and Barningham's
Trustees as to the price to be paid for the site
at Coton for the sewage outfall works was re-
ceived. The amount awarded was £2.895. Tlie
unipire allowed nothing for "special adapta-
bility " of the site. The original claim was for
£5.700.

An unfortunate and unexpected result has in
some places followed the tar treatment of roads
to allay dust caused by motor - car traffic. In
several cases this has had the effect of completely
destroying river fish. The tar was generally
applied in dry weather, and immediately a rain-
storm came it washed the whole of the surface-
water into the river, witli the result that the fish
were killed. '

The Mayor of Morley opened last week (he
lending and reference departments of the Free
Library in the town. Tlie library was built at a
cost of £6,000. through the gift'of Mr. Andrew
Carnegfe, and the public reading-room was
opened last October by Mr. Hall Caine.

Mr. Francis Masev. F.R.I.B.A.. has been
elected president of the Cape Institute of Archi-
tects for the ensuing year.

OBITUARY.
We regret to record the death of Mr. Julius

Alfred Chatwin, P'.R.I.B.A., of Colmore-row,
Birmingham, in his seventy-eighth year,

llr. Chatwin's health had been giving way
for some time, but he had been able to attend
to business matters within two days of his

death, which occurred on Thursday in last

week at his residence in Wellington-road,
Edgbaston. He was the son of llr. John Chat-
win, button manufacturer in Great Charles-
street, Birmingham, and was educated at

King Edward's School in that town. He
matriculated at London University, but did
not proceed to a degree. At an early age he
entered the oflice of Messrs. Branson and
Gwyther, building contractors, who were at

that time engaged upon the extension of the
London and Xorth-Western Railway from
Curzon-street to New-street. In 1851 he was
articled to Sir Charles Barry, from whose
designs the new Houses of Parliament an,l

other important buildings were then being
erected. It was from this association that
Mr. Chatwin imbibed an admiration for
features of the Perpendicular style, which are
found embodied in much of his ecclesiastical
work and designs for school buildings. Mr
Chatwin assisted in making the drawings for
the House of Lords, and during the period of
his articles he attended the evening classes
of the first Schools of Design held at the old
Royal Academy Rooms. Somerset House. On
leaving Sir Charles Barry. Mr. Chatwin com-
menced practice in Birmingham, and ijuicklv
established a high reputation, particularly
for ecclesiastical work. He was selected to
design the new church of St. Martin's. In
connection with the taking down of the pre
viously existing building he unearthed traces
of a structure going back to a much more
remote period than had previously been
imagined. The details of the discovery were
set forth in the late Mr. J. T. Bunce's""' His-
tory of Old St. Martin's." Mr. Chatwin
afterwards restored and enlarged Aston
Church. The first part of the work was so
well carried out that the late Mr. John
Feeney gave Mr. Chatwin carle hlandie in
the matter of completing it by the erection
oi a costly chancel, which was undertaken as
a family memorial. Another notable work
was the provision of a chancel to St. Philip's
in place of what was merely a recess for the
Communion-table. The chancel was d,'^

signed in Classical style with bold rounded
windows and outstanding Corinthian columns
and cornice, which gave to the interior of the
church a dignified and impressive aspect.
Mr. Chatwin was responsible for the commis-
sion being given to th- late Sir Edward
Burne Jones for the designs of the series of
windows afterwards inserted in the church.
He was retained as architect in connection
with the modifications of the interior
airangements required a few years ago to
adapt St. Philip's as the cathedral. Other
of his works were the enlargement of St.
George's,- Edgbaston, i\u- restorations, in-
volving considerable rebuilding and enlarge-
ment, of Edobastoii Old Church and Hands-
viorth Parish Cliurch. Mr. Chatwin also
built or restored St. Augustine's, Edgbaston.
the Catholic -ipostolic Church, Spring HilL
St. Ambrose, Christ Church. Summerfield,
St. Mary's. Bearwood, All Saints', Steeh-
for, St. Mark's. Washwood Heath, St.
Mary's. Acock Green, St. Philip's. Knowio,
St Mary's. Warwick. St. Marv's, Kidder-
inii:ster, IV-nkridge Parish Church, Mai)ple-
borough Green Church, Redditch, Greaslev
Church, near Nottingham, and many others.
Among Mr. Chatwin's numerous public i nd
private buildings are the Great Western
Hotel in Colmore-row; the head offices of
Lloyds Bank; also the same company's bank
in Lombard-street. London ; and branches
in^ a number of provincial towns. The
VVoiverhampton Art Gallery was his design.
His skilful use of terracotta work ^

is

exemplified in the Hen and Chickens Hotel.
New-street, the various branch grammar
schools, and the High School for Girls,
which he designed as architect to the
governors of King Edward's Foundation.
Mr. Chatwin was a lover of pictures, and
for many years was vice-president of the
Birmingham Royal Society of Artists. He
aho took an active interest in the work of

the arcliLcological section of the Midland
Institute. So tar back as 1863 he was elected

a Fellow of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, and he was also a Fellow of the

AiUiquarian Society of Scotland. Mr. Chat-
mil married in 1809 the second daughter of

Jlr. Edward Boughton, of Coventry, and
leaves four sons and four daughters. About
ten years ago he took into partnershiiD his

son, Mr. Philip B. Chatwin, who was elected
a Fellow of the R.I.B.A. at Monday night's

meeting. The funeral took place on Monday
in the burial ground attached to the Did
Church. Edgbaston, and was numerously
attended by representatives of Architecture,
Art, and the Church.

CHIPS.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Londonderry into the application of the
Corporation for sanction to borrow £1,000 for

Deacon's waste-detecting meters, and £1,408 for

the square setting of Duke-street.

By order of the Local Government Board, a
public inquiry into the application of the Norton
Kural District Council to borrow the sum of

£1,222 for the purpose of providing a supply of
wholesome water for the township of Settring-
ton. near Malton. was held at that village on
Friday, by Mr. F. H. TuUoch. M.I.C.E., in-

spector.

The new palace which is being built for the
Bishop of Southwell, at Southwell, is nearly
completed. The cost will amount to about
£9,000. and the architect. Mr. W. D. Caroe.
F,R.I,B,A., has utilised in it the pictvrresque

remains of the ancient palace of the Arch-
bishops of York, which was greatly enlarged
by Cardinal WoKsey, Unfortunately, the walls

of the main building are not of magnesium
limestone like the palace ruins and adjoining

minster, but are of brickwork coated with
roughcast. The archiepiscopal banqueting-
liall will be used by the Bishop for entertaining
large parties of guests, and a new private

chapel has been constructed. There are forty-

nine rooms in the palace, and the upper floors

have been arranged as dormitories for ordina-

tion candidates. Messrs. Fish and Sons, of

Nottingham, are the builders, and Mr. .\. J.

White is the clerk of works. The palace wuo
visited by the members of the Nottingham
Architectitral Society last week.

The Surrey Education Committee liave

finally decided upon the plans and cost of the
teclinical school which is to be erected in Guild-

ford at a cost of £14.673.

Application has been made for the appoi'it-

ment of a receiver for Messrs. Milliken Brothers,

New Y'ork. one of the largest firms of struc-

tural steel bridge builders.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Chigwell into the application of the

Epping Rural District Council for sanction to

borrow £4.683 for works of sewerage and
sewage disposal at Chigwell.

The education committee of the Birmingliam
Corporation have passed plans for a new school

in Leigh-road. WashwooJ Heath, the estimated
cost being £18,000.

An inquiry has been held at Belper. on behalf

of the Local Government Board, into the appli-

cation of the Belper Rural District Council foi

sanction to borrow £13.900 for water-supply to

the parishes of Denby. Horsley. Horsley Wood-
house. Kilburn, Morley. and Smalley.

At St, Sidweir.5 Church. Exeter, on Friday,

Miss Mabel Maude Hems, youngest daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hems, of Fair Park,

Exeter, was married to Mr. Bertram Frederick
Bassil. eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick J.

Bassil. of Bishopsgate-street Without. E.C.. ai.d

Depthing. Westcliffe-on-Sea. Prior to the hour
arranged for the ceremony the whole of Mr.
Harry Henis'a staff sat down to a luncheon
laid in a marquee pitched beneath the shade
of the trees in the grounds of Fair Park. At
its conclusion. Mr. Charles Please, the senior

emplo,vee, proposed the united healths of, and
good luck to. the bride and bridegroom end
their parents. The presents from friends &nd
well-wishers were numerous and valuable.

The .Victoria Memorial Church, erected at

Frankfort-on-Maine. under the patronage of

King Edward, in memory of Queen Victoria and
the Empress Frederick, and dedicated to ?t.

Boniface, was consecrated on Friday b,T Bishop
Wilkinson. The church is a stone edifice, built

on an open square, in Thirteenth-century English

Gothic style. It possesses an organ, and statues

of St. Boniface and St. Columba, and has
tower and spire.
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BuilbiuQ ]:uttllin;cuct.—« I

BROUGHTV FERRY. — Tenders have
now been invited for the building of tlie new
Post Office, and tlie work of erection \.ill

very shortly be put in hand. A public office
v.-ill be provided, and adjoining tliis will Ve
situated the instrument-room and a tf!e-

phone room. To the rear of tlie public oflico
li to be placed the sorting office, and also
bf.ttery-roora. The principal elevations of
the building, which is to be one story high
throughout, are to be faced with white rock
from the jUeadow Quarry, I-'ordell. The
building is to be constructed on fireproof
principles. Drawings have been prepared
at his JIajesty's Office of Works. Edinburgh,
I'l'.der the supervision of Mr. AY. T. O'd-
iieve, F.R.I. B.A., F.S.I., H.ll. Principal
Architect for Scotland, who will control t!;e

erection of the building. The clerk of
works is to be llr. Bland, who is now
supervising the completion of the post-office
a-, St. Andrews. The cost will be £2,o0().

EPSOM.—On Saturday (to-morrow) the
new Long Grove Asylum .Epsom, erected by
the London County Council, will be opened
tor inspection. In"l889 the responsibility for
providing asylum accommodation was trans-
ferred by the Local Government Act, 1888,
from the County Justices to the London
County Council, and the Asylums Committee
of that body—as the statutory authority—has
had the serious responsibility of coping with
the task of providing accommodation for the
greatly-increased number of lunatics. The
number of lunatics in the County of London
for v.hom the Council were responsible to
find accommodation was on Januarv 1. 1890,
10,104. On Januarv 1 of this Vear the
number had increased to 18.841. The in-
crease has. therefore, been at the rate of over
500 a year. The asylum now completed is
the tenth for the County of London, and the
si.xth asylum erected bv the London County
Council. Early in 1903 the want of asylum
accommodation became acute, owing to the
loss of 300 beds at Colnev Hatch Asylum by
the fire which occurred in January. 1903, and
It was decided to utilise a plan' which had
been used for two former asylums at Bexlev
and Horton. The architect." Mr. George T.
Hine, was, however, requested to make°some
important alterations and improvements in
this design. On August 20. 1903, a contract
was entered into with Messrs. Charles Wall,
Limited, for putting in the foundations. An
exceptionally wet season ensued, which de-
layed the final completion of the foundations
until November, 1904. In October of the
same year the tender of Messrs. Foster and
Dicksee. of Rugby, for the superstructure of
the entire buildings was accepted, and their
contract allowed for two and a half years
from the loth of December, in which to exe-
cute their contract, the date fi.xed for the
completion being June 15, 1907, which, bv a
coincidence, is the date fi.xed for the "in-
spection of the asylum. Messrs. Foster and
Dicksee—although losing some three months,
in consequence of protracted negotiations
for, and in the construction of. a branch
railway from Ewell Station—have used such
expedition in the performance of their work
that they completed the buildings nearly
three months before the appointed time, th'e
Committee having possession of the main
asyhini on April 6 of this year. The entire
buildings are constructed" to accommodate
2,020 patients. As has been said, the main
asylum is designed on somewhat similar lines
to those of Bexley and Horton, but with
inany modifications and improvements. In
the first place, it accommodates 250 fewer
patients, these being lodged in villas.
Secondly, the entrance and official block is
6n the south side of the asylum instead of in
Its usiial position on the liorth ; this altera-
tion being due to the southern position of the
main road of approach, by which a saving of
a good half-mile is effected when approaching
the building. The patients' quarters com-
prise wards on each side for the different
classes—viz., sick and infirnt. acute and re-
fractory, epileptics, and chronic quiet and
working patients ; 800 males and 800 females,
fhe wards are in continuous buildings, on

the pavilion principle, all intercommuni-
cating. There are, however, main corridors
communicating with each block for general
service, and through these patients will pass
to the recreation hall, workshops, and
laundry buildings. In the main asylum are
the administrative departments, tlie offices
for the staff, and quarters for the medical
officers and others; ahso a recreation hall,
120ft. by OOft., with a well-equipped stage at
one end; and, adjoining this, a club, or
recreation room, for the attendants and
nurses when off duty. The kitchen and
kitchen offices are to the north of the hall,
and beyond these are the general store and
other rooms under the charge of the store-
keeper. On the women's side are the
laundry buildings, comprising general,
officers', and four washhouses and ironing
rooms, efficiently equipped. These and all
other engineering work, comprising heating,
hot-water supply, electric lighting, and other
electrical works, have been installed under
the direction of Mr. Clifford Smith, the
Asylum Committee's Asylums Engineer. On
the male side are the workshops, in which
patients who are able to work are employed
—tailors, shoemakers, upholsterers ; also "the
carpenters' and plumbers' workshops, and
the engineer's shops and boiler-house, where
steam is generated for heating, cooking,
washing, etc. Electricity for lighting and
power purposes is generated at the Central
Station of the Horton estate, where the
Asylums Engineer has installed an electrical
plant sufficient for lighting three of the
e.Kisting asylums on this estate. Adjofning
the boiler-house is a water-tower 130ft. high,
in which are tanks holding 80,000 gallons of
water. In addition to the main asylum there
are eight detached blocks, or villas, accom-
modating 400 patients. Two other villas,
accommodating sixty-five patients each, are
erected at soine distance from the asylum,
for workers, one near the farm buildings for
men. and the other near the laundry for
women. Lastly, there are two one-story villas,
each accommodating sixty quiet "chronic
cases. A small isolation "ho.spital for in-
fectious cases completes the accommodation
provided for patients. In addition to
quarters for the staff on both sides, there is
a detached block, or home, for nurses, each
of whom will have a separate sleeping-room,
and for whom, as well as for the male at-
tendants, comfortable mess, sitting, and
club rooms are also provided. A detached
residence for the medical superintendent is
erected away from the asylum at one end of
the estate, and a detached chapel of eccle-
siastical design is erected on the south side,
abutting on the Horton lane. Some old farm
buildings on the estate have been restored
and improved, and in addition to these, new
piggeries have been erected, with a farm
bailiff's house, as well as suitable garden
houses, comprising forcing and green houses,
potting sheds, and fruit stores. The cost will
come well within the estimate authorised by
the London County Council, and approved by
the Home Secretary—viz.. £514.313; it being
no\v estimated that £400,000 will cover the
entire outlay. This will show an average cost
of £243 per bed on the 2,020 beds provided,
accounting for everything except land and
equipment. Mr. Thomas Hunter. L.C.C..
has been the Chairman of the Building Sub-
Committee from the beginning, and was re-
elected by the new Council.

Mr. Reginald Ward, of Teignmouth. has been
appointed surveyor to the urban district council
of Alfreton, Derby, at a salary of ,£130 a vear,
rising to £150,

From among 128 candidates, Mr. Edward
Whitwell, of Pleesall, has been elected surveyor
to the Kingswood Urban District Council." in
succession to Mr. H. D. .Strange, resigned.

The Duke of Argyll visited Dunoon on Satur-
day afternoon, and formally opened an addition
to the West of .Scotland Convalescent Homes.
Tile new wing gives accomniodation for fifty

additional patients, enabling the directors to i

accommodate 300 patients, and making the
'

institution the largest of its kind in the United 1

Kingdom. The new building has a frontace of
{

70ft.. and is three stories in height. The arclii-
,

tects were Messrs, Salmon, Son. and Gillespie.
Glasgow.

I

liEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
WARRINGTON AKCHllECTS BANK-

RUPTCY—Before Mr. Registrar Kidgway. at
tlic Warrington Ifankruptcy Court, on Fridav.
Samuel Davies. of 6. Alvanley-terrace, Frotl-
shani. appeared for his public examination in
bankruptcy. The bankrupt stated that he com-
menced business in 187S, without capital. Three
years later he was joined by Mr. C. K. Linakcr.
but since 1893 he had carried on business alone.
The liabilities amounted to ,£1.854 15s. Id., and
the as.sets £65 5s. lid., leaving a deficiency of
£1,789 9s. 2d. He attributed his failure to heavy
interest on loans. law costs, depreciation ot
bouse property and other assets. Iiouseliold and
personal expenditure in excess of income. lie
had borrowed from moneylenders £1,679 10s.,
and had repaid £2,157: but he still owed for
principal and interest .£380. During the las-t

five years he had paid in interest £521. The
exaiiiination was closed.

LONDON BUILDING ACT APPEAL.-ll,e,
case of ' Lilley. Lilley. and .'^kinner, Limited.

"

came before a Divisional Court on Monday, on
the appeal of the London County Council from
the decision of the Tribunal of Appeal reversing
the decision of the Superintending Architect of
Metropolitan Buildings, under the London
Building Act, defining the general line of build
ings on the north side of Pentonville-road, N.,
between Southampton-street and North-street,
Mr. Avory, K.C., who represented the appel-
lants, said the Tribunal ot Appeal had, at I ho
request of the London County Council, stated
a special case, as the question raised was a very
important one, and one which his clients wished
to have decided. The question raised wis
whether erections which had been put up un-
lawfully in a street, or which had been put up
subject to a qualified consent, could be taken
into consideration by the Superintending Archi-
tect or the Tribunal in defining the general
building line. The contention of the Council
was that buildings which were unlawfully in the
street, or which there was no lawful authority
to re-erect, could not form the general buildiii't;

line of the street. On the respondents' behalf, it

was said that the Superintending Architect or
the Tribunal of .Appeal ought to take ii'to

account any buildings which tliey found in the
street. It was said that if they found buildincs
there which in fact came forward, and formed,
in their opinion, a general building line, tho
Architect and the Tribunal could lay it down as
the general building line, although, there was
evidence that the buildings were unlawfully
erected and ought not to be there. It appeared
from the special case that on June 'il. I90i).

the Architect, on the appli^-ation of the Council,
issued his certificate, by whicli he certified that
the main front of the buildings coloured pink
on the plan annexed formed the general line
of buildings on the north side ot i'entonvilli-

road, between Southampton-street and North-
street. On July 5 notice of appeal was piveii.

under Section 25 of the Act. by Messrs. Lillev
and Lilley and Skinner. Limited. The Tribunal
having in t!ie meantime viewed the h'-u.t in t/no.

heard the appeal on August 2 last, when it was
proved that on November 30. 1898. the then
Superinlendin;; Architect had granted a r-ir .'i

cate in respect of the general line of bui!

between Southampton-street and Wincii
street. No appeal was brought against '. tiis

certificate, and no evidence was given that «ir"-e

November 30. 1S98. any buildings or altera* ii>?is

had been erected or made in the pn >

between Southampton-street and Wiirii-

street. The London County Council ad;: I

that the Tribunal, in defining the^gener.'il .

of buildings, could take into a-^'-u'nf a -_

length of street than from S"
to North-street, as the Superii>-

had done in his certificaie of J . .. - .

this the Tribunal did, and they determined tiiai

the general line of buildings on the north file

of the Penlonville-road. betw- "" '

and the south-eastern corner
street, in which part of tlu-

Messrs. Lilley and Skinner's pieiiua*-s *ei-.r

situated, was .as defined by a green line on the
plan, and thus allowed the appeal, ordering
the County Council to pay £60 costs. tlie

learned counsel submitted that the certificate if

the Superintending Architect shoulil have '•m
upheld, and that the building line should II:;

the one-story , shops, which belonged to i! •

respondents, on the appeal. Mr. Macmorraii.
K.C., having, on behalf of the respondents, sur^-

ported the judgment of the Tribunal of Appeal,
their lordships (Justices Darling and A. T. Liu
rence) allowed the appeal, with costs, thus
restoring the certificate of the Superintending
Architect. Leave to appeal was given.««^
Foundation-stones were laid last week of a

Salvation Army hall in Cole-street. Scunthorpe.

The bnilder is Mr. W. Pallish. cf Scunthorpe.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[W»? do T»>:>t hold ourselves responsible for the opinioas of
our eoiresponilents. All coniimmications should be
drawn up as brietiy as possible, as there are many
cUunaAls upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It U particulafly requested that all drawings and all
tHManiutti(!itii>na respectinf> illustrations or litemry matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR uf the Biii.nixi;
Nfws, CJement's House. Clement'-s Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and iK)t to members of the staff by name. Delay
ixnot infraiiuentty otherwise caused. All drawings and
other comraunications are sent at contributors' risKs, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable fgr,
uojou^'bt contributions.

Chaines and Post-^iffice Orders to be made payable to
Thk Stkaao Newsi'apkr CoMi'ANV, Limited.

Ttilegraphie Address :

—" Tinieserver, London."
Telephone No. 103^ Holborn.

NOTICE.
Boand cr^pies oF Vol. XCI. are now ready, and

s^hould be ordered early (pric^ Tis. each, by post
lis. 9d.), as onlv a limited number are done up A
few Iwund volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLT., XLVI

.

XLIX., LKL. r^U LXIL. LXIV.. LXV., LXVI.
LXV'UL. LXVIIL. LXIX.. LXXl.. LXXU.. LXXIIL.
tXXrV., I^XV., LXXVL, LXXVIL, LXXIX.,
J^XX.. LXXXI.. LXXXIL. LXXXIII.. LXXXIV..
tXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVIL, LXXXVIIL.
LXXXIX., and XC. may still be obtained at the
same prioe ; all the other bound volumes are out of print.
Most of the back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers reijuiring any back
numbers to complete volume just ended, should orderat
onci, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handstime Cktth Cases for binding the Buu-inso News,
prJcj is., post fr.'e 2^. id., cm h- obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the I'ubhsher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passa^^'j, Straad, London, W.C.

TERMS OF bUBSCRIPnON.
One Pound per annum (post freei to any pjirt of the

United Kingdom; for the iJnited States, £1 Us. Od. (or
6dol3.30e.gidd). To France or Belgium, £1 6s Od. (or
33fr. 30c.) . To India, £1 6s. Od. To any of the Australian
Colonies or New Zealand, to the Cape", the West Indie.*.

or Natal, £1 (is. Oi.
-^^ The spe::ial rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d. - 5dols. 27c.

for 12 months, and 10s. lOd. ^ 2dols. 6ic. six months.

ADVERTISEMEXT CHAR(iE>.
The charge for Competition and Contract

AdvertisemcQts. Public Companies, and all othcial
advertisements is Is. p,T line of Eight Woi'ds, the fii-st

line coTintiny a.^ two, the minimum charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions. Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisemeotsi is 6d. pL-r line of Eight words
(the first tine counting: as two), the minimu;n chaise
being 43. tid. for 40 words. 8p_'eial terms for series of
mi»re than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publiiher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The ehirge for advertisem^'uts for " Situations

"Vacant" or "Situations Wanted" and " Part-
nersllips,'* is Onk Shillinu inut Tu [•.vTv-i'ont Woiu>s.
iial dixpeace for every eight words after. .1',' Situu'irin

A-i'TfriigfM^tUi must l>_ p,- pa ,i.

^»' Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, CJement's House. Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
"W.C^/re^ of chart) . If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is mide. (See
Xoticeat headof "Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other ptisitions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not Liter tlian 3 p m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and altei'ations in serial advertisements
mM^i reich the office by Tuesday morning to secure
in-sertiuo.

Rrceived.—C. L. and Co.—K. B. H.—Xylonite.—B. S.—
P. T.atidCo.—U. 8. A.-Bebe.—H. and F.-A. G. W.
—M. R.IL-Grano.

B. B.-Yea.

E.S.F.—Kindly send.

L. H. BL—No space just now.

<ii'orK.—Thanks ; but we have no u^e for them.

A. L- S.—We should suggest Cimpbell, Smith, and Co.,

25, N«winan-6treet, W,
St. Irss-— " Vttrolite " is a very good liquid white paint

for tceneral and horticultural use. Send fur a sample
to WaMer Carmn and Sons, Lombard-road, Batteraea,
S.W.

TTNr.KaTAi^^.—"We know nothing of the people you men-
tion. We should put the work in the h xnil-* of StuirtV
Oraaolith'ie Co., Ltd. Their exp-;rience m ferro-cju-
cret<; has certainly been far more comprehensive.

O. O. H.—See our "Directory" pa^e, under " Dfain-
cleiiriog' Machine Mmufacturera."

PiiovLs,—We see nothing new in the idea. 2. The com-
pusy cea^d to exist years ago.

J. V. TitoRrE AND Others.—We know nothing of the
people you name ; but we have mure than on^-e lately
cautioned readers against senlini? money to employ-
in«it registries who are aos^rerin^ alverti^ers in this
paper, and ottering to obtain situations f jr them on
payment oi fees in advance.

R. E. (York).—Probably Stuirfs Granolithic would
Ansver.

JoJis H. Eoms«>os.—We have illustrated a good many
from time to time. We can only suggest looking them
np in our back volumes.

Coritsp0nlitttcc.

CEMENT-TESTIXU.
To the Editor of the BriLDiXf; Nkw.^.

Sir,—Referring again to the question of the

reliability of results obtained by Le Chatelier's

apparatus, I would like to say that I do not
consider that -'A Would-be High-class Cement
Manufacturer " has proved his case in quoting
the range of figures obtained by the four London
experts from the four tins of cement.

I presume that the many years' experience on
th: part of the London men will give your
correspondent sufficient confidence in them to

enable him to accept their results without
question, and so, if their work is reliable, the
variations in the figures obtained from the four
tins must be due either to want of uniformity in

the samples, or to defects in the apparatus.

My experience with the apparatus in question,

used daily and in testing many different cements,
certainly gives mc good reason for maintainina:

thai the cause of the widely-varying results is

want of uniformity, due to irregularities in the
raw materials, and coarse grinding of the
same.—1 am, &o.,

A Ce.mext Chemist or Manv Veaus' Exteuiexce.

SURVEYORS' CHARGES. AND THE
INSTITrXIOX.

Siu,—I send you herewith copies of letters that
have passed between myself recently and the
late President of the Surveyors' Institution, on
the subject of the proper remuneration of

surveyors, and I shall be glad if you will publish
them.

I hope some of your readers will say if they
are satisfied with the final reply I obtained, and
that you will see your way to take up this

important question.—lam, i:c.,

20, Jlecklenburgh-square. A. J. Gate.

A. J. Gate and Son,
20, Mecklenburgh-aiuare. W.C, April 9, 1907.

A. J. Gate. Q.S.A.. F.S.T.

H. A. Arravtage Gate, Q.S.A.. F.S.I.
Dear Mr. L\ngridge,—As a Fellow of the Surveyors'

Institution, I was very pleased to see in a Memorandum
issued by that body, signed by you, and sent to local
authorities, \:c.. the following—viz., " That any sy.stem
by which the financial return for professional work is

reduced below the point at which it becomes rem'inerative
to properly trained and quilifled m^n must tend to lower
the professional standard."

I welcome! that sentence especially. be?au5e I bslieve
it is the first explicit public statement thit the Council of
the Surveyors' Institution regard disgraceful cutting-
down of charges as tending to lower the professional
stamiard.
Now that the Council have once properly and publicly

brandfd the practice, and brought those who are guilty
of reducing the financial return below the point at which
it becomes remunerative to properly trained and qualitied
men within their own definition of " tending to lower the
professional standard," I suppose there can no longer be
any doubt that the Council mean to take the necessary
steps to compel Fellows of the Institution to cease
'* lowering the professional standard," or expel them.
When your Council are readv to hold an inquiry, I can

have brought before them for a first case a glaring
instance of a Fellow of the Institution tendering to
fupplv the quantities for some new schools, supposed to
cost about £20,000.
I believe the County Council scale for work between

£5,000 and £20.000 is U percent. The Q.S.A. scale for
school buildings, for work betwe-^n £10,000 and £20,000,
is lil per cent., and for work between £20,00) and £30,000
\\ per cent. Hurst's scale is \\ per cent, on the first

£10.000, and 1 per cent, on the remainder.
The Fellow of the Surveyors' Institution agrees (sines

the issue of your circular) to do the work for } per cent.
Is not that *' tending to lower the professiouil stan lard "

.'

Should it not be brought before the Council as " disgrace-
ful conduct in his profession as a surveyor," bringing him
within Rule li>.'

I shall be glad to haye your views, as President of the
Institution, on this subject of so much importance to all
Uuantity Surveyors, and to assist you in any inquiry, or
in any other way I cin in the interests of the profession.
—Yours always faithfully,

(Signed) A. J. Gate.
To George Langrilge, Esi).,

President of the Surveyors' Institution,
Great George-street, S.W.

Langridge and Freeman,
Land Agents, Surveyors, and Auctioneers.

The Broadway, Tunbridge Wells,
April 11, 1007.

(And at 28, Queen-street, Ch?ap»ide, E.C.)

George Lingiidge, F.S.I.
Svdney Freeman, F.S.I.
Walter F. Langridge, F.S.I.

(Telephone No. .510 Tun. Welh.t
Dear Mr. Gate.—Your letter of the Oth iust. directed ta

me at the Institution received. I am thoroughly in
accord with the Memorandum issued to the Local
Authorities by the Council of the Institution, and from
the information brought to their notice it seemed most
desirable to bring the Council's view:? on the subject
before the Authorities. Personally, I strongly object to
anything in the nature of Touting for work, or putting
Surveyors into competition with regard to the am mnt to

be charged for their service? r?nierei. anl I should like

as far as possible to impress this view on the M^mbsri ;

but, as you know, there are outsiders, and the question
of proper fees for services rendered, in a society so widely
extended, aeem'^ one in which it would be ditfi :ult to mike
a rigid rule. In this I am giving my view^ as a Member
only, and not as President of th? Council.— I am, dear
Mr. Gatp. yours truly,

A. J. Gate. Esq. ' (Signed) George Langridge.

A. J. Gate and Son.
i;0, Mecklenburgh-''quare, W.C. April 22, 1307.

A. J. Gate. Q.S.A., F.S.I.
H. A. Armytage Gate, Q.S.A. . F.S.t.
Dear Mr. L^ngridg^—Thank you for yours of the 11th

inst.. but it does not quite answer mine of the 9th.

I am pleased to have your assurance thtt personally
you would like to impress on your M-^mSers thit you
strongly tibject to Surveyors competing as to their charges :

but wlrit I want to know is whether, as President who
signed the recent Memorandum, you will tike the nec^is-

sary steps to mike them cease doing it to the disgraceful
extent now prevalent.
Tbe Institution's Charter was grantei on a petition in

which it alleged that its object was " improving th? stituH

and regulating and shaping the cmtonn and usages of

Surveyors," and on a plea in that petition that the grant
of the Charter would be " accordmg to the Institution a

position by means ot which it will hi better able to

exercise an influence towards maintaining a high standard
of rectitude among the members of t^le profession."

I and other members of the Institution are of opinion
that as regards Quantity Survevors the Institution is

certainly not carrying out the objects of its Charter ; but
that instead of improving, it is allowing its Members to

seriouslv lower the status of Surveyors, and that it is

utterly failing to regulate the customs, even of its own
Fellows, when a Fellow of the Institution is allowed to

tender to supply quantities f )r a £2>).0)0 school a*; ^ pn*

cent., and the Institution does nothing to stop such
tendering.

If I send you necessary particulars, the name of the

Fellow. &:c.. will yon bring the mitter before your
Council to (a'te steps to stop such unloubtid lowering of

charges of Uuantity Surveyors .' Sui-ely the grant of your
Charter requires you to taice action in su?h a case. —
I am, dear Mr. Langridge. youi-i always faithfully.

To George Langridge, Esq.. (Signed) A. J. Gate.

President of the Surveyors' Institution,

VI, Great George-street, S.W.

The Surveyors' Institution.

(Incorporated by Koyal Charter.)

12, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W .

April 24, 1907.

Telephone No. 76S Westminster.
Telegranhic addre.«s, "Surveyable, Lindon."

Dear Sir.—In reply to your letter of the 22nd inst., I

am desired by the President to inform you that the policy

of the Institution has always been to leave the question

of fees to the individual discretion of Member.>, and that

this policy was confirmt>d at the recent general meeting

called to consider this matter.— E am, dear sir, yours

faithfuUv, (Signed) A. Goddard.

A. J. Gate, Esq , 20, Mecklenburgh-square, W.C.

A. J. Gate and Son,
20, Mecklenburgh-square, W.C, April 25, l>Ji

.

A. J. Gate, U.S.A.. F.S.I.

H. A. Armvtage Gate. U.S.A.. F.S.I.

Dear Sir,—Thank you for yours of the 2lth inst.

Without that I was already only too well aware what the

policy of the Institution has always been.

It is that policy I object to, as a Fello* who his aright

to ask that the Council shall perfor.ai the duties for which

its Charter was granted.
Allowing its Fellows to compete for work at any

starvation prices absolutely at their individuil discretion

mav be the President's and Council's idea of " improvmg
thestatus and regulating and shaping the customs and

usages of Surveyors," but it is not mme. I cin only

consider it deliberately ignoring ani refusing to eirry

out the terms of it^ Charter.

Whether tbe President and Council are or I am right

I leave to those of my professional brethren who. like

myself, regret the low status to which the profession is

sinking under such "improving " and * regaUtin>."
As the correspondence clearly brings out and leaves no

possible doubt as to the deliberately-expressed policy of

the Institution, I propose to publisa it, as being of the

gravest concern to all Quantity Surveyors, and in the

hope that the responsibl-i and respectable members of

that profession will see the necessity of at once taking

steps to protect their interests and dissociate themselves

from the insane policy of the Council before it is too late.

Yours always faithfully.

To the SeeretaiT. (Signed) A. J. Gate.

The Survevors* Institution,

12, Great George-street, S.W.

5ntcit0mmumcati0tr,

REPLIES.

1 1-227G.] -BRITTANY. NORMANDY, AND TOUR-
AtNE.—The route selected is one which is full of interest,

giving amp'.e opportunities for side e.^cursions. A stop

would, of course, be made at Biyeux, between Carenton
and Caen, and again at Norrey. to see the famous little

13th-century church there. The Maison Fontaine Henri,

near Caen, should not be missed, nor Falaise or L'sieux.

Caudebec, halfway between Havre and Rjuen, is well

worth a visit also. "Cyclist" is somewhat vague with

regard to -his return from Paris to St. Malo. I would
suggest his going vi:\ Chartres and Ch'teaudun to B!oi?.

missing Orleans, which is disappointing, and then taiinj

the Loire Chateaux in sequence, Chambord, Cht''aonce.*.u,

Amboiae on the east, and Azay-le-Rideau and Chinon on
the west of Tours—whose cathedral must not be missed.

The best way then would be to go on vi;i Saumur to

Angers, and then to turn north by way of the charming
towns of Vitir and Fougeres, with their Medu^val
fortresses intact, to Pontorson (for Mint St. Michel),

Dol, Dinan, and St. Malo.—G. A. T. Middleton.
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THORNWOOD AVENUE COUNCIL,

Over IflO architects applied for permission
to compete. Committee selected eight, and
Jippointed Mr. Charles Hadfield, F.K.I.B.A.,
of Sheffield, to adjudicate. Conditions pre-
pared in consultation with him. £15 paid
to each of the unsuccessful competitors. The
assessor's award was :—First, Messrs. Percy
D. Lodge. F.M.S.A., 17, Cooper-street, and
Albert E. Di.xon, A.R.I.B.A., 9, St. James-
.st|uare, Manchester. Second. Mr. Ernest
Woodhouse, F.R.LB.A. Third, Messrs. C.
and T. Mayor. The committee confirmed
the award, and decided to proceed forthwith
with mixed school for 600, and manual and
cookery school, leaving infants' school for
-350 until later. The disposition of the build-
ings on the site was considerably affected by
the raiUvay. which passes along" the western
boundary, and by an existing sewer crossing
the site at an awkward angle. The situa-
tion being very exposed, the buildings are
arranged so as to protect the playgrounds as
far as possible from the cold winds." A hitherto
unusual requirement, but one, of course,
likely to becomj more and more common,
is the ' meals room " in the basement. This
is so arranged that it can be used fur " free
meals" if required, without interferjnce
with the school proper. Externally the walls
are to be faced with red- pressed bi-icks, with
dressings of buff terracotta, and the roofs
are to be covered with green slates. The
cost of the completed scheme is estimated at
£12,500.

KILLVON MANOR. CO. MEATH, J
IRELAND.

It is proposed to reconstruct and modernise
this old manor-house to meet the require-
ments of the owner. Captain Magan ; and
the principal work consists in altering t'le
aspect from east to south, by pulling down
the old kitchen and outhouses, and rebuild-
ing the soutli front to allow of ample win
dows and verandahs, from which an excel-
lent view over the demesne will be obtained.
It was the express wish of the owner that
the English manner should be adopted in the
design. Local stone is to be used for walls,
which will be plastered, and the roofs will
be covered with Shropshire tiles. The
motive governing the arrangement to the
rooms is the axial line of the existing ball-
room, W'hich is preserved intact as being the
most interesting portion of the old work, as
well as the best preserved. Care has been
taken to leave the old walls as far as possible
untouched, as they are built of rubble, and

vary from 4ft. to 6ft. in thickness. The
architects are Messrs. Warwick and Hall, of
South-square, Gray's-inn, and our illustra-
tion is taken from the drawing now exhibited
at the Ro}'al Academy.

ST. MARGARETS CHURCH, EASTNEV._^
(For description and plan see p. 817.)

having a cut form of ornament. The Chair is

17th century, the back and front carved ^\lth
scroll design, and the rails turned in spiral
form. The two remaining Chairs, attributed
to Chippendale, are quite different in charac-
ter, the left one having a back and sides of
geometrical form, with |)laiii lees and
stretchers. The .second Elbow-Chair is more

HALL OF HOUSE,NORTHUMBERLAND i^ f'lara'^teristic of Chippendale work, the back
being carved wilh an interlacing scroll

This is a design for an entrance hall in

connection with a house about to be en-
larged by Messrs. Oliver, Leeson, and Wood
in Northumberland. It is proposed to re-

move the middle floor, put in a coved ceiling,
and get access to the various bedrooms by
means of galleries shown on the drawing.
The ceiling will be carried out in fibrous
plaster, and the woodwork in Austrian oak,
with oak parcpietry floor. The drawing is

exhibited at the Royal Academy.

SKETCHES IN THE COTSWOLDS. ^

There are many beautiful examples of
Cotswold cottages in all the villages near
Broadway. Stanway Hou.se is an old
Jacobean mansion, the seat of Lord Eleho.
The entrance gateway is a rei>uted work of
Inigo Jones. Chastleton Church and
Chastletoii House ar^ within a short ride of
Moreton-in-the-Marsh, and are worth seeing,
leomb Church is rather over-restored, the
only interesting features being the quaint
saddleback tower, the two lights in the
porch, and the Blaket tomb. Saddlel)aek
towers are a feature of many of the smaller
churches in this district. Bledington Chtircli

is a fine old example, a mixture of Decorated
and Perpejidicular. It is entirely unrestored,

c^r^Tvnnr ^ ^^t,,„„.t ^ ^ / L ^ut ui a good statc of repair; the interior is
SCHOOLS, GORTON, LANCASHIRE. 7,(' ,.^,.,. q„^i^,t Upper Slaughter is a charming

village about four miles from Bourton-on-the-
Water. Tlie cliurch is rather good, and close
to it is a Ijeautiful sixteenth-century manor-
house. Upper Swell Manor (of which the
porch is here illustrated) is an excellent speci-

men of Jacobean work, dignified but simple
The only ornament is concentrated on the
door surrounds and pediment. Th^ house is

close to the road. Upper Swell is about two
miles from Stow-on-the-Wold. Hampnott
Church is a small building near Northleach.
The tower can be seen for miles. The in-

terior of the church is very unusual; the
chancel is vaulted and is almost entirely of

Norman work. Most of the windows and the
tower belong to the fifteenth century.
Northleach is a sleepy township in the very
heart of the Cotswolds. It wakes up only at

fair time, and afterwards goes to sleep for
another long period. There are many
charming old houses in the town, and the
church is one of the largest and finest in

Gloucestershire. The Sherborne Arms Inn
figures on our sheet of sketches. Ampney
St. Peter is a small village on the London
road near Cirencester. The church has been
added to from time to time. The tower is

saddlebaeked. Calmsden has many in-

teresting old cottages, and the remains of a

village cross. Duntisbourne Rous is a little

village of two or three houses, about eight

miles from Cirencester. The little Norman
church (of which two views appear here) is

situated on the side of a steep hill, and is

one of the least mutilated chureli-s in

Gloucestershire. There is a crypt under the
chancel. The saddleback towjr 1 1587) bears
an iiiscri|3tion. " This was bilt by John
Halden, mason." The interior contains some
good oak pewing and a fine Jacobean pulpit.

Unfortunately, the churches in this district

are generally kept locked. An interesting

fact to be noticed in the churchyards in this

part of Gloucestershire is that the inscrip-

tions on the tombs, instead of being cut on
the stones, are engraved on brass plates and
the plates cemented into the tombstones.

J. Herbert Jone.s.

SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY FURNITURE.

Ttiis interesting old bench, known as a

Monk's Bench, probably dating between !600.

ItioO, forms both a bench and table; the

back, being hinged, allows it to fall forward,
and so form a table top. The front has a

simple form of irregular carving. The legs

and arm supports are turned, the front rail

design.

PKOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ROYAL INSHTLTE of lllE AUCiil-
TECT.-S OF IRELAND.— The monthly meet-
ing of the council was held, on the .3rtl inst.,
at 20. Lincoln-place, Dublin. Mr. W. M.
Mitchell. presi<lent. occupied tli!; chair, and
there were also present Messrs. R. C. Orpen,
G. P. Sheridan. J. Hollowav. A. E. Murray,
F^ Batciielor, F. O. Hicks^ and James H.
Webb, hon. sec. The minutes of meetings
on May 6 and 2.3 having been read an.I
signed, the hon. sec. report<>d that it was
proposed to erect a consumption sanatorium
o 1 the slopes of the Dublin Mountains on the
chalet principle. The hon. sec. was
instructed to keep the matter in view, so as
to secure, if po.s.sible, a satisfactory competi-
tion for its erection. A letter was read from
the Chief Secretary acknowledging receipt of
correspondence with the Local Government
Board, and stating that, "the work of an
architect in connection with schemes under
the Labourers Acts does not require
specialised knowledge," and intimating that
by the appointment of a man to carry out
such a scheme, it did not in any way follow-
that he was a professional architect. The
proposed conditions for competitions were
approved of by the council, and tli2 hon.
sec. was instructed to send a copy to all

public boards in Ireland.

THE EDINBURG-H ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.—The annual excursion of
this Association will take place .on Friday
and Saturday in next week, the 21st and 22nd
inst., when ihe City of York v.ill be visited.

On Friday the members and friends will

leave Waverley Station at 2. "20 p.m., arriving
at York Station at 6.'14 p.m. Hotel accom-
modation has been aranged for at the Royal
Station Hotel, York, where the members will

dine on Friday evening, stay overnight, and
take breakfast on Saturday morning. Th"
visits in York will be under the auspices o:

the York Architectural Society, by whom a
programme has been drawn up for a round
of visits, on Saturday, June 22. to the
fifteenth-century Guildhall, St. Williams
Colleg", the Treasurer's house, and the
Minster and St. Mary's Abbey.

At the last eoun?il mcctiiip of the Inter-

national Society of Sciilptor>. Painter-i. and
(iravers. Mr. William Strang. A.R.A.. »»3
elected a member of the council of this society.

The Devonport Corporation Bill, which ha.*

already passed through the House of Lord.,, «».*

passed by the Committee of the House of Ci-in-

iiions on Tuesday. Amonpat ether' tilings, the
Bill authorises the Corporatiin to construct a
new service reservoir at Dcusland. rnd to pi|;c

and blcck certain p.:>rlions at the Icat.

Lord Alvcrstone, Lord Chief Justice of
England, opened on Friday a new wing of the
Beaiunaris Grammar and County School. Sir.

tjwen is the architect, and Mr. Evan Parry the
builder.

The Commercial Intelligence branch of the
Board of Trade have received from lli.s

Majesty's Consul-Oencral at .\ntwcrp copies of

specifications relating to calls for tenders by the
niunicipal authorities of that city for: (1) Elec-

tric cables for the inter -alary decks at Antwerp;
(2) construction of a storehouse for scenery at

the new Flemish theatre (estimated cost abmt
€11.403). Tender.', in sealed registered enve-

t lopes, will be received by M. le Bourgmestre
^ de la Villc. at the Hote! de Villc. up to the

Kth inst. in the case of (ll. and up to the 20th

inst. in tiie case of (2i. Deposit-, of f200 and
.tl.'iOO respectively arc required to quality

tenders. The specifications may be obt.-iineil

from the Hotel de Ville at Antwerp. Copie.i

.may be inspected by British traders at the Co.Ti-

nicrcial Intelligence Branch of the Board of

Trade. 73. Basinghall-street, E.C.
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COMPETITIONS.
CASTLEFOKD SECONDARY SCHOOL.

—At a meeting of Ihr governors on Friday
i?ight last, their position in regard to tlie

setting aside of the assessor's award, and
the adoption of the second placed plan for

the proposed new school was discussed at

some length, and one of the members sug
gcsted that there had been some great in-

fluence behind the competitor whose desig is

had been adopted. The chairman (Councillor

T. Gill, J. P. I said they had intended to ^ne
the work to tlie architect whose plans gain mI

the first prize; but ihe award was subject to

the confirmation of the West Riding
authorities, whose sanction was also neces-

sary for the appointment of the architect to

carry out the work. The authorities &c-

cepted the award, but advised that the

second-placed plan was the best ; and at a

conference the county council officials

explained their reasons. A letter was read
from tile Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural
Society stating that tlieir attention had h.cn
called to the decision of the governoi'S, and,

in their opinion, it was in every way to be
regretted that it should be proposed to

ignore the design placed first by the assessor.

and to entrust the work to the author of

another design. They suggested that the

matter should be reconsidered. Mr. Percy
Robinson (who, with Mr. Alban Jones.
Leeds, was the author of the first-placed

design) attended, and said they would not

have entered the competition if thay had
thought the assessor's award would not bo
carried out, .ind he claimed that the county
council had not good reasons for their

action. He suggested that the two designs,

with the a\^^'lrd, and all other documents,
should be referred to Mr. Felix Clay, an-lii-

tect to the Education Department in London,
and his decision would quite satisfy the com-
l)etitors, and the public also. The governors
afterwards discussed the accepted plans in

detail, although there was no definite state-

ment that they were absolutely committed
to carry out their decision of the previous
week. The second-placed design was the
work of Mr. W. S. Braithwaite. of Leeds,
and we gave the plans last week. Other
designs exhibited were No. 10, Josiah Autv,
Morley; No. 15, T. Kershaw, Halifax; N"o.

"26, Tennant and Collins, Pontefract ; and No.
"27, T. Henson Robinson, Sheffield. The
following is the text of the award by the

arbitrator, Mr. Walter W. Brierley :

—

I visited Castleford with ray assistant, and carefully

txammed each of the thirty-eight competitive designs
received in response to your invitation. Taken alto-

gether, they are of fair average merit, and three or
four exhibit considerable .skill and expert knowledge
of the subject. I am. however, of opinion that none
of them can be carried out, including equipment. Archi-
tect's and Quantity Surveyor's charges, and cost of

supervision, for your limit of Twelve Thousaod Pounds
{£1'2.000), which I advised from the first was insufficient.

I selected numbers 10, 15, 20, 26. '27, and ^I3 to be sent

here for further consideration, and I have had their cubic

contents taken off. and checked by my Surveyor, and he
makes them as follows :

—

Bhould be reduced to not more than twenty-four
feet, and the depth proportionately increased to

pro\ide the same accommodation.
cm.) The Assistant Teachers' rooms should he enlarged,

and It would be better if they could be provided
within the main building.

(IV.) The arrangement of the Headmaster's and Mistress's

lavatories should be reconsidered so as to allow
of better lighting to the Headmaster's and
Mistress's rooms.

Subject to these amendments, the scheme will, I think,

be found satisfactory in every way.

HORLEY.—In the competition for a

temperance house and cyclist rest at Horley,

fourteen designs were sent in, the one
selected being from Mr. W. J. Chambers, 7.

John-street, Adelphi, W.C., and was
awarded the £.'? 3s. The next in point of

merit was from Mr. D. J. Barry, High-street,

Reigate, 10s. each being sent to all the un-

successful competitors.

OTTAWA.—The competition for designs

for the proposed Government Departmental
Buildings at Ottawa appears to be arousing
unusual interest among Canadian architects.

To give all competitiors an equal chance, the

time limit for offering designs has been ex-

tended to July 1. The prizes offered are
sufficiently large to induce the best archi-

tectural talent in Canada to compete, and i.n

unusually creditable display of designs seems
likely to ensure a difficult task for the judges
in awarding their decision. It is announced
that all the designs will, with the permission
of the authors, be plai-^d on public exhibi-
tion after the selection has been made.

No. 10 7?5 673
No. 15 829 390
No. '20 627 906

No. 26 609 287
No. '27 643 315
No. 36 45K 155

After a very minute examination of each design and
report, I award the first place to Number Thirty-Six (311i,

and I direct that the premium of Fifty pounds (£o)) be
paid to the Author, and that he be appointed Architect of

the building. I award the second place to design Number
Twenty (20). and I direct that the premium of Twenty-
tive pounds £25) be paid to the Author of it. Design
No. 36 is (luite the best submitted. It provides all the

accommodation asked for in a convenient and economical
manner ; the provision for future extension is well

arranged, the elevations are suitably designed, the con-
struction is sound, and the cubic contents are consider-

ably less than that of any other design submitted. The
Author cubes his building at Sixpence (6d.}, and esti-

mates the cost at £11,855, but he suggests that the limit

should be increased to allow for really satisfactory build-

ings, and to provide for fittings, professional charges. &c.

I think it may be possible to erect the buildings satis-

factorily for tlie amount of the author's estimate : but at

least £1,200 should be added for boundary-walls, fittings,

and eiiuipment, and £1,000 for architect's and surveyor's

charges, clerk of works' salary, \'C., making a total of

£14,1.15 (say £14,000), which is quite a moderate sum for

what it includes. "There are one or two minor points in

the first premiated design requiring revision, and to

which the .Vuthor's attention should be called :
—

(I.) The block containing the swimming-bath should
be at least '20ft. further away from the main
building, so as not to interfere at any time of the

year with the access of sunshine, light, and air to

the ground-floor classrooms.
(II.) The four rooms at the end of the Central Hall—viz.,

the two lecture classrooms, the elementary art

room, and the dinner-room, are twenty-si.x feet

wide, and lighted only from the side ; the width

CHIPS.
The death occurred suddenly, at Parkend.

Lydney, on Friday evening, of Mr. Philip
Baylis, of Ledbury. He was a barrister, and
deputy-surveyor for the Forest of Dean, which
office he had held under the Crown for some
twelve years. Mr. Baylis had returned from
London, and was walking home from the rail-

way station, when he collapsed suddenly and
fell dead. He was oS years of age,

Mr. Sydney Smith, of Kinlet. has been
appointed a magistrate for Shropshire. Mr.
Smith is estate agent to the Kinlet Estate. He
was surveyor and sanitary inspector to Cleobury
Mortimer Rural District Council for several
years, and afterwards was appointed chairman
of the same bodv. a post which he held to MarcJi
last.

The question of the rearrangement of the
staff at the electricity works in consequence of
the appointment of Mr. Boot as consulting
engineer was considered by the town council of
Tunbridge Wells at their last meeting. The
lighting committee recommended the appoini-
iiient of Mr. David Smith ^tlle present assistant,
electrical engineer) as resident engineer at a
salary of A'225 per annum, with a further in-
crease of £25 per annum at the expiration of
one year. The recommendation was adopted.

The new council chamber at the Town Hall.
Bodmin, has been ventilated on the " Boyle '

natural system, under the direction of
"
the

borough surveyor, Mr. R. T. Buscoiiibe.

The foundation-stone of the mission buildings
in Spring Garden-lane. Newcastlc-an-Tyne.
which the late Bishop Lloyd had promised to
lay. was laid by his sister, Mrs. Morrell, on
Friday. The mission-hall has been designed in
a free Gothic treatment, and will be built of
red brick, with stone dressings. It will scat
'250 persons, will have three vestries, two class-
rooms, a gymnasium, and a house for the priest
and assistant clergy. Messrs. Boyd and Groves
are the architects, and Mr. Alexander Pringlc,
also of Newcastle, is the contractor.

Miss Adelaide Sarah Barry, daughter of the
late Sir Charles Barry, K.A.. and sister of the
late Mr. Charles Barry, P,R.I.B.A.. and of the
late Professor E. M. Barry. F.R.I.B.A., died on
Monday at her residence, 19, Courtfield-gardens,
S.W., aged 66.

At their meeting on Saturday the Metro-
pclitan Asyluius Board accepted the tender of
Messrs. Charles Wall, Limited, of 4, Lloyd's-
avenue, E,C., for the crtctinn of a new central
stores, at the sum of £16,381, in accordance with
the plans anti specifications prepared by Messrs.
T. W. ."Mdwinckle and Son. arohitc-Hs. subject
to the sanction of the Local Government Board.

New gasworks are being constructed at

Kirkintilloch. N.B., and will cost .125.000. The
gasometer has a capacity of 500.000 cubic feet.

For the sulphate of ammonia plant, the tender
of Messrs. C. and W. Walker. Limited, of Don-
nington, has been accepted. .

Mr. Alfred Dryland, late surveyor to ihe

county of Hereford, has been the recipient of

an illuminated address and a gold watch given

by the surveyors of the county as a mark of

esteem.

A recumbent effigy of the late Canon Lonsdale

is to be placed in the north transept of Lichfield

Cathedral, and a further memorial of the late

Dr. Lonsdale, who was for fifty-two years con-

nected with the cathedral, will be the fitting of

one of the transept windows with stained gl.ss.

A faculty has been granted in the Norwich
Consistory Court for tlie enlargement of St.

Margaret's Church, Drayton, Norfolk, by the

erection of new north-chancel aisle and veslry,

and for the re-roofing of the nave, at a total ef

£1,400.

Major Coates, M,P.. laid on Thursday iii last

week the foundation-stone of St. Saviour's

Parish Church Hall, Brockley-rise, Forest Hill.

Mr. Thomas Edward Wills, of H.M. Office of

Works, Whitehall, died on the 4th inst., at the

early age of 36 years.

A tender was accepted by the Senate of Cam-
bridge University for the proposed addition to

the Cavendish Laboratory, at a cost of £7,135,

and approval was given to plans by Mr. Steven-

son for the extension of the chemical laboratory

at an estimated cost of £:13,500.

On Saturday last the Bishop of London con-

secrated the first portion—nave, aisles, and nar-

tliex—of the permanent church of St. Lawrence,

Brondesbury, which has been erected from the

designs of Messrs. Cutts, and will seat over fCO

people, at a cost of i5,'260.

Tiie London County Council adopted on Tues-

day the recommendation of the Improvements

Committee that the offer of the Government of

Australia for a lease for 99 years of a tile

on tlie Holborn-to-Strand improvement for the

erection of offices, at a ground rent of £874 per

annum, be accepted, under the new letting

arrangements.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie has instructed Messrs.

Barclay, architects, of Glasgow, to prepare plans

for a scliool of textile industries to be built at

Dunfermline, at a cost of about £11,000.

The statue of Queen Victoria which Lord Ash-

ton h.as presented to Lancaster has been I'.n-

veiled, by desire of the donor, in the dead ot

night, without any ceremonial The statue,

which has been erected in Dalton-square, stands

over 36ft, in height, the bronze figure of her

late Majesty being 12ft, high. Four panels con-

tain forty figures of celebrities of the \ ictonan

era. The stiitue cost £10.000.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the borrowing of £50,000 by the Corporation ot

Manchester for hydraulic purposes m connection

with the Water-street pumping station,

Mr. Francis R. Hall has resigned the position

of resident engineer and manager in charge of

the construction of the Font reservoir works for

the corporation of Tynemouth in order to

accept the post of manager to Messrs. D.

Wri"lit and Co., of Leicester, and take charge

of the construction of the Ambergate covered

reservoir (30,000.000 gallons capacity) and some

six miles of the Derwent Valley aqueduct lor

the supply of the towns of Derby, Nottingham,

and Leicester.

The Architectural Exhibition arranged by Ibe

Council of the Edinburgh Architectural Associa-

tion in the Rooms of tlie Royal Scottish

Academy is to be opened on Wednesday after-

noon next, at 3.30. by Sir ThDiiiac D. Gibson

Carmichael, Bart.

The death occurred on Monday last of Mr.

Walter Graves, J.P., F.R.I.B.A., F.S.L, of

•Sandye Place, Sandv. Beds., and ot Winchester

House, Old Broad-street, E.C., in his 61st year.

Mr Graves, who had an extensive City ;n'ac-

ti-e joined the Roval Institute of British

Arciiitects as an Associate in 1882, becoming a

Fellow nine years later.

On Thursday, Field-Marshal Earl Roberts,

K G.. V.C,. by command of H.M. the King, un-

veiled the window and reredos erected i" fhe

chapel of the Royal Military Academy, Wool-

wich, by the surviving cadets of the Hon. liast

India Company's Military College at Addiscombc

to the memorv of their comrades. The woik

was designed and executed by Messrs. Heaton,

Butler, and Bayne, of London.

At the last meeting of the City Council of

Newcaslle-on-Tyne, contracts were signed tor

the erection of a school at Boiam-street at a

cost of £16,899, and for the supply of a 5ton

crane for use at the quayside, the cost being

,£1,575. A contract for the erection ot seventy-

two single-room dwellings near Walker-road, the

price being £7,440, was referred back for further

consideration.
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Wo publish this week a eorr?spond«nco
whicli has passed between Mr. A. J. Gate
and the late President of the Surveyors'
Institution, and note with regret the final
reply of the latter. In view of recent events,
which must be in the mind of many readers,
it is, we think, lamentable that tlu
Surveyors' Insiitution. practically leaves an\
member to charge as little as he' likes. Many
respectable surveyors are certainly beginning
to ask. What is the good of an institution that
does this?—that, moreover, while delaying ad-
mission to the Fellowship of some of its own
Professional Associates who have passed the
Fellowship E.vainination. jiasses, at tl-.e

discretion of the Council, as Fellows, men
who have no examination qualification at
all? It is time the members of the Institu-
tion .seriously considered things; tim.', too.
that they insisted on genuine publicity for
proceedings at afl their meetings. In tlu
early days this was given ; but since then the
Press has been shut out. We ourselves for
some years have only been able to report
meetings by paying for reports prepared by
one of the officials of the Institution. Com-
ment on matters of current interest under
such conditions is practically impossible, and
generally useless. One result is that m .'n in-

side the profession and out of it are asking,
What is the good of a Chartered Institution
that allows its members to tak:> out
quantities at a half per cent, and make it up
on the extras, and whether the doubtless
great majority of honourable members are
going to remain passive much longer if no
change is made?

The preparations at Garden City, on tiie

site of the Urban Housing and Rural Home-
-steads Exhibition, which is to b» op?ned in
July by the Marquis of Salisbury, are far
advanced. Three sites of g:-ound have been
set apart at Letchworth for th? exhibition;
two for the creation of rural homesteads ;ind
small holdings buildings, and one near
Letchworth Station for urban cottages,
ranging in cost from £175 to £250. There
« dl probably be some fifty houses erected of
at least thirty different types. The exhibi-
tion, which 'will remain" open for three
months, is mucli more comprehensive in its
scope than was the 1903 Cheap Cottages
Exhibition, and besides comprising cottages
of a higher value and wider rang> than
before, an exhibition of manufacturing
implements, dairy implements and ap-
pliances, builders' merchants' materials,
temporarv buildings, fowlhouses. beehives.
foodstulTs. etc.. will be h.ld. Some of the
principal furnishing firms of London have
also undertaken to completelv furnish
numbers of the cottages. Mr. P.'. Winfr'v.
M.P., is responsible for a set of small-hold-
ing outbuildings, which are being erected bv
the South Lincolnshire Small Holdings'
Association.

The Hon. Arthur Stanley. M.P.. on
Monday, at the Institution of Civil Engineers
(in the unavoidable absence of Sir .lohn
Wolfe-Barry), opened a conference of road
engineers and road-users, convened t<.

discuss various points rais?d at a recent
gathering of the same kind held at Olympia.
Colonel R. E. Crompton. C.B.. presided at
the morning session, and Mr. H. F. F.idl
(county surveyor of Cheshire) at that in the
afternoon. Resolutions were passed urging
that, in view of the great increase of through
traffic, the State should contribute on '

a
larger and more equitable basis towards th;
cost of the construction, imi^rovement,
and maintenance of roads; and that further
Parliamentary pow.-rs should be given to the
local and road authorities to fix the minimum
«idth of trunk roi'ds and to prescribe front-
age lines. It was also resolved " that a
further tax beyond that at present imposed
should be levied on self-propelled vehicles as
a means of providing revenue for road main-
tenance purposes." The dust nuisance i nd
th? erection of lamp-posts and other obstruc-
t:ons in the centre of highways were also
considered, and the proceedings were ad-
journed until Tuesday, when it was decided
to endeavour to secure a grant from the

i i'-usury. in (jrder that experiments mav lie

. ,11-ned on by tlie National Uustless Roads
Lommittee. This body has £50 in hand with
which to execute £y,('K)0 worth of work.

The surveyor to the urban district council
of St. Neot's, Hunts—Mr. J. Edey—has been
pi'* to considerable annoyance and incon-
\enience by a stupid practical joke. An ud-
vottisement was itiserted in a London daily
newspaper as follows: "Wanted, thoroiijlilv
experienced Surveyor at once, to lay new
sewage.—-\pply by letter only to the Clerk.
L'rban District Council, St. Neots, Hunts "

To this bogus advertisement thirteen replies
were received by the clerk, who was put to
the trouble of replying that no vacancy
existed. At the last meeting of the council
th'.' chairman referred lo the seri-Tus

character of the Iukvx, and stated that t!ierj

seemed a possiljility of tracing the author, as
the publisner of the newspa])er had supplied
t'nem with his authority for inserting the ad-
vertisement. After some discussion, the cU-rk
was instructed to write to the person whose
name had been quoted by the publisher,
demanding, in the name of the council, a
public apology and the payment of all

expenses. It was agreed that the surveyor
should not be mentioned in the resolution,
so that Mr. Edey might lujt be prejudiced in

regard to any proceedings he might after
wards tak:;.

A conference on sanitation and oublio
health, arranged by the Royal Sanitary
Institute, will be held in Trinity Colleg.'.

Dublin, from Tuesday, the 25th inst., until

Saturday, the 29tli. The work of the con-
ference will be divided into three sections:
(i)

• Sanitary Science and Preventive
Medicine"; (ii.) "Engineering and .\rchi-

tecture "; (iii.) "Physics, Chemistry. Pio
logy, and Meteorology." The inaugural
address of the president, the Earl of iios.se,

will be given on Tuesday evening, Juno 25,

ill the Examination Hall of Trinity College.

In the first section, which meets on Wetlnes-
dav, June 2t)th, the subjects for discussion

are :
" Poor Law and Sanitary Administration

in Ireland, " to be opened by Sir Charles A.
Cameron ; and " The Hole of Sanatoria as

a Factor in Checking Tuberculosis." intro-

duced bv Professor E. J. McWeenev. On
Thursday, the 27th. in Section II. the first cf

the discussions will take place on "The
l>]conoinic Housing of th" Working Classes in

Town and Country." to be opened by Mr. P.

C. Cowan, B.Se., M.Iiist.C.E. The speakers
will include Sir Lambert H. Ormsby,
Councillor W. F. Anderson, J. P., Glasg.iw

;

Dr. J. Spottiswoode Cameron, Leeds; Mr.
Ralph Dagg, clerk, Baltinglass .\o. 1 R.D.C.
A second topic for deiiate will be opened bv
Jlr. W. Kaye-Parry. M.A.. F.R.I.B. .V.":

" Could the existing Statutory and Dcpart-
nieiilal Requirements as to Sewage Disposal

be relaxed in certain cases with Advantage to

the Community?" and the speakers
are Dr. W. E. Adeiiev. and Messrs.

G. Chatlerton. M.Iiist.C.E.". and W. Fairley,

Assoc. M. lust. C.E., and Professors A. Bos-

tock Hill and A. E. Letts. On Friday, the

28lh, di.scussions will take place on "The
Climatology of Ireland in Relation to Public

Hialth." opened by Sir John Moore. M.D. ;

and " Disinfection Considered from n

Midical, Chemical. and B.acteriologieal

Slundpoint." opeiied by Or. S. Rideal. A
reception-room will be opened at the Institu-

tioi: of Civil Engineers of Ireland. 35,

Dawson-street. Dublin, and this will be
available for reading, writing, and conversa-

tion. The sectional meetings and con-

ferences will be held in Trinity College.

.At the last meeting of the Wre.xham Rural
District Council. Or. D. LI. Williams,

medical officer of health, brought before th-

notice of the council what he regarded n« a

flagrant contravention of the building by-

laws and of the Public Health Act. 1875. He
stated that plans of a house to be built in

Rhos were passed some time ago ; but upon
visiting the structure while it was in

course of erection he discovered there were
to b--' practically two houses, the front ard
real parts being fitted with separate stair-

cases, sinks. &c. There was thus no through
ventilation, nor any air space at the back of

either house. The builder then attempted to

lectily matters by fixing a door giving access
fron. one "house" to the other. Sub-
sequently, iiowcver, when the building was
completed, it was occupied separately by two
diff'ereiit families, th" door referred to being
securely fa:itened. Dr. Williams suggented
that an example should be made of (lie

olTcnder. The doctor's report had been con-
sidered iiy the health committee, who recom-
mended its reference to the Building B\
laws Committee. t)n the motion of Dr.
R Edward Jones, hdwever, it was decided
by a large majority to obtain counsel'M
opinion as to tiie procedure necessary lo

alter the building so as to conform entirely
with the statute and the by-laws.

For about half a ceiilurv the west eleva
turn of St. Peter's Co'llegiale Church.
Wolverh^.mptoii, was almost comple'iely
hidden from view by the structure kiionii u.s

the Exchange Hall. This was acquired by
the borough authorities and pulled down, for
the purpose of opening out the view of the
church, and at the same time effecting a
desirable street improvement. The adjoin
in;; site of tiie Church day-school was
inirchased subsequently for a similar object.

I'll'; new open space was inaugnrateil yes'.'r

dnv (Thursday) by the mayor. The 'eost of

the tower restoration is Jl2..'100, and of 'i.e

open space £;J,IKJO. The .scheme comprises
the construction of a paved terrace 27ft.

wide, at the west front of the church, formed
by levelling the raised tombs -vhicli

previously existed b 'Iwcn the Exchange and
the church, and adding the space thus gained
to the narrow church walk. This terrace is

ajiproached from Exchange-street by a Sight
of steps. Access to the gardens is obtained
through wrouglit gates of iron and bronze.

The frictional resistance to the flow of air

through a pipe has been investigated by Dr.
H. Cirindley in the cngin "eriiig lalioratories

of the Owens College. .\l;inchest,'r. and the
results of the tests have been communicated
to the Royal Society by Dr. Grindley and
Mr. A. H. Gibson. The critical velocity for

the flow of air in a tube of small diameter,
about iin.. has been determined, and do.^s

not vary much with the pressure or tempera-
ture of the air. The coefficient of viscosity

of air at .•i2dcg. F. is 0.<)(KMHl(t4 in absolute

units, and the variation of this coefficient

with tiie temperature has been olUained. In

the sinuous motion of air througli a tube tlie

resistance has been found to be independent
of the pressure irt the air (though it may vary
with the relative densities when using

different gases), and the frictional resistance

is shown to be proportional to Ivelocityl"

where ii^l.25. The resistance, with edd\-

ing motion, varies with the temperature
according to a well-established law. The
usually accepted formulae for the flow of

gases do not apply, for the above reason.s, to

tliesi experiments on the flow of air.

The second portion of the permanent church

of St. Bride. Kelvinsido. Olasgow. waj recently

dedicated by the Bishop of Olasj; >» Tlii.i com
pletes the nave proper, and lias c st fS.O'.'O. The
former portion of the sanctuary—chancel and
first bay of nave, finished three yean since-

cost a like amount.

A new West Riding County Council infant,-)'

school was opened at .>sandal. near WakefieM.

on Monday. The school has accomiucdation. for

SOO scholars, and has cost i.'3.383.

The workhouse infirmary. Watford. ii beine

warmed and ventilated by means of Sliorland s

patent Manchester stoves with il.-ir'nic

sinoke-fl'ics. patent Manchester e

special inlet ventilator.-, the same bci:

by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Br tie- :

Manchester.

The ancient church cf St. T-'-- t, the

Oreat Orines He.'»H. near I.l.i "if a

mined shell, was reopene'l. aft.e ^i. on

Ffiday. The scats ani filiinps arc j; -a!;.

The new free library whi-h h»' Wn «-rr-tf 1

in Hiph-strect. West Broin

Carnecie. at a cost cf !--

Monday bv the Mayor. 11
"

J. Holiday, of West Broiiiwich. whose design

was selected in open competition.

The urban district council of Pontypridd have

decided to borrow £3.700 for widening the bridge

spanning the Rhondda at High-street.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Saturday CTo-mohrow).—Society of Architects. Visit to

Bath. All-Day iJrives to Weston-Birt
and Badminton.

.\ichitectural Association. Visit to the
New Town Hall, Bromley. Kent. Train
from Charing Cross 3.55 p.m.

Northern -Vrchitectural Association.
Visit to South Shields.

Sunday.— Society of Architects. Visit to Bath. Special
Service in the Abbey. Afternoon Drives
to Farleif^h Castle and Orchardleigh
Park ; Frome, Bradford, Lansdown,
West Oldland, and Bitton; and Monk-
ton. Farleigh, Bradford, Winsley, 'and
Stoke.

Monday.—Society of Architects. Visit to Bath. Excur-
sion to Glastonbury and Wells. Dinner
at Empire Hotel, Bath.
L.C.C. School of Building, Ferndale-

road, Brixton, S.W. Four Lectures on
"Building Methods in Nature's Work-
shop," bv Alan E. Munbv, M.A.,
A.R.I.B.A.—No. y. 8 p.m.

TrESDAY.—Society of Architects. Visit to Bath. Inspec-
tion of Prior Park College and other
historic buildings. Return to London in

afternoon.
Surveyyors' Institution. Afternoon

reception at Royal Botanic Society 's

Gardens, Regent's Park. 4 till 7 p.m.

TnUBSDAY.—L.C.C. School of Building, Fenidale-road,
Brixton. Six Lectures on " The Archi-
tecture of London."—No. 5, "The Gothic
Revival." bv Prof. Beresford I'ite,

F.R.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

Satlbday (.JiNE 23).—Edinburgh Architectural Associa-
tion. Annual Excursion to York.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
ANNUAL EXflRSlUX, AlGUST Yith to lltli : The Hon.

St-cretaiie-; of the Excursifin are no-v |'rc()iiring the prosnimni*-, h.^vini;

first investigated tlit- m-islilin»rliOod, anil a "ooJ unii interesting ^^epJ^ s

cxcurMon ispromisfd.
Tlie heudiiuarlers will be in Norwich, and as hotel arranacment<:ire

always diificult, it will i ery greutly assist if memhers who intend to

take 'part in it will at once send in tlieir names to either W. TALBOT
BRUWN, WelUngborouyli, orA. W, HEXXIXGS. :!4, Victoriii-'nnld-

in:;-^. Manchester.
WEEK-EXD VISIT TO BlRMlXGHiM: Members desirou* nf

joining tnis excursion .IfXE iSthtoJlLV l-^l sliould write at once
to the Secretary, at li*, T\i fton- street, Westminster, for detailed pro-

gramme.
C-. WUXTNER -SMITH I. ^^^ geesMM KICK E- WEBB j """ ^t^*^'-

—-•-

—

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
BUILDING TRADE CONFERENCE. — A

conference of the building trades was lield in

London on Saturday, the delegates present

representing a dozen trade unions, comprising a

membership of about 190,000. After considera-

tion, three resolutions were agreed to, declaring

that, as the prosperity of a nation depended en
the spending power of the majority, it was
necessary to maintain a good standard of

wages, and the rapid spread of labour-saving
appliances made it necessary to consider tlie

limitation of the hours of work ; that unemploy-
ment was increased by systematic overtime ; and
that both employers' and workers' associations

ought to-co-operate in abolishing unnecessary
overtime. It was resolved to call a further con-

ference to decide how to carry out the

resolutions.

LATEST PRICES.
IRON-

Per ton.

The town council of Boston. Lines, have
adopted a report by Mr. W. S. Weatherley, of

London, as to the restoration of the windows
and barrel ceiling in the parish church.

The late Mr. Robert George Clutton. of San-
ton, Reigate, Surrey, head of the firm of Messrs.
Clutton. of Great College-street. Westminster,
surveyors and agents to the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners, the Woods and Forests Commis-
sioners, and other Government Departments,
left personaUy amounting to i;31,56G.

The urban district council of Camborne l-:i\e

instructed Mr. Chadwick, C.E.. to prepare plans
for the North Cliff sewerage scheme, the com-
mission to be at the rate of 5 per cent.

The foundation-stone of a mission-hall in con-

nection with St. Giles's Church, Willenhall. was
laid on Satiirdav. The building will cost about
£1,000.

.Vt a meeting on Tuesday of Provincial Grand
Lodge of Gloucestershire, held in the Chapter
House of Gloucester Cathedral, A'iscount St.

-Mdwyn presiding, it was decided to provide the
sura "of i;750 lo defray the cost of preserving
and restoring the beautiful pinnacle at the
west end of the building.

The consent of the Local Government Board
has been received by the corporation of Norwich
for a loan of ,-£50.000 for the new sewage dis-

posal works at Whitlingham farm, and pump-
ing plant at Trowse Station.

£5 15
7 15
7 5

8 10

20
6 17

RoUed-Tron Joists, Belgian £5 10

RoUed-StcelJoiatji, English 7 5

Wrought-Irun Gilder Platea 7

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5

Do., Lowmour, Flat, Eound, or

Square 20

Do., Welsh 8 15

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 8 0,,
BestSnedshill 9 „

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £3 15s. to £9.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 IDs. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron^
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

8 15
9 10

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge £13 10

Best ditto 14

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12

9/6 10/- 10/6 11/- 11/3 12/-

Per ton
£14

. 14 10

13 14
12/9 13/6

Per ton.

15
14/6

to

B.W.O
per cwt.

Per ton.

£g 10
8 10
9 10

7 ID
9 10
4 17

10 10

Cast-iron Cohimns £6 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 9 5

RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5

„ „ „ Galvanised. 9

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17

Cut Floor Brads 10 10

Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 10

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £6 2 6 to £6 7 6

4in.to6in COO,, 650
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 600
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra; turned

and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast. LilleshaU llOs. Od. to 1178. 63.

Hot Blast, ditto iOs. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes 67|p.o.

Water-Tubes 62i „
Steam-Tubes 57J „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes.... 50 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,,

OTHER METALS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Spelter, Silesiav. £20 to £20 10

Lead Water Pipe, Town 24 2 6 „ —
„ „ „ Country 24 17 6 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 24 12 6 „ —
,, „ „ Country 25 7 6 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tiimed inside. Town 25 12 6 „ —
26Country

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town
„ ,, ,t ))

Coimtry
Composition Gas-pipe, Town

„ ,, Country...

Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) Town
„ „' „ », Country

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 118

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 106

Tin, Straits 185

Do., English Ingota 190

Pig Lead 22 2
Sheet Lead, Town -23 12

Country 24 7

Genuine White Lead 27 15

Refined Red Lead 25
Sheet Zinc 35
Old Lead, against account 19 12

Tin per cwt. 11

Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 I.t

27 2
27 17

26 2

26 17

26 2

26 17

6

15 5
118 10
108
165 10
190 10

to £22 10

» 17 10
7 5
9
5
D 5

7 10
6 10
5 15

4

2 6

7

5
5
9
18

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. ;

—

1st prepared £0 14

2nd ditto 12

Other qualities 4

Staves, per standard 31 :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10

Memel, cr. pipe 220

Memel. brack 190

WOOD.
Bl'ildiso Wood.

Deals : 3in. by llin. and 4in. by
9in. and llin

Deals: 3 by 9
Battens ; 2Hn. by 7in. and Sin.,

and 3in. bv 7in. and Bin

Battens: 2J by 6 and 3 by 6

Deals : seconds
Battens : seconds

2in. by lin. and 2in. by 6in. .

2in. by 4^in. and 2in. by 5in.

Foreign Sawn Boards

—

lin. and IJin. by 7in

£1
IS
14

£45
2.30

200

3
6

Bangkok „ ... 9
Quebec Pine, yellow 4 2

„ Oak 5

„ Birch 2 12

„ Elm 4 2

„ Ash ,, ... 4 7>

Dantsic and Memel Oak 3 5

Fir 3 15

Ash, Quebec ,, ... 4 2
Birch, New Brunswick... ,, ... 2 7

,, Uuebee „ ... 2 7

Elm 4
Bnx, Turkey per ton 6
('(•(tar, Cuba" per ft. sup.
Jarr;ili planks per ft. cu.

Wainscot, Riga p. log .'i

Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4

St. Petersburg 4

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin

by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, Ist £21 to £35

„ 2nd 17 '
- .

„ 3rd 11
Canada Spruce, 1st.., 11 10

„ 2nd and 3rd 9 10

New Brunswick 9
Riga 8 10

St. Petersburg 8 10
Swedish 7 10

Finland 9
WhiteSea 10 13
Battens, all sorts 6

At per standard.

£ s. d. £ 8. d.

13 10 to 15
13 „ 14

, 23 10
, 13 10

, 16 10

, 11 la

, 10

, 9

, 17

. 20 10

, 9 10

, 20 10

, 13

11 „ 12
10 less than

7in. & Sin.

1 n less than best
10 „ ,,

9 to 10
8 10 „ 8 10

10 .0 more than
battens.

1

At per oad of 30ft.

4 10 to 5
4 „ 4 10
3 12 6 „ 3 15
3 „ 3 10
2 10 ,,300
4 „ 4 15

At per standard.
24 to 25
22 „ 23
16 10 „ 18
18 10 „ 20
17 10 „ 19
13 10 „ 14 10

13 10 „ 15
11 „ 12

6 to

22 10
19 10
15
17

16
12 10
14
14
11

„ 15 10

„ 14 10

„ 12

„ 14 10

„ 13 10

„ 11

„ 21

„ 1

and over.

3in
Fir timber : best middling Danzig

or Memel
Seconds
Small timber (Sin. to lOin.)

Small timber (6in. to Sin.)

Swedish balks
Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average)

JoiKERs' Wood.
White Sea: first yellow deals,

3in. by llin

3in. by 9in

Battens, 2Hn. and 3in. by 7in.

Second yellow deals, 3in. by lin....

„ „ 3inby9in.,..
Battens, 2]m. and :^in. by 7in.

Third yellow' deals, 3in. by llin.

and 9in
Battens, 2Jin. and 3in. by 7in.

Petersburg first yellow deals,

3in. bvllin 21

Do. Sin. byOin 18

Battens 13 10

Secondyellowdeals, Sin. by llin, 16

Do. "3in. by 9in 14 10
Battens 11

Third yellow deals. Sin. by llin. 13

Do. .3in. by9in 12 10

Battens 10

White Sea and Petersburg-
First white deals, 3in. bv llin. 14 10

„ Sin. bv 9in. 13 10
Battens .". 11

Second white deals. Sin. by llin. 13 10

„ „ Sin. by 9in. 12 10
battens 10

Pitch pine : deals 18

Under 2in. thick extra 10
Yellow Pine—First, regular sizes 44

Oddments 32
Seconds, reg-ular sizes 33

Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube.. 3

Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs

—

Lar^e, per ft. cube 3
Small 2 6

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 3 6

Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,

asinch 8J „
5in. do. do 7 „

Dry Mahogany— Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch ... 9 ,,

Selected, Figury, per ft. super.

asinch 16,,
Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, asinch 10 ,,

Teak, per load 17 „ 22

American Whitewood Planks, per
ft. cube 4 „

Prepared Flooring, &c.

—

lin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
shot £0 13

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 14 „

liin. by 7in. yellow, planed and
matched 16 „ 1

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
shot 12 „

lin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 12 6 „ C

IJin. by 7in. white, planed and
matched 15 ,, C

2in. by 7in. yellow, matched and
beaded or"V-jointed boards ... 11 ,, C

lin. by7in. „ 14 ,, C

jin.bv Tin. white „ ... 10 „ C

lin. by Tin 12 9 „ (

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per square less than 7in.

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks perfootcube £0
Darley Dale, ditto .. .-

Red Corsehill, ditto •.

Closebum Red Freestone, ditto ,, ...

Ancaster. ditto ,. •••

Greenshill, ditto ,, ••

Chilmark, ditto (in truck at Nine Elms). „ ...

Beer, ditto „
Hard York, ditto „ ...

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,

randomsizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

randomizes >» ... 13
• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per toot cube £0 10
Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot n ..,

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot , ...

Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton
Station

Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station

3 6
2 9
6

9i
S

1

2 6

1

Per square,
to £0 17 6

18

14 6

15

16 6

13 6
18
11 6
15

2 4
z 3
2 2
2 .

1 10
1 10
1 9i
1 6
2 10

1 6i
1 81

1

1 6
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Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 52 ... £0 1 "J

Ijelivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... I
n 9 i n o 91

Ditto Nine Elms Depot... (
Oil ... 2 2J

Ditto Pimlico Wharf /

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 7 per 1,000 alongside, in river.

Rough Stocks and
Grizzles 16 „ „

Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10 „ delivered.

Flettons 1 6 „ at railway station.

Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18 „ „
Blue Brindled Wire
Cuts 13

EedWireCuts 1 14 „ ,. „
Best Karehara Red 3 12 „ „ „
Best Red Pres-sed
Ruabon Facing .. 5 ,, „ „

Beat Blue Pivssed
Staffordshire 3 15 „ „ „

Do. Bullnose 4 „ „ „
Best Stourbridge

Fire Bricks 3 14 „ „ „
Glazed BrIi ks.

Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12 „ „ „

Headers 11 „ „ „
<^uoins. Bullnose,
and Flats 18 „ „ „

Double Streb-hera 19 „ „ „
Double Headers ... 16 „ „ „
One Side and two
Ends 19 „ „ „

Two Sides and one
End 20 „ „ „

6plays, Cha m-
fered. Squints ...20 „ „ „

Best Dipped S.ilt

Glazed Stretchers,
and Header 12 ,, ,, ,,

Quoins, Bullnose,
and Flats 14 „ ,. ,.

Double Stretchers.. 15 ,, delivered
Double Headers ... 14 „ at railway station.

One Side and two
Ends 15 ,, ,, „

Two Sides and one
End 15 „ ,, ,,

Splays, rh.im-
fered, Squint.s ... 11 ,, ,, „

Second Quality
White and
Di pped Salt
Glazed 2 „ less than best.

8. d.

Thames and Pit Sand 7 per yard, delivered.
Thames Ballast 5 6 „
Best Portland (^ement 28 per ton „
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 „ ,,

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 278. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ s. d.

Blue Portmadoc 20x10 ..12 12 6per lOOOof 1200at r.stn.

„ „ ... 16 X 8.6 12 6 „ ,, ,,

BlueBangor ... 20x 10...13 2 8 „ „
„ „ ...20x12. .13 17 6 „ „ ,.

Firstquality 20x10 ..13 „ „ „
20x12.. .13 15 „ „ ,.

„ ,, ... 16x 8... 7 5 „ ,. ,,

Eureka unfading
green 20x10.. .15 17 Sper lOOOof 1200atr.5tn.

„ „ ...20x12. .18 7 6 „
... 18x10, ..13 5 „ „

16x 8 ..10 5 „
Permanent green 20x10. .11 12 6 ,, „ ,,

„ ... 18x10,.. 9 12 6 „ „
„ „ ... 16» 8,.. 6 12 6 ,, ,, .,

TILES.
s. d.

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 at rly. station

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per doz. „ ,,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 52 6 ,, ., ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. „ „
Ruabon red, brown, or brin-
dled do. ( Edwards) 37 6 per 1000 „

Ornamental do 60 ,, „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,, ,,

Valley tiles 3 „ „ „
Red or Mottled Staffordshire

do. iPeake'sl 51 9 per 1000 „ ,.

Ornamental do 54 6 ,. ,, ..

Hip tiles 4 1 per doz. at rly. station

Valley tile.s 3 8 „ „ „
*' Ro.semary " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental tiles 50 „ „ „
Hip tiles 4 per doz. „ ,,

Valley tiles 3 8 „ „ „
** Hartshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6 „ „ „
Ornamental do 50 „ „ ,,

Hiptiles 4 Operdoz
Valley ilea 3 8.. „ „

OILS.
Eapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £.13 10 to £34 10

Do., brown 3110 „ 32 10

Cottonseed, refined 3110 „ 32 10

Olive, Spanish „ ... 40 „ 41
Seal, pale „ ... 25 „ 28 C

Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ 47
Do., Cevlon „ ... 40 „ 40 10
Do., Mauritius „ ... 41 „ 42
Palm, Lagoa a3 „ 34
Oleine , ... 17 5 „ 19 5
Sperm ... 34 „ 35

7 0,.
82 „16 0,,

19 8 „

8 6

6J
1 « U
10

2 li „
2 10 „
3 lOJ „
7 6,,

-

Lubricating U.S. per gal.
Petroleum, reflned .. ,, ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel , ...

Linseed Oil per gal.
Baltic Oil

, ...

Turpentine ,, ...

Putty per cwt.

VAKNISHES, &a. Per gallon.

Fine Pale Oak Varnish £0 8
Pale Copal O.^k 10 6
Supertine Pale Elastic Oak 12 «
Fine Extra Hard Church Oak 10
Supertine IIard-ili7ing Oak, foraeataofchurchea 14
Fine Elastic Carriage 12 6
Superftnc Pale Elastic Carriage 16
Fine Pale Maple 16
Finest Pale Durable Copal 18
Extra Pale Freuch Oil 110
Efc'gshell Flatting Varnish 18
White Copal Enamel 14
Extra Pale Paper 12
Best Japan Ould Size 10 6
Best Black Japan 16
Oak and Mahogany Staia 9
Brunswick Black 8
Berlin Black 16
Knotting 10 u
French and Brush PoUah 10

QL ASS.
English Sheet Qlaaa : ISoz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz. Net.
Fourths IJd. ... 2Jd. ... 3}d. ... 4Jd. „
Thirds 2Sd. ... .'ijd. ... 4d. ... 5d. „

Fluted Sheet 3id. ... 4Jd. ... 4ld. ... SJd. „
Hartley's English Rolled Plate : Jin. ' lain. Jin.

2id. ... 2Jd. ... 3d.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass ; White. Tinte d
4d. ... ojd.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(ESTABLI3nf:D l.SSS.) ,

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KINO WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.G.

R^guUrfd Tradt iLirk.

POLONmSPHALTE
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

ACID-RESISTING ASPHALTE.
WHITE SIUC.A. PACING.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
TELP.CH.'NE Xo. 8.U9 AVK.NIE.

W.H.LASCELLES&Co.,M
121, Bunhill Ro-w, London, E.G.

TELEPHONE No. 1365.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses,

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINGS.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

ESTIM*TES GIVES OS .APPLICATION.

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned

VPPLV TO-
WM. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

120, Bunhill Eow, LONDON, E.O

TENDERS.
•."Correspondents would in all ca.»es oblige by givin?

the addres.sC3 of the parties tenderiuif—at any rate, of the

accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information.

BiLHtM. S.W.—For works of making-up and paving

part of Cllbourae-road, tor the Wandsworth Borough

Council:—
Kavanagh. S.. and C).. Kingston... £9Si

.^dams, T.. Noel Park Goods
Station, Woid Green 9"8

GrilKths and Co., Bi-shopsgite-

street. EC 8,15

Wheeler. W. H.. Blackfriars-

road, S.E 8« 7 4

llowlem. J., & C.i. Westminster... 838

Pearce, W., Forest Hill 835

lies. E.. Wimbledon 795 3 «

Wood. T., .1: Sons. Cro:-ken Hill 76^16 7

Etheridge, J. E.. I 'Id Kent-road'... 737

(Surveyor's estimite, £35J 10*. Id.)
• Accepted.

2.«!1H

2,8X1

2,tS7

2,aH7
2„'S77

2,37S

2,281

HI 4 16
787 5
11.10 15
111(1

610

622 10

school and

£6,010
5,98)
5,772 10
S,5J7

.MIS
5.339
.'1.210

5,231

5.100
5.03^
4,!IX)

4,H(I

2,821

2.623
2.ira

2.4O0
2.3«
2.:)lH

2,317 n
2.2!>» II

2,280

2,274
2.liW
2.15)

Hardwoods,

IJi iiv Si. I'j'Mt M.H.—For con«trurtiD|f ud entruDco to
the Ourn Exchunjje lavatory, for the town council. Mr.
W. I). Hardin^', borouffb surveyor: —

Frost, H. <i.. WentKute-roa-l. Bur>* £4H 5
(Accepted ; lowest tender.)

rmi'i'KNiiAM.—For erecting buntneiwi preniMPfi, for Mr.
W. (\ King. Mr. R. E. lirinkworth. K.S.I.. 10. Old
Bood-Htreet, Bath. (juantitteH by MesxrH. Amor uad
t'uderwood, Bath :

—
Hayward and Woojiter
l.oni;. J., and 8onH
WillH. J., and Sons
Chaneellnr, K., and Sons
l)ownia^ and Rudman
Moore, (i., and Hon
Light, W.. Son, and Co., Chippen-
ham (accepted)

CiMtiKT<i« .—For erection of a teaoher'M houfte and for
other work at the ('hristow iTouncil HchoDl, for the I*?von
County Kducation Committee. Mr. V. MorriD, Ex-jler,

county architect :

—
White, Chatton, and Co., Torquay £l.05.> 3
Bearne, L., Xewton Abbot
Lealley, F. J.. Xewton Abbot
Francis, F. C, Teii^nmouth
Stacey. F. A. A.. Newton Abbot ...

Oillard, E., and Son, Crediton
Wcfltcott, Aui^tin, and White,
Exeter (rejterved for acceptance

;

Eahtiioiirne.—For erection of infantM
cookery centre, Eut-6treet, for the Klucktion Com-
mittee :

—
Feast and Jones
Bowles, E. .1., A»tbford
Kinff, A. W.. and 8oD
Hookham. M
Miltfr an'l Selmes
•Jarman, Daws, and Co.. Richmond
Cook, U., and Sons, Crawley
White, .I. ...

romwall, E.. and Sons
Brown, W., and Son, Brighton ...

Peerless-Dennis, C. and Co.
Martin, J. (accepted)

FoRKKT Hill, S.E.—For erection of Smaller Hall and
Club Rooms, being the flrat portion of th^ '* I>irtraouth

Hall " scheme. Terry \&\c., Fore«t Hill, S.E. Mr. VicU>r

Wilkina. 21. Finsburv-cniare, E.C., architect :
—

Pratt and Soni, Sydenham £1,070 * 9
Blow. S.. Tower Hill. E.C
Rohertji. T. H.. Forest Hill
Groom and Uichanlt*on, Finsbury
Black. A., and Son. Foro-st Hill ...

Bowyer, J. and C. I'pper Norwood
Sabey and Sons. I^linifton. X.
Christmas, S. C, Forest Hill

Ford and Walton. Kilbum, X.W.
Sharijc, W. H., Barnet
l,awrence, W. and Son, Waltham

Cross
Brightman. C. Watford
Saunders, E. .J., Croydon"

•• Accepted, subject to amendment.^.

GoDAi.Miso.—For erection of municipal biiildioT*, aai
alterati'inn and addition*! to the borough hall, for the

c.irpiiration. Mr. J. H. Norrts, b.irough sorreyor :

Iligg* and < >uthwaite. Cobhara
' Stephens, BtL-itow, and Co., Bristol

1
Drowley and Co.. Woking
Haflerneie Builders <'o.. Haslemere
Mu^ellwhite and Sapp. Basing-
stoke

Mitchell Bros., Shalford
Smith and Sons, Norwood
M irtin. WelU. and Co.. Aldershot
MiUon and Sons. Witley
Kemp, 'i., Aidershot

I

Fitt. McC. E.. Reading
Fry, U., Godalmin?

I
Oopley Bros.. Ep^tom

]
Bill-t and Mu^jielwhite. S.ilisbury

I
(nwidard and Son«. Fambara

j

Jarman, iUws, and Co., Richmond

I
Cook and Sons. Crawley ' accepted)

I

Hr.KF.KoRo.—For the erection of a p»lr of semi-ietAchsd

villas on the Belmont E*t-ite, Hertford, for Mr. Chw.
Russell. Mr. H. Skyrm^. Hereford, architect:—

! Powell. W.. Hereforvl £050

Losdox. W.C.—For alterations and repair* to 8t.

Martin's-in-lhe-Fields Parochial Sch>il«. and the bring-

ing up to dat" of the sanitary arrany'TO-nt-i an 1 pimtiog

of the outride, for the Manager-. Mr. If. T. Wr^jth*!!,

F.S.I. . 5, St. Mirtin's-place. Trufalgar-»|u\re. W.t.,

architect and surveyor :
—

StajileJon tc Son*, Stoke Newioztoo
K'-ndall. R.. Agar-street. Strand ..

I'atman \' Fotherinffham. Islington

]^[onk. A.. Liwer E*lmonton
Minter. F. G., Rutney

NnwLVN.-For the carrying out of cV
raent» in the harbour at Newlyn. in th' c

wall, includinif the construction of ferro-c>Ti

e.^h-packing shed*, retaining? walls, emf «

roadways, for the Newlyn Pi-t and
IJ

miiwioners. Mr. W. T. Douglass 15. \

Westminster, S.W..coasoIting engineer;-

Knights. Hvland. and Co., L mdon £2j,521 II 10

Tilbury Contracting and Dredging
Co.. lyindon

Playfftir and Toole, Southampton,..

Be\is. F.. Po'rUmouth
Mat. ham and C v. Plrmonth
Hobrotigh and Co.. Gloucester ,

.

Rilev. J.. Cheltenham
Lester. E. R.. Plymouth
Cole. A. N.. Plvmouth
Carkeek. A.. Redruth. Cornwall ...

Fas-y. A., and Son. London
Neal, R. H. B.. Ltd., Plyraauth*

Paae, E. H.. Cardiff ..

Brebner. P.. C, and Co.. Edinburgh
'A-^repted. ..Engineer** estimate. £14,700-1

i^ijontin*!*^ on p^^' XIX.,

tx.iv.
.I.IKM

•V.l.V)

3,1>*(

a,!.M

3,913
3.819
a.»)0
.t.79)

.1,779

3.772

.V'>l
,1,891

3,f,li>

a,rtH
.t.i;))

U,...'2

£1312
1.4711

1,470
l.tIO

1,»0

21.392 1.5 10

22,170 4 8
2l.2tS 6 5
19.756 10 4

18.110 7 t

18, 186 14

18,147

17,005 18 J

15.989
13,319 2 10
14.924 17 4

14,440 7

w^m
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Borftal-I.akin Mpmorial Porch at Parish Church £5 5s. .; ThP Hnn, Rpcretarv. Birstat Vicarage. Rochester
Heswall-Srhool (300 places) .T. H. Orundv. Clerk. U.D.C. Ofiices. Hovlake
TUtoxeter-Remodelling Smithfleld £20 F. R, Hawthorn. Clerk. Council Offices. Uttoxeter
Pontypndd-Y.M.C.A. T!iiildin» (Aspessor) £2.% £io. £5 G. W, Hankin. Bronheii'o?. Church-nlace. Penarth. Glam
Kinestown -Houses for Very Poor (Assessor) £100. £20 M. A. Maonins-. Town Clerk. Town Hall. Kingstown, Ireland
Kilkfnny- Carnesie I.ihrarv i £1.800 limit) R. O'Connell. Town Clerk. Citv Hall. KilkennT
Manchester—Institutional Church (Manchester Archts. only) T. S. Gibson. F.R.I.R.A., .i. Old Bond-street. W
f^ork— Sanatorium for Consumptives (70 patifnts) £100 K. J. Murphv Secretary. Court House. Cork
Weymouth-Desiens for Pavilion 100g9 H. A. Huxtable, Town'Clerk, Municipal Offices. Weymouth
London, S.W.— County Hall (R. Norman Shaw, E.A., and
W. E. Rilev. V.R.I. R. A., Assessors) £210 to each competitor in final The Architect. L.C.C. Countv Hall, Sprin? Gardens, S.W

Sannegardsviken, Sweden -Quay and Wharf Giiteborga Ktads, Byg?aradskontor, Marten Krakowkatau 5,

Gothenhure .. .

Bethnal Green, N'.E.-Municipal Offices (Assessor) £100, £50 E. Finch, A.M.I.CE., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Pethnal Green, X.E.

June 1

S

,. IS
., 2«

July 1

1

,. 20
„ 30

Aug. 27

Sep'. 2
Nodat*

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Lelant— Residence
Boston, Lines—Sfhnol Coalhouse
LoDdonderry— Hotel. Foyle-street
Beckermet— Cementing- and Plasterins Two Houses
Crewe—Alterations to Hightown Wesleyan Schools
Worsbroiigh Biid^e— House and Shop
Rochford— Additional Wards at Workhouse
Portrus^h— Post Otfice
Knutsford—Additions to Old School, Adams Hill
West Ham— Repairs to Schools
Brixham—AUerations to Model Bakery
Great Baddow— Repairs and Paintins Cottage Homes
Swansea County Court Offices
Bangor— Day Room and Discharge Block
Walney-in-Furness—Church
('helmsford—Repairs and Painting Workhouse, Wood-street
Hahfax-Covered Playshed at Siddal School
Whitehaven— Secondare School ....
Cefn Cribbwr- Chapel Works ... . ..

Ford—Alterations at School .,"..""'...[

Bourne— Additional Classrooms at Star-lane Schnoi
East Ham— Repairing and Painting Three Schools
Leadgate- School
Pelaw—Three Cottages ".*.'.".*.!...."]!...'.'!".'..'."!!!!"!!"

St. Pancras. ^ .W.—Buildings at king's-road Power Station...
Nettlesworth- Alterations at School
Golcar—Three Houses, Handel-street
South Elmsall-New Hotel and Stabling ..
Greenside. Ryton—School ...

Entield- Schools. Easttield-road !

Washington— School
Scarborough—Excursion Station "... '. '

Fulwell—Alterations at School
Clifton— Converting Property into Five Cottages
Little Horton, Bradford -Branch Stores and Thirteen Houses
New bottle—Alterati' n • at St. Matthew's School
Strood—Alterations to Church School
Paddington, W.— Alterations to Harrow-road Workhouse
Manchester— Scullery at Workhouse Infirmary
8t. Helens, Lanes- Schools, College-street
Forth-Ten Houses
Leeds—Additions at Manor-road Depot
Wigan— Repairs and Painting at Workhouse
Treherbert-Fifty-seven Houses
Hahfax—Alterations to Boot iJepartment
Gilfach— Additions to Sion Chapel
Dorchester—Repairs at Council Schools
Fulham, S.W.— Reinstating Ceilings at Infirmary
Crook— Building Portion of Factory
Saundersfoot—Rebuilding Tellings Cottage
Saundersfoot— Rebuilding White Park Cottage
Bangor— Chapel and Lecture Hall, I'ark-hitl
Taylor's Park, Tenby— Rebuilding Gamons Cottage, &c
Saundersfoot— Rebuilding Zealand House
Ferryhill— Public House...
Londonderry— Six Shops and Houces, Waterloo-street
Castle Hedingham—Additions to School
Luton— Extension of Electiicity Buildings
Clydach— Hafod Inn
Ton— House. Maindy-crescent
Lowestoft— Retort House
Belfast— Tnree- storied Children's Infirmary
Seven Kings, Ilford- Public Library
Gravesend—Enlargement of Post Office
Bishop's Stoitford—Repairs to Sewage Farm Buildings
Easton, Dorset— Five Cottages
Leyton— Alterations to Schools
St. Albans—Additions to Asylum at Hdl End
Workington—Alterations t<i*Premises
Abereuvenny— Converting Wards at Monmouthshire Asylum
Kingbton-on-Thames—Telephone E.xchange
Goole—Alterations to Old Goole School,
Hudderstield- School at Billhouse
Catcliffe— Repairs and Alterations at School
Antrim- Teacher's Residence
Wandsworth. S.W.—Extension of Garratt-lane Workhouse...
St. Ervan—Wesleyan Chapel
Glyn Neath- Cottages
Freshfield, Lanes—Convalescent Home
Cricklcwood-Ten Small Villas, Dollis Hill Estate

Miss Young

Mrs. Kelly

Education Committee
Edward Barnes
Guardians

Administrative Sub-Committee
Education Committee

Guardians
H.M. Commissioners of Works .

Hospital Committee

Guardians
Education Committee
Cumberland Education Committee .

Durham County Council
Kesteven Education Committee
Education Committee
Durham County Council
North-Eastern Railway Co
Borough Council .,

Durham County Council .;

Carters' Knottingley Brewery Co.
Durham Couuty Council

,

Education Committee
Durham County Council
North-Eastem Railway Co
Durham County Council
Wm. Irving

,

Grnat Horton Industrial Society .

Durham County Council

Paddington Guardians ...

Guardians
Borough Council
Mrs. Packer
Waterworks Committee
Guardians

Industrial Society
Trustees
Education Committee
Guardians
Jos. Anderson

Calviniatic Methodists .

North-Eastern Breweries

Halstead Advisory Sub-Committee..
Town Council
A. Buc-han and Co
J. P. Williams
Gas and Water Co
Guardians
Vrban District Council
H.M. Commissioners of Works
l^rban District Council
(.treat Western Railway Co
Education Committee
Visiting Committee .,

Industrial and Provident Society

H.M. Commissioners of Works
District Sub-Committee
Corporation
West Riding Education Department
Select Vestry
Guardians
Trustees

SampFon Hill. Architect. Green-lane, Redruth
J. H. Tonley, 6. Bridge-street, Boston, Lines

P. H. Elliott, Architect, Castle-street, Londonderry
Walter Trippiear. Beckermet, Cumberland
H. D. Struthers, Director of Education, Municipal Buildings, Crewe
A. Whitaker, Architect, Saville House, Worsbrough Bridge
Greenhalgh and Brockbank. Architects, Southend
Acheson Ferguson, '2, Wellington-place, Belfast

H. Beswiek, F.R.I.B.A., County Architect, Chester
Wm. Jacques, A.R.I. B. A., '2. Fen-court, Fenchurch-street, E.G. ...

The 3Ianagfr, Co-operative Society, Biixham
W. W. Duffield, Clerk, 99, High-street, Chelmsford
The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
John Gill, A.M.I.CE.. City Surveyor, Bangor
Austin and Palev. Architects, Lancaster
W. W. Duffield, "Clerk, ?6. High-street, Chelmsford
James Lord. C.E., Enrougli Engineer. Town Hall, Hilifax
Grayson and Ould, Architects, .31, James-street, Liverpool
Jesse Hurley, Architect, 10, Bridgend-road, Aberkenfi?
The County Edui ation Committee's Architect, Shire Hill, Durham
W. B. Purser, County Surveyor's (Jthce. Grantham
R. L. Curtis, Architect, 11, Finsbury-square, E.C
C. T. Wilson. Archt., 21, Durham-road, Blackhill. R.S.O,, Durham
William Bell, Architect, Central Station, Newcastle-on-Tyne ,. . ...

The Electricity Dept. Offices, 57, Pratt-street, W
The County Education Committee's Architect, Shire Hall, Durham
Arthur Shaw. Architect. Golcar ^
Garside and Pennington, Architects, Pontefract ...,*

J. Morson. Architect, 77. We 't gate-road, Newcastle-on-Tyne
G. E. T. Laurence. Architect, 22, Buckingham-st., Adelphi, W.C....
J. W. Hansen, Architect, 79, King-street, South Shields
William Bell. Architect. York
The County Education Committee's Architect, Shire Hall. Durham
Stoker and Nichol.'-on, Aichitects, Washington-street, Workiagton
John Drake and Son. Architects, Queensbury
The County Education Committee's Architect, Shire Hall, Durham
Apsl«^y Kennette. Guildhall, Rochester
F. J. Smith, F.R.I.B.A., Parliament Mansions, Victoria-st., S.W...
A. J. Murgatroyd, Architect. 23. Strutt-street, Manchester
Frank s. Biram, Architect, Hardshaw-street. St. Helens
James T. Jenkins. Architect, Forth
The Waterworks Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings, Leeds
H. Ackerley, Clerk, y, Victoria Buildings, King-street, Wigan
J. D. Walters, Maesgwjn, Treherbert
W. Clement Williams, Architect, 29, Southgate, Halifax
L. Lewis, Aichittct, Priory-street, Cardigan
B. R. Swilt, Secretary, Dorchester.
E. J. Mott, Clerk, J29. Fulham Palace-road. Hammersmith, W. ...

H. T. Gradcn. Architect. Market-place, Durham
T. Roderick, Architect, Aberdare
T. Roderick, Architect, Aberdare
Richard Da\ies and Sons, Architects, Bangor, Wales
T. Roderick, Architect, Aberdare
T. Roderick. Architect, Aberdare
Thos. H. Murray, Aichitect, Consett
P . H. Elliott, Architect, Castle-street, Londonderry
F. Whitmore, Architect, 7^. Duke street, Chelmsford
K. F. L. Fo-x, Borough Engineer, Luton
T. Roderick, Architect, Cliftou-street, Aberdire
W. D. Morgan, Architect, Post Office Chambers. Pen*.re

F. and C. Hawksley. C.E.'s. 30, Great George-street, S.W
Young and Mackenzie, Aichitects, Belfast
Herbert Shaw, Engmeer, Town Hall, Ilfoid, Es^^ex

The Secretarv, H.M. Office of Works, Storej's Gate, S.W
R. S. Scott. A.M.I.CE., 7, North-street. Bishop's Stortfoid
G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, W
William Jaciues, A.R.I.B.A., 2, Fen-courc. E C
George T. Hine, F.R.I.B.A., 35, Parliament-street, S.W
W. G. Scott and Co., Architects, Workingiun
E. J. Johnson, F.R.I.B.A., Abergavenny
J. Rutherford, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate. S W
Hv. Lindlt'V, Divisional Clerk. Education Office, Goule
K. F. Campbell, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eug.. 1, I'eel-street, Huiderstteld.
S. Abson, Divisiunal Clerk, Education Offices Woodhouse
William J. Fennell. F.li.LB.A., 2. Wellington-place. Belfast
Cecil A. Sharp. .\.K.I.B.A., Old Uueen-st.. On. Anne's tiat.*, S.W.
W. T. Miirtyu Mear, Architect, Rock, Wadebridge
Glendinnmg Moxham, K.U.LB. A.. 39, Castle-street, Swansea
C. J. Weld-iilundfll, Blundell House, Campden Hill, Kensington,W.
George li. Paine, Architect, 02, Moorgate-street, E.C
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ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Keighley-Motor (7JB.H.P.).
Portsmouth—Alternator

Baths Committee Wm. Bagshaw, Town Cbrk, Town Hall, Keighley June 15-

Town Council Kincaid, Waller. Manville. and Dawson, 29, Gt. George-st., S.W. ,. ,, 21

ENaiNEERING.
Southwick—Embankment Works 8horeham Harbour Trustees A. T. Walmisley, Engineer, 9, Victoria-atreet. Westminster, S.W.
Chorley— Laying Cast-Jron Water Mains (26i miles) Rural District Coumil Alban Jolly. Surveyor, 9, High-street, Chorley .

Bacup-Laying Water-Mains i;orporation J. Diggle and Son. Civil Engineers, Hind HiU-street, Heywood....

Oulton—Self-Registering Weighbridge Mutlord and Lothingland Guardians Frank I'eskett, Clerk, 148, i^ondon-road, Lowestoft
Knutsford— Gas-Kngine ..'....'. T. Mainman, Clerk, Knaresboiough
Coventry- Condensers " Gas Committee F. W. Stevenson, Ensineer, Gasworks. Coventry

Sandbank, Argyll—Filters"!! Cowal District Committee W. and W. DisseUlutl, Joint Cleiks, bS, Argyll-street, Dunoon ...

Romitey—Bridge over Peak'Forest Canal Urban District Council J. W, Bain, Clerk, bcUool Brow, credbury

Dunedin, New Zealand-Gas Plant Corporation Thos. Cole, A.M.I.CE.. 11, Victoria-street, Westminster. S.W
East Dulwich-grove,S.E.—Heating Improvements atlafirmary Bouthwark Union Guardians Howard C. Jones, Clem, John-street West, BUcklriars-road, 8.E.
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rUIIiJY, .TIXE Jl, I'KI-

AUE ARCHITECTS OVERPAID?
The question at the head of this article is

one which architects will answer with mi
emphatic negative; yet it is not long since
il was iJointed out in our Correspondence
columns that unless architects are over-

paid for their ordinary work, they could
not afford to throw away so much time as
(hey do gratuitously upon competitions.
From the business man's point of viev/,

there is a great deal to be said for this con-
tention. The architect who competes much
spends on the aggregate a very large propiu'-

tion of his time upon unremunerativo
work, and has to earn his livelihood during
the remainder. More than this, when com-
peting, he is straining his faculties to the
utmost ; and so it is the best of his time and
the best of his brains that the competition
recfives, wliile his regular clients have to

put up with just such attention as he can
spare. The architect who acts like this,

however, is the gambler of his profession,
and not the regular, steady practitioner.
He probably has quite a small clientele, if

;iny at all, depending upon such wurk as
he wins by competition for his livelihood,

and he takes his risk accordingly. Ho is

generally a man of unquestionable ability,
and may eventually make a great name for
iiimself ; but he takes his chance. He may
enter for competition after competition,
particularly during the less experienced
years of his life, without success ; but when
eventually he manages to pull off a win, it

i« a comparatively big thing, which gives
him employment, standing, and susten-
ance for soi.':e considerable period. Un-
questionably, architectural services in con-
nection with large buildings, such as are
generally put out to comjjetition, are ovcr-
[)a!d by the usual commission of o per
cent., especially if the architect does
nothing more than the drawings, leaving
the specification to his quantity surveyor
and the supervision to his clerk of works.
If it were not so, there would be much less

keen rivalry to obtain the work ; but this
argument only applies to very large build-
ings, such as are scarcely ever given to an
architect direct. Thus £2,000 is not exces-
sive payment, perhaps, for all that is con-
nected with the carrying out of a ))ro-

vincial town hall at a"cost of £-10,000; but
(en times this sum is really more than ade-
quate for a buihling of ten times the size,

an open competition for which the gambler
always feels that it is worth his while to
enter. It is only a matter of degree. Ac-
cording to the Institute's scale, the com
mission of .5 per cent, is customary uj)on
all works which cost more tlian £1,000, and
it does not matter how much they exceed
this sum. T'niversal experience says that
for small buildings, and those involving
much enrichment. and. consequently,
many details or much trouble, such as
alterations, the ordinary o per cent, charge
is un remunerative. It is fair and reason-
able for works of moderate and even coii-

. sideraole size, for which competitions are
o;t-asioual]y held, though not with any
^leat show of justitication. Such ought to
be pi i."ed in the hands of an architect,
without his havinq to speculate in order to
obtain them ; or. if a comiietitioii is held,
it should either be a limited on?, each com-
petitor being paid a honorarium for his
services such as is sufficient to cov^r out-of-
nocket expenses ; or, if open, should be con-
fined to pencil sketches, and b.' treated by

coi'iprtjtiois as a matter of practice and
exercise in design. Open competition for
greater works, particularly such as are
simple in tlieir character, or involving
much repetition, is justified by the v?ry
fact that *he payment is high; but the
gambljug spirit, inherent in all of us is
thus fostered. It works out very well in
pr.K-t;i<e, fr.r only the man who is supreme
aiivong'-t his fellows survives many unsuc-
cessful attempts. The others soon drop out.
and become mere occasional competitors,
entering, jierliaps, for .some special thing
which appeals to their fancy, or in which
they have a local interesi, wlien otherwise
there is not much in the office upon which
to em|)loy themselves or their staff. They
then compete wdth their tyes open, fully
awai'e that the chances of success are iii

their cas? small indeed ; but they have bo-
come wise men who, as a matter of fact,
prefer the bird in the hand, in the form of
a small commission from a client, to that
in the busli, which the competition offers
thfin. Ihe really great man, however,
looks upon the matter in quite a different
light. He knows that he is capable of
winning a certain i)i-oportion of the compe-
titions for whicli he enters, and. averaging
his successes and his failures, he finds that
he can make a bett.-r livelihood by con-
stantly entering for big things than he
could if he were satisfied by an ordinary,
everyday practice, with its small, but defi-
niie Income The work wliich he does is
itself highly paid. The income which he
earns is often not greater than that of an
unknown provincial architect of much less
ability. He says that he is not overpaid.
nor is he, v.'hen the tim^ spent on liis un-
successfiil atlempts is taken into account.

Speaking again from the point of view
of the business man. he recognises that he
will be paying an individual architect too
much for his labour if he gives him .5 per
cent, for carrying out an enormous build-
ing, but is yet content to do this, and be-
lieves that it will pay him to do it, too.
provided that he uses the competition
method for obtaining the best scheme pos-
sible. He considers that the excess commis-
sion paid to the architect actually em-
ployed over what is justly due to him for
his skill and labour, is inorc^ than recom-
pensed to him liy the possibility of select-
ing from aiuongst several thoroughly good
schemes, and the certainty that all compe-
titors will ha\e been put upon their mettle
to produce the very best that is in them by
the prospect of huge reward. The busines"s
man is satisfied, and so is the competing
architect, and although the individual
may be actually overpaid for the work done
on that particular building, after all
thing-- are taken into consideration, in-
cluding th» labour put into the competi-
tion l)y the unsucces'^ful. it is generally
found that the profession as a whole comes
out of the matter on about a level basis.
There is yet another way of considering

the question which we ha\e raised. There
are many large buildings, particularly in
our great c'ties, for which no competition
is held, and upon which the 5 per cen:.
commission is pai<l. not to a well-known
man. or one of striking ability, but to an
architect who has succeeded with consider-
able pains in, as he calls it. ••pulling off

the job." The way in which this is don-
v.'ill not always stand inquiring into. Th>
fact that the jjercentace paid by the cli -nt

for avrhiteclural servic -s is more than thev
are really worth has led to a species of what
may almost be called comniTcial black-
mail in such cases as this, for the archi-
tect usually parts with a considerible por-
tion of what he receives from his client by
'Oiaring his commission with others who
have helped him to oiilain the work. Of
course, this is illegal now: but it takes a
great many Acts of Tarliament to alter-

human nature, and it is cv.ii easv to "v.de

tilt Hi. ll IS possil)!.-. fiu- lll^lall(l•, f<jr an
engineer to be associateil wilh an archilect
in Some particular work as nominal
partnei, while actually doing nothing for
his shfiie of the commission. In the end,
the architect receives a living wage and
nothing more, while his friemls cull him a
lucky man foi having had a large building
to cany cmt, and (he Income-tax Coniniis-
sioners are sceptical when he makes his
annual return. That luisines.s men, as a
general rule, wink at this sort of thing is

fairly obvious, and that they know that
the ordinary percentage is an overcharge
upon big buildings is to be seen through
ih'-ir wry oftrn emphpying no architect at
all, i)iittiiig the work "into the hands of
large firms, who both contract and design,
or else employing estate agents, who, keep-
ing a ghost 111 the background, are pre-
pared to undertake an architect's duties
for very much less than the architect's
scale rate of charges. Both of these are
growing customs which it would be well
for architects to recognise. Two remedies
are p.ssible. One of these is to so alter the
scale of charges as to graduate it, decreasing
it as (he size of the biiiMing increases and
its CO nparative elaboration of detail be-
comes lest. Ihj. other is to carry the Hegis-
( ration Bill, and even to strengthen it to
such an extent that no architectural work
can be carried out without the employment
of an architect wh<ise qualifications have
been tested and approved.

THE U.I.B.A. CH.VUTER AND
BY-LAW.S.

THf; COU.VCIL'S HFCO.M.ME.S"DATIONS.

At length the Council's proposals for the
alteration of the H.I.B..\. Charter and By-
laws have been produced, and are to be dis-

cussed with a view to their adoption or re-

jection on ^Monday, July 1. The choice of
date is significant. Not only have we come
to the fag-end of the Sessitm already, but
the first week in July has long Ixx-n deter-

mined upon for the summer visit of the
Iii'^titute to Edinburgh. To usher it in
v.ith a special met"tiiig in London upon a
matter of extreme importance is to place a
premium upon a meagre attendance and
the prevalence of the Council's views with-
out due deliberation. Provincial members
in particular, living midway betwc-en the
capitals of England and .Scotland, are not
likely to attend a meeting in London on
Monday evening, when llu-y have already
arranged to be at Edinburgh on Thursday.
Yet their presence may well be of the
greatest importance. A few words spoken
opportunely—even a vote cast intelligently

—may on Monday evening \ye of untold
value, far surpassing that of attendance at

a round of social functions. The English
Metropo'is has. coiiseqiieiilly. jiii this occa-

sion, a much greater claim upon th? at-

tendance of members than has the Scotch

—

for the occasion is criti<-al, infinitely more
so than appears at first sight.

The present proposals form the answer of

the Institute Council to a practically uni-
versal demand for an improved organisa-
tion of the profession, in order to remov:*

evils whose existence and extent were amply
proved to the satisfaction of a Committee
of Inquiry, which sat under th.^ chairman-
ship of the then President of th-' Institute
two years ago.

These evils, put shortly, are tha existence

among architectural practitioners of a

large number of unqualified or half-

qualified ni'r'n ; th> steady augmentation of

their ranks and want of any obligatory

test : the absence of any cde of honour or of

professional etiquette among them ; and
the general degradation of architects in

the eyes of the public in consequence.
tireat evils such as thes? can only be
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overcome by great remedies. They cannot
be cured by tinkering, or by kid-glove
methods. So much the R.I.B.A. Council
evidently recognised at on? time, for they
drafted a Registration Bill, which, if it

had been canied into Parliam;>nt and had
become law, would liave gone f^ir to meet
the case. But before this Cfiuld be done,
a new Council was elected, who were
afraid of proc;<eding in a whole-hearted
spirit with a necessary reform. After long
and anxious deliberation, fully alive to the
seriousness of the situation all the time,
they have now formulated a series of pro-
posals

—

fo add a new class of iinii-Corporate

Liccniiafcs fo flic InstHufr!

This is the sum-total of what the pre-
sent "Recommendations" will lead to in
the event of their adoption— a revival of

the class of Associates of thirty years ago,
which had to be done away with on ac-
count of its unsatisfactory character! The
better qualified and the more reputable of

practitioners now outside the Institute are
to be invited to subscribe a guinea a year
to its funds for the privilege of branding
themselves as of an inferior caste to the
Fellows and Associates, so unintelligent as
to be denied a vote upon any subject what-
ever ; but are to be kindly permitted to
attend the ordinary meetings, and to re-

ceive copies of the Kalendar and the
Journal ! The still less reputable and le^s

qualitied "architects" are tn be left

severely alone, to increase and multiply as
at present, and to continu? their present
evil deeds without let or hindrance.

If it w-ere proposed that the Licentiates
should form a temporary class, into which
all architects, or men who had obtained a
prescriptive right to practise the profes-
sion of architecture, should be compul-
sorilj- admitted (except such as were
already corporate members of the
R.I.B.A.), a good deal could be said in
favour of it. The future right to practise
could then be confined to architects who
were joined to the Institute, and, with no
further additions to the Licentiates, this
would operate in the course of a single
generation in making all practising archi-
tects in the countvv properly qualified
corporate members (Felhiws or Associates)
of the Institute.

tinfortunately, this is just what the
"Recommendations " fail to provide. Con-
sequently, they need sending back for

further consideration, or negativing in
toto : and it is just this which it is so diffi-

cult to do. considering the date at which
the meeting is to be held. If members will

only attend, however, they have the matter
in their own hands—and it is well to note
that although Associates may not vote on
matters affecting By-law's, no such restric-

tion applies when changes in the Charter
are under consideration. Consequently, all

can vote on the main point at issue—the
addition of a non-Corporate class of Licen-
tiates to the Institute. By sending it back
—which would be better than rejecting it

—the members would show that they in-

tended something of a more comprehensive
character to be done, worthy of the Insti-

tute, and equal to the urgent requirements
of the case.

Some of the other proposals which are
made are of a more satisfactory nature
than this, the main one. This is particu-
larly the case with regard to education, of

which a wider view is taken which might,
in tVie course of many years, lead to great
good. In fact, the power which it is pro-
nosed to take in the Charter, "to formu-
late and . . . from time to time alter
and amend a scheme or schemes for the edu-
cation of Architects throughout the fnited
Kingdom, India, and the Cohmies," almost
presutiposes the existence of a comprehen-
sive Registration Act. The idea is most
excellent, if it can only be made compul-

sory. Something of this sort seems to be
intended, for the proposed new clause in

the Charter furtiier provides that after 1912
all persons subniilting themselves for the

Associates' linal Examination shall have
passed through this course of education, or

have otherwise qualitied in some specified

way. Tliis is excellent—if none but quali-

tied Associates are in future to be allowed
to practise architecture. Otherwise, it is

only another delusion, and would act

merely to keep down the number of

entrants, sending young men to the Society

for their qualification, instead of to the

Institute.

A proposal to alter one of the By-laws so

as to allow expu^ions to be advertised in

the public Press needs careful watching.
There is even doubt whether the Institute

might not. by taking such a step, lay itself

open to actions for libel. This would be

highly undesirable, and would do more
harm than good. It is the Council's answer
to a demand for more drastic powers in

cases of malpractice ; and it is as ineffective

as is their main attempt to meet a great

evil by a parochial reform. It is power to

prevent an evil-doer from earning his

living by architecture which is needed—not

a mere autiuH'ity to libel him.

Finally, there is an omission to chronicle.

No apparent notice has been taken of the

strong recommendation of the General
fleeting held so recently as June 10, that

the right of demanding a poll should be

granted on much more reasonable condi-

tions than at present obtain. It almost
looks as if the Council allowed Mr. Wills

to produce his motion, of which they had
been aware for months, when they had
already made up their minds to do nothing.
when, in fact, the "Recommendations " for

the amendment of the By-laws were already

in print. If so, it was on a par with their

selection of July 1. for the consideration of

these Recommendations, and with the issue

of the draft suggestions last March, so late

that their proper consideration was ren-

dered practically impossible. This sort of

thing may show cleverness of a kind, but it

is hardly the way in which the business of

the representative body of a great profes-

sion should be conducted. It savours too

much of, the sharp pracice of the shady
ones about whom all this bother is raised.

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION IN
EDINBURGH.

To celebrate tlic jubilee of the Edinburgh
Architectural Association, an exhibition of

architectural designs and drawings was
opened in the Royal Scottisli Academy
Galleries. Mound, on Wednesday afternoon,
bv Sir Tliomas Gibson Carmicliael. Bart.
The exhil)ition will remain open during the
visit to Edinburgh in the beginning of July
of the Royal Institute of British Architects..

Over 500 exhibits are on the walls, including
a series of photographs of deceased archi-
tects, of whom in the catalogue there are
short memoirs compiled by Mr. Hippoyte J.

Blanc, R.S.A., the ])resident of the Associa-
tion, to whose initiative and assistance much
of the success which has attended the
organisation of the exhibition is due.
.4mong other portraits shown are those of

James Craig, the designer of the New Town
of Edinburgh (an oil painting bv David
Allan). Thonuis Hamilton. R.S.A.. the archi-

tect of the high school (a portrait in oils

bv W. Nicholson. R.S.A.): William Burn.
David Brvcc. David Rhind, G. M. Kemp,
Robert Adam. Sir James Gowans. etc. The
arcliitectural designs are supposed to be of

work executed within the last fifty years;
but the line has not been too strictly drawn.

In the first room are exhibited a series of

public buildings designed by Mr. David
Bryce, including the Bank of Scotland and
Fettes College, as also several mansions in

the Baronial style of architecture. There is

a drawing of Donaldson's Hospital by W. H.

Playfair (the architect also of the Mound
Galleries), coloured by David Roberts, R.A.
Grouped around it is an interesting collec-

tion of water-colour drawings of Old Edin-
burgh closes by James Heron, and on the
other side of the doorway are views of old
Dundee, lent by the corporation of that
city. The work of the late David Rliind is

well illustrated by his competitive designs
for the Houses of Parliament (which were
l^remiated), and for a large Government
building in Wliitehall. The late firm of Hay
and Henderson is represented by a drawing
of the restored nave of the Haddington
parish church.

A number of frames lent by the corpora-
tion of Glasgow, containing photographs of
rejiresentative buildings in that city, chieflv
by deceased architects, are conspicuous in

the second gallery. They include several
churches by " (Grecian " Thomson, and work
by Sir vjuuert Scott. R.A., and his son. Mr.
Oldrid Scott, who is happily still with us ;

Mr. John Burnet, senior ; Mr. William
Yountr (the corporation buildings), and
others. For centre-piece in this gallery on
the left is a drawing by the late Mr. J. Dick
Peddie. R.S.A.. M.P., of a scheme for the
improvement of Princes-street west of the
Mound, by the construction of a terrace.
There is also a scheme by the same archi-
tect for the improvement of the east end of
Princes-street, which, however, has been put
out of court by the covering in of the
Waverley Market, and the erection of the
North British Station Hot?l. By the late
Mr. J. Campbell Walker is a drawing of
Blair Drummond house in the Scots
Baronial style ; an unsuccessful design for
the Mound vjalleries by Thomas Hamilton,
R.S.A., as also a beatuiful drawing by .he
same architect of the high school in "com-
bination with the Burns Monument. As an
example of the modern commercial building
there is shown a jjlioto of the new Parcel
Post Office, Glasgow, by Mr. W. T. Old-
rieve.

A group of drawing's by Sir Rowand
Anderson makes an imposing centre in the
third room. Thp->- include Mount Stuart
House, Bute, the residence of the Marquis
of Bute ; the facade of the Central Station,
Glasgow; the iNational Portrait Gallery,
Queen-street ; and designs for the monu-
ments to the Marquis of Montrose and Lord
President Inglis in St. Giles', and to J'r.

J. R. Findlay in the National Portrait
Galler\'. Opposite is a groujj of drawings
by Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc, which includes
the dignified Coats Memorial Church.
Paisley. Troon parish church, and the apse
of St. Cuthbert's. Note may be made also
of the design for the " Scotsman " buildings.
Edinburgh, by Messrs. Dunn and Findlay

;

of the • Dailv Record," buildings, Glasgow,
by Messrs. Honeyman and Keppie ; of the
North British Hotel, by Messrs. G. Beattie
and Son ; of the mansion-house of Rose-
haugh, by W. Flockhart, London ; several
frames of photographs, by Mr. John James
Burnet, A.R.S.A., Glasgow; and a drawing
of the mansion-house of Wells. Roxburgh,
bv Messrs. Leadbetter and Fairley. There
is also a group by Messrs. Sydney Mitchell
and Wilson, which includes Craig House
Asylum, the Edinburgh University Union,
and banks in Edinburgh and Glasgow-.
Models are also shown of the Register
House, by Adam ; the Clyde Trust Offices,

by Mr. "

J. J. Burnet ;" and the Coats
iMemorial Church, by Mr. Hippolyte J.

Blanc. The exhibition secretaries are
Messrs. A. E. S. Thomson, solicitor, and J.

M'fntvre. architect.

STANDARD SPECIFICATION FOR
PORTLAND CEMENT.

The British Standard Specification for

Portland Cement (Report No. 12) has been
revised, and will be issued to-day. The
specification has worked exceedingly w'cll

since its issue, but suggestions have from
time to time been brought to the notice of

the committee whereby its usefulness might
be extended, and to this end the present
revisions are directed.

Tlie following may be mentioned among

1
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the more important points in which revisions
have taken place :

1. The percentage of sulphuric anhvdritk*
has been slightly raised.

2. The quantity of cement to be used in
the test for fineness, and the period for
which it is to be sifted, have been specified,
while the residue to bo left on a sieve 180 by
180 has been somewhat reduced.

3. The grading for the increase of tensile
strength in the neat test has been further
extended.

4. The nia.\imuni final setting time for llie

"slow setting" cement has been increased.

5. The expansion under the Le Chatelier
test has been reduced.

Other alterations have been made in the
direction of rendering the meaning of the
specification more clear, such as, for
instance, the insertion of an example show-
ing the method of calculating in chemical
e(|uivalents the proportion "

of lime to
silica and alumina. The design of the
standard needle (Plate 2) has been slightjv
modified, with a view of diminishing the risk
of injury, and to allow of the ready re-
placement of the point if damaged : but no
alteration in the essential features has been
made.
The sectional committee have had under

consideration for some time past the
question of making some stipulation as to
initial setting time, and experiments have
been, and are being, carried out with a view
to the inclusion of a clause dealing w ith this
point. The committee are also making
certain other investigations, the desirability
of which has been brought to their notice';
but they have decided not to hold back the
issue of the present revision pending the
completion of these experiments, which are
likely to occupy some considerable time.

Copies of the report, price 2s. 6d.. or post
free 2s. 8d., can be obtained from the pub-
lishers, Messrs. Crosbv Lockwood and Son
or from the offices of the committee 28
\ ictoriastreet. S.W.

Qt'AXTITIES.—X.
By the Author of " Estimating," &c.*

A Detached Residexce JIe.isured asd Billed.

T.\KrN-G OFF : iiRicKLAYER {continued).

(See Section.)

FIRST FLOOR {cnntimff^'I).

D.D.

ti 6
9

DP.
1 a. opening for oriel.

is 6

8 n
!•

78 9

Add.

1 a, over the entrance.

20 6
Taken 11

Now take the other internal work. slcOpir walls,
ice. Take each floor inside before fa< inits, irchea,
strings, \c., outaido, and then ;,'.. tin,, i-h the
spccilication to see that nothing has h.xii oiiiittod,
putting a hne through each item until thoro ia a
continuous upright lino.

2/1 18
I

3/

5 n
:< 9

6 1

4 <i

15 B
11 6

9
7 ±

70 2
10 6

6

1

81
2 8 1

6 .s

DP.

J B. wo.

Pitto.

27 5

Add.

1 U. over dininp-room.

22 6
11

11 6

DP.
1 B. openini; to ba)^.

Add.

IB.

ISTBRXAL WALtH.

M
12 6
11 3
12 5

70 2

.1

18

DP.

I

1 B. door.

53 4

Ditto.
2 6

,

16 8

7 6
3 6

Ditto opening to

26 3

7
4

n

12 9
14

28

34 10

178 e

10 6
5 2

54 3

3
2 6

7 6

11 3
14 6

163 1

11 6
6

34 6

i B. to w.o. on stairs.

Pitto.

Add.

1 B. wall side of librarv, R.H.
(right-hand).

Height from under
ground-Hoorjoista 25

Less, taken 11

14

1} B. chimneybreast, to plate only.

1 Add.
17 1 ' i u. in rrin .ft wall? to w.c. and
10 6 bath.

,178 6
I 8

4
4 11

I

16 11

I
I B. in ffiofni door$.6 4

2 4

6 8
2 8

14 9

Ditto.

17

11 6

IS

12 I

12 9
I

8

Opening 1 2
1 6

5 2

CHUIXEY STACKS.

These stacks have each to be reduced from the
width of I himneybrcasts to what is required to
carry the Hues. There are two in each stack,
and will require three half-brick and two one-
brick in width = 3^ bricks = .'iUin.

Add.
2 B. chimney-«tachs, drawing and

dining.

From 6in. under
ground lloor ... 35 3

Lt^ t^iken 23 6

8 o|

10

11

10

3 6

~
1

2/ 11 9
2 8

62 8

D^
1^ B. opening for stove.

Add.
i B. wall to (oriel) front wall.

Ditto gable over.

The pieces of stucco projecting at ends would
be lathed on bracketing, taken hereafter.

T»™'!ii"='''*
reserved by the author.—SpccMcation com-

SfT"^ "" P- "8 of >«'o. 27U. For ground plan and section
see no. ^.jo, p. 614.

The thickness is one brick and two half ditto
= 2B.

2-^/ 1 10 1

I
2 B. allow for gathering from

10 Sft. 2in. to 2ft. Sin.

I I t ol

This is one piece on either side of each chimney-
breast.

The caps, ic, to the chimney-stacks will be
measured when the facings are taken.

2 B. chimney-stack over hbrajy.
',18in. shorter than the L>tberS;.

«/2,

10 3
2 8

27 4

4

35 3
1

1
1

11 9
3

2 B. allowance for gathering a.b.
(as before).

2 B. chiinne>-9tack to kitchen (one
flue 14 X '.<).

The allowance is .added on to last
allowance by again twicing it.

Sleeper-wall, 9in. high, of two
38 enurws of 1 B. ind one cour«e

of IJ B. IJriwini;- r.wm. 8»«
section ami gnjund plan.

tt The la»t item in torTxtra length in
bay window.

i B. do. built on footing, aiy 2co.
18 high.

i n. ditto to I.H. wall (len
chimneybreaat , nay 4 co. bi^.13

H 6
a

30

7

12

10

i B. sleeper wall ab. drawing-
room..

J B. a« before, 2 co. high.

i B. ditto L.H. wall, 4 co. high.

5 9
5 9

II a

1 B. ileeper wall ab. liby. in bay.

I i B. wall ab. R.B. (omittinir
chimneybreaat) 4 co. high.

3 li

3 6

Ditto I,.H. 3 CO. high.

1 B. deeper wall baH) ab.

1 } B. ditto against I..H. wall 3 co.
high.

Ditto against R.B. wall.

1 B. sleeper wall ab. under stairs.

i B. ditto again'*, i B. wjII next
W.C., ico.

Ditto next both walls inside of
w.c, ice.

I B. sleeper wall ab.

Ditto kitehcn.

} B. ditto R.H. 4 CO. high.

Ditto 3 CO. high L.II. wall, |.;m

chimneybreast.
2 9
2 9

4 l»B. wall ab. 3 cc>.

1

8

B 31 Bedding plate.

SB S
36
6
18
13
M
17

11 6
30
7

12
20 9
20 9
18 9
16
H

16
10
11
10
5 6
8

This is laving a bed of mortar on the sleeper
wall and bedding the plate on it. The cast is a
collection of the walls carrjing plates. _^ _^^

Take next the asphalt dampconr-
! from the walls as follows. The i

usually laid so as to come abo\'j
The above completes the main brickwork. , outside.
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106 i

1 2
Asph. D. Co.

101 !>

!i

53

5 4
9

4 10
9

5
1

e

163 9
9

153 6
5

183 G

53

8

8 3 1

121 7
L?3l 15 3

Bay opening*.
8 6
6 9

15 3

Do. to 1 B. walU.

.•!3 fi

67 G
35 3
12 i;

16

164 9

Dj. to 5 B. Wills.

Do. to cliimneybreasts.

Do. on sleeper walls.

36
6

34
30
20 9
16
10
11

I
163 9

1

Do. on h B. ditto.

17

11 6
7

12
20 9
12 9

16
10
5
8

i 15.1 6

It is usual to allow .iin. on i\ walls, as Hin.on
IV 1!

Ne.it take the labour, &e., inside.

2/1 11 9 1

14
1

I 31 4

Rou?h cuttin? to splays of bay
window dining-room.

This is taken from footings up to top of plate
under first floor joists and twitted for the two sides
of bay.

Bed and point lar»e frame rircit'<tr

nn plan loft. 3in. on cord line
7t. high, the head not bedded.

^/ ^ 3 Set stove, including all necessary
fire-bricks, &c.

Si 1 3 1 Wrot. iron chimney bar 4ft. 6in.
by 2 by J caulked up and down
and fixing.3/1 3

!
Rough arch over same set in,1 cement and include all cutting.

3/
1 '

* i-)ne brick fender wall in mortar
1ft. high, including one footing
the total length of wall is 5 . 3

3 9
9
9

Some .surveyors take out the brickwork in
fender-walls and sleeper-walls, and add them to
the ordinary brickwork.

Render in cement to opening for
stone.

3/ 1 3 Core and pirge flue.

^'' 1 3 Chimney-pot p.c, 53., and setting
in cement.

The last items as to chimnev-openings, &c.,
have been three timesed for dining-room, draw-
ing-room, and librarv. The fender- wall of
the latter is a little smaller—i.e., Gin. less in
length—and can be kept separate. The chimney
bar and arch are also Gin. shorter; but the
ditterence is hardly worth notin".

1 1
1

1 8

1 3
1

1 3
!

1 3

1 3

1 3

1 3

1 1

1 3

1 1

11 9
1 4

31 4

11 9

3 5

3 7

BpiI and point large frame (9.0

by t.9}.

DltAWlNT. ROOM.

Rough arch, &c., over lintel of
doorway.

Ditto to half-brick wall to folding--

doors, 7.0 openiDL-.

Rough cutting (R.C.) to bay of
library.

R.f". Birdsmouth cutting Lo mul-
lion3 of bay window.

B. and P. frames.

Ro. arches, &e., as before (ab.)

B. and P. frame, small window in
hall.

1 1 , Ditto entrance frame 8.6 by i.O.

Two rough arches over these openings are
added on to the 3 last taken.

Two are also added to the same item for the
windows in w.c. and lavatory, and also two bed
and point frames to last item of B. and P. for the
windows of w.c. and lavatory.

Rough or relieving arches over
doorways of w.c. and lavatory.

Bed and point frame kitchen
window.

Rou^h arch over doorway to
kitchen (1 B.)

Ditto from same to scullery {^ B.)

Ro. cutting- cir. (circular) to angle
of recess in kitchen.

Render in cement to opening for
range.

Rough arch in cement and all

cutting 4.6 opening.

W.I. chimney bar 6.4 long caulked
up and down at ends and fixing.

Core and parge flue.

Chimneypot at 5- and setting in
cement.

Set range or kitchener with all
necessary flues cut and rendered,
and firebricks, fireclays, Arc.

One brick fender wall 12in. high
ab., with one footing about 7ft.
long all round.

B. and V. frame scullery.

Rough arch to ab. h b.

Ditto to entrance doorway, 7ft.
by 3.0

Rough relieving arch about J B.

Ditto to coals and w.c.

B. and P. frame to w.c.

Small ditto to coals.

Rough relieving arches J B.

I'-IllST rLOOU.

These additional labours could be taken with
the work as measured, and in large works should
be. The continual -'Add" and "DD." is
avoided in this small one.

Bet stove ab.

C. and P. flue.

Chimney-pot and setting in C. ab.

W.I. chimney-bar, 1ft. 3in. lon^
2 by g.

Rough arch in cement ab.

Render back of opening in cement.

The last six items are timesed for the other
bedrooms.

The fixing of the frame to bay is a joiner's
job, except the B. and P. in reveals.

2
'

1

1

1

1

11 9
9

8 10^

1

2 2

A

2
I

4

6

8

18

28

Bed and point fram*:-..'.

B. and p. frame.

J B. trimmer arch in cement.

Cutting to skewbick.

G.\Rr)EN-M.\KING.*

Mr. Thomas H. Mawson, hon. A.R.I.B.A.,
has just issued the third edition of his well-

known book on The Art and Craft of
Garden-jMakiug." with enlargements and ad-

ditional illustrations, some of which have the
advantage of showing how schemes
previously pictured and described in earlier
editions have, since then, sufficiently

matured to give an idea of their ultimate
possibilities. New garden arrangements,
however skilfully planned, naturally at the

outset unduly obtrude the details of their

contrivance, and appear to over-emphasis-'

lines which in course of time fall into place,

and, as years go on, assume less and less of

the formality on which, in the initial stages,

the work of garden craft would appear at

first sight to depend. Photographs of

historic gardens invariably, of course, have
this enormous advantage ; indeed, inherent
defects oi their original scheme become
mollified, and even superseded, by the grace
of Nature's developments. Nevertheless, it

remains of primary importance, of course,

that the design of a garden (however crude
it may in the meanwhile seem to be) should
be fully realised from the first, with a due
regard to its ultimate appearance, and so it

comes about that the art and craft of

garden-making can only successfully be
carried through by due attention to horti-

cultural as well as artistic considerations
and a knowledge whicli obviously comes
of e.xperience in gardening cultivation.

It would seem scarcely needful to repeat
such an evident truism, the versimili-

tudes which are made to pass muster
by amateur and professional formalists

in garden work notwithstanding, were
it not clear that many of the costly

failures in producing so-termed '" environ-

ments to a home." for which some well-

intentioned and ambitious architects are -e-

sponsible, are unquestionably due to in-

experience and an almost total ignorance of

the essentials upon which success necessarily

depends. Mr. Mawson has demonstrated in

his own practice what are the limitations,

as well as the possibilities, of garden craft.

His book contains a compendium of well-

arranged information adapted to the
problems in question, and so set out in de-

tail as to be readily available, even by those
who cannot, and do not profess to. pos.sess

an intimate teclmical knowledge all on their

own of that wliich takes a lifetime to ac-

quire. Mistakes frequently happen, no
cloubt, by attempting too much, and this,

perhaps, is inevitable when architects, for

instance, are called upon to deal with so

much extraneous detail, and are expected to

know something aljout almost everything
incidental to building, though not actually

connected with it. To supply an aid in

avoiding difficulties in garden work, Mr.
Mawson has freely contributed his own
personal information; hence, no doubt, the
success of his volume to which we have
already, on tlie occasion of his former
editions, devoted some more or less adequate
space. To-day, while endorsing our previous
approval of this useful guide, it must
suffice to thus briefly commend again his

book to our readers. Its illustrations are

both numerous and varied, with pretty liead-

pieces and marginal diagrams, abundant
jilans of executed examples and suggestive

sketclies of a great variety of treatments,
architectural and otherwise, not omitting the

naturalesque herbaceous border, as well as

plantations, glades, and freer woodland
statelinesses, also the cjuestion of sites, soils,

and aspects. A great feature of the work
still consists in the lists given of trees,

shrubs, conifers, climbers, perennials, and
flowering slirubs. From among the minor
examples of garden design we give two of

Mr. Mawson's drawings. The first of these
shows the end of a bowling-alley at Foots
Cray Place, and the other a forecourt-gate-

way and steps from Graythwaite Hall.

These will furnish a good idea of the pen-
and-ink studies with which the book is

illustrated ; and added to these is a good
ai'ray of capital photographs. The plans

• The Art and Craft of Itarden Making:. By Tii.imas H.
M.^wsoN, Hon. A.R.I.B.A. Third edition. London:
B. T. Eatsford, 94, High Holborn. Large Ito. £1 53. net.
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END OF BOWLING ALLEY, FOOT.-5 CRAY PLACE.

GAJEVWW S\ND STEPS TO FORECOURT^ " "^

FOEECOURT. GATEWAY, AND STEPS, GEAYTIIWAITE HALL.-

and sections furnishing the full plates in-

clude a great variety of treatment, and show
the methods of handling with artistic effect

the immediate surroundings of an English-
man's home, in relative proportions, with
due reference to culture, and illustrative of

good taste. Mr. Batsford has spared no
endeavour to make the Taook worthy of a
work of reference, and so equal to the re-

putation which he deserves to enjoy.

CHIPS.

The joint counties' asylum at Bicton. Salop,

is about to be extended by the erection of small

villa blocks. For this purpose it has just been
decided to purchase the adjacent Copthorne
estate for £18.000.

In Wardour-street, Oxford-street, a new
theatre is in course of erection from plans by
Mr. W. G. R. Spraeue, and is to be opened on

August Sank Holiday.

The call for plan:: f. r the new buildinp for

the International Bureau of the American

Republics is one which, apparently, is being con-

ducted in all fairness. Ten architects of known
repute are in\ited to submit plans, and ?re

cuaranteed l.OOOdol. each for their trouble. A
pencral invitation is then extended to all other

architects, of whatever professional rank tlity

may be. to submit plans, with equal chance of

acceptance if their work possesses sufficient

merit.
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THE PROPOSED NEW CHARTER AND
BV-LAWS FOR THE INSTITUTE.

On our opening page this week we deal
critically with the proposals of the Coinicil

of the R.I.B.A. to substitute wluit will

virtually be a new Charter and Code of By-
laws for those which have governed the
actions of the Institute for the past twenty
years, when they replaced the original ones,
which had served for fifty years, from the
closing days of the reign of William IV. We
may here explain in .some detail tlie

nature of the jjroposed revisions, which will

be considered by the members of the In-

stitute at a special meeting to be held on
Monday week, July 1, at 8 p.m.

Clause I., a recital of the original Charter
of January, 18.37, remains unaltered ; but
great changes are made in Section II. In
Clause 2 it is proposed to add to tlie jjresent

three classes of subscribing members a non-
corporate class of "Licentiates." Clause
3 — relating to those eligible for elec-

tion as Fellows, the stipulation tliat after

five years from tlie date of the Charter
(M.ay'l8, 1887) the Institute shall ha%'e power
to declare that every person desiring to be
admitted a Fellow shall have passed an
examination, power being retained by the

Council to dispense in special eases with
such examinations—is to be abolished, and
replaced by the following: — "' After
December 31, 1907, no candidate shall be
eligible for election to the class of Fellows
unless he is an Associate, or unless, and
until, he shall have passed the examination
for admission as an Associate, or being a

Licentiate, unless and until he shall have
passed such special examination as sliall be
prescribed by By-law. I'rovided always, and
notwithstanding anytliing hereinafter to the

contrary, the Council shall ha\c power to

elect to the class of Fellows any architect

who is eligible, and may appear to them to

be desirable, to be admitted." A new clause

(7a) provides for tlie admission of Licen-

tiates in the following terms:—"Licen-

tiates shall be per.sons elected by the

Council in a manner to be jirescribed by-

By-law within twelve months of the date of

this present Charter who have attained the

age of thirty years, and who, at the date of

their application for admission, shall have-

been (a) for at least five successive years

engaged as principals in tlie practice of

architecture, or [b) for not less than t n

years engaged in the study or practice of

architecture, to the satisfaction of the

Council."
Under Clause 9, the "Certificate" of

members will henceforth be known as a

"Diploma," and a new Clause. 9o, provides

that "every Licentiate sliall, in like

manner [to the existing classes of sub-

scribing members] be entitled to obtain a

certificate of admission to his class, subject

to like conditions, payments, and obliga-

tions." Under Clause 10. a Licentiate is

granted leave to use witli his name the

initials "L. R.I.B.A.," and verlial alterations

rendered necessary by the formation of this

new class of members are made to Clau.se 25,

Section VI.
Section III., relating to the qualifications

and election of the President. Vice-Presi-

dents, and Hon. Secretary, remains un-

altered, as does also Section V., dealing with

the Examinations, and Section VI., jiro-

viding for the vesting of corporate property.

In Section IV., which treats upon the con-

stitution and powers of the Council, a new
Clause (n) as to education runs as follows :

"The Council shall, subject to the a])proval

of H.M.'s Privy Council, formulate in a

manner to be prescrih_"d by By-laws, and
may. subject to such approval, from time to

time alter and amend a scheme, or schemes,
for tlie education of architects throughout
the United Kingdom, India, and the

Colonies. All persons submitting them-
selves for the Final Examination for the
Associateship after 1912 shall be required as

a condition precedent to admission to such
examii ation to have passed through the
eoui-se of education, or to have otherwise
qualified themselves, in manner to be pre-
scribed under the By-laws."

In Section VII., "the following Clause,
Sli, limits the powers given to the new class :

"Licentiates sliuU be entitled to be present
at all meetings other than business
meetings, and to take jiart in the discussion
on any subjects brought before the
meetings, except those relating to the
Charter or By-laws, or any jirojiosal to alter
or vary either or any of tiiem, but shall not
be entitled to vote."
In tlie By-laws the first change of im-

portance is a new one, Co, dealing with the
admission of Licentiates

:

"Every person desirous of being admitted
as a Licentiate must be proposed according
to the nomination form of his class in

manner similar to that hereinbefore pro-
vided in respect of Fellows and Associates,
but his nomination form may be subscribed
by any three members, whether Fellows or
Associates. Every candidate for admission
as a Licentiate who satisfies the Council that
he is eligible under the Charter, and who is,

in the opinion of the Council, a fit and
proper person, shall be admitted, as pre-
scribed in By-law No. 10 (a). A Licentiate
when, and as soon, as he is otherwise eligible

as a Fellow may, before December 31, 1920,
111! admitted for nomination to that class
when he shall have jiassed such examination
a.j the Council may from time to time pre-
scribe, in whicli case he must be nominated
and submitted for election in all respects as
prescribed for other candidates for the
FellowshiiJ."
Another new By-law, 10a, reads thus

:

"The name of any candidate whom the
Council are empowered under the Charter to
elect, either as a Fellow or Licentiate, to-

gether with the names of his proposers,
sliall be sent to every member of the
Council, and to the council of any allied
society of which he may be a member, not
less than seven days before the meeting of
the Institute Council at which his name ia

to be submitted for election. Every such
candidate receiving the unanimous vote of
those present and voting at, a meeting of
the Council, and in any ease receiving the
affirmative vote of not less than twelve, shall

be declared elected, subject to Bv-law No.
11."

•*

In By - law 15, dealing with sub-
scriptions, it is provided that each Licen-
tiate shall pay an annual amount of one
guinea. In By-law 23, relating to charges
2ireferred against members, a new proviso
will give power to record susiJension or ex-
pulsion, in the Journal of Proceedings, and
to j^ub'ish it in such newspapers as the
Council may determine, and like powers are
sought under By-law 24 to make jiublic the
cancellation of a member's diploma.
By-law 31 now provides that, in the event

of tile deatli or resignation of the President,
the senior Vice-President shall succeed to
the office ; but, as revised, the Council is

given power to elect one of the existing
Vice-Presidents to the office. In the event
of tlie death or resignation of the Honorary
Secretary the Council are, under the revised
By-law, to elect one of their number to the
vacancy, whereas at present any seven sub-
scribing members, of whom a majority are
Fellows, have power to nominate a member
for election to that office. Under Clause 42,
as revised, it will not be compulsory that
Fellows elected on the Board of Examiners
in Architecture shall be "of not less than
five years' standing."
A series of new By-laws, 43 li and /-. pro-

vide for the appointment of the Board of
Architectural Education, which "shall .al-

ways consist of not less than eighteen sub-
scribing members of the Royal Institute and
such other jiersons as the Council may, on
the advice of the Board, invite, to formulate
a scheme of education as required bv the
Charter for pupils in architecture, and to
report the same to the Council for their con-
sideration. . . . Such teaching insti-

tutions as have accepted the schi'ine of the
Board, and are recognised by it. shall each
have the right to nominate a representative,
being a member of the Royal Institute, as a
member of the Board. The Council may, on
the advice of the Board, invite other repre-
sentative persons to act as advisory members
to such Board. Such Board shall annu-
ally report to the Council thereon, with
any suggestions for alteration thereof. The

Board shall be annualh' appointed by the
Council from a list submitted to the Board,
but it will have power to elect its own
officers from its members, and to draw up
regulations for its procedure. <• The Council
shall be at liberty at any future time to
amalgamate into one body the Board of
Examiners and the Board of Architectural
Education, should that appear to be desir-
able.' An important suggestion is c:—Every
candidate for the Associateship. after
1912, before presenting himself for the Final
Examination, shall have either (a) passed
through the course prescribed under the
scheme adopted by the Council as above, or
(h) proved to the satisfaction of the Bo^ard
of Examiners that he has otherwise been
properly trained as an architect.

In the declaration made by candidates for
election as Fellow's or Associates, to the
obligation now in force not to accept "any
trade or other discounts, or give or accejit
any illicit or surreptitious commissions or
emoluments." is added the important
clause: "I further promise that I will not
have any interest in any contract or in any
material supplied to any works on which I
may be engaged, and tliat I will not adver-
tise my name either in any newspaper or
otherwise."

CHIPS.
The Hayward's Heath Urban Council a week

ago intimated that they required a new sur-
veyor, and the clerk has now received no fewer
than 121 applications for the post.

The Hillman-Coatalen Motor Companv.
Limited, are having a motor factory erected at
Coventry, close to the site of the new Humber
factory. The Hillnian-Coatalen workshop is
150ft. by 75ft. The builder is Mr. J. G. Grav,
and the work is to be completed in six weeks
from the present time.

The Colston Girls' School, in Cheltenham-
road, Bristol, built sixteen years ago. and
enlarged in 1903. is being reconstructed and
enlarged by the addition of another wing. Tiie
sizes of the classrooms have been reduced. The
three-floor wing now built out from the existing
school gives six additional classrooms and
three cloakrooms i it also supplies an art studio
and library. The architect of the original build-
ing. Mr. W. V. Gough. of Bristol, has been
responsible for the extension scheme, and tlie

builder is Mr. C. A. Hayes, of the same city.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
J. E. Daw and A. P. .Saville, architects, etc..

Chancery-lane, London, W.C. under the style
of Daw. Saville. and Co. has been dissolved.

A day-school is to be erected at Leek in con-
nection with the Congregational church. The
new school will take the place of an existing
one in Union-street, and will have accommoda-
tion for 200 i;irls and 100 infants. The architect
is Mr. Reginald T. Longden. of Burslem and
Leek.

To calculate the rate of flow of an artesian
well, says "Technical Literature." a simple plan
is to lower a bottle of aniline fluid to a depth
of, say. 500ft.. and then electrically explode a

cap to burst the bottle. The time required for
the fluid to appear at the surface gives an ncou-
rate gauge as to the velocity of the flow, it is

claiiuod that this metlicd gives results as accu-
rate as a weir. The diameter of tile pipe being
known, the rate of flow readily follows.

The directors of the Midland Railway Com-
pany of England have finally resolved to proceed
with the extension of their North of Ireland
system (formerly the Belfast and Northern
Comities Railway) in connection with the pro-
posed pier and ferry scheme to establish com-
munication between Magilligan Point. County
Derry. and Greencastle. County Donegal, as
soon as tlie inliabitants of the district concerned
have raised the sum of £1.500 towards the
expenses, and on the Government making
arran£jemeiits for the construction of the j i'er

and its maintenance, a Treasury grant of
£:5.000 having been promised for the purpose.
The extension of the Midland system will be
from Magilligan Station to Magilligan Point, a
distance of about five miles.

Tar a^ a colouring material for mortar has
recently been used by a bricklayer in the United
States. In erecting a munber of brick houses
he ran short of black mortar colour, and used
as a substitute some tar which had been par-
tially refined. After a lapse of several years it

is claimed that the colour is as strong as ever,
sliowing a remarkable newness, where the
mortar made with usual colour will need repair-
ing and pointing up before long.
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TO COKRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold mirselvt-s ivsponsil.lf for the opiniims of
our correspondents. All onmmunications should he
drawn up as briefly as possible, iis there are nmny
claimants upon the sp,iee ullotteil to eorresjiondents.

It is particularly requesteil that all draw-ings and all
communications respecting- illustrations or litemrj' matter
shoidd be addressed to the EDITCll! of the Bni i.ivc.
Ne«s. Clement's House. Clement's Inn Tassage, Strand.
)V.C., and not to members of the staB' by name. Delay
IS not intraiuently otherwisi^ caused. All drawinffs and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Stkwd Newsi'acer Compasv, Limited.

Telegraphic Addi-ess :—'•Time.ser\-er, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holborn.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. c.ich, by post
l'2s, ;ld.

. as only a limited number are done up \few Imuiid volumes of Vols. XXXIX XLI XI vf
XLIX,, LTII. LXI.. LXII.. LXIV. LXV .'lxVI
LXVII.. LXVIU , LXIX.. LXXt.. LXXII LXXIII
Lxxn-., Lxxv., Lxxvi., Lxxvii.. ux'xix"
{-V>->v>^?<'^i;-'^'^-'^-'^" •

ixxxiii.. Lxxxiv:
I-^-;^-^}-- LXXXVI., LXXXVU.. LXXXVIIi;LXXXIX., and XC. may still be obtained at thesame price: all theother bound vohimes are out of print.
Most ot the back numbers of former v..lumes are. how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers rer|uiring any back
numbci-s to complete volume just ended, should orderat
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Bfii msr, Ne«s
pnce 2s., post free 2s. 4d.. can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Pubbsher, Clement's House
Clement s Inn Passage, Stra:id, London W C

TERMS OF SUBSCEITTIOX.

T-i^r.i^i'''""!,'""'
","""? *°*' '"«'? *" any part of the

r,i
'

'lo''-"'^?j;'°'J°''
"" U"'''"' States, £1 6s. Od. (or

'«fr ,o
• "

t'^ V 7" F'-""™ « Belgium.' fl .is, od! 'oi
.«fr. 3(le.. To India, fl 6.S, Od. To any of the Australian
tolonie.s or New Zealand, to the Cape, the -SVest lSic°or *Naia(, ±,1 bs. Od.

f,t',l
The special rate to Canada is £1 le. 8d. = odols. 27c.for 12 months, and 10s. lod. = 2dols. Wc. six months.

AD%-ERTISEjrEXT CHAECJES.
The charge toi- Comnetition and ContractAdvertisements. Public Companies, and aU officiiad^ertlsements is is. per line of Eight ITords, the first

fmir hnes. ° ^ "' " "^"""-n "hai^e beiiig 5s. for

Mi'^Lm,^!'
'"' fS.'^tio'is, Land Sales, andMisceUaneous ,ind Trade Adv. rtisements e^icei.t

ll nZ '"1""'*™™*^ i^ Ud. !« line of Kight word

ben» Vs ,i5°f
™';?"°=/" '™

•
""• minimuui charge

n,T.°th^
'°'' ^"""••'J-'^- Spt-cial terms for series of

tTthVpubMsheT "' '"° ^' ^''"^'''"^'i onappUcation

Situations and Partnerships.

vI^lri't-'Tr '°i-f'''''r-"*'"4ii-*'
•"' "Situationsvacant or "Situations W^anted" and Part-nerships." IS One Su.u.ixo ro« TwENTv-rorK Wo.os

Tlf''"'!'" "-"y eight words after. All Sifl^io;,

,,K'rl Si^P''''\*° advertisements can be received at the
"fflce. Clement s House. Clement's Inn Passage, Strand^

., H ;„-;.
" "' ""'!'

,
*" "^"^ forwarded under cover to.idvertiser an extra chai-ge of Sixpence is made. SeeXotice at head of " Situations."!

'

s„J!?„*f!.i?'fT''^'^®'^'^™'«'*e">™t-'^ °" f™"* page, and

to th^Putlisto!
"'" ''°'' '"" ''" "'""'""^ ™ application

„f^n»'wT'?*'°'.l'™ **"= "'"«"' "^'^t must reach the
office not later than ^ p.m. on Thursday. Front-pa"e

must '^S''?^"'
" « alterations in serial advertisements

insertion
" ^^ Tuesday morning to .secure

Reteived.-H and S.-'tt'. H. S. and Son.-D. and D.-
Tricar.-h. S. A,-H. and Co.-M. H. O -C C-
.\ppeal.-ll. and M.-D. and Co.-B. S. H —H S —
L. and R.-B. and Co.—Q. N. and Son.—D.

Plasci-s.—No.

T. T. L.—Not advisable.

Eemanet.—We think he is entitled to the extra.

Q, S.- l-ou don't propose to do so seriously .» Of course, itought not to go into the building account.

Cliext.— If you please your own fancy you must pay for
the extra, certainly.

SIa\tred.—We should not go to the firm mentioned
Dixon and Corbitt and R. S. Newall and Co., Ltd., 130
blrand, are the best people for you.

Damc—See our "Directory" page under " Damp-proof
Couree." "

C. N. S.— 1. The patent fluted sand-faced tiles vou ask
for are made by Watson Nelson. Ltd., Napton, near
Rugby. 3. Yes.

Comsponlicncc.

THK KlGllT TO VOTE AT THE
IX.STITUTE.

To the Editor of the BviLDiNO News.
Sir.— If the new charter includes a bylaw

providing for the taking of u poll on any pro-
itssional <|ue.stion, I. for one, »lioiiid be
quite willing to see any reasonable .safe-
ginirds adopted to prevent the misuse of
sucii power.
But the safeguards which seem to me

reasonable arc not the obtaining of more or
fewer votes at one of our meetings for the
following reasons. Our member.sTiip is, in
rmnul numbers. L>.0(JO. '.Ve get something
like W) to lod members at one of our meet-
ings—m other words, something like 7A per
cent, of our members at the outside. It is
almost impossible to get a very much larger
proportion to turn up on any given night
and it would, I think, be a "mistake to be
guided by the fact that one had or had not
obtained a certain jiroportion of votes at a
meeting composed of a sma'l fraction of our
members.
There is no particular obieotion in making

a rule that no resolution which has not
been discussed at the R.l.B.A. should be
the subject of a poll; but 1 think a more
reasonable provision would be that three
months' notice should be given in the
"Journal" and the arcliilectural papers of
the intention to tak'» a poll on any subject
and that tho.ss proposing the poll should
state their reason for so doing in the
Journal ' and in the professional press,

this would leave it open to those who on-
jected to take a similar course, and these
written statements would appeal to a far
larger circle than those who are able to
attend a meeting, and would probably be n
better and fairer statement than speeches
delivered on the spur of the moment at a
meeting. The Council would then only liave
to bring up at meetings the course tlieV i)ro-
posed to take to carry into effect the wishes
of the profession.

.

I suggested 25 as a reasonable number of
signatures to a requisition; but if it is
feared that even this number of signatures is
too easy to obtain, there is little objection
to raising the required number to 50.

I rejieat that I hav- no wish to propose
anything that is likely to be lightly and
frivolously used; but I also think that un-
less we have the substance of what I pro-
pose given us, the Institute, as a representa-
tive body, is incomplete, and as time goes
on may be faced with very large secessions
from Its ranks. Neither is any scheme for
including all men who practise'as archit"ets
likely to really strengthen the Institute in
the long run unless it pursues a strong and
definite policy representing the ascertained
wishes of the majority of its members.
Some of ns are at ])resent uncertain

whether we should not be as well off outside
as in it: but wu should all gladly i<in in
helping on its work if it becomes a" truly re-
presentative body.

Herbert W. Wills.
Piatt's Corner, Hermitage-lane,

Hampstead.

"BI-ILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
"Nigel.'' The rules provide 28 days for preparation of
designs. July 6 will be the date for receiving the
"Lodge and Gates" designs, the last subject for
session 1906-7.)

SURVEYORS' CHARGES AND THE
INSTITUTION.

Sir.—The case upon which the corre-
spondence between Mr. Gate and Mr. Lang
ridge arises is, I can assure both those
gentlemen, by no means an isolated one.
ami no doubt many of your readers could
cite similar instances.
My attention has recently been called to

the report of a Local Government Board
inquiry upon an application for sanction
to an additional loan in connection with the
erection of an important public building for
a municipal borough.
The additional loan wa-s partly required to

cover admitted deficiencies in the original
quantities, and the Local Government Board
Inspector, after hearing the evidence, ob-'
served that the quantity surveyor employed
(a well-known F.S.I.) had only been paid
£119 8s. lOd., and inquired from the town

clerk wheth.r that was all he charced on
1 1 7.000.

*^

The answer was in the afllrmBtive, the fact
being that lenders from onantitv surveyors
had been invited by public advertisement,
and this council, finding that the services
of a well known surveyor could be oblaineil
for this fee. sau no reason to pay more.
Again. I have by me as 1 write the report

of a meeling of a Metropolitan borough
council, at which another well-known K.S.I.
(and, I believe, a memlier of the Institution's
Advisory Committee on (Quantity Survey-
ing) was a|)|)ointed quantity surveyor for
some new dwellings and alterations to thoic
already existing, at a fee of 15s. per cent.,
the estimated total outlay being, I under-
stand, about ty.ddO. Woiild the Council of
tile Institution consider this financial return
ade(|nate for a properly trained and ciiiHli-
fied man ?

In its letter to Mr. Gate, of April 24 last,
the Council of the Institution expresses its
intention of adhering to the policy hitherto
pursued in regard to professional charges,
which poliiy was, no doubt, suited to the
conditions under which our profession was
practised at the time the Institution was
founded.
Within the past 30 years those conditions,

however, have absolutely changed, and any
far-.seeing member of th" Council must
surely recognise this, and advocate a reversal
of a policy which permits its leading
members to degrade an honourable profes-
sion.

riiose members of the Council who assert
that ngreement as to projier charges on the
part of the members of our profession is un-
desirable, inasmuch as they" can (by merely
looking at a set of drawings) at once tell an
architect what is a proper charge to make
for the quantities of the building in
question, overlook the fact that, in regard
to public works, the archiloct has, in most
cases, nothing whatever to do with the ap-
pointment of the quantity surveyor.
Public bodies, in their anxiety to save the

ratepayers' money, will continue to invite
professional men to tender one 'against the
other for their work, and the only possible
means by which this nractice can bo stopped
is by comliined action on the part of the
members of that profession, of which the
Surveyors' Institution claim- to be the head.

Despite th© fact that a movement for
combined action is takin<' jilace among the
members of nearly every profession, their
Council, however, continu-.-s to ailvocalo
individual bargaining, as oppo.scd to col-
lective bargaining, and advocotes individual
bargaining even when the contracting
parties are of an unequal economic strength.
Does the Council maintain that the indi-

vidual (juanlity surveyor ran 'K'

bargain or arrange efjuitalil i -i

powerful ))ublie aulhoriiy po -^ :i-

limited rating powers, when, moreover, he
knows full well that if he refuses to under-
take their work unless he be properly paid,
some rither member of the Institution will

be willing to work for one half the fee he
contemplated charging?

In the letter of April 22, to which I refer
above, the Council claims that its policy
has been endorsed at a general meeting of
members called to consider the question.
As they refu.sed to confin» the meeting to

quantity surveyors, and allow>d it to he
attended mainly by gentlemen who practise
professions as distinct from quantity snr-

;

veying as law is from medicine. I do not
i
admit that the result of the meeting in

(|Uestion can be taken as exp- '!••

opinion of the members of thn^ >.

Under the circumstances, tb rs

lost, and the reactionaries won. .Since then
the Council «f the Institution htbs issued a
memorandum, in which, inl- r alia, it offers

t I advise public bodies what fee should bo
paid for any particular work.

In view of the opinions expressed at the
Institution's meeting of May 13 last by two
members of the Council (who are quantity
surveyors) upon the subject of fair and
reasonable charges, it is a question whether
our interests are best served by leaving this

matter in the hands of gentlemen who vuiiie

their own services so modestly.
Those members of our profession who ire
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opposed to anv reform will no doubt assert
|

that it is easv to criticise the policy pur-

sued by the Council, but exceedingly difficult

to suggest anv means by which the existing

evils (of which we complain) can be

remedied, and to these gentlemen I make
the following suggestions :

(1) The Council should i)ublish a separate

list of those members who are properly

qualified quantity surveyors in independent

practice.

(2) The Standing Committee on Quantity

Surveying should be elected annually, and

only by those members whose names appear

on the above list.

(3) In order to effectually prevent the

financial return for professional work ueing

reduced below the point at which it be-

comes remunerative to properly-trained ami

qualified men, the Council of Ihj Surveyors'

Institution should (under the advice of the

standing committee) issue a scale of profes-

sional practice and charges, and compel its

members to adhere to it.

(4) The Standing Committee on Quantity

Surveving, after the scale of charges has

been issued, should be instructed to asso-

ciate itself with a movement (initiated by

another professional society of quantity sur-

veyors) to effect a reform "in the conditions

under which we ar.' employed on public

works through th? medium of the Local

Government Board.
In the memorandum which it recently

issued to public authorities, the Council

admits that all surveyors and all members
of the Institution do not practise as quantity

surveyors. I contend, therefore, that both in

tlie public interest (i.e., to prevent the possi-

bility of a public body engaginganunqualified

Tuan, merely because he is an K.S.I.) and in

the interest's of those of us who are properly

trained and qualified quantity surveyors, and

flo practise as such, the issue of a separate

list is imperative.

In regard to the issue of a scale of charges

by the Institution, tlie fact that such a docu-

ment (issued by another society) is already

in existence is an ample answer to the con-

stantly reiterated assertions of some leading

members of that body, that it is impossible

to comjjile one.—I am, &c.,

Arthi'R G. Cro.ss.

Caxton Hou.se, Westminster, June 18.

HUGGEKMUGGER BUILDING
ACCOUNTS.

Sir,—The whole question of the rorau-

neration of quantity surveyors, and their

relation to extras and commissions, is of the

utmost importance and in these days of

municipal trading and thoughtless expen-

diture by boards of guardians and other

public bodies, the practice in vogue demands
revision. I am glad that you should have

drawn attention to the responsibilities of the

Surveyors' Institution in regard to the

current practice to which I refer, and which

the Council of that prosperous society has

allowed to drift on. by leaving to the dis-

cretion of its individual members, who are

thus allowed to follow out, according to

their own sweet will and personal interests,

the methods of business which all right-

minded men must deplore. The Local

Government Board inquiries at Hammer-
smith and East Ham have furnished illu-

minating instances, and while I have no

doubt something can be said as to custom,

and all that sort of excuse, in bolstering up

sorrv negligences over expenditure, and the

masking of inconvenient details as to actual

cost of direct labour or contract work, it

remains as clear as noonday that the " reve-

lations," as they are called under astounding

headlines, only reveal well-known irregu-

larities which ought not to be tolerated by

honest surveyors.
" For individuals to expose

personal instances is hardly to be expected,

as the law of libel and the chance of being

denied employment are i-eal eventualities,

which naturally deter a man from taking up
a crusade against his fellows, or to show up
his employers in a way which they often un-

doubtedly' deserve. Vested interests stand in

the way' of anv reform in this as in other

affairs; but. none the less, if the Blui.DlNO

Kkw.s can help in the direction indicated, an

unqualified gain all round will be secured.

The way in which quantity surveyors are

asked to tender for work, and are so

induced to offer to do it at unremu-

nerative prices is absolutely detrimental

to commercial integrity, and the felony

appears to be compounded by the Council

of the Surveyors' Institution, all the

while no effort i's made to point out, at least

to those who employ surveyors on thes'_?

cutting lines, the inevitable consequences of

all such methods of business. The ratepayers,

after all, only have " to pay through the

nose " in other ways, and as for the plea of

economy, the whole thing is at variance with

everyday experience. The builder takes

adveVtised work at cutting prices, depending

entirely on provisional sums and variations

to make his profit, and the surveyor, in turn,

depends upon precisely the same oppor-

tunities which he and the builder between

them have the best of reasons to create. In-

stead of paving the surveyor a proper wage

and making him responsible for his quan-

tities, he is asked to do work at less than

cost price, and so the quantities, instead of

minimising the cost of building, add vastly

to its increase. The whole process is based

upon full dimensions, and ' labours " are

rendered in the maximum way. with the same

intention, while discrepancies between plans

and specifications are allowed to slumber till

the advantageous time arrives for their " dis-

covery." so that, instead of the quantity sur-

veyor co-operating with the architect in the

interests of the employers, everybody is

playing for his own hand. The employers—
so 'cute and so clever—at all hazards will, as

they think, permit of no compact between

the' surveyor and the architect, and so

appoint tlie surveyors (mostly on the lines

described) without giving the architect any

chance of determining the matter or advising

his clients as to the best men to employ. The
same thing happens with the clerk of the

works, who is thus made independent of the

architect, to the loss of efficiency and
economy, not to mention other important

matters". In every item of this indictment the

writer has experienced instances, and could

give chapter and verse for it all ; indeed,

there must be but few so exceptionally cir-

cumstanced who have had any practical

experience at all as architects who could not

verify these things of their own knowledge.

The 'Council of the Surveyors' Institution

must be aware of what is going on without

the need of being told ; and while it may be

thought "good business" to wink at irregu-

larities, it is imperative that something
should be done, not only in the interest of

surveyors and architects, but in the

furthering of public advantage. Surely it is

unfair, too, that surveyors should bs ex-

pected, as they now sometimes are, to hide

up the cost of opening ceremonies, foun-

dation-stone laying, and the pliotographing

of mayors, aldermen, and councillors at the

cost of the ratepayers. Why should banquet
charges be covered up under provisions

for "extra pumping and bailing of water,"

or use be made of a sum set apart for extra

district surveyor's charges to pay for the

ghjrificatiou of local nobodies at a public

function'; We are assured that it is "always
done," and on the top of the doing of it

comes the surveyor's fee for a "variation."

Surely, if it is always done, this term is a

misnomer. It is not always done, and ought
not to lie done in any event. Personally I

have refused to be party to any such arrange-

ment. No fees would ))ay for such duplicity,

and "what price" is it to the surveyor who
at a L.G.B. inquiry has to stand up and
admit havin- shielded his employers by doing
anytliing of th" kind? The very people he

has sought to shield will be the first to round
on him, and rightly blame the architect as

well accordingly. I have refused to pass

into building accounts any extraneous

matters of this kind without giving them in

plain terms, and have declined on more than

one occasion to do even that without first

veceiving a written order to do so. I do not

think I have lost a client by taking this liu',

but I do not say that anyone has thanked me
for being straightforward. I ought not, per-

haps, to expect that ; but. anyhow. I have

never had any trouble whatever when Local

Government Board inquiries have been lield.

I claim no merit; but at least, in pro-

pounding the urgency and righteousness of

doing everything aboveboard. I am able to

say that I have found it answer. The con-

fidence which comes of doing the right thing

is beyond the range of money value.— I am,

&(> A London Architect.

CEMENT TESTING.

SlR,_"A Chemist of Many Years' Ex-

perience," in commenting on my previous

leiter, savs he does not consider I have

proved my case in quoting the wide range of

figures bv Le Chatelier test for sounaness

obtained 'on a single sample divided into four

parts, and tested by four experts.

I had no intention of trying to prove that

Le Chatelier test for expansion was wholly

bad. My experience, and many experts

agree w ilh me, that it can be misleading and

unreliable, and I only gave the case of the

four experts," to try to draw a reasonable

explanation of such divergent results. I

find, on inquiry, that the clinker from the

cement in question was most thoroughly

mixed, and averaged, both before and during

grinding ; that it was very finely ground, the

residue on a 3'2.00(l mesh sieve being only

10 per cent. ; and that as it all passed a

10 (ton mesh sieve, there could have been no

very large nibs to account tor the great

variation. That the raw material was

thoroughly intermixed seems to go without

sayin", since it was impossible to separate

pairticles of lime from the silica and alumina

even with the help of a microscope.

A second instance of an expert getting

more than one result from the same samp e

has been placed at my disposal. A sample

was divided into five parts, and sent

througli five different sources to a London

expert. Results reported were as follows:

Three of the samples tested on a certain

day gave 8. 13, and 8mm. expansion respec-

tively A fourth, tested three days later,

gave Gmm.. and the fifth, six days after tjie

first test, gave 6mni. expansion. The lourtli

portion was subdivided after leaving the

works, and half of same was tested by

another expert, who reports Le Chatelier

expansion 4.5 and 4mra. as received;

aijrated 24 hours, 4 and 2mm ;
aerated 7

davs 4 and 3mm. expansion. Residue,

13 per c"ut. on 180x180 mesh sieve;

tensile strain neat, at 7 davs average

enoib : at 28 davs, average b801b. hana

test, three parts standard sand to one I>art

c=ment, 7 davs 294.5, and 28 days 362.5.

A sample of cement taken from a consign-

ment of casks from tlie same bin, and tested

by the same London expert, gave the follow-

iue results: Sand test tensile strain. 28 days,

277 51b; residue on a 180 x 180 mesh sieve,

1105 per cent.; expansion by Le Chatelier

8mm. as received, and 2mm. after / days

ai?ration. . r ,i

The raw material was again perfectly

mixed, and the clinker fully averaged over

a two weeks' period, and finely ground, so

that " Chemist of Many Years Experience

cannot put it down to manufactcire, and >et

the variation for expansion l)y Le Chatelier

is from 4 to 13mm. On some results, the

cement uould pass as sound. \Nhile on olliers

it might be condemned. „ ,• i

These illustrations might be multiplied in-

definitely. I have only used them to sho v

it is not safe to reject a cement because .t

do-s not comply with Clause II. ot tue

present British Standard Cem-nt specifica-

tion. There are many experts, engineers,

architects, and manufacturers in the country

who are agreed that this particular test tor

.soundness is too contradictory to be Ue-

ijendcd upon.—I am. etc., ^ ^ „
A WouLD-nE Hioh-Cla.ss Cioiem

Manufacturer.

The 'openiiiK of the new United Free church

at tilenfarg took place on Saturday afternoon.

Tlie Po«t Office authorities have purchased

Bennis's old works and the land in front ot them

in Deansgate. Bolton, for a new post office. Ihe

site occupies a central position clcse to the own

hall. Tlie existing post office was opened on

August 12. 1869, and has been enlarged several

times.

I
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ILLUSTRATIOXS.
THE CHAPEL, ROEDE.VS SCHOOL.—SOUTH VIEW OF .TUSIOR

HOL".SR SCHOOL, ROEDE.W. — BACHELORS' CHAMBERS,

MARGARET STREET, \V.—NEW FORM ROOMS, HAILEYDURV
COLLEGE.—SEW WAREHLifSE AT WORCESTER.—BUCKTOX
HALL.—HOi:SE AT ItlKKDALE.

(dux Jllustratt0tts.—

—

HAILEYBURY COLLEGE. ^

The block of Form Rooms shown in the
illustration forms part of a scheme now
being carried out for remodelling this

foundation in order to bring the buildings
into accord with modern educational re-

quirements. The new buildings are faced
with Ware stocks, to correspond with the
existing buildings with dressings of Corsham
Down stone. The builders are Messrs. Allen
Fairhead and Son, of Enfield.

WAREHOUSE, WORCESTER.
^

The view shows a large Warehouse and
business Offices, now in course of erection
for Messrs. Kay and Co., Ltd., of Wor-
cester. The steelwork construction is by
Messrs. Archibald D. Dawnay and Sons.
Ltd., and the builders are Messrs. Bromage
and Evans, of Worcester. The buildi'ng is

faced with T.L.B. bricks, and Messrs.
iockney and Co. 's Corsham Down stone, the
roofs being covered with green slates. The
clerk of works is Mr. William C. Lee.

BACHELORS' CHAMBERS. MARGARET
STREET, W. '

This Ijuilding contains suites of Bachelors'
Chambers, and will be known as Audlev
House. The building is faced with T.L.B.
bricks and Portland stone, the roof being
covered with green slates. The builders are
Messrs. AV. S. Shepherd and Co.

ROEDEAN SCHOOL (CHAPEL). ^

The structural portion of this Chapel was
completed last year, and the internal finish-
ing is now in course of execution. The
ceiling, of fibrous plaster, is being carried
out by Messrs. G. Jackson and Sons, Ltd.
The desks and stall woodwork are of
walnut, and the marble paving, including
the whole of. the sanctuary steps and Hoor.
of Greek Pentelikon Cipollino and Skvros
marbles. The lower part of the walls "are
to be cased in marble of two colours, and
the whole of the upper part, including the
ceiling, will eventiiiillv be painted. Lp to
the present the work lias cost about £12,000.

JUNIOR HOUSE SCHOOL, ROEDEANf''
This block of buildings, to accommodate the
Junior House, is being erected on the site
east of the original buildings. The exterior
is covered with rough-cast, with Corsham
Down stone bands, the roof being covered
with green slates. The builder is Mr.'
F. G. Minter. The architects of all the
foregoing are Messrs. John W. Simpson,
F.R.I.B.A.. and Maxwell.\yrton, A.R.LB.A.,
of Verulam Buildings, Grays' Inn, W.C.

iXBUCKTOX HALL, VORKSIllIiE.

Bucklon Hall is situated on Flanibornugh
Head, between Bridlington and Scar-
boriuigh. It was built for one Thomas
Roliinson in about 174.'). The architect is

unkiH)wn. It is a very well-lniih liouse of
the period, with a typical i)h>n. The
materials are—for the general walling of the
front, chalk from the neighbouring clilTs,

with Whitby freestone dressings. 'I'lie back
and sides of the Hall are l)riek. rhe roof
has two ridges running parallel to the front,
so forming twin gables on the sides, with a

huge leaden gutter in the vallc'v- formed.
Most of the rooms are panelled to the ceil-

ing, and there are some very elegant fire-

j)laces aiul enriciied plaster cornices. The
Hall is set back from the road some three or

four hundred yards, and was originally

approached by a broad drive directly oppo-
site the front door, and at right angles to

the main front. This, however, has been
diverted. Quadrant-shaped flanking walls,

with stables, etc.. at the extreme ends, once
enclosed a three-sided courtyard in the usual

style, followed by larger houses of this

period. The liouse is occupied by Mr.
Robert Jackson, througli whose courte.sy 1

was enabled to make these drawings.

J. Rf.oinald Trirlovk.

The announcement is niaJc in the Bristol Dio-

cesan Magazine that iiiiring the past 65 voar.-,

£70.000 has been spent in repairs upon the fabric

of the great crucitoriii church of St. Mary. Red-
cliffe. claimed by Bristolians to be the finest

parish church in England.

At Scarboroufrh, Mr. F. H. Tulloch.

M.Iust.C.E., inspector appointed by tlie Local

Government Board, has held an inquiry into the

application of the town council for sanction to

borrow i;i,450 tor the purchase of tlie qjd

savings bank premises in King-street, for tlie

purpose of the erection of a court-house.

Justices' room, and police offices.

Additions have just been made to the interior

of the Roman Catholic Church of Our Lady
Star of the .Sea, Gordon-road. Lowestoft. These
take the form of a pulpit and altar rails, in

harmony with the high altar and rcrc.l «. The
altar rails are of Portland .stone, the open-work
design beinf; flanked with shafts of Lanpuedoc
marble. The capping is of white Carrara
marble, and the gates giving entrance t.i the

sanctuary are of wrought iron, with foliagcd

panels of hammered work, overlaid with gold.

The pulpit consists of a base of stone from
which rise clustered shafts of Langucdoc
marble, and above are tracery panels, the flank-

ing pillars being of veined alabaster. The cor-

nice is capped with Rouge Imperial marble. The
general construction is of Beer stone. The works

have been carried out from the drawings and
instructions of Mr. K. W. Richards. M.S..\.. by

Mr. A. B. Wall, sculptjr. of Cheltenham.

The work of restoring the pari.ili church at

Attleborough. South Norfolk, has been com-

menced. The massive oak roof, which is the

first section of the restoration to be completed.

is beins covered with a fabe iron roofing, so

that the services may be continued throughout

the progress of the "work. The architect em-

ployed by the restoration committee is Mr.

Arthur G. Wallace, assistant architect of West-

minster .\bbev. and successor to the late Mr.

Micklethwaite". F.S..\.. and the builders are

Messrs. Cirnish and Gaymcr. of North Wal-
sham.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.
\VHnKH.\l,l.. .^.W. Ill,- King unveiled on

Saturday the equestrian statue of the late Dnkc
of Cambridge, which has been placed in iiosition
in front of the new War Ollice in Wliileliall.
The figure faces towards West minster. It is of
bronze, and represents the Duke in his character
of Commander-inCliief. lie wears the full dress
of a I'iild-Marslial. wiih the Orders of the
(Jartcr. St. Patrick. St. Michael, and St. George,
and the Bath, logellicr with the .lubilcc.
Coronation. Crimean, and French and Turkish
medals. The statue weighs five tons, and siands
upon a pedestal of grey Darlinour granite,
designed by Mr. John Belcher. .•\.K..\., in rol-
lahoration with the sculptor. C'aiilain Adrian
Jones. The panels of the pedestal arc in very
low relief, and represent the 17ih Lancers anil
the Grenadier Guards, in which regiments the
Duke of Cambridge served.

CHIPS.
The urban district council. New Mills, near

Manchester, have concluded the purchase of the
water undertaking from the representatives of
the late Mr. Francis J. Summer, of Leaming-
ton, for £11,000.

The sanction of the Local Government Board
has been received by the corporation of Mar-
gate to the borrowing of tl.tiOO for a bridge
oyer Ncwpate Gapway. and £500 for the pro-
vision of !v fligiit of iron stairs leading from the
Oval Cliff to the .sands.

It is proposed to add a new nave to Swanage
Church, on the north side, which will provide
350 more sittings and increa.se the seating
capacity to 1.000. Plans have been approved
by the building committee, and the work will
be begun without delay. Towards the cost the
Church Lands Trustee:; have promised .£I.IX)0.

A subcommittee of the Corporation of Brad-
ford is considering a nniiiber of projiosals for
making the by-laws such as to encourage
builders of dwellings on garden city lines.

Mr. Herbert Roberts, M.P. for West Denbigh-
shire, in conjunction with members of the
family, have made a present to the town of
Abergele in the form of a temperance cafe,
club, and library, the value being over .£3.000.
The opening ceremony took place on Friday.
The site is at the junction of Slarket and Chanel
streets, and was formerly occupied by the ,'^liii/

Inn. The building has been erecteil by JIe.<*sr.-.

.Jones and Pritchard, contractors. Abergele,
from the designs of Messrs. Richard Owens and
Son. architects, Liverpool.

Plymouth Holy Cross Roman Catholic C'luirch

has lately been enlarged by the addition of two
aisles, and. redecorated throughout al a cost of
over £2,000, from designs by t'anon Scoles. In
order not to interfere with worship, the work
has been carried cut in secti^in.,.

The Hampshire County Council decided at

their last meeting to rcbiiill the highway
bridge across the Itclien, near Brambridgc, on
the Twyford to Eastleigh road, in ferro-con

Crete. The width will he ISfl. and the esti-

mated cost is £875. The bridge t > the south of

St. Cross. Winchester, carrying the Winchester
and Botley main road aenss the lichen, re-

quires strengthening, and this i.> to be carried

out at an estimated cost of t:900. The council

further approved plans for I lie creel ion of a new
petty sessional court at Alton, to cost about

£1,650. to be built on a site adjoining the

poli;'e^station.

The Kini and Queen will visit Bangor en

Tuesday, July 9, for the purpose of laying the

foundation-stone of the new pcriiianent build-

ings of the University College of North Wales.

The architect is Mr. Henry T. Hare, whose

I
plans, selected in competition, were illustrated

I
in our issue of January 4 la:!t.

The longest single-span bridge in concrete in

i the world is now in course of erection over the

Wissahicken Ravine, near Philadelphia. The
central span'of this bridge will be 233ft., and

there are four smaller s|ians. each of 55ft. The
1 total length of the complete stru'iurc will be

j

520ft.. and the width 66ft. The height of the

roadwav above the bed of the creek will be
' 125ft. The estimated cost is £51,200.

!
The general purposes committee of the Town

Ciiuncil of Wednesbury recommend that applica-

tion be made for a sanction to a loan of £8,000,

with a view to plant beinf laid down for the

generation of electric current, which hitherto has

been supplied in bulk to the corporation by the

Midland Power Company. The outlay lor erect-

ing new ^•orks and pr,ividing engines and other

plant is estimated at £7.«60. and the scheme will

enable the mains to be emended to the King's

Hill district, for which purpose it is proposed to

carrv the wires overhead on the tramway poles.
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COMPETITIONS.
ACTON.—The abaiulonincnt by the

Acton District Coiineil of the £35,000
municipal buildings scheme in favour of one
at lesser cost prepared by the surveyor
brought a letter on Tuesday from Mr. W G.
Hunt, of Vicarage-gate, " Kensington, the
architect who prepared the original plans,
and is regarded as an answer to the chair-
man of tlie council (Mr. H. S. Schultess-
Young, M.A.), who stated at the last meet-
ing that the architect was not legallv
entitled to a penny. Mr. Hunt savs":
" Your council's repudiation of their liability
to me as their architect is evidentlv the
result of a complete mi.sconeeption of ' their
legal position, apart from any ciucstion of
honourable business dealings, with wliieh at
present it will bo wiser for me not to deal.
As I understand that vou are arranging for
a further competition" I beg to point out
that by the conditions of the original com-
petition, under the seal of the council,
Avhich I fulfilled, and my subsequent employ-
ment thereunder as architect, which appoint-
ment was confirmed ))v mv sealed contract
of September 18 last," I "am the legallv-
appointed architect for these buildings if
they are erected, and am entitled to 5 per
cent, on the cost thereof. To meet the
wishes of the council, and to economise tlie
costs, I was prepared to reduce such com-
mission to 3J per cent, if mv amended de-
sign had been carried out. "Bv declining,
therefore, to seal tlie contract vour council
remains liable to me as their architect under
the original sealed contract, and thus owes
me 2J per cent, on ths estimated co.st of the
amended scheme for work done in obedience
to their express resolutions, for which I
now beg to apply."

CASTLEFORD SECONDARY SCHOOL.—A special meeting of the governors was
held on Tuesday night, and was attended by
Mr. W. S. Braitlnvaite, of Leeds, the
author of the second premiated design in the
recent competition, and whose plans have
been adopted bv the governors. The chair-
man (Councillor T. Gill, J.P.) made the fol-
lowing statement in regard to the competi-
tion. "With reference to the relative cost of
the two premiated plans, the statements
-which have appeared in the Press are mis-
leading. The plan (.\o. 20) which the
governors have chosen is not the most
costly; it is, in fact, the least costly. The
mistake made in the Press is due to the fact
that one architect has included equipment
and professional fees, wliile the other has not
(lone so. If this charge is deducted from
plan Xo. 20, so that the two jjlans may be
compared fairlv, the figures given bv "each
architect are as follows: Xo. 20 (th'e plan
•chosen by the governors), £n.434; No. 30
{plan of Messrs. Robinson and Jones,
Leeds), £11,855. It is thus evident that the
plan chosen, taking the estimate of tlie
architects themselves, is to cost £421 less
than the other. As to the relative merits
of the two plans, there is a difference of
opinion amongst those competent to judge.
The statement that the governors have
chosen the worst plan is, however, most un-
warrantal)le. As already stated, tJic
governors have been, to "a great extent.
guided by the advice of tjie West Riding
authorities, as by the conditions the choice
was subject to their approval. In the
opinion of some educational experts well
acquainted with the requirements of a
modern secondary school, the governors
have secured not only the belter plan of the
two, but a plan which ha s very striking
merits of its own. Two important point.'?
may be mentioned in which No. 20 seems
preferable to Xo. 36. (1) The central hall is

so placed as to be available for classes and
lectures without disturbing the rest of the
school, and the hall and some of the rooms
can be shut off when the evening classes
assemble. This is impprtant, and tends to
efficiency and economy of working and main-
tenance. |2) The gymnasium block in

No. 20 is certainly preferable to the same
block in Xo. 36, as the latter contains no
changing rooms, and is somewhat difficult

of access. The dining-room is most con-
veniently placed for access from both sides
of the school. The entrances, too, are more

coninuidioiis, and not rraiiii)ed. as in tlie

alternative plan. The governors are of

opinion that none of the plans submitted for

competition would suit the requirements
without considerable iiiodification, and tliey

are convinced that in the design accepted,
when certain modifications have been made,
tliey havj a plan which is economical and
eminently satisfactory. It must be re-

membered that the County Council con-
tribute towards the cost of land and build-

ings one-third of the total expenditurL>, and
one-half of the cost of e(|uipnieiit out of

the county rate. The remaining cost is con-
tributed, one-half by the Castleford town-
ship, and the remaining half divi<led among
tlie four townships of Metiiley, Whitwood,
Glasshoughton, and AUerton Bywater, ac-

cording to a.ssessable value, the loan for
the expenditure on land and buildings being
spread over a very long term of years.'

We confess we do not understand the chair-
man's figures. We have seen the following
figures given the secretary by the chairman :

Design Xo. 36 : Total cube (school and house)
508.700. Total cost, £12,716. Design Xo. 20:
Total cube (school and liouse), 576,615. Total
cost £12.013. It would therefore seem, on
his own cubing, that the West Riding official

finds that Design Xo. .36 contains 67,945
cubic feet less than Design Xo. 20. The ex-
planation of his estimate, therefore, would
seem to be that he has priced X^o. 36 at 6d.
per foot, and No. 20 at 5d. per foot. There
is nothing in the designs to warrant this, and
as the matter is being laid before the West
Riding County Council it is to be hoped that
the figures w'ill bo explained.

EDMOXTOX. — Mr. Rowland Plumbe.
F.R.I.B.A., the assessor, has selected the
design of Mr. Stuart Hill for the new infir-

mary workhouse for 812 beds, to be built at
a cost of £152,000, at Edmonton. The other
comjietitors were Messrs. W. A. Pite, W. H.
Ward, Marcus Collins, and A. E. Pridmore,
selected for the limited competition by the
guardians.

SALFORD.—At the last meeting of the
Town Council of Salford the Baths Com-
mittee reported as to the proposal for the
erection of public baths in Derby-road,
Weaste. A provisional contract had already
been entered into for the purchase of

3,876J square yards of land on the site for
the sum of £1,203. The committee invited
applications from architects willing to submit
competitive designs for the proposad baths,
and twelve firms of architects were selected
from the applicants to send in designs. After
consideration of the designs submitted the
committee reconimendeil that the plans sent
in by Messrs. Mangnall and Littlewoods, of
42. Spring-gardens, JIanchester, be awarded
first place, and be appointed architects to
carry out the scheme, subject to the
following conditions :—The work to be
carried out at the usual commission, not to
exceed 5 per cent, on the work, and in accord-
ance with the conditions contained in the
"Instructions to "Architects." The whole of
the work to be completed at a cost not to ex-
ceed £20,000, or within 5 per cent, of that
amount. Certain slight alterations of the
front elevation and the committee room,
which the committee will prescribe. The
building line to be set back if the committee
so require. The estimated cost of the com-
plete scheme, including the purchase of land
and the carrying out of the necessary street
works, is aljout .1:24,(100. After some dis-
cussion an amendment postponing con-
sideration of the question for a year, on tlie

ground of undue outlay, was defeated by 29
votes to 9. It was then resolved that the
plans of Messrs. Mangnall and Littlewoods
be adopted, their tender be accepted, and
that the scheme h: carried into effect. In this
case there has been a limited competition, and
the following is th.- award; 1st, Mangnall
and Littlewoods, Manchester; 2nd, 11. T.
Bonner, London ; .'h-d, Ernest Woodhouse,
Manchester. The other competitors were
Messrs. I. Lane Fox, of Leeds ; A. W. S.
Cross, of London ; Spalding and Spalding,
of London ; Heath, of Manchester ; Diver,
of IManchester. The competition was
assessed by the committee, and the selected
plan seems a good cie ; but next week we
hope to review the designs in detail.

SUXDERLAXD.— At Friday's meeting of

the town council, on the report of the

Museum and Library Committee regarding

the new branch libraries being submitted,

Mr. Raine moved that the report be sent

back to the committee for reasons which he

did not think it advisable to state in public.

Mr. Lawson seconded. Aid. Turnbull asked

wliether the stipulation that the designs had
to be confined to Sunderland architects had
been complied with. The Mayor said that

matter had already been decided by .the

council. The council went into committee,

and eventually the report was sent back to

the Museum and Library Committee.

THE L.C.C. NEW HALL.—There seems

to be considerable uncertainty about the new
County Hall after all, and differences

between the present majority on the Council.

At Tuesday's meeting the leader of the

party, Mr. "Robinson, withdrew the report,

which has been before the Council for six

weeks, in favour of going on with the

scheme. It had served its purpose, he

argued, by giving the new members informa-

tion. The finance committee were anxious

to go into the question. It was hoped to

effect considerable economies and to suggest

a modified scheme whereby a hall smaller in

size than that originally proposed would be

erected. Does this mean that the com-
petitors invited are wasting their time? "We

trust that is not the case, or that at this

rather late date "modified schemes" are

going to cause more delay and some vexa-

tion. As the designs, which have to be in

by August 27, are probably pretty forward

with most competitors, there will otherwise

be a good deal of time and labour thrown
away.

WEDXESBURY CARXEGIE LIBRARY.
—The awards of Mr. E. Guy Dawber.
F.R.I.B.A., the assessor appointed by the

Wednesbury Corporation for the new
Carnegie F'ublic Library plans, were made
know n on Monday as follows :—First prize of

£50, Messrs. Crouch, Butler, and Savage,

Birmingham ; second prize, £-30, Mr. Edwin
F. Reynolds, Birmingham ; third prize, £20,

Mr. j'. H. Vernon Cale. Birmingham.

The Dean of Bristol has dedicated in the

ancient crvpt of St. NicholaG's Church, Bristol,

an altar and a reredos, and a pair of burnished

copper altar candlesticks and vases, the altar

and reredos beinc erected by the vestries of St.

Nicholas and Si . Leonard to the memory of the

Rev. R. L. Murchison. late vicar. The aUar and
triptych were designed by Mr. W. V. Gough. of

Bristol, and have been carved in English oak.

The picture in the centre represents the entomb-

ment of our Lord

The Great Western Railway Company, who
have now four lines between Paddington and

Didcot. contemplate the continuation of the

quadrupling down to Swindon, and possibly on

to Wootton Bassett. at which point the Bristol

and Soutli ^Vales direct line joins up. They
have already constructed an up goods loop

between Sh'rivenham Station and Knighton

Crossing — midway between Slirivenham -r.nd

Uffington Stations"—and they are now construct-

ins similar loops between Didoot and Steventon

and Wantage-road and Cliallow. the length of

the loops under construction being about five

miles.

Lord Llangattock laid, on Friday, tlie founda-

tion-stone of a new building at Chailey. his

own gift to the Guild of the Brave Poor Things,

which will accommodate thirty crippled girls.

Mr. W. A. Ducat. Local Government Board
inspector, held a public inquiry at the Council

Chamber. Willington Quay, last week, relative

to an application by the urban distri-t council

for sanction to borrow .£2.387 for works of pri-

vate street improvement, and i;250 for sewerage.

Tlie South Stoneham Rural District Council

have adopted plans by Mr. H. J. Weston, their

engineer, for the sewerage of the Bitterne

Manor Estate, at an estimated cost of £3.900.

Father Dawson, of Teignmouth. laid the

foundation-stone of the new Roman Catholic

church at Dawlish on Friday. The site adjoins

the Exeter-road, a little way out of the town.

The Hidme Hall, in Victoria Park, Man-
chester, in connection with the University of

that city, will be formally opened on .July 5 by
Sir William Holdsworth. It has been built from
plans by Mr. P. S. Worthington, of Manchester
and London.
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OBITUARV.
Mr. John Charles Trayleii, A.R.I.B.A..

passed away at his residence in Broad-street,

Stamford, on Tuesday in last week, after a

protracted illness, aged sixty-two years. He
had restored many of the churches in the

district, was widely known as an ecclesio-

logist and antiquarian, and was for many
years diocesan architect for the Bishops of

Peterborough. He had been an Associate of

the Royal Institute of British Arcliitects

since 1882.

CHIPS.
The electricity committee of the Manchester

Corporation have decided to ask the council to

take steps for borrowing a further sum of

i;il2,850 to meet the cost of new works during
the next three years. Mr. Pearce. chief engi-

neer, estimates that .4:3,250 will be needed for

superheaters and other things at the Stuart-

street station, £6,300 for new mains, £32,000 for

transforming plant and switchgear for supply-

ing large consumers, and £14,600 for additional

plant at the corporation sub-stations.

The urban district council of Larne have
decided to instruct Messrs. Swiney and Croas-

daile to proceed with the completion of the

plans of the proposed reservoir to contain Hh
million gallons, at a cost of about £7,000.

At the opening of a sitting of tlie Tribunal of

Appeal, the other day. at the Surveyors' Insti-

tution, Mr. A. A. Hudson (chairman of fi:e

Tribunal! read a letter from Mr. .1. W. Penfold.

who. owing to ill-health, lias vacated his stat

on the tribunal, after having been a member
of it since it was instituted. Mr. Penfold desired

to thank the members of the Bar, and Mr,
Seager Berry, the solicitor to the London County
Council, and other officials of the Council, for the

great assistance they had always rendered the

Tribunal. Mr. Macmorran. K.C.. as the senior

member of tlie Bar present, expressed regret for

the retirement of Mr. Penfold. and Mr. Seager
Berry spoke in warm terms of his courtesy and
ability. The chairman endorsed all that had
been said of Mr. Penfold. and promised to

convey to him the expressions of esteem.

At the Glasgow School of Art. the Institute

of Architects' prize has been awarded to Richard
M. M. Gunn. and the silver medallion presented
by Mr. C. E. Whitelaw, F.S.A., architect, to

W'illiam J. Anderson. Alex. T. Scott taking the
bronze Whitelaw medallion.

The Uckfield Rural District Council have just

appointed Mr. H. Vaten. who has retired from
the post of surveyor of highways, after many
years' service, as consulting surveyor, at a salary

of £52 per annum.

The Public Rights of Way (Xo. 2) Bill was
passed and ordered to be reported on Monday
\>y Standing Committee A of the House of

Commons. The main principle of the measure
is to make the public use of a way over any
land or water for twenty years conclusive evi-

dence that it is a public highway.

A destructive fire broke out at the Moray-
shire Sawmills, near Elgin, belonging to Messrn.
A. R. Watson and Co.. on Friday, resulting in

the destruction of the engine and boiler plant
and drving-kiln. The damage is estimated at
£2.000.'

At the last meeting of the City Corporation
at the Guildhall a large and influential deputa-
tion, including representatives of the Royal
Academy and the Royal Institute of British
Architects, attended to urge the desirability of

preserving Crosby Hall. The memorialists did
not meet with nmch encouragement, several cor-

porators pleading want of funds: but the sub-
ject was eventually referred to a joint

committee.

At Middlewich on Saturday a new young
men's institute was formally opened. Mr.
Cawdey, of Northwich. is the architect, and
Messrs. Birchall Brothers, of Middlewich. the
builders. The institute comprises two stories,

and there are recreative, meeting, and billiard

rooms, bath and lavatory. The interiors of the
rooms arc finished off with a dado of stained
pitchpine.

Tile new Council schools. Derby, are being
ventilated by means of Shorland's patent ridge
ventilators and special inlet ventilators, the
same being supplied by Messrs. E. H. .Shorland
and Brother, of Manchester.

At St. John's. Caterham Valley, on Saturday
last. Mr. Tom Norman Dinwijdy. A.R.I.B.A..
second son of Mr. Thomas Dinwiddy. F.R.I.B.A..
of the Manor House. Blackheath. was married to
Miss Rose Harriot, youngest daughter of Mr.
Charles Asprey, of Beechlands, Caterham
Valley.

Builbiug I-uttUignur.

BRYANT'S HILL, BRISTOL. — On
Monday, the anniversary of John Wesley's

birthday, the Lord Mayor of Bristol

attended at Bryant's Hill. St. George, on the

occasion of the dedication of the John

Wesley Memorial Church, which has been

erected at a cost of £5,000. 'I'he new chiirch

is situate within the area where, in IV.'i'J,

John Weslev preached to the Kingswood

colliers. The building has ijeen designed iiy

Mr. W. H. Dinslev. of Chorley. a feature of

it being a clock' tower terminating in a

spire. The dimensions are 70ft. by 40ft.. the

transepts are 57ift. wide, and the orchestra

•20ft. The exterior is of Pennant stone, with

Bath stone dressings, and the interior wood-

work of polished pin-'. Accommodation is

provided for 750 persons. The stained-glass

windows have all been presented. The
treasurer, Mr. W. H. Butler, provides a five-

light window facing the Hanham-road. The
two central lights of this window depict

Wesley's escape from fire when a child, with

the w'ords beneath. "Is not this a brand

plucked from the fire?" The great evan-

gelist's death-scene is also illustrated. The
outside lights allegorically represent "In-

tegrity" and "Charitv." The east transept

window, which is given by Messrs. J. Bell

and Son. illustrates the Rev. Charles Wes-

ley, the hvmnologist. leading the singing of

a hymn iii the open air. The west centra',

transept window depicts Wesley preaching

on his father's tombstone.

CORXFORTH, CO. DURHAM. — New
butchering premises, stabling, (Sec, were

opened on Saturday last at Old Cornforth

for the West Cornforth Co-operative Society.

Limited. The buildings have cost between

£1.150 and £1.21)0. the contract being

carried out by Messrs. Draper and Sons, of

Leamside. The abattoir fittings were supplied

and fixed bv Messrs. Lockerbie and Wilkin-

son, of Tipton (Staffs), and the stable /it-

tings by Messrs. Hayward Bros, and Eck-

stein, of Borough, S,E. The entire work has

been carried oiit from the designs, and under

the superintendence of, Mr, H. T. Gradon,

architect, of Durham.

DUNDEE TOWN CHURCHES.—At a

committee meeting of Dund'^e Presbytery, on

Tuesday week, the report by Mr. M'Gregor

Chalmers, architect, Glasgow, in regard to

th-? restoration of Dundee city churches was

under consideration. The report is of a

somewhat serious nature, and the architect

does not see his way to recommend the adop-

tion of the sciieme proposed by the town

council, bv which, at a cost of between

£4.000 and £5.000, they agreed to carry cut

a partial restoration. "Mr. Chalmers is of

opinion that the buildings are in such a

state of decay that it is out of the questi.in

to carry out any ])artial restoration, and ha

thinks 'that as "the stonework has been so

seriously affected by the weather, they

sl'ould at once face the question of erecting

iie'.v buildings. The committee decided to

confer with the General Kirk Session.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.—The stone-lay-

inc ceremony in connection with the comple-

tion of St. "Augustine's Church. Brighton-

grove, took place last week. The work in-

cludes a chancel .38ft. long and 2.3ft. wide,

clergy and choir vestries, organ chamber,

and a small tower on the south side, under

which is an additional entrance from

rtrightoii-grove. At the east of th3 chancel

there is a guild-room, with entrance on the

north side. The style is in keeping with the

Early English work in the portion of the

church already built, the east window of tl.e

el ancel being a five-light window of the sani";

dtsciiption as the clerestory windows in t;re

nave, and the east window of the Scott

Chapel being a three-light lancet window.

Mr. G. H. Mauchlen is the builder; Messrs.

Hicks and Charlewood. also of Newcastle,

are the architects ; and Mr. George Patten is

the clerk of works.

RICHMOND. S.W.—"Ancaster House."

on the summit of Richmond Hill, adjoining

the entrance to. and overlooking, the park, is

ti' be dcniolished. and rcsidciitnl flats

lie luxe are to be erected thereon, to be
called "Queen's Court," under the super-

vision of Messrs. Palgrava and Co., archi-

tects, who are engaged upon the design. The
buildings are to be erected in four separate

and isolated blocks, connected only by a
colonnade, which will form part of the archi-

tectural selieme to the main floor. The
elevations will be quiet and unobtrusive, the

principal ornament being gauged and carved

brickwork, with relief of rough-cast and
green shutters. The flats will consist of from
six to eight rooms, and will be appnjached
by grand entrance-hall and electric lifts. The
total co.st of the four blocks is not to exceed

£110,000, and the architects estimate the

time for completion at two years and six

months.

SANDHURST. BERKS.—The King and
Queen were on Monday present at Wellington
School " Speech Day '' to open new buildings

and unveil a memorial to sixty-five Welling-
tonians who fell in the late South African

campaign. The new buildings consist of a

dining hall and masters' common room,
matron's department, kitchens, and other

offices, and have been erected from
designs by Mr. Charles J. Blomfield. There
is a corridor running from the wing con-

taining the Combermere and Hardinge
dormitories along the south front of the new-

block, and connecting it with the main, or

original, buildings of the college, thus

forming a direct covered way to the hall

from all the various dormitories and class-

rooms. The memorial is of marble and bears

the names of those who fell in the Boer War.
Two bronze figures — one representing

Courage and the other Faith—Hank the

memorial, which is the work of Mr. Thomas
Brock. R.A.

SHEPHERD'S BUSH.—A new church

was formally opened on Thursday, the 20th

inst.. upon the site of the temporary building

erected many years ago in Shepherd's Bush-

road. Owiiig to its situation the architec-

tural treatment of the exterior has been

largely confined to the west front, which is

in 1-ed brick and terracotta of a soft grey

colour, having the appearance of a natural

stone. The Late Gothic character of the ex-

terior has been preserved as far as possible

in the interior of the church, which is

designed to accommodate about (iOO \yor-

shippers. The building also contains spacious

school and classroom accommodation,

vestries. (S:c. The plans, .selected in com-

petition, were prepared by Mr. Pcrcival W.
Hawkins. A.R.I.B.A.. of Westminster, and

Mr. C. Gray, of Shepherd's Bush, was the

contractor.

SHEFFIELD—The schools at Hunter's

Bar. which have been enlarged by the

erection of a new department, which will

accommodate 160 children, were reopened by

the Lord Mayor of Sheffield on Monday. The
extensions have been designed to harmonise

with the adjoining schools, which were built

some years ago. and are of two stories. Space

is provided in the centre on both floors for .t

hall •23ft. wide and 45ft. long, divided from

the adjoining four classrooms 'by sliding

screens, so, if necessary, a hall can be pro-

vided 71ft. bv 4oft. Tiie girls' school is on

the ground floor and the boys' on the upper,

or first, floor. The buildings externally have

been faced with rockies and ashlar from the

Stoke Hall quarries, and the roofs are

covered with black Westmoreland slates. Tlie

sliding screens, and also tlie screens between

the hall and classrooms are of pitch-pine,

and glazed with clear glass. The dadoes

round the room are of smooth cement, and

the walls of the entrances, corridors, hat and

cloak rooms of cream-coloured enamelled

glazed bricks, the joiners' work throughout

being of pitch-pine, the floors of the

hall and classrooms being of wood blocks,

and those of the cloak-rooms and passages of

hard blue stone. A manual is provided on

the low level facing Sharrow Vale-road, pro-

vision being made for forty pupils. Mr. A. F.

Watson. F.R.I.B.A.. is the architect. The
contract has been carried out by Messrs. T.

Wilkinson and Sons, of Heeley, and Mr.

C. F. Ripley has been the clerk of works.

The cost has been about £9,050.
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PKOFESSIONAI. AND TBADB
SOCIETIES.

MUNICITAL AND COUNTY EXGI
jSEERS.—The annual meeting of the Incor-

porated Association of Municipal and County
Engineers is being held at Liverpool, under
the presidency of Mr. John A. Brodie.

M.Inst.C.E.. tlie city engineer. The meeting
was Oldened yesterday (Thursday) afternoon,

ivhen, after the transaction of formal busi-

ness, the members were welcomed to Liver-

pool by the Lord Mayor, and Mr. Brodie
delivered his presidential address. A con-

ference was afterwards held on the subject

of the laying-out of towns. Mr. C. F. Wike,
city engineer of Sheffield, read a paper on
"Tar Macadam "

; Mr. E. P. Hooley, county
stirveyor of Nottingham, one on "Road Re-
quirements"; and Mr. F. W. Pearce, s^ur-

veyor to the Twickenham Urban District

Council, some notes on "The Tar Spraying
Trials." The annual dinner was held last

evening at the Exchange Station Hotel. To-
day (Friday) the proceedings will be resumed.

,
The following papers are down for dis-

cussion :
—"Liverpool," by Mr. E. R. Pick-

mere, Town Clerk; "Sewer Ventilation," by
Mr. Isaac Shone; "Tramway Wear and
Maintenance," by Mr. C. F. Wikc, eity

engineer, Sheffield; "Points from Building
Bvlaws of American Cities," by Mr. E. R.
Matthews, borough surveyor, Bridlington

;

"Calculation of Storm Water Discharge and
Design of Sewerage Details," by Mr. E. E.
W. Butt, Birmingham Council offices ; and
"The Law of Overhead Wires." by Mr.
E. W. Pierce, Deputy Town Clerk of Liver-

pool. This (Friday) afternon there will be
an inspection of sample pavements in

Prince's-avenue, and pitch macadam in

Lodge-lane or Ullet-road. There will also be
a visit to the Smithdown-road destructor
depot, and an inspection of Queen's-drive,
Wavertree. wbicli forms the beginning of the

proposed road encircling the outskirts of

Liverpool, and also visits to the Dingle
Station of the LiveriJool overhead electric

railway and the Corporation tramway works
in Lambeth road. To-morrow (Saturday)
there will be an excursion to Pcnmaenmawr
to see Messrs. Darbishire's quarries.

ilnttrt0mmunicattott.

Q VESTIUXS.
fl'2577.]-CLEANTXG OAKWOEK.-The oakwork in

a certain church having become dirty, it is proposed to

wa-sh down and oil the same. Is this the best treatment .'

—F. T.

[I2278.]-HARDF.N'IN"G BRICKS.—Can anyone tell

us of any solution which is used for the hardening of the

surface of bricks—and more particularly such soft

material as " rubber bricVs "—after they have been set in

a building .' We want something which will assist to

prevent the arrises, ic, from breaking when accidentally

scratched or knocked against .' At same time, it must not

in any way affect or damage the colour. We believe some

of the stone Hrms use " Fluate " for hardening purposes,

but we have heard that this causes blue marks. Would
alum (solution) be at all liliely to assist '—O.

CHIPS.
The foundation-stone of the new nave which

is about to be built on the ancient foimdation
at Hexham Abbey Church will be laid on Satur-
day week, the 29th inst.

The corporation of Norwich have appointed
Mr. C. J. Brown, of that city, the architect to

the education committee, as architect for the
proposed secondary school.

Mr. Gilbert H. Lovegrove announces tliat he
has entered into partnership with Mr. A. Wyatt
Papworth, A.R.I.B.A.. son of the late Mr. Wyatt
I'apworth, F.R.I. 15. A., to carry on business as
architects and surveyors, rnider the title of

Lovegrove and Papworth.

In the House of Coninions on Friday the
Advertisements Regulation Bill passed its third

reading.

The new chambers which have been built by
the Carluke Parish Council vere formally
opened on Friday. The building is situated in

the High-street, a centrally-situated fcii having
been bought by the council. It is of two stories.

The outlay has been about £1,975.

Sir William Henry White. K.C.B,. T.b.D..

F.S.A., late controller and director of naval con-

struction, and Mr. Harry Hems, M.R.A.Inst.,
of Exeter, at a special meeting of the Incor-

porated Institute of Certified Carpenters, held

at the Carpenters' Hall. London-wall, F,.C., have
been unanimously elected Honorary Fellows of

that City Company. Both have this week
received their diplomas certifying the distinc-

tion conferred.

Messrs. Joyce, clcckmakers, Whitchurch,
Shropshire, have received instructions from
the Oldham Corporation to make a large

clock with three dials for the new Vic-

toria Market hall. The same firm are also

making a clock with three illuminated dials for

the Manchester and Salford Savings Bank. Sal-

ford, and one for Desborough, for the Premier
Cycle Company, Coventry,

Messrs. H. Lovatt, Limited, Darlington-street,
Wolverhampton, have obtained the contract for

the construction of the Avonniouth and Filton

section of the Great Western Railway.

REPLIES.
[1208O.1—FOXTS:LEAD.-TothesomewhatexhauBtive

list of these I gave (Aug. 25, 1904) may, perhaps, be added

one now standing in the garden of the Itanor House at

Oreatham, Sussex. An illustration of it may be seen in

the current issue of the "Stone Trades Journal," in-

cluded in an able article by Mr. W. K. Walker up.m

Sussex fonts. It is square, quite plain on face, and the

suggestion has been made that possibly it is not a lead

font after all, but simply the metal lining of a destroyed

stone bowl. It stands upon a circular column, surmounted

by a boldly moulded capital, both apparently Norman. In

its present' undignified position it is used as a fiower-pot '

—Hariy Hems.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
INCOME-TAX ON SEWERS.—Ystradyfodwg

and Pontypridd Mam Sewerage Board v. Bensted

(Surveyor of Taxes).—This appeal (heard in the

House of Lords on Wednesday, before Lords

Halsbury, Jame;s of Hereford. Robertson, and
Atkinson) was made from a judgment of the

Court of Appeal (the Master of the Rolls—now
Lord Collins—and Lords Justices Cozeus-Hardy
and Farwell). dated November 28. 1906, affirm-

ing an order of Mr. Justice Walton, dated

December 20. 1905. The question was whether
or not the appellants, a sanitary authority,

were assessable to income-tax under Schedule A
in respect of a sewer constructed by them. The
appellants had constructed and had since main-
tained a sewage-carrier for the use of a united

drainage district, of the total length of about

17J miles, and had no profit or gain in view.

The appeal was in respect of that portion of

the sewer—about 2J miles long—which is situ-

ated in the parish of Rumney. The appellants

were assessed for the relief of the poor in re-

spect of this part of the sewer at £800 gross and
£700 rateable value. By the Income Tax Act.

1842. Schedule A. No. 1, '" the annual value of

lands, tenements, hereditanients. or heritages
charged under Schedule (A) " is to be the rack-

rent, or the amount at which they might be let

by the year; and this principle is to extend to

ail lands, &c.. "capable of actual occupation."
An exception is made (No. 3), among other ex-

ceptions, to " ironworks, gasworks, salt springs
or works, alum mines or works, waterworks,
streams of water, canals, inland navigations,
docks, drains and levels, and other concerns of

the like nature, from or arising out of any
lands, tenements, hereitaments. or heritages,

J

which are to be taxed on the profits of the
year preceding." The Courts below had decided
in favour of the Crown. The appellants con-
tended that they were not owners or occupiers
of land "capable of actual occupation"; that
they derived no benefit from the land through
which the sewer passed: and that, if they were
chargeable at all to Income-tax. they came
under the exceptions to the general rule, and
particularly the word "drain. The Earl of
Halsbury now gave judgment affirming the
judgment of the Court of Appeal, as in his
opinion there was an " occupation.' and withal a
" beneficial occupation." The ether noble lords
concurred.

I

Mr. W. Vincent Morgan. A.R.I.B.A., has been
appointed architect to the Carmarthenshire
Education Committee.

The question of the Salford Town Hall accom-
niodal ion again came up for consideration at a
meeting of tlic town halls and markets com-
mittee on 'I'hursday in last week. X proposal to
proceed with the erection of an annexe, at an
estimated cost of £24.000, was rejected by a
large majority, and the matter was then
adjourned for a month. The majority of the
committee favour the erection of a new town
hall, and regard tlie proposed expenditure on
an annexe as but a temporary and costly
expedient.

The London County Council have agreed tp
contribute £14.705 towards the cost of an ex-

tensive widening in Artillery-place and Frances-
street. Woolwich, now being carried out by. the

I Woolwich Borough Council.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
THE MALL IMPROVEMENTS. — Viscount

Tumour asked the First Commissioner of

Works on Monday by what date the new road

between the Mall and Trafalgar-square w .uld

be completed. Mr. Harcourt; The date will

depend upon the completion of the building. It

is expected that it will be finished early in 1909.

THE METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD
(VARIOUS POWERS) BILL.—The Joint Com-
mittee of the two Houses of Parliament, with

Lord Cross presiding, has this measure imder
consideration. Mr. Fitzgerald, K.C.. for the pro-

moters, explained that, in the first place, it was-

proposed to construct a tunnel under th^
Thames just below Richmond Bridge. This wasi

necessary to safeguard the supply of water t,o

the western portions of London. There were
two 36in. trunk mains from the West Middlesex

intake at Hampton to the reservoir at Barnes,

crossing the Thames just below Richmond
Bridge, close to two other mains. 36in. and 30in.,

formerly laid by the Southwark and Vauxhall

Companv. These were constructed of cast iron,

and the Board were advised that if one of these

mains should burst it might involve the burst-

ing of the others, and create a most unfortunate

situation. In the circumstances, the Board pro-

posed to make a tunnel in which to put the four

mains. The estimated cost, including land, was
£35,400. Terms had been arranged with the

Richmond Corporation, the owners of Corpora-

tion Island, in the river, upon which it would

be necessary to construct some wcu'ks. and also

with landowners on each side of the river, and

there was no opposition to the tunnel. The
next necessary work was the laying of three

lines of pipes. The first of these was for the

purpose of giving a better supply to the dis-

tricts between Hampton and Hanwell. k con-

siderable portion of this line of pipes would be

under private land or land belonging to the

Board, and where under public roads the Board

had sufficient powers under the Waterworks
Clauses kct. The next line of pipes would

begin in Lea-road, Waltham Abbey, and riUJ

to Raminey Marsh well and pumping station,

and thence to the reservoir in course of construc-

tion. The last line would begin at Ditton, and
carry an additional supply to Norwood reservoir.

In connection with this it was proposed to con-

struct an additional reservoir at Norwood foi

storage. Part 3 deals with extension of time

by seven vears for the construction of a reser-

voir at Norwood. To meet local objections, the

original plan had been revised : the area of the

reservoir would be curtailed by 36 acres, and

the bank would be raised by 8ft. The objections

of landowners to this proposal were under con-

sideration when the Committee adjourned. O71

Tuesday and Wednesday. Mr. W. B. Bryan,

enginee'r to the Water Board, gave evidence in

support of proposals outlined above by counsel,

and in opposition to one portion of the scheme.

Evidence was given on behalf of the Walton
District Council and the East and West Molesey

District Council, by Mr. E. Burstal. C.E.. and

others, to show that the construction of the

reservoir wouTd increase the danger of flooding

to Molesey and to the Walton sewage farm.

The various clauses were passed, some being

amended, down to Clause 60, and the Committee
adjourned. *.^
On Saturday the Bishop of Ripon dedicated a,

stained-glass window which has been placed in

the St. Margaret's Chapel at the Ripon-Wako
field Diocesan Training College. Ripon. the gift

of the students leaving the college in July. 1906.

The window represents King .Alfred in his Royal

robes, wearing his crown, and bearing a sword

in his right hand. The window is designed by

the late Mr. C. E. Kempe, of London.

New premises for the Ragged School of

Pendleton. Windsor, were formally opened on

Friday in West George-street. New Windsor.

The present building was formerly the New
Windsor Congregational Church, and has been

purcliased bv the trustees of the Ragged School.

It has been' transformed under the direction ot

Mr. John F. Knight, architect, and the work has

been carried out by Mr. J. Tonge. of Swinton.

The cost of the adaptation has been £3.000.

Messrs. Hobbs. Hart, and Co., Limited,

announce that they have refitted their lock

furniture showroom at 76. Cheapside. with a

large and varied selection of the best and most

artistic designs for this class of work, of which

an early inspection is invited.

With reference to the resolution of Mr. Whit-

well Wilson, M.P.. in the House of Commons
on the subject ot the development of towns

and their suburbs, the art standing committee

have by resolution asked the Council of the

Royal Institute of British Architects to appoitit

the strongest possible connnittee to consider this

subject.
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Sir A. Brunnvcll Tliomas, the architect of

lie new city hall at Belfast, has accepj;ed

!ie amount lodged in court by the law eom-
iiiittee of the corporation in answer to his

I -tiou for balance of fees, and the action is

ncordingly withdrawn. The amount claimed
V Sir A. Brumwell Thoma.s was £21.758,
!id the amount of the settlement is

L 12.601, a difference of £9,157 in favour of

:iie corijoration. There still remains the

vexed question of the final certificate of the

architect for payment to the contractor of

the balance of the building account. Som Ti-

thing like £60,000 is at issue in connection
"ivith this account.

The adventures of the borough council of

Holborn in pursuit of their new town hall

are not yet at an end. A fortnight ago a

meeting of the council decided that the front

elevation of the new buildings should be of

Portland stone. An attempt was made at a

special meeting on Tuesday tc reverse this

decision. It was stated that the architects

wished to u.se Ancaster stone, so as to

harmonise the new building with the libi\arv,

already erected, and the mayor pointed out

that Portland stone would spoil the appear-
ance of the whole block. When a vote was
taken the numbers were equal for and
against ; but on a division the motion to

j;ermit Ancaster stone to be used was re-

jected by a majority of one.

In reply to an official letter from the Clerk
of the London County Council to the Dean
and Chapter of St. Paul's Cathedral inti-

mating that, in order to obviate all questions

of damage to the Cathedral fabric, it had
been decided to adopt an alternative route

for the new northern low level sewer. Canon
H. S. Holland, on behalf of the Dean and
ChaiJter, thanks the Council for the courtesy
and consideration which has been shown
by them from first to last in this matter. He
points out that the Dean and Chapter quite

recognised that when the proposal was first

before the Council all they then asked for

was generously conceded. It was, therefore,

all the more gracious of the present Council
to consent to go back on the agreement in

view of the new an.\ieties which were felt by
IJeoule of authority and distinction who were
qualified to speak. It was a great relief

both to them and the Chapter that the

Council had consented to avoid all possible

risk to the great building of which they were
in charge.

Mr. Sidney Howard, county roads sur-

veyor of Breconshire, is one of the

many wlio claim to have solved the motor
dust problem. About twelve months ago ex-

periments were carried out on parts of the

main road from Brecon to Abergavenny, and
the length of road treated proved to be so

free from dust that the Breconshire County
Council have instructed Jlr. Howard to lay

down sixteen miles of his road preparation.

So successful, indeed, have the experiments
proved, that other Welsh counties are now
adopting the same method of roadmaking
and using Mr. Howard's patent. The Car-
marthenshire County Council are using the
material supplied by Mr. Howard, and nego-
tiations for the contract to supply the Gla-
morgan County Council are nearly com-
pleted. The cost of production and laying
down is said to be cheaper than any other
preparation in the market. Before the

material is laid down the old road is torn
up and a foundation of Welsh limestone is

laid down. The jjatent preparation is then
applied. Again a liberal supply of hard
stones are laid and the patent again used
with an abundance of water. The whole sub-
stance is soaked, and this binds together and
gives the road a good sound body. When
the water has dried off the road appears
smooth and free from dust.

Recently the urban district council of

Holme, Cultram. Cumberland, appointed an
inspector of nuisances at a salary of £.30 a
year, an increase of £10. At the last meeting
of the council a letter was read from the
Local Government Board stating that they
nust request the council to reconsider the

appointment, as the projjosed salary
appeared still low, having regard to tlie large

area of the district. The Board also said

that the new olTicial did not possess the cer-

tificate of the Koyal Sanitary Institute or
of any other body granting a similar cer-

tificate, and he did not appear to have had
any experience of the duties of an inspector
of nuisances, his previous occupation having
been that of a traveller. They re(|uested to

be informed in detail of the grounds on
which the council considered him competent
to iliscliarge the duties, and to be furnished
with the names and qualifications of the
other applicants for the post. Another
criticism of the Local Government Board
was that the inspector was to be allowed to

continue his occupation as a traveller, which
they considered undesirable, as it was likely

to take him out of the district for a great
portion of his time. The clerk was directed
to supply the information asked for, and to

explain that the inspector gave only half his

time to the duties, was at home every night,

and that his other work lay entirely in the

district.

Asbestos wood is the name of a new fire-

resisting material to be used in place of wood
in office buildings and similar places, to

make them really fireproof. This utilises

short asbestos fibres, which have heretofore
been largely a waste material, and makes
them of value in a new way. It is patented
by Prof. Charles L. Norton, of the Massa-
chussetts Institute of Technology, and will

be put on the market shortly.

An esteemed correspondent in the building
line at San Francisco, under date of the 1st

inst., writes: "We are in a bad way here!
Quite a number of Union men are out on
strike; the bricklayers for £1 'Js. 2d. a day
(of eight hours), the stone cutters for £1 5s.,

and the granite masons for £1 3s. Other
Unions are also on strike. How it will all

end it is difficult to say. The Mayor and
various meml)ers of the Town Council have
been arrested for accepting bribes land to

immense amounts) in connection with civic

affairs. The recent disclosures made in

regard to municipal matters at West Ham,
in London, are but fleabites in comparison."

The measure before the Canadian House
of Representatives at the present time re-

specting the settlement of strikes and lock-

outs, provides for the appointment of a

board of arbitrators in any labour dispute,

one representing the employers, the other

the employees, and the third to be chosen

either bv the Governor in Council or by two

appointed as representatives of the masters

and men. Pending the hearing of the evi-

dence into the merits of the dispute it is

made an offence against the law to suspend

operations v.herebv the public interest will

suffer. The weak feature of the Bill is that

it does not go as far as it should. After the

award of arbitrators has been made it is

optional with either side whether they shall

accept or not.
»-rt^

The marriage of Miss Edis. eldest daughter

of Colonel Hubert W. Edis. C.B.. D.L.. J.P..

F.R.I.B..\.. of the Old Hall. Great Orniesby. to

Mr. James Salisbury Frederick Bacon, of the

Inner Temple, grandson of the late Vice-

Chancellor Bacon, and ne])lu'W of his Honour
Judge Bacon, will take place at the parish

clnirch. Great Ormesby, at 2.30 p.m. to-morrow
^Saturday).

Messrs. W. Potts and Sons. Limited, deck
manufacturers. Leeds and Newcastle, have

received instructions to make and fix a large

clock with three external dials at Liverpool.

They arc also erecting one at Xewcastle-on-Tyne

with two large dials, and one at a church near
Manchester with four illuminated dials, and one

at Luffenhani. Rutland, with large outside dial,

and striking hours. All the above are from the

late Lord Grimthorpe's designs and plans.

The memorial stones of a new Bible Christian

Sunday-school in connection with Lake Oiapcl.

Shebbear. took place on Thursday in last week.

The school, which is 40ft. by 25ft.. has been
designed by Mr. S. Parsons, architect, of Hols-

worthy, and is being erected b.v Messrs. Ellis

and Son. contractors, of Bideford.

The Baptist chapel. Tondu. South Wales, has

been ventilated on the "Boyle" natural
system, under the direction of Messrs. J. and F.

J. Hurley, architects, Bridgend.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
S.iTcitUAV (To-MciKKow).— E'linbur^'h Architectural As-

soeiatiuu. Annual E.vcursiun to York.

MosD.iv.—Eoyal Institute of British Architects. Pre-
sentation of Roval Gold Medal to

John Belcher, A.E.A., Past President.

8.15 p.m.

L.C.C. School of Building, Femdale-
road, Brixton, S.W. Four Lectures on
"Building Methods in Nature's Work-
shop," bv Alan E. Munby, M.A.,
A.U.I.B.A.—No. 4. 8 p.m.

Ti ESDAV.—Sanilary Conference opens at Dublin.

WEDSrsinv.— Sanitary Conference at Dublin. Meeting
of Section I., Sanitary Science. 10 a.m. to

1 p.m.
Society of Arts, 153rd Annual Meeting.

4 p.m.

TiiuBSD.vv.—L.C.C. School of Building, Feradale-road,
Bri-xton. Si.v Lecture--* on " The Archi-

tecture of London."—No. 6. "The Hueen
Anne Movement : Original Style and
Heaction," by Prof. Beresford Pite,

F.R.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

Sanitary Conference at Dublin. Meeting
of Section II., Engineering and Archi-

tecture in Trinity College. 10 a.m. to

1 p.m.

FaiUAV.—Sanitary Conference at Dublin. Meeting of

Section III., Phy.sics, Chemistry, and
Sleteorology.

Friday to Monday.—Architectural A-ssociation. "Week-
End \'iait to Birmingham.

Cratit ©cbjs.

THE LABOUR MARKET IX MAY.—
Employment, states the " Board of Trade
Labour Gazette," was good in May. except in

the building trades. It showed, on the whole.

little change as compared with the previous

month. As compared with a year ago. all the

principal industries, except shipbuilding and
engineering, showed some improvement. In the
building trades employment was dull, and
showed little change compared with a month
ago and a year ago. Returns from firms em-
ploying 56.217 workpeople at the end of Ma.y
showed a decrease in the number employed of

1.0 per cent, as compared with a month ago.

Employment in the pottery trade continued
good, and was better than a year ago. In the

brick and tile trades it continued slack.

LATEST PRICES.

IRON.
Per ton. Per ton.

RoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15

RoUed-Steel Joists, English 7 5 0,, 7 15

Wroughfc-Don Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, flat. Bound, or

Square 20 „ 20

Do., Welsh 6 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron-

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

BestSnedshUl 9 0,, 9 10

Angles ICs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £3 15s. to £9.

Builders' Hoop lion, galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Qalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 2<.

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

uanee £1' ...£14 10

Brat ditto 1< 10 ... 15

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

0to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.O.
9,6 10- 10'6 11- 113 12- 12 9 13ii 14 6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per too.

CSastr-Iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10

Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 9 5 0,, 9 10

Eolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 5 0,, 7 10

„ „ Galvanised. 9 0,, 9 10

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 17 „ 4 17

Cut Floor Brads 10 5 „ —
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 15 10 „ —
Cast-iron Socket Pipes—

3in. diameter £6 2 6 to £S 7

4in.to6in 6 0,, « J
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 i 6 „ 6

[Coated with composition, 5a. Od. per ton extra ; tamed
and Iwred joints, 58. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— I*" 'o".

Cold BList, UlleshaU llOs. Od. to 117s. 6d.

Hot BUist. ditto 70a. Od. „ 75a. Od.

Wrotight^Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard

Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes e7|p.c.

Wiiter-Tubes f'^t "
Steam-Tube.s J.*

•>

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 8" •
Galvanised Steam-Tubes ^5 "
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OTHEK METALS.
lOcwt. caake. 6cwt. casks.

28 10
29

Per ton,

Bpelter, Silesia- £25
Lead Water Pipe, Town 25 10

,, „ ,. Country 23 5
Lead Banel Pipe, Town 26

, Country 26 15
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 27

„ „ „ „ Country 27 15
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town
„ ,, „ ,, Country

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 27 10

„ ,, Country... 28 5
Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) Town 27 10

„ „ „ „ Country 28 5
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 118
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 106
Tin, Straita 185
Do., English Ingots 190
Pig Lead 23 10
Sheet Lead, Town 25

„ „ Country 25 15
Genuine White Lead 28 5
BeflnedEed Lead 25 10
Sheet Zinc 35
Old Lead, against account 20 10
Tin per cwt. 11
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11

Per ton
to £25 10

108
185 10
190 10

TIMBER.
Teak, Biuraab per load £10 15

Bangkok ... 9
Quebec Pine, yellow , ... 4

„ Oak 5
„ Birch 2

„ Elm 4

„ Ash , ... 4
Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 3
Fir 3

Ash, Quebec „ ... 4
Birch, New Brunswick ... „ ... 2
„ Quebec 2

Elm , 4
Box, Turkey per ton 6
Cedar, Cuba per ft. sup.
Jarrah planks per ft. cu.
Wainscot, Riga p. log a
Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4

St. Petersburg 4

to £22 10

., 17 10

II 7 5

„ 9

,1 6 5

II 9 5

,1 7 10

.1 6 10
„< 5 15

„ 7 5

8
10

6
6

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin.
by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £21 to £35
„ 2na 17 I, 23 10
„ 3rd 11 ,1 13 10

Canada Spruce, 1st 1110 „ 16 10
„ 2naand3rd 9 10 ,i 1110

New Brunswick 9 „ 10 5
Kiga 8 10 „ 9
St. Petersburg 8 10 „ 17
Swedish 7 10 „ 20 10
Finland 9 0,, 9 10
White Sea 10 13 1 „ 20 10
Battens, all sorts 6 0,, 13

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

1st prepared jCO 14
2nd ditto 12
Other qualities 4

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10
Memel, cr. pipe 220

Memel, brack 190

to £1
» 16

.1 14

to £45
„ 230
„ 200

WOOD.
Bl'ildi.s-g Wood.

Deals: 3in. by llin. and 4in. by
9in. and llin

Deals: 3by9
Battens : 2Mn. by 7in. and 8in.,

and 3io. fey 7in. and Sin.
Battens : 2} by 6 and 3 by 6

Deals : seconds
,

Battens : seconds
2in. by 4in. and 2in. by Oin. ...

2ia. by 4iin. and 2in. by 5in.

Foreign Sawn Boards

—

lin. and IJin. by 7in

At per standard.

£ .«. d. £ s. a.

13 10 to 15
13 „ 14

.}in.
Fix timber : best zniddling Danzig

or Memel
Seconds
Small timber fSin. to lOin.)

Small timber (6in. to Sin.)

Swedisb balks
Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average)

JoiNEBs' Wood.

White Sea : first yellow deals,
3in. by llin
3in. by 9jn

Battens, 2jin. and 3in. by Tin.
Eecond yellow deals, 3in. by lin....

„ ,, 3in by 9iD....

Battens, 2^in. and 3in. by Tin.
Third yellow" deals, 3in. by llin.

and Din
Battens, '2lm. and 3in. by Tin.

Petersburg first yellow detJa,
3in. by llin
Do. 3in. by 9in
Battens

Second yellow deals, 3in. by llin.
Do. 3in. by 9in
Battens

Third yellow deals, 3in. by llin.
Do. 3in. by 9in
Battens

11 „ 12
10 less than

7in. & Sin.
1 less than best

10 II .

9 to 10
8 10 ,1 9 10

10 more than
battens.

1

At per oad of 50ft.

4 10 to 5
4 1. 4 10
3 12 6 „ 3 15
3 ,1 3 10
2 10 ,,300
4 „ 4 15

At per standard.
24 to 25
22 „ 23
16 10 „ 18
18 10 „ 20
17 10 ,, 19
13 10 „ 14 10

13 10 „ 15
11 „ 12

21 „ 22 10
18 „ 19 10
13 10 ,, 15
16 „ 17
14 10 „ 16
11 „ 12 10
13 „ 14
12 10 „ 14
10 „ 11

White Sea and Petersburg-
First white deals, 3in. by llin.£I4 10 „ £15 10

3in. by 9in. 13 10 „ 14 10
Battens 11 „ 12

Second white deals, 3in. by llin. 13 10 „ 14 10

„ „ 3in. by 9in. 12 10 „ 13 10
„ battens 10 „ 11

Pitch pine : deals 18 „ 21
Under 2in. thick extra 10 ,, 10

Yell-^w Pine—First, regular sizes 44 and over.
Oddments 32 ,,

Seconds, regular sizes 33 ,,

Yellow Pine oddments 28
Kauri Pine—Planks per ft. cube.. 3 6 to 5
Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs—

I.arge, per ft. cube 3 ,, 3 6
Small 2 6 „ 2 9

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5 6,, 060
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,

as inch SJ ,, 9J
fin. do. do 7 „ 8

Dry Mahogany— Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch .. 9,, 010

Selected, Figury, per ft. super.
as inch 16,, 026

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, asinch 10 ,, 10
Teak, per load 17 „ 22
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft. cube 4 0,, 050
Prepared Flooring. &c.

—

lin. by Tin. yeUow, planed and Per square.
shot £0 13 6 to £) 17 6

lin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 14 ,, 18

IJin. by Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 16 ,, 10

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
shot 12 „ 14 6

lin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 12 6 ,, 15

IJin. by Tin. white, planed and
matched 15 ,, 16 6

|in. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or V-jointed boards ... 11 ., 13 6

lin. by Tin. „ „ ... 14 „ 18
iin. by Tin. white 10 „ 11 6
lin. by Tin. ,, ,, ... li 9 ., 15

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per square less than Tm.

STONE.*
Red Mansfield, in blocks per foot cube £ 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto ,, ... 2 3
Red Corsehill, ditto , ... 2 2
Closebum Red Freestone, ditto , ... 2
Ancaster, ditto ,, ... 1 10
Greenshill, ditto ,, ... 1 10
Chilmark, ditto ^in truck at Nine Elms). „ ... 19^
Beer, ditto , ... 1 6
Hard York, ditto „ ... 2 10
Ditto ditto Bin. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes ,, ... 1 3
• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £0 10

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot , ... 1 6J

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot 1 8i
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at Seaton

Station „ ... 1
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms Station ... „ ... 1 6
Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average

White.
Base Bed,

1 5J ... £0 1 T}

2 1 2 2J

delivered,
at railway station.

Brown
Whit Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0

Delivered on road waggons
at Paddington Depot ...

Ditto Nine Elms Depot...

Ditto Pimlico Wharf

BRICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 T per 1,000 alongside, in river.
Rough Stocks and

Grizzles 16 „ „ ,,

Picked Stocks for

I'acings 2 10
Flettons 16
Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18
Blue Brindled Wire .

Cuts 13
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing .. 5

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15

Do. Bullnose 4

Best St<iurbridge
Fire Bricks 3 14

Glazrd Bricks.
Best White and
Ivory Glazed
Stretchers 12

Headers 11
Quoins, BuUnose,
and Flats 16

Double Stretchers 19
Double Headers ... 16
One Side and two
Ends 19

Two Sides and one
End 20

Splays, Cham-
fered, Squints ... 20

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Stretchers,

and Header 12
Quoins, BuUnose,
and Flats 14

Double Stretchers.. 15
Double Headers ... 14
One Side and two
Ends 15

Two Sides and one
End 15

Splays, Cha m-
fered, Squints ... :

Second Quality
White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed

per 1,000 delivered
at railway station.

e. d.
less than best.

per yard, delivered,
6

per ton „

Thames and Pit Sand 7

Thames Ballast 5
Best Portland Cement 28
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grey Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 2Ts. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SLATES.
In. In. £ 8. d.

12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.Blue Portmadoc 20 X 10
16x 8.6 12

Blue Bangor ...20x10. .13 2
20x12. ..13 IT

FirstquaUty 20x10. .13

20x12.. .13 15

,, ,, ... 16x 8... 7

Eureka unfading
green 20x10...15 17

„ ... 20x12... 18 7

„ „ ...18x10 ..13 5
16x 8 .10 5

Permanent green 20x10, ..11 12

„ 18x10... 9 12 6

,, „ ... 16x 8 .. 6 12 6

TIIiES.
s.

Plain red roofing tiles 42
Hip and Valley tiles 3
Broseley tiles 50 per 1000
Ornamental tiles 52 6 ,,

Hip and VaUey tiles 4 per doz.
Ruabon red, brown, or brin-

dled do. [Edwards) 57

Ornamental do 60
Hip tiles 4
Valley tiles 3

Red or Mottled Staffordshire

do. vPeake's) 51 9 per 1000

Ornamental do 54

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
" Rosemary " brand plain

tiles 48
Ornamental tiles 50
Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3
" Hartshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced 50 per 1000
Pressed 47

Ornamental do 50

Hip tiles 4

Valley tiles 3

6 ,1 „ „
6 .1

„ II ,1

,1 ,1 ,1

6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.
6

,1 I, I,

per 1000 at rly. station
~ per diiz. „ „

6 per 1000

per doz.

1 per doz. at rly. station

8 „ „ I,

per 1000

per doz.

8 I,

per doz.
6

33
32 10
40

OII.S.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun.. £21 15

Do., brown ,i ...

Cottonseed, refined „ ...

Olive, Spanish „ ...

Seal, pale
Cocoanut, Cochin , ...

Do., Ceylon , ...

Do., Mauritius ,, ...

Palm, Lagos n ...

Oleine n ...

Sperm , ...

Lubricating U.S per gal.

Petroleum, refined , ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel „ ...

Linseed Oil per gal.

Biltic Oil „ ...

Turpentine ...

Putty per cwt.

25
46
39
41
31
17
31

1 6
19
2
2 IJ
3 8
7 6

£31
41 (>

26

4J 10
42

19 5
35 &

8 6
65

1 « U
1

ul

allon.

8
10 6
12 6
10
14

VARNISHES, &o. Perg

Fine Pale Oik Varnish £0

Pale Copal Oak
Superfine Pale Elastic Oi4
Fine E-\tra Hard Church Oik 10

Superfine Hard-drying Oak, for seits of eiurchea 14

Fine Elastic Carriage 12 6

Superfine Pale Elastic Carriage 16

Fine Pale Maple 16 O
Finest Pale Durable Copil 18

Extra Pale Frcach Oil 110
E.'ffshell Flitting Varnish 18

Wliite Cooal Enamel 14a
Extra Pale Paper 12

Best Japan Gold Size ,...^. .. 10 B

Best BlacK Japan .-...».... 16

0.ik and MihOifany Stain 9

P.runswick BlacK 8

Beriin Black 16

Knotting " ^^ 2
French and Brush Polish 10 O

QLASS.
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz.

Fourths Ijd. ... 2id.

Thirds 2|d. ... Sgd. .

Fluted Sheet 3id. ... 4jd. .

Hartley's English Kolled Plate : Jin.

2ld. ... 2jd.

Figured Oxford Rolled Ocearuc Glass :

32oz. Net.
4Sd. >i

5a. „
Djd. „

iin.

... 3d.

Wnite. Tinted.
4d. ... 5jd.

26 JZ.
, dja. .,

4.. .,

4id. ..

Messrs. Lansdell and Harrison, architects,

have 'changed their office address from
66. Basinghall-street, to No. 9, Gray's Inn-

square, W.C.

At Chevening Church on Sunday the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury dedicated the preaching-

cross wliich has been erected as a memorial to

the late Earl Stanhope. It has been erected.

from a design by Mr. \V. D. Carbe, F.I.A.,

F.R.I. B.A.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

1 ttoxetfr-R^mMplling- Sm'fhfleW fjn F. S Hawthorn. Cletk. Cnunr-il i im.v-. I'tLixeter .Tnie 2«V nfypndd-_\ M.C.A. Pnildm? A'^-ossorl £15. £in. £5 a. yr. Backin. Bronheulna-. riiiirch-rlire. Penartli. GUm JuIt 1K.nastnwTi-H.MisM fnr \ cry P.w 'A<«»»sor) ...- £100. £20 M. A. Manninir. Town Clerk. T..wn Hill, KinRstown. Ireland 1
K.Ikfnny-Ciiriie?ieT.ibrarr £l.sro limitl P.. OTfinnell. Town Tlerk. Oitr ITill. Kilksnni- «

I Manchcster-Institntinnal Churcn Manchester Archts. only) : .T. S. Gibson. K.R.I T!..\ . 1. OM Br>ni-«treet W '

fi

I
r-irk-Sanatnnura for CinsumntiTes (70 patients) £I0O K. J. Murphv. Senretarr. rourf House. r.,rk' 20

i

x\ eyrnouth-Desi^ns for Pavilinn . lOOgs H. A. Huitable, TownCIerk, Municipal Ofices, Wevmouth"."!".".' " 30
j

L'^ndon. S.W.—roimtr Hall 'R. Norman Shaw, R.A., and •» "v

i W. E. Riley. V.R.I.?!.A. Assessor^i £210 to each eompetitor ill final The Architect. I-CC. Countv H.h11. Sprin? Oirden.. S W. Aiur 27
bannegardsTiken. Sweden -Quay and Wharf GStebor^s Stads. Byifitaradskontor. Marten Krakowkatan "s.

Onthenhur^ S*»pt 2
Bethnal Green. N.E.-Mnnicinal Offices 'Asse'sor} ...;•..;•-... £100, £50 E. Finch. A.M.I.CE., Boro' Eng.. Town HaU, Bcthnal Onea.S.E. N'odate
S..werby BnJare—Dual Secondary School, Albert-toad (West
Hiding Architects only) ^.VT. Ev.ans, Oerk to School Govs . Com. Bank Chambers, Halifax do.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Verryhill—Public Houi^e North-Eastem Breweries Thcs. H. Murray. Architect. Consett June 22
Burnley—Rebnildin? Hiill Inn. St. rames's-street J. Orimshaw and Co., Ltd Abm. Nutter. Aichitect. 23, Nichola.»-street. Burnley 22
Edinburgh—Enlarffing Portobello Higher Grade School School Board .T . Carfrae. .\rchitect. 3. Uueen-street, Edinburgh „ 22
Xondonderrr— Six Shops and Houses, Waterloo-street P. H. Elliott. Architect. Castie-atreet, Londonderry .'. „ 22
Slaithwaite.Yorks—ConvertingOldGlobelnnintoBranchStore Eiiuitable Industrial Society ... . J. Berry. Architect. 3. Market-place, Hudderstield ...,., „ 21
Casde Hedingham-AdditioDS to School Halstead Advisory Sub-Coinmittee... F. Whitmore, Architect. 7.1. Duke- street. Chelmsford 2i
Luton—Extension of Electricity Buildings Town Council S. F. L. Fox. Borough Engineer. Luton „ 21
Walmer. Kent—Coal Depot at Station Co-operative Society The Secretary, Co-operative Societv. Walmer, Kent , 2<
Aberdare—Forty-three Houses. Gadlys-gardens Pen-y-bryn Building Club The Gadlvs Estate OlEces. Aberdafe „ u
Swansea—Parish Hall at Christ Church W. Cou-ins and Son, Architects, liW, St. Helen's-road, Smmae* ,., „ 21
Clydach—Hafod Inn A. Buchan and Co T. Roderick, .Architect. Cliftou-street. .Aberdare „ n
Ton-House. Maindy-crescent J.F.Williams W. D. Morgan. Architect, Post Otfice Chambei>i, Pentre „ 24
Lowestoft—Retort House....:. Gas and Water Co F. and C. Hawksley, C.F..S. 30. Great «eor?e-<treet. S.W 21
Bolton—Repairing i- Painting Workhouse Infectious Hospital Guardians Samuel Coope. F S.I., H. Mawdslev-street. Bjlton 24
Uppermill-Drill HaU 2nd V.B. West Riding Regiment W. Cooper, FiR.I.B.A.. 4, Kirkgate-buildinys. Huddersaeld 24
Ton Pentre-Four Houses, Canning-street W. D. Morgan, M.S.A., Archt, P.O. Chambers, Fentie, Wales 24
Aberkenfig—Alterations to Co-operative Premises Pontycvmmer Industrial Society The Secretary. Industrial Society, Pontycymmer 25
Swansea—Goods Yard, Maliphant-street Great Western RaUw.ay Co '. The Divisional Engineer, Xealh

, 25
Belfast—Toree-storied Children's Infirmary Guardians ' Young and Mackenzie, Architects, Belfast

, 25
Str.itford-on-.\von—Villa Residence, Rowlev-crescent G. F. Cale-Matthews E. G.^Holtom. Architect. ?8, Henley-streer, Stratford-on-Avon 25
Llingennech— Chancel, i-c. to St. Cennych Church Rev. T. Geler Jones E. M. Bruce Vaughan, F.R.I. B..4.. Cardiff 25
Y'nysybwl—House and Workshop, Robert-street Mountain Ash U.D.C The Surveyor, Town Hall, Mountain .Ash, Wale" „ 25
Seven Kings, Iiford— Public Library Urban District Council Herbert Shaw, Engineer. Town Hall. Ilford, Essex „ 25
Westbourne Park. W.—Goods Y'ard Great Western Railway Co The New Works Engineer. PaJdington Station. W 25
Gravesend-Enlargement of Post Office H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate. 8.W „ 25
Bishop's Stoitford—Repairs to Sewage Farm Buildings Urban District Council ". R. 8. Scott, A.M.I.CE, 7, North-street, Bishop's Stottford 25
Easton. Dorset—Five Cottages Great Western Railway Co G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, W

, 25
Levton—Alterations to Schools Education Committee William Jaciues. A.R.I.B.A, '2, Fen-court, EC 25
8:. .Albans—Additions to Asvlnm at Hill End Visiting Committee George T. Hine. F.R.I.B.A.. 35. Parliament-street, S.W 2$
"mnchmore Hill. N.— Pointing and Repairs at Fever Hospital Metropolitan Asvlumns Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E.. Engineer-in-Chief, Embinkment, E.C. „ 26
Snmmercourt, Cornwall—.Alterations to Wesleyan Chapel Edward J. Ennor. .Architect, Xewiuay. Cornwall 28
Hull— Junior School. Stepney-lane Education Committee Joseph H. Hirst. City Architec;. Town Hall, Hull 26
Liverpool-Alterations to Entrance Lodge at Workhouse To.xteth Park Guardians B. Albert James. Clerk. 15, High Par'i-slrect, Liverpool „ „ 26
King's Heath—Alterations to Car-Sheds at Tramway Depot .. King's Xorton and Xorthfield U.D.C. A. W. Cross, A.M.I.CE.. -23. Valentine-road. King's Heath „ 28
Dartiord— Cottages at Joyce Green Hospital .'. Metropolitan Asylums Board... Treadwell and Martin. Architects. •29.v, Charing Cross-road, W.C 28
Workington—Alterations' to Premises Industrial and Provident Society W. G. Scott and Co., -Architects, Workington 26
Linthwaite- Three Houses. Manchester-road J. Ainley, Architect, Chapel-street, Slaithwaite 26
Acton, W,—Repairs and Painting at Schools Urban District CouncU E. C. P. and H. Monson. .Architects. 132, High-street, Acton, W. ., „ 27
r.adford-Additional Stables at Depot Health Committee .Arthur Brown. M.I.C.E.. City Engineer, Guildhsll. RiJford „ 27

Abergavennv-Converting Wards at Monmouthshire Asylum E. J. Johnson, F.R.I. E..A.. .Abergavenny 27
Kingston-on'-Thames-Telephone Exchange H.M. Commissioners of Works J.. Rutherford, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S W „ 28
Goole—Alterations to Old Goole School District Sub-Committee Hv. Lindlev, Divisional Clerk. Education Olfice, Goole 28
Huddersfleld-School at Hillhonse Corporation K. F. Campbell, M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., I, PeeUtreet, Huidenfield. „ 23
Catcliffe—Repairs and Alterations at School West Biding Education Department S. Abson, Divisional Clerk. Education offices, Woodhouse

, 2B
Pirkstone—Additions to Unionist Club Walter Andrew, -Architect. Parkstone. Djrset 29
Crlvnceiriog-Farmhouse at Caedicws John Evans Ed. Green-Davies, Architect, Plas-yn-l.lan, Oobowen 29
-Antrim-Teachers Residence Select Vestry William J. F'ennell, F.R.I.B.A.. 2, Wellington-place, Belfast July I

Hooton—Four Cottages L. & X.W. & G.W. Railway Co.'s ... The Joint Engineer, Wcodside Station. Birkenhead I

Milnsbridge—New Premises County Working Men's Club J. Ainley, -Architect, Chapel-street, Slaithwaite „ i

Great Broughton—House John Tweedle W. &. Scott and Co , -Architects, '2, Park-lane, Workington 1

Leeds—Warehouse Premises, Bishopsgate-strect Thomas Winn and Sons, Architects, 81, .Albion-sUeet, Leeds „ i

I'rizinghall-Sports Pavilion Bradford Grammar School Governors Adkin and Hill. Architects, Prudential Buildings, Bradford „ I

Pelton-School Durham County CouncU J. W. Hanson. 7.n, Kinj-street, South Shield* . .._. 2

West Norwood, S.E.-Weighhridge at Elder-road School Lambeth Guardians W. ThumaU. Clerk. Brook-street, henmnston-rjad.S.E
, i

Dean Bank, FerrvhiU—School Durham County CouncU T. W. T. Richardson, 57. High-street, Stociton-on-TMS 2

Houghton-le-Spring-School Durham County CouncU W. and T. R. Milbum, '20. Fawcet:-stree:. Sunderland 2

Paddington. W.-Surses' Home at Harrow-road Workhouse.. Guardians ". F. J. Smith, F.R.I.B.A.. Parliament Mansions. \ ictona-st., S.W 3

Portsmouth-Engine House. Gunwharf-road Town CouncU Alex. HeUard. Town C.erk, Town Hall, Portsni luth .^. „ .1

Wandsworth, S.W.—Extension of Garratt-lane Workhouse... Guardians CecU A. Sharp, A.R.I.B.-A., Old uueen-st.. Un. .Anne « Git?, S.W. „ 4

Brecon—Alterations to GuUdhaU Corporation The Borough Surveyor, Castle-street, Brecjn_ . 5
St. Ervan—Weslevan Chapel Trustees W. T. Mart.vn Mear. .Architect. Rock. \\ aiebridge 5

Basingstoke-School County CouncU W. J. Tavlor, County Surveyor, The Castle. Winch^ter
_. 8

Tottenham, N.-Branch Stores. High-road Edmonton Co-operative Society h. Seymour Couchman, -Architect. o22,Hijh-roid. fof-enham 9

Swanage—Additions to Parish Church .". Clifton and Robinson. -Architects. Northbro.k.s»-anage 10

Sankey, Warrington -Police-station Lancashire County ConncU Henry Lttler. Countv -Architect, lo. Ribbles.L.le-p.ace, Prestos..^. ., 13

Freshfleld, Lanes-Convalescent Home C. J. Weld-BlundeU, BlundeUHouse, (ampien Uil., Kensington. W. Nod*te
Cricklewood—Ten SmaU ViUas, DoUis Hui Estate !".! S". .'..'.

"'.
'. George H. Paine, Architect, 02. M.inr.'it--stree:. L.i. do.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Edinburgh-Electric Light InstaUation at Sciennes School School Board George Thomson, A.M.I.CE ,11. Randolph-pu-e. EJiiiWh .. June 2.:

Edinburgh-Electric Light InstaUation at Bruntstield School.. School Board Crawford and Cumming, .A.M.I. (..!.., 41. George-street, timbaiKh „ i!

Edinburgh-E'.eorrio Light InstaUation at Roval High School. School Board Prof. BaU.v. HenotW att College, fcdmburgh
.-i-;^

"
Portsmouth-.Altematof .'

.! Town CouncU Kincaid. Waller. ManviUe and Dawson, 2;', Gt George-st., S.W.
.

2i

^ewport, Mon.-Switchboard, i-c Electricity Committee H. CoUings Bishop. MI.E.E. Eagmeer. Town II ill. Se»por., Mm. July I

Portsmouth-EltenicalMachinerv for NewTechnical Institute Education Committee The Principal, Technical Institute. Aruniiel-street. I orwmju-h - 2

CUcton-on-Sea-Two •25kw. oCO-volt Dvnamos Urban District CouncU W. H. Trentham, Ele-. Engineer, 39, \ ic.ona-street, Westminster „ 3

East Greenwich—Two o.CCOkw. Steam turbo-Generators London County CouncU The Clerk. County HaU, Spring Gardens, S.W 9

ENGINEERING,
Buckingham-Sinking and Lining Borehole Urban District Council James Smith, Engineer. SVe.st-street, Buckingham ^ .. .. . ••.-.•_• June-f
Sowerby Bridge -E.xcavating Pipe Trench [800 yurds) Waterworks Committee J- Hopkinson. Waterworks Man.. Council l->*»s. Sowerby Bridge „ j2
Btaenavon-Lining Reservoir Urban District CouncU Percv Gritfith. M.I.C.E., 51. Par.iament-st., Westminster, S.W. it

Portadown- Double River and Treble Street Bridges Great Northern (Ireland, BaUway Co. W. H. Mills. Enpneer-in-Chief. Amiens-street Termmus, Dablin 24

I-eeds-Straightenmg Wortley Beck °
.. . ... E. J. SUcock, M.l.C.E. 10. Park-row. Leeds .... 21

Scarva-Canal Bridge '.

Great Northern' (iiieiaud' Railway Co. W. H. MULs Engineer-in-Chief, -Amiens-strtet lermmus. Duban . „ 21

RothweU-Heating "Parish Church ....'. The Rev. J. A. M. Morley. ITie \ icarage. R )-.h«ell. Kettsrinz S4

Cavan-Footbridae GreatNVrthern'ireiand Railway Co. W. H. Mills, Eogineer-in-Chief,.Amiens-street lerminus. Dutfjo .. „ 21

Salford- Motor Fire-Engine Corpqratiou .

'. L. C. Evans. Town Clerk, Town HaU, baUord j_..... 24

St. Johnstown-Double Stream Bridge Great Northern Ireland) RaUwayCo. W. H. MiUs, Engineer-in-Chief, Amiens-street Terminus. Dubjn 2j
Aberdeen—Dock Railwav Layouts Harbour Commissioners R- Goidon Xichol. Engineer. Aberdeen %• •,; 5:
Monlton, Spalding-Heating'Church The Rev. C. J. S. Ward. Moulton \ irarage. near Spildmg .. 24

Carrickmore-Eoad Bridge „ Great'Xorthem: Ireland) Raflwav Co. W. H. MUls, Engineer-m-Chiei, -Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin .. „ 24
St. Blazey, ComwaU—Earthwork (lO.CCO cubic yards! Great Western Railwav Co '. The Engineer, North-roai station. I'lymouth „ 20
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BNGlNBBB.lNG—continueff.
Auchterarrlpr— Kilter Tank
Exeter -Kx^*^ndin^ Stpara Plant at Asvtum .....^""^......

Broomhill. Su=sfx—Knur Spu-tJutps ., '.

Walsall—Recnn-itnT^tiDo- Rptnrt Bench ]."..!".!.'."].!!

Dorcbestfr- BoiW fArHpafin? Dorset County Hospital
Arthur's Pass. New Zealand—Tunnel (5 miles)
Portsmouth — Rtppl Bridge
Xorwich—Radinl Prill
Southaronton— T)redging Work
KiDffford—Bridere
Ludlow—Stora?« Ppsprvn<"r (50,000 gallons)
Thorverton—Eelmildin? Bridee
Bolton—Storaep Tiesprvnir

St. Pancraf. N'.W.—Well at V^'hi^field-strept Bitfis
Coventry— Refuse Destructor, Bishopgate Green
Dublin— Six Good« Fnffine''

JohannesbuTS'- Self-ProDell'^d Kire-Escape
Ashby-cum-Fenbv—Bnrin? WpII*! .. _

Westminster, S.W.—Manufacturins' Plants for Cement Works

Town Counril
Visitins' Committee ....

Sewers Commissioners .

Gas Committee

Vew Zealand Midland Railway..
Town Council

Harboui- Board
Dpvnn r-ountv Council ,

Town Council
Dpvon Cnuntv Couneil

,

Waterworks Committee ....,

Borouffh Council
Corporation
Great Xnrihern flreland) RailwayCo.
Municipal Council

A. Buttar. C.E , British Linen Bank Hou'^e, Perth June ''5

R. H. Karbottle. Arrhitect. Cnunfv Chambers. Exeter
.T. T. Welldon. CWk. n. Bank-streef, Ashford. Kent
John R. Cooper. Town Clerk, Council Hnuse, Walsall
The Perretary. Dorset Coimtv Hospital. Dorchester
The Hieh Commissioner, 13. Vict'Tia-street. Westminster July
Alexander Hpllard. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Porfsmouth
Arthur E. Collins. M.T.CE.. City En^nepr. Guildhall Xorwich '..'. "

E. Conner-Poole. A.M.! C.E. . Enoineer. Town Quay, Southampton
H. Michelroore, Clerk. The Castlp. Exeter
The Borouffh Surveyor's Offi^'e, Town Hall. I^udlow
H. Mirhelmnre. Clerk The Castle. Exeter '...'.".'.

R. H. Swindlehurst, Waterworks En?ineer, Town Hall. Bolton .....*.*

Tfap Borough Ens-ineer, Town Hall. Pancras-road. X.W. . . k
J. E. Swindlehurst. IM.LC-E.. City Ena-., St. Marv's Hall, Coventry „ >^

T. Morrison, Secretary. Araien«-atreet Terminus. Dublin ir,

E. W. Carlins- & Co., St. Dunstan's Bld^s.. St. Dunstan's Hill, E.ci ., :il

Bat€S and Mountain. Solicitors, Great Grimsbv Nndate
R. Anderson, Architect, 39, Victoria-street, Westminster. S.W do.

27
is
}»

1
1
1

1

2
2
2

"WALLS.
Robt. White. Town Clerk. Dunbar .' June

FENCINa AND
Dunbar— Conerete Wall '175 cubic vards) at St. Anns
Cardigan—Rpbuildins Boundary Wall of Reservoir Corporation D. Morgan Jones. Town Clerk, Cardiaan
Fallowfield. Manchester— Seftin? Back Wall, Wilmslow-road... Tranroveraent f'ommittee The City Svirveyor's Otfice. Town Hall. Manchester
Hetton-le-Hole—Retaining" Wall Urban District Council John Harding-. Surveyor, Town.'ihip Othce, Hetton-le-Hole
Mancbester—W.I. Railiners at Mansfield-street School Education Committee The Education (!»ffices, Deansgate. Manchester
Cardiff— Concrete Retainin? Walls The City Engineer. City Hall, Cardiff

22

24
25
2«
26

- --- - - -
. „ . . - , 27

Stansted—Unclimbable Iron Fencing Rural District Council E. T. Watts, Surveyor, Thorley, Bishop's Stortford Nodate

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS.
j

Edinburgh—Gymnastic Anparatus to Dean Board. School R. Morhara. Public Works Office, City Chambers, Edinburg^h Jime22 !

Alnwick—Shonfi'ont. Bonda-ate Without .T. (flandlish Ruddcck George Keavell, Jun., A. B.I.B. A.. AJnwick ,, 2C i

Portsmouth—FittiuL'^-up and Furnishing Free Library Education Authority G. E. Smith, .AJ:chitect, 145. ^'i(to^^a-road Xorth, Southsea July 1
Blackburn—School Furniture Education Authority Alexander Gow, Director, Education Otiices, Blackburn ,, t;

PAINTINO.
Edinburgh—Various Schools School Board J. Carfrae, Architect, 3, Ui:een-street, Edinburgh
Cardigan—Public Lamps and Pillars Corporation D. Morgan Jones, Town Clerk, Cardigan
Halifax—Xurses' Home and Pavilions Guardians Arthur T. Longbotham, Clerk to duardians, Halifax

,

Sawbridgeworth— Street Lamp Columns, Brackets, &c Urban District Council William Morris, Clerk. 15, Bell-street, Sawbridgeworth
,

Fulboum, Cambs—Asylum A. Paul Macalister, 20. St. Andrew's-street, Cambridge
Catford, S.E.—Town Hall Lewisham Borough Council The Surveyor's Department, Town Hall. Catford, S.E
Leyton, Essex—Public Baths. Cathall-road Vrban District Council William Dawson, M.I.C.E , Surveyor, Town Hall, Leyton, Essex...
Bradford— Offices, Town Hall-street North Bierley Union Guardians J. E. Helmsley, Clerk, 4, Town Hall-street, Bradford
Edinburgh—School and College Geovse Heriot's Trust John Anderson. Superintendent, 20, York-place. Edinburgh
Lower Sydenham, S.E.—Depot at Home Park : Lewisham Borough Council The Surveyor's Department, Town Hall. Catford. S.E. ....".

I'ldham, S.W.—Infirmary St. Georg-e's Union Guardians W. Ernest Hazell, F.R.I.B.A., 5, Tavistock-sijuare, W.C
Dartford—Joyce Green Smallpox Hospital Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch. M.I.C.E.. Engineer-in-Chipf. Embankment. E.C
Bromley, E.— Casual Wards, St. Leonard-sti-eet Poplar Board of Guardians I. and W. Clarkson. Architects. 136, High-street, Poplar, E
Warwick—Infirmary.. Guardians C. H. Passman, Clerk. 48, Bedford-street, Leamington Spa
Alnwick—Properties Urban District Council Geoffrey Wilson, Town Surveyor, Alnwick
Wakefield—Various Schools Education Committee P. Glover. Sec. Education Department, Town Hall, Wakefield
Harrow-on-the-Hill— Public Lamp-Posts, Railings, &c Urban District Council J. P. Bennetts, Engineer, Harrow-on-the-Hill
Keighley—Various Schools and Offices Education Committee ,H. Midgley. Secretary, Borough Education Othces, Keighley
Barrow-in-Fumess—High-Level Bridge Corporation The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Barrow-in-Fumess

June 22

„ 24

„ 24

„ 24
„ 2-J

„ 25

„ 25
„ 25
„ 25

». 25
„ 26
„ 26
„ 26
„ 27

„ 28
M 29

2i»

2July

Blackburn— Schools Education Committee ,

Ipswich— Central School Education Committee .

Ipswich—Bramford-road School Education Committee .

Ipswich^Rose-hill School Education Committee .

Ipswich—Boys' Municipal Secondary School Education Committee .

Ipswich—Wherstead-road School Education Committee .

Ipswich—Argyle-street School Education Committee .

Ipswich— California School Education Committee
Paddington, W.—Infirmary, Harrow-road Guardians

Wm. Stubbs, A.M.I. C.E., Borough Engineer. Blackburn..
E. T. Johns, Tower Chambers, Tower-street, Ipswich....

E. T. Johns, Tower Chambers, Tower-sti-eet, Ipswich....

Johns, Tower Chambers, Tower-street, Ipswich....
Johns, Tower Chambers, Tower-street. Ipswich....

Johns. Tower Chambers, Tower-street. Ipswich....

Johns. Tower Chambers, Tower-street, Ipswich....

Johns, Tower Chambers, Tower-street, Ipswich..

T.
T.
T.
T.
T.

.

Howley Sim, Archt., Mowbray House, Xorfolk-st., Strand,W.C.

in
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
16

ROADS AND STREETS.
Burslem—Making-up Streets Corporation The Borough Surveyor's Office. Queen-street, Borslem
Harpenden-Roadmaking ; Urban District Council John H. Leverton. Surveyor, Public Hall, Harpenden
Streatham. S.W.—Making-up and Paving Streets Wandsworth Borough Council The Surveyor's Office. 215. High-road, Balham, S.W
Romford— Granite Kerbing Rural District Council George Lapwood, Highways Surveyor, Victoria Chambers, Romford
Finchley, X.— Street Works Urban District Council C. J. Jenkin. A.M.I.C.E., Council Offices, Church End. Finchley ...

Aberdare— Road.s •Jcc Pen-y-bryn Bmlding Club ITie Gadlys Estate Offices, Aberdare
Mountain Ash—Street Improvements, Albert-street Urban District Council W. G. Thomas, Surveyor, Town Hall, Mountain Ash
Tooting, S.W.—Wood Paving High-street Wandsworth Borough Council The Surveyor's Office, 215, High-road, Balham, S.W
Watford—Highway Repairs Rural District Council Ernest Lailey, Engineer, 0, Market-street. Watford
Cobham. Sun-ey—New Road and Diain W. H. West and Sons, Cobham, Surrey
Middlesbrough—Tar Macadam Works Streets Committee The Borough Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings, Middlesbrough
Kearsley, Lanes— Street Improvements Urban District Council Herbert Xuttall, Surveyor, 20, Market-street, Bury, Lanes
Ashton-under-Lyne—Tar Macadam Pa\ing (7,500 yards) Corporation The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Ashton-under-Lyne
Ardsley— Kerbinar and Channelling Footpath Urban District Council Thomas Harper. Surveyor, Stairfoot
Harrow-on-the-Hill-Relaying Kerb, Gayton-road Urban District Council J. P. Bennetts, Engineer, Harrow-on-the-Hill
Cockermouth—Widening Highway " Rural District Council J, B. Wilson, A.M.I.C.E., 11. Main-street, Cockermouth
Gosforth—Macadamising Carriageway, Kenton-road North ... Urban District Council Geo. Nelson, Surveyor, High-street, Gosforth

,

Gosforth—Footway and Channel, Salters-road Urban District Council Geo. Nelson, Surveyor, High-street, Gosforth
,

Newmarket—Tar-Paving Playground at Council School West Suffolk Education Committee... A. A. Hunt, Building Inspector, Shire Hall, Bury St. Edmunds,

June 22

M 24

„ 24

„ 24

„ 24
„ 24

„ 25
„ 25
„ 25
„ 26

26
26
27
28
29
1

2
2
16

July

t|C| ^JJl^J^JfcjJl^j^J^^^tj (REGISTERED)

. . . THE DAMP RESISTER.
The Transparent is specially recommended for New and Damp Plaster Walls before

wallpapers are applied, dries in about two hours, is free from unpleasant smell, reduces
the liability of the paper to open at the joints, and protects the tints in the paper.

MANTTFACTITBED ALSO IN WHITE AND COLOTTKS, BED, STONE COLOUR, &c
L.VEGELY SPECIFIED BY ARCHITECTS AND CONTKACTORS.

Sole Inventors and Manufacturers—

MORRIS & WEST,
City Paint Mills. CHESTER.

Also at BIRKENHEAD.
London Agents:—

JOHN LINE and SONS, Ltd.
(Colour Department),

Alfred Place, Tottenham Court Bd., W.C

HAM HII-I-, DOUL.TING,
AND PORTLAND Stones.

In BLOCKS or SAWN or Worked and Fixed complete.

THE HAM HILL & DOULTING STONE CO., Ltd., Norton. Stoke-under-Ham. Somerset.
Incorporating The Ham Hill Stone Co.. and C. Trask and Sons The Doulting- Stone Co.)

London Office: 16, CRAVEN STREET, STRAND. Agent, Mr. E. A. WILLIAMS.
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ARCHITECTS AXD ARCHITECTS.
Amongst no body of men can unanimity of
opinion or of jivactice be expected. It is a
mere commonplace to saj' that there are
beggars and be>i<;ar.s. peers and peers ; that
no creed is \vith.>ut its sects, and no Parlia-
ment without its parties. It is little to be

wondered at. therefore, that architects do
not all think alike or act alike, consider-
ing how diversified is their business and the
many varying conditions under which thej
23ractise. Much bitterness would be re-

moved if this were sufiiciently borne in

mind—if men could occasionally put them-
selves for a few moments in others' places
<ind try to understand how circumstances
have controlled their views. The aristocrat
of tlie profession might ver^- well
pause at times, when lightly riding rough-
shod over the feelings and desires of his less

fortunate professional brethren, to think
how the matter affects them, and that
perhaps they may be acting honestly and
doing their best, even when, to him, they
appear to be maltreating that architecture
which he prizes so highly. Similarly, the
poor and struggling provincial man, who
lias never been called upon to prepare draw-
ings for anything of greater importance
than a small country hotel, may do much
better than grumble at what he perhaps
considers to be higli-hauded action upon the
isart of those " who do not understand."

It is highly illustrative of the many
classes of architects that exist that the
calling nf architecture is very differently
regarded by various sections of the public.
In the liigher ranks of society, whether
amongst the country gentlefolk or the
leaders of literature and art, the architect
is looked upon as an equal—that is, a man
of high culture and refinement, himself an
artist of high rank. In the country town,
the better class professional men—the
doctors, lawyers, and the clergy—are again
the equals, neither more nor'less, of the
architects in their district, struggling,
lionest professional men, like themselves
upholding the traditions of a great pro-
fession honourably. But there is vet
a third class, existing hand to mouth,
preparing drawings (of a sort) for
all the lower classes of building.
These are still called architects, though
of architecture as an art thev know
nothing. They exist, it will be said, in the
large towns and cities, but more, perhaps,
in smaller places. They are the equals of
the builder's foreman, so far as caste is
concerned, often being drawn from the same
ranks, and they may even have them-
selves been working men in their earlier
years. But they have had an ambition to
be masters and gentlefolk, and have thrown
F-way the honourable position open to them
as master builders for the imaginary
superiority of belonging to a profession
whose ranks they are, in fact, unworthy
to enter, which thev do little else thaii

'•

degrade.
[

Because (liey prenare drawings instead
|
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bricks, they often think that thev

should be received into the same society a"s

trie trained professional man whose early
years have been spent at a public school,
and whose forefathers for generations past
have held gentlemen's rank. Thev have
made a mistake, and are suffering" for it.
ihe personal asj5ect, however, would not
be one of any great importance if it were
not that this sort of thing is common ; but

the prevalence of a large proportion of
really uneducated and untrained men, who
call themselves architects w-lien really they
are not, competing with tlu'ir Jietter-

trained fellow craftsmen on unfair terms,

is a serious matter. Incapable of- recog-

nising w'hat professional honour means,
they lower the tone of the whole body, and
often bring it into unmerited disrepute.

Such men will often—and it cannot be

wondered at, considering what their early

training must have been—ignorantly con-

fuse the architectural character of their

buildiniis, so as to produce deformities

where beauty could easily have l)cen

obtained. They may be able to plan certain

simple buildings in an economical fashion ;

but they cannot rise to an appreciation of

refined convenience or of architectural

effects, either of grandeur, picturesqueness,

or vista. It is from this class of practi-

tioner that those are mostly drawn who are

not ashamed to accept commissions from
quantity surveyors and tradesmen, and
experience with whom will lead a bmnugh
councillor to burst out laughing at the

idea of an architect being above adding
extras for the sake of the additional com-
mission which will accrue to himself. It

may be said that such men as these are not

fit to be architects at all ; but so lax are w-e

at the present time that they have a full

right to the title. Moreover, there is no
way in which they can be controlled, no
standard of etiquette to which they may be

made to comply. Quite ready to produce
the R.I.B.A. Scale of Charges in court

when a client proves fractious, and eager

at such a time to prove that the scale re-

presents customary charges, they are quite

ready to accept lower fees if by doing so

they can obtain work which properly

belongs to a better qualified man, of whom,
in ail probability, they are extremely
jealous, not because he earns a better in-

come—for this is unlikely—but simply
because he moves, as of right, in a social

sphere to which the other can on no account

obtain admission.

While it is thus easy to roughly divide
architects into aristocracy, middle-class,

and low-grade, there are many other divi-

sions. Taken on the whole, it is a profes-

sion which deals much more with town
than country life, yet there is a strong line

of demarcation between those who practise
in great cities, and are accustomed to

buildings of magnitude, and possibly of im-
portance also, and those who live in
country towns, where nearly all the build-
ing is domestic or ecclesiastic. Each of
these two broad classes of architectural
practitioners is liable to develop a narrow
view in course of years. The great city man
is likely to look down upon the petty things
of country life, and the country man,
living quietly, and gradually digesting the
principles and traditions of many genera-
tions of artistic craftsmen, may come to
consider that city work is formal and
magnificent rather than beautiful, true
architecture. The one. in fact, tends to
Classicism, founding his practice on that
of the congested areas of past ages, while
the other breathes a freer si)irit, the spirit
of the great Gothic workers of Medifeval
times.

Each has a high ideal ; but the ideals are
different. For either to look down upon
the other is wor.se than a mistake, for each
is working as an artist to produce the best
things possible under his individual cir-
cumstances. To be sure, it is the city
worker generally who makes a great name
for himself and the larger fortune ; but it
is questionable whether^his nation and his
century are much richer for the rows of
shops and offices he builds, or the huge
hotels with which he embellishes Cor,
perhaps, disfigures) the streets of a great
metropolis, so much as it is by the peaceful

farmhouses, picturesque and comfortable
dwellings, and churches breathing a spirit
of reverence and truth, which his humbler
brother scatters over the country-side.

Specialists, of whom there are many in
architecture, as in all other professions,
almost form a class by themselves, exclu-
sive to a degree. It is extremely diflScult
to enter their ranks ; but once "admission
has been obtained, little else than
specialised work will ever come in the
entrant's way. His brother specialists in
any jiarticular branch will at once, if they
accept him amongst them, ring hiiii

in along with tlieinselves by means
well understood, such as that of
limited competitions for buildings
of a particular class, to the ex-
clusion of outsiders. The great hospital
specialists in particular have in this way
managed to obtain a monopoly of much
exceedingly important work, upon the plea
that hospital designing requires special
knowledge—a plea which has been shown
many times to not exactly fit the case, when
an open competition has enabled some
"outsider" to produce a better design than
any of themselves. By immediately absorb-
ing him, however, the ring has been pre-
served. So it is also with specialists in
workhouse and asylum buildings, and those
who have taken up scliool planning, while
at one time the ecclesiastical work of the
country was almost entirely confined to a
similar specialistic school.

Thus we might go on ad infinitum, draw-
ing distinction between architects and
architects, showing that there are as many
classes almost as there are men, and urging,
as we do most strenuously, that each class

should have some consideration for all

others, and occasionally look at great

matters, and small ones too, from others'
standpoints.

A PLANE-TABLE TRAVERSE.
One of the several advantages possessed
by plane-table surveying is .the facility
with which the necessary appliances can be
extemporised in case of necessity. The
survey of which an illustration is given
had to be made unexpectedly, and at short
notice, on the day jirevious to that on
which a case relating to the ownership of a
highway was to be heard. There was no
time to obtain even a chain from the office.

Everything had to be borrowed from a local
architect, and the appliances used con-
sisted of a tiny drawing-board, on which
the necessary j)aper was ijinnod, an office

stool, a 2ft, rule, and a tape-measure. The
Ordnance map showed the lane running
inland from its junction with the
esplanade, but it was necessary to produce
in Court a more detailed survey, showing
how it continued to the edge of the cliff.

The stool was set up in the position marked
A, where a needle was driven into the
paper. The rule was now used as a
sighting vane, and revolved round the
needle A until a sight was obtained along
one edge of it to the point B. which was
shown on the Ordnance map. The distance
from A to B was then measured. Another
sight, combined with a measurement from
A to C (also a known point) sufficed to
definitely locate A on the plan, and further
sights were then taken from A to the trees,
such as D, to the point E on the post-and-
rail fence, and the point F, which it was
convenient to use as the next station. All
these lines were drawn on the paper, as
they were determined by sights along the
rule.

In some cases the distances were
measured, this being done from A to F, but
in others, such as D. they were for the
moment left undetermined, and many more
points were sighted to than are definitely
shown on the accompanying plan. The
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stool with the drawing-board upon it v/as

now moved to F, an assistant holding his

umbrella at A, from which point it had

just been removed. A second needle was

now driven in at F, the rule laid with its

edge against the two needles, and the board

revolved upon the stool, until a sight taken

along the edge of the rule next the needles

came on to the umbrella held at A. The
board was now in the right position for

further work, the needle at A was removed,

and the rule revolved round F so as to

sight from F to D. The line drawn on the

Ijoard intercepted that drawn from A to

the same tree, and the point D was thus

fixed as its position. '

In similar manner several other points

were determined, while fresh ones in a for-

ward direction towards the sea were

located, including a new station, G, from

which further work could be done. All the

crosses shown on the plan represent trees

whose position was accurately fixed either

by crossed sights or by sights and measure-

ment, the various stations on which to .set

up the table being chosen at G, H, and J.

The reasons for tlie selection of these

points were much more obvious on the

ground than on the present drawing. They
were, in fact, easily mai-ked spots, the

presence of a prominent stone, for instance,

being sufficient to justify selection of that

point. The whole survey, which was done

ill pencil on the spot, only occupied an
hour and a half, a few minutes being after-

wards added for the purpose of distinctively

colouring the road, the hedges, the ditches,

and the cliff edge ; but no attempt was
made to ink in the pencil work, or in any
way to tamper with the pencil notes, whose
value for the purpose of evidence lay. to a

large extent, in their being original. These
are given in considerable detail, it being

of the utmost importance to notice every-

thing in a case like this. It does not assist

matters to have to confess that " You do
not know," or, " You did not notice,"

when under cross-examination upon a sur-

vey which is supposed to have been made
with care. Even apparently immaterial
Ijoints should consequently have full

entries made about them ; and, as a matter
of fact, in this instance the counting of the
annual rings in the only tree-trunk wliere

they were shown in section proved
eventually to be of some value when the
case came up for trial.

PRESENTATION OF THE ROYAL
|

GOLD MEDAL.
The closing ordinary meeting for the present

session ot the Royal Institute of British

Architects was held on Monday evening, at

9, Conduit-street, W., when the Royal Liold

Medal for the promotion of the art of Archi-

tecture was presented by Mr. T. E. Collcutt,

the President, to his immediate predecessor

in the chair, Mr. John Belcher, A.R.A.

Amongst those present were several ladies,

and also Sir L. 'Alma Tadema, R.A.. Mr.

Marcus Stone, R.A., Mr. R. T. Blomfield.

A.R.A. . and Mr. F. W. Pomeroy, A.R.A.
The proceedings, which were marked by

much enthusiasm—Mr. Belcher being re-

ceived with long and repeated outbursts of

cheering—were extremely brief, the only

speakers being the President and the

recipient of the Medal. On the wall were

hung numerous ilhistrations of buildings

carried out by Mr. Belcher.

The President said he had a dim recol-

lection that Mr. Belcher's first tendencies

were towards a phase of Gothic architecture,

but he appeared to have quickly discovered

tliat his real inclinations lay in another

direction. It soon became evident that his

feeling and taste found their true expressions

in the English Renaissance; this was illus-

trated, not only by his architecture, but also

by his literary publications. The President
referred to some of Mr. Belcher's more im-

portant buildings, including the Town Hall
at Colchester, Electra House in Moorgate-
street, and the Institute of Chartered
Accountants. Having alluded to other works
of interest, including the Memorial at Lan-
caster. Winchester House (exterior), and
mansions at Cornbury, Tapesley. and Stowell
Parks, the President observed that Electra
House was broad, imposing, and masculine in

treatment, though showing great beauty and
delicacy of detail. The buikling of the In-

stitute of Chartered Accountants was the

work that perhaps impressed the artistic

public more than any other : it was treated
with great originality, the interior no less

than the exterior. The judicious use of

sculpture and painting was nowhere more suc-

cessfully sliown than here. This building
was, in fact, a standing monument to the

liappy results tliat coidd be attained by the
sympathetic collaboration of the architect,

sculptor, and painter. Unfortunately this

fine work was hidden away in back streets,

crowded in by ordinary wareliouses.

Surrounded as it was by mediocrity, "It
shone like a oood deed in a naughty world."

Mr. Belcher had won deserved recognition by
the valuable literary services he had rendered
to architecture. In collaborating with Mr.
Mervyn Macartney he published most ex-

haustive volumes on English Renaissance, a

work the study of which had had a very

beneficial influence on the more recent

attempts in architecture of this style. Mr.

Belcher was one of those who were efficiently

carrying on the great traditions of English

architecture. Mr. Belcher's latest book,

"Essentials in Architecture," only just pub-

lished, was written in a simple and

convincing manner, and as the undue use

of technical terms was avoided, it will cer-

tainlv appeal verv strongly, not only to the

architectural student, but also to the general

public, to whom indeed it is chiefly addressed.

In presenting the medal the President added

that the whole profession was. he thought,

unanimous in the feeling that the distinc-

tion could not have been better bestowed.

They hoped to see many more noble works

from his hand.
In replv, Mr. Belcher said that the Presi-

dent had' encouraged him to believe that if

his work had not been large or extensive in

area, at least its quality was appreciated,

and that it had been friiitful of suggestion

to younger members of the profession who
were devoting themselves to carrying on

that elastic form of Renaissance work now-

becoming so popular. He had always

aspired to do really good work, and parti-

cularly work which" should embrace and in-

clude "in its scope the sister arts of sculpture

and painting. If. indeed, he had achieved

success in this respect, he would acknow-

ledge his indebtedne'ss to his association with

so many great sculptors, including Mr. Hamo
Thorneycroft, also Mr. Harry Bates. Mr.

Geo. Frampton, Mr. Gosconibe John, Mr.

Drury. Mr.Pomerov, Mr. Bertram Macken-

nal. and others, all" of whom had lent their

aid in giving expression and artistic embel-

lishment to his' buildings. He had also

been most fortunate in the men who had
been associated with him in the carrying out

of his work—men of ability and enthusiasm,

responsive to the call of 'art in its highest

forms, kindred spirits with whom he had
spent many happy hours and passed through

some thrilling e.xperienoes of the kind fami-

liar to all who work in an architect's office.

Among them were Mr. James Walter James,

whose remarkable powers of organisation

proved invaluable in the introduction and

ordering of business methods in his office

;

Mr. (no'w Professor) Beresford Pite. to whose
strong personality and versatile genius he

paid a tribute in" passing ; Professor Harry
Wilson, of South Kensington, now distin-

guished, jiot only in architecture, but as a

painter, sculptor, and worker in metals

;

Professor C. M. Reillv. of Liverpool ; Need-

ham Wilson ; Thomas" Phillips Figgis ; Hu-
bert Corlette ; also Messrs. James Fidton,

James Charles Cook, JatSes Scott, Balfour
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Paul, Lionel Detmar, Curtis Green, Herbert
Ibberson, George Malcolm, and others.

Among the pupils wlio had done credit to

their sojourn in his office were Messrs.
Philip Johnston, Alexander Hennell, William
Chadwick (now in South Africa), T. H.
Russell, and Maberly Smith, and others.

He also referred in appreciative terms to his

staff and his partner, John James Joass.

An architect might well count himself
happy when he was loyally supported by men
who knew and lent themselves to his

methods, . even when they regarded thera

as peculiarities. or even weaknesses.
Amongst the host of individual workers,
craftsmen, and others whose skill had been
employed in his service, he might mention by
name his old friend, Mr. Brindley, one of

the greatest of living authorities on the dif-

ferent kinds of marble and their right use.

As regarded the work of the painter and
the sculptor, he had always contended and
struggled for the collaboration of these with

the architect, even in the days when such an
idea was regarded as quite Utopian. He was
glad he had lived to see the arts drawing
closer together, and even now working in

unity. It is the architect who was (or should
be) in a position to bring about this com-
bination, which in its completeness was
the most powerful that can be attainod.

In all cases the artists should work to-

gether ab iiiilio—in the case of a building
under the leadership of the architect ; in the

case of a monument under that of the
sculptor ; and in the case of a gallery or

other place for the exhibition of his art

under that of the painter. This was quite

a different thing from the mere (and some-
times casual) providing space or place for the
independent exhibition of works of art. The
true collaboration of the arts led to far
higher and nobler results than the hap-
hazard kind of arrangement that had so long
prevailed, and he trusted that the day was
not far distant when the students of the
various arts would be more completely or-

ganised and associated than they were at
present, and would be set to work out prob-
lems together, and together accomplish noble
works in which they could Join hands and
hearts.

The proceedings then terminated.

SALFORD BATHS COMPETITION.
The Baths Committee of the Salford Cor-
poration recently invited competitive designs
for public baths to be erected in Derby-road,
Weaste. A professional assessor was not
appointed, the Baths Committee themselves
adjudicating, and it was no doubt owing to
this that only eight designs were received,
although some fifteen architects were selected
to eomiJete. The conditions stated that the
successful architect would be appointed to

carry out the work at a commission of five

per cent., while premiums of £30 and £20
were offered to the authors of the designs
placed second and third. The cost of the
buildings, including all engineering work,
was not to exceed £20,000, and if a tender
could not be obtained for the erection of the
successful design within five per cent, of this
amount, the Committee were to be at liberty
to discard it. The conditions were very
carefully drawn up, the accommodation
required, together with the type of con-
struction and materials desired, being fully
described in detail. Three swimming-baths
were to be provided, the water area in the
first and second class men's baths being 75ft.

by .30ft., and in the ladies' bath 60ft. by 25ft.
The remainder of the accommodation com-
prised committee-room, office, slipper baths,
vapour baths, and cooling rooms, waiting-
rooms for each department, manager's house,
establishment laundry, etc.

THE ACCEPTED DESIGX.

The accepted design, by Messrs. Mangnall
and Littlewoods, of Manchester, provides all
the accommodation asked for in a simple and
direct manner. Only this design was ex-
hibited, so that it is impossible to comment
on the competition as a w hole : but the Com-
mittee have certainly selected a very good
scheme. In accordance with the conditions,
only two entrances were provided, though it

would be an improvement if the sexes could
separate in the vestibule instead of the
entrance-hall, from which the men's swim-
ming and slipper baths are entered. The
entrances and vestibules are well arranged,
being thoroughly supervised from the ticket-

office. The men's first-class bath has a large
gallery for spectators at galas or water-polo
matches, special staircases and exits being
provided for these occasions. Several of the
rooms are poorly lighted, especially in the
basement, while a number of rooms are pro-
vided which were not asked for in the con-
ditions, notably the three club-rooms and the
refreshment-room, which is situated in a
rather inaccessible position in the basement.
The manager's house is on the first and
second floors, over the main entrances, and
is not very well arranged. This part of the
plan might with advantage 'oe revised. The
elevations might have been more broadly
treated, but, on the whole, are successful,
and should look well in execution. The
drawings, wliich were well finished, included
an excellent coloured perspective. Alto-
gether, the scheme has been very thoroughly
worked out, and should produce a building
capable of easy and efficient su25ervision, and
otherwise satisfactory from a working point
of view. We illustrate the design on pp. 883,

884,

The second premium was awarded to Mr.
H. T. Bonner, of London ; and the third to

Mr. E. Woodhouse, of Manchester.

MR. H. T. BONNER'S DESIGX,

This plan, given on p. 885, shows a very
similar arrangement to that of the chosen
scheme ; but the laundry is by no means so

spacious. The author says no money w ould be
wasted in frivolous ornamentation, njor has
any attempt been made to give the buihling
the appearance of a bad copy of a Roman
temple, a utilitarian result being intended,
with internal economy ; one important ])oint

being that each group of baths could be
worked by one attendant only for the usual
daily demands of bathers. No plastering
would be used, but wooden panelled ceilings

for the bath roofs. Tlie dressing-boxes are

collapsible, and a great feature is made of

the balcony, on three sides of the first-class

bath hall, with communicating gangway
from side to side at one end. The front of

this gallery comes in a line with the front of

the dressing-boxes, the seats being on a good
rake, stepped up to give everyone a good
view of the whole of the water surface. The
lounge, or waiting-room, near the entrance is

a useful provision for busy evenings, and the

blocking of gangways by bathers in waiting
would be thus obviated. The committee-
room is on the first floor, over the ticket-

office. The manager's house is in the central

block, well isolated from the moisture inci-

dental to an establishment of this kind. The
author refers to his long experience in

designing baths. The general contrivance of

his capital plan is shown by the drawing
which accompanies his report, and which we
reproduce,

^^ I

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS'
VISIT TO BATH.

A party of about sixty members of the

Society of Architects and their friends made
a verv successfid and interesting visit to

Bath and its neighbourhood last week. On
the first day, Thursday, the 13th, the
members proceeded from Chippenham (where
thev had been met by Mr. H. W. Matthews
and Jlr. R. E. Brinkworth) to Lacock Abbey
and Hartham Park, the seat of Sir J. Dick-
son Poynder. wliose steward, Mr. J. S.

Corbett, mentioned at tlie luncheon that he
hoped shortly to start a small private com-
pany composed of workmen, who would carve
stones for garden ornaments, the Bath free-

stone being most suitable for that purpose.

It would not only increase the earnings of

the banker masons engaged, but increase the
output, and generally conduce to the pros-
perity of the neighbourhood.—Mr. A. E.
Pridmore, the President of the Society,
expressed the Society's thanks to Sir J. D.
Povnder for his hospitality. Architects had
always recognised in Bath stone a very good
building material, and they looked forward
to more prosperous times, both for architects

and Bath stone mcrclumts.—The Secretary
of the Society, Mr. C. McArthur Butler,
toasted Mr. Corbett, and Mr. F. H. Gibbs,
the doyen of the Bath stone trade present,
was called upon to remember the ladies, for
whom Mr. C. H. Mead replied.

For the business of the afternoon— the in-

spection of the quarries of the locality—the
parly was sub-divided into three, one pro-
ceeding to the Bath Stone I''irms Company's
celebrated quarry at Monk's Park, anotlier
to the Hartham Park (piarries of Messrs.
Marsh, Son. and Gibbs, and a third to the
(|uarries of Messrs. Yockney and Co. A
fourth stone quarry was mentioned in the
programme—that of the Corsham (Quarrying
Company, whose managing partner. Mr. H.
J. Lucas, was present—but, in the end. time
did not permit of more than a surface in-

spection in this case. For the visit to the
Bath Stone Firms' i|uarry, Mr. T. Sturge
Cotterell was the guide, at Messrs. Marsh,
Son, and Gibbs, three directors were present
—Messrs. F. H. Gibbs. H. P. Lyie. and W.
West Mabson—and Mr. Yockney himself was
at the head of the third party"

The party at the famous Monk's Park
quarry were singularly fortunate in arriving
at the precise moment when a 10-ton l)lock
was being removed by the crane, and the
technical experts present were able to see
at Messrs. Marsh, Son, and Gibbs' another
fine specimen piece of seven tons weight.

To most of the visitors the exploration was
an education, for some were even under the
impression that the stone is always obtained
from the surface of the ground ; the nego-
tiating of from 100 to loO steps down the
incline of 70 to IflOft. in depth at the
different quarries completely removed that
misapprehension, and opportunity was also
taken to disperse .some of the prejudices
which exist about Bath stone. There is

only ontf .sy.stem of extracting the Bath free-
stone in all the rival ((uarries, and this has
b"en described as an inversion of the method
of working coal. The coal miner undercuts,
so that the mass may fall and break ; the
quarryman has to commence his operation.s
at the roof by picking with an adze-shaped
pick. Afterwards a one-handled saw is used
to separate laterally the block that is being
removed from the parent rock, and by the
introduction of levers, which are weighted
and shaken as necessary, the block is forcibly
detached at the back and removed by a
crane, the broken end being dressed with the
axe. Once the first block is removed there
is access for the quarrymen by means of the
opening that has been made to the back of
the bank of stone, and tliey are, therefore,
able to use the saw transversely, and to

separate the block from its back or hinder
attachment, so as to render all further
breaking-off unnecessary.

The three parties having completed their
different inspections, a drive to Bath was
taken via Box Hill, but on the way a brief
halt was made at Corsham Court, which
was inspected externally, together with the
church.

The Friday was devoted to an inspection
of some of the places of interest in the city

of Bath, including the Pump Room and the
Baths, ancient and modern, and the Art
Gallery. In the evening the Mayor (Mr. S.

W. Bush) had an "At Home" at the Roman
Promenade.
On the Saturday the members enjoyed a

drive of some fiv;-and-forty miles to Weston
Birck, where the residence of Major Holford,
an Early Renaissance building in York
stone, and Badminton House were inspected.
On the Sunday the members attended morn-
ing service at the Abbey Church, where the
rector preached on the words "A building
of God," 2 Cor. v. 1. On Monday Glaston-
bury Abbey was visited. Alderman J.
Morland acting as guide, and the members
drove on to Wells, where Canon Church
escorted the party over the Cathedral. In
the evening a nuolic dinner was held at
the Empire Hotel, the President, Mr. A. E.
Pridmore, occupying the cliair, supported by
the Mayor and Mayoress of Bath, the Town
Clerk, and other visitors. The toast of the
evening was proposed by Mr, G. P. Gooch,
MP., and was acknowledged by the
President.
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ARCHITECTS'
'The Qualifying

QUALIFICATION.
Examinations in South

Africa of the Koyal Institute of British

Architects" was the subject of a paper

recently read bv Mr. G. A. H. Dickson,

F.R.I.B.A.. past president of the Transvaal

Institute of 'Architects, at the hall of the

Transvaal Institute of Architects. As chair-

man of the Examining Board. Mr. Dickson

said he proposed to consider the status

the profession in South' Africa.

of

The Royal

Institute require, he said, he said, a high

standard of technical and general education,

and the tendency in South Africa of the

holding of local examinations must un-

doubtedlv he for good, and will result in

time in the raising of the standard of taste

in architecture in this continent. The stimu-

lating effect on the Drofession must mean a

general levelling-up of the popular taste in

architecture and kindred subjects. The

higher standard of education in the public

and the profession will, we may hope, prevent

in the future nianv of the vulgarities in archi-

tecture for which the principal towns in

South Africa are now unfortunately

notorious. There can be no doubt that the

profession in South Africa, in the past, has

been discredited, and that architecture has

suffered from certain nondescript adherents

who have neither the technical training nor

the oeneral education which are necessary.

The "effect of the proposed examination will

be, in time, the elimination of these.

It would be a worthy object for one of

our millionaires, with wide artistic sym-

pathies, who has shown an appreciation of

art. archa>ologv. and architecture in Europe,

if he would "espouse this cause in South

Africa, and institute at the Transvaal Uni-

versity a chair of Architecture. A Bill has

been prepared, and it is more than probable

that in the near future it will be introduced

in the Imperial Parliament, instituting some

form of compulsory examination and regis-

tration in architects, as is the case in most

other European countries, and these exam-

inations bv the Institute are preparing the

way for such ultimate legislation. Xo doubt

the Colonies would follow the example oi

the home country in this matter, and the in-

stitution of this" qualifying examination in

the Colonies is a step forward. We hope

that, in time, there will he developed in

South Africa a style distinct and character-

istic. We have conditions that require and

suggest a departure from the European
models, and there is undoubtedly a tendency 1

among the more intelligent architects in

South Africa to evolve" designs, whether

secular or ecclesiastical, that have some
characteristic feature suggested by a wide

knowledge of our art, and an appreciation of

our requirements. With regard to the elec-

tion to membership of Royal Institute, it

is onen to the following objection :—There

ai'e "practising in South Africa (and else-

where) firms who are "reputable," but who
are, in the real sense of the word, not archi-

tects or professional men. as the latter word
is understood in other professions. Their

work is in no sense architecture, although it

satisfies the class for whom they cater, and
their contracts are no doubt carried out in

a businesslike way. There are others of this

class practising who are ignorant of the ele-

mentary rudiments of engineering science,

and cannot sav what part of a roof is in

tension, and what part in compression. We
have no quarrel with these Ejentlemen. and
do not object to their i:)ractising ; but it is

most strongly contended tliat the exequatur
of the Royal Institute should not be extended
to them, although they may be practising
reputably, as either class would bring dis-

credit on the Institute as a professional body.
The Institute will, in future, not only insist

on certain attainments, but. which is very
important, they will put a definite face value
on those attainments. Under present con-
ditions a man may have had a most expensive
training in his profession, but how are the
public or the Courts to assess his value? A
man cannot go about saying, "I was a pupil
of So-and-so, the well-known architect, and
my training has been of such-and-such a
character." In my own case, I was a pupil
of the late Georee Edmund Street, R.A.. and
of Sir Arthur Blomfield. A.R.A. When I

went into the world, unless I had passed tlie

Roval Institute qualifying examination, I

should, for all practical purposes, in the eyes

of the public, been on the same footing as,

say, the office-boy who was there at the same

time, and who, as a matter of fact, was at

that moment practising in a small way as an

architect in London. It is not contended

that the Institute examinations will discover

whether a man lias the gifts necessary for a

great architect ; it only guarantees that he

has the necessary technical and general edu-

cation to enable him to practise. If it is

thought desirable, in order to bring as many
architects as possible under the jegis of the

Institute, in order to insure uniform prac-

tice, some different and clearly-defined class,

with a different denomination, might be

created, or that the honorary fellowship of

the Institute only should be given, as it has

been in Johannesburg, in cases of un-

questioned eminence. I am within the mark
when I sav that some half-dozen leading

members of our local Institute have had the

spending of some millions of pounds since the

war—money entrusted to them by the public.

Architects are, however, consistently over-

looked by the powers that be when any

public commission is appointed in a matter

of importance, and we have not been asked

to contribute or suggest a member of the

Legislative Council. As a profession we are

too retiring and self-contained. I believe

that a wise^hospitality would advance our art

and its recognition. " The public hears too

little of architects and architecture. We
should have an annual dinner, to which

public men should be asked, as is done by

most of our kindred societies. The older

suburbs of Pretoria, and a considerable part

of our older Johannesburg suburbs, are full

of examples of the baneful influence of the

"nondescript adherent of the profession,"

and an uninformed and vmeritical public, who
show an absence of any appreciation of the

charm of simplicity, dignity, or truth. To
revert to my text, it is certainly a most extra-

ordinary anomaly that a mechanical engineer

in a mine, and even a plumber, should have

to pass an examination and obtain a cer-

tificate, while an architect can practise with-

out anything of the sort. He can simply put

up a board with "Architect " after his name,
and he becomes at once a member of the pro-

fessional classes. To remedy this state of

affairs is the desire of all qualified men. I

would, therefore, justify the line taken by
the Royal Institute in holding these exam-
inations, and in making them a condition of

membership, and also to justify the intention

of getting a Registration Act passed through
Parliament at an early date.

"CONGO" ROOFING.

"Congo" Roofing, which is now well on the
British market, is made by the Barrett Manu-
facturing Company, Spencer House, South-
place, London, E.C.. and is a result of many
years of practical experience, and if life, and
the ciuestion of reliability, together with
cheapness, are taken into consideration, it

must recommend itself to all buyers of never-

!eak roofing materials, for, once used, repeat
orders have always followed.

"Congo" Roofing is adapted to covering
all classes of buildings, and makes an ideal
roof, easy to apply. It is acid, steam, and
alkali proof, storm-resisting, rain-defying,
and not affected by atmosphere or climatic
changes.
"Congo" Roofing is manufactured from

the highest gums and saturating material (in-

stead of cheaper asphalts, rubber, and
similar materials of but limited endurance
and efficiency). It has for its base a strong
woollen felt, into which the "Congo" com-
position is thoroughly incorporated by means
of special machinery that forces it into the
pores, thoroughly saturating and coating
every fibre, after which a wearing surface is

applied to both sides of the roofing, which is

thoroughly amalgamated to the body of the
roofing. The resulting material is a tough,
flexible, rubbery fabric that has high
resisting powers against moisture or oxi-

dising influences, superior to even rubber,
which will granulate and go to pieces in a
comparatively short time.

SEWAGE-DISPOSAL BY BIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES.

At the Engineering Conference held on

Friday at the Institution of Civil Engineers,

a paper on "Sewage-Disposal by Biological

Processes" was read by Mr. John Duncan
AVatson. M.Inst.C.E. An absolutely essen-

tial feature of a good scheme of sewage-

purification should be, he said, an efficient

method of eliminating solids without
nuisance. At Birmingham this is done by
mechanical precipitation and septic treat-

ment. The elimination and removal of grit

(60 per cent, water) costs 5d. per cubic yard.

The" elimination and removal of sludge (90

per cent, water) costs one-third of a penny
per cubic yard. Both figures are exclusive

of the capital cost of tanks, etc. No matter
bv what method the tank-liquor is prepared
for oxidation and nitrification on a biolo-

gical filter, it is desirable that it should be
rendered as free from suspended matter as

possible. It is possible to reduce the sus-

pended solids in septic liquor from 29.1 to

6.1 parts per 100,000 for the sum of •2s. per

million gallons treated. The Birmingham
tank is pyramidal in shape, with vertical

walls rising to the surface in the form of a

square. The sewage is made to enter the

tank by a submerged pine. As it emerges
from the mouth of the pipe, it spreads out

laterally and ascends to the square portion

of the tank at a gradually decreasing velo-

city, the average velocity througliout being

7ft". per hour. As this velocity approxi-

mates to the falling velocity of the particles

in suspension, the tendency is for the latter

to separate out and collect in that region of

the tank between the mouth of the inflow

pipe and the apex or bottom of the pyramid.

The sludge-pipe terminates in a sump at the

bottom, and whenever the pipe is opened by
operating the sluice-valve, the sewage atfluept

ceases to ascend, or it may even become a

downward flow, precipitating the suspended

matter towards the mouth of the sludge-pipe.

The sludge or irreducible residuum of the

septic process in this tank amounts to 1.027

ton of dry solid matter per million gallons

treated, and may be removed and buried for

8d. per million gallons, a figure that includes

.sludge main antl labour, but excludes rent of

land. The cost of an installation of the

tanks of a sufficient capacity to effect the

necessary reduction of suspended matter

amounts" to £520 tier acre of bed supplied.

A biological filter should be constructed,

whenever possible, on the percolation prin-

ciple ; it should rest on a concrete floor

laid w-ith an inclination towards an effluent

channel. Before the surface hardens it is

advisable to lay thereon an aerating tile or

false floor capable of sustaining the medium,

so as to allow the free exit from the bed of

all matter in suspension, and to admit of the

natural evacuations of the bed itself. A
percolation bed should be a permanent struc-

ture that requires no renewal, and little or

no displacement of medium for cleansing

purposes, and this can be obtained only by

the employment of good rock or other equally

durable material. The qualities next in

desirability are roughness of surface, and

pieces that approximate to cubes, so as to

prevent the particles from uniting too

closely. Observe those conditions, and

almost any medium will answer the purpose

of providing a habitat for the bacteria.

It must be admitted that the smaller the

medium the more perfect the effluent depth

for depth, but there are other and iiiore

important considerations than to obtain a

perfect effluent. A perfect effluent is not an

ideal one ; the ideal is to obtain by natural

means an effluent which will not putrefy, and
which will continue to improve when it is

discharged into a stream. One of the most
important questions to consider is the best

way to distribute sewage over the surface of

a bed, and the ideal to be aimed at is an
imitation of rainfall. The first spray jet

breaks up the liquid into fine piirticles better

than any other method hitherto adopted,
but it fails to distribute an equal quantity

over the surface. In this respect it is in-

ferior to a power-driven distributor, whether
it rotates round a circular bed or travels up
and dow:n a rectangular one ; on the other
hand.it is much cheaper, e.g. . spray jets cost

(initial outlay) £500 per acre against any-
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BOEiJUCiH OF SALFitRD BATIIS : ACCEPTED DESKjX.—ME.:.rti!;. ALuxoxall .VXD Littlewuods, .Irrhtds.

thing between £1.000 and £4.000 required to

install moving distributors, and time may be
wasted owing to the repairs required by a
mechanical apiiaratus. The author has en-

couraged effluents that contained as much or

more susnendcd matter than was present in

the sewage when applied to the surface, and
as this represented from 7 to 8 parts per
100.000 of dry solid matter, it became neces-
sarr to arrest the solids before discharging
them into the river. This was done by the
Birmingham separator. The cost is Is. 4^d.
per million gallons treated ; pumping silt and
digging it into land costs 6d. per million
gallons more.
Tables were exhibited containing facts

culled from weekly reports i)i-ei)ared for the
author's information and guidance; Mr.
\Vatson believed tliat they afforded ample
justification for inculcating caution in esti-
mating the amount of strong sewage which
in acre bed 6ft. in denth is capable" of puri-
ying. On an installation of 20 acres of such
iieds at Birmingham, not more than
l.j.OOll.000 gallons of dry-weather flow can
be efficiently pm-ified ; 'with an occasional
augmentation of a like quantity for a %'ery
>hort period. Again, the statistics show
tbat the adoption of fine medium, although
capable of producing a slightly better efHueiit
than large medium, is too eostlv to become
popular; and. lastly, the fixed sprav jet for
large works has not, so far. been seriously
rivalled by the travelling distributor.

SEEDLEY PUBLIC BATHS, SALFOED.
These baths have been gained in competi-
tion by Messrs. JIangnall and Littlewoods.
and the scheme was passed bv the Council,
Wednesday, June 12. The Droposed baths are

intended to simply Seedley. Weaste, and
Hope Wards. The suite of baths contains
three large plunge baths, men's first and
second class, and one for women. There is

also ijrovided a large number of slipper
baths : nine first-class men's, three first-class

women's; twelve second-class men's and six

second-class women's with the necessary
waiting-rooms attached. Vapour baths will

be provided to the first-class parts. Every
effort has been made by the architects to

bring the baths up to date in all particulars.
The first-class bath, which it is proijosed to

use for gala performances, has a large
gallery, and is situated in an excellent posi-

tion for affording exits and entrances. An
arrangement has been made whereby the
ladies', in addition to the men's first and
second class, have each their own separate
vestibule hall, out of which each class enter
to their own respective slipper and plunge
baths. With one or two minor exceptions
all parts of the baths used by the public are
on the ground floor and the parts of the
baths used by the staff arc in the basement.
The working parts of a bath are a most
important matter, having due regard to the
provision of hot and cold water for batlis

and cleaning nurposes to all the slipper,
plunge, and foot baths, lavatories, &c. , and
a large boiler-house, pump-room, and laundry
have been provided for this purpose.
The elevations have been designed in tlie

Renaissance style, and would be faced with
buff terracotta and red Accrington bricks.
The estimated cost of the complete scheme

is about £24,000.

The corporation of'PIyniouth have raised the
salary of Mr. Buckley, their gas engineer, from
f450 to f500 a vear.

OBrrUARV.
Mr. Nathaniel James Stauger. A.R.I.B.A.,

of 1, Whitehall-place, S.W., and Bromley,
Kent, died after a sliort illness on Friday, at

his residence, St. Ives. Lake-avenue, Brom-
ley, aged 51 years. Mr. Stanger. who had
been an Associate of the Institute since )882.

had carried out many houses in the neigh-
bourhood of Bromley and Chislehurst.

Mr. Perry Fairfax Xursey, who died on
Thursday in last week at his house in

Streathbourne-road, Upper Tooting, after

three days' illness, at the age of 76. wa.s

closely associated for nearly half-a-century
with the Society of Engineers. He was
elected one of its members in 1858, the year
after it assumed its iiresent name, and four
years after it had been founded 'as the Putney
Club by some students of the now defunct
Putney College, for the education of engi-

neers. In 1872 Mr. Xursey w as appointed
Secretary, in 18P6 he filled the office of Pre-
sident, in 1894 he became Honorary Secre-

tary and Treasurer, and five years later he
returned to his old position as Secretary.
In addition to his official duties, he contri-

buted over twenty papers to its transactions,

ranging over a wide variety of engineering
topics. He edited the old "Mechanic's
Magazine " for us in the latter sixties, during
part of the time of our publication of that
journal.

— — ^—1

The Hubbard's Valley estate, of 36 acres, with
an adjoinir.jj piece of woodland comprisintr II

acres, is to become the property of Louth Town
Council under the terms of the will of the late

Mr. A. A. Pahud, of Westgate. Louth. The
trustees purchased, at a cost of £3.000. this

estate, which is one of the beauty spots of

Lincolnshire.
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HOW TO CUT RAFTERS.
By I. P. Hicks.

There are some carpsiiter.s who are not

experts at roof-framing, and we have seen

mechanics who were good at the ordinary

run of work, and yet couhl not lay out a

rafter properly. Many will cut the rafters

a little short." which "we will explain, and

show just where most of the carpenters make
their mistake.
Referring to Fig. 1. the dotted line, A B,

represents what we call the working linj in

laying out a rafter of this kind, where the

end of rafter projects over the plate to sup-

port the cornice. Of coursi, most mechanics

will want to measure, or lay off, the length

of a rafter on the back, which is all right

it you start from the right point to lay off

the length. To lay off the length right, draw
a plumb line from corner of wall-plate to

top of rafter, as at C ; then from this point

lay off the length of rafter, as C D, and make
the plumb cut r.t D.

Fig. 2 shows where many a carpenter

makes an error: instead of plumbing up
from the wall-plate line, they square out to

back of rafter, as shown by A, and lay off

the length as AB in Fig. 2. Now, a hori-

zontal line drawn from the top of this rafter

to Fig. 1 shows that the rafter as laid out in

Fig. 2 is too short.

On roofs of ordinary pitch, this mistake

will make the rafters fr'om lin. to Uin. short,

and will cause the joints to be open at the

bottom—something that is often seen in

framing rafters.

Fig. 3 represents a jack rafter which cuts

on a bevel across the back. This kind of

a rafter is more or less difficult for the aver-

age workman to tell just where to measure

to in laying off the length. The easiest way
is on the top of rafter to the long corner,

measuring from a plumb line drawn from the

wall-plate line, as A; then A to B will be

the length. This will make the rafter just

a little short, because the working line is in

the centre of the thickness of the rafter, as

shown by dotted line at C ; but as jack

rafters eiit against hips or valleys, the thick-

ness of the hip or valley will make up for

the amount of shortness, and even tlr>

matter up: so that if jacks are cut by this

method they will be found to fill the bill

exactly.
—"American Carpenter and Builder."

The relatives of the late Mr. John Robertson.

Elmslea. Dundee, have intimated the gift to the

art galleries of that city of a group, larger tlian

statuette size, in statuary niaible, of Adam and
Eve, by the late William Brodie, R.S.A.

The grey limestone bowl of a fourteenth-

century piscina, removed froiTi the now destroyed

chapel of Holv Trinity, lias been permanently

fixed in the north wall of the parish church

of St. Denys, Bradninch, Devon. Over it has

been built "a new and tracery-headed piscina of

red Corsehill stone, executed by Messrs. Harry
Hems and Sons, of Exeter.

The Prestwich Council have passed reso-

lutions approving of the Clougli sewage w-orks

extension scheme, and deciding that application

be made to the Local Government Board for

powers to borrow ^10,730. Application is also

to be made for powers to borrow £8.200 for

the main outfall sewer from the George-street

works to the Clough works. The Mersey and
Irwell committee has been pressing Prestwich to

improve its sewage arrangements.

CHARING CROSS, EUSTON, AND
HAMPSTEAD RAILWAY.—This electric

line was formally opened on Saturday by Mr.
Lloyd-George, M.P. The line has a total

length of about eight miles, the distance from

Charing Cross to Golder's Green being six

miles, while the branch from Camden Town
to Highgate measures two miles. In its

course it rises 272ft.. and, in consequence, it

is built on rising gradients from south to

north, the slope being for a considerable dis-

tance as steep as one in 60. At a point about
.300 yards north of Hampstead Station it is

2j0ft. below the surface, and at that station

the platforms are 192ft. down, though the

next station, Golder's Green, is in the 02ien.

The stations, of which there are sixteen, are

mostly about half a mile apart, but between
Hampstead and Golder's Green the distance

is nearly li miles. At Charing Cross the
booking-office is under the forecourt of the
South-Eastern and Chatham's station, with
which there is direct communication by a

staircase ; at Leicester-square and Oxford-
Street there are low-level communications
with the Piccadilly Tube and the Central
London Railway respectively ; and at Euston
there is a low-level communication with the
City and South London Railway, as well as

a covered subway and lifts to the London and
North-Western Raihvav. The cajiital cost of

the line has been £720,000 a' mile. Sir
Douglas Fox is the engineer.

IMMINGHAM.—Progress continues to be
made in tlie construction of the Great
Central

,
Railway Company's new dock at

Immingham. six miles west of Grimsby. The
scheme will cost about £2,000.000. aiid the
construction will occupy several years. The
land acquired for dock purposes is about 590
acres, and the dock, in the first instance, will
consist of a main central ba^in 1.100ft.

square, and there will be a depth of water
over the outer and middle sills of 47ft. Gin.

at h.w.o.s.t., and 28ft. at l.w.o.s.t. The
entrance channel outside the lock, about 300
yards in length, is to be flanked on either
side bv jetties, built of Jarrah timber, each
1,350ft. in length, and 43ft. in width, ex-
tending outwards to the present low-water
line in the form of a bell mouth, and then
running parallel to it. In .June, 1900, piv-
liminary excavations, for drain diversions,
were commenced, and a month later a start
was made with the general excavations for

the main dock. The work now in hand also
consists of the driving of sheeting, exca-
vating, and timbering for the trenches of the
north wall of the south-west arm, whilst the
excavation and timbering in the trench for

the west wall of the lock are also under way.
Railway communication with the Immingham
Dock works is at present given from Grimsby
by moans of a standard gauge liglit railway,
five miles in length. It is. however, intended
that a direct connection from the dock shall

be given off the Great Central Railway
Company's New Holland branch at Ulceby
Station, and a commencement with the con
struction of this new railway, which will be
double throughout. 4J miles in length, and
will pass throuch the townships of North and
South Killingholme, was made in February
last. The contract is being carried out by
Messrs. Price, Wills, and Reeves, of Man-
chester and London, to the plans and speci-

fications of Sir John Wolfe Barry, K.C.B..

whose resident engineer is Mr. H. J. C.

Kuhl, A.M.I.C.E.

NILE BRIDGES.—The three road bridges

over the Nile at Rodah Island, Cairo, are

now nearly completed, which have been
under construction for the past two and a

Iialf years. The main bridge is 1.755ft. long,

the other two bridges, both spanning the

narrow channel which .separates Rodah from
Old Cairo, one being 272ft. long, the other
being 220ft. long. The level of the roadway
is about 14ft. above the highest known Nile.

Tenders were invited from bridge-builders
all over the world, and the design of Sir
William Arrol and Co.. Limited, was
accepted by the Ministry of Public Works of

the Egyptian Government. The main bridge
lias ten spans of 140ft., two shore spans each
67ft. 6in.. and one opening span provided at

the region of deepest water, operated by
electric motors. The bridge will carry a
double line of tramway traffic and the clear
width between the parapets is 67ft. 7in. A
footway 8ft. 2in. wide on either side of the
bridge is carried on steel brackets canti-
levered from the main outside girders. Each
pier is composed of two cylinders 47ft. 3in.

centre to centre in cross section, and a capsill

girder 7ft. deep rests on each pair of

cylinders, giving support to the five main
girders. The cylinders are filled with con-
crete, the shell being steel plating from the
foundation up to a few feet under the river

bed. the remainder being cast iron. The
bridge roadway is of concrete finished on top
with asphalte. resting on ^in. steel buckled
plates. The contractors for the bridges are
Messrs. Head, Wrightson, and Co., Limited,
and Sir William Arrol and Co.. and the
work has been carried out under the general
.direction of Mr. A. S. Biggart, of Sir
William Arrol and Co.. Limited, with the

assistance of Mr. AV. N. Bakewell as resident

engineer.

CHIPS.
At a meeting on Friday of the Presbytery of

Dundee, 'a report was submitted by Mr.
M'Gregor Chalmers, architect, Glasgow, on the
proposed restoration of the town churches. St.

Mary's. St. Pauls, and St. Clement's. The
report was sent to the t«wn council.

There is a rumour in Netiey and the district

that the Admiralty will shortly acquire the
whole of the ground floor of the Royal Victoria

Hospital, and will convert it partially into a
paying-off depot for cruisers and smaller craft,

and partially into a stpres department. The
pier attached to the hospital will also be ac-

quired by the Admiralty, and will be lengthened
by 100ft" The War Office will retain the upper
part of the hospital.

The corporation of Scarborough having
applied to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow another sum of £25.000 in

connection witii the construction of the marine
drive and sea-wall. Mr. H. Shelford Bidwell.

M.Inst.C.E.. an Inspector of the Local Govern-
ment Board, held an inquiry into the applica-

tion at the town hall, yesterday (Thursday). It

was stated that the total cost of the drive and
approach road had been £124.700, whereas the
original estimate was £80,000.

The streets and buildings committee of T%oin

burgh Town Council recommend that the bridge
over the canal at Fountainbridge be widened
to 32ft.. at a cost of £3.500. with £500 j,Jdi-

tional for widening the approaches.

Work has just been commenced on the
extension ct the L.C.C. electric tramway lines

from Tooting Broadway along Merton-road as

far as Longley-road, where a junction w-ill be
formed with the branch on the system of the
London United Tramw.ays Company to Wimble-
don, Merton, and Surbiton. Street-widenings
are in progress preparatory to a second exten-

sion of the L.C.C. tramways from Tooting-
Broadway along Mitcham-road to form a union
with the Croydon system at Tooting Junction.

The weather has completely spoiled the
annual excursion of the Portsmouth master
builders, who arrived at Llandudno on Saturday
with the intention of coaching through North
Wales.

Among the interesting and brilliant list of

men on w-hom honorary degrees were conferred
at Oxford on Wednesday was Mr. George
Frederick Bodley. R.A., F.R.I.B.A. (now
D.C.L.). who was described as a descendant of
the founder of the famous Bodleian Library.
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ASHBOURNE.—Operations will slionly
commence in connection with the building of

the new Grammar School, the teniler of Mr.
W. Thorley, of Xorbury (whidi amounted to

£9.0001. having been accepted by the

governing body. The site is on the Wirks-
worthroad on the eastern side of the town.
The elevations will ba in the Gothic style,

with modifications to meet the present-day
demands for large windows, while a feature
will be made of the main entrance, with a

tower carried four stories high. The front
will be faced with gritstone, and the roof
will be in brindled red tiles. The accom-
modation provides for 108 scholars. Two
stone staircases will give access to the

assembly-hall, o6ft. by 27ft., and first-floor

rooms. There will be on the ground floor

rooms for the head-master, clerk, assistant-

mistress, and assistant-masters, and a

governors' board-room or reference library.

There will be a lecture-room and an art-

room, and at the end of the main building
detached blocks connected by a verandah,
containing cloakrooms and common room
for the pupil-teachers. Unlike the old school,

which was confined to boys, the new
Grammar School will be open to girls. The
architect is Mr. E. M. Longsdon, of Bake-
well.

THE BRITISH MUSEUM.—A brilliant

company surrounded the King yesterday
afternoon when his Majesty laid the founda-
tion-stone of the now wing of the British

Museum in Jlontagu-place. It is twelve
years since the property surrounding the
north-east and west sides of the Museum was
purchased for £200,000. In 1000 Mr. Vincent
Stucky-Lean bequeathed £50.000 for the ex-

tension and improvement of the library. In
augmentation of this bequest the Govern-
ment have provided a sum of £150,0110,

making a total of £200,000, for erecting the

new wing. Seven architects submitted
designs, and it was eventually decided that
Mr. John James Burnet. A.E.S.A.,
F.R.I.B.A.. of Glasgow, should be ap-

pointed architect. The new building has a

facade of 386ft. running parallel with the

thoroughfare. It consists of a single order
of engaged Ionic colimins resting on a base
about 10 or lift, above the street. These
columns are flanked by massive pylons, sup-

ported by* groups of statuary and crowned
by a simple attic. 1.3ft. high, enriched by a

deep ornamental cresting in lead. The
severity of the front will be relieved by the

main entrance? in Montagu-place. The
treatment of the forecourt and the area,

lighting the basement, is all studied to in-

crease the dignity of the entrance, which,

though a secondary one to the Museum, will

not be unworthy of its prominent position

as the centre of so massive a front.

CREWE.—The rebuilding of the railway-

station was finished last week, when
tiie electrical plant in connection with the

signalling was switched on. The station.

which is one of the largest in the world, has
cost nearly a million pounds, and has been in

course of construction 12 years. Almost
e\erything is worked electrically, the power
being supplied from the largest generating
station in the world. The alteration of the

signalling arrangements, which are now en
the Watt-Thompson svstem, has involved an
expenditure of over "£40,000. In all tl e

Crewe electric boxes there are nearly l.OOt'

electric levers, 415 points, and 536 signals.

In the north box alone there are 266 levers,

and this is the second largest electrically-

fitted signal-box in the world.

SELBV ABBEY.—Mr. T. S. UUathorne.
Selby. the contractor for the restoration of

Selby Abbey, is making good progress wi*h
the work. His workmen are at the present
time engaged in the leading of the roof,

which will be completed in two or three
weeks. The relaying of tlie floor of the nave
has been completed, and by means of a

foundation of cement, dampness, which was
formerly a source of great trouble, will be
obviated. An early start will be made with
the construction of the floor of the belfry.

The west window, which was thought to have

escaped damage by the fire, has been found

to have suffered somewhat severely, and it

has been taken out and sent to London for

restoration. The east gable window, above

the great window of the choir, is in course of

rebuilding. The nave will be reopened for

public worship on October 19. Workmen are

also engaged in the choir, preparatory to the

raising of the roof, all the woodwork being

ready for fixing. All the arches of the choir

have been restored. Attention will shortly

be turned to the tower, which is to be under-

pinned, and it is hoped whilst it is under
restoration that it may be carried to the

height intended by the original designs. A
further sum of £14,000 is needed before the

restoration fund can hope to accomplish all

the work tliat has been undertaken. The
architect is Mr. J. Oldrid Scott, F.S..\.

TEWKESBURY ABBEY.—The restora-

tion of the west front and turrets of Tewkes-
bury Abbey is now in progress, and will

shortly be" completed. The Restoration

Committee are dealing with each section as

funds permit, and already the roofs of

nave, aisles, transepts, and choir, and tran-

sept walls have been restored at a cost of

£3,700. The stonework is in a very bad
condition, and the western turrets, which re-

tain the original masonry, were in danger of

destruction from long neglect. Plants of

various kinds had taken root between the

stones, and tlie effect of these growths, com-
bined witli thj action of frost, was gradually

shattering the turrets, which are such an
interesting feature of the fabric. One of the

spirelets has evidently at some time been
struck by lightning, and upon examination
it was found to be in imminent danger of

falling. Donations are still needed for this

great work of restoration. Tho next work
ear-marked by tlie committee is tha restora-

tion of the walls of the north aisle and
porch. The architect is Mr. J. Oldrid Scott.

F.S.A.

T O O T I X G.—Sellincourt-road School.

Tooting, was opened on Friday last

by the vice-chairman of the Education Com-
njittee of tlie London County Council. Thc-

school buildings, as constructed, are two in

number, one being a two-story building for

junior mixed children on the ground Boor,

with a senior mixed department on the first

floor ; and the .second a one-story building

for infants, the accommodation provided

being as follows:—Senior mixed, .376; junior

mixed, 376 ; infants, 388 ; or altogether a

total of 1.140. The senior and junior mixed
departments consist of eioht classrooms, with
accommodation varying from 45 to 56 chil-

dren, and there is an assembly hall for

for each deoartment, about 57ft. by 26ft.,

along with ample lavatory and cloakroom
accommodation. There are also two rooms
on the second floor for the teaching

of drawing and science, and separate

staircases are provided for the senior boys

and girls respectively. The infant school

contains eight classrooms with accommoda-
tion varying from 48 to 50 children, and like-

wise includes an assembly hall. 54ft. by
26ft. 6in., together with cloak and lavatory

accommodation, teachers' rooms, and stock-

rooms. The buildings are heated by low-

pressure hot-water pipes, and the ventilation

is by Tobin inlet tubes and extract flues at

ceiling level. Adjoining the •r.Jants' play-

ground is a schoolkeeper's house. The
elevations of the school ar2 of stock briclss.

with I'ortland stone dressings and red brick

strings, arches, and quoins, and the roofs are

covered with Broseley tiles. The staircases

and the dadoes of the classrooms and halls

are faced with salt glazed bricks and the

corridors with white glazed bricks. The
total cost of the complete schools is £26,482,

equivalent to £23 4s. 7d. a place, while the

cost per place of the school buildings is

£15 2s. lid. The area of the site is 55,245

square feet, the areas of the playgrounds per

child being, for the boys, 40 square feet ; for

the girls, 44 square feet ; and 32 square feet

for the infants. The school has been erected

from the designs, and under the supervision

of the Council's architect. Mr. T. J. Bailey,

F.R.I.B.A., and the building work carried

out bv the Council's Works Department,
under the supervision of Mr. G. •< . Hufli-

phreys (manager of works).

THE UXIOX JACK CLUB, Waterloo
Bridge-road, S.E.—The King, who will be
accompanied by the Queen, will open on
Monday next the building of the Union Jack
Club. " The club has been built from
designs bv Mr. H. B. Measures, F.R.I.B.A.
Mr. T. Marcus Houghton, F.S.I., M.S.A.,
prepared the quantities. The lower
portion is of terra - cotta and the upper
part of red brick relieved by terra-

cotta facings, and over the entrance is a

figure of Britannia. From the entrance hall,

which is octagonal in shape and lined with
a dado of blue glazed tiles, access may be
had to the living-rooms. On the left-hand

side is a dining-room, extending to the hack
of the building, accommodating about .300

men at small tables. The walls of this room
are lined with green tiles; a service-room,

with lifts to the kitchen, adjoins. A lounge

hall, decorated with dark red tiles, is

situated on the right of the entrance hall,

and beyond that is the reading-room and
library, provided by the Jewish War Com-
mittee, panelled in oak and fitted with oak
bookcases for holding 5,000 volumes. On the

lower ground floor is a billiard and games
room, with space for six tables, as well as a
barber's shop, baths, kit-room, and the

administrative section, consisting of kitchen

and otlier domestic ofiices. The four floors

above the ground floor are devoted to the

bedrooms, numbering 206—this number will

be increased to 350 when the further exten-

sion of the building is undertaken. The
electric light installation has been carried

out by Mr. G. E. Coekburn. of 35, Great
Pulteney-street, \V.. on tlie dual systjm,

carrying the eurr.'ut from two main trans-

formers through duplicate meters, main
switches, and distribution boards, to the

principal rooms and departments, for a total

of nearly 800 lights. This system obviates,

as far as possible, the risk of any part of tlie

building being put in darkness by the

breakin" of any one of the main or sub-fuses.

Over £85.000 "is required to complete and
equip the club premises, and of that sum
about .£73,000 h.as already been subscribed.

WERRIXGTOX.—A mission church, dedi-

cated to St. Philip, has been erected on the

heights of Werrington, in the parish of

Caverswall. and was dedicated last week. U
comprises a nave and chancel, with a small

harmonium recess and vestry. The accom-
modation is for 236 worshippers. The church
is built of stone, the walling being of local

stone, and the dressings, including the

medallions and tracery of the windows, of

Alton stone. It is plastered on the inside,

but the chancel has interior stone dressings.

The roof is an open-timbered one. and the

building is benched throughout with pitch-

pine, and has oak pulpit, lectern, and com-

munion-table. The church is heated on the

high-pressure hot-water svstem. and lighted

by oil lamps. The total cost, including

lighting, is about £1,750, or £7 10s. per head

of accommodation. The style is that of the

Perpendicular period. The general con-

tractor is Mr. Thomas Godv.in, of Hanley,

and the architects Messrs. R. Scrivener and
Sons, of Hanley.

At St. Marlins Church. AshfielJ. Kent, a new
organ was dedicated last week by the Kishop

of Rochester. It has been built by Messrs. Hele

and Co.. of Plymouth and Exeter, and the

carved-oak case "has been designed by Mr. G.

II. Fellowes Prynnc, F.K.I.B.A., to harmonise

with the church interior.

So far as the exterior is concerned, the new
buildinps of the Victoria and Albert Museum.
South Kensington, are approaching completion.

The scaffolding has been removed, revealing the

dignity of Sir Aston Webb's design. The whole

of the Portland-stone for the buildings has been

supplied bv the Bath Stone Firms. Limited,

from their Coombelield Quarries at Portland,

the total quantity being about 16.800 tons.

The dismantling of Exeter Hall has already

be"un. although a few more meetings will be

held therein before the building is finally

closed, three weeks hence. The organ has been

sold for use in the Public Hall. Ipswich, and

has been removed. The fine instrument was

not the property of the Central Y.M.C.A., bnt

of Mr. J. W. Walker, the well-known organ-

builder, who took the fees for the use of it. and

is now adapting it for use at Ipswich.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not liuld ourselves responsible fiT the npininns of
our con'espondenta. All foiimiunicatinni should hi-

drawn up as briefly aa possil)li', um there are niauy
claimants upon the space allotted to oorrespondents.]

It is particularly requested that all di-awings and all

communications respectinj* illustrations or literary matter
should be addres-^»-.l to the EDITOR of the Blii.piso
News, Clement's House, ('lement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C., and n<it to members of tlio staff by name. Delay
is not infrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other commimications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable fur,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Strand Newsi'aper Cohpasv, Limithd.

Telegraphic Address :—"Timeserver, Lt)ndon."

Telephone No. 1633 Holborn.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. XCI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
12s. i>d.), as only a limited number are done up A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI , XLVI.,
XLIX., Ltll.. LXI., LXII.. LXIV., LXV.. LXVI.
LXVU., LXVITI.. LXIX.. LXXI.. LXXU.. LXXIII.,
LXXrV'., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII.. LXXIX.,
loXXX.. LXXXI.. LXXXII., LXXXIU.. LXXXIV.,
LXXXV., LXXXVI., LXXXVII.. LXXXVIII.,
L.XXXIX., and XC. may still be obtained at the
same price ; all the other bound vohmies are out of print.

Most of the back numbers of former volumes are, how-
ever, to be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back
numbers to complete volume just ended. shr)iudorderat
once, as many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BuiLnivo News,
price '2s., post frt^e 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Pubhsher, Clement's House,
•Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPriOX.

One Poimd per annum (post freel to any part of the
Vnited Kingdom; for the United States, £1 6s. od. (or

(idols. 30c. gold). To France or Belgium, £1 (is Od. lor

33fr. SOc.l . To India. £1 6s. od. To any of the Australian
Colonies or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West Indies,

or Natal, £1 6s Od.
•»• The special rate to Canada is £1 Is. 8d. = Sdols. 27c.

for 12 months, and 10s. lOd. — 2dols. 64c. six months.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all othcial

advertisements is Is, per line nf Eight Words, the Hrst

line cnimting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for

-four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements i?xcept

Situation advertisements' is 6d. per line of Eight words
(the tii-st line counting as two\ the minimum charge
l>eing 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than six insertions can bo ascertained on application

to the Publi.-*her.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant" or " Situations Wanted" and " Part-
nerships." is Onk Shilling Koa Twr.NTv-i-'oiUi W*.iici)s.

^nd Sixpence for every eight words after. .1// Situatum

Advertisem flits must he prepaid.

'.* Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, ^tmnd.
yf.G.,fr''fi>fi-har'i<'. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See

Notice at head of *' Sitmitions.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front pa^e. and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current w*eek must reach tlie

office not later than ^ p m. on Thursday. Front-page
-Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received.—F. W. ai>d Co.-N. N. Co.—D. T. L.—
M. and Son.- H. and Co., Ltd.—Federated.—C. C. C—
A. A.—Saepe.—D. and S.— L.— Square.

J. Moon.—No.

D. L. DoDDs.—Thanks; please send.

A. P. S.—Given many times— thanks all the same.

Crisi'Is.—We see no savmg. 2. You can't evade a patent

that way. 3. It is not a firm we should go to.

SiiRiMr.—Hayward's '* putty-grooved " steel sashes would
answer. 2. Yes. 3. We do not care for them. 4. Peace
and Norquoy, New Islington, Ancoats, Manchester.
make a capital sliding and folding partition. Send for

a catalogue and estimate.

PROHLEMATir.—Our opiuion is, you ought to succeed.

But it is really better to make those things specifically

clear in the contract.

A. L. F.—It is certainly an extra, and we think the

builder is entitled to it.

SKTTLED.—Our advice, or that of any other man, would
be useless without a visit to the work.

Comsponkiut.
H I

LICENTIATES OF THE R.I.B.A.

To till' Editor of the Building News.

Sir,— I should like to suggest to the

authorities of the Royal Institute that all

those portions of tlie jjroposed alterations

to their by-laws relating to a suggested new
class of members to be styled Licentiates be
omitted, and all such persons be merely
registered as practitioners.

My own experience of the past policy of

membership of the Institute has worked out
as follows ;—Of eight men who were pupils

at the same office as I was, four devoted
themselves to other means tha/i the Institute

of qualifying as architects, three of whom
have been admitted as F.R.I.B.A.'s. and
the other one as a member of the Society of

Architects ; three left the profession, and
twij only took the examinations and are now
commencing, at the age of thirty-odd, where
the first named four started when they were
in their twenties—i.e., the two who swal-
lowed the examination pill have apjiarently
wasted ten years of their lives, and although
thev have wasted that time, those who did
not take the exams, have the higher honour
of Fellow conferred on them and have a

business behind them.
I say "apparently wasted," as I know that

certainly in my own case the studying for the
exams, has been of great value to me.
So much for the past ; now take the future

policy, if the Licentiates come into being.
For the past seven years I have lieen in a

larg? municipal office. Well, everyone in the
profession knows from what ranks of life the
assistants in municipal offices are chiefly
drawn. Pupilage and examinations are con-
sidered rot ; so any pushing young man
becomes first this, then that, and, finally,

blossoms out as a fully-fledged architectural,
surveying, building, or sanitary assistant
without them.

Yet, in future, all these will be admitted
as Licentiates, and will plac2 the letters
L. R.I.B.A. after their names, and to the
puljlic will rank as having been qualified by
the Institute to carry out buildings, &c.
Of course, we all know that Registration

is necessary ; but will it not be sufficient if

all these pushing young gentlemen are
allowed to state that they are registered
architects—i.e.. registered' by a Central
Board, and leave the letters A.R.I.B.A.. and
even F.If.I.B.A., to signify tliat a man en-
titled to put such letters after his name is

at least qualified by nrofession, and has not
been swept into that profession by Act of
Parliament or by a change of anv Institute
by-laws, or even by a time limit of member-
ship ?

Of course, I know that if vou take awav
the letters of L.R.I.B.A., the'cause of Regis-
tration would receive practically its death-
blow. Still. I suggest registration only,
without any public affix to a man's name.-^
I am, &c., Fr.^nk Wilson. A.R.I.B.A.

'22o, Nottingham-street, Sheffield.

The Southampton Harbour Board voted at

their last meeting an honorarium of ^1250 to

Mr. E. L. Poole, engineer, in acknowledgment
of services rendered in dredging operations in

Southampton Water.

SURVEYORS' CHARGES AND THE
INSTITUTION.

Sir.—It is impossible to pass over lightly
a letter from a quantity survevor of such
eminence of Mr. A. J. Gate, and the subject
matter of his letter strikes at the verv
foundations of the profession.

In the provinces we have for many years
had competition of the kind described bv Mr.
Gate and Mr. Cross, but only from persons
whose experience is acouired' solely as fore-
men joiners, and other artisans, and although
these people's terms are appreciated by
Yorkshiremen in hard times, it is verv doubt-
ful if tlie building owner gets greater value
for his money than the commission he pays.
Where, however, men have some diploma

to show that they are fellow members of an
important Institution, whicli also numbers
Messrs. Gate and Cross amongst its mem-
bers, the uninitiated public mav be forgiven
for considering tliat each of' them is of
equal merit, and if the terms of one mem-
ber are two-and-a-half times the amount of
another, the public is justified in going to
the cheaper man; but "for just this reason,

the Fellow who has adhered to the profes-

sional terms required by the rule of the

Institution is justified also in demanding an

inoui— resiiecting the breach of the rules,

and if the" President refuses to accede to

this demand (not request), then even the

ablest auctioneer in T'unbridge Wells does

not nroperly represent either Messrs. Gate
and Cross nor their particular profession on
the Council of the Institution.

Then, again, it is just these men who
bring the profession into bad repute, be-

cause, when they cannot make surveying

"pay" at reduced rates, they practise archi-

tecture, too, and undercut architects' fees

as well.—I am, &c.,
W. Hoffman Wood.

Queen-square, Leeds, June 24.

STOCKTON HEATH SCHOOLS COM-
PETITION.

Sir,—As I believe the following grievance

to be one adversely affecting a considerable
number of the architectural profession, I

write to ask you to kindly ventilate it in your
journal. I was one of the applicants for the

conditions of competition for the proposed
school buildings at Stockton Heath, for the

Cheshire County Council. The conditions
were advertised as obtainable in last week's
copies of the building papers. The drawings
have to be in by August 1 next. Six weeks
is. therefore, the length of time possible to

devote for this competition ; not a particu-

larly long time to allow for visiting the site,

obtaining answers to questions due to in-

volved wording of the conditions, and pre-

paring drawings. There are a number of the

conditions which I feel sure will prove dis-

tasteful to men of fair dealing ; but the one
I particularly object to as being in part un-
necessary and vexatious, is No. 23, which
runs as follows :

—

"A comprehensive estimate of the cost

must be submitted with the report, and par-

ticulars of the report are to be given, so as to

show how the cost has been arrived at, as

follows :

—

"{a) Foundation and basement to ground-
floor level.

"(6) Buildings above floor level (cubic cal-

culations and prit?e per foot cube).

"(r) Heating and ventilating.
' id) Artificial lighting and gas and water

service, including meters.

"{c) Drainage system.
"(/') Boundary walls, railings, and gates.

"(;/) Covered playgrounds and outbuildings.

"{/i) Paving to playgrounds and yards.

"If, after the working designs and speci-

fications are prepared from the selected

design, no tender can be obtained in open
competition from a builder approved by the

Committee, to complete the work within the

amount of the architect's estimate, the Com-
mittee shall be at liberty to discard any such
design and return it to the author, and to

employ any other architect that they may
think proper, and they shall not be bound
to remunerate the author of the discarded
design in any way."

I would ask the authority responsible for

this comprehensive condition if the slightest

consideration has been given as to what such
a condition involves? It means that the
competitor will have to obtain from the

various trades mentioned separate estimates,

and this will further mean tlie duplicating of

a number of pencil tracings of jilans,

sections, elevations, &c., the writing of an
equal number of covering letters, the sub-

mission of his plans to some builder of his

acquaintance, to obtain independent con-

firmation of his drainage estimate, paving.
&-!., and numerous other matters connected
with this objectionable condition. And all

for what? The slender chance of his scheme
and estimate being accepted, and failing the

receipt of a tender within this amount the

possibility, if not probability, of the work of

six weeks being rejected without compen-
sation. W^ith the other handicaps so often

unfortunatelv obtaining in competition work
to young and struggling architects, I ask. Sir.

is it fair treatment in a scheme of this kind

to ask for so much, whilst offering so little?

Thanking you in anticipation—I am. &c.,
K. G.4MMELL.

9. Mitre Court-chambers, Temple, E.C.,
June 26.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
aOYAL LIVER FRIES'DLV SOCIETY'S PBBMISBS, LIVE8P00L.

—

MAES-HRSLVN, VALE OF CLWYD.—A SM.^lLL HOUSE IX

SURREY.—SELECTED DESIGN' FOR ST. MICHAEL AND ALL

ANGELS, BRAMHALL.—INTERIOR OF HOUSE FOR H.M.

MINISTER TO SWEDEN.—THORSWOOD AVENUE COUNCIL

SCHOOLS, GORTON. — " THE JOHN HOBNE HOMES,"

.SCARBOROUGH.—SEEDLEV PUBLIC BATHS, SALFOED.

Our J:llusti'att0ns.

ROYAL LIVER FRIENDLY SOCIETY
NEW BUILDING AT LIVERPOOL. </

We reproduce the architect's view of the n?vv

Ijuilding shortly to be erected for tha Royal
Liver Friendly Society on the north portion

of the St. George's Dock site. The architect

for the building is Mr. Aubrey Thomas, of

Dale-street. Liverpool. The building will

cover a ground area of about 5,575 squar?
yards. The height of the main body will

lie not less thsn ITOft. The style will be a

free treatment of the English Renaissance.

The material used in the elevations will be
^rey granite. The ground floors will be
treated boldly with fine windows with serai-

<'ircular arched heads. On the first-floor

level there will be a balcony with pierced

balustrade and handsome pedestals, and the

latter will be surmounted with groups of

sculpture. There will be a portico at the river

front. A feature of the decorative treatment
of the exterior will be the main cornice on
seventh-floor level, crowning a deep-recessed

colonnade. The construction of the building

will cost something like a quarter of a

million.

MAES HENLYN. ^
This house is situated on the brow of a hill

near Trefnant. and is now nearing comple-
tion. The building is of local bricks

rendered on the outside with cement rough-
cast, and the roof is covered with Precelly
green slates. The builder is Mr. Peter
Edwards, of Dodleston, near Chester. The
architect is Mr. E. Guy Dawber, of Bucking-
Tiam-street, Strand.

A SMALL HOUSE IN SURREY. ^
This house is being built at Walton-on-the-
Hill ; the walls are faced with local bricks
of a grey colour, except where tile-hanging
occurs. The roofs are covered with hand-
made tiles from Kent. The builders are
Messrs. Bushby and Sons, of Reigate. The
architect is Mr. E. Guy Dawber, of Bucking-
liam-.street, W.C.

ST. MICHAEL AND ALL ANGELS, /
BRAMHALL.

This design was submitted in a limited com-
petition for the new church at Bramhall,
Cheshire, and was placed first by the com-
mittee quite recently. The sitting accom-
modation is for 555. and the cost will be
about £7,000. It is to be built of local red
sandstone both inside and out, and will have
a barrel roof of timber, with carved bosses
at intersections of principals, purlins, &c.
The chancel roof will also be the same sec-
tion as the nave, but more elaborately

panelled and decorated. The nave and
south ai.sle will be the first portion of the

church to be erected. Messrs. Jno. Gibbons
and Son are the architects.

STAIRCASE FOR HIS MA.JESTY'S >/

MINSTER TO SWEDEN.
We gave two drawings of this work, con-

tributed by Mr. W. D. Carcle, U..\., in the

Building Nkws ful- May 4 last year, and we
now supiileineiit the matter by the pre.sent

plate, also lent us by the architect. It shows
the same staircase from another point of

view, and equally picturesque in character.

THORNWOOD-.WENUE COUNCIL !>'

SCHOOLS, GORTON, LANCASHIRE.
We gave the general plans and view, with
elevations of the main buildings, of the

selected design for these schools in the

BriLDixo New.s for June 8, with a descrip-

tion. We now supplement those drawings
by illustrating the infants' school—an
integral part of the scheme. Messrs. Percy
D. Lodge and Albert E. Dixon are the joint

architects.

"THE JOHN HORNE HOMES." "^

These are built at Palsgrave, Scarborough,

of local bricks and local stone dressings and
dark green slated roofs. The architect is

Mr. H. .\scough Chapman, A.R.I. B.A., of

Leeds and Scarborough.

SEEDLEV PUBLIC BATHS, SALFORD:
COMPETITIVE DESIGNS.

(See descrintions. elevations, and plans on

pp. 881, 88-3, 884. 885.)

COMPETITIONS.
LONDON COUNTY HALL.—At Tuesday's

meeting of the London County Council the

Establishment Committee reported they had
had under consideration the provision of

suitable accommodation for the storage and
assessing of designs received in the preli-

minary part of the competition for designs

for the new county hall.
" The latest date for

receiving these designs was August 27. 1907.

It was anticipated that the accommodation
would be required for about three or four

weeks, and, owing to the nature of the work
to be done by the assessors in considering the

number of large designs, the accommodation
required was of a special character. After

careful consideration they suggested that one

of the galleries of the " London University

should be hired for twenty-eight days at the

rate of £7 10s. a day. It would also be

necessary to provide screens on which to

hang the designs, and it would be more
economical to hire them at an estimated cost

of £60, and a small sum was required to

cover exuenses in conveying designs from the

county hall to the University, and for assist-

ance in Hacking and unpacking the designs.

The report was approved.

PLYMOUTH.—Members of the Museum
Committee of the Plymouth Town Council

were faced on Friday with a letter which
raised a curious i)oint. The Committee in-

vited competitive plans from local architects,

ofifering premiums for the best sets, an

assessor being appointed, with the result that

Messrs. Thorneley and Rooke secured the
.derations would be .n.ccssary to

chief honours-and the undertaking. Among
^,^^_^^ ^^^ ,,_^ ^^ ^ secondarv school." It was

the unplaced compe itors was Mr Restell,
| ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ Castlepate Schobi oripinallv cost

who designed a detached building, not i;i4 qoO. without fittinss. and that it accom-
occupying the whole site, whereas all the

j
„.odated, on the old lOsq.ft. basis. COO scholars,

others schemed for a full use of the avail-
, j'or secondary school purposes an allowance of

able area. Since the plans were approved I ISJsq.ft. per pupil lias to be made,

the Council have decided to reduce The ex-
I ^j^ Benjamin Baker. K.C.B.. who designed

fact which put Mr. Kestell's plans out-
side the conditions of the competition
—the use of only a part of the available
site—should become a requisite in the in-

terests of economy after a decision on the
merits of the designs had been arrived at

;

but, as was emphasised at the Committee
meeting, this was the result of after-thoughts,
and could not possibly prejudice the accept-
ance of the originally chosen plans.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF THE
ARCHIJ'ECTS OF IRELAND.—.\ special
Council meetingof the Royal Institute of the
Architects of Ireland was held on Friday,
the "21st, at Lincoln's-nlace. Dublin, to con-
sider the conditions of competition for the
proposed Consumption Sanatorium for the
County Cork Joint Hospital Board. Mr.
C. H. .\shworth occupied the chair, and
there were also present Messrs. R. C. Orpen,
J. Holloway. H. AUberry, F. G. Hicks, and
James H. Webb, hon. sec. The lion. sec.

reported that he had sent tb:- "Conditions
of Competition," as approved by the Insti-

tute, to the .Secretary of the Joint Board,
together with a letter pointing out that the
conditions of the comiietition advertised by
the Joint Board were not in accordance with
the regulations therein, which fact would
preclude architects of standing from compet-
ing. In reply a letter had been received
from the Secretary of the Joint Board,

. reiterating the main provisions of the com-
petition, with the additional information that
the work would be executed under the super-
vision of the Joint Board's Engineer, and
that the medical and engineering experts of

the Local Government Board would be asked
to act as assessors. The Honorary Secretary
was instructed to write to the Secretary of

the Joint Board regretting that the Board
had not seen its way to amend the conditions
and informing him that the Council thought
it its duty to point out to the members of

the Instiute the undesirability of entering
the competition.

•^^^^t

At a meeting of the Aberdeen Joint Passenger
Station Committee held recently several plans
of the proposed new station were submitted and
considered. Instructions were given that the
works in connection with the construction of the
new through lines of platforms were to be
pushed forward as speedily as possible.

The members of the Cumberland and West-
morland County Councils, ineiiibers of boards of
guardians, and others visited Garlands .\syhim
recently, on the invitation of the committee of
visitors, for the purpose oi inspecting the exten-
sions which have jusi been completed at a cost
of about i;40.000. The new blocks provide for
152 patients and foj 30 attendants. Mr. George
Dale Oliver, county surveyor of Cumberland, is

the architect, and Messrs. John Laine and Son,
of Carlisle, are the contractors. The electric

light installation has been carried out by Mr.
F. R. Batty, of Northallerton. The extensions
were illustrated by a plan and a view of the
interior of large hall in our issue oi January 19.

1906.

The education committee of York decided
recently to accept the offer of the Sisters of
the Church to sell for i'S.OOO their school in

Castlegate. its furniture and fittings, the play-
ground and the schoolkeeper'; house, and in-

structed their architect. Mr. W. H. Bricrley.

F.S..\., to examine the premistL?. and report
what alterations would be .necessary to fit

penditure on the new buildings, and the

modifications of plans thereby involved have

compelled the premiuined architects to adopt

a detached style of building. The Com-
mittee received on Friday a letter from Mr.
Kestell. complaining that the successful

architects had appropriated his idea, and
protesting against it. The Committee care-

fully considered the letter ; but, taking the

view that the modifications were made on

their instructions, after the fiat of the

Council, concluded that the architects were
not fairly open to the charge of appropria-

tion of an idea. The modifications wer'
simply made for purposes of economy. It

was "decided to acknowledge the receipt

of the letter. It is singular that the

»nd carried out the Forth Bridge, the Great
Nile Dam at Assouan, a large portion of the
Metropolitan Railway, and the vessel which
brought Cleopatra's Needle from Egypt, and
who died on May 19 last, aged 67 years, left

estate valued i;i70.513. with net personalty
,£166.513. After a number of legacies to rela-

tives, the testator left £2.000 to the Benevolent
Fund of the Institution of Civil Engineers, and
large amounts to hospitals and charities.

Jlr. W. A. Osborne, who has represented Jos.

F. Ebner for the past twenty-three years, has
resigned his position, and is coiiimeiicing busi-

ness on his own account, under the style of the

British Flooring Company, at 152, Grays Inn-

road. W.C. The company has secured the con-

tract for the parquet floors at St. Nicholas

Parish Church, Great Yarmouth.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTS' VISIT TO
YORK.—The members of the Edinburgh
Architectural Association have made a

week-end visit to York for their annual ex-

cursion. Tlie local arrangements were
taken in hand by the York Architectural
Society, the organisers including Mr. V.
Rainey, the president, and Mi'. H. Davies,
the hon. secretary, and Mr. G. Benson.
The party consisted of about forty
members and friends, the majority of, whom
arrived in the city on Friday night, and
stayed at the Royal Station Hotel. The
visitors included Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc,
R. S.A. (President of the Edinburgh Asso-
ciation), Mr. J. T. Baillie (vice-president),

and Mr. C. B. Cownie (hon. secretary). On
Saturday morning the jjarty inspected the
Guildhall, St. William's College, Treasurer's
House, and the Minster, finally adjourning
to the Davy Hall for lunch. The afternoon
was occupied by a comprehensive drive
round the citj', commencing at the Mer-
chants' Hall and fini.sliing at the Blind
School. Tea was served in the grounds of

St. Mary's Abbey, by permission of the
Y'orkshire Philosophical Society.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERS' CON-
FERENCE.—The thirty-fourth annual con-
ference of the Incorporated Association of
Municipal and County Engineers was opened
on Thursday, and continued on Friday, in
Liverpool. Mr. J. A. Brodie, Liverpool, the
newly-elected j^resident. in his inaugural
address, dealt with the laying out of towns
and the requirements of improved access by
means of roads. Their main roads were
likely, he said, to become again most im-
l^ortant systems of intercommunication. The
2)roblem of cheap transfer of goods on public
roads would, in his opinion, be solved by the
construction of wide thoroughfares having a
portion of the surface laid in steel in such
a form, and so arranged, as to provide for
the passage of railway waggons, tramway
vehicles, motor trains, and fast-travelling
vehicles of any type. Papers on "Town
Planning" and "Road Rec|uirements " were
contributed by Mr. C. F. Wike. Sheffield, and
Mr. E. P. Hooley, Nottingham. On the
resumption of the conference on Friday dis-

cussion on these subjects was continued, and
eventually, on the proposition of Mr. E. G.
Mawbey, Leicester, seconded bj' Alderman
AVilson, Manchester, the following resolution
was passed:—"That the council be em-
powered to iJrepara and present to the Presi-
dent of the Local Government Board a
memorial in favour of a Bill being introduced
into Parliament to enable local authorities
to regulate and control the planning of main
thoroughfares and building areas, and to pre-

scribe tlie number of houses to be erected on
an acre of ground ; also to give power to local

authorities, with the sanction of the Local
Government Board, to acquire land for open
spaces, and to facilitate an improved develop-
ment of their respective building areas." Mr.
A. T. Davis. Salop, moved, and Mr. W. H.
Leete, Bedford, seconded: "That the
council be empowered to prepare and
present to the State an urgent request
to make special grants to highway
authorities towards the additional cost
of road maintenance, owing to the great
increase of self-propelled through traffic."

Mr. E. Wallington Butt submitted a paper
dealing with the calculation of storm-water
disciiarge and the design of sewerage
details ; Mr. Ernest R. Matthews, of Brid-
lington, read a paper on "The Building
Laws of American i'. Britisli Cities,"
drawing the conclusion that in many
respects the building regulations of our cities

are nearly half a century behind those of

American cities ; Mr. C. F. Wike, of

Sheffield, contributed some notes on tram-
way wear and maintenance ; and Mr. E. W.
Pierce, Deputy Town Clerk of Liver2)ool,

dealt with the law of overhead wires. On
Satui-day the delegates concluded their

gathering by a visit to Penraaenmawr
quarries. — »-^^^—
Mr. Wm. Woodward. F.R.I.B.A.. F.S.I. . of

13, Southauipton-street. Strand. W.C. has taken
into lartnership his two sons, Charles and Frank.

ilnttrc0mmunication.

GUINEAS FOR BRAINS.

We offer a prize of one guinea for what we deem the beat

reply to any query below this week.

Replies must be sent in over real name and address.

No others can receive a prize. The Editor's j udt^ment

is final.

With each reply a coupon cut from our front page
must be enclosed. This competition is restricted to

buvera of the paper, and is not open to those who
.simply get a look at it on the cheap at Institutes,

Libraries, \:c.

Any number of replies can be sent, but a coupon of

this date must accompany each.

Brief replies, all else being equal, will stand the best

chance. Any necessary illustrations must be in line

only—no tints or washes—and about twice the size they

aremeant to be reproduced.

No anonymous replies will be considered. The right

to withhold the prize in the event of no reply being

received worthy of it is reserved by the Editor, who also

claims the right to publish any other replies he may
deem worth it^

e UESTIOXS.

ri2279.]—SOUTH OF FE.iNCE.—Such names as Aries,

Nimes, and Avignon, ^V-c, are familiar to us all. Might
a few weeks be spent in those localities with advantage to

a young architectural student .'—Rover.

i fl-2280."-CHrECHES IN BERKSHIRE. WILTS,
1 AND GLOUCESTERSHIRE.—Which of these may be

)
advantageously visited during a fortnight's cycling tour '

—Rover.

[12281. 1-QUANTITT SURVEYOR'S CHAEGES.—
In the event of the Institution of Surveyors ignoring the

correspondence in the Bcildinii News during the past

two weeks, what is the best course to be taken by a young
quantity surveyor a nxious to keep on the square, but who
must get a living .'—D. A. J.

[12282.J —WATERPROOF LININGS. — Will any
reader give from actual knowledge his experience of the

best water-resisting linings for reservoirs .'—T. J. M.

11228.3.]-STONEWORK.—Many architects are using

stone less and less, because of the neglect in its working.

I find that masons n-iv not take the same pains to drove

the face of a stone which is to be afterwards broached as

when droving is to end the job. I think you call

"droving" random tooling in the South. How did the

masons get the good face to stone in Medi;+*val work '

Please don't quote Denison ; I have read his "Church
Lectures." I want up-to-date information if I can get it.

Stc me mer bants seem to hide their lights under bushels.

If they made their existence more known in these pages,

I think stone would not be going out of use as it is.

—

Scotch Readei\

REPLIES.
[12277.] —CLEANING OAK-WORK.—Probably the

suggestion made is as good as any. In 1874-5 I was asso-

ciated with the renovation of St. Andrew's. Plymouth.
This fine 15th-century edifice is the largest in the county,

its nave and aisles affording seating accommodation for

1,800 worshippers. The restoration took place from the

designs of the late Sir G. Gilbert Scott. R.A.. Mr. Charles

R. Baker-King, A.R.I.B.A., 2, Dean's-yard, Westminster,
S.W. alien Sir Gilbert's prmcipal representative) having
the actual control of the work. The benches throughout

are of oak. their square ends more or less elaborately

carved. Some little time ago I revisited the church, and
was struck by the excellent appearance of the oak-work
generally. On inquiry of the butt-woman in charge as to

what she did to it, her reply was, " Well, sir, you see as

us scrubs it now and again well with Monkey Brand
Soap." If this be done in the case mentioned, the stuti*

should be well dried afterwards, and a couple of weeks
later receive a finishing coat.—Harry Hems.

tl'2277.]-CLE.4.NING OAK-WORK.—Try " Stripso,"

made by C. Chancellor and Co., 13. Clerkenwell-road,
London, E.C.— Regent;'s Park.

[12'278.1-HARDENING BRICKWORK.- Alum solu-

tion. One pound thereof to one gallon of water is no
doubt a fixer for mauy purposes. Solutions of sulphate

of zinc, sulphate of iron, or sulphate of copper might
answer.—Regent's Park.

As a result of a conference between the
library, finance, and city lands committees of

the City Corporation, a deputation, consisting

of the chairmen of the three committees, has
been appointed to meet the directors of the
Cliarteied Bank of India, and discuss with them
tlie future of Crosby Hall. The object of the
deputation is to ascertain whether tlie bank
directors are willing to entertain any proposal
for disposing of the interest they have
acciuired. and. if so, at what price they woidd
sell it.

On Tliiirsday in last week the IMayor and
members of the Newport Corporation inspected
tile new dock extensions at the joint invitation
of the contractors. Messrs. Caton. Gibbs. and
Son. and Mr. John Macaulay. manager of the
.\lexandra (Newport and South Wales) Docks
and Railway Company. The contractors hope
to let the water into the new dock during the
coming autumn : but a great deal of dredging
will subsequently be necessary.

Mr. James Ward. A.C.R.A., head-master of
the Macclesfield School of .\rt. has been
appointed head-master of the Metropolitan
School of Art, Dublin.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITART
MATTERS.

ACTON.—At a meeting of the Baths Coui-

mittee on Friday week, the surveyor (Mr. D.
J. Ebbetts) presented a report and estimate on
the proposed provision of an artesian well t >

supply the baths. He liad assumed that cnly

one hole would have to be bored, and provided

for a well giving a total deptli of 410ft.. nitli

a duplicate set of pumps, each to pump the

maximum quantity required, and a storage tank
to hold 100,000 gallons of water. If electric

motors were used, the cost of the well, pumps,
motors, buildings, tanks, and mains would be
about ^6,600. the estimated annual charges in-

volving il.115. If steam were used, the cost

would be about ^7.700. with an annual charge
of i;i.730. Consideration of the matter was
adjourned until the next meeting.

P.\IGNTON.—The new water-supply from the
Ventford Valley. Dartmoor, provided at a cost

of .illll,000, was formally inaugurated on
Wednesday. The work has been carried out for

the urban district council from plans by. and
under the supervision of, Mr. Frederick W.
Vanstone. C.E. The site selected tor the water-
shed is situated about five miles north-west of

Buckfastleigh, a similar distance west of Ash-
burton, and eight miles south-east of Prince-
town. Its extent is 740 acres, and varies in

height from 900ft. to 1,700ft. above the sea-

level. It is absolutely free from ciiltivatioti or

human habitation. Messrs. Hawking and Best,

of Teignraouth. secured the contract for the
construction of the works at Holne Moor, whilst

tlie tender of Mr. Grissenthwaite, of Penrith.
Cumberland, was accepted for laying the
mains, building the bridge over the dam. and
the construction of the home storage reservoir.

The corporation of South Shields have given
instructions to make and erect a large Cam-
bridge quarter-chime clock, showing the time
upon four large illuminated dials, from the
designs of the late Lord Grimthorpe. to Messrs.

W. Potts and Sons, clock manufacturers. Leeds
and Newcastle-on-Tyne. Messrs. Potts have two
large clocks in hand for Liverpool, one tor

Manchester, one for St. Anne's-on-Sea, and
for Windermere—all from Lord Grimthorpe's
designs.

The new Royal College of Science, South
Kensington, built from the designs of Sir Aston
Webb. R.A., is approaching completion. The
foundations were laid about four years a.'.

The chemical, physical, and researcli sernn^
have recently been opened. The building was
illustrated bV a three-page perspective in our

issue for May 4. 1900, and by an elevation of

a single bay in that for May 1, 1903.

At the Town Hall, Leek, Mr. W. A. Ducat,

one of the inspectors of the Local Government
Board, has held an inquiry relative to the appli-

cation of the urban district council to borrow
i;2.25o for works in connection with the pro-

posed supply of gas to the parish of Longsdon
and the township of Rudyard. and to the appli-

cation of the council to borrow iiS.OOO for new
meters, fittings, mains, and services, and
cooking-stoves in the town of Leek.

The Congress of ArchseologicaJ Societies will

be held at the rooms of the Society of

Antiquaries on Wednesday next. Lord .•ivebury

will preside. Reports will be presented by the

earthworks and churchyard inscription com-
mittees, and the latter will submit a draft

scheme for transcription. Professor Copinger
will give an address on the importance of

calendars like those made by him for Suffolk

as sources for county history.

At Meldon. near Okehampton. the foundation-

stones of a Wesleyan chapel were laid on
Wednesday. The architect is Mr. F. J. Worden.
and tlie builders are Messrs. Worden and Sons.

From among 154 candidates the urban dis-

trict council of Cromer have appointed Mr.

Robert Croome. of Cromer, as surveyor and
inspector of nuisances at a salary of ;tl40 a

year.

The foundation-stone of the new Wesleyan
chapel at Swineshead was laid on Thursday in

last week. The new place of worship is being

erected on ground adjoining tlie old chapel, and
accommodation will be provided for 340 persons.

The seats will be of pitch-pine. Mr. A. E. Lam-
bert, of Nottingham, is the architect, and
Messrs. H. W. Parker and Son. of Boston, are

the contractors. The cost will be .£1.500.

A new' Liberal club is about to be built at

Widnes from plans by Messrs. Bower and .Sliep-

heard. of Victoria-street, Liverpool. The build-

ing will be faced with Ravenhead bricks and
greystone dressings, and the outlay will be
^2,500.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
WHAT IS WHITE LEAD-—An important

case, atl'ecting nianntactiirers of white lead

throughout the kingdom, was heard at Hereford
Police Court on June 20, when Blundell rtpence

and Co.. Limited, whose registered offices

are at Hull, were sunnnoned by the inspector

to the white-lead section of the London
Chamber of Commerce for applying to four 2Slb.

tins purporting to contain white lead a false

description—namely, white lead—and also for

selling them bearing a false trade description

—

namelv. the words "No, 2 white lead," Mr,
Corrie" Grant, K,C., M,P,, and Mr, J, A, John-
ston prosecuted on behalf of the London
Chamber of Commerce, and Mr. Acland. K.C..

and Ml-. Moss Blundell defended. Mr. Grant
said the prosecution had ventured to trouble the
Hereford Bench with a question which affected

a big trade throughout the whole of the king-
dom. Messrs. E. C. Woollard. Limited, iron-

mongers. Hereford, last December had a con-

tract with the Hereford Board of Guardians
to supply them with white lead. and. in order
to supply the Board, they gave an order to

the defendant firm for a number of goods, in-

cluding four 2Slb, tins of white lead. Two of

these these were sent to the guardians, and the
master of the workhouse sent a sample to the
white-lead section of the London Chamber of

Commerce, who had it analysed, and found
that, instead of consisting of white lead, as
it ought to have done, it was adulterated with
clay or earth barytes. For the defence, six

"witnesses, chiefly from the North of England
and Scotland, were called, and Mr, Acland said
he had many others present to show that the
trade custom was to regard white lead as con-
taining genuine white lead and oil, and white
lead Nos. 1, 2, 3, or 4 as admixtures of white
lead and barytes, Mr, Grant said it was not
what the trade understood, but what the public
understood. The Bench said, although they
gave the best decision they could, they were
relieved to hear that tlie case would go further.
It seemed to them a case for conviction, because
the description of white lead No. 2 came within
the meaning of the Act as the false descrip-
tion of the goods, the admixture of barytes
not being white lead. But they fully acquitted
the defendants of any intention to defraud.
Notwithstanding that the term used was known
in the trade, the scope of the Act seemed to
mean a false description of goods which might
be used by traders to deceive. The fine in the
first case was fixed at .410, with 100 guineas
costs. Three remaining cases were adjourned
sine die. pending an appeal,

THE PUBLIC AUTHORITIES PROTECTION
ACT.—In the Westminster County Court, on
Monday, before Judge Woodfall. the action was
tried of the "Westminster Electrical Supply
Corporation v. the London County Council."'
The case for the plaintiffs was that the London
County Council erected a new fire station at
Westminster, and. in connection with the con-
striiction of a run-out. some concrete got into
an inspection-chamber in the pavement, causing
a short circuit, for which the plaintiffs now
sought to recover damages. The defence set up
was the Public Authorities Protection Act.
under which proceedings had to be taken within
six months of the happening, or discovery, or
continuancy of the matter complained of. This
occurred in February. 1906: but it could not be
discovered imtil the short circuit, and that was
not until October. It was not possible, there-
fore, to take proceedings within six months of
the happening. When the damage was dis-
covered, in October, it was remedied, and the
London County Council was asked to pay. The
plaintiffs were asked to wait until the Fire
Brigade Committee considered the matter, and
the plaintiffs waited. It was then that the
London County Council raised the defence
above mentioned. Mr. Shaw, for plaintiffs,
argued that the defence did not hold good,
because the plaintiff's gave notice within the
specified time, and the defendants waived their
protection under the .\ct for the consideration
that the plaintiffs deferred taking action until
the committee had considered the matter.
Judge Woodfall held that there was no contract
to that efi'ect by the defendants, and. if there
had been, they had no right to enter into such
a contract, because, as a public body, they could
not waive the rights of the great body of rate-
payers, for whom they were trustees. The
London County Council had no power to waive
the rights of the public under the Act. He
entered judgment for the defendants .with costs.
I: w-as an extremely important point to tLe
public, to the London County Council, and all
public bodies, and he would stay execution to
give an opportunity for appeal.

TAMWORTH ARBITRATION AWARD.—

A

meeting of the Tamworth Rural District
Council was held on Saturday. The award of

Mr, T. T, Wainwright, umpire in the recent

arbitration proceedings, was received, iit which
he allowed £68i compensation for damage to

Comberford Hall by reason of the close

proximity of the proposed sewage-disposal
works. The claimant, Mr, Edward Haywood
Farmer, claimed £2.294. The clerk .stated that
the amount awarded was within about f 190

of what the council's valuers assessed the
damage.

DAMAGES FOR UNDERGROUND TRES-
PASS,—RILEY V, THE CORPORATION OF
HALIF.\X,—The plaintiffs in this action, heard
in the Chancery Division, last week, before Mr,
Justice Joyce, were the tenatit for life and the
trustees of a settlement comprising certain lands
near Hebden Bridge, in Yorkshire, In 1899 the
defendant corporation had, in pursuance of
their compulsory powers under their special

Waterworks Act, acquired from the plaintiffs a

portion of their settled lands for the purpose
of constructing tliereon a reservoir. In the
course of constructing the embankment of this

reservoir they had found it necessary to run
a heading into the slope of a hill forming one
side of the reservoir, in order to follow up
and stop a fissure, in the ground, which other-
wise might have caused a leak in the reservoir.

In doing this they had. at a depth of 123ft.

below the surface of the land, carried the head-
ing 42ft. beyond their boundary and into the
land of the plaintiff's. The heading was 18ft,

in height and 6ft, in width, and, after the soil

had been got out to the extent required, the
excavation had been filled in with concrete and
brickwork. The surface of the plaintiffs' land
was not in any way interfered with. In these
circumstances the plaintiffs brought this action,
claiming—(1) an order upon the defendants
forthwith to remove so nuich of their works as
had been constructed upon the plaintiffs' land
without their consent : (2) an order on the
defendants to restore the land and make good
the same as it was before the commencement
of the works. The defendants pleaded that the
trespass complained of had been done by inad-
vertence, that the land under which the heading
was driven was of little value, and had not been
injuriously' affected by their acts, that they had
before action offered to pay the plaintiff's ,£100

by way of compensation, and that before
delivery of the defence in the action they had
paid into court tiie sum of £10 by way of

satisfaction of the plaintiffs' cause of action.

There was evidence that to bore down to the
concrete and remove it would probablv cost

£1.000. Mr. Hughes. K.C.. and Mr. Ford, for

the plaintiff's, contended that what had been
done was a deliberate and wilful trespass, and
that they were entitled to an order for removal
of the works, or to damages, the measure of
which would be the cost of such removal. A
public body should not be at liberty to take
a persoti's land in this way, and then offer a
contemptuous sum by way of compensation.
They relied upon " Goodson v. Richardson,''
" Mayfair Property Cotupany v. Johnston." and
" Shelter v. City of London Electric Lighting
Company.'' Mr. Y'ounger, K.C and Mr,
Terrell, for the defendants, argued that this

was not a case in which an injunction should be
granted; nor was it a case for more than
nominal damages. The trespass here was a
purely technical one. and the proper measure
of damages was the actual loss sustained, which
in tliis case was nothing. Mr. Justice Joyce, in
giving judgment, said that the defendant cor-

poration, having power to construct a reservoii,

purchased land for the purpose of making it

from the plaintiff's. In the execution of the
works, coming across a fissure which might
allow the water to escape, it was considered
desirable to follow it out and fill up the space
with concrete. In doing this they accidentally

or by inadvertence, but at the same time care-

lessly, crossed their boundary, and carried the
heading to the extent of 42ft, into the plaintiffs'

land. The plaintiffs were, no doubt, entitled

to compensation by way of damages, or possibly

to an injunction to restore the land to its former
state. By their claim they asked for the latter

relief, which at first sight appeared rather
ridiculous, because it appeared that it might
cost as much as £1.000 to extract the concrete,

and to do so would benefit no one. On the
authorities his Lordship thought he had an
ample discretion to give damages in lieu o£ an
injunction in such a case. Lord .Justice Smith,
in "Shelter v. City of London Electric Lighting
Company" (1895), had laid down as a good
working rule "that (li if the injury to the

plaintiff's legal right is small, (2) and is one
which is capable of being estimated in money,
{3l and is one which can be adequately cora-

Ijensated by a small money payment, (4) and
the case is one in which it would be oppressive

to the defendant to grant an injunction, then

damages in substitution for an injunction may
be given." He thought it was his duty to give

damages, and that the proper measure had been
fixed by the defendants tliemselves when they
offered to pay £100. There would therefore be
judgment for the plaintiffs for that amount,
but withotit costs.

CHIPS.

The Rose Green Schools, St. George's. Bristol,

have been ventilated on the "Boyle" natural
system, under the direction of Messrs. Herbert
Jones and Sons, architects, Bristol.

Heaton. Butler, and Bayne (New York).
Limited, was registered .June 14. Capital
£1.000, in .£1 shares. Objects: To carry on the
business of niaiuifacturers, importers, and
exporters of, and wholesale and retail dealers

in stained glass, gold, silver, bronze, brass,

metal, and stone ornaments, marbles, brasses,

tiles, mosaics, porcelain, organs, musical instru-

ments, ironmongery. &c. No initial public

issue. Registered without articles of associa-

tion.

The city council of Norwich at their last meet-
ing adopted plans by Mr. A. E. Collins, the city

engineer, for the sewerage of the Eaton dis-

trict, at an estimated cost of £14,800.

Land adjoining the Royal Hospital at Salford
is being cleared of the existing buildings in

preparation for the erection upon it of a new
liospital wing with 65 beds and a nurses' home.
The architect is Mr, John Ely, F,R,I,B,A,, of

King-street West, Manchester, whose design was
recently selected in open competition, and the
outlay is estimated at £70.000.

The memorial which is to be erected in Man-
chester to the men of the Manchester Regiment
who died in the .South African campaign, and
to commemorate the deeds of the men of the
Regular. Militia, and Volunteer forces who saw-

service there, will leave the studio of Mr. Hamo
Thornycroft. R..\.. the sculptor, shortly.

.\t Minterne. near Dorchester, a large man-
sion has just been completed for Lord Digby,
and has been erected on the exact site of the
old building, the original cellars being re-used.

The architect is Mr. Leonard .Stokes, of London,
and lie has used Ham Hill stone for facing the
whole of the house and chimneys, including a
fine north porch with carved pediment and
canopy, etc. Doulting stone from the Chelynch
beds is used for the chimney-caps and the ter-

race wall at east end. and the whole of the
stonework was supplied by the Ham Hill and
Doulting .Stone Company, and totalled some
30.000 cubic feet. The builders were Messrs.
Mowlem and Co., of London,

On Saturday afternoon the Corporation
Swimming Baths at Worthing, which has just

been reconstructed and enlarged at a cost of

£5.000. were formally reopened by Sir Henry
.\ubrey-Fletcher. C.B., M.P.

Mr. John W. Dyson. M.S..\.. has been
appointed architect to the new branch library

to be erected in the Walker district of New-
castle-on-Tyne. This will be the third branch
presented to the city by Sir W. H. Stephenson.
D.L.. J.P. The two previous branches, the
".Stephenson" and "Victoria,"' were also

designed by Mr. Dyson.

The Grammar School. Watford, is being venti-

lated by means of Shorland's patent exhaust
roof ventilators and special inlet ventilators,

the same being supplied by Messrs. E. U. Shor-
land and Brother, of Manchester.

For having carried out the new water scheme,
involving an ultimate cost of £80.000. a com-
mittee of the Watford Urban District Council
propose that Mr. D. Waterhoiise. the surveyor,

should be paid £750 as extra remuneration.

.\bout a hundred members of the Hampshire
Field Club and Archaeological Society took part

on Tuesday week in a visit to Cheriton, near
Alresford. the scene of a decisive battle between
the Cromwellian and Royalist troops, and to

Tichborne House and Church. The programme
was arranged by the Rev. A. A, Headley, rector

of Alresford, who was the conductor for the

day. in conjunction with Mr. William Dale,

F.S.A.. hon. secretary.

Mr. Clarence Mawson. .\.R.C.A.. head-master

of the Shipley School of Art. and director of

the local museum, was appointed on Friday.

out of a. large number of applicants, to the

position of head-master of the Warrington

School of Art. in succession to Mr. C. B.

Aylward. who has held the post for many years,

and is about to retire. The salary is between

£225 and £300 per annum, according to the

grants earned.

The death is announced of Mr. G. Bell, of

Tottenham, the contractor for Frinton's new
sea-wall and promenade, and many other im-

portant undertakings.
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C^ur cDfftcc Cable.

The special general meeting of ths Roval
Institute of British Architects, summoned 'ijv

the Council to receive the recommendation's
of the Council for the revision of the Charter
and By-laws, will be held on Tuesdav next,
July 2, at eight o'clock, and not on Jlondav,
as was originally announced. Mr. Herbert
W. Wills has given notice that at the meeting
he will move the following resolution :

—

"That (hi? proposed Charter and Bv-laws, as
amended, be referred back to the Council, in
order that a By-law of the nature of the one
recommended by the meeting held on June 10
be inserted in the new Charter and By-laws."

Some exceedingly fine cartoons and original
sketches for decorative work were on view
at Conduit-street on Tuesday evening, on the
occasion of the President's "At Home" to
members. Professor Moira showed his de-
signs for the famous lunettes in the New
Bailey, and added to them a courageous
scheme for a tainted ceiling, a mass of
swirling figures representing the Flood. Baron
Rosenkranz exhibited cartoons for stained
glass, executed in a bold style, and Jlr.
Walter Crane contributed a series of designs
for tiled panels, while the most delicate
drawings on view were some ceiling designs
by Mr. J. D. Crace.

Professor W. H. Goodyear, of Brooklyn,
who will be remembered "as having .startled
the architectural world with his theori's
that deliberate attemots were made to
deceive the eye by building in curved lin^s
during the Classic and Media?val periods, has
recently been elected an Honorary Acad=-
mician of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts
at Venice. In the oificial notification made
to Professor Goodyear, the Secretary of the
Academy says:—"Your many services to
Italy, and especially to Venice, through your
highly-important publications and industrious
studies on our church of St. Mark, make this
fraternal proceeding an act of duty on the
part of this Academy, which is now' rejoiced
to count you among its members."
At the meeting on Tuesday of the London

County Council the adiourned report of the
Improvements Comm.ittee with regard to the
disposal of the Council's surplus land in the
area of the Holborri to Strand imijrovement
—which has already been summarised in our
columns, was agreed to ncm. con. The Com-
'mittee further recommended "the appoint-
ment, for one year, of a firm as agent, in
addition to the Council's valuer, to deal with
the disposal of the surplus land from the
Holborn to Strand improvement ; such agent
be paid commission only in respect of lands
let on his introduction, the commission being
on the scale sviggested by the Auctioneers'
Institute of the United K'ingdom, and set out
in the foregoing report ; and that it be re-
ferred to the Improvements Committee to
submit for the Council's approval the name
of a firm for the appointment." After some
discussion the recommendation was altered
to read : "That in the disposal of the surplus
land any agent introducing a tenant shall be
paid upon the completion of the letting the
scale of commission set out in the Com-
mittee's reijort "

; and as so amended it was
agreed to nem. con.

Some ex]5eriments have recently been
carried out at Pottsville, Pa., with c'l-eosote,

ayenarius, carbolineura, common salt, and
zinc chloride, for the preservation of mine
timber. Conti-ary to popular opinion, these
tests have proved that peeled timber is

superior to, and more durable than, the
green unpeeled timber commonly employed,
and it is expedient that all timber should be
treated cliemically. Of the various sub-
stances tried, creosote, with a solution of
zinc chloride, applied by the open tank pro-
cess, is said most effectively to resist decay.
A paper by Mr. John M. Nelson giving the
details of 'the tests and illustrations of the
plant used, together witli photographs of the
treated and untreated timber in the mine,
has been published in the "Mining World."
Every person in the united States is using

over six times as much wood as he would use
if he were in Europe. The country as a

whole consumes every year between three
and four times more wood than all the
forests of the United States grow in

the meantime. Since 1880 more than
700.000, niin, 000ft. of timber have been cut for

lumber alone, including 80,000.00O,O00ft. of

coniferous timber in excess of the total

coniferous stumijage estimate of the census
in 1880. These are some of the remarkable
statements made in "Circular 97" of the
United States Forest Service, which deals
with the timber supply of the States. The
circular .shows that only one result can
follow this lavish consumption, unless steps
are (jromptly taken to prevent waste in use
and to increase the growth rate of every
acre of forest in the United States. This
result is a timber famine. Lest it might be
assumed that the rapid and gaining depletion
of American forest resources is sufficiently

accounted for by the increase of population.
it is pointed out in the circular that the
increase in iJopulation since 1880 is barely
more than half the increase in lumber cut in

the same period. Two areas supplying
timber have already reached and passed their
maximum production—the North-eastern
States in 1870 and the Lake States in 1^90.
To-day the Southern States, whirh cut yellow
pine amounting to one-third the '

total
annual timber cut of the country, are un-
doubtedly near their maximum. At present
but one-fifth of the total forest area of the
United States is embraced in national
forests. The remaining four-fifths have al-

ready passed, or are most likely to pass, into
private hands. The average age of the trees
felled for lumber this year is not less than
150 years. In other words, if he is to secure
a second crop of trees of the same size the
lumberman or private forest owner must
wait at least one hundred years for the
second crop to grow. The larger, then, the
area of national and State control over woo;l-
lands the greater is the likelihood that the
forests of the country will be kept per-
manently productive.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Friday (Tu-havi. — Sanitary ConfereDce at Dublin.

Meeting of Section III. : Physic?,
Chemistry, ana Meteorology.

Friday to Mo.nday.—Architectural Association. Week-
End Visit to Birmingham.

Tuesday.—Eoyal Institute of British Architects. Special
Meeting to consider Recommendations by
the Council for the Revision of the
Charter and By-laws. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Congress of Archieological Societies.
Society of Antiquaries, Burlington
House.

TuimsDAV.—B.I.B.A. Visit to Edinburgh.

Friday.—R.I.B.A. Visit to Edinburgh.

Saturday (July 6).—R.I.B.A. Visit to Edinburgh.
Clerks of Works Association. Annual

Excursion. Leave Paddington at 8.40
a.m. for Henley, where a steam launch
will convey the members to Windsor.
Dinner at the White Hart, Windsor.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held at Sheffield into the application of the
corporation for sanction to borrow £750 for the
purchase of land tor the extension of the Bole
Hills recreation-ground, i;i.961 in respect of
tlie provision of the Walkley branch library,
and itlLOOO for the erection of public baths at
Primrose Meadows, Heeley.

Councillor Fletcher Moss has submitted to the
building sub-committee of the Withington
special committee drawings for what is

described as a "home for'^poor gentlefolk,
which will be erected on a site adjacent to the
garden of the Old Parsonage, Didsbtiry. The
work is to be carried out in half-timber-framed
construction.

At Westminster, on Tuesday, Arthur Howe,
17, of iSterndale-road, Battersea, was committed
for trial on a charge of having maliciously set
fire to the factory of Messrs. Doulton and Co.,
Limited, potters, of Lambeth. Damage was
done to the extent of il.OOO.

The clerk of the Cheshire County Council has
received the consent of the Local' Government
Board to the borrowing of a sum of il7.041
for the provision of the new county secondary
school in Ruskin-road. Crewe. The' school will
accommodate 350 ptipils. and the plans have
been prepared by Mr. H. Bestwick. F. R.I.B.A.,
county archiiect, Newgate-street. Cliester.

LATEST PRICES.
IRON.

Per ton. Per ton.
Rolled-Iron Joista, Bel^an £5 10 to £5 15*0
RoUed-SteelJoists. English 7 5 „ 7 15
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, gnod Staffs 6 5 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 ,, 20

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 5 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs

Beet Snedshill
8
9

8 15
9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £3 log. to £9.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £14 to £15 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.
eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £14 ... £14 10

Bestditto 14 10 ... 1j

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12
9 6 10/- 10/6 11 - 11 3 12-

Cast-iron Columns
Cast-Iron Stanchions
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire

„ „ ,, Galvanised.
Cast-Iron Sash Weights
Cut Floor Brads
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter
4in. to6ia
7in. to 24in. (all sizes)

13 14 15 B.W.G,
12,9 13 6 14 6 per cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
£6 10 to £8 10
6 10 „ 8 10
9 a .. 9 10
7 5 „ 7 10
9 „ 9 10
4 17 „ 4 17

10 5 „ —
15 10 „ —

£6 2 6 to £6 7
6 „ 6 5
5 7 6 „ 6

[Coated witb composition, os. Od. per ton extra ; turned
and bored joints, ds. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold BLast, lillcshall ItOs. Od. to 117s. 63.
Hot Blast, ditto 70s. Od. „ 75s. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b (plus 5 per cent.) ;

—

Gas-Tubes 67ip.o.
Water-Tubes 62J „
Steam-Tubes 57| „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 ,,

Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

OTHER METAIiS.
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.
Spelter, Silesiav £25 to £25 10
Lead Water Pipe, Town 24 10 „ —

,, ,, „ Country 25 5 „ —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town 25 „ —
„ „ „ Country 25 15 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside. Town 2o „ —
„ „ „ ,, Country 26 1.5 „ —

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside and
outside Town 27 10 „ —
„ ,, „ „ Country 28 5 „ —

Composition Gas-pipe, Town 26 10 „ —
,, ,, Country... 27 5 „ —

Lead Soil-pipe (Sin. and 6in.

extra) Town 26 10 „ —
„ „ „ „ Country 27 5 ,,

—
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 5
Copper Sheets, sheathing androds 118 0,, —
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 106 „ 108
Tin, Straits 185 5 „ 185 10
Do., English Ingots 190 „ 190 10
Pig Lead 22 7 6 „ —
Sheet Lead, Town 24 „ —

„ „ Coimtry 24 15 „ —
Genuine White Lead 28 5 „ ' —
Refined Red Lead 25 10 „ —
Sheet Zinc 85 „ —
Old Lead, against account 18 15 ,,

—
Tin per cwt. 11 „ —
Cut Nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 11 9 „ —

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 15

"
... 9 5

... 4 2

... 5

... 2 12

... 4 2

... 4 5

... 3 5

... 8 15

... 4 2

Bangkok
Quebec Pine, yellow ......

„ Oak
„ Birch
„ Elm
„ Ash

Dantsic and Memel Oak
Fir

Ash. Quebec
Birch, New Brunswick ... ,, ... 2

„ Uuebec 2
Elm 4
Box, Turkey per ton 6
Cedar, Cuba per ft. sup.
Jarrah planks per ft. cu.
Wainscot, Riga p. log -i

Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4
St. Petersburg 4

) £22 10
17 10
7 5
9
5 5
9 5
7 10
6 10
5 15
7 5
5

18

3
7 10

6
6

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by IJin.
by llin. ;

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £21 to £35
„ 2nd 17 „ 23 10

„ Srd HOC,, 13 10
Canada Spruce, 1st 1110 „ 16 10

2nd and 3rd 9 10 „ 1110
New Brunswick 9 0,, 10 5
Riga 8 10 „ 9
St. Petersburg 8 10 „ 17
Swedish 7 10 „ 20 10
Finland 9 0,, 9 10
White Sea 10 15 B „ 20 10
Battens, all sorts 6 0,, 13
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Flooring BoarJs, per square of lin. :—

l3t prepared £0 14 3 to £1
2nd ditto 12 9 „ IS

Other qualities 4 9,, 14

Staves, per standard M :

—

-U.S., pipe £37 10 to £45
Memel, cr. pipe 220 „ 230

Memel, brack 190 „ 200

WOOD.
BriLDiN"G Wood. At per standard.

Deals ; 3in. bv llin. and 4in. by £ s. d. £ s. d.

9in. and llin 13 10 to 15

Deals: 3 by 9 13 „ 14

Battens : 2Mn. by Tin. and 8in.,

and Sin. by Tin. and Sin 11 „ 12

Battens : 2J by 6 and 3 by 6 10 less than
Tin. & Sin.

Deals: seconds 10 lessthanbest
Battens : seconds 10 ,,

2in. bv 4in. and 2in. by 6in 9 to 10
2in. by 4}in. and 2in. by oin. ... 8 10 „ 9 10

Foreign Sawn Boards

—

lin. and IJin. by 7in 10 more than
battens.

Jin 10
Fir timber : best middling Danzig At per load of 50ft.

or Memel 4 10 to 5
Seconds 4 „ 4 10
SmaU timber (Sin. to lOin.) 3 12 6 „ 3 15

Small timber 6in. to Sin.) 3 „ 3 10
Swedish balks 2 10 „ 3

Pitch-pine timber (30ft. average) 4 „ 4 15

JoisEBS' Wood.

White Sea : first yellow deals, At per standard.
Sin. by llin 24 to 25
Sin. bv 9in 22 „ 23
Battens, i'tia. and 3in. by Tin. 16 10 „ 18

Second yellow deals, 3in.bv lin... 18 10 „ 20
3inbv9in.... IT 10 „ 19

Battens, 2}in. and 3in. by Tin. 13 10 „ 14 10
Third vellow deals, 3in. by llin.

and9in 13 10 „ 15
Battens, 2>in. and Sin. .by Tin. 11 „ 12

Petersburg first yellow deals,

3in. bvllin 21 „ 22 10
Do. Sin. by9in IS „ 19 10
Battens 13 10 ,, 15

Second vellow deals. Sin. by llin. 16 ,, IT
Do. 3in.by9in 14 10 „ 16
Battens 11 „ 12 10

Third vellow deals, Sin. by llin. 13 ,,14
Do. Sin. bv9ln 12 10 „ 14
Battens ...' 10 „ 11

White Sea and Petersburg-
First white deals, Sin. bv llin. 14 10 ,, 15 10

3in. bv 9in. 13 10 „ 14 10
Battens 11 „ 12

Second white deals, Sin. bv llin. 13 10 „ 14 10

Sin. bv 9in. 12 10 „ 13 10

„ battens 10 „ 11
Pitch pine : deals IS „ 21
Under 2in. thick extra 10 ,, 10

Veil-w Pine—Fiirst, regular sizes 44 and over.
Oddments 32 „

Seconds, rcfjular sizes 33 „
Yellow Pine oddments 28 ,,

Kauii Pine—Planks per ft. cube.. 3 6 to 5
Danzig and Stettin Oak Logs

—

Larae, per ft. cube 3 0,, 036
Small 2 6 „ 2 9

Wainscot Oak Logs, per ft. cube.. 5 6,, 060
Dry Wainscot Oak, per ft. sup.,
as inch 8},, 9J
3in. do. do 7 „ 8

Dry iTahogany — Honduras, Ta-
basco, per ft. super, as inch -.. 9 ,, 10

Selected, Figurv, per ft. super.
asinch '. 16 „ 2 6

Dry Walnut, American, per ft.

super, asinch _.. 10 „ 10
Teak, per load 17 „ 2i
American Whitewood Planks, per

ft.cube... 4 „ 5

Prepared Flooring. &c.

—

lin. bv Tin. yellow, planed and Per square.
shot 13 6 to IT 6

lin. bv Tin. yellow, planed and
matched 14 „ 18

IJin. bv Tin. vellow, planed and
matched ..! 16 ,. 10

lin. bv Tin. white, planed and
.shot' 12 „ 14 6
lin. bv Tin. white, planed and
matched 12 6 „ 15

l.Jin. bv Tin. white, planed and
matched 15 „ 16 6

gin. by Tin. yellow, matched and
beaded or'V-jointed boards ... 11 „ 13 6

lin. by Tin. „ „ ... 14 „ 18

Jin. bv Tin. white „ ... 10 „ 11 6
lin. by Tin. „ 12 9 „ 15

6in. at 6d. to 9d. per s-iuare less than Tin.

STONE.'
Red Mansfield, in blocks perfootcube £0 2 4
Darley Dale, ditto , ... u z 3
R^d CorsehiU, ditto „ ... 2 2
Closebum Red Freestone, ditto „ ... 2
Ancaster. ditto

, ... 1 10
Greenshill, ditto , ... 1 10
Chilmark. ditto (in truck at Js'ine Elras). „ ... 1 9J
Beer, ditto

, ... 1 6
Hard York, ditto „ ... 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
randomsizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,
randomsizes ,, ... 1 3

• All F.O.R. London.
Bath Stone, dehvered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £0 10
Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot „ ... 1 6J

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot , ... 1 SJ
Beer Stone, delivered on rail at SeatoQ
Station

, ^ ... 1
Ditto, delivered at Nine Mma Station ... 1 6

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White.
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the

quarry per foot cube £0 1 5i ... £0 1 Tj

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... ( 9 1 2 2*
Ditto Nine Ebns Depot... I

^ i ... u z zj

Ditto Pimlico Wharf '

BBICKS.
Hard Stocks £1 7 per 1,000 alongside, in river.

Rough Stocks and
Grizzles 16 „ „ ,.

Picked Stocks for
Facings 2 10 „ delivered.

Hettons 16 „ at railway station.

Pressed Wire Cuts. 1 18 „ „ „
Blue Brindled Wire

Cuts 13
Red Wire Cuts 1 14 „ ,. „
Best Fareham Red 3 12 .. ,. ,>

Best Red Pressed
Ruabon Facing .. 5 „ ,t n

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 3 15 „ „ „

Do. Bulhiosc 4 „ „ „
Best Stourbridge
Fire Bricks 3 14 „ ,, i.

Glazed Bricks.
Best White and
Ivorv Glazed
Stretchers 12 „ ,. i.

Headers 11 „ .. •>

Quoins, BuUnose,
and Flats 16 „ ,. ••

Double Stretchers 19 „ „ „
Double Headers ... 16 „ ,i •
One Side and two
Ends 19 „ .. ••

Two Sides and one
End 20 „ „ ••

Splays, Cham-
fered. Squints ... 20 „ .. •.

Best Dipped Salt
Glazed Stretchers,
and Header 12 ,, , n

Quoins. Bullnose,
and Flats 14 „ „

Double Stretchers.. 15 „ ,. * ..

Double Headers .. 14 „ „ •,

One Side and two
Ends 15 „ „ ii

Two Sides and one
End 15 „ „ >•

Splays, Cha m-
lered. Squints ... 14 per 1,000 delivered

Second Quality at railway station.

White and
Dipped Salt
Glazed 2 „ lessthanbest.

a. d.

Thames and Pit Sand 7 per yard, delivered.

Thames Ballast 5 6 „ ..

Best Portland Cement 28 per ton „
Best Ground Blue Lias Lime 19 ,, ,,

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

Grev Stone Lime lis. 6d. per yard, delivered.

Stourbridge Fu-eclay in sacks 273. Od. per ton at rly. stn.

SliATES.
In. In. £ 3. d.

Blue Portmadoc20xl0 ..12 12 6 per 1000 of 1200 at r.stn.

16x 8.. 6 12 6 „
Blue Bangor ... 20xl0...13 2 6

„ ... 20x12 ..13 17 6 „ ,. <<

Firstquality 20x10.. .13 ., i> .

„ 20x12.. .13 15 „ ,. 1.

,, ,, ... 16x 8... 7 5 „ ,, i>

Eureka unfading
green 20x10. .15 17 6perl000of 1200atr.!tn.

20x12. .IS 7 6 „ ,• 11

„ 18x10. .13 5 ,. •> ..

„ ... 16x 8 .10 5 „ „ •>

Permanentgreen 20x10.. .11 12 6 „ „ ,*

„ „ ... 18x10 .. 9 12 6 „ „

„ „ ... 16 X 8... 6 12 6 „ „

TILES.
s. d.

Plain red roofing tiles 42 per 1000 at rly. station

Hip and Valley tiles 3 7 per dtiz. „ ,,

Broseley tiles 50 per 1000

Ornamental tiles 52 6 „ ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 4 per doz. „ „
Ruabon red. brown, or brin-
dled do. .Dlwards) 57 6 per 1000 „ „

Ornamental do 60 ,, ,, „
HiptUes 4 per doz. „ „
Vallev tiles 3 „ „ „
Red o"r Mottled Staffordshire

do. Peake's) 51 9 per 1000 „ „
Ornamental do 54 6 ,. ,» ,,

Hip tiles 4 1 per doz. at rly. station

Valley tiles 3 8 „ „ „
" Rosemaiy " brand plain

tiles 48 per 1000 ,, „
Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,, ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,, ,,

Valley tiles 3 8 „ „ „
*' Hartshill " brand plain

tiles, sand-faced 50 per 1000 „ „
Pressed 47 6 ,, „ „
Ornamental do 50 „ „ „
Hip tiles 4 per doz
Valley tiles 3 6., „ „

OILS.
Rapeseed. English pale, per tun.. £24 13 to £25
Do., brown , ... 33 „ 33 5
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 32 10 „ 34

OUve, Spanish , ... 40 „ 41

Seal, pale , ... 25 „ 26
Cocoanut, Cochin 46 „ —
Do., Cevlon , ... 39 „ 40 10

Do., Mauritius „ ... 41 „ 42

Palm, Lagos , ... 34 „ —
Oleiue 17 5 „ 19 5
Sperm .•. ... 34 „ 35 fl

Lubricating U.S per gal. £0 7 0,, £0 8 6
Petroleum, refined „ ... 6},, 6i
Tar, Stockholm per barrel I 6 „ 16
Do., Archangel , ... 19 6 „ 10
Linseed Oil per gal. 2 .51 „ —
Baltic OU 3 0,, —
Turpentine 3 7,, —
Putty per cwt. 7 6,, —

GLASS.
English Sheet Glass : 15oz. 21oz. 26oz. 32oz. Net.
Fourths Ijd. ... 2id. ... 3Jd. ... 4Jd. „
Thirds 2|d. ... 3|d. ... 4d. ... 8d.

Fluted Sheet 3}d. .. 4ld. ... 4id. ... 5]d. „
Hartley's English Rolled Plate : Jin. > ,«in. Jin.

2}d. ... 2id. ... 3d.

Figured Oxford Rolled Oceanic Glass : White. Tinted.
4d. ... 5}d.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(ESTABI-LSIIED lS:i'<.)

MONTJMENT CHAMBERS,
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.G.

R'j.,

mim mmi
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing

ACID-RESISTINO ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PAVING.

Seyssel Asphalte direct from the Mines.
Telei'HOs'!! No. 6.'U9 Avente.

W,H,LAS(lELLES&Co.,lt(l.

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

TELEPHONE No. 1365.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINGS.

CHURCH BENCHES &PULP/TS.
EST'.M.iTES GIVEN nS APPLIC.ITIOS.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned

.4.PPLY TO—
WTM:. OLIVER & SONS, Ltd.,

Hardwoods,
& SONS, Ltd.,

120, BunhiU Row, LONDON, E.C

BRITISH FLOORING^
W. A. OSBORNE

r».A.rtQXTBT
"WOOD :BXjiOCI5LS
152. GRAYS INN RD., London. W.C.

TENDERS.
••• Coirespondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the

accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information.

BiovHAM. B.iNBiEV.—For erection of new premises at

Bloxham. for the BanbnryCo-operative IndnstrialSociety,

Ltd. Jlr. X. E. Allen, 31.», Bridge-stt«et, Banbury,

architect:

—

.„,_ _ .

Bloxham,W.J f«lo « "

Booth, J. F., and Son
Sumner and Xeale
Grant. J., and Sons ...

Kimberlev, J. S., Banbury*
• Accepted.

7(

90
5 15

r67

:40

Cabeickferccs.—For granolithic paving works on foot-

paths, for the district council :—

Gregg, G., Lame (accepted) ... £182

Cl irii \M P \KK, S.W.—For erection of laundry premises

in Grove-road, for Mr. H. Parsons. Messrs. Bnant and

Son, 2C0, Kennington Park-road, surveyors :

—
Patman and Fotheringham £1,171

Mattock and Parsons 1.1^
Hoare, J., and Sou 1,155

Marsland. J., and Son 1,150

Midmer,C LOW
Rice and Sons (accepted) 1,089

Daelixotos.—For the heating and ventilating of the

free library, for the town council :—
Sykes and Co., Darlington (accepted).

{^Continued on pagt XX.)
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Pontypridd—VM.r. A. 'Riiildmg' (Afpessorl
Kirffstonrn— H(tii!;*^s fnr V*>rv Toot ^Assespor)
Kilkfnny-Carnesie Librarv (£1.800 limif)

Manchester— Tnstitiitioral Church (Manchesfer Archts. only}..
Cork— Sanatorium for Consumntives (70 patients)
'WeYmouth—'Depiffns fnr Pavilion
London, S.W.—fonn^v Hall fR. Xorman Shaw, E.A., and
W. E. Piler. F.R.T.B.A., Assefaors)

Sannegardsviken, Sweden—Quay and Wharf

Bethnal Green. N.E.—Municipal Offices (AsspssotI .#

Sowerby Pridsre—Dual Pecondary School, Albert-road (West
Riding Architects only)

£25. £10. £5 G. W. Rankin. Bronhenlo?. Church-nlace. Penarth. Glam July 1

£100. £20 M. A. Maunin?. Town Clerk. Town Hill. Kingstown, Ire'and ^/ i

R. C^onnell. Tnwn Clerk. Citr Hall. Kilkennv ^2

.T. S. Gib(=nn, F.R.I.B.A.. 5. Old Bond-street W.
£100 E. J. Mnrphy. Secretary. Court House, Cnrk

,

lOOgs H. A. Huxtable, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Weymouth

£210 to each competitor in final The Architect. L.C.C., Countv Hall, Spring Garden^. R.W Au». 27
Gotebnrffs Stads, Byg-g^aradskontor, Marten Krakowkatan 5.

Ootbenburff . S-^pt. 2

£100, £50 '. E. Finch. A.M.I.CE., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Pethnal Green, >r.E. No date

6
20
30

R. W. Evans, Clerk to School Govs , Com. Bank Chambers, Halifax do.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Catcliffe— Repairs and Alterations at School
Parkstone-Additions to I'nionist Club
Glynceiriog—Farmhouse at Caedicws
Bridgend—Three Houses, Cowbridge-road
Finzean- House at Goukstyle
Huddersfield— School at Hillhouse
Abertillery— Additions to Powell Tillery Workmen's Institute
Milford Haven— House, Great North-road
Finzean— Office Houses. Wester Clune
Antrim— Teacher's Residence
Yeadon—Villa
Hooton—Four Cottages
Dunmurry— Church
Liverpool— Dormitory Floor and Roof
Amsterdam— Fire-Brigade Station
Milnsbridge—New Premises
Great Broughton—House
Barrow-in-Furness—Bacon-Curing House
Leeds—Warehouse Premises, Bishopsgate-street
Frizinghall— Sports Pavilion
Pelton -School
West Norwood, S,E.—Weighbridge at Elder-road School
Dean Paok, Ferryhill— School
Plymouth- Works at Scattered Homes
Newbottle St. Matthew— Alterations to School
Hucknall Huthwaite—Four Houses
Newton Rigg— Classroom
Houohton-le-SpiiDg— School
Paddineton, W.- Nurses' Home at Harrow-road Workhouse..
Birdwell—Two Houses, Sheffield-road
St. Austell- Bible Christian Chapel at Gover Valley
Portsmouth— Engine House, Gunwharf-road
March— Sanitary Outbuildings at Schools
Wandsworth, S.W.— Extension of Garratt-lane Workhouse...
Glasgow— Reconstructing Police and Fire Station
Brecon— Alterations to Guildhall
St. Ervan—Wesleyan Chapel
Brighouse—Warehouse
Tonypandy— Fire Station
Cwmbach—W.C.M. Schoolroom
Sedgefield— Ten Cottages at County Asylum
Tredegar— Repaiiing Greyhound Inn and Britannia Inn
Basingstoke— School
Tottenham, N.— Summer Repairs to Various Schools
Rochester— Seamen's Institute, High-street
Tottenham, N.— Branch Stores. High-road
Bromley, E.— Additional Stories to Asylum Reception Block...

Swanage—Additions to Parish Church
Coventry— Reinforted Conciete Floors at Retort House

_

Donington— Classrooms at Cowley's Grammar School ...'

Sankey, Warrington- Police-Station
Warrington— Boiler riant Extension Building

,

Carlisle— Improvements to Prisoners' Waiting-rooms
Leeds— Cemetery Chapel at New Fewstone
Crewe— Secondary School (350 places), Ruskin-road
Colney Hatch Asylum, N.- Superstructure of Buildings
Freshfield, Lanes-Convalescent Home
CrickUwond-Ten Small Villas, Dollis Hill Estate
Weston-Rhyn, Salop—Village institute

Carlisle— Infants' School (400 places)

BTTILDINGS.
West Riding Education Department

John Evans .

Davies Bros.

Corporation
Committee and Trustees .

E. E. Carter

Select Vestry
,

C. A. Ives
L. k N.W. & G.W. Railway Co.'s

Select Vestry
Mayor and Aldermen
County Working Men's Club..
John Tweedle
Co-operative Society

Bradford Grammar School Governors
Durham County Council
Lambeth Guardians
Durham County Council
Guardian's
Diuham County Council

Cumberland and Westmorland C.C.'s
Durham County Council
Guardians
T. Butler ".",'.'

Trustees
Town Council ..

Isle of Ely Education Committee
Guardians
Corporation
Corporation
Tnistees
Turner and Wainwright
Rhondda Urban District Council

Visiting Committee ...

A. Buchan and Co. ...

County Council
Education Committee

Edmonton Co-operative Society
Managers ".,,

Corporation ,

Lancashire County Council....
Electricity Committee
Cumberland County Council ,

Waterworks Committee
,

Education Committee
London County Council

,

Education Committee

S. Abson, Divisional Clerk, Education Office*, Woodhouse June 29
Walter Andrew, Architect, Parkstone, Dorset „ 29
Ed. Green-Davies, Architect, Plas-yn-Llan, Gobowen „ 29
George F. Lambert and Son, Architects, Bridgend ... „ 29
Cochran and Maepherson, Advocates, 152, Union-street. Aberdeen .. „ 29
K. F. Campbell. M.T.C.E., Boro' Eng.. 1, Peel-street, Huddersdeld. „ 29
F. R. Bates, Architect. Westgate Chambers, Newport. Mon ,. „ 29
S. Chugg, Architect. 14, Waterioo-road, Milford Haven „ 29
Cochran and Maepherson. Advocates, 152, Union-street, Aberdeen .. „ 29
William J. Fennell, F.R.LB.A.. 2, Wellington-place, Belfast July 1

Harold Chippindale. Architect, Guiseley. near Leeds
The Joint Engineer, Woodside Station, Birkenhead
Blackwood and Jury, Aicbitects, 41, Donegall-place. Belfast
H. J. Hagger, Vestry Clerk, Brownlow HilJ, Liverpool
The Mayor, Amsterdam
J. Ainley, Architect, Chapel-street, Slaithwaite
W. G. Scott and Co.. Architects, 2, Park-lane, Workington
H. T. Fowler, A.R.I.B.A., ti. Cornwallis-st.. Barrow-in-Furness ...

Thomas Winn and Sons, Architects, 84, Albion-street, Leeds
Adkin and Hill. Architects, Prudential Buildings, Bradford
J. W. Hanson. 70. King-street, South Shields
W. Thurnall. Clerk, Brook-street, Kennington-road. S.E
T. W. T. Richardson, 57. High-street, Stockton-on-Tees
W. Adams, Clerk, 13, Princess-square. Plymouth
The County Education Committee's Architect, Shire Hall, Durham
E. W. Bostock, Architect, Huthwaite, near Mansfield
Geo. Pale (.)liver. County Architect, Carlisle

W. and T. R. Milburn, 20. Fawcett-street, Sunderland
F. J. Smith. F.R.LB.A.. Parliament Mansions, Victoria-st., S.W...
Arthur Whitaker, Architect, Worsbrough Bridge
John Mutton, Archicect, Charlestown
Alex. Hellard, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Portsmouth
The County Survevor's Office. Ely
Cecil A. Sharp. A.R.I.B.A., Old liueen-st., Qn. Anne's Gat?, S.W.
A. W. Myles, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow
The Borough Surveyor, Castle-street, Brecon
W. T. Martyn Meaf. Architect, Rock, Wadebridge
Sharp and Waller, Architects, 32, Bradford-road, Brighouse
W. J. Jones, Engineer, Pentre, Rhondda
T. Roderick, Architect, Ashbrook House, Chfton-street, Aberdare,..
William Crozier, A.M.I.C.E., Shire Hall. Durham
T. Roderick, Architect. Ashbrook, Clifton-street, Aberdare
W. J. Taylor, County Surveyor, The Castle, Winchester ,, 8
W. H. Prescott. Surveyor, Council Offices, Tottenham, N „ 8
Drake and Boucher, Architects, 115, High-street. Rochester „ 9
H. Sevmour Coachman. Architect. 522, High-road. Tottenham, N .. „ 9
J. and W. Clarksun, Architects. 1.16, High-street, Poplar, E
Clifton and Robinson, Architects, Northbrook, Swanage „ 10

Fletcher W. Stevenson, Engineer, Gas Works, Coventry 10

Jas. Rowell, Architect, Church-lane, Boston, Lines „ 10

Henry Littler, County Architect, 16, Ribblesdale-place, Preston ,, 13

F. V. L. Mathias, Boro' Elee. Engineer, Howley, Warrington „ 16
Geo. Dale Oliver, Countv Architect, Carlisle „ 16

C. G.Henzell. M.I. C.E,," Municipal Buildings. Leeds „ 18

H. Beswick, F.R.LB.A.. County Architect, Newgate-st., Chester... „ 20
H. F. Keene. Clerk of Asvlums Committee. Waterloo-pUce, SW 23
C.J. Weld-Blundell, Blundell House, Campden Hill, Kensington,W. Nodate
George H. Paine, Architect. tj2, Moorgate-street, E.C do.

Douglas and Minshull, Architects, 6, Abbey-square, Chester do.

Ohverand Dodgshun, Architects, Lowther-street, Carlisle do.

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
Newport, Mon.- Switchboard, frc Electricity Committee H. CoUings Bishop.'M.I.E.E., Engineer, Town Hall, Newport, Mon. July

Portsmouth— Electrical Machinery for New Technical Institute Education Committee The Principal, Technical Institute, Arundel-street, Poitsmouth
Plymouth— Electric Lightmg Installation at Infirmary Guardians Thornelv and Rooke, Architects. 11, The Crescent, Plymouth
Clacton-on-Sea—Two 25kw. 500-volt Dj-namos Urban District Council W. H. Trentham, Elec. Engineer, 39, Victoria-street, Westminster

Southampton-row. W.C— Electric Lights, Arts & Crafts School London County Council The Chief Engineer. County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W
East Greenwich—Two 5,CO0kw. Steam Turbo-Generators London County Council The Clerk, County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W

ENGINEERING.
Trimdon Grange—Acetylene-Gas Generators
Dorchester- Boiler for Heating Dorset County Hospital
Arthur's Pass. New Zealand—Tunnel (5 miles)
Portsmouth— Steel Bridge
Willesborough— Hot-Water Apparatus at Hospital
Norwich— Radial Drill

Halifax—Two Hot-Water Boilers at Parkinson-lane School ...

Southampton— Dredging Work
Pudsey— Storage Reservoir at Prospect Mills
Kingford— Bridge
Willesden, N.W.—Widening Harrow-road Bridge.
Keighley—Roof Ventilators at Workhouse
India Office, S.W.—Workshop Machines
Ludlow— Storage Reservoir [50,000 gallons)

Thorverton— Rebuilding Bridge
Keighley— Circulating Cylinders (16) at Workhouse Infirmary
Pontefract— Lancashire Boiler for Refuse Destructor
Thrapston— Silt Chamber
Nottingham-Boilers at Six Council Schools
Bayston Hill— Reservoir andiron Mains
Sandbach—Two Fiddian Distributors
Bolton— Storage Reservoir
Southampton— Fire-Brigade Motor
Bathgate- Spray Bed at Sewage Purification Works....,

Hexham— Laying Water-Mains
Bedlington— Reconstructing Red-row Bridge
gt. Pancras, N.W.—Well at Whittield-street Eiths
poventry— Refuse Desti-uctor, Bishopgate Green

Parish Council

New Zealand Midland Railway
Town Council
East Asbford Rural District Couucil

T. W. Wilkinson, Clerk, Trimdon Hall, Trimdon Grange, Durham.
The Secretary, Dorset County Hospital, Dorchester

The High Commissioner, 13, Victoria-street, Westminster.

Alexiinder Hellard, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Portsmouth.

June

July

Education Committee
Harbour Board

1 The Surveyor's Ottice, Willesborough, Kent .................... .

. Arthur E. Collins, M.I. C.E-, City Engineer, Guildhall, Norwich

Devon County Council
District Council
Guardians
Secretary of State for India
Town Council
Devon County Council
Guardians

Rural District Council
Education Committee
Atcham Rural District Council

.

Urban District Council
Waterworks Committee
Corporation
Jiiint Sewage Board
Rural District Council
I'rban District Council
Borough Council
Corporation

,

James Lord. Borough Engineer. Town Hall, Hahtax..

E. Cooper-Poole, A. M.I.C.E., Engineer, Town Quay, bjuthampton

Jowett KendaU and Son, Architects, 10, East-parade, Leeds

H. Michelmore, Clerk, The Castle, Eseter ..

O. Claude Robson, Engineer, Dyne-road, Kilburn, ^.W
Moore and Crabtree, Architects, Keighley ....^.................

The Director-General of Stores, India Othce, Whitehall, b.W
The Borough Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Ludlow
H. Michelmore. Clerk, The Castle, Exeter
Moore and Crabtree, Architects, Keighley
J. E. Pickard, Survevor, Municipal (ifiices, Pontefract

Gerald Hunnybun, Clerk, Thrapston
Frank B. Lewis, Citv Architect. Guildhall, Nottingham
Joseph Everest, Clerk, St. John's Hill, Shrewsbury
W. W. AVvatt, Engineer, Whitcharch, Salop

, R. H. Swindlehurst, Waterworks Engineer, Town Hall, Bolton

T. Johnson, Fire Brigade Superintenuent, Southampton
Middleton, Hunter, & Dull, Engs.. 42, Frederick-sireet, Edinburgh

, J. H. Nicholson, Clerk, Midland Bank Chambers. Hexham
, J. E. Johnston. Surveyor, Bedlington, Northumberland
. The Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Pancras-road, N.W
. J. E. Swindlehurst, 3t.I.C.E., City Eng., St. Mary's Hall, Coventry










